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KEITH'S GOING INTO THE LEGIT
SHUBERT PERCENTAGES
•

63-37;

MAY

vaudeville

for the

units

The

pleted this week.

were

Shucom-

entire cir-

will average
62 V4 -37 ft
per
cent, with the producer getting the
best of the sharing.

cuit

New

-Central,
10-50 up to $5,000

that-

Tork, will

COMBINE

FROM $750 TO $7,000
WEEKLY FOR VALENTINO
Drawing Card

Screen's

gotiating

The Boro Park, Brooklyn,

New

Ne-

Contract

Season's Opening Directs Renewed Attention
Early Offer for "The Mon-

—

to Stage Successes

ster"—$200,000 Wanted for "Man From Home"
of

Theatres Avail-

—Conditions Claimed
Ripe for Another
mate Booking Chain —
Contracts Held by "Syndicates" Figure— Enough

EQUITY SHOWING LEAD,

Legiti-

UNION MUSICIANS SAY

Big Independents in Legit Much Perturbed Over Refusal
Producing to Hold Up
to Play Orchestra in 48th

New

with F. P.

which

will play the units on a half
policy, guarantees the attraction a minimum of $2,500. This be-

New

able

split

and 60-40 above

FUN RIGHTS TO PLAYS

SHOWING REVIVED INTEREST

Circuit

The playing terms

The

WITH BUYING

UNIT PRODUCERS PLEASED

Average of Sharing Terms for Shubert Vaudeville
Lowest Revue Overhead $5,000 Weekly—$2,500
Guarantee on Split Week

bert

TIE UP

Chain

the regular percentage doesn't reach that figure.
Some of the houses are splitting
As high as 70-30. In the opinion of
the producers, many of whom are
.former
the
burlesque operators,
terms are unusually liberal and satif

isfactory.

The securing of the advantageous
terms was essential on account of
the operating expenses of the units.
The lowest weekly overhead so far
Quoted Is $5,000, with, the majority
Of the producers claiming their expenses, etc., will go well over that
figure.

Rodolph Valentino is in New Tork
and has been for over two weeks,
negotiating a new contract with Fa-

mous Players. He has been very
much under cover, and even at the
home offices of the producing organization

his whereabouts were
In mystery.
The new
contract Is reported for two years
and at a weekly wage of $7,000.

shrouded

When

the "Four. Horsemen'' was
finished Valentino, who had been
getting around $750 in that picture,
would have signed with anyone at
the same amount for a period of
years.
There were no takers then.

(Continued on page 44)

The terms for the Harlem opera
house, New York, will be 50-50 up
to $5,000; 60-40* to $8,000. etc.
The Brandies, Omaha, terms

"KU KL0CKS KLAN"

will

be 70-30 in favor of the producer.

Shuberts'

8ecret Service
Police Captain

The more musicians talked over
the refusal of Equity to Install the
usual house orchestra when Equity
Players, Inc., opens the 48th Street
Theatre with its own plays, the
The creation of a new legitimate more the union men seemed
to feel
circuit with Keith Interests the Equity's
action will be more farsponsors is reported from inner reaching than
the 48th Street itBroadway sources. According to self. They say that if Equity
overthe story E. F. Albee views the looked, it will set an
example for all
prospect of entering the legitimate legit managers playing
dramatic atproduction and booking field dually tractions to follow,
it was
Shortas counteracting activity in retalia- sightedness, unlimited.
The musition against the Shuberts because cians claim
the action virtually up(Continued on page 7)
holds the lead of David Belasco and

REPRISAL FOR SHUBERTS

any other dramatic producer who
have dispensed with an orchestra.
That Equity Is paying $95,000 annually to William A. Brady for the

BURLESQUE MAN'S WIFE

miS HIM SOMETHING

lease of the 48th Street for Its bare

walls
cians.

Has Ex-

another thorn to the musiif Equity, as an
union, could chance that
(Continued on page 9)

is

They claim

affiliated
"I

hear you are going to be thrown

Better use a little
of Police Rochester off the wheel.
Come
chief of staff for Ben sense and beat them to it.
on
home,
me
and the kids. The
to
Mallam of the Shubert offices, with
a special assignment to check up on children need you more than burthe new clocking system installed lesque does. And I told you to quit
You had no business
in all Shubert theatres.
Not only long ago.
the ticket takers, but the ushers, opening the season. I told you that,
Three or the legitimate openings
The
too.
idea
of you keeping on
are required to clock all ticket
this week were by vaudeville proholders entering the theatres. Small forever when you could be kept
ducers.
They
1/uvrencc
were
busy enough just collecting your
Schwab and Dan Kusell'a "Gingham recording instruments sitting on the nuts over here. Come on home.
first finger are used and operated
Girl,"
Moore & Motleys 'Molly
The
rount of the Don't let them Are you out."
thumb.
the
by
Darling"
and
.Stewart's
IV>salk>
That is the almost »v.< rhat im condoorman is supposed to tally with
"The Torch bearers."
the number of tickets sold at the versation over the phone by the
<;-orge White of "Scandals" also
box ofilce, and the count of the wife of a burlesque manager on the
came from vaudeville..
ushers is supposed to total the door- Columbia wheel. So far the manager and his show are ntill on the
man'i record.
Idea of the doublo wheel.
t he
Just Mb
NO COATS OFF IN Kl
Clocking system is, no one app> us
Artists' representatives and booh
to know.
The tally itself is not
RISK
i')'^
men must woar Jackets while made in the house, as all tleket OIL PAINTING,
"How about a loan on a pletun
transacting bualncsa on tin- Keith boxes are counted In one of the
booking exchange floors hereafter, Shubert offices each morning. Alonq ,i film man asked a bank official of a
an order banning shirt sleeves and Broadway tho«e required to use the Times square institution.
"Oil painting, yes.
Movie, no,"
*hlrt-waiet garb having boon is- checking machines art dubbed the
sued by the Keith people.
was the prompt reply.
"Ku Klocks Klan."

VAUDEVILLE PRODUCERS

Ex-Captain

has been

years.

The opening

of the fall season
(Continued on page 44)

Street Theatre

week

comes operative

A revival of interest in the purchase of screen rights to plays and
novels has occurred in the past
week, with several brokers reporting
that business is on\ the upward
trend for the first time in two

made

WITH LEGIT SHOWS

.

I

BETTER

STRONG FOR HOPPER
Baltimore Daily Published Editorial

FOX BILLS FIRST HALF;
SHUBERT UNITS FILL ?N
Park

B<5ro

Week

Split

Two Brands

of

wiih

Vaude-

ville

The Boro Park. Brooklyn, will
play vaudeville the first half of the
week .booked through the Fox office.
Shubert vaudeville units will
be played the last half under a
guarantee.
The house Is controlled by the
Levy Brothers, who also own the
Bedford and Ridgewood, Brooklyn,
booked by Fox.
A similar booking conditions was
reported last week for the Astoria,
Long Island, with Fally Markus
booking the straight vaudeville in
the other half week.

DRAMATIC MUSICAL REVUE

About Him
Blanche
Baltimore, Aug.

"The Evening Sun"

In

an

30.

Merrill's

New

Idea

cepted by William Harris,

Ac-

Jr.

editorial

Monday suggested to Mayor Broen*
A dramatic musical revuo writ* en
ing that De Wolf Hopper be made and sketched out by Blanche Merrill
a Citizen Of Baltimore and presented was accepted early this week, it is
with the keys of the city.
said, by William Harris, Jr.
The
The editorial went on to wonder producer will prepare to stage the
at his lonu Season here and to .is!; piece by Nov. 1.
It is In several
hat he lie returned later.
scehes and; aeeordlng to report,
It is a cinch hopper could play
tells a continued story, the first reIn a downtown h ouse
tgnln this vue of Its style to be launched on
;
winter wim nis company and heal huh H de bf nm wate r
any attraction that might be
Mies Merrill, known through theagainst bun
He has dovoloped a atricals for the novelty of her stn
tremendous following here and his playing material, has heretofore*
audienoea at the last throe perform- confined her writings to bus, sk:'
'

.

i

i

an cos
largest

of

"Robin

that have

Arena theatre

tin.

Hood"
been
y<

were
In

Ihe
Carlin'a

dialog ami \
She \\ ill fur ni
Ike lyrics for the revue, wit,h no
pom poser aa yet selected.
•
•

VARIETY'S

GIRL ACT

A R I V C
p
CnDLiLJ

LONDON OFFICE

8

St.

Martin's Place, Trafalgar Square

MOZART FESTIVAL

PINCHED ALAN BROOKS

MANAGER

Lewie

AFOUL OF ACTOR'S ASSN.

Waller

Not

Hearing.
Brooke' $4.46 Fine
at

Birthplace

of

Composer European

Musical Centre

London, Aug. 18.
Having succeeded as a vaudeville
Lew Herman Must Pay Two lura
and staged "The Broken
Wing" at the Duke of York, Alan
Weeks' Salary Different
Brooks ha* added to his British exVersion by Each Side
perience by coming Into conflict
.'
After a visit to
with the police.
4
V
Lewis Waller's flat he departed
London, Aug. 22.
carrying a dressing gown once
/ A different rersion la given by worn by the late Lewis Waller in
each elde of the means through "Monsieur Beaucaire" on hla arm.
association The hour was 2 o'clock in the mornActors'
the
which
obliged Lew Herman, an American, ing.
Brooks soon ran up against
over here with "A Whirl of Girls," two plain clothes men who took
to pay two weeks' salary to the peo- him back to the Waller home for

Paris,

.

I

musical circles last week,

I,

ple before leaving the Rivoli, where
he ended his tour Aug. 19.
Herman claims he gave the people a run of the play contract over
the Moss Empires, starting July 24.
The company was Informed Aug.
14, Herman Bays, the act would close
that week at the Rivoli. Saturday
night, alleges Herman, Just as he
had been paid by the house management, Alfred Lugg, secretary of

the Actors' association, called at the
Rivoli and demanded two weeks'
salary for the girls, changing that
the two weeks notice had not been
given.

His arguments were of no

avail,

explanations.
Waller, according to the police
evidence,
became abusive , and
Brooks spoke up: "It Is disgraceful,"

ican

he said, "me being an Amervisitor to this country and

being insulted by a couple of curs
like you.''
At the same time he
struck one of the constables on the
A struggle followed and
left jaw.
The
Brooks was taken inside.
Marylchono magistrate fined Brooks
£1 for the blow, but refrained from
binding him over, saying that on
payment of the fine he could continue his friendly visit

to England.

Waller was not in court to stand
were
by his friend, but wrote later to the
not taken into consideration, and he press saying he expected an adstates he was knocked down, beaten journment and had important busitip and the money forcibly taken ness.
away from him. Herman says he
Not unnaturally the press rewas left with two pounds to return marked that he might have let his
to America and that he relieved business slide to stand by his
himself of the financial dilemma by friend. Lewis Waller replied that
selling the girl act production and the press comment war justified,
equipment to Ted (Kid) Lewis. but he was not in a position to at-,

Herman;

asserts

hie contracts

to return to New York,
says, he was unable to prolong his stay here to commence legal
action.
The association's version, told by

Wanting

tend the court because he could not
afford to sacrifice the money from
some film work he was doing; further that the lawyer had told him
there would be an adjournment
Mr.
In
secretary
assistant
the
asked fop to give him time to get
Lugg's absence, entirely disagrees hold of Important witnesses.
He
with Herman's. After Inquiry, and still, however, hopes to obtain both
convinced Herman might leave for himself and Alan Brooks some
without the full payment required, measure of redress in other quarthe A. A. decided to take action to ters.
The girls
protect Its members.
were engaged by Herman, said the
"MARY STUART"
assistant, through Foster's Agency
on ordinary contracts' which allow
London, Aug. 30.
for a fortnight's notice. This notice
new play.
John
Drinkwater's
should be posted before noonday of "Mary Stuart," will be produced at
the first Monday of the two weeks! the Everyman, Hampstead, during
It was not performed, said the as- the second or third week of Sepsistant secretary, Herman inform- tember. This will b3 the first Drinking the people some time Monday water play to be produced In LonLincoln"
the act would close the following don
"Abraham
since
«
Saturday.
melodramatic
"dust
turned * the
The association did not insist hole," the Lyric, Hammersmith, Into
upon two weeks' notice money, said a fashionable house.
the speaker and to which the peo"Mary Stuart" Is in two acts, the
ple were entitled, but for the week first dealing with the murder of
they had just finished and another Rlzzio and the second with the
week.
murder of Darnley.
It Is denied *h», the association
The author, who Is at present
The
collect.
abroad, is returning home for the
force was employed to
assistant secretary ridiculed Her- production.
Several plays founded on the
man's statement he had been returned two pounds. Herman's sal- tragic Queen of Scots are reported
ary, he said, was 125 pounds and to be in hand, but the first manager
the people's salaries amounted to to get in with one is Fred Terry,
who has just started his autumn
97 pound*.
After Kid Lewis bought the prop- tour with "The Borderer," a strong
erties, It Is said he only secured drama with the love of Bothwell
the physical possession of them and Mary for its theme.
through the presence of himself and
sparring partner to uphold his claim
RAFFLES AGAIN
of purchase.
Paris, Aug. 30.

Herman

The Theatre de Paris

KIDDING HELPS
Godfrey Tearle Tries it
of an Eagle"

In

will

"Way

London, Aug. SO.
Godfrey Tearle, the leading man
In the Ethel U-Dell "Dellodrama,"
-The Way of an Eagle," at the
Adelphl, has evidently grown tired
of the wishy-washy stuff provided
for him and his associates and Is
"kidding" the show. The result Is
that not only are the players enJoying themselves but the drama Is
going better than ever.
Long provincial experience with
Robert Arthur and the Melvilles before he came to London made him
proficient in the almost lost nrt
here of 'kidding."

BLUMENTHAL AND NEGRI
London, Aug. 30.
Tola Negri sails for the
States Ben Blumcjithal will leave
Negri will star in the
with her.

title role as usual.
After a short run with "David
Copperfleld" by Max Maury, from
the Odeon, the Ambigu has revived
(Dickens'
"Grillon
Foyer"
du
"Cricket on the Hearth"), with
Lamy, Maxime Lery, Jacquelin,
Mmes. A. Andre, Guereau. Theatre
Sarah Bernhardt opens early In
evergreen
the
with
September
"Dame aux Camelias."

PARIS ALHAMBRA BILL
Paris, Aug. 30.
Paris,
opened

and Natol, singer.

SOUTH AMERICAN TOUR
Paris,

Aug.

30.

Hamilton Co. 's. film productions, in
Paul Gavault, the new director of
which Blumenthal is interested. He the Porte St. Martin and Ambigu,
bo taking over a print of

in

partn* rshlp with Jean Coquelin

"Sodom and Gomorra," a mammoth Intends to send a French company
picture production made by the with the i«i">t> it
»f
the two
JMUBChA Co. of Vienna.
houses he new controls to tour
South America.

SIX

,

MONTHS FOR VAGRANT

f

Parla,
j

J»

Henry

Lampton

Aug.

Marshall,

"RAFFLES" AGAIN

30.

who

formerly impersonated II rry Roudinl in an "eaoape" act, has been
convicted as a vagr;mt and sentenced to six months' Imprisonment

Max

Relnhardt is officially organSalzburg festival, which
form of a mystery play
Calderon, or the "World Theatre,"
by Hugo von Hoffsmanthal, the
Austrian poet, representing the
world as a stage (as Shakespeare
said) and produced by Alfred Roller of Vienna in the local church as
the playhouse, for which purpose
the edifice has been draped in red.
The lead is held by Alex Molssi,
as a begger, the theme being the
poor are sure of entering Heaven,
I was thinking What a great idea while Anna Bahr Mildenburg, the
if a fellow was in jail for life and
W7 agnerian einger, impersonates the
killed a warden and got out and
Earth.
The main feature is the
slept In a barn for four nights and
Performances of
got away and saved a woman from lighting effect.
drowning and got a job and gave four of Mozart's wOrks, "Cosi Fan
all he saved to a poor old couple Tutte," "Don 'Juan," "Marriage of
and bought a home fdV his aged Figaro" and "II Seraglio," are being
sister and cot a poor old horse out given in the Opera under the direcof a barn that was burning and was tion of Dr. Richard Strauss.
on in the middle of the bill and
Mrs. Harold F. McCormick (fordidn't do his big yell finish because
the act behind him was a tryout merly Ganna Walska) is attending
performances.
the
and it would kill them and he made
a million in oil and built a new wing
to the jail and put a little park
where the prisoners could look out "KNIGHT OF COLUMBUS" PLAY
Sundays wouldn't people that he
Paris, Aug. 30.
was good to cry If they put him
The new piece of Francois Porche,
back In the old part of the jail and
could you blame him if he killed to be entitled "Le Chevalier de
another warden.
Colombre," is due at the Comedie
Francaise about Sept. 15.
An operetta by Maurice Magre,
music by Charles Cuvillier, will be
* created at the Femina i#> October
I

TWO AMERICAN PLAYS

London, Aug.

Of

20.

has not been so much
the building at new
theatres in the West End, although
there have been rumors. Now the
Theatres and Music Halls Committee of the London County Council
are about to submit new regulations to the council which will Bert*
ously affect the building of new
theatres or vaudeville houses.
Where there is a seating capacity for over BOO there must be ade*.
quate frontage on least two thoroughfares, one of which must be
not Jess than 40 feet wide. If the
seating* is for 3.000 one frontage
must be 60 feet wide. % Where the
seating is 6,000 or over the council
talk

late there

about

have power to make special

will

regulations governing that theatre's
frontages and exits.
Also new regulations governing

gangways and exits from galleries.
The regulations governing two
frontages will practically put a
stop to theatre building owing to
the amount of money which would
have

to

be

expended

in

buying

property.
With the exception of
the
Palace,
Alhambra, Pavilion,
Oxford, and Shaftesbury, there are
no theatres which could fulfill the

new requirements.
i

FIND CHARLEY

London, Aug. 30.
Finsbury Park is playing a new
entitled "Find Charley." This
IN
will last during the week of
AMERICANS IN EUROPE
Charles Althoff's engagement. The
Paris, Aug. 16.
audience will be invited to tell
In Paris:
Andrew J. Warner, whether the comedian is a young or
"Lawful Larceny" and "Bluemusical critic of Rochester (N. Y.) an old man.
beard's Eighth Wife" Open
"Times-Union."
in
Paris
after
After his act he goes into the
motor trip through Switzerland; frent of the house and members of
Same Day
Eugene Putnam, composer, is in the audience recognizing htm will
France prior to sailing for New receive rewards ranging from live
York; Henry L. Mencken, author; shillings to five pounds.
London, Aug. 30.
John Charles Thomas, singing at
The A. H. Woods production of Deauville; Jenny Dolly is there
Misses Lloyd and Lena Coming?
"Lawful Larceny." by Samuel Ship- dancing, and one even last w< * k
London, Aug. 30.
man, opened at the Savoy Aug. 26 had the King of Spain as a partner
In writing to friends in America,
(Saturday) at a matinee.
It
did for a fox -trot.
Lily Lena says she is going to the
very well and received favorable
Mrs. Samuel Untermyer has con- States in October with Alice Lloyd.
press comment.
Mi.«-s Lloyd has not accepted any
The matinee was occasioned for tributed generously for the building of a theatre at Salsburg, the American bookings as fax as known.
the Woods show through "Bluebirthplace of Mozart, and hae been She was considering an offer to
beard's Eighth Wife" starting the
same evening at the Queens. The elected an honorary member of the tour the world, starting in Australia,
organization, as also Harold Bauer, but is said to have declined the
Arthur Wimperis adaptation as prepianist, president of the Beethoven proposition, owing to the long absented by Sir Alfred Butt and AnAssociation of New York.
sence from her home here it would
thony Prinsep was scintillating and
Mrs. Rosalie Miller is opera sing- entail. „
brilliantly played.

(title

not yet released).

game
game

LONDON

GET OVER

It

is

certain of

success.

ing in Dresden, Germany.

PADEREWSKI RETURNING?

Madge Titherage and Norman McKinnel captured the playing score.
Among others in the cast are Hugh
Wakefield, C. M. Hallard, Arthur
Cleave, Doris Maclntyre and Peggy
Rush.

HENRY

IRVING'S

Hammons

London
Paris, Aug:

in

Paris, Aug. 80.
Paderewski, the pianist and a
Earl Hammons, president of Edu- Polish statesman since the war, la
cational Films, is making a brief negotiating for a musical tour of
visit to London.
the United States next season.
30.

WIDOW

IN

PENSIONED BY GOVT.
List Allowance of 100
Pounds Annually-— Nearly

Civil

80 Years Old
London, Aug.

30.

Henry

Irving's widow, now
approaching 80 years of age, has
been granted a Civil List pension of
£100 a year. This sum will just
about pay the rent of a Bloomsbury
Sir

bedroom

and

provide

a

scanty

breakfast.

LONDON

Aug. 30.
Volterra reopens the Theatre d»
with
a
revival of
Paris Friday
Kaffles."
Andre, luule heads the

London, Aug. 15.
Some years ago. Henry Farmer
wrote a serial story entitled. "Fettered Lives," afterwards dramatized
and produced in the suburbs. The
story concerned a theatrical touring company, the members of which
were all expert cracksmen, burgling
the shops, banks and big houses in
the towns at which
they were

booked. From a little three-night
stand in the country now comes the
news of a big burglary and the arrest of three
vaudeville
artiste,
Louis Class, Mignonette Class and
Robert Brierly, who had a complete
and expensive set of bulglar's tools

was a screen star heshe played in the Monckton
Hoffe show, and now a DavidsonGranger film leading lady, Phyllis
Shannaw, is playing an Important
part in "The Limpet'' at the Kingsway. This is her first appearance"
on the stage.
the Comedy,
fore

Renee Kelly will produce "The
Three Bears," a new play by Edward Carpenter, the author of "The
Cinderella Man," at Brighton, Sept.
Following the fashion, she says
11.
the piece is intended for the
End after its provincial tour.

West

Despite much publicity stretching
their "props."
over the period between the end of
Following on the example of the the New Oxford pantomine failure
Royal Academy of Dramatic Ar- "Babei in the Wood" until today,
the Dolly Sisters apparently will
tists, which has Its own theatre,
that very much older institution, not appear in a
revuette or a
the Royal Academy of Music, has comedy.
C. B. Cochran now anacquired land on which to build its nounces they will appear in Irving
own opera house. The estimated Berlin's "Music Box" at the Falaee
honor.
cost of completing the theatre is at Christmas.
£35,000, of which sum the governFrom the provinces two had
ors will provide £10,000, the public
B0URGUETS THEATRE
"dry-ups" are reported, one n combeing expected to find the £25,000.
Parla. Aug. 30.
pany playing "Potash and PerlHenry BoiTrguet is taking over
When the melodrama, "The Way mutter," the other the revival of
the Theatre des Mathurlns, and of An Eagle,"' ceases to attract at Auguste van Riene's piece "The
will reopen the fashionable but so the Adelphl, its place will be taken Broken Melody."
Bad business is
to
far unfortunate little house in No- by a musical play by Peter r.aw- said
be the cause of both
thorn*
lit u
d "Th< Island King " tragedies, but in the case of the
vember.
It was one of the mo^t
successful theatres in Faris until This will bring W. H. Berry back latter the disaster was hastened by
to the theatre, although
he will the arrest of the moneyed partner
being rebuilt by Saeha (Sultry.
probably appear first in Robert for a previous financial transaction
Watt's production Of "The Last which had not been too respectable.

among

.

"BIRTH" REVIVAL IN LONDON
London, Aug.

I'aris,

east.

izing the
Is in the

FRANK VAN HOVEN

Considering Irving's generosity in
many ways, it seems a little forgetThe Alhambra.
bill:
ful the government should have had
Aug. 25 with the following
Gansakourdia and Demlnoff, Rus- to come to the help of his widow
sian dancers; Joe Boganny troup; with a grant which Is only given
Four Flying Julians; Jacques In- when the circumstances are paraudi, lightning calculator; Charles ticularly hard
and pressing, almagician; though Inclusion on the Civil PenHera, Juggler;
P.al/.ar,
Nine Oswald Girls. English glrlt sion List Is by way of being an

When

Is said to

London's Council Issues Pro
hibitive
Regulations— Ex- j)
pensive Fronts Required
and may

in

the

act,

80.

be re-

September with a revival
of "Raffles," Andre Brule playing
opened

1922

NEW THEATRE RULES
MAY STOP BUILDING

ultimately prove a future rival of
Bayreuth as a musicians' Mecca.

'

'

Aug.

1,

Salzburg, Austria, the birthplace
of Wolfgang Amadeus von Mozart,
the German composer, has been the
centre of attraction in European

—

I

Friday, September

2096 Regent

A

30.

revival of Griffith's "Birth of a
Nation" Is, to be tried at the Scala.
opening Sept. 4. Emll Wertheimer
le the man behind

l«

Waltz."

According to the usual Russian
custom, Anna Pavlova stood as
sponsor at the christening of a new
Maida Vale dancing studio the other
day.
The studio is a venture on
Odette, who
Blackie in "The Faithful Heart* at
(Continued on page 22)

Many

actresses

from the stage
from the screen

attempt

to

go

to the screen— few
to the stage. Marie
created the part of

Friday, September

1,

VAUDEVILLE

1922

szr x=

3T=
the understander answers it, leaning over the table upon which the
phone in placed, with one leg raised.
While the understander is talking
the topmounter does another handstand from the latter's calf. The
most remarkable of all the tricks Is
stand without
of the program to record that liist a "cigar-to-cigar"
This stunt is
other support.
any
honors went to the foreigners at the
enhanced by the clever
first house Monday evening.
A pro- materially
gram of general "quality" Is being substitution of lighted cigars for the
dished up this week for those who actual supports immediately thereattend but that is generally the after. The topmounter is taller and
case there, due mainly to the care looks heavier than the understander,
Jolo.
exercised by Booking Manager Jack which is also unusual.
Hayman in the selection of his bills.
As a consequence, despite the admittedly "hard times," the Victoria
Palace will, in all probability, deLondon, Aug. 22.
clare a dividend of 20 per cent, this
One of the most amateurish preyear, in addition to setting aside a sentations of a vaudeville bill in
sum for the reserve fund.
this or any other country was given
Taking the acts seriatim, the first at Finsbi'ry Park Empire at the
turn is Marie Terry, a pretty girl in first show last night. It was due to
full white tights and white jacket, the absence of the regular conductor
such as is worn by "principal boy" of the orchestra, who is "away ou
artistes in local pantomime.
She his holiday." His place was taken
has a trim figure and sings fairly by what is known here as "the
well.
Judged by American stand- leader." who is in America the first
Never throughout the
ards she would make an excellent violinist.
acquisition as leader for a girl act show did he appear to look at the
performers on the stage, confining
in the States.
Lamia, a comedy Juggler, is sec- himself to reading the music and
ond; a clever performer who han- failing utterly to keep proper time.
Charles Althoff was making his
dles a number of small article.* well,

VICTORIA PALACE

FAMOUS PLAYERS CROSSES 95;
AMUSEMENT LONGS CAUTIOUS

•

London, Aug. 18
Two American and one Danish
act comprise the last three turns
at the Victoria Palace this week. It
Is no reflection upon the remainder

—

Orpheum and Loew Keep Pace of Advance

23%

at

—

and 20 All Listed Stocks at Double Their Lows
Under Pool Encouragement

FINSBURY EMPIRE

amusement stocks marched and it is borne in mind that betterto new high points ments in the coming season are all
Besides the hidden
for this year, nnd several to new in the future.
peaks for two years. Famous Play- position of tho pool dictates a conservative
attitude.
The market is
ers was high Wednesday mid-day
cliques
carrying
of
large
at 95%; Orpheum at 23Vi and Loew full
at 20. In all three cases It was the amounts of stock, most of it acAll the

ahead this week

general market opinion that pools quired far below the current price
and syndicates, formal or Informal, levels. It is admitted that the bull
had taken advantage of surround- groups are strong, but with so
ing market strength to mark th# many of them operating in a market that has been on the climb for
issues up.
At the tops outside trailers turned five months the possibilities of a
cautious. There was a good deal of spot developing and breaking the
profit taking, but it made not the whole front sympathetically are reAll offerings ceiving a good deal of attention.
slightest /difference.
were absorbed without reaction and
Trading opinion in Times square
Now enjoying a very successful
tBe forward sweep continued. Such divides on this point. Some of the* and profitable rest at the Garden
Foiling as apiTVared seemed to be players are getting out of Famous Pier Theatre, Atlantic City.

WILL OAKLAND

confined to liquidation of long accounts rather than the putting out
of any short lines.
Inflation

Ahead?

Atlantic City "Daily Press/'
Players altogether, while others are
August 28
standing fast.
A third variety of "Will Monday,
Oakland's songs were sespeculator has turned to the de- lected with discrimination and his
vice of a straddle, holding his long international popularity was upstock and selling short against it. held by his performance."
Stopping the show at every perIn this way his present profit is
protected ax the worst, while he formance.
"I love the cows and the chickens,
can sit tight through a break, if it
comes, and, by covering his short but, oh! you boardwalk rolling
chairs!"
contract by purchase, renew his long
line when he thinks the setback has
This device also
run its course.
GULLIVER'S
ha% the advantage of preserving
dividends.
Famous Fells "ex" the English Variety Circuit Declaring
%2 quarterly payment on Sept. li.
Dividend
It is noted in referenco to Famous
that tho difference between the
London, Aug. 30.
common and the preferred Is conAt the 14th annual meeting of

Expressions' of Wall street opinthat have reached the printed
word are mostly to the effect that
business is in for a new period of
Inflation when the present labor
disturbances are out of tho way,
and strong financial interests appear to be anxious to create that
Wednesday morning trading
idea.
started with a whoop. By noon the
quotation boards revealed a score
of new high figures.
In the case of Loew and Orpheum
the week's peak was higher fhan
some prices before the two issues stantly narrowing
and some attensuspended dividends, Loew more
tion was given to the old story of
than a year ago and Orpheum last
encouraging conversion of preferred
fall.
In Loow there remained outinto common, but there seems to
standing some volume of speculabe no prerent likelihood of this
tive holdings acquired around 16-17
and these appeared to have been being brought about. Dealings in
small.
cleared up.
Trade people figured the senior were relatively
Move in Goldwyn
that at 20 Loew had pretty well
There was a minor movement in
discounted improvement up to date
and profit taking was in order until Goldwyn that puzzled film men.
something definite came out about After its drop from 7% to 5 on the
dividend prospects.
The idea ap- termination of the Goldwyn-First
peared to be that a pool might be National negotiations the stock for
working to create the idea that re- no apparent reason rebounded to
sumption of payments was immi- better than 7. Inasmuch as the
nent in order to*attract a following climb from around 4 to 9 had been
upon which it could unload. The based on the prospects of a merger
safe course under the circumstances of the two companies, such a showseemed to be to take profits on the ing of strength seemed unreasonchance of renewing holdings on a able. The surface explanation of
the advance, as Time Square saw
reaction.
it,
was the announcement that
Boston Starts Early
In the case of Orpheum the move- Goldwyn had the production of
tip seemed to be inspired from Bos"Ben Jlur" up Its sleeve, promising
ton as several times before.* The an important business coup. But
heavy trading first appeared in the" the announcements of the company
. New
England market during the are rather Indefinite as to 'when the
short Saturday session, when the picture will be produced. One tradturnover approached 1,500 shares. er's view was that a market was
New York activity followed on being made in the issue to estabMonday and Tuesday.
Orpheum lish a level at which some specustock is more in outright invest- lative group could market its holdment hands than Loew, although ings accumulated during the run-up
tho several campaigns within the from 5 to 9 in May and June and
last six months must have mate- still partly In hand.
Dealings in all the amnscment
rially changed the complexion of
the transfer books. Nobody on the stecks represented about $3,500,000
outside has much of a line on the for the six sessions covered by this
location of the securities since its report.
Tho summary of transactions August 21
round trip from 25 to 12V4 and back
to August 31, Inclusive, are as follows;
to the high level in less than a
ion

does a lot of good trioks In a funny
way, but is not Innately funny himself.
Would make a good opening
turn on the Mnali time in America.
Cruikshank is an old-time monologi8t and singer in a clown makeup, who tellH his jitories and sings
most of hfs numbers seated upon a
pedestal in the center of the stage
in "one" or, as it is called here,
While singing he
"front cloth."
strums a banjo for accompaniment.
For an encore he plays the 'cello
while rendering' a mock ballad. A
sure-fire turn here, but not likely
to do well across the water.

(

STOCK EXCHANGE

year.

Famous Players

is

edged pool issue and

Thursday—
Kim. I'lay-I,

Kalps.lllKh.T.ow.T.ast. ChR.
»*>"4 -f
8,000 fll
4(H) 100
1K»
WV, + i*
l/ocw, Inc., ... 8.500 1H% 1HV4 1814 + %
Orpheum ... . . . 100 20H 20Vfc 20'.i
*

an acknowl-

future is
bound up in the tactics of the syndicate.
It has made an astonishing
record in tho last few weeks, moving up more than 15 points from
80, where it seemed for a long time
to bo "pegged."
There are numerous factors that put a good appearance on the stock, such as the fact
that economies have been worked
out in its management, that it made
better than $15 profit a share of
common during the worst slump in
its history, and the announcement
of a substantial releasing schedule
for the coming season, but speculators with an intimate knowledge
of the film trade have developed a
streak of caution nevertheless.
Market of Cliques
The Hi-point rise discounts a lot

Do.

its

of improvement in spite ef th<>
stork's s per cent, dividend record
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Duncan

Sisters are leaving for

America. This is not so. They reopened on the Moss Empire tour at
Liverpool.

Mclo at Renaissance
Paris, Aug.

The summer management

30.

of the

Renaissance has revived the melodrama,
"Gigolette,"
with
Mme.

Damla in the principal part.
venture promises well.

The

SAILINGS
Sept.

2

(from London for

New

York), Hugh Ward, Ben Fuller, Jr.,
Bert Levy, Jeff McCarthy (Adriatic).
Sep* 8 (from San Francisco for
Australia), Muriel Valll.

Reported through Paul Tauslg

of
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Face")
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Duncan

Sisters,

this

nouncing he would

sit in

the orches-

tra after his act minus make-up
and would distribute 100 pounds

during the week to those who discovered his identity, in sums varying from 10 shillings to & pounds.
Despite the orchestra handicap he
got over fairly well and can be
thankful his turn was not entirely
ruined through the lack of support
given him by the musicians.
The show opened with Syd Moorhouse, a character singer with a
good baritone voice, alternating
with some whistling of a strenuous
Probably the greatest suforder.
ferer at the hands of the orchestra
was Katrina, assisted by Joan. They
are a pair of female ballet dancers,
youthful and pretty, who do a very
neat stepping turn that depends entirely upon the musical accompaniment. Time and again they had to
set the pace for the leader by clapping their hands and audibly instructing him.
Robb Wilton is a popular local
Lancashire comedian, who opens
with a song in "one," then goes to
full stage for a travesty skit, in
which he is assisted by Florence
Parker, entitled "The Fire Chief."
He does a ludicrous "boob" chief
of a rural fire department.
The
woman rushes in frantically, crying
her house is burning down, but the
"boob'' Insists on asking her questions to fill out a form before he can
gather up his men to go to the conflagration. While regarded as very
funny over here, it is doubtful if
American audiences would look upon
it in that light.
After intermission was the Femvioliniste,

women — vocalist,
and

'cellist

pianiste.

minutes and were Throughout the turn the girl at the
piano had to direct the orchestra
with her head, and if looks were
deadly the man occupying the conwhat we colloquially tertn a r!o«. ductor's seat would have been carThis pair of girls, with their kiddie ried out a corpse. It is an excellent
act, are a sensation in London. One turn of its kind, of the concert orof their encores Monday night was der. The vocalist has a fine me/.zo
the "Argentines, Portuguese and the voice and the musicians are all
Greeks' ditty, which literally pleasing.
knocked the audience off their seats.
The only act that had little to do
Jack Hose, billed as "Dr. Jack with the orchestra was the Two
Rose, Specialist for the Blues," with Pascals
(Charles O'Donnell and
Jimmy Steiger at the piano, palp- Eddie Fields), a team of Amerlean
ably nervous, did more than well, boys who work on the style of Van
but he needs some advice before he and Schenck. They have been here
can connect for his full ^alue with many years and are favorites.
English audiences. As a matter of O'Donnell plays all the music on the
fact Hose is an Englishman who piano, utilizing the orchestra but
ran away from home 17 years ago. once and compelling the occupants
His sister is manager of the Ken- of the musicians' pit to hustle to
nington theatre here, and should keep up with him.
have given him some advice before
Johnny Fuller closed the show,
he opened. His principal weakness mado up as a cat and doing pranks
is In rhapsodieally announcing to on the floor, then a bit of tight wire
tho audience, "I'm a nut." In Eng- walking and finishing with a dance.
land a "nut" is a "dude," and he His act is not very finished— just a
should have substituted the phrase combination of several things, none
"I'm balmy,? or "I'm up the pole," overly well done.
or some similar colloquialism. Other
Why wouldn't It be much more
deletions necessary are "My God," profitable for Moss Empires to emwhich is regarded here ns sacrile- ploy a competent conductor to travel
All over the circuit, substituting
gious, and "hell" and "damn"
for the
of which has probably been told him regular conductors while they are
by now. The downstairs nnd bal- "on their holiday"? As there are
cony attendance "got" him nicely, more than a score of houses on the
but there was a noticeable silence circuit more than one might bo necon the part of tho gallery folks, essary, but wouldn't that pay betwho didn't seem to understand what ter than ruining their bills during
he was doing. Pose is the type of the vacation period?
Jolo.
American who may return to New
York with tin- impression England
is "dead slow."
Maybe it is, but
ACT DEMANDS INCREASE
32

only able to depart after two very
insistent encores In front cf the
folding front curtain.
They were

,

they generally arc very appreciative
London, Aug. 30.
of acta they like. Stelger contribCharles Althoff, the American aet,
uted in no small degree to Hose's
partial success.
If Hose will take has been offered further time in tho
the trouble to study the English English halls at the same salary he
audience, he could undoubtedly give contracted to appear here for.
them just the sort of act they want.
Althoff replied he wanted a subClosing the show, before the pic- stantial increase. If not forthcomtorial weekly, are Stanley Brothers,
ing he will return home.

•

H

GOOD I

JMilegmband-to-hand bal-

who work slowly

in

street

with a wonderful routine
would go well anywhere,
it
would h<. difficult to enumerate all
their tricks, but let a few Buffice
One lies flat on his stomach (undertender) on s table reading a hook.
The topmounter does a handstand
on the prostrate one's heels, which
are lifted and raised slowly with no
apparent effort At another point
in the act tli" phone bell rings and
that

-

'

the act of the

who remained
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Two Danish

23

THE CURB
!^£i^LpbtdIn>3blc 1r.itruction dt

bition.

billed as "The
atics." a pair of

:

--'»

&

Son, 101 East 14th street:
Sept. 2 (from New York), Charles
Karl Tauslg (America);
Previa,
Sept. 2 (from Hamburg for New
York), Willy Schcnck Trio, Hafayette's Dogs (St, Paul).
Aug. 26 (from New York), Tyler
Bro^ko (to appear In the London

*

Vt

and the turn
favorably with acts of
that style in the best vaudeville In
America where they would probably
be well received should they ever
pay a vleit to the land of prohi-

compares

scored well through tho star's

1>4

+ %

is

appearance

rial to warrant any frantic efforts
on the part of American booking
managers to induce him to pay a
visit, but there is more than a likethis artist could frame up a
Duncan Sisters Remaining Abroad lihood
routine that would please audiences
London, Aug. 30.
over there.
A rumor has been circulated that The "duke's knuckles" of the bill ina Quartet, four
It

— %
II

—1

half

first

popularity.

(Celtic).

-

the

"The Difference."

playlet,

production

1

of

Opening after intermission Is
Sterndale Bennett, a 'male pianonumbers written by
loglst, with
himself a manly chap, who enunLondon, Aug. 30.
ciates incisively and gets his stuff
At the Coliseum Monday Violet over in fine shape. There is nothing
Vanbrugh presented an ordinary bordering on a "wallop" in his mate-

-i

-f

"class"

artistic stage settings,

VIOLET VANBflUGH'S SKETCH
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(vaudeville),
the Gulliver circuit
called for tomorrow, a dividend of
five per cent, will be declared upon
the
ordinary
shares
(common
stock).

+ %

2l@22('a

at

5%

The

Betty Barclay and George Glover,
who used to bill themselves "Betty
Barclay and a Baritone."
Miss
Barclay has grown stout, and suggests our Marie Cahill In physique.
Giover is a very smart-looking
young man with an excellent baritone voice. They have a fine piano
accompanist and their exclusive
songs are interspersed with smart,
snappy cross-talk.
They carry

first

occasion and left the stage utterly
disgusted, discouraged and disheartened. Althoff is billed as the bottom
of the bill and has special half
sheets out for the engagement, an-

DEATHS ABROAD
Paris, Aug. in.
F.
Grcgoire, French
comedian,
died recently at Marseilles, France,
where he principally played.
Leo Leoncavallo, journalist and
musician, brother of the deceased
Italian composer, died suddenly in
a Paris hospital Aug. 13 from an
attack of apoplexy.
•

VAUDEVILLE
MUSIC PUBLISHERS CALLING

Friday, September

— Suit

BY KEITH'S AND ARTISTS

—
—

Agency Wants Cuts Acts Expect Fast Action with
Season's Opening Orpheum Circuit Loosening
Up During Past 10 Days

Threatened Against Wire-

Companies Using Copyrighted Music
Million-Dollar Radio Income Looked For
less

The American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers has
issued an ultimatum to the Weatinghouse Electric Co., General Electric, Radio Corporation of America,

—

YOUNG'S HOLLYWOOD

McKOWENS DIVORCING

copyrighted music for profit, without license.
These companies, as
well as the Secretary of Commerce
and the Authors' League have been
notified to attend a conference at
the society's rooms Sept. 20 for the
purpose of formulating a plan
whereby the copyright owners of
popular and standard music may be
reimbursed for the use of their cata-

logs.

Ernie's

Vaudeville Agent and Marilynn Miller's Sister Agree Upon Divorce

a residence in Chicago at present
preparatory to instituting an acdivorce against her husband, the vaudeville agent in New
York.
Mrs. McKowen is a sister of
Marilynn Miller, now Mrs. Jack
Pickford.
Mrs. McKowen, professionally known as Claire Miller,
was with her sister in "Sally" in
Boston.
A Bostonian is reported
awaiting the outcome of the Chicago proceedings. He is a non-professional and reputed wealthy.
The only hitch in the McKowen
arrangement is said to be the husband's insistence their only child
shall be with him at least two
mon'Jis a year.
Mrs> McKowen is
reportel objecting to be bound by
tion

for

ingly.

Last week the Woolworth 5 and
10-cent stores displayed in their
of a nulio
set retailing at the firm's top price.
It was estimated it would cost $1.50
to purchase all the necessary parts

windows component parts

In

a Wool worth
The meeting

store.

Sept.

20 is for the
arriving at a

purpose

of

means

gauging the npproportion-

e>f

finally

Ing of license fees. Meantime, until
this is determined, the A. S. C. A. &
P. has agreed to issue temporary
revocable licenses gratis to all applicants.
Applications for these
must be received by Sept. 9. Dating

from the day thereafter all broadcasting by stations not fortified by
this temporary license will be prosecuted by injunction and damage
claim for copyright infringement.

"Wasted Lover" and a Blonde
Valentine Taylor, referee in the
Ida H. Fink separation suit against
Henry Fink, songwriter and cabaret
producer, has handed in his report
recommending a decree ^"for the
plaintiff. He also recommends tho
mother be given custody of their
two children.
Fink is the author of the songs,
"The Curse of an Aching Heart"
and "I've Wasted My Love on You."
Three cabaret dancers and a

"beautiful blonde" figured in the
proceedings, the latter alleged to
have been scantily clad when Pink's
offices

were

raid*

d.

Mrs. Fink savs her husband has

an Jncome

regular
opening the following night (Saturday) at the Crescent, playing
there the following week also.
its

M0LLIE HESTER'S DECREE
San Francisco, Aug.

30.

Mary

E. Webster, known as
Mollie Hester, was granted an In*
terlocutary decree of divorce last
week on the ground of desertion.

Mrs.

She was married
Chicago in August,

to

Webster

in

1910, and separated in November, 1917.
Miss Hester is at present doing
a dancing act in vaudeville.

JOHN

WALKER

E.

Featured Comedian With

C
Latest

B.

MADDOCK'S
Comedy

Musical

Success.

"THE SON DODGER"

KEITH'S PALACE, NEW YORK,
Week 8e P t. 18

FIRST VAUDE UNITS

ders, another colored single turn of
the same type, opened Monday at
Loevv's State, New York.

Tannen Coming Back
Julius Tannen is returning to the
stage after a season's retirement
during which he has been in the
furniture business.
He announced
he was through with theatricals
after
with
his
imbroglio
Nora
Hayes, and returned into commerce.
It is not known
whether he will
tour or not, as his plans at present
are to play a few weeks in New
York before leaving his trade connection, if he will leave it at all.
lie is booked to play the palace
within the next month.
Mitchell and Dove Divorced
Chicago, Aug. 30.
Eileen Dove Mitchell has secured
a divorce from her partner* husband, Jack Mitchell, with a weekly

alimony of %'J.o. They Were in vaudeville as Mitchell and 1)«»ve. Mitchell
One-Night Show with Kiddies
is the eon of Harry Mitt hell who
manager of the Empress
"The Juvenile Follies," under the was
Theatre when it played \V. V. M.A.
Goldberg,
Jack
of
management
opens a road tour Sept. 7 in Mont- vaudeville.
^^m
The coupk? we7r,Bn PR?W ff f,\n. 20
The company, includclalr, N. J.
Grounds of divorce, noning 25 kids, will play a one-night last.

-^
,

support.

l

the golden key to

Hollywood night

upon

life

The Young troupe

of 40

a

arrival.

special

Pageant, having been selected without solicitation by the Pageant

One Opens This Week, Another management.
The Pageant is the biggest outFive Acts and
Next Week
door affair ever done here. The
credit goes to General Manager
10 People
Berger and Ed Carruthers.

—

SHOW CHANGE

DAILY
Musical

Company Claims
Performance Daily

Rep

Different

the intention
to

of

the Keith

book from week

after

the

came out musical
"names"

from Chicago, under
engagement for the

in special cars

SHOWING FOR LOEWS

to

legitimate

comedies

people

week
shows

until

and

open, when
will be available as was
the case last season.
The Orpheum circuit is reported
as loosening up during the past
ten days and routing acts that have
been holding out, at the acts' figure.
This was reported as due to lack
of feature and comedy turps that
the Chicago office couldn't deliver
and which were needed for Orpheum bills immediately.
Many comedy acts are holding
out, figuring that when the regular
season opens they will get fast
action and more money when the
bookers report a shortage of this

Hoyt's Revue with 30 people type of turn.
opened at PlattsbUrgh, N. Y., this
Weok at 75 cents to P admission. It
WILLIE'S
claims to be changing its perform
ance daily.
The same show was Bill Morris' Son't Benefit Show—
Lauder's Sunday Performance
out last season.
In the company are Lew Brems,
William Morris, Jr., is staging a
Frank Soper, Henry Watson, Fred
Wheaton, Bob Raby, Pete Brady, show which will be written and proLew Caron, Alice- Melvin, Peggy duced by himself, at Saranac Lake,
Raby, Grace William, Saxophone N. Y., Sept. 13-14. It will be a benefit for the Children's Day Nursery
Four and chorus of 12.
Next week (Sept. 4) the show goes of the section, an institution founded and patronised by Willie's mother.
to Burlington, Vt.
The benefit performance will be in
the nature of a revue, having acts
BALLYHOO FOR MARCUS LOEW and skits. Loealites with possibly
The incoming "Berengaria," due some amateurs included are to take
to dock today (Friday), will be part.
The younger Morris named his
greeted down the bay by a police
boat having on board a delegation show "Wow," using that word only

"WOW"

,

consisting of several of the Loew
Circuit's
and Metro's executive
staffs,

ORPHEUM'S "UNITS"

headed by N,

C.

Granlund,

the energetic publicity pusher for
the Loew enterprises. Included in
the group will be the Keath's Boys
Band. On the boat are big banners
inscribed "Welcome Home, Marcus
Lcew," one on each side of the
police boat, so the "Berengaria''
can't fool it, whichever way sh£

McKay and Duggan Will Be With
Road Show Combinations

to advertise
It

it

ia

the local paper.

has excited curiosity and

is

a

self -advertiser.

Another benefit will be given for
the Day Nursery Oct. 8 at the Lexington, New York, by William Mor-

ris, Sr.
It will be the Sunday night
following the first week of the Sir
Several unit shows are to be
Harry Lauder road tour over here
sent out by the Orpheum circuit
at ^hat house, under 'the Morris
next season. Tommy Duggan has
management. A special list of volunbeen routed and engaged to pro- shifts.
teers including Sir Harry will apduce an afterpiece for the Orpheum
The band will play the bigger pear.
people; also George McKay.
boat up to its wharf. After Marcus
The "units" are road shows with has convinced the
customs men he
a special clause in their contracts is harboring
KITTY
no contraband, the
which cals for the acts appearance
de wi] , Rtart
Broad
J em1 _
unit
n the
or afterpiece.
The h
t
;
gtate thwt
Doesn't Like Cabaret's Dressing
idea was tried successfully last
Mr Loew h
£
boss
Room Eva Tanguay Substituting
season on the Orpheum circuit.
wh< „ not
out-of-town theaOther units will follow from ume trrc
At tne
thcre
b<?
to time if the experiment continues
Atlantic City, Aug. 30.
other doings, including picture taksuccessful. The Duggan unit opens
The Bal Tabarin Cafe was obliged
ing, although Granlnnd may change
Oct. 2.
his mind for that bit, moving it to remain dark during one of the
across the street, where "The Pris- busiest August weeks in the entire
PICTURE
SINGLE
oner of Zenda'* (Metro) is showing summer season, owing to the refusal of Kitty Gordon to fulfill her
at the Astor.
Miss Gordon did not
Balaban & Katz Paying Harry Rose
After that Is ever, Marcus will engagement.
$600 Weekly
be at liberty to go into his own like the dressing rooms at the Bal
Tabarin, and no inducement could
office and see how the reserve has
Harry Rose has been stoned fur behaved since his departure for persuade her to go on.
Eva Tanguay, cylonio vaudevila three-week tour of the Balaban & London, where he placed "The PrisKatz picture houses around Chicago. oner of Zenda" (Metro) at the llan, is now leading attraction at the
Rose is to receive $600 weekly Palace in that city.
Bal Tabarin Cafe for two weeks.
and transportation for himself and
Next Monday, Labor Day, Mr.
wife.
Charles Freeman, the inde- Granlund, by permission, will travel
MR3. VALENTINO-MISS
pendent agent, arranged the dates. to Bridgeport, Conn., to help S.
Z.
Mrs. Rodolph Valentino is to apPoll open a new I 'oil theatre.
Mr.
AGENT AND
Granlund Will take a crew of 72 pear at one of the Keith houses
shortly in a sketch.
She is Jean
him,
celebs
with
all
for
Poll,
and,
George Sofmnsky. the Loew agent,
it is said
(but it's a secret), that Acker, Valentino's first wife, who it
Is to manage the Lew Fields Shuappears
has
the
legal
right to use
Poli
signed
lately
a contract to use
bert vaudeville .unit, which Fields
the name until the final decree is
will operate. The Fields unit will $1L'0,000 worth of Metros film regranted
in
the
divorce
given
to her
be a separate attraction from the leases for the coming season, inin California some three months
Weber A Fields "Reunited," in cluding "The Prisoner of Zenda" ago.
which the comedians will personally (Metro).
The act will be billed as Mrs.
Marcus Loew is a double pressappear.
Valentino. Gordon & North are the
Sofransky will retain his Loew d< nt. of the I^oew circuit and M< tro. agent 8.
During his absence his
franchise.
The turn will appear first at the
will
acts
be
handled
by
Joe
DIVORCE AND $40,000
Royal, New rork, with the exact
Miiii.f< Is.
date not set, with within a very
Chicago, Aug. 30.
short time.
John F Sandell, head of the F rit
FOX IN COAST
schultz and Co., costumers, broke
L<«s Angeles, Aug, 30.
up his happy Mom*. according to
Shubert Manager for Baltimore
Hairy Fox will appear in the coast his wife, when he registered as man
Frank IfcCline has been appointed
tour of 'Oh, Look," that is to open and Wife with another
woman at manager and Eddie Cllne treasurer
In San Francisco. The company will
the St. Regis hotel.
Mrs. Isabella of the Academy, Baltimore, which
lie recruited here.
Sandel] brought suit for divorce and will play the Shubert
unit shows
Mrs. Fox (Beatrice Curtis) is tem- was granted a decree also of $40,000
this season.
McCune was formerly
porarily retiring from the stage to and the custody of his five-year-old
at the Fifth Avenue and Cline at
await a family event.
daughter.
the Keith's sist Street, N< w rork.

GORDON OBJECTS

^^

hm

.

Florence Mills and Will Vodery's
Band from the Plantation Revue,
which closed recently, will open at
a Keith house within two weeks.
The colored artists have been booked
by Rose & Curtis. Gertrude Saun-

Captures

bers are being royally entertained.

;

FLORENCE MILLS WITH BAND

Troupe

Young received

|

of $10.(100.

stand route.

the opening of the vaudeseason nearly here, the deadlock between the Keith offlce and

the vaudeville artists shows no
sign of breaking.
Los Angeles, Aug. 30.
Fewer acts are routed than ever
Ernie Young's Marigold Gardens
Revue is the outstanding hit of the before for the big houses ai this
Pageant of Progress, which opened time of year. It is attributed to several
reasons,
the
at Exposition Park Saturday.
principal
one
The trip here by the company is being the "cut" salaries offered the
Other reasons advanced are
in the nature of a lark. Its mem- acts.

only.

The Singer show has

Revue

Town During Pageant

Publishers (like Carl Fischer, G.
Schirmer, Sam Fox, Ditson ct al.)
The first unit vaudeville show ornot members of the American So- such a provision.
ganized by Lew Cantor for the
ciety arc also interested in the muLoew office opened Monday at the
tual protection of their rights as
DcLYLE ALDA IN BANKRUPTCY Falace, Brooklyn, for the first half
governing radio and will be invited
DeLilah
Alda
Sheer
(DeLyle of the week and booked for the last
to stand with the society members
as far as the radio question is con- Alda) filed a voluntary petition in half at the Warwick, Brooklyn.
hankruptcy
Aug.
1.
Liabilities
The show includes Brossius and
total
cerned.
The music men aim at a flat mil- 147,640 and assets are |150, consist- Brown, Mae Francis and Dot Mar
ing
of
exempt
personal
wearing
ap- CtCatttrlaclT Statin and Francis.
lion-dollar income from radio to reimburse them for the inroads it has parel. Tho biggest creditor is Mar- Walser and Dyer, and an afterpiece
cus
Loew
to the extent of $11,340.
entitled
"The Manicure
Shop."
made on the rolls and record reproUntil recently Sheer, Inc., tailor, Each act offers a specialty and apductions.
The last Victor statements, as well as the others, were was a tenant of the Loew State pears in the afterpiece, which runs
No extra people are
shockingly frugal. The explanation, building. Miss Alda was financially 35 minutes.
which admittedly take into consid- interested in "William Qheer's en- carried for the afterpiece, the unit
terprise.
its
entirety
including 10^ people.
in
eration such things that record
Harold P. Coffin was appointed
The second Cantor unit "opens at
sales fell off because more people
went on vacations this summer than referee by Judge Mack in the* pro- the Palace, Monday, Sept. 4, and
will include the Lampinos, Bernie,
ever before, places no small part of ceedings.
Remount and Bowers, Mason and
the blame at the door of radio.
Cole, Clayton and Lennie and an
There are 6,500,000 talking machines
JACK SINGERS OPENING
afterpiece entitled "You'll Be Surin use in the country.
There have
Jack Singer's Shubert unit show, prised."
been 1,000,000 radio receiving sets "Hello, Ttfew York," will give a preBoth units will be prepared in the
sold.
Even gauging the 6,500,000 liminary
Invitation
performance
mark as a limit, radio has made in- Friday night, Sept. -8, at the Cres- smaller Loew houses around New
York
prior to being routed over the
roads on records fully one-sixth. cent, Brooklyn. No tickets will be
They are being booked for
When one considers that a good sold, admission being by invitation circuit.
a flat salary by the producer.
talking machine coets at least $100
and a good radio receiver from $15
to $20 it is obvious, as the technical
details aro perfected, to what extent
radio will grip the public. The field
is inexhaustible, is the belief of the
music men, and since the sales are
so much dependent on the musical
entertainment to be obtained, it is
their intention to benefit accord-

With

ville

American Telegraph & Telephone
Chicago, Aug. 30.
Co. and the National Radio ChamAccording to report here, Mrs.
ber of Commerce that on and after James B. McKowen is establishing
Sept. 10 the society will bring suit
In the Federal District Court against
any and all radio stations that
broadcast copyrighted music, on the
premise It comprises an infringement of the copyright law as regards the public performance of

1988

SALARY DEADLOCK

ACTS'

MEETING ABOUT RADIO
Sept. 20 Date Set

1,

^

—

HOUSE

ACKER

SHOW MANAGER

HARRY

SHOW

1

,
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.
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GOLF THE SOFTEST YET;

REGULAR VAUDEVILLE READY
CON AND TOMATO FOR
TO OPPOSE PANTAGES' CIRCUIT
—

IT

Pants Cut Off at Knee, with
Lessons from Pro Pipe for
Fast-Talking Bird

EDDIE LEONARD'S KICK

—

and Orpheum Circuits Declare Pantages "Opposition" Circuits Involved Members of Vaudeville Managers' Association— Pantages May Be
Forced to Affiliation with Shubert Vaudeville Keith's and Association in
Chicago Also Advise Agents Regarding Pantages Booking

Keith's

Eddie Leonard has complained to
Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association against a colored
dancing team billing themselves
Eddie and Leonard.
the

—

The colored team are
"Strut

The Pan contracts carry

an option for further time, playing
23 weeks in all.
The Rivoll and Lyric were acquired from Sun by Sauerbier &
middle

Olsen,

western

theatrical

who approached

the Keith
people with a proposition, to pool

men,

their Toledo interests.
retired Keith's

have

This would
Toledo and

Coal and Rail Strike the Cause
Conditions Unsettled

in the cast

feeling in general fs pessimistic

due to two clauses in the agreement in the smaller towns, it being
which the westerners objected to. thought the coal and railroad shop
The next move was the announce- strikes would have been settled long
ment the westerners had signed a before this.
In the cities directly affected by
five-year booking agreement with
Pantages which contains an eight- the strikes the theatres did an in-

week

cancellation clause.

Toledo banking interests are inthrough the retiring of a
1260,000 eight per cent, bond issue
and a new bond flotation at seven
per cent, yield. The bankers are to
retire the present outstanding bonds
Sept. 1. Whether the dropping of
the negotiations with the Keith
people will interfere with the new
financial arrangements is unknown,
volved,

creased business at first, through
the idle labor men. With the long
continuance of the strikes, however,
the rest of the business men in the
affected cities have suffered because
of the strikers running low in funds,
with theatres being hit doubly, the
strikers and business people both
cutting

amusements

their

a

to

minimum.

hut

local theatrical interests think
that the bankers became Interested
while under the impression the
houses were to be Keith -booked.

The Pantages

Circuit is

a mem-

I went around in a couple of
thousand the first time out and had
to send two relays of caddies for
food, for we spent the day makin
the round trip and had to eat all
three meals on the links.
Believe me I am glad I took a
whack at this golf thing. I used to
think that any ball player ought to
be able to walk out on the links and
beat the stuffln out of the little
white pill. No curve balls to hit,
and no pitcher tryln «a bean yuh,
just a little white marble layin on
the ground waitin to be assaulted.
That part of it wai ail right but
I hooked them wider than all the
curve ball pitchers la the world
rolled together.
Th'fc first sock I
took at the ball I bit ana over a
Estranged from Family
Hart Pease Danks
clump of trees about 101 yards off
the course. 1 took a running jump
Daughter Without Shoes Copyright Points at
the apple and didn't bother none
about stance or any of that junk.
Passed
by Surrogate Cohalan
The pro finally beat it into my nut
that aa ha had only been playln the
game for about 25 yean he ought
to know aomethln about how to
Albert V. Danks of 1930 East 7th the Surrogate Court, New York,
stand so that you wouldn't bean any
street, Brooklyn, and Gertrude L. according to a decision by Surroof the farmers on the adjoining
Danks of 466 Second avenue. New gate Cohalan last week.
Hart Pease Danks, a resident of lands.
York, surviving children of Hart
I thought that base ball was a
court
Pease Danks, late composer of many Philadelphia,
documents
musical compositions of the past show, lived alone in a third-story soft racket but this golf pro thing
la the cats. Thoae birds grab themcentury, including "SlWer Threads back room of a lodging house there
Among the Gold," at war with each at 1210 Race street, where he died selves mora siynr in a season than
other for the. past few years over Nov. 21, 1903, leaving a will, exe- the average blg^toague ball player
does in two and the crowd that they
the, distribution of their father's cuted April 24, 1897, in which he
are hangln oat with.
Bankers,
estate, of which Albert V. Danks gave one-third of his property to
his
widow, Hattie R. Cohalan brokers and all klnda of bloated
is at present the administrator, won
plutes
are
tickled
to
death
to know
and lost points in their favor in Danks, known also as Harriet R.
Cohalan Danks, residing now in them for their all nuts over this
People that wouldn't
Brooklyn, during her lifetime or golf thing.
widowhood, after which the prin- give Babe Ruth or George Sisler a
cipal is to become part of the rumble are falltn all over themselves
lnvitin these egga to their estates
residuary estate.
The remainder of his property he so that they can learn some new
divided equally between his three trick and put it over on their partchildren, the other
having been ners or neighbora the next time
Alberta N. Danks Builder, since de- they hook up.
The pro also gets a kick back on
ceased, she having been the execu-

"SILVER THREADS"
Was

i
I

MAY LAND

IN

—

No Tunes Any More,

Just "Arrangements" Despite
"Blues" Craze, Class Publishers Don't Complain
of Business
A

Acts in this section have heard if
With the popular song business
they accept any booking from the in the sad state it now is as far as
Pantages Circuit, here or elsewhere, it concerns the free-lance writer,
that their value for playing dates there is a decided likelihood Amerfor the B. F. Keith Western offices, ican songsters may turn to Engthe W. V. M. A., or Orpheum and land as a haven of financial recupOrpheum, Jr., Circuits would be nil. eration. The British public for
When this intimation became long has been conducive to Amerpublic it was learned the reason ican
popular songs and songwas that Pantages was endeavoring writers.
Nat D. Ayer had one
to break through the "bailiwicks"
hit to his credit in America at the
east of Chicago and line up a score
time he took up residence in Lonof houses for his circuit.
don. Now he Is one of the foreWhen Pantages first began the most popular song and revue writIlning-up process in the eastern terers. The Two Bobs (Bob Alden and
ritory he had the Miles houses in
Bob Adams) 15 years ago were
Detroit, Cleveland and Scranton to
song pluggers for Remick. They
bank upon as inducements for the are now of the foremost writers
other managers to come in.
The and comedians in England.
Miles interests have since gone
Pete Bernard, a popular British
elsewhere.
During the past week his emis- comedian, Is cashing in on this
now by suddenly entersaries are said to have worked night angle just
and day among the managers of ing the music publishing business
of songs that Jack
theatres in Illinois, Indiana and with a catalog
Ohio, but their attention was called Mahoney has mailed him from New
to the fact of the Miles withdrawal York. They are comedy tunes and
and the Toledo and Indianapolis reported in great demand over there
lyrieal value, with
condition, with the result no nego- because of their
the result Mahoney has been ortiations could be closed.
15 to 20 extra
some
writo
dered
to
When reports of conditions were
sent back to Pantages in California, choruses to each song.
"Novelty" songwriters locally comthe latter is said to have issued an
ultimatum that houses must be plain there is no more market for
lined up east of Chicago at all costs their stuff because of the few comthe boards,
and that these men had less than * edians there arc on
-*«*«•
.1*1
two weeks to close negotiations for They point out that Al Jolson, Eddie
at least 15 weeks of time in this Cantor, Ccorge Jesscll, George 1'rice,
.

.

One

of the men, speaking on the
subject, said the reason Pantages
was so insistent on breaking into
the eastern territory was through
the Orpheum Circuit having made
inroads and in some instances injured the Pantages houses in Minneapolis,
Kansas City, Memphis.

San Franciso? and Los Angeles with

ENGLAND

trix

SO.

section.

—

On

••

Chicago, Aug.

COMPOSER

FREE LANCE SONG WRITER

the Vaudeville Managers'
Protective Association, which includes Pantages, Loew and the

ber of

Keith and Orpheum Circuits.
Much speculation as to Pantages'
future relations with the Shuberts
has arisen since the "opposition"
announcement. Many students of
awdevillc conditions and men close
to all concerned think that, Pan will
he forced into some kind of an alliance with the Shuberts.

racket.

FIGHT OVER ESTATE OF

Openings of pop price vaudeville
houses located in the smaller cities
in Pennsylvania and the Middle
West generally have been set back
temporarily, owing to the unsettled
conditions due to the coal and railroad strikes. A number of smalltimers ordinarily resuming with
vaudeville Labor Day, after a summer policy* of pictures, have not decided on their opening dates as yet.

moved the Keith bills to the Rivoli.
The Keith house was to play stock.
The arrangements were practically
completed when a hitch occurred, The

me have cut our
off at the knees and are takin
lessons in golf from a professional
who Is a nut on boxin. This egg;
got acquainted with Tomato when
the kid waa out on the road and
pants

Miss Lizzie" and have mato

Following the announcement last the "State-Lake" policy. This man
week that Pantages was to book said tffat Pantages had observed
The Lyric, Indianapolis, and the cuit.
the Rlvoli, Toledo.^and Lyric, In- personally the manner in which the Rivoll, Toledo,
will begin their seadianapolis, the Keith and Orpheum "State-Lake" policy houses were
The dancers have promised to
son with the regular Pantages road
Circuits have declared both houses being operated and that he was preshow and, in addition to these acts, change their names when they again
opposition and notified the big time pared to give the Orpheum people
the theatres will fill their program enter
the
vaudeville,
although
agents that acts playing either a battle in the west and try to give
of eight acts by booking the other names used arc their Christian ones.
house will not be considered for the Keith interests a little taste of
three acts from the field of inde- They have contracted to go with
further Keith bookings.
that medicine east of Chicago.
pendent agents about Chicago.
the show to Chicago.
This means that the entire Pantages Circuit comes under the Keith
OPENINGS
DELAYED
and Orpheum ban, as the Pan cir-

banned.

Dear Chick:
Tomato and

they agreed to swap lessons. ToIs teachin this Scotchman how
been doubling into local vaudeville to take a sock in the beezer and in
return the golf man is showln him
houses, recently on the Loew Cirand me the in on the trick marble
of

Mixed Vaudeville Bookings
Chicago, Aug. 30.

cuit issues blanket contracts for 14
weeks which include the two houses

,

-

et

.

al,

.

.

•
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sing the same type of songs,

whereas in days gOH« by there was
an Eddie Foy, Harry Bulger, Jim
Fo4Vt>l«,

S"n

!>»•'

I>«ly

to exploit gongs. In

those

T««m

and others

l>rrv>k,

days one act made a long, and one
song ofttimes made an act. Blanche
King of the com dlennes became so
identified with one particular song
it soon became S ti ole-mark.

and died

in 1910.

July 1, 1910, Albert V. Danks, by
the Philadelphia Probate Court,
was appointed administrator with
the will annexed of the estate and,
July 3, 1916, received ancillary letters of administration upon the
New York property left by his
father.

May 26, 1920, Gertrude L. Danks
For some reason, the songwriters obtained an order from Surrogate
Cohalan,
returnable June 22, 1920,
argue, the publisher doesn't know
what the public wants. There are directing her brother Albert to show
cause
why
he should not be forced
so many of them, and their arguments are so decided that this ac- to file an accounting with the clerk
of
the
court.
Through an attorcusation against a firm that is supposed to be the go-between the ney upon that day the brother appublic and the songwriters, must be peared in court and asked that the
considered.
They point out that matter be adjourned for a week.
despite all the "blues" and dance When the case was called June 29,
hits, Carrie Jacobs-Bond, Theodore 1920, neither the brother nor his
Presser of Pittsburgh, O. Schirmer, attorney appeared. After a delay
Ditsons and other standard pub- an order waa signed by Surrogate
lishers report Increased business Cohalan which directed Mr; Danks
this year while the popular pub- to file the accounting demanded no
later

lishers are complaining.

One objector

to the craze for
dance tunes states that the public
doesn't hear tunes any more; they

hear arrangements. When a prospective purchaser is struck with a
Whiteman disk recording he or she
finds the sheet music copy differs
radicallly.

These and other plaints are making the rounds of "tin pan alley."
The free-lance songwriter does not

know where he's at. He must contend with cliques within the publishing houses where the staff writers and professional men can even
put

one over on the professional

than July

30,

1920.

As no

attention waa paid to this order,
after many delays a warrant of
arrest was signed by the Surrogate
Aug. 1, 1921, directing the sheriffs
office in Brooklyn to seize the administrator and keep him in jail
until the accounting ordered by
the court waa filed.
After the warrant had
been
signed by the Surrogate, Danks
kept out of the Jurisdiction of the
sheriff.
Later, through his attorney, Effingham L. Holywell of 50

Court street, Brooklyn, he filed an
accounting
which
automatically
barred the sheriff from touching
him.

all the clubs and stuff that la sold
by the club and he geta plenty of
jack glvln lessons to some spavined
beginners.
I can drive like an old timer but
as I said before my direction is very
blah*.
Tomato got so sore tryln to
get around In time for supper that
I thought 'jh would take a punch at
all of us!
This pro ean make the ball do
everything
talk back. He does
more tricks vlth the pills than a
monlfvv with a cocoa nut He drives
u> aft the crystal of a watch and
alj£ii*a there's anything in his way
ha jy» slice the ball so that it will
curvv around In the air like a kite.
Talk vj^ut English, I think this egg
could take his sticks and a golf ball
onto a pool table and run IS balls.
I am goln after this golf thing
hook, line and sinker. Can you imagine me sittin on a bench worryln
for a lot of lamed brained ball players for no jack when there's a made
to order racket like this waitin to
give me a hug.
Nearly every one of these golf
birds cops himself a rich wife, for
the dames are as nuts about the
game as the men. They seem to like
anything in a uniform from a conductor to a band leader and the
knlcker bockors gives them their
odds with these broads. They spend
most of their time on the links, so
it's a pipe for a fast talkin bird liko
me. If I ever get good at the game
you can write your own ticket that
I'll golf my way right onto somebody's varandah for the rest of my
natural existence.
Tomato is goin to box again in

\U

manager when it comes to "pushIn this accounting, Mr. Danks
ing" a song, or "hurying" it. Then charged himself with
$310.96, which two weeks and I have promised to
the orchestra leader is now the re- was from Oliver Ditson
Company, let the pro hold the water bottle.
_f_f_
m
_.___«*_
lit at
ciplent of royalty "cuts" that di- from Jan. 1, 1916, to Jan.
Your pal.
1, 1921,
minish the author's revenue. One 345.84; the John Church
Company,
Con.
popular orchestra leader is reported same period, $53.72, and from
Theogetting half of the royalties of one dore 1'resser Company, from
Lopez' Return Palsce Date
Sept.
of the biggest current dance tunes. I, 1916, to April
The Vincent Lopez Band, finishing
1, 1921, $211.40.
This song »s actually two or three
He credited hfm«r!f r?*M *»«• its fourth week at the Palace, N
years old. No publisher could see same sum, which he said was due to York, this week, returns to the house
it until this orchestra man exerted
Sept. 18 for an indefinite run.
his mother, and added:
his
influence, a "drag"
that is
"The decedent at the time of his
The Lopez Band goes to Brooklyn,
threatening to dominate songwrit- death was the author and com- playing the Orpheum Sept. 11. Th&
Ing and rnusii publishing to a great poser of various musical
compost- band will probably play Newark,
»

extent.

_
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(Continued on page

10)
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ORPHEUS

AGENCIES UNREHEARSED

PALACE,

CHI.,

HAS

Chicago

Offices

Ackerman

"BUT WITH

TICKET BROKERS

Reports

Mixing

A

Lists

for

Harris

San Francisco^ Aug. 80.
originating in Chicago

that the International Booki/ig Ofbook the A. &

Week Nights; 375 on
Premium-No Return PriviTime House Doing "Spec" Business

300 Taken by Agencies on

Week-Ends
lege

—

First

—50-Cent

BOOKINGS

Chicago, Aug. 30.
LAFAYETTE'S
For the first time In the long
history Of the Orpheum Circuit, it Buffalo Situation Takes in Loew,
Pantages and Sun
will, as far as Chicago is concerned,
do business direct with ticket brokWayne Christie, recen:*y resignea
The matter was brought to a
ers.
bead and the issue furced through as local booking manager for the
the terrific sale the broker* were (Jus Sun Circuit, left New York
engineering on the local Palace. Wednesday after turning over the
That brought the circuit to a point local office to his successor, W. A.
where immediate action was neces- Todd, who has been in charge of
They decided to break all the Buffalo Sun office. Mr. Christie
sary.
precedents by bowing to the wishes resigned after six years With Sun
enterprises. He has been in charge
of the ticket brokers in Chicago.
the New York office since QtlS
A deal was consummated where- of
by the Florence Couthoui Agency, Sun life the Keith agency two years
ago.
business
its
heretofore restricting
The eastern bookings of the Sun
to legit houses, to receive an assignment of 200 seats a night on Circuit are considerably complicated
week days and 260 seats Saturday by the loss of Toledo and Indianand Sunday, subject to a no -return apolis, and the placing of stock in
Couthoui will dispose of the Broadway, Columbus. It leaves
basis.
Sun office with Newburg,
her share of Palace tickets on a the
"Watertown and the Lafayette, Buf60-cent premium basis.
falo, in New York State, and necesThe other broker involved in the sitates jumping aefs from Buffalo
Waterfall,
agreement is Harry
to Evansville or Terre Haute, Ind.
who, in the past, managed to get
The Sun Springfield (111.) office
a block of seats for the Majestic will handle most of the western
and Palace and disposing of them bookings and endeavor to break the
at any price ho could get, ranging jumps of acts playing out of the
from 50 cents to $1 over the box East.
office scale, and when the buyer
The Lafayette, Buffalo, the only
would stand for it, the charge by week -stand left on the Sun books,
His is reported
Waterfall would be greater.
as possibly changing to
allotment is 100 seats on week the Pantages agency. The Lafaynights, with 125 seats Saturday and ette is owned by a local stock
comSundays, with no return privileges. pany and is booked ahead by the
The Majestic, now a pop house, Sun office for the next four weeks.
was formerly a big time vaudeville It plays pictures and vaudeville.
theatre on the Orpheum Circuit,
A deal has been hanging fire for
and both playing vaudeville booked several days whereby the Pan office
through the Orpheum Circuit.
will take the Lafayete over iroin
The Orpheum Circuit previously the Sun, to be included in the Pan
has taken a stand against ticket eastern route, which would give
successfully Pantages seven full weeks in the
having
speculators,
fought them at San Francisco, al- East.
were
gyping.
leging the Coast specs
Cus Sun was in New York City
This is believed to be the first in- Wednesday.
stance where the Circuit was apThe Lafayette has been declared
proached by the ticket agencies to "opposition" to Loew's State, Buf
operate in unison, on the same falo, and in the event the Pan deal
basis as tickets are handled for materializes the ban will be continued against he house under the
legit theatres.
The addition of the Palace to Pantages banner.
This would drastically affect the
Chicago
all
brokers'
lists
places
the
loop houses of the first class in the independent agents, many of whom
have
acts playing for Pantages.
»«tencies' rack giving the agencies
Nearly all of the independent agents
t^l swing in Chicago.
hold Loew franchises, which would
be forfeited if their acts accepted
Pantages routes.
The blankets
CHI'S PALACE LEADS
would include Buffalo under the
At Head of All Orpheumi -John J. Pantages "blanket'* contract method

other agencies are and have been
doing these past several weeks.
The A. & H. theatres will continue to be booked by Mrs. Ella

—

Flatbush
The Albemarle. Flatbush avenue
and Albemarle road, Brooklyn, hay
passed to the control of the KeithMoss interests, and will open Sunday, Sept. 9, with a picture policy.
The corporation which erected and
has controlled the Albemarle since
it was built, and in which the Barr
Bros, and other Flatbush business
men are interested, will be associated with the Keith -Mojs people in
the operation of'the Albemarle.
The Albemarle deal carries more
with it than the mere change. The
picture policy is only a tentative arrangement for a couple of weeks or
slightly longer. About the middle of
September, present plans call for a
switch of the small big time policy
which Moss' Flatbush, a couple of
blocks aw a*' from the Albemarle,
will open with, with the Flatbush
thereafter playing a regulation big
time nine-act show, about the grade

.

Chicago, Aug.

30.

With the various switches in the
Orpheum Circuit's method of operation

in

effect,

the Palace music

hall is the only two-a-day Orpheum
house in Chicago. This places the
Palace as the leader of all the Orpheum theatres.
The circuit is arranging to book
bills at the Palace with at least

headliners
a week. This
three
week's bill has John Steel, Florence
Wolfus,
and
Williams
Walton,
Dooley and Sales vand Anitol Friedlander for names.
The Palace will be obliged to
compete in the big-time field with
the unit shows the Shuberts place
at the Garrick.
The Palace admission is the same
as charged in the "good times." It
will be $1.65 top nightly, including
Saturday and Sunday, for the entire

$1

main

floor.

John

J.

Matinees scaled at

main
Nash is

for entire

floor.

to

become man-

ager of the Palace, when Col. William Roche accepts his position as
manager of the new Harris theatre,
Nash is business
about Sept. 15.

manager

of the Western Vaudeville
Managers* Association. It is in conjunction with his present duties in
that capacity that he will annex the

Palace managership.

open

by

the

Keith

recently

office

will

Labor Day.

They are the
Jersey City; Strand, Hoboken, and Hespe, Jersey City.
The policy of the State will be
six acts and a feature picture twice
weekly. The Strand and Hespe will
continue to play split-week pop
vaudeville,
booked
through
the
Keith family department.
State,

DWIGHT HUMPHREY BACK
Chicago, Aug.

Dwight

30.

Humphrey, who a few

years back was one of the leading
agents supplying acts to Keith's
western and W. V. M. A., has returned to the agenting field with the
Billy Jackson agency.

Humphrey after
the theatrical field
mercial enterprise.

retiring

was

in

from

Chicago, Aug. 30.
Chateau, the leading pop
house of the Ascher
vaudeville
play
circuit,
the
Brothers
will
shows
starting
Pantages
road

The

10.

have

Proctor's, Portchester, for Ungcrfeld

Jack Ungerfek), a New York
The Hippodrome reopened Mon- organ manufacturer, has purchased
day with a pop vaudeville policy Proctor's, Portchester, N. Y. split
under the management of Walter week vaudeville was scheduled to
Reade, who is operating the former o-pvn there Thursday (Aug. 31),
big-time vaudeville * house in con- booked by Pally Mark us.
junction with K'«ith's.
The Portchester house passed
The' Hip plays four performance! from the ownership of K. F. Procdaily with acts booked by the tor several years ago, but has reformerly
It
name.
the
tained
It is conKeith's Chicago office.
tinuous from 10:30 a. m. until 1 played vaudeville booked through
the K«'jth office.
The house seats 5,7oo.
a> m.
30.

office.

I

vaudeville in the Albemarle, but it
fiivvered badly, Fox losing heavily
on the venture. During the summer
of 1921 the Albemarle was closed,
reopening in September, 1921, with a
straight picture policy under Fox's
management. The pictures did well
at first, but flickered out toward the
end of last season, the rental of $70,000 paid for the Albemarle by Fox
making the house unprofitable. Fox
relinquished the lease at the end of
last season. This summer the Albe-

marle has been closed.
It is a beautifully decorated theatre with a capacity of 2,200. It. has
a large stage. The building which
encloses the theatre proper has billiard rooms, bowling alleys, a large
dance hall and a row of stores on
the Flatbush avenue side. The house
cost about $750,000 to build.
The Albemarle is three miles from
the Boro Park, which is to play
Shubert vaudeville, and in another
section of Brooklyn.

RAIL TROUBLE MID-WEST

PAN BOOKING CHATEAU

S.pt.

Loew

Kansas
The

first

mand

for their acts,

when

the

new

houses begin taking their bills
through the Keith office.
Two more independent houses
are slated for the Keith office. They
are the Halsey and De Kalb, BrookAmusement Company who will di- lyn, now booked by the John Robvide the profits and promote the
bins agency from whom the Keith
Keith Sunday concerts will be Sam
people recently took, the State, and
Scribner, J. Herbert Maek, Rud K.
Hespe, Jersey City, and the Strand,
Hynicka and Joe Hurtig (Hurtig &
Hoboken.
Seamon). The latter firm's house
The De Kalb and Halsey are
on 125th street, New York, lias been
While
leased to A. Frankenthal.
booked by Harry Seamon and Billy
playing independent vaudeville they
Delaney of the Keith pop departbeen considered opposition to
have
ment for several seasons.
Loew's houses situated marby. The
It is understood the use of the
formerly booked in
name "Keith" does not enter into Halsey wasFrankenthal.
Keith's by
the Columbia booking arrangement,
as that would be a conflictlon
with the Palace, which plays Keith
big time bills just across the street.
Pat Woods of the Keith staff,
booker of the Riverside, New York;
OFFICES
IN
Orpheum, Brooklyn, and several
other houses in and around New
York district, is named as the bookThis Protecting Against Acts Going
er of the Columbia Sundays.
is construed to mean the Columbia
Elsewhere Agents Again
may be n "try out" house for acts
seeking Keith bookings, thus enSigning for Acts
abling the house to secure a "cheap

a com-

Local Independent agents
been booking the house.

CLEVELAND HIP REOPENS
Cleveland. Aug.

acquired

to have been induced by the expected "opposition" to the Columbia Sundays from the Central, across
the street, scheduled to play Shubert
vaudeville.
The members of the Columbia

The Albemarle was taken over by
William Fox when it opened in
March, 1921. For the first three
months Fox played small time pop

KEITHS JERSEY HOUSES
The Frank Hall houses

The Sunday vaudeville concerts
at the Columbia, New York, will be
booked by the Keith office beginning Sept. 10. Dick Kcarney,.of the

by the Flatbush. The Flatbush has
been a money maker for the Keith
Moss people since operated by them.
Before that the Flatbush had been
operated by B. S. Moss with small
time shows, and previously and
when first opened it was booked by
the

Outside

Hespe, Jersey City Heights, and the
uncompleted Hallhouse in Union
Hill, together with reports of their
dickers for the Lynn, White Plains,
N. Y., and other large houses that
Independent
playing
have been
vaudeville, has been causing the independent agents much concern.
Barring the Loew and Pantages
absorption*
Keith
the
Circuits
threaten to narrow the field considerably. The Astoria, L. I., one of the
best bets of the independents, will
only play independent vaudeville for
a half a week next season, playing
Shubert units the other half.
By the same token the fifth floor
or pop Keith agents see a larger de-

Weekly Changes for Burlesque House

of the Bushwick bill, in the eastern
district of Brooklyn.
With the placing of big time in the
Flatbush by Keith's, the Albemarle
will change from the picture policy
to the small big time policy played

of routing.

Nash, Manager

Takes Over Albemarle
Time at the

Big

in

of

fice

t

Keith's

Taking
Houeee

acquisition by the Keith ofthe State, Jersey City;

The

One Day

Vaudeville Bookings

Weston from this end.
Feiber & Shea circuit, has booked
Numerous acts submitted by va- the Columbia's Sunday shows for
rious Chicago agents last week were
seasons past.
duplicated for the same acts. One
The decision followed a conferlist quoted a certain act at $250
the
while another list offered the same ence between E. F. Albee, of
Keith office, and Sam Scribner, gena\
at $300, etc.
manager of the Columbia
eral
Amusement company. It is believed

TWO FLATBUSH HOUSES
WITH NEW POLICIES

Office

Keith's

AT COLUMBIA IN FUTURE

fices of that city will

H. houses have no foundation, according to an announcement last
week by Irving Ackerman. The I.
B. O. will merely submit acts as

LESS INDEPENDENTS

KEITH'S SUNDAY BILLS

Aug. 30.
inconvenience experiCity,

enced by any of the theatrical people playing this eity, on account of
the railroad strikes, occurred Saturday night. A number of the acts
closing at the Mainstreet had been
routed out of town over the Chicago & Alton, but the road is having trouble with its firemen and
train service was at a standstill.
The acts were re-routed over the
Missouri Pacific.
The Sam Howe show,, which
opened at the (.Jayety Sunday afternoon, made the jump from St. Louis
over the Missouri Pacific and was
three hours late.
Trouble was also experienced
when a motor truck, loaded with
trunks and pulling a trailer, failed
and it was curtain time when the
The curstuff reached the house.
tain did not go up until 3:30.

10-DAY OPTION SUP

PANTAGES

—

bill."

The Columbia cant gross much
above $1,600 on the two Sunday performances. The bills Mr. Kearney
placed in the house seldom exceeded
This was possible
$500 in cost
through the Feiber & Shea circuit
securing many acts that wanted an
opportunity to **show" at the Columbia, considered an excellent spot on
account of its proximity to the varioug vaudeville agencies. Feiber &
Shea also had 6 -day houses in Jersey, with their acts playing the
seventh day at the Columbia.
The Scribner-Albee- arrangement
was predicated earlier when Albee
addressed a meeting of Columbia
officials and producers, promising
them the support of the Keith organization in their coming battle
with Shubert vaudeville. The first
evidence of Albee's effort to help
the
Columbia people was his
sponsoring of Joe Maxwell, who
prqduced a Columbia burlesque for
this season that was ordered off for
repairs after the opening week.
Maxwell is a former vaudeville producer and actor.
The Columbia with the Feiber &
Shea vaudeville bills was considered
one of the most profitable Sunday
houses in Times square. The house

I

The Pantages Circuit has evolved
a scheme aimed to protect the local
office against acts submitting themselves to the Pan people, and then
walk out and sign with another cirThe procedure locally is to
cuit.
have the act sign a ten-day option
The salary is wired to Alex
slip.
Pantages and if a confirmation follows, the turn is routed.
The option protects the local office during the period required to
seeing an official salary answer. The
wiring is necessary when the local
Pan bookers are not certain the salary requested Is the usual one.

Independent agents booking with

Pantages offices have lost several
acts while waiting for a "confirmaIt may lead to the general
tion."
adoption of an option agreement
that will enable the agent to dettver
Several acts have signed
the act.
elsewhere before the "confirmation"
arrived, and the agent had all his
work for nothing.
The "option" is aimed to do away
with the playing of the Patnages
Circuit against other circuits in an
effort to get quick action by the
artist.

The practice of an agent signing
had an established clientele, and an act to a manager's pay -or- play
when weather conditions warranted, contract, which was done away
sold out. It was also in a stragetic with following abuses by irresponlocation to benefit from the Palace sible agents, is returning this sea*
overflow.
son. According to one of the agents,
The removal of the Columbia from it is necessary for the agent to prothe Feiber & Shea office will leave tect himself, s6 keen is the compethat Arm's bookings under Dick tition this season between the difKearney consisting of a Sunday at ferent circuits.
the Bronx opera house, New York;
This is especially so with comedy
a Saturday show at Orange, N. J., and feature acts, reported scarcer
and a full week at Akron. The firm than ever.
One of the largest of
has leased its house at Bayonne, the Keith agents is authority for
N. J. That will be booked hereafter the statement that 50 per cent, of
by the Keith office. The Keith of- the new material discovered and
fice (Kemp) will book for F. & S.
developed by Keith agents could bo
the coming season, the first half saved for the circuit if the agent
vaudeville at the Jefferson, Auburn, were empowered to sign the act
N. Y., while the same office (Delaney) will book the last half vaudeat Shea's Bradford theatre,
Bradford, Pa., also Ave acts on a
split at Shea's. Jamestown, N. Y.
The remainder of the Feiber & Shea
theatres will play pictures.

ville

WOULDN'T UNIONIZE STAGE
The refusal of the management
of the Strand, Hempstead, L. I.,
to unionize the stage has necessitated the house discontinuing its
one-niirht -stand attraction policy.
Hempstead at the present time is
without a stagehands' local, with
the union contemplating organizing
one should The theatre continue to
play attractions.
"The First Year" was the only
attraction to play the house, doing
$2,200 on the day.
Vaudeville and
pictures will be continued, with a
non-union itags crew and musicians.
.

to a personal contract.
According to this source the act

reaches a certain stage of develop-

ment and demands more money.

If

not forthcoming the
artist sells his services elsewhere or
changes agents.
The Keith people have frowned
upon the individual contract for sev_
•ra] seasons past, and as far as that
office is concerned, the practice hart
entirely disappeared.
the

raise

is

MARKUS BOOKING ROOSEVELT
The
T

N

.

J.,

Roosevelt,

West

Hoboken,

has been purchased by Har-

rlhg & Blumenthal, Jersey City theatre operators.
The new owners
take possession Labor Day, playing
split
week vaudeville booked by
Fally Markus.

The house played vaudeville
booked through the Keith office under the former ownership.

Friday, September

VAUDEVILLE

1022

1,

any stand outside

LOEW BOOKING LITTLE;
FILLING IN AS NEEDED

—

Contracts

Blanket

Few

Next Season

Week

for

of

New

—

Five Acts

INDEPENDENTS

UPON HODGKINS

a

New Road Show

that Keith's interests would
be the most powerful opponents
possible to
the present regime,
could not figure out how the proposed circuit would be able to attract the independent prod -.ccrs.
It is expected if the Keith plan
materializes that Keith's will go
into the producing field on a large
scale and yet it is believed heavy

Tells

Pantages

Interference

ting

The Locw Circuit now haa less
under blanket contracts than
It is said that not
ever before.
over 10 turns are holding a Loew
blanket for next season.

acts

Doew's bookings under J. H. Lubin will be from week to week in
the Metropolitan territory, while, a
new five-act bill is arranged weekly
to become a Loew road show that support from independent productravels over abctit 12 weeks of ers would be necessary. The threat
Loew's present 23, in all. The re- of invasion cf the legimiate field
mainder is in the metropolitan area. might better tho terms the big comWith the clipping off of the coast bination now offers, and for that
time and other weeks abandoned by reason the independent producer
the Loew office the necessity for will view the idea with favor, if it

dd

blankets

come

not

up,

it

is

said.

is

While the Loew people when starting an act in New York usually
continues it over all of the time,

feasible for that
to switch bla

not

showman

class

of

bookings

immediately.

A

third circuit, even though spon-

thj sam? way as it may play the sored .by the Keith organization,
turns of the five-act road shows being successful in attracting tho
around the New York houses when •leading producers is unlikely for
returning East, the office has kept several years because of the agree
away from tying itself up with acts, ments existing between the two
preferring the week-to-week system major offices and those managers.
The Selwyns are tied up to the
of booking.
The unit show may have entered Shuberts for eight years and a
This similar period may apply for A. H.
into this booking condition.
week at the Palace, Brooklyn, and Woods. Sam H. Harris is believed
Avenue 13. New York. Lew Cantor to be committed to Erlanger for
some seasons to come, while F.
is putting on a unit vaudeville bill
formed by him, of five acts and a Ziegfeld and C D. Dillingham are
revue finish, that will be followed partners of Erianger in a number
in the same Loew houses next week of ventures and theatres and have
by another Cantor frame-up. The been since his rpHt with Mare
split is the break-in" time for the Klaw. David Belasco and Alb?e have
shows. It will depend upon the fa- been firm friends for many years,
vor in which the unit shows are ac- but U is assumed that he, too, is
by
Loew audience bound to the Erianger office for the
the
cepted
whether' the unit idea for Loew's present. There are a number of
vaudeville and pictures will be other producers less prominent who
pressed.
are free agents and it is just n
in

matter of what a third circuit
Berger Returns to Booking would offer whether they would
switch bookings. Even On its own
Chicago, Aug. 30.
Willie Berger has returned to the a circuit with Keith bucking is
vaudeville booking business, with a looked on in come quarters as a
book in the International Booking possibility.

Willie
«

office

here.

For ten years Mr. Berger was a

ILL

booker in the Association, until the
time of the Orpheum's retrenchment.

AND INJURED

Charles Burkhardt. lately identiwith Hugh Herbert's sketch.

fied

"A Regular Guy,'' was seriously
jured when he was crossing

KEITH IN LEGIT

in-

the

street in Chicago by a taxicab that
(Continued from page 1)
of the- latter's entrance into the knocked him down and then ran
vaudeville field and as a business over his body.
His injuries are
proposition.
many, including broken bones and

Few

of the

ehowmen whom

the

Chicago, Aug. 20.
A delegation of local Independent
vaudeville booking agents waited
npo* Charles Hodgkins last \vc"k
for the purpose of demanding that

In

Russia

Is

appealing

committee Is composed of Michel
Bernstein, chairman; Semion Jurist,
their affairs,
t ff
secretary: Gregory Aller, treasurer:
and leave the business and booking George Koukly, Samuel Kass, with
matters of the acts they were han- Professor Leopold Auer. honorary
dling to them, instead of attempting

handle them himself.
appeared from the protest the
agents made to the Pantages representative that they would book
acts for a showing through Hodg-

president of the society.

to

It

kins at the Chateau theatre here. If
the act made good and was ace ptable to the circuit, the delegation
told Hodgkins, the latter would
transact business with them direct
and give the Pantages route at a
net salary instead; of permitting the

agents

to get their

commissions.

The agents' delegaton told Hodgkins their only means of making a
livelihood was through getting re
munoration from acts for their services, and that they felt they were
entitled to the commission for the
entire bookings the act got from the
Pantages office, instead of from the
show date at the Chateau alone.
They also complained to him about
interferring with acts that had obtained three or four weeks work
from him

in

this

vicinity,

and at

the expiration of this period, be
giving them additional time, eliminating the agents' fee.
Following a stormy session of almost an hour, at which personal remarks were exchanged. Hodgkins
told the agents he would accede to
their demands and see that they got
their commi.ssions on all acts booked

from his

office,

whether booked

di-

or through them, as long as
they submitted the acts first.

rect

Mort

Howard

connected

(vaudeville)
has
the Mills profes

v*ith

sional staff.

Harry Bngel. formerly
Chicago, has succeeded
New York.

son, also of Kansas City, were marricd on the stage of the AirdonW.
The
Fort Scott, Kansas, Aug. 18.
affair had been "circused" and considerable interest aroused.
Vernon Agnes Claytor to Rufus
Carl Fletcher at Long Beach, Calif.,

,

strengthen vaudeville in certain
stands both in New York and out
of town. That the Keith activities
could easily be expanded to take in
the booking of attractions is also
conceded.
The season has hardly begun and
many attractions aimed for the
road are yet to get under way. But

Winkler

in
in

of

Eugene West, author of the lyric
"Broadway Rose," has been ap-

to tour with
the
Mae
release of the same
as an added attraction. Jim
Buckley of the White Way Trio will
double with West, the latter at the

proached

Murray picture

name

piano.

Irving
Berlin.
who will
Inc.,
shortly exploit "That Spirit Melody"
a composition by Paul Specht, the
orchestra leader, will proceed on a
novel exploitation angle. Specht is
known for his interest in spiritualism.
The publishers conceived
the idea of broadcasting that the
composer conceived the song through
a spiritualistic medium.

Cameo Record

Geneen, of the
Corp.
Edward N.

to the publisher and
may start anew for himself. Geneen
an executive of the National
Is

Burns sold out

Wallace Downey,

New York In 1837, her father
being Colonel Sam Ward.
At tho
age of 17 she married a Russian
noble, Count Constantino tie C.uerbel, but parted from him at the
church door and never saw him
again. She studied for the operatic
stage and made her d but in
l.uCresia Borgia" at Milan under the
stage name of Ginevra Guerrabcl'a.
Returning to England, she appeared
at Covent Garden in "Kobin II mil"
She also
and also as Maritan i.
sang in New York, but a visit to
resulted
Cuba
in an attack of diphand resultant loss of voice.
For years she taught singing in
New York and then took to the
legitimate stage. She appeared first
as Lady Macbeth in a Manchester

theria

DAVIS.

Florence Atchison -Ely Davis died
18 of acute indigestion at
the Presbyterian Hospital, Newark.
N. J.
The deceased, 20 years of
age, was married July 10 last to
Bryon Allen Davis, son of Hal
Davis and Inez Macauley. Indirectly
contributing to Mrs. -Davis' death
were
internal
injuries
received
while attempting cartwheels.
She
was in vaudeville last season with
her uncle, Edgar Atchison-Ely In
"Billy's Tombstones.''
Her father.

August

John Frank Ely, survives.

KATHERINE HEFFERMAN
Katherine Hefferman, 60 years of
age, for a number of years professionally known as Miss Zazell, of
the vaudeville team of Zazell -nd
Vernon, died Aug. 28 in the Presbyterian Hospital, New York. Mi.-s

wardrobe

Co.

ferman during her

the

KAY AND
With Paisley Noon on the
lhal

nation."

the

i.ait

will

protection to the
producer of opposed attractions in
is

and han-

FRANK

E.

GOWLING

ENGAGEMENTS

The act

bination

illness,

dled the funeral arrangements.

objects

Betty Dennison, ton dancer, with
Gallagher's
Follies"
"Mulligan's
(Shubert vaudeville).

Jack
of

playing in

1

com-

booking

woman

of "For Goodness
Chicago at the
time.
Death resulted from a complication.
The Wardrobe Attendants' Union took care of Miss Hef-

Sake,"

t

feature

Shakespeare's trag-

of

edy in 1873. Coming to London,
made her West End debut at

Frank E. Clowling. auditor and
press agent of tho Temple, Detroit,
to a reference in last week's Variety died In Harper Hospital, Aug. 23?
stating it is not in the music busMr. Gowling become 111 in the early
iness for the revenue to be obtained
(rolls
and part of the summer and went to the
from
"mechanical"
records) royalties, but that It has hospital July 8 for stomach trouble.
three salesmen out. Admitting some The doctors discovered he had a
of the phonograph artists mentioned tumor but they never operated, sayin the story have written for it at ing it was hopeless.
Mr. Gowling
one time or another, and that Rudy went to the Temple 15 years ago.
Wi"doft is Jos. M. Davis' partner Prior he was Identified with the
in the publication
of the Wlodofl Whitney
theatrical enterprises.
Hh
saxophone solos. Davis denies they
have been writing currently and was 42 years old and is survived l»y
those who have s<>ngs In the Tri- his *fsother.
like
angle's catalog,
Perdie Grofe
Whlteman's arranger and
(Paul
LEA HERRICK
pianist and co-author of "Suez"),
Lot Derrick, well known as a prodo not exert any influence on the ducer of cabaret revues and vaudemechanicals*
ville acts, died Aug. 26 in S .. Vinsays Max Kortlander and
lie
Ernest Hare never wrote a song for cent's Hospital, Bridgeport, Conn,
Triangle, bul admits Mr. Hare, a from a complication of diseases. He
well-known phonograph singer, had had been confined there for six
his n ime on the Triangle's door but weeks. The deceased was 41 years
refuses to mention in what connec- Old and is survived by a widow,
tion,
Florence McOuIre Herrick, and two
children by .t former wife.

The Triangle Music

partments. A number of independent producers claim already that
the impost is too strong and that
a new legitimate circuit will eventuate this season or next, whether
with Keith backing or not.
The conditions call for a maximum of 15 men in the stage crew
for a dramati show and an allowance of $200 for extra advertising,
with nothing else granted.
Formerly the attraction and house
shared on additional stage hands.
The big offices recently declared
that producers recognized the new
conditions as equitable as pointed
out by the fa
that 90 per cent of
the conti u la made out for the now
seas. mi were returned signed al the
'une
The other side of the m itlfil
is that
the producers hid t.o recourse bul to accept the ntw contract
there is no third booking office pi existence for the big

The paramount

the

Henry Waterson (Waterson, Ber- Hefferman was stricken blind sevnow in sole con- eral weeks ago, while engaged as

lin and Snyder) is
trol, with Samuel

Concert Agency.

there is a plentiful difference of
opinion between independent producers as to the sharing terms and
conditions exacted in' the uniform
contracts issued by both the Shuberts and Erlanger's booking de-

Erianger- Shuberts1

of

she
tho
Adelphi in "Elizabeth, or the Exiles
of Siberia," and shortly afterwards
Okeh records will shortly issue a scored her first big success in "The
disk titled
'Mamie Smith Blues," Prayer of the Storm'\ 1875 saw
sung by Mamie Smith.
her at Drury Lane, where she
played Rebecca in a production of
Ruth Roye has signed to record Sir Walter
Scott's "Ivanhoe," and
exclusively for Columbia.
Marion
Harris' contract with Columbia has also appeared as Lady Macbeth.
expired.
She has signed with Going to the Lyceum, she produced
"Forget - Me - Not," playing SteBrunswick exclusively.
phanie, part she played over 2.000
Fred Hoffbatier. formerly of the times.
Brunswick recording laboratory, is
Lator she went on a world tour.
now in charge of the Cameo Record Returning to London, she appeared
Corporation's technical staff. Cameo
with all the great actor-managers.
is .doing its recording now at two
places because of the extensive pro- She often, in the last years of her
life, played at the "Old Vic." and
duction.
toured with Benson as late as 1920.
Four actions against picture the- appearing as Volumina in "Coroatres were filed in the Federal Dis- lanus."
Both Britain and France
trict Court this week by Berlin, Inc. honored her, the
one by making hrr
(2). Harms and Stark A Cowan.
Dame
of the British Empire, the
Loon Laski is acting for the plain- a
other
through
the
French Society
tin's.
of Authors, making her a presentaE. B. Marks has acquired the tion when she reached her 85th
Ameri an rights to the French birthday. Only a month ago she
tune. "The Pelican," authored by insisted on visiting the Comedy to
"Clapson."
witness J. E. Vedrenne's producSam Ross is now in charge of the tion of "Quarantine."
broadcasting station maintained by
FLORENCE ATCHISON ELY
tho American Telegraph & Tele-

manager

chief of the Cameo recording laboratory, has resigned to do personal
recording on his own and will likely
be associated in Burns' new venture.

<

stands.

Dame

In

Inc.,

Fred Fisher.

Ward.

Genevieve

Kngland's oldest
British Kmpire,
actress, died August 18.
She was
conscious to the end. She was l> »rn

Dan Winkler has resigned as genmanager of Richmond- Bobbins.
and is now sales manager for production

eral

MARRIAGES
phone Co.
Lillian Rosedalc to' Mark D. Goodman, attorney, of Chicago, Aug. 14.
Harold Chamberlain (Berg) is
Mrs. Goodman formerly appeared on representing Jack Mills, Inc.. in Detroit.
Howard Simon is assisting.
the stage with Vivian Holt.
Louise Fairfax, leading woman
with the Jack Lord Musical Comedy company, and Bert. E. John-

GENEVIEVE WARD.

for the Relief of the

clothing and musical accessories for starving musicians in
Last
the smaller Russian centres.
week, the society states in an announcement, violin, 'cello and bass
Strings were sent to Petrograd and
Moscow, where rope treated with
tar has been for a long time used
over there as a substitute, The appeal is based on the saving of RusThe
sian music ami human lives.
New York address of the society is
Uf.l West 112th street,
its executive

he keep his hands

Burkhardt was rerumor has reached are willing to
talk and inquiry shows the reports moved to the Henrotin Hospital, Aug. 17.
are traveling in a circle. That cer-t where he will remain until recovexecutives have been
ap- ered.
tain
Keith
Wegefarth
BIRTHS
Dayton 0.
proached with the tentative propoMr. and Mrs. Alba Berg, at their
sition for posts in the rumored new booking manager, returned to his
desk Monday, following a week's home in Meriden, Conn., Aug. 13,
circuit, appears to have basis.
son.
That the Keith interests are the absence due to illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. LeRoy, in
Jack Heisler, formerly with the B.
most logical contenders for legitimate business as against the Shu- A. Rolfe Revue, is convalescing af- New York, Aug. 24, daughter. The
is
parents are of the Bally Hoo
fcerts-Erlanger booking and pooling ter his recent illness at the Loom
Three.
combination is freely admitted. The Sanitarium Annex, Loomis, N. Y,
supply of theatres would be no
problem and a change in policy for
some
designed
to
would
be
lacerations.

The Society
Musicians
for food,

Representative to Stop His

Keith legitimate reports,
while admitting the feasibility of
the proposition in total and admitthe

of

OBITUARY

MUSIC MEN

York.

third circuit would necessarily CHICAGO
buck the combination and the presence of opposed attractions would
CALL
be certain. That opposition would
be harmful to both sides Is recognized and the precipitation of a
for legitimate "war" certain. One of Delegation
the few showmen who have heard

Any

In

make
Is

Henry Mortimer, "Her Temporary

CECIL

Husband."

pair
"Variety" said: "Paisley Noon has a little
Tie, got the cream
tho Fairbanks Twins step lively.
and is a clean moving, artistic combisister

for the best theatres

THIS

WEEK

(AUG.

28>,

char;.
ii impdcn, "The Goldfish."
Sylvia De Frnnkc, for the role
Inated
by
Vivian Martin in
.

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

HILL STREET, LOS ANGELES

Edward A. Homan
Edward A. Human died An
hig home In San Francisco
i

at

21

of

pneumonia,

developing after an
The deceased several
operation.
year
condui ted the old Amsterdam theatre, Man Francisco.

".Just
Married." whVh opens at
The father of Raymond J. McLancaster, Pa Labor >ay.
Kay (McKay and Earle)
til <l
Ida l).. ling. Edna Goodrich, Belle August Ifl at his home wi Phili
Bennett,
delphi*,
Lawful La* • iy "
|
.

'

J
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WRESTLER RAN OUT

PATTERSON CIRCUS GOES

Arrest Up- Stats Through Carnival's
-Athletio 8how"

INTO WINTER QUARTERS

>

SHOW OWNERS BLAME AGENTS;
AGENTS BLAME OWNERS
4~
all

for Carnivals Bring Recriminations
Carnivals Are Sought Play Big Fairs

Pad Conditions

—Good

and Return Dates

Someone must be the goat. Who
more convenient than the advance

man?

When

carnival business is
no pat on the back
for the trail blazer, but when the
lot isn't in the right place, or business fails to come up to a profitable
mark, loud and harsh are the epithets showered on the defenceless
head of this unfortunate individual
Who spends his life making trains
and battling with social reform

the

good there

•

is

committees and hostile city officials
and merchants.
The current carnival agent has#
thankless and humiliating task. He
is literally trying to sell something

can't show to someone who
doesn't want it and who isn't afraid
to tell him so.
With the old one-night stand
theatrical shows it seemed to be
quite the thing to belittle the agent.
If it rains, or the train is late, blame
the agent; if the leader breaks his

he

fiddle, it's the agent; but
sell out, it's the show.

when

it's

a

facing from all
ides the bewildered carnival manager overlooking the faults back
with the show attempts to throw
the blame on to the general agent,
who has faced both insult and dis-

With

disaster

—

L * fc '~

Albany, N. Y. Au*.

10.

Carnival wrestlers will not be so
prone to make wagera on their ability to throw opponents, if a charge

Newest of Tented Flock First
Rail Trouto End Season
ble the Cause
Water-

—

appointment in his efforts to find
a few decent spots to put his attraction.

But the agents have another story.
At first the manager merely blamed
the agents for being unable to find
suitable territory and accused him
of inability and laziness because
he couldn't with a mere word open
up closed towns that had had their

—

The

ally getting worse.

Shows Run

—

"Carnival" in IM- Repute.

The carnival

Is

in ill-repute

and

the average citizen doesn't stop to
discriminate.
The word "carnival"
is enough.
There are plaees where
the carnival agent is distinctly and
noticeably unwelcome. They don't
want the carnival and1 they don't
want its agent.
Towns are becoming more difficult to contract every day. Whole
batches of territory are being closed
to carnivals every week. Disheartening are the tales told by general
agents when picturing the difficulties they have encountered in their
quest for stands during the present
season.
A carnival agent Joined a show

Southern Kansas.

in

There were

tory.

Jersey seaside resort because the
road could not furnish locomotives
to split the jumps, up
It was necessary to delay tfre movement until
an engine was available for the
short run to Freehold.
In the Middle West a shortage of
.

equipment also

CONEY ISLAND BUSINESS SO BAD

has

Where

the shows.

USUAL COURTESIES STOPPED

handicapped

published routes

have been followed by the small
outfits, circus men say there was a
hurry call for the fixer to get busy
and do a lot of heavy handshaking

The

besides tipping liberally.

trou-

ble comes especially when movements move from one traffic division

another, or the jump Involves
contracting with more than one

to

Concessionaires

Have Paid When

Visiting

—Many

Avenue— "Dodge 'Em"

'To Let" Signs on Surf
Ride Got Some Money,

t
NEW

The Coney Island concessionaires
this summer are refusing to recog-

other shows in the terriSeveral were moving, over the
same road as the show represented nize professional

several

—

which Frank Hungerford of
ford, N. T., has preferred under the
Penal Code against Curley Sherua.
Kansas City, Aug. SO.
a Milwaukee grappler, is sustained.
The Patterson Circus has closed!
Sherus was with a carnival troupe
According its season and is in winter quarters
recently at Waterford.
to Hungerford, the wrestler bet him at Paola, Kans. Its season was cut
that he could pin the shoulders of short through uncertainty of raila third man to the mat. Sherus road movements.
lost the match and the wager, but
It is the newest tented attraction
refused to pay, claiming that his
Mr.
opponent was not the victor. Hun- that went out this cummer.
informaan
to
gerford then swore
Patterson says he will contract the
tiion for a warrant aganst the car200 horses for road construction
nival grappler under Article 991 of
over the closed season.
the Penal Code, which makes it outfits
The tie-up of the railroad shops
illegal to bet or wager on any game
Sherus was given an by the strike of shopmen is hamor contest.
examination before a Justice of the pering circus routers for shows of
peace at Waterford last week, an all grades, but the smaller properattorney appearing for Hungerford ties are having most trouble.
to press the charge.
Several of the minor shows havo
There have been a number of been forced to abandon their routes
Instances upstate recently where and accept whatever
movements
carnival wrestlers "ran out" on the
roads are able to offer. In the
wagers after losing match.
case of Fred Hutchinson's Wild
West recently the manager had to
Dr. La Marr, for several seasons accept
a three-day stand in a New

Conditions Getting Worse.
condition has been graduThis season has
Into been the most trying of all. The
manager imagines the
carnival
agent is having a fine time while
the agent in turn says: "Let him
have a try at it himself."
A few agents ahead of shows like
to move because of the failure of the Johnny J. Jones, Wortham's
Enterprises,
and a few others do
his show to provide him with the
means to work, while back with not encounter quite so many disshow concession men are ask- agreeable obstacles, as most of
vtho
ing, "Where do we go next week?" their dates are fairs, and the carThe concession man is anxious nival dates are usually returns,
playing under auspices and in cities
for a route ahead so that he may
know where to have his merchan- where the shows have exhibited
again
and again. These shows are
dise shipped to. The carnival manager hides behind the poor agent known and their reputations go
and retorts: "Can't get a line on before them.
Seek Good Shows.
that agent of ours haven't heard
Local committees seek them and
from him for a week."
their
agent
is welcomed like any
General agents, on the other hand,
complain of the increasing difficul- legitimate business salesman. With
the
ahead
agent
of the show withties of their work, and more than
with the Polack Bros. Enterprises,
one has deserted the carnival busi- out a reputation it is a very difIs back In the circus /business. He
ness forever, rather than put up ferent story, and only a man of cool
recently Joined the Al G. Barnes
persistence,
affable
indifcourage,
with the humiliation which, it
Show with his opium expose act and
seems, is part of the modern car- ference and strong determination
inside lecturer.
as
can
ever
hope
to
by.
get
nival agent's reward.

—Unknown

Suspicious Citizens

"room and bath" and Pullman

state rooms.

•

courtesies, charg-

Maynes

RIDE

Gives

Jones'

Carnival

railroad system.
Where it is possible the big shows
are making long stands. The Rin'gllng-B. B. outfit is scheduled to stay
In Los Angeles four days Sept. 11 to
14, both inclusive, and it is playing
19 .stands in California in order to
split up the jumps into shoi* runs.
All the California movements are
on the Southern Pacific lines, where
trouble has been reported.

"Rainbow Tunnel."
by the agent in reference. He suc- ing one another for any»and everyof dirty carnivals.
Another long jump is scheduled
The wholesale firing of general ceeded in securing a coupie of thing. On the off days, and there
after the completion of the CalChicago, Aug. 30.
agents was the result. The latest towns on the road to Kansas City.
ifornia
route.
September 16 the
"Whenever H .F. Maynes invents
crime to be laid at the door of this He then switched over to the Rock have been an unwelcome large
etandkeepers, a new ride, he always tries it out show gets on the Santa Fe for a run
Idle
the
that
of Island and made a hurried trip number,
universal scapegoat is
of
523
miles
from
Santa Ana, Cal-,
double-crossing the show manager through Nebraska in search of "hot dog" vendors, and various with the Jones, J. Jones Exposi- to Phoenix,
Ariz., running all Sunby entering into an agreement with towns. In Falls City the council games and rides concessionaires tions. This Is true so far with all day and Sunday night. The
week
the of his inventions.
Maynes patents
crooked local officials and in par- refused him a license. In Horton usually patronize a few of
popular rides and pay their way his rides then has one made and of Sept. 18 has a total of more than
ticipating in the share of money he found a show already on the
1,200 miles, in the six mover.. ents
first
privilege.
At
for
the
the
finds
out
the
success
of
his
Invenpaid to local fixers, known as "fix- ground with another billed for a
when tion after Jones places it on his beginning at Santa Ana and ending
date two weeks ahead. There were courtesy was extended, but
ing dough."
at Albuquerque, N. M. Two towns
the idle outdoor showmen found midways.
It is a fact that never before has no other towns on the division.
fill

He

there been such a switching around
of general agents and, with the exception of a few of the bigger and
Is
there
established shows,
old
hardly a carnival on the road that
has not made at least one change
since the season opened.
From the, start business was bad.

Towns were harder

to break into
than ever and good, reliable auspices simply wouldn't give the carnival agent a tumble.
Stuck in a Bad Town.
Here and there a show would be
compelled to stay a second week in
a bad town because the agent was
unable to find a spot. Conditions
bordered on the disastrous.
• On the lot, opinions were loudly
voiced and advice generously given.

the merry-go-round down to
the lowliest roughneck, all had suggestions and. audible above the
whispered mumblings, one could
hear: "It's the general agent," or,
"Why don't the old man get a regular agent?" and so on. Some agents
were fired, but more quit their
shows of their own accord, and in
many cases because they were unable to get their salaries when due

From

and expense accounts were piling
up to formidable figures and no
signs of a settlement.
The carnival manager blames his
misfortunes on to the genernl agent
and the general agent, blames the
general condition on to the carnival manager; to rotten and immoral conditions; grafting concessions and crooked business methods.
Some agents admit that they

were forced to leave their shows
without a settlement for salary and
expenses.

They charge

the

man-

agers with coarse and unbusinesslike methods and wllh failure to
promptly answer telegrams and
other important communications
relating to the show's business.
More than one agent has found
himself marooned In some hotel this
ummer, where ho has waited for
days for a response to his daily
In "hock" and unable
telegrams.

doubled back to St. Joe and started
to explore Iowa, over the Trenton-

Davenport division. At his first stop
he found four other carnival agents
the same hotel.
He
stepped on a train and moved to
the next town.
There he was up
against it again.
A show was in
town already. He stayed overnight
to visit the bunch with the opposition show and learned another show
was billed for the week following.
Another disappointment. An early
train took him to the next town
it was Muscatine.
Here newfound
conditions more inviting, as there
had only been one carnival ahead
of him
this season.
Ho nosed
around town, feeling for a lead on
some local auspices. Before night
he had interested some members of
a local fraternal organization.
A
meeting was called for the next
evening. He waited in town and put
his proposition before the lodge.
By this time another carnival
registered at

much slack time on" iheir hands
they overdid it, and ran up, electric
tolls
on the popular ride they
sought out for their spare amusement. An unusually large number
of "to let" signs recur ever and
anon right off Surf avenue, poor
business having driven the owners

so

Kibel (Kibel and Kane)
and his wife, Miss Kane, have been
operating a 44 Dodge 'em" ride on the

Bowery, Coney Island, this summer
and admit they are one of the few
to get a little better than an even
for
accounted
through the rldo being the only one
one
excluding
of Its kind there,

break.

This

is

—

Davenport the next evening

Sept.

that

is

not 'El Centro.

1,

OUTDOOR ITEMS
Eversett Snedeker of the Ring*
Bros.-Barnum & Bailey adforce, returned from Texas
this week owing to the sudden death

ling

vance

of his father, a retired newspaper
man, in HaVerstraw, N. Y.

Lulu B. Parr, world's champion
buster and rider,

woman broncho
has

4,

Walter

L.

the Sells Floto- Buffalo Bill
join the C. A. Wortham
that

W. H. Brownell is general agent
Moss Shows.

for the T. O.

Louis Berger, carnival general
agent, has joined his brother, John
Berger, and is now assisting with
the plans for the Pageant of Progress and Industrial Exposition beingheld at Los Angeles this wc k.

Robinson of John Robinson
is back home at Somer's

Show fame

Point, N. J.

Sept.

2,

Gordon Orton, assistant equestrian
director of the Hagenbeck -Wallace
Show, was injured during the parade at Snginaw, Mich., last week.
He is at St. Marys Hospital in
that city.

Memphis, Tenn;

The World at Home Show had all
of its R.
o. and other advance
railroad contracts canceled.
The
show jumped into Washington, D. C,

Main

Sept. 1, Poughkeepsie;
bury, Cann.; 4-8, Hartford;
oke, Map*.

to

Live parrots are the latest fad in
the way of prizes on merchandise
wheels. These are reported as doing
a big business.

Gil

Princeton*; Ky.;

Sept.

left

show

World's Greatest Shows with
outfit's wild west show.

Sept.
6,
Corinth, Miss; Sept. 6,
Florence,
Ala.;
Sept.
Jasper;
7,
Sept. 8, Birmingham; Sept. 9, Anniston.

1

to El Paso,

fair.

Ha gen beck- Wallace

Mayfield;

afternoon
allow

Ariz., to

jump

and again at Las Cruees, N. M.,
previous to the 210-mile run to*
Albuquerque.

.

I

life

111.,

Maynes has been In seclusion
perfecting the new ride which he
has called the "Rainbow Tunnel."
Tho new attraction is built close to
the ground, with three steps leading to a runway around the structure.
There are 24 cars, each accommodating two or three people.
Tlie cars travel along and up and
dpwn grade
The surprise In the
ride comes after the cars have
reached a height, they gradually being enveloped in a semi-darkened
tunnel, which completely covers the
cars.
The ride goes on with the
passengers unobserved by tho public. Trick stunts of air passing in
oppposite direction from that which
the people are riding gives a terrific
velocity impression. A scries of
stunts take place In the tunnel.
A turnaway busin'ess finished the
first day of the new device's innovation, and It
looks as though
Maynes has given Jones another
valuable riding device.

the agent received a telegram tollRingling Bros.-B. B.
ing him no licenses could be granted
to carnivals owing to a recentlySept. 1-3, San Francisco; 4, San
made city ordinance. This agent had Jose; 5, Stockton; 6, Modesta; 7,
been away from his show for two Fresno; 8, Vlsalla; 9, Bakersville;
weeks, had made 10 different towns 11-14, Los Angeles.
and was yet without a date for the
week ahead of him. In desperation
Sell*- Floto
he arranged to play Davenport. la.,
Sept. 1, Bakcrsfleld, Cal.; Sept.
on a city license, without auspices, 2, Taft; Sept. 4-9, Los Angeles;
and was obliged to. put his show on Sept. 10, San Pedro; Sept. 11, San
a remoto section of the city, It Diego; Sept. 12, Anaheim; Sept. 13,
being the only lot available.
Long Beach; Sept. 14, Pasadena;
Thin is one instance of many of Sept. 15, San Bernardino; Sept. 16,

a carnival agent's

for the 216-mile

CIRCUS ROUTES

clerk.

In

Aurora,

played for the

show only— Douglas,

Jones' midway for the first time,
the amusement places to close
when his shows were playing the
down and prevent further loss.
Jules

be

will

of

within the confines of Luna Park.
The Kibels havo a five-year lease
on the site. Adjoining his location,
Max Rogers and Bert Jonas, cabaret agents, are operating a "Shuffle
Inn" grind, a six-people miniature
colored revue. That, too, has been
getting a fair play (at a dime a
agent had found his way into town head).
opposition trying to get in under
the same auspices as the agent alJ. M. Sheeran, carnival agent and
ready on the ground. Agent No. 1 former Philadelphia theatrical box
got the first chance at the meet- office treasurer, has deserted the
ing and won his point, securing a show business to try his fortunes in
contract for his show. A commit- tho electrical appliances line. He is
tee was appointed to attend to lot, the agent for several washing malicense and p reliminary details and
chines and is established at Gerthe agent went his way, leaving
mantown, Philadelphia.
the local committee to make application for license of the city-

—

Jones has had success with all
Maynes' rides so far, while at the
samo time ho gets the rides exclusively.
For two years "Over the
Falls" was exclusively with the
Jones show. Now Maynes has dug
up a new idea in rides, placed on
of

&

2.

Dan-

9,

HoJ"i

last

week.

—
Friday,

September

1,
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LEVITT-BROWN SHOW

A1LANTIC CITY NOT "BROKE";

RiMING'S "SPUE FENCE"

LOOKING FOR $15,000

LOTS OF

BANKROLLS

$100,000

Seattle-rShow Closed
by Police

"Bad Season Crying" Not Uncommon at World's

Imminent Battle

—

/,

AROUSES SELLS-FLOWS IRE

Carnival Sues "Auspices" at

..

Greatest Resort Seaside's Problem, Deflation
Ocean City Growing

An

action

by

here

filed

for

$15,000

the

has

Levitt-

Week

in Frisco Last

—S-F Elephant Tears Hole

Seattle, Aug. 30.

Police

been

Brown

Prevented by

Fence Which

in

Cut Off Market Street Entrance

-

Huggins carnival against the VetAtlantic City, Aug. 30.
a difference of opinion as
regards the summer season at the
Regreatest of seashore resorts.
ports that many merchants along
the Boardwalk will supply plenty of
business for the local attorneys next
month because of financial difflculties is taken with a grain of salt
The "bad season" cry has bean
heard before and often, and because
of the record breaking rainfall of

There

the

is

totals for this sumspell losses for many.
insiders, however, the state-

summer, the

mer may

From
ment

made

is

has a problem

that
it is

if Atlantic City
that of deflation.

when

sion into the sea.
Rendezvous Park, an amusement
venture fronting the Jioardwalk at
Mississippi avenue and extending
through th* entire block to Pacific

avenue, appears a complete bloomer
t o date.
The venture was originally
started by Baltimore people aa. a
stock selling enterprise. This season
the
management attempted
general amusement features, but
when the orchestra was let out the
stopped.
The
several rides have done only fairly.
Fewer excursions probably hurt the
park, which is entirely enclosed,
but inability to comrete with the
piers is the real reason why the
venture did not draw.
Whatever the final results of the
scusoh may be Atlantic City stands
no chance of losing its standing as
the finest resort on cither side of
the ocean. The new hotels and the
modern additions to the older leading hostelries give the playground
the greatest guest facility of any
The
similar city in the world.
wonderful beach front line is fed by
no less than three boulevards across
the meadows from the mainland.
The motor approach to the city is
incomparable and is one feature
counting heavily with the Steady
Increase of automobile traffic.
Across the bay at Ocean City
growth there har, been steady. New
land washed off the ,tip of Longport has provided room for plentiful
building of bungalows. Thf beach
front is to have two new hotels
there next season, one to cost $1,000,000. Ocean City has hjeen aided
much by the southern boulevard
This
Atlantic
City.
into
route
roadway extends into Somers Point
and from there to Longport. The
road from the point to Ocean City

apartment house owners and
tenants who .sub-lease, and merchants have been so used to "heavy
money" for the last three yens,
that this season

one admission, a regulation which
does not affect the original exten-

dance

Hotels,

the visitors

away and lesser
were visioned, the cry of dis-

balked or stayed
profits

erans

aster was raised. It is stated with
authority that the banks show there
are more persons with $100,000 or
over to their credit now than At any
time in the history of the resort.
That may mean that fewer peopte
have piled up the proflta or it may
mean that some of the "crying" is
Just noise.
Within the last few season some
pretty raw stuff has been pulled off
by certain hotels, principally the
raising of rates after a
guest
registered
and
his
trunk
has
has been
brought to his room.
Some of the apartment lessees
paying $500 on the year have
l>eeit able to sublet for as high
as $2,500 for the season. Expectation that such stunts will continue
Indefinitely has little basis now.
There is plenty building and new

hall

of

Foreign

the

Wars

of

Seattle, under whose auspices the
carnival was to have appeared here
for seven
days.
After showing

Ean Francisco, Aug. 30.
Rivalry that has existed Between
the sells Fioto and the Rlngllng

three days the carnival was closed
by the local police.
The showmen say their reputa-

came
when

damaged

was

tion
their

of

loss

profit

$6,000

worth,

was another

and the expense of coming
here from Clresham, Oregon, was

$3,000.

Fraudulent representations by I*
Arena and Hippodrome, are alleged in the complain*.
It states Lester said he was authorized to act for the War Veterans
and had made necessary arrangements with officials for permit
The complaint denies the carnival
stood
gambling
for
raffling
or
C. Lester of the

feature

i

alleges that games operated by Lester were made to appear
a part of the carnival.
Lester says there are no grounds
for the charges by the carnival concerning his connection an* that he
was duly authorized.

games and

1

j

will be soon reached.

There has been complaint among
the bathhouse people that takings
Are far under other seasons. Weather conditions partly account for
that, but the fact is bathers have
spread out more.
Chelsea has
usurped in a measure the popularity
that attained for the beach near the
Steel Pier.
The Ritz-Carltan and
Ambassador hotels have dong, much
to effect that. It is said that these
splendid hostelries have been getting capacity only over week ends.
The rates are constant the year
around.
It is an open secret that the builders of the Ambassador induced the
J*itz to build across the way in Chelsea by investing in the hotel. Originally the Ritz was to go up on the
©Id Windsor site, which is opposite
the Traymore and is -still an empty
lot.
The Ritz is a $5,500,000 invest-

11072

Portland, Jnd.. Aug.

30.

The J. F. Murphy Shows will remain here for another week, owing
to their inability to secure

railroad

This oarniva) has
been compelled to- cancel a number
of good fair contracts, and was
forced to remain In Louisville for
several weeks, where it played to
poor business. The show holds contransportation.

for the

tracts

appear

to

it

carnivals and traveling fairs.

of

nickel

less

the

It

for Steepler base,

pier.

on making it
Which may be
the

of

already
none;

been
.

dii

(I

its

costs a

which

convention

annualW. The deed

the old pier is actually worth
inore than the property Itself, sin <•
it
is free ot price regulations \\
govern the more reccnl piers such
LIS
the Million Dollar and Steel
I

ders.

The

latter

may charge

but

to

to

the

Ontario

release

the

present

ball

plant

from Ceorge Tebeau, who wants to
ell, and that the tesm owners we: o
ready to build a new park. WiVn
Mr. Tebeau was here a few weeks
SfO be stated that if the owners of

I

the Kansas City baseball franch'ne
did not purchase his park he would
secure a franchise in a third major

and give the association
team opposition.
This was th.»
that had been heard here relative to a third league and the ;«h"ileaatM

first

an

elation
people
believe
he
was
bluffing.
However, Tebeau p..-itiveiy refuses to release the park
and the Kansas City franchise owners are planning for a new pq i

delicate heekbene when jumping
over the closed lower half door of
his
stall
and went lame when
galloped.
Rome Respress, a figure in racing several years ago, recalls the
uncertainty of. the pony game.
Hiowned what be considered the
greatest, two-year-old ever bred.
Arrangements were made to bet
$20,000 with Now York books on

with a modern steel and Conor

•

••

stand, with a capacity of 20.00.1
»

New Haven has virtually won tl
pennant In the Eastern Leagu
With the pace of four weeks
f->
go the club has a lead of thirtc
games and is turning in victor.. »
with the regularity of a clock.
Waterbury is its Closest contendNew Haven has the pitchers an
the batters, its men leading in both
classes. The batting average of the
I

•.

i

his first start, and he let it be known
frankly that it was wise money. He
proposed the money bet layed at
a limit of six to one, regardless of
what the odds might be at the track.
Chicago was covered as well as New
fork, but tin- horse never started.
He was injured during training and
had to be turned to pasture.

theatre of the 48th Street's size it
could have given the musical matter of five men in the pit a Second
flash before allowing the impression to go forth Equity as a manager does not need musicians.

I

nine is .304, with five men in the
Stage hamUi are also considering
ed motions.
100 circle, fighting for the swat
One asks the government to inf- the subject, as It appears at presting honors of the circuit.
"Wild
ent to be laid out. The stage hands
pose a prohibitive tax; the other and musicians reiterate at frequ ent
lull" Donovan, former Yankee manKid McCoy was refused a license
r, is pilot of New Haven, known
that the Dominion Government be intervals that were It for them
asked to forbid carnivals and trav- Equity would not have been suc- to wed for the ninth time Tuesday as "the Baltimore of the Eastern
lt |3 much too strong for
In Los Angeles.
ceasful in its 1919 strike.
Efts bride-to-be la|k ea* u '
eling fairs in Canada.
the other clubs, u fact which n
A eOuple of Equity's couneilni n Mrs. Jacqueline A. McDowell of causing several
Tho first order asks the federal
managers and many
have been quoted as remarking in Baltimore. The licensing authority fans
".
to urge a change in its line-u
to take the
authorities:
private conversation that casting of
the
coast
next
year.
see
Wanted
to
Carrying
the
the heave
forbid
necessary
action
to
the out the musicians from the 48tH
Mary list in the league, (hi club
showing in Canada of questionable Street looked like a bad error In future Mrs. McCoy before issuing
cannot
possibly
be
the pei mil.
keeping within
McCoy said he would
amusements, Orgies and carnivals judgment.
have her come west. The Kid has the limit fixed by the circuit.
of inaninity and vice, of which the
ITp to this week none of the
playing putty frequently in
been
Dominion has a surfeit and which musicians had heard Equity had
"Snooks" Dowd, professional baspictures of late seasons and makcreated immense pollutive influence undergone any alteration in its inketball star, who started the hasefrom the United Slates, such being tention and that the proposal to eut ing good, his intelligence aiding in hall season with Kansas City, was
focussed upon and intensified in the 48th Street's STChestra to five taking roles adapted to hia name shipped to Albany and was recentCanadian communities."
men had l»t en rejected along with and lame. Besides his marrying ad- ly suspended from organized ball
ventures, the Kid is continuously
The blame fr carnivals does not the rest.
after jumping the Senators twice, is
receiving publicity in tike sporting
lie with the United States in any
now playing with a semi-profess of the dailies, as bis remarkpn
greater degree than Canada. A numsional team representing Fltchburg,
John Farry, manager of the If it.] aide boxing prowess and extraor- .Mass.
ber of traveling fairs and carnivals
When the Kitehburg Bastare started in Montreal and other .\a\
rl\
Mew York, h;is been in- dinary career In the ring during ins ern League franchise was shift.- 1
Canadian cities. American conces- formed by Staunton. Ya., officials prime an- former being referred to to Worcester, tin- baseball proby sport writers,
he jcid has had
join
these
sometimes
sionaires
moteri in Fltchbvrf organised as
th.it (fti
I: if
M( Kcnnri, a
a u
the worlds championship ai i mideh nvs bul the money behind them
nd „^,,, Mlt e!u0 nnd ilJCIMHl
.
Canadian. The de\ li<- pi mis!.-, has met with en
in the lir.u place
* ht to '"" "-c«»t and he mayt„ r .,| f „ ;in r K H( rn clrrutt pillvrr<t
yeT gain an otner woi-urs champ a j>mv
there
cident
movement on foot Is to tix__carnr- automobile
,i'« contract with Kansas City.
would like to get in touch with her '•• It IS til
vals, whether Canadian or Ameritake,, over by Albany, was said
»
can, so heavih thai they Will not
an.
relative or friends. Miss McKi
'•!l for
ilnry of $2.?00
•

.

,i

new name.

i

I

•

.

store spaces have
one corner
rented,

to

paper

.

popularity, while the
Steel Pier's night rate is 40 cents.
The Garden Pier with its stores,
theatre and dance hall does not
count «* on admission enterprise.
Young's Old Pier is coming to life.
but too late for this season. The
front has been entirely rebuilt with
tUCCO and concrete and the owners

Some

have a new home when the 1923
season opens. President Much! >bach of the local team anmuncct
this week that he had been unab o

,,

continues in

count

order

Government are two strongly word-

Million Dollar Pier

two orchestras.

has had enough
shows and carnivals. On

of

Brantford
traveling

has been charging 50 cents at ni^ht
and getting a wonderful play. The
vaudeville
includes
admission
a
show, which pulled capacity often
during the month, while the dance
fioor was in continuous action by

means

J wilt

American -Baseball Association

held the oval track
mile for three years.
unfortunate
accident
caused his retirement to stud when
less than five vrars. He injured the

EQUITY AND MUSICIAN

|

and out-

amusement

etc.

record at a

—

30.

at

parks, in United States and Canada.
The debts are for goods sold and
delivered such as Indian blankets,

The station

Motions Presented in Canada Other for ProMontreal Emulating Brantford,
hibitive Tax
Ontario
Montreal, Aug.

amusements

SPOETS

Wheeling (W, Va.l

Only

—

The corpora-

P.ank."

tion's business is carnivals

is

TO KEEP OUT ALL CARNIVALS

Two

**

City

tional

door

•'

no

have

liabilities

DOMINION GOVERNMENT ASKED

backers.
So far as the bathhouse business
generally this season goes, there is
no doubt that the excursions from
nearby states and from the central
west were considerably cut down
because of the coal strike and railroad trouble.
The Imthing establishments, however, have not been
backward in jumping prices far In
excess of former times.

The

a voluntary schedule in
this week, admitting
$8,200 and a^-iet* of
"about $10 on deposit In the Nafiled

bankruptcy

doubtful if railroad
The
be available.
will
facilities
railroad trouble has caused a big
but

fair,

$3,500,000 was supposed to
(Continued from page 1)
Montreal is about to emulate
have been put in by the Ambassador
Brantford, Ontario, in the matter of amount of rent for a side street

piers

York,

<

MURPHY SHOWS CANT

ment and

The

States Amuse. Co. Bankrupt
The Eastern .States Amusement
West 47th street, New

Eabt.

Co.. Inc., 245

Former Congressman Joseph L.
Rhinock purchased a yearling from
loss to J. F. Murphy.
the stable of Mrs. Viaux at SarBen Krausc is up and doing with atoga, but he has no intention of
time.
this
city
York
New
in
event
an
Is now free to all traffic, toll charges
again having a stable. The buy was
having been removed early this .This is Ren's first lay-off season for
more a matter of sentiment. The
15 years.
month.
youngster is the get of "Tea Biscuit" and Pirfd by "Omar Kahyam."
The latter was sired by the great
•'Dick Welles,
which was Jointly
owned by Bbinoek and Jerome Respress. Not only was "Dick Welles"
a wonderful stallion, but he rated
as one of the best of native sires.

apartments and houses are going up
even now with the chances that a
more normal conception of values

complaint.'

circuses
here last week

l.ailey

trouble

to

were summoned ami ths hole

the Sells Fl do "big top" arrived for four days.
It discovered the lllngling outfit
had beaten them to the punch by
securing a piece of ground on Market street, erecting a big tent and
building a spife fence across the
The lo?s of the Market
property.
street entrance mean the Iota of
hundreds if not thousands of dollars to Sells Floto and they were
boiling ginad.
A report got about town trouble
was brewing and a squad of police
H is rushed to the circus lot.
One
of the elephant trainers led "Mom."
the Hercules of the herd to the
'spite" fence and allowed her to
follow the dictates of her fancy.
'Mom'* waded through the fence,
tearing a gap 20 feet wide.
The
crash of the Umbers brought a
uple of deputy sheriffs from out
of the Rlngllng Hros.-Uarnum &
Bailey tent.
Had not the police
stepped in a Tight of no mean proportions would have ensued.
The
Sells Floto bunch were hot for turnin*? loose the entire elepharit herd
on the spite fjCnce and tent.

$6,000,
in

&

P.ros.-Parnum

Cooler bends pr vailed and quiet
En the interim carpenter.!
In the
fence repaired.
Manager Terrill of the Sella Floto
show gave out a statement the opposition show had pulled a similar
trick in Newark, N. J., a year ago.
and since then had peristentiy
sought by various methods to put
his show out of business.
The incident got front page space in all
of the papers and attracted huge
crowds to the circus lot.
The Sells-Floto's four days' showing here, ending Sunday, did not
draw the expected business which
was looked upon as very light.
Casual people said they were waiting for the Barnum-Railey Circus
that opens here Friday.
reigned.
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COLUMBIA MEANS BUSINESS;
Two

Other Attractions Ordered Off for Repairs

AH Time Sam Sidman Show

Sam A. Scribner, general manager of the Columbia Amusement
on his return from a brief inspection trip, announced an authoritative summary of the action that has been taken during the
preliminary weeks of the- Columbia wheel season, in the matter of
shows that have not met the standard the Columbia Amusement Co.
demanded for the regular season that opened Monday, Aug. 28. Mr.
Scribner said:
"Every show on this wheel has got to be a good one this season,,
and we have begun to make sure of it right on the jump. Joe MaxMaxwell made a strong
well's show has been eliminated entirely.
effort, but he found that producing a burlesque show is an art and
not an accident.
"San» Sidman's show closed with its preliminary week in Washington. Frank Tannehill, for the book, and Frank Smith, for the
numbers, will go to Pittsburgh with new people and will there rehearse a new show for two weeks. And right here let me say that
no bad shows can get away with it after a second attempt. If they
can't make good on the chance we give them, tkey will be eliminated altogether.
"Tom Henry and Jess Burns have left New York and will cover the
entire west, seeing every show out there before they coipe back.
Many shows in the east have been seen, and some changes recommended in a few of them. Al Reeves, after a week's lay-off to
strengthen his show, opens for his second chance in Paterson

—Joe Maxwell's Show Out for
—Orders

Latest to Feel Heavy Censoring
Sidman's Re-made After Inspection Sam Scribner's Statement

Sam Sidman's Show

—

Leavlft— who are specifically menAt the Gayety, Rochester, N. Y., tioned as having produced good
shows for the Columbia in their
Monday, as scheduled on its Colum- initial season on the
wheel. Jimmie
bia'"' rvhccl route, the Sidman show
Cooper and Rube Bernstein are rehaving been ordered off the Colum- ferred to also, Scribner stating the
bia eircuit for repairs from top to shows of the two latter have not
been seen as yet by the Columbia
bottom, following an inspection by
did not open

censors, but in effect that he (Scrib-

Sam A. Scribner while the show was ner) is confident they will both be
playing its preliminary week at the good.
That the Columbia means busiGayety, Washington.
The Sidman show was the third ness in its effort to set its shows to
within two weeks to fall under the the highest standards attainable
ban of, the rigid censorship insti- for burlesque is plain to even the
Tom
tuted by the Columbia circuit for its most skeptical of producers.
attractions this season. The others Henry and Jess Burns started on a
changed or ordered off were the Al country-wide trip this week to look
Reeves Show and Joe Maxwell's over the Columbia shows throughThe same rigid
out the circuit.
•'Varieties of 1922."
A statement by Sam Scribner, standards that have been set for the
will
Eastern
shows
be required for
Columbia
the
of
manager
general
Amusement Co., explicitly outlines every show playing.
announcement
Mr.
Scribner's
furtoward
attitude
Columbia's
the
shows this season. The Columbia ther states that a show pulled off
be given one chance, and
in the matter of the Joe Maxwell will
show went further than calling for only one, to reach the set standThe Maxwell show has ard. If the show is ordered off
repairs.
been ordered off the Columbia wheel and is not right after the realtogether. It will be succeeded by making process it will not receive
a new show, to be produced by Jean a second chance, but w.ll be ruled
Bedini and Billy K. Wells. Wells off the Columbia wheel for good.
and Bedini, according to Mr. Scrib- The "pinch hitters" show that
ner, will produce another show 10 Bedini and Wells are producing will
be known as a "pinch hitter," take the place of any show perto fill in for any Columbia show manently ordered off the Columbia
that may be ordered off here- wheel, and another "pinch hitter"
through not meeting the w'ill be organized for emergencies.
after
The Hurtig & Seamon show. "Sostandard set by the Columbia ofThis joint production by cial Maids," replaced the Sidman
ficials.
show
at the Gayety, Rocbesti r, this
Bedini and Wells will have for its
week. The closing of the Salman
scenic equipment the George White's
show,
with the shifting of the
1921*'
production,
Scandals
of

Rochester house "dark" for an additional
week, "Chuckles" being
scheduled to go there next week.
The two-act piece used by "The
Social Maids" ie objected to by the
censors on the ground that it is not
in
the burlesque spirit, but is
rather a musical comedy. It came
this
out
week that the show is practically a revival of a musical comedy tried out last year by Morris
Rose under the title of "Blue Eyes."
The book has been followed almost
intact In the burlesque revival. The
special score also is used, with several interpolations of current popular numbers.
The two-act piece is
now called "Bright Eyes." The burlesque program credit* the music to
Hughie Woolford and the lyrics to
Andrea Razzaf, but the book is not
mentioned.
Wash Martin will rep'ace Lou
Reals as manager of the reorganized
Sidman Show. Other additions to
the cast are Harry Hill, straight,
and George Douglas, comedian.
While Murphy may replace Sid-

been about

ester,

resulted

in

Kewburgh

weekly with

Jaffee.

MURPHY

VICE SIDMAN;

$5,000.

A point that has caused considerable comment among burlesque
people with regard to the action on
the Maxwell show is that Maxwell
was recommended as a producer to
the Columbia people by E. K. Albee,
head of the Keith circuit. Mr. Albee
was the principal speaker early in
the summer at a meeting held by
the Columbia to encourage its proMr. Albee is reported to
ducers.
have told the Columbia people he
would be glad to do anything- he man show following
Scribner's Inrould to help them out in their exspection. Tannehill is putting on a
pected competitve battle with Shu- new
book, and Smith Is- staging new
bert Vtiudevillc this corning season.
numbers for the show. A numbei
Two weeks ago Variety carried a of changes In the Sidman show cast
story, authorized by an official of
also ordered are being made this
the Columbia ^Amusement Co., to
week.
Tin
Sidman show is rethe effect that this season the cen- hearsing in Pittsburgh,
where Tansorship of the Columbia would be- nehill and Smith
ate working on it.
come effective Immediately. The It is planned to have the show in
story said in effect that the Columshape for reopening next week,
bia would not waste any time in
The Salman
is

Columbia
Off,

waiting for bad shows

get into
shape, hut would start to look the
shows over the first week of playing, and if the attractions were not
up to standard they would be ordered off forth with.
The former
season's plan of allowing the Columbia shows to get set for a .week or
to

George Jaff« and w.i« produced by
Sam Sidman. Jaff« is operating on
a leased franchise, controlled by
Phil

Sheridan.

bought a

half

Last

season

will not

reopen with

the Columbia wheel show that be ITS
his name when the show resuihes
at
the Colonial, Cleveland, next
Sunday afternoon (Sept. 3). George
P. Murphy was engaged Tuesday to
play Sidman's part.

Murphy was under
Weber & Friedlander

contract with

Tuesday

until

one of the latter's Shubert unit
shows, "Facts and Figures." Murphy, who had rehearsed with "Facts
and Figures" for three weeks, was
dissatisfied with his part in the unit
and had requested his release.
Immediately after, Murphy enfor

trained

Sidman

Pittsburgh,
show Is laying

for

where the
off

J.tffc

for re-

pairs this week.

The Sidman sh&w name

will

be

changed when

reopening.
George
Jaffe, who controls the Sidman show
and-who operates a stock burlesque
house in Pittsburgh, engaged Mur-

phy by wire.
Murphy and

Sidman

both

do

similar types of "Dutch" characters.

&

Sea-

mon's attractions on the Columbia
wheel for a number of years past.
Jeorge Douglas also joined the
Sidman show this week as a cast
(

Pearson's

one complete show to op< rate this
Sidman had carte blanche
season*
from Jaffe to put the show on, with
explicit privileges of "hiring and
firing," staging,

and handling

managing

the

COLUMBIA'S $7,000

<

it

in

i

This season, however, with competition in the form of the Shuhoit
unit shows arising and shortly get*
ting into action, the Columbia people surprised the burlesQUC producers by following tin ii announced
intentions of immediate censorship,
with tin result that a precedent was
blished hi the ordering off of

Monday the Columbia if" lata ortwo shows and the romplet< closing <l< red the Sam Sidman v|,, • ,.(| ti
of one, )u the first two weeks be- two Weeks instead ol cm an origi

•

i

fore tin season's regular opening.
Mr Scribner's statement contains

inally scheduled.

The Sidman show

n,n

n* to have
gone into Cleveland next week, but
that date will he tnken bi
etlinl's
This wj)J leave the
"Chuckles."
>\

I

j

"Beef Trust" Beat Previous Week's
Gross

The Columbia. New York, did
slightly over $7,000 witr. Billy Watson's "Beef Trust " last week.
The
show started at a good gait, doing
$1,300 on the opening day (Monday),
-

two shows. Warmer weather in the
of the week caused a slump,
hut Saturday, perfect show Weathei
for the Columbia rainy resulted

show middle

general without
hindrance of .any kind from Jaffe.
This v\as all sit forth in an iiondad contract between Jaffe and
Sidman.
Sam Sidman has not
played in burlesque foi the past
thre< oi tout years, previously having been principal comedian with
several Columbia wheel shows.
He
also was a principal comic with
"Follies of the Lay whi u that show
was on the Empin Circuit some 10
or 12 years agf*

i

testimonial to the former Amerlwtuel producers— Lew Talbot
Daley. Him Willi. tins and Joe

Sam Sidman

interests,

seriously,
many producers sharing that point
of view, the latti f basing their
opinion on the fact that as a regu*
lar tiling in seasons past the Columbia had Issued similar statements, but the lid had not I" n
clamped down on the shows for at
least*" a couple of weeks aii<
the
opening of the season?

Fid

New Comedian

Left Shubert Unit

fifty-fifty

Columblas announcement

<i

Gets

Arthur replacement.

in

Inter* Bt

Columbia wheel show
paying $30,000
for
a
partnership in the "Step
two before the censorship became Lively Girls" and "Fashion Plate
effective, the story' said, was "out" Review."
When Pearson left the
this season, and the requirements Columbia wlncl to
Shuhcrt
join
would be lijiid. with every show ex- vaudeville an arrangement
wa*peoted to be in shape at the go-off. made between the Columbia ami
Most burlesque people did not take Jaffe, whereby Jaffe would have

«

Laying

Attraction,

owned by Murphy was with Hurtig

show

came over from the American wheel have
Lew Talbot, Ed Daley, Sim Williams and
produced good shows. Jimmie Cooper and Rube
Bernstein's show has not been seen yet, but I am confident they will

—

Joe Levitt have

all

come through.
"George White's 'Scandals,' book and production, has been bought.
Jean Bedini and Billy Wells will put together a show to 'pinch hit'
wherever it is needed. This show will hop arovrnd to fill time where
any show falls down hereafter, and if the original show cannot be
saved the 'pinch hitters' will take the route and still another substi-

show will be organized.
"Somebody said something about a word

tute

to the

wise being

suffi-

cient," said Mr. Scribner, in conclusion.

SLIDING SCALE

TERMS

—

—

a sell-out Saturday night, tin
Saturday mal also boosting the
week's average with a neai rapain

city house.

The week

before, Hurtig At S« a
"Greenwich Village I\»vu«'"
did $6,200 on 13 performances (two
Saturday nights), and $fi,100 on tin
-

mon's

i<

DISPLEASE COLUMBIANS
Columbia

SHOW'S NEW TITIE

and

Poughkeepsie losing a scheduled
Columbia wheel show for tin third
successive week.
The New York state split week,
both houses of which are operated
by George Cohen, was slated to
open with the Columbia shows three
weeks ago, the closing of the Reeves
and Max w»ll shows, with subsequent switching of tin Columbia
shows, throwing the rotation of the
wheel out of kilter and keeping the
two New York state houses dark.
Frank Tannehill and Will Smith
were engaged by the Columbia eircuit to fix up and remake the Sid-

28.

"All the producers that
beautifully

come through

as the principal comedian, the
latter 4s reported to hold a pay or
play contract for the season at 1350

"Social Maids" from Newburgtl and
Poughkeepsie, split week, to Roch-

which the Columbia people bought
for the purpose. While the Scribner
statement makes no mention of the
price paid for White's last Mason's
••Scandals," it is understood to have

Aug.

•

man

•

v

STATEMENT

Co.,

THROWS SHOW OFF WHEEL

v

SCRIBNER'S

gular week.

Frank Pierce III in Scranton
Krank Pierce, manager of Frank
Kinney's Revue, was stricken with
double pneumonia in Scranton Pa.
Monday. Arthur Harris Joined the
show Tuesday, temporarily replying Pierce until the IMtei regain'
his health

producers

generally

are not favorably disposed

new

the

exceeds

$10,000 then
60 per cent straight.

toward

a complete table of which appears
below, with the terms each Columbia house will play on this season.
The complaints against the new
terms voiced by the producers are
many and varied, but the chief one
appears to be that the new sliding
scale arrangement does not apply
to holiday weeks.
The objectors to the new terms
cite the Columbia, New York, as
an Illustration for their complaints,
the Columbia last year, they assert,
playing the shows on a 60-60
straight basis, regardles

of.

weeks show gets 45 per cent
$7,000 to $10,000.
per cent straight.

to

If

over $10,000 60
t

show gets

6 per cent from $7,000 to
If gross exceeds $10,000 then
per cent straight to show.
Casino, Boston
(Original terms,
50-50).
Non-holiday week terms:
50 per cent, to show up to $6,000; 65
from $6,000 to $7,000. If over $7,000,
60 per cent, to show from $6,000 to
$9,000.
If over $9,000, terms to be
$9,000.

60

holiday

the

for

be

Gayety, Pittsburgh (original terms'
45 per cent to show to $5,000, 50 percent over 5,000). Sliding scale nonholiday weeks, show gets 45 per
cent to $6,000, 50 over 5,000, 55, 5,000
to 7.000.
If gross over 8,000 then

following sharing arrangements: Show gets 45 per cent
of gross to $5,000, with 60-50 split
all over $5,000. These are the terms
that will apply this season on holiday weeks.
The difference existing between the 45 per cent of first
$5,006 is the caube of complaint,
against the straight 50-50 split last
yea r.
The terms that will apply this
season, new sliding scale, for other
than holiday weeks are as follows:
Show receives 45 per cent to $5,000,
50 per cent from 5,000 to 8,000, 65
per cent 8,000 to 9,000. If over 9,000
show gets 60 per cent from 8,000 to
12,000. and it gr ogs, goes over 12,000
then show gets 60 per cent straight.
call

to

$5,000, 50 per cent from 5,000 to
7,000, 55 from 7,000 to 8,000, 60 from

The new Columbia terms

weeks.

terms

Hurtig
& Seamon* (original
terms 45 per cent to $5,000, 50-50
over),
New York; none-holiday

sliding scale snaring terms,

60 straight.
Casino,
Philadelphia
(Original
terms, 50-50 straight). Non-holiday
weeks. Show guts 50 per cent, to
65 from $5,000 to $6,000, 60
$6,000 to 47,000. If gross over
then show gets 60 straight.

$5,000,

from

$7,000,

Gayety, Kansas City (Originrl
terms, 50-50 straight). Non-holiday
weeks, 60 per tent, to $5,000, 65 to
$6,000. Over $6,000, 60 per cent, from
$5,000

to

$7,000

to

show.

If

over

terms to be 60 straight.
Original terms for Gayety, Detroit;
Palace, Baltimore; Jfiayety,
Buffalo; Olympic, Cincinnati; Em$7,000,

The producers contend that after pire, Toronto; Empire,
Newark;
an analysis of the Columbia's ad- Miner's Bronx;
Empire, Brooklyn;
mission prices, and figuring on last Casino,
Brooklyn,
and Colonial,
-season's business, on weeks that do Cleveland,
are 50-50.
not contain a holiday, that it will
Non-holiday week terms for above
be practically Impossible fc»r almost houses are
50 per cent. uj> to $6,000,
all of the shows to play to $12,000
55 from $6,000 to $7,00T).
If over
on a non-holiday week.
$7,000, 60 per cent, from $6,000 to
It
is
Claimed that in order to $8,000. If over
$8,000, then 60 per
play to $12,000 a show would have cent,
straight to show.
Most of
to have around a 100 standees at these
houses art controlled but not
every performance of the 12 given owned by
the Columbia people.
during a non-holiday week to rca< h
Terms for the Gayety. Omaha;
the $12,000 mark, some figuring Imperial,
Chicago: Grand, Worcesthat
with
capacity
aside
from ter;
Gayety, Louisville;
Gayety,
Standees,
and not many shows Milwaukee; (Jayety,
Minneapolis;
played to capacity at the Columbia Gayety,
Rochester; Orpheum, Paterat every shew last season on non- son;
Lyric, Dayton, and Colonial,
holiday weeks, it would be impos- Utica, will
be 60 per cent. StfaigSI
sible to play to more than $11,900 this season
Several of these are
or thereabouts.
outside houses booked by the CoThe same condition applies to lumbia, lil<e the
Imperial, Chicago;
most of the other bi^ cities, it is Or] heum,
Paterson; Grand, Worcesclaimed hy
the producers.

and Colonial, Utica.
Original terms for (Jayety, Washington, thi« season are 50-50y^Nonholiday week terms are 50 |>er cent.
to 15,000, 55 from $f..000 to $6,000,
from $6,000 to $8,000.
If
over
$8,000, terms to be 60 straight.

sliding scale follow:
The phraei
"original terms," meant th< terms
that apply on holiday weeWv
Thr
sliding scale terms aie for no holi-

day

\<«

.

ks.

Th.
hint

term

VM0

Terms

straight

«lollai

Gayety, Boston (original terms'),
50-50 stiaight. Non-holiday weeks,
St^w receives 60 per cent Of groes

?•<>-'.<>

I

foi

with

railroad

fare

Majestic,

Gayety, Montreal, are
hrusv paying hair or
to

Boston

Jersey
p- clnt

City

fm

com-

(Original

ln VMi) ,n W.OWfl.'term.
up tc
over ;^J'°
$8,000 show i/ets f)() percent over $.V>0() >.
Sana aia-lav to nuilfrom $7,000 to $10,060, „,„i \i gross holiday weeks.
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Sharing terms in addition to the
Columbia, New York, on the new
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BURLESQUE

1923
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BURLESQUE REVIEWS

;

3*

bret after the
burlesque.

time-worn fashion of

Burlesque drama

FLASHLIGHTS OF
M*ri»
jlose

Rex Weber

Jack Stone
Frank Oate»

Walter liayea

Hyp

lfiddle Bhubt>rt

•

(jyp ,.,,.••»••••••••«••••••••••

Dip

l.

l>.

Iiiiriip

Jack Callahan

•.

& Jermon

Jacobs

for laughs.
The meeting of two
social climbers of the opposite sex
had them "ritzing" each other before the drop and the inserts showing them tho next day. The lad is
pressing a pair of trousers in a
hall bedroom and the girl is a waitress in a cheap beanery.
A couple of sets looked new, the
others and most of the special drops
appearing repainted. The costumes
were new or cleverly dry cleaned,

Maxlne Dell
Barab Hyatt
Eugenie I.e BUMM

•

Selm*
Hay Conn

Is the mainstay
laughs—'that evergreen standby receiving perfect handling by
Barry t Startzman, Miss De Lisle and
Mr. La Foye. Barry is at his best
in a comedy way in this scene. It's
a real wow and the Columbia audience has seldom
laughed more

of the

bootlegger who had swindled her
out of a pint. The twist was good

1922

Raymond Paine
Ann Myers

I {fori

have the mak*

a good average burlesque
ings
entertainment in "Flashlights," makof

ing its local bow this week at
llurtig & Seamen's 125th Street.
attraction has been given a

heartily than it did Monday night
at Barry's comments on the travesty
Startzman and the others put over

so well.

the show apparently being built
more for laughing purposes than as
a scenic display.
doesn't
that
reach
production
good
With intelligent pruning and work
laviKhness by any means, and is it should develop
along those lines,
fortunate in having a strong cast for tho cast is
there, which is half
Shubert,
an
unctuous
led by Eddie
the battle.
Shubert
is to
comic who does a consistent Kd gratulated for not trying be conto hog
Wynn with rubber tired cheaters the show and
in allowing the latithroughout.
,
tude he does.
Two more comedians, I: B* Hamp
"Flashlights" will burn brighter
and Jack Callahan, share the bal- with mileage.
Con.
ance of the comedy honors. Hump
affects a "Swede" character, and
scored repeatedly at this homo with
familiar materia'. Callahan's tramp IW.y
John Mirry
Bob Sl;u tr.'iiiin,
was far from convincing. He con- Harold
Wi'lter \Jk Koye
tributed strength to the comedy Manager
Whistling Willie.
!>*vi' KitulliT
scenes with his "falls" and acro- Tr '«<':ii in
K idle Simmons
Jean De lanle
batics, missing widely with most of A I'rima Donna
A Souhrettc
tiertrul" It.-rk
his verbal passage*, due to an obviAn Ingenue
l/>u Harry
ous recent graduation from the A S'-ntimh tiirl
Ksrelle MoCftbc
"dumb" ranks.
An Kb-yptltn Girl
Kthel Norton
The show boasts three women

The

BON TON GIRLS
.

.

.

.

.

two

principals,

of

whom

would

'The Don Ton Girls"
show — not a groat one,

stand out with any burlesque pro-

They

are
soubret-

captivity.

a good
or excep-

Is

& Jermon

Jacobs

sponsor

inclined to insert
ginger frequently sometimes it's a

knickers.

trifle

a

bit

—

of,

Monday

night,

Chicago. Aug.

30.

Columbia Wheol Attrntion, produced l»t
(J.
John
.lormon.
Presented
at
the
Columbia, Chicago. Aujf. SM, in two act*
oil ten m -niM.
Inv Mitel and -arranged by
Nat (Chick) Hiino
Trvcldy Kent, the clerk
Wenn Miller
Aloyiusious McNally. Just a bell hop....
Jimmy Slater
fCNie Crotby. the daughter. I-iulse Wright
Mrs Corn Wal lift Cro.sby. the mother....
.

Mela llelmont
Corn wall is Napolean Crosby,

—

th**

father.

Nat (Chick) Haines

Mr

KM. lie Mlake.

Po

Patter: on,

one of

th<?

ha* a horn

bench...,
Lew Rice

for*

Pat
Lucille, a

French vamp

sale....
I'attcraon

Kay Tunis

(chorus)
Misses
Washington,
Camiear, Mitchell. Dunree, Mayo, Ra>ndell,
Tourists

Roblnsoti,
II

i

none,

Camp,

Nolan, Kacklln,
Dolan,
Covalt,
Hot h.

Puller,

Sorters,

Sobelson,

Van

CUarlt,

Bob Startzman means more

cellent.

Nat (Chick) Haines is the only
He's a one in the programming given credit.

than Just a second comic.

So

real help to 'Harry.

the straight

is

This ran be partly understood,
through the running off of the first

man, Walter La Foy*. an upstanding chap, who knows how to wear act, which is his vaudeville offering
moth-eaten material deliver.
The comedy scenes are programed clothes and owns a baritone that is of "Yes, My Dear," with which he
Several are holdovers and resonant and musical.
flashes.
toured the Pantages circuit. Haines
Both Startzman and La Foye are has taken the 40-minute bit, and
is
it
one will stand revisement.
"Movies in the Making," and has strenuous and forceful that con- through
interpolating
specialties,
Barry's
quietwith
trasts
splendidly
and
Columbia
service
on
the
seen
has rounded out 75 minutes for the
American wheels in the past. The ness and easy laugh-getting meth- first act of his two hours and 45scene aims at low comedy through ods. Jacobs & Jermon doped this minute show. He divided the act
the knocking about of Callahan by lineup out exactly right for comedy into three scenes, but has kept the
alky, results.
It is
all of the principals.
same story throughout the changes
dull and draggy. and without laughs
And the women— there Isn't a in scenery which gives it a good
enough to justify retention.
show that comes to mind in the last book.
The funniest bit was "At the Bail few years that has had better ones.
The second act of six scenes openCame." Here Callahan and Shubert Gertrude Beck, the soubret, has ed with another vaudeville bit.
as a clown battery pulled howls everything. She's blonde and shape- which Haines worked under the
with their burlesque pitching and ly, with a world of looks supple- title C.irls of 1022," a girl act which
receiving. The scene is introduced mented with real class. Miss Beck never did amount too much and was
in "one" when the comics are im- dances well and does jazz numbers placed in the discard by its propressed into service by the manager in a way that should land her right ducers, a Detroit firm. The book of
(Paine), who. is. stuck for ball In the middle of a Broadway show. the girl act evidently was bought
Jean De Lisle, the prima donna, and Haines stretched, remodeled
players.
This .portion reminds of
the boxing scene from "Chuckles." strange to say, has a voice not a and rewrote it, so that it is delectThe chorus of 18 girls had their fake voice, but a soprano that shows able fun for burlesque lovers.
hands full with ensembles and drills. cultivation and real training. It's
The scene Is named "The Dirt
They will appear to better advan- a pleasure to listen to her. Lou Diggers" which leads to an Imprestage, the work being ragged Tues- Barry, the ingenue, is brunet and sion of It being a farce on "The
day night on some of the evolutions. lively, with a modern idea of jazz CJoId Diggers," but it isn't.
The
They are a fair-looking bunch, and and a smile that gets right over the other scenes are specialties, with
looked well in their changes, which foots one of those magnetic ones the finale a much ballyhooed and
were new and numerous. No bare that wins immediately.
corking good finish. The flash conlegs.
That about sums up the people sists of two teams of black and
The show is loaded with special- who figure in the playing of the white horses racing on rollers, the
ties, at times running to revue pro- "book." Eddie Simmons is a bit man.
white horses driven
"Good
by
portions, with the specialties fol- with little or nothing to do except Times" (Haines), and the black
The a legit in the opening which he han- horses guided by ''Depression." A
lowing one after the other.
first 12 minutes are in this division, dles so well it seems syasteful not series of light and moving scenic
with Paine, as the proprietor of the to give him more in the show. John effects place this bit right among
"Cafe Champs Elysees," introducing Freites is also, programmed. Then the best seen in quite a while.
the different specialists. The comics there are Kstrelle McCabe, Kthel
The music of the entire show Is
make their initial entrance as strik- Norton and June Bobbie, who figure restricted, so it seemed, and the
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This portion also
ing waiters.
Paine
misses, and can be edited.
made the scene stand up. which

was an achievement.

Many

the bits are familiars.
One noticeable veteran was a scene
On a bench -where Hamp is the
dumb Swede was trying to "make"
different women.
Paine, straighting, onVed htm thai he worked in a
bank and, when lie inquired for
further particulars, the old 'Teller"
argument resulted. Another argument" bit was the I Don't Know*'
of

between Myers, Hamp and Shubert
Maine's dope fiend and Hayes'
dancing Imitations deserve mention,
as does a scene in "one" backed by
a specinl drop with two visible inserts

Hayes

of
side
recitation

either
In

a

different chai

i
i
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rs

the

>ge

si

introduced

from Broad*

iv

Th» completion

o f the thaught or
'Hired behind the drop in Do* sets
')ne which sounded like the prelude
to a murder turned
rut to be
in ui ind wife pi lying check el
Another was a marriige interrupt -<l
by tho wronged woman carrying
wh.it appeared to be a baby, but
i

I

Which WIS a till tie r>f lio.)' h
di
denounce, tho groom is
betting

carries its
own orchestra
leader, who Injected a lively tempo

Solly Fields itaged

sic.

John Jermon the
book" li really there—at least
framework of it is — with a

ind

»

the Btart that gets it off
comedy plan that pernicely md
mits of interpolations. Most of the
ue publl he numbei n
At present Ml' speolalty him .i
should be rr id i fled
it
ovei oi ked
at
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comedy it that, but the .mow could
itand more
hit
>vrard the finish
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contraption.
Two unbilled colored decidedly vulgar at times. The Finboys, who danced in various bits, ney's show seems to have a complex
com plot ed the male line of prin- on odors, apparently believing ther»
cipals. These boys fit into the going is humor in talk of "smelling like a
nicely
enough,, but make
their circus."
Then there's a reference
dances to short.
to smelling like an elephant, and
Bella Belmont, a tall woman, with another to tho black-face comedian,
a powerful voice, both in singing with a quip to the effect "it Isn't the
and /speaking, surged above the Circus it's him," meaning the colfeminine rostrum.
Miss Belmont ored gentleman.
had her specialty innings and was
There's a piece of business in a
well cast to work opposite Haines. table scene in the second act. wherePay Tunis, a pretty, blackhaircd, in Finney and Jordan indulge in a
bob haired, slim girl was a ray of conversational exchange in order to
sunshine.
Miss Tunis played well disgust the diners. This discussion
and sang much better.
Louise treats of cockroaches and worms,
Wright worked hard at her bits, a chicken which the guests have
and sang with much more vim, but just eaten having died from eating
it seemed as though she was a trillworms. It's nice of Finney to place
miscast in some of her roles. This this Junk so far back in the show.
may have been the reason why the Supposing the customers had to
scene
third
of the second act, "A listen to it at the opening or shortly
Tail of a Cat." she switched roles after having eaten?
There's inero
with Miss Tunis. The chorus sticks to the disgusting of the diners to its business. It's just a fair look- Mr. Finney goes through
a pantoing crowd but will do.
mimic suggestion of nausea while
"Hello Good Times" is an im- the black-facer is talking of the
provement in the mode of entertain- .chicken's untimely end.
ment burlesque audiencea have
A try is made by Finney for
been In the habit t>f seeing. It is pathos two or three times, once
an advance in this style of shows, in a bit when he is dismissed from
good example to set the the police force, another when his
and li
There isn't anything which dog, a cute little poodle, is supposed
pace.
even borders on suggest iveness. In to be shot, and still another
when
its present form it is good enough
he Is supposedly killed In a comedy
to withstand the Columbia censors, duel
off-stage.
The quiet finish of
and with a little more work out will the first scene is
a good idea, but
be In the top list.
seems to lack effectiveness some'

'
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how.

FRANK FINNEY REVUE

The

me

"give

money

or

I'll

scream" hit is there, with Finney
and one of the female principals
4ona Thurnt<>ii working it; also a few other simple*
Tolly
Kibe Hurley
These get laughs, and
Helen Miller familiars.
Sally
Migiow Simpklns
KuKene Rauth are handled In a workuianllke way.
Juno Flapper
Mury MuePherijon
A phone bit .with. Jordan trying
Tha.M.uH Tole
Billie liSrrU
frantically to get a number, after
Tim Sweeny
VrftOM Finney
dpi" Jacks »n
K.I
Jordan the tpanner of all of the phone bits
Walter Austin that have preceded it, landed laughs,
Police Sergeant
Hiii-y Hutler
Frank r.alnes .'is did a scene in the last act wherein
Mrs. ••Tad" Pole k
UeKe Mallvtt
Finney is supposed to be a bogus
prince Prince Rlcoro. (More cigar
Tho Prank Finney Itevue has been store advertising.)
lit ted
out with a new "book" and
The numbers are ordinary— like
production this season. Frevlous rb Other burlesque numbers have been
Molly Sweeny
Dolly

Ne'l Vernon

—

I

j

last season this shew was known as staged for years. -Eighteen girls are
"The TrocaderosV' with Frank Fin- carried. The costuming Is pleasing,
ney the featured comedian. Chas. several sets standing out, one conWaldron, manager of the Casino, sisting of clown outfits with poke
The show hats very attractive, but with all
Boston, presents it.
opened for Its first week at the reaching a certain degree of merit.
Casino, Brooklyn, last week.
Wee Mary MacPherson is the
It's an average show, with its prosoubret.
Good dancer and average
duction, aside from Finney and a number leader. Nell Vernon Is the
singing trio called the "Three prima. Fair voice and good appearThese ance.
Voices," its greatest asset.
three elements boost the show conThe "Thr«e Voices," young felsiderably above the tail-enders, but lows, a te/?or, baritone and bass,
still leave it miles below the topwith voices away above the usual,
notchers.
did a specialty in the first part, in
%
The scenery Is good enough to "ene," that held up the early section.
back up a Hroadway show, with a
The first half-hour of the show is
There are other slow
set used (or the second act a full- very slow.
too many of
•tagS palace interior — that looks spots throughout
them.
ut.
like i million dollars standing
Other women principals are Belle
This and the other interiors have
unusual for burlesque. A Mallett, Effla Hurley and Iona
celling!
Scotch plaid drop and a gray drape Thurston. Killie Harris is a Competent straight, singing satisfactorare used for thp scenes in one.
ily, and doing excellently in a charIf the rrMted Cigar Stores didn't
pay for the cigar store set used as acter in the last act.
Finney can make his show far
the third scene of the first act, it
should. Arthur Hopkins never had more entertaining than it Is by
anything better, but it's advertising. throwing away a lot of the neara sign over the top of the show comedy it contains and supplantlrg
whitlow ff the cigar store reading, it with real laughs.
Bell,
"Uninvited Cigar Store." To top off
the advertising Impression comes a
COLUMBIA LOOKS
number in this cigar store set with
!

j
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—
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NEW

all

the choristers

bearing imprints
Chicago's Burlesque House Redecorated

of different cigaret brands.

The Casino audience evidenced its
preferences for- certain brands by
applauding the girls as they marched
around, after the fashion of the oldtime Amazon drills As a tip-off to
the cigaret people. Brooklyn pa.-sed
up all of the expensive brands like
.

tilcago. Aug. 30.
The Columbia started its season
Saturday night to terrific business,
and kept up the" same pace Sunday.
The opening attraction, "Hello,
<

"Pall Malls' and went to it heavily Good Times," met with high favor.
for but three of the 18 smokes, the
The Columbia underwent a series
receiving applause being
changes on the Inside and out"Home Kuns," "Sweet Caps" and. of
side.
The lobby was entirely re"Camels."
modeled and rebuilt with the archiThe show is lamentably weak on tects
having
the lobby done over In
comedy. Finney does his familiar
It was greatly en"Tad" type, keeping It interesting (J reek sytle.
and amusing for the better part, but larged. Much of the display which
tho good old hearty guffaws needed created objection last season has
for burlesque are missing, and that been
removed.
Instead
one
of
There's sheet being scattered about the
Is because of the material.
a "plot," one of those farce things lobby, thero are regular display
with a tedious story, followed more frames
with neat layouts.
or less faithfully, and which keep!
The lighting system was torn nut
the show slewed down to a walk

brands

whenever

obtrudes

It

Itself,

which

and a new light scheme was Inwhich makes the outside and
lobby look like a new theatre. The
lights are brightened up and illuminate the street for half a block.
The theatre Innide has also undergone changes to conform with the
first
excellent Impression received
from the lobby and foyer. The house
has been entirely repainted and redecorated and looks yea't. The house
lights have also .been rearranged,
and it seemed as though the Columbia was remodeled along the lines of
a musical comedy house.
Fred Wagner, who is a local personage of importance hereabouts,
has been given the managership of

Is

stalled,

frequently.
Finney doesn't need the chin whiskers or tho wig worn to carry out
the Impression he is d> ing Irish.
himHe would be much better

There's a likable, wistful quality
about Finney's humor, when he's at
his best and with the right sort of
material, that lifts him out of the
rank and Hie class of burlesque
what burlesque audiences pay to rids."
nut ben have to blame
hear.
himself for the paucity of laughs in
Haines, took a hand in everything. the sh w. because he assembled the
doubled in characters, tickling his book and furnished his own part.
I'M .Ionian, a black-face comic, is
audience admirers, calling into play
his deftness as
polished comedian, the second comedian. With the ex- the Columl
is
and then
a "Dutch" comic ceptlon of one scene, the cigar store
II lines
easily ran away with tho set, Jordan is the regulation cork•how, not through .-.being the choice faeed comic, but In the smoke scene "American Beauties" for
Auburn, N Y..
bits for himself but through hard he becomes i black-face liew Kelly
wor k, clever ant ng' an d a se nse o f He i;
Kelly's dope mannerisms
Howell a
Salev
it.
ippreciation foi knowing comedyit
almosl Identically, method, etc
Beauties" will op'-n at
Working opposite is Wenn Miller should be announced ts in innti
Grand Labor lny for i
-• I.
oil"
h u •!
or
a
natl ily
tion, in justice t,, Kelly.
lord in,
Which ll will go on th
Juvenile, whose singing is not Jirfr on his Imitative Kelly bit.
mer Howell of the firm t"
ring, and whose ibillty Is genuine, qualifies is
ompetent black -faeei
over
he he »t
sir
limmy
med for comedy tnd Not thai Me Kelly thing isn't rom*
Phi' Peters and
split his work, with l*nl Fattei
ildie
» It's remarkable but It's
in hick make
*'ho work icj^ii
I)
iin prinelp itn.
rn
not
he
Kelly and
»rd in
i

i

.g

a
At least that's what
but It is unfunny.
The show is clean as far as suggestion or ginger is concerned, but
it's

cipals as the elimination of some
of the situation*
and gabbineSS.
This is especially true of the first
act, in its entirety, which a bit of
ideal show, but a little too talky for

program

on

la

comedy band.

M

Seymour
ind muthe numbers
show.
The

Finney

Mr.

The costuming and scenery whispered of class throughout and was
most tastefully displayed.
self, and If it's Irish be wants to
In the running there appeared bits suggest,
no make-Up will assist
whore improvement could be made, Finney's natural Celtic count* nance
not so much in the work of the prin- in making it more so than it Is.

p"»|>|e.

a.. Douglas Leavitl g-ts
credit for the book and
Miller ind Kahn for lyrics

.

i

show

ones or twice as principals.
The others are specialty people
Dave Kindlcr, who does a whistling
and singing turn in the early part
and puts it over handily, and the
Frazier Trio, three young fellows
playing stringed instruments.
The show appears to hive been
hooked up inexpensively as to cast,
ind it looks as if J. A J. certainly
got a break this season with their

up. Lew Rice, who modestly stood
in the background except for his
specialties was a pleasant personage
throughout the show. Rice, danced
and did a number on a bass voil

to

welt

HELLO GOOD TIMES

stronger than ginger especially the repetition of the word
"ship," which isn't as funny as it
probably sounds to Harry. That and
the veteran about leaving a ring in
the bathtub wouldn't be missed if
deleted, as they should be.
The whole cast is uniformly ex-

Raymond Paine, probably the best
straight and character man in burlesque; Walter Hayes, dancer, who
played several minor roles, and
Rex Weber, a juvenile straight,
rounded out the cast. Paine was all
over the comics, dominating the
stage on each appearance a*nd feedHis talking speing intelligently.
cialty with liamp in "one" proved
They made some
his versatility.

work

Bell

—

he*s

appearance and

Business was good

nondescript eccentric throughout the
two acts practically a tramp wunout the whiskery make-up. with a
costuming scheme that runs to baggy pants and misiHs.
expression
Barry's
facial
and
Quietness of method give him a distinction for burlesque. In the "Hon

Tons"

well on
please.

cotisiJering the weather.

Meyers handled
the jazz and shivery numbers in an
while
Miss
experienced manner,
Hyatt contributed several ballads
and an operatic excerpt that lifted times amusing, other times unctuously humorous end more often
the performance.
Eugenie Le B'.anc. another of the howlingly funny. He does a sort of
principals, .stopped the show with a
dancing specialty that ran the register from hard shoe to Russian.
The touch of awkwardness displayed was alibied by the difficult
steps performed, her "hocks" and
"wings" especially standing out for
a woman. Her other appearances
were in scenes where' she read her
lines acceptably, attired, mostly in

The Frazier Trio got their innings
in the second half, with some firstrate steel guitar stuff and selections
on tenor, 'cello and guitar banjos.
There's a suggestion of Billy Arlington's style in the "Chiri Birri
Bee" number, especially in the talk
of playing grand opera.
Arlington
was with the "Bon Tons" for a number of seasons.
The numbers are satisfactory
without possessing any parti ular
novelty.
The choristers average

the scenic stuff containing several good-looking drapes.
No money changing takes place,
but there is more than one tried and
true gag present.

cient and honorable title, and it's at
the Columbia, New York, this week.
In John Harry, the featured comic,
the show reveals it a greatest asset.
Jacobs & Jermon should sign him
for life.
With on absence of the
slightest
cons iaus effort to be
funny. Harry is always that - some-

Miss

specialties.

specialty.

taken care

an-

th«*

A Memphis blues doggerel with a
number of comedy verses, several
quite peppy and more than one
rather %^ong, stopped the show
Tuesday night. Barry handles this
stuff very well also.
A double dance- by Barry and
Startzman also held up the show
until they had to beg off. Startzman
has a blackface specialty, making
up with the cork in view of the
hoUM, that held three well-delivered
songs and made an entertaining

The production end has been

tional for burlesque, but maintaining
consistent^ average
a
of
merit.

duction in
Ann Meyers, a plump
ingenue, and Sarah Hyatt, a shapely
brunet with an unusual soprano
voice of magnificent volume. Their
wardrobe was one of the high lights
of the show.
Bach scored with

11
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made up as a general and the two
comics making the prima and sou-
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A statement was made by a theatrical man of a large circuit the other
day that the ushers of the circuit's theatres were content with their $12
weekly salary, as they relied upon and received tips; that the patrons
had grown accustomed to tipping ushers and did not mind it, and, he
added, the circuit's managers were also content with the condition. The
remarks were brought about through a proposal that indirectly affected
ushers in a theatre.
It

more
pays

No. I

is

a position that

may have

its

pros and cons.

But

it

does sound

plausible to believe that a better satisfied patron is the one who
65c. admission at the gate, and nothing else, to witness a performance. It is always a possibility the resident management of a competing
theatre
not have so strong a faith in the tip system, and insist that

$1
20 Cent*

died

at

his

1928

opened for regional exploitation. "* The venture was closed up
The secretary found that for her $".,200 all she got back waa
what the office furniture brought from the second-hand dealer.

may

First National believes .'t has dug up a second Valentino, or at least
that Larry Trimble, who has Just turned over his latest production.
"Brawn of the North," is responsible for the finding of him. An accident, as usual, was responsible. On the coast, where Trimble made thhi
picture (the second in which he is starring his shepherd dog, "Strongheart"), Roger Manning was acting as production manager for the
organisation. When it came time to shoot there was trouble in filling
the secondary lead in the picture and Manning was drafted for the role.
In the finished production, which was cut here and completed last week.
Manning showed up like a million dollars, and they are dubbing him
the new Vulentino. •

As against the tip-allowing house
its ushers usher minus the hand-out.
and with everything else equal, the cheapest might be the preferred, for
The will of Taxk Benjamin, noted it is as easily believable that with no tips there is more courtesy expatent lawyer, scientist and author, tended.

who

1,

office was
last week.

USHERS AND TIPS

KIETY

Friday, September

CABARET

summer home,

Stamford, Conn., Aug- 21, and was
the father-in-law of Enrico Caruso,
the late tenor, filed for probate in
the Surrogate's Court, this week,
cuts off his five children with but
$1 each. His widow, Ida E. Benjamin, of Goshen, N. Y., is left a life
interest in the residuary estate,
after which the principal is to pass
HSver to his adopted daughter, Anna
Bolchi Benjamin, of 270 West 73d
street, New York, the latter who is
left also $60,000, and household and
personal effects, at his home and at
his office, outright. Mr. Benjamin's
children are Park Benjamin, Jr., of
228 East 68th street, Romeyn Park
Benjamin, of 13 East 0th street;
Gladys B. Goddard, of 104 East 81st
street, all of New York; Marjorie
B. Glenny, of 74 Washington avenue,
Plainfield, N. J., and Dorothy B.
Caruso, widow of the tenor, of Ex-

Tipping in theatres has grown prevalent mostly in picture houses,
where ushers who are paid to seat the standees do seat them, but expect a
chameleon
prohibition
Despite the in and out weather champion
gratuity in return. In seating standees as quickly as vacancies occur the
tofflcers, have been appointed genushers work in the interest of the theatre, perhaps permitting more grogs conditions, some of the road houses
eralagents.
at an increase in salary,
surmade
a
York
have
Laround
New
to be taken in at the box office.
'prisingly good showing over the J by Commissioner of Internal Revsummer. When the weather has enue D. H. Blair. They now draw
In other theatres, however, the tip practice is on. Ushers obtaining a
been with the road resorts, they $3,000 a year and expenses, with a
program or giving any service that should be in the strict line of an have a big business and even got small bonus allowed to Federal emushers work do it with the tip aim made so manifest the ordinary per- something when the heat was ab- plqyes in certain classes in addition,
son, especially In New York and around Broadway, cannot escape it.
The rain of the summer and They may work in any part of the
se.nt.
There are many who prefer to tip when given
It has spread elsewhere.
under directions from
its uncanny habit of breaking out country,
service: others do not think a tip is required, even though they can affordthe week ends may have dis- Washington, but prefer to remain
on
And those may be able to afford it much better in good than bad couraged the Coney Islanders, but around New York. The only other
it.
times.
the road men grew used to it. One general agents are those atached to
______
road house, in an exceptional loca- the stalT of E. C. Yellowiey. OrdiWhere ushers are placed on a plane with barbers and waiters, as far tion, though, did $3,000 Saturday, nary prohibition
agents are paid
as tipping is concerned, that they are paid a weekly wage with the tips in
during the downpour that $1,800 per annum, With a limited exlast,
prospect, the theatre management standing for that does not seem to be
killed off nearly everything else, pense account when working outside
gauging correctly its patrons, nor their opinions, and especially in a pop The house can do
$4,500 on a Sat- the city to whose headquarters they
price house.
urday night. There have been a are assigned. They are also relmcouple of surprises in road house bursed for money spent In securing
business this summer.
One is up or attempting to secure evidence.
Pelhnm way. It was supposed to Iew of the agents draw a salary of
celsior Hotel, Venice, Italy.
To all
have been firmly established for its $2,000 a year,
of them he paid his compliments in
trade, but business has fallen away
the following language: "I give and
The other is
until it is remarked.
bequeath unto my children, Gladys
OH VAUDEVILLE
on the Merrick road. A bad detour » The Democratic party of New
Goddard, Dorothy Caruso, Park
down there for most of the summer York State probably ineorpprating
Benjamin, Jr., Romeyn Park Bencost several places some trade. Two a wet plan.k into its platform for the
jamin and Marjorie Glenny, the sum
coming elections will have a wide
Harry Von Tilzer is the subject of a two part serial In a weekly pub- or three little things that have hapOf one dollar each, and make no
effect against prohibition.
If the
further bequest to them because of lication, "Midnight," which recounts the songwriter-publisher's experi- pened on the road have not spoken IVmocrats win, which now seems
His early struggles with Andy Sterling well for the road men concerned.
their long, continued, persistent and ence 30 years in t'inpan alley.
quitelikely
with
Al
Smith
leading
shore
hills a
undutiful conduct toward myself. before both of them "arrived" takes up a good deal of the narrative with One is a place that
their forces for Governor against
This I do after mature and careful not a little space devoted to a free plug for some of Harry's past and dinner, but tells those who ask for Gov. Miller, the wet effect will be
The
it
the dinners are just out.
deliberation and not because of any current hits. In the same issue Veronica, a Moulin Rouge dancer, is the
decisive.
The Democrats took a
is
road
house
manager
who
other
a
act severally or jointly performed subject of an elaborate blurb about the adventures and perils of the
appears to have been tipping off a long time to decide, however. A wet
by the aforesaid my children, but "Queen of Moulin Rouge."
federal man or two who made his plank two years ago would have
of all the acts done by each insent
flying into office. Since
No signs are as yet in sight indicating the Shubert vaudeville hooking place a hangout, as to which com- then Smith
dividually, whether different from or
the "Literary Digest" has seDuring the petitors were selling in the locality. emed a line
Similar to \\\oa» of any other or all agency intends to book individual bills the coming season.
on public opinion about
house
Whether
road
manner
the
summer
it
has
done
nothing
the
in
way of vaudeville bookings. Each
of the others! whifch make up the
the
stood in for coin or did it to square personal liberty with even
total sum of their inftiial relations Shubert unit producer has secured his own turns, and the Affiliated Theawomen
in favor of it, and many inhimself
has
disclosed.
not
been
towards myself."
Beyond merely tres Corp. appears to be the operator of the workings of the Shubert
fluential dailies have swung with
saying that the contents of the will vaudeville circuit. Comment on this was brought about through the reSharp eyes belonging to the son the crowds.
( learly
showed a tragedy in Mr port printed last week that, whereas a Shubert vaudeville unit will play
Benjamin's life, attorneys who filed one-half of the week at the Astoria. Long Island, next season, the other of a customs officer last week reThe May- November Farm at
the document for «probato declined half will be filled with independent vaudeville booked through Pally sulted in the sensational seizure of
a load of booze on the Nyando road, Hart-date, N. Y., will probably feto discuss the matter for publica- Markus, who has no connection with any other agency.
The son of J. W. Bero, a customs main open throughout the year, as
tion or to give even a rough estiLast week'lhe Klein Brothers played the full week at Loew's State, officer, was traveling in the family it did last season. Nick D. Prounls,
mate of the value of the estate.
New York, with consent of the Shuberts. Previously, when George car when he came across a horse its manager, has about concluded to
and buggy carrying two men and go through the winter once more.
By direction of Surrogate Co- Jessol was proposed for the State, the Shuberts objected, and Jessel did a number of bags. Becoming sus- Mr.
Prounis carried the Farm over
halan of New York, Adolph C. ,not play. He, like the Kleins, is going with Shuberts' unit shows. The picious, he hurriedly
reported the the entire year after the stimmer
with "The Rose Girl." one of the Shuberts' own units.
Kiedl of 233 Broadway was this 'Kleins will be
matter to his father, and they season closed and had no cause for
week appointed appraiser of the
An act in the $500-$600 class was booked on big time this week for started in pursuit. The bootleggers, regret. Last winter was about tha
estate left by Charles OsgoocLwho
learning that officers were chas- most open one New York ever
was one of the most widely known a season at $75 more than the big time first offered and after a change
ing them, whipped up their horse experienced. Another popular road
The act, a single man, had been with one agent for years.
in agents.
men in the theatrical business in
and raced along the middle of the house that may remain open longer
big time booking office placed a figure for the coming season.
this country, for the purpose of The
road so that the car could not pass. than usual is Chateau Laurler at
importuned
his agent to secure more.
agent
He
The
replied, "Imposassessing whatever may be due to
Upon the act stating he intended to change representatives, After a chase of several miles, the; City Island. Bill Werner is now
the State^under the inheritance tax sible."
machine finally came to a wide figuring until Nov. 1, and with anhis agent agreed.
The act within 30 minutes had another agent, and
laws.
Mr. Osgood, who was 53
place in the road and drew along other weather break like that last
years old and for more than 30 within six hours afterward he had a season's route at the $75 increase.
side the buggy.
Customs Officer fall .may let 'er run.
years connected with A. L. Er- The act could not resist returning to his first agent to show results,
Bero, who is about 70 years of age,
with the result a ruction was immediately started in the booking office
langer, died May 26 at his late
made
a
flying
leap
from the runhome, 104 East 40th street, after by the first agent, who wanted to know why. He was informed it
The Broadway and 6th avenue
ning board of his automobile to the
happened during the absence of an executive, but it Is said there are
an illness of several months. leav
horse's
back.
7
The
horse
was going restaurants will have to watch
ing a will, executed June 18, 1921, further developments to come. The second agent who put It over tossed
at such break-neck speed that the their step until election time. The
it off as an ordinary occurrence in the/ day's work and refused to talk
in which he divided his net estate
customs officer could not stop him order ha.s gone out. A couple of
equally between his widow. Leni about his feat.
places
were pinched last
until he had run about a half mile more
M. Osgood, and his two children,
further. In the meantime, the rum week. At the Hof-Brau (Jannsen)
P. Didd Acke'rman is perplexed. Mr. Ackerman is^ building the scenic
Charlotte E. Osgood, both of 104
about $25,000 worth of booze was
runners
jumped
off
the
rig
and
esEast 40th street, and Charles Os- equipment for some of the Shubert unit srhaws. Hfs perplexity seems to
caped in the wooda.
They were located on one of the upper floors
good, Jr., of 153 East 18th street, be how the shows can move and still open at a Monday matinee with
recognized, however, as well known and seized. It's the first time any
and,
without bonds, named the th,e scenic equipment they are carrying. Mr. Ackerman says he has
residents of Massena, and warrants liquor in quantity has been found
turned out sets in groups for the unit shows that would outfit the largwidow as the executrix.
were issued for their arrest by in a New York restaurant, other
est of attractions. According to his calculation, the utmost speed by a
United States Commissioner Law- than Jack's, who beat the case in
crew could not set the scenery within four and one-half hours, *yet the
The will of Edith St. Clair, shows must move from on* town to another in over-night jumps and rence at Malone. The horse, buggy a federal court.
former show girl, who died at the
and 471 bottles of Gordon gin fell
get underway for a Monday matinee. The unit shows, as a rule, will
State Hospital, Central Islip. L. I.,
Into the
hands of the customs
Edward Beck, who claimed fame
carry a back stage crew oT three men, who will work with the houso
Dec. 30, filed for probate in the
officer.
when he produced the first revue
crew. For legit attractions the hanging is easy, usually, since a matinee
I
Surrogate's Court, New York, this
for the Marigold Gardens', is directon the opening day is infrequent.
week, gives her entire estate of
A load of hay, a kay rig and a ing and producing the revue which
"over $3,000" in personality to her
team of horses are the latest means the Rninbo Gardens, Chicago, is
brother, Jacob Kochstein
of
124
used by bootleggers to run their to have. The Beck revue will have
West 115th street, who is named
liquor down the State.
This rural 60 people. The Rainbow Gardens
also as the executor. Miss St. Clair
camouflage was adopted last week is owned and managed by Fred
died after a lingering illness. She
by the wet invaders in an effort to Mann. In its present grandeur the
was a chorus beauty of 20 years
fool the dry enemy, but it failed, Rninbo is reputed to be tho finest
ON PICTURES
ago. In 1897 she appeared in "One
State troopers and county officials cabaret of its kind in the country.
Hound of Pleasure," and for the
seizing the booze, hay, rig and all
next 12 years appeared in musical
at the town of Bombay, N. Y. HidCharles Cornell's new revue "Play
remedy. Her last appearance was
The International (Hearst) Is said to have rented the Criterion, New den deep in the hay were 10 cases of Time" opens Sept. 11 at the Broadin 1'JOO in "Miss* Innocence."
York —not leased it for a year. The rental is to start when "Knight- whiskey and 1,560 bottles of beer. way Hardens with Gertrude Parrish.
hood" is placed there, and the price the Famous Players will receive from The troopers started to drive the Adele Ferguson, Gertrude Dwyer,
Irving Dittenhoefer (Dittenhoefer Hearst for the theatre is reported at $5,500 weekly.
load to Malone, but the horses were Madam
L« fcell, Ethel Onald,
& Pisbel) returned from a Eurotired and the progress slow.
Final- Frank ie Jordan and Dancing Belles,
pean tour this week.
Though the
The sale of about CO per cent, of the territory of "The Country Flapper" ly a wheel came off the wagon and Al Wagner, Mr. Frank, Hanley and
..sure trip was paramount, the on the basis of $180,000 exhibition total
by the Producers' Finance Corp. an emergency call was sent to the Morton ami a chorus of 12.
attorney conferred with Chappetl & calls attention to a striking "salvage" operation in the state rights field. police barracks
for an automobile.
Co. ami Enoch & Sons, London The Glsh picture was made by one of the Griffith units with the
prospeel Two trips were necessary to get the
Paul Bicsc's Orchestra will play
music publishers, on several mat- of Paramount release. When it was finished the producer did not even entire load into Malone
and the vaudeville after s summer snga
te;
show it to Famous Players, it waa stu Ived si s dead loss.
operation took the greater part of a nn.it al the Beaux Arts Cafe, AtThe producers took it over as a gamble, and are said to have spent day to accomplish. Two men were lantic City.
Smith and Dale will head the Lee around $10,u00 in editing, tilling and providing accessories. By a. luT.Uy urTt'iffi'rt Mill
on ttrr oad u f hay hum
and J. J. Shubert vaudeville unit, turn it secured a date at the Capitol, New York, and on that showing got the other
driving a car without
A bonding graft In eonne.
The Midnight Rounders."
Tn« a running start. It is said the Capitol date was put over with the aid of lights in advance of it. Officials with liquor
ui rests I* b< Ing to k< -l
"rounders'* will open at St. Louil banking influence, the bankers having advanced money .on the producbelieve that the second man wan about.
Bept. 17.
tion and aided in grot ting the Aim marketed to recover the loan.
In any
acting a- pilot for ii<> booxo "ship."
event, the enterprise will turn In a rich profit to the promote
A third man is said to have leapt 'I
The Eddie Richmond Bdg4 wat.'r
The National Theatre, Havana,
But state rights flyers don't always turn out BO Well. A Woman seen
""\
boi d" and escap< d.
''•' h
Hotel Orchestra la opening
l.s;',7.
in
si.its
was built
it
film man. with offi
taiy for
at 720 Seventh SV< nil
51,
nvV>Ual $1,200 it,
es •« ndod
engagement at the
3,C0o peopltf and cost $500,000.
the part purchase ef New Sfork State on an*op< n market propoiuVkm. An
try
linstcin
and Moe Smith, \ Edgcwator Ben eh Hotel, Chicago.
|
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NO MORE PICTURES
FOR TONY KELLY
Author

(

Is

Tired of Directors

—

Ruining His Scripts
ishing

Two

Two

stage

Fin-

CURRENT SEASON SLOWER;
BEHIND LAST LABOR DAY

plays

being

are

Less

Number

finished one. 'One or both
have been accepted by a Broadway

—

WHITEMAN TOUR
Jazz Orchestra to Go Over
This Winter

Country

The Paul Whiteman Band

will

•tart a concert tour sometime during the season, managed or directed
by the restaurant interests (SalvinBoag) that have the Whiteman
Band under contract.
Whether it will be the Intact organization at the Palais Royal Restaurant and also appearing in
"Scandals" at the Globe, New Yovk,
or Whiteman, who is necessary for
concert, and another combination,
isn't stated.

"RUBICON" EXAMINATION
and
producer
Baron,
adaptor of "The Rubicon," must
and
records
conproduce all books
cerning the production Sept. 12 in
an examination to assist Thomas J.
Shanley in his City Court suit
against Baron. Shanley alleges a 5
per cent, interest in the show and
asks for an accounting.
Baron's contention la that he Is
not the producer, but that a corporation sponsored "The Rubicon."
Because of his departure for Chicago this week, where the show
opened, the examination was adjourned to Sept. 12.

Henry

"CAREFUL DEARIE" AT MASON
Los Angeles. Aug.

30.

Tho new production of "Be CareDearie" opens Monday at the

ful

Lotta Miles, an advertising figure
in tire advertisements and more latterly of the "Fifty-Fifty" and "Lin-

Eltinge

Julian

arrived

Madon. It has been playing in the
and the critlcj have been gen- giving week, with Cleveland to fol
low, and then Chicago for a run.
erous to It.

Sam Bernard
gagement

In

and film actor, is
Anne, for divorce.

.-wing

his

Voort says that here at last will
one divorce salt without a caudal attached.

is

tho Knickerbocker, New York, following the rehearsals, now on, and
a brief break-in period.
The Ei Linger production was to

under enany show,

not

to

have been placed in tho New Amsterdam, but the intention to hold
the "Follies" at the Amsterdam
until the holidays, at least, can
d
the change.
The "Prince**" piece Is foreign

Andrews

adaptation,

slated for the

b''

1

of

Show

Beach

bathing "^beauty

Before it was over, Ziegfeld had
dipped into his own pocket for $200
to give prizes to the "under 12year-old class." which had been
Edward Perkins, whose most re- barred from the promotion prizes.
cent production attempt. "The Gin- Grace Clifford, a non-professional,
ger Box/'/Tailed to open at the won first prize, and she later turned
Greenwich Village theatre. New down cold a flattering offer from
York, though announced several Ziegfeld.
times, has been served In civil acEvery paper gave the affair a
tions for salary by 13 members of two-column front page with picthe company. Perkins was reached tures and Ziegfeld as much pubthrough the activity of Equity offi- licity as it did the beauties.
cials, representing the players.
A
Ziegfeld is "news" in Boston thete
claim for rent by the thea.trg man- days as the result of the rather unagement also has been made.
savory row In which Marilyn Miller,
"The Ginger Box" was opened as BUUe Burke, Jack Pickford and
a try-out last month at Stamford, members of the cast were involved
Conn., playing there two days with while "Sally" was running here.
little in the way of costumes.
Paul Estimates of publicity^ range from
Dupont was the name under which 500 to 5.000 columns for Greater
the show was presented and was to Boston, the papers leading with the
have been offered in New York. California wedding after the show
That is alleged to be one of Ave had closed.
names used by Perkins, according
The Labor Day return of "Sally"
to an expose made in a New York with no changes in cast will probdaily recently. Perkins is known to ably result in the theatre bein^,
have handled a series of failures in mobbed, as Ziegfeld will announce
recent years. Last season he pre- in next Sunday's papers that Jack
sented a piece called "Suaette" at Pickford will appear with his bride
the Princess, New York, the piece the opening night.
lasting two days. In the spring he
came forth with "Salome," which in
"Sally" will reopen at the
some way ran about two weeks at Boston, Monday with the Colonial.
entire cast
the Klaw, New York. Perkins* own
intact. The show has been rehearsname was not employed in that ven- ing in the New Amsterdam, Mariture. Three seasons ago he opened
lynn Miller having rejoined t!te
a musical piece called "The Red company Saturday.
Dolores reClock" In Albany, and there the at- turned
from abroad this week,
traction stranded, the company becompleting the roster, which has
ing brought back by Silvio Hein,
Leon Errol,

Equity Starts

who composed

It

/.

Walter

the score.

Phil

Catlett.

Ryly, Irving Fisher, John 'Barker,
Alfred P. James, Faire Binney and
Frank Klngdon. Dolores was out
of the show for the two weeks prior
to closing in Boston, Madlyn MOrAgreeable to "The Circle" Out of
rissey, a show girl, taking Ker place.
Good Fellowship
For the reopening the company
has been equipped with new wardWilton Lackaye is to ,l*ave the
robe and accessories, the managecast of "The Monster," in which he
ment expending about $35,000 for
scored when the piece opened in
replacements. The Boston date has
New York, and will tour the south been
made indefinite. Plans now are
with "The Circle." managed by the
for "Sally" to arrive la Chicago
Selwyns. Joseph M. Gaites has seabout tho first of the yeaT. It will
cured Montague Love to replace
follow
the
"Music Box Revue,**
him, it is said, though for a time it
wTMch begins an eight-week engageappeared as though George Nash
ment at the Colonial, Chicago, late
would succeed Lackaye as the in- in
October.
sane doctor in the pieco at the 39th
"Sally's" spring engagement in
Street.
Boston extended 12 weeks.
The
That the Selwyns had a memo- show
played 70 weeks
New York
randum contract with Lackaye and and two preliminary in
week* for a
were not disposed to release him
total to date of 84 weeks.
from It caused him to forego the

LACKAYE MUST LEAVE

York.

reported
Punch and Judy, Ne:w

DORIS EATON IN "SPICE"
The third Eaton sister, Dorlf, goes
into "Splco of 1922" at the Winter
Garden this Saturday, and will go
on the road with It.
lihM Raton
has not b»*-n on the *l»gf» f»>r two
years, meantime appearing In picHer sisters .ire Mary and
tures,
P< ill, with '•The Kol!ic«. M
In

•

Mann's Show for Punch and Judy
"Tho Dollar Daddy," the Charlton

wife,

Members

New

The A. L. Erlanger production of
"The Yankee Princess" Is due at

odically attacks him.

Los Angela*, Aug. 30.
Gaant Voort, opera sj^igor

Producer of Flop§ Sued by 13

contest, which had several hundred
entries and drew about 5,000 to the
beach on a rainy day.

butter for the family by working.

appear in
ho states. Nor can he accept an
engagement, says Mr. Bernard, until
rid o£ a rheumatic trouble that peri-

DIVORCE WITHOUT SCANDAL

ARE AFTER PERKINS

"YANKEE PRINCESS" SOON

NOT PLAYING—SAM BERNARD

Variety.

30.

.

York from the coast Saturday and
early this week
epalred to the
ger Longer Letty" companies, is sucountry on r buttermilk diet deing her husband, Raymond Anthony
signed to lose 20 pounds of weight.
Court, for a separation. She charges
A recent slight operation at the
cruel and inhuman treatment and
coast was responsible for taking off
abandonment in May, 1921, which about 12 pounds, but the
star's
caused her to seek employment and weight is an important
factor in hfs
livelihood via the stage. Mrs. Court
Impersonations and he aims to open
asks $150 weekly alimony and $1,000 In "The Vanishing Lady"
at 154
counsel fees.
pounds.
The show will open at
The defendant counters that his Baltimore Oct. 2.
present salary is only $100 a week,
Dorathl Bock, who will play opadding Mrs. Court received an in- posite Eltinge In "The Vanishing
come of over $10,000 the past year. Lady," is the daughter of a wellHis answering affidavit continues known Chicago sculptor. She has chance of remaining on Broadway
that after living with him at t,he Ho- been on the stage a year, starting for the balance of the season In
COAST PREMIERE
tel Sevillia, New York, for some as a dancer but developing' vocal "The Monster" and take tp the road.
The contract which Lackaye held
time, his wife conceived the idea of ability.
It will be her first berth
Sporting Thing to Do," Opengoing on the stage, despite his ob- as a prima donna. Eltinge recog- could not have been enforced In "The
ing Labor Day
jections and aversion to the theatri- nized the possibilities In Miss Bock the courts by the managers, according
Frederick
to
E. Goldsmith,
cal profession, stating he could pro- when they appeared in the same
Los Angeles, Aug. 30.
vide comfortably for her, if not lux- entertainment at a social affair in attorney for the star, but Lackaye
The new Thompson Buohanan
preferred to accept It rather than
uriously. He concludes that Mrs. Chicago.
cause possible embarrassment to piece, "The Sporting Thing to Do,"
Court deserted him May 5, 1921, afwill open Labor Day at Philhar'
anyone concerned.
ter abandoning him for short periods
"SCANDALS"
CHANGES
In the event that John Drew monic Hall. Enid Bennett is featto
go on tour with theatrical
Tuesday George White started to should withdraw from "Tho Circle," ured and Fred Butler is tho director.
troupes.
Adele Belgarde, Edith Lylo, Boyd
The action comes up for trial in reframe the running order of his in which he is appearing with LesWarnor Baxter.
Roscoe
new "Scandals," opening the night lie Carter. Lackaye Is to join that Irwin,
September.
Earns,
Harry Manners, Charles Stebefore at the Globe, New York. The company.
venson, Henry Hall and Innls Shershow had three days to break in at
rer are in the cast.
New Haven last week end.
"SPICE" TO TRAVEL
Oliver Morosco will send the piece
The premiere of "Scandals" estab- THELMA ORR'S DREAM OVER
"Spice of 1922" ^gill open the
on the road following its local run.
Chieago.'Aug. 30.
season at the Forrest, Philadelphia, lished a freak record for Broadway,
Thelma
being
Orr,
charged for standing
a former member of
Sept 11, for a return of three $5.50
weeks in that city, making room room admission. The first' night, the Ziegfeld chorus, left the stage
ERLANGER'S NEW THEATRE
for the new "Passing Show" at the top scale was $11, counting the tax. to satisfy her dreams of a home,
The proposed theatre on West
Sixty-five standee tickets were sold. when she married Max W. Meyer,
Winter Garden.
The "Spice" management of the Heretofore the standing room rate a local business man. But she sued 44th street A. L. Erlanger was to
for
divorce
have
on
the
grounds
built some time ago, will now
even
for
the
important
openings
of
has
Broadway
show
declined
two
theatres for a continuance of the been $1.50, though higher prices cruelty and infidelity, in the latter be erected by the same manager.
charge,
naming
Edna
Coleman.
In connoction Warren & Wetmore,
get out have been known In ihe case of
local run, preferring to
Mrs. Meyer appeared In "A Win- noted architects, who have drawn
where the 75 per cent terms grow. specs gyplng In the lobby with adsome Miss," "Merry Widow" and the plans for somo of America's
Following rhllly, the revue goes to mission tickets.
The White show secured $7,896 Ziegfeld shows. She has, at various largest hotels, will take their Initial
Washington, Baltimore, Brooklyn,
occasion's, earned the bread and
plunge Into theatre construction
Boston. It will be in Detroit Thanks- for the premiere performance.

•ticks

A review of "Be Careful, Dearie,"
which played San Diego Monday,
appears elsewhere in this Issue of

Boston, Aug.

.

months since Tony Kelly

erate success. Some day, I think I
will give Variety a story about
this, giving cold facts and figures."

—

Nantasket

gave his attention to stage plays;
Broadway is feeling its way Into good notices were drawn and the
in fact, since he wrote the sensa- the new season. Despite the crowd- second night was virtually rapacity,
tional secret service hit, "Three ing of premieres for this week, when with over $1,700 in at $2.50 top.
Faces East," prodoced by Sam H. eight productions were unfolded, the Also of vaudeville origin is "Molly
list totals but 32 offerings.
There Idling." produced by Moore &
Harris.
He is through with picture are 21 new plays yet to come if all Mcgley, which lights the Liberty
The third show from
stories for nil time, says Mr. Kelly of Broadway's houses are to open tonight.
The main stem will not vaudeville people is "The Torch
this fall.
tii;ed of seeing his scripts butchbe in full blast until early October. Bearers,"
presented
by Rosalie
ered by directors, who appear to
Last season the corresponding Stewart and Bert French. It bowed
have tho final word in picture makweek to that current found 39 at- into the 48th Street Tuesday night
ing.
tractions, most new.
Next week's and caught the fancy of the reviewMr. Kelly's decision may make addition of five new plays will also ers. The piece is a satire on the
the authors for stage and screen find the total under that of Labor Little Theatre Movement.
George M. Cohan's first Broadway
talk. He is a recognized play Wright Day week of last year, when there
of both fle'.ds. In his film days Mr. were 41 productions running, not offering this season opened Wednes"box office counting those hastily withdrawn day at the Hudson, which is under
possessed a
Kelly
his direction. The show "So This Is
lurked in August.
invariably
that
punch"
London" came In from New Engsomewhere in his scenarios.
Four of the week's entrants were
"I musical, counting the Hippodrome, land, where It tried out, .with the
"It's useless," said Mr. Kelly.
reports
it being a sure-fire l%pgh
am through with pictures. Can't which lights up Saturday. White's show. of
"I Will If You Will," the
stand the aggravation. I dare say "Scandals" led In interest, opening second Crane Wilbur piece on
that through my long experience at the Globe with tne nrst nignt at Broadway, was offered by George
with picture making, as writer I $11 and drawing $7,896. The show Broadhurst at the Comedy Tuesday.
became conversant with what will leaped to* heavy demand and ca- It failed to impress the critics. "Her
make a drawing bit as soma of the pacity wag registered the second Temporany Husband" listed for
and Wednesday matinee. Thursday at the Frazee, and "Better
directors I have seen at work. Still night
tlie producers seem to prefer the "Scandals" regular scale for the first
Times." the Hip spectacle, comthe
week
was
$3.85, but the prices were
handle
director who prefers to
pleted the heavily loaded week. The
story as he deems best, and thaU established at $4.40 for the lower Hip's scale will be $2 top, as against
floor starting next week. The show
lets me out.
$1.50 last season, although at that
"I wouldn't have minded if stories can get close to $30,000 at the latter time there was a block of center
were intelligently handled, through scale.
seats so priced.
Two of the musical entrants are
which the changes might be of
Among the non -musicals which
benefit, but they are not, at least initial Broadway presentations trys arrived earlier in the month "The
vaudeville producers, and a new
by
as far as I have observed in perOld Soak" at the Plymbuth lines up
son, so I concluded if I were to comedy came under same auspices. as the most promising.
It beat
be made an author-goat for faults "The Gingham Girl," formorly called $10,000 for its first week and started
of a staff, I prefer to be the goat "Love and Kisses," opened at the off this week with nearly $1,900
standing 'on and looking at a play Earl Carroll ^{onday. by Lawrence
(Continued on page 22)
Schwab and Daniel Kusell. Very
upon, the stage."
better
for
plays
are
"Stage
authors In every way from the
ACTING AT 154 POUNDS
L0TTA MILES' ALIMONY
direction they 'receive for speaking
stage production to the ultmate
return to the author in the form of Tire Advertised Girt Seeking Marital Julian Eltinge Reducing on ButterSeparation
royalty, if he writes even a modmilk Diet

Carl

Announcing AppearProducer Judges
ance
Beauty Contest

Zicgfeld

Flo Ziegfeld stepped into a barrel
of clean publicity Saturday when he
accepted the Job of udge at the

This

producer.
is

AT "SALLY'S" OPENING

Broadway This and Next "GINGER BOX" ACTORS

of Plays on

Week Than Year Ago—Six New Shows
Week, Five New Ones Next Week

who has

It

PICKFORD AND BRIDE

Stage-Plays

by Anthony Paul Kelly,

authored

IS

is

first
I

called

Charles

its
I

"The

Dancing

(Jirl."

Dillingham got it abroad
Is by Kalmau,

music

•
i

"Spice"

ma donna

Dot
role,

Is

w

111

She

h ivo
will

the

pi i»b-

uhly also be cast f<>r ;ni imj
in the new pi >-i,,.
J u k i..iii
;ii.<J
Armand Valise are
eparihg to
present uiouud llu holidays,
pai

i

,

i<

i

with tho new Erlanger house.
When acquiring the Fulton In conjunction with tho Gaiety, Mr. Erlanger temporarily called off tho

n»w

oTio for 44th street, which will
be located botween Broadway and

0th avenue.

'IT'S

A BOY" DELAYED

Tho announced opening
of "It's

a Boy" at the

Sept. 11

Sam

II.

Har-

New

York, miy he delayed
through the present illness of Dorothy Mackaye.
ris,

Aii opening of the
during the same week

anticipate d

new comedy
is

trustfully

-

LEGITIMATE
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Friday, September

LEGIT. ITEMS

COLORED SHOWS GONE

STOCKS

INSIDE STUFF

to

Leave— Lawsuit

Thomas Wilkea reopene

the AlFollowed
cazar this week under the name
Francisco.
Wilkea Alcazar, San
New York's theatre aone Is now
Wilkes has renovated the theatre, entirely free of colored shows. Last
keeping it closed for a week. The week "Strut Miss. Lizzie" went to
lie
automobile.
William Anthony McGuire, author, has purchased an
opening attraction is "The Cham- the road from the Carroll and "Oh
night exactly the same make of car as the one which in his "Six-Cylinder pion." The personnel of the new Joy" suddenly quit at Bamboo Isle,
company
is Kay Hammond, lead- a tent theatre close to Broadway.
When
rocks.
financial
j/iove" is the cause of two families going on the
ing woman; George Barnes, leadweakest
the company making the car was approached by the author with a view ing man; Ida May, Caroline Frances The latter show was the
of the quartet of four colored
to buying, it told him that his play was one of the great injuries to sales- Cooke, Barbara Lucas, Fred Dun- troupes.
"Shuffle
and
"Lizzie"
manship the automotive industry had received in a long time, however it ham, Emmet t Vogan,
Lorimer Along' 'only went to the road. So
would consider it was thrir automobile he selected for his play, and make Johnston, F. X. O'Leary, H. L. Wil- far as Broadway is concerned the
a special discount, so that the writer's car was purchased at $1,100 under litts, George P. Webster, Ancyn colored shows are on the shelf, with
[the regular list puce.
McNuIty, Vincent Duffy, Arthur no indication of like attractions for
Elton,
George Saunders, Gordon the coming season. The 63d Street
Hale,
Scanlin and Hugh which
with
craze
started
the
A musical production on Broadway has a smouldering scandal within Knox, William
director.
William ("Bill") "Shuffle Along"
(which ran 60
Its star,
jits ranks, according to a story floating up and down the alley.
McStay is to be director of public- weeks) reverts to productions and
the
a woman of prominence, who has never had her name brought into
ity;
Dana S. Trask, formerly of late this month gets "Dolly Jardon,"
scandalous prints, is said to have become enamored of a comedian In Seattle, will be treasurer; Furman a presentation by B. Iden Payne.
musical
director,
and
the show whose wife, until recently, was quite unaware of the attach- Cardona,
"Oh Joy" remain for three weeks
ment. The wife threatens proceedings, but the threat has not so far de- Lionel B. Samuel, manager.
and three days. Its final week's
recent
The
theatre.
outside
ttoe
other
meeting
each
ferred the couple from
the
gross was around $1,000 and
alliance of the star came somewhat as a surprise through her constancy
Corse Fayton's stock opens Labor biggest business was around $1,700.
for some years with another who was not of her company. The former Day at Keeney's. Bay Ridge, Brook- Lewis Rogers
presented the
who
flame, though, is reported to have secured a feminine stage partner, and

ON LEGIT

show

lyn, with "Adam and Eva," Corse
playing the role created by Otto
Kruger. The. house closed for the
summer in June.

Morosco announced that he had arranged to secure a
palatial residence In Burlingamc, an exclusive residential colony on the
Ban Francisco peninsula— the habitat of beagles, polo ponies, millionaires
and debutantes. Now comes the info. "Ollie"' has been denied a lease
©n the premises, and back of this a story to the effect some of his aristocratic prospective neighbors turned up their blue-blood noses and voiced
loud protests when they heard rumors that Peggy Joyce might he a
guest of the Morosco household. Feggy's fame as an annexer of millionaires and marital scandals has been heralded in the best star reporter
style. However, Morosco did not get his lease, and will seek his residence
"Recently Oliver

edition of the

Civil

pended money
stage.
Kelton

assistant.

recovered

Brooklyn.
The hoi
vaudeville Sundays

The Mt. Vernon, N.
been

informed

Maude

.

The Misses Water'* have taken a Broadway frp.t office In the Loow
it's one of the brhall
ti< iket brokerage business,
State building for thi
•

th<

rem

is

fTO.OO^

'

/.nualiy.

if

to certain rights in the dramatizations.
Included amongst these is
"The Naughty Wife," a play, vaudeville playlet and finally a picture,
said to be a dramatization of

a

Young's story written by Jackson.

Roland West's "The Black Adventure," opened Monday In Long
Branch, N. J. It's a comedy mystery play with some electrical effects.
Its first act has four scenes.

The opening
"The

Child

October

2

of A. H. Woods,
of Love" is set for
at the Palace, White

•

minutes.
They will be given
evenings and free to the public.

|

The
Y.,

public has

East

-

West

Tlayers

BETTY

E.

RUTLAND ILL

Somewhat Similar Case

to

Nellie

anxious to reach professionals

are

who

through advertise- have found it necessary to enter
enough subscriptions other vocations but who still would

the

like to

be active in theatricals. The

group presents one-act plays exclusively.
Gustav Blum, 60 North-

New York

City,

is

director.

Fealy's stock, which opens
Newark, N. J.,

Orpheum,

Monday with "East

Charles McClintock has been the object of a good deal of kidding
ever since a fellow agent touted him as the "greatest colored show
advance man." Through the mail he has received various photos of
chocolate hued actors .and others. Most were inscribed "To my friend
Charley." Monday his ccllection was increased by the map of "Tut"
Jackson, the big heavyweight boxer who was knorked out by Harry
On the picture was written,
Wills at Klibets Field Tuesday night.
"To my pa)."

i

started
exfor outfitting the lot

who

Is

West," will

Include several of last season's ex-

tried Broadway twice, quit the Little theatre several weeks ago
to take along some of its settings. About a
cartload of "scenes" was finally removed by the house management and
rested upon a west side lot. The settings were made by several in the
company down In the Village. The hangings were rented, as were the
high screens which formed the chief stage adornment.

ti)x

been

Sam Hume and Jessica Colbert,
heads of the new San Francisco
Theatre Guild, announce that Maurcellent
company.
Besides
Miss ice Brown and his wife, Ellen Van
Fealy the members of the company Valkenborg, are to assist in the orare Milton Byron, Lillian Concord, ganization of the guild and in the
Marganet
Shackelford,
Margaret founding of the School of the ThePitt, Frances Clyde, Doan Borup, atre, which is to open in October, in
Craig Neslo, Orrin Burke, Frank connection with the guild's work.
Macdonald. The productions will be
The Greenwich Village Theatre is
under the direction of Kendall Weston. Prices 40c. -55c. -85c. evenings, to be given over to the village durand 30c.-40c.-55c. matinees.
The ing September for an affair called
Fealy stock will play Sunday eve- "A Fantastic Fricasee." It will be*
nings this season.
a co-operative company by the village's local talent, which is considThree new people were added to erable, as they talk it over in the
the
Bobbins Stock at Palace, apartments most of the night and
Watertown, N. Y., this week. W. A. nearly all of the daytime. Smoke
Mc Wallers replaced Edward Ar- and drink will be stood for, with
nold as leading man. Eleanor Carle- the liquids limited to coffee as the
ton joined as second woman, while strongest (so they say), and the
Harold Dawson, of^Syracuse, was Villagers hope the people uptown,
added as juvenile. "Up in Mabel's the ones who have money, will go
Room" is current.
down to the theatre to watch their
doings.
Art is plentiful around
The Fulton, Oakland, is being re- Washington Square, but it isn't
decorated this week pending the wealthy.
The show may take on
opening of the new stock company the complexion of a midnight perwith Mrs. Thomas Whiffen, starred
formance and help to aid the weary
in "Just Suppose." The theatre has
just finished a special engagement of Times Square, unaoeustomed to
of James Gleason playing "Main going to bed in the dark.
Street" and "She Walked in Her
Blei p."
With Mrs. Whiffen will be
YORK TO FLORIDA JUMP
Cieighton Hale and Isabelle Lowe.
A company to present a revival of
The second offering will be 'Little
"The
Little Shepherd of Kingdom
Old Now York." Frank Darien is
Come" on the road, under the mandirector.
agement of O. K. Wee, left New
A. C. Rlumenthal is in Los Angeles York Wednesday for Florida.
negotiating for a theatre leas, for
The piece will play four weeks of
Ackcrman & Harris.
one-nighters in Florida. Upon completion, a route through Southern
When Alexander Pantagas engaged the Will King" Co. for a run territory will be played.
The revival will Include int. isoat hii Los Angeler theatre in «>«.njunction with his regular vaudeville lated music. il munbers f<>r the first
bill the first week's gross Jumped
time.

at

"Pin Wheel." the Greenwich Village revue fashioned by Michio Itow

1

entitled

is

30

play

ern ave.,

without taking the trouble

Living until 56 with never a sick day Until he fell dead through the
bursting of a blood vessel in his head was revealed when P. F. Shea
passed into eternity last week in his New Y< rk office. Sometime before,
Shea, senior, had transferred most of his theatres to his son, Thomas,
who will continue to operate them, retaining an olllce in New York.
The elder Shea was in his office with a group, joking with them ovir n
"millionaire who is going to buy lunch for us," when the men started
to lenvo for the appointment. As Mr. Shea moved toward the door of
M«r office he lurched forward and fell to the floor, dead. It is believed
he was unknowingly suffering from high blood pressure, n't an uncommon occurrence. Men have been known to have a pressure of 250
without being aware of it. P. F. Shea was a theatrical figure for
y.ais.
Hundreds of stories have been related oi him from time to
In New England he v>as a power, politically and Iheatireally.
time.
home was at Springfield* Mass.
J 1«

magazine

their

and that the publisher

"Behave Yourself," a musical
comedy by Otto Harbach, George
E. Stoddard and Harold Orlob, Is
Driring the Kansas Free Fair at being prepared and is. due to reach
Topeka. starting Sept. 11, a de- Broadway some time in October.

are received, B. L. Feinblatt, of the
Westchester Players, will reinstate
stock In that town.

which

wt

will

appearing in

ally

Revell'*.

A lift of material by "The Bon Ton Girls" (burlesque), playing the
Columbia, New York, was detected by the Harris office Monday. The
burlesque show had entirely lifted "Words' Mean Nothing" from the
current Music Box show. Communication with Sam Scribner resulted
It is the same
In the bit being ordered ou f before Tuesday's matinee.
bit that was alleged to have been lifted by Mazie Gay and inserted by
summer.
early
in
the
That
was also stopped
her in a London revue
over there.
x

«

"Young's claim that
Jackson's
plays
were
adapted from short stories origin-*

|

in

..»

of

partment of rural dramatics will
Dramatic stock opens Labor Day permit a play competition for
at
Ward & Glynn's Alhambra, amateurs. Each play is limited to

effect in the first act finale.

there.

some

a New York Supreme

LITTLE THEATRES

ark, N. J.

I

in
suit.

loss.

The Maude Fealey Players open
Labor Day at the Orpheum, New-

George Whites "Scandals" are framed along the lines
new "Music Box Revue," due at the Music
Box Oct. 2, and Sam II. Harris will remove both. One is a girl lift, done
by wires In the White show. Though the stunt drew little attention at
the premiere, through being badly worked, Harris decided it took the
edge from a patented device secured by Hassard Short from the "Folles
Bergere," Faris, and intended for the new Music Box show. The effect
abroad was called the "Disappearing Hussars.'* A substantial advance
was made, but the effect has been ordered dropped. The other idea said
to have been originally planned for the Music Box is. the patent leather

tores

writer,

Court

i

as

house manager.

of scenes designed for the

I

Willett.

Hudson

return to the

has served a summons on Fred
Jackson, playwright and short story

'

William Wood, who has
from his recent serious

Illness, will

ments that

,

Ermee

publishers of "Young's Magazine.**

claims he was to Plains, N. Y.
share the outlay if "Oh Joy" remained over four weeks. Clashes
"The Common Law," management
between the show management and of Joseph W. Payton, opens a road
the stadium people marked the tour at the Van Curler, Schenec*^
entire time of the show's stay, and tady, N. Y. Sept. 18.
Tha piece];
latterly
disaffection
among the Jumps the following week to Toronto!
players cropped up through salary to play the Trans-Canadian &ouae£
delays.
Emmet Anthony who through Canada.
T
scored the hit of the show with his
"Anyhow Want My Dog" song
The proposed revival of "ExctlsST
dropped out of the show last week
for that reason.
The costumes for Me," under the management of*
"Oh Joy" are still at Bamboo Isle. Irwin Rosen, has been called off.
The "Plantation Revue" one of A route for the piece had been laid
...j^
the summer colored trys, was taken through Canada.
off after four weeks and too was a

Lawrence will direct the
production, with William Davidge as

I

T.wo effects

Bernard,

have

suits

against Kelton by Rogers

Sun papers, has added Joseph

John D. Barry to its staff as dramatic editor. Mr. Barry, who has
worked on Boston papers and on papers on the Pacific coast, is to review
the show of his choice each week, and will conduct a theatrical column,
which will be published three times weekly. His first Baltimore review
was of 'Wood's "Lonely Wives," and his estimation of it was that it
was a frank farce of the old-fashioned kind. Tfie Sun has never paid
much attention to theatricals other than on Tuesday morning,' until
last year, when It acquired S. Broughton Tall, who wrote "Green Jade,"
which Jules Hurtig produced on the road. Mr. Tall, however, left, and
with the acquisition of Mr. Barry the Sun is expected to do much in
this line. With the largest Baltimore circulation and an army of readers
made up of the best people in the State, it is believed the theatres will
Jo Lambden has been
benefit materially by Mr. Barry's acquisition.
the critic for the Evening Sun for several years, while Norman Clark
is the dramatic editor of the News and Robert Garland Is the reviewer
His criticisms, though, are given over to making
for the American.
witty remarks at the expense of the actor.

Young Publishing Co*

H.

C.

The New York opening is menHarry tioned as Sept. 11 without theatre
tennis named.

pictures in the evenings.

The Keith Players open at the
Hudson, Union Hill, N. J., Labor
Day in "Three Wise Fools." The
company, organized by Pauline
Boyle, is headed by Hazel Burgess
and Leo Kennedy and includes William Townsend, Tony Stanford, Jr.,
Lorraine

The Baltimore Sun, the morning

who

The

courts at 57th street and Eighth
avenue to receive the attraction,
"A Night in Honolulu" is going to
dropped about $5,000. Part of the play east of the Mississippi under
loss was in the building of a stage the direction of A. Milo Dcllaven,
and the purchase of a tent. The formerly managing a West Virginia
*
canvass has been removed and the circuit.
stadium is again presenting open air

ment.
Last week 'Irene, Mary and Sally," with Eddie Dowling, brcke in
Long Branch. Orders were issued from the Shubert office that no
paper should be issued, with every ticket out of the box office unpaid
for to be charged up. No courtesies were extended. It spread over the
theatre, but Dowling did not hear of it, and at the end of the engagement he found 106 pairs charged against him. The show also played
Asbury, doing $20,000 on the week.
at

claiming a loss;
converted the

is

Kelton

This is the last week of tentwenty, thirty prices for the Proctor Players in Troy, a slightly increased scale going into effect Labor
Day. One set of prices will be in
force ^rom Monday to Friday and
another on Saturday and holidays.
The new scale will not be as high
as that carried for the first two
weeks of the Players' Troy engage-

•Isewhere.

!

\

"Oh Joy" Laat

this led to a break.
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to $20,000, or $9,000 more than the
previous week. Business has be< n
holding up close to that figure ever
since.
Just prior, to Ackerman Jk
Harris taking back their houses
from Loew, A. & H. suggested the
King organisation for the Loew
house in I*os Angeles, which was not
accepted by the Lot w heads despite
the strong arguments advanced by

Boston, Aug. SO.
Betty E. Rutland is at 5 Kearsarge
avenue, Boston. She has been there
for

some

time,

and

ill,

in

a way not

unlike Nellie Revell, although Miss
Rutland can move about.

She has been with several shows,
but had to leave following an operation for appendicitis.

As

she

was

about recovered and had secured an
engagement, Miss Rutland, in returning home from the theatre,
slipped through a hole in the sidewalk, Injuring her spine. She has
been a year and a half at the above
address, seldom being able to move
away from the house, although not
confined continuously to bed.
Miss Rutland's physician, Dr.
Thomas F. Broderick, of Boston,
has been treating Miss Rutland regularly, and has spent money of his
own for necessary remedies, but
refuses to render a bill for his services.

Miss Rutland's present home Is
about fifteen minutes from Boston's

She

center.

among

virtually

is

strangers with no show people residing in the vicinity.
In her year
and a half confinement, she has seen
three theatrical people. A manager
whom she did not know but who had
heard about her, yisited Miss Rutland last January.
Since then a
girl in

Henry

other

girl

in

show and one
show business

Miller's

the

have called upon her.
Miss Rutland would lik< to hear
from her friends by mail, if not
otherwise.
She says she realizes
the trip might be tedious to see her,
but, if in Boston, sh.' trusts her acquaintances might find time to call
her up. Miss Rutland's phone number is 3«',i-M, Roxbury. l\rr address
is 5 Kearsarge avenue? Boston

Miss Rutland's ease was ailed to
Vnrtrty's attention by Miss RcvcTt.
Nellie received a cheery pathetic
<

from Miss Rutland, expressing admiration for Miss Revell, and
sorrow because Miss Revel] was
more* confined than h<
si,, had
read Nellie's "Bedside Chats'' in Vari.'ty, and said she received Variety
letter

the Coast magnates who were fully
of the powerful drawing
qualities of the King outfit.

aware

i

Edward Smith, manager of the
new Kahn & Greenfield theatre In
Honolulu, sailed lust week for thi through
Islands to take charge of <h..
Irincess, to open in October.
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A.

PRELUDE TO NEW WRANGLE

f

TWO NEW PLAYS
KEPT FROM BROADWAY
"Tons

of

Honey" and "Lonely

Wives"— First

—

Off; Other

on Road

Fight On for Control of Holding Company President Bentel and Sec'y Underwood Against President Morosco—Compromise on Theatre Control

Broadway dates

for

two new at-

tractions have been set back until
later In the fall, the

managements

both cases deciding on more
thorough preparation by means of
changes in script and cast.
"Tons of Money,'* brought over
by Charles Dillingham with a year's
run record In London behind it. Is
off for the present but may be preDuring
sented later in the fall.

In

San Francisco, Aug. 30.
The Morosco Holding Company,
which controls various Morosco
an elaborate
prospectus with a view of selling
enterprises, has issued

stock on the

New York

STOCK FOR TRY-OUTS

AT ARLINGTON, BOSTON

curb.

company arc Former Castle
Sq. Reopening
George
Oliver Morosco,
the try-out engagement structural
'
Next Week—$25,000 and
Bentel. general manager and vice
weakness was evident and the book
Underand Franklyn
president,
"Money"
will be rewritten in part.
Frazee Behind It
wood, secretary.
was to have opened at the Gaiety,
The

officers of the

president;

At present there is a struggle on
between the officers for control of
Boston, Aug. 30.
the Holding Company with Bentel
The Arlington, a 2,800-capacity
und Underwood lined up against
house, formerly known as the Castle
Morosco.
Durlllg the Charlotte Greenwood Square, will reopen Labor Day as a
engagement here Ackerman &. Har- stock house specializing in try-outs
lessees of the Century, were for professional producers.
ris,
notified by wire not to turn any
About $25,000 is said to be back
part of the receipts over to Mo- of the venture, which has Harry
Morosco, who is in this Frazee and his associates as the
rosco.
city, likewise advised A. & H. to financial end of the project, with
withho'd the receipts from the Ben- John Craig back stage and Matt
It resulted
tel- Underwood faction.
Smith handling the front, the selecin the latter bringing suit for the tion of try-outs and the very imporwhich is
COO,
$10.
involving
amount,
tant problem of establishing produca cxponics for salaries and roytion prices -and contracts.
1.

al) es.

.\ckermpn &• Harris has depositamount with the court here,
and it's un to Holding Company
ed the

cers to fight

of.

it

out.

More changes arc due in the Ackerman & Harris- Morosco combine
recently launched in San Francisco.
At the conclusion of "La La Lucille"

at the Mcrosco's Casino, the
to come down
I*

Morosco
fn-m the sign
n ..mo

and

Morosco

will

man-

The hasic idea back of the proposition is said to be that of offering
to timorous produeers a full-fledged
stork production with a competent
east hetaded by John Craig. Various
arrangements involving a slice of
the show if it is good and a reasonable guarantee to cover a portion
of the production costs are said to
be planned. The public is expected
to regard the project as a legitimate
stock house venture, with the novelty of premieres and first time on
any stage advertising, based on
Craig's past clean-ups whenever his
old stock company offered amateur

Honesty Brings Detectives as

EQUITY'S CHORUS GIRLS
Its

K. O.'S POLITICAL

Reward
Jack Mason, the stage director,
got into a funny jam this week
through his efforts at being honest.
It dates from two weeks ago when
hs found a diamond studded vanity
case In a taxi and not knowing what
to do with it took It home and
watched the "Lost and Found" advertisements in the papers. While
at Lake George he saw an "ad" that
He
inquired about such article.
answered he could be found at the
Friars' Club and the article returned upon identification. A Mrs.
Hannah Barnes of Central Park
West made arrangements to send
an envelope around to Mason's
home on West D7th street containing a reward in currency, but when
the

letter

arrived

home apprising him

at the Mason
of the forth-

coming arrival of the messenger the
hour had already passed, the Ma-

New York, this week. Instead the
house will open with "Loyalties,"
also an English success and presented by Dillingham.
"Lonely Wives," the A. H. Woods
production which was to have taken
the Kltinge Sept. 11, is being kept
out on tour. Postponement of the
New York debut was deemed necessary because of the desirability of
having a player in the cast closely
resembling Charles Ruggles, who is

sons being out.

istrate

Max

in

No actor fitting
the lead role.
the part has yet been found. "Lonely
Wives" originally was known as

parties

to

"Who's Who."
Woods will open the Eltinge with
"East of Suez" instead. The Selwyns will use the Times Square,
which was being held for the latter
play, for their new4y tried out "The
Exciters," which will arrive Sept. 18.

the return of her bag. The producer
turned the money over to his attorneys for charity and the charge
against the detectives was withdrawn on Magistrate Levine's reminder that the men had good records and were only doing their duty
which was only in the nature of an
investigation at the time.
Mr. Mason will stage the new

>

|

JACK MASON ANNOYED

Tuesday two detectives visited
Mason and the producer became

greatly incensed, calling Kendler &
The attorGoldstein on the wire.
neys accompanied the detectives to
the West Side Court, where Mason
wanted to press a charge against
the detectives for trespassing, in
view of the condition of his sick
wife at the time they called. MagS.

Levins advised

all

it

over

until

over there.

Diversified opinion

was

PHILLY'S PLAYS

held by Americans who saw it
abroad whether it would do over Two Brand New Pieces Among
Opening Crop
Dillingham was reported as
here.
At the Century the reverse will
having stated he wanted it for the
Philadelphia, Aug. 30.
be the case. The Century is to be
title it nothing else.
prize plays.
The Shuberts are beating the
called Morocco's 'Century, and Ack"Lonely Wives" Is from the GerThe
openfng
production
"A
is
erman & Harris, while retaining a
man, brought over here by A. H.
to the tape this fall here,
Bridal Suite for Three," presented Woods on his recent visit abroad. syndicate
financial interest, will have no say
three shows to one.
by Frazee and written by Dana Buras to the policy or management.
net.
Ralph Kellard will have the
Monday, which sees the usual LaIt is also stated Morosco will not
bor Day take-off, Shubert-booked
take over the Century, Oakland, as lead.
HITS
PLAYING
STOCK
The
Boston
Stock
will occupy the Shubert,
Company,
attractions
which
This theatre
first contemplated.
with its present popular policy is made a genuine clean-up last year Rep. Co. in Mid-West With New Lyric and Walnut. The only synafter
taking
show
will be the premier of
over
the
dicate
James
St.
themaking the grade from a box office
York Successes
"Orange Blossoms," the Edward
standpoint, and Ackerman & Har- atre in the Back Bay, opened Monday
Royce
with
musical
comedy production
"Nothing
But
the
Truth."
ris are going to let well enough
Kansas City, Aug. 30.
with Edith Day, which is to open
alone.
They will continue to con- Managing Director Giles will concompany,
Norcross
Stock
The
trol it, and follow the musical com- tinue at the helm, with Addjson Pitt now playing the Barbour circuit in the Garrlck.
The Shubert has "The Blue Kithandling the staging. The cast inedy policy now in effect.
Oklahoma and Kansas, Is featurLa La Lucille'' closes this week cludes Lola May, Walter Gilbert, ing the most pretentious list of ten" (now featuring Richard Carle),
Lyric,
"The Hairy Ape" with Louis
Eveta
Nudsen,
Mark
Kent,
Anna
at the Casino, and as yet, no other
plays ever seen advertised* by a
attraction is named to succeed it. Layng, Viola Roach, Edward Dar- popular priced combination In that Wolheim," and the Walnut "The
Charlatan."
"The Ape" Is in for
Talk that Ackerman & Harris are ney, Ralph Remley, Houston Rich- part of the country.
only two weeks and "The Charlainstalling
a colored ards, Lucille Adams and Harold
considering
According to the plays advertised
tan" for three, while no definite
revue with chorus, which is to be Chase.
the cities of Kansas and Oklahoma
The Somerville Stock Company, are more fortunate than Kansas stay is announced for "The Blue
followed by a big musical revue on
which has been forging ahead City in getting "Lightnin' " and Kitten." "Orange Blossoms" stays
an elaborate scale.
"Abie's Irish Rose," which re- steadily and drawing into-the sub- some others with long New York only two weeks before slipping over
to Broadway.
cently filled a four weeks' engage- urbs, opened Monday with a week runs.
There is a chance all three synment at the Century here, returned in film showing Harry Benham in
The company appeared in the
this week for another seven days "Your Best Friend." This is an in- Airdome at Fort Scott, Kan., this dicate houses may be running before
the
Shubert theatre opens its doors
in that house.
Next week it is an- troductory proposition to fatten up week, and announced the following
nounced the piece will move to the the opening of the stock company plays to be presented: "Lightnin*," Sept 11. The Forrest starts with
Labor Day with Benham in person "Smilin' Through," "The Thief," "Spice of 1922," and the Broad, with
Rialto at $1 top.
The Kialto has led a hectio»career in "r.ast Is West." Mildred Wayne "Sonny," "Play Things" and "The "Dulcy," moved forward at the last
moment from Sept. 18. The Adelphl
for some time. It starved along for .and Marcia Moore are included in Devil/
is etill in doubt, with "The Dover
a while as a picture theatre, then the stock cast.
Road*' the only show mentioned, but
tiled musical comedy, returned to
no date given.
pictures and finally gave up. It has
"MANHATTAN" ON E00P
Another new show lined up for
reopened intermittently with picture
"Manhattan" will change house the fall here Is "Pomeroy's Past,"
attractions, but never for very long
Jack Pierre back and Charles and title next week, the play moving which comes to the Garrick Sopt.
at a time. Last week some one dug McClintock, agent of "The Vanish- from the Playhouse to the Nora
18, with "The Music Box Revue" at
up a copy of "Cabiria" and put in ing Lady" (Julian Eltinge).
Bayes (atop the 44th Street), open- the Forrest Oct. 2.
for fou unlays.
Not even "Abie's
Townsend Walsh ahead and Ar-* ing there as "East Side, West Side."
Irish Rose" is regarded by the the- thur Houghton back with "TipThe piece, produced by John
atrical wiseacres as having a chance Top."
Cromwell, stage director for W. A.
ROYAL, MONTREAL, TO GO
to revive it.
Charles Washburn in advance of Brady for a number of years, opened
Montreal, Aug*. 30.
Mitzi ("Lady Billy") and Frank at the Playhouse three weeks ago.
Montreal's most famous playBuehl, manager.
Business failed to show strength,
$2.50 FOR "MOLLY"
house
will,
two weeks from now,
Tom Bodkin back with "Troubles with the gross last week quoted
of 1922" (Shubert unit show). No around $3,100. No attraction had have completely disappeared.
Liberty's New Show in at 60%
In the place of the old Theatre
agent.
been secured by the Shuberts for
Flat—$12,000 Stop
CampbelL Casad ahead of "The the Bayes. Underneath in the 44th Royal, or the remnants of what was
Merry Widow" and Con Little, back. Street the Fox special picture once the great showhouse of this
"Molly Darling." the Moore -Megcity, where actors of renown from
Harry Sloane, agenting "Molly "Monte Cristo" Is the attraction.
ley musical piece, recast and slated Darling."
all parts of the world bowed to ento open at the Liberty, New York,
thusiastic audiences, there will be
George Ashby back and Arch McFriday (tonight), appears to have Govern ahead of "The O'Brien
only the site of the historic play"IRISH ROSE'S" EETUBN
got a favorable break in securing Girl."
house on Cote street.
San Francisco, Aug. 30.
this house through White's "ScanIt was early in 1852, or a little
Harry Davis ahead of "Marjo"Abie's Irish Rose" returned to over 70 years ago, that the Theatre
dals" going into the Globe.
The laine" and John Henry Mears, comthe
opening
Sunday, Royal was completed. It was built
Century,
terms are the same as those got for pany manager.
the leading girl shows, with a $12,John Slocum back with "Good getting $1,700 on the first two days. entirely of brick, had* two galleries
000 stop limit and CO per cent, fiat Morning Dearie."
Dan Shea in The show did $5,000 in three days and a seating capacity of about
with the usual Erlanger allowances. charge of "Bulldog Drummond." at Sacrcmento before coming In 1.500.
Moore & Meglcy now own 80 per Both ."-hows agentcd by Garret Cup here.
For many years to como it was
The Leo Carlllo show "Mike to be the legitimate Mago of .Mont
rent, of the show, having bought w lilo in Chicago.
_____
the real until, after misadventures
Angelo,"
breaking
in
at
back J. J. Rosenthal's share for the
of
Saul Abrahams, company man"inount he paid in. Rosenthal lost agerTor the new "Greenwich Village Orpheum, Oakland, last week drew various kinds, Indifferent manage*
interest when his son, Jack Oster- Follies," with Dirk Richards agent- $9,000.
ment and financial misfortune, it
roan, did not go along with the New ing. John Sheehy will have charge
came to be a vaudeville house, lastYork cast. Otto Harbach owns the of the week stand Village "Foling as such until 1900, when burMARIE FLYNN AFTER DIVORCE lesque entered upon a reign
remaining 20 per cent.
lies,' with Kichard Meancy in adwhich
Marie Flynn Is reported after a culminated with the passing of the
The price scale will be $2.50 top. vance.
bark
and divorce from Harry Clarke. Clarke theatre. The last performarn es on
*ith both matinees at $2 and SatWalter Rheinstrom
urday nights at $3, which allows a Walter Messenger ahead of "Wei- was at one time the husbuid of the old stage were given by a travNora Bayes, who also dlvorc* 1 htm. eling Chinese theatrical troupe.
capacity of $19,000 without standees. |come Stranger.

cease

connection

with

the

He
of the theatre.
Will maintain his financial interest.
agerial

policy

*

AHEAD AND BACK

James McGrath Gets His on
Chicago's Pier Wanted

—

Extra

Show

Chicago, Aug.

James McGrath,

30.

"Czar"
of all concessions which come under
the jurisdiction of the city administration, who had defied everyone,
politically

political

and otherwise, met

his

Waterloo last week at the hands of
two chorus girls who gave him a
beating and pumclling which
knocked him for a "row of gilded
ash cans" on the municipal pier.
This turn In the McGrath career
came about when he became abusive
to some of the cabaret performers
who were working for him in a
cabaret on the pier during the
Pageant of Progress. McGrath, one
evening last week, felt rather gay
and craving amusement, sent
word to the stage manager of the
cabaret at the conclusion of the
evening's business, when all the
cash customers had deserted the
roof garden on the pier, he wanted
them to give a special show for his
benefit.

The members

com-

of his

word their contract
two shows a night, and
Wednesday. On Wednesday Mrs. they were not inclined
to give an
Barnes paid Mason $50 reward for extra ono, especially
him.
think

in bookings will permit
"Sue bear" (first booked for Pittsburgh next week) to continue at the
Raymond Hitchcock show.
Times Square untib then.
"Tons of Money" was a terrific
hit in London, having a long run

The switch

BOSS

pany

sent

called for

for

Noted for his stormy personality,
McGrath felt he should show a bit
of it. This he did by beginning a
rough and tumble fracas. During
the skirmish with the members of
the show, all of the feminine gender,
McGrath slapped and cuffed a few
faces,
showed his artfulness at
foot work and wound up his latter
endeavor by planting one If his
heavy brogans on Dolly Paul, of the
chorus.
Dolly
took
the
count
quickly, but she had a sister ready
to defend the Paul family. Sister,
rather well built, with an abundance
of striking power, took to her aid
one of the chairs which was handy
and in a neat fashion planted It on
top of McGrath's dome. McGrath
took the count easily. At about the

same time another aggressive member implanted a nifty right on McGrath's left optic, putting that out
of commission for the time being.
McGrath took some five minutes to
come to from the trouncing. When
he looked about, in the distance,
he could see the girls of the show
carrying the form of Dolly Paul to
the end of the pier. However, tight
was all out of his system, so he
did not interfere with the girls
leaving the pier. Dolly was taken
to a local hospital, where she Is
confined, and the exact nature of
her Injuries have not been divulged.
After the melee McGrath called
those of his employes who remained
on the pTer and swore them to
secrecy about the Incident. Ho informed them that if anything appeared in the daily papers about the
matter some one would get theirs,
and all of them could look for another place of employment.
The day following the incident,
the girls involved made a report of
the matter to the local ofTlces of the
Actors'
Equity Association, and
were referred to the attorney for
the association. The latter immediately sent word to "Boss" Mche wanted to seo him at
once. The message had its desired

Grath

effect.

McGrath came and no sign

of fight In his nature. He was told
Equity would not tolerate any such
tactics and that they would take
means to see that he suffered the
consequences for his actions. Mc-

Grath pleaded he was suffering
under a nervous strain at the time

and was repentant for
he bad done and desired to be
forgiven by the girls.
After listening to hh plea the
local Equity representative and its
attorney told McGrath that they
would give him another chance and
would order the girls back to work,
under the conditions that he made
amends for his actions and apologized by letter and individually to
all the girls he had offended. This
he did that same evening, as well
as sending word to Miss Paul ho
would take rare of 1; •. hospital and
physician bill.
of the fight

all

A. C.'S

1

SEASON CLOSES

The summer season
theatre will cIOSS
I)' mi-Virgin."

The Globe

will

.Sept. 10

close

of

Wood's

With "The
it*

vaude-

season, and legitimate plays
he housed there during the winter instead «>f at Woods'.
The Apollo will remain open
throughout, the year, with road attractions as usual*
ville

will

•

—

—

LEGITIMATE
hotel

List

Attractions

of

yet

—"To

Due

the

One"

Ladies" Liked by Critics— "The Guilty
Draws, Despite Reviews

ef
outside)
didn't attract

the box office Una that must he
forthcoming to hold aloft gross
when hotels are handling openings
A complete personal
this week.
triumph for Pauline Frederick,
reaching $15,500.
business
with
"Land O'Romance" (Olympic, 2d
and final week). Combined gross
(two weeks) of $17,000 for the annual engagement should have made
everybody happy, and sent Fiske
O'Hara on a long road season-.

GOING FORWARD Willi SPEED
High Grade

agencies,

Wednesday matinee

NEW SEASON

CHICAGO'S

"The

Rubicon"

Friday, Stpf&ibet

**

1,
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SOFT MONEY IN BOSTON;

Ml

SHOWS GETTING

IT

—

Business Holds Up as Season Opens 'Tangerine'*
"Kelly" Leading
to Capacity with Others
Sunday
opened
Capacity
Continuous
"Shuffile
Along/'
will depend how
••

—

night. Its success
rapidly the story of the play travels

word-of-mouth.
"Lightnin"' (Blackstone, 51st
week). When an attraction hits
$1,900 for a Monday average, the
big week, which did come for this
record-breaker, can usually be preIt was hard to secure a
dicted.
seat for either performance Wednesnesday after 11 a .m. Special festivities this week for the compleAnother
tion of the year's run.
wallop with $17,100.
(Garrick,
8ake"
"For Goodness
12th and final week). Tip-toed out
with renewed determination that a
change of atmosphere will reduce
summer losses. Leslie Jones takes
Byams* place, with Edi Mae filling
Marjorle Gateson'a original role.

as the Cohan music publishers.
At the Selwyn "Shuffle Along"
continues to capacity at slightly
under $14,500, with a nightly window
turnaway running into hundreds.
to an incredible turnaway this week The advance sale is now well into
with "Sally" due in next Monday October. There is little probability
of the gross dropping below $10,000.
at a $3.85 top.
At the Tremont "Little Nellie stage for the two consecutive weeks
Kelly" is on its fifth week with a necessary to break the present exfour-week average of $22,800, and isting American run of the show
the fifth week practically sold out contract before the end of October
The critics removed their silk the management of the new instituin advance. Monday over 900 win- at the earliest.
playgoers
will
hold
By that time the
Guilty
tion
for
Chicago
"The
gloves and handled
dow calls were turned away. There London contract, which has dazzled
One" roughly, yet seeing to It that the two openings so far apart, as
show
Harris
now
indiis
no
question
what
the
company,
personally
but
the
guaranteeing
the
work
the
$5,000
was
on
Frederick
Miss
for its eight weeks here will average a week and expenses both ways, will
given the bouquets that the demon- cates will have to be done. The
bettered
troubles
haven't
over $22,500, the only fluctuation be- probably have been amicably setstration given her made it impos- labor
ing the amount of S. R. O. sold in tled with the Selwyna who have
to themselves, and until the painters'
the newspapermen
for
sible
addition to total seating capacity. French time open. Suggestions that
overlook. Despite what the critics troubles are overcome in the Har- Tagged for $5,300.
"The Hotel Mouse" (Apollo, 14th Professionally, the Cohan produc- "Shuffle Along" discard its crude
said about the Woods play, com- ris, no assurance can be made as
plaining chiefly about the final to when it will catch up with the week). Saved from loss in average tion is being criticised as too sweet sets and polish up have been deftwist of the story, Miss Frederick's Schvyn. While nothing definite has with $2,300 house Saturday night. and with too little action, other than initely rejected. The production will
popularity gained from the screen been -given out by the representa- Won its summer battle here and team and chorus dancing. But the continue in its old form on the theand the Joy that the feminine world tives for the two theatres, it will overcame everything feared through business is there, and every seat ory its very cheapness adds novelty.
found in the vehicle, Will be a com- be a good guess to say the open- lack of interest piece was charged was filled on the hottest August 16
"Tangerine," with Frank Lalor
bination that will keep "The Guilty ings will now both take place on with during Broadway run. Ex- in the past 52 years.
as the sixth monarch, opened the
The linancial break for Cohan is Shubert Monday with eight weeks
One" flirting with high grosses all the same night, and this night will tremely satisfactory at $12,000.
Wednesday's matinee at be Sept. 25.
"Her Temporary Husband" (Cort, hard to estimate conservatively, as open. The house was jammed, and
season.
8th and final week). An early start nobody has a slice in it. There are the advance sale must have warmed
the Woods was capacity, not more
Last week's estimates:
than a dozen male patrons being
"To the Ladies" (Cohan's Grand, in the "Thank-U" campaign com- no royalties. Cohan is author, lyric- the cockles of Carle Carlton's
In ist, composer,
interest
noted in the audience.
producer, manager heart. With "Sally" coming In for
newspaper pletely killed final
Splendid
1st
week).
Frazee's play, yet whole engage- and everything else.
It was "To the Ladies" that the angles connected with the authorCharley Ge- a return engagement Labor Day, and
both
thoughts,
for
honeyed
their
profit
critics gave
best is reported as having* a per- with
two other musical shows
ship of play brought Helen Hayes ment developed
and so constructed them that the and the play topnotch of "press" hou$f and company, quite pleasing centage cut as musical director, but starting on their sixth week, "TanCohan's Grand attraction started attention. Went over the $10,000 when booked merely to save house it certainly is not a slice.
The gerine" should find no difficulty in
off with 100 per cent, newspaper mark
with a splendid Saturday from going dark. Checked at $7,000. music sale to date and disc royalties filling up to capacity for the first
support. When the week's grosses night house, giving players the best
Married" (LaSalle, 18th indicates a small fortune for Cohan month at least.
"Just
were tabulated, the Woods attrac- enthusiasm of any performance week). Kept up gait that enabled in themselves.
Last Wednesday's
"Love and Kisses (now "The
tion was better by $5,000 than "To during the week to work with. Offi- week's share to be made on $9,000. matinee saw 485 copies of one song
Gingham Girl) Jumped from the
This comparison is cially credited with $10,700.
the Ladies."
Will easily hold strong six remain- (Little Nellie Kelly) sold in the Wilbur to the Earl Carroll, Few
made merely to chronicle how the
The York, in short notice to make up
"The Guilty One" (Woods. 1st ing weeks due attraction because lobby at 40 cents per copy.
local playgoers have started off the
Witmark people are walking on air for pulling out "Strut Miss Lizzie,"
week). Got fine "pushing" by the of contracted theatre parties.
new season in taste.
played to nearly $12,500 last week,
Excitement over the incoming atAugust. Last week gross quoted a Jump of over $4,000 on the prevtractions doesn't interfere with the
ious week, which in turn was $1,500
at
nearly
play
Can
to
$12,000.
run away records of "Lightnin' ",
over $15,000.
Its gross
off from opening week.
for the Bacon play struck an averM 8o This Is London," Hudson (1st at the Carroll this week will be
age of $1,900 per performance as
week).
First George M. Cohan interesting, as there is no question
it went into its anniversary week,
offering of season on Broadway. but What it would have passed $12,overcoming any possible drop in the
Piece called **How Very Ameri- 000 if held over here fvv another
Figures estimated and comment point to some attractions being
average, with $4,900 business on
can'' during rehearsals.
Opened week, even if it looked mainly to
successful, while the same gross accredited to others might suggest
the two Wednesday performances.
Wednesday.
in
difference
the
explained
in
is
variance
The
mediocrity or loss.
the -turnaway from other houses.
Punished in "breaks" like no
"Spice of 1922," Winter Garden (9th
house capacities, with the varying overhead. Also the size of cast,
other attraction ever suffered in
week). Another week to go. Re- The Wilbur is dark this week with
with consequent difference in necessary gross for profit. Variance
left
Sake"
"For
Goodness
Chicago,
vue is finishing up its 10 weeks' "The Bat" opening Monday against
in business necessary for musical attraction as against dramatic
run strongly and ought to be big a musical comedy field and a bear
its base of trouble at the Garrick
play is also considered.
draw on tour. Opens on road at of an advance sale.
that
gross
Saturday, closing with a
Forrest, Philadelphia, Sept. 11.
gave the attraction a loss of $600
Walter Scanlan in "Maytime In
New "Passing Show," with Howon the week. This loss was many
Oct. 1, when Theatre Guild's new
ard Brothers, succeeds. Over $18,- Erin," at the Plymouth, p/ayed un"A Serpent's Tooth," Golden (2d
times multiplied with expense of
der
$7,000 last week, and will probR."
"R.
with
U.
season starts
Opened Thursday last
week).
OOHiast week.
preparing the attraction for a road
Business last week around $5,000. "Sue .Dear," Times Square (8th ably be off slightly on his second
week and on four performances
tour. The career of "For Goodness
for
prices
week.
"The Nest" opens next Monweek).
Picked
week,
drew $4,200. Saturday
up $1,000 last
"Her Temporary Husband," Frazee
with takings $6,000.
premiere counted. Show has fair
"East of day.
•Sake" on the road will be inter(1st week). Originally put on last
Suez'* switched to Eltinge; SelChance, with Marie Tempest figspring and purchased by II. H.
estingly followed by loop conservaThe Hollis Street opens Sept. 2S
wyns will succeed here with "The with Francis Larrimore in "Nice
ured draw.
Frazee who sent it to Chicago for
tists who have admired the gamc(15th
summer stay. Opened Thursday. Exciters" Sept. 18 and "Sue" ex- People," with "Lightnin* " to follow*
ness of the struggle of the Pough- "Abie's Irish Rose," Republic
here last week "I Will If You Will," Comedy (1st
Recovery
tending
booking
one
week
more.
week).
keepsie backers. The "nut" is now
Morosco (106th week). Persistent rumors have been circuas with almost all list, lower
week).
First entrant of George "The Bat,"
in the neighborhood of $58,000, that
Final * week for Wagenhals & lated for weeks that the Hollis
temperature providing break. TakOpened
Broadhurst for season.
the Garrick departure will aim to
$K.O0O.
Attracmystery Street was to be taken over by
Kemper's
"million-dollar
ings better than
Tuesday. Manager brings second
overcome on its road tour.
play," which leaves for Boston Henry Jewett with a season's rention figures to last we^l into fall
offering In next week at Broadyear
credit tal guaranteed by a popular subwith
and
two
weeks
to
It was the usual Saturday night
goinK.
hurst, "Wild Oats Lane."
on Broadway. Same management scription fund for high-class stock
"flash" that brought the business of "Blossom Time," Ambassador (44th
week).
(16th
will
bring "Why
Men
Leave productions. This has been authoriYear's run for operetta "Kempy," Belmont
week).
**Th« Hotel House" to a winning
Has been getting around $5,000
Home" Sept. 11, house being dark
success of last season assured.
gross on the week. The Apollo attatively discredited, and Jewett, who
lately and although that is not up
one week.
Last week takings picked up
traction gets its first test for ento expectations, Nugent comedy "The
Dover Road," Bijou (37th has unlimited backing In the social
smartly and gross went to $11,000,
shows
as
as
long
continued
will
be
durance this week with "The Percircles of Boston, is scheduled to
of
week
comproving
strength
week).
One
more
for
weather
better
profit.
At present pace slight
"Good Morning,
fect Fool" and
edy of English origin which strung step into his former house which is
attraction.
winning margin.
Dearie" to combat. Nothing inter- "Captain Applejack," Cort (36th
out through summer and has sub- being moved to Stuart street as
stantial profit to credit. Succeed- part of
week). Hot wave of two weeks "Kiki," Belasco (40th week). Class
fered with the steady business at
a street widening project.
of the entire dramatic field. Last
ing attraction not set up to Wedago sent this success under $8,the LaSalle for "Just Married."
week gross around $15,000, virtual
nesday.
Takings last week be- The reconstructed house will seat
000.
Last week takings again
Fiske O'Hara drew his usual clienand
will be an M. Douglas
1,100
office
continued
box
capacity, and
tween $3,500 and $4,000.
climbed, with gross about $8,700.
tele for the second and last week
rush indicative of Belasco attrac- "The Gingham Girl," Earl Carroll Flattery financial project on a lease
Present outlook is for continuance
of the brief stay at the Olympic.
season.
into
new
tion
running
basis.
far
Initial
legitimate
(1st
week).
late
October.
until
With "Good Morning, Dearie" "Cat and Canary," National (30th "Lights Out," Vanderbilt. Lasted
offering of Lawrence Schwab and
The Shubert vaudeville?" sea son at
blazing away at the Colonial, and
Daniel Russell. Opened Monday the Majestic is due to open Sept*
week). Mystery play field shorttwo weeks, drama taken off sudfeaturing
houses
and won uniformly favorable no- 11 with Manager Henry Taylor at
with the syndicate
ened after this week, "The Bat"
denly Saturday. Takings for sectices.
Scale $2.50 top. Show forProbably
Saturday.
departing
.Sept. 1 as a lUCky date opening by
ond week $2,000. House dark.
merly called "Love and Kisses." the helm.
made money last week when busi- "Manhattan/ 'Playhouse (3d week).
giving the Powers the premiere of
Had favorable second night business picked up, takings being beLast week's estimates:
"Bulldog Drummond," Randolph
Totals for second week quoted at
ness.
tw.cn $6,500 and $7,o(io. Expectatheatres
its
$3,100, but producer will try with
street
Will have all
"Little Nellie Kelly" (Tremont.
"The Goldfish," Shubert (19th week).
tion ise"or fall continuance.
it.
Moves
to Nora Bayes (roof)
«.p«ned with the exception of; the
Week.) Played to about $22,900
5th
Another week for Marjorie RamRoof
Century
"Chauve-Souris,"
Monday and will be called "East
which undergoes house
Garrick,
last week. Opening night was only
beau
comedy,
which
has
held
up
Morris Gest Will
(.'list
week).
Side, West Side."
cleaning this week to mak<- ready
nicely
through
summer.
Played
here
keep
novelty
$15 greater gross than Monday of
Russian
three houses, openfng first at fifth week.
for the unit shows Sept. IT.
throughout new season, according "Molly Darling," Liberty (1st week).
Three more weeks of
Musical attraction produced by
Elliott,
moving to Astor and open time, with Cohan hunting for
continued
quite indicative from the
is
to present plan, and
It
attracsummer
Megeley,
Moore
&
Witching here last month. Tak- further Boston booking.
fine business indicates it will stay
being
arrangements
preliminary
Recast.
tion at Palace, Chicago.
week
over
ings
$7,000.
last
for year or more.
ntenda to
made that the r»ii
opens Friday (tonight).
"Shuffle
Along"
(Selwyn,
5th
"Greenwich Village Follies" suc"Daffy Dill," Apollo (2d week), Got
another run record when "The
ceeds Sept. 11.
Box Revue," Music Box
week.)
Around $14,500 last week;
Off to good start and in five days "Music
Cat and Canary" enters the local
(49th week).
Sam Harris-Irving "The Monster," 39th St. (4th week). capacity since opening. Indefinite
opened Tuesdai
gross nearly
Expensive Improvements an
field.
Jumped about $1,400 last week booking.
Berlin revue smash under $20,000,
918,500. Top $:f, pace being capacbeing made at the Princess for the
and Kot nearly $5,500.
Better
but two or three times holding up
ity, with turnaway starting this
"Maytime in Erin" (Plymouth, 2d
weather immediately noted at box
First of new musical atto corking business, and last week
w< k.
comfort! of the Kilbourne Gordon
office.
Management will try with and final we< k.) Under $7,000; retract ion* to arrive; looks safe for
went to $21,000. Slated to go on
vpiece, with the manai m n\ b<
drama,
with
fall weather expected garded as highly satisfactory last
road
In another four weeks.
no.
ChalIm
to
will
good
enough
it
Ing
(18th
to plant it.
Again," Selwyn
(13th "Partners
"Follies," Now Amsterdam
week. • Boston is always a good
lenge "The Bat s" stay.
(2d town for a
week). Selwyn's comedy marvel "The Old Soak," Plymouth
u <"k i. Not only hav<
at! racStraight Irish play, with
hd of this week
Not until the
heat $13,000 last week. On merit
feld nhow,
Week). Won line notices and busiops failed to hui
or without tenor.
wtH rt be po"nibi « to duel; the
iin
for first week indicates new
Mit ought t o cl i mb after Labor Day
nit -rrr*t
n«t week. bin, M M M n
actual strength of local playgoers
Comedy among best of new searegardless of new arrivals.
w In n $1"
Wg hairing firsl Wei
(1st
son's arrivals to date.
week). Mystery play which stands
1
the high calib< r shows
e.
Globe
Takil
-Scandals,"
Week)
fa
w
top for
Gross for
npi
barrier week better than $10,000.
w 1"
Opened Monday at $11 top (includHi-, p
last w<< k o\ cr $3
high rating among new season's
shot this way in
b<
Started this week off with $1,900
productions.
ing tax), with $7.S0<; first night.
ing all previous "Fol
Last week takings
clustered array. Tin find handful
Monday,
were around $9,600. Considered
Scale for first week $3.50 top. but
of shows for the new • ison have "Fools Errant," Maxim Elliott (2d
management! stated top would go "Torch Bearetvs," 48th St. »lst week).
Strong business here. House baWeek). This fresh uttrnet ion this
found the local situation most enSatirical comedy presented by Roto ?t. starting Monday.
At latnto sti ld<
llttle over 700 seats.
build when season ;-.
if
the outpouring of
couraging,
salie Stewart and Bert French, "Woman Who Laughed," Longare.
t. r scale show can p!ay to nearly
ns*
First
week fairlj
patrons continues ns'the calendar
their first legitimate production
n
Taken off Saturday. Three-person
M0.000 weekly.
arOUnd $7,000 oi
claims new and attractive mem- "He Who Gets Slapped," Warrick "Shore Leave," Lyceum (4th week).
attempt.
Opened Tuesday. Recast in but two weeks. House received good notices,
bers, there'll be nothing to say exAppears to be best money-getter,
Month more to ••
opens Sept. 25 with Ethel Barry<34th week).
of new dramas brought in daring "Whispering Wires," 49th St. (4th
more in Rose Bernd."
Russian tragedy continuing until
cept that Chi< ago is starting off

Chicago, Aug. 30.
the new season in far better shape
Such additions as Pauline Fred- than at any other time since the
erick and Helen Hayes, in their uncertainty of business became so
respective plays, "Xbe Guilty One" manifest with the disappearance of
and to "To the Ladies," to the loop war-day excitement.
A week-end peep at the Twin
theatrical calendar, drew the attention last week that overcame theatres adds to the uncertainties
•what was left of the quiet of the of either opening before the last
summer season of the Randolph week of next month. "The Circle"
and Clark street district and set the is due at the Selwyn the third week
of September, but it is doubtful if
new season in actual swing.

SHOWS

IN N. Y.

Boston, Aug. 30.
in Boston, plenty
of it, and not enough shows to take
it away from the mobs.
Three musical shows are playing
It is soft
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OUT OF TOWN REVIEWS

Baltimore, Aug.

BROADWAY REVIEWS

80.

New farce adapted by Walter Del^eon and
Staged by Bertram Harrison
and Edgar UacGregor.
Produced by A.
H. Woods.
Marlon Mlnter
Eleanor Williams
Andrews
Spencer Charters
Mrs. Mantle
Marlon Ballou
Richard Smith
Charles Buggies
Diane O' Dare
Ruth Terry
Isabel Parretl
Edna Hlbbard
Felix Parrell
...Roy Purvlance
Arabella Smith
Wanda Lyon
Musette
Mary Robinson
Mark Swan.

EAST OF SUEZ
Knox
EldHarry'
Serrant

talent and discarded his shoe brush
for the posing stand. He develops
into a first class artist While developing he falls in love with the
Maestro's daughter and has trouble

•....Geoffrey Kerr
Nathaniel Hack

y Anderaon

Ronald Colman
La Verne

......Lucille

jYmaii..

Oeorge Conway

...John Halllday
Florence Kldrldge

with her other suitor.
There is a suggestion of the old
Howard Lan^
Lee Tal Cheng
Gypsy O'Brien cremona violin in the mixing of the
Sylvia Knox
Herbert Haywood paintings of the two suitors prior
*A Coolie Barber
By Herself
JUby Tang
By Herself to the award of a prise entailing
Baby Ming
scholarship. The play is light, lags
In the first act, snaps up a little In
Atlantic City, Aug. 30.
the second, and then droops again
The first night of W. Somerset In the third. Soft music off stage is
Maugham's "East of Sues" at used throughout, the sentimental
.Woods' was no exception to the scenes reviving old ten-twent-thlrt
of staging the Orient, memories.
difficulty
There is much dialog which will
despite Lester Lonergan, who also have to be trimmed. Locke will
staged "East Is West." Perhaps the have to rewrite much of the piece
absence of the author to help visual- before it will stand the acid test of
ize his impressions of the East may Broadway and it is a moral cerhave aided making the task more tainty that the cast will have to be
The culminating impres- improved. The work of the comdifficult.
sion of Sunday night's performance pany had the odor of second or third
The idea may have
is a belief A. H. Woods has in this rate acting.
Chinese play great possibilities that been to make the Coast stand for
are not far from the surface at it first and then East, with regular
casting, but that, if so, was an inpresent.
Mr. Maugham has always written justice to Carrlllo.
Those appearing in support of the
society drama, but here there is
Carol Halloway, Fred
scarcely an inkling of it, though he star are
has mostly picked educated people Maletesta, John H. Elliott, Helene
for his story of the Eurasian girl Sullivan, John T. Prince, William
who marries and loves the white Austin, Adrian H. Rosily.
"Mike Angelo" was described In
people, but finally goes back to her
Chinese own. The play requires a the advance notices as another
much more mysterious background "Peg o* My Heart." It is in a manthan was developed on the opening ner of speaking, but not too much.
night, some rewriting to put forward
the abilities of the cast and an increasing fidelity to the atmosphere.
When Broadway sees the play it
Montreal, Aug. SO.
will doubtless be a different vehicle
Scottish comedy In three acts by Mar|>alsy

—

HUNKY DORY

donald Watson. Presented by Marc Klaw
In the story Florence Eldrldge as under arrangement with Cecil Barth.
Macdonald Watson
Peter Magume
the Eurasian girl hints much at a Specky
Robert Drysdale
Todd
past involving John Halllday as an Jenny
Nell Barke
English resident of Pekin, which is Mrs. Mac Fa yden.... Frances Ross-Campbtli
Walter Ross
the locale; Howard Lang, a college - Hunky Dory
Stella Campbell
Polly
educated Chinaman, and Ronald David
Low*
F. Manning Sproston
Colman, whom she marries. Halll- A. Postman
Angus Adam
day falls in love with the married woman, who maintains an unIt Is a most delightful comedy
dercurrent of treachery throughout. which Macdonald Watson brought
Lang hovers always on the outer over from England and offers at His
edge waiting his day.
The other characters are Lucille Majesty's this week, marking the
LaVerne as a supposed servant and American premiere of his play and
in reality the mother of the girl; the opening of this theatre for the
Gypsy O'Brien and Geoffrey Kerr,
as a sister and brother who pass in season.
"Hunky Dory" has been developed
and out of the story.
Miss Eldridge had a difficult role on quiet lines, but the plan of dewhich kept her on the stage through sign is most effective, with the remost of five acts and tested every sult that each succeeding act is more
inch of her. The part calls for try- enjoyable than its predecessor.
There are no tense scenes or
ing, active scenes, and these she
played with a deal of force and thrilling situations, but there is afemotion. Mr. Lang held forth with forded plenty of opportunity for
chuckling and cheerful
little to do save look the part of a pleasant

in direct appeal.

Chinaman with a desire laughter.
kill on the sly, until the final act,
"Hunky Dory** Is
when he had the long expected elo- attractive old rascal of a cobbler
cutionary moment for which he is so who for years has been sponging on*
Mr. Halllday lived his an old friend because of a secret.
role of the composed Englishman His ambitious matrimonial plans are
(troubled within) with an assurance upset by a plumber, who possesses
guaranteed by many years of ex- an artistic bent and an idea of
Geoffrey Kerr was de- storming the Royal Academy. The
perience.
lightful, but the role was so small progress of the story is "delineated
that it offered no deviation from the In broad comedy, clean and refreshImpressions of his memorable Prince ing.
of Wales in "Just Suppose." Miss
The scenes are laid In a lowland
O'Brien was charmingly herself, Scottish village and the characters
which was all the small role allowed. are in consequence set down in a
fitted.

LaVerne made up quite sufa Chinese woman, but
Unfortunately still talked the colbred slavey in a part that particularly needed a language accent.
We might question Mr. Maugham's
impressions of the East as revealed
In this play or the acting, or the
interpretations; but, after all, it is a
melodrama with a little shooting
that Mr. Woods is looking for, and
he may ajucceed in shaping Mr.
Maugham's high -class English in

Lucille

quiet place and obtain striking re

ficiently as

suits in

This

that end.

San Francisco, Aug. 30.
Oliver Morosco show
the Orpheum, Oakland,

new
into

this week, after playing four nights
In the sticks.
"Mike Angelo" was
Selected to open the new ShubertCurran, San Francisco, Sept. 11.
It is a play of possibilities, but as
yet they are only possibilities.
It
remains for Edward Locke, the
author of Leo Carrlllo's newest
vehicle, to turn them into actualities
as much as It does for the star.
While the fault is largely with the
play as a piece of writing, its near
failure In Oakland is due in great
part to inadequate acting.
With
Carrillo the piece Is meeting with
favor; without him it would not
have had a chance. First is, why
Morc»30 chose Oakland as a try-out.
The first nighters were not informed the show was new. lanes were
mu JTled, entrances delayed, cues
bandied about, and the prompter
Working over time.
Then cine the second act. By
thin time )!>«• troupe was in a liMle
hotter form but there was no indication of smoothness.
Carrlllo was
given some complimentary applause
and responded with a curtain speech
in wliirh he hastened not to thank
he audience but to explain that the

die

stenographer.
They are staging a
breezy little scene when mother-inlaw interrupts. Marion leaves and
shortly arrive Diane O'Dare (Ruth
Terry) and Isabel Parrell (Edna
Hibbard).
Isabel desires a divorce from her

husband,

who

is

an impersonator

was opening

cold.

frank and turned the tables
newspaper reviewers With

is

well

Here the complications

start.

gingery part Is that the impersonator runs across Smith's wife
near bedtime and the mother-inlaw locks them in a bedroom. That
is

the spice.

Later Isabel walks Into Smith's
home all "drunked" up. -She was
with Smith the night before and is
afraid to go home to her husband,
who really didn't pay a great deal
of attention to her.
The finale is a concession to our
American standards of virtue and it

viety.

The piece was well acted for Its
first time in the rewritten form, and
although the scenery was rather
parboiled It was of small consequence to the audience when ladles

were loose and men were willing.
"Lonely Wives" is from the German, which can account for its
coarseness. Its first title selected by
Al Woods was "Who's Who," but
later given the moving picture title,
probably on the assumption most
wives who are not loose are lonely.
Bisk.

and

Brown and Eleanor Waterman do

a traveler by F. Manning Sproston
Stella Campbell has
is adequate.
scant opportunity as Polly, but

effective toe work.
Others in the cast are

makes the best of it.
'Hunky Dory" la a pleasant

Itotfe

was Dory."
on the comedy

refreshing
broad if you like, but en'1'" those who enjoy an
tertaining.
atmosphere o' heather and "par«
riteh," wT th« an d dialect on the
side, "Hunky i>oiy" will appeal.

It

Ihe explanation the reviewers eventually
treated the show kindly.
In 'Mike Angelo." Carrillo is an
M an model who had some native

Adam

J

I

it

Is

a

clean,

(Jardiner.

Rtce,

George

W.

White and

C.

Fields.

Scenes by John Wegner and Herbert Ward,
with scenery by H. Robert Law Co., staged
by George White, with special comedy
scenes and Interpolated numbers In spe-

as

a

Jocker,

The lyrics arc by Aaron Hoffman
arid the tunes by victor Sherslnger.

The dialog drags, but peps Up in
numbers and specialties, and tho

piece has an excellent chance for
Coast consumption,
Wright.

Fields'

auto

The

own

traffic

best

skit
bit,

comedy

In the show, an
too early.
of the evening was

was on

another Fields scene, "The Radio
Bug" showing a small apartment
overrun
by radio wiring, with
(Fields),
mother (Coletta
Ryan) and daughter (Winnie Llght-

father

ner) doing hoke and slapstick, but

making

it funny.
It's about the
radio comedy around. Another
hoke scene, elaborated from an old

first

burlesque bit of business, was the
male principals as tramps
posing around Miss Llghtner as she
cialities.
Two acts and 23 scenes.
sang "Where Is the Man of My
Dreams?" This was held down to
More break-in time and ensuing "one." It called
for more room, but
rearrangement would have done was probably needed In the spot and
more for the new George White's space.
"Scandals'* than the show actually
Back stage didn't seem to move
did at its Broadway premiere Mon- smoothly.
The lighting appeared
day evening in the Globe. It was more troubled than anything else.
A
couple of effects looked as though
still running at 11.40 with a pianohampered, and these, with the slow
act (three pianos and male players) moving at times, generally retarded.
In a stage door scene, where Mr.
upon the stage, next to closing of
White did the snowshoe dance he
the second part.
did at the Winter Garden In 1912.
The performance ran ragged In he, as the manager, reminiscing
the first part and kept it up in tho while seated on a bench, said:
"If
second act Still there was hardly a I only knew as much about the
person who would have" complained horses 10 years ago as I know now."
It
struck a responsive chord of
Band

The show.

Is

done by Angus

Alexander. Jack McUowan, Charles Wilkens, Coletta Ryan, Olive Vaughn. Arthur
H rook a, Richard Hold, The Argentines.
Piano Trio (Geo. Delworth. Edgar Fairchild,
Herbert Clair), Temple Quartet.
Produced at Globe, New York, Aug. 28.
Music by Geo. Gershhwin. lyrics by Bud
De Sylva and E. Ray Goeta. Book b$ Andy

They vamp later in after the Paul Whlteman
the evening, and then Felix Farrell.
closing
Diane's husband, comes to Smith episode. That came at the
to get permission to impersonate of the first part, leading to a stairhim, saying that Smith is a great case finale. Together, with the band
man locally because of the divorce playing the music of the finale song,
case which he has won.
Smith "I'll Build a Staircase to Paradise,"
agrees to allow the impersonation with what was called "Tho Patent
Leather Forrest," as the background
if Felix will stay in the hpuse so
that when mother-in-law checks up I for white stairs and girls spread
on him she will see that he is at over them in black gowns, the
Whltemans and the finale saved this
home.

in vaudeville.

Hattys F<>x
temperamental stenographer;
Sedan and Gus Thomas as
mm- business men; Wilbur Eiigby as the
edy—a bit unreal, perhaps, but then senator; Harry Madison as the
Barrie Is best when unreal, and so postal Inspector; Thomas Miller as
The company carries a
a lawyer.
was Hans Andersen.
New York should lake to "Hunky 12-piece orchestra led by Monroe

•

show

certainly not
inordinately clever, it is enjoyable,
and the audience at the opening of
the Auditorium seemed to enjoy it
immensely, and that, after all, is the
acid test
The story concerns a lawyer
(Charles Ruggles), who has just
won a big divorce case. Marion
Mlnter (Eleanor Williams) is his
Is

BE CAREFUL DEARIE

MIKE ANGELO

came

Broadway.

Though the play

rather of the
type of "Bunty Pulls the Strings," a
comedy which afforded great pleasure in pre-war years, but the two
offerings are quite apart in theme
San Diego, Calif., Aug. SO.
and action. There are eight roles in
Dana Hayes* VBe Careful Dearie,"
"Hunky Dory," and six of them have a musical farce with Evan Burrowes Fontaine, opened at the
a busy time of it.
The title role as played by Walter Spreckels theatre Monday night at
.
Ross Is a jovial old bird and worthy $2 top to capacity. The plot Is built
of a lot of sympathy despite his ras- around the publication of a scurrilcality.
It might be that Mr. Ross ous pamphlet concerning the advercharacterization is a bit exaggerat- tising methods of a big advertising
Apprehending
ed, but it is so well done that It Is firm and politicians.
always amusing. His victim, Specky the authors of it makes the plot.
Todd, is most delightfully portrayed
The prolog shows George Washby Robert Drysdale, whose every ington and Ananias in earnest conaction is thoroughly suited to his versation amid celestial surroundparticular share in the comedy.
ings, discussing the relative standPeter Maguffle is the plumber- ing of truth and lies In the world
This goes to a business ofartist, a really novel idea In stage today.
characters, and the author, Macdon- fice in the Woolworth Building for
ald Watson, has selected this role as two acts. The third is a garden at
his share of the entertainment. Mr. night, with good lighting effects.
Bill Frawley as George WashingWatson's contribution is a considerable one and adds greatly to the ton Cross Is principal comic, featurEdna Louise, his
gayety of the occasion. It is pos- ing his lying.
sible that no plumber ever returned former vaudeville partner, plays opfrom his labors looking as clean as posite with the principal love Interest.
Miss Fontaine appears as the
Peter, but that is a mere detail.
Then there Is Jenny, who is most politician's daughter. She sings the
sympathetically delineated by Nell title song, ''Be Careful Dearie," with
Barker. A love scene between Jenny George Reed, but the hit of the
evening was her South Sea solo
and Peter is a perfect gem.
Mrs. MacFayden, who admits that dance. The costume was next to
she always talks about other peo- nothing.
Frawley leads the song hit of the
ple's business but remains silent as
to her own. was played in a con- show, "Me for Araby," with the
Leon and Wakefield, ecvincing manner by Frances Ross- chorus.
dancers,
scored.
Leva
Canfpbell; a wee bit o' a postie lad- centric

Bchcuer.

!

a very simple manner.

"Hunky Dory"

—

— to

for

,

to

China

ness, lines that mean a great deal,
coarse situations and ladies of loose
morals, all an asset in this Instance

ends by proof there was nothing
wrong anywhere.
Ruggles carried off the acting
honors.
He is breezy and everything that goes with it, and next
came the butler with a taste for
booze (Spencer Charters) and Diane,
the horrible movie person, and Arabella were pretty good. Edna Hibbard as Isabel did some neat work.
Marion Ballou was the mother-inthe tale of an law of the anxious-for-children va-

.university

well

Here is a play destined for New
York success. It has suggestive

WHITE'S SCANDALS
Whlteman's
Principals: Oeorge White.
Band. W. C. Fields. Pearl Kegay. Franklyn
Ardell, Lester Allen. Llghtner Sisters and

eight

laughter.

Again

he

remarked:

"Nowadays you must pay

$150,000

a production, then $6 more to
buy whiskers to hide from bill col-

for

lectors."

That was

Inside

and

Inti-

mate,

but White should be informed on* both subjects. He Is
doing more now than in his previous "Scandals."
In the first part some attempt was
to "plug" "I Found a FourLeaf Clover," sung by Miss Ryan, a
girl of appearance, but who seemed
to be on edge when singing, though
with dialog she was in control. The
song has rather a nice melody. The
bit was travestied by Lester Allen
and Charles Wllkens. Mr. Allen is

made

That finale also had a real kick
In it.
As the curtain raised for an
encore lefrain of the song, the skiits
of the f-rls commenced too drop off.
It brought an exclamation from the
women in front, who thought It was
accidental. But it was only a fash. the comedian of the troupe. He did
The bit was made too brief, al- little bits throughout— dances, falls
though the girls revealed suddenly and In make-up for laughs. Mr.
In their combinations became almost Wllkens got his most with a single
startling.
tapping dance In a comedy routine
White s "Scandals" for 1922 Is out early In the evening.
Formerly it beat in the "Follate.
The Whlteman Band Just whanged
lies," but in the late spring the 1921
them. Whlteman and his musicians
"Scandals" kept right on road dates,
put
with the Pacific Coast as Its go:il. backover a regular act before their
cloth was raised to disclose
Coasting this summer didn't look the
staircase.
The soloists were
so good after the show hit the given
Northwest, and it came back home bows a full chance, and each took
for his work.
They played
storehouse.
the
to
high and low, slow and fast,
The present production followed, and jazzy without falteringstraight
at any
with White putting it on and Al time. After the curtain came down
Jolson behind it, as an investor. on them the house orchestra could
Jolson is reported to have invested also have gone home for any
more
$25,000.
That's street report The attention they received. There was
chances are the champ singing star no music that could follow Whiteput in much more. But still White man's. The nearest after that was
framed, staged and directed the Winnie Lightner's two songs in her
show. It's probably the first time a specialty, "Where the Babies Grow,"
Shubert light ever put up for an or something like that, and "True
Erlanger -booked production, with Blue Sam," another coon ditty. They
this "Scandals" now at the Globe, held up the three-act for
there was
after having been set for the little else that developed
enough
Liberty.
strength In the $3 theatre to war"Molly Darling," a Chicago pro- rant the specialty at the late hour.
duction by Moore & Megley, Chi- Winnie Llghtner did much better
cago producers, got the Liberty. as the kid In the radio scene, that
Some say White didn't want the capturing for her the honors among
Liberty and others say the "Molly the women.
Darling" arrangement through the
The finale "Staircase" number has
Erlanger office was a straight piece
a swing that may make it for the
of booking with no strings.
"Scandals*' has a heavy salary list, dance places. Jack McGowan as a
from the number of principals and number leader was unfortunate in
current salaries for people drawn his numbers. One had some girls
from vaudeville into production. wearing long, cumbersome dresses.
The men far excel the women, but It looked like a display of expendi"women" for musical comedy have ture.
been for some time scarce over two
One scene had a sectional triple
continents.
apartment with three men speaking
The usual opening night applause simultaneously
to their wives, each
nuisance was^even more manifest at saying the
same, and with pictures
the Globe. It sounded as though the of George
Washington falling from
show management had spread the the walls as
they told a He. For
tickets for the first night (at $11 the finish,
as the husbands declared
each, orchestra) through the com- their
faith
In
their
"truest of
pany, with each principal having women," a
fellow
used more judgment In distributing apartments slipped In each of the
from behind a
them. Stuff that meant nothing was screen and
out of the door.
an applause riot It held up and
slowed down the performance with
The biggest flop was Mr. Fields'
regularity ond Irritation to those baseball comedy scene, with himself
who had paid to see only a show the umpire. It's unlike the baseball
without desiring to boost anyone scone In "The Follies," but as there
unworthy of it. New Yorkers are Is baseball in each, and both are
bad enough at an opening without comedy, with "The Follies" first
tacking on unconscious clacques.
and so forth.
It will be a week or 10 days before
Franklyn Ardell was first a traffic
a proper line can bo obtained upon
what White has. Bits that should cop and in again on the stage door
have been In tho second part were skit, besides at other times, but his
In the first and the reverse, espe- chances were not as plentiful as
cially with the W. C. Fields's single might have been suspected for his
juggling turn (the old one with the known ability In light juvenile
rubber balls and cigar boxes), fol- work.
lowed by tho Llghtner Sisters and
There were 28 chorus girls, with
Newton Alexander's specialty after, th majority not there on looks. In
both coming immediately along after two or three of the numbers they
a long blackface scene opening the had been well drilled.
An early
second part that had some merit in dance by them was particularly
idea
but
dragged interminably. noteworthy for the variety of steps.
Then again after the two specialties
All of the authors were billed outwas a panto dance bit by the Ar- side of the theatre excepting Andy
gentlnae, a sort of the old Maxlxe Bice, whose name, however, was on
dance, but with .superb handling by the program.
Mr. Rice voiced his
resentment against what he called
the man of the team.
The straight dancing section went a slight, and Intimated the Inserto Pearl Kegay without opposition. tion of the Fields comedy scenes
Miss Kegay had an exceptionally had pushed out as many of his
hard position f,, r lc r first dan e. (Uicc's) own.
She had to walk out cold between
In production "Scandals" did not
the curtains, after leading a number look as extravagant as in season!
in full Stage.
That left her alone gone, but at the samo time tho setIn "one" to start a dance.
She did tings were in accord with tho book
It
and wound up to tumultuous or business. It will bo a better
plaudits for her finishing contor- show after It is fixed
up, but
tionists trick.
"Scandals of 1922" will bo strictly a
In the first act one of the three Whlteman show,
time.
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THE GINGHAM GIRL

name mention as set forth on the
program. They are Lillian Thomas,
Quinn.
Martin,
Mildred
Moore, Maude Lyriate and
Betsey Walters.
The dance f< aturcf were bolstered
LoiiiM Allen
Miss Beaumont's
Helen Kuril in addition the
Alan Kdwanls work and that of the hoofing chorus
Eleanor Dawn by
of Helene
appearance
the
several
Bddlo Russet]
Dolly Lewta Coyne and Henri French, probably

Gua
Conductor
HIJhs

Edgar Hamilton
James T. Fori
Walter K. JonM
Ru»wll Muck

,

<»!>.. y

Jack H.wl.n
Kiliiiy O'Day

Mary Thmiipcon
Harrison H.irtlett
Mlhirt-i)

11

1

1

• •

>'

John Cousins
Mazie viewer
Sonya Maiaon

^rTTBartaa Hoauiimnt

Sophia Tnisk

Amelia SammarvUla
<:•
r
r
Hel. ne Coyne
Henri French

Waiter

;

Mlml

Armand

A new producing force composed
of Lawrence Schwab and Daniel
Kuscll who for seasons have been
well known in vaud< ville as producers, singly and as a team, brought
their first legitimate offering to the

Karl Carroll Monday, Auk. 28.
It
a musical comedy in true type
with little of the revue style intruding
The result is an intimate
entertainment, carried along in
moving tempo and never marred by
waits during the action.
"The
Gingham Giri" as a title fits the play
is

-

.

«

for the plot carries the locales from
rural burg in New Hampshire to
our own Greenwich Village. There
is nothing
new in that but the
element of sentiment that carries
through and does register, holds the

a

country boy and his country sweetheart true to the end. There are
some pleasant melodies, a chorus
octette that is a bear and quite a
deal of comedy mixed
with
the
honeyed sentiment. In total "The
Gingham Girl" lines up as having
a real chance to land and is the best
yet offered in Carroll's new playhouse.
The play has been fashioned out
of a vaudeville playlet.
Schwab
and Kusell first presented it as "A
Man of Affairs' with Eddie Buzzell
featured, last season. Western bookings were given the turn and upon
the expiration of the time, It was
decided to fashion it into a three-act
show. In that form and under the
title of ''Love and Kisses' it opened
early in the summer. Thereafter it
was removed for recasting, the producers' original plan of making it
a summer show being set
back.
With the same tag it entered the
Wilbur, Boston, early in August,
and there comment anent the title

caused a change in name. The Hub
engagement was a fair starter, the
show getting better than $10,000 the
first week, dropping during the heat
wave of the Recond and finished at
the same pace as the opening week.
"The Gingham Girl" as a straight
musical comedy, depends on authorship and* direction rather than individual
performances,
such
as
railed for revues. Dan Kusell wrote
the book, having made a number of
vaudeville contributions before going into the producing end. He and
Kdgar MacGregor staged the show.
Albert Von Tilzer composed the
score and Neville Fleeson the lyrics.
Sammy Lee staged the dances much
to his credit.

To Buzzell

fell

the entire

comedy

assignment and he ate it up.
Through two of the three acts he
is a wise hick, with his own style of
sartorial
adornment
that
even

Broadway could not change. He
explains he didn't get a sleeper on
the train from Crossville Corners because he'd lived in the town 20
years and didn't need any sleep. His
collection of "wise cracks" far exceeded what would be naturally be
expected from a hick, but that made
the lines seem funnier.
Buzzell s
best bit was a cafe scene in the
second act with Dolly Lewis. Miss
Lewis as a show girl out to "take"
the egg from upstate finds him not
so easy and his idea that the waiter
make the charges on separate checks
is amusing. There is one part of the
bit that was old and it could be cut
out.
Buzzell working with Amelia
Summerville as an old maid with a
bundle, again registered with a
laugh score.
Helen Ford, Louise Allen and
Bertee Beaumont carried the feminine leads with Russell
Mack,
Alan Edwards and Walter F. Jones
the male roles. Miss Allen was first
to score, leading ''The Down East
Flapper" with that chorus of eight
looking the part. "The Twinkle in
Your Eye" sung by Miss Allen and
Miss Ford was liked, but "As Long

As

Have You" by Miss Ford and

I

Buzzell near the close of the first
act was easily the best tunc in that
section.
Miss Beaumont with a
series visaged Oriental dance did
not get much response but her lively
gyrations in a specialty bit that followed "Libby" a number thai v. as
inserted in place of ''The Gingham
Girl'
(programed) did get. over.
The "Libby" song was lead by Miss
1

Mack and it registered
The same couple with

Ail.n and
nicely.

"Newlyweds" did well again in the
Edwards had a likely number with "Tell Her While the Waltz

last act.

Playing,"
attractive numbers were lead
by Valdene and Dorothy Smith, a
sister team, blondo
and tall who
otherwise were used for decorative
purposes. The numbers were ''Sweet
Cookie*' and "The 42d Street and
Broadway Strut." For both numbers
the chorus was active and was the
is

Two

real idea of

tli<> strut number.
The chorus la about the best dancing eight seen in seasons. They are

a young bunch and can go. if Lee
taught them the stuff, he will be in

demand

for production dance direcright along.
Elsie Lombard,
Bobbie Breslaw and Bern ice Joesling tossed off a trio specialty la the

tion

<

act that landed. The general
good stepping of the others deserves
first

Claire
Lucille

We

ture technique, the fade-back.
are Introduced to the startling situation of a guiltless and unconscious
wife waking up in a hotel suite New

Year's morning with a strange young

man occupying

her husband's adhusband having
The stranger begs
to be allowed to Join her at breakTho husfast.
She acquiesces.
the only players in the cast out of band (they had all been lit up at
Vaudeville recently except Buzzell. the holiday party tho night before)The team first appeared in an bursts in and demands to know hew
Apache number in the Greenwich come?
tell
you." says the
"I'll
Village scene and were on with an handsome young stranger.
Dark
acrobatic number at the finale of change and we are back in the
the act.
Miss Coyne on her toes night before where the situation
in the last act scored, with French bad its beginning.
This takes up
figuring in the number also.
the second scene of the first act and
Schwab and Kusell are not new to oil the second act. The wlfo had
show business and their maiden lost money in the market, and ploteffort in the legitimate field is at ted with a woman friend to rob her
least promising. They did not frame of her $30,000 diamond necklace
"The Gingham Girl" as a knock-out during the night, so she could sell it
calling for a top-heavy overhead later. The discussion of the scheme
which is the not Infrequently the is overheard by the hero and the
hazard error of new producers in fat. vulgar detective.
Tho hero
the musical lield.
The show is entered the bedroom to save the
plainly designed along the lines of wile from her folly, but the fat,
musical comedy of the kind that vulgar detective had been there bepreceded the revue vogue and which fore him. And that's the way all
is expected again to take its regular the misunderstanding came about.
place in the theatre. The producers
The love interest is roost unconwere right about Buzzell as a com- vincing.
The hero fails in love
edian
lltted
the
legitimate. with the wife's woman friend at
for
There ho will probably remain. sight, and that had to be straightThey were right about cast changes ened out laboriously to a satisfacand selected an appealing lead in tory ending.
Miss Ford.
Edmund Lowe is a handsome
"The Gingham Girl" opened at $3 young actor, but nobody ever should
top but its regular sale price is have selected him for a part that
$2.50.
It's worth the money and called
for a debonaire light comebeing free of the suggestive, ought dian.
Most of his ingratiating,
to have a fling.
Jbee.
loverlike speeches were delivered
from between clenched teeth. He
probably was as unhappy as he
I
IF
made the audience. The other people were as stagey as the lines that
Melodrama. tic bedroom farce in three nets
and four sc^nen, by Crane Wilbur. I'ro- had been thrust upon them.
si iitej
Getting people on and off the
at th»> Comedy by Gi-oi-Ke Bruadhurat Aug. 30.
Staged by Mm, Trimble stage was heavy business.
When
Uradley.
Charles Carrlnglon
Edmond I .owe it became desirable to have a scene
William Resell* between* the hero and the heroine
Kok*t Tempest
Judge White
Walter Walker alone, the hero broached the subject
Rapley Holmes like this, "Very well, I will make a
"Nick" liiady
Leslie Hunt
Tompkinp
Miss Hull alone."
to
I»uis D"Ar. lay statement
Hotel Manner
He wants to
Head Waiter
Ford Chester "He's only stalling.
Second Waiter
James Jefferson make a getaway," objected the fat
Bell Boy
Walden Trimlde and vulgar detective. "No, I think
Eleanor Hull
Lllyan Tashman
Leila Frost that would be all right," interjected
Fay Tempest
Patricia White
Beatrice Nichols the heroine.
They discussed it pro
The piece is described as a "per- arid con quite a while. Finally the
fectly harmless comedy." and it is hurband agreed it seemed the senall of that.
It is entirely innocuous, sible thing to do, and after some
even though il has most of the more talk they trooped out and the
technique of the bedroom farce and play was allowed to go on. That
more than half the second act is sort of thing happened a score of
taken up with the piquant business times.
of husband and wife engaged in
For one thing, the hero offered
domestic badinage incidental to the often to explain how the mess came
business of getting to bed in sepa- about before he was allowed to
rate rooms of the hotel suite.
And even then it took
proceed.
Somehow that delicate exchange him three pages of manuscript to
of repartee no longer delivers a get to it. That's the sort of thing
joining room,

the

wandered away.

—

WILL

YOU WILL

kick.
In this ease it is distinctly
less than half of one per cent. There

that kills the piece.

without a redeeming trait or a decent fiber, his deportment was mas-

looks a good legit season for vaudeville agents and producers.
Miss
Stewart is a • vaudeville agent and
The "serpent's tooth" allusion Is producer; Bert French is chiefly
from ''King Lear," in which the old identified aa a stager of dances for
greybeard protested that to have an girl acts and productions. lie wisely
ungrateful child was sharper than a side-stepped attempting to stage
serpent's tooth. This young scala- this, leaving it to the author, who
wag was sharper than a whole row also is a newcomer to legit ranks,
of serpent's uppers.
But Howard although generally supervising. This
played him down to the ground. is his first full evening-length
Miss Tempest did not do as well by play, although with some corking
his mother she longed to be sou- one-act vaudeville playlets to his
brettish.
credit. Young Mr. Kelly, incidentWhatever Miss Tempest retains ally, is a brother of Walter C. Kelly,
of her sparkle, she is no longer "the Virginia Judge."
"cute."
Tho action takes place in the
She also emotes, to tho
verge of hysterics. She must emote, drawing room of Frederic Hitter on
according to the book ,but she an evening in November, the city or
should not verge; no, she certainly town remaining nameless. This set
should not verge, for she does not is employed in the first and third
verge well. The role is a Mrs. Fiske acta, the second being back- stage at
type, or would be if the play were the Horticultural Hall on the night
important enough to interest her. of the production. Mr. Hitter reMiss Tempest is no Mrs. Fisko yet turns unexpectedly and finds that
and is no Ann Pennington any more. his wife suddenly has been enlisted
Browne did a straight father role, in the cast of the community little
a part not worthy of being featured, theatre through the death of the
even though he did marry Miss husband of the original lady inTempest at the very last, as it was tended for the part. That explains
obvious he would from the very it in Mr. Hitter's mind and, sacrifirst.
He did it straightforwardly ficing soul, he agrees to witness the
and well enough, but it meant little. rehearsal in which his wife particiMiss Sutherland, who is an actress pates. It is too much for him, and
of rare fire and power, enacted an he faints for the first act curtain,
without a taking a flop off the staircase.
inconsequential aunt,
chance of making herself prominent,
The second act, concerned with
which was deplorable, because the the flurry and worry back- Stage at
woman who made a classic of Frisco the play's premiere, is a continuous
terly.

—

Kate

in

"The Deep Purple" should low-comedy wow, cues going wrong,
bit. the prompter always lagging sev-

not be sloughed in a transitory

The tale has to do with a bad boy eral pages behind the action and
who gambles, drinks and runs with never finding Tier place when most

gold diggers and keeps his doting
mother broke paying and paying.
He engages himself to a lovely
young girl, who happens to be the
daughter of the widower millionaire
who happens to have loved his
mother vainly years before and
never ceased to love her.
The
mother lies for the boy, then gets a
backfire of conscience and spills the
beans. As a result the girl's father
pays up the forged checks to the
professional gambler, the girl sticks,
the boy is sent to the "ranch" to
make a man of himself, and the
father marries the mother. The curttiin is down before 10.40, having

just

A SERPENTS TOOTH

t

—

—

..

aud .nee by now has been pretty

"laughed out," but is game fo.*
more, only to be met In the third
final act with a spineless apology in the form of a two -people
debate (Mr. Hitter and the directress), apologizing to the audience
risen at 8.40.
and the art theatre adherents and
A precocious highschool boy could the like, that, while a little theatre
write a better play, barring some of is nothing but commendable, it
the truly snappy sophisticated lines. should be entrusted to the hands of
And an amateur company (with efficient directors and directresses.
Howard to play his own role) could It is a spineless discourse, that last
do as well with the rest of it. The act, and a sad let-down, something
showmanship displayed in distribut- that should be. and may be by now,
fixing
values rewritten. For two aets Mr. Kelly
ing elements .and
seems to have been almost entirely has written brilliant comedy, even if
lacking when *'A Serpent's Tooth" he has had to result to hokum tol.ait.
was pulled.
further his ends. As witness, when
the directress waxes eloquent on art

THE TORCH BEARERS

a mild bedroom farce
Mnry Olldea
are moments when the scene is without a shock, with a little real Jenny
Rltter
Arthur Shaw
rather genuinely droll, but there is humor and a dreadful lot of dull Fred
Mary iioland
Paul, his wife
never the faintest intimation of an talk. And the worst of it is no one Mrs. J. 1'uro Pampinelli. .Alison Skipworth
Edward Reese
expectant shock. This sort of stuff can possibly object to the bedroom Mr. Splndler
Helen I.owelI
has been done much more crudely, scenes or start a public discussion Nelly Fell
Douglas Garden
Mr. Rossefrojse. .,
and in the present instance its of their propriety. There doesn't Teddy
Spearing
William Castle
humor makes it just an amusing bit seem to be much of a future for a Florence McCrickeV.
Rose Mary King
Mr. Twiller
Booth Howard
of domestic c^pmedy.
bedroom farce that doesn't shock.
Tho Stage Manager
J. A. Curtis
-'Indeed, it is the best passage in
Hush.
Mrs. Sheppard
Daisy Atherton
an otherwise crude and wearisome
two hours of theatrical offering,
A play's chances for success may
none too deftly framed, and dambe gauged from two angles. Either
aged by indifferent acting. It's diffi- Fanny
Josephine Williams
Leslie Howard it is so entertaining or interesting
cult to sustain interest in a mystery Jerry Mlddleton
Anne Sutherland that it commands a following or else
play that lets the cat out of the bag Mildred Sherwood
Mario Tempest the personal equation figures so
Middleton
at the end of the first act. When Alice
Howard Freeman
Bert Boyd
the first curtain dropped, it was Morgan Trendell
W. Graham Browne prominently in the dramatic disAnn Merrick course that it appeals to the pubapparent even to a novice that the .l.ii. Trendell
Robert Lowe lic solely by grace of that tie. When,
fat and vulgar detective (much the Perclval Faraday
John Clements however, both of these anglea are
Caterer
best actor in the cast) was the real
combined, all that can be said of its
criminal and the handsome young
Not so good.
fate, to resort to the vernacular, is
hero was net the guilty one. The
John Golden, Broadway's most
whole plot stood revealed by 9.20. surefire producer and picker, has a that it looks "open and shut" ./or a
Thereafter the audience had to sit vision far beyond that of this re- box office clean-up.
The personal equation in this Instill and wait for the action to catch
porter if he can see a public urge
up to its pre-knowledge a not very for Marie Tempest in "A Serpent's stance is the "little theatre movement."
Who of us have not dabbled
exhilarating way to spend an evenTooth."
From several auguries or been interested in some way in
ing. And the play loitered along its
Tuesday evening, the presentation
expected course while the charac- had not caught on very powerfully. an amateur theatrical organization?
Who has not experienced the tra Vails
ters committed unpardonable repeit pulls out it will be a triumph
and hardships in assisting in the
titions.
They even introduced an If
for the Little (now Golden) theatre, staging or producing of a one-act
entirely extraneous character in the
which they say has a following of
foreign hotel manager who said its own, somewhat like the Lyceum skit for the benefit of something or
other, in this case the Seaman's Ineverything three times, such as and the Empire.
Surely there is
"What's the matter? What's the woefully little in the goods behind stitute? Who has not seen the director or directress politely answer
matter? What's the matter?" The the footlights to cause a stir.
to the query of an emotional actress
play did the same thing.
Arthur Blchman, who has done who asks, "Don't you think I should
Some of the complications were several
mildly impressive things for cry in this scene?" and the very
rather ingenious, but not quite the
wrote ''A Serpent's
stage,
clever enough to distract attention Tooth." He. probably wrote it 'as an courteous producer reply, "Do you
from
the
foreseen
denouement. American play, but it comes forth think you want to cry here, dear?
Once or twice a faint hope was in- an Anglo-American hybrid. Miss If you do, why go ahead. Or, if you
spired
that the disentanglement Tempest is jolly English, and W. prefer, you can only inject the
might be a surprise, but it wasn't. Graham Browne, the featured sup- faintest suggestion of a tear. It's
Sure enough, the diamond necklace porter, is as English but not quite up to you, dear." Who hasn't gone
was concealed in the rude, fat de- as jolly. Leslie Howard, who is the through the trials and tribulations
of drumming into tho amateurs'
tective's necktie when the handsome pieee.
is
tho most pronouncedly
hero snatched away his pistol and British actor on the globe. With no heads that one should watch one's
held him at bay before its leveled explanation for this, their associates self entering and exiting,' that those
barrel.
That's what the audience and even relatives, are such typical little strips of wood at the bottom
had been waiting for impatiently, V. S. parties as Anne Sutherland. of the scenery have a nasty habit of
and when it was accomplished they Robert Lowe, Howard Freeman, interposing themselves very obstruarose as a man and started for the Josephine Williams and Ann Mer- sively in the paths of the actors
with more or less embarrassing, not
eXitS.
rick.
to say painful, results, and then
They were premature. Left alone,
The program does not say where have these very things happen at
tlie
hero and the heroine had an the locale is meant to be, but it
interminable scene to themselves in smacks of New York if one opens the one and only performance, the
Which the hero went back and ex- his eyes and shuts his ears, or of cues go wrong, tho props mislaid,
plained in a monolog all that had London if one reverse the process, the villain's moustache fall off (alhappened In his life. It was a curi- and then .again of Brooklyn if ono ways one-half of it does, the other
ous climax to a Broadway first listens for a moment here and there. half sticks), and sundry other annight— tho players acting on at a Robert Milton staged it may be be noyances.
For two acts of the almost wholly
great rate before an audience prac- knows.
delightful comedy George Kelly has
tically on the wing.
When the hero
The story is unimportant, the
had finally explained that while he comedy is not convulsing, and the written these and other incidentals
are disclosed, very cleverly woven
really didn't have to work at the pathos is not heart-rending.
The into a hybrid farce-travesty which
detective business, he had
tnstr whole affair Is neither here nor
the author has politely dubbed with
for that sort of thing, acquired dur- there, like the whereabouts of it
all.
tho misnomer, "satirical comedv."
ing his war career in the secret
Miss Tempest, old-school come- The satire is so broad it is
super
service, they heaved a sigh and dienne that she is, has lost any apdeparted without even the perfunc- proach to "punch" that she may farcical, sheer burlesque, unadulterated hokum.
tory first night applause. Most were have wielded in years gone by. Not
Rosalie Stewart and Bert French
packed close to the exits by that alone the advance of years— that
sponsor the production which detimo anyway and had only a step isn't it; but she "acts." In this she
butted at the 48th St. Aug. 29, acto go.
might take lessons from Howard. In cording to the program,
although
The play has one novelty employ- one of the most cold-blooded young Other
vaudeville people are reporting the honorable device of the pic- cad roles ever cooly propounded
ed
Interested
financially.
This
It's

desired.
It is reported a man has
just been carried out of the audience, although the edge of the curtain is seen to rise periodically to
acknowledge the plaudits. And ju«t
when the pompous directress has
cleared the stage to take a final solo
bow, the stage hand reports the curtain ropes are broken and that he
cannot lift the curtain again. The

much
and

and the theatre, the cuckoo clock,
yodels a solo "cuckoo" to denote
the half-hour. A clever hoke interlude, and k. o. for the customers.

Then

too,

when Mrs.

Hitter,

who

has been loaded with floral offerings
and heralded an emotional actress
potential greatness, finds that
her husband is far from appreciative, she remarks, "I feci so unsuccessful,"
a paraphrase on that
vaudeville sure-fire
by the nut
comic, "I feel so unnecessary." But
Mr. Kelly's vaudeville adaptations
are cleverly done withal.
The cast is superb, with Alison
Skipworth as Mrs. Pampinelli, tho
directress, parring the others by a
shade. Mary Boland as Mrs. Hitter,
the touted emotional actress of the
future, was a revelation, rising to

of

new heightsjrdf charm and fine interpretation^^ Arthur Shaw as her
husband was a corking "straight."
If
laughs mean anything, "The
Torch Bearers" looks like a perfect
set-up for a ten-strike.
tally,

the

title

raised

Inciden-

some discus-

and should not be confused
with "The Torches" or some such
title (was it by Bataille or Henri
Bernstein?) that showed locally a
season or two back.
Abet.
sion,

HIRAM

B.

SNOW'S ESTATE

For the purpose of assessing
whatever taxes may be due to the
State under the inheritance tax
laws,
to the

Warren

G. Price, attached
Brooklyn branch of the State

Tax Commission, was this week by
Surrogate Wlngate there appointed
appraiser of the estate left by Hiram
Berry Snow, actor and playwright,
who died Jan. 6 last of pneumonia,
lie was 44 years old, and at the timo
of his illress, was planning to become a theatrical producer. By his
will and codicil, executed July 27,

and Aug. 9, 1920, admitted to
probate in Kings County on Jan.
he directed his net estate, con1920,

26,

sisting of realty and personalty, to
be divided as follows:

Cora Kellogg Snow, widow, of 823
East 16th street, Brooklyn, $5,000,
absolutely, and a life interest, or
until

she remarries, in the residue,

"said income, however, shall be
charged with the support, education and maintenance of my said
daughter," Alfreda Shirley KHiogg
Snow, born Oct. 25, 1911,
if the widow remarries she is to
receive a life Interest in half of the
residue, the remaining half to go
as a life interest for the daughter,
and at the death of the widow the
daughter is to receive the principal
of the entire trust fund absolutely.
The Hamilton Trust Company of
Brooklyn was named as the exec-

utor of the estate.

'

:

Friday, September

VARIETY

IMS

1,

"until said administrator comply lowed In ttef «um of $1,500. ReAl
with the order of this court, he be able disbursements for trips tf
(Continued from page 5)
from collecting further Chicago ami Philadelphia appear
enjoined
tions.
In an action instituted by
moneys on account of the estate of be approximately $500, and will be
petitioner, as administrator of the
allowed in that sum.
Hart Pease Danks. deceased."
estate of said decedent, in the Dis'The royalties received by
After much quibbling Mr. Danks
trict Court of the United States for
copyright song
In this accountant from the
the Eastern District of New York filed another accounting.
testator
the life of the
during
92,
$24,306
against Hamilton A. Gordon and he charged himself with
to
a game others, an interlocutory Judgment which ran from July 1. 1910, and should be distributed according

•.

PANES ESTATE FIGHT

•

BED-SIDE CHATS

I

t

BT NELLIE REVELL
e_

i

x

iH

i

I

x)id you ever go shopping In the Sunday newspapers? It Is
jdtln to window wishing, but Is best played bjr some one long confined
jmd who has no other way of making selections, except through con-

i

or decree was entered in said action which consisted of. from the John
directing that Harriet P. Danks, Church Company, $98.56; Theodore
sultation of the advertising columns. And. the best of it Is, you don't the widow of said deceased, re- Presser Company, $740; Oliver Ditneed cash or a charge account. Nor are there any bills at the first of cover from the defendant Gordon son Company, $76.11; (Jeorge MoliGorthe month to cause you to regret your extravagance. Tou may have all sums found on the accounting neux, $53.92. and Hamilton S.
purchased things you didn't need, or, after you got them, didn't like, but to be rendered thereon for all copy- don, $23,338.33.
the
embarrassment.
simply
sell
them
auction
You
to
no
were
righted compositions which
Against this sum. $21,306,92, he
they occasion
house at a good price or dispose of them by well -worded ads in the the work of Hart Pease Danks. de- said that "the undersigned has inUsually about the time I have picked out the ceased, the copyrights of which curred liabilities for services as
classified departments.
dining room set and am making my selection of the curtains for the were renewed after his death, and counsel in the connection with said
estate, estimated at the sum of
living room the nurse comes In with my dinner tray and my shopping of all arrangements thereof.
for the afternoon is over. And speaking of eating, something should be
"That all royalties received by $3,000, no part of which has been
done to suppress the genius who writes the Chllds' ads. Fatigued as I petitioner are set forth in the paid; bond premiums, from 1916 to
may be from a hard day of newspaper shopping" when my eye chances schedule of this accounting, and 1920, $50; traveling expenses, hotel
upon one of his creations I forget all about my need for food and nourish- were received from copyrighted bills and incidentals. 1910, $792,
ment out of admiration for his skill. In the most delicious manner he compositions which were the work 1911, $900; 1912. $950; 1913. $950;
refers to the discovery and history of coffee, and relates how wonder- of Hart Pease Danks, deceased, the 1914. $850, and 195, $$46," making a
fully It Is prepared In his stores. Or he takes you into his confidence copyrights of which were renewed total of $7,698 for all the items. He
also said that he paid to Gertrude
about the science required to evolve a wheat cake and points out how after his death.
superior their chefs are to all others in respect to this edible epic. It
appeal L. Danks $3,300.
upon
an
"Thereafter,
with favor on
To this accounting Miss Danks
Is all most appetizing, but not calculated to make me look
therefrom to the United States Disobjections.
She defiled
routine hospital fare. Some day, If he wants to lose me as a regular trict Court of Appeals of the Sec- also
reader, all he has to do Is to write an essay on spinach and I am off of ond Circuit, said judgment was re- manded an itemized statement of
him for life.
versed among other things upon the all the dates and amounts of the

While shopping in the papers is a great pastime of mine, buying real
estate in the same way Is ray passion. For years before my incapacitation I was an earnest student of the realty pages. Since my internment
Interest to relax not one whit. Indeed, I think I have
I have allowed
bought more properties since I have been in the hospital than Joseph
Day has sold. I am not the least bit partial to localities. One Sunday I
acquire an acre of ground and a small house in Connecticut. The next I
decide on a bungalow on Long Island Sound, and the following Sabbath

my

ground that the petitioner as such
administrator was without authority to institute such actions because, under the copyrighted law of
the United States, the title to such
copyrights

named

in

vested In the persons
such act, and did not

constitute assets of the
the deceased author.

„_
.,
move over to Jersey and settle in Leonia, because my friend, John Pol"Consequently,
lock, is mayor of that thriving municipality and may need my vote when submitted
that
.

I

he runs for Governor or President or whatever else h« seeks. Taking
old houses and fixing them over with fireplaces, bay windows* and French
doors is one of the best things I do. Or 1 might fancy a flat in a convenient neighborhood. I have lota of fun papering and redecorating it.
One day I decide to do my bedroom in blue and the next I discard it for
old rose. If I ever determine upon lavender as the color scheme I know
Occasionally I see an ad
it will be time for me to get out of this place.
that intrigues my interest. Such a one was "a quaint little house on a
quaint little street" somewhere in New Jersey. It was thus advertised
off and on for nearly two years, and I wondered why a place so described
failed to find a purchaser. I suspected it was haunted or there wasn't
any such a house. There must be a catch somewhere. I reasoned. Then
it disappeared from the ad columns, and as I have never seen it Since I
assume some quaint person got it. Close pursuit of the real estate ads by
somebody without property or prospects of acquiring same may strike
as misapplied energy, but I find I am not the only one so adclose competitor is Thomas W. Broadhurst. manager of the
Broadhurst theatre, who knows more about rents and property values
And to think that
in this section of the country than anybody I know.
between us we don't even own the deed to a doormat!

tome people
dicted.

A

A woman
A

pay a hundred dollars a month

offering to

was a front-page story
good husband

Dear Betty:
take any more

is

in last

worth

for a

husband

week's paper.

it.

hope you are enjpying your vacation. But please don't
until I get well. Everything is all jazzed up.
I

I wonder if William Pinkerton and Cornelius Fellowes think the postal
cards they are sending from Saratoga are making this gray old ceiling

look any brighter.

A

sunshine from California is a letter from Sid Grauman.
Yes, Sid, I do remember you all. and very affectionately, too. That Is,
I remember your dear old dad with affection, but must confess I'm still
a little peevish about all the sleep I fost on your account when we were
both younger. Neither myself nor roommate could sleep on account of
the card game that went on every night In your room, which adjoined
ours. And I've needed that sleep, too, since I've been In this human repair
shop.

Thanks for all the kind expressions of sympathy, friendship and hope.
I will be out in Los Angeles again some day. That is, If Lily White
Hays doesn't think that I will interfere with his plans for purifying
Hollywood.
Irene Franklin*3 visits are red letter days. She always radiates cheer,
good nature and wit. She recently returned from Europe, where, she
says, they tried to sell her everything from a song to the spare parts of
a Ford; she rested and ate on fifteen pounds; now she Is starving and
sweating it off; but the marks of her teeth are on the bedpost. She told
me of the joys and sorrows of ordering celery with her dinner in London.
She would say, "And celery." The waiter responded with, "Yes, Madame."
About half through dinner It would dawn on her that there was no celery.
In England you eat celery with cheese at luncheon. But one night, Just
before she left, the waiter did bring celery. Rene says. "It was such a
shock to me, I burst into tears, and my whole day was ruined."
I wonder if any other literary charlatans have this same experience
while lying awake at night in the dark with no pencil handy. I can build
the most eloquent phrases and speeches, brilliant compositions that just
But in the morning,
roll out.
I say to myself. 'I will remember that."
when I have procured pad and pencil, my Emersonian fluency has taken
And T find myself again at the
flight, frightened, perhaps, at the environ.
mercy of my Philistine vocabulary, unable to think of a darn 'one of the
highfalntin phrases I had concocted the night before.

The monih of August Was kind to me. Many friends braved the eleto come o See me.
Among them were; O. O. Mclntyre, Mr. and
Mrs. Herman Weber. Mrs. Eugene O'Rourke, Beatrice Carr, Norman
Hackett. Amelia Bingham, Nina Harrington Lawrence, Norma Talmadge
and mother, Wells Hawks, Sophie Tucker. Nellie V. Nichols, Georgia
Campbell, M ithew J. White, Jr., Dorothy Zeiglar, Mary Mulletts, Georgia
Goodwin, Zelds Bears, Ad M ic Weeks, Carrie Scott, Marion Weeks. Ada
t

i

Agatha dc Bussey, Sarah McDougal, Will A. Page, Mrs. Albee,
Ed Hughes and mother, Walter KIngsley, Ernest Ball, George McFarlane,
N"i Halperin. Walter Llndlar. Edgar Atchison Ely, Rosemary. Nellie
Sterling, Emma Haig. Julius Tannen, Jenle Jacobs, Selma Gorbett. Silvio

Patterson,

Mrs. Ed. Gallagher and Mrs. Al
Hhean Thomas Bevan, Walter K. Hill, Mrs. Minnie Lindner, William
Stuart, f.imp! Hi Casad. Alvin Wilson, Mrs. Edwin Cohen, Molly Putter,
Mrs. Keed Albee. Horaee Mortimer. George Nagel, Mrs. Lyle- Andrews.
i'r. Sam Gilmore. Mrs. Frank K. Campbell. Edna Morn. E. F. Albee. Nellie
Nichols and Beatrice Carr said
with Powers, while Constance Farbcr,
Ben l{iky, Edgar Allen Wo
nd Dorothy Ziegler think frogs' lega more
etpresslve.
N--llie Sterling 'is sure it Is vegetables, the way she prepares
them for m* Je Hunlo tl
all boudoirs should have dainty perfumes.
1m Do Bussey, Waller Kingslej and Molly Fuller say it with canned
music.
Hein,

Mr. Gallagher and

Mr.

Bhenn.

i'i

i

Tin-

preacher whose

before his nothing on

el

my

sermons bring home things
laundry man.
ten!

wre

n
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such copyrighted musical compositions are the sole exclusive property of the widow of the deceased
author, and constitute no part of
the assets of the estate of the deceased author."

Gordon Published Danks' Songs.
The litigation referred to was an
equity in the United
In
States District Court of Brooklyn,
asking an injunction and an accounting from the executors of the
estate* left by Hamilton A. Gordon,
who was a late music publisher
and had published the songf of
Hart Pease Danks.
Oct. 8, 1919, Judge Gavin signed
an Interlocutory decree in favor of
Albert V. Danks as administrator;
ordered the executors of the Gordon estate to account, and appointed
William A. Young as Special Master to ascertain the amount due to
the Danks* estate. March 14. 1921.
actlorT

the judgment of the court was reversed upon an appeal by the executor of the Gordon estate.
Among the songs which Judge
Gavin ordered the executors of the
Gordon estate to account to the
administrator of the Danks' estate

were:

"Glad Tidings,"

Among the Gold."
"We Will Be Glad

and Rejoice,"

Will Give Thanks,"

little

ments

•

"Silver Thread*

"Don't
ling,"

"I

Be Angry With Me, DarUnder the Snow."

"Roses

Miss
units, who said that she
had ho money to buy herself even
pair of shoes which she needed
badly, further said "that your deponent has been informed that the
said administrator filed a bond or
Undertaking for $1,000, with the
Illinois Surety Company as surely,
and thai the said surety company
nas ceased to do business In this
state and is n> longer responsible
in

Inw."

She demanded

that

her

brother
be compelled to file a "complete
accounting of all moneys received
by Jam from the date of his appointment as administrator, namely,
July 1, ItlO," that he file a new
bond, no less than $25,000. and tint

author's widow or children.
the
(See .section 24, eopyri^ht law.)
"They do not form any P*H of
the estate and are not property
collectible by the administrator, c.
t.
a., but pass directly under iucJi
copyright law to the widow or chitdrcn. They are not subject to the
Jurisdiction of this court.
"Tax costs and submit decree on
notice, settling the account accordingly."

estate.

Miss Danks denied that, as charged
by her brother, she had executed a
general release, dated March 23,
1916; denied that she had received
even a penny from Mrs. Builder
while the latter was the executrix
of the estate, "but, on the contrary,

JUDGMENTS
name is judgment debtor;
and amount follow.)

(First
creditor

Arman Vecsey;

A.

Cochran;

S.

$1,227.41.

Modern Yiddish Theatre Co., Inc.
(Stella and Max R. Wilner, and
deponent executed a certain paper Samuel Davis); M. Selitzky; $3.~
on the 23rd day of March, 1916, 266.41.
Paladin Picts. Corp.; Ullman Mfg.
not knowing the purport thereof,
which the administrator explained Co.; $288.79.
Same;
Republic
Laboratories,
would keep him out of jail if de- Inc.; $1,419.
She further
ponent signed it."
Art e\ 8cience Photoplays, Inc.,
sa id
and Ernest Von Beck; D. Fontana.

(tf the estate of Hart l'ease Danks,
deceased, be judicially settled."

I

a

i

subsequently accruing la

royalties

Hart Pease Danks, who was
estranged from his widow and chilwas found dead by the
dren,
side of his old square piano, at
which he had almost every day for
the last SO years of his life used
to work out his themes.
He was a member of the Ancient
royalties from each publisher, and Lodge, No. 24, F. and A. M., niul
objected to the hotel bills and In- after a search for several day?*
cidentals and counsel fees, and re- they got In communlcatllon with
quested that "the court determine his widow and children, the daughwhat expenses, if any. the admin- ters who were on the stage and
She denied were traveling.
istrator is entitled to."
that she received the $3,300 menMr. Danks composed the song by
tioned. and reiterated that she had which he was made famous
1 1858.
not received more than $500 from the year of his marriage to Hattie
»aid administrator from the time It. Cohalan of Cleveland. When the
to date, and Civil War came the air grew in
ai) p oln tment
the administrator demanded popularity and soldiers about the
a receipt* for each and every sum camp fires could be heard humthat he paid her, and deponent re- ming or whistling its plaintive,
quested the administrator produce pathetic melody.
receipts for each and every payHe was born at New Haven.
ment made to her.
Conn., April 6, 1834, and when 8
Miss Danks said that she believed years old went with his parents to
that her mother did not get her Saratoga, N. Y. His first effort pubshare of the estate from the ad- lished was called "Lake Street." The
ministrator, and "that deponent has first songs were "Anna lite" and*
-been advised by counsel that the "The Old Lane," both published in
law is well established that the 1855. Others of his more popular
widow, children and next of kin songs were "Don't Be Angry With
are entitled to royalties of re- Me. Darling," and "Pauline.* It is
newals of copyrights, and respect- said that he was the composer of a
fully asks that this court deter- thousand other songs.
mine the matter In this proceedA few days before he was found
dead he said to his housekeeper,
ing."
Miss Danks said that "this de- MiSS Ha II reaii
"I would like to hear from my
ponent has never received so much
as a dollar from Alberta N. Danks wife. I don't know what has beBuilder, former executrix of the come of her. I believe she is living
estate of Hart Pease Danks, de- in New York, but I am not sure.
ceased." and asked that the court Perhaps If this weakness of my
determine whether or not "an al- heart disappears I will go to that
leged daughter" of Mrs. Builder. city, where I did some of my b*»st
unheard of in the last ten years by composing, flnci my wife and end
the family, has any interest in the my days at her side."

"Clinging to Christ," "Gloria Patrl."
"Deus Miseratur," •Gloria Patrl in
Are
D," "When
Silver Threads
Gold Again," "Easter Anthem In
D," "Memory Pictures on the Wall."
"Lift Your Glad Voices" and " 'Tis
"Deponent respectfully submits
if the fiduciary accepted any paper
Sweet to Think of Heaven."
"Bonum Est A, B," "Angels. Roll purporting to be a general release
the Clouds Away," "Gloria In Ex- for all claims of the beneficiary, the
celsis,"
"Sweet Alleen," "I Will burden showing the fairness of
Arise," "At the Lamb's," "Jubilate justness of such paper is upon the
Deo," "Day of Resurrection," "Let administrator. L'nder the circumthe Angels In," "Come and See the stances disclosed, the alleged genriace," "Moonshine on the Snow," eral release should be declared
"Cantata Domina," "Benedlc Anima fraudulent and void, and should be
Mea" and "Te Deum Laudamus."
set aside and cancelled."
Miss Danks again asked that the
To the $310.96 accounting filed
in the Surrogate's Court Miss Danks court put her brother under a bond
filed objections.
She claimed that not less than $21,000; be enjoined
from collecting future royalties
it did not represent all of the assets
of the estate which came into the until that was
done;
determine
hands of her brother since he had whether or not the general release
been appointed administrator; said was a fraudulent one and should
that she had been Informed and be cancelled and declared void;
believed that he had collected be- determine whether or not
Mrs.
tween $10,000 and $50,000 in royal- Builder's
"alleged
daughter"
is
ties,
"of which amount your de- alive; and. If so, what portion, if
ponent should have at least one- any, tho latter is to share in the
third. and as a matter of fact your estate, "and that tho court settle
deponent has received less than and determine the Interest! of the
$500 on account of said sum col- parties In interest, and that the
by her brother as administra- account of Albert V. Danks as adli eted
tor."
ministrator with the will annexed

Daughter Needed Shoes.

the provision of the will.
"The renewal of the copyright in
the name of the widow or chlldn
vested tha title Or right to any

Surrogate Cohalan's Decision.
Surrogate Cohalan heard several
hearings,

listened

to

much

$430.41.

Roger De Bruyn;

Eastern States Amuse. Co. of 245
West 47th street; liabilities. $8,200;
assets, $10 (voluntary petition).
Jean lied in!, of 245 West 47th
street;
asset};.
liabilities,
$78,088;
$73,825 (voluntary petition).
Delilah A Ida Sheer (DeLyle A Ida),
of 806 Seventh avenue; liabilities.
$17,640; assets, $150 (voluntary petition).

ATTACHMENTS
Mayflower Photoplay Corp. of
Delaware; Nat I. Brown; $2,650.
Mayflower Photoplay Corp. of Delaware; Lewis EL Rogers; $2,250.
U. S. Moving Pictures Corp
James K. Polk; $22,790.
;

Irving Josephson has been appointed manager of Cohen's, New*
burg, N. V.

Ray W. Eberhard

that

sum

more.
"Counsel

In

sum

of

$'.m<>.

The

ac-

be given credit for
the decree, and no

fees

asked

will

be

al-

will

manage the

Miles, Scrantoa, Pa.

Puck is now with
Freeman agency.

Larry
Charles

Andy

royalties, the

Co..

BANKRUPTCY PETITIONS

formed

countant will

&

Inc.; $442.20.

testi-

the

Sylvester;

Dot Godfrey; H. Mahieu

on both sides, and then took
matter under his advisement.
His decision In full, which does not
pass upon all the questions raised
before hi m, reads:
"Estate of Hart P. Danks. The
proof shows that Gertrude L. Danks
has deceived from the administrator with tho will annexed, on accounl of her share in tho copyright

mony

P.

costs, $100.50.

Rice, vaudeville author, has
v uidovilie producin
coj with his brother. David.
•

poration
It

will

the

J.

bo

known

as Rice Produc-

tions,

The Republic, Brooklyn, und--r
management of Sit? Solomon,
turned

Mark us
three
ville

the
re-

the bo.ks of tho Pally

to

office

Monday

following

weeks of split week vaudebooked by John Kobbins.

Tom Rooney

has

become asso-

ciated with Montgomery Moses, the
newly franc hised Keith airent.

NEW ACTS THIS WEEK
"WRANGLE

V. WRANGLE"
Musical Sketch
80 Mint.; Full Stag*
Coliseum, London.
London, Aug.

Tom

Walla and

"DRIFTWOOD"

15.

Henson

Leslie

present this new sketch as a "musical absurdity"; somo other people
will probably describe *t as a glaring affront to the dignity of the
divorce courts. What music there
Is in it, and there are no spoken
line*, consists of parodies of popular songs, which fit in with the
routine of a divorco trial.

When

settles down this new
it
will be funny, although it is
whether
it will be underdoubtful
stood out of England, where legal
procedure is always a jest except to
those dragged into it.

ketch

Plot

A

— there

wife

none.

parctically

Is

husband

her

sues

The Judge appears

divorce.

for

in full

robes and wig wearing a straw hat
and carrying a tennis racket. Police
and counsel are the wierdest speci-

mens

of their class Imaginable, the
•witness box is fitted with Jazz band
apparatus, and the case is continually being interrupted by a cuckoo
clock. In the end the Judge, alluded to by one character as "Mr.
Darling," settles the case by becoming enamored of respondent's

mother-in-law.
The whole thing went with a yell,
indescribable.
but Is practically
The case is good, but no one attempts to act, relying on the utter
absurdity of their vehicle.
Qore.

BRUCH

and

THURSTON

Cello and Dances
13 Mini.; One (1);

Full

(12)

23rd St.

A man

and woman combination
that has been effectively worked
out with a view to landing on the
strength of class rather than speedy
vaudeville. The man is an exceptional 'cellist, while
the woman
offers a repertoire of three dances
and finally does a song recitattion
for

an encore.

The opening

of the act has a solo
with the drapes parting as it nears its finish, disclosing the woman In full stage for a
dance number with the 'cellist providing the music. 'At its conclusion
he withdraws and the woman does
a Spanish dance effectively. Another 'cello solo and then a Gypsy
dance with the woman working in

on the

'cello

bar*4 legs.

She

is

attractive

and a

Tery fair dancer.

For the encore she

recited

Lak a Rose"

"Mighty

to the accompaniment
of the playing of her partner and
scored another hearty round of applause with the effort.
Fred.

KEITH and KERNAN
Sand Pictures
Full Stage

10 Mini.;

23rd St.

•

Man and woman.

Skit
15 Mini.;
lets)
5th Ave.

"SCREENLAND*

(5)

Full

(Special

"Broadway
16 Mins.;

a

16-people

Handicap"

GERTIE 8AUNDER8
(Song

tab,

Full

(Special)

StaU

*

wooing position and spoiled the picture

They

closed

at

the

pleased.

MOLINO

and

State and
Abel.

WALLACE

Singing and Pantomime
15 Mins.;

One

American Roof
Mollno, the male half of the team,
was formerly with a bicycle comedy
turn.
ity,

He is a pantomimlst, of abilsuggesting In facial make-up

and mannerisms the "Bozo"

type,

One

12 Mins.;

George Libby's new dance revue
understood sponsored by Henry
Bellit (although not billed), was Is sure-fire for any and all bookshowmanly elaboration of a male probably aimed for the big time. ings, a novelty in production and
quartet into a little production As it stands, it falls shy of the presentation, coupled with genuine
through the medium of a drop, mark, although a flash for the terpsichorean ability that elicited
drapes, a line of threadbare plot three-a-day with a cnance No. 3 in audible comment to right left and
rear as to his cleverness in the art
and a girl singer and dancer. The in the smaller twice-daily.
Barney Ward, Coit Anderson and of the nimble hoof. Miss Sparrow
latter is by no means the least,
though last. Around her revolves Ann La Troy are featured in the introduces proceedings In a fetchwhatever plot is maintained, in- lobby billing. A chorus of eight ing jockey costume, displaying Liband another girl principal are in by's stable of Broadway dance stars.
cluding the sweet sad ending.
Libby enters in full evening dress
In 'Vne" for less than one minute, the support. Ward is the featured
the girl soliloquizes, "so this is comic of a movie company Ander- for the strut and jazz handicap.
Broadway
This
the
leads
into
Greenwich Village," in front of an son the director, and Miss La Troy
Libby enters as "Jazz
artist's studio drop.
In full, four may be either the prima or the handicap.
points to
and
Miss
Sparrow
Baby"
men dress the stage; one painting, dancing soloist. The title has as
one playing the piano, one talking much to do with It as is to be ex- Frisco's name on another tabulation.
and another also an artist. Ad- pected from a 15 or 17-minute vau- Thusly "Irish Pep" is Rat Rooney;
"Versatile King" is Fred Stone, the
mitting themselves successes and deville tab.
The interpolated chatter that "Yankee Doodle Boy" entry is
good pals that only the entrance of
George
M. Cohan, etc. The dance
the female might mar, they resolve this is a rehearsal for a picture is
not to let any such thing happen. the sole relation to "Screenland." imitations were corkingly delivered
recognized
as such with due
and
The girl enters with a "Nobody It's an excuse to shift the action
from Nowhere'' number alternat- from Spain to Rome, etc., for the regard and approbation. Before the
danger
of
idea
wearying even
the
changes and numbers.
ing with the male quartet in spe- costume
cialties.
The latter do some cork- Ward, with a Dutch accent, is the enters, Libby switches the routine
Miller
ing harmony work that would carry boss of the outfit and elects him- to a Lean Erroll-Marilynn
them around as a straight quartet self leading man to Miss LaVie. double with his partner, Miss Sparrow doing "Sally" cutely.
in an early spot on the big time. When told she receives $38,000 a
For the routine encore, Libby anThe girl, a pretty blonde chick, week he Insists it must be Miss
The comedy is patterned nounces he will enter a dark horse
whose eyes seem to be laughing Levi.
in
the handicap, pointing to their
continuously, captivates each of the along the lines, "I heard of grape
men in turn, a pop double number Juice, orange Juice, lemon Juice, but own team name last on the list.
Judging from the applause, they
excerpt being used to convey the never heard of a Spanish Jewess."
Three sets are employed with won the race with their own conlove theme.
Her concluding speception.
A genuine recall was an
cialty, a toe jazzique, is one of the four costume changes, not elaborannounced, original idea of how two
best yet holding up the body of the ate but sufficing. The chorus looks
classical dancers would behave In
fresh
and
is
willing
in their enact like a Hercules.
a boxing ring. That bit is a classic
Abel.
The quartet, fearing for their col- sembles.
and probably will stick to the team
lective friendships, resolve that she
for many a month as an Identifymust go, and the girl concludes MLLE. DU BARRY and CO. (5)
ing trade-mark.
Between, rounds
that Greenwich Village, like Broad- Songs
a stagehand pranced in gently
Mms.;
12
Three
way, is artificial to the core, The
wafting
his resuscitating towel. He
title is explained by her soliloquy State
The three couples are attired In looked suspiciously like Weston
that she was always known as
(Weston and Eline). That wowed
"driftwood," the quartet harmoniz- Colonial costumes, including pow'em for a second recall, Libby askwigs,
the men
in
knee
ing advisingly that she better drift dered
ing who won the popularity stakes,
back home.
This makes for the breeches, etc. It's a straight singing pointing
the
entries
from
out
combination on the order of Mme.
sweet ending.
Frisco down to Libby and SparDoree's
Opera
Singers
and
others.
Florence Gast is the girl, with
row. Each of the entries won apJoe Scanlon and Pals in the sup- They open ensemble with "Tales of plause,
but the dark horse was
port.
Scanlon might have been Hoffman," blending well with the unanimously accorded a popular faany one of the four men, for no- soothing rose setting and the ro- vorite.
Abel.
mantic atmosphere.
Their voices,
body stood out
In No. 6 at the 5th Avenue the as Is to be expected, are pleasing.
The "Giannina Mia" song from "KATOUSHKA" (6)
last half of the week, the turn
the "Firefly." "Just a Song at Twi- Russian Folk Act
scored.
Abel.
light' 'and songs of that type are 15 Mins.; Full Stage
(Special)
done, none too heavy or pedantic 23rd St.
BOBBIE CARBONE and CO. (2) for popular appeal.
One of the
With the comedy couple with this
Comedy Talk and Songs
women soloed with selection in14 Mins.; One
tended to show off her vocal calis- sextet of Russians as a starting
point
this act seemingly can be
American Roof.
thenics. It did, and won spontaneThis is a three-act. Two com- ous applause. She may be Mile. Da developed into a vaudeville novelty
along
lines of "Chauve Sourls"
the
edians, one of them Carbone, has Barry, although otherwise there Is
and made a standard turn for once
been seen around in another three no means of distingulshment.
around
the
circuit at any rate. The
affair in which he was not billed.
One little thing could be reme- general outline at present would
The turn opens with the two men died.
In the number where only hold it to the classification
of a
pushing a piano out on a dark- two of the couples are doing a sort
ened stage. At lights up a good of double duet the spot for some Russian dancing turn and as such
looking buxom blonde in decollete reason is focussed only on one pair would undoubtedly be utilized as a
closing turn, a spot where the value
drexs walks on for the usual argu- and
follows
them about solely.
ment with the stage hand who is When the calcium came anywhere of the comedy in the turn would be
anxious to become an actor and near embracing both couples the lost.
Four men and two women. One
proves it by singing an operatic woman of the lesser pair deliberof the men has a rather fair bariexcerpt in good voice.
ately bent herself to come within
tone
voice and solos a couple of
The other comic is out for some the calcium confines. As a result
Russian numbers; the other is an
crossfire,
tho woman acting
as she bent away from her partner's
accordianist.
The other two and
straight* and
getting
I

1,

1922

(1)

and 8orvgs

Dance)

'Driftwood" Is a pleasing little
song and dance skit, in reality a

The man devotes his efforts to producing three
subjects with colored sand or
granulated colors. His partner is
seated at a piano and supplies her
across
own accompaniment for vocal work through' her own personality and
and whifitling during the picture good looks. A trio of operatic semaking. The subjects selected by lections broken up by Carbone
the man are the standard water clowning and arguing with "ma
and snow scenes with a good effect broder" concludes. All three have
being gained with a burning ship excellent voices.
at the finish.
Both men do "wop" throughout.
The picture making is the real Many of the lines and considerable
meat of the act.
The young of the business as well as the
woman's efforts are wasted to a "idea" are replicas of the other
large degree. The turn was prop- turn. On the roof they breezed. It
erly placed No. 1 at the 23rd St.
is a sure fire small time frame up,
Uart.
but lacks the novelty or class for
the bigger bills.
Con.
art

17
5th Ave.
"Screenland,"

Friday, September
JS—J~

LIBBY and 8PARROW

(10)

Comedy
Mins.; One and Four

Musical

One and

.

(Special)

8tate

Gertrude Saunders was the original female lead of "Shuffle Along,"
later succeeded by Florence Mills.
More latterly, the colored "blues'*

songstress has appeared at the
Lafayette (Harlem bouse catering
to colored clientele) and at Helsenweber's (cabaret).
For vaudeville she has dressed
herself and the act up with a striking gold costume, and a classy drop,

1

A

pianist and a lampalso Included for the
pianist is colored, although of very pale bue, Miss
Saunders also making up quite
creamy, the neighbors in the rear
seats audibly wondering whether
she Is colored or not.
Miss Saunders has an Individual
style of putting over a "blues." It
is not a coon shout but more of a
soothing croon that really requires
an intimate audience or a moderate
sized theatre to be best appreciated.
Her facial expressions ana physical
gyrations that assist -in the delivery, however, do not miss.
She
opened with "Spanish Blues," going
into "Ain't You Ashamed."
Craving for That Kind of Love,"
her big song in "Shuffle Along,"
took her off nicely for a "Daddy**
plaint, which is somewhat too insinuating in its meaning and delivery to make it safe for the famrespectively.

stand

are

"class."

The

Tm

ily

At Reisenweber's

customers.

It

was

k. o., but it's a far cry from
a cabaret to a pop vaudeville theatre.
The number was announced
"how a colored gal would ask for
love" or something like that.
Miss Saunders was No. 2 Monday
night and got more than the average deuce spotter does, and in spots
more than many another singing
soloist has in the past
She has
the distinction and novelty of being
the only colored female single In
Abel.
present day vaudeville.

TED

and

BETTY HEALEY

Talking and Songs
18 Mins.; One
Shea's, Buffalo.

Buffalo, Aug. 30.
Ted Healey was the black- faced
comic with "Cuddle Up" last season.
The girl looks like a newcomer and
a welcome one. Healey jumped the

—

burlesque outfit early last spring
and has been playing the large
Middle Western picture houses during the summer. Caught here in
June, he uncovered a snappy single,

somewhat

'dubious in material, but,

although uncertain of his destination, giving unmistakable signs of
being on his way.
The present vehicle, billed as
"Dr. Jekyl and Mrs. Hyde." Is
Healey's first excursion into big?
time. On the strength of his showing, it establishes hijn as having
arrived.
Spotted fourth on one of
the strongest bills seen here in
months, he proved himself a clever
youngster with a fine sense of taste
and discrimination in his material
the women offer the dances. At the and one who, given a reasonable
opening the accordianist and the amount of seasoning, should more
four dancers are seated at a table nhan hold up with the best of them.
before a peasant cottage.
The
The girl knows what to do with
soloist sings off stage, coming on clotHes and does It.
She dresses
to finish the number and then the the act down to the ground and
first of the dances follows, with makes a pretty foil for Healey's
another song after that.
Then gently kidding style. In his routine
comes the comedy bit, the out- he shows himself possessed of a
standing feature. It Is pantomime nimble wit and carries himself
at first which develops into a duet; with the confidence and poise of a
but, though one cannot understand veteran.
His material is new and
it (in Russian, and no effort made
proved sure-fire. The act has two
to interpret It), it does get over to songs by Healey, done as an imitalaughs. It is the manner in which tion of Cantor and Jolson probtho pair handle the number that ably carried over from the blacklands it.
Another dance and an face days. The impersonations look
accordion solo follow, with the like a mistake. Healey has a style
usual floor dancing for the finale he should develop. His personality
**'
of the act.
on its own will probably carry him
With smart direction in the de- farther than reliance on Impersonavelopment of the comedy side and tions.
the breaking up with the dance porOn his showing and reception
tion to permit of the introduction here, Healey established himself as
of more ef the laugh stuff, there a juvenile.
It is n*t too much to
looks to be a big possibility.
say that the act can easily hold
Fred.
its own on any bill.
Burton.

popular in burlesque. Miss .Vallace
starts the act with a ballad.
She
STEVENS and LAURELL
Is Interrupted by Mollno, who keeps
LES and GERTIE ASHWELL
Singing and Dancing
the laughs moving speedily for five
Song and Dancing
12 Mins.; One
minutes or so of expressive pan10 Mins.; One
American Roof
tomime thereafter.
Molino talks
Man and woman in conventional American Roof.
once or twice In the act. This Is
Man and woman dancing team. a mistake. The
Singing and dancing routine, with
panto Is ^so well
entertainment values suitable for Open with old fashioned song and handled that talking spoils the IlluNo. 2 in the pop houses. The man dance idea. Man in tuxedo, girl in sion. Mollno is also a good tumshort dress. A double hard shoe bler.
is a graceful dancer, with an agility
and Ughtne.-is In soft shoe stuff dance is followed by her sola of
The act has genuine merit for a
that will come in handy as he goes "hock" and "knee locks," for which different type of turn for the neighalong in vaudeville.
Woman also she makes a CTUick change to short borhood houses. It should develop
dances adequately. The less sing- skirts.
with playing.
Bell.
ing the team do the better dancing
He counters with a hard shoe
LILLIAN MORTON
their forte.
Is
An opening song eccentric buck, well handled. A THREE WHIRLWINDS
Songs
would suffice, the stepping is of suf- doublo waltz clog was good for an Roller Skating
14
Mins.; One
ficiently high grade to put them encore. They scored strongly open- 7 Mins.; Three
23d St.
across surely in the small time.
ing the show here. It's a good small
State
Clever
little single of the soubret
time opener.
Bell
Con.
Three men In a fast roller skat- type who puts over character numing routine that M zip and go for bers in a manner that should keep
FRANCIS and MARCELLE
SHERLOCK SISTERS and
every second of its seven minutes. her working in the smaller big time
8ongs
CLINTON
It speed means anything the act houses.
Her opening pop semi11 Mins.; One
Songs and Dances
looks set as a standard opener any- comic gives her a chance for imPalace, Brooklyn
15 Mins.; Two
where. The trio Is neatly costumed personations of the manner in
A two-women turn, formerly Palace, Brooklyn
in white shirts, white trousers with which others would sing it.
She
called a "sister act."
They sing
A three-act with the Clinton, a black stripes along the seams and follows this with a "love" number,
and one plays the piano. Conven- mister. The Sherlock Sisters have waist sashes a la Spanish cavalier. giving- an Impression of a tough
tional specialty of its class, strict- previously appeared in a three-act, It's a striking affectation, the whirl- little east side flapper
that will get
ly small time and only that through with another man or men.
Small- ing adornments as they spin about to almost any of tho pop house
the younger girl, whose personalty time turn, usual songs and usual dizzily accentuating the difficulty audiences.
Three other numbers
Is the act. Besides she is the piano dances with the opening a Jap num- of each stunt.
are included in her routine at presplayer.
Nothing to distinguished this
ber.
As a sight act It Interests. Par- ent, all of the popular type, and
The act Is with the unit show from the other ever so many acts ticularly at the mammoth State, she handles them all well.
produced by Lew Cantor.
At the of its sort that the small time wants where sight acts ofttimes win more
It is a gingery style, however, that
Palace they were No. 2. It's Loew's for one reason or another.
than song and talk turns, was it gets her over rather than the num8ime.
roundly applauded.
Mime.
Abel.
Palace.
ber themselves.
Fred.

—

ED HILL
Cartoonist
11 Mins.;

One and
American Roof.
Hill

opens

Two

"one," with patter
about "Hattie's hats."
drop
divides showing an easel with a
girl's head sketched thereon.
Hill
changes the hats on the figure, also
adding different furs and wraps,
using two colored crayons.
in

A

His sketching is accompanied by
a continuous line of chatter that is
pertinent, but doesn't glean many
laughs. The sketching is interesting and away from the beaten path.
A Red Cross nurse finish was good
for solid applause.
Hill has assembled an interesting small time
vehicle.
They liked the turn at
this house where he deuced It.
Con.

.
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NEW SHOWS

PALACE

SEASON'S FIRST UNIT

n

WEEK

THIS

as strong at this house Monday, but
obviously it is a star draw, not the

RIVERSIDE

The Utilization of the
lhanez novel Is quite average which
courts peril for the star's magnetic
value if he is not better fitted wilb
Abel.
vehicles.

story's.

Business as usual here, though
Considerable switching In the
show not quite up to the super- Riverside bill Monday evening, with
the program of little use as far as
lative Palace standard. This week's
the running eider was concerned.
bill lacks "class," an element usually Both the first and second sections
the

SMALL
t-

"Manicure Shop" Showing This Week— Four Acts
and 33-Nfinute Skit with No Chorus 10 People
in Complete Show
Opens for Loew's

—

—

What

termed a "unit* show" and

la

designed for pop vaudeville houses
did its break-in the first half of this
week at Loew's Palace (Brownsville), Brooklyn, with Loew's Ave.
B., New York, Its goal for the week's

a

It's

Lew Cantor

in

all,

with 10 people appearing in the included skit, called "The Manicure
Shop," running 33 minutes and containing novf horus girls. The Cantor
complete, show is the first unit of
the mass intended for production for
the new season, many of which are

now

in rehearsal,

some

for big time,

The four acts and the skit opened
the Palace at 8.40, the entire
vaudeville show ending at 10.05, giving the combination performance
at

one hour and 25 minutes.

Keports fay this "unit" (which
does not at all resemble the scheme
of a vaudeville unit performance as
generally understood) is an experiment, formed to play small time
only.
Of that there Could be no
mistake after witnessing it. Cantor
is
reported to have another and
"unit show" for the Loew
to start next week at
the same houses.
It is understood
"The Manicure Shop" unit is intended for middle western vaudeville
houses, but not booked by Loew's.

similar

Itself,

The small time expects to Judge
a unit show such, as It will accept,
by the expense (paying the producer
a lump sum for the entire performance) and also the running time
will have to be figured, according to
the policy of the pop house and the
usual length allotted to the vaudeville portion.

The
tire

four, acts comprising the enperformance are a two-man

act opening, a two-girl act No. 2,
a three-act (two women and a man)
No. 3, and a mixed two-act closing
with the skit gaining an additional
player, who may be stage carpenter
for a bit, making the company on
at the finish 10 in all.
As a small time producer of girl
tabs and production acts Cantor has
operated east and west. Evidently
he has preferred to remain in that
division and has done so for several

years without venturing away from
it.
His productions have never been
distinctive even for the small time,
but somehow they have steadily
worked. Cantor has grown to be
marked for making his small lime
act keep working.
Through that
be has been called a shrewd small
time producer, and if the continuous
working of his acts is a criterion he
understands small time producing,
if nothing else.
The Loew Circuit
is said to have selected Cantor as
the trial producer for the unit small
time combination vaudeville shows
With the understanding If succeeding he would continue as the sole

Loew

unit maker.

"The Manicure Shop"
"The Manicure Shop" as put on
Lew Cantor i.s neither a revue.

by

Skit,

girl

net

nor tab;

It'fl

a farce

comedy with music, employing onfy
and always looking bar

principals,

•

during its 33 minutes through the
ahsonee of chorus «irls. The set is .is
the title states. ' To till in the open
space* and make the act look alive
the principals, when not engaged in
songs or business, are seated at
tables.
This gives to the turn the
semblance of an old-time small time
girl

act

and

six

that had three principals
However, the*
Choristers,

production end here, in clothes more
Mian set, evidences some money
spent. There are five women, well
dressed, for the afterpiece, each
with a change of gown.

The

story of

"The Manicure Shop"

appears to have hern taken for (Tie
purpose of the unit ;md had engaged
n»e acts to

engaging

fit

the roles, Instead
acts and making

"t

a
the
in* out of them. The consequence
the main portion of the "Shop"
thing is a repetition of the acts' own
work during the earlier vaudeville
portion.
When there is no «niio«,
*»i.uaUoii, nor business, there is a
i'

•«

»

full

at tho

Broadway .Monday with the weather
Ideal for indoor sports. On the night

pending on comedians who in each .-how Dixie Hamilton and Laui i
instance came forth with musical Bennett were out.
Mrs. Sidney Drew and Company instruments. Notwithstanding this,
Allman and Howard copped tin
would come as near Qualifying for the comedy developed in good style hit of the bill next to shut. Jack
show progressed.
Allman has an ideal little partner in
the silk-lined course as any shown, as the
Barbette, a female impersonator, Jessie Howard, and should go far
but her vehicle Is scarcely polished
on the wire and rings, started pro- with his present turn, which is novel
song or dance, singly or doubly, or enough. She does rather well with ceedings.
With several daring and funny. The burlesque is broad
with a trio, the very things the acts it, for a player who
•-...
had
»*«*v»
com»» »«V has*
**«.+ •?
OIU1I10 injected
stunts
IHJVlllU into a fast routine, and catching. A low comedy scene
had previously performed in their
sho a good start, mak- in the middle of the act was i
paratively
little stage speaking ex- he gave the show
own specialties, although different
way for P.u ing and Lynn, No. 2/ "wow" with this audience and can
But it is thin, and the j"K
songs. The dancing is immaterial, perience.
These two boys were the first to repeat anywhere. Miss Howard is
in the skit and in the acts.
predestination angle, dragged in introduce musical instruments, but a peach of a looker and an ideal opA straight trick bicycle rider in with 'no foundation and no plaus- merely carried them on. They posite for Altaian's comedy. The
the opening turn (Brossius and ible alibi, is piffle. The playlet has gained momentum towards the fin- turn mopped.
Brown) has a speaking character
Seme laughs
ish while dancing.
Another favorite was "Veterans of
role in the farce, that of a tough boy. no ending and no beginning and were accorued tftem earlier.
Variety," one of the series of "vets'
He starts and then forgets the char- very little in the middle. What
Arlington
Billy
and Company that are now playing around. Theso
acter, losing the tough accent.
His interest it ho'ds is In the personal- gathered the first real comedy hon- old time aggregations sure do apact-partner, the comedian of the ity (or rather the person) of Mrs. ors.
Arlington, with his familiar peal, and seemingly to all types. A
turn, is also the comedian of the
survey of the Broadway audience
She 4s a dashing looking! tramp characterization, had little didn't reveal a preponderance of old
skit, never speaking, but becoming Drew.
spreading laughs
in
difficulty
light
comedy
leading
woman
of
the
the come-on to buy an interest in
timers, yet the turn registered as
running,
with
C.
I.
the
throughout
than
the manicure shop. The comedy of semi-drawing-room (and more
Taylor acting as a corking foil. strongly with these In as It would
the farce is hard-luck stories told semi-dining-room) type, with bobbed The comedy musical work by this before an assemblage of their grandintelligent
hair
fleecy,
and
rather
a
the come-on by the women, he givteam, with Eleanor Arlington and parents.
ing each a check for different rendition of lines. Ciosmg the first Joseph Ward adding their bit voThe other comedy entries wer*
amounts until the property man or part, the act took a few giggles and cally, gained genuine npp'ause.
George Austin Moore, fourth, nnu
carpenter, in the uniform of an asy- one hearty laugh.
Jimmy Pinto and Jack Boyle, pro- Wayne, Marshall and Candy, third.
Van and Corbett, following anlum keeper, ta'.;cs him away as an
other crashing hit for%L'<. pes and his gramed to close the show, were The latter is an "audience'' trio that
escaped lunatic.
moved down to follow Arlington. has been playing, around the threeFollowing this antl-cllmax the band, really took the honors ot the Pinto registered strong laughs from a-day. The act seemed outclassed
Van was never as
ends
with
skit
a wedding number, performance.
an orchestra seat with the cross-tire on this bill. The opening aims at
hisalmost
long
and
funny
i.n
his
and for the finale a radium effect is
"wop" banjo playing comedian upon novelty, but the day has passed
lightly tried for on the white gowns toric career as he is in this run of the stage. Boyle furnishes* the nec- when a vaudeville audience will fait
11
nifty
sly
patter.
After
hoke
and
of the two brides and two brideso'clock the audience was in solid essary "class" as the straight man, for "arguments" in front of the curmaids.
m
with the third member equally de- tain and gasp with astonishment
There Is nothing worth while In and laughing ro'idly. and the champ ervlng with the other two of pro- when the "debaters" ascend tho
and
the comic could have taken a
the farce and little more in the
gram mention. The turn is largely rostrum. There is no novelty to
vaudeville other than jthe young few extra encores as late as it way. built around the latter, who made this type.
The specialities of the
Billy Sharp and Ccmpany, in the
woman of Walter and Dyer, who.
tiling hum with his work upon the trio would Just about pass otherrevue
with her nutisms. -tails and flounder- development of the cabaret
wise. It's very light entertainment
instrument.
string
ing about, besides some mugging, act which has grown Into a real
Margaret Severn, with Antonio
Brown's Dogs opened neatly and
audeville turn, stopped the show
lends that low comedy to a situation
and Paco Cansino and Jtuben Beck- cutely. The dogs are of small breeds
that would not be a situation with- In the first division with applause wit ii in a' flash dancing act. closed and find instant
favor with the
so
almost
that
sounded
suspicious,
If Miss Dyer can hold up
out it.
Miss Severn is an women through their cute routines.
If the first half.
this en^re performance it would sustained and clamorous was it.
exponent of the more artistic styles The trainer is a good showman and
appear she is much too valuable to it was plugging, it whs persistent of dancing, and carries her work puts the animals through with speed
waste upon it. And if Miss Dyer (or and blatant; if it was legitimate, through in a finished manner. Her and precision.
Miss Walrer) can affect all audi- which is more likely, then Sharp Benda ma: k dances are along novel'
Cunningham and Bennett,' second,
ences as she did the simple-minded rang the bell hard and resounding y lines. The Cansinos, fast-stepping
one at the Palace, Brooklyn. Tues- on his initial Palace engagement. Spanish daneers. gave the act speed. got to them after a slow start. This
day evening, then she can hold it Up. He has made some changes since Beckwith holds the reigns at the pair have talent but will never g?t
The Palace bunch wanted their low- this reviewer last caught the rou- piano and delivers nicely with a anywhere with the present routine,
comedy very low. They were ready tine, the little blondie who sings novel specialty. Artistically the act which lacks cohesion or punch, and
consists of a series of double songs
Daisy' being an lmpcrtant reinto laugh at anything that could
the honors of the early section. padded out with "crossfire." Cunmake them laugh, the lower and forcement. She has looks, a lovely took
Two fhort-reel pictures were ningham is a song writer and a
ballad voice and a "manner." She
rougher the better.
screened during intermission, with cjever artist who can handle linos,
It is hardly likely, however, that should be programed, and so should
The rest run Miss Franklin taking up the run- but an author's service Is needed
any, small-time vaudeville audience the dancing fiddler.
after. The come- unless they are satisfied' on tho
accustomed 1o any kind of vaude- for Sweeney, though the Palace ning immediately
was courteous throughout^ dienne offered seven numbers, with three-a-day bills. Miss Bennet Is a
ville, 'small or smaller, will accept crowd
genuine ap- good looking blonde with ability.
displaying
audience
the
this "Manicure Shop" as worth the and went wild over Sharp's hoofing.
The strong They closed strongly despite the
Mirer and Mack blnged It again. preciation of Cach.
What it
33 nfinutes it takes up.
hearty material.
gained
the
songs
In
comedy
bet
at
Palace.
the
may think of the vaudeville Is prob- which is a cinch
the "l Was the Belt of the
lematical.
Two of the acts have always. The reception they got laughs,
Moore did neatly with his Negro
Help! Help!" and
Beach."
"Help!.
tvvomany
a
strong
enough
for
was
have
the
other
two
and
something
stories and songs.
Moore's cleanleaders
nothing, with extremely slight va- act's getaway. Their work is swift the final number being the
cut appearance and excellent dlaand sure-fire, without an extra ges- in this direction. Minus the pup- lecting cinched It for him. >£ie was
riety among the quartet of turns.
piano.
the
Burton
Green
at
port
of
And
when
they
or
lost
ture
word.
a
The opening turn, in its trick
spotted just right and ran^up an
assisted by
rider and comedian, makes an ac- finish they are through, without Miss franklin is ably
impressive total of laughs with Ins
good work Andy Byrne as a pit leader.
their
ceptable number for the spot. The shading down
stories.
One or two sounded new.
Lydell and Macy, assisted by Lida
straight bicycle rider is good enough through some tortuous epilogue, as
Rose and Moon, as smooth a danto stand out in the position, while some* teams do just to show that Leah, offered a different brand of cing combination as has been se
A comedy next to closing than had in seasons, closed the vaudeville
the comedian (with an eccentric they can "hold" an audience.
make-up suggesting a foreigner that traffic policeman can hold a whole been brought forth earlier. The spot portion. The act carries a pianist
he carries with him into the skit) mob, too, but he gets $100 a month. was extremely late for a talking act, and the usual special drapes and
progresses
Pronson and Edwards, with the with the two men making their cyclorama. The dancing consists of
he
earns
laughs as
through pantomime and dressing. authorised use, of the Collins and material stand up. Lydell's dance buck, eccentric, waltz clog and a
makeup, mannerisms and finish topped off their work In good novelty waltz double that Is a clasThis act has been playing about for Hart
*
The Breen Family, unpro- sic. This pair can take a spot on
material, started the show with 'a shape.
some years.
nightcap. any hill and score
supplied
the
Francis and Martelle are two girls, whizz. They lack Just the last re- gramed.
on sheer merit.
with the younger one only making finement of finesse that the old Lois Bennett, programed for No. 3, They are both big league hoofeis.
Hart.
They are under masters of satiric nonsense had, but did not appear.
an impression.
Con.
Sisif
they
Sherlock
amazingly
well,
and
the
they
do
Acts,
as
are
New
ters and Clinton, a three-act of two went abroad somewhere, somewhere
women and a man, that went Collins and Hart had never been,
23rd
through their song-and-dance rou- they would be an instantaneous
For a small show, the bill at the
sensation.-Valentino solos in ,the tungstens
tine, winding it up with a speech.
Olga and Alan Parado went all week In "Blood and Sand" and 23rd Street the first half had all tho
The Walzer and Dyer couple
Tho
closed tho vaudeville, the "nutty" strong in No. 2 spot on what seemed solely responsible for the S. R. 6. class of a big time program.
young woman bringing the only re- very little vaudeville. The girl has draw Monday night. The lobby was six acts were all class and the
ception when reappearing shortly a high voice that also can hit low, decorated in Spanish lace, the foyer frame-up was vaudeville with lots
afterward in the afterpiece. By her- but she hasn't much melody in any within the theatre was appropriately of variety. In addition there was
self this young woman seemed to tell register, and was off the key several set with Spanish antique furniture, a good feature picture as well as
everything she had in the first three times on all of them. She bills her- and the general effect was further the usual Pathe % news and 'Topics
Joo Laurie was the
lent atmosphere through the medium of the -Day."
minutes, but the house warmed to self as a miniature Galli-Curci
her continuously, especially after very miniature. The brother plays of a couple of male poseurs on the headliner and the diminutive comedian next to closing was a cleanup
ishe changed a comedy costume to tho grand, and programs himself as sidewalk dressed in Spanish garb.
The supporting six act bill was for laughs from the beginning to
another that was semi-straight. a protege of Paderewskl. He fingers
They finished with a dance, and well enough, but the "showman- spotty nnd probably considered the finish. His quiet manner of
stopped the show.
ship," with the deadly earnestness negligabln and subsidiary to the fea- working and the bright stuff, a lot
An awkward incident was the and the high-art ferocity and the ture. The Three Whirlwinds and of the talk being a little different
same song employed by the three- Coming-out-of-a-trance at the fin- Gertie Saunders (New Acts) oc- from last season, held the audience.
act and the two-act following. Va- ish of each number Is applesauce. cupied the ace and deuce positions The little girl with him as his sisMiss Saunders ter, instead of the two elderly people
riety's New Acts records show that The applause, however, was hefty. in the order named.
Diamond and lirennan, on third, is the colored single who Is showing formerly carried, fills the picture
Walzer and Dyer were singing the
She is a winsome girlish
"You're Wonderful" song two years did the expected and got their at the State on a novelty salary neatly.
ago.
The number fitted the three- stuff across easily.
The closing basis, a precedent for the small timo. miss and has personality which asi.t for a laugh, but in a four-act
song Is well selected, and gives Miss Her salary was to have been fixed serts Itself, even though sho hasn't
hill that must have rehearsed for the
Brennsn a good chance to display after her Monday debut and gauged a single line to say.
skit it looked like stubbornness or her unusual voice to theatrical ad- accordingly.
On Just ahead was Lillian Norton
indifference for both to use it.
Following an apparently
Weston and Kline No. 3 started (New Acts) with a snappy single
vantage.
Too much is not looked for In a trained soprano. Miss Brennan, with slow in tho crosstalk, due chiefly to that was a terrific applause hit. She
small-time vaudeville program now- an apparently homo-made contralto. the poor acoustics that didn't get the is rather of the soubret type with a
adays around New York.. Too much showed her up. Diamond's comedy chatter past the mid-section, but fast manner, of putting over her
in vaudeville is never given, where •.vent cleanly, as it always will to a Clowned effectively, though labor- numbers and
appears to be a safo
iously, to a farewell "wow" through bet for any
the dependence seems to be wholly fast gathering.
pf the smaller big time *
placed in the picture, and too much
Lopez, who now has a squatter's the medium of Miss Kline's hokum houses with her present routine.
and encore scene in the underworld
from principals in a revue or skit lien on the opening Intermit
Another new act offering was the
or farce on the small-time cannot spot at the Palace, showed some cabaret.
he expected from act*speclalists, novelties and again revealed himLibby and Sparrow (New Acts) closing turn, "Katoushka" (New
That, self a cunning, tasteful projector of showed a new song nnd dance pro- Acts), which evidently means i
for that work.
in. trained
however, is a matter between the Ideas as well as a modest, lovable, duet ion that looks "in" for fast com- Russian village. Here in an act fatbookers and producers. If the idea effective leader and musician. The pany. Permaine and Shelley were better than closing and with the reexpectations band did "Pinafore" with several next to closing, getting the audience arrangement nf the present niitenil
is to give a show the
trick touches, and "Sunny Day.'' Into good humor with the opening and the development of the comedy
can*! counteract the intact salary.
If "Th<« Manicure Shop" Combinadone with a storm, rainbow and icrobatlc hokum on the trapeze In it could be Worked m\) Into a vaudeunit
small-time
salabte
«>ue."
After that it continues its ville "Chauve-Souris." It is in that
tion is a
sunshine effect, went for a wow.
',.,••.
Ui.it
melodious course with the dual particular regard that Its value lies.
show there should la- .ill ork y of pro- Tli" hit was so ten ill
Van Cello, the pedal Juggler,
violin and concertina work.
ductions along its line, for as at wouldn't let him make a speech
They
opened with 'some corking rlsley
tip y Wanted a number.
There have had to respond to ah extra bend.
present composed it looks easy.
Bime.
hen few triumphs like that OX
Mile l)u Barry and Co. (New work with the barrels. The woman
Lopes, even here Cedora, the dar- Acts), The overture, excerpts from In the act makes three changes durIng little gnl riiler who spin- iround "Carmen,"
the chaser and In- ing the off. •ring, that being id »ut
A benefit performance at the Hotel Inside a golden globe, closed, com- 'i tducii v was
ill that she does
lo.
However, with
t<»
the
As
feature,
Trouville. Long teach.. Monday net- ing on too late for a hundred p.>r drawing card it has proved Its worth the general working out ol the black
mil white scheme In stage decora(.nt. iM.uins,
ttu\. iitmiK
doing IV<
tho |UUT
i«v III"
ted $;., 000 for the Lung Beacll Hos- <«m.
hearing, but
formidably
Ml llli.llilj !•>
.1 U.l (1 \V
four VVl'GIl
week'sI) TUII
run Oil
on 1Broadway
>
nith those who did stay.
Lait.'
'at the Rialto and Rivoli, repeating
pital.
(Continued on page 40)
acts.
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taking in Shubert vaudevilgj.

time

BROADWAY
About three-quarters

1

comhlnatlon, of

and nine people

house. That is
the acts, or all
they are not of
suasion, which
all mean that

v

finish.

four acts

compound at this of the show underwent chaflges in
the fault of none of the running order, with Irene
Franklin, programed for second after
of them combined; Intermission, switched to opening
that vaudeville per- that section.
The first half had
of course doesn't at comedy acts in rapid-fire order, the
dethey are not good «econd, third and fourth acts

in the prescribed
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REVIEWS OF RECORDING DISKS
{Variety department of critical review* of the current phonograph record*)

POPULAR

further enhanced by a violin obllgato and piano accompaniment "deftly

Friday, September

(Cort). "Scandals'* (Globe), "Shore
Leave" (Lyceum), "Music Box Rerue" (Music Box), Ziegfeld "Follies"
(Amsterdam),
Soak"
"The
Old
(Plymoutb), "Partners Again" (Selwyn), "Spice" (Winter Garden).
The cut rate list with the week's
additions reached a total of 12, topping the number of buys by one.

WITH HIS UMPAH UMPAH ON handled bv Kuth Stickney and The
THE UMPAH ISLE— Collins Thomas Crisclle. Clay Smith's
and Harlan (Vocal).
•'Sorter
Miss You," now several
HURRY ALONG LIZA WITH ME— years since
was first issued,

shows

listed are:

"The Dover

Road"

Arthur Rlchman's comedy, "The
If You Will"
"The Gingham Girl" Awful Truth" In London.
"The Torch Bearers"
"Zoxo," at the Little, has caught
"He Who Gets Slapped"
extent

(Garrick), "Fools Errant" (Elliott),

(Playhouse), "Abie's Irish Rose"
(Republic), "The Goldfish" (Shubert), "Sue, Dear" (Times Square),
"Spice" (Winter Ga.den).

Bernard and Ernest Hare sounds as good as ever, and the
(Vocal)— Edison No. 51021.
Perm
ballad.
Arthur
"Smllin'
and Harlan deliver the Through," has a wist fulness about
•TJmpah" song In keeping with the it that becomes more marked with
rollickmg air Harry Von Til Ear has repetition.

— Okeh

Same

No. 4635.

Gerald Grifhn's forte has been
songs on the Okeh disks, for
which he records exclusively, although one ventures he would be as
effective with appropriate light ballads and standards. His ingratiating
tenor could be employed effectively
to build up a ballad following.
The couplet in hand are both orthodox Irish songs, "At the Risin* of
the Moon"
Dermot MacMurrough)
in the nature of a battle hymn, with
the recurrent phrase, "Hurrah, my
boys for freedom at the risin' of
the .moon."
<

THE BUREAU— Russell Hunting RED MOON WALTZ— Ernest L.
Stevens Trio.
(Monolog).
HAD MY WAY, PRETTY
CASEY TAKING THE CENSUS— IF
I

Same— Pathe

BABY

No. 20786.

"The Bureau," an alleged humorous selection done by Russell Hunt"the

ing,

Michael Casey,"

original

is unfunny, containing many weak
comedy points and few mirth provokers. The monologist's deep bass

voice and clear enunciation are his
sole assets here, and it is suggested
he make full use of them by having
somebody write his stuff for him
really

funny

lines.

The other

side is a better laughCasey is taking the census
and holding a conversation with an
imaginary vis-a-vis, piping falsetto
for the female straight who feeds
him for the laughs on the order of
That side
a vaudeville two-act.
holds quite a few laughs.
getter.

SORTER MISS YOU— Henry

Edison No. 51026.
a three-piece combination
(sax, banjo and piano), the Stevens
Trio puts considerable "kick" into
its stuff, even though John Sorin
occasionally interpolates a Chinese
block effect to add further novelty,
as with the latter recordLng. "Red
Moon" is a smooth waltz (Henri de
Martini), decorously done with fitting quietude. Stevens' piano tickling stands out forte in the main,
although the vibrating banjo fijrures
prominently in a "rolling" twangtwang, the sax later chiming in for
some wicked split reed stuff.

For

HYMN TO THE SUN (Fox Trot)—
Casino Dance Orchestra.
SWANEE RIVER MOON (Waltz)—
Same

Moeller

"Hymn

(Vocal).

THROUGH — Same— Gen

SMILIN'

nett No. 10062.
Two standard selections

Trot)—

Fox

(Medley

—

Same

— Pathe
to

No. 20603.

Sun"

the

another

is

fox trot adaptation of a RimskyKorsakow tune, the same composer
whose "Song of India" was ragged

from the
famous Wit mark "Black and White"' for dance purposes. Onivas (otheredition are mated on this Gennett wise D. Savino last name reversed
disk. Henry Mocller's tenor being
(Continued on page 37)

—

at the Booth;
"Sally, Irene * and
BROADWAY STORY
Mary," a Shubert musical show at
(Continued from page 13)
Casino,
the
and
"Wild Oats Lane,"
Monday night. "Whispering Wires"
George Broadhurst's second proat the 49th Street also looks set, it
d
action, which relights the Broadgetting $9,500 or better last week in
hurst.
The Park, under the direca house that is limited in capacity.

Leave" at the Lyceum has
been petting top money
among the new dramatic arrivals,
with over $11,500 grossed last week.
It is not so well spoken Of however.
".Shore

actually

"Daffy-Dill" the

of the

first

big

tion
also

of

Minsky brothers, will
up late next week, de-

the

light

signed for a stock burlesque policy.
Better weather last week brought
a recovery frcm the low takings of
the previous hot weather and Saturday's rain filled many of Broadway's show shops. Ziegfeld's "Follies" drew the biggest week's business since opening, with more than
$37,000, while "Kiki"
proved Its
leadership of the dramas by getting
close to $15,000, Or virtual capa-

musical shows to come in went to
nearly $18,300 in five days at the
Apollo for its first week and was a
turnaway early this week. There
are eight more important musical
attractions due in within the next
month.
"Sally, Irene and Mary"
eomes to the Casino next Monday city.
Next week a number of attracwith excellent road reports; "Greenwich Village Follies'" takes poses- tions will wind up and take to the
Among them are "Spice," at
road,
sion of the Shubert Sept. 11; "The
assing Show of 1922" at the Win- the Winter Garden; "The Goldfish,"
"The Dover
ter Garden during the same week; at the Shubert, and
l

"The Yankee
operetta

is

Princess'' an imported

du<

in late In

the month;

"Orange Blossoms" at the Fulton,
Sept.
the
26;
new "Music Box
Revue" is s« for premiere, Oct. 2,
and "The Hunch and Judy" should
t

arrive shortly
the Shuberts'

afterwards,

Lady

"T^ie

as
of

will

the

Rose" which will follow the San
Carlos grand opera company at the
Century next month.
"The Bat" will end its great run
of 106 weeks at the Morosco Saturday. The Btay of two weeks more
than two years earned the right to
till "third year" for the remarkably
profitable mystery play.
There are no other closings listed
though enr of this week's new shows
may be taken off Saturday. Last
we« k tlu r< w« re two sudden withdrawals "Lights Out" leaving the
Vanderbilt dark, and "The Woman
vviir Laughed" leaving the Long;.<i».
ti.<
ii.
bra<
> ran but
two Hi ks.
.

<

:

i

«

"Manhattan," n drama, opening at
the Playhouse two weeks ago, will
move to the Nora Bayes, Monday
changing its title to "East Side,
West Side." The Playhouse will t»
main dark a week, then opens with
the lust W. A
Brady production.
reams for Bale," an Open Davis
I

play
l-.i..ily

Whatever

foreign

pieces

Road,'' at the Bijou.

IN

"Scandals" Buy
A group Of the brokers who
entered into an agreement with
George Whir.* prior to the opening
of "Scandals" at the r;iohe. whereby
they were to take snts for 12 weeks
with the stipulation that the box
Office price would be maintained at
$3.85, are in aims over the tilting of
the scale to $4.40, beginning next
week.
Despite th< original agreement for the 12 weeks buy was cut
to eight weeks, the brokers maintain
White failed to keep faith by raising
the price.
1

The White show was

the only one
those bowing in thli week that
xtracted a buy from the brokers.

*

of
<

The management of "The Gingham
Girl" and the Carrol] theatre tried
for an eight-week buy, but had not
connected Wednesday. There is a
possibility another one of two attractions will be added to the list
by next w< k.
A number of ih« week's openings
w. re on sale In th< cut rates with
balcony *»ats offered for the opening nights of some. Of the season's
new attractions there are already
five on (he cut r.. tr J|st, three that,
came in this week "The Gingham
(

"The Ton h
art
if You Will."
The one added st.ir»er

Girl."

I

i

and

is"

"I

Will

mvnreit for this qide will be

to

t

he

list

held off for later presentation.

of last week's buys by the advance
n<xt Week
list f*^.
price brokers wai the Hopkins proWednesday, was "Hunky ductlon.
old
"Th<
Soak,"
the
Dory, an Imported Scotch comedy ag< ncies taking 200 n night for this
al the Kiau. -The Bndlcsi Chain," attraction with a 25 p< r cent, return
Brlangcr's Brut new production of privilege
This brought the total
the season, at the Cohan; "The Plot list of buys' to 11: "Paffy Dill"

Th«

el up

Incoming
to

Thickens,"
t>t

l,.e

c,t

s
.1

foreign adaptation, to
bj

I';

!

J

f

Apollo). **KhVT
,t),

-«'

M'.i-T- (-•<>)

pi

'K.mpy"
'
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LONDON

(Continued from page 2)
of one of her dancing
The
Laurent Novikoff.
proceedings began with a religious
the part
partners,

service, after

yet awhile. Next week she returns
to outer London in Ibsen's "Hedda
Gabler."
Supporting her will be
Frank Randall, William Armstrong

which champagne and and Barbara Gott.

cakes were served with further
An adaptation of the Baroness
quaint ritual, Novikoff and his wife
kissing each guest in turn. Pavlova Orczy's novel "Leatherfacc" will be
then danced the first few steps on produced at Portsmouth, Sept. 25,
the new floor and wished every- and will afterwards be seen in the
West End. An American actress,
one present good luck.
Louisa Fredericks, will be in the
Robert Courtneldge's production leading part. The play will be proof the new musical play "Gabrielle," duced by Franklyn Dyall.
one of the features promised for
the present autumn season, has been
The Alhambra bill for the current
week is stronger than usual. Sterpostponed until spring, 1923.
ling Saxophone Four, Neil Kenyon,
Among the cast of Somerset Morris Harvey, a revue comedian;
Maughan's new play "East of Suez." Chick Farn (late of Farr and FarTucker, singing violinist;
which Basil Dean produces at His land;
Majesty at the end of August, are Edna Maude; D'Arty and Partner,
Meggie Albanesl. Ada King, Ursula Italian knockabout comedians; Carl
As
Millard, Basil Rathhone, Malcolm Formes, and Dancing Demons.
Keen, Henry Kendall and Charles is the case at the other Stoll halls
this week, the Leglen tennis oneV. France.
reel
film
is
being
extensively
Advertising in the sky Is spread- "starred."
ing. Started to boost a daily newspaper, It has spread to the theatre
Hill and O'Connell, formerly of
and all London is watching the an- Hill, Cherry and Hill, sail for home
nouncement of "Listening In" at the on the Carolina, Aug. 17. Their
Apollo as airmen write it in the stay here has been anbrief and unsky. The production has suffered a fortunate one.
They played one
postponement of two days.
week only and that at Sheffield,
where their act failed to catch on.
Mrs. Leslie Faber was granted a
divorce against her husband, Leslie
Ralph Lohse and Nan Sterling are
Emerson Faber, July 29, on the the making a hit on the Moss time.
grounds of desertion and miscon- Opening last week at the Empire,
duct.
No defense. Leslie Faber is Swansea, they were moved after
Sybil Thorndyke's leading man at their first show from closing the
the New.
Plaintiff was Winifred bill to the "star'' position.
They
Arthur Jones, daughter of Henry are booked here, with one or two
Arthur Jones, the playwright.
vacancies to allow of the big WeRt
End houses coming in, until FebThe Repertory Players begin their ruary.
new season Sept. 10 with a new
comedy. They will do three proDudley Hardy, Britain's most faductions. At the moment they are
anxious to obtain non-playing mem- mous poster artist, died Aug. 17,
aged 55. He was famous for his
bers and also to read new plays.
girls and did much to popularize
William J. Rea will have the lead- the George Edwardes productions at
ing part In the Anglo-Chinese play th~ Gaiety and Daly's.

"Fan-Tan"

in

London, prior to a

Later in the autumn he will produce
a play founded on -Helen Mather's
novel, "Coming Thru' the Rye." A
theatre for the production has not
yet been fixed, but it is more than
likely to be the Adelphl, where he is
at present playing in the melodrama

Way

"The

of

an Eagle."

Ernest G. Rolls's appeal against
the sentence of three months' imprisonment as a "rogue and vagabond" was dismissed, but the Bench
reduced the sentence to o,ne of six
weeks in the second division. The
evidence on which he was convicted
was that he was seen by three
young women at a window of his' flat
in Maida Vale dressed in a blue
dressing gown and behaving improperly. Rolls is a brother of tho
Darewskls and the'husband of Jenny
Benson.
Before sailing for

man was

home Al Her-

offered 150 pounds for a
at the Rivoli, Whitechapel, by
Walter Wanger.
Herman's reply
was that he would not stop over for

week

the money in England — and
nothing will ever persuade him to
come back. Wanger continues to
stir up things here in music hall
circles with the offers he is making
all

to acts to play his picture house in
London and his other Cinema in

Brighton. He says the English audiences are resenting the holding back

of the big American pictures for a
year or more before showing them
here.
He claims they are as well
posted as the Americans on current
releases through reading of them in
the daily newspapers and magazines, and that his only alternative
to satisfy his patrons is to give them
the best that vaudeville has to offer
In lieu of the pictures so held back.

This week Wanger is presenting
one of Lew Herman's girl acts, for
which he is paying 160 pounds.

Gros8mith & Malone have decided
to
produce Somerset Maughan's
Chinese play, "East of Suez," at Hia
Majesty's Sept. 2.
Sir Alfred Butt and Edward Laurillards
production
"The Smith
Family" will open at the Hippodrome, Liverpool, Aug. 28, and in
London at the Empire, Sept. 6. Tho
principals are:
Harry Tate, Robert
Nainby, Billy Caryll (a comedian
new to London but who, it is said
by those who have watched his
provincial work, will soon take a
leading place in the West End),
Charles Brooks, Basil Foster, Ella
Retford, Connie Ediss, Mabel Green,
Phyllis Bedells. Cora Griffin.
The

—

An well as a new Maeterlinck play
which Is as yet untitled, Sir John
Martin Harvey has a new English
Harris Deans is writing a new version of Hugo von Hofmannversion of "Alice in Wonderland," sthall's "Jedermann." This has been
which Nigel Playfalr will produce adapted for English production by
Dr. Wheeler and the Hon. Sybil
at Christmas.
Amherst. The play is of a religious
After an absence of two years, nature. He begins his autumn pro- production will be staged by Gus
Sohlke.
The book is by Clifford
spent mostly in Berlin and Vienna, vincial tour Aug. 14 and will play
Arthur M. Fournler sailed for home his usual repertoire of tried suc- Grey, Stanley Logan, and Philip
Page, with music by Nat D. Ayer.
on the "Mauretanla" Aug. 6. While cesses.
in New York he will negotiate the
J. E. Vedrenne will produce "Seproduction of a newly written muThe Baroness Orczy's new play
sical piece and will then probably deals with the Spanish Armada. It crets," by Rudolf Besier and May
return to London to arrange for the is intended for the West End after Edginton-at the Comedy, Sept. 7.
produotlon here.
a provincial trial trip. The 'com- Fay Compton and Leon Quatermaine
pany includes Edward O Neil, Will- will play the leading parts.
The entire company and produc- iam Farren, Marjorie Day, and
#
tion of
the Hippodrome
revue. Louise
"Quarantine" from the Comedy
Fredericks, an American
"Round In 60," will be transferred player. It will be remembered that goes on tour. openinK in the suburbs
provincial tour, thereby
the general order.

reversing

Olympla, Liverpool, for a six
Christmas season.
Harry
will replace George Robey
as the principal comedian.
to

the authoress's

weeks

melodrama of the Napoleonic period,
was a dire frost when produced at
the Aldwych last year.

Weldon
C.

Row Over

chance.

Godfrey Tearle Is the latest canfor actor-manager honors.

Al

Irish

on to the
of that diminutive
houses being unable to meet the
seats.
The farce has
therefore been transferred to the
Strand, where it will have a better

"The Bat" (Morosco), "Manhattan" demand for

didate

Collins

THE COULIN— Gerald Griffin (VoTHE RISING OF THE MOON—

1082

(Bijou), "I Will

(Comedy),
(Carroll).
(48th St.),

It

Invested in the lyric about Pat Malone and his trombone, who ruined
the natives of the island with his
fascinating "umpah umpah" even to
the extent that after being there a
week they called him the Sheik,
interpolated among the three verses
and <hot uk«s is some tromboning
and vocal crossfire that make this
one of the best "canned" vaudeville
recordings reviewed in a long while.
''Liza" (Al Bernard) is a colored
boy's proposal ditty done by the
romposer and Ernest Hare, the former singing falsetto for the ''wench"
part in the double version idea. Bernard is one of the several disk
makers who is getting his both ways,
author's royalties in addition to the
revenue for doing record work.

1,

deal

B.

of

members

Cochran has had a good
with

company. months'

First Evelyn

Laye was jealous

of

production,

a

After having been seen by over
in
the course of Its 12
run, the last weeks of
"Sally" at the Winter Garden are

unpleasantness
of his "Phi-Phi"

the

last

700,000

who is the daughter of the announced.
Shakespearian
Tripp
actor
Edgar, and wished to resign.
"If Four Walls Told" finishes at
On
Cochran accepting her resignation, the Savoy, Aug. 18, and will be feishe reconsidered and is with the lowed by the American conudyshow. Then Alfred Lester saw him- melodrama "Lawful Larceny." The
self being left by the vaudeville arrangements for the American play
"star," Jay Laurier and also started arc a record in hustle at any rat<»
In to make the producer's life hard. for London.
The theatre was leased
He offered to work for six weeks for Aug. 9, and the printing dispatched
nothing, so It Is said by people on from New York on the same day;
the Inside, providing Laurier went Aug. 10 saw the scenery on its way.
out, but the management refused to the company sailed An;,', 15 and
accept the gift.
Laurier remained should arrive in England Aug. 21,
In and made a very big hit on the The production la fixed for Aug. 23.
revue's production at Portsmouth. The original production of "If Four
Lester was "taken 111" and retired, Walls Told* will K o on a short
Stanley Luplno taking over his part. suburban tour after it closes at the
Savoy.
"June,"

old

—

Marie Lohr will try out "The
Return" at the Royal, Birmingham,
Although only put up for a short
prior to bringing it to the Queens.' run, the success of 'Mane Clegg" at
In the cast will be Marie Lohr, the New has been so encouraging
Lottie Venne. George Tully, Dion that Sybil Thomdyke will continue
Boudcadlt, Alfred Bishop and Jack the run until October,
Rehearsals
Hobbs.

for

Bataille'e

succeeds
Defection like fever may be infectious and we may soon see several theatres trying to woo fortune
back by putting on blp; sensational
pictures. This follows the announce
ment of Marcus Locw's season at
the Palace which has been doing
quite well since it ceased showing
eellulolded drama.
The next house
to go in for pictures is the Aldwych,
where William Fpx picture "Nero"
will be screened from August 20
provided
the
Lord Chamberlain
licenses the feature. Other theatres
may follow but up to now no one
has announced his Intention or giving the Scala another chance.

Mrs Patrick Campbell is evidently
going to introduce her negroid
production "YooAoo" to Londoner*
not

it.

"La Scandale," which
have fiot commenced

and the cast is
l.esiio Faber
man.

not yet complete, but
Will

be

the

leading

Negotiations tor the production of
Peter Gawthorne's musical piny,

"The Island King," at either the
Empire or the Queens having broken
down, tli. producers art searching
for anothei theatre
w. ii. Berry
will ijiako his West End rcappearan« e
St.

in

this

John

production.

with the original company

4,

Edna

Best.

The repertory Idea is gathering
ground.
From Bath, where Lena

Ashwell has been playing, comes
the story of how the Repertory
movement there was turned from
.

failure to success.

enham,

let

rest

it

at

into coming up with their money.
But even now there is trouble to
it to patronize any part of tnc
house but the pit.

get

Alban Limpus has secured a new
Edward Percy, the author of
Four Walls Told." This he will
produce in a few weeks 'time. This
play, which is as yet without a title,
play by
"If

deals with

London

social

life.

>

Herbert Jay will produce a new
play by Roland Pertwee, "I Serve,"
In the province. Anp. 21.
It ma'y

come
H.

London

to

later.

Malthy, whose "The Rotterfc" failed badly in both New
York
and Chicago, due, so he says, to bad
prodii'tmn, has written a new comedy.
"Mr.
Budd of Kennlngton,
which Herbert Jay and Frank
». B.,
Curaon .will produce at Brighton,
Auk l.V The company is headed hy
F.

Tubby

Bdlln.

country

End

if

If

will be

lat< r in

Laic, ny

successful in the
seen in the West

the autumn.

Hairy Purns

Phyllis N% ilson T» rry, who is at
the moment Ihentreless, Is sn Id to he
latlnfc
the
production ol

Then Charles

that.

MacAvoy and others lashed Bath in
the press and the crowd was shamed

ful
<

Bath, like Chelt-

is a home of aristocratic
poverty, and its residence hated the
usual run of touring shows, it cried
out for highbrow plays and players.
At last it got what it wanted, but
having got it was quite satisfied to

Irvine,

the author of
"Jane Clt»gg" and many thcr play a
has retired to Switzerland, there to
write a ne U play for Davis Be la sco

rontemi

Sept.

including

at

will

present
the Savoy.

Law-

Maurice Moscovltch commence*
his Reason at the Apollo
early next
month with "The Torch," a drama
by John KnUoll. The „iay
VV in be
produced by Theod* Commisarjcv;;;'

]

y

Theatre.
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Friday, September

NEXT WEEK

BILLS

VARIETY

1922

1,

(SEPT.

R A
Dean
Smith A Barker
Raymond Bond Co Grace Hayea
ARRISB1 KG. PA.
PROVIDENCE

4)

IN VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

ppm

(All hooeee
Indicated)

The

tMk

the

tor

bolow are grouped

bill*

with Monday matii .—.

whm

according to booking

in divisions,

MaJeaile
othorwlM OeWitt
A Robinson

mot

Frozlnl

offlcea supplied

which these bllle are printed dooa not denote the relative
importance of acta nor their program positions.
In

before nam* denotes act la doing now turn, or reappearing aftar absence
from vaudeville, or appearing In city whara lis tad (or tba flrat time.
•

BW YOBK

CITY

Keith's Palace
Stare of Yaaterdajr

Keith's Greenpolnt
Id halt (31-1)

Keith's ir. O. II.
2d half (31-3)

(Others to

•Hagen A Marsh

Maryland
Al Shayne
Hall Ermine A B
Alice Hamilton
Valencia A D'mlngo

Tarran

•

"Letter Writer"

Ted Lewia A Band
Walters A Walters
Greenlee A Drayton

Adrian
'Golden Showera

Patrice

ft

(Two

to

(Two

A

(Two

to fill)
1st half (4-6)

Maggie Clifton
•Lillian Morton

Miller

2d half (7-10)
Maggie Clifton Co

Hren'n

6

A

A

Inc.
Toney A Qeorge
A Halliday
New York North
Howard & Clark

JEWELERS

S3 West 46th Street

Telephone Bryant 1543

(Two

Keith's Royal

Morris A Shaw
• 'Peg for Short"

W

Follette's

Proctor's 123th St.
2d half (31-3)
•Nell * Witt

A Oden

Freda A Anthony
Gordon A Ford

Jack Hedley
Page

•Realm of Fantasy
Harry Holmnn To
Sweeney
Duffy
Dixie Hamilton
Edith Clasper Co

and

(Two

Monroe A Grant

to All)

2d half (7-10)

Brown's Dogs
Rlgelow A Clinton

Garcinctti Droa
Moms' Broadway
Joe Laurie Jr

lay
(Two to
If. .Ih.

The Kharroclo

Suite 1313, Masonic

M'shall A C
A Wil'ette

Wnvne

Leddy A Leddy

,

Vincent

(Others to fill)
2d half
Redford A W'ch'ter

•George Morton
(Others to iii:>
Proctor's 5th Ave.
2d half (31-3)
Dixie 4
Lieut Thetion

(Others to fill)
Keith's Prospect
2d half (31-3)
Garcinettl Bros
Halliday A W'lette

(One to

Fordham

"Sun Dodgers"
•Harry Burns Co
The LeGrohs
Dreyer
LAB
(Two to

A

(Two

"Dress Rehearsal"

M

Montgomery
Chung JHTwa 4

•Johnson A Baker

2d
LAB
Dreyer
•Romeo Jr
half

half

1st

(4-6)

Keith's Hamilton
Dixie 4

Redford A W'ch'ter
Halliday A WiU'te
Edmunds Co
•George Morton
Brown's Dogs
(One to fill)

Janet of France
Bert Fitzgibbon

Van & Vernon

Holland A Odcm
Bert Pitxgibbon

(Two

to

fill)

half (7-10)

GEORQE

New York

•Parrel!

(Two

('

fill)

2<\

half

Howard *
•

Mill

y

CI

inic

Yiiu nt?

<'.•

Two

Roaellas
Keith's Jiltcrooii

Lewis a Body
•Clair* A Attinger
•Frank Beaslnger
tress Rehears il"
Flo Brady
il. ill in.
£
den
•Stafford A i.

Jimmy Luc
Kitty

N a

Davis

A

Frank

J

•

Pi far Bros
Joe Roberts

Darnell
till)

FAR ROCK AWAY

Silvers DuV.tli A
Listen Leal r"
to

Trennell

At

lill)

(re

K

i

>

half

i

»

r ie

i

4

(Two

to

ilda

fill)

Moss' Uegeut
Neater A Vincent
(lark A Storey
'Profiteering"

Kolas a Lee
A Alexander Co
«"»o to fill)
td half
I

Bennett

i.ira

Ovando

Sis

to

fill)

Keith's hi

•"W«

s».

.i

\
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1

1 .

"i

t
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i
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i
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:
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i

i

:
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I
i

I
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t

n
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A

me

.

Dreams

\-

r

<

*

'.'

i;i
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I

I,

4
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l
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l.'
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I
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i.
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p
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.
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—

i

i

"

R
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I

1

.
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'

•

'

t

Dee d a

•
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\
to

'•

^onis
It

:

!

I

*

ftOOT

i

i

t

vfVI

A

I

r
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'

r

i

r

i

Ihiini
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I

I

"
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.

•

|

In

It

ift.<

•:

piei

>r

IIII

i

II

i

Birds
Mildred I'arker
A Harrleoa
Southern Rfv
N.iy»n'.i

Co

tin

it

lies

1

:

i i

.-

i

>f

i

..

Mo

1

'

h

I.

v

1

1

I

.

to

,
i

K-

vii

If

1

.

1

1

hi

Mo

v

-

.

Km

l.annlng
l»:ii tiTt

g

T

>:•

-

V)

Hurke l.mv
ill My Goodness"

:

A

•

«

nly

i

A go

.->!.

v

I'm

>

1

G)

Ii

K,

i

\V

N

«v.

•

»

w
j\

i

..ii

...

with

ii

i

•

n to the

i

Dr. M. G.
stute

•!.

i

ond
t.

ii»
rV

.I

II

<i .

»..

>n
•(

CARY
i

profe.i

lolph

St.,

I

it

Ipti
•

.i

II

*

1

I

i

R»ed
Ktii

>

j.

'inritf
it

)

Tucker
Parker

LAKE CITY

Orpheum
(Wed opentne;)
Que Ed .v rda Co
'I'.uii
Smith
Sandv
Joe

Itoll.-y

Redmond a w.-hs
Lloyd Nev.ido

SAN

I

IC\N(IH((>

t.ol.l.ii

fSunda]

Sial -ra
A.

'.ilmntD

'

ft
i

S\I.T

v

F Maya

:.i"

itjdia

W.-lllngton Crosa
Lladqnlet A Allen

i

v

n

Ion
.i

Itan'l

Drug

1

Orpheum

Frank WilCOl

Ol N

Carroll
Show off'
Si an St a n ley
.

PAUL

ST.

i

/Sun
1

Knir Mortons
Morton A Glaag

f'l

NEB.
Orpheum

t

ly^r

(Sunday opening)
Wilaon Aubrey I

Steel

I.INt

'

»

DEMIST

.ir

(

Stanley A Hlrnea
Victor Moore Co
Hob Hall Co
Adelaide Hell

John

!'

Luster Broa

Main Street

1

iiii

KANSAS CITY

(Sunday opening!
Murray A Gerrlah
Frank Wilson

.lo

-

Bddie

li

k,

Dave M

"Jungl"l in.l"

Jean Gram«se
My una A M. Intyre
»n X
Ids
|
fiua Fowler

I'va

Mailer
T'wnaend Wither
H ri n r ;)H LU H I t

'v

LOUIS
Orpheum

ST.

Frank Sablni Co
Frank Ward

(Sunday opening)

Read's
Bell

•

i

'• 'i niri

i;n;

lot
It.-

•

1

Monan'ha
Sisters

(Sahday ot><»nlng)
Mabel Fori

Merle's (.'ock.it i»s
Nort'in

.

i

Laurie

Hoys
I

roll

A Dayna
* Cowan
Dankoff Co
Rome A Gaut

CreaajT
Ilailey

Orpheum

CLEVELAND

Palace
•

fletty

<
i

i

IM INN ATI

I

i

N. V.

Proi tor's
half (31
i

I

M hei
ti

'

>

the aid of a con-

WMt.in

Urns
Royal 5Sy.ln.ya

CHICAGO— KEITH CIRCUIT

R

<

Orpheum
Clark

Cliff

(Sunday opening)
SlmpaOM A Dean

Jarvis

i

tO

•

YONKRRS,

.1

...

...

T

Hi

SllVa

|

Feeney A

-illy

M.

<

i

KrRli's
,

leoi

Broa

.

•

i

'i"i

.

•'

''

<

OMAHA. NEB.

(Sunday opening)

Singer's Midgete
Knl. In A Hall
"Wonder Olrl"

TH

I

Korall

(•-10)

Sla

1

1

Dorothy

I

.•I

/ invi
•

*

8 hi' ley
irtmell | n irris

i

Ilr.i.j

i

••

Strand

f

Me han <• Newman
King A Irwin
Kelly A Pollock

>

i

Roye
v.-\

t«l»"ii

.

.

v

B.

i

till)

•

\duin

Exjiresa Co.
TII'.M

*;•

i

•

i

1

Co

v n
a Wern >r
\
M. rl in

••

Cat poa

It.

PITTSBI RCiH
.Si.iMlnii
(,'
'i tig

n

tii
I

mi)

.

i

1

2d halt
rlon

D:ivi»

a

•

ii

•

.If
II

i

PORTLAND ME.
h

Ban

v

*

(. in.-

RAM) RAPIDS
Emprras

Tt

M

.1

PLAYING KEITH VAUDEVILLE

Clauds

halt

ft

>

tit

fin

•

mat

'I

Lyons <* Y>
Besaslsn A White

Chas II Dakin
m niri; e Diamond

PA.

Orpheom
in.-

)eao

>\

it

La Poterlca
It'KVILLE (ENT'R

1

Orpheum

2d hail

fill)
Ii

IM

Gordon's Olympla

H.mlon ft Clifton
Mclntyre ft Holco'b
Wyiie ft Kartman

ULIS and LEE

i<

i

oh n son

.i

na
Ki

M

A McGowaa
A Herman

Morgan Dancera
Roxle La Rocca

Mirntrel

Davan A Flint
Lola A Senla

"

A

Olma
JAN
Margaret Padula

cealed nflsistant.

Hi>;

Aldine
>ban

i;

iiii

i

h

rireni
l

to Mil

::.;;.

il

to
.'I

WILM'GTON. DEL.

".sin les"

'

(One

nil)

i

I

MINNEAPOLIS
Hennepin
(Sunday opening)

Hill

NEW BEDFORD

Gr't

ft

Miy McKay A

Griffin

shop"

loctor

i

(TWO

El Rey Statera

'

WITHOUT

time

Bea Smith

Bohemias 3
Flnlay A Hill
Neil McKinley

half

i

ft

Or*t

'retghtoni

•

Sheika of Araby
mi
it ime ft
(Others to All)
<

iil.im

i

m

-lm

.''

AITOONX.

I.

I

EN N EMS

II

ERIE, PA.

Mack Co

i

(<

\

•

S.

.•

|>«

»

I

i

.i

IVd'ck

I

.

Act"
Jo

'

I

A

I

•

i

!

llrnnson
Clinton

Kan«' PI

'

'

Brown A Whit i'Ut

i

ion

-ti

>r

ik Spot'

m

"W
i;

<

i

I

II ?

1

Kinlny

Crisp Sis Co

R

Empire

Gaiety
I

Was. Penn

uii

i.

Arlington

\\

2d nst*

«

Wrtc Sarde

Mini

Direction

Kerminc Shone 'o
Pinto A Bo
Roy A Art Inn
Keith's Orph urn
•"Words A M hers"

Jones A Jono

'

.

r.ii'-n-.

Hilly

"Profiteering"

in

Keith's ltus!t\.ii u
"Vetera na V irlety"

Lionel At w

Gibson A Conn«Mii*
Lewis A Doily

(Two

WALTER NEWMAN

BROOKLYN

Laura Pierpont Co

1

Kennedy A Kramer
ft

I

A

3

Gardner's Maniacs
Jas J Morton

Reddington

Araby

Kramer *
Stephens *

Bohemian

I.AWRNCE. MASS.

Sisters

ITICA. N. Y.

Edd) a Earl
Lucky A Harris
Berrick A Hart
Rill itl A L t T "ir

>

t

Dancing McDon

>

t

«<•

FCelao A Lee
Lei irohs

The
1

•

ti

i

O'Dai

2d half

Reddington

Sla

Ryan Weber

Rome A Oaut

a
Ke.vntone

td half
of Fra nee
Eddie K >v Co
\
Alexander Co
Johnson
Baker
<- >ne
mi)
.r

Cuneen

S

The M.i.;.-ys
Gordon C Rii

i

i

ft

rCellura
l

'

i

Barretl

2d half

McMahon

A Werner

ShelkS of

Cohroy A Le Malre
Wilson Broa
Adolphua
Jack Levere

Palace

The Darrowa

City

Loney HnsUell
Rlea

Billy. Sharp's Rev
Seed A Au.itin

Rosei

..

I

Monk

\

MEMPHIS
Orpheum
Dr Thompson

May McKay A Sia
"Vocal Variety"
Murphy A Lang
Meehan A Newman Featuring Fred Ketch, tho only
Morrissey ft Young Kelly A Pollock
Great Johnson
[man aingina; In two voIcch at on©
Four n«»!lhopa

BesaslaS A White
^Others to All)
2d half

B. r. Keith's
Mrs s Drew Co
Millard A Marlin

'o

New York

Roafoe Alia
Emma Carua

KETCH AND Wff-M

MANCRESTER

Harlow
Matylee Llpp'rd Co
Lovenberg Sis ft N
Billy

N. Y.

la

ROMM

A.

3

PIIILXDELPHI

fill)

ITw.i to till)
Silver Duval &
ten Le -iter"

EC

'

(Two

Columbia

to

Cook

<

Independent Agent

Strictly

HARRY

my

Id half

Rosevere

.£

Mark

(One

upon

Myra
Green
Johnny's New Car
H
Jolaoa

A Selma,n

i

J C

PA.

Orpheum
Cook

Sis

"Wonder Act"
r A Joyce
R

BANGOR. MR.

or three days.
Hs hat don* it (er

Lawton

Hall Dekter
Jack George Duo
Jim McWtlliama
Mildred Harris Co

Kcko A Kyo
Murphy ft Lang
N.-il McKinley
"Harmonyland"

Fink

ft

(Sdnday opening)

Mclntyre ft Holco'b
Wylle A Hartman

Wahletka

Prlnceaa

Karl

Orpheum

Clifton

ft

Jean Barrloa

Faber

DES MOINES

Crisp Sla Co
2d half

(III)

BIJon
Whitney's Doll Rev

ROMM
week

A.

Putnam Building

tit.

i:\STON. PA.
Opera House
er

Biggest

Ttis

A

depoii'lA

(Sunday opening)
Trixia Frlgansa
Martin A Moore
Jim Savo
Oaborn Trio
Sheila Terry Co
Four Camerone
Cervo A Moro

Gordon's Olympla
llanlon

Novelty Perettoe

EVA TANGUAY

Neilson

to

Pields

"W:itch next week's name"
Or lie can get you a route

Temple

Grtflla

.*

That U wbit he

Durkln

DETROIT

N. Y.

ALLEN TOWN.

•
'

Sydney Co

(Others to

Alma

Farnum

J

Kramer

Co

la

loner

l

A I'll! K\,

Stephens A H'lisl
Princeton Five

in

.

A

AileeB Stanley

^

Orpheum

CO.

LYNN, MASS.

Howard

"STANDARD ACTS"

your open

All

The t'omobacka

sTtaTeesssj

New Brighton

Wohlman

•Harry Burn* Co

Vincent Co

Burke

Cun

(Two

Proctor's
Cahill A R-iMiaine

HARRY

B. F. Keith's
Clown Seal

N. J.

Bryant 0M6

Suite 312

t'laire

TRENTON,

1st half

AND

Great Johnson

(Washington st .)
Laura Ordway
H ft J Chase
Haulers ft Milllss

Artistic Treat

split)

The Rickarda

COLUMBUS

.

mi)

to

CONEY islam)

Tony * George
ai

City-

A Owens

MlVT^

H

Young's Pier
Espe A Button
Donovan A Lee
Venetian Five
Healy A Cross
"Current of Fun"

COHAN

M.

Lieut Thetion
to

Globe
Grey A Old Rose
Vadl A Gygl

»

Academy
(Richmond

Bobby Randall
Kafka ft Stanley
Gordon's Olympla

W

A Rauh

Demarest A Collet
DeLyle Alda Co
Jack Wilson Co

NORFOLK

Sla

Joe De Ller
Foster A Ray
Grace Nelson
Three Kitaroa
Butler A Parker

The Paradoa

VICTOR HERBERT
JOHN PHILIP SOUSA
Playhouse Theatre,

105th St.

Dawson

McLaughlin A

L.
(Composer) Arranges for

Roye A Georgia
(Two to All)

CLEVELAND

Rasso Co
Green A Parker
Bill Gencviove A
Briscoe

A Young

Morrtasey

Brlce

Kokln A Galettl
Richard Keane Co
Harry Breen
Jack Hanley

YEARS TO COME"

Shea'a

A Romalne

Cahill

(Sunday opening)
Ellxabcth

Creedon A Davla
Dorothy Sadler Co

2d half

FAIRY TALtf

IN HIS
M IN

TORONTO

W.

Boh Murphy
Johnny Singer Cu

Lake

DENVER

A Goss

Pauli

Morlak Sisters

State-

Whitney's Doll Rev
Billy Barlow
Matylee Lippard

BILLY GASTON

Moran A Mack

Expouition Four
Cartmell & Harrta
Loney Haskell
Keene & Speera
2d half
Story A Clark

Ross

Rd.lle

ATLANTIC CITY

N.J.

State

McCartone A M'r'ne

Five

BRNSW'K,

N.

L«w Dockstader

Sis

Jas J Mirton
Gardner's Maniacs

W

Orpheum

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL

A Wiilard
Cloud A Thunder
Gordon's Olympla

DornAeld
Love Is Young
Flying Henrys
Emily Lea Co

McKay & Ardine

McMahon

"Dance o' Mania"
Nan Travelme Co
Overholt * Young

M

Cabaret

Bird

1493 B'war (Putnam Bldg.) U

Music Hall
The Da r rows

(Scollay sq.)

Keno Keyea A

Dentlat to t±» M. V. A.

Official

LEWISTON. ME.

('arson

All)

Sis

KEITH

B. F.

Danolaa Sla

S

Crsig

Ford A Wood

split)

Hill Street

Crane Wilbur
Flo Lewla
Murray Kiaeea

A Mack

Kennedy A Kramer

F. Keith'e

II.

Johnny Burke

GEORGE CHOOS

to

A

Dalton
Miller

Columbia A Victor

SYRACISR

N. J.
Proetor'e

Margaret Ford

Sophie Tucker
Marino A Martin
Valerie Bergere
Roth Children

LAKE

M.

(Two

NEWARK,

Maker * Redford

Jack Little
(One to All)

Wm

2d

split)

The LeVoIos

2d half

Gene Morgan

I»A.

A O'Nell
LOS ANGELES

Stanleys
Caita Broa
Anatol Friedland

Wyoming Duo

Poll's

Willie Hale Co
Dameral Vail Co
Hall A .Shapiro

Gallagher A M'rtln
Van A Corbett
(Others to All)

of York's Theatre, London, Eng.

Princeton

SCR ANTON,

Popularity Olrle

Shattuck'

W

2d half

BOSTON

1st hair

Bradbury A Scully
Harry J Conley Co

fill)

fill)

2d half

BOSTON

PRESENTS
Duke

to

(Wilkes lire

EDDIE VOGT

•Win ton Bros
G«*nevieve Homer
to

(Two

Lar«7 Clifford Trio
Diane A Rublnl
Thornton A King

2d hair

Palace

(Sunday opening)
Florence Walton Co
Co
Williams A
Dooley A Salea
John Steel
BUI Robinson

M wnning A C

Anderson * Graves

Frank Dobson Co
Chaa Ahearn Co

A Maxfld
A Francea

CHICAGO

MASS.

It

The Duponts

T-

(Others to All)

Rub?vllle
tot hers .to fill)
Proctor's 23d St.
2d half (31-1)
Will J Ward

(Two

(Roanoke

lUgfcT

Emmy's Peta
Georgia Howard
"Daces Broe

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

Poll's

Ruby »Royce
"Welcome Inn"

.lack Little

All)

Gellis
S. C.

\\

Class

Esther %
Helen Morettt

Lyrlo

Shapiro

MR.

Jack Hedley Duo
.loudlnl A Bernard

Button

fill)

CHARLOTTE.

Dameral Vail Co
(One to fill)

2d half (7-10)
Miller A Bradford

,

Bradbury A Scully
Harry J. Conley Co

2.1
half (7-10)
Patrice A Sullivan

fill)

Moore & Jayne

4

Rosellaa

Laura Pierpont Co

(One to

fill)

Diamond A Bren'n

Lieut Thetion
Mohh' Franklin
Al Wohlman
Lit ura Bennett Co

Chung Ilwa

Tnnis

A

Proctor's

Clinton

C A F Usher

Hal Johnson Co
Keene A Speeoa

Bros
CAP
Usher
(Others

Hall

Harrison

to

SCH'X'C'T'BY, N.Y.

Kxposltion Four

Dave Thursby

Jack Kennedy Co

TotO

A Arnamaa

Herron

half

2.1

O'Malley
Connolly

Rome A Dunn
Bryan A Broderlck
Sam Mann

Lou Tellegen Co
Flanders A Butter
30 Pink Toes"

Co

W

"ButterAles"

half

1st

Jeffers -Strand
Sis
Stanley A
Al A Mabel Joy

WhitAeld A Ireland
Gordon A Day

Earl

Miller Girls

N. T.
Proetor'e
Willie Hale Co

Gallagher * Martin

Co

A

liiuelow

(Scranton split)

2d half

(4-G)

Monks

Follette's

NEW HAVEN

2d half
Downey A Clu ridge

Sis

to

A Mary

Cello

Feeney A R
Eleanor Pierce Co
(One to nil)

ALBANY,

1st half (4-6)
•Hamel Sis

Jarvis

fill)

2d half

Herman

Two

Musketeer*

•4

Bert Fltzgibboh
Gordon A Rica

Van

Llletta

Reilly

(Others to fill)
2d half (7-10)

H J Conley Co
Sherman A O'R'rke

F A A Smith
Frances Daugherty
Melody Rev
Lemaire Jones Co

1st half

WILKES-BAKKE

Palace

SAGINAW. MICH.

Regent
Kimball A Goman
Wanda Ludlow Co
Medley A Dufrey

Toto
Herbert Ashley Co

A Mathews
Kullman & Hanson

John Gelger
Chic Supreme

LANSING. Midi.

Texas Comedy Four
"Modern Cocktail"

a>

McKay A Ardine
B Barrlscale Co
Thornton A King

(Others to

Carpos Bros
Bobbins Family
Zclda Santley

fill)

A Rhoda

'2d hair

Yokohama Boya
Pearce A Dunn
Grew A Patca

•HutterAlea"

K0I7

Zuhn * Dries
Ed Janis Revue

(Jacksonville split)
1st half

Innis Bros

Adgement

half (4-6)
A Sullivan

•Hamel
Stern

(HESTER. PA.

The Gellis
Van A Corbett

HUGH HERBERT
fill)

Shirley Co
Levitt A Loekw'od
Anderson & Yvel

Moody A Duncan
Van A Schenck
Jack Kennedy Co
1st

Sis

2d

Tony George Co
Grace 1 In yea Co

Palnra

'2d half

NEWBRYANT
YORK

Bijou

Proctor's
half (31-3)

Bldg.

NEW ORLEANS

Regent

Kimball A Goman
Wanda Ludlow Co
Medley A Deprey

ROMAX BLDG.

417.

Phone:.

SAVANNAH

MT. VERJCON.'n.Y.

S

"Sun Dodgers"

Taxie
Frldkln

UK

si

Dave Schooler Co

bach's

Papita Grenndoa

Ida M f'hadwick
Great Hlackatone

Nash A O'Donnell

Patrice

Al

Toyland Follies

fill)

Jack Goldie
•Krayona Radio Co

M Montgomery
Naah A O'Donn.-ll
Danc'g McDon il Is
Ovando Sis
(Two to All)

Morin

Hand
Valand Gamble

Proctor's 58th St.

J Johnson Co
Boyle * Bennett
T.imaki Duo
(Two to AID
Mohh' Coliseum

Keith's

Healy
TAB
William Kbs

Chicago

J.
OFFICES

245 West 47th Street

Temple
Barrett A Farnum
Oliver & Olp
Mclntyres
A A M Havel

The Humphreya
Fagg A White

KALAMAZOO

Austin A Cole
Howard
Holllns Sisters
WhitAeld A Ireland "Brazilian Heiress"
Cordon A Day
Fagg A White
Conely A Frances
The Humphreya

INDEPENDENT CIRCUITS

ROCHESTER

Ormsby A Remlg
"Are You Married"

2d half

Thornton A King
Tracey A McBride

BOOKING WITH ALL

Pietro

Al Striker

2d half
Austin A Cole
Holltns Sisters
"Brazilian Heiress**

Ramona Park
Casson A Klein
Beck A Randall
Jean Sothern Co
(Othera to All)

FREEMAN

CHAS.

Clara Howard

Princesa

I

Sisters

John Oeiger
a Pates
Pearce A Dunn
Chic Supremo

Oreti*

F.iy

tleorgia

half

1st

MONTREAL

I

Morlcy

Billy Clifford

(Sunday opening)

Temple

A Turner
MoRae A Clegg

GRAND RAPIDS

\.

Valdare A Cook
Rule ft O'Brien

Awkward Age
Powers A Wallace

Affiliated Circuits

ERNIE
YOUNG
AGENCY

to All)
1st half (4-6)

(One

Moody A Dan can
McLaughlin A E

2d half

3

Favorites of Pant

V

2d half

The Herberts
Flanders A Butler

Koniioke
(Charlotte split)

Tnn-Arakis
Black A O'Donnell

WITH*
Orpheum, B. F. Keith (Western) W. V. M. A.

Paul A Victor,
Fisher A Hurst
Lew Wilson
Van & Vernon

ft.

ROANOKE.

N

Rwy Snow A

Booking Exclusively

*

Monkeys

JAB

Aerial Valenfiiiea
•Snow Col'mb's ft H
Keith's Alliambra

to

Richards

Norvelles

Sharkey Roth A

(Others

LOWELL

Anna Eva

I'd lure

Chas Ahearn Co

Sully A Thomas
Ed Blondell Co
Olsen & Johntton
Elly Co

B. P. Keith's

Yost A Clady
•Letter Writer"

Raymond A

A

Yule

Hammer Co

>

>t

Ball

A Mabel toy
Herron * Arnstnan

Morton A Drown
Taylor A Bobbe
Herbert Ashley Co
Morley Sinters
Kd Janis Revue

FrltslJBchtff
Miller A Mack

_

Msnkin

Tom Drown Co

"The Storm*'

A

A Atwood

T

Joaslyn

Al

WATEKIH'RY

Morgan
Traccy A McBride
Kennedy A Davis

half

1st

Stars of Record

•Klown Rev

Haney A Morgan

Neater

A Mitchell
Leighton A Duball
Waiman A Berry
Anger A Packer

De Garmo

Wyoming Duo
(Jena

Lyrle
(Norfolk split)

1st halt

Louise

Shea's

Capliol

RICHMOND

Arcade
(Savannah split)

Diana * itubini
Taylor A Bobbe
"30 Pink Toes"

HARTFORD

Susan Tompkins
Cooper A Lane

JACKSONVILLR

Driftwood

Aliee

2d half

All)

SHINDHELM

E

Mayhew

Stella

BUFFALO

2d half
Claire

H

Mahoney

to All)

fill)

\\ \l'OI is
F. Keith's

Leo Donnelly
Little

Girls

Palace
Duooa Bros

Wolford A Borgard

Poli'e

3

Lois Bennett
•Will

Al Morin Sis Co
Al Herman

(One

to

2d half (7-10)
•Alice Rcm»cn

bchichtl'a Manikins

Holland

Grant

Rusaali's Minstrels
Sawyer Girls
Nettie Arn't A Bro

FLINT. MICH.

half

1st

Earl

A Edwarda

(Three to

A Oermaiiie
A Edwards

Vallal

G

Kovaca A Partner
Burke A Sawn
Van A Schenck
Van Hoven

Iljrat

(Others to lill)
Moaa' Riviera

HEMMENDINGER,

Jfedegua Sis
•Win Halligan
Mi.uv A Leo
Robbie Gordone

Aurumn

Sawyer

All)

to

Karl

IIRIBGEPOKT

Thank You Doctor
W A O Ahearn
QUEBEC, CAN.

fill)

(Two

P0LI CIRCUIT

A Hcn'gs

Josephine
Mel Klee

ODTU

B. F. Keith's

fill)

&

Monroe

'

BOSTON

Bradford

(Others to

Fields

ft

Fisher

>E.

Sullivan

•Alexander

Diamond

A H Wheeler

to

A Macey

i.iiinl

I

A

Denyla Don

A Moore
Ray* Koss.tr
(Others to All)
The Duponta
Anna Eva Fay
"Flashes Songland" Parke
Ruby Royce
Clayton
A
ALA.
MOBILE.
Anderson A Graves Ben Welch
Henry A Moore
Auditorium
O Mall.y A Maaf'ld
Lyric
Runaway 4
Zuhn A Drica
ninns A Grill
2d half
SPRINGFIELD
"Welcome Inn"
Arthur West
Boys
Yokohama
Princess Winona
Pets
Emmy's
Palace
Frank Dobson Co
"Modern Cocktail" The Herberts
Texas Comedy Four
DARL MacBOYLE
2d half
Dalton A Craig
AUTHOR
Make-Up Earl A Mathews
I
S Toupees
Kullman A Hanson Torn Patrlcoia
Se"d 'or Price List
Material of every description for rocngFord * Wood Sis
Kennedy A Davis
Have two novel
in/...! performers only.
half
Id
Lou Tillcgen Co
G.
acts In one. on hand. (Man ainl Woman.)
I L
Morton A Drown
Tom Patrlcoia
Address 1 16 W. 49th. N. Y. City, or
109 W. 46 th S.t; N. Y. Class Manning A C Larry Clifford Trio
Phone 2 nil Bryant.

fill)

BALTIMORE

Raymond A Stern
Wayne M'shall A C

fill)

lat half (4-6)

fill)

Keith's Riverside
•Mltty A Tlilio
iJoi K Watson
•S»

to

f.ydell

II.

Bloom A Sher

DDHt

Smith A Sawyer
Freda ft Anthony

J Mandel
W"Yarmark"

Boggot A Sheldon
Lane A Freeman
"Night In Spain"

Opera Houae
Bloom A Sher

Irene Franklin

IMH

KEITH CIRCUIT
JJ

Hawthorne A Cook

A Lusby

Oo*tar

O.

Keith's
Nalo A Rlzao
(Others to All)
2d half

"Oh Henry"

YORK, PA.

LEXH4GTON. KY.
Baa AU

All)

DAYTON.

Id halt

Fields

(Others to dll)

(Others to fill)
2d half

(Two

A

Alexander

E. F. Alboe's
Falla
Casttlllana

A A O

(One to

"Night In Spain"
(Othera to nil)

(Others to All)
Id half (7-10)
Foley A LaTour

II

from.
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VARIETY
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Friday, September
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NEW AMSTERDAM

'
.

I
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>

The

Hit of the Zl
is

GILDA GR
By

CREAMER

it
REFRAl

Pm

through with

Nothing
I'm through with

Bound to \v
No more hard s<

GILDA GRAY

Life
I'll

is

keep on

but a
shuffli

Nothin't gwi

Published by

IRVING BERLIN,

in her

t

Inc.;

*

irlish

i

-

Verve

irlish in

her Pulchritude

irlish in

her Dancing

irlish in

her Song-craft

THE STOP-TH
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'FOLLIES ==1922"
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\

ATRE--NEW YORK

FELD FOLLIES

V
.<

SONG
LAYTON

Mrryin''

to

make me

sigh,

frryin'ill

I die.

GILDA

in'

to

GRAY

worry me.
1607

Broadway,

NEW YORK
.

olden in her Art

olden in her Beauty
olden in her Popularity
olden in her Audiences
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£

m
/

*

\
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The Production

?mm

Wtoftkeyear
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*

T\r

%Vtj—y

SWEET

INDIANA

HOME
0f/?f5

SUNG-MISTLED-PLAVEDX

^smll"!
V

EVERYWHERE

1

-v.

..

THE TRANSCONTINENTAL

Hi

!

I

•

HIT

<

7
I

M4Uh

KARUL NORMANS
•

-

«.

'

«

* TERRIFIC HIT

»/

/;•«

;

N0B0DV
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•Vftr?
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•

•

W*?'

--

MY
BUDDY

A.T.'*"

•<

.••...•

LIU ly

(WHEN THEy SAID THAT
CRIED OVER YOU)

SB NTIMENTAL BALLAD
WITH A BEAUTIFUL MELODY
o

-

:

/I

V•

Wf 7UT£ YOU'VE BEEtl HEASIH6

I

*

SONG OF

DOWN OLD

OUT OF THE

SHADOWS

.

classic Singers

///Gtf C£ASS

a Popular
waltz ballad,

WALTZ BALLAD
BOSTON- 203

Mass. Ave

BOSTON 228 Tremont Sr^cr
•

PHILADELPHIA

-J/ South 9th Stout

PITTSBURGH 505 Scumor B'ldg
Palais Royal G & tfa St
-

my tow wpw~m waiting TOROMTO -Brass Bldg
ORE.\322ltosw*w53r
MRYwmnmyFOR yw-axxsmrm
amspmAwmm PORTLAND
SAN FRAnCI5CO-9ft9AM/^r^
NEW YORK 2/9 W46w Street
ST LOU IS "The Grand Leader

YOiiwiafiiiOAKMia('OFFiaiNH[my

WASHINGTON -

CHICAGO

CLEVELAND -Nippodroml Building
SEATTLE 32/ Dikl Struct

PHILADELPHIA

-

Tlffr?

rrLri^rr.!

KKM

•Z

DAY

VIRGINIA

Wf SONG f0«

BALT

I

-

WRE

634 State
-

-

125

So.

Lake Bldg
Broad St.

Stewart's Music Dept

mpuu

m

DETROIT

-

457 Port Street W

5/5 West 6th Street
MIME APOLIS -2/<S Pantage Bldq
CINriCINATI

-

**?#

LOS ANGELES -4/7 W. SWSr
BUPPALO - 435 Main Street
AKRON OHfO r\.0'/V£iLL Co
-

mat

\

—
Friday, ©epicrauw*

VARIETY

1V«6

1,

.

>

THE GREATEST WALTZ SONG OF THE SEASON

'

HUNTED LOVE

66

Words and Mutic by A.

ft

DACOSTA

SEND FOR PROFESSIONAL COPIES AND ORCHESTRATIONS

& STARK CO.
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CORRESPONDENCE
The

cities

under Correspondence

in

this

issue

Variety

ef

are

as follows, and on pages:

BALTIMORE
BUFFALO
CHICAGO
DENVER
DE8 MOINE8
DETROIT

30
31
27
29
31
30
30

/

,

INDIANAPOLIS
KAN8AS CITY
All matter la
Correspondence

refers to current

31

T

MEMPHIS
MONTREAL
PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURGH
8AN DIEGO
SAN FRANCISCO
8YRACU8E
WASHINGTON

35
35
32
31

30
23
34
34

VARIETY'S
OFFICE

CHICAGO

'*

week aniens
otherwise.
Indicated.

SAN FRANCISCO,

1141 McAllister Street

Rt ate- La he
Theatre Bhl*.

CHICAGO

new making it embarrassing for those
The Palace inaugurated
season with new prices, new man- who don't understand or those that
still carry a grudge against the lanagement, new policy, everything guage.
new but its name. Its new prices
The show proper opened with a
axe old prices, the same as during very good novelty acrobatic contorwar times. The management is now tion act, Luster Brothers, who made
under J. J. Nash. The policy is open- the most difficult tricks look easy.
its

L

"That Musical Comedy Star," but one. The opening finds the woman,
it in only a matter of time when
Teddy Sabini, endeavoring to sIiik a
Hall will find a place in musical song out of key. From the orchestra
comedy. He has a funny sense of pit are heard the voices of two men
humor. Hall Is using the burlesque who interrupt and tell her there is
bits of trying to date the fair sex up, something wrong with the "pip."
but puts it over in a fast manner, Frank Sabini is clever and versatile
even making the old-timers laugh. and he could drop the excess bagWalter Pearson, as his straight man, gage he is carrying.
is near perfection In his line, and.
Opening were the La Rays, a
plus appearance and ability to talk, mixed couple with a fast routine of
also sings. Carrie Cooper and Emma feats on the rings and trapeze. FolAdams acquitted themselvcH with lowing was "The Man Off the Ice
credit, with Miss Adams doing an Wagon," a singer of charactes songs,
eccentric dance with Hall that who did nicely. Third were Anna
brought her plenty of compliments.
Butler and Hal Parker with their
Steel, with Jerry Jarnagin at the comedy talking skit. Miss Butler, a
piano, Is here for two weeks and comedienne who knows the value of
should prove as popular as his two- twists and turns, works nicely at
week run proved just a short while the comedy receiving end. Her Jewback at the Majestic. Steel is lib- ish delineations and impersonation
eral with his encores and has picked of Fanny Brice get over in remarkhis numbers with care. Haveman's able fashion.
Parker serves as a
Animals closed the bill, with most good straight, and between the two
every one waiting to see just what of them they serve up a most origwould happen.
inal offering that is bound to tie up
.Loop.
any show.
Eddie Foyer followed the ButlerIt's all the same at the State- Parker duo with his stories and reciLake, whether it has opposition or tations and, ns he usually does,
not, it just does pack them.
It is found his audience in a most recepnot what the bill is it is the house. tive mood to receive all he offered.
Closing the show was Dave FerIt is doubtful that the^fitate-Lake
patrons will desert this, house for guson with his company of character
the Majestic, with its new policy.
i impressionists, "The Rounder of Old
No matter how long
Nothing startling as far as the bill Broadway."
is concerned, for as a matter of fact this turn will be done, as long as it
the fore-part is quite light, slow is presented by standard performers
and draggy, and only when the it will have its appeal to vaudeville
headline act comes on Bobby Fol- a*udiences. Even though it had the

—

Sundays instead of Mondays.
Frank Ward and his versatile finAs far as the vaudeville there gers knocked them No'.% 2. Ward has
Mabel Ford worked up his offering until it has
wasn't much new.
showed a new act that gave the reached a place for any bill and any
lovers of dance everything they spot. It is a novelty and amusing.
wanted. Probably the worst hoakum His talk is fresh, with a few laughs.
act on the two-a-day and maybe
Mabel Ford, assisted by a band
—
the classiest act of the two-a-day
were on this same bill. This com- of rive boys. Golden and West and som-Jack Denny and Band — is the difficult spot of closing the show the
Ferguson turn managed to hold its
bination consisted of John Steel in the Doll Sisters, was the flash act audience aroused.
ballads in perfect John Steel style, of the bill. Miss Ford showed some
The Folsom turn is another of the audience Jn leash throughout.
and on the other end the Wilson new things in single dancing, some jazz band offerings, and coming on
Brothers. If this two-man act ever marvelous clothes and a beautiful the heels of a number of the best
The Rialto a while back started
lose their memory they would be in set of scenery. She has put together of this type finds itself in a most
a bad state. The act has not a very pretentious act. Miss Ford difficult position. The band is a angling for feature names to stand
changed in ten years, from the t*aK ,«hows an illuminous number that good musical aggregation, with ver- off the oncoming competition by two
line "you go out" to "the whistle." is reminiscent of the Music Box's satile musicians who show their other continuous vaudeville houses.
This is really a little broad state- pearl number. The act finished big. ability in individual and collective It seemed according to this week's
ment and is not true in the full Zelaya has played almost consecu- playing. Miss Folsom, an exponent show that this policy was in force,
eense, as the brothers have changed tively the Majestic, State-Lake and of the blues type of syncopated mel- with Elgar's Band and Ralph WhiteJust what branch now the Palace. Morton and Glass ody, does not measure up to them head featuring. No feature picture
their uniforms.
of the police department is not have "April," which fits them like with her song interpolations, while was employed for this bill, and five
known, unless it is Maywood, where a glove, and will live- for many a Denny serves as leader of the band performances were given with acts
these boys originated and where date. The Wilson Brothers came on and does so in a somewhat awkward doing four.
Elgar and His Band closed the
one of them is said to be the entire for theirs, but never seemed to be and amateurish style. His costumable to get started; in fact, they had ing "is somewhat eccentric, if not show. Elgar played a long while at
toolice department of that suburb.
Lots have been said of too much to Jump from one to the other so grotesque, as he makes himself more «i dance hall and then had a stay at
musthe
than conspicuous in white trousers a cabaret. From the cabaret he was
Hebrew being spoken on the stage. fast that they had to give
The same criticism should be told ical director the cues. The act and grey coat while leading the booked here, drawing a capacity
Too much German is slowed up the running and made the musicians. He is not the performer house and a waiting line. There are
Of this act.
ing

•

starting of Al K. Hall and Co.

being used, with too many of the
fcudience on the other end, and

cult.
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THE STUDIO WITH EXCLUSIVE IDEAS

COMING SOON
SISTERS TO OUR MIRACLE SETTING
TWO MORE EPOCI1-MAK1NO FEATURES IN IJOIITH
IJAVK TOU KEEN OUR NEW LINE OF.NOVELTY FABRIC^?

TWO NEW

dCME 5CENIC dBTI5T STUDIOS

u\iunuNi
W. Randolph

36

Street,

ter if adapting the same style of
regalia as the other men in the act
are wearing. Then again Denny is
not. the Denny that he was in a twoact that he appeared in some time
ago. There he showed ability, while
in this offering he seems to be re-,
tiring, satisfied to pound a bit at the
keys and wield the baton. The routine used by the turn is appropriate,
and the "Gallagher and Shean" bit
done by two of the men on saxophones stopped the show cold, with
the rest well received, but not sufficiently so for a headline.
Following and next to closing
were Frank and Teddy Sabini, with
another man in the act not programed. The turn is a well chosen
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rest

twist of bootlegging.
The plot is
that of a father who has a catch in
his will which specifies that his
daughter must marry a doctor. Sho
doesn't, with the husband impersonating a doctor, and over a glaxs
of liquor confesses to the dad he Is
a bootlegger. The dad says he is
tickled to death, because he wanted
a doctor in the family in order to
insure his liquor supply. It's funny,

DIFFERENT

big announcement where the performer is
(iood eats
his every wants catered to.
Still dowatch and see our big opening.

You've tried the

opens.
His chatter was heartily
laughed at and his offering genuinely applauded. Billy Nolt and Co., of
another man and woman, were on
sixth with a sketch which had a

Discount fo Performers

We

always

here,

bringing a freshness to the bill that
is delicious.
His routine has most
of the old standby stories which ho
has been telling for the past few
seasons and a song with which ho

WHEN

We

BLUMENFIELD'S FUR SHOP

LAWRENCE.

Special

(lolihfm* and wraps of latent irtjrlf*
clean, glaso and rollne With silk for $20

ORDER YOUR FURS NOW]

at

well liked around

is

Week

FRED MANN'S
CLARK

afternoon clothes, with a cutaway
coat and high silk topper. His appearance was natty and classy. He

"ELI," the Jeweler
TO THE PROFESSION

?321 S.

Coats Remodeled in One
IN

the band is strictly vaudeville, but
carried throughout that swing to
the music and arrangement which
originally placed Elgar and his band
The band handles
in the limelight.
semi-classical,
popular and ragtime music wjth equal artistry. The
outstanding impression Elgar leaves
is a soothing, refined and catchy
tune ringing in the eardrum. Elgar
headlined in performance as well as
on paper.
All of bis band are
musicians.
Ralph Whitehead, sharing the
honors, next to shut, by preceding
the band.
Whitehead came on in

that costuming of this sort is becoming to and would look much bet-

CHICAiiO

BETTER THAN THE BEST SHOW

11 men in the band, with it being
arranged for a syncopated strain.
Elgar dressed in a white suit, with
the members of the band wearing a
green brass-buttoned uniform. H«
leads the orchestra in a trick fashion and handles the violin for a
series of numbers. The routine of

626

STATE-LAKE BLDG.

Inc.

LAftSEN, Managing Art Director

CHICAGO
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imprint, "The Fabric Studios, Inc." on your scenery is the tame as sterling on silver.
accomplishment, cerv.ee ar.d hcr.est effort proves trot the
gives h.m an except. onal equ.pment in help.ng solve yfiur stage problems.
Sidney C .vth, v/hoss Ipjig experience in the thentre
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VARIETY

Friday, September

WHY

with the cast acting well enough to
4&raw five curtains.
Del Baity and his dog Jap opened
the show without wondering whether
MRhe audience was asleep or not. The
ddog, an old-timer, went through with
tils tricks as though they were new.
Baity gets thlga alive with talk
aimed at comedy results. The dog
Is a marvel beyond a doubt.
Howe and Paye, mind readers,
mixed their routine up with burlesque mind reading and legit stuff.
/

was a

It

1,

1022

TODAY

SING

BE

I'LL

MY

IN

DIX1

novelty, with interest re-

maining throughout.
There was nn absence of dragginess, which usually goes -.with this

Stratford Comedy
sort of Offering.
Four are one of the few bchool acts
which has not outlived its usefulThe act still registers with
ness.
comedy whacks, songs and slapEar h of the quartet works,
stick.
and works in a pleasant fashion.
Mildred Manley, a diminutive personage, did her best by wearing
short skirts and half stockings, but

was

that

w\

v

Whoever supplied

all.

Miss Manley with her routine Hipped

|

her a soft drink act that needs a
kick to it. In her limited selection
she performed best in the closing
jazs number, which she did handle
for a mild hit.
Miss Manley is a good looker, and
could stand the advice.of a modiste,
material specialist and director, to
bring out some of the talent she has
hidden away.
Benny Harrison, who does not
bill the woman who works with him,
glided his way through his mail
man act with effectiveness. Harrison does a Hebrew comic without
becoming offensive, and so handles
his character werk as to arouse the
strongest admiration. His makeup,
talk and actions are funny; his
singing and straight man work,
when he changes to evening dress,
neat and classical. Harrison has a
bit of working^through the audience
delivering mall that might be uncomfortable in less capable hands.
The woman who feeds him along is
an artist, with a pleasant-sounding
voice and fashion-plate appearance.
Faber and Bernett, with songs
and talk, serve a lot of stage talk
which is not too wise for the audiThese men handled their
ence.
work for an effect of a few encores.
Bassett and Bailey not seen at
this show.

Harry Hirsch, treasurer

of
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iuan. tho Loew representative, ajid
Jones, Li nick ^r Schacfer man here.

MeVicker's, when opening, will he
company. John Wininger and under the guidance' of John (J.
Adolph Wininger have already Hurch and Chester Amberg. The
opened their agencies in Wisconsin. ltl,'»lto is under ih<> 111 miKorncnt of
There is no confusion among thea- William Kosenliiunv ana Cleor"Ke
tre goers in "Wininger" territory re- Ihinliek, wtillp George H. Moore will
his

garding these three shows, as all of handle the affairs <>f the smaller
these boyB aro well knenvn.
The chain of theatres, including the Star,
three Wlnlngura are brothers of Rose, Lyric, and Aloaznr,
Walter
Charles Wininger.
11. MoOre, the won, will manage ihe
Orpheum. This completes the '"
With the opening of the new ae*- Linirk & Bchaefcr managcrini uthe ltiatto will receive
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Roy Sampson,
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with
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and returns Bast next week.

repertoire shows opens Aug. 31, at
Anllgo. Wis., when Frank Wininger,
oldest brother of the family, opens

you

A BEAUTIFUL BAlLAD-A MARVELOUS RAG SONG

York, and

Wininger

Greets

——
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you
tht^
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ment of the Famous Players, La.sk y
Company, at their New York plant.
He came to Chi -ago to look over the

three

•

feet

Copyiyht 1921bJ

appointed Sidney Smith in charge
Smith was
of their Eastern field.
connected with the theatre depart-

the

yen

cern,

|

The Fabric Studios have extended

of

ones

|

A now theatre ticket agency has
formed to start Sept. 1. Lee
N.lson and ''Colonel" ItecOimp will
do business under the name of the
Mac Theatre Ticket Agency.
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Snndly
Saturday
and
bigger business than on previous
days under the old method of run-

general agent for
Harvey's Minstrels, has returned
from Montreal, where he made railroad arrangements for a six weeks'
tour of that country. Colonel Frank
1*. Precott will be special agent of
the show, and C. Jay Smith will be

-

er
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with each act doing /our shows. At
the Palace, which' was a continuous
grind, business with its new policy
of two shows a day, afid three on

the

-

you

)Tlakss

hound for

f

The Orpheum circuit theatres in
Milwaukee inaugurated a new policy
The Majestic,
Sunday.
starting
which formerly played two shows
a day, Is now running live shows,

of

I

a

ra
mcU

Sunday business. The Palace, the
two-a-day house, suffered with the
opening matinee not being as good
ns when the Palace opened on Mondays.
The now prices of admission, more
than last season, brought the gross
receipts up to its last year's figures.
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CALL; WIRE

The
brought conflicting results.
State -Lake switched to a Sunday
opening and drew its usual capacity
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The new opening dates Inaugurated in Chicago by the Orpheum
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business.
furnishing
gent's
the
Mallicoat is associating himself in
men's clothing business, with two
others and operating under the firm
name of Malley -Fisher and Goode.
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Garrlck,.left for his vacation, which
will last until the theatre opens up
with Shubert vaudeville.
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Orpheum Rhow

fell

holow

the .standard of previous Weeks, bul
entertained the Sunday night audience
Max Kinher's Orchestra,
Florence Roberts and Co. and Haru
Onuki divided the top hilling. The
Wisher aggregation playing a return
Migagemont here within a few
rtceka oilcred a uilty aiiaugouiouli

showy

style.

orchestra

galna considerable presatrength of numerous
hits composed by Earl Burnett, the
pianist, ami Max Fisher.
In the
closing position the musicians held
the house intact wiih encores deti>4"

on

the

manded.
Mif asRobertti In n comedy sket h
entitled 'The True Story" dkl w.n.
H"

Mi-dd a r.^reptinn, her
role being liked
Yogeding with a natural
Dutch dialect contributed s >m.« tine
acting.
11.1111
Onuki, displaying a
tine personality and genuine
voice
scored heavily. II
top notes proved
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work
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bright material
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Medhttry.

"You come home drunk** gag was a
howl,
Johnnie Singer and Cnls
feored soundly with dancing* in the
opening spot.
Russian
Singer'a
work secured as nri'.ii applause n- *
anything on the bill
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VHEN YOU CAN SING

Diero, wife of the accordionist, has
joined the company at the Century,

Oakland.

OME AGAIN

made

was

Announcement

last

week that the Steindorff-Hartman
comic opera company will close at
the Auditorium, Oakland, Sept. 24,
when W. A. Rusco will take over the
What tho
house for road shows.
plans of the opera company are have
not been announced. The engagement has been successful after a
weak start. There have been rumors
of moving the troupe either to
Pantages or the Century, Oakland,
and the Casino, Frisco, has also been
mentioned but in the formal announcement of Lou Jacobs, manager
of the company, said that there was
no house available in Oakland.

Coincident with the news that
Pilling is to take charge of the
Century, Oakland, comes word from
Herbert Harris that Jack Russell
is to be maintained at the theatre.
There always seems to be a fresh
rumor that Russell is to be closed
next week, but he continues to do
a refreshing business.
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Fred Ketch of the vaudeville team
of Ketch and Wilma. was the victim
of a railroad accident near Rye, 139
miles east of Seattle, earlier this*

RUSSELL ROBINSON

"
•

ior

^m
)

I

!

WILL

Ketch, after rescuing his wife, by
dragging her through one of the
windows, suffered severe cuts, opening an artery and losing such a
quantity of blood that he collapsed.
He was taken to the Providence
Hospital in Seattle for treatment.
Ketch is now fully recovered, and
after a rest in this city says he will
be able to resume his tour next

SAY

ft»

Of

month, when the Columbia Flyer of
the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.
Railroad caught fire and two sleeping coaches burned. Ketch was in
one of the burning coaches. As the
train came to a stop windows of the
car were kicked out and frantio
passengers crawled or were dragged
to safety through the Jagged holes.
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managers of several picture
theatres, as well as some of the
lights along film row.
His wife.

WITHOUT A

Flora Parker, is not accompanying
him on the trip.

DOUBT THE

^P^

GREATEST SONG

a song recital in the Colonial Ballroom of the St Francis Hotel last
week in which he was assisted by
Hother Wismer, violinist, and Elsie
Cook Hughes, pianist. At $1.60 top
the recital attracted a large audience and Holtum plans to continue
with others.
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George Lipschultz has been appointed director of the orchestra of
the new Loew's Warfleld and opens
this week.
He hi a violinist.

KIND

Bert Levey has taken over the
Spokane, and will
it a full week stand, playing
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Carter De Haven on the first lap
of a countryside tour visited San
Francisco last week and staged a
luncheon in the St. Francis Hotel,
to which he invited newspapermen

IT

acts.

It

is

also

announced

that the Bert Levey offices in Los
Angeles will move next month into

NOW.

the Hill Street theatre building.
Persistent reports that Duel de
Kerekjarto, violinist, playing the

SING IT

Orpheum

Circuit, is to

marry

Lillian

May Kahn, a Los Angeles girl. She
has been visiting in San Francisco
with her mother.
Princess Wah-Lctka at the Orpheum here was announced as ap-

pearing in second place in a recent
report of the bill. It was an error
due to telegraphic transmission. She
appeared in fifth position during her
first week and scored.

DENVER

rouK

Tixor

Orpheum

The

NOW

DOUBLES, TRIOS AND QUARTETS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION READY

Randolph
D

St.,

KRAMER. Mgr.

Monroe Avenue
Tuxedo Hotel.
Detroit. Mich.

Chicago,

JOE HILLER,

111.

JAMES KESSEL.

Mgr.

Superba Theatre Bldg.
Los Angeles.

Calif.

The

Cleveland. Ohio

"Grandma's Boy" filled the Princess
the second week after having
played that theatre and the Rlalto
for a previous week.
The Rivoll
(Fox) opened Sunday with a new
for

Mgr., 347 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
FRANK WATERSON.
MORT HARRIS,^ Mgr.

picture policy.

San Francisco,

Mgr.
Globe Theatre Bldg.

Calif.

Philadelphia,

The weather was warmer last
week than at any time during the
summer. Many of tho theatres have

Pa.

felt

and business a big boost. Mack was
heartily greeted, with the old act
going over like new. holding the
interest throughout the 35-minute
Period.
The Jarvis Revue secured
the biggest laughs of the show on
Jhe strength of the comedy of Joe
«eeves and his talk with Jarvis.
which proves an act In itself. Good

2)

with a neat song arrangement.

The "Spider and Fly" number

is

cleverly handled. The smallrr girl
displays promise as a comedienne.
The bill was reduced from, the customary six acts to five due to the
length of the feature picture. "The
Rich Slave."

mRing H also present, the girls
With Crane Wilbur and Susanne
contributing their share effectively, Caubet U\ "Right or Wrong" tupinree Belmonts opened with neat ping and a good supporting bill,
noop and diabolo juggling.
The the Golden Gate show held up to
lighted spools proved showy and se- the usual Average.
The Wilbur
cured returns. Caledonian Four in vehicle was received with much en*nts offered single and quartette thusiasm, going over strongly. Flo
numbers with talk and familiar gags', Lewis, with Jesse Greer at the
between the vocal work. They se- piano, with pretty drapes and coscured a hit.
tumes provided a good flash and
Crane Sisters did very well (No secured one of the big hits. Miss
|

,

[

a good
"The Sto%m" has been a big

for the Colorado (largest theatre in state), and Harold Lloyd in

newyork

Pantages Thea. Bldg.

Hotel

the

draw

PHILIP JULIUS, M£r.

Hannah

getting

picture theatres had

week.

& Snyder Company

is

crowds with Singer's Midgets.

the

result

in

smaller crowds.

The Dcnham (Wilkes Players) has
had a fairly good week with a very
performance of "The Detour."
Lewis won favo^ with her drama and Trahan, arrived from Honolulu good
Elitch Gardens did but fair with
last
week.
impresClub
Woman's
travesty and
"Adam and Eva." It had played at
sions, with the audience number
Bob Murphy on the Orpheum Cir- the Oenham during the winter and
Jean Bararousing enthusiasm.
her flapper cuit has had several offers from men the return at tho simmer park was
rios's appearance in
number aided in stopping the show. here desiring to finance him In a an experiment. While it did not
Murray Kissen and Co. gave the beach resort deal. Murphy, it Is draw as well as other things, It did
very well when the weather and the
The comedy said, is seriously considering it.
bill the needed pep.
went over to riotous returns, with
the singing helping to land a hit.
Jean Barrios won admiration for his
beautiful gowns and had the audience guessing until he removed the
wig. He registered strongly. Three
Danolse Sisters closed the show
with trapeze and acrobatic stunts
and fared well. Bird Cabaret proved
an enjoyable opener.

Nina Gardner

of

Brown, Gardner

Paul
Frisco

L.
is

James
manager

Conlon,

formerly

now with Roscoe

wi th

Ails.

Pilling has been appointed
of the Century, Oakland.

considered.
Tho
giving a special
the Broadway
for the Greenroom Club.
O'Neill's
Diff rent" and "Muted Strings," a
new one-act play by Forrest Ruth-

opposition
are
Klitch company

matinee

is

Friday at

erford. a Denver writer, will be on
The Lamb Sisters have joined the the bill.
Monte Carter show that opens in
Salt Lake City next week.
The Empress (Pantages) had a
Kood week with a bill of only fair

Ruby Lang,

in

private

life

Mrs.

mfit,

*

-

•>

An

Artist.

A Gentleman and
Assisted by

Just Concluded

Friday, September

VARIETY

90

Two Weeks

at the

1,

1922-

a Scholar

HARRY NEWMAN

Orpheum, San Francisco

Sixth Position First

Week and

Next-to-C losing Second

Week

READ WHAT THE PAPERS SAY OF MY SECOND WEEK'S APPEARANCE, FOLLOWING A GREAT SHOW OF ALL CLEVER ARTISTS
SAN FRANCISCO "JOURNAL"
"The

cream of

the

bill

is

SAN FRANCISCO "EXAMINER"

the

clowning of that glorious fool. Tom
SAN FRANCISCO "CHRONICLE"
Smith. Comedy like his is a gift
He has an
straight from heaven.
"Tom Smith is a standing invita"Tom Smith, one of the most
inspired sense of the ridiculous tion to squirrels. For unadulterated
likeable comedians seen here in
that takes the bit and dashes down nuttishness his foolery goes easily
many a month."
the road, regardless of whose dignity into the lead."
may be knocked over in transit. At
the end of his act he does a little
Wah-letkaing himself and the audience is in shrieks."

8AN FRANCISCO "CALL"

Personal Direction,

INDIANAPOLIS
By

VOLNEY

FOWLER

B.
"Girls" was the attraction of the
Stuart "Walker Company at the

Murat

this week.

Princess Wah-letka,

in Terre Haute kept open all sum- Jones Shubert unit, opens season at
mer and apparently made expenses, Shubert-Uetroit Sept. J.
it
Since the Hippodrome
least
Orpheum's second week of stack
opened with vaudeville, capacity
houses have been the rule, indi- will see "Which One Shall I Marry?"
cating theatregoers are hungry for Depending on what C. H. Miles Can
real action. Mr. O'Brien says there do in the way of a leasing deal with

nothing definite has been announced,
it

is

believed that pictures will
be the policy of the Loew

DETROIT
By JACOB SMITH
NEW DETROIT. — "Lightnin"'
Business big.

BALTIMORE
By

F.

Rivoll— "Hurricane's Gal."
Worldly Madonna."

—

week Ford's
would open Sept. 18 with Ina Claire
in "The Awful Truth," followed by
Henry Miller and Ruth Chattertoa
In "La Tendresse."

The Auditorium opened Monday
with Woods' "'Lonely Wives."

REDUCED
PRICES
ON ALL

M

H

—

H. & M. Trunks has increased
our production over 100%, enabling us to add many improvements, new features and to reduce all trunks to

&

The popular demand

Cafe Marquard

railroad strike changed the plans.
First booked for two nights only
here, they will now appear for the

GEARY AND MASON STREETS, SAN FRANCISCO

Willi Ferdinand Munler directing,
a group of former members of the
Strand Players are winning favor
at the Colonial, where they ar-- (jiving 30-minwte ptayltti between pictures.
Charlotte Treadway In lead<ml with her ar.'
ins

THESPIANS' FAVORITE RENDEZVOUS FOR LUNCHEON, DINNER

AND AFTER THE SHOW

DANCING AND CABARET
SPECIAL NIGHTS
THEATRICAL NIGHT EVERY WEDNESDAY
FROLIC

full

week.

woman.

Winnlfred Greenwood and Charles
Perley.

Pictures

Suiierba,

"Hurrl< u

PR0FESSIONAL

TRUNKS

for

PRE-WAR PRICES

SAN DIEGO, CAL.

FUN

vaudeville.

last

—

Sept. 15.

FETE

SISK

Loves of Pha

NEW— "The

At the photoplays: "Nice People,"
second week, Madison; "Loves of
Pharaoh," second week, Adams;
"Masqueraders," Capitol; double bill
at Broad way -Strand; "Fast Mall."
Washington.

It will

ROBERT

CENTURY— "The

was announced

raoh."

opened new season.
probably open about Held for second week. Regrettable
COLONIAL.
Dawson. Lanigan
Detroit could not get original comand Covert, the Phllmers, Ross and
pany with Frank Bacon.
Ross. Elsie Cllffe. feature.
All other theatres will be open
"Enter Madame."
GAURICK.
for fair week, starting Sept. 4.
The La Salle Gardens will play
Last week of Bonstelle Players. Keith vaudeville booked out of ChiGeorge Jacobs, who has been Opens with Shubert attractions cago, changing twice weekly.
conducting a musical art course in Labor Day. Bonstelle Players reTerre Haute, Ind., has taken over open early in October at ShubertColumbia reopened Sunday after
the Grand opera house In that city. Iflchigan, to remain permanently.
closed for month; house renoWoodward Players being
MAJESTIC.
He has booked concerts and will
vated.
Policy, vaudeville
picHouse dark tures, continuous. Michael and
In "The Hottentot."
play road shows.
Behoenlast week to give players vacation.
herr in charge.
and
Powers
Leona
Mique O'Brien, dramatic critic of New stars are
the Terre Haute Tribune, spent the Forrest Orr, otherwise cast same as
House owned by
week end in Indianapolis, visiting past season.
with Kin Hubbard. Pop Junes and Famous Players, leasing It to M. W.
B: ALLEN H. WRIGHT
Jimmie Rohr, who recently put over MoCJee on weekly rental of $500 and
The Strand Players closed lrust
a $1,000,000 real estate deal for Con- split of profits over certain amount.
in "Grumpy" and "Clarence."
week
solidated Realty and Theatres. Mr.
O'Brien says all of the movie houses
"The Spice of ~.ife." the A. L. Road shows have resumed engagements at the Sprockets. "Be Careful, Dearie," this week (Aug. 28).
This company, including Evan Burrows Fontaine, Billy Frawley and
some 40 others, was booked to opt-n
the new Shubert, San Francisco, but
delay In its completion and the
again

house.

HIPPODROME—Pop

It

will

GAYETY—

PARKWAY— "The Dust Flower."
MARYLAND—Vaudeville.
CARLIN'S ARENA— Opera.
GARDEN—Pop vaudeville.

Gal"; Rialto. "Once to Every Woman"; Broadway, "The Understudy";
Colonial,
"Handle
With Care";
Plaza. "Fascination"; Cabrillo, "If
You Believe It. It's So"; Pickwick,
"While Satan Sleeps."

bill.

It
was reported that Stuart
Walker would take over the Keith
house, in event the Keith interests
got Loew's State. However, though

a sure laugh-

is

getter."

HARRY FITZGERALD

are 16,000 coal miners in and around Shuberts, September policy of this
Tom Ealand.
Terre Haute, and the city was just house is uncertain.
close at Murat with double
beginning to feel the effects of the whose summer lease expires Sept. 3,
The premiere of Walker's latest strike when It was settled. Thf is trying to secure extension for at
play, "Five Flights Up," comedy in railroad situation is much more se- least four weeks.
three acts, and "The Gods of the rious than the coal strike ever was
Mountain" will be presented.
"Talk of the Town.
in the coal mining section.

The Stuart Walker Company

"Tom Smith walks away with the
SAN FRANCISCO "BULLETIN"
comedy honors of the bill. He has
"Tom Smith is as polished as ever,
practically a whole new act from
last week, and his burlesque mind- even when he flutters coyly through
reading bit, following as it does the scenes of Gus Edwards' act."

80LO AT FACTORY PRICES

BY THE FOLLOWING AGENTS
SAMUEL NATHANS
529-531 7th Ave., N. Y.

BARNES TRUNK
75

W. Randolph

St.,

CO.
Chicago

BOYLSTON LUGGAGE SHOP, he.
16 Boylston
J.

St.,

Boston

M. SCHWEIG

12 Fifth Ave., Pittsburgh

BOOKS TRUNK
901 Main

St.,

CO.
Kansas City

HERKERT & MEISEL TRUNK
910 Washington Street

ST. LOUIS,

CO.
MO.

CHAS. NEWCORNELL'S PRODUCTIONS
WANTED —Acts

YORK THEATRE

BUILDING,

BROADWAY,

Suitable for Cabaret, Chorus Girls for Revues.

44th-45th STREETS
Season Contracts for New York Engagements

-

#

Friday,

September

VARIETY

_

1922

1,

THE GREAT

31

w—=

FOX TROT SUCCESS

/NEW

BV THE WRITERS OF

*^m J\ €m Jtz. X-

benny DAVIS

AV.WI'TMARK. 6 SONSKANSAS CITY
By WILL R. HUGHES
EMPRKSS— "The Sign on
Poor," Drama Players Stock.
K

%

GAYETY— "Joys of
Bowes Company.
ELECTRIC PARK-

Life,"

billboard space
the business.

Publishers

and that a number of prominent
"names" will be seen during the sea-

open resplendent

in fresh paint

son.

Manager Fred
decorations.
Sam Waldman
has been on the job all

L.

will

summer, and everything

Mid-summer ness

is in

ORPHEUM—Vaudeville.

The

Mainstreet;

"Man

to

Man"

Night"

(first
«

W. McCallum

sec-

ond

Construction

has the contract for rebuilding the Century theatre, where
the Shubert road attractions, will
appear, announces that the steel for
the interior of the building has been
shipped and that worki will be
rushed night and day to get the
house in shape for as early an opening as possible. It was the intention to open the theatre with "Abraham Lincoln," Oct. 22, but it is most
likely the opening will not occur

some time in November. Manager Joseph B. Glick, representing
the Shubert interests, advises that a
strong line of attractions has been

until

The Empress, with the Drama
Players Stock in •'Polly with a Past,"
was the first theatre to get open for
the long 1922-23 run, opening Aug.
Although the opening day was
20.
the hottest of the summer to date,
;ihc house was filled with the regulars, who had become acquainted
with many of the company during
Its run at the Grand last season.
Business held up remarkably well
during the week, in spite of the heat,
which grew worse every day.

the

Harris,

that there will be no act« that have
appeared at the Orpheum this season shown at the Mainstreet later in
the year, as was the case last sea-

Both houses are using much

is

formerly

Christie," respectively.
at Nixon next week.

few

The Paull brothers, long identified
with the Davis, are back in the box
office there this season.

near-panic last week, when a film the great seating capacity of the
operating booth ignited. No latter.

in the

War

Mrs.

WAGENH ALS

and

KEMPER

days.

the heavily fea-

Emil Umann, assistant manager
been spendopening bill Aug. 27. The house has of the Garden, who has
ing
the summer at the Loew's San
beeen very careful not to mention
Francisco house, has rjeturned '"to
the name of Chaplin in the adverKansas City.
tising, but the papers have played
same. The
it up stronc just the
William J. Mack, director of the
for the

a

'Sue damage was done beyond
minor injuries.

Following another week of stock
burlesque, the Academy will try a
week of colored entertainers, "Follow Me" for Sept. 4.

One of the scenes in Caroline Abbott's film, "Order Number 11," will
be shot in Liberty, a little town
across the river from this city.
Union and Confederate soldiers will
ride through the streets as in Civil

manager.

Mildred

'

yORK

/NEW

Cyrus Jacobs, manager of the
Globe, was slightly injured in an automobile collision Sunday.

Liberty,

will

commencing Aug. 27. Manager Leh- Charles Chaplin,
man, of the Orpheum, announces tured headliner

son^

of

for

Electric Park, will go- to the Pantages at the conclusion of the park
season.

who was dangerously wounded by a
robber at the theatre Aug. 2, is convalescing at St. Joseph's Hospital.
Thursday the theatre orchestra visand serenaded
ited the hospital

weather

try their luck against the

Harding

David

their

The Gayety and the Orpheum

mer has been putting 'em over

lined tip for Kansas City and that
^st
the season promises to be tin
for years.

:

'Anna
Dear

-

•
The house staff pieked by the
The Olympic had one of its best Felt Brothers to operate the Aldino
weeks in throe months with "Her will be In charge of that house durGilded Cage." Held over.
ing the period of about ten weeks
John Quinlan has arrived from
in which the Shuberts present their
Harry Browarsky, of a family of vaudeville there, until the Lyceum
Minneapolis and taken active management of the Mainstreet (Junior local pioneer picture people is now is ready for occupancy, when the
Orpheum), relieving Lawrence Leh- the owner of the Rex in East Lib- Sheedy vaudeville will play the
man, managing director of the two erty and the Variety on the north Aldine.
Orpheum houses, who has been run- side, both having been taken over
The Duquesne will open Labor
ning the "baby" house during the by him suffering previous poor man- Day with pop vaudeville.
That
agement, and converted into paying policy has never been attempted in
summer.
propositions.
that house, and may work out sucFred Speer, publicity agent for the
cessfully, the main drawback with
Gayety, American burlesque circuit,
TJie Academy, a picture house in the Lyceum as run by Loew's, which
for several years and who this sum- Woods Run, was the scene of a is a few doors away, having been

Co.. \vhi--h

\

half), "Pilgrims of the
*
half). Globe.

J.

Kramer, who has been han-

dling the press stuff for Universal
in this city, has resigned to go with
Robertson -Cole. He has been succeeded by Howard E. Jameyson.

readi-

for the opening.

'Follies.

MAINSTREET— Vaudeville.
PANTAGES— Vaudeville.
GLOBE—Vaudeville.
PHOTOPLAYS— "H e r Gilded
Cage," Newman, "The Young Di"The Woman He
ana," Liberty;
Married," Royal; "The Kick Back,.'
JTree Air," Pantages; "Tlllie,"

bills

this season will consist of eight acts

and

SILVER abner

Wirmark Building

and each going after management announces that the

The Gayety, Columbia burlesque,

the

%^MWMM~JLM
-

PRESENT

Orpheum's

The World's Greatest Mystery Play

Players Stock, held the same
position for the Meta Miller Stock

Drama

Company
several
friends
beck.

woman

at the Auditorium theatre

many
who welcomed him

years ago, and has
here,

Mary

character
Hill, the
of the Players, was also once

an Auditorium stock actress, having served under O. D. Woodward
in

the "good old days" when the
stock was one of the
in the country.

Woodward

m°st prominent

The Drama Players Stock, which
surprised all the "wise" ones by
sticking at the Grand for 14 weeks,
beginning just before Lent last season, opened Its second Kansas City
The company is
season Aug. 20.
appearing this year in the Empress
instead of the house where they
"Polly with a
started last year.
Past" was the opening bill, with
Theodora Warfield as Polly. The
Empress, which last season was
given over by Bonfils & Tamihen,
the owners, to pop vaudeville and
which it was announced was to be
the first of a number two Pantages
string, has been brightened up. M.
H. Hudson, Jr.. of the Kansas City
Billposting Co., is president of the
Drama Players, with J. L. Adams
as mannger and J. T. Keller ijouse
William J. Mack, with
manager.
Karl A. Jamison as assistant, Is the
dramatic director. The house staff
consists of Robert Bayley, stage

•m

•*Vj*&
WMJ>«'*
»*

Clothes Make the

Woman

no more important
element in clothes than
the slippers one 'wears. In

There

is

manager; Cora
F.

Open

until

g

p. »n.

In Chicago- State Street
I

at

Monro*

<J.

The acting

Empton, Mary

Hill,

Mar-

tha Morton, Arthur Vinton, Arthur
Kohl, Alvah I). Sims Karl Jamison,
Clark*- B. Felgar, Joseph Stanhope
and Robert Bayley. The company
will give ten performances a week,
starting each new bill Sunday night.
Three matinees weekly.
Manager Adams announces a
number of dramatic offerings to be
given during the season, also sevmusical comedies, including
eral
"You're In Love," "Oh, Boy," and
'.'Very Good, Eddie."

NARY ROBERTS RINEHART AND AVERY H0PW00D
1

in

Ye* r
London

Over 2 years

in

New York

in

'

Y~r

Chicago

IN PREPARATION

"WHY MEN
LEAVE HOME if
By

AVERY HOPWOOD

PITTSBURGH

Feminine Footwear
Forty-Sixth Street

Is

ing:
son, Helen

MILLER
at

director;

artist.

made up

of the followTheodora Wartield, Alice Ma-

smart shoes are quite
necessary, because they,
well, make the most of one s
attractiveness. Is it not so?

Broadway

Moody, scenic

company

fact,

I.

Miller, treasurer; D.

Ambert Haley, musical

BY

By

COLEMAN HARRISON

PICTURES.—Orand and

,

Liberty,

H
Her
Olympic,
'Masquerader";
If Vuii Be
(Jild.'d din*', Rcgt-ut,
lieve It, Its So"; Blackstone, "Fast
Mail"; State, 'A Pool There Was":
Cameraphone, "Real Adventure" and
"When the Devil Drives" (split);
Alhambra, "Dust Flower"; and "For
the Defense" (split).

The Nixon and Alvin open Labor
Day r th the "CTBrJea «!irl" and

A NEW COMEDY
By FREDERIC

AND FANNY HATTON

V

VARIETY

THEY'RE

Friday, September

1,

s

OFF!!!

1982

SAM

A

/

N

D
NATURE'S GIFT

ON A SOLID ROUTE FOR
This

Week (Aug.

28), Keith's Bushwick, Brooklyn, N. Y. Next

Week

Cooper Jimmy 4 Palace Baltimore
Marion Dave 4 Gayety Louisville
Gayety Washington.
11 Gayety St. Louis.
Finney Frank 4 Casino Philadel"Mimic World" 4 Gayety Pittsphia 11 Palace Baltimore.
burgh 11 Colonial Cleveland.
v"Flashlights of 1923" 4 Casino
"Radio Girls" 4 Gayety Boston 11
(411)
Brooklyn New York 11 Lyceum Grand Worcester Mass.
"American Girl" 4 Gayety St. Scranton.
Reeves Al 4 Majestic Jersey City
Louis 11 Gayety Kansas City.
"Follies of Day" 4 Lyric Dayton 11 Hurtig & Seamon's New York.
"Bis; Jamboree" 4 Gayety Wash- 11 Olympic Cincinnati.
Sldman Sam 4 Colonial Cleveland
ington 11 Gayety Pittsburgh.
"Folly Town" 4 Englewood Chi- 11 Empire Toledo.
"Bon Tons" 4 Empire Brooklyn cago 11 Gayety Detroit.
"Social Maids" 4-t Colonial Utlca
New York 11 Miner's Newark.
"Giggles" 4 Orpheum Paterson 11 11 Gayety Montreal.
"Bowery s" 4 Gayety Buffalo 11 Majestic Jersey City.
"Step on It" 4 Lyceum Scranton
Gayety Rochester.
"Greenwich Village Revue" 4 11 Casino Philadelphia.
"Broadway Brevities" 4 Olympic Hurtig A Seamon's New York 11
.
"Talk of Town" 4 Empire Toronto
Cincinnati 11 Gayety Louisville.
Casino Boston.
11 Gayety Buffalo.
"Broadway Flappers" 4 Gayety
"Hello Good Times" 4 Imperial
"Temptations" 4 Gayety Detroit
Kansas City 11 Gayety Omaha.
Chicago 11 Englewood Chicago.
"Bubble Bubble" 4 Miner's Bronx Howe Sam 4 Gayety Omaha 11 Gay- 11 Empire Toronto.
"Town Scandals" 4 Gayety MontNew York 11 Empire Providence
ety Minneapolis.
real 11 Gayety Boston.
"Chuckles of 1922" 4 Gayety
"Keep Smiling" 4 Columbia New
Watson Billy 4 Miner's Newark
Rochester 11 -IS Colonial Utlca.
York 11 Casino Brooklyn.
11 Orpheum Paterson.
"Knick Knacks" 4 Gayety MinneWatson Sliding Billy 4 Casino
apolis 11 Gayety Milwaukee.
Boston 11 Columbia Newark.
A.
Z.
11
"Lets Go" 4 Empire Toledo
Williams Motile 4 Gayety MilThere La a Utter of deep Interest for you Lyric Dayton.
waukee 11 Englewood Chicago.
at Variety' j office. 15 a West 41 tb Street.
"Maids of America" 4 Columbia
"Wine Woman and Song* 4 Grand
New York.
Chicago 11 Imperial Chicago.
MOTHER
Worcester Mass 11 Miner's Bronx

ANGYAL

New York.
"Youthful Follies" 4 Empire Providence 11 Empire Brooklyn.

MY COMPLETE

LINE

STAGE
WOMEN
TOD BETTER KEEP
THIS

4 vf Fall and Winter
>

Suits

IT'LL SAVE MONET FOB YOU t
Imported Models In Street, Afternoon
and Evening Costumes. Works of Art by
the Foremost Fashion Creators of Europe.
Prices Less Than the Actual Customs

and Overcoats

Duties Paid to Urlng Them Into This
Country. They Are All New.

HAS ARRIVED

GRAYCE GLOVEN

IS*

Specialty Designed

'

at

m ST

City

Ladles to play trombone, banjo, saxo-

Variety,

\

New

York.

Salvo
Soott

LETTERS

Shaw

When lending for mall to
VARIETY address Mall Clerk

POSTCARDS, ADVERTISING or
CIRCULAR LETTERS WILL
NOT BE ADVERTISED.
LETTERS ADVERTISED IN
ONE ISSUE ONLY.

A

Tannan Julius
Thomas Joe
Thompson Kathrya.

Gertrude

Norman
Leila

Sheehan Joe

Watson

Shoebridge Nellie
Shordt Al
Sidney A Scott

Lillian

Wells Gilbert
Williams Charles
Wills Margaret

Sola Willie
Stevens Millie
Storey Rex

Wills Sid

;.

Wilson George

\

CHICAGO OFFICE

A

Angyal

W

ApoUo Trio

Armen Prod Os
Auer Henry
Ayers Trlxle

Ned

Booth Helen
Bralnard Ralph
Brown Art
Corlngton
CulTer B

Day

s

Helen

Juliet

Delano Mr
Delmar Oene
Demarest Frenchy
Dohertya Ths
Dyson Hal

Edwards Oee
Geo

Elliott

Erlckson Alfred

Fealy Maude
Flnbery Mrs

Allen

Hyans John

Andras Josephine

A

Florlne

C

Lamore Mrs H
Lane Teddy
Langford Mrs H
La Tine Troupe
Lehmann Walter
Lewis

Raymond

Qibson Gladys
Gibson Jean
Golden Jacob
Goes Paul
Halliday

A

Wlllette

Hamlin A Mack

Collins A Plllard
Chief Little Blk
Chatterton Lillian

Nash Kenneth

DeLane Dale

Polly A Os
Polley Boris

Moore

F

Day George

Riley Joseph

Morris

Edna

t

Sherman Dorothy
Sets

A

B

Taylor Jackson Ce

A Mack

Tyrell

I

Wallace Jeaa
Wade Claude
Walter Trio
Ward A Dooley

A Goss

Kayward Harry

Khaym

D

*

Roblnsone Ghlta

Grey Fred Trie
Haller

J

Rowland A Meehaa
Ryan James

Olbson Hardy

Mats Olive
McDonwell BdwarS
McNally A Ashton
MUbank Harold
Montrose Belle

'

l

Dillon J

Freehand Bros
Four Bellhops
Fernandas Jose

,

Fields

Ormonde Cora

Madison Ruthle

Mann Joe
Mann Nat
Martin Bunny

ft

r

Duffy Barney

Fnrman Hasel

|

PHILADELPHIA

Murphy A Nicholas
Musjay Laura

By
Riggv Ralph
Riley Mlas
Riley Jos

B

Ring Hal

Haywood Edward

Robinson Charles
Holland A Ray
Rose Irving

Henry's Pets

Rowan Frank

Hastings Walter

Muller

Lucas A Logan,
Lots R T

Lynch Nan

A Anthony

Bonnat Renee
Bo Peep A Horner

Dick William
Dlxoa T J

N

*

Bettte

B

Morton Miss

Oamble Roma

Barlow Violet

Kennedy Miss M
Kennedy Peggy

Lester
Lester

McCormack Doral
Murrell Mary
Moody A Duncan
Murphy A Lachmar

*

Bimbo Charles

Babb
Keating

Lewis Charles A
Leonard Mrs A

Edna

Bell Florence

Bird Irene
Holies

Holland Peggy

Irving Isabel
Irvine Jerome

Barclay Battle
Beardslay Harris
Becker Johnnie
Benton Fremont
Blber Berthe

CARL

JULE

BriOADWAY

i*ir Tier

New York

phone and double bass, wanted at once
for orchestra engagement.
Telephone:
Bryant 9410, or write. Address Box 999,

Ready to wear Clothes
1652

Street,

LADY MUSICIANS

BEN ROC RE
v

West 16th

New York

(Sept. 4), Keith's Riverside,

11

BURLESQUE ROUTES

W.

KEITH CIRCUIT

B. F.

•

New vorocciTv

ARTHUR WATERS

Announcement by the Shuberte
hae Whittaker Ray again In charge
of the Chestnut Street theatre,
which houses Shubert vaudeville.

The Casino (burlesque) as a special feature this week featured IB
the papers A "Perfect Figure Contest,- open to all, for the Friday
night
performance
of
Jimmy
Cooper's "Beauty Revue." A cask'
prise of $25 is the offer, with the
usual "applause vote."
.

ACTS WANTED!! LUSTER BROS.
•

a

To know that Conkey's One-to-nil of 1911 la not a mere repetition of former Issues.
It'a a Chicago-New York book with essential Information of both places. A double
book at the aama old fifty cents In stamps or coin. On sale in Chicago at the
Orant Hotel and 4S7 North Clark Street. A mighty uneful piece of props with any
aot. Address: BOB CONKEY. (6 West Ohio Street (Near Clnrk), Chicago.

"ASK ONE TO FILL—MAYBE

IT

KNOWS"

Unique and Extraordinary Novelty
THiS WEEK (AUG. 27), PALACE, CHICAGO

Booked Solid

Direction,

The Syndicate has asked all
papers to refrain from mentioning
the "Spice of 1922" show as having
played at the Walnut last summer*
mentioning it, Instead, as cunlnf
'direct from the Winter Garden."
The "Spice" show will play th#
Forrest.

PAT CASEY OFFICE

The Trocadero (burlesque) opens
Saturday, trailing the Bijou and the
Casino by two weeks. "The Pom

Pom

Girls" attraction.

EXPERIENCED MAID

Wishes position with actress; city pre*

p «"»onal

e re

5;
PEARL
KSPOSO.
jr.

Apartment

JO,

references.
Add reset
SO West 129th Street.
City.

New Tork

EDWARD CROPPER,
THEATRICAL

Inc.

WARDROBE TRUNKS

HOTEL NORMANDIE
«

E. cor. 38tfc

A

BLDG.,

B'tear* «.

I".

<*

PIIONEi FITZROY 8S4S
I

WRITE COMEDY MATERIAL

The kind that

THE ORIGINAL TRAMPS

gets

B0 *

BUFFALO.

«

Beautify

AND ALSO THE LITTLE COMEDIENNE
-;

t
r

•

-

M.

S.

*

F. E.

KENNARD'S"
SUPPORTERS
M» w.

\
.

N. Y.

Your Fsos

8MITH. M.

0.

o

347 Fifth Avenue
Opp. Welded

N. T. City

-.

PALACE THEATRE BLDG.

Tern*

reasonable

BENTHAM
.

booking.

Vou mutt leek 1004 to matt
teed.
Maay of the "Profev
•ion" have obtained an* retained barter ssrt* iy tiavlsi
ma correct their featural isv
perfection* arts' remove blemishes. Consultation free
Fast

COOK

MISS NELLIE

laugh*—and the

ARTHUR SINCLAIR

THE MOST COPIED TEAM IN THE WORLD
*

the

Anything In the Comedy line except songs.
reaaonabla Write me to write for you.

SRth

St..

N. J.

Phone Fits Hot 0S44
Bend Cor Catalogue

WA,R*WMr,W

•

•

LOUIS BERNSTEIN
President

The most

sensational hit ever

Broadway musical

known

in

the history of

plays at the opening this

week when

MISS WINNIE LIGHTNER
with the stupendous musical production

"GEORGE WHITE'S SCANDALS"
at the

the

New

Globe Theatre,

York, sang

two stupendous comedy song

hits:

I

I

1

»

i

1

AND

1
(The Traveling Man)
>se

.

two great writers

LEW BROWN and WALTER DONALDSON
All

New York

is

talking about the sensational hit that Miss

Winnie Lightner made singing these two great comedy songs

•

I
Broadway and
.

PHILADELPHIA

-'.CHICAGO

BILLY

STONEHAM

Grand Opera House Building'*

WILLIE

PIERCE

25 South 9th Street

47th Street,

BOSTON
CHARLES BRADLEY

SAM TUMIN

Pantages Theatre Building

240 Tremont Street

1405 Madison Avenue

MINNEAPOLIS

LOS ANGELES
BARNEY WEBER

.VINCENT MARQUISE

318 Superba Theatre Building

329 Lindley Skiles Building

NEW YORK, GEORGE

NEW YORK CITY

SAN FRANCISCO
FRANK SNOWDEN

'

PIANTADOSI,

ST.

BALTIMORE

LOUIS

STEVE CADY
7th nn<3 Chestnut Streets

General Professional Manager

.

DETROIT
JACK HARRINCTON
74 Windemere Avenue
Hifchlahr! Park

VARIETY
M.

with

Friday, September

GOLDEN

1,

-

1888

Presents

THEODOR STEPANOFF

Entire Production Devised, Staged

GOLDEN

and Produced by ML
•

WEEK OF

SEPT.

4,

ACKERMAN

Scenes by P. D.

HEADLINING

Costumes by

B. F.

KEITH'S PALACE

MARCEL

Dances Arranged by

MAKARENKO, Manager

D.

THEATRE
VICTOROFF & STEPANOFF

Direction

HARRY WEBER
T

BUFFALO
By 8IDNEY

and sent into Chicago instead. So
far, no successor has been men-

BURTON

probable that
the house will reopen Monday with
some other attraction.
tioned, although

Dates and features of opening attractions at local theatres were the
chief topic of conversation along
the Rialto this week. The Gayety
opening with "Chuckles of 1922"
was set back from Monday to

The production will
show here three days only. The
Qayety will be under the management of Bob Simon again this

Thursday.

season.

The Garden (Mutual) Is set for
Sept. 2 with Pat White and his
"Irish Daisies." Whether or not the
live down its recent
troubled career remains to be seen.

Garden can

The Majestic will offer Robert
Housman's "Star Sapphire," beginning Labor Day. Martha Hedman
and Claude King are featured.

is

it

Criterion wilt show with Shubert vaudeville beginning Sept. 11.
Sol Meyers will handle the house.

The

&

Co
••

Laraesf

was

Inc.,

Federal Court this
week when Jones filed notice that
the interest on a mortgage under
which he claimed title had been
in

paid.

I* tat United States.

The only
that maker
or Reads

—

Factory

mi

set

H

nude

band.
«77.S7* Celum»»»

Aveant
Ran

Francises

Cat

as

assistant.

urer,

"Go to Theatre" week will be
week, is getting the great- staged here Sept. 4-9 by proclamation
of Mayor John Walrath.
Leon
est attendance in its history.
A. Dashoff is conductor of the Des
The week will open with a float
Moines theatre orchestra.

all

RAYMOND MATTHEWS
COMPOSER
413C.

and

ARRANGER

1658 Broadway.

New York

City

NOTICE! Professionals!il

this

parade, and movie stars will also
be brought here for personal appearances. Selection of the week of
,Sept. 4, however, is giving George A.
Chenet, manager of^the Wieting, a
laugh.
The Wieting is the only
first -class theatre in the city and it's
dark that week.

The Orpheum,

SYRACUSE,

N. Y.
BAHN

By CHESTER B.
'B. F. KEITH'S— Return to
time vaudeville. Eight acts,
cellent business

big

Ex-

Monday.

sensational charges of repeated assaults by her uncle, Emmett Allen,
was followed by the launching of a
bitter legal batle by both of her estranged parents for her custody,

TRUNK EVER BUILT FOR THE PROFESSION—GUARANTEED

7-PLY (Patented)

PUNCTURE PROOF TRUNK

will never go back to
Mrs. Rose Allen, of this city, recentGreatest Sin."
ly divorced by William Allen, stage
drama, with free love, spiritism and mechanic, of New York. Supreme
essenthe
womanhood
as
wronged
Court Justice Ernest I. Edgcomb,
Belongs to the same class as adjourning habeas corpus proceedtials.
"The Unmarried Mother," etc. New ings brought here by the child's
show. Opened a week ago in Scran- father after the girl had pleaded her
Presenting company good. father's case, declared that, "Never
ton.
Uses "matinee for women only" as for a minute would I consider allowbox office card. "Two for one" plan ing the mother to take the girl."
also proved business getter Monday. Allen told the court that he desired
Next week, "Under Hawaiian Skies." to place the child in a New Jersey
STRAND—First part, "The Bond- boarding school. Justice Edgcomb
ed Woman.''
that he would require deSAVOY—First part, "The Gray advised
tailed
information regarding the
Dawn."
school and gave Allen one month to
EMPIRE—"Smudge," first part.
it.
Until the case is finally
ROBBINS-ECKEL -- First part, supply
decided, Viola's custody rests with
'
"Wild Honey."
the county authorities by Justice

BASTABLE—All

week, "Woman's
New problem melo-

WIETING— Dark until
when "The Passing Show"

Sept. 11,
for three
days, first half of New York State
fair week. Shubert vaudeville opens
last half with "Town Talk."

Samuel Rosenberg

will

over the Bastable's box

4 Ply Basswood Veneer.
1 Ply Metal Wire Mesh.
? Ply 45 Gauge, Best Quality
Vulcanized Fibre,
Inside and Outside
Total 7-Ply.

'

—

Special

Convenlencea: Five
large hat box.
dust door. Ironing

roomy drawera,
ehoe

box,

board, locking device that locks
both aides of trunk.
Extra
lar$e laundry bag and Jewelry
boxt

Don't Huy Until Ton 8eo the
7-PI.Y Puncture

MACK WIKB

Stock

of

Hlsatly

Utea Trunk*. alto Meondi

We

ia atany standard makes,

at

Exceptionally

Put together with 450 solid rivets
passing through the box and over
1,200 machine rivets driven into and
believe it is
through the trunk.
the only trunk on the market that is
put together without a single nail.

LOW

Prists.
1

Demonstrated and Sold

in

New York

by

preside

office

this

r°H0N
bookYtrip

f

WELDON.WILLIAMS &LICK=
FORT SMITH. ARK.

Edgcomb's order.

Mark

C.

Love of

will sing -English
Chicago Opera.

this city, basso,
roles with the

who recently purchased the
Gralyn at Gouverneur. is now negotiating for the Colligan at Carthage.

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

night opening capacity house. Got
good notices. Next week, "Why Men
Leave Home," by Avery Hopwood.

National and
nounced dates.

not yet an-

Poll's

The Cosmos resumed vaudeville
week. The opening bill in-

this

.

"The Dress Rehearsal," the
Haymakers, Spangler and Donohue,
Vardon and Perry, Monroe and May,
Alfred Farrell and Co. in pictures in
rags.
Betty Compson in "Always
sists of

the

Woman"

is

Bruce Brylawski

the
is

feature

film.

again managing

the house.

Gayety has "Mimic World." Harry
is* continuing as
manager,
but the boys in the box office have
been replaced by girls sent down
from the main offices of the Columbia Wheel in New York.

Jarboe

The Lyceum, which last season
housed Burlesque attractions (AmerNate Bobbins. Edward Coleman will ican Wheel) has announced it will
be house treasurer and *Iarry Curtis open next week with entirely new
stage manager. The Gaiety, which policy. Vaudeville probably.
also passed from Wilmer & Vincent
Palace, "The Hands of Nara";
Moore's Bialto, "The Married FlapNinety per cent, of the theatrical profca- per*; Columbia, "Her Gilded Cage"
alun use Taylor Trunks. Write for our
(2d week); Crandall's Metropolitan,
theatrical catalogue.
"One Clear Call."
Barney Lumberg will manage the
Colonial, Utica, just taken over by

Taylor Trunk Works
078 N. 1IAI.8TEAD

Harry Crandall announces that
STREET. CHICAGO. the rebuilding on the old Knickerbocker site would continue and that
no attention would be paid to the

DWIGHT HUMPHREY

petition sent him by the injured and
relatives of those killed In the col*
lapse of the theatre roof last winter

requesting that he discontinue the
building of the new theatre.

BOOKING EXCLUSIVELY WITH

Proof Trftnk.

Larse

James
Papayanakos,
former
Watertown theatre owner and operator,

By HARDIE MEAKIN
Second week of "The Exciters"
her mother, (the Selwyns) at Belasco. Sunday

,

WE HAVE NOW READY THE 3TRONGE8T THEATRICAL

THE MACK WIRE

have Sim Allen as
manager. Howard Miller as treasand Charles Thomas as stage
manager.

to Bobbins, will

.

dismissed

ACCORDION
rACTORV

By DON CLARK
The Iowa State Fair, which opened
last week Thursday and continues

Abraham Epstein

in its new locaThe house is said to be held at $80.opened to excellent business.
000 by Edward Colligan.
Sherman,
formerly
new
house,
The
The New Strand at Niagara Falls playing pop vaudeville, seats over
A broken right collarbone and
opened Saturday with a special per- 3,000.
'
serious bruises received when ehe
formance attended largely by picwas caught under her blue ribbon
ture and theatrical men from westat
stock
in
"Civilian Clothes*
jumper, when U failed to take a
The house seats Princess.
ern New York.
confine
barrier, » wLll
Mrs. Irene
over 2,000, and for sheer beauty
Julius Fogelman, manager of the Castle Treman to her Ithaca, N. V.,
surpasses any theatre in this part
Utica.
during
Colonial,
the
regime
"Fools First." Strand;
FILMS.—
home
eight
weeks,
for
forcing the
rearchitecture
it
the
state.
In
of
"While Satan Sleeps," De Moines; of Wilmer & Vincent, has been resembles the New York Rialto. >* "Travelin" On," Palace; "They Like called to the firm's New York of- cancellation of professional encashments which called for her appearconcert orchestra and organ furnish Em RougV Garden.
fice.
nee on the ballroom floor as well as
the musical program.
before the camera.
Viola Allen, 13 years old, whose

Amalgamated Burlesque,

Tat Lcadia,

season, with

tion,

The action brought by Lodowick
Jones last winter against the Acad"The Blushing Bride," originally emy in which Jones attempted to
booked for Labor Day at the Teck. gain possession of the theatre and
is said to have been canceled here to have a receiver appointed for
Guerrini

DES MOINES

W.

V. M. A., B. F.
JR.,

KEITH (WESTERN), ORPHEUM,

AND AFFILIATED

On 34th

CIRCUITS

Street

ASSOCIATED WITH

BILLY JACKSON Agency

n

CHICAGO

Loop End Bldg.

INC.

OFFERING ACTS THK HKST TTMK IN TIIK MIDDI.K WEST

The Old-Fashioned

PHIL KOTLER

Exclusive Selling Agent

TWO CONVENIENTLY LOCATED
Strand Luggage Shop
570 7th Ave., Below 41st St
Manufactured by

Furriers

STORES:

FURS

Times Square Luggage Shop
216 West 42d Street

KEFF-WILLIAMS TRUNK

CO..

CLEVELAND. OHIO.

Advanced Models

**££!%

DROP CURTAINS FOR SALE AND RENT
BUMPUS & LEWIS SCENIC STUDIOS
«

245

WEST

46th STREET,

NEW YORK

CITY

KS ?«"*

Coatees, Stole*. Scarfs and Novelty
Fur Pieces that are the very latest
fashion*.
All
are offered at the
price you would have to pay whole-

We manufacture
models and ahollah the
and retail profit.

wale.

Special

Phone

BRYANT

Fum

Discount to the Profession
Stored. Repaired and

Kemodeled

2695
>fi=

own
our
wholesale

-

Friday,

September

'

VARIETY

1922

1*

^

ANOTHER WINNER

FINDS

_-

During a previous engagement

at the Riverside this distinguished tenor "took the

house" with

"THE LILAC TREE"
By GEORGE H. GARTLAN
LA8T WEEK AT THE SAME HOUSE

"THE

USIC OF A BABY 99
By HECTOR MacCARTHY,,

**«>"

STOPPED THE SHOW<
THIS WEEK AT THE ORPHEUM, BROOKLYN
EVERY ARTIST who can use a clever
-v/

n

4*

humorous
11-15

ENCORE SONG

Orpheum here

not going to*
•fhe
nft n time or into a larger vaudePantages will not sell
» house.
to the Shuberts, nor will there
ly new houses. .Speculations
_ the summer as Jo what might
have come to naught.
f. Vannah Taylor, local manager
the Orpheum, announced this
that the season will open Sept.
Lt the same time, Lloyd Dearth,
manager for Pantages, aniced Pan vaudeville will be reSept t. It is claimed that
jes's theatre here, during the
two years has been on the tailof the circuit, and for this reathe best acts did not reach
The entire circuit is being
rated, it is said, in order to place
iphls properly. Acts will start
St. Louis, it Is announced,
,„ig to Memphis, and from here
ID work toward the Coast through
is

m

Hi

on Sundays. None of the other managers was arrested, and it is under*
stood none will be apprehended,
pending test cases against Dearth
and McElvery.
The local theatrical trade was
somewhat upset, following the arrests and the preceding agitation for
enforcement of blue laws, because of
difficulties entailed in signing their
contracts with musicians,. operator*
and stage hands for the coming season. It is understood contracts will
be signed on the old- basis, however,

route.

The Lyceum,

local tab house, will

pen Sept. 3, with Pete Pate and his
ompany of "Syncopated Steppers."

company played a

Phis

25 -week en-

jement here last winter.

MONTREAL

HIS
"Hunky Dory." Next week, "Bird
Paradise."

"The Nightcap."

As the approach of the new the-

VAUDEVILLE
Mduxlve tongs,
«orft Pullman tod
phone or call.

fetches,

LYRIO

comedy numbers, by
Lambert Stewart,
Bryant 9410.

Am

School."

Billy**

The Orpheum

Circuit's Third-of-

a-Century celebration
the

for

invited guests.

Doris Ethel Bachman and Donald
Tiffany McAvoy wanted to wed last
week near Syracuse but could not
obtain a marriage license until Miss
Bachman produced a birth cer-

is announced
week commencing Oct. 22.

DR.

I

Fact LiMmi

I

felT**"
v 0U

I

Eyalld*

PRATT

<*° WeSt 34th St.)
riioiu

fhiflec

Ptoa)

«f

of the report.

burlesque.

IMPERIAD—Crlsp Sisters and
Rome and Gaut, Coffman and

Carroll,

Princess
Smith.

Tom

and
Martin
Zemater
Winona,

'JACKPOWELLOUINTETTE

Wat- good

™i sPaix
ALL THE

one.
Bourdon is bringing; an
entirely new company from Paris,
and expects to have one of the beat

TIME

Co.,

and

LOEWS—

Vaudeville.
CAPITOL— Capitol Opera Co.
Feature, "Fascination."
Allen Concert Co. Feature, "The Fatal Marriage."
Regent, "The
Picture houses:
Woman He Married"; Belmont.

ALLEN—

The

GEORGE CHOOS
in association with

GORDON BOSTOCK

opened

right of a creditor to realize

on a second claim against a bankrupt who has made an assignment
subsequent to having judgment
against him was maintained by
the Superior
in
Justice Rinfret
Court. William Rochon was given

Judgment against La Compagnie
Cineama Maisonneuve, a picture
Mew York concern, in virtue of a mortgage he

THEATRE BUILD1NO

Wettt 42d Street

sil-

ver flower basket.
Several addresses were made, Daniel Frohman
and F. F. Maekay ie n^ among the

of

season nears, not a word
Ms been heard from the Shelby
Papineau,
County Grand* Jury, having under "Pardon My French";
Ksideration the cases against "The Song of Life", Plaza, "Chasing
yd Dearth, Pantages's manager, the Moon"; Crystal Palace, "The
tod C. A. McElvery, head of the Beauty Shop"; New Grand, "The
Strand,
Southern Enterprises, arrested three Delicious
Devil";
Little
Weeks ago on charges of operating "The Glory of Clementine."

Material for Sale

tificate.

•

company presented her with a

Every Indication is that the
coming season of Comedie FranPlayers In eaise at the Nouveautes (formerly
Next week, "The National Francaise) under the direction of Louis Bourdon will be a

GAYETY— "SlidHig

Co.,

atrical

knew nothing

She gave her ape as 18
but later corrected it to 16.
McAvojt—said he was Ji and lived at
the V. If. p. A. in Bridgeport. Conn.
Darcourt.
\\ hen
the girl's mother said she
would produce a certificate for her
Wednesday afternoon a reception daughter,
the
hridegroom-to-be
was held on the stage of the Music asked for a postponement of the
Box for Ada Boshell in celebration ceremony.
Miss Bachman stated
of her 60th anniversary as an ac- she was formerly In the "Greenwich
tress.
Miss Boshell Is 72 years of Village Ponies." McAvoy is a nonage.
She is appearing in one of professional and son of a real esthe "Music Box Revue" bits.
The tate operator in Bridgeport.

ORPHEUM— Robins

son,

Beaumont.

of

that he

city

PRINCESS— Vaudeville.

man-

Kyle,

in which to pay Its debt* but
Rochon refused to accede to this
and held out for immediate sale of
the company's property, which had

Gayety theatre and representative
of the Columbia people here, stated

JOHN GARDINER
MAJESTY'S— Premiere

By

agement announced is at the Lyjeum, where it is said Aaron Laskin
>f Beaumont, Tex., wiil succeed his
>rother-in-law, Raleigh Dent. Aaron
Laskin and his brother, Gabe, are
The former
lessees of the Lyceum.
Mmi just given up his lease on the

held for $4,989. Shortly after the companies. The outstanding artists
company made a voluntary assign- engaged are Gaston Beverin, Bdj
Most of the creditors granted Debray, Marthe Fabry. Charle:
the company an extension of time Hemery, Suzanne Berni and Ginetti

ment.

*

Charm

only changes in house

Inc.
new you::

been seized to satisfy his claim.
The present judgment is on a petition presented by the trustee of the
company in bankruptcy, asking that
a stay of execution be granted to
prevent Rochon from selling the
and the theatrical men will trust to seized property by sheriffs sale. The
justice in their fight in court.
court held that there was nothing to
Motion picture operators here will compel this, and allowed Rochon to
be successful in securing their ad- proceed with the realization of his
vancement of $5 on the week. Their sale,
a
a
contracts last year called for a scale
of $45. No changes were made in
There Is some talk here of putthw wages of musicians or stage ting burlesque stock in
at the old
•"•
employes.
Francais theatre, now controlled by
Loew's and leased to a third party
B. M. Garfield, manager of the

southwest, returning by a north

fold

in this

PUBLISHERS

Union Square West

MEMPHIS, TENN.

****

We SPECIALIZE

should get in touch with us.

1

THE BROKEN WING
PAUL DICKEY

By

and

CHARLES

W.

GODDARD

AT THB

DUKE OF YORK'S THEATRE, LONDON, ENGLAND,

AUGUST

15

WITH

Watch

FIFER

for This Beautiful

THURSTON HALL
DOROTHY DIX
HOPE TILDEN

and Artistic Novelty

BROTHERS

LEW GOLDER

Staged by

ALAN BROOKS

WHAT THE PAPERS
in

"It

long

b!T)C<

piny as The
across the water,,

BO pood a

SAY:

"'The Broken Win*;' |**What we know am a
'rattling drama,' and it is played exceedingly
well,
judged not only by melodramatic
Standards but by any otlx-r standards by
'whk.li acting can bo judged."

Broken Wing' has come
and it seemc as if 'The Broken Wing* .should*
Hy here for s long, long season."
ttt at mi 'later Cfcsctff.

—

ALEXANDER PANTAGES

JOSEPH SPURIN
HENRY LATIMER
GLORIA WEBSTER

EDDIE VOGT
FRANCIS LISTER

and SISTER

ALBERT, JEAN end RUTH
"BROADWAY'S YOUTHFUL STARS" in "ORIGINAL DANCES"
This Week (Aug. 23) Princess, Montreal, Canada.
Next Week (Sept. 4) Temple, Detroit, Mich.
Week (Sept. 11) Temple, Rochester, N. Y.
Direction:

ALFRED HARDING
EDWIN UNDERHILL

.

Presents

11.

"The suthoi
send

th«

ories

FESSOR ALEKO

and

CO.

The Mysterious Grecian Mind Readers, Opening At the World Theatre.
Omaha, Neb., SepttmLcr 2, for the 8ovcr.th Return tour of the Circuit

with

pn

playgoer

vide exciting eurtuins to

i.t

—

I'ttily

Ing room
makes the

first

act remarkable.*1

—The

Mad.

•The reception

u<. raltl.

Times.

of the

play at th< hands
of the uwiiuuio wejV.fUDft remarkable.

"The reception of the play was rapturous,**
- Jnuly

Daily Chronicle.

"The arrival of the n^ronluno In the livis a piece of stagecraft
which

exciting mem*
received the play

sway with

and th« audiene*
husiasm
'

•

1<\.

-
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JOHN
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JL BL^C*
IS IN

Interviewing Acts desirous of playing a season* s route in the Central
Booking Exclusively with Orpheum and

Jr.

West

Orpheum

Circuits, B. F. Keith Vaudeville Exchange (Western),
All Affiliated Circuits

HARRY WEBER OFFICES—PALACE THEATRE BLDG.

NEWS OF THE DAILIES
A. H. Wooda will present Henri
"L/Enfant Amour"
in
October undor the title of 'A Child
of Love." Sidney Blackmer, Christine Norman and Fred Perry will
have the leading roles.

it
was reported about that time
Miss Hallor had visited the district
New York.
attempted
then to secure evidence to offstand
Miss Hullor's statements.
In his
answer to the breach of promise suit
Weber alleged he was not the father
of the child. Later the marriage occurred, in 1019. MiS3 Hallor and her
former husband were to have the
child each six months yearly. Weber
broke this agreement, the mother
alleges, and she also replies to the

attorney's
office
in
Weber unsuccessfully

The Gaiety will reopen Sept. 25
with John Galsworthy's "Loyalties."
in rehearsal.

"So This Is London." a comedy
by Arthur Goodrich, produced by
George M. Cohan, opens Aug. 30 at
the Hudson.

The Keith

father's petition
office

for the child that

has announced as he disclaimed paternity
when
sued, she can not understand his
persistency to retain his son at this

.organization of the Keith College of Theatrical Music in the
Kegent theatre building. New York.
S. W. Lawton is dean.
Its object
appears to be a post -graduate

time. The mother alleges the boys'
father apartment is an unfit place
for the child to remain, through
course in finer music for experienced its atmosphere created by many
theatrical musicians.
"parties" held there by Weber. After
hearing testimony Monday Justice
The legal battle for the possession Burr ruled that the child remain In
of the two-year-old son of L. Law- the custody of Justice Marcus of
rence Weber and Edith Hallor came Buffalo, who is a guest at the Lawup in the Supreme Court of New rence Weber home, until the final
York County last week for hearing decision is reached. The case is to
on a motion by the mother to re- be continued Sept. 17.
cover her son from the father. Miss
Hallor is now Mrs. John Dillon.
Irene Castle Sustained a fractured
Her husband Is the picture director. collarbone
last
when thrown
were from a horse week
near her home in
mar- Ithaca. The horse,
being
for
riage.
The Weber-Hallor marriage show purposes, stumbled trained
and threw
followed the tiling of a suit by Miss
the dancer.
Physicians announced
Miss Castle would be unable to fulfill engagements for several weeks.

Weber

and Miss
Hallor
divorced shortly after their

INERS

MAKE UP

Est.

Henry C. Miner,

Inc.

Ada Boshell, of the "Music Box
Revue," New York, will celebrate
her 76th birthday. The members of
the company will celebrate with her.
Miss Boshell was born in Liverpool,
,Eng,and and came ove * here dur "
'

NEW

For Lease:

A

Asbury Park.

Martha

Hedman

in

"The

Majestic, Buffalo.

New and
L

Henry W. Savage returned from
Europe

Saturday

on

bringing three new
duction this season.

the France,
plays for pro-

RENT REASONABLE

FOR SALE

Star

Sapphire" opens Labor Day at the

BAIL
HUMAN

V. M. A. and

Jack Pickford and his
bride
ACTS
Marilynn Miller returned to New
Hackett and Delmar, dance proYork Monday from the coast where
The Riviera, at Broadway and they spent their honeymoon. Miss duction, 10 people.
Howard Hickman, Jack Marvin,
96th street, reopens with its former Miller is to return to "Sally" which
reopens in Boston, and Pickford is Josephine Randall and
Edward
attraction policy Sept. 11.
to start work on a picture in the Tallman
will
be in support of
east.
Bessie Barriscale when reopening
"Lonely Wives" is to be kept on
in her vaudeville sketch, "Picking
the road by A. H. Woods and will
William Blythe was arrested and Peaches."
not open at the Eltinge as announced. "East of Suez," originally fined $10 in West Hbboken, N. J.,
Jos. B. Mills (Mills and Smith)
announced for the Times Square, charged with disorderly conduct. and C. Ray Duncan (Duncan and
The pollcesian arresting Blythe
will open at the Eltinge Sept. 11.
charged him with being intoxicated Lynn), two-act.
Toto will present an entirely new
and wrestling with a trained bear,
John Cort will produce "Dolly appearing at a vaudeville theatre, rbutine next season.
One feature
Jordan," by B. Iden Payne, at the on the street.
will be black art comedy which
63d/ Street Music Hall Sept. 27. The
calls
for
upon
a
device
which he is
cast
includes
Josephine
Victor,
Jealousy on the part of Alice seeking a patent. Toto will be as
Whitford Kane, Alphohz Ethier and
Thornton,
former
sweetheart
of
slstcd
by
his
brother.
Amelia Gardner.
Jack Bergen, film stunt man who
Senorlta Maria Mantero, Spanish,
The title of the new Robert Ede- was shot and killed at the home of royal court dancer, and her "Boy
son
starring
vehiele
has been George Cline, a location man for Court Dancer and Serenaders" in
changed from "The Warning" to Fox Film Corporation, Friday night, singing and dancing act, pioduc
"The Last Warning." It is sched- Aug. 25, in Edgewater, N. J., is by Anton Scibilia, The Royal
enter
uled to open on Broadway in Octo- given as one of the reasons leading
up to the shooting. The girl admits tainers are making their first Amer
ber.
having informed Cline of miscon- lean appearance and will open on th
"The Plot Thickens" has been duct betv/een Mrs. Cline and Ber- Keith Circuit next week.
Cline invited Bergen to his
selected as the title for the comedy gen.
Versatile Sextet (formerly in Bes
to be produced at the Booth on home Friday night and upon his ale Clayton act) in their own pr
arrival
there accused him of having
Labor Day by Brock Pemberton. It
duction.
Bergen
is an adaptation from the Italian an affair with Mrs. Cline.
Milton Aborn is readying three
admitted it and was immediately
by Thomas Beer.
The
challenged to a duel with pistors. productions for vaudeville.
"Sweet Petunia." a comedy by The two men went upstairs and a first will be a condensed version of
according
witscuffle
ensued,
to
"Listen
Lester,"
which
will
open
Kilson Collolson, is announced for
"The Curio
production by a new producing firm nesses, with one shot being fired. at Easton Sept 18.
headed by the author.
Clarke Bergen came down the stairs first Shop" and "Spoofing," both musical
Silvernail and Enid Markey will and went out the front door, soon playlets and written by George E.
after dropping dead from a bullet
head the cast.
wound. Cline casne down shortly Stoddard and Fred C. Herendeen
will follow.
"Guess Who" has been selected as after uninjured. Bergen was well
the title for the new Frederic Isham known among extra and stunt peoin the picture business. A male
ple
farce to be produced by A. G.
star is said to have had a particular
Delameter.
interest in him at one time.
He
William A. Brady has accepted for appeared in vaudeville at one time
production 'a play dealing with fcox- as a single under a different name.
new, modern Theatre in
Cline has been with the Fox people
ing,
entitled
"Swifty," for Hale
for some time, having started orig- Akron, Ohio,
Hamilton.
with all equip*
inally as an assistant director, later
ment necessary for operation
"The Blue Kitten," with Richard being put on location work.
Carle, opened its road tour Monday
in

AND

W.

BRYANT 0887-0888

ing tho Civil War. She will go on
the road with the "Music Box" show.

Hallor rHjainst Weber for $100,000
for breach of promise.
Previously

Batallle's

(lie

1928

1,

nam

.

siivioisr

NEW

now

.

Second Hand Theatrical
Costumes.

ARTHUR HUNTER
COLUMBIA THEATRE
NEW

Herndon Is selecting a
cast for "A Clean Town." by J. C.
and Elliott Nugent

COMMUNICATE WITH

The Dietz Realty Company

BUILDING Corner Case 8c River Streets
YORK CITY
E. AKRON, OHIO

Richard

Morris

FURNITURE and
JUGGLERS
WELL DRESSED MEN WEAR

has

Gest

completed

MANAGERS
AND
BOOKERS

ar-

rangements for the company from
the Moscow Art theatre to play an
eight weeks' engagement in New
York, starting in January.

at

Hugh

to

Bazet,

Monday

Oreenwich^Conn.

Enid Bennett
speaking stage

returns

toV

to

The

Do"

"UNDER A CRAZY QUILT

TWO

In
to be

PROFESSIONAL TRUNKS

Majestic,

opens Monday

FOB

the

"The Sporting
produced on the
Coast by Oliver Morosco.
Thing

WATCH

NOW IN OUR ENLARGED QUARTERS

Florence Martin, a screen actress,

was married

No. 1

Brooklyn, N. Y„
with 'Lawfuf Lar-

Back

lo

Pre-War Prices

ceny."

CLOTHES

"The

Horman

Outfitter to the Fashionable

EVERY SUIT OF CLOTHES WITH EXTRA TROUSERS,
THE EXTRA PAIR DOUBLES THE WEAR
to the N. V. A.
TV

DROP

rilltTAINS.

<:

NTAGR SKTTINGSS OF
«.<

ku-tm.n is

amlim;

.-"*0»-. V*

i>vi;n

opens at
of Sept. 11.

Mail Orders Filled F. O. B., N. Y. City.
Send for Catalogue.
Used trunks and shopworn samples of all standard makes always on hand.

.

< I

SAMUEL NATHANS

Bernstein.

Grace Weir, formerly Mrs. Arthur
Hammersteln, was married Aug. 18,
Hartford, Conn., to Laurence
Walsh, a 'representative of the New
York Talking Machine Co. It is her
third matrimonial venture, Hammerstein having been her second husband. She secured a divorce from

529-531 Seventh Ave.,

in

him.

Phono: Fits Roy 0620

OLD TRUNKS TAKEN

SOLS AGENT FOR

New York

City

Between 38th and 39th Street*
IN

EXCHANGE OR REPAIRED

NO CONNECTION WITH ANY OTHER STORE
I.

FAVORABLE FIRST IMPRESSIONS

l)K-

and

WATI'.lt (OI.OFIS.

ALSO SIIKS. RATINES, VELVETS mul
NOVKI/TV" MATERIALS.
I

r AI1INE IHtO!*8
'.'

-ni'W'iiip

—

Ad

Producllui
'-0.uu.ity

Work"

APPLIQUE SKTS

('omplote
i

—

i

i:>'vii"3,
i;

i

.

"Keoaony

t

Prices"

NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIO
THAT
"SERVICE

223

WEST

46th

STREET

HAM

TRUNKS IN THE EAST

-•

YCI.OKAM AN,

KVKKV

Show"
week

"Vera," a Russian play, has been
adapted for the American stage by

225 West 46th Street

Next Door

Passing

the Winter Garden

IS

Tlionr:

IIKVANT

DEPENDABLE"
6T>1T

NEW YORK

CITY

—
Friday.

September

VARIETY

1,

PITTSBURGH TIME8, AUG.

17

'

that a musician who specializes In
dance music somehow or other gets
a "kick" into his stuff that makea it
Principal among the happenings. Ideal tor that one purpose at least.
to become real excited about was
the initial appearance in PittsCERTAINLY MU8T BE IN LOVE
burgh of Alma Neilson, who was
—Billy Murray (Vocal)
assisted by D. B. Ely and Harry WHENEVER YOU'RE LONESOME
Howe In the snappiest of snappy
Aileeo Stanley and Billy Murdancing acts entitled "Bohemia."
ray—Victor No. 18909
No ordinary hoofing was the kind
"Certainly Must Be in Love"
presented by this trio and the au- (Tracey-Dougherty), a popular Irish
dience recalled them again and comedy waltz song, is equally inagain as they went through their teresting "canned," Billy Murray
varied group of lively and difficult getting the spirit of it to a nicety.
teteps. Miss Neilson is a toe dancer
On the reverse side Murray duets
and contortionist of much beauty "Whenever You're Lonesome," the
and grace and she made a decided "telephone song" with Aileen StanImpression. The boys gave her keen ley a la double number. The effect
competition for applause honors. is novel.
R. Paniague presided at the piano.
29:

Davis— Keith Vaudeville

I

I

—

Moved From Third to Sixth on
After Monday Matinee

Bill

DISK REVIEWS

—

to

lc

jazz.

It

makes

for

a

itely dance, having a weird motif
Jch vamps off on the Older of
>ng of India."

The

"Swance" waltz

growing the

is

as a popular three-quarters
the
the
melody ia the arrangement.

GET LOVIN' BLUES— Lucille Heqamir. and Band.
GIVE IT AWAY— Same— Cameo

IN'T

sincere tenor.

lyrics.

TO

No. 254.
Lucille
lition

(Fox Trot)— KICKY-KOO

IT

way

BAMBOO BAY — Same — Columbia
WHILE DANCING— BroadNo. 3631
Dance

Orchestra

*"^

doing "blues" on the order of
Smith. The assisting Jazz
bears the sobriquet, "Her
ing-Up Six from Georgia." It's
good jazz aggregation for a poppriced disk, as is the soloist.
Eir
>y Turk and J. Russel Robirson
pplied the songs on both sides of
lis release, both being melodious
lie

tfit

— Edi6on

;

we

to do with it, for certainly these are nothing but primitive in their arrangements.
Elkins
is one of Columbia's prime dance
orchestra bets. He delivers consistently, too.
In "Kicky -Koo" the saxes essay

a Hawaiian guitar imitation that

Bros.'

%fF6r The BoudoirXr*

STEIN'S MAKE

UP

4887

A Hawaiian serenade and an
African "blues" are coupled on this

tiookkt Upon Request)

Bailey's septet throwing a
pretty "natural" when it comes to
delivering the jazz. The 'blues" by
Frank Westphal, himself a dance
orchestra leader in Chicago, is built
It
splendidly for dance purposes.
disk,

STEIN COSMETIC

^V\43Q

BROOME

^»»^

proven time and again

has been

LGAR and HIS BAND
'CLEVER JAZZ DEMONS

HEADLINING RIALTO, CHICAGO, THIS WEEK
(AUG. 28)
Direction

JACK FINE

>

MACK TALKS:

No. 98

Come

—

River" until August. It has been
one of the most popular request
waltzes for months. If anything, the
edge has been taken off it by now
through prior disk release by the
other companies.
However, the
Green Brothers have made a delightful version of the waltz, in which
showers of marimba effects contrast
charmingly with the reeds and
strings.
"Gift of Roses" (John

popularized

Openshaw),

England,

in
In

this country.
caught on
is a smooth, rhythmic
composition, medleyed with Gus Edwards' "When Eyes Meet Eyes,
When Lips Meet Lips" from "The
The Hackel-Berge
French Doll."
orchestra does it more after the
fash 'on of an old-time waltz, which,
is niTiural in a way, considering that"
It consists of a number of veteran
finally

leotards,

THE RADIO CODE

722-724 Seventh Ave.

Opp. Strand Theatre

Opp. Columbia Theatre

DO YOU KNOW

offer

you an opportunity

to secure

NEW. i UNRUBLISHED SONG
.

»ong

from the

direct

DO YOU KNOW

mill

is

most rea-

sold to

you

?

McCallum Opera Hose

the

worn on

the stage

is

is

?

the best, therefore the

most reasonable?

DO YOU KNOW

,

that this store sells the best mer-

chandise at the same price or less than you pay
for inferior merchandise elsewhere?

DO YOU KNOW
order

is

when on

that

the road and your

received by telegram or mail,

it

has

a preference for delivery?

DO YOU KNOW that our Men's Department
ful

is

com-

and was never more brim-

plete in every detail

On

of good merchandise and good value
it

is

today?

the above basis

principle that

we

we ask your patronage on

tell

the

the best merchandise at the

lowest margin of profit and that Service, Courtesy

and Personal Attention
store.

,

—

is

also

a principle of

this

/

HABERDASHER

WEAR—LADIES' WEAR

1580-1582 Broadway

v

MA TERIAL

Running Through

'

..

.

•
•

n

v...:;.-..-

New York
to 712-716

City

Seventh Avenue

.

LKADfl Willi. I

"ADELE"

.;.;;;'

merchandise

THEATRICAL OUTFITTERS

•ORIGINATOR OF EXCLUSIVE STYLES.
NEVER tOHAI.fO BY IMITATORS.

sxdpios

all

DO YOU KNOW that nearly every pair of opera hose

MEN'S

number

xraauRWCKBH harmony-

symmetrical, dancing

the best opera hose in the world

:

some absolutely.

.

tights,

Inc.

TO ALL SINGING ACTS—
We.

suits,

this store's prices are the

sonable because

•

PRE-PUBLICATION ANNOUNCEMENT

where

for

(Parts 1 to 4)—
Nos. 4633 and

Is radio editor of the
"Tribune." On these two
disks (four sides) he presents
a new, simplified method of learning
the radio (Morse) sending code
quickly.
Enunciating very clearly
in the explanatory lecture, Part I
is chiefly concerned with the dietingulshmcnt between the dots and
dashes and the right way to send a
dot and a dash. Mr. Binns buzzes
his Instrument to suit his explanation. In Part II he goes through the
code from A to Z. Part III (of the
second record) illustrates various

1582-1584 Broadway

union

wants

— Okeh

Okeh

Wear

theatrical

every shade, are carried in stock?

in

than

4634.

Street

to Trade]

straps and belts, opera and knee length hose,

too,

Jack Binns

Everything for Stage and

best—

the

this store is the only store

your complete

has

New York

—EDDIE MACK.

who demand

—the different —demand Quality,

This Store

to

DO YOU KNOW

-Beige Orchestra Victor No.
18907
It is surprising that Victor should
have deferred the release of "Moon

Jack Binns

At New Brighton look this week,
See Pat Rooney at his peak
Wearing Clothes by Eddie Mack,
"Rings of Smoke" is his "wise-crack"
That gives Pat a chance to shiner
All "dolled" up in Clothes of Mine.

that those

Fashion and Service

musicians.

EDDIE

need of whatever merchandise

Marimba Orchestra

el

This,

in

the exclusive

is

LOVE SENDS A LITTLE GIFT OF
ROSES (Medley Waltz) — Hack-

first

always thinking

sell ?

DO YOU KNOW

something

a novelty.
The inevitable ''\loha
A Oe" also figures.
"saying" it
literally
pellation
As for "Uamboo B&3 ," it is also
shrill chorus rendition, in which the
"pig slide" whistle features, jazzes it of a similar vein and barbarously
up in the body, the sailor's hornpipe jazzed appropriately.
being worked in the arrangement for
MOON RIVER (Waltz)— Green
good measure for the getaway.

KICKY-KOO (Fox Trot)— Bailey's
Lucky 7
THOSE LONGING FOR YOU
BLUES — Same — Gennett No.

when

store

There seems to be a decided tendNo. 51020
ency toward South Sea strains these
Both faces of this disk are excel- days. These are but two of them.
of
it
"saying
lent for the* purpose
More are under way or "in the

rangement of this Oriental melody
fox-trot that bids fair to become one
of the season's popular dance tunes.
Where there is Wiedoft the sax
features naturally.
"Say It While Dancing*' (Davisby its
distinguished
is
Silver)
snappy rhythm, despite the sustained notes, a vocal chorus inter-

this store is

of you and you shoiml always think of this

Hcgamin is the newest while dancing." Wiedoft's Califor- works." Possibly the barbaric apto the Cameo recording nians have made a weird, eerie ar- peal of the eerie
tom-toms has

iks

J#\

FXO YOU KNOW that

Trot)— Eddie

(Fox

Elkins' Orchestra

Rudy Wiedoft's Californians

SAY

Theatrical Folks

When

lily

ROSE OF BOMBAY

Producers, Managers,

MY YIDDISHA MAMMY— Irving
Kaufman (Vocal)
ROCK ME IN MY 8WANEE CRADLE— Warren Mitchell— Pathe

Eddie Cantor and his "Make
It Snappy" debutted at the Winter
AND COMPANY in
Garden with a flock of soags of
variegated
character
the
critics
"BOHEMIA"
unanimously singled out "Yiddlsha
Mammy" for favorable comment,
Keith's.
Next Week (Sept. 4),
even citing the clever lyric construcColumbus; Ohio.
tion about the mammy whose "cabin
door is in a Bronx tenement" and
Direction: LEW GOLDER
who "doesn't play a banjo or ukulele, but whose lullaby is 'Eili Eili,"
yet it is surprising how "Lovable
"blues," adding a catchy swing to Eyes." "Hootch Rhythm." "I Love
the coon shout lyrics.
Her" and others have outdistanced
As in most all blues, the titles this in popular favor. However, this
The full mammy seems to be hitting, her
tell
the eong stories.
title of the latter song is "I've Qot stride just now, particularly on the
What It Takes, but It Breaks My mechanicals. Jrving Kaufman does
Heart to Give It Away," and is from it for Pathe. and does it well.
the "Plantation Revue." Miss HegWarren Mitchell, on the reverse,
aniin's delivery does full justice to boasts of the inevitable Dixie in a

iber, the forte plank -plank of
ijo contrasting strikingly to

>

Nov2p782

ALMA NEILSON

(Continued from page 22)
spelling an arranger and comsr) made the transposition from

ATTENTION!!

;.t.

m

,

(!i-.

<tint to N V
A'». from an N.
ALSO TO pjionraioNALfl

UKST

ISO
2

OTHERS JOLIXAV

4.'»tli

Door* Bast

ST.."*. Y.
<'f

representative call with samples

lu fur*

placing orders

for your tights, union suits, opera hose, haberdashery

and what-

V. I.

C1T1

HrosuJway

Have our

ever else this store sells that you need for production or personal
use.

—

"

VARIETY
4

4L-

The final etiupconsi.stH chiefly of an actual code
'fneasago. leaving it to the student to
Interpret it. This is an intelligent
JtfjstreKH siRtiulH, etc.

fOf

educational record. Incidentally, it
the only known occasion when the
makers admit they are benefitHeretofore their
ing from radio.
common plaint has been that radio
,ha* made serious inroads on their
business (li rough the public giving
up purchasing n ords and rolls in
favor of the radio fad.

jls

fulflk

PARADE OF THE WOODEN
DIERS (Fox Trot)— Ray

Miller

and Orchestra.
IN THE MONTH OF MAY
r— Same Columbia No. 3628.
Formerly Joseph W. Stern, and

TWAS

I'hone: Longacre 9414

Bdward

fcow

R

of

business) made a
exploiting continental

^nd other foreign tunes

in

Kind— Within Means

"L" road and

ALL

1U

II

,

furnl*lie<l

DINt.S KOJ

U

II

l>

WITH STEAM HEAT AND KLKCTRIC

Stl to 31? Went «T>lh St.
I'hone Longacre 3560
Finest type elevator, fireproof buildbuilting. One. two und three
In hatliM with shower*. Tiled kitchen-

211-217

mail

have

rooms

Three

kitchen.
SIH.00 up Weekly.

$35.00 up Monthly.

with kitchenettes, private baths and tele-

in a. royally speculation. The procedure, with lomc Leiptic or Munich
acquitir Berlin publishing house, in
ng a foreign tune is simple. You
tlu>
and
royalty
small
advance
>ay a

vacy.

Times Square.

Un-

Rates. flG.OO op weekly.

Kay

Miller,

in

THE LINCOLN
106-10 West 51st Street

Orchestra

doffs

— Patha

No.

•Van Eps and IJunta, ban joist and
filanist. have formed a novel record
ng dual combination that serves the
purpose well enough for dance but
really lacks a taxophone to make
Minus the sax there isn't
It perfect.

The
the "blues."
concerted hanjo picking and piano
thumping, or the alternate solo runs
employed for variation, becomes
Bomewh-it monotonous towards the
end. It's a good try for something
different, though, Heard in the game
room where the talking machine is.
E musical technician might rave
over and admire each of Hie duo's
techniiipe. but heard at a little dis-

much melody

tance,
stance,

to

from another room, for

in-

on the ear.
"Buzz Mi:;ir.dy" (Frankiin) from
"Strut Miss Lizzie" (show) is obvi-

JAMES MADISON'S

COMEDY SERVICE

CIRCLE HOTEL,
COLUMBUS CIRCLE

j

I

ROOM8 NEWLY RENOVATED.
Vacancies

Conveniences.

Now

Open.

W.

40th St.— Off B'way
Phone: BRYANT 1477-8

thereof in sj,ot.s.
It's a
wicked blues in which a piping clarinet runs wild for some novel effects.

ROOM,

Ernest Hiatt
lironson

A or/.

pip!

Ames
J

Orplieum

WINNIPEG

(Sunday opening)
McDevttt Kelly 2
Charles Keating
Alexander Pattu
Herbert Brooks
Novelty Clintons
b C Hilllam
Chandon Trio

NEW YORK

Orpheom

'

L0EW

Hector & Pals
Vincent O'Donnell

Harry Watson

Weaver St Weaver
Babcock St Dolly
Mine

CITY

Lester

St Rogers
S Fredericks Co
Harry Hose
St Clair Twins Co

Frey

G

Theodore

Itobi-rts

Ad roi t

2d half

Kafka & Stanley
DoJd & Nel.son
Connors St Hoyne
Chas Mack Co

\

JAMES MADISON

and Scotch Highland Dancer.

PI >r

WotiM

Viiiilevllle.

Irish

romedlan, or

J"ln

Musical A<

Lad) Suigor.

f

ssy

m

Hrilliant
8c Fred Sis

ti

(

'ORiedjT

i

i'artoer.

Addreu. Variety. New York.

rrear Bagyott
lK)Jd

&

Connors
Klasg

X-

A.

F

Neltofl
.t

Hoyne

Hrilliant

Kola Jackson; Co

H.

HECKS

675 Fifth Avenue,
Have a

little

your friends

COVERS FOR >.
ORCHESTRATIONS
WD YFATIIB9

BRIEF CASES.

ART ^BOOKaiNDING CO.

NEW YORK

CITY

& SON
at

53d Street

fruit delivered to

— take

it

to

your home or

your week-end outing

BEAUMONT
NEW YORK
CHICAGO

LOS ANGELES

STUDIOS

2d half
Coiling

& Dunbar

HifCie Ciirls
Bcketi K- McDonald
Ailroit Hros
(Une to fill)
Lincoln S<|.
ICakfg A Stanley
Norton * Wilson
I

Chas Mack Co

I

>•>

Lea)

A

Jans

(One

Loney Nace
Marston A Manley
Permalne A Shelly
St. Clale- Twins Co
(One to nil)

A

Burke

"Mammy"

P

i

>|

li

ill

45th 8r

lew Hawkins

West

(One

Price

Lerner

St

to All)

BOSTON
Orphan na
Franchinl Bros
Bent A Clare

I

2d half

Wonder
(One

Seal

to All)

ATLANTA. OA.
Grand
Leonard A Wright

<

iff

SI,-

^

Dr.
*<r

ZINS

SPECIALIST

110 East 16th Street,

"ft

New York

Bet. Irving Place and 4th
Special attention to chronic
l:

li

Avenue
blood

;

At

'

A

Vanity
National

Harvard Hfuce A
Loney Nace
Iff Healy to

W

Opji

dle-

Stomach. Kidney. Lung,
Nervous and Chronic Dieeases of Men and Women.
No Charge for Consultation

Liver.
-omit ism.

taaea,

Patters'n

Lanlgan A Haney
s irm's a Scenes"

Bailey

Hippodrome

"Dancing Shoes"

ADVAM'K FALL STYLUS
FRENCH SIIOKS

"Stepping Around''
2d half

Leonard A Wright
Burnham Co

Kennedy Co

BALTIMORE

Downing A B

Leslie

Ce

McDonald

Ooforth A Mclntyre
Olrard A Peres
2d half

W

A

AH

Hudinoff

Girlie

Loujs London

:

/F

II

Jean Perry
Mysterious Will
Spencer Sis St
(One to All)

Gibson

Petite Jennie

Benson A Reilly

Dunlevy A Chesl'gh

Cronin A Hart
"At the Party"
Howard A Lewis

i

Ilijoo

La

to All)

Blum Bros

A Whallen

ProD

BIRMINGHAM

Lerner

St

City

every apartment.

2d half

C Wes Johnson Co

Murray

la

Kennedy Co
Bailey

Vanity

2d bait
Fulton A Mack

Fulton

Phone

New York

Complete housekeep-

MRS. RILEY

"You'd Be S'pr's'd"

Mykoff

St.,

rooms.

(

ing.

Olive Bayes
John Jess Co

Maurice

Bayes

and

I

Burnham Co

Co
Orator A Bunco
Revue De Luxe

Ell

t.

"Jazs Jubilee"
Taylor Macy St H
Palermo's Canines

Brooks
Four JJ iggie Girls
Green A Burnett
Dance Cycle
'

33 vVest 65th

rula<-e

Madden
I>avts A Belmont

Joe

Warwick

Metropolitan

Van A Emerou

John A

1473

SOL R APTS.

<;

2d half

S Fredericks Co
Race A Edge
"B'way Snapshots"

SL
A K

Columbus 2273-4

Phone:

(.ateis

Palermo's Canines
Davis A Belmont
Taylor Macy A II
Jazz Jubilee"

A l)rm»

Kramer A

W

O

Maeoa & Bailey
Hilly Saaton Co

Mykoff

Victoria
Hur-

<•>

Miller Klint

Van & Kmerson

lOMiimcr prrferrsd.)

AGENTS. Keep

Del. ui<

i

;

A

Bernard Co

Hart Wagner A E
Elita Garcia Co
Avenue B
"You'd Be S'pr's'd"

Olive

Green St Burnett
Kola Jack.son Co

2d half

r>i'-r

St

A Shelly

2d half

PegTfjr

"Cupid's Closeups"

Armstrong & Tyson
Billy Razton Co

St-p

(Mostclsn),

Monte

IV-rinaine

2d half

BROOKLYN

Hart
Lyons

New York City
Phone Riverside 5558

Elliott

Ricardo
rdo A Ashforth
Louis pJondon
A E Parks
Frey A Rogers
C Wes Johnson Co

7

Hart Wagner & E
Cordon Girlie St G

Howard & Nichols
M in my
Qordon Oirtle & O

A

Irish

Violinist

St

320 West 96th Street

Frear Baggott A F
1'eggy Urooks
John Jess Co
Jans A Whallen
Dance Cycle
Boulevard
Noel Lester Co
Collins & Dunbar
Rcnard St West
Kckert A M'Donald
Syncopated Seven

Creeley 8q.

Cronin

titos

ThomM

PIPER— SCOTCH PIPER

Will'ms

St

Howard & Nichols

& Hatch

&.

Durke
Q Verga
Healy Co

phone and separate entrance.

Private

Moore A

2d half

PS

Dunham

Harry Howley Co
Hare & Kdje
Holers Hev

Francis X. Hennessy
IRISH

St

Syncopated

to nil)

Wegton * Kline

& Wrnon

St

N

Jeff

O & K Parks

Snell

J

2d half

(Continued from i» tge 23)
Ja m'.s & Ohapl >\v
Orplirutn
Herat # WMUs
(Sunday opening)

Moore

St

2d half

*ih

furnished rooms, housekeeping.

2

weekly and up, including Gas,
Electricity and Linen.

$7.00

2d half

Lester

Service

"Songs and Scene*

Harv'rd Bruce

U way Snapshots"

Day and Night

APARTMENT HOTEL
and

1

2d half

Mack A Heading

DeCovenejr Co

Farrell

Herman

CIRCUIT

Mate

O

Wlnthrop

St

Tracey & McBnJp
& J Gibson
Creole Fashion PI

Hlsterj

Mellette

Lew Hawkins
Cameo Kevue

Leon Co
Both Berrl Co

up

.

GILMAN, Manager

E.

COMPLETE HOUSEKEEPING
310 WEST 48th ST.. N Y. CITY
Lester Bernard Co

Heed

Jessie

Kranklyn Char'.ee
I);ivo Kjth
ll.in ik.)
Japs

to

$10

B.C.

Orplnuun

& Bur*

Aii'l •-.-on

St

Senator Ford

Monte A'lTyons

NEXT WEEK

BILLS

1

New York

Lydell

Marino and Martin left the Or- Cupid's Close-Ups
pheum, Brooklyn, N. Y.. after the Harry Hose
Hev
matinee Monday, due to Marino los- ('anno
(.Three to flit)
ing hi.s voice. Dixie Four substituted
American
at the night show, with fVtvis and
Loreits

Bend the first 8 Issues and a
full year (12 additional Issues)
timing with No. 9.

Broadway

CHARLES

LONGACRE 3333
Furnished Apartments
AND ROOMS
1—2—3 ROOM APARTMENTS

Sisters
Ciibson

VANCOUVER,

Or p lieu in
(Sunday opening)
Itae Samuels
Behwarts & CltFre!

Klasa

$20

St

SEATTLE

(Two

AND OUT

IN

McCarthy

2882

$17.50 per wit.

Exceptionally Appointed; Newly Furnished;

Niobe

Haldwln

CIRCLE

Phone:

with private bath and .showers

Phone

Up

With Bath, $12.00

SIOUX CITY

Dusse had a
hand
"Haunting
in
Composing
nines." which may account for the
latitude the cornet is given in the
arrangement, liusse is l'aul Whiteman's cornet ist and purposely may
have had his favorite instrument in
view in the arrangement. It lends
itself admirably for that^urpose.
"It's Up to You" (Maurice Yvain),
the French song hit, "J'En Ai
Marre!" has a rollicking swing for
dance purposes and should prove
even more popular lyrically. Buddy
DeSylva has written a* "sort of "April
Showers" lyric to the tripping tune
that is a gem. As a dance, It's a

wilt

1493

ELECTRIC FAN
ROOM
Rooms $10.50 Week

No. 20778.
"Hot Lips" Henry

quality.

BI'RCIAL OFFER: -For

REISENWEBER'S

formerly

and 58th ST.

21.00 per wk. up
SUITES, of 2 rooms, private bath and showers.
OVERLOOKING CENTRAL l'\KK; AIRY; COMFORTABLE

Near
Broadway
IN EVERY

Manager

to Kept.

A DRASTIC REDUCTION IN RATES

HOTEL ARISTO
HOTEL 101
DOUGLAS
W. 44th ST.
BRN DWORETT.

The

i

Summer Rate* from June
Kach Apartment

.

lis

I

Spe -ial

Private Bath and Phone in

—

Darnell going in Tuesday.

Issued monthly at $15 a year
first eight numbers are now
ly and can be obtained for J9
Or any 4" for $5. Single Issues $2
h
isue contains the latest in
monologue material, cross -Art
routine*, gags, parodies—and al
absolutely new and original. Not
large in sixo but supreme in

NEW YORK CITY
GEORGE DANIEL. Proprietress

Catering Exclusively to the Profession.

I

falls flat

it

Circle 0010-0011

5r> I -55ft- 7 833

MKS.

Between 4Gth and 47th Streets
One Block West of Broadway
Three, Four and i'ive-Room High-Class Furnished Apartments $10 Up
Strict v Professional.
MRS OKOItt.K III! t.KI. Mgr
Phone*: Bryant 8950-1

207

Street

LONOACRB

776-78-80 Eighth Avenue

EIGHTH AVENUE

BLUES (Fox Trot) —
LONESOME MAMMA BLUES (Fox HAUNTING
Synco Jazz Band.
Trot) Van Eps and Banta.
ITS
TO
YOU
(Kox Trot)— PiedUP
BUZZ MIRANDV (Fox Trot)— Wiemont Dante Orchestra — Pathe
20779.

3830

FURNISHED APARTMENTS

THE ADELAIDE

rangements, has secured some in- ously patterned after the "Strut
genius effects, although the "parade" Miss Lizzie"' popular song, hinting
number has been released by Others strongly

before him.
•"Tw:is in May" (Kollo) is comparatively new on the disks though
none the less fetching.

W. 48th

312

CIRCLE

THE EDMONDS

ar-

his

HENRI COURT

II

51st Street

Bryant

Address All Communications to M. CI.AMAN.
OHUe— Yandis Court. 241 West 43d Street. New York.
An in mcniH fan Be Seen Kvcmngs.
Office to Each Building.

411

CITY

Fireproof buildings of the newest type, having every device and convenience.
Apartments are beautifully arranged, und consist of t. 3 and 4 rooms, writh kitchen
and kitchenette, tiled bath and phone.
$17.00 l'p Weekly.
Addrew* all communications to diaries Tenenbiium. Irvlngton Hall.

-"

All night hall attend int.

754-756

CLEAN AND AIRT.

NEW YORK

ELEVATOR

.»

audience.

W.

Principal

contingent on a percentage
Accordingly in lean months.
When Home publishers were comKlaining. Stern (now Marks) always
ad either a 'Glow Worm" or some'
Other foreign standard still Bellini?
through the mail orders or dealers.
Hero are two other numbers that
Will probably continue their commercial value for years, although
the ''mechanical" break both these
selections (from "Chauve-Souris"
received surpluses even the publisher.
''Chauve-Souris," a Russian novelty
vaudeville frame-up of specialties,
With the grinning llalieff as master of ceremonies, certainly was yot
'dependent <m tunes to get over, yet
the long stay of the troupe in New
York (through two editions, at the
49th St. and Century) was bound
to Impress the melodies on its

APARTMENTS

Private Bath. 3-4 Rooms, Catering to the comfort and convenience of
the profeaalou.
•
Steam Heat and ftleetrlc Light
00.50 Up

All night halt at-

privacy.

fords ever)

tendant.

pri-

Kates flG.OO up Weekly.

•est is
roycflly.

Schneider, Prop,

1*.

FURNISHED

usual furnishings, room arrangement af-

room

arrangement* affords the utmost

Directly

Ceo.

COMPLETE FOR HOUSEKEEPING.
323-325 West 43rd Street

355

One. three and four room apartments

phone.

42M

THE BERTHA

6640

off

— Bryant

IRVINGTON HALL

WEST 4Sd STREET
BRYANT 7912

full-tiled

'nu»ual furnishing*,

I

I.IGIIT8

YANDI3 COURT

HILDONA COURT

ette*.

.,

.
specialisapartments
This alone tnsorea prompt

largest malntitiners of housekeeping
We are on the ground daily.
ing to thratricul folk*.
Hrriice and cleanliness.

telephone.

America

Economical Folks)

of

Ntilnvay.

330 Went 43d Street
I'hone Hryint 0131
One, three and four apartments
with kitchenette*, private hath and

Marks (who took

Stern

*ver the
specialty

(Of the Better

I'ndpr Iks direct *upeni«lon of the owner*. Located In the heart of the city. Just
rleee to all hooking ofllrea. principal theatres, department stores.
w
B

off
road a y,
Ira. H.. n linen,
\Ve nr<» the

THE DUPLEX

—

Double witb bath, 117.50 and ft
$41.00
1.00 per week
Doubfe without bath.
fI4.00 per week

week
week

Single without bath, $10.50 per
$14.00 per
Single with bath,

HOUSEKEEPING APARTMENTS

p

SOL-

•

LORRAINE

CHICAGO

OFFER SPECIAL SUMMER RATES

TO HEAVEN— Frank Scotney—

'

AND

GRANT

RAMBLER ROSE— W.lliam
Rundle (Vocal)
WISH THERE WAS A WIRELESS

-*,'

I

.192*

1,

Leonard Hicks, Operating Hotels

MY

Pathe No. 20785
{William Bundle, an unknown dlflk
Quantity up to now, tenors the "Follies" selection j)!easlngly. exacting
The
considerable from the lyric.
wireless .souk also brings to light
Bcotney,
Frank
dink
baritone.
new
a
•who broadcasts the "baby'' song
theme, built around an up-to-themlnute Idea. Ho does it with unusual fervor and feeling. Of course.
It's the old 'Hello, Central! (Jive Me
Heaven" Idea etherized with radio.

Friday, September

THE &EST PLACES TO STOP AT

SOS

code*, punctuation^,

_j.to,

-

-

Blood and urinalysis made.
Jo.

154

Hours

itii. Broadway
fii'Hi
Ly
and Ath Ave
Sponsors of Short \ amp Shoes
••

•

.

X-Ray

examinations.
25 Years of Experience
A. M. to 8 P. M. Sundays

M. to

4

P.

V

M.

if'

Dunham A Will'ms
Thomas A P Sla
2d half

Turnor Hros
De Lea A >rm 1
Moore A BlllOtt
<

Mason A Hnley
"Stepping Around"
Orpin-urn

ARE YOU GOING TO EUROPE?
steamship nrrommodn (Ions arrnnaed on nil Llnea. at Main Office
Boat* are koIiik very fnlli nrranne early
Foreign Money
bonght and cold
Liberty Bonds bought and eold-

Price*.

PAUL TAUSIG A SON.

Turner Hros
Lanigan A Haney

104 Bnaf 14th St..
P lionet Stnyxeannt (I I 3U-R I :t7

RIGHT NOW IS THE TIME TO GET THE
MOST VALUE FOR YOUR MONEY IN STAGE
SETTINGS. ATTRACTIVE SETS AT ATTRACTIVE PRICE. SETS TO RENT AS USUAL.
225 W. 46th ST. "-" !L ; NEW YORK
*•

New

York.

BEAUMONT
NEW YORK
CHICAGO

LOS ANGELES

STUDIOS

OSWALD

TRIXIE
Week

Next

(Two

Jas Kennedy Co

8T. JOE,

WOODSIDE

LL

Four Nightons
(One to nil)

Walter

lU'iitlty

En Route

Aveiicy

H

"SPITE CORNER
Man agement JOHN GOLDEN

NEW ORLEANS

Frank Cornell Co
I'liff Kdwarfls
jf.Tio Du Barry Co

Alf Ripon

Eddie Clark
Wilaon A Kelly
Oerbrr Revue

Dnyton
The Raekos
Heed< r A Armstr'g
Broken Mirror
Tilyou A Rogers

Arnold A Crazer
"Poster Girl"
Demarest At Will'ms
Clay Crouch Co

N. J.

I'AI

2d half
Potter

Rmery

U Coste A

I<o«w

Craig A Holtsworth
Roberts A Boyne
2d half
fWlll

2d half

Xlo Duo
Rogers A Donnelly
Gerald Griffon Co
Altyna Carbone Co
Stanley Hughes Co
(One to fill)

A Blondy

T A M

Hubor
Browning A Davts
i

os anokles
atate

Z

'•

SAN JOKE. CAL.

Boma Duo
Mack A Dean
(jumn A Caverly
Page A Cray

Hippodrome
Cliff

)-.>l ;tmi v Troupe
-•« BK-vlI, (*AL

Broadway

d

MEMPHIS

Stanley Hughes Co
2d half
Margot A Francois

latSSS

Wally A Wally
Bmily Clark
The Siegfrieds

Rainbow A Moh'vvk
I .a

Warden A Mack
Dancing Du Browns
2d half
Petite Jennie Co
A Reilly

TORONTO

Ooforth A M'Intyrc
Qlrard A PereB

Lee Mason Co

Frank Stafford Co
Calvin A O'Connor

MONTREAL

"Sunbeam

Loew

Follies"

WASHINGTON

Bender A Heir
Brown A Rialne

CAB
Cornell

Marls Russell Co
•Telephone T'ngle"
L Wolfe Gilbert Co

Loew

i

N. J.

Frabel

Leonn A Z

WINDSOR. CAN.

Little Pippifax Co
Wsber Beck A F
Bonier Lind Co
Weber A Elliott
Tollman Revue

Loew
Will

2d half
Clevel'nd A Dowrey

(Two

Majestic

A

Villaui

W

A M Rogers
Larry Comer
Mclnotte Duo

(One to

(One to

nil)

GR'D FORKS. N.D.

May

Orpheuin

A Dowrey

Clevel'nd

(One to

ILL.

2d half

Michon Bros
Charlie Wilson
Jonla's Hawaiian*
2d half
Bravo Mich'lini A T

GREEN BAY,

(Two to rtfl)
IIL'MINGTON, ILL.

JAM

WIS.
Orplieum
McNally
Clifford A Morton
FT. ILL.
Orplieum

(One to

2d half

Chadwick A Taylor
ILL.

GAM
Swor Bros

J

A E

Jas

Rosin Co
(Three to nil)

Carl

I

K

Billy

CR'KSTON, MINN. Jahn A Agnew
South'n Harmony
Grand
Florence

DAVENPORT,

.

I A.

Colombia

A Blondy

Hut.
CAM
Browning A Davis

May

Kraemsr A Johnson
Beaggy A Clause

2d half
Nelson's Patleneo

Stanley A Blrnes
Bob Hall
Adelaide Bell Co

(One

to nil)

Novelty
South'n

NOW OPEN FOR

Paiitng cs

Beautifully)

H Downing Rev
Wayne Co Monroe
Salisbury
Kajiyama
Four Bonesettis
Stein A Smith
Kluting's Animals
PORTLAND. ORE.
Clifford

Pantages
Delmar A Leo
Conn A Hart
AJ Jennings Co
Anderson A Burt
Green A Dunbar
Travel
(Open week)
rago A Green
Fulton A Burt*

(Same bill plays
Helena 7)
Kitamura Japs
Farcho A Archer
Abbott A White
Mabel Phillips
Golden Bird

Excellent Shore Dinner at $2.50 and exquisite a la

(

Missoula
J

&

Forty-second Street, West of Broadway

in

.

a..
}

" NliM

W and the

SHAW

Josephine Lavnle. Flo

an elaborate revUe conceived and arranged

AL.

HERMAN

Wlllard Jarvis Rev
Willlard Mack Co

fill)

LOS ANGELES
Pantages

k. in

Ilr.nser,

and

Ar

SAN DIKGO, CAL

Tennyson

Tyler A Crolius
Boms Wyse Co
"Stepping Some"
th<

»>y

entire tevue will also appear at JThc Blossom Heatn Tun every
funday evening,

VANCOUVER.

B.C.

Pantages
Fotll Roses
Hudson A Jones
Valentino Vos
I'ichi

Rob)

n

r

Trio
Ailalr

•

Lyle A Emerson
Victoria a Dspree
Charlie Murray
Springtime Five
Ferry Corwey Co

,

Homtr

Sisters

Herons

f'red

Parish A Peru
Dan Dos Art iso, ne
L'G BEACH, CAL.

O

Pantages
Hanlon A Z'b'nl

Petty
Coscla

ll»

I

\V

4Qth

MUSICAL PLAT

ITZAHIT —

--

CAHT

FamWy

A Verdi

Rot ender Troupe
Jim Thornton

SUUBEAT

i. J.

wtn

$20.

evs.

st.

Mats. Tuss..

SaL

TWO WEEKS Taurs

i

Ralls Prososts

b » BftUsI K. NstTBR
£aawn««HS «ftC!
MATINEE LABOR IIAV
LAIM3R DAY-sV •-HOLIDAY
*
f

MATIN

Mh

»»»•».

— World's Greatest Revue—
SPICE 0/1922
39th

Then., IV. of Ilway. Evs. 8:30.
Wr( , nru , Sat at 2;30
, h

C#
-v«rifs »ji.

St.

hea,

"v n r B »-»

Kvs. 8:30.

w
^MONSTER
T,

Wed.
Sat. at
Tr a Mats.
JO
M 'JlA,J iS and
Precis
Tirr
r//

.

MYSTERY PLAY

2:30.

,

WHISPERING

l

WIRES
KATE

By CRANE WILBUR

With

Cast of Distinguished

Players
McLAURIN
-TON LACKAY^'^McKAY MORRIS
(based on the Saturday Evening Post
story hy HENRY LEVERAGE).
WALTER
JAMES
WITH A BRILLIANT CAST
CHARLES W wtllirc
A -HOLIDAY MATINKE LABOR DAY-w • HOLIDAY MATINKK I^Kiob &A^ Jr
lb MONT1I__
4^th ST.,
QUI inrDT THEATRE.
W«i of «-„,
B TJOTJ 4Vh
West of BROADWAY
BTEEET.
»
ao* TWO
«..
LA8T
MATINEES vYRaUfatSDAT AND SATUHDAT.
WEKKM
p.
.
L.

jnUDLAl
.

-LAST

MAEJ0RIB

v

TWO WEEKS

tttm.

RAMBEAU
Comedy

the

In

8 30.

alats.

A

WtKl.

Hat.

10

Classio

THE GOLDFISH
NATIONAL
HniiUitaU

Thea

.

W. of B'way.

41st.

PHONE BRYANT

y

a

A.

M iLNE|

With

©ANARY
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday

Theatre, 41st

Broadway.

St..

RAY C0SIST0CK

CHAS.

CHEERY

f

— CENTURY ROOF
H..W.

6194,
Sat.

i

i
•

\rn.

Mats. Tins,

f

$&&«*

9. *n
anil Shi
A HOLIDAY MATINEE l\l!oR DAY-^

MAXINE ELLIOTT'S

*****«.

sotw,

Ne

«

TOOLS ERRANT'
lly

IF

Present

Chauve Souris

RHMrt »f

Bryant

a"<>^.
j» itin. Tlmr
Bva «n.o".
inn
:10. Mats.
GCORCE BROADHURST Presents
I'UI4KK<T1,Y INNOCENT COMEO

r

l»AY- w

MORRIS GE8T

and

Balieff's

W-BOLIDAY MATINEE LABOR DAY-*

COMEDY

r.

16U4.

ATah dthi

—

5 30

oason's Smurfest Comedy

A -HOLIDAY MATINEE LABOR DAV-A ••HOLIDAY MATINKE LABOR

LL

EVAN

1.01 'IS

«..-*""••

rvr...

Ca,t

tV
LUC LE »5AT*na.

i

KIIII'M\N

•"eludes:

* L "ANDRA CARL. ME

VINCENT SE RRANO
hy frane Wlllmr
Rtasted
FRI7Wm.*°y.
Mrs, TrtrnMc Rrsdlef.
ROBERT CUMMINCS
^-HOLIDAY MATINKE LABOR D A Y-A. •HOJjdXv "atINEK
| ..U. OK n^
i-v

HALT IJ1KK CITY
Pantases
Judson Cols
Mile

Rhea

Hrltt

Wood

<'o

Nest"
ehlchtWs M'r*ettes

rantagres Opera Co
Emily Darrell
Rulowa Ballet

(Ki'liKV,

IT A II

Pnntafes
(7-9)

McLellan A CaTSOB
!.'-<

«'arl

A

Lndrlie
Haitr
Met'iilloush

k< it

Brysnt

A

H Bouncer's Circus
Marion Gibney

DENVER
Pnnta«:es
Lllilnskis Doks

Jones A Crumley

w
LYRIC
^ Two-TWrly
A Blshl
*" f

Pantases
(4-C)

(Same
I

bill

ueblo

plays

BmllNi

A

Willie

A

Ithss

Royal Revue
Telaak A Dean

Pantases

Morns
Norrair,(

lis

ron

Kim Co

Qirls

J Elliott Olrls

i.

I

LANMAS CITY

Kohl Mc

Dally
Thirty.

LEAD THEM"

OMAHA NEB.
Will

T»»I«?S

Presents

A VIVID and DRAMATIC THKATMBNT
OK A TOBME m:\k ANi»
K

Pantases
LaEranre A Byron
Nail.'i

Sf

"A LITTLE CHILD SHALL

7-3)

"Oh Boy"
('allahsn

42( '

WILLIAM FOX

COLO. SPRINGS

••l^)ve

"Last Rehearsal"

i

Co

ll<>

Savoy

Pantages
Juggling Nelson"

EIGHT BEAUTIFUL MODELS
k

to

»ne

SEATTLE

— INCLUDING
Farrtsli.

Pantages
(Sunday opening)
Three Belmonts
Crane Sisters
Caledonia Four

6,

A V Jean
Bdwards

SUSSKIND

Presents

**t Mcrtnn, Lester Lane. Gertrude

plays
7)

Pantages
Carson A Kane
Bobinson A Pierce
Page Hack A M
Goeti A, Duffy
B Swede Hall Co

MURRAY'S ROMAN GARDENS
MISS BILLY

Brower C6
OAKLAND, CAL.

Barrett Clayton Co
Rives A- Arnold
((

Willis

Indoor Sports
Sybil

SPOKANE

EXTRAORDINARY ANNOUNCEMENT

A.

Bob

Rose A

William Werner

JOSEPH

Pantages
(Sunday opening)
Gordon Wild©
Ward A King

t-5 )

(Same bill
Anaconda

Management
Julius Keller

SAN FRANCISCO

Band

I

York's Latest. Cleanest and Most
Fascinating

Second Triumphant Year
AMBASSADOR
ORIOINAL T

Walter Weetui
Alexander

BI'TTE. MONT.
Pantages

Carte service

'

Gallerinl Sisters
Lorner Girls

(5-6)

Karl Fuller

New

I-AST

A new play by

Marion Claire

FALLS. MONT.

.

"SUE DEAR"

Annan

NI'PKR

Wilfrid Dubois

Pantages

Wonderful Orchestra

Decorated

to nil)

Pantages

(Saturday opening)

G.

:-:

4

PAITTAGES CIRCUIT
MINNEAPOLIS
TACOMA

Billy Kelly Co
Welderson Sisters
Vok« i A Don
The I.nmys

SEASON OF

1922

:-:

Harmony

Morgan A Ray
Sullivan A Myers
Degnon A Clifton

Selma Hraatz
Brie A King

Presents

AMERICA'S rOftEMOST rUEATIIEB AND RTTB. DlBEcTlO^ 6» LEX AND

+

2d halt
Vanity Fair

Pantages
Bert Shcperd
Farce A Richards

City Island, N. Y.

BIDE DUDLEY

(KKATKST ML'SICAL MIT OP AOBSWinter
Garripn
wwiuici UdlUCM

Thea.. 49th St.. sr. B'way.
Evs. 8 30. Mts. Wed. A Sat.

Jahn A Agnew

ILL.

2:10.

EXTRA MATINEE MONDAY (LABOR DAY)

Presents

to nil)

TOPER A, KAN.
(Two

Nlfhtly

At 8:30

Matinees Thursday and Saturday,

2d half

WINNIPEG

The Chateau Laurier

TIMES SQ. THEATRE

.10.

GRAHAM BROWNE

with W.

"Broken Promises"
Rita Gould
(Four to nil)

Palace

4

(Two to nil)
Main Street
Frank Wilson
Murray A Gerrlsh

8

2 30.

to nil)

(Three

A Santora

Cross

Bra
Sat

A

"The Serpent's .Tooth"

in

Hippodrome
Samaroff A Sonia
Chadwick A Taylor
Perclval Noel Co

to nil)

b&

Farrell

8t

4lih

Tempest

Goode*

TERRR H'TE .IND.

Gabby Bros

McCurdy Co

Is Mine"
EMMKTT J. FLYNN

JOHN GOLDEN

Jaok Osterman

Go"

ROCKFORB.

A

CRISTO'

w
1 F
LI11T TI LL

Singing Three
Berclval Noel Co

(Three

«td Street

8 15.
POPULAR MATINEE
WEDNESDAY. lies. Matins* BAT.
National Institution

Evea

Prceests

Mate. Wed.

Rosinl Co
2d half

Carl

S. D.
Lyrie
M'Quay A Hazelton
Knight A Sawtelle

Doss

A

Lloyd

New Amsterdam Theatre— VV.

"The World

Walter Fishter

Orplieum
Duval A Symonds
Bernivlcl Bros Co
(One to nil)

*

Globe
Mile Lingarde

Majestic

RKDFIELD,

KANSAS CITY

td half
Ls Fevre

MONTE

Bob Hall

2d half

.

EXTRA MATINEE MONDAY (LABOR DAY)

•

THE SENSATIONAL TRIUMPH

Staged by

G A M Le Fevre
Davis A Bradner

Qt INCY. ILL.

(Ono

a new comedy
By Montagu* Glass A Jules Ecsert Ooodman.
Prices: Eva $2.60.
Mata Wed. A Sat.

•*» St.. W. of Bway.
T«lr« Dally, a:30-*:3O.

WILLIAM FOX

Florence

SPR'GFIELD. ILL.
*

II A H Seeback
Lloyd A Goode
Pantheon Singers
(Three to nil)

"Let's

Hamlin A Mack
"Four of Us"
Werner Amoros Co

Hall.

A

—

TOWN

IN

f

at 8:30.

All-Star Cast

44th QT TTTTTA
TtUIOl.iniUl.

Charles Wilson
(Four to nil)

Orplieum
Unusual Duo
H A A Seymore
Henry Santry Co
Santry A Seymore
Love A Wilbur
(One to nil)

nil)

2d half

to nil)

Farnell

TTumberto Bros

Casler A Beasley 2
Shireen

Hamlin A Mack

CHAMPAIGN,

Kennedy

J Oil

Majestic
Corradini's Animals
of Us"

With an

Nlobe

2d hair

Bnrr A La Marr
Eddie Hill

EVENINOS

THE BEST MYSTERY PLAY

—8ELWYN THEATRE. W. 42d 8t.—
BARNEY BERNARD and
ALEXANDER CARR in

Bway.

of

"ABIE'S IRISH ROSE"

F»LLS, 8.D.

SO. BEND. IND.
Empress
Herbert Denton Co
Orphenm
Knight A June
2d hair
Kalaluhi's Co
Waldron A Winslow

nil)

W.

St..

"PARTNERS AGAIN"

2d hair

PEORIA, ILL.

Bernevici Bros Co

D.

(One

Mally Bros
Jas Kennedy Co
Nicolas A Paull

nil)

—

Conductor

<2d

ANNS NICHOLS' New Comedy

Charles Keating Co

2d half

A Symonds

Duval
S.

"GRANDMA'S BOY"
CARL BDOITARDE).

!

THE BAT

Nil Latest. Greatest and Longest Production

STRAND SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Orpheum

Wllle Bros
2d half

2d half

Co

Kraemer A Johnson

Bob

ILL.

Humborto Bros
"Let's Oo"

Dunlay A Merrill

Is

-

Orphenm

tytsaio mats via
*^**'»VaAT1 3.3t}

WEEK

LAHT

Mats. Wednesday and Saturday, 130
EXTRA MATINEE MONDAY (LABOR DAY)

Chandon Trio
(Two to nil)

SIOUX

N

HAROLD LLOYD

2d half

M'Qualey A H'zelt'n
Gabby Bros

"SHORE LEAVE"

iff

HRT4$«W«t!t.

A

R

REPIJR1

Novelty Clintons
Charles Keating
B C Hilllam Co

OMAHA, NEB.

Villanl

GALESBVRG,

Bob Fern Co

(Two

WIS.

New Garriek
Lee Hlng Chin

Fries A Wilson
N a panose

ABERDEEN,

fill)

DU LAC,

F.

"Rainbo End"
(Four to nil)

to

FRANCES STARR

—

Favorites

•A National Institution"— R'svay at 4? Bt
Direction
Joseph Plunkett

A Gibson
Kane A Herman

A G

Harvey Haney

T

IC
IVI-'* *J»i-IV*

A A M McCarthy

Florence

2d half
Walformer Trio

BJIiott,
to nil)

Nlobe

NORFOLK, NEB.
New Grand
May
Kraemer A Johnson Leon A Dufreese

Lambert
Four Kings A Dad

Maud

Lydell

Hartt
Lewis

"Flirtation"
~Maxfleld A Goldson
Bnbert's Duo

N. D.

Metropolitan

st

—MARK—

S

1A.

Orplieum
Alex Batty Co
Herbert Brooks

LAM
Fr.d

Grand
Beaggy A Clause

Lincoln

SIOUX CITY,

Seventh Street

WitS s Cast

to nil)

Kennedy A Nelson
Frank Browne
Hays A Lloyd

2d hal£

Princeton A Wats'n
Otto Bros
"Putting It Over"

Loew

FARGO,

(Two

Howard
Monks

MINNEAPOLIS

Four Ortons

to fill)

Shireen

Loew
Montambo A Nap

McDonald

NEWARK,

(Two

iVlebritics

s's

'

Bert

Bobby Henshaw

A Bonawe "Four

Haig A La Vere
Wyatt's Lads A L

Benson

BAA

Coste

to

Davis A Bradner
Walter Fishier Co
3 White Kuhens

Barber A Jackson
lot

to nil)

2d half
Corradini's Animals

Galetti's

2d half

Fox

KP'OEIEI.D, MASS.

(Three

r A Eddy
A Harrigan
Hugh Johnstone

to nil)

Dougal A Leary

Worth A Willing
Leon'd Anderson Co

AURORA,

Xlo Duo
Rogers A Donnelly
Ceroid
iff. n Co
Altyna Carbone Co

Barton A Sparling
Mabel l-!on. j. u Rev

(Two

to fill)

Lambert!
Four Kings A Dad

"Bits of Hits"

Co

Lillian .Steele

(One

Florence
S'.s

Swor Bros

My tries A Evans

fill)

—

{

Amerlea."

Is

•

Rialfo

Sawyt

Made

Cv«r

,

to nil)

Haney A G

Majestic

Riulto

Beaggy A Clause

Duo

Bailey

Mardo A Rome
Armstrong A G
Roebcr A Gold

„

(Two

i

4Mb St. Bel at 8 M,
Mats. Thurs. and 8-t
i M).

DAY1I) HKLASCO Trestnts

IRVING BERLI Tj t
MUSIC BOX REVUE

Brown Gardner AT
MIIAVA'KEE. WIS Jack Osterman

I

Bravo Mich'lini A T

End"

Orplieum

1st half

Ntate
Theodore Trio
Fletcher A P'squale
.

Bonawe

Haig A La Vere
Wyatt's I*adn A L
(One to All)

fill)

2d half
vey

It. n

Keliy

ELGIN. ILL.

Pantheon Singers
Skelly Heit Revue
(One to' fill)

Margot A Francois
Rainbow A MotTwk

A A Sauls

(Three

Maher A Eldridge
"Cotton Pickers"
l£o Haney
"Jtainbo

A

Swift

American
Walformer Trio

Worth A Willing

IKOMIIKMI

All)

LONDON. CAN.

X

J.

Verce

Donald Sisters

[urray Leslie Co
'rater A Bunce
to

A

Artois Bros

WheeUr A
(Two

IHADES. N.

Verce

Khop"

to

Jack Lipton

Mumford A Stanley

2d half

ShadoweMes

Loew
"Manicure

CHICAGO

State

Tachting"

BOBOKRN,

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE

Warden A Mack
Dancing D« Browns
OTTAWA.- CAN.

I A.

I
t

We».t

ggj®t LYCEUM

Sfl
Wed anrt «m at *-M
Monduy (Labor Day)

'BmI Musical Show

Haverly A Mack
Nancy Boyer Co
Mabel Harper Co
Roberts A Clark
Jack Renny
Afropinnf nirls

Jason

Sgt

The Siegfrieds
•

I

Hazitard \ Qeorgo

Mark Hurt Co
Bernard A sjdw'rds
B Franklyn Co
ii half
Wally & Wally
Emily Clark

A Daisy

(One

Craig A Holtsworth
Roberts A Boyne

I

K A A Sauls

Dave A Dare

State

DAYTON

2d half

Crescent

BIPFALO

M'SHLLTHV,

«!»>

&i

ANDRE PICARrX

A Ness nsatSesN Rtudy by

Mat-

1:1)1

.

Casino
Five Serenaders

Play:

Sat. J:3».

« KIKI

NASH

MUSIC BOX
Kret

Extra Matinee:

Grand
Sankus -A Sylvers

Walter Manthey Co
(Two to mi)

A

Prsatsts

-OfH)

LOIIS

ST.

«^

Evs. i:30.

St.

Mats. Thurs.

LENOREULRIC

"CAPTAIN APPLEJACK"

in

West 44th

OAVID ELASCO

MARY
and

EDDINGER

2d hair
Francis A Scott
Jas K McCurdy Co
Joe A Elsie Farrell
Wllle Bros

2d half
Cross A Santora
Trio

9'

for

South Africa

Williams

FRANK CRAVEN'S New

WALLACE

A Myers
Morgan A Ray
Degnon A Clifton

RFI ASPO
DE.UUVV

Attractions

Wert 18th Rt.
»«».. 1 15.
Mate. Wed. A Sat st 1 IV

Sullivan

Comer
Sherman Van A
Angel A Fuller
l.arry

John Keefe

MO.

Eleetrlo

Belaya

With

HARRIS

H.

CORT

Malloy Bros

Jail a

i*'\fcnatiJe Orjsistlihes*

8AM

Angel A Fuller
Four Nlghtona
(One to nil)

Orplieum
Royal Sidneys

ORPHEUM THEATRE
DENVER

to nil)

Sherman Van A

Kalauluhi's Co
MA HI NOV, WIS.

KENNELS

£*,

Royal Sidneys
Larry Comer

G

Knight A Juno
Herbert Denton Co

(Sept. 4)

—

''|K«

2d hair

Wllle Bros
2d hair
Lock hart A Clair

WOODSIDE

Trig

Belaya
Walter Manthey Co

Liberty

Vanity Fair

Jack Lipton

Harvey Haney A

FRIGANZA

-.1

=*=
LINCOLN, NEB. Jada

r

Ml II III -4
Pa nf a arcs
row n * l>e l.urs
Barly
Barly
S< VlNd T ^
J IK ttS
I

•Tim.

'

.'.

Nove.||e BroS
n. k fords
1

(.'.

i\

i.

ton

&

I

1

i

1

a

a|>oi

i

u

trforaj s

\

Odd

i

•

s

if.

'!

.\

THE

*w

u:

CIRCUIT OF OPPORTUNITY"

.

HUBERT VAUDEVILLE
ALL APPLICATIONS FOP ENGAGEMENTS AND TIME FOR SHU BERT VAUDEVILLE SHOULD BE MADE TO
\

SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE EXCHANGE,
ARTHUR

KLEIN, General Manager

SHOW EEVIEWS

NEW

«.;;

t

.

(Continued from page 21)
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sun circuit books

tlon the act has class enough for
any big time bill.
Bruch and Thurston (New Acts)

i

233 West 45th

NEW YORK CITY

Street,

HOUSES!

ANNOUNCEMENT OF
*
FORTY-ONE HOUSES WHO HAVE SIGNED UNDER THE SUN BANNER DURING THE PAST MONTH. FROM
TEN TO FORTY WEEKS' SOLID TIME IS NOW OFFERED TO HIGH-CLASS ACTS. FIVE MORE FULL WEEKS
WILL BE OFFERED IN THE COURSE OF A FEW DAYS. THE NEW HOUSES SIGNED THIS MONTH ARE:—
POSITIVE OF THE CROWING POPULARITY OF THE SUN CIRCUIT. IS THIS

PROOF

Hcored solidly in the second position, offering a combination musical
and dance offering.
"The 3>tter
Writer," a comedy sketch with three
people, was also very well liked.

Katherine MacDonald in the feature picture, "Heroes and Husbands," finished the bill.
In place of the usual opening
overture a song plugger appeared
and put over two numbers for his
house, one a comedy song and the
other a ballad with the usual slides.
For the 23rd Street crowd this was
a sure tire bit. It gave the show
the nppearance of having seven acts
instead of the regulation six.
Fred.

IOWA
La

Moliten,

port,

Cf.nton,

CuiihI

New

!>o\«t.

I-n«ain-

NORTH CAROLINA

Kvansville

riiil<*«l«l|ililti.

ronton

Halem

Monro*

VIRGINIA

ILLINOIS

|

<)iK>rn*-

W niitou-

lioro.

City, YpHllanti, Jackson,

liny

•

KiiiKton. (aoldnhertr. Raleigh, Charlotte,
Durham, Wilmington,
Aalievllle,

MICHIGAN

Joplln, Kaiih** City

OHIO
Dayton,

Wayne,

Porte, Gary, IntllanapollH. Fort

MISSOURI
II uinlltiil.

ROOKED THROUGH OUR AFFILIATION— VI RG| NIACAROLINA MANAGERS' CIRCUIT. ATLANTA. GA

INDIANA

Keokuk. Fort Mft<1l*on. Ottumwa,
M'mik City, llooue. Cedar Idtp.iU

Den

Newport News. Danville, Lynchburg-, MH'I

i

icmi,

Norfolk, Charleston

Belleville

HIGH-CLASS ACTS WANTING TEN TO FORTY WEEKS' SOLID TIME
CALL, WRITE OR WIRE ANY OF THESE OFFICES
NCW YORK
W.

AMERICAN ROOF

PITTSBURGH. PA.

CITY

*

Putnam Bldf.

302

K.

TOOO.

COS Savoy

SPRINGFIELD. OHIO
Retont Theatre

Bid*.

nixoN a KCIIIIAOKR

Mgr.

BUFFALO.

CHICAGO. ILLS.
Suite 806.

Blilo.

1IOMKU NUKlt. lUi

Delaware

N. Y.
Lafayette Bldg.

Bid*.

DIAMOND. Mm

IUI.I.Y

W.

SXYI'UU. Mgr.

J.

WATCH FOR FURTHER ANNOUNCEMENTS OF OTHER NEW HOUSES ADDED TO THE SUN CIRCUIT

A singing and dancing show on
the American Roof the first half,
with the dancing running throughjout the show brightening the general ensemble.
No hand balancers
or comedy sketch the first half.
That's almost a record itself for the
Roof, which has probably played
more equilibristic teams than any
house in America. Fair business.
C. Wesley Johnson's Jazz Quintet, a colored singing and musical

r

•c-.

<*•*'*$

AMALGAMATED Marcus Loew's

organization, headlined.
The five
compose a fair jazz band, with a
splendid rag pianist, a couple of
HaxophuniifU and drummer.
The
harmonized stuff Is well handled,
and there are several singles that
stand out. The turn averages as a
ftood feature act for the neighborlood houses. It put values into the
American show, closing the first

VAUDEVILLE

BOOKING AGENCY

AGENCY

General Executive Offices

half.

Nat Burns, with a dancing turn,
Bupplemented by patter, made the
^ it up. opening after interBurns does pretty nearly
every known Rtyle of dancing, and

Broadway,

1441

regulars
mission.

all cleverly.

The

PIIONR

BRYANT

New York

LOEW BUILDING ANNEX
160 West 46th Street

89 ft S

talk is unreeled in

a pleasant off-hand way, but should
l>e amplified and fattened up with
more comedy quips, The opening
eong is very crudely put together.
Art author could do Burns a world
of good. But bis dancing will send
him through anywhere.

I

Vaudeville producers looking for
talent in the raw would do well to
give Peggy Brooks the double O.
Miss BrocJes has a contralto voice
that carries real music, excellent
enunciation and presence.
What
she needs presently is costuming,
direction and material
something
away from the published songs now
used. She clicked merrily fourth.
Henry Prey and Dorothy Rogers,

—

second after intermission, gave the
eecond half a heavy comedy poke
with crossfire and gagging that
landed every inch of the way. Mr.
Frey is doing that lyrical classic
galled "I Ate the Boloney." done in
burlesque considerably a lew years
ugo, but sounding new through nonrepetition recently.
It's a wonder
for laughs, that little bit of doggerel
limerick.
The Frey and Rogers
turn has been framed for the pop
houses- rmd it never missis.
Mykoff and Vanity closed with
dancing classical stuff, lifts, pirouettes and adajrib posturing that was
picturesque and gracefully executed.
next to Closing.
Preceding, mid
Hart, Wawner and Fltis goaled the
customers with singing, comedy
A prohibition i»it.
and dancing.
contained In a pop song at the finish .run) a i>it of harmonica playing
and dancing, sent' the team across
They know wh.it they
fOff a wow.
(lard and Dunlike on thr Roof,
ham open* d with a horisi ntal bar
turn that held some excellent a robatics and started the show off

BOOKING
New

York,

12

Philadelphia.

WEEKS

Washington.

New Yrok
Baltimore

and intermediate towns

Stevens and
and
Laurel
Molino and Wallace (new acts)
Belt,

General Manager
»

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

'

CHICAGO OFFICE
Masonic Temple Building
J.

C.

f
!

T„
The Republic, Brooklyn,
resumes vaudeville Sept. 4. a sixact split-week policy will be folThe bouse has returned to
lowed.
ihe Pally Markus office for book*
N.

The

Strand*

mid
McCloskey

a

new

1547 Broadway, NEW YORK
GAIETY THEATRE BLDG.
Bryant 6060-6061
to come
ARTISTS: — The best way to know what wo havo to offer
is

right to our offices and look
Mr. Markus or Mr. Fisher.

us over and talk things over witji our

in he

"

NKAV KK(;KNT
I

^ W»
1

.!•)!

THEATER

Clinrino

!

i

BROAlHVAk;

l'l

I

VVM

Madison, Oneida, N.
Day.
Empire, Rahway, N.

Cross Rl. London. Eno.

Y.,

J.,

M.OIM.

Labor

Sept.

4;

Nowburgh, Sept. 4; MyrBrooklyn .Sept. 2; booked by

Cohen's,
tle,

111

Communicate with Any

C1IB1MTV *M«r.

of

Our

SSFS&ES54

CO.

M'KINGFIKLD. OHIO

4th
CHICAGO

Officii-

HOI Dcliiuurv

IU.1l'

BILW DIAMOND^

,°'

K.'K«nt II. enter Bid*.
U. ». MOS1IKK. It, p.

Itlli AI.O
50<> Infnyelt- Hhl«.
J. W. TODD, Rep.

.»(»*
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operated by
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Delaney of the
vaudeville.
Keith office will book five acts on
*plit
wo
It
basis,
a
Orphcum, Kingston, .*r Y, thi.s
week.
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Charge
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HOUSES OPENING

MATTHEWS

BERT LEVEY CIRCUITS
VAUDEVILLE THEATRES
ALCAZAR THEATRE BUILDING,
SAN FRANCISCO

—

right.

LUBIN

H.

J.

THE STANDARD INDEPENDENT

,

Oa..

S|iii'K«»ll)erK, Mjir.

HEN and
JOHN

AUSTRALIAN
FULLER
MELODRAMA AND PANTOMIME
CIRCUIT

VAUDEVILLE,

ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS
GRAND OPERA HOUSE
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

Pally Miirkiis.

Cosmos, Washington, D, C. booked
through the Amalgamated, opened
Monday with full Vaudeville.
McKin!f»y
Square,
New York,

Thursday (Aug*. :'.i). booked throujil
;ii<- Sheedy
office.
The Cross Keys, Broa%ray imi
Allegheny,

Philadelphia;

ToWeV,

Camden,
villo,

I'a..

and Hippodrome, Potl
open Labor Day Willi
Harry i»adden

vaudeville, booked by
<»f the Amalgamated.

Friday,

September

1,
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YOUNG DIANA

-THE

starring
production
Cosmopolitan
•£ri«n I>avie*. directed by Albert Capellanl
settings
by
•ST Robert Vlgnola, with
Famous
Pla>by
I'reHeuted
'Rioh Urban.
i

the
2Tff
-

Bivoll.

N»w York

Au*f.

1-7

**2£ P May

Marlon Davlos
Maclyn Arbuckle

Sehard Clveve
juen»««
dy

Pedro De Cordoba
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-m«v

&

p unltrlus'

Forrest Stanley

Oypsy O

Itrlen

lumber king and marries htm after the characters who never
let you
all sorts of tribulation and compliforget that it is all a story.
cations. Misa Cooper gave a corkEven Mr. Cody, most artificial of
ing performance.
Ralph Graves
played opposite and also scored, screen heroes, takes on some of the
with the character role of the pro- glamor of the inspiring surroundduction going to Lionel Belmore as ings. And you can almost forgive
the Laird of Tyee. W. J. Ferguson Miss Rubens her Westchester- liiltplayed the confidential man to the more get up, miraculously produced
Laird, and as the script held it down out of a dress suit case after she
to Just a minor role did very well has come through from the Arctic
with it. It was a far more import- wastes in a doj? sled. No more could

The vogue of Marlon Daviea In ant character in the story. The the tailor-made story fit itself toothers wero all the story characters gether as neatly as author Curwood
to the type and gave adequate in- manipulated his incidents, but you
can pardqji the picture anything for
terpretations of the roles.
In handling the direction Mr. those splendid views of the CanWalsh saw to it that the story went adian Rockies. There is a thrill in
novthe
of
delvings
metaphysical
vast stretches of
themselves admirably to forward at all times. There were yawning ice fissuressnow fields and
elist lend
that transcend
chancos for spectacular slpff, but
film presentation and elaboration. tho direction held them
fiction.
Anything could happen in
Only
to
advanced in "The
In the thesis
That's where
flashes. Tho comedy spots fell lust such surroundings.
Young Diana" there occurs a vaat at the right mlnute/Tto counteract the picture gets its kick— and it has
fund for exploitation, advantageous- the extreme tensiofvof the heart a punch of the punchiest.
acreerulom's realm will be augmentLi materially in the picturizatlon
"The Young
Corelli's
«? Marie
Diana " for which Luther Reed prooccult and
The
scenario.
the
tided

ly

employed.

The story background runs to the
conventional. James May is an EngHis position is
lish social climber.
marriage of
to be advanced by the
his daughter, Diana, to Lord Cleeve.
wedding a
the
before
night
The
aclentist, Dr. Dimitrius, enamored
conversation
of Diana, overhears a

interest.

V^

-

Thero are a couple of corking
fights in the story, one real rough
and tumble affair coming about half
way in the story, but the sensational
punch in the story is a bit of under-

water st,uff that comes shortly before the flnirh. The bit comes after
tho Laird, who has taken a launch
Anne,
who
Lady
sjnd
Cleeve
of Lord
Lady* Anne is preparing up the river by himself, gets caught
Is a guest.
in a log chute, his boat Ming sunk
through the good offices of Lord by one of
the giant trees that came
Cleeve to pay a visit to the captain
dowrt the chute, and he has gone to
of his ship, whom she married the the bottom of
the river jammed in
furDimitrius,
to
previous.
week
the cabin. His son, from whom he
ther his own suit, advines Diana of
midnight departure under has been estranged. dlvc3 and brings
their
him up, the picture shewing the
cover. She is shocked and faints as
underwater stuff. This wai a real
her lover departs with Lady Anne.
novelty, utilized in the manner that
During the fainting spell she has a
was presented.
it
weird dream. The dream takes up
"Kindred of the Dust" is just anand makes for the greater part of
other proof that a good story makes
picture.
the
The Corelll reasonings are beauti- a good picture when it is in capable
bands in the making.
fully amplified through the artistic
f
Fred.
settings of Urban, odd and bizarre.
|a» usual, especially in the dream
Diana dreams that her
Bortlon.
THREE MUST-GET-THERES
Her affeclover has deserted her.
A Max Linden burlesque of "The Three
tions are crushed, utterly. There is
Musketeers." marketed through the Allied
aged,
she
has
t» transition in which
Producer* and Distributors Corporation, tho
her father has tired of her and is subsidiary of United Artists. Length about
about to cast her out. She reads of 4 roe's, shown at the "©rraod, New York,
Aug.
the desires of scientist Dimitrius to Duke 27.
Bull Montana
of Rich-Lou
secure the services of a mature King Louis XIII
Prank Ccoke
Catherine Rankin
woman to lend herself to an experi- The Queen
Ralston
Jobyna
Connie
ment requiring the utmost couraRC. Walrus
Jack Richardson
Through the scientific employment Octopus
Charles Metsettl
Of liRht Dimitrius is convinced an Porpoise
.Clarence Werpa
Fred Cavens
elixir of youth can bo achieved, Berna Joux
Harry Mann
failure of the experiment means Bunkumin
Max Llnder
Dart-ln-again
death, but its successful consummation will result in the attainment of
Max Llnder completed this buryouth in perpetuity.
Diana is unafraid. The experi- lesque of "The Three Musketeers"
ment is successful, Diana regains some little time ago. but the release
her youth, but her heart is old, and was delayed until this time until it
Even when she is the was placed with a distributing corit is weary.
all-important cynosure during the poration. The picture was secured
magnificent ice carnival at Mon- several weeks ago by tne A'.lled
treux, and is ultimately crowned Producers and Distributors Corpoqueen, there is only the enshrouding ration, .and this week it was presented at the Strand more or less
eloak of unhappiness.
Later, in Paris, as the outstanding in the light of a half of a double bill
figure at the opera, feted and court- program, sharing the billing with
ed, there is within only the leaven the First National feature "Kindred
And, as she meets of the Dust." In** picture will be
Of discontent.
her old lover, It is piteous to note a riot to those who saw the Douglas
the old fires cannot be rekindled.
Fairbanks' production of "The Three
The reigning thought of Corelli Musketters." Several bits are sure
always is that Love is Life, its warp Are for laughs. However, the titles
and woof, its beginning and end, the are relied on as much as the action
real reason for being;, all else is ma- for the comedy. In classification the
terial, fleeting, the spiritual contrast
picture is just a comedy, not strong
Med tending to implant the conten- enough to be featured alone but
tion.
great for double bills.
Miss Davies in "The Young Diana"
It is broad burlesque of the origand inal with Linder starting to play
surety
poise,
plays
with
splendid artistry.
In the transition Dart-in -again slightly lavender at
from Youth to Age she surpasses first but breaking away from this
the finer moments of Mary Pickford after the first few scenes.
After
In "Stella Maris."
Diana is her best that he played the role broadly with
role unequivocally.
a true burlesque sense. In his supHer support is excellent, the vari- port he had Bull Montana and "The
ous characterization* having been Three Musketeers" were members
allotted to competent artists.
of the Metzetti troupe of acrobats
With its superb photography, which helped tremendously in one
sumptuous settings and regal cos- or two scenes. They should have
tuming "The Young Diana" shines been given greater opportunity to
forth one of the real regular releases display their acrobatics and the
6f the year.
Samuel.
chances are would have helped some
in laugh action.
Jobyna Ralston Is the one beauty
KINDRED OF THE DUST
An R. A. Walsh production, release! by touch, playing the maid in waiting
National.
Teter
Kyne.
the queen and searing as an acStory
B.
to
by
E.r»t

The scenic revel begins when CorJim and the mysterious
Maretto start their flight from the
Northwest Mounted Post where the
third of a series of strango marden
has just taken place and in which
they are unjustly accused as accomplices.
They take a flatboat
down the river and almost into ragporal

.

ing rapids where they abandon their
craft to the terrific torrent and swim
ashore. The pursuing constables believe they have met their death in
the rapids, but the fugitives push on.
with the aid of Indians, to take tne
trail over the high glacier.

Here

is

41
precipice. It muk"s one giddy, even daughter, but the confession frev..
mi the .screen. rj his pa
aldne her and Jim, too, from suspicion and
ought to insure the picture. It la a th v allow them to go forward to
real triumph of timraatlo effect. •The Valley of Silent Men." picHow they manipulated the camera tured us a peaceful haven up under
th«' Artie circle.
Certainly the effet
is a mystery.
Why Jim wasn't arrested for
is as though tho cameraman wan
suspended in mid -air over thou- desertion doesn't appear, but the
scenery was wonderful.
Hush.
sand-foot plunge^.
If tluy used a
double for the Tcmininc .star, the
substitution was thoroughly conA BILL OF DIVORCEMENT
cealed.
It's a good guess that the
star did the stunts herself.
.London, Aug. 20.
The
Ideal Company's screen adapThe mystery is fairly well sustation of Clemence Dane's poignant
tained.
Two men have been mur- play
marks a big advance In British
dered by Doing * strangled with a
Denlson Cllft can be
strand of a woman's hair. A trapper production.
sincerely congratulated on his work.
is suspected and held in the police
The
staging
is
perfect and the atpost.
Corporal Jim believes himtention paid to tho most minute
self to be dying from a rifle wound
near the heart, and takes the guilt detail beyond all praise. Tho story
on his own shoulders to save the of tho play is faithfully adhered to,
trapper whom he believes to be in- with the Important inclusion that
nocent and who had once saved his the marriage which ends so tragits first happiness.
Instead Jim recovers. ically is shown
(Jim's) life.
Pay Compton's performance ns
mysterious
At the same time a
Fairfield marks her, and she is
woman appears at the post and Mrs.
makes it known that she is there very ab'y supported by Constance
Rlnney as the daughter. The latter
to prevent tho minder of the commanding oflleSr. Of course Jim is performance is fulj of charm and
held for the murder h«> has con- light and shade, the American acfessed under the shadow of death. tress rising to great heights when
And of course he and the girl fall tragedy comes into her life. The

where the scenic carnival

takes hold.

Mr. Cody does a re-

markable series of startling

down

falls

precipitous anowslides and
they have even catlght an actual
avalanche of snow at fairly close
range. In the same passage Miss
Rubens appears to climb down dizzy
heights along an absolutely straight

t

m

rest of the cast is brilliant.

in love.

This

is

undoubtedly one of the

Then the commanding officer is finest pictures ever made
really murdered and Jim and the country.
have to flee. In tho middle of
their hazardous flight they meet up
with a dying man in a lonely cabin
high in the hills.
The Northwest
mounted come up just in time to
The three
hear his confession.
murdered men years and years before had killed the stranger's wife
(why it not disclosed) and he has
pursued them with vengeance ever
since.
It goes without saying that
stranger's
tho mystery girl is the

in

this

O'orc.

girl

June Keith has again volunteered
appear at the Police Field Days,
9 and 16.
Miss Keith will
allow herself to be grabbed from the
back of a runaway horse by a
mounted cop. There will be reto

Sept.

1

hearsals of the stunt, the same trick
Miss Keith participated in last year
at the police games.

DeMiaies
•

'

,

y^E

•

enarlo by J. T. Donohue, directed by
York,
P. A. Walsh. Shown at Strand,

New

week Aug.

27.

Nan

of the Sawdust rile. .. .Miriam Cooper
The Laird of Tyee
Lionel Helmorc
Donald, hla son
Ralph Craves
Mrs. McKaye
Eugenic Ressenr
llzah.'th McKaye
Elizabeth Waters

Jane McKaye
Mr. Dancy
Mrs.

Daney

,'Dlrty"

Dan O'Leary

Uttle Donald

Maryland Morne
Ferguson
Carolyn Rankin
Vat TUxmey
Bruce Guerln

\V. J.

Although the original Kyne story
has been changed somewhat for the
creen, the feature picture made by
R. A. Walsh looks lik«> it is going
to be one of the consistent box office
attractions of the year.
The fact
that the ptory when it appeared in
'Cosmopolitan" and later in novel
form was widely read ha.t developed
*' certain
clientele for tho picture,
and those with tho regular film fans
*nould make it a winner for the
.

exhibitors.

The production

is the second of
independents made by R. A.
Walsh and is being released through
First National. The sales appeal to
[he public wrll have to be made on
tne strength of the story, because
there isNno
extraordinary name
value in the cast, which nevertheless is a good one from a playing
tandpolnt, with Miriam Cooper at

the

its

head,
e

t-T?
the

Nortn Pacific lumber country

Reene of the story, with some
lumbering shots, but the scenic
25*
aitio is at all times held down
to a
minimum with the story in the fore-

ground.

were right about "Blood
and Sand." It has proven

She looks like a find.
In sets the picture are a flash and
the dueling stuff that Linder indulges in gets a laugh every few
Fred.
minutes.
tress.

even greater than
would be.

VALLEY OF SILENT MEN
Cosmopolitan feature (Paramount) starl'lcture adapted from
ring Alma Rubon*.
Htory by .Tamos Oliver Curwood and directed
John
Scenario by
Frank Pontage.
l>y
Lynch. At tho Hialto week Aug. 28 during
which Lew Cody, head of the supporting
appearances
personal
made
company,
nightly.

Marette Radlson, Canadian

Jam* * K«-nt.
Northwest Mounted
"Ruck"' O'Connor

Oori>onil

1

of

From
Duer

the

predicted

it

novel by Alice

the

Miller.

Scenario by

Jeanie Macpherson

gir

Alma

we

Rubens

"Manslaughter" will be at least
This is another prophecy.

as big.

Watch

Royal

it!

Lew Cody

Joseph King
Pierre Radlson. the father. .Matlo Majeronl
Inspector Kodsty. of the Mounted
<

Jacques' Radlson. brother... J.

loor^e

Nash

W. Johnston

The familiar romance of the Canwilds with usual romantic
trimmings of Mounted Police -the
stock melodramatic materials, withadian

out special distinction as to story
elements, but a picture elevated to
real eminence by stunning mountain
scenery and by the trickily handled
episodes of daring mountain climbing by Alma Rubens and I,ew Cody.
Without the authenticity of backgrounds the melodrama would be
stagey, but impressive vistas of

awesome mountain peaks in series
upon series give a commanding atmosphere

that

overshadows

the

a sense of
reality. It is a curious case of mere
settings creating a real Illusion for

drama and compels

Miss Cooper is the little girl of
oawdust Pile, who with her grand- a set of theatrical situations. The
an oh1 sa»lor, squats there, romance is in the environment
fin'
or IV.
rang in love with
the eon of th* rather than In tho occurrences

This
press

is

the three-column

ad.

electros

at

Mats and
exchanges

It is Cecil B. DeMille's greatest
production, the masterpiece of the
world's master producer.
*

I

«
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PICTURES
HER STORY
"Her Story" has been produced

and

Muff

crook

National

product ion
featuring
xtory
Tht»
hy Dion
Maflgu Tlth«»m«ipo.
Tltheradgv. l>ire< Uou by Allyu It. t'arrick.
flee on d

of value In support of the star,
which, coupled with good direction
and photography, places the picture
in the class of being unusual.
An authoress ([Catherine MacDonald) is in love with the illusHe is being
trator of her stories.
vamped by the wife of the publisher.
At a Lonflp Island house party the
writer arranged a play which is an
exact duplication of the real life
action, which finally results in the
shooting of the publisher.
When
the facts are disclosed everyone who
has been working at cross purposes
realizes the error and the usual
happy ending.
It isn't so much the story as the
trick manner in which it is handled.
Chet Withey did the direction most
capably and got some real suspense

suddenly

then

launches Into the highly spiritual
depiction of the story of the Holy
This is done through the
Grail.
theft by Chancy of a silver cup supposed to be the Grail itself, found
by the hero (E K. Lincoln) while

for low rental purposes.
In that
The
class it Standi up nicely. The .story hunting in an English forest.
cut -back- showing the st.»ry of the
is consistent, worked out in good
style by a .small cast and includes (.'tail is done in beautiful and vivid
acclimasufficient genuine interest to hold coloring which brought
It
attention.
tions.
|| quits the best thing of
Madge Titheradge as the leading the picture,
The return to the modern crook
member of the cast ranges in her
work from an ingenue to a society stuff is jarring and detracts Immatron. In the early scenes she ac- measurably from the effectiveness
ceptably bandies h»? role of a young of the story.
On the technical side, the feature
girl and later
equally effectivelj
that of a matured woman. She is leaves little to be desired. The art
the central figure at all times. The direction is superb, the interiors
two male redes of Importance are particularly showing originality, tine
played by C. M. Mallard and Camp- taste and discrimination. The colorbell (Julian, both furnishing satising follows two general schemes.
factory support.
Most of the picture is done in tlat
The theme of "Her Story" is de- blues, browns and greys which are
veloped as a story being told by highly effective and restful to the
the wife of a millionaire in whose eye.
The remaining passages in
room an escaped convict Is captured. natural colors are gorgeously exShe is involved in the matter and ecuted.
The colorings are of a
tells her husband the circumstances.
brilliancy and vividness which are
which bring forth the discloseure suinrb.
Unfortunately, by their
she had at one time thought herself very beauty, they stand out in viothe wife of the escaped man.
It
lent relief from the rest of the picwas her belief she had legally mar- ture and serve to detract attention
ried him in Russia. Later, after he from the general scheme.
In this
had deserted her and she discovers respect, the picture's main strength
he Is a thief, the marriage is found turns the spotlight on its own weakto be a fake. She secures a position nesses.
as governess in the rich man's home.
Miss Hampton does her usual fHe later marries her. While she is fective work in a role which varies
attending a masquerade ball at a from modem shop-girl to mediaeval
friend's home in Ossining a prisoner lady of high rank.
The story gives
escapes from Sing Sing and gains her a dozen or more negligees. There
admittance to the house.
He is is more bedroom stuff in the film
taken for one of the guests in cos- than in half a dozen Broadtv.tv
tume in his prison garb. It proves farces. Lon t'haney is a tome what
to be the man she believes herself more kindly crook than Is his
wont,
married to previously. He had dis- and Mr.
mcoln struggle*
>i.g in
covered her earlier in the day when the fat but unconvincing hero
r -d».
an inspection of the prison was beAs a novelty, the feature has uning made. Making his way to her questionable box office
valo^ for the
room he forces her to conceal him. exhibitor in the better
of
The police discover him there. The houses by reason of the class
unusual
story as told brings forgiveness color work,
combined with ihe high
from the husband.
artistic
of the entiro proThe prison, department store and duction. standard
Outside of this, and judged
newspaper plant scenes are well solely on the
the lilm is merely
laid out.
The production end has another In thestory,
been well looked after for a mod- gram" features.long line of "Just proBurton.
erate priced feature.
The story
takes care of itself, with the picture
one to give satisfaction In the
t

smaller houses with low admission
scales.

Hart.

THROUGH THE STORM

A Horace O. Plimpton Production, with
Bdlth Stockton and Louts Kimball featured
Distributed
by
Associated
Kxhibitora
through Pathe.
Helen Stone
Edith Stockton
Bruc0
Umls
Kimball
Pr.\.
Lillian Atterbury
alary Worth
Jeremiah Blackstone
Leonard Maudie
gOlly
Uladya Stockton
Samuel Drake
James Cooley

P.

Earle

8.

production,

rather

fair

picture she has neither.
The story is a combination of
Alaskan and New York scenes, full
of highly improbable and impossible
situations which should have been
either glossed over by the editor or

picture,

combining society and desert island
stuff, with some rather good aeroplane shots, litle stunt stuff, a speed
Jack Henderson
Regan 8tewan boat and a couple of fights thrown
for good measure. Not a grade A
Any one seeing this picture is in
picture, but a very fair production
fairly certain nt the beginning as to
that will get by in the smaller daily
just what the story is and how it is change of program
houses.
going to end. At that It is a fair
The story is
somewhat along
program picture, but that is about the usual lines one
in tales of
all.
With the market, as far as the this type with followed
a rather poor condaily change of program house is tinuity. This
at times rather slows
concerned, short on material it will the action. The director
has used
get by one single feature days at a the natural beauties of Miami,
Fla.,
pinch, but certain to hold up on the where the picture
was shot, to great
double feature days. On its title
alone it may attract some business
through the similarity to that of
"The Storm."
The tale opens with a girl orphan
sent out in the world to make her
living.
Shi Is unsuccessful and
meets another orphan on her way
to make her home with a wealthy
aunt whom she has never seen. The
two are caught in an electrical
storm, and the latter girl is killed by
a flash of lightning, and the heroine
decides to impersonate her. Later
she is discovered, but by that time
the wealthy spinster aunt of the
dead girl has adopted her and is in
love with her, so all ends well. Even
the young doctor who is wooing her
won't turn her down because of the
docoption she practiced.
There are several good storm effects and the settings are quite
elaborate at times, but the action in
the main is slow and draggy and
rather old fashioned as to the manner of handling the story.
In the cast there are no outstanding figures, although both the featured players manage to handle
themselves creditably.
Fred.

LIGHT

IN

THE DARK

"The fjght In th<» Dark," st.irrlnff Hope
Hampton, with ft. K. Lincoln, i.i.h chane)

Theresa Maxwell Conovef ami Dor.' Davidson.
Scenario i>y William D. Pelley.
Directed by ciarenca itrowD.

advantage.
The southern winter resort is the
scene of the opening of the story,
with Judge Proctor (George Fawcett) trying to bring about an en-

gagement

between

nephew

his

(Ward

Crane) and his protege
(Florence Billings).
At the point
where the boy enters the garden to
propose to the girl ho sees her in
the arms of another, and in his disappointment dashes to his speed
boat and starts out to sea, running
into a storm.
He is knocked unconscious and finally saved from
the boat a day or so later by the
girl, who is living with her dad on
one of the

islands off Florida.

little

After her father leaves the two in
charge of a colored servant while he
g«>es to a neighboring island to at-

tend a case of sickness, the uncle
girl arrive on the scene, and

and the

to protect the

Buffalo, Aug. 28.
This Hope Hampton special was
pre -re leased at the opening of the

new Strand. Niagara Falls. Botween
the festive atmosphere of the oc ision and the glamour of the star's
personal appearance, it is difficult
to gain an altogether fair and impartial estimate of the picture or to
accurately gauge its box office value.
The film is something in the nature
of an experiment, inasmuch as it is
In natural colors.
In this respoct,
it possesses
passages of real and
rare beauty, if its story possessed
ilf trm merit- of Its technical equip-

the nephew states
he has married her. On their return to Miami
the supposed wife realizes that it is
best for the happiness of the boy
that she leave him, which she does,
and returns to the island home. He
follows and a reconciliation takes
place.
Virginia, Lee. who plays the lead,
was undoubtedly selected because
she was a good swimmer and diver
There seems to have been no other
reason.
Ward Crane made a very
acceptable male lead and a couple
of heavy robs were well enacted by

ment,

it

might have proved a world-

beatcr. it doesn't, so it isn't.
A large and receptive first-night

audience gave the feature respectful
attention. The story Is slow getting
under way. It lacked coherence and
direction and plainly bewildered the
spectators.

Starting with the time-worn Cinit turns abruptly into

derella motif,

Fred,

r

Charles
Withey,

Rchulbnrg production, with Kath*tarr
Written i>y
1, gue
and directed
by
hel
length a boo I 7 reels,
Reioaae

ttiriiiiKli

l'ir.si

MacDonald

I
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Sumnne Danhurj
Walt Oaylord
Hugh If. mis
Martin T ui< iy
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Makes New Record
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Shepherd, Managing Director of the Bradford Theatre,

Newark, N.
"Occasionally,

J.,

says:

and only occasionally, a
made; in the making of a

a

name

that

—

as

far

as

direction

goes,

but

RICHARD WALTON TULLY
Presents

the

and really hinders the
With re-editing this picture
should be advanced at least 100 per
titling is trite

story.

Fred.

cent, in value.

SISTER

TO ASSIST
London. Aug.

'ER
17.

screen version of John le Breton's
sketch so long played in English
vaudeville by the late Fred Emney
S delightful

it

I

.Modi Klngxley
Kthel .Kiiy

This Is really a good picture, better than some In which this M.ir nan
appeared in on Broadway, although
this production was not given 8 pre-

There were

doubts as to whether the sketch
would answer as a film, so much In
it relied upon the great comedian's
the hook, but George
voice and
Dewhurst, the producer, has overcome every difficulty nnd given his
public

i

comedy.

really

The story

first-class

entertain-

very slight, but it
never flags throughout the Ave reels.
Mrs. May is a char -woman with an
aversion to pitying h**r rent and a
great love for gin. She Is ah
boastful disposition! and has invented a rich relative, Mrs. le
is

With

any picture house

this
story and
another about supposed savings she
captures the heart of Mr. Harri-.
the fish hawker. They become engaged.
She persuades her long-

audience. The company is a corking one, with several screen names

suffering landlady that pigs would
he a good thing f o !<eep In the back

showing

release

in

any

of

the

Broadway houses. It is a feature
a story with a real twist

that has

to get to

Brownirfg.

great

—

married.

she

truly

real screen
photoplay is
masterpiece everything story, acting, direction and
photography must be just right. 'The Masquerader'
In my opinion, it is the
is just such a masterpiece.
most momentous that has been my pleasure to exhibit. 9 '

the husband conveniently
commits suieide and the pair are left
lor the happy ending.
The picture is fairly well handled

ment.

c.,rv
:•!

organizing a com-

'

Finally

Barrio

li.nl,.;

is

lines.

really to provide the offspring

with

Donald

Nigel
i

chai

i

bound

Billy

pany for the production of a series
comedies that are to have the
brand name of "The Sammy Series."
He is going to endeavor to
have Montague Glass write a series
of stories of the younger type of
Jewish business man somewhat
along the Potash and Perlmutter

of

which the first man is really the
father, and seemingly her marriage

la

HEROES AND HUSBANDS
D

and the subtitles would make
the fortune of even a poor picture.

Made by the Baron Film Co., a
Arthur hitherto unknown concern, this

Davidson
nnd
Houseman. George Fawcett gave
tiie corking
performanee that is
usual with him and scored heavily.

arine

eliminated entirely.
In a mining camp the father of
the story is in partnership in a general store. His son steals from the
firm's funds to gamble. On the night
that it has been discovered that he
is a thief the girl goes to the gambling room and offers herself as a
stake in a game of draw. There are
four rough necks there at the time.
one of them a half breed, who proves
to be the lucky man. but- at the point
where he wins in steps the hero and
offers to double the stakes, cut the
high card for the roll and girl.
Naturally he wins and the pair are
married, or rather a ceremony is
performed over them by a man they
Later the
believe to be a parson.
wife discovers that he is an impostor, and at that time her husband has been off in the snows for
months searching for the girl's missShe believes that be
ing brother.
has deserted her and comes to New
York.
Here she meets a former music
instructor, who proposes, and she
marries him. Five years elapse and
she is shown with a young son and
a husband who is a dandy boy with
At one of his studio
the ladies.
musicalee her former husband walks
in on the scene and gives her a satisfactory explanation of what really
happened in the northwest, and as
be has her brother to prove it she is*
convinced that he knew naught of
the fact that the parson was phony.
Then begins a struggle to release
herself from the man to whom she
married. There is a child, of
is

who saved him was
that

miss

William

.girl

Miss de Remer cannot be expected

to draw without a story behind her
and a cast that registers. In this

Margery Land

tropical

The latter are farcical.
Ruth Her wood adopts the

child of a ruffianly cobbler and sends
him to Australia after be has tried
Little Mary
to burgle her house.
has a child sweetheart, Bobble, and
he, broken-hearted, sets out to face
the world. Years pass. Mary grows
to womanhood and thinks she is the

story,

ture has of gripping the attention
Rubye de Remer is the only name and winning suc?ess. It is practithat one could gather from viewing cally indescribable in its crudity of
this picture.
The other principals continuity and production. Emowere given the shortest possible tion and fear are portrayed by rushname flashes or not named at all. ing about. All the female characThe story is <ust fair as a meller of ters rush about when trouble overa certain type. With a real con- shadows them.
jtinuity writer, a titler and editor on
From a scenic point of view the
the job it might have been whipped, feature is quite good. The exteriors
into such shape to make it fairly are well done, whether studio or
worth while for the cheap daily
change of program theatres. That
is about the class of the production.
/?

May. directed by the producer.
Distributed by American Releasing.
Lola Whittaker
Virginia Loe
Tom Proctor
Ward Crane
Florence Martin
Florence Billings
Arthur Randall
Arthur Houseman
Judge Richard Proctor
George Fawcett
Lazua
Win, Davidson

A

-interiors are often

<'<*

six

in

and the

very beautiful as long as they deal
with the wealthy, but the producer
shows a very elementary knowledge
of East End London, for public
houses as he portrays them would
never be licensed. In depicting poverty his brain never gets beyond
public houses and Chinese dens.

—

«.'

from the atory by

Her wedding day approaches and
she is discovered trying to sneak
out with her luggage, one very battered basket. She is locked out and
in her dilemma decides to imperShe does
sonate her rich sister.
this with the aid of a gown and outfit a friend "borrowed from her mistress when she left her last situation."
In this guise she carouses
with the landlady, and is not only
successful in getting all debt remitted, but also gets a wedding present
for herself. There are many really
good incidents arising from the main

natural,

1922

WAS SHE GUILTY

DESTINY'S ISLE

A W.
reel*,

yard.
The result Is trouble with
the neighbors and the authorities,
for "the pigs smells all day and
makes a noise all night."

1,

Herwoods' daughter, her supposed
father being apparently a third officer
or something of a tramp
Mary Brough gives a brilliant steamer, although his home is a
at times.
Supporting Miss MacDonald. Nigel performance as Mrs May, as does beautiful mansion. Then her real
Barrle seemed a convincing lover Tolly Emery in minor degree a* the father returns home, accompanied
who was ready to be vamped by al- landlady. The production work is by a woman, Palmira, who 'knows
where he got his money." They
excellent.
most anyone. It was Mona Kings
Gore.
take a low tavern in Limehouse and
ley as the wife of the publisher that
associate with a "lecherous, treachlanded most heavily. She Is good to
erous" Chinaman who runs an
look at on the screen and can act.
opium joint with a pantomime trapShe did two or three very natural
London, Aug. 1G.
Palmira linds out
door entrance.
little things in the role that took
This Hollandia Film (Granger). about Mary, and insists that Gowhole scenes away from the star.
written by Maurioe H. Binger, the metti, her real father, blackmail
Even without a Broadway run chief of the Hollandia
directorate Mrs. Hcrwood. and makes the girl
"Heroes and Husbands" is a good and produced
by George A. Beran- return to help in the bar, and so on.
enough feature picture for any ger. is
probably the worst and most
The players include Gertrude Mcbou'e anywhere.
trashy drama made for many a Coy, Zoe Palmer, Lewis WllloughFred*
long year. It never would have been ly. Paul de Groot, Kitty Kluppel. W.
made if Maurice Binger had not A. Freshman and Pierre Balledux.
been the author. The story is sen- They do their best.
THE UNCONQUERED WOMAN sational
rubbish from the first reel to
Gore.
A Lee Bradford production rrltatri in tho the last, and its unreal piled-up senstat,' light runrk.t with Ruhje
RemM
starred. Shwn at Locw'a New York a* sationalism of the penny novelette
order defeats any chance the feapart of ilouh'e b!l Aug SB.

»
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Friday, September

From the Famous Novel by Katherine Cecil
Thurston and the Play by John Hunter Booth.

Directed by J antes. Young

A

First National Attraction

5

Friday,

September

1,

PICTURES

1922

HEART

maker of artificial flowers and Jim,
a newsboy. He brutally illtreats the
London, Aug:. 6.
girl.
A neighbor, Sal, sticks up for
Q. B. Samuelson was one of the the child.
One day a rich girl, Cynthia Dare,
who In hia youth made a
une as a film producer. He took brings Jim home after he has been
Kngliah film company to hurt. She offers to pay Rackstraw
J*e first
£2 a week as long aa he ia kind to
California, and coming back, anThe plan works. Then
nounced he was going to produce Maggie.
there as well aa in London. As fur Rackstraw buys Maggie a dog whieh
knows California -is as is stolen by one of his old cronies.
Afl London
yet free from the Samuelson Film Maggie sees a dog which she thinks

rAITHFUL

COAST FILM NEWS

how to do it.
Of his recent films "The Game of
reputed to have taken two
years to make, is 'guaranteed to bore
any audience stiff about half-way
ducers

Life,"

Capt. Richard Blaydon to his cost
now producing "The Pink Gods."

Blaydon

is

a former musical comedy

London, Aug. 1\

favorite of London.

Edward Jose has

Adam Hull Shirk, west coast pubfor Famous Players, is a
magician of parts. He also is president of the Los Angeles Magicians'
Club, which was founded by the late
Harry Kellar. Shirk demonstrates
Sal to become his wife.
his magic frequently at dinn« ra
The story is not up to the usual given by the Wampas. To date
Gaumont standard and the fact that none of the p. a.'s have reported
first money and then "time" led to any serious losses, however.
Rackstraw's changed character is
not a very good guarantee of his
Eddie Hefferman and Hal Tiv;h,
continued reformation. But it is the
type of story that thousands of Universal actors, were quite seripeople swallow whole in this country ously hurt when their autos collided
in a scene which was staged as a
and in others.

Co. Later he became the pioneer of is her lost pet and brings it home
motor passenger traffic and, pre- with the result that her father is
sumably having done well at this, arrested for stealing it. Prison life
returned to films with the declared completes the reformation and when
Intention of showing British pro- he gets out ho persuades the kindly

licist

through itH 10,000 feet, while "Brown
gugar" was good.
His latest film, as adaptation of
the Royalty and Queens theatres
success 'The Faithful Heart," proves
The production work is excellent. part of "Mind Over Motor," featurthat having done all he has done
he has not yet learned to oast a film Flora le Brentor gives a really good ing the vaudeville star Trixie Frior to turn a deaf ear to the cry of performance as Maggie, and David ganza.
for a
the "star" whose appeal is purely Hawthorne is responsible
He has gone all out on powerful and well studied show as
theatrical.
Helen Chadwick has been loaned
Owen Nares in this picture and the her brutal father. The photography by Ooldwyn to Ray and Kenneth
Gore.
result would be ludicrous if it were is very good.
Hawks, who are now producing on
not so sad.

HEARTS DIVIDED

Nares is essentially a good look"matinee idol" but has not the

ing

'

In the
Slightest idea of this part.
opening scenes his version of the
rough, happy-go-lucky sailor who
wins the love of a girl only to leave
her, is an insult to sailor-men the
world over and in the latter part
when after many years he returns
ah the honored soldier to meet his
own child, the result of the almost
forgotten love affair, and to abandon
his career for her sake, the pathos
was ruined by his extraordinary

London, Aug. 7.
This is a Continental film of dubious origin, dubious morality. We
are told it is French and it must go
The story ia a tangle of
at that.
marital and other infidelity; some of
the women go "the whole hog,"
othera are prepared to and even
offer themselves to their lovers, and
it is only the five-reel length that
apparently prevents the wholesale

consummation

of desire.

The "vamp"

is the last word in courtesans and
"star" the Samuel - also in undress a solidly built person version of "The Faithful Heart" son who spends her mornings in her
Is remarkably well produced. Nares, scented swimming bath, but has the
on whom the firm undoubtedly de- decency to pull her bathing dress
pend to get the feature over, might over her shoulders when her maid
be a good Romeo.
The Creator brings in her letters.
"Lola, the Heartless," was ruined
never intended him to play men of
sterner stuff at least not for some and deserted by the Comte D'Amuary when a child; she therefore beyears.
Gore.
came a vamp and heartless, to say
nothing of the rage of Paris. In
the middle of her fame the Comte
returned and Joined up again, she
London, Aug. 21.
This, the last picture made by the accepting him for the sake of repioneer Hepworth company, which venge.
In the country the Comtesse rs
has since suspended operations, is
quite up to the high standard set loved by her husband's friend, a
by the producers. It is excellent | Marquis, but their love is platonic.
tour brings Lola near the D'Amucomedy of a high order, and the J
story is exceptionally well told. The ary'a chateau, and her meeting with
whole production marks a great Hubert, her lover's son, gives her
She plays father
forward step in British comedy film another idea.
Hubert has a fiance
producing, which up to now, with against son.
very few exceptions, has been re- who is being chased about by his
young friend.
markable for its crudity.
A young bachelor inherits ai} The whole affair causes .the Comannuity of* £1,000 a year and a tesse's ideas of morality to go wrong
to take
house in Bloom sbury.
Under the and she begs the Marquis first
deconditions of the will he is com- her away. He refuses at
spite her passionate wooing. Hubert
pelled to live in the house.
His
the affair between Lola
troubles soon start.
He finds his discovers
shoot
housekeepers a terrible source of and his father and tries to
but
trouble.
The first has a decided himself. He recovers, however,
back to
penchant for strong liquors and sees his action brings everybody
normal.
things. The next treats him to conThe production is about 200 per
stant
sentimental vocalism, and
the
With the next he promptly falls in cent, better than the story or
acting.
Many of the scenes are
love.
He also begins to see things. very beautiful,
and the stage manHe indulges in dreams. As a knight agement
and attention to minute dein armor, mounted on a donkey
The cabaret
which has to be urged forward with tail la exceptional.
scenes, vulgar and sordid, are probthe aid of a bunch of carrots dantrue
to life ever made,
ably
the
most
gling from his spear point, he rides
there is no painting a "fast life"
to the rescue of his lady love.
with gilt in these scenes of license
Finally his exciting adventures are
Gore.
crude debauchery.
and
brought to an end by his crashing
•ut of bed to the floor.
Henry Edwardes is at his best as
the bachelor, and he is ably abetted
by Chrissie White. The rest of the
company is up to the Hepworth
If
•tandard.
"Tit for Tat" is a big
argument that Cecil M. Hepworth
and his associates should remain in
the business.
Gore.

make-up.
Apart from

TIT

—

it

FOR TAT

A

(

You

A SOUL'S AWAKENING
London, Aug.

8.

This last shown Gaumont "Westminster" film breaks new ground for
the producers. Whereas, previously
the big majority of home-made Claumont features have been set in high
social circles and amid beautiful
Bettings and surroundings this one
shows the sordid side of low life and
the gradual conversion of a brutal
nature into something human. It is
somewhat in the line of a "sob stuff"

feature and sentimentality is written
all over it. It also has the advantage
of possessing a good deal of comedy.
Rackstraw, a brutal dog thief,
lives mostly on the meagre earnings
of

his

daughter

little

Maggie,

Don't

their own.

Walter Morosco, son of Oliver
Morosco, the legit producer, is now
It is understood
a film magnate.
that young Morosco's mother is
financing him.

Arthur Hoyt has been engaged for
Marshall Neilan's new photodrama.

Katherine MacDonald will have in
her support in "The Lonely Road''
Eugenie Besserer.

Things are not humming so loud
on the Sennett* "lot." Production
has ceased for a few weeks to permit the cutting and editing forces
to catch up with the finished negatives.
The lull won't be for long,
Sennett's manager, Johnnie Waldron, announces.

Andree Tourneur

is

playing op-

Roy Stewart, whose newest
is in the making at "U.''

posite

production

Los Angeles territory
lead

all

is

said

to

other districts in the selling

Goldwyn

of

films.

The Valentinos,

it is

reported, will

be wed a second time in Paris.

Dick Ferris, who dabbles slightly
in pictures but is best known for
his "harem," was assisted by prominent film people in the staging of
"Candidates' Ball" here last wee*.

Dick Barry, the writer. Is now at
Monrovia home. Dick comes

his

home every

three or four years and
mingles with the oldtimers.

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Beaumont
he's the film director are being
congratulated on the arrival of

in

twins.

—

DON'T
ADVERTISE

Walter Hiers is to wed Adah McWilliams, a Syracuse girl.

Broadway Says Farewell but
Not Good-bye to a Great
Screen Triumph

his camera
started this week.

resume

duties.

He

<

IF

THK

Exhibitors of Michigan
Read our magazine published

The greatest picture triumph of many years enjoy* the final every Tuesday.
week of a record-breaking five weeks' engagement at the
If
you want to. reach this
E A TU A L THE A Tit E on Broadway.
We refer to "HUMAN HEARTS.'' the UNIVERSAL-JEWEL clientele there is no better

<

'

attraction presented by

^^^^

CARL LAEiiMLE,
HOUSE

PETERS,
all-star east, headed by
Reid'8 great story in cinema presentation.

An

enact nal

Thousands who have parked the Central nightly can never

T

medium.
Rates very low

therefore, we say again— farewell,
NOT GOOO-BYE-for
MICHIGAN FILM

forget

HI

it.

"HUMAN HEARTS
Will Live Forever

JJ

The Kinema Club
brave

fluht

for

making a

is

but

existence,

is

sorely handicapped by the general
depression and the fact that a large
Dumber of its members are out of

work.

Max

Frown

comedian,
Voices what might be almost called
Cordiale
Entente
the permanent
He angrouse ag-ainst America.
nounces the existence of a boycott
against French films. Every British
producer on returning from America
after an unsuccessful business trip
Linder, the

indulges in the

same

Amer-

tirade.

England, cares

K a, like

little

afjout

,

REVIEW

JACOB SMITH,

Publisher
415 Free Press BIdg.

DETROIT, MICH.

after all.
The Lord Chamberlain's
license presented * difficulty, but it
was thought at one time that the
objections of St. Jam. s* I'ala
would be overcome. Evidently that
is not the case, as the tluatro re-

opens with a new comedy, "Double
or Quits," after it has been tried out
at Golders Green Hippodrome.

The Stoll Suzanne Lenglen picture
will probably be of great interest to
tennis
enthusiasts,
but
it
will
scarcely make a universal appeal.
Done by the ultra-rapid camera, it
shows the champion making her famous strokes, and incidentally
proves onco and for all how she do. m
to koep her stockings up
during the strenuous moment of her

manage
play.

George Hidgwell, who produced
"A Gamble in Lives" for the British
and Colonial Co. before joining the
Stoll concern, is again to make pictures for "B. & C." He will continue the Historical Series which the
firm is making for Benters, Ltd., beginning with the seventh picture
of the series. This is "The Flight of
the King," an episode in the life of
Charles II after the Royalist army
had been defeated at the battle of

Worcester.
Dennis Neilson-Terry
plays the luckless King, and the
supporting cast Includes Gordon
Hopkirk and Kate Gurney. The next
subject will have Nell Gwynn as Its
central figure.

The general depression has even
affected the imaginations of some
of our so-called producers.
Many
were worthy disciples of Ananias
in the old days, and they vied with
one another in the stories of the
capital behind them. It was already
waiting in the bank for just another
signature or the trifling adjustment
of a contract clause.
They were
supreme optimists, but all that is
dead now. They don't speak about

the money they have waiting, but
only wonder bitterly how such and
such a man, "who can't produce,"
has got it to carry on with. The
of his "Seven Years Bad Luck," he whole trade Is becoming more truthaffirms that when the film was ful, as instance the meeting of two
shown in American kinemas it was men in Wardour street. Said one
purposely mutilated in order to dis- to the other: "Well, how's business,
credit him in the eyes of the public. you b y liar?"
His whole story is in reality a
round-about way of declaring that
Maurice Elvey, one of the best
tlid sympathies of America are proknown of British producers and who
German.
has been long associated with the
Stoll Film Co., will sever his conJ. StuarT Blackton has abandoned
nections in December and work on
his original title for the filmization his own under the title of Maurice
of John Overton's novel, "My Lady Elvery says the British average in
April," in which Georges Carpentier consist of four big historical films,
will appear.
The feature will now century ago outside the stage door
be titled "A Gipsy Cavalier."
of the Adelphl by an actor called
Prince, who was afterward declared
Martin Sabine, general manager a criminal lunatic.
of the International Artists Film
Corporation here, says that although
The cast of the new International
the company's start had been a bad Artists
picture. "Tell Your Chilone reconstruction had taken place dren," which
has been produced by
with every sign of success. Keep- Donald
Crisp, is a fine one. It ining up to the "brand" title the new cludes:
Margaret Halstan, Gertrude
directorate, which has Allan S. ButMoCoy, Doris Eaton (late of the
ler, a well-known city financier as
Zeigfeld Follies), Mary Rorke, Robgoverning director, had gone out to ert English,
Cecil
Morton-York,
get men of reputation. They have Warwick
Ward, and Mrs. Hayden
associated with J. Stuart Blackton, Coffin.
This is the first of a series
whoso engagement of Georges Car- of pictures
promised by Internapentier was a valuable asset. Don- tional Artists
during the forthcomold Crisp will remain with them, ing
season.
Sabine said. The company is contemplating a film version of a
powerful story by a famous author
Gaumont Is about to start on a
in which Crisp will have an oppor- picturlzation of a once popular
tourtunity as well as producing.
Ed- ing melodrama, "The Rogues of the
ward Jose had also "joined up" and Turf." The piece is the work of
would commence work on tho film- "Max Goldberg," a nom-dc-plume
ization of A. E. Benson's novel, "The which hides the identity
the oneLuck of the Vailes." A releasing time prosperous touringof manager,
contract had been made with the John F. Preston.
Rumor has it
CJaumont Company and Interna- there may be some hitch at the
tional Artist productions would be eleventh hour, as a certain lady
dereleased under the aegis of the Brit- clares she has the rights and a wellish National Film League. Mr. Sa- known firm of printers make the

—

known

bine,

in

Ameqfcan

ehow same

having spent 12 years

circles,

their midst sails for

New York

rn
in

September.

Montana has sufficiently
Bull
recovered from his trip abroad to

100%

a

joined the staff
of International Artists in a direcThe linn s other
torial capa ity.
permanent. director is Donald Crisp,
who is just completing the remaking
of "Lark's Gate" for the company.

the nationality of a feature providAny country
ing it is the goods.
with commor sense will boycott a
Edward Montagne, scenarist for certain class of picture which relies
Selznick, is the busy playwright. upon dirt mingled with cheap senNot only has he found time to write
Such
appeal.
several scripts for Selznick but In timentality for its
the past two months he has con- pictures as "The Love Slave," shown
be
ceived a new play, which will
recently in New York and in London
produced shortly in New York. It some months ago, and the pono
is for the legit stage.
graphic orgy with a courtesan
known as Lola the Heartless as its
Harry Girard, vaudevillian and of
character, shown here the
late in pictures, finds himself in main
day, can scarcely succeed anyother
pretty much the same predicament
that Nellie Revell has been in for where. They are made and shown
some time. Some time ago Girard with the sole idea of appealing to a
Sevslipped and injured his hip.
eral weeks in the Glendale hospital certain class of the public in exfailed to put him back in the run- actly the same way as a certain
ning and now his physicians say class of book is published and exhe will have to lay in a cast for hibited in so-called "medical" shops
Harry wants his in the dubious quarters of every big
several months.
city.
friends to communicate with him.
Linder. however, goes one further
-Than the usual grouser.
Speaking

Advertise

Kriety

LONDON FILM NEWS

Los Angeles, Aug. 30.
Stanlaws has added

Penrhyn

|

Terriss has Joined the staff
of tho Ideal Film Company.
His
first production will be the pirn-n
adaptation of "Harbor Lights," one
Of his late father's most famous
dramas. William Terriss was murdered something like a quarter of a
is amplified by a certain actor who,
full of Joy, is seeing a fortune in inJunctloning William Fox should he
attempt a version of "Ivanhoe," said
actor having once written a play
on the subject. "Ivanhoe" has already been filmed here under the
direction of Herbert Brenon.

Harold Shaw

is

about to

fork.

have sailed on the Bercngarla Aug.
19, but owing to that vessel being
doeked for repairs will have to wait
a few days, The company is headed
by Bert »:trtey and Kvrlyn Hrrnt.
Balbonle is the camera man. The
I

organization

responsible for
UnthW picture is headed by
Leyton, for mn'ny years a

of

fleorge
"star* in

first

class vaudeville.

Apparently wr

Fox

film,

no copyright

in historical

Many

people are

under the impression that because
at one time or another they wrote
a play around, say, "Henry the
Eighth," no one elso can do so. This
Elvery says the British average in
quality Is higher than that In any
other country. That is why Americans want Britain's best.
That's

why they offer big salaries to British producers to go over and make
films or send their own producers
here. "They like our stories,'' con-

tinues Elvey, "our atmosphere, our
and they must get it somehow." That is as it may be, but up
to now we have not heard of any
British producer being offered a big
salary to produce in America unless
culture,

make a ho happens

which is tentatively
Bogus Princess" in
The company should

film production
entiti.d "The

making

is

fact or character.

Tom

New

statement.

There

;ire not to h.ivo the
Nero," at the Aldwyeb

to have been American
Elvey snys he has finished
with small picture* and is out to
make big ones. This will comfort
the Stoll Co., who have long considered themselves the makers of

trained.

Briflsh "supers."

Bert Haldane has completed a new
"Gypsy Blood/' with
company including Cecil Maclaghlen, A. C. Agnew, Donatus, Daisy
six-reel drama,
•i

Agnew and Norah Emerald.

Hal-

is now in Manchester discussing a scheme which will probably
lead to the opening up of Cottonopolis as a producing centre.

dane

—
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Friday, September

WEEKLY WEAK FILMS

PICTURE NOVELTIES

TWO
One New

^But

Showing This
Sand" $112,000

Week—Two Hearst Fea- ROOSEVELT'STURNAWAY
Week—Gross for "Blood and AIDED BIGGER HOUSES
9

Doing
"Blood and Sand/
$25,000, Breaks Record—
Remaining Four Weeks
-.

a day, business remarkBroadway had » novelty last formances
ably good.
week in the fact that there was hut
Special).
(Fox
"Nero"
Lyric
one new feature picture production (Seats 1,400; scale, mats, $1 top;

/
i

—

presented in any of the four big
Picture*
That was eves., $4.65.) (15th week.)
houses on the street
closed Wednesday night with "A
"Rich Men's Wives" which came Little Child Shall Lead Them"
on
Into the Capitol and did $32,000
opening tonight. Around $3,000.
the week, with "Blood and Sand"
"Blood and
Rivoli
Rialto and
"The
and
at the Rialto and Rivoli,
(Combined
Sand" (Paramount).
Masquerader" held over at the Mating capacity both houses, 4.160;
Strand for its second week.
Valentino.
Rodolph
50-85-99.)
scale,
This week there is another nov- These two houses are grouped this
the
•lty. two Hearst productions on
week, as both played same attracprograms in the pre-release houses tions. Feature opened at Rivoli four
at the same time, "The Young weeks ago.
Opening week drew
Diana" Is at the Rivoli and "The over $37,000; week before last, its
the
at
Valley of Silent Men"
second, did $26,000. and last week,

i

Rialto.

At those two houses last week
"Blood and Sand" did $48,000, the

third.

House seats

$23,000.

Rialto against

it,

Chicago, Aug.
with

30.

ran high

Anticipation

an-

Balaban
nouncement
& Katz'.
Roosevelt would show the much
heralded "Blood and Sand" with
Valentino.
The house seats but
At the
1,275 at a top of 60 cents.
most it was figured the film could
strike $20,000, based upon the showing made by "Orphans of the

—

Storm."

top

the
house.

this

When
first

maker

gross

"Blood and Sand" ended

day (Monday) the most

for
its

elastic

surmise was outdone, with that day
closing to $3,500, the biggest single
day the Roosevelt has experienced*
since opening.
Wednesday was an
ideal day for every house and by
the middle of the week oa a threeday run, "Blood and Sand" has
scored higher than its predecessors

2,200;

seats, yet
picture gross

1,960

week with same
Rialto pulling $25,000 for the first there went to $25,000, making a
week of the picture there, while the total for four weeks of picture on
Difference in
Rivoli got $28,000 for its third week Broadway, $112,000.
with the attraction. The gross busi- figures for last week's business at by doing $12,000.
The week with
ness that the picture did in the four the two houses shows conclusively Sunday and Saturday getting a play
weeks that It played the pre- re- Rialto must be playing to regular which could have filled to capacity
approximately
lease

houses

last

was

rader" fell off, the gross going
about $8,500 under the previous
week.
At the other .picture houses along
the street business lifted a little
over that of the previous week because of the change in the weather.
At the Central "Human Hearts"
ploked up, the current week being
the last the U. holds the house

;

i

I

under

j

lease.

This

Is

likewise true

at the Criterion where the Metro
held a lease from Famous. Its last
production there Is "Forget Me
Not," which closes with William
Randolph Hearst taking over the
house from Famous Players under
lease. The interior of the house is
to be redecorated.
At the Cameo "Sherlock Holmes"
Is still running with the house taking the first $2,200 which covers the
•tut, so the picture is practically
getting nothing as > rental during
the past few weeks, the business
having hardly gone over that figure
after the first flush weeks of the

\

,

'

,

,

run.

"The Prisoner of Zenda" is holding Its own at the Astor, where it
did a little over $10,000 last week.
The booking of "Blood and Sand"
at Loew's State for a full week beginning Monday proved a wise
move with the house getting a line

'

afternoon for the first three
Estimate for last week,
days.
Zenda"
of
"Prisoner
Astor
1,131;
. (Seats
(Metro Special)
Picture
(4th week.)
ecale, $1.65.)
holding own and doing fair business, getting around $10,000 last
week with 14 performances.
Cameo— "Sherlock Holmes" (GoldSeats 550; scale, 55-75.)
wyn).
John Barrymore.
week.)
(11th
Business here struck level someall

—

where between

$2,000

with house taking
rangement means

and

first $2,200.

$2,500

Ar-

those pushing
picture are getting great break, as
they are establishing Broadway run
for film without great cost.
Capitol— "Rich Men's Wives" (Al.
(Seats
5,300;
Lichtman Corp.)
scale, mats., 80-50-$1.10; eves.; 55Picture initial release
85-$1.10.)

made by new Lichtman Corp. and
came on Broadway in week when
other houses were playing holdover attractions, thus getting best
of break. Weather conditions also
helped and the house rolled up a
gross of $32,000 on the week.
Central "Human Hearts" (Uniall

—

(Seats 960; scale,
versal Special).
(4th week.) Business went
66-75.)
up next to final week, getting
about $400 better second week of
Universal's lease on house
run.

'

ends this week.

—

I

\

Not"
"Forget Me
Criterion
(Metro). (Seats 886; scale, 55-99.)
Final week here for
(6th week.)
expiring.
leas*
Metro's
picture,

House being taken by Hearst
year; will open with

Tor a

"When Knight-

Was in Flower" for
Little over $3,000 last week.

hood

run.

44th 8treet— "Monte Cristo" (Fox
Special). (Scats 1,323; scale, mats,
(3d week.)
Vfi top; eves, $1.65.)
>ld $11,800 last week, second on
>adway.
With only two per-

i

go to other
they know picture playing
going to come down the

clientele that will not

a record for business in house
there
these houses for an extended run.
At the Strand "The Masque- street

$112,000,

if

is

three theatres of the Roosevelt size
had the picture been playing day
and dates", finished to $25,000. The

later.

—

Strand

"The

weather was playing pretty much
towards the film's favor, with Just
one day being out of gear.
The

Masquerader"

(First
National).
(Seats
2,900;
30-50-85.)
(2d week.)
Guy picture will stay at the Roosevelt
Bates Post star. With feature held for four weeks, and likely will be
over for second week house drew followed in by "Manslaughter."
just over $14,000, about $3,500 below
The other loop houses had to conbusiness for first week.
House tent themselves with either admirshowed profit at this because film ing or envying the break the Rooserental was out because of holding
velt was getting. The turnaway at
over of the picture.
the Roosevelt was beneficial to the
Chicago and Randolph, with an adFILM EIGHTS ACTIVE
ditional surplus getting an outlet
(Continued from page 1)
through the State-Lake, a vaudewith the release of several pictures ville house in close proximity to all
that have been stage successes has three of the loop movie houses. Tlie
seemingly directed all attention at regular patronage* and the turnpresent toward the screening of away were not sufficient though to
stage plays, and the brokers are develop
excitement.
Wednesday
hard put to dig up material at this night was the top-notcher for all
time.
houses.
Every house had a line
William A. Brady, queried by a of standees, with the Roosevelt
broker, placed a price of $200,000 fronting them up eight abreast, and
on the screen rights for his play, the length of the block, both north
"The Man From Home," but the and south.
In the running It was not so nice
market has not as yet reached the
stage where that caliber prices are for "Nice People" at the Chicago.
This Paramount release did better
being paid.
As is usual In the pictures when than the film playing here the week
there is any success on the screen, before by $2,000, but not up to the
there is a concerted action on the standard pace this house has set
Balaban & Katz were
part of producers to obtain the for Itself.
same kind of material. Thus with playing their stupendous seating
the strong opening of "Blood and capacity of the Chicago against
Sand" everyone Is scrambling for their Roosevelt which housed a
drawing card.
The
stage successes.
la reality the stupendous
greater part of the success of Randolph held over its/ U. produc"Don't
tion
Shoot"
and
craped
of
"Blood and Sand" Is due to the
vogue which Rodolph Valentino along at last week's pace, which alhas developed into. His previous lowed It to finish with about the
scale,

I

I

same

"The Sheik," from present
indications is going to be the picture of the year, with the possibility that that production will turn
in an aggregate gross that will top
even "The Birth of a Nation" and

release,

"The

Miracle

Man"

figures.

gross.

Estimates for last week:
"Blood and Sand" (Paramount).
First week; Roosevelt; seats 1275;
mats., 39;

nights, 50;

holidays, 60.

Re-

Valentino given splash of publicity
week before picture opened, though
stopping off In Chicago. Expected
film will outgross Griffith feature
"Orphans of the Storm." Two-hour
snow got |25 000
I
„ D<; n , t 8hoo
Sec ( UnIversa i).

ports on the business that the picture Is doing around the country
show that it is playing more return
dates than any other production
ftamoua has ever released Origi- 1
nally the price of the rights to?
screen the novel was purchased for
$25,000, at a time when the market
was at its ebb.
It is a question of tho popularity
of Valentino, who at present is
sweeping the country from coast to
coast, even though the home office
i

.

^

ond

week

1922

HAS

STRAIGHT FILM POLICY
-*

Picture Last

tures

WARDED

LOEW'S

AND HEAT HIT PHILLY

BROADWAY HOUSES

IN

1,

.

*

Randolph

.

seat8 686;
mat8f 35; nIgntSf 50
Just about
touch previous week's figure of
.

Next

Interest centered this

straight

if

policy,

Sunday.

traction, playing to 9,000 admissions
on the day, which exceeded by about

500 the number who attended the
opening of the theatre last May.
All the downtown picture houses
had good business last week because of the nature of the attractions, which were above the average. The TIvoll took the lead with
Guy Bates Post In "The Masquerader." The star made personal appearances which added to the draw.
"The Masquerader" was given excellent notices by the press.
At the Granada "Nice People,"
featuring Wallace Reid and Bebe
Daniels, served to pile up a satisfactory box office score. This house
with the California and the Imperial
are now being featured Jointly in
ads and billing matter as offering
"Herbert L. Rothschild Entertainment." The trio are controlled by
one company of which Rothschild
Recently an adis the president.
vertising campaign was launched in
which the "Herbert Rothschild Entertainment" policy was outlined.

next week

the Stanley de-

sires to give the two films all the
breaks possible, especially in view
of the Stanton's poor business last
year.
private showing of "Monte
Cristo" will be given Friday night
for which elaborate invitations on
golden paper in golden envelopes
were sent to the press and others.
Among other features of the rather

A

was the gift
handsomely bound volumes of
the book to the critics.
It Is figured that the .opening of
both features Saturday is to catch
word-of -mouth advertising over the
week-end and thus land big houses
on Labor Day. One of the Stanley

extensive exploitation
of

—

picture

The house held "The Prisoner of
Zenda" and its initial picture at-

an indefinite run at the Stanton
(which opens for the season after
being closed since early June) and
"Blood and Sand" starts two weeks
at the Stanley. These two features
looks as

Record

San Francisco, Aug. 30.
week on the
debut of Loew's Warfleld with a

Philadelphia, Aug. SO.

rather weak collection of pictures together with the return of
the hot wave late in the week gave
film business a setback.
It looked
as if the Stanley company was
marking time for the big blow-off
which comes this week.
That blow-off really comes Saturday when "Monte Cristo" begins

it

to

Valentino Fails to

Prove Draw Looked For

Week

will easily lead the field

—

Business

A

and

Sunday

Opened

Last Week's Set-Back for Picture Houses—Waiting for

—

company's houses Regent hajs had
the Saturday opening for several
months.
Last week's list of features was
headed by "The Glided Gage" at
the Stanley, and over this Gloria
Swanson film most of the dailies
waxed sarcastic. This star gets her
biggest draw here now from curiosity seekers, as there has been a

At the California Thomas Meighan

You Believe It, It's So,'; the
was better than the aver-

in "If

business

age. Meighan is well liked by California patrons.
The Strand for the first time offered a big double bill, giving equal
space to "The Man from Hull's
River" and Pola Negri In "Intrigue."
Neither of the films was anything
to rave over. Quantity did not atone
Business only
for lack of quality.

big argument over her ability In
the movie column of one of the
papers. Her popularity has waned
during the past six months, and
"The Gilded Cage" was hardly the
kind of a picture to bring back her
clientele. The belief that the picture was a bit daring resulted In
good houses the first couple of days,
but business dropped (helped by
heat) and the gross was less than

fair.

At the Frolic things were about
normal, with Herbert Rawlinson in
"Don't Shoot."
Estimates for last week:
California— "If You Believe
(Seats
So" (Paramount).
scale, 50-75-90.)

$25,000.

It, It's

2,780;

Thomas Melghan r

The Aldine's feature was even Theodore Roberts starred.
more of a program affair, but the
Granada "Nice People"

—

(Para-'

house began to feel the effects of mount). (Seats 3,100; scale, 60-75the Stanley company's advertising 90). Wallace Reid, Bebe Daniels,
and publicity since they took it Conrad Nagel. Special attraction.
over. There is some doubt now as Record
with
business of town
to whether "The Prisoner of Zenda" $22,000.
will come in here. This feature was
Imperial—"Blood and Sand" (Parall set for Sept. 11, and was figured amount).
(Seats 1,425; scale, 85to put this toppling house on Its 50-75). Rudolph Valentino; $15,000.
feet, but that date Is off now, and For some reason this picture did
Stanley officials say there Is some not create flurry here it did In East,
doubt of it being housed In the Al- although chances are that in one
dlne at all. Advertisements down of the bigger houses it would have*
at the Jersey shore speak of it gone ahead of receipts here.
being booked Into the Forrest (legit
Strand— "The Man From Heir*
house) here following run down River" (All Star).
(Seats 1.700?
there,
but that Is doubtful, as scale, 40-55.) Also Pola Negri in
"Spice" is now definitely arranged •Intrigue."
About
Double bllL
for the Forrest Sept. 11, with "The $7,000.
Music Box Revue" to follow. Neither
Tivoli— "The Masquerader" (First
Is there any other legit house availNational).
(Seats 1,800; scale, 25able at present, and If It is held off 40.)
Guy Bates Post Up with
(because of success in New York) leaders with star personally appearfor such a run, it will have to "be ing. On
$11,500.
late in the winter or even next
Frolic—"Don't Shoot" (Universpring. Meantime, "A Tailor Made sal).
(Seats 1,000; scale, 10-30.)
Man" (this week), "Valley of Silent Herbert Rawlinson; $3,500.
Men" and "The Three Must-GetTheres" are the Aldine's bookings.
$7,000 FOR VALENTINO
The Karlton, which limped
(Continued from page 1)
noticeably last week with Katherlne
After the release of the production'
MacDonald in "The Beautiful Liar,"
and his subsequent leap Into popfollows that with "Evidence" (this
week) and "The Bonded Woman" ularity, he signed with Famous'
at
next week, but bigger things are Players for three productions
weekly.
The first, "The
looked for with "The Storm" Sept $1,500

Drop-In house and benefits 11. This house ought to pick up a Sheik," won him a place in screen
$5,200.
mostly through turnaways, except good bit when the Chestnut street popularity second to no single star.
His latest production, "Blood and
when there is big special like "The shopping crowd gets back from allStorm" playing.
Sand," which is said to have cost
summer vacations.
"Nice People" (Paramount). Chi$370,000
to produce, repeated, and
The Palace had "One Clear Call"
cago; seats 4200? mornings, 39; last week, but it did not do so well passed the records which "The
of Famous Players was very much mats, 55; nights, 65.
Had to con- as most second runs from the Sheik" established. At present it
in doubt as to tho manner in which tent itself with gross of $28,000, a
Stanley theatre. The Victoria, on the is computed by experts in the sales'
the recent trial on a bigamy charge little better than week before but
other hand, built up a fine business end of pictures "Blood and Sand''
would affect the drawing power of not up to average. Film got good by word-of-mouth
NO
report and its will gross at least $2,500,000.
the star.
notices.
second week was nearly as good as little credit goes, however, to Fred

On the coast things are still
rather slow, with production at a
point about 40 per cent, of normal,
with players, directors and stars
pretty much flocking to the East.
However, with a revival of interest
In tho buying market, It is quite
possible that production will shortly take on a renewed lease of life.
In addition to the offer made to
William A. Brady for "The Man
Who Cyme Bark" was the sale of
"Tli^ Hero" to Preferred Pictures.
While this piece was not one of
the outstanding hits of the last theatrical season, It was one of tho
lays that caused tremendous discussion. Sam H. Harris, who disposed of the screen rights, also
1

I

its

who

Niblo,

first.

Other bookings this week are
few weeks ago to
"Six Cylinder Love" and also "Cap- "Nice People" (five days only because
of the "Blood and Sand"
tain Applejack," the latter for $50,-

directed

it.

sold his rights a

A

recent film rights sale for
Comstock & Ocst's "Adam and
000.

(Capacity 4,000; scale, 35c. and 50c.
matinees, 50c. and 75c. evening).
Aldine
"Top of New York"

opening) at the Stanley, "If You
Believe It, It's So" at the Palace.
"I Am the Law' 'at the Victoria and

—

(Paramount). Panned by dailies
Eva" brought $20,000.
"The Ragged Heiress* 'at the Ar- and made no impression. Business
Another organization made an cadia.
has improved since Stanley comoffer for a number of plays of the
Estimates for last week:
pany took house over, but still way
Belasco library, but without sucStanlsy—iiUoe Gilded Cage" below normal. About $4,000. (Caorganization refusing to
release any of Its material at this

cess, that

time.
*

An

unusual offer of the week was
for the screen rights to "The Monster" (39th St.) for immediate film
production.

weeks

old,

The

piece

is

but three

—

i

(Paramount). Started like house
afire, due largely to curiosity and
impression of risque nature of picture, but fell toward end of week
and gross was only about $21,500.
No other part of bill featured, fact
noticeable at all houses here of late.
"Nice People" In for five days.

pacity 1,500; scale 50c. straight).
Karlton
"The Beautiful Liar"
(First National). Also got knocks
from critics, and business remained

—

in

but

slump from which

It has risen
once since -early summer.
(Capacity 1,100; scale 50c.

$4,500.

straight).

—

—

jrriday,

September
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PICTURES

1922

"A MARRIED FLAPPER"

MAYOR AND THEATRE

DETROIT THEATRES' POLICIES

PLENTY OF PUBLICITY

AGREE ON "DAMAGED GOODS"
One Week Only Allowed Picture
Agitation Before Election
Last

Week

.

and

pictures

Tremont Temple crashed the seaMonday with an exploita-

con open

premiere presentation of Fox's
-A Little Child Shall Lead Them,"
with some splash advertising that
broke up the apathy that has deadened the local film business sinco
June. Monday night drew a surprisingly strong house, being a direct response to Sunday copy. Plans
for the Temple, which is of the
auditorium type and the largest
first release picture house in- the
downtown district, call for an intensive picture exploitation season, with open time for each attion

:

traction.

The pop houses have

joined' in

toward stronger pictures,
and next week brings "Blood and
Sand'' Jnto Loew's Orpheum (pop)
the trend

as into his new State.
Bookings at the pop houses this
week demonstrate the prices being
paid for pictures that will pull. The
Orpheum is using "The Valley of
Silent Men," "Moonshine Valley" is
at the Boston, "Sonny" is at the
as

well

Bowdoin, "The Crossroads of New
York" at Gordon's Olympia. "The

Marked

Improvement

—

You Believe

"If

It's

first half; "One Clear Call,"
second half. (Capacity, 2,400. Scale,

So,"

—

Entire show lacked class. Another
"sea" picture this week following
week's same type feature. House
need better break in the booking if it is to hold its place among

last
will

names on

'

last

30-50.)

to appeal to the women. Vaudeville
did nicely, despite absence of any

Around

bill.

1

$10,000.

VATICAN VIEWS IN SIX

PARTS OFFERED HERE

with an expected

-

nights,

good gross. Draw showing weakness in matinee trade. Balcony business off nights. Feature calculated

Sold for America for $27,000
Shows Notable Church

gross of around $15,000, based oo the
combination of joint exploitation
with the Orpheum (Loew) and the
normal Labor Day increase in gross.
Park (28-40c; capacity 2,400).—

"Damaged Goods

20-25;

—

Events

week jumped

An Italian named G. Puccini, an
exhibitor from the southwest, is in
New York seeking an outlet via

business unexpectedly, gross hitting
nearly $10,000 and showing sweet
net profit, as the release was not at
a fabulous figure. "Damaged Goods"
was frowned out of the city quietly,
however, by a tacit agreement between Mayor Curley and the theatre. City Censor Casey was away.

non -theatrical channels for a

6,000foot film record of the notable cerein Rome at-

monies at the Vatican
tending

the

Eucharistic

Detroit,

Aug.

30.

More and more is it being proven
Film Houses Vied With Each Other that if you give the public what it
Last Week
wants in the way of entertainment
you ned not worry about there being

pectations, but week proved profitable one, getting possible $8,000.

Palace— (Capacity

Loew's

2,500;

scale 20c-35c. mats., 35-50e. nights).
Thomas Meighan in "If You Believe
ranged what they claimed was the It, It's So." Star popular here and,
offered,
picture stated not to have
ever
bill
although
ambitious
most
consisting of eight features headed measured up to the usual standard
values, held up, although
Sleeps."
amusement
by the film "While Satan
Every effort had been made for a the gross may be slipped back to

Business ran along as usual with

factory figure. Gloria Swanson in
"Her Gilded Cage" and Frank Mayo
in "Caught Bluffing" this week to
corking opening. "Blood and Sand"
with Rodolph Valentino underlined

next week,

Scale,

EVEN AT CAPITOL

paper covered "with that of IMan
to Man," which will be used instead.
For their "Dominant Theatre." the
Newman, the management had ar-

$8,500.

Estimates for last week:
Loew's 8tate (25 -50c; capacity
4.000)—Viola Dana in "The $5
Baby," over $8,500 last week, satis-

3,400.

—

—

Who

Lafayette 8quare— "Under Oath"
(Capacfty,
and other vaudeville.

of

—

Both
Mats., 15-25; nights, 25-30.)
pictures last week came in for exBill considered one
cellent play.
of best this summer. Business held
Over $7,500.
up.
Loew's State "Man Unconquer(Capacity,
able" and vaudeville.
2,400. Scale, Mats., 20; nights, 30Neither picture nor vaudeville
40.)
r.ny thing like standard for house.
Fact that business showed rise due
in
to local feature, "Who's
Buffalo," in conjunction with guessing contest, which drew wide attention. Feature got lttle play wth no
response from feminine contingent.

leaders.

string

biggest

Washington,' Aug. 30.
All
dull days at the box office.
their "Flapper" parades and revues
Two attractions vied with each summer business with the first-run
ami the others were pulling for the other for the business last week. houses has been going along at a
As it
showing of the picture.
fair pace, considering the shortage
what could be termed ex- of good pictures, yet last 'week when
worked out, all of this stuff Both got
Taking ad- cellent business, due in no small some of the new pictures were
helped
the picture.
shown, business took a tremendous
vantage of tho park's advertis- way to the cool weather.
ing, the Universal publicity repreHoudini at Moore's Rialto, mak- jump. All of the first-run theatres
are back to normal with their numsentative ran letters over the siging personal appearance in conber of employes,. orchestras, etc., and
nature of Marie Provost, star in
produced
film
he
his
with
junction
all have decided on their policy for
"The Married Flapper," advising the
girls to go and see her in the pic- as well as starred, received no end the coming season.
Adams This John H. Lasky
ture, get pointers and then enter of publicity,
the dallies running
the contest. As an Inducement she special stories on his beliefs as to theatre will play all of thfc biggest
pictures for indefinite runs, and
offered* a trip to Universal City and spiritualism.
will not be
a tryout for pictures to the winner.
Gloria Swanson in "Her Gilded the scale of admission
It worked and the Royal was filled Cage," although not a particularly over 60 cents for first floor seats
Any picture going in
with flappers and aspiring film strong picture, was excellently put at night.
stars.
on and, as was to be expected, was here that gets a certain Quota by
Wednesday will remain for another
On top of the publicity the man- held over for a second week.
week. Mr. Kunsky is willing to
agement of the Globe, playing vauEstimates for last week:
deville and pictures, made arrangeLoew's Columbia (Capacity ,1,- keep any big special in as long as
Some
ments to use the picture this week, 200; scale 35c. mats., 35c. -50c. it docs required business.
following the Royal showing. Then nights). Gloria Swanson in "Her of the pictures already booked on
"Blood
The New- Gilded Cage." The picture in* this basis are "The Storm,"
the fireworks started.
man interests claimed that some creased gross of the previous week and Sand," "Manslaughter" and
"The Eternal Flame."
one had "spilled the beans," as they to at least $9,000.
Madison—This house will keep its
had a 30-day protection clause,
Moore's Rialto— (Capacity 1,900;
which prohibited Universal from scale 30c. mornings, 40c. afternoons. admission price where it is now
It
50
cents. Including war tax.
allowing the picture to be shown in 50c. nights). Houdini in "The Man
Greater Kansas City within that from Beyond." Personal appear- will play mostly Paramount picexceptional
The business done tures for one week, the
time. They made their claims stick ance of star.
for the sign was changed and the may not have quite reached ex- picture being held over for second

Buffalo, Aug. 30.
Business at all local picture
houses last week showed marked
improvement over past fortnight's
average. Drop in temperature which
prevailed all week helped materially. All houses now rounding into
home stretch with full preparations
on for the fall battle.
Last week's estimates:

Hippodrome

—

City,

picture houses in the West, and a
leading film distributing company
all wi rking to the same end, it's
no wonder that "A Married Flapper," playing Newmans Royal here
last week, received more publicity
than any picture ever shown in the
The two parks were boosting
city.

Picture

at

Kunsky's Adams with Biggest Features for Runs at
60c Top Last Week's Business Proved Picture Theory The Draw Is in Good Films

Aug. 30.
press departments of

Theatres

Dictator" at the Scollay Olympia,
and "The Bonded Woman" at the
Cambridge Central Square.
Suburban houses on third runs
are making the real clean-up, however, based on low operation costs,
and will probably continue to show
strength until the termination of
daylight sawng and lawn-mowing.

for

Kansas

BUFFALO BETTER

two weeks have been steadily

—

"JVnh the
two parks, the

30.

climbing, due mainly, to break in
which has nearly
weather,
the
cleaned out the beaches through
rain and cool weather.

'

—Business' High Jumps

names are

beginning to enliven business aloi\£
Celluloid Alley. Takings during. the
j»ast

Avoid Censoring

In

NEW SEASON

LAD) OUT FOR

on ''Flapper" Parades in Parks Theatre's
Extended Bill Hits Heat

Beantown

in

Boston, Aug.
Bettor

to

Breaks

Congress
from

last year of Catholic prelates

record week, but the weather man $9,000.
(CaMetropolitan
Crandall's
stepped in and sent the hottest he
had given Kansas City this year, pacity 1,700; scale 20c.-35c mats.,
the mercury reaching 103, official, 35c.-50c. nights). "Rose o* the Sea."
during the week. In spite of this Did about usual for this house.
handicap the management claims About $6,000.
The Lyceum, last season presentthe week was the best since June.
Tho Hardings, with the Liberty, ing American wheel burlesque, may
the only one of their down town enter the town's picture competihouses open, were not so fortunate tion, as they have announced the
"The Dust opening of the theatre the first
their
selection.
in
Flower" was the feature, but for week in September, with no details
some reason had not been as ex- as to the policy of the house forthtensively advertised as usual and coming.
failed to get the business expected.
The big houses in the residential
FILM
district continue to offer big pictures closely following the down
and Schenck Interests ReEastman
town runs, and with their "family"
ported Weighing Pool
prices are getting the breaks, as
many will got to their neighborreport was in circulation this
A
hood theatre when they would not
week that Eastman interests, which
dress to make a trip down town.
new natural color process
The popular priced vaudeville own a
just coming into use, and the imhouses offered the following films
"WifTat" process, which has
proved
"Under Oath," Mainin opposition
lately come into control of Joseph

—

MERGER?

C0L0R

week.

—

Capitol Will retain its present
scale of 60 cents, and will continue
with large orchestra and special
added attractions in the way of
headliners. Will bouse most of the
First National attractions.
Washington— Will adopt a scale
of 60 cents for all pictures, which
Last
Includes the Fox specials.
year the price was 76 cents for the
Fox specials and other big attrac-

Independent pictures will
be booked, Manager Shafer
already securing "Grandma's Boy"
for a run, starting October.
Broadway- Strand Manager Phil
Gleichman will book the house
strictly open pending a settlement
of his suit with Famous Players,

tions.

also

—

which cannot come up for some
time yet. Scale will be 50 cents for

He is
first floor seats, evenings.
out to compete with the Kunsky
houses on ail the big specials.
Last week the three Kunsky
and
Madison
Capitol,
theatres
Adams had a big increase in business. Tho Capitol had "Hurricane's
Gal," a full-of-action picture released through First National, that
was well liked. Receipts, Jumped
at least several thousand dollars
over the previous week.
The Madison had whopper business with "Nice People," a Paramount picture. It drew the flapper
trade and built up the matlne*. to
the point where business on tho

—

—

—
Mayor Curley has always opposed ings of the film, which cost $27,000
"Damaged Goods." He barred it as for the American rights, have been street; "What No Man Knows,"
may be coma play when mayor previously. His given to the trade, but no arrange- Pantages; "Trimmed," Globe. The Schenck and others,
bined.
successor let it play, and Curley on ments have been made for exhi- Pontages heavily featured its picThe Eastman process was used week was around $14,000.
re-election determined it would not. bition.
ture, coupling it in the billing with
for the first time this week in a
of
The Adams had "Loves
A compromise of one week for the
headline
act.
the
Includes
material
the
said
It Is
new First National production, Pharoah," with Doraldina as an
film was reached, and for that week some fine close -range views of Pope
Estimates for last week:
Jules
which
Dark,"
in
the
"Light in
It Is a question
added attraction.
it played without cuts and with conNewman— "While Satan Sleeps" Bruletour
Pius XI during an address to the
is said to be interested
which proved the drawing card
Scale.
(seats 1,980.
sensational
siderable
advertising. congress and during a big review (Paramount)
The piethe picture or Doraldina.
The real low-down on the theatre of Italian Boy Scouts in the Vati- Mats, 35; nights, 50-75. Children, financially.
ture is a marvel from a 4Mredfci».m
giving tip second week came through can grounds. Other high points of 15-25). In addition to feature proalthough
it
kv^fce that
standpoint
Children,
EXTRAS
Aaron
included
desire of all local managers to avoid the film are views of a high mass gram
PLASTERING LIEN FOR
all

Private show-

over the world.

censorship issue on the eve of the ceJebrated in the Coliseum in Rome
State election, which carries censor- and the huge procession of visiting
ship commission referendum on bal- prelates, said to be the greatest
lot.
This week Doris May in "Up gathering of ecclesiastical notables
and at 'Em" and "The Fighting ever held. The Eucharistic Con<Juide," with probable gross around gress is one of the three chief
church gatherings held once a cen$6,000.
Modern (28-iOc; capacity 800)— tury, the two others heing the PolyAround $1,500 last week with "The glot and St. Giorgio Congresses.
The views were taken under the
New Teacher" and /'The Crusader."
This week's twin hill is "The Fast auspices of a syndicate of Italian
Mail" and Charles Bay in "The churchmen organized for the purDeuce of Spades," with much heav- pose with the approval of the Vatiier advertising budget and every can, and have never been shown in
this country.

prospect of excellent week.

Beacon (attraction, scale and seat-

entertainers; Marie Oliand Arthur Burekley, visual-

juvenile
vetti
ized

dramatic reading of Kipling's
Boarding
Fisher's
of
Mermaid comedy, "Danger/'
local news events and Mayer Travelaugh. As an entertainment it certainly lived up to the management's
claim of the most ambitious ever
"Ballad
House,"

offered

liked

well

Picture

there.

and fans not slow

one par*

to notice

in
Ibe
(icular outstanding thing
story
absenes of the old worked
affair.
Manto death triangle love
agement u nable to estimate i«>s!
of business heat caused, but announced week best since .June. Gross
;

make two
Jack
ing capacity identical with Modern
and always showing a twin lull — pi< tiiivH in the East. He returned around $16,500.
Mist
Liberty -'The
Gross last week slightly under to New York on Monday with his
(Goldwyn) (.scats 1,000.
Wife, Marilyn Miller, who imrn<
Modern,
k w
ii< lene Chadw
d lately reported for rehearsals in 50
Pickford

is-

to

Cincinnati, Aug. 30.
has been placed on the
Bhubert and Cox theatres hy the

A

lien

Stern

Wlien Jean Haves

left for a

.'

,

Europe, Tim Whalen was given
engagement as "gag" man for
Harold Lloyd comedies, at th< Pkkford Mated that arrangement
would
Hal K. Roach studios on flie rdast. had been mad.' whereby
Mr. Whalen. o( Whalen and King, make at least two pictures In New

to

the
the

1

1

that
assisting
Bam York and the
is
vaudeville,
4st
Taylor on a Lktyd scenario at pres- the Talmadgi studios on East
prothe
for
inutilised
would
street
>:.
Priscilla Kuig is also "with
ducing.
toe Lloyd company.
1

I

l<

Ifh

Gillit

foatun d
,

chanicH' lien.

,,i
i

>th< r

'

wen comedy and newi i"
Royal
fUi

— "The

versal)

M.;rii-

(seats

I'OO

;i

,

ha!

!

M

Flapper"
Scale,

35-

di

Marie
Picture

Prevost,

proved

awe house has had
heat.
consid< ring
HMffll'H pH'iuri' trmt

conn dy. Close to
"The
Twelfth
Street

.

Ab

10).
limit.

summer,
Added Sherlock

Ten

not
teitainthe bill
I

•

(

t

best

,

tiii-i

it.
Pietu
uun.i" y "u

to

led

th<

ii

on<

this

children,

James

publ

In

Lookod

(i.

muff« d

.

i

in

and

Chicago,

Tii" extras Were ordered, says
Plastering of outside
the firm.
panels added $4. 'too more to the bill.
the Bhubert
Margolles,
Edward
contractor, is made a co-defendant.
under
the meFhe suit is filed

Scale

Claude

I

—

the Ziegfcld i i u i n-- lb niiie
St ity^ undo
agement. She wil be with the *h6* equal j
Jack
when if opens In Boston

trip"

of

670.

50;

Fi<

I

Co.

estimate of $03,500 for the work,
and on which they Were paid $03,-

»

-

Plastering

which alleges over $40,000 due it
for repairs to the houses, above the

—

iiv

$7,000.
Infidel'

100 Scale, 25: childn i\, 10)
at
Katherlnc MacDonald. Also Keaton
,

.

i

,

comedy "The Boat." Added feature
showing local r« giment In
reel
Business L< Id up as »dl
camp.
ft

I

i

xp.

<

led,

about

f.'

000.

appeal the average pioture

s*t*r^ri

looks for. Heavily advertised. Buei
ness was very good ajid the seetttrs
being held, with Doraldlnsw for a

second week.

The

Broadway- St rand had hn«
business witli "Whispering
an independent production,
In
territory almost
this
two years ago. Conway Tearle and
Rosemary Theby are the stars and
it was on the strength of this that
Mr. Gleichman booked the picture.
Incidentally he got It at a very low
price, so that with only fair busi>if.-s he stood to make some money
on the week. "With the feature he
had S Nrst-Clasfl Bull Montana
fair

Devils,"
released

comedy

In three reels and his new
orchestra oi t< :> men, inaugurating
the f:*l season.
"Wild Oats" finished Its engai
"m nt h q M h ubT t- D e t r oit at urday, !~** ing stayed nine conseeuSe at go cents. During that
gross
receipts
were
period
the
I

around
on

—

—

n

a

house,

Having

$00,000.

percentage

Bamu<

the picture,
for himself.

i

basis

playM
with

it

the

Cummlngs, who owns

cleared

about Hi.l'jy
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PICTURES
F-P

FILM-

READY TO WASH UP

OF "MONSTER"

Productions in Germany, Reported
Schauer, Back, and AI Kaufman, Due in December Blumenthal to Accompany Negri

—

<N-

STOLEN FILMS FOUND
for

Petty

AT LOWER PRODUCTION COST

Play-

Has Bids

No More

Sentenced
Larceny

1922

HOLLAND-AMERICAN PICTURES

Gaites Ready to Sell Screen
Rights to Mystery

Thieves

1,

MAY PRECEDE PLAY

ON GERMAN CONNECTIONS

Famous Players, according to
rumor, is about ready to wash up
ail connections in Germany, tending toward further production in
that country. The return of Emll
Schauer this week and the report
that Al Kaufman is coming back in
December to remain on this side

Friday, September

Gaites has received
several offers for the screen rights

Joseph

M.

to his mystery thriller, "The Monster," current at the 39th Street.

New York, among them one from
Arthur Kane, and declares himself
ready to close a deal immediately
he receives his price.
The play is advertised as selling
10 weeks in adVance. When it was
pointed out that the screen version

'

i

*

—

Second by Producers Co. to Follow First Principal
Players from* America Minor Characters and
Extras from Natives

—

.

'The

n
2ND OHIO "BLUER

made

American picture to be
Holland has been completed

first

in

and several of the principals have
Follows returned to this side. Carlyle BlackW£ll is starred in the production and
he is still in Haarlem. The picture
news
the
with
Simultaneously
was done under a new arrangement
sponsored
been
by Producers' Finance
have
Sundays
"blue"
that
abolished at Piqua, O., comes the Corp. of New York.
It is proposed to make a series of
Wilmington, O.,
Smallest

State
City in
Piqua's Example

I

Kansas City, Aug. 30.
could easily get into circulation and
claimed to be the Kan- be shown out of town before the
version reached tho road,
Fas City end of an international plot stage
would point rather conclusively to steal picture films and sell them Gaites said he was willing to have announcement that
these productions, and the prelimiFamous
deserting
Germany
Is
that
the 111m precede the play, in the
passed a "black and blue" Sabbath naries are already under wesy for the
In countries not covered b ' copyas a center of production.
belief that the silent version would
newspapers
Cincinnati
second.
Wyndham Standipg is about
yesterday.
right
laws
was
tiiscovered
this
Tho trip Schauer made abroad
increase the prestige of the spoken
was to conclude a contract whereby week by Henry Graham, resident drama and benefit it by advertising. were unable to get stories out of to sail for Holland and will be star
next.
of
tho
the Famous would he rid of the manager for Pathe, and city detecThe experiment has never been Wilmington Sunday night because
It is declared the scheme of sendHamilton Theatre (Hen BlumenWoods once telegraphing or telephoning news
tives.
Over a year ago the Pathe tried, although A. H.
ing principal players from America,
thal) Association.
considered the project of filming a
together with director and cameraFrank Meyers, one of the vice- Film Exchange contracted a Har- stage play with the original cast was considered "labor."
As in the case of the two "blue" man, and filling out the minor
presidents of the organization, is old Lloyd picture for a small Mis- during its metropolitan engagement.
going abroad within the next fort- souri showing.
Sundays at Piqua, Wilmington citi- characters and tho "extras" with
When the time for shipment
Dutch actors, the cost of the pronight and is to remain In Germany
zens went to nearby towns for
duction can be cut down materiwith Kaufman until the latter re- came the reels could not be located
amusement and necessities Sunday. ally. The principal economy is in
turns to this country. Tho two. it and an investigation showed that
Mayor Greene, like Mayor De the salaries of secondary actors,
is understood, are to clean up the a number of other films were missAn investigation was started,
detail of transferring the activities ing.
Weese of Piqua, is not a "bluer," but labor costs in all departments
of German production contracts to but despite the watchfulness of
but he is trying to "rub it in" on from building studio sets to labothis country.
Pola Negri's advent the officials other pictures disapratory payroll play an important
those who would close the movies
here within the next fortnight to peared. Tl|is w.ek Graham was inpart in the saving.
They Are Beautiful; and let other- forms of business run.
begin work on a production is sup- formed that an independent broker Says
The shaving of expense does not
in the residential district was leasposedly, a forerunner of the noThe Wilmington Ministerial Asso- end with the completion of the picLoves English Films Ediing films which answered the descheme of things.
ciation as a body has taken no ture, according to the sponsors of
torial About Him
It was reported by cable to Va- scription of the missing ones.
the plan. The American company is
action.
To a city detective the broker
riety this week Blumenthal will acMayor Greene's proclamation fol- hooked up with a Dutch producer
company Negri on her trip to this turned over 21 reels which the
lowed the arrest of Frank Murphy, and all foreign rights are disposed
London, Aug. 22.
Pathe officers identified as part
side early this month.
of the Murphy theatre, on of by the native concern. Two negHyman Winik, who has just ar- amanager
of those stolen. The broker claimed
charge of violating the Sunday atives arc made at the same time.
he had purchased them fr.m Roy rived here, will be the most popular
closing law.
declared he One is retained in Holland and all
FIGHTS RE-ISSUES Ballenger, a picture operator in In- figure in British filmdom. at any would see thatMurphy
the rest of the city foreign territories sold are supdependence, Missouri, a suburb of
had
to
close,
too.
The
Murphy
the- plied from the Dutch negative. It is
He has also
Says Revival of Old Majestic Pic
this city.
Ballenger. in turn, ad- rate with the ladiej.
atre was
built
by his brother, said many of the European countures Injure His Prestige
mitted selling the films, but said achieved the honor of being the subCharles W. Murphy, former owner tries have in force high tariffs dishe bought them frum Luther Law- ject of a leader 'editorial) in a big
Douglas Fairbanks on Wednes- ton, a negro janitor employed by London daily paper. Winik has de- of the Cubs ball team. Wilmington criminating against American film
is the smallest city in Ohio.
products, but these rates do not
day, through O'Brien, Malevinsky Pathe.
clared that our film actresses are
Following the acquittal of Frank
& Driscoll, started an injunction
The detectives say the negro con- the goods and that the heroine of a Kress, president of the Piqua apply to material exported from
other European countries. For this
suit against Hyman Winik, Leader fessed to the thefts and said he film recently shown in New York
Film Corporation, Majestic Picture took the pictures, one or two at a can "knock beauty spots out of Amusement Co.. on similar charges. reason prints from the Holland
Mayor De Weese ordered the "Hd" negative may be exported into
Corporation and the Triangle Film time, for over a year, selling them Mary Pickford and the rest of the
removed and went away on his va- many countries at advantageous
Corporation, to restrain them from for small sums.
American actresses."
cation.
Piqua, "white" once again, rates as compared to- American exre-issuing, re-editing, or re-titling
This has created a flutter In
According to the Pathe people,
ports. It is also desirable to have
any of the old Fairbanks subjects. the thefts have amounted to thou- Wardour street and the many un- had a good time Sunday.
Kress has br</ught suit for H>,500 tho foreign version of a story cut,
In 1915 Fairbanks started on a con- sands of dollars and they also an- employed actresses crowding round
damages against Luther Patterson, edited and titled abroad, and this
tract with the Majestic, under D. nounced that the value of tho re- the agents and producers are holdwho as representative of is more easily accomplished in the
W. Griffith's direction, and Fair- covcrc ! ones was some.. .i.;e about ing their heads high. At last they've athefarmer,
church people caused his arrest. foreign studios, particularly the
banks is proceeding on the theory 13,500. In spite of the value of the got what they knew they deserved,
Holland plants, the Dutch being a
his contract now, as then, was de- pictures, as placed by the owners, even if It wasn't work.
world trading people with close
One of the troubles about British
pendent on Griffith's alliance with the two men were allowed to plead
COUNSEL FOR GEO. CLINE
commercial connections with other
the Majestic.
guilty to a charge of the theft of a pictures is that if an actress is
The
of
Assistant
foreign markets.
When Griffith left the Majestic in single film valued at $25, potty lar- beautiful her knowledge of his- Picture Association
Directors Wednesday reSeveral Dutch producers have
1917, Fairbanks did likewise, and ceny, and were sentenced to im- trionic art is elementary or almost
tained Frederick E. Goldsmith as
the company sought an injunction, prisonment for six months in tho non-existent. There are a very few
tried this market since the end of
associate counsel for George Cline,
exceptions, but when it occurs the
but the late Justice llotchkiss held county Jail.
now in the county jail at Hacken- the war, but with indifferent suc"British" actress generally turns
for the actor.
cess. Elsie Cohen brought over half
sack, N. J., charged with having
out to be American or AmericanFairbanks says
a dozen productions from the Hoithe
re- issues
killed John Bergen, an extra in
"*
trained.
would damage his prestige, being
not
FAMOUS' BIG LOAN
pictures, who confessed in the Cline landia Film Co., but they did
In their desire to obtain beauty
inferior to his current output, and
home
friendliness with Cline's secure wide circulation.
a
resorted
our
native
producers
have
wants their release restraint d.
Deal
Reported for $3,000,000 to
wife.
to the regular stage and the results
Swing New England Circuit
Cline had been an assistant dihave been generally disastrous.
TIN CANS FOR ADMISSION
rector before
location
Famous Players is said to have However good, or beautiful, they manager in the appointed
Fox plant. Bergen 'Light in the Dark," First National*
have
they
been
the
regular
stage,
on
Oklahoma City, Aug. 30.
successfully negotiated a bank loan
Has 1,000 Feet of Process
Old tin cans were legal tender at for $3,000,000 to be used in financ- completely fail to hit It on the had been in vaudeville at one time,
square
the Liberty, Klectra, Texas, last ing the
screen, and mere notoriety has lost but none of the Times
acquisition of the Alfred
Clarence U. Brown's new feature
agents could recall him. A young
week.
They came at a rate that Black and Cray chain of theatres its punch.
was surprising.
Hyman Winik is in England and woman involved in the case and for First National release under the
In New England.
This who stated she had been Bergen's title, "The Bight in tho Dark,"
It was a part of the plan of Manis In love with British films.
It is understood in the trade that
sweetheart before discovering his which was given a pre-release
ager II. D. Morgan of tho Liberty the company takes title
is sound diplomacy, although Warto the
probably
see relations with Mrs. Cline. said he showing in Buffalo this week to test
dour
will
to aid Mayor William Calvert.
street
A theatres In the two strings by maltimport had been doing a single act on the out the exploitation scheme.
receptacle was made of 12-inch ing
payment to the Interests pre- through it and continue to
The film has 1.000 feet of the new
boards about 10 feet long and viously in control
American "stars." British produc- small time.
out of the bortion is improving, but it will not
placed in front of the Curbing at rowed capital.
Around Times square it was said Eastman color process, its first use
in
a commercial release.
Hope
reach its ambitions until producers that Bergen, a manly young fellow
the Liberty.
A big placard read:
create great film actresses and who did hazardous stunts in dou- Hampton is starred. One passage in
"Boys, bring 20 cans and get a free
the
story
has
Lon
Chancy making an
ticket to 'Molly O'."
realise the art of the theatre and the bling for picture players, had been
AVERAGE $24.77
studio are two totally different an associate for a couple of male escape by a leap from a motor car.
It seemed surprising so many old
Albany. N. Y.. Aug. 30.
things.
cans could be found in one comfilm stars, supposed to have ac- The stunt was performed by ChanHenry D. Slayer, New York State
munity.
counted for Bergen drifting into cy himself at Columbus avenue and
Industrial Commissioner, reported
pictures. It developed after he was Seventy-second street, New York,
Harding's Shooter Sentenced.
today continuation of the stability
murdered, that Bergen had had a where "Plunderer" Stevenson was
Kansas City, Aug. 30.
BARTHELMESS' EXPECTATIONS in average wages for New York
wife and child for several years, killed recently while performing
James F. Williams, who has adthe same leap to the "L" structure
The Richard Barthelmess' are over July. Tho rate for tho month
but did not live with them.
as a double for Pearl White in 4
expected to entertain a new motion was $24.77, practically unchanged mitted that he was the one who
from
June,
spite
fired
in
reductions
shot
the
that
wounded
of
David
Pathe serial. "Light in the Dark"
picture or stage star in their home
from summer vacations, the rail- Harding, manager of the Liberty 1ST NAT'L'S CHICAGO MEETING Is scheduled for the Strand, New
sometime In February.
York, week of Sept. 2!>.
Mrs. Barthelmess (Mary Hay), road shopmen's strike and other Theatre, during an attempted robChicago, Aug. 30.
bery of the theatre, has been senwho returned to New York lr m labor disturbances.
A meeting of the midwestern disThe Clothing industry showed the tenced to 20 years^n the Missouri trict salesme and branch
Chicago last week, where she was
RECEIVER APPOINTED
increase.
There
penitentiary.
was
The sentence was of the Associated First managers
largest
some
with her mother, joined her husNational
slackening in shirt factories up- given on a plea of holding up the
Manny M. Friend was appointed
band here.
Pictures, Inc., was held at the Constate and labor troubles in certain manager of a drug store several
referee to- John w. Noble's suit
gress Hotel under tho direction of
allied lines in New, York City.
days prior to the shooting. In ad- Boy
against tho Maritime Motion PicC. Beery, district manager. The
ONE OPEN NIGHT IN NEWPORT
tures of Canada, Ltd.,
dition to his confession of attempt*
take
to
objective of the meeting wa« to
the Liberty Theatre
charge of ths proceeds of some pic*
Newport, R. I., Aug. 30.
tag to rob
arouse enthusiasm and towards this
The producing combination of
stated
he
was
nn
tures Noble directed for Maritime.
escaped goal Sam
The Colonial and Bijou closed Edward McManus and Charles Williams
KatS, of Bilaban & Katz,
Saturday, leaving only one house, Logue, which completed one pro- convict from Texas, where he was made an address. In the course of The director claims a partnership
serving a sentence for highway
agreement and asked for an acStrand, open.
the talk by Mr. Kats, ho referred
duction in Puerto Rico, is about to
Supreme
The Bijou, Colonial and Opera start on his second picture. The robbery, llo was positively Identi- to the bookings for the Chicago, a counting of the profits.
Court .Justice Finch held that it
House will remain closed until the initial feature entitlrd "lixc- AVomaa fied as one of tho bandits who at
M. & K. house, in luuir.g IS First
w
as
rob
rant:.-.'.-;
tho
a
a
-id
UimpleTl
to
Jnii
t
venture
.inrt
Massachusetts court consummates Who Fooled Herself has May AlNational pictures out of tho next
the receiver.
Main Street theatres, just prior 21 weeks' bookings.
the sale of these houses.
lison and Robert Ellis feature and the
to tho attempt on the Liberty. All
will be released through the AssoPlans wen- formulated as to the
"BIG 4" SALES CHIEF v
Michigan State Convention
ciated Exhibitors. The iccond fea- w< re unsuccessful.
releasing schedule fron this section
of the country, and the meeting
Detroit. Aug. 30.
ture will have Mante Blue, Mary
Charles
lines has retired from
Mao Murray and her director- ended with a banquet at the Miri- the post of genera] sales manager
Oct. 10-11. at Flint, Mich., are the Aldcn, Macey Harlan, Frank Curare
Z.
Leonard,
Robert
to
husband,
Sally
in
the
<>f
and
Crute
sohi
decided
upon
the
rier
definite dates
Gardens.
United Artists, being succeeded
for
by Paul Lazarus, formerly assistant
coming annual convention of the The company left New York last leave for the coast next WednesSam Horton will manage the re- sales manager and until lately exMichigan Motion Picture Theatre Saturday. Charle.j Logue is writ- day. The next picture with her ns
the star is to be made there.
opened Itinlto at Wilson, Okla.
ing and directing.
ploitation chief for Allied Artists.
Owners' Association.
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ATTACHE ACTOR

ENSORSHIP CERTAIN IN MASS.

Diplomatio

GRIFFITH'S

Peruvian Prefers Jilm
Career

IS

Washington, D. C, Aug. 30.
George A. Pezet, until recently
civil attache of the Peru .Embassy
and a relative of the ambassador,
has given up his diplomatic career
for one in pictures.
Mr. Pezet is tall, dark and could
be termed handsome and from the
POLICY photographs appearing in the local
SCALE
dailies he should make a good
camera subject. He made no definite
IN FOX'S RIVOLI,
announcement as to where he hoped
to make connections, stating in a
vague way that it was his plan to
Three Changes Weekly Dou- study the picture field and then return to his native country and atble Features Three Middle
tempt the establishment of a film
producing organization there.
Days— Scale 15-25
Recently he acted as secretary to
the
to
the Peruvian delegation
Tacna-Arica conference.
Denver, Aug. 30.
It's surmised Pezet was inspired
The Rivoll, formerly Fox's prinby Valentino's film success.
cipal house here, that exhibited expensive film productions, reopened
STARRING NITA NALDI
Sunday under a new policy for picNita Naldl is to come East to
tures and with a lowered scafe, to
15-25.
support Alice Brady in "Anna
The Rivoli will change Its bills Ascends." Her success in the prothree times weekly and use
a duction of "Blood and Sand" has
double-feature program the middle caused the Famous Players to place
three days of the week.
her under contract for five years,
The more expensive pictures will and following the Brady production
hereafter be at the Isis, also a Fox she will be in line to be starred by

Bi

to

—

—

Boston, Aug.

The movie censorship

bill

compared with the relatively simple
problem of having an exhibition
room projection of contemplated

30.

is

re-

garded as certain of passing by
referendum vote at the State election Nov. 7, according to lobby gosSenators
sip at the state house.

Alms.

One

who had prepared

lobbyist,

himself to step into the fight for
Senators Lodge and Walsh on the
basis that these and other political
powers at Washington were out to
make a monkey out of Hays on his
first big-time legislative fight for the
film industry, in discussing the outlook at the State House today, said,

Henry Cabot Lodge and David I.
WalRh are both reported as being
aon-active In the matter and credited with having stated that "Will
Hays won't have to be licked because he is licking himself by inactivity.''

Congressman Joseph Walsh, the "How can anybody fight when
Massachusetts leader in Wash- there's no fight? Every organizaington credited with a keen desire tion you can find, such as the Drama
see the movie censorship go League, the Ministers' League, the
to
through in the Bay State as a slap Twentieth Century Club, is openly

NEW

—

AND

the superior courts

tf

out'

against

in

Massa-

a thousand
who even knows

bill

here

ballot.
lot, they'll

When

is

being watched keenly because of the
actional influence it will have, as it
is the first censorship bill to come
kofore the voters of any state by
Referendum. Its history in brief to
tote comprises its passage by the

Massachusetts Legislature after a
elose fight.
It was stayed from becoming a law, "however, by 15,000
signatures secured by the theatrical
nagers' associations through the

and there

in

thusetts.

The movie censorship

it

the

Nobody

censorship.

for

because
a judge

is

not one voter
Massachusetts
it is coming on the
they see it on the balis

it

blind,

had been working on a production.
The reason for the mystery which
surrounded the picture in advanca

—

in the fact that the director
less unfortunate experience in regard to "Orphans of
the Storm," his last production to
be released.
At that time Griffith stated that
he would not permit any advanca
information to leak regarding any
of his productions until they were
ready to be released.. Despite title,
however, it was not believed a director of such outstanding prominence
would be able to get away with a
production and have it practically
completed before there was a break
in the news regarding it.
The picture reported finishing
within the next two weeks Is a
mystery story of a comedy nature,
somewhat along the lines of either
"The Bat" or "The Cat and the
Canary." That Is as much as may
be learned regarding it at this flmo,
except there has been unusual night
shooting on the production.
lies

had a more or

.

the organization.

can

only

be
labor
leaders are not interested in censorship and are not keen to take up a
os ng fight wi th so little material

wo,k on

leaders.

The

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN HURT

PRODUCERS TO PACIFIC COAST

way Massachusetts has voted

and organized labor

*°

COAL SHORTAGE DRIVES PICTURE

just

for everything that sounded 'pure'
for the last hundred years.
"The only hope is organized labor

I

Los Angeles, Aug. 30.
Blaine Hammerstein is at home
under the care of her physicians,
suffering
from lacerations while
doing a Selznick picture scene In
the mountains.

Eastern Plants Have Scarcely Enough Fuel to Supply
Laboratory Needs Prospect Is for General Shutown of Studios by November

—

the Federal Fuel Administrator In

war days.
The Fpel

"

leadership
of
Judge
These signatures blocked
CHAPLIN AND JOYCE
censorship from going into effect
until it had been placed on the balCoast
Rumors Connecting Well
lot at the coming state elect on and
Known Names
eptcd by the voters of the state
a majority vote.
Los Angeles. Aug. 30.
The inside story of the original
The names of Charlie Chaplin
passage of the censorship commo- and i'eggy Joyce are being coupled
Lobby gos- by rumors out here.
tion bill is interesting.
sip is that the theatrical managers
The couple cavorted together at
fcnd organized labor reached through
Cataliaa Islands for several days
tbe stage hands had the bill all and have been much in each other's
scheduled for defeat by the State company, which started the reports.
Ifcenate on a pood fellowship basis
handled by Judge Brackett. Then,
CUT SCALES IN PROVIDENCE
according to the story, a slush fund
Providence, R. 1., Aug. 30.
Iwaa shipped in from New York, apPicture and
vaudeville
houses
Iparently from the film people, to be
ckett.

"reached."

Brackett then had to start work
over again through the referendum, and now that there, is still a
chance of killing the bill through
lt» impending
appearance on the
htHot at the State election, the batto is again gong flooey.
A half-

here are shading prices. Fay's, playing six acts of vaudeville and pictures,
is
advertising 1,000 seats

matinees

at
10
cents.
"Monte
Cristo" is coming to the Kialto at
50 cents top.
The Capitol opens
Labor Day with pictures, all seats
15 cents, including war tax, with
no raise Saturdays or holidays. This
house was formerly the Mayflower.

all

hearted campaign Is being waged
from the Copley-Plaza Hotel headquarters of the theatre interests, but

seems to be aimless and spirittoss
Massachusetts has always
Wrted in favor of censorship of all
Inds and unless organized labor is
brked up and "muzzled stage, pul>it and press"
propaganda is startI

on a definite campaign basis, the
•dnption by Massachusetts of a
ed

commission form of censorship, rehiring an advance showing of all
Picture and spoken plays, will go
"ito effect early
in November.
Can't Stop Pictures Now
At present no picture
or play can

topped from an

initial presentala Boston.
On complaint, a
ommission consisting of the mayor,

J*

^° n
»>e

police commissioner and
the
nief Justice
of the municipal courts

P»

J" 8

-

review the next performance
then close the show or
order
"Damaged Good** started a

rry in

Boston

last
week when
swung the axe on thr
of Cambridge
Can
m
fol,n * «">t
this week at Gordon's
B «"«'il
Square Olympia requesting
Its
cancellation.
The legitimate
*nagcrs poem to be more
appre-

w
jayor

d
r*

Curley

Mayor
-• Quinn
"K-tii

«ve than the movie house man.
° Vfr tne impending
passage

TV?
™*

censorship, giving their reathe Acuity of having a
arnatk
production

7-J^

"passed"

as

COAL FROM ENGLAND ?
In

an

effort

to

keep

their

theatres running this winter
the Theatre Owners' Chamber

Commerce is endeavoring to
make a contract with the Cu-

of

nard

Line

to

supply

fuel

from England. William Brandt,
who is chairman of the Coal

Committee of the T. O. C. C,
stated this week that they were
negotiating for the bringing of
50,000 tons of coal to this country to continue operating during
winter. The figures presented
to the organization showed that
individual
It would cost the
member about $13 a ton delivered at his theatre.

At present the Cunard

line is

reported as storing a lot of
coal in this country as a protection for the line, and of this
supply the T. O. ,C. C. hopes
to get sufficient to keep the
houses of their members in operation. The coal will be Britand the
ish Admiralty coal
handling after it is brought to
this country will be in the
hands of that organization.
A -general fund to meet the
emergency is to be started
within a week with the members subscribing to the extent
of the number of tons of coal
that they will need to operate.

The money will have to be
paid over in England before
the shipments are made.

A general shutdown of eastern
picture studios was predicted this
week before November. All the
establishments
were reported

in

the Board of Aldermen and acting
mayor in the absence of John F.

that

fuel

enough

in sight to

up against it for
ter heating fuel,
by the middle of
latest the strike

autumn and winBelieved that
at the

b'frt

September
would be

settled

and they would be able to get coal,
although they expected to pay any-

where up

to $18

The thing

that

ing to the

committee was formed at the
meeting with two representatives
from the theatrical field, Ralph W.
Long, general manager of the Shubert, and Sydney S. Cohen of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America, as members.
Grover
Whalen, commissioner of plants and
structures, was named as chairman
of the committee, which met again
in his office Tuesday afternoon and
held a third meeting with the acting

mayor present

at 11 a. m.

the State will be the provision of
the law which gives the Fuel A#ministrator the power to "limit or
regulate the production, distribution and use of light, heat and
power however generated." This
will mean that the administrator
could at any time prevent light to
theatres whether for movies or tho
stage, as well as heat and power.
This is Irrespective of whether tho
light and heat are furnished by
electricity or gas.

Wednes-

a ton for It.
day.
is worrying them
Those on the

committee which
the acting mayor formed are Ed-

Is that producers are unwilling to
rent eastern studios now for fall
use in face of the coal uncertainty
and are turning their attention to
the coast, where there is no necessity for heating studios and

The Fuel Administrator

A. F. Schwarzler, contractor; Preston P. Lynn, manager of Wanamaker's; Ralph W. Long, general
manager of the Shuberts, and Sydney S. Cohen, president of the

plentiful oil supply can be
used for power.
None of the independent studios
around New York are rented into
the late autumn.
few of them are
in use, but the schedule generally

M. P. T. O. A.

A

One of the unusual phases of tho
Monday meeting was the appointwill be cleared up by the time snow ment of Sydney S. Cohen. Cohen's
flies.
These leases were made in organization does not represent the

June.

majority of theatre owners

The winter supply

in

New

York

of a fair-sized
800 tons of

city or state, the state organization having withdrawn from the
coal and the big Famous Players' national
body after the recent
plant in Long Island city is esti- Washington
convention.
Senator
mated as requiring 1,500 tons. One Walker was not in the city hall at
studio man said he had a left-over the time of the meeting, but arlot of last winter's fuel amounting rived after it was over, and was
to 50 tons and this would be used closeted for half an hour with the
to keep the mechanical plant going acting
mayor. Whether he was
as long as possible. After that he there to enlighten the mayor on the
did not know what would happen.
situation or to obtain information
Coal dealers to whom trie trade regarding the situation for use in
appealed said they expected the Albany could not be ascertained.
strike would be ended within a
The acting mayor stated that he
week or ten days, but even then it had appointed Cohen to the comwould be impossible to fuel studio mittee at the uggestion of Complants by October. The New York missioner Whalen, the chairman.
authorities have announced the intention of putting coal on the warAlbany, Aug. 30.
time rationing basis with a list of
Sweeping powers, conferred by
priorities. The film industry is not
the
York
New
legislature In
State
in the preferential list, which proextraordinary session in Albany
vides priorities for home and apartMonday
and
Tuesday
on a State
ments, office buildings, public utiliFuel Administrator to be named by
ties and then preferential indusfJov. Nathan L. Miller for tho period
tries
such as food and clothing
of tho coal crisis, nrc intended to
plants.
fcBven, with the production
include tho right of closing of any
of coal resumed, it Is possible that
theatro throughout tho State and
picture plants would not be supcold tho «Uistribu Lion of any and ail fo.tl
into
the
well
plied
until
owned by the theatre to private
weather.

plant

is

from 500

to

homes without fuel.
The bill, pasted by

The subject ij speculative »t best
and the producers are playing It
safe by arranging for west coast

which directly affeets theatres, and

Broadway in particular, is the speprovision in the law which will
give to the Fuel Admlnhrtrator the
right to "suspend the operation of
electric signs or electric advertising
displays, or reduce street lighting."
This may be in effect for any period
of time believed necessary by tho
administrator and all that wJll be
necessary is his written order to
make the rule effective.
cific

I

Post on, Aug.

Although

New

30.

England
9
bit
more keenly than any other corner
j

of the country In the matter of cui!

^

"^ X*
"1%
?£
T the
, h
2l71\5
that
8lt,,at,0n
»>•
"non-essential fuel ban" stage to
the extent that it will for. o the closing of theatres. Apart from an enforced closing for conservation rea'

*« ™"*

sons, tho larger hous<
are all well
prepared, some or me
even having
stored cord wood In addition to full
bunkers, on the theory that if
is
barred, wood may be exmpt< d.
The houses, even the smaller
'

l

the Legislature
virtually without change as it Cf.m<
from the Administration, Is regarded
facilities.
The serious aspect regarding the as one of the most drastic piece* .,f
coal supply for Greater New York legislation in tho history of tin
was discussed at City Hall Monday State, and conferring on the !• u<
Morning at n special meeting called Administrator many more far ica nby Murray Hulburt, president of lng powers than wen permitted pi
1

'

given

Is

power at all time to enter any
theatre and Inspect coal supplies.
If they are too great, in his opinion,
or even if they are needed, he may
order the theatre to give up It's
supply either wholly or In part and
send it to the neighboring homes.
The provision as to the restriction
of light of course would mean the
absolute power of closing the theatres if the administrator thought
necessary.
Any theatre which violates a rule
or order of the Fuel Administrator
will be subject to a fine or "not lesa
than $100 nor more than $1,000* or
by imprisonment for one year or
both."
Another provision of the law

Ward P. Doyle, real estate operator;
Simon Rothschild, head of the Retail Dry Goods Men's association;

where

bill.

Another provision, which will be
much more felt by the theatres of.

A

there was scarcely
fill the needs of
the laboratories.
Owners of studio properties In
Fort Lee admitted that they were
of

and consumers" accord*

localities

Hylan.

near
New York
such short supply

"may

Administrator

control or compel the allotment, appointment and rationing of fuel to

acious

llsed to clinch the killing of the bill.
JThe money was given to two "in
had'' lobby leaders with the result
that a number of votes that would
have gone fin record against censorship immediately flopped in favor
of censorship because the Senators
to question wanted to prove conclusively that they had not been

,

in

vote for

swung by labor

1

drifted to Broadway this week and
was a surprise. Few were aware he

third

at Hays, is also non-active
if his recent* appointment as

Ad

D. W. Griffith has about cohi*
pb'ted another picture.
This new^•

DENVER

house.

MYSTERY STORY?

vance Information "Or
phans" Taught Lesson

y

v*\*frmmi

Hays Say They Do Not Have to
Fight as "He Is Licking Himself Question
Conies Up at November Elections by Referendum
Vote "Not a Voter in a Thousand Knows It Is
Coming on the Ballot' 9

Leaders Opposed

FILM t(

Finishing Picture Without

THROUGH LUKEWARM FIGHT
ri

NEW

l

<

movie theatres, hav<- their coal well
into January and there l« no intimation from the fuel vom mission
that they
to

I

ii ii

it,

will

be itfi^tU the

i^ht

VARIETY

'*8
-

Friday, September

sac

15

1,

T^C

ALTHOUGH V\E HAVE THE GRFATEST SONG WRITING STAi F iN T HE WORLD, INCLUDING SUCH SONC WRI ERS AS IRVlNC BERLIN
SAM LEWIS. GEORGE MEYER. HARRY AKST. ETC.. AND REGARDLESS OF OUR NOW HAVING A CATALOGUE OF THE GREATEST SONuS EVER -PUBLISHED, WE. FOR THE FIRST TIME SINCE WE HAVE BEEN IN 'BUSINESS. HAVE TAKEN OVER AN OUTSIDE SONG
T

JOE YOUNG,

___

NA MELY,

»

.

WE TOOK THIS SONG OVER. FROM HARMS, INC.. FOR THE REASON*THAT EVERYONE WHO HAS HEARD TH IS NUMBERPROCLAIMS
IT THE GREATEST SONG EVER WRITTEN FOR ANY AND' EVERY KIND OF A SINGING ACT.

ONES— GET

BE ONE OF THE WI&E

QUICK
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[ARTIST COPYl

Yankee Doodle Blues

Words by

IRVING CAESAR

i

and

Music by

GEORGE GERSHWIN

B.G.DB*SYLYA
nc/« ntvjas»s
March time <not
too fait)
ah mmiu
^:.
a T./ftf
«
r
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m
O

a
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i

i
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.Bam gva lowct

here's

a word I want to

say

^

JilH•

you get that itch-ing

f

in

^'il'JI'l

your shoe*

'^f'Tr^P

TrWf

'

AW

have you er- er b««n a - way

to

an-y

oth - er land you choose

S^.e

r

how quick you

Yan - kee

get those

doo- dlo

t>l««M

'

you're sing-ing.

mdltb.

CHORUS

no land

7h«i«'!L

so grand

my

as

^mmm w% mn fw?

t

X

ev

love

I'm com-inK
cheer I'mcom-ing

-

When

'ry mile

U.

S.

A.

I

say

I'll

Thatmel-o-dy

hear Yan -kee Doo-dle

I

love

you Make me

not

a» good as Ko-ko-mo

Me

To Man-hat-tan

From Cal-i -for- nia

land

u j >ww
'

1 1

my

keeps onring-ingin

Yan -kee Doo- die

lose those

and South

North

sua

ay sky land

•

m$ ^

Yan-kee Doo-dle

ear

my

That mel-o-dy makes me stand right up and

Blues..

PATTER

They say

that Eu-rof&i wonder fulwith all

an-dent junk

it's

It's

And

Ko-ko-mos the bunk

could-n't see old

T

Lon-don

it

was cov-ered by

a

f"FP>

Rus-sianBoi-she».vik-i tried to

1

ifefeBrH
my

And

scajp

then I wore

feTH^^#»feLilJ j j
.

f
says to

j

^

.

it

sounds

A

^W^H

cr^S

i

g«:t

my

wel- come out

•

cus-tom of- fi-cer
Yankee Doodle Blues - 2
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n^Ft^rn1

rounds But old Col-ogne dont smell as sweet and pret • ty as

M

fog/
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I

j

,
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'

s4/vtar_
Linn
n Alp
A lrv
sliding down
an

U u «r
Hey

Ulaa Lib-er-ty
T <fi — > «• 1
there Mist
4V,.,..

'

ni »««r
llal say you're a
.

<•»-

bearr

/And when thai

mpfe
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m«/

^'What do you de-clare'Vll de-clafe that!'
ffig.alFin*

IRVING BERLIN

NOTE:

•

Inc.,

By arrangement with
Copyright

At finish

of patter

SPECIAL VERSIONS, EXTRX*CATCH LINES

1607 Broadway, N.Y»

HARMS Incorporated,
MCMXXII

40 back te(»)to chorus.

AND WONDERFUL PATTER NOW READY

COME UP AND SEE MAX WINSLOVV/MAURICE

i^

RITTER, JACK McCOY. HERMAN SCHENCK, ED. 'SIyUlLEY (THE'HARMONY KING), ARTHURJOHNSON/FRANCIS KAHN AND THE REST 'OF,OUR>BuVch
/
RUBE BENNETT, CHICAGO'S FAMOUS HARMONY MAN, IS NOW ASSISTING MILT WEIL<IN^UR»CHlfcXOO OFFICE .?GE-T*IN TOUCH WITH HIM S
,

^

^
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COLUMBIA'S WHEEL SHOWS HAVE THE NEW SEASON BELASCO'S FOREIGN QUEST
-

I

FOR WARFIELD'S "SHYLOCK"

29% INCREASE OVER LAST SEASON
Disadvantage in Earlier Opening This Year Didn't
Figure Average General Throughout Columbia
Amusement Co.'* Circuit Three Taken Off

—

.

—

Two

SCALE

Emissaries Abroad for Selected

"Merchant of Venice" Opening
Climax of Warneld's Career

Labor Day Gives Broadway

Materials

November

in

C.i.»

—

The average weekly gross receipts
Columbia wheel burlesque shows

GO-TO-THEATRE WEEK;

for

since they opened Aug. 14 up to last
Saturday, averaged 20 per cent,
above the average gross of the same
circuit for the first three weeks of
last season.

augurs

well, burlesque

men, be-

—

Into the takings, for the reason the
season has been too young for the
public to discriminate.
Burlesque
showmen a'so point to the fact that
whereas all Columbia attractions

opened last year on Labor Day, the
three weeks of this season compared
to the first three weeks of last seaton, have been laid against September's grosses whereas this year's
totals were all August grosses.

The

opening date of the
Columbia wheel this year was Aug.
23,
but several of the Columbia
Amusement Co's attractions had
pre-weeks, with the Columbia, New
York, taking its start Aug. 12. Other
wheel shows also started Aug. 14,
with nearly ajl In swing for the
pre-week of Aug. 21.
It is thought by the burlesque
people the warnings given the wheel
producers to have tholr attractions
tip to the standard when opening
may have contributed in a way,
ainee the shows have been well reported from along the line of the
Columbia's houses, although there
have boen exceptions. The striking
exceptions were immediately ordered
°n7 the wheel, two shows for repair
and nnp show finally. That was an
extraordinary proceeding for the
official

Columbia. In previous seasons it
had been the eiiHtom for tho Colum-

(Continued on pase

Syracuse, N. Y., Sept. •.
"ao-to-the-TheatreIs
Week," officially proclaimed by the
Mayor, but passed up by tho the-

This

through co-ads

in

the Satur-

house, is dark, also the Dastable,
that plays any kind of an attraction.

unit

Shows and points

(Hartford)
"Stopping Around" (Toronto)
"Stolon Sweets'* (St. Paul)
Fields

of

rainfall

killed

resorts

in

(Monday)
Broadway.
off

was a
Heavy

the out-of-door

and

total

*

matinees

all

("Scandals") pulled in nearly $7,000.
the night takings

The matinees beat

The Temple, formerly vaude-

MISS HOPPER 62;

not open as usual this
week. It is reported that house is
dickering with burlesque that played
at the Dastable last season.
ville,

did

SHOW AGAINST PROHIBITION
Sunday

evening,

Oct.

1,

GOING INTO PICTURES
"Who's Who" Gives
Age as 48— She's
6-Reel

the

Edna's

56—

Comedy

New

York, will hold a benefit performance for the Association
Against the Prohibition Amendment. The theatre has been donated by the Selwyns with the performance to be composed of volunApollo,

teer artists.
$10.

be found on pages 4 and 5 of this issue.

The

for

day and Sunday editions. With the in a number of cases. Tuesday eveopening of this week the picture ning found a complete slump and
houses gave It no publicity in their
(Continued on page S)
newspaper spaces.
The Weiting, a Shubert legit

Reviews of the Shubert vaudeville unit ehovws opening this weoU.
the first attractions of Shubert vaudeville appearing for thj aoason,

Weber and

Day

Labor
windfall

with two houses dark, leaving profited. A number of attractions
week an entire theatrical fizzle. grossed from $3,500 to over $4,000
The papers gave some co-opera- on the day, and one musical show

REVIEWS OF SHUBERT UNITS
will

NO RED BLOODED PLAYS

the

Tickets are topped at

.1)

August— Not Enough New
Good Ones to Fill Houses

atres,

tion

opening are:
"Troubles of 1922" (Stamford)
"Echoes of Broadwa/'( Bridgeport)
"Laugh* and Ladies "(Indianapolis)

TOO CAUSTIC,

WM PEOPLE SAY

TWO THEATRES DARK

Mayor's Proclamation in Syralieve for the coming season. They
Picture
cuse Passed Up
profess to believe the merit of the
Houses Not Interested
Columbia attractions did not enter
It

Fine Send-Off $2.50 Top
Sending
Musicals
for
CRITICS
Them Over—-About Same
Proportion of Shows as in

Los Angeles. Sept. 6.
Edna Wallace Hopper, who has
been on tho roast for about a year,
is to go into pictures in about six
weeks. She is to play tho lead in
six* reel feature comedy drama,
i
produced by the Lesserto be
Miss HoppSf
Itosenberg interests.
says that she is 02 years of age,
while "Who's Who" states that she
In reality her axe is about 5G.
in 48.
When tit Ht arriving here Miss

.

David Warfleld will be In Wilmington, Del., early in November,
as Shylock in "The Merchant of
Venice" under David Belasco's personal direction

and

management.

Mary Servosa, the auburn- haired
Fox
Withholds
Advertising
girl who first cnirie into prominent
from "Hammering" Papers In "Upstairs and Down," will ply

—$100

Portia.

Daily for ^Estate'

Following

the

Little Child Shall

the Lyric, Sept.

1,

opening

of "A
Lead Them." at
the William Fox

Belasco is working night and day
on the details. His studio is devoted now entirely to the perfection
of the wardrobe, settings and properties.
Two emissaries have Just
returned from abroad where they
bought up not only the selected

ordered
extra
advertising
withheld from several of the dailies materials of the greatest "Merchant
which carried reviews not favorable of Venice" productions, Including
to the film. The Fox people claim some effects from the classic Irvingsome of the film critics have be- Terry storerooms, but also some of
come unnecessarily caustic In their the actual antiques of Shylock's
review comment and that they have time and locale In the museums and
gone out of their way to "hammer" curio shops of Italy.
Shylock has been the ambition of
special picture productions of late.
The country estate shots for the Warfleld's professional lifetime, rt
latest Fox special were taken at the will be the climax of his career and,
Berolshelmer mansion and grounds most likely, his final role, as he
near Tarry town, N. Y. The com- will scarcely create another after it.
pany used the estate four or five After the trial performances and a
days, for which a charge of $100 brief tour of some six weeks. In all,
dally was made. The money, how- Warfleld will be seen in his New
ever, was turned over to charity. York premiere following Frances
Huntington, L. I., also fcupplicd Starr at the Lyceum, or. if she
justifies a longer run there, succeedsome of the estate home scenes.
ing "Kiki" at the Belasco. Several
foreign players are belrfg Imported
for the supporting roles, and WalHELD
ter I'crcival has been engaged.
office

TRUNKS

Ruth Budd Pays Theatre for Can

Engagement

celed

7,500 IN

Ruth Budd failed to open Thursd iy of last week at the Astoria, Astoria,

L.

I.,

claiming unsatisfactory

billing.

hold

its

I

.

the

convention

commencing

in

Is

to

New York

for the week.
strangers in tho
city, all theatregoers.
So far reservations for that week
have
been
made for "Chauve

There

With the refusal, er trunks were
held by Mike Glynne, manager of

BANKERS' PARTY

The Bankers' Association
Oct.

2

will be 7.500

house, the act having been
booked under a pi; y or pay contract Bouris," "Follies" and "Klkl," with
through the Filly Markus office.
other attractions to be derided upon.
Miss Hudd reimbursed the theatre
Sev«
thousand five hundred seals
niversal
Hopper made a visit to
for the amount her contract called nightly should about take up all of
looking
a
and
inchicken
like
City
for, at which time her trunks were
the orchestra space of the Broadway
terviewed Irving Thalberg, general
••

'

manager fur Carl Leammle, After
he bad chatted with her for about
minutes and ascertained her ambition* as to the screen, he casually
asked her if she had ever been on
tho stage.
1 f»

released.

houses.

BAYER, SCHUMACHER CO.

COSTUMFRS
VW
*

V/iTIS-irw,

87 ' 69

West 46th St v NEW YORK CITY
COSTUMK tO A l'AOKANT

irmOM A

VARIETY'S

CABLES

LONDON OFFICE

8

Martin's Place, Trafalgar Square

St.

Friday, September

2096 Regent

8,

1922

LONDON'S AUTUMN SEASON

ENGLISH ACTORS' ASSOCIATION

STARTING OFF ON THE RUN

FORESEES MANAGERIAL CONFLICT
>

—

—

Majority of Play* So Far Scoring with Weather Fav*
orable "East of Suez" Looks Enormous Success
—"Double or Quit" Fast Farce of Doubtful Value

Talked of Questionnaires Sent Out A. A.
.Without Full
Playing Membership Expects
Eqtluity's Support

(Strike

*

,

London, Sept.

.•

The

—

—

ARTIST HELD UP

WITHERS' SCREAM

6.

Actors' Association Is arming
"Pity's Sake" Does It; Ethel Levy's
Enthusiastically Received

I

the threatened war with
the managers and doubtless expect
a great deal of support from the
Ixindon, Sept. 8.
Equity organization In America.
A new version of "For Pity's
So far no steps have been taKen Sake,''
by Tom Parry, and played
to bring about a settlement of the
by Charles Withers at the Victoriadispute with the Touring Managers
Palace, got screams for its comedy.
Association, composed of all the
Mr. Withers created the original
leading touring managers and such
role of the opry house manager in
of the West Knd ones with touring
the American vaudeville producInterests.
tion of the same name.
Later he
The dispute Is over suggested re- played the original skit over here
vision of-the standard touring conwith tremendous success which is
tract.
The\ revision of certain destined to follow the new playlet.
clauses was suggested about two
At the Alhambra Ethel Levey
months ago by the T. M. A. and was enthusiastically received Monrejected by the council of the A. A., day, while on the same
day at the
which, however, agreed to send the Finsbury, Marlow and Thurston
matter to ballot. Against some of went over to a real bit, taking
the amendments there was a heavy numerous curtains.
adverse return and the T. M. A.
then gave the association three
months In which to terminate the
BRILLIANT
contract, at the end of which time
the new contract with the T. M. A. Marie Lohr's Successful "The Rerevisions will come Into force.
turn" Open* in London
Neither side will yield. It Is evident, unless further negotiations
London, Spet. •.
take place, that the already overAt the Globe last night Marie
burdened profession Is on the verge Lohr appeared in a brilliant comedy,
of a bitter war against the employer. "The Return."
The council of the A. A., in preThere isn't much doubt but that
paring its battle campaign, Is send- It la going to be very successful at
ing out a question as to the means the West End house, but does seem
to be taken to all present and past too high brow for provincial conmembers.
This document, which sumption.
really consists of a series of questions, states that The managers
TOM McNAUGHTON'S RELAPSE
have s ofar refused further negoLondon, Sept. 6.
tiations and arbitration but the
Tom MeNaughton suffered a recouncil Is making every effort In
lapse
last
week
from his physical
the hope that they will reconsider
His wife, Alice Lloyd,
their decision. Everything possible ailment.
will be done to bring about an called In their physician who ordered him under observation.
amicable decision.
Itself for

pool

goes on

tic"

E. F. Albee Theatre, Providence.
next week (Sept 11): doing nicely.

FRANK VAN KOVEN

UNIVERSALE FILMS
IN

LONDON THEATRE
Has

Concern

American

ford— "The Storm"

Ox-

First,

London, Sept.

Storm"

at

6.

Employees.
The answers to the questions
were expected to start coming In
The association's great
last week.
enemy Is unemployment and that
only a percentage of players are
members.
In the event of a strike the managers would have little difficulty
In recruiting their companies from
non-members and it Is doubtful
whether the "stars" would make
sacrifices, other than verbal, to help
their smaller and unknown breth-

who

will be the sufferers

if

declared.

BENTHAM WITH SCRIPT

Sept

6.

I.

holding
are
police
Paris
an American dancer,
JjO\» Qutnn,
pending an Investigation Into a
complaint by a botelkeeper, who
alleged Quinn assaulted a chambermaid In a row over an unpaid bill
Quinn until recently was dancing
In the Montmartre caha.ets.

The

presentation.

Universal

is

will

Sam

SAILINGS

(from London) Mr. and
Mrs. Julian Wylie (Olympic).
Sept. 6 (from London). M. S. Ben.
Sept. 13

tham (Mnjestic).

cording to report.

"HELEN'S RETURN" RISQUE
Greek Musical Comedy Produced

IN

in

LONDON

Paris

AMERICANS IN EUROPE
Paris,

Aug.

25.

At Salzburg
(Austria)
Artur
Bodansky, musical director of the
Metropolitan Opera; Loomls Taylor, former stage manager of Chicago Opera; Jules Daiber, concert
impresario;
Germaine
Schnitzer
(Mrs. Leo Berger, of New York);
Sam Franko, musician; Fannie
;

nnett,
•Tost."

London, Sept t 6.
Charles Coburn reached here to

<

editor

of

London, Aug.

Talis,

Aug

25.

i

editions of Boccaclo's "Decameron,**
which is advertised in the medical
shops as being "the story of the
great play at Drury Lane."

"Quarantine" on tour
:

titled

will

he re«

"A Compulsory Honeymoon."

Two more German plays are
Things are not happy at the promised for London. One is "A.
Lyceum. "Old Bill MP." is being Summer Night," by Robert Stolz;
run by The Old Bill Syndicate, the the other is entitled "The Indian
principal shareholder of which Is a Woman," and is said to have been
government official, Captain Kelly. remarkably successful in Berlin,
Business was very bad in Birm- also in Vienna.
ingham and Seymour Hicks made
haste to unload his shares at par on
"Husbands Are a Problem" fin*
Kelly. Business was good at Man- ished at the Ambassadors Aug. 19.
chester and Hicks manuvered to
get them back, being successful. At
The Dellodrama, "The Way of an
thhe Lyceum things are extremely Eagle," will have to find another
uncomfortable.
original stage

Ernest Pierce, the
manager, who ac-

tually produced the piece, production being different from "bullying,"
walked out just prior to the production and was only found after an

exhaustive search by Bruce Bairnsfather and his wife, who eventually
persuaded him to return. Despite
alleged big business, expenses are
being cuf down even to the extent
of disposing of five supers, several
members of the original company
getting their notices or giving them,
and cheaper people are coming in.
The production now is not a patch
on the original provincial show.
Seymour Hicks has broughth In a
man of his own who in his turn is
bringing In his friends.
Bairnsfather is said to be thoroughly fed
up with the whole affair and the
whole atmosphere at the theatre is
one of uncertainty. No one knows
what is going to happen next.
After a short provincial run Percy
Hutchison will produce the new It.
Carton Play, "The Incorrigible,"
in London.

in other words, Anthe youngest of the
Melville brothers, will produce a
new Mexican play "The Mystery
Man." at the Grand. Brighton, Aug.
The production will be of a
28.
spectacular nature and
in
nine
scenes.
Philip Yale Drew ("Young
l'.ii Halo")
will be the "star."

drew

Melville,

Ernest Lavisse, French historical
rights to "Old Bill."
The
writer, died Aug. 18, aged 80
After seeing the current piece deceased
was preceptor of the
Coburn was anxious to play tin Prlnc<
last
Imperial during tin
wanted to sail with yens of the French pi in«
title role,
lit
Lewis S< pt 2, on tin "Aquitania"
William Sslabert, retired music
"Hawleya of the High Street" will
but could not secure spa<
publisher, died at Nantcrre near be produced in the suburbs Sept. 11.
After a fortnight at tin Brixton it
16.
aris, Aug
Fannie Brice Loses Bracelet
Jean Fraticelli, producer, former will b< transferred to the West End.
stage
dea
manager of Theatre
Paris, Bept. 6.
Grossmlth & Malone will produce
Montmartre Champs Elyeees, rails, founder of
the
Willie visiting
"Tin Cat And the Canary" in the
a theatrical society Irreguller, died
cafe.s Fannie Brice, over here for
provinces during October, Later it
a diamond bracelet. I at Gassln, Bouth of Franc e, Aug. 28, will come to the West Knd propably
10
• visit, lost
aged 84.
Bhe in roil 10 to Riarrita.
tc tht Shaftesbury.
i

i

pounds.

Andrew Emm,

that

"Decameron Nights" cached 160th.
performance at Drury Lane Aug. 24.
Advance booking Is said to run to
Christmas. The spectacle's success
has led to a boom in unexpurgatedt

26.

Tate, the late husband
of Clarice Mayne, who died Feb. 6,
left a will dated March 18, 1912, the
validity of which will be tested in
the Probate Court in the case of
Meaker vs. Tare. June 26 the President of the Probate court ordered
that letters of administration pending the result of the action should
The propissue to Edgar Meaker.
has been valued at 8,802
erty

James W.

Washington C

DEATHS ABROAD

Lewis & Gordon of New
York through Al Lewis, then on this
side,
had secured the American
find

are said to have been taken by

provide the

distributor.

I

C0BURN LIKES "OLD BILL"

j

London, Sept. ••
rights to "Secrets'*

The American

While here he booked Pauline
Duval, a Parisian soubrette, for the
Village Follies," acthe American picture "Greenwich

Walter Wanger

The Charles Dillingham office Bloomfield, pianist (Mrs. Siegried
Zeisler, of Chicago); Mablc Garricabled for Jerome Kern to return
son (Mrs. George Siemonn), Miss
to New York, immediately to finish
Rosamond Young, opera singer, of
the melodies for "Bunch and Judy,"
Boston; Prof. Martin Smith; Joseph
that must be rushed in through
Urban, scenic designer. Cecil FanDillingham's production of "Tons
ning, baritone, is resting at Geneva,
of Money," the English success,
Switzerland.
having flopped in America.
In Paris last week:
Mae Marsh
and husband, Louis Lee Arms; J.
waiAnn Pennington Is reported en- Gordon Edwards and family; Denigaged by Dillingham for the "Bunch
son Clift (from London); George
and Judy*' show.
Middleton, James A. O'Gormnn, Ire

JOHN QUINN HELD BY POLICE
Taris.

London, Sept.

HARRIS TAKES 'SECRETS"

York.

run.

now at the Garrick.
Seymor Hicks is

ANN PENNINGTON-DILLINGHAM

premiere.

for

ventures with her lover disguised
as a shepherd. When a revengeful
soldier upbraids Helen and threatRELINQUISHES OPTION
ens to kill her, she captivates him,
London, Sept. 6.
The option held by David Belasco but finally concludes 6he prefers
for the American rights to "The her husband despite temptations,
Man in Dress Clothes" has been with the husband having remained
relinquished by him.
The play is faithful. •

lowing his run in "Captain Applejack" now playing in New York.
George Middleton is at present
adapting a French piece for Balasco

to

Face"

"Secrets" opens toH. Harris.
London, Sept. 6.
Taking the script of "From A to morrow night at the Comedy here.
U's special film, 'Foolish Wives." Z" along, M. S. Bentham sails toThe latter goes In for an Indefinite day on the "Majestic' for New
11,

amorous ad-

reported after
the American rights, said to be acting for Wallace Eddinger.
The
latter wants to use the piece fol-

on the stage and at the box office.
Managers say the theatrical busU
ness generally is satisfactory.
At his Majesty's Saturday the

two weeks, to be
immediately followed by the other
ing Sept.

dally.

junction with the A. A. of an employment bureau giving work to
none but A. A. members, and the
raising of the minimum salary to
£3-10-0. Members are also asked
if they are in favor of federation
with the Vaudeville Artists Federation, the Musicians Union, and the
National Association of Theatrical

owing

"Angel

C

the local

on the run.

strong melodramatic story, having
atmosphere aided by Chinese supers.
B.ooke came over under a special
The
story is of a half-caste girl
engagement to take his original role with
a white husband.
in "Angel Face" that will be Eng"Double or Quit," opening Monday
lish produced by Norman J. Norat the Aldwych, doesn't look good
man, opening at the Strand, Lonenough for a permanent hit. It is
don, early next month.
conventional but furious farce,
American players coming over a
well played and well received on its
here under contract should be as-

show its "The
the Oxford here commenc-

,

ls

the

in

the neglect of
Somerset Maughan play, "East of
management.
Suez," was presented and immediThe authorities courteously al- ately took on all the indications
of
lowed Brooke to land, but he was
It
is
an enormous success.
a
detained in Liverpool until Monday
striking Eastern spectacle with a
when the matter was straightened

will

We

ren

at Liverpool,

is

The majority
Weather is
of the West End plays are scoring;,

sured before sailing the foreign
management contracting^them has
attended to the important matter of
the labor permit.

"Foolish Wives" Second

The Universal

Sunday

starting
favorable.

legitimate

No Labor Permit

to

of the questions are as folliows, referring to the acceptance
of the T. M. A. proposals if the
managers consent to the following
A. A. conditions:
Engagement of
none but members of the A. A. (i.e.
closed shop), the formation In con-

London, Sept.

The autumn season

Liver-

out.

was

Some

at

London, Sept. 6.
No labor permit was provided
Tyler Brooke, arriving on the "Cel-

Taris, Sept. 6.
As MeNaughton will be observed
say: "When the
A risque Greek (characters)
orginally settled it for some time, Miss Lloyd has dewas understood that the agreement cided not to return to America until musical comedy Is "Helen's Rewas the beginning of better condi- her husband is finally passed upon turn," by Noziere, and music by FerIt opened Aug. 30
tions for provincial actors and act- by the doctors. Meanwhile she will nand Raphael.
at the Edouard VII.
resses and was accepted- by mem- appear over here.
The music is fair, the production
bers on that understanding.
Now
Tom MeNaughton was stricken poor, but the piece is nicely played
the managers have amended the
contract, the acceptance of which over here two years ago while with with Abel Tarride Darthez and La
amendments has been refused by hie wife and family on Long Island. Grenee,
also
Madeline
Carlier
our members In the recent ballot. At the time it was believed Mr. among the principals.
have now to determine what MeNaughton, a constant devotee of
The story is of Helen's abduction
steps are to be taken to deal with golf, had been affected by the sun's and later return to her husband,
ray ,s in which he played the game but meantime,
the situation."
having
It

— Had

Detained

1

COMEDY

contract

Brooke

Tyler

home at the end of September, when
the new musical play with W. 1L
Berry, "The Island King," will b«
produced at the Adelphl.

Fred Terry and Julia Nellson have
departed on a 17 weeks' tour with
"The Borderer." This piece has not
yet been seen in the West End, foe*
the reason that Terry refuses to help
fill the coffers of profiteering sublessees.
At the same time his returns from the country would doubtless make the mouth of many a
mushroom manager water.
Sir

John

Harvey

Martin

is

another*

actor who clings fairly consistently
to the provinces, and nothing\could
induce either the late Edward Cotnpton or Osmond Tearle to come td
town.
T. C. Dagnall will revive "Ambrose
Applejohn's Adventure" Oct. 9 with
Sir Charles Hawtrey in his original
part.
Other plays he has in hand
include a revival of "Jack Straw"
and a new play by Canon Hannay
("George Birmingham"), author of
"General John Regan."
*
i

HI

Marie Lohr will produce Arthur
Wimperls's adaptation of "Le Retour" Sept. 5. LaMcr in the autumn
she contemplates a Shakespearean
revival and the production of a new
play by Alfred Sutro has also a
prominent position in her plans.

i

•

Picture

Stars

Marie

Paris

in

Pel

Doro and

Sept.

,

«

6.

Talmadgc

(he

w«el<
thi
pii \\ifc Norma
Kuesia to
tc
Study picture possibilities in that
"tountiy, it is said.
•fsters

arrived

heie

I

I

Joe Schcnck with
Talmndgc, may go

J

THE

LITTLEJOHNS
Builders of RHINESTONE scenery,
props, gowns, etc., for productions;
vaudeville and circus.
Address:

246 West 46th Street

NEW YORK

CITY

Friday, September 8, 1822

VAUDEVILLE
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KEITH ACT CANCELLATION
Closed at Franklin,

Obey Manager's

Instructions

cancellation by the
Keith office of an act that refused
to abide by E. F. Albee's recent
edict banning: prohibition jokes occurred at the Franklin, New York,
Thursday of last week, when the
Innis Bros, were cancelled following
a warning by the manager.
The act is a two-man talking
One of the original innis
team.
Bros, was killed recently in St.
Lou's, following a brawl witl' a taxi
The surviving brother redriver.
constructed the turn with a new
They have beea playing
partner.
tile Keith houses.
The turn opened at the Fiun!:lin
Thursday. After the matiato the
manager requested that they "cut
out" several prohibition gags, which
they promised to do. At the second
show ihc objectionable material had
not been deleted and the manager
informed them that they would 1*6
cancelled after the night show, if
not talcing it out.
At the last show the artists are
reporWd as having related the controversy to the audience, remarking
during the course of the act Vtkt
they were glad the audience liked
them but that they wouldn't be
there tomorrow, as they had been
cancelled.
If the order is elsewhere interpreted literally it would mean 1MB
revision of any number of standard
acts now placing the Keith houses.
first

'

MUSHY PLAYS
(Continued from page

1)

weather
descending
made
Wednesday oven worse.
The setting back of several premieres to the week of Sept. 18

hot

leaves but three openings for next
week, a period originally -carded to
debut nine new ones. The openings are "Dreams for Sale" at the

Explains to

A

score of the fresh offerings have
already arrived, but the Broadway
list is 25 per cent, shy of the number brought in by the same date in
the past several seasons.
Four
withdrawals are marked for Saturday and only three premieres
carded for next week, with the total
then 32, or one less than this week.
That takes the new season into midSeptember without changing the

The

situation.
Signs of play shortage are noted
in the shifting of current attractions from one house to another.

259West4S^St.HcwYork

profit.

Perfected by

MISS LOLA GIRLIE
of Lola and Senia
"Terpsichorean Tid Bits"

In

»)ir<<ction:

MART* FOKKIN8

Failure to secure new productions
Next Week (Sept. 10), Hennepin,
Minneapolis
provided no other alternative for
the houses concerned.
Scandals," between 50 and 60 seats
It is patent that the field of producers has been shaken out in the for each attraction being on sale
last year and that the regular offices at reduced prices. The other shows
are taking plenty of time in trot- that were dumped were "Kempy,"
ting forth their wares. Some man- "The Endless Chain," 'So Thi* Is
agers are dodging the early Sep- London," "Molly Darling," 'Shore
tember period, figuring high tem- Leave." "Fool's Br,rant," and "Spice
peratures are the worst gamble of of 19*2."
Even in face of the sloughing the
show business. The myriad failures
of last season explains the limited list of buys took a considerable
this week with 15 of the
advance
availattractions
list of high-class
'current shows holding outright buys
able for road booking.
the
agencies, and in addition
with
There is a mixture of pessimism
and promire for the new season. to this was a special arrangement
Managers siting in the key posi- which the^ producers of "The Gingentered into with the
tion to know the volume of box ham Girl'
office trade view the outlook in a aKencymen to boost their attracWhile
the management is
tion.
ticket
while
attitude,
"show me"
agencies report brisk buying for the claiming this as a buy that will
approximately
$4,600 a
them
get
favored attractions.
With fewer attractions in than week the agencymen states that it
usual, better business should at- is not a buy and there has been no
That is the theory of reduc- guarantee on their part, except that
tain.
ing the number of houses and at- tl*y stated that they would help
tractions out of town by the book- out to whatever extent they could
ing combination. Five of the earliest in pushing the seats for that attracBroadway entrants are doing very tion.
Of the new shows in that regood business, though no outstanding hit has yet been chalked up. ceived buys are "Sally, Irene and
None of the dramatic entrants has Mary," for which the agencies are
threatened the supremacy of "Klkl," taking about 300 a night with a
and the best of the non -musicals to return of 25 per cer^t. which Is the
date is "The Old Soak," parked at prevailing rate for all The Shubert
the Plymouth, and "Shore Leave" at houses; "The Endless Chain" at the
"Whispering Wires" Cohan about 200 a night with 25
the Lyceum.
at the 49th Street, one of the earliest per cent return; "So. This Is Londramas in, is getting strong sup- don," 150 seats with 20 per cent return, and "Molly Darling," 250 seats
port.
with the same return.
* Two of last week's new plays will
5

The

total

list

Is:

"Kiki"

(Apollo);

Dill"

"Kempy" (Belmont);
and Mary" (Casino);

"Daffy

(Belasco);

"Sally, Irene

"The End-

less Chain* (Cohan); "Capt. AppleJack" (Cort); "Whispering Wires"
(49th Street); "Scandals" (Globe);

"So This Is London" (Hudson);
"Molly Darling" (Liberty); "Shore
Leave" (Lyceum); "Music Box Revue" (Music Box); "Zelgfeld Follies" (Amsterdam); "The Old Soak"
(Plymouth), and "Partner* Again"
(Selwyn).
The cut rate list likewise contained 15 attractions as regulars
Outside of the extras that came
through the sloughing process. The
regulars are: "The Dover Road"
(Bijou); "Wild Oats Lane" (Broadhurst);
"Sally, Irene and
Mary"
(Casino),
second
balcony
scats
only; "I Will If You Will" (Comedy;
"The
Endless
Chain"
(Cohan) "The Gingham Girl" (Carroll); "The Torch Bearers" (48th
;

Street)

"Her Temporary Husband"

;

ed below par. The s!r>w tin-own off
the wheel wis j<>o Maxwell's pro
playing the Columbia clr

duct ion,
cull

for

'in'

lime
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The. other

the* !">m mill lr,lrl »••••. - tm
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Tuesdcy and Wednesdaj nii'ht of were th? Sam Sidman's and Al
terrific
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this week raw
the same Ime n
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Adeline Leitz. in an action Miss
Leila authorised her counsel to com.

mence, to secure an accounting from
Charles K. Harris of the amount he
received for the scenario to "Slim
Shoulders," the feature film at the
Capitol, New York, this week, starring Irene Castle.
The legal papers will also include
an application for an injunction
against the further showing of the
feature unless the name of Miss
Leitz is placed in the billing and advertising matter. The picture is released through the Hodklnson distributing organization, but was not'
made by it, and the complaint will
not charge that either the producer
or distributor of the feature was
directly concerned in the omission.
Miss Leitz alleges she has supplied ttje scenarios for all moving
pictures that have borne Harris*
name. Harris Is the music publish-

to believe that

be Famous' best year for
Claims are made that the

indications all point to it. These Indications are taken from the early
showings that included a couplo of
box office winning films, besides the
universal
interest
expressed
in
"Paramount Week." Still an inside
pool seems to bo suspected In

Famous' rise.
Almost as much

er,
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Loew's

reported

i-i

have

to

a

larger cash reserve at present than
at any time since tho company reQ£C

Liii

'I

having

:.

in ili.Iy through
dividends without
operations to be
Is said t«> have bean
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Xa ew's
Intent Ion
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;
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general.

when parking its first dividend, lo
ound s o'ch ck. The two ecutives, to act ns an emerg
tool
It
h
With a heavj
shows that were dumpel heaviest show during the season, taking ifp
by
ithout having financial
Agencies were "Zicgfeld any va ancy on the wheel or open surplus,
the
,n.<idend
lollies"
em <>i ing orders.
worries
ml the 'George White
ed bj
to a ppe se
;i

mostly known to Broadway fame

interest has been of some years as the publisher of
evident in Loew's going to above 20. "After the Ball."
This occurred while Marcus Loew
The action for an accounting Is
was absent in Europe. The lifting based upon the amount Harris is
Loew's quotations may have been a said to have Informed Miss Leitz he
reflection of the increased business received for the scenario of "Slim
over the Loew circuit of past weeks. Shoulders," $1,500,, of which he gave
It is oddly coincident, but the exact the scenario writer $500, saying that
replica of the current condition oc- was her 50 per cent, (as per arcurred previously, when Marcus rangement through Harris suggestLoew left New York for a lengthy ing the title) and that the remaining
trip.
Mr. LoeV, however, does not $500 over the $1,000 divided was
advance himself as his circuit's in- necessary for purposes explained to
dex for business.
Miss Leitz and which were satisfacThe weather break has been the tory to her. These reasons were ex.
Loew's business vane. No better plained,* says I^iss Leitz, after Harguide to that could have been seen ris had first Informed her he was to
than Labor day, when the Loew cir- receive $1,000 In all, but she excuit must have done $65,000 more pressed a doubt upon hearing the
gross on that day than anticipated. amount and the name of the purWeather differs Loew's business chaser, when the $1,500 was adsomething like this, as estimated mitted.
Later, Miss Letts states, she befor Labor day: Loew's State, New
possessed
information
York, ordinary on the warm holiday came
of
could not have done over $3,500; It which has led to her suit for an acdid $6,000. The New York (Loew's) counting of the full amount received
combined theatre (roof and down- by Harris, which she alleges Harris
stairs) would have gotten $1,800; It received some weeks before making
did $4,000. Loew's American (up- a settlement with her.
When receiving the $500 from the
stairs and down) might have done
music publisher, Miss Lelts says,
$2,500; It did $5,000.
The Loew's annual statement for she was asked to give a bill of sale
the fiscal year, recently ending for In return, instead of a receipt, and
Upon the picture being
It,
will shortly be given out
It la agreed.
said that report wll read according shown at the Capitol, Miss Lelts disto the understanding of the reader. covered the understanding that her
name was to appear had been vioIt will show the amount of the Investment by Loew's in Loew's lated, when she consulted Mr.
Western, since dropped off the main Timony.
chain, and this is reported to have
been a very large amount. In reSOUTHS LIKE "JOHN STUFF"
turn for it Loew's has the Warfleld,
Los Angeles, Sept. $.
Francisco,
San
and State, Los AnThomas Kimball Fitch, son of a
geles, both wholly held by Loew's, Pittsburgh millionaire, has started
since Ackorman & Harris upon ac- suit here to compel Betty Ormand,
cepting the return of the other a former well known actress, to reLoew's western houses (some of turn a number of gifts of jewelry
which were A. & H.'s before merg- and other expensive trifles to him.
ing) relinquished their 25 per cent,
interest in each of the two Loew grabbing stockholders.
coast houses as their share of the
The surmise also Is that Loew's
separation deal.
may declare a February dividend
While the drop of the western of the usual $2 quarterly on comLoew connection was a gain for mon, with some apparently having
Loew's, as a deficiency preventer, sufficient faith to offer one to two
Loew's stock failed to show any (not two to one) that Loew's will
appreciable strength
through It resume dividends in November.
when the dissolution happened. It
Orpheum has made little movs
is asserted, however, that few laywithin the week.
The situation
men are Loew 'stockholders and there appears to be a waiting one
that if the Loew statement does an- to obtain a line on how the present
nounce an unexpected western In- complicated playing politics in the
vestment, the theatrical holders will several
Orpheum's strings and
not be affected by it.
houses will work /out.
While many profess to believe
Goldwyn held at around 6%. with
that Loew's jvill continue to climb no sales noted .leaving the stock
on the market, the ascribed reason motionless.
for its present price is that the Insiders had to send the price up to
bring the stock out so they could

(Frazee); "He Who Gets Slapped"
(Garrick); "Fools Errant" (Elliott);
"East Side- West Side" (Bayes);
"Abie's
Irish
Rose" (Republic);
"The Goldfish" (Shubert); "Sue, buy it. Holders of Loew's seem
Dear" (Times Sq); and "Spice of mostly In the class that purchased
1922" (Winter Garden).
at 20 or over, as far up as 36. Remaining holders of those buys held
on rather than sell at the lows of
COLUMBIA'S RECEIPTS
past months, with others who had
(Continued from page 1)
bia censors to warn weak shows, pledged the stock wiped out long
giving (bom three weeks while trav- ago. As no inside pool is rumored
in trio present Loew» movement, the
elling In which to recognize.
This season S;im Scribner. the assumption the insiders now want
Columbia's general manager, im- to buy and forcing are forcing up
tii<- price to secure the stock seems
mediatcly ordered off shows report

th.-it

:t

seem

insiders

this will

The Famous Back-Bend Balance

Three switches have already been
made, with the influx hardly a
month old. Two of the changes
would ordinarily have been closings.

the bit
count or

HARRIS

Papers were drawn Wednesday by
James A. Timony, as attorney for

ticker

not a too high price for an eight
per cent, stock, with other eight
per-centers running in the list between 115 and 120. At the same
time it is not far distant from
Famous' highest, 112 or thereabouts,
the quotation given It when first
listed on the Exchange.

\

STAGE DAM(IM£
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LEADING DIDN'T WRITE SCENARIO

Even with Variety's regular

i

IDSTUDIOS
WAYBU1
OF

SAYS CHAS.

watcher turning golf hound for a
week, the stock market remained
open. It seemed rather busy up to
Wednesday sending along Famous
Players, which touched over 106 up
to then.
Stock fans say that It la

(Playhouse, "Why Men Leave Home"
at the Morosco, and "Greenwich
Village Follies" at the Shuberts.
The trend of the new season
seems- to J>e toward musical and
"mushy" plays.
The red-blooded
dramas of the past are not present
in the current times.
Another attraction appears to be
the |2.50 scale of nearly all of the
hew musical shows, excepting bear watching. George M. Cohan's
"Scandals." The scale is accounted "So, This Is London" won mixed refor in the quick "getting over" of views, but is pulling promising busthe musical shows so far appearing. iness at the Hudson, and for the
The withdrawing attractions are two performances Monday (Labor
'The Goldfish" from the latter house, day.) grossed $3,500. "The Torch
''Spice of 1922" at the Winter Gar- Bearers" delighted the critics at the
den, "I Will If You Will" from the 48th Street.
Its business did not
Comedy (third quick flop; stayed leap to big proportions, but It is a
two weeks) and "The Dover Road" play that figures to build when the
from Bijou. The latter house will weather settles. The 48th Street
be dark a week, then receives "Sue was rented. Confidence in the atDear" which will move over from traction was displayed by the Vanthe Times Square. •'East of Suez" dorbilt, which will receive "Tlie
for the Eltinge, "It's a Boy" for the Torch Bearers" next week on reguSam Harris and "Passing Show of lar sharing terms.
1922" for the Winter Garden all
"Scandals,"
the George White
listed for next week, have been show at the Globe took rating next
postponed until Sept. 18 and at that to the "Follies" for its first week's
time "The Lady in Ermine" (first business which handily beat $31,500.
called ''Lady of the Rose," an Eng- "Daffy-Dill" at the Apollo i» standwill bow into ing up strongly, it getting nearly
lish music show)
Jolson's.
$18,500 which is smart trade at $3
The week of Sept. 25 already holds top. "The Gingham Girl" leads the
five premieres, "The Exciters" due other new musical attractions.
Its
at the Times Square, being shifted first week at the Earl Carroll
to that date, which calls for "Orange brought a gross of about $13,500
Blossoms" at the Fulton, "Loyalties" which at $2.50 top shows considerat the Gaiety, ''La Tendresse" at able strength in this house.
The
the Empire and "Rose Bernd" at the agencies accepted a buy starting
Lonacre.
this week and there was an active
The new dramas this week did call for it, with indications that it
hot impress. "The Endless Chain" is in for a run.
"Molly Darling,"
at the Cohan is in doubt; "Hunky opened last Friday at the Liberty,
Dory" cot a fair break at the Klaw; drew very favorable mentii n but
''The Plot Thickens" did not excite no call had developed eirly this
first nlghters at the Booth; "Wild week.
Mary,"
"Sally, Irene and
()ats
Lam?" was ft Wednesday which started at the Casino Monday
premiere at the Broadhtirst.
night showed signs of activity in
The now season's indication is tho agencies.
under-production for Broadway and
Heat Brings "A Slough''
for the road*.
A count -up late In
In the event that you lo no( know
July* found approximately 3fi attrac- what "a Slough" Is the definition
tions in the first premiere group. is found in the dump of tickets
with about half as many following. fr< m the adv ince \trU
agencies
'h;it
Into the cut ates on the
it*
* Trj
they cannot dispose of the
?>C3t'oNdindbk JristrucftOfldt
\
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Over
Par— Adeline Leitz Starts Acts for
Well
Accounting of Price Paid for
Loew's Holding Above 20
"Slim Shoulders" Story
Orpheum Around 22
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LAUGHS AND LADIES

I

ECHOES OF B'WAYj
Shubert vaudeville unit show,

Indianapolls. Sept. 6.
"Laughs and Ladles," the new
Shubert vaudeville 1
apolis with a bang,
It is too long as it now stands,
..
„i, nw runrlrur irom
H.1& until
Show running from fl'11
the
after midnight, but you get your
money's worth good singers, clever
dancers, plenty of comedy, a chorus
of beauties that Ziegfeld would be
proud of. beautiful costumes and a
carload of scenery.
It is In 14 scenes, with one, "The
Three Faithful Husbands" scene,
tiresome. There is much of beauty
in the show. One scene that eclipses
all
is
"The Gardens of Luxembourg."
"The Spirit of Love" and
the dance number in the "Beauty
Shop" scene are also pleasing to the

hy Butler Estate of

produced

St. Louis.
Book by
George Goddard. assiated by Eddie Nelson
Music by Fred Herendeen. Staged by Jack
Mason. Principals of revue: Eddie Nelson
Capt. Irving O'Hay, Ethel Davla, Murray
Sisters, Nip and Fletcher, Virginia Anno,
Henry Slreme), Dorothy Davis.
El^ht

„ -»
Sears _
Part. Dancer
be ac
Anna lloebuck. his partner. .Dolly Emanuel
liii 10 Player.
Sam Bennett
costumer
Huberstein,
Sam
supcomedy
scenes.
this.
The
for
.Betty Mack countable
V
Jan Dancer
Madame LeNoo, scenic artist.
Petty
Juz^ Kilmer
Mile. Ann Codee
plied by James C. Morton, assisted
And
the Courtney Bisters
Edw. L. Butler's Shubert vaudeby Dan Healy (who not only is a
ville unit, featuring Eddie Nelson,
"Reunited," the Shubert vaudeville tip-top dancer but has a pleasant
opened "cold" at Bridgeport, Conn.,
unit featuring Weber and Fields. singing voice) is excellent, and they
Davidow & LeMaire's Shubert
Labor Day afternoon at the Park:
opened Labor Day at the Grand, are not forced to reach for laughs, unit, with George Jessell heading a
A terrific downpour kept
theatre.
strong east, was at the Stamford,
Hartford, to two capacity attend- as they come continually in this part Stamford,
the attendance to a minimum, but
Conn.,
Tuesday and
applauded steadily and
those
in
ances, including standees at both. of the show.
Wednesday.
The producers have
commented favorably on the perTH« Mayor of Hartford met the
The introductory number, given assembled a weighty comedy aggreformance.
gation
topped by Jessell. who is
comedians and turned over the keys by a pretty and well-trained chorus
The vaudeville section was opened
consistently
throughout
funny
of the city before attending the on board ship leaving New York for '"Troubles," the revue which folin a pretty full-stage rural set that
The Mayor Araby, was pleasing and well re- lows the vaudeville.
evening performance.
revealed two larse easter eggs
eye.
Raymond Metz and Alvira Yates, which hatched out Dorothy Davis
The latter section consists of Jack
Called upon ceived. The show girls were pretty
occupied a box seat.
who lead the singing, contingent, and Marjorie Duncan, who proby Lew Fields during the "pool and their carriage suggested Shu- Edwards and Dolly Emanuel in a have real voices. Dorothy Rudac loged as "Vaudeville" and
nice song and dance offering. Ed"Review''
room" scene, his honor obliged with bert experience. The first dress wards is formerly of "Chuckles.'' He and Gladys Yates are captivating in a neat song and dance in "chick"
a spei ch eulogizing the comics.
parade occurs in "The Sheik's Tent." lands his dances throughout the dancers, while Leo Burns and Tom costumes.
Nip and Fletcher, the dancers, did
The Grand, with l.SOO capacity, It is characteristic and expensive. production. His partner is a grace- Foran also share In the dancing
They make a honors. Will Phillips, Bobby^TJer- their specialty following. They kept
sola out at $2 for the boxes, $1.00 for The drop depicting the departure ful personable miss.
neat vaudeville combo.
nard and Tex Ellis are the come- to the atmosphere with "silk overthe first 15 rows of the lower floor, from New York on board ship at
Flo and OIlie Walters jumped in dians. Phillips has the edge, though alls." The acrobatic stuff was liked.
and $1 back of that. The same night, passing the well-lighted vity, at a moment's notice, subbing for honors are about even.
The Murray Sisters "deuced" beArcher
and Belford, who requested
The revue is preceded by five fore an elaborate special drop. The
sea le prevailed at the matinee. The pleased
immensely.
audience
the
their release on some misunder- regular vaudeville acts headed by girls shot over three songs, harmonmanagement reported a sell-out for The garden scene on Long Island standing with the
management. Hush Ling Toy, billed as "China's izing prettily and scoring with their
the balance of the week.
was prettily arranged and gave the The subs did nicely. It is a two- Greatest Musician." He does some uke and "blues" finish, heavily enThe show got under way with audience an opportunity of witness- woman duo,
one
doing
"nut" clever mystery stunts. The satirical cored. They did nine minutes.
The Jansleys, next, "rislicd" their
Tex
"Tulip Land," a full stage musical ing another dress parade, but like throughout. They didn't appear in noto in this act is amusing.
the revue, due to the short notice, Ellis and Gladys Taylor contribute way to whirlwind returns in a fullcomedy excerpt set in Holland. Six- all other introductions in this after- but held up their end
in the vaude- a piano and song act.
Miss Taylor stage gold and purple cyclorama
teen chorus girls made an early ap- piece, it is not sprung as a chance ville.
gives an Imitation of a player piano, that shrieked "dough" all the way
Orth and Cody followed, doing the cleverly done, and handles the round.
pearance in Dutch costumes. Lynn to show the girls and the different
The act could have been
Ellis knows how spotted between Ethel Davis and
Cantor, Mabel Gould, Syd Gold, Lew styles, but is worked in in an inti- same vaudeville specialty as seen ivories expertly.
around.
Miss Cody's rough han- to put over a Dixie song, but is bet- O'Hay and Nelson, who followed in
Christy, Ruth Thomas and Joe Tor- mate way, which was a change.
An appreciative audience they dling of Orth is the kind of comedy ter- later on in black face.
order.
pry were the opening principals.
show that the units are going to need. She
Miss Davis sold her sophisticated
Burns and Foran, a hard-working
The Two Ladellas. an acrobatic proved by sitting out a half
hours proved a tower of strength through- team of dancers; a farce with music, special songs in ultra-fashion, and
just
lasted three and a
c< rnbination, followed, starting the
without
hitch of any kind.
a
out the revue, also rising to hitherto "Who's My Wife?" and Jack Gregory let it be recorded here that Bridgewith Charles
vaudeville
portion,
E. A. Chipman is its manager, for unknown heights for her. Her part and Co., hoop
Aldrieh next, followed by Lynn Canrollers, complete bill. porters are a good audience for "fly"
Weber & Friedlander.
allowed her wide scope from low
stuff.
They ate up the Davis brand.
tor in songs, and both showing about
Fotcler.
The vaudeville section had the comedy to, real dramatics, and she
Fred Rich doubled to the piano from
the same acts as exhibited by them
nine
Vintour
Brothers
open,
to
in
rose
to
the
proper
the
orchestra
leadership.
levels
He was
on
each
in the vaudeville houses. Miss CanBAGGAGE DELAYS
strong-man turn. and every occasion.
also programed as the author of her
tor splashed somewhat on gowns minutes of a neat
George Jessell followed In his
songs, which were "It Is," "What Is
and was to best advantage in semi- 'One Night in June," with Dan
Indianapolis, Sept. 6.
Healey, staged by William B. Fried
monolog. The material used here
classical songs.
Transportation hampered two It Happens to Me?" a wise-cracking
(who staged the revue as was also the same done by Jessell
The other special ties were Syd landerwith
on Keith's bill Sunday. Trunks lament upon a girl's bad breaks with
dances arranged by Earl in his vaudeville act.
"chumps"; "Don't Be Silly," more
Two cute acts
Gold's "single" with his brother, Ed. well,
Lindsay), had Miriam Hopkins and kids from the chorus were used in failing to arrive on time kept Har- nifties on
the
same order; "I
at the piano, and Weber and Fields
Tripp besides others. It ran the "advice to the mother of stage- vard Holt and Kendrick off the Stoppeel, I Looked, I Listened," and
in the "pool game."
The Gold turn George
slowed the show to a walk. Open- 18 minutes with enjoyable comedy struck kiddies" portion, which Jes- first day, while Tom Douglass and a sneezing classic. Miss Davis was
and
satire
parties,
on
week-end
sell got across likeably.
Lillian Ross in a sketch played it the first comedy entry and was foling with a popular song that regisThe Courtney Sisters and their in their street clothes.
lowed by Capt. Irving O'Hay and
ters,
Gold followed with a long sleep-walking, and so on. Well condrawn out ballad sung to slow structed, the skit secured generous musicians concluded the olio, workRehearsals of "Laughs and Eddie Nelson, also in "one" before a
ing in a handsome full stage set of
tempo. A piano solo by Ed, next, applause.
Ladies,"
the
Shubert
unit
at
the special drop. O'Hay, one of the best
No. 3 was Jean Oibson, with drapes and drops that resembled a
was buried following the ballad.
Park, were delayed by marooned straight men that ever wore a twogallon hat, introduced Nelson as "the
"Mr. Booze" followed and was given Melisse Ballou at the piano. Miss reception or music room in a man- baggage.
Gibson has a flexible contralto of sion. The sisters, harmonizing a
funniest man in the world." then
a dramatic production and delivery
gracefully sidestepped to allow the^,
by Gold that reminded of "Wedded strength which she nicely subdued succession of popular songs, landed
her
numbers,
mostfor
string
of
pop
solidly, finishing fine vaudeville sec- novelty.
latter to make a comedy entrance
and Parted." The song was entirely
A boudoir scene played in French on a child's velocipede for a popular
misspotted in his repertoire.
The ly jazzers. Of the Fanny Watson type tion with plenty of comedy.
After intermission the revue got by Miss Codee, Orth, Bennett and song. O'H.^ry and Nelson went after
Russian dance that followed failed physically, Miss Gibson has a pleasis
ing personality.
Miss Ballou
under way. The house drop rose, Edwards had Jessell and his mother laughs with crossfire and hokum,
of its usual returns as a result and
petite and an accomplished pianiste. revealing a pleach of a gold drop. in a stage box.
Jessell made them some of which landed solidly.
The
didn't redeem the previous dullThe act did 12 minutes
The 16 chorus girls were lined howl by translating
ness.
English "hypnotism" bit and "mind reading,"
James C. Morton family for across the stage back of this drop. and Yiddish the dialog into
Weber and Fields walked on to 22 The
of the play- with Nelson in the audience and
minutes did comedy and all kinds Apertures through which the girls ers. The Jessells finally
an unusual reception.
They probreak up O'Hay on the rostrum, got plenty,
ceeded to kill them with low com- of dancing, besides falls. The turn stuck one stockinged limb and a the scene by getting into an argu- but the "song requests," with Nelson
edy and tangled dialects in "The sums up as an entertaining laugh decolette shoulder made a stunning ment in Yiddish, with Bennett an- playing on the "uke" the same tune
maker.
effect.
The
song,
"It's a Long Walk
for all "requests."' can go out.
swering them in the same tongue.
Tool Game," a funny piece of busiA
Closing the vaudeville was a Back." served as an intro. for the
The show has an unusual finale double song concluded their speness.
Lew, as the "wise" one, enabout which there will bo consider- cialty before intermission.
9
deavors to teach Weber the game dance divertissement with Margo revue.
Raffaro,
DuFresne,
Joyce
Maida
Another special divided showing able speculation until it is tried be"A Modern Prescription Shop* a
at the latter's expense.
In
the
Wayne and Billie Mayo. Of good a box set in which Ann Lowerwirth fore a blase audience.
process, of winning Weber's money
The con- full-stage set showing the elaborate
appearance, their assorted dances of as Mrs. Jessell is bewailing the ab- cluding number of the revue
interior of a drug store, followed.
Fields makes his own rules.
is bethe
classical and international styles sence
of
her stage-struck son, ing led by Jessell with the com- This was precluded by a song and
An announcer at the conclusion stood out, but the singing was no
George. The character work of the pany on. when the costumer and dance by 16 comely looking chorus
of the scene Informed the house the
comedians would do a song and better than could have been expected motherly looking Jewish woman is scene painter make an audience en- girls in pretty costumes and foldance as they did when nine years from good dancers. During the sev- superb and her dialect flawless. trance, demanding their property or lowed by Nip and Fletcher's eccenencores four elderly women Jessell enters to receive parental the money equivalent.
tric dance. p'Hay as the proprietor
old.
The costumes are as near rep- eral
were introduced as the mothers of laments anent his profession. In a stripped, including the The stage is and Nelson as
licas as possible. Fields, as a reda comedy soda water
costumes of
well handled scene Georgle per- the choristers, leaving them
headed dame, and Weber in baggy the girls.
in jerker. had some comedy moments
1,- suades his mother
Shubert
vaudeville
opened
to
to invest $1,500 lingerie.
evening clothes, did an old-time
The
company
the in a rough love scene, with Miss
desert
800
people at the matinee at the in a revue for him in lieu of a bun- young producer. He
song and hard shoe dance that anteis even denied Davis as a "gun moll" who came in
a chair by the hard-hearted stage to stick up the Joint and gets stuck
dated the memories of most erf those Princess and to capacity at night, galow at Arverne.
notwithstanding the opposition of
In "one" next is the new pro- crew.
on Nelson. "I Want a Man" was
present.
Jesscll's
The other comedy scene in which the big Exposition and other attrac- ducer engaging the people. Frank
mother wanders back warbled by Miss Davis to Nelson's
they appeared was "The Dying tions. It proves the local contention Orth provides comedy relief here as stage and is sobbingly informed her clowning. The finale of the scene
that Toronto will always give sup- the "fixing agent who knows every$1,500 has vanished and the rosy was a chorus number, with the girls
Gladiators," in which the comics import to a good show, and Toronto- body and who introduces Jessell
to plct\ire of affluence painted by her in minstrel dresses. Nelson hopped
personate the originals of a famous nians
will
support the Shubert a costumer (Sam Bennett), a scenic talented child is an Illusion.
to the drums and traps for the curaid
sculptor
an adventurer vaudeville
to
if the
standard of the artist (Ann Codee), a soirbret (GerThe curtain descends abruptly tain.
(Pepita Ricardo) to sell the statues
others to follow, is up to that set by trude Hayes), etc. Jessell in lieu with Jessell,
In "one" before a gorgeous velvet
heartened by his mothto a charming widow (Frances Dcm"Steppin' Around." The local pre-, of coin engages the trades-people er's sympathy,
arest). The scene has been heavily
beginning another drop Henry Stremel tenored pleasvailing opinion is that it's first class as actors, promising them stardom.
verbal picture of what he is going to ingly while they set for "Echo
copied by various burlesque organgoods
for $1, and that it covers
A
full
stage
set opens the revue, do as a producer as soon as he raises Three" another full-stage s*ene.
izations, but the comedians made it
in
the musical
and whi"h consists of a corking dra- another background.
appear new. The laughs were long everything
It is a con- Here Nelson tied the show into knots
way.
matic travesty, with Jessell in sistent finish, rounding out the little with his "crawl" dance. It is one of
and continuous throughout. A com- variety week
at the Princess rs un- beard and trick hat, Miss Codee
Next
as story contained, but whether it's the best dancing novelties of seaedy preceded it with Weber as a
derlined "The Spice of Life." with A. a French heroine, Bennett as an subtleness
sons.
human safe in whose ample bosom L.
will be
The comic does a series of
Jones ("Greenwich Village Fol- English butler and Orth as the other the noise and blare lost following all shoulder crawls
Fields stores his money.
of the revue will
A small
and hops and sevthe producer, and Sylvia man. The scene was well written have
era) other steps while reclining on
safe is concealed in Weber's mid- lies")
to be discovered later.
Clark, Kramer and Boyle and 12 and will stand up anywhere.
The
The entertainment will work into hit back, all in perfect beat. It was
section. The widow refuses to store
London
Tivoli Girls featured. Others set with silk pillars of fire flanked
a corking show. The cast is a happy a pip.
her valuable necklace there, reare Frank Gaby, Julia Kelety, by a beautiful cyclorama deserves one.
The comedy department is
marking she doesn't want to put billed
"Echo Four" was in "one." and
Hickey Bros., Rita Bell, Irene Bel- Special mention.
predominant at all times, which the Murray Sisters in beautiful
that much money in Germany.
boy, Raymond Green. Dan Walker.
Stage Door Blues," which pre- should be discounted at the box Of- hoop-skirted costume* sang "MagThe way the comics polled laughs
Advertised scale is matinees, 25- ceded in "one," proved a new idea fice.
pie Blues,'* a hybrid version of the
with their low comedy and bur- 50c,
nights, best seats, $1.
for chorus introductions. The girls,
Jessell never becomes tiresome classic.
lesque destroys a couple of pet ilin
street
attire,
ensembled the and receives expert assistance. The
lusions of the burlesque producers.
"Echo Fie" was programmed
'blues," then made individual la- chorus is an average
One Is that the old fashioned chinappearing '.'Bits of Modern Drama." Assisted
pieced Dutch comedian with the pot adequate and up to the high Stand- ments, making an entrance through bunch, looking well in all of their by a prop door Davis, Nelson and
belly is out of style, and the other ards the unit producers have set for the stage door to sing the lines, changes hairing the street clothes O'Hay did travesties on
several
The vaudeville por- which were good for laughs. The affair, and the linen dresses in the dramatic hits with comedy twists.
is that low comedians must cork in one another.
This scene will build up when the
evening clothes and be piano on the tion also, barring the one diaggy costumes here fell way below par, same number.
The music and lyrics by Walter players place their laughs more
rough stuff. Judging by this show section, was in toto with the rest, giving the idea the street attire of
the exact opposite is what the public but the producers n< ©d not worry the maidens was alluded to literally Hlrech and Louis Silvers are by no surely.
Monday it dragged Into
means their masterpieces but arc talklnesi through unfamlliaiity.
wants, but it must be done the way about that section With Weber and in the caustic -lyrics.
Another specialty in the revue adequate. The specialties are mostFields in the deck to trump anything
Another
was
dratrgv
session
Weber and Fields can do it.
which was In "one" banked by a ly of popular songs, the specials be- "Echo Six." O'Hay and N • ;On as
•The Tick of Time," a pretty eos- that h.ts preceded,
Weber and Fields will draw them special drop with the original of the ing used to introduce the- various house pal ultra have sever. mintum" and scenic novelty, w,v led by
song
painted
on
it
was "Baby Blue scenes
utes of crossfire anent "union rules'*
Lin i'.le Arden in a song with seven In, and after they are in give them
by Miss Hayes, who
led
The scenery on view at this house hading up to a "vampire" bit with
girls as clock ornaments in fantas- what they want, which is la r^C'' nod Eyes,"
Another iconic nov- luscious low comedy, hoke cleverly looked charming in a blue frock. Was up to the average net by the Miss Davis.
tie costumes.
The talk got little.
elty was "Through the Waterfall," garnished and refined by the pres- Her song and dance landed solidly. Other units so far seen and will keep Miss Davis as the vamp made the
which failed to materialize, due to a ence of pretty girls, costumes and The number bad a special srrange- this department up to the standard women gasp in a white pan velvet
merit
which
brought
out the Court- of the unit shows.
mix-up on scenery, also responsible elaborate scenery,
The bit
creation that was a wow.
Weber and Fields "Reunited" are m ys for a harmony version of the
"Troubles of 101!2" should enjoy a consists of the old burlesoue standfor the absence of a scene labeled
"Golf," in which Weber and Fields 4 pipe to hang up box office records same song and the chorus girls in season that will make the title a by, "powdering the drunks."
Nel%3r the Shubert units for the season. bare-legged kiddie costumes carry- misnomer.
were to have cavorted.
It should finish In the son copped the jewels, but is suring dolls.
Con.
It proved a delightful first flight of units.
The costuming and scenery are
page
c'»»i.
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STOLEN SWEETS
St. Paul. Sept. «.

H. Herk's Shubert unit, 'Stolen
.•Sweets," opened at the remodeled
palace Sunday afternoon, or, to be
I.

NO ORCH. AT APOLLO

moat of It did. At 6.20
the stage manager announced that,
ibecause of the lateness of the hour Globe
and the length of time required for

more

exact,

laying the next set, the closing scene
But the
jvould not be presented,
.audience had received Its money's

worth and went away

satisfied.

'Stolen Sweets" is produced on an
•exceedingly large scale. It is as im-

pressive as a Winter Garden show
Headed by the Watson
•on tour.
Bisters the merry clown, Fanny,
and Kitty, who sings a ballad as no

—

—

It has
else can
principals. And the

one

up

some

first-rate

chorus

is

made

some

17 pretty girls, happily
ranging in weight, one estimates,
from 100 to 120 pounds.
of

DANCED FOR KING

ATLANTIC CITY POOLED;

Piatov and Natalie Hailed in Copenhagen Cut Short Engagement.

—

Sasha Piatov and Lois Natalie returned to New York Tuesday, direct
from Copenhagen in a voyage of
Local
Musical
11 days.
The night of Se^t. 23, the
day before they sailed, the couple
Union's Demands Rejected
danced before the King of Denmark
at the Tivoll, where the couple
were tho feature of the summer
Atlantic City, Sept. 6.
revue, likened to "The Follies" over
Atlantic City theatres will work
here as it is an annual Tivoll proon a new and harmonious winter
duction.
schedule by which expenditures
The dancers had an extended conwill be pooled and the chances, of
tract for the revue but were obliged
at least one theatre working on a
to request concellatlon when Miss
profitable basis be assured, accordNatalie received a cable her father
ing to a statement giVen personin Buffalo was fast failing.
Their
ally to Variety's representative in
departure from
the Copenhagen
Atlantic City by G. Fred Nixontheatre was made a gala event, at-

and

Legit

—

Woods'

Without

FROM THEATRE TO

SPANISH FAD

JAIL,

Osnce Crsze Through Valentino's

CHAS.
Taken

E.

MACK'S FATE

Populsrity

The Canslnos are to be seen in a
new act which will be constructed
for the two-a-day, but which may
wind up in a Broadway house.
Claude Bostock, the producer of the
is
considering securing a
turn,
Times Square theatre and putting
n an all Spanish entertainment during the present "craze," which is

Syracuse on Alimony
$1,480— Mounted
Up at $20 Weekly
in

Claim of

Syracuse, N. Y., Sept. 6.
otherwise attributed to the popularity of BoCharles E.
Selders,
Charles E. Mack, of Moran and dolph Valentino, the picture actor.
Scibilia
imported
Anton
has
Mack, at Keith's this week, minus
both his blackface make-up and his Senorita .Maria Man tors. Spain's
broad grin, was not in the most Royal Court dancer and the Royal
pleasant frame of mind when he ate Court Serenaders. The Spaniards
dinner last night In a cell In the are to open at a Keith house next
courthouse jail, because he could week, making their first American

"Stolen Sweets" seems written
not raise $1,500 bail on short notice
around the Watson Sisters, and with Nirdlfnger.
tracting the notice of the monarch to meet demands of his former wife
good reason. When the show is In
The Globe Theatre will be closed who had his secretary phone to for $1,480 to settle a bill for the
running order and it should be before the week is over the talented during the winter months as well as ask whether it was press stuff or support of their little daughter.
sisters may be counted on to stop Woods', which is to play pictures on the level, though he said that in
Mrs. Grace E. Holiner, of Brookthe show regularly. Herman Tim- beginning next week.
This will effect in Danish. Sasha, who is a lyn, Is Selders' former wife. Granted
berg, the author, has given Fanny leave the Apolh} the only legitimate world's traveller,
a divorce two years ago, and receivand
understands
many bright lines, the sort of com- house preparer! to care for open- speaks Danish. With the King ing an allowance of $20 a week for
edy she excels in.
The show opens quite novelly, ings in the resort for a matter of seated in front of him in a special Mary Jane Selders, aged 7, she obwith Harry O'Neal as the manager, months, possibly until late next space provided at the Tivoli, Sasha tained a civil^ order of arrest from
making his appearance from the spring.
made a farewell speech in the native Justice Frank S. Gannon, Jr., in
Previous to this
summer the tongue of the country, giving the New York City a week ago. It was
front of the house in search of playHe engages the chorus, and, Globe and Apollo have hold rivalry King a boost, and the King answered .so timed the comedian could be
ers.
after a quarrel with one of them, de- under the old booking arrange- him in English, later going
to taken either during his Syracuse or
cides that \ie .will be an actor him- ments, with the Globe
oldlng the Baaha's dressing room to explain Buffalo engagements, both bringing
self.
bookings
and
Shubert
the Apollo ho would have been at the theatre him within the Jurisdiction of the
Then the vaudeville begins, with
a posing act by John Conroy, billed the Erlanger schedules. The joint more often if he had known what state courts.
The $20 payments had mounted
as the world's greatest life saver, bookings make the reduction of he was missing. That's what Sasha
to $1,480. As the hour when .Selders
and his sister, Lillian Conroy. It is stage and house forces possible, but says.
had
to be In the dressing room to
a good opening act.
will eliminate also the opportunities
Sasha also says that he played
Then Johnny Berkes and Walter of premiere performances getting the Tivoli for 250 kronens (about put on his blackface make-up rapBrazil, two nifty steppers who have Atlantic City bookings during the
idly
approached with no sign of a
guaranteed with
a manner quite all their own. They late fall and winter for which, in a 25 cents) a night
bondsman, rather than.
10 per cent of the gross in addition, rescuing
are genuine comedians as well as
good producing, season, there is* a giving the team a n$t salary of have the comedian disappoint an
excellent eccentric dancers.
issued
Davlu
audience,
Sheriff
year
fell
demand.
That
last
large
arriving
about $1,200 weekly. Upon
Harry Steppe and Harry O'Neal
come on, also in "one." with com- greatly below normal in this respect in New York Sasha had one 20- orders allowing Selders to go to the
Deputy
custody
of
edy dialog that is effective, more be- and caused week after week of kronen roulette marker as the re- theatre in
cause it is capably handled than be- house expense without bookings, mains '•of his salary wreck, and ho Sheriff Thomas Burns.
cause it is bright.
Selders
removed his make-up
contributed to the present decision. gave that marker to a fellow who
The Watsons appear then (and in
Mr. Nirdlinger made the an- thought he could cash it at a money after the show, joined his guard and
almost every other scene that folreturned to the courthouse jail to
lows).
They are easily the hit of nouncement the Apollo wi'.l sever exchange office.
connection with the musical union
the show.
Piatov and Natalie have been spend the night. He will be bailed
The De Koch trio follows with and play all attractions without an away for over a year, playing all out today.
Selders claimed in a letter writtumbling and hand-balancing stunts orchestra.
The demands of the over Great Britain and the Contithat go very well. Fanny Watson, local union have been a subject
ten to Tobias A. Keppler, counsel
nent. They are to return to Copencertainly a hard-working girl, vol- for debate for over a year and are
his former wife, that he had
for
unteered to do a strong-man stunt, considered to have now reached a hagen next summer for the new given up the idea of playing in New
Tivoli's annual revue and they are
and it was great stuff. First, for
York State and paying alimony.
comedy, she let the little fellow climax and decision. When asked rooting that the King will hang
The reason t .lven in the letter was
drop, and then actually held him in what effect this would have on onto his job until then.
that he has been refused tyie right
musical
shows booked* in the
the air.
A Miss Ellsto see the little girl.
It was in the revue that most of Apollo, Nirdlinger said any that did
worth,, the letter said, has taught
the mixups occurred. Tlmberg and not carry a full orchestral complethe players had been rehearsing it ment with the company need not UNIT SHARING
little Mary Jane to believe Selders
all night (until 7 Sundav morning),
would kidnap her if an opportunity
play the house.
but still it was not quite In shape.
presented itself.
Atlantic City theatres have been
The Watsons, Harry Steppe, Harry
Mrs. Holiner said in her affidavit
run
by
two
organizations.
The
O'Neal, Johnny Berkes and later
she believes her former husband
Tlmberg himself ad libbed to kill Stanley Company of America which
had no intention of meeting the bill
has control and interest in several
lime for the scene shifting.
The revue is not a coherent story, film nouses on the Walk and Ave- Five Houses Grant Increase in and claimed she is not in a position
but instead is made up of seven] nue, holds the lease on the Globe,
Percentages About $4,000 to support the child. Selders was
musical revue bits. First there is th<^ largest legitimate house with
represented as earning a salary in
an Incident in front of a stage door. over 1.000 seats on the main floor.
vaudeville enabling him to pay $20
for Season for Show
This is followed by Fanny Watson's
a week for the care of little Mary
They
held
a
lease
on
the
Garden
amusing prolog, "A Family Table,"
%
9
Jane.
where Kitty entertains a duke, only Pier until this season, subletting to
The playing terms for the Shuto find that Fanny had eaten all the Keith bookings and shared with A. bert units were increased 5 per
food in the house; Brazil and H. Woods on Woods' last season.
Berkes dance in a* beach skit in Fred Nirdlinger controls the Apollo. cent, this week in favor of the producers at the Central, New York;
IN
which the beautiful Miss Conroy
By new arrangements the Stan- Harlem opera house, New York;
appear?, and next Is a burlesque on ley-Nirdlinger interests
are com- Crescent, Brooklyn;
Shubert-Ma'Chauve-Souris." . This did not go
EX-PRES.
very well, but when polished may be bined here, as in Philadelphia. Ar- sonic, Cincinnati, and Majestic,
hide-splitting stuff. After two Romeo rangements on the Garden Theatre Boston.
not
being
satisfactory
this summer,
and Juliet scenes, both well proThis means a difference of about
duced and charmingly done, the thj Keith people took over the $4,000 a season to the Affiliated pro- Extra Performance of Russian
show closed.
Globe, and to relievo the situation ducers, most of whom will be oper"Stolen Sweets" Is going to be a for dramatic bookings, a nine weeks'
Dancers in Washington
ating with an overhead of not less
first-rate show.
Bhcek.
tenancy of the Woods was taken. than $5,000 weekly.
Danced by Request
Keith closes Sunday. The date at
It raises the average of the cirECHOES •
which the orchestra departs from cuit, computed last week at C3-?7.
(Continued from page 4)
Apollo
the
is not announced.
Washington, Sept. 5.
The Central terms are now 55-46
prised by her lover and forced to
According to Mr. Nirdlinger It is to $5,000 and 60-40 above.
The
Ex-Presldcnt Wilson while atreturn them in addition to his own expected Keith's will again occupy
and
Crescent, tending Keith's Saturday night at
Harlem
house
opera
bank roll. The Murray Sisters in the Globe next summer, that locaBrooklyn, wlH share 55-45 to $5,000, the conclusion of the Russian dancred dress creations sang and danced
tion having been particularly suc- 60-40 to $8,000, etc.
The other ing act "Yarmack," or "At the
gracefully.
"Echo Seven" was opened by Miss cessful and, being almost directly In houses were raised proportionately. Carnival," expressed his regret that
Anno singing "'Arab Man." A stun- front of the Garden Pier, has diverthe couldn't see more of the dancing.
ning oriental costume accompanied ed audiences from the Garden theaManager Roland S. Bobbins gathALBEE SAYS NO
the song.
The girl was visibly tre, formerly played by Keith for
ered the act together and with the
nervous, which affected her voice, about 10 years and this season
ex-President
and Mrs. Wilson
but she got it over acceptably. Nip
Not Going Into Legitimate Field
seated in their automobile in the
and Fletcher and Nelson followed booked with Independent Shubert
Busy Enough
stage entrance of the theatre a
with a classical dance travesty that acts by a corporation controlled by
William Richardson of the Washsufficed.
of additional dances were
The Keith's interests have no in- number
The high light from a production ington baseball league.
executed in the alleyway.
tention of taking to the legitimate
standpoint followed in "The Jewel
was both before and
Mr.
Wilson
field, so stated by E. F. Albce in a
Scene." Stremel tenored "My Jewel
since his illness an ardent vaudeLEADER FOR 25 YEARS
Girl" for a costume parade of the
denial sent out by him of the report
ville
admirer,
attending ,weekly.
girls that will compare favorably
Keith's might take to the legit, bewith any of the $3 musical comedy Mike Lenge's Service at Orpheum, hind the dissatisfied independent This "Alley Performance," it was
afforded
him unusual enstated,
fashion parades.
A beautiful full
Kansas City
producers of that branch.
stage set of an oriental garden was
joyment.
"I have trouble enough looking
the background for tho girls, each
Kansas City, Sept. 6.
after my own part of the profesone making an individual entrance
When the Orpheum (big-time sion vaudeville," said the Albce
Malcom Eagle Married
over a prop bridge. The show girls,
reopened its season, statement.
seven in number, were dressed to vaudeville)
"My entire time and
Chicago, Sept. 6.
represent different jewels. The cos- Mike Lenge started on the twenty- that of the organisation that I repIt was a happy moment for Maltumes received individual acclaim. fifth year of his service with the resent is occupied in doing the same com
Eagle
last Friday. He is better
The producer has spared nothing theatre as orchestra leader.
thing."
known as the other half of the bookand has gone the limit in dressing
Mr. Lenge commenced with the
Variety published the story last ing agency of Eagle & Goldsmith,
and scenery in this unit. The cast Orphe.um three months after the
dailies
reYork
New
week with the
.and he has assumed the nickname
is adequate,
and with intelligent
pruning and work the comedy end late Martin Lehman opened it. He writing and reprinting it.
of "Buzz." Which all has to do with
of the show will adjust itself. When is believed to be the oldest director
his standing in the Edgcwater Beach
in point of service on the circuit.
it is hitting on all six it will be a
in full dress, and accepting the
FRIEND AND DOWNING APART Hotel
good evening's entertainment for
marriage vow.
Close to his side
the most exacting theatrical eplEthelyn Clark and Jos. Howard
In an announcement sent out by stood Grace
Bradner, of Davis and
eure.
At one dollar top it's a real were the respective winners of the Al Friend it is stated that the
who
Bradner.
the new
accepted
bargain in show goods.
Con,
Bvenir.g World contest for queen vaudeville
team o f Friend and laundry
mark of Mrs. M .' .,rn Ww/.i."
and king of the Mardi (Iras to start Downing has di olved partnership, Eagle, and
the
rest
lies
which
of
the
FROM STAMFORD TO OMAHA at Coney Island next Monday nigl t, with Friend stating he is opening
go with the ceremony, Including the
When the George Jess el Shubert and runs throughout the ensuing this week with a new partner. felicitations
of her friends grouped
vaudeville team were Nothing
was* mentioned of Mr.
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TERMS

FOR PRODUCERS UP

—

DANCED

THE ALLEY

WILSON

FOR

tour.

Several other dancing acts with
Spanish dancers featured are reported as being readied by vaude-

The

vaudeville unit hhow finishes the
flrat half Tuesday and Wednesday
of this week at Stamford. Conn., it
jumps to Omaha, for the regular
opening of the Shubert circuit on

booked at Henderson's for the full
week during the Mardi Oris, following tne announcement they had
won the Evening Worlds popular-

Thursday (Sept.

ity COl'TCSt,

7.)

Week,

about the new!) « edfl
Downing*! plans,
Friend ami 'owning have ben a
Cloonan &. Ryan's
vaudeville team for II years, playduring
that (airdome), Jersej
ing
Intermittently
tj
od on both sides of the ocean urday.
p
(

i

Lor

Cabin

closes Sat-

is

believe the
here to stay.

MAE WEST, AUTHOR,
LOSES HER PIANIST
Richman

Going

,

Nora

with

Show—Miss West

Bayes'

Farce Comedy

in

With four weeks laid out for her
act over the Keith time, starting
last week at the Davis, Pittsburgh,
Mae West was unable to start the
engagement through Harry Rlchman, her pianist, suddenly accepting an engagement with Nora Bayes

new show.
Since Richman left her, Miss
West has been looking for another
ivory player and will take to the
vaudeville route when securing one.
Meanwhile the comedienne, in
collaboration, is writing a farce
comedy she intends shall star herself, but be produced by managerial
for Miss Bayes'

^

forces.

BUCKNER STANDING TRIAL
Tombs awaiting trial on
charges
preferred
him
against
through his connection with the A,
In the

P.

Buckner

Co., Inc.,

which

is

al-

leged to have received $100,000 from
investors, Arthur Buckner has sent
oat an announcement, possible only
to Variety, giving some details concerning his troubles.
Last week Buckner says
he
pleaded
guilty
charges,
to
the
aK.iln.st him, but withdrew his plea
upon the suggestion of a presiding
justice

to

whom

he wrote

letters

explaining his version of the Buckner investment matter.
Buckner
says the Justice advised him to
stand trial.
Buckner claims he can account
for all moneys received by his company, which produced revues for
cabarets. Buckner did produce several revues during the period his
company was in existence. He also
claims his last investment was
$1,000 with Jack Goldberg, the former vaudeville booker who now has
a cabaret in the colored belt uptown. The money given Goldberg,
says Buckner, was to start "Oh
Joy," the all-colored show* that
opened Ainder the Goldberg direction,

but later came into

New York

at "Bamhoo Isle," the open lot on
8th avenue, under the management
of Lou Bogers.
Buckner was out on bail for some
time after his arrest last October.
His attorney is Randolph Newman.
Buckner's present trouble is one
of many similar escapades that involved him with the criminal law.
he having previously served two
sentences for selling mors "quarters" and "eights" of his producing
businesses than could be found by
the purchasers.

MACK-DEAGON ACT
Wilbur Mack and Grade Deagon
will shortly appear together in a
new vaudeville skit. Miss Deagon
was of Dickinson and Deagon. They
were divorced about a year ago, bur
remarried. Separation proceedings
since have been started by Miss

Deagon.
Dickinson

is

now with
•

'Florens

T empest.
Mack featured his own act over
the Orpheum Circuit last s> MOM
and
the

m

also appeared
pictures on
coast,
ile was formerly of
(Nclla), reported

Mark and Walker
rejoining

James

1

who

Spanish dancing fad

—

'

produceoeT

ville

some time ago.

Brooker in manager of
the Lyceum, Canton, Ohio, playing
pop vaudeville. Ho succeeded Fred
It.

T.

Witter.

VAUDEVILLE

Friday, September

UNIT NOTES

FOX AND PANTAGES BOOKINGS
REPORTED

IN NEGOTIATIONS

a.

formerly of the
"Journal," will go out in

advance of Barney Gerard's-Jimmy
Hussey's "Funmakers," and Wm,
McDonald will travel ahead of Gerard's other Shubert unit, "Town

—Fox

Has Four Weeks
Time, Due to

Pantages Wants More Eastern
Edict
arrival

New York

in

Charles

of

Hodgkins,

Pantages' Chicago representative,
negotiations were started for the
adding of the local William Fox
vaudeville houses to the Pantages
books.
The first meeting of the
executives of the two offices occurred last Friday with both parties

MRS. COUTHOUI LEAVING

VAUDEVILLE ALL ALONE

Fox houses.
Fox of late has been playing a
number of repeat acts due to the
scarcity of material offered in that
which has been limited in
its bookings to four weeks.

tffice,

MAJESTIC'S START
Runs

Pop,

Ahead

Palace, Chicago

Mrs.

Florence

Chicago, Sept. 6.
Couthoui, "Queen

of the Scalpers," is

abandoning the

sale of tickets for the Palace theatre,
ville

Orpheum's local vaudeShe made a deal with

the

house.

management tc handle a certain number of tickets for each performance, non-returnable, and the
charge to be 50 cents over the box

the

office price.

After a week's experience, Mrs.
Couthoui decided the terms were
not to her liking and also, as tickets were being provided outside
brokers on the same terms, she
preferred to cling to her field of
musical and legitimate. The latter
pay her a commission, while on the
vaudeville proposition she paid box
office

Chicago, Sept.

prices.

6.

The Majestic, which dropped out
of the ranks of big time here to be
the home of "five a day on the Association group of houses Aug. 31,
more than came up

Circuit

Scale

Adopts

— Vaudeville

at

to expectations

three days of business.
the start Thursday until
Saturday night the house played to
practical capacity at all performances, with the result that the returns were 25 per cent, in excess of
those expected by the owners of the
house.
This week busTncss held up in
fine style with the house turning
its first

From

weeks.
All of the Ackerman & Harris
vaudeville houses have adopted a
30c top scale of prices.
The firm's State, Sacramento;
Hippodrome, Fresno, and State,
Salt Lake City, opened last week.
The Salt Lake house has the

Sept

3.

Berchell,

BRILL BUYING OUT KEENEY?
Sol Brill is in negotiation to take
over the two Frank Keeney theatres in Brooklyn. The house* are

Keeney's on

Livingston

street,

in

the lower part of Brooklyn, which
plays pop vaudeville, and the Bay
Ridge* house, which has a stock
policy at present. This week it was
reported the deal would be closed
almost any day.
James Thorn, who has been aet.ng as general manager of the
Keeney interests, is no longer with
the organization.

for a release because of little opportunity for him.

The

man

title of the Gertrude Hoffunit will be "Hello Everybody."

Archer and Belford are out of the
& Le Maire Shubert

of performance may splash heavily
on the advertising end.

KEITH MANAGERS SWITCHED

Harry Rose, the "nut'' comedian.
to be added to the Ed Butler
Shubert unit, "Echoes of Broadway," with Eddie Nelson. "Echoes"
opened at Bridgeport. Conn.. Labor

PANTAGES CLAIMS LOSS
Victoria. B. C, Sept. «.
Through a move here to increase
the amusement tax from l(f to 20

per cent., the statement

by
of

Day, playing a preliminary date.

was made

letter from Manager Jameson
the local Pantages that that

house showed a net loss of $75,000
up to its closing in June, 1921.
Mr. Jameson said he was trying
to persuade Alexander Pantages to
permit vaudeville to reopen the
house for three days weekly, but if
the increased tax was laid on, his
would bo futile. The manager offered to show the theatre's
books to the Common Council.
efforts

SALLY FIELDS MARRIED

Is

An announcement sent out by the
Park musie hall said Sally Fields
wan married Tuesday to Donald
Lloyd,
a
d rwntoWn
New York
broker.

HOUSE OPENINGS

LARUE

TILLIS and
(Sept. 7-10)

STOCK AT

Daytoti Wegefarth Issued in-

Keith agents this
week to the effect that each reprcyentative must imt.iH t his acts not
loSO

ail

any time

hereafter,

in

making

a

jn tn

[.

leave for the iuc<
reeding stand Immediately followthe last show in the city where
Iho act may be j>Ia \ ing.
The situation Created by the rail
strike with consequent
«>,
delay
train service is mentioned OS th
reason for the order,
i"it

t<>

NEW YORK

Loew

Circuit
(Sept. 11), Loew's state, Newark. X.

JUMPS WITHOUT DELAY

i)

LOEW'S 8TATE,

turned from a tour of the

LOEWS GARDEN

Kansas

The "Hi

J.

City.

Sept.

f.

Fields

Mi.s.s

The Alhambra, Torrington. Conn..
op< ned Thursday, resuming a split
week vaudeville and feature policy.
The Capitol, Ansonia. Conn., will
resume with split week vaudeville

Dancers Classlque, Featured with "The Cameo* Revue"

structions to

three-cornered

legal

battle

>

Davidow

W,

A

with Shubert Unit

.

vaudeville unit, "Troubles of 1922,"
replaeed by Flo and Ollie Waters.
The Walters joined the show at
Stamford Monday and went into the
cast that night. Archer and Belford
requested a 'release'' from Davidow
A Le Maire. objecting to the parts
assigned them in the unit, according to the management.

Sett Week

Is

loomed up this week with the serDes
vices of Harry Coleman as the issue,
MinMoines, Sept. 7-8-9, and then
and the Shuberts, James E. (Blutch)
neapolis, week of Sept. 10. and St.
Cooper, and Coleman as the interPaul, week of Sept. 17. Norman Mante Carter Musical Comedy Com- ested parties.
Friedenwald will be the advance pany in stock.
Coleman, who has been rehearsVaudeville now playing at Ackagent for this unit.
erman & Harris' Hippodrome here ing with the Shuberts' own vaudeville unit, "The Rose Girl," and who
The unit shows playing Bridge- will be transferred to the Casino, is under contract with the Shuberts,
Waterbury and Stamford, which will adopt a vaudeville was called upon Sunday by Cooper
port,
The Hippodrome is schedConn., this week reported charging policy.
to join the Irons & Clamage Couled to become a musical comedy
$2. GO top, which the theatres relumbia show, "Temptations of 1922,"
of the first attractions
house.
One
quested, through not wanting to
playing in the West, Sunday afterplay
musical attraction at a lower probably will be the Will King noon, Cooper informing him he
scale.
None of the houses is on Company.
There was a report around that (Cooper) had placed him (Coleman)
the regular Shubert vaudeville cidwith Irons and Clamage.
Ferris Hartman, in association with
cuit.
Asked now come by Coleman,
Paul Steindorff, would go into the
Casino presenting revivals of his Cooper replied he had a contract
Horace Mortimer, who was as- old-time successes, but the deal with Coleman, which Coleman signed
sisting Ben H. Atwell in the publicfell through, and it is not thought five years ago ,and it still had a year
ity department of Shubert vaudethere is any likelihood of its being to run. Coleman admitted the conville last season, *has been engaged
tract but called Cooper's attention
consummated.
to handle the regular publicity for
to a verbal agreement which Colethe four Shubert units which the
man claims Cooper and he made,
Shuberts directly control. It is posTRAVESTING "BILL SIXES" and which called the contract off
sible that the Arthur Klein unit
The Broadway. New York, will three years ago.
may also be added to the depart- inaugurate a new custom for that
Cooper in turn informed Coleman
ment. Mortimer opened offices in house next week, when a burlesque he knew of no such agreement and
the Century theatre this week to of the Owen McGivney
he
(Cooper) intended to hold Coleact "Bill
handle the shows from there.
Sikes" will be participated in by man to his contract. According; to
the remaining members of the bill Coleman there was a witness t the
verbal
Keeney's vaudeville in Newark which includes .Bert and Betty alleged
agreement
with,
Cooper, in which the Coleman conended SunSay. The house will re- Wheeler and Al Herman.
tract
was
open Sept. 18 under the direction
called
off.
The idea was. tried out at another
of Frank L. Smith, who managed Keith house 'and was well reported.
Informing William
Klein,
the
the RIalto, Newark, for the Shuberts. Dan Simmons, booker of the Broad- Shubert attorney, of the order by
The house will be called the Shu- way, secured the consent of the art- Cooper to join the Irons & Clamage
bert.
The first attraction will be ists concerned to do the stunt at show Coleman was told to continue
Field's "Ritz Girls."
the Broadway on the last night per- rehearsing with the Shubert unit.
Cooper, it is believed, will take the
formance for the entire week.
This follows the "amateur min- issue to the courts, with the ShuBozo Archer is Out of "Troubles
of 1922," the Davidow and Le- strels." opportunity week" and vari- berts agreeable to fight Coleman's
Maire unit vaudeville show which ous other business-getting devices end of it legally.
Another legal fight is expected
had Its premiere at Waterbury. which have been tried recently in
Conn.,
Monday.
Flo and
Ollie the neighborhood houses, but unlike over the services ot Bernard GorWalters were added to the show them is not being advertised at the cey, now with "Abie's Irish Rose."
Monday night at Stamford. Bozo's Broadway. If the idea is successful Cooper also claims a contract with
retirement was amicable, he asking there the houses playing this type Gorcey. the latter having been listed
la.,

No. 2 in the vaudeville section cf
the unit, but it is claimed by the
Gerard office the spot occasioned no
d! np u to, the sole trouble boing over
the parts In the revue.

r<

HELD AGAINST ARTIST

Casino

'

Just

years' old CONTRACT

San Francisco, Sept. 6.
The State, Oakland, and the State, Blutch Cooper Demands Harry
Long Beach, both Ackerman A
Coleman's Services Latter
Harris houses, are playing split

A switch of Keith house manThe pieoe has been staged by Dave
Bennett and opens next Monday. agers will send Joseph Mead, from
them away Sunday and Labor Day.
He has been appointed manager Max Hoffman will be the musical the Prospect to the Oreenpolnt,
of the new Meyer and Schneider
director. It's an Arthur Klein unit Brooklyn, next Monday, with Leon
Fred Willard, formerly of the Commodore theatre, Williamsburg show
with Miss Hoffman reported Kelmer, manager of the Greenpoint.
State, Middletown, N. Y., has taken (Brooklyn),
a
1,600-seat
house, playing on a percentage arrange- taking over the management of the
over the management of the State, whieh i« to be opened with straight
Prospect.
ment.
Beacon, N. Y.
pictures.
Mead has been acting manager
of the Prospect for the last two
J. D. Ascough will be manager of
weeks,
since Harry Crull left to bethe Shubert, Cincinnati, unit shows,
come manager of Keith's Provi•jstty%iX&Ji
opening Sept. 17.
dence. Previous to that Mead had
Flo and Ollie Walters stepped out been Cruil's assistant at the
of "Town Talk." one of Barney Prospect.
Crull is relieving Chas. Lovenberg
Gerard*! Shubert units, last week
as house manager for Providence,
at rehearsal, following a disagreeLovenberg
having to retire tempoment with Gerard over the pails
assigned the team in the re\ue sec- rarily because of illness.
tion of the show. They were spotted

NOW PLAYING

|

Uniform

»

ered Pantages* opposition due to
ihe latter's acquisition of houses in
Toledo and Indianapolis, prompted
Pantages to endeavor to add new
houses in the East.
Pantages Is reported as not desiring to buy theatres, but place
tnem under a booking agreement,
which is said to be the proposition
suggested for ihe addition of the

Now

Brokerage

Ticket Arrangement with

The announcement last week the
Keith and Orpheum offices consid-

Chicago Big-Timer,

with

Dissatisfied

reported favoring the deal.

on

Several dates have been arranged
in advance of the official opening
of the Finklestein & Rubin Shubert
unit under the control of O'Neil and
Morganstern. The unit will play
Clinton,

4

With the
week
last

Coast

1922

—

Talk."

Both Circuits Agreeable

& H/S30C. top

Lynch,

Chas.

New York

8,

Sept. 11.
Miles, Scran ton, Labor Day.
Palace, Netcong, N. J., management Cf. w. Griffon, vaudeville

was previously mar-

Charles Conway, at one time

ried to

I

Darrell and Conway. Fields and
vaudeville for a
In
while as a team until Miss Fields
divorced him.
Miss Fields is in the east of the
new burlesque production at the
Park, opening tonight (Friday) and
put on by the Minsky Brothers.

Conway were

as a principal for this season for
J.
Herbert
Mack's
"Maids
of
America" show which Cooper produced.

BUZZELL BALKED
Withdrew Notice After Turning
In to "Gingham Girl"

It

Wednesday

Eddie Buzzell. the
comedian of "The Gingand Laurence Schwab
and Dan K'usell, managers of the
show, agreed upon an understanding that included a run-of-the-pjay
principal

ham

Girl,'*

contract Buzzell signed, besides the
withdrawal of the two weeks* notice he handed the management Sat-

urday

last.

The point involved was whether
Buzzell's name was to go in the
lights and on the paper as the star
of the piece at the Carroll. Buzzell
had said his arrangement with the
managers was to that Effect in case
they billed themselves as presenting
the show.
When the management
used its name Buzzell said he asked
that his should go up. Not seeing
it in
the lights he turned in the
notice.

The matter of the dispute or tho
contract must have gone before
Equity, as all the parties Wednesday declined to mention the conditions of the adjustment, with one
suggesting that "Trimble of the
Equity be seen about the contract."
Asked whether Buzzell's name
would be in the lights, the answer
was "wat h and see." Mr. Buzzell
made no statement.
The -managers had made the
claim that Buzzell had no agreement with them to star him and
that he had accepted extra salary
the first three months of the
possible run in lieu of featuring.
fur

KLEIN BROS. IN UNIT
The Klein Bros, are

to

head

tin

Shubert vaudeville

unit, "Oh, What
a Girl!" Frank Fay was originally
reported as the featured comedian
With the unit, which will be one of
the three to be produced by Lee and

comedy Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
J. J. shubert personally.
LILLIAN GAY SUICIDE
k will take po» esston of Loew's different show each day, comm<
"Oh, What a Girl!" will open at
this week, booked by Harry
Ing
Cay,
Lillian
soubret in M Husky's Philadelphia Sept. 17.
Garden Oct. 8. A and Lois Bridges
Oilier* in
Lor r a ine of Hre Fa M y
ttnrkuj? National Winter Garden stork bur- the- rnst arr llcrmonp Jorp, M.irli*
have leased the house, which last
office.
lesqi
ionization, died
Friday Stoddard, Moran and Wiser and
season played Lcew's pop vaudeville
The Whitney, Brooklyn, reopened night, s.-pt. l, from ihe effects of Buddy Doyle.
.links"

musical

——

I

policy.

Sept.

•Th<- leasing of the Garden l<.«\es
the Lpow circuit without a local
stand. The Garden was looked upon

vaudeville
Linder.

1

with a

—

its; -act

policy

Loew's as longer impossible
through the mors modern compel

Holp as manager

:ng theatres

Aiik«

i»y

In

better locations.

E.

C.
les,

Bottick

split

hooked

h.-is

of

by

v

Jack

lucceeded \*at
file

State,

Los

potassium cyanide, taken by her in
her dressing room.
Miss Cay was L'2 years old and
a resident of Newark. X. J,
she
hail recently been promoted* from
the chorus to the post of second
•OUbn with tin- Winter Garden Co.
i

Murray Harris and Wiiili. 1.1 If.
Bonynge <both attorneys, formerly
associated with the O'Brien, Mah
vinsky & Driscoll law offices) are
starting for themselves in the Times
.Square district.

-

.

Friday,

September

OUTDOOR AMUSEMENTS

1922

8,

:

theatrical experience try to land in
until
the bluebirds return in the spring.

some kind of a musical show

SHOWS", CARNIVALS' RUINATION;

Women

Fine

Among

in

Carnivals

women
many of

the

of the cat -nival
fine chai
and womanly modesty but they are
not where the "cooch show" and
"49 camp" are to be found.
th
the legitimate girl shows of th-musical comedy variety there are
many
respectable
professional
and is beyond their control, but women, but they are not the class
there are those who know but who who WOUid
travel with a show
care not, and who ate even base where filth and immorality are
enough to share in the ill gotten tolerated.
Good women will not
money of the careless women. A willingly remain with a r.how where
man who will share in the receipts vice is flaunted under their very
through a naked "cooch" dance on eyes.
his own midway and under his very
It is well that the low down "cooch
eyes will tolerate anything.
show" is vanishing. Carnival man-

world are

NOT SO MANY NOW BUT ALL MUST GO
Chicago's World's Fair Started Them in 1893— From Legitimate Oriental Displays, Have Come Filthy "Cooch" Dance Exhibitions, Carrying Prosti-

tutes—Good
mitting Vice

Women

With Show

of Carnival Field Will Not Travel

Per-

—Complete Extermination of Unclean Carnivals Necessary

W

That immorality commercialized agers have done a

With the World's Fair at Chicago moter had

to take whatever was
cairie the "Midway Plais- available.
The dancing girl show
With the midway—since so was the craze. It was not unusual
much abused—came "The Streets of to see from three to 10 dancing
Cairo"' and its Oriental cafes; thea- girl, or "hoochie cooch," shows on
tres and its "La Dans^ du Ventre." one midway at the same time. This
better and more vulgarly known frenzied rush for new found fields
as the "Hoochie Cooch." American brought men of all types into the
imitations of the dark-eyed "La business. With the presentable ones
Belle Tenora" and "Fatlma" of all came some sorry looking outfits;
types sprang from cheap and ricketty paraphernalia;
shades and
everywhere. No cheap prog! am was slovenly and unkempt "spielers"
complete without its cooch dancer. and troupes.
There were shows and ehows but
The year following the Chicago
Fair paw the late Frank W. Gas- the best were owned by genuine
Orientals some who had come to
kil!. Frank C. Bostock. Col. Francis
Ferasi and other carnival pioneers America for the World's Fair and
in 1893
ance."

—

engaged in the organization of the
travelling midway and the promotion of big street fairs and "Elks'
Carnivals'* which spread like forest

men

fires across

—

familiar with

of this
ness.

new end

These men

all of the details
of the show busi-

— there were only a few

the country.
invested real money in the underThe midway had arrived; the mid- taking, presenting shows in multiway was the thing. With it came colored tents, with elaborate wagon
a demand for suitable side shows fronts or facades, built after the
and
attractions.
The Oriental real style of the Orient, with
shows on the big midway a*t Chica- mosques, minarets and towers, acgo had proven a sensation. There tual Turkish musicians and perwas a strong demand for similar formers, and genuine native dancattraotionsywherever there was a ers, direct from Cairo, Alexandria
*
midway.
They gave a brief
or Port Said.
The perennial freak of nature and performance of native magic, gun
living

curiosity,

always

spinning or telepathy, closing with a

a

leader,
held its own, but the desire was for
something new and different.
It
resulted in the introduction of the

Oriental magician, the Arabian gun
spinner, the Hindu yogi and the
whirling dervish. The old and re-

snake charmer retired to
for the snake eater, and
weird creatures appeared in dens
filled with small reptiles, outside of
which huge banners proclaimed the
fact that *'Bosco" or "Esau" "eats
'em alive."
The big craze though was the
Oriental show.
It was the real

liable

make room

money

the suggestive and
physical evolutions called
"Classical Dances of the Orient" or
getter;

wiggly

"Terpsichorean Revels of the Royal

of

series

!

and

muscle

—

game, some still managing their
individual shows, but most
either owners or general managers
of big and standard attractions.
All of them are showmen and all
handled a questionable type of entertainment with dignity and de-

own

Harem."
Far East in Fashion
The Far East came Into fashion.
No midway was perfect without its corum, presenting it with tact and
riding camels and Egyptian donkeys. modesty.
With their swarthy complexioned.
From those shows has evolved that
White clad and beturbane*! drivers.
and loathsome "pot
nauseating
Turks, Egyptians, Syrians
Native

and Armenians flocked to this new
Mecca the fez became the indiArmenian
cator of the midway.
rugs and tapestries. Turkish candies, Nargilch's and novelties, Syrian hand made laces and attractive
Arabian pottery were on sale at

—

booths, long since been replaced by
"roll

downs." "corn games," "swing-

ing balls" and "spot the spots."
The bla#e of the Oriental bag
pipe could be heard 'above the din
of the merr^y-go-round organ and
the melody of Big nor Olivetti's

Royal Italian band was drowned by
the dull thud of the Algerian tomtom; the Soudanese drum and the
giant Turkish cymbal.
The midway was a new found idea
in American outdoor amusements.
It caught on. The shows were sponsored by reliable und legitimate
auspices.
Big crowds were the
rule.
War worries were yet un-

pourri" of reeking garbage, which,

masquerading under the name

of

"show," is now endangering the very
and
carnival
of
the
existence
threatening its extermination for all
time.

The

girl

show manager wasn't
"Cooch dancers"

long getting wise.

Woman walked out on the performance and the shows were soor
branded as "Gents Only Shows."
These operated as they do today on
a percentage basis, usually 50-50,
excepting where the showman furnished his own tent and equipment,
was the usual

60-40

figure

with the long end for the carnival
manager.

To

The "blow-off' was the next adHere some -went the limit

6.

merchants objected to a
coming in here this
summer. They say one is plenty.
Carnivals take money away from
the town, according to the merchants, and give little in return.
The merchants thought up several
Local

third carnival

woman usually found
with the "girl show" is a nuisance.
On the lot she disorganizes system
with her continual flirtations with
town boys or concession men. while
in town sne often gets into trouble
with her midnight parties at the reasons to espouse their objections.
hotel.
On the show train she ha;
B.-B. IN FRISCO
a habit of getting into the wrong
state room or runs foul of something to drink" that disagrees with Played to Around 60,000 People in
Three Days
her, either starting her on a fighting rampage and transforming her
San Francisco, Sept. 6*.
into a veritable wild cat, or she inDuring the three days ending la?»t
dulges in a fit of hysteria that keepu
the whole train awake from start Sunday the Ringling Brothers-Lai to destination. When winter comes, num -Bailey circus played here, it is
she either stays where the show estimated 50,000 people saw th*
closes or makes her way back to performance. That was not comthe house of one of the several plete capacity.
"madames" with whom idic always 4

or train, the

All sorts of disgusting stunts were
pulled. Where "fixing" was possible,
the girls went through all sorts of
suggestive .immoral and licentious
motions, displaying their half- naked
forms in every conceivable attitude
of lascivious abandon.

Those were in the early days when
the girl show manager was a mere
beginner. At present he is educated
and cm to all of the tricks and evil
schemes to add to his store of dirty
dollars.

few

Masslilon. O., Sept.

manager who seeks any
his chow lot

the

measure of decorum on

dition.

A

-

MERCHANTS

cf the better carnivals re-

fuse to carry girl shows of any type.
Others restrict this sort of show to
a censorship which conforms with
their own particular ideas of cleanliness and morality, while others

abdominal throw the

dances, some graceful and artistic,
but none modest nor desirable.
Indeccnoy Came Later.
These show's were then offered as
There
entertainment.
legitimate
were no "after shows" nor "blow
offs,"
no indecent exposure of
limb, the dancers all being fully
dressed and no word or act other
than in the dance that could offend. They survived and there^are
at least two still in existence that
made their start in the early 90s.
Some of the owners are still in the

—

is
needed now is action.
Concerted action that will mean the
complete extermination of all and
every carnival show that is not suit
years, almost unknown.
has able entertainmen' for clean minded
It
happened though, and in the early men, women and children.
carnival days was not altogether
uncommon. It has happened reOBJECT
cently, but it is known that the
^
show manager was neither cognis- Don't Want More Than One Carant nor responsible.
nival at Massillon in Season
Girls a Nuisance

have besn his undoing. The "cooch"
was made stronger and stronger.

when

talking.

of

lot

What

practiced for money inside
on a carnival lot, has been
But it is a rare occurrence
a fact, In the past few

has been
of a tent
charged.
and, as

lid off and let her rip.
in
only fair to say that the low is
down girl show with its prostitutes Othere
and '.heir male attaches of no better standing, is disappearing from
the outdoor field, but they are not
all extinct.
Until they have been
eliminated entirely the word carnival will always carry with it an obnoxious flavor.
A newspaper man visited 20 carnivals this season. He found but
five so-called girl shows really fit
for presentation to the public. The
managers At the indecent girl show
are usually illiterate and degenerate, devoid of self-respect, hono:* or
morals, and the members of their
companies usually pattern their behavior after that of the boss. The
discipline is invariably lax.
The
girls employed can easily be imagined by the class of work they are
engaged in. These girls are recruited from here, there and everywhere. Most arc as much at home
in the underworld of Chicago or
Kansas City's tenderloin as they
are on the carnival lot. Among them
may be found some poor benighted
girl of respectable family who has
drifted Into carnival lite through
sheer love of travel and adventure,
while often one may run into a girl
who has been lured t her fate by

friendly

It is

ADDITIONAL OUTDOOR
NEW8 ON PAGE 10

communication.

who may have had

real

{

—

T

broken in and. with an the oily tongue of some "roughneck"
Oriental monicker tacked on to their or concession agent. She left her
harem pants, these beauties from home on the false promises of n
the Far East rof New York. Phila- heartless and unprincipled scoundelphia and Chicago, were soon drel who deserted her as soon as he
wiggling and shimmying as gaily tired, slipping away, in the night to
and as sensuously as their dusky join some ether show where thenfrom the Mediterranean. was an old flams awaiting his reBisters
The girl show, as long as the turn.
were

"cooch"
the

big

to attract, was
cheap
getter.

continued

money

A

few

second-hand chords
dresses, a painted banner and a
broken down plar.o were about all
the equipment required. Soon came
a motley Rang of "shoe-string"
who, with more nerve
managers,
born.
People spent their money
kill tinwith libera] abandon. Everyone had than reason, proceeded to
by
their unSCrUplCUS methods.
game
heard of the World's Fair and the
Vico.
Dens
of
Travelling
•"Hoochie Cooch."
The local preachers had adverThe girl show of the cheap type
tised it by denouncing it and every- consisted of a half desen painted
body was anxious to see it. It was dolls, a smut slinging comedian and
a novelty, Any old kind of a show a repertoire of songs and dialog
where a j;irl would put up pome kind that needed a strong disinfectant.
of a wiggle meant a packed tent. With the legitimate Oriental show
Shows v e'e not organized as a strong opposition, the girl showthey now .w.
The carnival pro- man began to learn the tricks that
tent,

a

The

Hang Out at Girl Show.
loosely managed girl show

is

always the hang-out for all of the
"chasers" on the lot; the concession agents and "lucky boys" bavins the m< st 'dough' are generally
the mest successful with the ladies.
When a new "Jane" joins the

HARRY WEBER

some competition,
Presents
the girl is a goodlooker, in which case the chap with
noisiest
the
check suit or the
MAGAZINES
ALL TALKING
smoothest talker generally walks
"HISTORY'S GREATEST MKNTAL1ST."— The Press.
away the victor.
YORK. THIS
(SEPT. 4)
Some of the girls are plain gold Again at B. F. KEITH'S PALACE,
diggers and with the show for that
They have ample opporpurpose.
tunity to make dates with the boy
or men of tle> town and these oji
overlooked
are
riot
portunities
wiwre the lid la off these ladles
Ringling Bros.-B. B.
H a genback -Wallace
work the hot. -is standing in with the
Sept. 8. Vi>.ilu, C'al.; 0, RakorsS pt. 8, Birmingham, Ala
!>.
Anbell hops, v. ho arrange the connecu-14. Los Angeles; 18 Ban
fleld;
t,
Atlanta. Ga.; 12, Bom
on;
Most Diegc; K,, Santa Ana; 18. Phoneix
tions f< r a trivi.il "war tax."
13,
Chattanooga,
t. nn.; 14, Knox
of these "hustlers" have, a man with An-/.
i:i. Tuscan;
20, Douglas (mai
i.v Johnson CJt)
\ lib
Bri
lf»,
the show and who Is regularly em
only); L'l B1 Paso. Texas; 22, L
V i.
Show there
especially if

is

HARRY KAHNE
THE MAX THE
ABE
NEW
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AND CATERING COMPANY

JAMES McCRATH, President
8 South Dearborn Slreet
Phone Randolph 1537
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BURLESQUE
KEEP SMILING

STEP ON IT

(COLUMBIA BURLESQUE)

(COLUMBIA BURLESQUE)

Boston, Sept. 1.
Opened at Gayety Auk. 1!H, Jmms i:
Cooper production in two acta, prolog and
scenes.
Principals;

eight

Bert I.ahr, Babe I.a F.iy,
Harry Kay, Harry Melton, Lillian 'Hockley.
Kmily Dyer, Hoy Lynch. Dave Wooda, Leo
lVlletier an<l Dick PrHchai <\.
Written and staged by William K. Wells,
music by Melville Morris and Hal Dyson;
staged
dancing numbers
by
Raymond

feres,

Hum

CHUCKLES OF
11

jiminic Connors

Miss l'runella I'rune
Mies Dimple Dare
Miss liolba Bweet
Miss Karly Bird
Marie

Frank Martin
MiUc Kelly
Leali White
..

...Edith Lamond
Anna O'Donnell

Belmont
Helen Spencer

Juliette

Buffalo, N. Y., Sept. 9.
Music by
Produced by Jean Bedlnl.
Eyries by P. D. Cook.
Harry Archer.
Dante and ensemble numbers by Seymour
With Cliff Brandon
Felix and A Coocl*.
and Coo-Coo Morrlaey, Hilly Well*. Bchllr
Twine, Southerlsad Sax. Sextet,- Jim Black,
Joseph NYlaon, Qeoes* Christian, Betty
Burnett, Jane May and London Oxford

the ponies
tin- bare-legged, and there's a darkeyed little soubrel that's— oh, swee^
riot,

Gjrls.

For almost any show to lose^its
size's up advertised comedians would be seria Hurtig & Sca- ous.
That the "Chuckles" show
mon entry, with George Niblo and hears tip under it may be charged
Helen Spencer featured, playing at up to the fact that tho Bedlnl outthe Kmpire, Brooklyn, last week.
fit was, and In spots
still is, unBuilt in accordance with the fa- usually good entertainment, coming
miliar pattern, "Step on It" is the about as near as any burlesque show
ordinary type of burlesque, old- ever did to being both actor and
fashioned In its general outlines and fool-proof.
lacking in anything In the way of
The show opened at the Gayety
novelty that would lift it out of the Thursday afternoon to sensational
commonplace.
business. Considerable advance conThere are bits and numbers, and a versation over tho Knglish features
scene in the second act, a mythical of tho show, including the chorus;
islanTl of "Wah Wall," and a chorus but most of it failed to materialize.
to carry out the burlesque idea, all Tho girls were English apparently
crudely strung together, with the enough, but that meant little. Most
mythical island thing giving the low were Amazonian in proportions, with
down on the show about as well as faces like apple pies. They can
dance, but so could every chorus
anything it contains.
Niblo and Spencer are good hoof- Bedini ever showed. Some seemed
All work like
ers, and George Niblo is a capable green at the Work.
tramp comic. So is Jimmie Connors trojans with short breath to show
a good straight man and Johnny for it. In the dancing department
O'Donnell a satisfactory second tho show reveals " no advance over
comedian.
Then there are Edith previous seasons. If Bedlnl really
Lamond, ingenue, and Juliette Bel- did take the trouble to import the
mont, who probably classes as the girls, it looks like money wasted.
Bedini's productions have come to
soubret, with Leah White the prima
and Anna O'Donnell completing the bo regarded as part of the vanguard
roster of principal women.
The of burlesque. "Chuckles" stood high
team work of all is first rate, but on the roster. This season's edition
somehow, the ensemble effect sel- is not going to add any laurels to
dom reaches above a medium level. its producer's brow or any glory to
NJhlo and O'Donnell carry the the Columbia Wheel as a whole. In
comedy, with the best laugh con- seasons past it did both. Not that
It
tribution a street car scene. This is the show isn't good burlesque.
and Just that nothing
somewhat reminiscent of a car act is that
But where previously it was
in which Bob Daley flayed a num- more.
ber of years ago. Niblo is the con- studded with girls like daisies, and
ductor and O'Donnell the motor- mounted like a $2 musical show, it
man, with the choristers as pas- comes home now with a husky bevy
sengers, and Miss O'Donnell figur- of beef tea beauties, a sorry aggreing for laughs with a tough gal bit. gation of worn and soiled costumes
and a production
looks as
Another comedy bit that held a though the London that
fogs haven't
plentiful supply of laughs was a done
it any too much good.
And
table affair with some comedy drink- just because
the burlesque public
ing stuff and a compellingly funny has come to
expect so much of
trick of Niblo's, which had him fill- Bedini, the
let-down is all the more
ing a glass frequently under the appreciable.
table in lino with the present-day
Bragdon ana Morrisey are supsurreptitious manner of cafe diners. plying the
comedy formerly disNiblo and Spencer get into the pensed by Clark and McCullough.
going with several specialties, a Cliff Bragdon is so deadly earnest in
pedestal double dance atop a plat- his labors it would be uncharitable
form, stopping the show, aloifg to- to criticize his methods too severely.
ward the latter part of the second He scored heavily with the crowd
act. The pedestal thing is a revival and seemed more than duly apprefrom the days of the old-time jig ciative for the applause. Coo-Coo
and clog dancers of 50 years ago.
Morrlssey's work is uninspired. The
Two specialties by single women, scene with the Lion and the prize
one by Juliette Belmont and another fight, and the manicure bit in the
by Kdlth Lamond, make for a hotel bedroom proved actor-proof
sameness that exemplifies the small and registered the biggest hits of
the show.
The latter has been
time, atmosphere and commonplace
nesa referred to.
Miss Lamond roughed up considerable but may be
sings acceptably, doing a range of toned down after the censorship
published numbers.
The same
Miss Belmont committee catches it.
interpolates violin playing in her holds good for some o'ther bits of
Aside from
single singing turn. Both went over Bragdon's material.
for wows, at the Kmpire. Two sin- these the show is singularly clean.
The production lacks distinction
gle women in olio turns, both the
on the feminine side and is without
singing type, are one too many.
male or female. The show
The costuming runs to white ef- voices,
could stand a couple of good women
fects is up to date and good to look
leads, and a male singer might aid.
at.
Tho scenic stuff calls for two
full-stage exteriors in the first half Betty Burnett, though without a
singing voice, did well with several
and a drape and three sets in the character
numbers and sent in a real
second half. It is well built and
hit with a yiddish special.
Billy
attractive.
Frank Wakefield wrote Wells
and
the Eclair Twins (billed
is
the book and there
the usual
claim for music and lyrics, but just as "direct from the London Coliseum") got good returns, the girls
as usually the bulk of the musical
showing class and originality in
stuff is of the published variety.
their dances.
One, with a contor"Step on It" will do as a middle tion dance, tied the show up
in a
grade Columbia wheel show, but knot.
The team needs American
doesn't look as if it will ever break seasoning and will be
an addition
any records.
Bell.
to burlesque after it.
Bedini was* on hand during the
local engagement and worked hard
cent, feminine floor, and was really to whip the show in shape. In two
weak enough that Lahr could well departments, "Chuckles" continues
discard it and substitute something to hold its leadership in its comedy
funnier and clean enough to make and in its dancing and ensembles.
the show "Ivory."
For both of these, Bedini is unLahr's high spot is the honey, lie doubtedly directly responsible. Some
is a garrulous Dutch type, with the fresh voices, fresher faces, fresh setnose-hugging upturned mustache, tings, and particularly fresh coswho engages a druggist in conversa- tuming would be of material astion mainly consisting "he is the sistance In maintaining its hitherto

daddy."
So spoke an average dip-for-hisdollar burlesque patron to a Variety
reviewer last week when casually
asked as to what he thought of
•Keep Smiling" at the Gayety.
Catching the show later in the
Week, it became apparent the casual
comment comes pretty near covering the entire situation, as regards
the impression the Cooper show will
register on the average steady burlesque patron along the circuit this
season. As yet there seems to be
little else that is outstanding in the
production, but the season is long
and the show is young.
This bare-legged business, which
the circuit is sanctioning this year,
is going to offer some interesting
complications in Boston. City Censor John Casey, who compiled the
now-famous code of standardized
morals for Boston showdom, is at
present on his vacation, and for this
reason the nude thighs got by despite they are unqualifiedly forbidden to any performer other than
an accepted and recognized solo
dancer.
Scenically, In costuming, in a
well-balanced range of pop and specialty musical numbers, and in top
principals, "Keep Smiling" is up to
standard. As regard laughs, it boils
over with them, but it is one-man

comedy entirely, and this is a fault
from a show standpoint, although
a personal triumph for Bert Lahr.'
The book is not there. There are
no novelties, no musical specialties,
no audience numbers, no surprises,
no dancing work really worth while,
nor any one outstanding heterodox
ieal departure from bromidlcal burlesque routine. These may all be
scheduled for the immediate future.
The book patter in the tlrst act has
two principals exiting

to find "talent
for the festival," But they never return, leaving the audience falsealarmed, a far from desirable bit of

show psychology.
Lahr is a laugh-maker, with the
accent on the "maker." Whenever
he spouts book in its pristine purity,
the show's valves begin to stick.
Working single-handed, he mugs
and gags and exhumes and orig-

inates until ho reaches the point of
actual exhaustion. Thursday night
he let down completely Just before
the finale, almost stepping out of
character. He was all wet. That's
all there was to it.
The wonder is
that he has been able to carry such
a load so heroically and effectively
during these trying days of getting
it going.
Harry Kay feeds him well, playing a travesty tramp laughlessly in
the first part and emerging in the
second act as a snow-bird and doing
a job that promises much if he is
given the goods. He could bring up
a fat part with novelty in it without
much change of book, as there is no

even illogical reason why he should
be trying a tramp role in the first
act.
It would fit almost any part
except black or yellow.
v^.
Statuesque Barry Melton gets
going slow but she develops steadily
anjl closes to a wham, her closing
number.Heeming like one's conception
of what a female Frank Crummit
might dp with blues. Her part is an
arduous one, carrying about all tho

straight and comedy work of the
feminine contingent. Her work in
the bedroom -burglar travesty and
in the sidewalk specialty with Lahr
arc handled splendidly.
Petite Babe LaFay, a black -eyed
Spanish or Arabic type of soubret,
has things pretty much her own
way. possessing a pop-number voice,
on ideal figure, and a vigorous manner of dancing that offset her lack
of technique and natural grace. Her
three numbers knocked them cold.
She is what burlesque patrons have
a right to expect but too infrequent-

"Step on

It."

—

—

who lives in the next block."
bootlegger and wife enter, the
former sweetheart, and the
two get neatly and inoffensively

feller

high-flying banners.

,

1

and

a hand for it,
what she really did

gels

best
It
secured laughs from the
gallery and blushes from a 40 per

Burton.

A

latter a

pickled.
The comedy knocks the
house cold and Lahr's maudlin sinkThe other two feminine faces the ing, utterly unintelligible, but endtithes are carrying in a sad lobby ing up with a triumphant "Thash
display arc Lillian Itocklcy and Peggy O'Neil" is a positive gem.
Kmily Dyer, both self-subordinated
Another scene is a straight travin their parts, but doing their level esty, sounding like
Will Wells, based
best with what has been given them on a woman in a boudoir
(Barry
in book, opportunity, and natural Melton), who
catches a string of
ability. "The Three Jolly Bachelors"
masked burglars, every one "her
(Dick Pritchard, Leo Pelletier and sweetheart for the past two years."
Pave Woods) ave a trio specialty The owner of the house (Pritchard)
played too straight and with too proves her a burglar, she turns out
little personality.
They have ab- to be his sweetheart, a cop is called
normal volume, harmonize effective- who finds the woman is his wife
ly,
but apparently do not realise ami then discovers the owner of
What they could do if they really the house has a wife who is the
tried a variation in rendition meth- cop's sweetheart.
It is a valuable
ods.
Two other minor specialties cene, as it has a semblance
01
are an incidental toe dance by ".Miss novelty and also breaks tho show
Turner" ami a neat contortionist apart for Lahr's Individual comedy.
girl single lulled as Florette, which
Smiling" is good and will
works like a pop opening number. do,"Keep
but if Cooper will compel a ie
She announces a complete neck dis- lcntless
hunt for novelty and strung
location

was more or less of a mystery. She
works in fleshings and can stand it.
The show is clean With the exception of a "what will we do on our
Wedding night," which Is weak at

—
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PEPPER POT
(MUTUAL BURLESQUE)

ly see.

although just

special ties, and work to get the
Show away from the popular ch.iracteritatiOh of 'it has one comedian," it will do better.
lAbbcy.

Chat, Goldie
has. (Rod) Marshall.
Harry Keeler
Jack r^onard
Bertha Delmonte

i

POSST Bay
Kae Leansc

("Keep Smiling"

Cha „ ooldie
.«

"has. (Reft)

Ma renal

I

Harry Keeler
jack Leonard
Bertha Delm.mte

Pessy D.ty
[U« Lean-ic

A

switch of the Mutual Burlesque
Association bookings sent tho "Pepper Pot" into the Olympic, New
York, as the opening Mutual attrac-

Labor Day (Sept.
and Kisses,"

tion

"Smiles

4)

instead of

which

was

billed.

"Pepper Pot" was produced by Joe
Howard, manager of the Bijou, Philadelphia. It isn't a show that will
create any ill-feeling on the part of
Flo Ziegfeld, but Judged by past
American wheel standards, which
circuit the Mutual succeeds, "Pepper
Pot" is a pretty good entertainment.
In ("has. Goldie and Chas. (Red)
Marshall tho show has
..;
coup
;i

(Continued on page
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WILL BE FOUND ON PACB

(

the Columbia,

Edward Do
Lyons,

this

New York

week
J

la

at

^

=

Ida

Thirty-four in This Issue
J/

Velda, Charles HarrlH, Martin
Bernard, Doris Claire, Alpha

(Jilea.

Beo Wilson, Lucille Malone, Dickie Diamond, Dolllo Loraiii'\ IdolO
Gilbert. Mariene De I^iuney, 111*0 Bernard, Marion O'Neil, Martha Lyons, Catherine Clark, ltuth Marcel Ie, Peggy Moran,
Bettjr La Hue. Viola Norman. Mai Ie CHICord, Man • :ie Kayno.

It's

—

are

the

1922

funniest

looking

bunch of choristers ever placed
upon a stage. Not that they are
old, or at least most Of them, but
Produced, written and staged by Sam
because of their looks, figures and
Morris and Den Bernard.
When Ida Bernard led a
Principals: Jules Howard, Max Coleman, voices.
Chorus

Not bad — not good, about

"The comedian's a

They

8,

(MUTUAL BURLESQUE)

(COLUMBIA BURLE3QUE)

Ceorgc Niblo
Johnny O Donili

Hud
jack
Mr. Hustler
Steve

Friday, September

HEADS UP

1923

I

girls:

"Heads Up"

is

a Mutual burlesque

wheel show. It played last week at
the Gayety, Brooklyn, and may have
been the first Mutual to open. This
week is the official opening for the
Mutual's circuit, 21 shows in all,
with four open weeks at present on

number in "one," these
lingerie
chorus girls came singly displaying
cheap little combinations.
That
was the tip-off. Of the lgt, a blonde
young woman was applauded just
because she looked good and was in
such marked contrast to the others.
The management should cut out
that number and keep the girls as
far back on the stage as possible.
In a hotel corridor scene with the
rooms numbered (the old business
of mistaken rooms and follow me,
with this scene all eet upon the
stage instead the balcony for the
rooms), Edward DoVelda (straight
man) as the hotel clerk asked Alpbia Giles, as she was about to reg-

tho route, leaving 17 Mutual shows
playing this week.
The Mutual circuit of burlesque Is ister, what «ho was doing. 'I am
supposed to have been started as with 'Heads Up'," answered Miss
the secondary burlesque wheel, sec- Giles, "tho Morris & Bernard show,

ondary to the Columbia circuit and and it's a good one, too," added
"Well," said Mr. De
succeed the -former American Miss Giles.
wheel, which was supplanted tho Velda, "hadn't we better allow the
Wise
latter part of last season by the audience to decide that?"
Burlesque Rooking Office.
That man, and he has never seen it from
B. li. p., which guaranteed its pro- the front.
The blue stuff was used in the
ducers $200 weekly profit, was said
to have been fathered at the time first part pretty strongly when the
by Columbia men in the battle that drop went up on a dark scene. Exthen started between the Columbia clamations of a girl protesting and
and American, with the latter finally a man's voice soothing her, with
the lights going up after a moment
expiring.
Tht Mutual circuit was promoted of this (enough to create the iminto being chiefly by tho Krauses. pression) to see a doctor casually
They had really laid their plans by examining a young woman patient.
Jules Howard crudely tried for
the end of last season, but held
them back, making an indirect an- the blue in his specialty that died
nouncement this summer.
There like the blue stuff did as he handled
isn't much doubt existing but that it, talking while seated on the steps
this Mutual wheel is working in leading to an orchestra aisle.
Everything died but the blue
sympathy with the Columbia, not as
a subsidiary, however, but more in scenes, and the chorus girls did not
a protective way, protecting itself have to do encores, which was
A stereoptlcon poser
through the Columbia and protect- thoughtful.
"The Great Zita" posed
ing the lower- priced burlesque field called
from independent Invasion. It also amidst a set of bad slides with a
provides attractions for established red fire finish. Later the Great Zita
burlesque theatres, such as the seemed just a principal like the
Star and Gayety (2) in Brooklyn, rest. You could tell it was Zita by
and the Olympic on 14th street, New her smile, a perpetual one on the
York (Kraus) that the Columbia pedestal and still lingering with her
skirts on.
could not use on its main circuit.
It
was printed in Variety and
If this is the set type of Mutual
without denial that the Mutual's show, it is a waste of time to take
plan was to frame the shows for a it seriously. The hunt only should
weekly overhead of $950 and be be for new material that may come
guaranteed $1,150 gross, on the out through them.
week, with an optional percentage
As the production and people are
basis.
That arrangement assures between the show and the house
the show of a $200 weekly profit at management, so is the matter of the
the least. It is presumed the $950 box office, for if the American wheel
gross expense allows* for a part of was a No. 2, the Mutual wheel is a
any production cost and must in- No. 5, with the same admission
to

clude transportation for the com- scale.
pany, besides a stagehand or two
It may take a few
if
carried, with 16 choristers and
seven principals.
Accordingly, the mathematics are
simple and the result almost known
as to what the show will be before
it is seen.
Yet at the Gayety last
Friday night the top for the orches-

shows

to

of the

"Heads Up"

determine

if

more Mutual
what is true

be true of
the rest, but the chances are. without seeing any more, it is true of
all in the $950 class.
That Mr. Howard tried*to play a
will

Dutch character and Max Coleman
was 85 cents, including war tax. did play a Hebrew character was
with $1 for the boxes. The house almost forgotten; in fact, it was forwas not half full. And it didn't lrke gotten* when it happened.
ijimc.
this show, if it can be called a
show. Nor will any house like it.
It could hardly be anything under

tra

And yet there may
be an out.
Tho out Is that if all Mutual
shows are no better than "Heads
Up" they must go to the blue. That*
is their answer, and to make it as
strong as the traffic will stand while
it lasts.
It will cause stag audiences, but these shows will become
naturally stag through the very nature of their poor performance if
the complement of people will average the same as in "Heads Up," and
they must average about the same
with $950 limit going for every one.
If the Columbia have in prospect
a training school In tho lower wheel
for the higher one, that may bo an
objective worth while, and there are
possibilities in It.
For burlesque,
like small time vaudeville, has been
the market where you got them
coming or going; In other words,
they were passing ollt of theatrical
activity or coming into it by those
stages.
Big time burlesque, however, worked away from that class
since; it could maintain regular performers at regular salaries and give
regular shows. The Columbia's consecutive 38 works or so became an
inducement and was considered a
surety without regard to an elevation or to the final stage door exit.

BIG FUN

the limitations.

SHOW

(Columbia Burlesque)
Boston, Sept.
Gus. porter

6.

"Sliding" Billy Watson
Inez de Vcrdler

Tlu>dc Clum. vamp
Nellie Fly, newspaper

woman

Harvey
DuVeaux

Kiilian

Masie

Jazss,

soubrette

Ethel

Issy Grafter, hotel proprietor
I.

M.

Griffith,

Two-Gun Tete
Henri De Fault,

Bennio
producer

Howard Piatt
Joe Mann*

Frank Mallahan

Rautus. bell hop
Archibald, another

Ed Ix>effler
Thomas A. Brooke
James Blanks

more hop

Joe Peterson

Percival.

The Creole

frog-eater

Madeline

Back

in the dark ages a veteran
showman told "Sliding" Billy Wat-

son that the secret of low comedy
was speed. Watson never has forgotten it.
The Watson and Travers franchise was not taken up until the
eleventh hour this season, Watson
being committed to a season in
vaudeville. He was faced with less
than three weeks to throw together
a Columbia .show, cast, costumes,
scenery, rehearsals, chorus, book,
score, and all the rest of the heterogeneous assemblage during the mad
month of August. Costumes were
picked up set by set here, there and
everywhere, sets were slapped together, and Aug. 28 picked for a
The Mutual show will remain Montreal opening. The show opened
where it is, stationary, so that it "colder" in all probability than
will continue to get thorn coming anything on the circuit this season.
and going, mostly going if "Heads
Tho wonder of it all is that WatUp" is tho standing example. But son has done so well in so short a
the beginners may come Into Mu- time, although he has a lot to do
tual shows, secure their training yet. The comfort he received when
there under any circumstances and he Jumped on Labor Day into the
evidence sufficient talent or express Casino (Boston) and broke the
inherent talent that will advance house record for any single day
them into big time burlesque or (nearly $2,600 at a $1 top) will probonto the vaudeville stage.
ably be a fleeting one. but there is
Such a show as "Heads Up" could no evident reason why the show
take Its people from anywhere. It shouldn't be able to rate well into
wouldn't make a bit of difference the center of the field by ThanksgivThere must be so much show. Who ing Day.
or what makes it a full evening's
It is an old-fashioned burlesque
performance will not count while show, and tho very hastiness of its
they are in it; they will only count construction has eliminated "booklwhen leaving, if still remaining in ness" from the dialog ahead of the
the show business.
That may be normal discard at present In natural
hareh, but it's so— this show says process' of discard all along the
so without seeking further enlight- wheel.
The program gives nobody
enment, if the miracle should hap- credit for anything, from book to
pen* with some other being differ- shoes.
ent, that will change the rule
Th*» "Big Fun Khow" a* it stands
only
with the exception.
has hoke without howls, laughs
Take the chorus girls of "Heads' without screams, speed without novUp."
Passing up the principals elty. Watson is in the same boat
none of them can be given serious With a number of others along tho
comment. Of tho 16 ehrvus girls it wheel, in that he is trying to carry
la
perfectly safo tb assert that' 14 too much comedy single-handed,
could not have secured a chorus en- something that will soon exhaust the
gagement anywhere but In a Mu- resources of a comedian of suptual burlesque or a turkey troupe
Continued on page L'6)
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TWO COLUMBIA SHOWS

Jack Shutta
Prod Reeb*
George Leon
Don Trent
Sidney J. Pago

p.«-tlc

jjddle Kltt..

Barry Yupp

Uua

rtbur Momentor
Anna Sette
Kffi« Vcsscnt

Letrart

Franchises Taken

Alfaretta .Symonds
Florence Devero
Mildred Franklin

Flueretto Pinand

•

Chorlatera: Blanche Burnet to. Dot
aon Bobble Oordy, Louise Murray,
Moore Dalalc Hoffman, Babe (•rllllit.
erine Beatv, Grace Kenny. Dorothy
I,<m>ii,
slay Degnon. May Dee. Ahco
Taylor Agnes Daly. Marie Reily,
Holden and May Marsh.

Irons

Raw-

Away from

—Continue

& damage

June
Mario

turned

Co., Irons

back

two

of

and Clamage
their

three

Chicago. Sept. •.
shows this week. The two shows
Herbert Mack rounded out a they lose are "Temptations of 1922"
entertainment in
burlesque
bit of
and
"Talk of the Town." The firm
"Maids of America" that smacks of
retains
its
third
show.
"Town
presenting what burlesque audiScandals."
came
show
ences pay to see. The
"Temptations of 1022" and "Talk
Into the local Columbia after a week
In Milwaukee, and is in quite tip- of the Town" were operated by
Irons & Clamage on leased frantop shape.
What Mack did was to whip into chises. In past seasons Ilurtig &
shape three comedians and place at Seamon produced shows on the two
three franchises
Shutta.
Jack
head
their
in question, but prior to
women principals each knowing her the beginning of the season of 1921
business and working /.ippily. a the Columbia adopted
a ruling to
person
of
the
in
handsome juvenile
the effect that no producer could
Sidney J. Page, who sings, dances
produce
over
four
Columbia
wheel
Don
instruments,
find
plays
and
Hurtig & Se imon at the
Trent, whom Page works oppcclte hows,
who does time had six shows. The two extra
to. be ides Ous Legart.
lion shows, one of which was the Mar>
a little of everything. This
of the show pet. Mack engaged Wil- tell estate franchise and the other
write
and
to
Wells
stage
K.
liam
the Harry Rryant franchise, were
the show, and Ray It. I'erez to add leased by the Columbia people to
a dash of dancing wherever it \va: Irons and
Clamage.
comTint
running.
the
possible in
The order to the latter, through
pleted. Mack took the lid off and
which the Columbia took back the
this is what came out.
Jack Shutta. in tramp make-up. two shows, followed an inspection
was featured in the billing. Shutt t of the firm's three shows in the
actually sparkles with tricks and west last week by Tom Henry and
The two Columbia
fancies which he employs to dis- Jess Rums.
pose of his top-notch ability as a censors crdered drastic changes in
rare comic, not too imposing, not two and important, but less drastic,
too promiscuous and not too high- changes in "Town Scandals." As a
There is just a happy
toned.
medium in his work, that mixes well result Warren R. Irons was sumwith the funny-bone of th? audi- moned to Columbia headquarters in
ence, and the result is altogether New York Tuesday, the Irons &
most satisfactory. Shutti does not Clamage home office being in Chicago.
lift his work above the burlesque
He makes no attempt
standards.
Mr. Irons was informed of the
to serve his hoaky. hoarse-voiced situation
and reports from the
bits on a silver platter, nor does he Columbia
regarding
censors
his
attempt to lower the quality of his shows, with
a discussion of the
part of the book with unsavory
situation, leaving Irons &. Clamage
actions and modulations of the
Fred Roebe and George Leon with one show to fix up instead of
J.

\

.

so much and make up
that they seem to be

three.

Roth appreciate they take
second place to Shutta. and do so
with as much vigor and pep in
working as though they were the
features, and at that they may be

shows

work together
so much alike

One

twins.

make-up.

Don Trent is more of a sprinkling
of a legit straight man than of any
other type. Trent is here and there
in the show, standing up with an
excellent piece of acting in the
cabaret scene, the third in the first
act, by doing an old man who is a
moth, and then does a bit- of
Sidney J. Page, the juvenile In
'every sense, was all over the first
portion of the show and got a good
elice of working out in the second
act.
Tage carries an air of importance about his style of characterizing that is not unpleasant, yet
'could be toned down a trifle.
His
work was tip top in each of his bits,
and he showed his versatility when

he played a uke, saxophone, sang
and danced, all In one specialty. Gus
IiCgart completed the listing of the
men and took little part in the show.
There wasn't much seen of him.
Alfaretta Symonds is a blonde,
classy appearing prima donna who
wears gowns tastefully and sings
melodiously.
Miss Symonds used
her voice often and polished her
acting and singing with poise, showmanship and a sweet personality.
Florence Devere danced the bigger portion of her appearance, but
also came through with a heavy
talking part, a little singing, which
was secondary, and some high kicking and routining of jazz dancing
that brought her back a couple of
times for the audience's apprecia-

Devere

Is

and

tall

slender with coal black hair and a
pretty face.
Mildred Franklin, with her blonde
curls flying every way, pranced
about like a three-year-old. Miss

bubbles with animation
and radiates her active personality.

Franklin

In the third scene of the

first

act

two chorus girls were given chances
show their makings. The scene
takes place in a cabaret, with the
first chorus girl, unbilled, flopping
all over the stage with her number, and her finish, might have been
much more severe had not Shutta,
to

Reebe and Leon clowned about to
distract attention.
In this scene
also Louis Murray, who* is hilled for
a specialty, fared much better, The
trio of clowns raise so much of a
racket In this scene thai the prodricer could

tone them

The hook has

down

n

i

j

bit.

full ut
staff and a lot of new stuff, the
of which was the sidewalk bi t,
second pcene in the second .let:

pail

old
1><

\

Kd<lie Ualo
Chick Hunter
Harry W;.rd
A. Martlnnl
Dutler Mandoville

Helen Tarr

Nona Morris
Mabel Lee
City, Sept. 2.

Sam Howe, he or me blonde crepe
whiskers, baggy trousers and funny
walk, has surrounded himself with
a snappy, fast working, good singing bunch to celebrate his personal
appearance at the Gayety this week
after an absence of three years.
While not a wonderful burlesque

j

.

5

t

<

STAND
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COLUMBIA BURLESQUE

ON SHARING TERMS

Hook by Janvs Madison.
T.yr.i a
and
music by Joe Murks.
Numuvra istaK'd by
Will II. Smith.
Mimical director. AOoluh
Hllberman.
Allio

Dunbar

Halite

Sparks

Huz.l Ali^r

Mao

Polly Prim
Willi*

S.

comedian,

is

of

Difficulty

Seamon

Phillip*
K:»rry rinrk

NummrrnVUI

William

Odd

Tom

Freight far Freddie
Otto ItrouiuciiT
laadorc Morvlch

Follies" is a
spots.
Joe

l.conird

Pep Bedford
Kitty (Junior

Miss Construe
Ucorgo Vincent

in

Hurtig

&

Enforcing

Instructions

William Smith
Bddlfl Colt
Joe Marks

Campbell's "Youthful
good laughing show in
Marks, the principal
a Hebrew comic who

A disagreement between the manof Hurtig &
Seamon's
Empire, Toledo, and Parney Gerard's Columbia wheel show "Follies
of the Day," over the sharing terms
the "Follies'' was to play the Empire on, almost terminated in Gerard
agement

Is hampered
bits and scenes. Alshow by any means, it is far above though well done, they are far past
the class of some seen here last their usefulness as laughing novelseason and pleases those who pay ties.
pulling out his show for the final
for their entertainment, which is
James Madison wrote the book two days of the engagement there
about all thzl could be asked.
and has evolved a couple of new last week.
Mr. Howe does not attempt to bits, also utilized several of ancient
The recently arrived at sharing
"hog" the show, in fact does not vintage, unless they
ive been inappear until the second half.
In terpolated since the show opened. terms of the Columbia Amusement
the ilrst part be leaves the comedy According to the program, several Co. were the original cause of the
to Fddie Dale and Andy Martinni (a scenes are out.
One labeled "Fun row between the Umpire and Gerard
newcomer to the Columbia fans but in a Cafeteria" was missing, sup- show. In past seasons the terms
an end favorite on the Amerkan planted by "The Diamond Mine." for the Empire, Toledo, have been
circuit).
The substitution opened the. second 55 per cent of the gross to the
Helen
Tarr,
statuesque
ana half. It is a full s.age set, showing
blonde, a prima donna who can sing, the interior of a mine. The choris- show and 45 per cent to the house.
leads the female contingent and in- ters. 2\ in number, are on in knick- The new sliding scale terms agreed
cidentally displays most of the cos- ers with lamps in their hats and upon for all of the Columbia and
tume creations, and she knows how carrying picks. Tom Phillips, the Columbia-booked houses for this
to wear them.
Vera Desmond is a straight, is cued by Hazel Alger season, have the following arrangegood looking ingenue and leads sev- into telling the gang how his hair ments for the Empire. Toledo: the
eral of the numbers in a capable turned gray over night.
A long show to receive 55 per cent of the
manner.
The "pep," what little dramatic recitation explains it. This
there is of it, is furnished by Mable landed at the uptown house, but gross up to $4,000, 60 per cent from
$4,000 to $5,000, and 65 per cent of
Lee, who is very much in evidence, slowed
up the show considerably. A the gross
from

could do big things, but

at times

by old

1

but with apparently

little to

do out-

side the numbers.

The first part is strictly a bit and
number affair, a little weak In spots
and lacking comedy.
The three
Scenes arc called "A Day at Miami."
"Wall and Ilroad Streets, N. Y.,"
and "Plantation in Dixie." although
there was no reason for jumping the
location so much. For the New York
sjtreet scene a hand painted silk
drape was used. That may be the
way the Main stem looks now.
The opening disclosed the 18 girls,
looking pretty good in one piece
bathing suits, which was too good
an excuse for bare legs, the first
seen in this house for a couple of
years, and the girls forgot to put
on any tights or stockings during
the remainder of the show.
The
opening brought on Tarr, Desmond
and Lee. in quick succession using
numbers.
Eddie Dale's first song

got the first laughs. He puts his
many a real laugh, but
got near the danger point once or
twice, for which there was no excuse.
"The Ghost of a Shimmy,"
led by Mabel Lee. offered the first
real opportunity the girls had had
for tome shivering, but they muffed
it,
not because they couldn't but
because they were reserving it for
Scandals" will be made this week. their exclusive number, the "Snake
The other two shows will keep on Dance." In this they wore the regplaying, the changes being made ulation green and yellow striped
tights so often affected by contorby degrees as they g"o along.
tionists, and they cut loose.
Oh.
boy, how those girls could wiggle.
IMPERIAL
It was a well worked up novelty and
served to introduce Martlnni's conBad Business at Added Burlesque tortion specialty, new to the patrons
of the Gayety, and well received.
House in Chicago
Another novelty, well liked, was
Helen Tarr's "Come in My Dream
Chlcago\ Sept. 6.
lioat." For this she wore light purThe Imperial drops out as a Co- ple knickers, and the girls were in
lumbia wheel stand tomorrow (Sat- boat racing trunks. Seated in one
urday) night, Sept. 10, after four row at the curtain line, and using
weeks. The Imperial went into the regulation oars over the footlights,
Columbia wheel as a new house this the illusion was clever and pleasing.
The opening of the third scene
season. Before that it had a varyagain gave the three principal
ing policy, with stock burlesque as
women
a chance to all get in the
the most recent one.
picture.
Miss Lee used "Georgia,"
Bad business was the cause of Miss Desmond "Morning Glory
dropping the Imperial, one show Vine," and Miss Tarr "Love Lane
grossing as low as $1,700 on the in Loveland."
A comedy moving
week since it started with the Co- picture bit followed, long but well
presented
and
full
of action.
lumbia attractions this season.
Miss Tarr gave the women a
The Star and Garter replaces the chance
to gasp over her costumes,
Imperial, Sunday, Sept. 11.
The one a golden jeweled affair, and the
Star and Garter played the Colum- other of sliver.
The finale was
bia shows for a number of years, given by the entire bunch, with
dropping out at the beginning of showering serpentine paper coverthe current season. The Star and ing all. Hunter, Ward and Hunter
Garter played vaudeville, most re- worked as an olio feature and took
several encores, the only ones given
cently, but the policy did not pay.
during the show.
The Star and Garter is owned by
The second act told the story of a
the Hyde and Behman interests, and rich Jew (Howe), who had been
leased by the Columbia Amusement married for two weeks to a wife
(Miss Tarr) who would not let him
Co.
kiss her. She had several lovers of
half hours, and a lively tempo was different nationalities with whom
she was not so particular. A flag
kept up.
The prize bit of staging was in waving stunt by the second comic
the opening scene of the first act, to show who was kissing the wife
where Miss Symonds does a song of got many a laugh, as did Howe's
entrance Into the ice house, when
China which really is production
like.
The scene opens with a bit of the flags waved. She eloped to
comedy chatter, and an auctioning Kgypt with a picture director, which
off of women for the harem of the gave Howe the reason for following
Sultan.
Miss Symonds as the Chi- and getting the company to the land
nese girl tells her story in song. of dancing girls and pyramids, The
Which is specially staged, while outfit takes possession of the Khesome others of the cast enact the dive's Palace and the fun' starts.
The staging and costuming of this
plot of the song in pantomime.
A
prolog opening of the show is just act were gorgeous, and may be the
an opener, with the rest of the book reason Howe had to coihe hack to
being bits and pieces. The second save tie- salary of a principal comEverything is In gold and
.scene of the first act, where ;i stage edian.
Johnny is Interrupted in read- silver, beads and jewels, and will
make many a jaded burlesque fan
letter, could stand mere subing
stantial comedy.
The closing scene sit up and take not h
The show drags a little at the
of the show ls«pf ,i hotel lobby,
li
seem--: ns though mosl shows on the start through lack of comedy, and is
shv of dancing, but the voices ot the
wheel hai e a lintel lobby and cab
The hotel lobby seine principals make up For that, thTT
nret scene.
closing of the first act being more
tapers down in Interest.*
j<
plenty
There
of
com* dj that of a real opera company than a
throughout the show and enough burh sque show.
The .show is clean both in action
and chorus to 1m o is.
tnov "Maids of Am rica" li a and words and with the addition of
Ing .'-how.
sue*- of enticing burlc! que
nter- a little more stuff that wtU get somt
real laughs will hold up with any.
tainmcnU
Hug hvs.
Loop.
..

,

chestra
was very choppy.
The
scenery and costuming were tasteful and artistic, looking spick and)
.span.
The girls of the chorus were
about
flfty-iifty split between new
and old stuff, With some very good
looking.
The show ran two and a,
.1

Dick Swift
Korooo Spaghetti
"*ron Ulottati-in
I.ord r.awntenni»
Mile. Boulevard

stuff over for

•

I

the
The"
music wasn't any too delicious: in
fact, it the Sunday matinee the or-

MaKinnU

;i

'

a

8am Howe

OUT

dancing.

Miss

Irons & Clamage
be turned over to Jack

the

Strouse, former American
wheel
producer, and operating a franchise
on the Mutual wheel this season.
The other will be assigned to another producer. Roth will be continued on the Columbia wheel under the new managements.
The changes ordered In the "Town

Neither is stagy or
some day.
coarse, but glide about in their assignments without any blaring of
horns. They work also in eccentric

tion.

of
will

[ky Umakjr

Kansas

Acting on orders of the Columbia

Amusement

COLUMBIA BURLESQUE

Sennrlta Carmen
Flirty Uetrlch

Under New Management

Clara
CathFay.

YOUTHFUL FOLLIES HOUSE

JOYS OF LIFE

CHICAGO FIRM .LOSES

(COLUMBIA BURLESQUE)

.

duet
followed,
"Good-bye Miner
Lad," in which Miss Alger's raucous
tones failed to blend.
The males are far and away above
the women in ability.
Marks gets
laughs consistently with his delivery and knockabout falls, assisted
by Eddie Cole, who does "Dutch"
and makes it stand up. Phillips'

$5,000 to $6,000.

the

If

house grosses over $6,000 the
is to receive 65 per cent from

show
the

first

dollar.

Thursday when

it

looked as

If

the

Gerard show was going to exceed
the $6,000 limit, Charles Foreman,
the
"Follies"
traveling manager,
straight is satisfactory Trom all was informed by Harry Winter, the
Empire
house
manager, that he
angles.
Larry Clark, half of a
dancing team, registered but mildly (Winter) knew of no arrangement
in several minor roles, but landed whereby the "Follies" or any other
with his specialty. William Smith Columbia show was to receive 65
handled a coon -shouting specialty per cent of the gross, no matter
in "one" with a kind applause numwhat the -house grossed. This was
ber in which he imper- .mates Theoin answer to Foreman Informing
dore Roosevelt as the high light.
Winter
of the sliding scale arrangeIt is an obsolete touch, but passed
with the other ancient material. ment.
Foreman got in touch with the
Another gray beard was a "restaurant bit" with Marks. Cole and Mae Gerard New York office. Gerard InLeonard, the ingenue, one of the structed him not to play Friday
strongest of the women principals. afternoon unless Winter
agreed to
The hit is old. but pulled howls as abide by the new
Columbia terms
handled. Marks' "drunk" and falls
In accordance with the sliding scale.
were funny.
A "radio" concert also got a full Gerard at the same time informed
measure of laughs.
Here Marks the Columbia Amusement Co. of
and Cole purchase a radio outfit the disagreement between the house
from Phillips and proceed to r»ive a manager of the Empire and the
concert. The machine Is a phoney. company manager.
Cole hides under the table to imThe Columbia informed Hurtig &
personate the instrument and is
Seamon. According to reports, tho
heavily belabored by Marks every
time he misses his cue.
Ho is Hurtig & Seamon people agreed the
finally haled forth with his head "Follies" was to receive the 65 per
cent called for by the sharing terms,
full of lumps.
"Fun on a Street Car" carries a if the show exceeded $6,000.
trolley interior set. Marks and Cole
Gerard upon being informed of
as conductor and motorman get this wired to Foreman to so inf*~m
laughs with ancient gags and bits the manager
of the Empire. Forethat include about everything ever
attempted in this line. Rob Dailey's man on receipt of Gerard's message,
told
Winter
but the latter reiterated
old act has been heavily drawn to
his stand and Informed Foreman
pad out.
"The Sheik," another full stage the Empire was paying the "Follies"
comedy scene with Marks as a on the old 55-45 terms, as he under"dame" is a bold -over from one of stood it.
the last season's shows.
Marks is
Another wire back to New York
particularly funny here as an awkward imposter. He and Cole stop from Foreman to Gerard with the
information
Winter would not grant
the act with an acrobatic waltz.
A novelty first act finish was the sliding scale sharing terms, was
"The Merry Go Round." A special followed by Gerard informing the
prop merry-go-round with choris- Hurtig & Seamon office of the reters seated, pushed around tread- fusal of their Toledo manager to
mill fashion by other girls, was a follow instructions as to the sharing
touch of novelty.
terms.
Hurtig & Seamon in turn
The sets and drops are new, most
looking touched up to fit the occa- Informed Gerard they had instructsion.
One cyclorama in particular ed Winter to pay the "Follies" on
didn't harmonize with the comedy the sliding scale terms and If the
scene, the latter calling for a spe- show topped the $6,000 limit, it was
cial set
for "atmosphere."
The to receive the 65 per cent split.
drape backing was incongruous.
Believing the matter settled GerOf the women. Miss Leonard, the ard again wired to Foreman around
ingenue, and Kitty Garner, the
prima donna, a'ono stood out. Miss noon Friday and was astonished to
Garner has the voice of the produc- receive back word that Winter
tion and handled a specialty nicely. claimed he had received no InstrucHer imitations of "The Creole tions from Hurtig & Seamon and
Fashion Plato" and Fannie Brice he (Winter) still maintained the
singing "My Man" registered, due stand the show must play 55-45.
to her voice, not her mimicry.
One more wire by Gerard— that
Marks and Colo have a "Gallagher winter must agroe to play the show
and Shean" song in "one," in which on
the sliding scale terms or Forethey parody the names for their
own and sing several topical verses, man was not to permit the "Follies''
to
play
and a final wire from Foreusing the Idea throughout, even to
man the matter was settled and the
Shean's red fez.
Another comedy scene that will house management had agreed to
develop was built around Phillips the
sliding
scale
arrangem ent.
as a bootlegging cop.
Cole and meantime having received word
Marks as chauffeurs are impressed from Hurtig
&
Seamon
to grant the
into service by a camera

—

man and

who

casting a "hold-up."
r
A
$ ,0 for the bit.
moment later a real stirk-up man
appears and slugs them for the $r>0.
The punch is the copper refusing
director

Is

They are paid

believe the real hold-up isn't a
repetition of the "picture" he has
just witnessed being taken.

sliding scale terms.
The "Follies" broke all house
records for at least two years at the

Empire, Toledo,
to over $7,000.

last

week, playing

to

JAFFE'S HOTEL NOT CLOSED

summing up, "Youthful Foi;.
Pittsburgh, Sept. «.
must be credited with pulling laughs
Th.
Hotel Qeofge here la not
throughout the evening at Miner's,
d and never has been, states
P.ron.v,
where It Is showing this George Jaffe, Its proprietor.
week. If it can repeat around the
Mr Jaffa says a report spread
Columbia Tin-nit houses n
lei
the
"eorge
I f bUM
of the Columbia people \q jok up
the producers and inject novelties u !)• reas it is doing biMine.is as
usual
and new bits into the show, i<
f

apple sauce, for this Is the typf of
show the Columbia audiences wanl
Plenty of hoko and low comedy,
with the "production" a second con
1

deration.

4'on.
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BURLESQUE NEWS
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ANY 'HENRY FORD DAY'
FLOPS WITHOUT HENRY

CARNIVAL FOR FIRST TIME

AT SOUTHWEST MISSOURI FAIR
Woman

After 21 Years,

Are Good
Wild Over Them

In last week's issue of "Tho
Country Gentleman" appeared an
by A. B. Macdonald on the
Southwest Missouri Fair, and its

Emma

It

mentioned

21

Go

a mid-

MISSOURI FAIR LOSES

MONEY BY STRIKE
Trains Taken

Special

Thousands

Afraid

Off-

en masse.
Several

to

proposition.
of Progress

The fair will have this year, for
the first time In its 21 years of
existence) a carnival company as
Miss Knell said
an attraction.
of that: "Many carnivals are bad.
In the last 10 years many have
tried to get into this far, but we
them

in.

There were

too many objectionable
features, too many women exhibiting themselves in repulsive
poses and dances, too many skin
games. I have seen them— poor,

always

City, Sept. 6.
railroad
crafts
striking
The
caused thousands of dollars loss to
the Missouri State Fair, which has
A number
just closed at Sedalia.
of special trains arranged for were
Thousands of people in
annulled.
all parts of the state were afraid
to take chances on making the

friends of 20 years."

Only Clean Shows Allowed
"But there are good carnivals
as well as bad, and we must not

condemn them all because some
The carnival we are
are bad.
letting In Is a good clean one.
We refused the applications of 15
carnival companies this year before we accepted this one. It has
no girl shows or gambling. It has
a motordome, a big merry-goround, a Ferris wheel, the whip
and other rides, 15 clean shows.
tho
fair must have those rides
children go wild over them and
we decided that if a clean carnival company would bring them
all to us at once it was better
than engaging them separately,
as we have been doing in past
years.
The carnival will bring

trip.

it is said, "Ford owners
were ashamed to put their contraptions on parade."

cars failing to make connections.
In spite of the loss mentioned, the
officers report the attendance sat-

POLICE AT CARNIVAL

—
—

A

us

in

about

$5,000.

"Maybe you

.

don't

know

that

"Tho Country Gentleman"
began its campaign for clean fairs
the decent carnival companies are
sinco

trying to get Thomas R. Marshall,
former Vice-President, to act as
director and supreme judge in the
operation of the many carnival
companies. He would assume the
same position In the carnival
business that Judge Landis and
Will Hays hold in relation to
baseball and the moving picture
Industry. The carnival men have
millions Invested and they realizo
that the whole business must be
cleaned up or go to the wall."

FAIE SECRETARIES INVITED
Chicago, Sept. I.
Every fair secretary in the vicinity of Wichita, Kan., has received
an invitation from Horace Ensign,
manager of tho International Wheat
Show and Farm Products Exposftlon, which is being held Sept. 25Oct.

at that city.
The purpose of broadcasting of
invitations is to enlighten fair secretaries as to what can be accomplished in a short space of a few
months' preparation.
7,

The Exposition

changing its
free acts for the second week of
show,
the
but is retaining Art
Adair, producing clown, for the full
engagement.
Is

s

Concessions Closed at Elks' Circus,
Akron, O.

only nine days ahead.

It

was due Aug. 15. When it failed
to show during the week, the local
people Interested gave it up, figuring the show could not make the

The show was
Labor Day.

date.

at Springfield,

Mo., for

OUT DOOR ITEMS
police confiscated all of the
wheels and arrested
the operators and their assistants at
the fair at Butler, Pa., last week.
The Pennsylvania State police have
been unusually active at the fairs
this year.

merchandise

Minskys

we

This
York, last week.
was a drop of a couple of hundred
under the Billy Watson ( "Beef
Trust") show the previous week,
which got over $7,000.

Tho Columbia starKd off this
week with two capacity houses
Labor Day, grossing $2,390, with
James E. Cooper's "Keep Smiling."
The rain helped the matinee Monday.
The night business at the
Columbia last week was good, but
the matinees were bad through unfavorable weather conditions

Open

House Tonight

The cast for the stock burlesque
organization which the Minskys will
install at the Park, with opening set
for tonight (Sept. 8), includes Tom
Howard, principal comedian and
producer;
S a 1 1 1 e Fields, Ray

k.

much

designed

Jules Larvett, a New York carnival promoter, is handling an independant carnival at Peekskill,
N. Y., for the week of Sept 11. The
show will be under the auspices of

changed

may have

needed

to

take

a

the Maccabees.

biggest single jumps ever
a carnival train.

made by
*

Clarence A. Wort ham surpassed
previous efforts at the Toronto Exposition.
Carnival men.
who saw the midway, pronounced it

all of his

and

cleanest

most

attractive

array of shows ever seen on a fair
ground anywhere.
L. C. Mellows, former editor of
"The Opera House Reporter," published at Centerville, la., and once

well

known

as

BED-SIDE CHATS
BY NELLIE EEVELL
Coney Island was not alone In Its celebrations. I, too, have been
doing some celebrating. When the news that I can sit up reached my
they hurried to congratulate me, either by wire, letter or in
Many who have
person, and there was no mistaking their sincerity.
not been here before came and explained that after knowing me for
years in perfect health, they simply could not bear to see me helpless,
and I believe them.
And I know that there are ever so many other good old pals who
think of me, speak of me, and pray for me, and plan to come to see me,
but procrastinate until their courage fails them. Many tell me that
becauso of their having delayed so long In coming that when they
realized how long I have been here they dread more than ever to come,
Some of my intimate friends say
partly because they were ashamed.
they knew they deserved a scolding and thought I might reproach
them.

There is not a man, woman or child in the whole world that I have
either the right or the inclination to scold.' Who am I that I should
arraign any one for not visiting me? I am very grateful for tho unTrue, there are some I wish would como because
expected callers.
would enjoy seeing them; yet I would not have anyone visit me

I

Just as a duty, or to pacify me, if it Is going to
So much has been done to make me happy that
•
to be happy. "

make them unhappy.
I

want everyone

else

And while my recovery is only penciled in so far my agent is still
it and it looks like the slip will soon go In and contracts
issued for a long route on the health and happiness circuit. Goodness
knows I've stood for enorsh cuts, openings, closings and tryouts and
changes in cast, and I don't mind telling I will welcome the event.
It has lost Its novelty.
It is
I have seen everything on this ceiling.
surprising the lessons one can learn from a~ gray old ceiling if they
lie motionless and have nothing else to study.
I spent two very pleasant evenings through the courtesy of Mr.
Winnie Shcehan, who sent the Fox super-films, "Nero" and "Monte
Cristo," to the hospital for my entertainment.
For me to write anything about the merits of the pictures would be like painting the lily,
but "Nero" is to my way of thinking tho best picture I ever saw.
Will Page, busy man hs he is, took the time to personally convoy the
films when they were brought down.
Ernest Ball, George McFarlane,
Mr. Gallagher, Mr. Shcehan, accompanied by Mrs. Gallagher, Mrs.
Shcehan, and two other ladies whose names I did not quite catch, proworking on

vided a never-to-be-forgotten treat. I was trundled in my little sedan
(as I call my wheel chair) in to the parlor, where a baby grand was
These artists have played to larger audiences than they did
found.
last Thursday afternoon, -but J am positive that no more appreciative
or grateful audience ever listened to "Mother Machree," or Mr. Gallagher and Mr. Shcehan. To one who has been raised within sound of
a band or orchestra to be deprived of them is a hardship. And, as
happy as I am* to see and hear my old favorites, when I hear songs
I used to love oy singers I still love, I find It impossible to control
my emotions, incited by fond recollections of previous occasions in
which we all participated. After all, "Memory is the only paradise wo
cannot be drven out of"; and, incidentally, it is the only hell from

which there

is

no escape.

«

scenery.
of the Park Is to be

Last Monday, Labor Day, was the first holiday since my furlough
from business that my callers did. not Include some of the theatrical
profession.
While I had several callers. It so happened that on Labor
Day they all were of the book or newspaper world. Among them were
a novelist, magazine editor, newspaper feature writer and the wife of a
literary man. I guess he is literary; he la a very successful bookmaker.
However, the Sunday before Labor Day 10 of our craft called.
It was interesting to learn from Ernest Ball, the composer of "Mother
Macree," that ho has never been In Ireland, and that the air which
has become almost the national anthem of Erin, was inspired in a
boarding house in New York. The words were written by Rida Johnson Young and handed to Mr. Ball to set to music. It was sung by
Chauncey Olcott in his play, "Barry of Ballymore," and has long been
Included in John McCormack's repertoire.

Those who
the

like to think all theatrical people have horns might know
following quotations from scripture were compiled by an actor,

last with Leo Ditrichatein.
He also has been engaged
in writing verse and prose for leading publications, and has letters of
commendation
literary
on
his
work
from
Professor
Kahn's Union square, as well as
Brander Mathews
principal comic for a couple of sea- of Columbia University, Professor George Baker of Harvard University*
Mr. Seton honors me by suggesting these as
sons.
Last season he was with and other notables.
Harry Hastings' Columbia wheel applicable to my case:
show.
"A certain damsel possessed with a spirit." Acts, 16:16.
"And had suffered many things of many physicians, and had spent all
that she had, and was nothing bettered." Mark, 5:26.
"STEP LIVELY GIRLS" AGAIN
"A great fight of affliction."— Hebrews, 10:32.
^
"Fear came upon me, and trembling, which made all of my bones td
Sam Sldman, who left the Sam
SIdman show last week in Pitts-, shake."— Job, 4:14.
"I was sick, and ye visited me."
Matthew, 25:36.
burgh, with George Murphy replac"Sore sickness, and of long continuance." Deuteronomy, 28:59.
ing him in the show, will stage the
"Whom
the
Lord
loveth
chastcnth."
He
— Hebrews, 12:6.
stock shows and act as principal
"Commune with your heart upon your bed, and be still!" Psalms, 4:4.
comedian in them, when George
"Have mercy upon me, O Lord, for I am weak; O Lord, heal me, for
Jaffe installs that policy at the
Academy, Pittsburgh, in a week or my bones are vexed!" Psalms, 6:12.
"The prayer of faith shall save the sick!" James, 5:15.
so.
"And she felt in her body that she was healed." — Mark, 6:29.
The Sam Sidman show has gone
"And all tho people rejoiced." II. Chronicles. 24:10
back to its last season's title, "Step
"Well done, thou good and faithful servant!" — Matthew, 25:21
Lively Girls," and the revamped
"And this is the victory that overcometh the world, even our faith!'*
version reopened at the Music hall.
5:4.
I. John,
Akron, for two days last Friday and
"Let not your heart be troubled!" John, 14:1.
Saturday.
The Music hall is a
"Weeping may endure for a night, but joy comcth in the morning!"—
Mutual wheel stand.
Psalms, 30:5.
It resumed its regular Columbia
"1 have fought a good fight, I have kept the faith!"— II. Timothy, 4:7.
bookings Sunday at the Empire,

Tom

to

the

Howard

Park music

was

producer

hall.

Harold Seton,

at

—

It is nearly 1,300 miles from Yarkton, Sask., Can., to Vancouver, B. C.
The Snapp Bros. Shows made this
movement recently. It Is one. of the

the

the

The name

rest.

em agent

of outdoor
attractions, is now

$2,300 LABOR DAY, COLUMBIA at Fresno, Cal., where he is conThe Jacobs & Jermon show "Hon valescing from a recent, illness.
Ton Girls'* did $6,800 at the Colum-

New

to

Hughes, Pam Lawrence, Hamtree
The Con T. Kennedy Shows had Harrington, Joseph Lyons, William
Creighton
Sisters,
a big week at the Missouri State Wainwright,
Fair at Sedalia, Mo., last week In Jessie Reed, Flo Ring, Jean Leonspite of the fact that the attendance ard, Mavon and Ladd.
Mike Joyce will be house manat the fair was far below that of
•ager. He was at the Star, Brookprevious years.
lyn, for a number of years In the
Bessie Meir, high diver with the same capacity. Kenneth Keith will
be stage manager. John Wenger
J. F. Murphy Shows, Is indisposed

and

1&2

(Friday)

John T. Woriham added a Travers
Seaplane to his rides at Enid, Gkla.,
last

O., Sept. 6>

PARK'S STOCK

The

and theatrical

bia,

Akron,

«•»

The Akron vice squad last week
raided the Elks* circus ground .acting under instructions of City Manager Homer Campbell, and closed
every
concession
where alleged
gambling devices were being used.
Members of the Elks Lodge say
other fraternal orders have staged
carnivals hero this summer and
were not molested.
The circus was made up largely
of carnival features, and many flat
joints were said to be in operation.
The circus continued until the closing day, Sept. 4.

That the railroad
Sedalia, Mo.
strike and other unsettled conditions have the management guessing is shown by the fact the first
car did not reach Fort Scott until
24,

the

dustriously,

The motor races were called off
on account of some of the racing

Aug.

to

53,

I would
I don't blame folks for not wanting to come to hospitals.
same result.
The announcement
not be here myself if I had not been carried here. But there is nothing
came from the management of the about
a visit to me that would depress the most sensitive or sympathetiMilwaukee exposition. It was the
cally inclined. I am in a private room, large and airy. It doesn't look
most dismal and dreary day of the
one bit like the hospital room you picture in your mind, nor am I the
affair.
At several of the county
emaciated patient you may think I am. I look line. My spirits are
fairs
hereabouts
where
Ford's
most always above par.
emissaries have worked most in-

broken girls and women,
isfactory.
with a hopeless look beneath the
My heart
paint on their faces.
Kansas City, Sept. 6.
goes out to them in pity. I shall
The John Robinson Circus is after
never be responsible for permitsome of the wheat money in Kanting a carnival manager to exsas.
It made its first stand of the
hibit such women in this fair, and
I shall never permit some .roving J/season in the Sunflower State at
rob
my
to
Fort Scott Saturday, coming from
crook to set up a game

pitiful,

listened

handful of his automobiles users.
Shortly afterward a similar day
was tried in Milwaukee with the

Kansas

as follows:

have

Friday, September

friends,

The Chicago Pageant
set aside a day Tor
Henry Ford. When the day arrived
Henry did no^ appear and only a

Venture Trip

The article carries a statement
by Miss Knell, which reads, in part,

It

Chicago, Sept. 6.
Carnivals, State fairs and special
exposition throughout the country
aro being approached by propagandists from tho Henry Ford
headquarters to set
presidential
aside a certain day as "Henry
Ford" day, with the assurance that
Ford himself will be on hand and
that all of tho Ford owners in the
vicinity of tho show will turn out

years

way, girl show, gambling or faker
---•iLUhe grounds. The fair's big day
last year had 20,000 people present.

let

—

Trying
as Audience
On Country Fairs

Knell.

that for

the fair had been without

wouldn't

—

Children
15 Applications

—Refused

article

•ecretary,

Propaganda with Ford Owners

Secretary Relents— "There

Carnivals/' She Says

>

formerly an agent with
C. A. Wortham and other carnival
shows, has recently purchased a
Bill Barle,

moving picture theatre in outskirts
of Los Angeles. The investment is
raid to be proving a profitable one.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

1

Toledo.

The now people in the Sidman
show include besides Georpe P.
Murphy, George Douglas, Harry
Hills, George St. Clair, Laura Houston.
Those leaving were Yvonne
Frank, Jenet Kayton, Pinard
Hall and-AIIen Walker.

and

Frank B. Hubin disposed of his
theatre at May's Landing, N. J., with
the intention of giving all of his
attention to building up Plcasantville, N. J., Ill which ho Is largely
Mr. Hubin is a veteran
interested.

Proctor's, Portchester, N. Y., recently acquired by Ungerfeld &
Straus,
has
been renamed
the
Rialto. Harvey Straus, formerly in
Stamford, Conn., hris been appointed

circusman.

house manager.

.

Mary had
She got

a
it

little

wine—

from a Stranger/

The watchful doctors still decline,
To say she's out of danger.
One of the hottest d;iys we have had this season I received nine "Wish
you were here' postal curds showing view* of the orenn dotted with
people in bathing and occasionally tin- folks who were In Saratoga trying to separate the fast ones from the slow ones sent a few tips. I
would not know a racehorse from a blllygoat any more, and would not
bet $2 I am alive. But I surely do appreciate the tine spirit that prompts
my friends to rein- nih< r me when they are away enjoying themselves.

—

Wanted

to

Exchange— A commutation

good, old-fashioned, shampoo. '*. O.

K

ticket to

Long Beach

f*r

one

"
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KIETY

ON LEGIT

ON PICTURES

Trade Mark Registered
Published Weekly by VARIETY. In*.
81m* Silverman. President
New York City
J9f Weet 46th Street

At the Tuesday meeting of the Producing Managers' Association a
discussion arose as to how Variety secured the inside news of that association.
As a preliminary and immediate precaution, the secretaries
were requested to leave the room, with the possible object being that if
SUBSCRIPTION:
what
is
here
printed in Variety should be printed, then it would have
Foreign
$T
IS
Annual
20 Cents to be a matter of the managers only as
Single Coplea
the source of Variety's Information.
Managers are only human like other people, so they waste a lot
No. 3 of time talking.
"News" may come from anywhere. Even the most
VOI* L.XV1II.
i»
guarded secret could be told a friend, who would tell a friend, and so on.
for the information of the P. M. A., its secretaries, whoever they may
Music publishers are beginning to be, have never been asked and never have told any news as far as we
pay considerable attention to the know. The chances are that none would know news if he lived with it
mail order business In an effort to and the bigger chance is that they never think of anything that happens
counteract any inroads by radio, in the P. M. A. office after leaving it.
Particularly publishers
disks, etc.
-with old-time hit catalogs are lookA report reached New York via Chicago that there Is a vaudeville
ing more into the matter of cir- circuit for sale. A competing circuit is said to have been offered any
cularizing announcements and bul- part or all of the houses operated
by its opposition. No consideration
letins containing titles and short was given to the proposal. The circuit
reported on the market has had
chorus excerpts of old-time hits, a buoyant career, going along with the building craze which i<s said to
which they advertise to sell seven have jammed it up. Competition of late has also given it many a hard
lor a dollar. Richmond -Robbins, rap.. The greatest contributor
to the present condition is said to have
Inc., with its o'd Howley-Havlland- been the narrow
sauge policy of the operator, who wanted to run it all
Dresser catalog, besides' reissuing himself and did so. The circuit is reported as
having recently borrowed
tome of its songs like "Banks of J500.000 at heavy interest rates besides a bonus, to have a cash reserve
the Wabash" as picture numbers for this season.
In conjunction with the screen release of the theme, are going after
Louis Mann will soon open in "Dollar Daddy," a comedy that was
the mail order angle extensively.
produced in Vienna in 1917. It will probably go into the Punch and
Sam Fox of Cleveland is also doing Judy,
presented by Harry Cahane, a former picture man. who broke
a good business that way. Similarinto legit as one of the owners of "The Rubicon."
Charlton Andrews
ly, Sherman, Clay & Co. in San
Francisco, Carrie Jacobs-Bond, has adapted the piece. In Mann's support will be Leonard Doyle, Betsy
Ross
Clark,
William
Clarke,
Lucia
and
Miller.
Moore
Myrtle
It will be
Theodore Presser, B. T. Paul and
a "mixed" cast, as Cahane claims to have Joined the P. M. A.
Oliver Dltson.
I

The Producing Managers' Association
furnishing a notification service
The Amalgamated Agency in New to all members with the idea of reducingisopposed premieres
on Broadway.
York will add three houses to its The system is a variation of the booking combination plan to eliminate
the season, taking in the

Monday
The

opened

vaudeville.

are

scheduled

opposed attractions on tour. All producers are asked to notify the P.
M. A. the date of the opening booked and all members are sent cards
with these data, as confidential information. Where there is a question
of priority the date of filing with the association acts as a record. Several dates have been shifted since the system was started several weeks
ago, but the influx of attractions in the last two weeks has not held
down double or even triple openings. There were eight attractions
brought in last week. On the first two nights there were two premieres
each, but the other four opened unopposed.
This week with five new
starters, Monday night found three bowing in together.
It being Labor
Day, a chance at holiday money m;iy be the explanation. Some producers, however, prefer opposed premieres, counting on splitting up the
critics and taking a chance of dodging some of the "hard boiled" among

Harry Padden

with
other

split
week
two houses

to start Sept. 18.
will supply the bills.

The houses were
pendently booked

formerly indeout of Phila-

delphia.

Louise Arnot, an old time actress
\?ho, in her 40 years of stage work,
"was best known for her character
^creations, left a net estate of $3,100
when, at the age of 76, she died Aug.
in the
14, 1919, it was disclosed

the reviewers.
"Abie's Irish Rose" at the Republic is the only non-musical attraction
on Broadway charging $3.30 top. The downward revision of box office
scales which marked last season established the dramatic scale at $2.50
($2.75 with tax) all along the line, and this season not one non-musical
has deviated from that price. Few managers know that "Abie" lofted
its admission, and those who did were surprised that an attraction minus
a star would take the chance.
The Republic management figured It
differently and claims curiosity has been aroused among patrons who
have bought to find out what It Is all about. Actually the scale was
boosted at the start of the merchandise exposition at Grand Central
Palace last month, with visitors counted on not to object to the price.
Since then the scale has been continued. The house in addition to box
office activity is getting a better break with the cut rates, which have
handled "Abie" liberally all summer. The show when presented on the

Kings County Surrogate's Court
last week through an application
asking that the property be exempted from inheritance taxation. The
apple iat ion was denied by Surrogate

Wingate

who

directed that
the entire proper; y be placed in the
hands of one of the transfer tax
State appraisers attached to the
Brooklyn office of the State Tax
'Commission for a reappraisal, when
the exemption request can be resubmitted to the court.
there,

$1 top.

Subscriptions for the Metropolitan opera season can rarely be picked
up by an outsider unless at a lusty premium. Season tickets for the
dross circle and balcony are in even greater demand than on the orchestra
floor.
It Is the upper sections of the house that hold the real dyed-inAll desirable locations in those sections are
the-wool opera "bugs."
subscribed for year after year, with the box office having only what Is
There are agencies that
left over or what may be turned in to sell.
specialize on the resale of subscriptions, but comparatively few of the
upper floor season tickets are resold. The box holders and orchestra
floor subscribers are allotted the same tickets each season because the
Met has agreed to favor those who supported opera when it was a
weakling here. Subscriptions for boxes are known to have brought as
high as $1,000 premium. The Met permits such turnovers, but the tickets
and boxes always remain in the name of the original subscribers. Only
when a subscriber relinquishes the preference of taking a season's tickets
Is the name changed.

Colonial, New York, will re18 with its Keith's big
vaudeville, booked by I. R.
Syracuse, big
Keith's,
Samuels.
time, after Sept. 25 will be booked
toy Arthur Blondell in the Keith

The

'open
'time

was

coast

Sept

^office.

•Big Van (Val and Gamble) Is
again appearing in vaudeville after
a layoff of about two years. He and
•**Fat" Thompson paled around so
lonff together they were known as
the two guardsmen of Longacre
square. Thompson is still guarding
the spot, though not exactly alone.
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Liberty, Cumberland, Md.; Washburn, Chester, Pa., and the Maryland, Hager3town, Md. The Liberty

-

•

The attempt to quicken and end a performance at I*oew's State. New
Wednesday night last week through deleting two reels of "Blood

York,

and Sand" was frustrated by an angry audience, which detected the
maneuver. It was the final show and a big crowd in. The Jump in the
picture was resented by the house.
It started with a murmur and
reached nearly a howl, when the eliminated reels were reinserted. If a
similar occurrence has arisen around the Broadway picture houses. It
was not reported.
Curious was the recent dismissal without explanation of an employe
In a New York picture organization, on the same day he received a pat
on the back and $10 Increase In salary.
.

Talk of resuming negotiations for the OoMwyn-Flrst National merger
is in the air.
After three months' dickering this summer the deal fell
through.

A member of the Friars who went to Germany several months ago
under contract for moving picture work is expected back soon,
lis
appeared in vaudeville here and also directed and acted in pictures.
The German offer was regarded as an excellent opportunity, and he
sailed from New York in high hopes. On arrival, however, he vas quickly
disillusioned. The first week's salary was paid, but thereafter tho company which placed him under contract laid down and he was stranded.
On appeal to friends here a fund of over $300 was raised in the club to
defray his expenses back.
•

There is an Investigation going on on the inside of one of the biggest
exchanges in New York with a view on the part of the home office of
the organization to ascertain whether or not It has been fleeced out of
something In the neighborhood of $100,000 by the sales staff. The
investigation has been in progress for several weeks.
The various
reports are in effect that a district manager was working with one of
the officials higher up and between the two a plan was evolved of
putting through contracts with exhibitors at a rate below what the
exhibitor should have paid and then the exhibitor was to have slipped
the contracting agent for the favor.
The chances are that In the event that this was the procedure the
sales heads in the home organization must have been lax or not fully
aware of conditions in various parts of the country. The home office
officials have the final acceptance or rejection of contracts In their
hands, and even though the recommendation of the local exchange man
may have some weight, still the home office executive should know
whether or not that recommendation Is on the level.

Because Nathan Burkan would not bring suit on behalf of the American Society of Composers, Authors aad Publishers against two of his
Leon Laski was called In to act for the plaintiff. Burkan, the
regular retained counsel of the A. S. C. A. P. in this particular case,
will either be called on by Lee Ochs and B. K. Btmberg to fight their
case against the organization he represents or most likely not act for
either party.
The society 1 8 suing Ochs and Bimberg for copyright
infringement, one of the former's and four of the tatter's theatres being
alleged to have performed copyrighted musto controlled by the plainclients,

tiff

without license.

The United

Artists la letting it be known that the Initial Charles
is to be released through that organization will
be in read
ness shortly after the first of the year. The U. A. has been In existence
practically two years and although the comedian has been a party
to
the Big Four within the ranks since the inception of the
organization
he has not released a single picture through it due to the fact that
he
was under contract to First National. Chaplin's final production for
First National is completed and it la understood to be about 4.300
feet
In length, but the First National executives are keeping the title
of the
picture under cover.

Chaplin that

I

INSIDE STUFF
ON VAUDEVILLE
The

shifting of bookings for the Sunday vaudeville at the Columbia
(burlesque). New York, Is simply a local matter, but there may be
some data concerning the uniqueness of the Columbia's "Sundays" not
wholly known to the show people. Commencing next Sunday (Sept.
10) the Keith office will book the vaudeville bill of nine acts into that
house for Sundays only, after Feiber A Shea have, attended to the
the booking for 10 years, with the exception of two seasons.
During
the exceptions a couple of Independent agencies were tried, but after
each trial the bookings reverted to Feiber & Shea
Keith's Is booking the Sunday vaudeville on the same terms as the
two-firm, an equal split of the day's gross, with the Columbia management providing the theatre, crew and attaches, while Keith's pays
for the bill It places there. The Columbia at the present scale, $1.28
top, can do $1,600 gross on a Sunday, at the utmost.
Last season when
Feiber & Shea booked the house, also with nine acts, it netted on the
entire season not over $G,000.
Feiber & Shea had the advantage of
drawing from their six-day Jersey vaudeville houses, that leaving
them about three turns to fill In to complete the bill of nine. Dick
Kearney of the F.
S. office, who booked the Columbia show, did so
with great care, and so thoroughly the Columbia's Sundays, unbilled
and not advertised, seldom played to under capacity at night with a
matinee (at t a lower scale) that would run from $460 to $600. (These
figures were not given to Variety, having boen known for a long time.)
The Columbia's Sunday clientele Is perhaps the most peculiar in
the city. It has had to be held by the sheer merit of the show. And

Harry B. Smith Is using a nom-de-plume In his playwrlting. The
magazine cover author's object is to fool the critics and his theory of using a fresh
Smith is adapting
is that he might get a better breajc with them.
name
early
an
for
artist, who is scheduled
appearance in vaudeville (Rose & "Springtime of Youth," a Viennese musical play which the Shuberta are
piece
was first known
Dalton.
The
Frank
of
under
the
name
producing,
Curtis representing"), has secured
considerable publicity in the dailies as "Youth." The first time Smith used a now name was in the writing
program
giving
libretto
credit to
through naming what she considered of "The Girl in the Spotlight," the
the 12 most beautiful women and one "Bruce."
&
10 handsomest men in America,
William A. Brady has placed Helen Gehagen under a three years'
Pantages, Memphis, closed Aug. exclusive contract with a two years' additional option. The producer
considers her a potential Ethel Barrymoro on the strength of her
It w:is to have closed Saturday,
81.
but the unions notified the manage- showing in "Manhattan," her initial stage appearance. Mr. Brady has
ment unless the new scale sub- a starring career in view for her, dependent on her forthcoming "Dreams
mitted was signed, the men would For Sale" showing, due September 13 at the Playhouse.
it acquired its own clientele, proven so when other
houses along Broadnot work the final two days of the
A producing manager evolved wbat he considered a smart scheme way had a Sunday night turnaway, the crowd would go to the Columbia
week. The? old Agreement expired
to find all seats sold.
Aug. 31.
The picture operators to beat the scenic artists during the last few weeks, but be was caught
About two years igo tho Columbia had a $2 top for Sunday night
wanted $r« more weekly. The house with the goods, with the result that, although he has a show ich tduled
had first played v- u le\ ille. changing to open within a few weeks, he hasn't been able to start work on the and at that time played to a gross of $2,200. Previously tho lower
The scheme was a simple one. He' gave scale had also prevailed. In the earlier days when Feiber & Shea first
over to pictures during the summer. building of his production
No reopening date has been an- one of tbe leading designers of stage sets a copy of his script and b »oked the Columbia's Sundays, tho firm made much more monoy for
These were furnished him at bis Ihen the added acts needed were secured at a low price for
isk< m! for d signs for the settings
nounced for my policy.
the day.
n<> isked tie* designs be left until
With the advancing prices and competition, the cost of the bill In*
office with an estimate >f the cort.
ased so rapidly it is doubtful if the firm at present regrets losin
The "Ya-vmark" (Russian) act the next day and then he would give his decision. What he really did
g
photographed before returning the originals
* i^ to have the designs
the Columbia Sunday bookings for the amount of profit
at the Palace, New York, this we k,
In it, as th
be
has
doing an automobile With the pictures ho had other iconic designers In and isked them .are exercised and attention given to that single bill were suffiVient to
been
designed \>v tbe. top notcher.
Now book three or four houses for a fell week
ballyhoo around the stre?ts during {» figure on dwpli' iting the
McMein,

Neysa

I

r

ij,,,

.

the week, with .ts people seat
in
the cars in their nativa (stage)
costumes.
One of the dancera In
the turn met with
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with nol a single builder or scene painting
shop willing to tii.e tb<» contract of building and painting for the
tieunless
manager
>i>
pays In advance tor the entl i
production
of the rtesigi lys hs Is going t<>
til
The origii .'
ind
what
'hi
that the work is done elsewhere fr >m his
happens and, In the
tv; to obtain
in injunction to prevenl the use of his
J.', irn-,
I•;
i ii h
r niU H i w th him
hums uiiMI lb" n .i ll \
tr.it

i

•

Karyl Norman came across his "Nobody Med" song hit by
accident
last winter
it
the work of Hyatt Berry, a student of the jhio
|*
Hity at Columbus, who wrote the
college play, which the
Creole Fashion I'lato" assisted in coaching
and staging.
'Nobody
1
w; s " ,rt of th,: Hh °w when presented
at the local Wits' Club.
i""
'

\orman

.

this

The
payPally

«itii
ii.i.iii. music publisher
realty operator extraordinaire,
i. -ie,
during the opening iierformartcn Saturday night
bigge
got
-,.
Uettei Tin
In lact, Mr. hern-tein gol two
f
Hi '.pad
he id of the Thr«e Robs with iheii
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later urn d it in vaudeville and got it publish,x result, the
has bad Us biggest returns In th.it district.
Similarly native
de is surprising Margaret Young and the itrunswh*
company on the
I

V

r/* Un « »"' r '' K; »"'« '" Detroit, the songstress- home town.
n *"ve* haven t forgotten their own daughter
and curio through to
rrmn Periodically.
If
well known nothing can par a wim#,aiii
Is
Ifaraaret
'
•.
,,., ( ,r,i
Yum..*
...
i„i
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,»
roung record
in
liehoit
b< -cause of thin native pride.
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OBERAMMERGAU PASSION PLAY

WAR

/

Friday, September 8, 1929

STENOGRAPHER AND MEMORY

YETS

'FORGET-ME-NOT DAY

>N

Record Number of Performances Given This Year
Changes in Cast Because of War Losses Price
Advances from 10 to 100 Marks, Including Meals
and Lodging Unusual Number of Americans
Witness Spectacle

—

—

By

(Mr. Kemlrcw

is

EDWARD

KEN DREW

G.

the Paris Correspondent of Variety,

Oberammergau and

'witnessed one of the late

lie visited

August perform-

ances of "Tlw Passion Play:")

Paris, Aug. 26.

was only

October the organizers finally decided to present
the passion play at Oberammergau
which, according to tradition was
due in 1920. The story of the Passion of Jesus Christ should be
given every ten years in compliance
with a vow of the inhabitants of
this little Bavarian village, taken in
1634, to return thanks to the Almighty for the ceasinK of tho
plague which broke out during the
Thirty Years war.
It

last

.

The original text is lost and the
exact character of the early presBut from
entation is not known.
chronicles now on file it is shown
the performances in 1750 and 1760
were based on words written in
dramatic form by a monk named
Rosner. Later another monk, Magnus Knipfelberger, modified the text,
and changes were made each decade
until the local priest Joseph Alsls
Daisenberger, for the performance
1850, established the play in its
present form, and which has since
been closely adhered to by the local

In

organizers.
They will tolerate no
divergence, they only consented, to
the erection of a permanent theatre
to shelter the show some years ago.
This structure is in the form of a
hugh modern barn, with a capacity
of nearly 6,000, one end being open
to the weather, where the stage is
situated.
This stage is only partly
covered, the canopy of Heaven being the shelter of the greater porIn the centre Is a smaller
tion.
structure with a roof and curtains,
it being In this part of the stage
that the tableaux vivants are prepared and exhibited, in addition to
various acts requiring special sets

$1,195 NIGHT'S GROSS
IN

such as the crucifixion of Christ

Thus the

first ten rows of the or
chestra stalls in the immense building constitute the cheaper seats,
being exposed to the sun or rain
(just like the actors).
Until 1830 this play depicting the

last

the

seven days of the life of Jesus
Nasarene had always been given

in the church yard,
the village
priest holding the functions of stage
manager. It was then shifted to
its present site on the edge of the
village .but without a covering for

th© audience.
In those days only
one performance was given every
ten years.
Now there is a series,
from June to September. This year
twelve shows a month were advertised but the success is so great that
a couple of extra performances arc
given each week, with over 6,000
spell-bound people present on every
occasion. In 1850 the Passion play
was given 14 times, when many
European crowned heads attended.
In 1922 it has been particularly
noteworthy for the great number of

American

visitors.

Many Changes in Cast
Many changes have been made

in

the cast this year, due to losses in
the war, although the ancient custom of a family supplying a person
for the same role from generation
to generation

has been adhered to

The following

FRIARS AND ELKS PLAN
BIG

Two

SHOW

IN

WINTER

Strike Settlement
"Wilkes -Barre, Pa., Sept.

8.

demonstration here.

Organizations Will Give

Combined Performance
on Sunday

Wilkes-Barre Following Coal

After live months of idleness and
depression in this section, due to the
coal strike, the Grand opened Labor
Day, immediately following the settlement of the strike, and did $1,195
Monday night with "The Cat and
Canary" (road show. It was almost
capacity at the scale.
The gross is looked upon as remarkable in view of the conditions
the coal country has been under.
Local showmen say it spells money
for the good attractions this season
and is other wise an extremely
beulthy indication of the road.
Comment was also made the company playing 'The Cat and Canary."
Five curtain calls were given at the
end of the performance, an unusual

was

It has been
about decided the
Friars and Elks (New York Lodxe,
1) will give a combined big

No.

show some Sunday evening in midwinter, with the Hippodrome the
likely place.

splendid co-operation and assistance given the disabled and
wounded American veterans of
the World War, by the members
of the theatrical and motion picture profession; and in sending
you the accompanying news article for publication in Variety,
are hopeful of receiving your generous support in the matter of
publicity for our coming "Forget-

Me-Not Day."
The many thousands

of

wound-

ed and disabled veterans throughout the nation are to be benefited
by the sale of "forget-me-nots"
in every city and town in the
United States on Saturday, Nov.
4; and we are confident that our
good friends of the theatrical
profession will again co-operate
with our members and their disabled "buddies" in the approaching event.
C.

HAMILTON COOK,

National Commander.
enclosed announcement in
follows:
is as
Active participation by stars of
the stage and screen in the Na-

The

full

"Forget-Me-Not

tional

Day"

of

the Disabled American Veterans
of the World War, on Saturday,

has been pledged in numerous telegraphic messages and
Nov.

4,

letters already received here (Cincinnati) at the national headquarters of the big organization
with 100,000 of America's wounded
and disabled heroes of the great
war within its ranks.
The vigorous efforts of those of
the theatrical profession in tho
war-time campaigns, and postwar activities, are to be renewed
with all the energy and interest
that prevailed four and five years
ago, according to C. Hamilton
Cook, national commander of the
Disabled American Veterans of
the World War, who is directing
the
preliminary
work of the

coming "National Forget-Me-Not
Day," and the work of mercy and
helpfulness will not be confined
to the organized disabled veterans, but to all Americans who
were wounded or disabled in ac-

mentary conveyance of good

feeling.

The Elks-Friar Show on that occasion was most successful. The
Elks reciprocated at the auction sale
of boxes for the Friars Frolic at the
Manhattan Opera House, when No. 1
bid and paid $500 for a box, later returning it to the Friars for sale.

during the great war.

An

instance of the spirit of cooperation given America's disabled veterans took place last
May, when
Rodolph
Valentino
the film star, was rushed from
"location" near Los Angeles, to
Saa Francisco, to take part in a
t
benefit entertainment for the Disabled Vets' national convention
fund, the conclave's check being
augmented close to $10,000 by the
personal appearance of the screen
idol.

The proceeds will be equally
divided between special funds of the
respective social societies.
William Collier, Dean of the Friars,
will act as its chairman, with Frederick E. Goldsmith chairman of
the Elks' committee for the affair.
Some months ago th*e Friars furnished a Sunday evening entertainment in the clubhouse of the Elks
on West 43d street, as a compli-

PIRATE'S STOCK IN

sent out

the World War, at Cincinnati:
Editor Variety:
We arc duly appreciative of the

tion

"Cat and Canary" Opens at

letter

Taking Valentino from

his

necessitated
a
in holding up
work on a most pretentious production at a loss of several thousand dollars to the producers
Other incidents of the loyalty
and willingness to do "their bit"

film

activities

three-days'

delay

.

have

been

occasions

$5 and $10 Each for Stealing Copyrighted Plays—.
Norman V. Gray Arrested Held for Grand Jury

—

$1,000 Bail

in

!

0. F.

HODGE'S MARRIAGE

COMPUCATES ESTATE

The net

gradually closing on
the stenographic bureau in the mid*
West, known to be supplying ths
is

pirating traveling companies

with,

pirated versions of legit successes.

Late Manager

Married After One man has been receiving

—

$10 a script supplying the outlaw*
companies with lifted scripts of past

About
Making Will
$15,000 Involved

—

$5 and)

and current hits. His mailing ad*
dress is a town outside of Chicago,

The first steps under section 35
to
of the Decedent's Estate
set aside the provisions of the will
left by Oscar F. Hodge, part owner
of the Neil O'Brien Minstrels, executed long before his marriage, was
made in the Surrogate's Court, New

Law—

York, last week when, upon a petiby the decedent's widow,
Samuel Berenbaum, of Chicago, by
was appointed
Surrogate Foley,
Commissioner and directed to take
Daniel
Shea, of the
the testimony of
"Bulldog Drummond" at Powers
Theatre there, who is one of the
subscribing witnesses to the docution filed

his modus operandi is to take a
stenographer to the Windy City or
Kansas City, or Cleveland, or any
mid-Wost neighboring metropolis
and have her take down the dialog,
he memorizing the business.
Be-*
tween tho two a fairly good work*

and

ing version of the play results, according to one of the pirates, who
has turned Informant, to a representative of the Piracy Committee,
of the Producing Managers' AssociThe informant says that
ation.
while one would not believe, at first
thought, it vwould pay thin man to
go to the trouble he does for a five

and ten dollar

fee, it

adds up sur-

ment.
prisingly with the large number of
Less than a year ago Mr. Hodge careless traveling companies
married Nellie Edwardy, residing throughout the West and South-

now

570

at

West

172d

street,

the

Bronx. His will, offered for probate
and disposing of an estate of about
$12,000 in realty and about $3,000 In
personality, was executed June 27,
1919. In addition to his widow, Mr.
Hodge is survived by a sister and
a brother. Hazel Hodge Gallagher,
of 1604 East 3d street, Long Beach,
Cal., and Mortimer E. Hodge, of
Stephenville, Tex.
In his will, invalid as a matter
of law because of his subsequent
marriage, and bearing the name of
Henry Pennypacker as the other
subscribing witness, Mr. Hodge di( Continued on page 38)

west.

Late last week Norman V. Gray,
of the Darr-Gray Stock Co., was
arrested and brought to Peoria, 111.,
on a warrant on the alleged charge
of presenting unauthorized versions
of "The Bat" under the title of

"The Night Hawk."

in

Abingdon,

111.

the Doctor,"
•Call
in
Monro*
City, Mo., under no title, and "Ths

Fortune Hunter," under the title,
"Champagne and Buttermilk," in
which the drug store was changed
to a grocery store are also reported
to have been infringed upon.
Tho
method employed in the Belasco infringement of "Call the Doctor" was
"SCANDAL'S" EFFECT
announcing the piece as a newly
completed play, and offering a $8
Humri" in Injunction prize for the best title. All this oc"Mystic
Action
curred under a tent.
Hearing on
the matter before the U. S. ComLucinda M. Bacon, through H. S. mission in Peoria on Labor Day reHcchheimer, has served papers In sulted In Gray being held for th*
an injunction suit on George White, Grand Jury in $1,000 bail.
arising over the "Mystic Hussars"
In the course of the investigaeffect in White's "Scandals" at the tions in that vicinity by
Edward C.
York.
Miss Bacon Raftery (of O'Brien, Malevinsky
Globe, New
A
claims she bought the rights to this Drlscoll), representing the
P. M. A.,
effect
from Harry Reichenbach, and Frank Fltzsimmons, of Dunn St
who acquired it in Paris, where it Corboy, Chicago attorneys, they
copyrighted
^™*s t"n"e"calla7han" Sto^k Co^
r*\£T°2Xi!!!

—

—

^

by, the Folies Bergere.

in Chillicothe, 111., presenting "Tho
H. Harris was negotiating Bat," or "The
Great Roberts Mysfor it for the new Music Box Revue.
tery," but it was merely a cheap
Hassard Short, who is staging it, meller.
has been compelled to change his
"The Bat" infringement, it deplans.
veloped, was a condensed version
E. Ray Goetz is understood to
of the play which Gray is alleged
have Introduced the effect into
to have written following a review
"Scandals" whereby the chorus
of the original in Chicago.
While
girls are made to appear leaving
the dialog was written f-om memthe ground suddenly, really elevated
ory and differing, more or less, from
by fine wires.
the original, the situations tallied
Nathan Burkan, acting for White,
with those of "The Bat."
put in a notice of appearance.
Tho Century Play Co., which
leases many pa6t Broadway successes to legitimate stock companies.
YIDDISH
Is also allied in this war against thd
Standard Opens at Toronto Seats outlaw traveling companies.
2,C00 Permanent Stock

Sam

NEW

HOUSE

Toronto,

Sept.

CANTOR'S FUTURE

6.

shown on numerous
by the

people

The new Standard theatre, seatReported Developing
2.000, opened last Wednesday Competition
for Comedian's Future Services
with a permanent Yiddish stock of
15 members.
Seven performances
The contract binding Eddie Canweekly will be given, with probably
a Sunday night performance weekly tor to the Shuberts has eight
months more to run. Competition
at the Majestic. Buffalo.
The Standard is the largest and has developed, according to report
most modern house dedicated to this among
producers,
for
Cantor's
future services. One of his offers
IKlicy outside of New York City.
is
said
to
have come from A. L.
Its premiere was significant for
Late
an all-Yiddish event, with the mayor Erlanger. The same report has it
and Parliamentary members attend- Cantor so far has signed with no

of the
theatrical and film industries, who
have never failed to take an active
part in a deserving or patriotic
cause.

Kd. Rosenbaum, Jr., manager of
SLEPT IN LOBBY
the Grand, as he watched the company acknowledge the applause
Grand Opera People Arrive
was over,
In Toronto
after the performance
Thcso indications of a mutual
aid: "If all producers would cast
gocd
feeling between the clubs, each
skill
with
the
same
shows
Toronto, Sept. 0.
road
their
Most of the 120 members of the
with which this company has been having many inter-members, sugMr.
gested
to
Goldsmith
the
(one
of
Do Poo Grand Opera Company arselected, one night stand and road
house managers would have no Elks-Friars) the combined benefit) riving h< re after midnight, Sunday,

ing

•

one.

ing.

JOHN GOLDEN'S NEXT TWO

John Golden'l next two produccomplain about business," and Mr. Goldsmith's suggestion has had to sleep on hotel lobby chairs
been adopted by the Friars, as well for tho remainder of the night.
tions of the season will bo "The
as spp roved by the Elks.
The rush cf visitors for tho Ex- Spite Corner" and "Seventh HeavBoth were tried out in the
ANOTHER MYSTERY PLAY
position used up all available human en."
spring.
And yet another mystery play is to ST. CHARLES, N. 0., PICTURES parking space.
M.s
K< ii. <!y in r,:,i. Corner."
Though the troupe is at th<
tann'-hfd, "The La*t Warning,"
New Orleans Sept. I.
Coliseum at the Exposition, the fair by Prank Craven, goes into reby Thos. F. Fallon. Its producers
The Shubert-St. Charles has been directors made no provision to take- hearsal in two Weeks. Craven apwill be Mike Goldreycr, in associapeared opposite the star In the trytaken over by the SacnRer Co. and care of them upon arrival.
tion.
This Is bonanza week for tho out but will continue with "The
Among the cast are Robert Ede- will probably play a picture policy.
has
hotels
nine
to
run.
regular
years
and even
weekly First Year."
son, Ann Mason and Marlon Lord. Its lease
Helen Menken will be featured In
The house held legit shuws last guests must stand the gyp, but for
The piece is due to open out of town
this week only.
Austin Strong's "Seventh Heaven."
season.
next week.
cause

TRADE

from the national headquarters of
the Disabled American Veterans of

as far as possible. No special make"Forget-Me-Not Day" movement
up or wigs are permitted, the vil- which is to take place In every
lagers growing their hair and beards city and town in the United States
suitable for their intended parts
on Nov. 4, when all America will
months before the rehearsals com- buy little "forget-me-nots." Esmence. In 1888 attempts were made
tablishment of clubrooms, creaby professionals of Munich to modtion of summer camps, relief of
ernize the performances of 1890,
the wounded and disabled veterbut the Oberammergau people proans, assistance for the unemployed, and numerous other procontinued on page 23)
jects are to be benefited by the

COAL DISTRICT

•

The Cantor .•••how, "Male It
Snappy," opens Sept. is in i<rook-»
lyn

and

will

then travel west,

to

';

I

•

•

DIVORCES EDGAR DUDLEY
Edgar
lith

are

l

'Mid'-

now

y

and

B21< .;••<

divorced.

r

(li'if-

A<-n<n was

instituted i» v M i-h ciriU'tth hi Washington, which Is her home, and the

decree was handed down Ins! month*
Th»- couple were married about
a year and a half.
Miss Griffith
appeared in "The Last Waltz" last
season, before which she was in the

"Midnight Frolic."

LEGITIMA

s

Friday, September I, 1922
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SWEETHEART, LISTEN DARLING

CHICAGO POOL COMPLETE;
TWINS AND STUDEBAKER IN
—

Tv/elve Loop Theatres on Mutuality Bash Term_8
Alike for All Chicago's Fool Schema Extends

—

To Other
With
nail

Cities

-the signing of

tin?

Sim

HarrUi within the loop. It. is unlikely the
Selwyns the organization Central will receive attracts ns next

At present

pooling of receipts of the
legitimate theatres in the major
outside
of New York has been
stands

season.

virtually completed.
Chicago was the important point
holding up the plan. The new Harris
and SMwyn twin theatres were recently placed into the po 1, though
both managers held off for fome

which, while passing Into independent hands at the end Of this month,
accepted the Invitation to Join. The
house will be included 'in the combination booking p'an of Erlanger
and the Shuberts.
The Powers.
Garrlok, Woods, Apollo, Colonial,
Illinois.
Harris, Selwyn. Princess.
LaSalle and Blackstone
are
the
others contributing to the Chicago

fur the

time.

The Selwyits
the

Boston

It

is

also subscribed to
pool for their house

there.

The pool is now effective for pool.
There appears some doubt as to
Philadelphia, Chicago, Brston. Detroit and Cleveland, and probably the standing of the Olympic, an
independent Chicago house which
take in Pittsburgh.
v. Ml
There are 12 theatres in the Chi- has been booked out of the Erlanger
important
two
cago pool, with
houses not included up to now, and
two small capacity theatres purposely not invited to join. The Cort
remains on the outside, and also
Cohan's Grand, but it is hinted the
latter might come in before the sea-

office.

Standardization of sharing terms,
equalization of outlay guarantee of
rent and expenses and elimination
of opposed bookings are the factors
In the booking; and pooling schemes.
There can be no divergence In the
son gets into full stride. The smal'- terms In any of the stands where
or houses are the Playhouse and the the pool exists. All dramatic shows
Central. The latter Vfti formerly will play on the exactly same basis
the Whitney opera house, secured a in ill houses, with similar condis?o:-Qn or so ago by the Shuberts tions attaining for the muiseal at(Continued on page 40)
there was a house shortage
v. hen

JOHNSON SHOOTING

SENDING PRESS AGENT

Husband

iBROAD FOR 27 WEEKS

Peggy Marsh
of
Chance for Life

Saranac Lake. N.

Drucker to Travel with Moscow Art Theatre Group
|

Engaged to travel abroad for 27
Weeks with the Moscow Art Theagroup, Rebecca Drucker leaves
Saturday on the President Grant to
Russian company in Berlin.
Miss Drucker goes abroad as the
representative of Morris Gest, who
has the Russian players under contract to appear over here commencing In January next. Meantime they will play in the capitals
of Europe. Miss Drucker will contre

join the

tinuously

accompany them, cabling

back her comment as advance pubAmerican engagement.

licity for the

M0R0SC0 TANGLE
Mors Receipts

of Morosco'e

Tied

Shows

Up

San Francisco, Sept. 6\
As a result of the squabble between members of the Morosco
Holding company, of which George
Bentel is vice-president and Franklin

Underwood

secretary,

the re-

two more productions of
company, "Abie's Irish Rose"
and the Leo Carrillo show ("Mike
Angelo"), have been tled'up pending
a settlement of the differences.
ceipts of

the

is on his way to the
reported.
Members of the bottling company
last week wired to theatres playing
the attractions not to pay Morosco,
and Morosco in turn ordered the
house managers to disregard the
telegraphic orders.
A settlement of the tangle is
looked for this Week.

Underwood

coast,

it is

Y.. Sept. 6.
different stories have been
told regarding the shooting of Albert Johnson, husband of Peggy
Marsh, which occurred St the Jack
Clifford Camp at Lake Chateaugay.
Johnson Is Still a patient at Champlain Valley Hospital where the authorities state that he has a fighting chance for his life following the
successful operation performed by
Dr. R. S. Mac Donald.

Many

Morris Gest Engages Rebecca

Has

UNION GENERAL STRIKE

STARTS SOME TALK

MAYOR AND HOPPER
Baltimore, Sept.

6.

When DeWolf Hopper finishes
his season in this city Saturday
night, ho will be on the rocoiving
end of a speech of appreciation
made by Mayor Brooning, who
entertain
evening.

a

box

party

will

during the

This is all from a suggestion
which The Evening Sipi made last
week when it said editorially that
Baltimore should present DeWolf
with the keys of the city and make
him a citizen of the wettest city
in
the world.
According, Mayor
Uroening has arranged to attend,
and will make an address.
And
Hopper ran ho depended upon to
come bad; With all fix* price at hia
command to anything the Mayor
might e ay.
.

—

—

—

—

tincup).

little

Vaudeville would be the least af- For I can only make the coin on my bedroom shows.
fected by a general strike if the And why they always pick on me, everybody knows.
American
Federation
of
Labor Beds were always featured they were always the rage
should decide on such a measure In But I got all the blame, because I put them on the stage.
reprisal for the Injunctions secured
Sweetheart, listen, darling, I was beginning to think
against the striking railroad unions Why,
last
week by Attorney General My bedroom plays were shocking the police had me rinky-dink;
Daugherty
But listen, kid, I chanced to see that the classic "The Hairy Ape,"
The A. F. of L. executive commit- And, Sweetheart, will you tell me, how did that show ever escape?
Washington
meets
In
Saturday
tee
I was nearly lynched for "Gertie's Garter," but I just want to say
(tomorrow) to consider taking action On the question of a general If they can get away with that "Hairy Ape" I'll produce "Lillie'a Lingerie.**
strike, with the Issue in doubt us Why, between keeping an eye on that bird Shubert and fixing up the
to what might be decided.
police
The matter of a general strike as I'm goln' to tell you, Sweetheart, I don't get any peace.
regards the Actors' Equity, which
Europe that's where I ought to be—
claims a membership of 15,000. I'm going back to
would have to be put up to its mem- Mingling with them Dukes and Lords, that's the life for me.
It would take Over here
bership by vote.
why, darling, the pace is much too fast,
about a month to poll the Equity I have to make stars overnight to have an all-star cast.
membership.
And that P. M. A. I belong to—greatest ever known
It was the general impression the
Equity membership has delegated I fight all their battles, and they let me fight them atone.
Its
action
to
power to take any
'Twas I suggested Gus Thomas as* Arbitrator, you knew;
executive council, but, according to Awful year for dramas, so he might as well grab that dough.
the statement of one of the Equity
He'll go to Europe next summer we'll have to hold our meetings in
executives this week, a vote would
France.
have to be taken, with the membership the deciding factor. It is un- All the P. M. A.'h were there this year, all taking a chance
derstood a decision to join a gen- On their foreign shows handing out their hundred billion marks
eral strike would necessitate a twoThat means in United States money the price of a bench in the park.
thirds vote in favor of such action.
The same condition applies to the As for me I only wanted Oberammergau for special matinees
stagehands' and musicians' unions, And have Avery Hopwood adapt it for the last of my bedroom plays.
Blanche Merrill.
a general vote being necessary, with
the picture operators occupying the

—

—

—

—

I

—

—

position. The transfer men's
with the
also affiliated
unions,
A. F. of L., wardrobe attendants,
janitors, engineers, etc., all with
local autonomy, would have to poll
its memberships the same as the
Equity, the musicians and stage

same

hands.
Vaudeville Is not organized other
than the small vaudeville membership In the American Artists' Federation. It has been pointed out by
vaudeville men that a show could be
At the hospital the authorities
glvven practically on bare stages, a
first stated that the wound was sussufficient number of actors being
tained during target practice at the
available not affiliated with any
Clifford Camp.
The wife of the union, with pianists acting as orwounded man stated he shot him- chestras.
self while cleaning a gun used in
The legit and picture field, It Is
the target practice.
admitted by those in touch with
A nearby neighbor of the Clif- both, would be severely hit by a
ford camp has been relating a story general strike.
to the effect that the shooting ocOne ray of hope that managers
curred as the result of a brawl. have in the event of a general strike
This latter version Is without veri- that permission would be granted to
fication at this point.
theatres to operate by the unions,
The State Police have been mak- as the case has been in London and
ing an Investigation but have not In Seattle several years ago when
as yet found anything that would general strikes prevailed.
tend to discredit the stories reWhile the general strike Is regarding the shooting that have been garded as a remote possibility by
told by those who were present.
most theatrical people, it is conceded that one might take place a?
Johnson and his wife formed a a hundred to one chance.
dancing act last season, appearing
A resolution was adopted this
for a short while on the Shubert week by the Central Trades and
vaudeville circuit.
Labor Council of New York, that
all of the 800,000 members of the
American Federation of Labor conMACK'S SERIAL—4TH EP.
tribute a day's pay to the striking
Los Angeles, Sept. 6.
Railway Shopmen's Unions.
Beatrice Beebe Mack, fourth wife
If the plan goes through It would
of Willard Mack, whom he married mark the second time in a year
about seven months ago, is here members of the Actors' Equity will
seeking a divorce. Mack is said to have been called upon to donate a
be In San Francisco at this time.
day's pay. the Equity itself requestThe actor-author took unto him- ing each working member to conself his fourth wife while they were tribute a day's pay, every Thanksplaying in stock In Salt Lake City giving week.
a short thno after Pauline Frederick
obtained a divorce from him. PreIN P. M. A.
vious to that he was married to
Charlton Andrews has been electMarjorie Rambeau.
ed to the Producing Managers Association, he making the total memJ. Weeley Rosenquest's Infidelity
bership 54. Andrews has written a
Florence Rosenquest (profession- number of comedies, his most recent
ally Florence Darling when in the
being "Ladies' Night." and "Bluefinally
Zlegfeld
"Follies")
has
beard's Eighth Wife."
grievances
brought her marital
In association with Louis Mann,
against J. Wesley Rosenquest to
he is entering the producing field,
court, although last spring both
the first joint attraction being "The
parties entered into a separation
Mann Is to star
Dollar Daddy."
agreement granting her custody of In the play which is due for the
their child, J. Wesley, Jr.
Punch and Judy.
Mrs. Rosenquest is now suing for
an absolute divorce naming an unknown blonde, the Hotel France and "Hitchy-Koo's" House Undeeided
The new "Hitehy-Koo" show Is
May 21 last as the woman, place
due In New York around Kept. 25,
and date of the alleged Infidelity.
with
testified
to
before
Justbe 41th St Roof or the AmThis was
bassador as the most likely house,
tice Gannon in the Brooklyn Supreme court tale last weelc, who re- although either is in ioubt.
Waek Mason is pi T ig on the
The action was
served decision.
Jances.
undefended.
,

ANDREWS

BALTO.'S

*

—

closed.

Another recent addition to the
Chicago pool is the Studebaker,

WOODS

Ry AL H.

Sweetheart, listen, darling, while I smoke my big cigar:
Just came from Chicago, raw Pauline Frederick, my latest star
I picked her from the movic3
some pick I admit
At first her salary staggered me, but. sweetheart, what a hit.
She took so many curtain calls, say. darling, my head spun.
Had to send for Martin Herman to see what could be done.
And as we watched the show I thought how folks have changed their
ways,
How different they are, darling, from the good old days
Days of ten. twenty, thirty oh. Beckie. then was it,
And, Sweetheart, I still love that stuff I haven't changed a bit.
Vaudeville Believed in Best "Nellie, the Beautiful Cloak- Model." "The Bowery After Dark,"
"Bertha, the Sewing Machine Girl" say. woudn't it be a lark
Position
Vote of Unions'
To revive some of those old dramas? I bet they'd eat them up
Membership Required
(Better eat something next season, or I'll be walking around with a

LEDERErVS SHOWS
Two Musical Pieces
other le "Ballyhoo"

Readying

$4,000 IN

— An-

ALBANY

"Tangerine" Opens .Season at
bany Two Shows.

—

Albany. N.

George W. Lederer is readying
two musical plays, the first of which

Y., ftept

Al-

0.

The legit season opened ai Har"Beautiful manus Bleecker hall Monday with
called
tentatively
is
"Tangerine."
The Carl Carlton
Geraldine." Charles Frederic Nlrdlinger
Is

adapting the book, which

is

of foreign origin.

musical

piece

The score and matinee and

played

to

a

fair

a capacity nighl crowd,

be done by Charles the evening performance being Hold
formerly cut before the company arrived in
Philadelphia,
identified with the Mask and Wig town.
It is estimated the groan for b~th
Club shows of the U. of Pa. Gilpin
performances was nearly $4,000.
Is In the building business, but Is
prices were scaled to $2.50. the
The
Quaker
City
of
leaders
one of the
rate causing a bit of disappointsociety theatricals.
to theatregoers here, who be,
ment
Lederer's "The Strawberry
Blonde" will follow. It Is also to lieve they should not be asked to
more
pay
than $2 for the road combe adapted from the foreign original.
The score is by Maxmilian pany of a New York hit, especially
Stelner and the book by H. B. and when none of the stars of the
Broadway show are Included.
Robert B. Smith.
Eva Webber, Johnny Fields and
"Ballyhoo," a comedy which LedSam
Critcherson headed th" cast,
erer will also produce, will be done
with Leo Singer, which also included lack Burns,
in association
Eislng, Oeorge Phelps, Karl
George
manager of Singer's Midgets.
Neilson,
Rebekah Weaver, Jean
Murode, Florence Folds, Sally Keith,
lyrics

are

Gilpin

of

to

.

Billy

EDDIE LYONS RESIGNS
Leaves

as

Ames

General Manager
After 15 Years.

Nunn.

RAYES SHOW REHEARSING

for

The Nora Bayes show, "Queen of
starts rehearsing next week
Edward Lyons retired as general Hearts,"
the numbers under the stagmanager for Winthrop Ames last withdirection
of Dave Bennett. The
ing

week, his resignation actually dating back six months.
Lyons was
associated with the producer for 15
years, joining him at the time the
Though
Little theatre was built.
asked to reconsider his resignation,
Lyons stated he desired to make a
change.
Mr. Ames presented him
with a unique clgaret case when
leaving, the caae being especially
designed by the producer.

Shaw,

Jed

house

Is

Among

tho cast, a short one. of

tho Bayes show, are Arthur Uttrey,
Harry Richman and Ernie Wood.

JAMES

H.

manager and

auditor for Ames, succeeded Lyons.
Recently Shaw represented Guthrie
McCllntic. producer on his own and
Dave
stage director for Ames.

Cauffman

piece is due to open at Syracuse.
N. Y.. Oct. 1, with Its Broadway
appearance set for the Geo. M.
Cohan, where "The Endless Chain"
opened Monday.

now manager

for

Mc-

CONNELLY CLEARED
Chicago, Sept.

6.

Jamen Hargis Connelly, photographer to tho profession, was exonerated on charges made against
him last ill by the State of Mis1

souri.

having resigned as manager
Tho case in which Connelly was
of tho Bijou. A. E. Mester has re- Involved was dismissed and never
signed as auditor for the Interna- came to trial, when the State learned
tional
Theatrical Association, to the statements made again <t him
take a similar assignment In the wore false and unjust.
Cllntic,

Ames

office.

HOPE AND MACGOWAN'S SHOW
C0RRIGAN IN "THE MONSTER"
Emmett Corrlgan will replace
Wilton Larkaye In "The Monster,"
the Jos. Gaites thriller at tho 39th
At that
Street, starting Sept
If.
time Lackaye will leave to Join lh««
all-star southern company of "The
circle."
Montague Love teas flrsl
for the replacement.
mention*
i

Francis X. Hope Is to produce a
new musical show In association
Jack Macao wan, who will

with

withdraw from "Scandals" at the
lobe in two weeks.
•The new piece will SS railed "Oh,
Maegnwnn and Jos
lie Yourself."
It Gousha wrote the book and lyrics
(J

n.

1

Charles Rotoff the score.

ATTENTION

of

DRAMATIC

ur
PRE

PAULINE LORD
IN

EUGENE

O'NEILL'S
:

WITH

GEORGE MARION

The

and

1921

Pulitzer

ALEXANDER WOOLLCOTT
in

"Anna

Christie"

FRANK SHANNON

is

searches its portion of life as no American drama has yet done.
tion notable in vision, in writing, and in acting.

A

produc-

New York "Times"

a play no adult playgoer can afford to miss.

Because

crowded with life, because it has sprung from as fine an imagination as
ever worked in our theatre, because it has been wrought by a master of
dramatic dialogue, it is worth seeing again and again. It comes to the chronic
playgoer like a swig of strong, black coffee to C*"* ** a v",c h opr inning pink
it is

in

O. L. HALL
Chicago "Daily Journal ft

It is not often that excitement in the theatre is created and carried by,
the sheer vitality of acting. The placid pleasures rule in the playhouse; the
steady flow of gentle humor, the drip, drip, drip of sentiment, the glowworm
sparkle of creeping wit are far more prevalent than the flash of feeling.

»

lemonade.

Emotion having largely evaporated from the drama, it was something to see
Pauline Lord and her associates in "Anna Christie" run up the signals of

KENNETH MACGOWAN

hearts in turmoil.

in the

New York

Miss Lord's skill as displayed in the role of Anna Christie far transcends
mere cleverness. Her acting is informed. by the deepest sympathy and plummets to the bottom the heart of tjiis girl. The actress has exceptional come-

"Globe"

The playwright, the producer, and player met last night in one of those
moments of accomplishment which make dramatic history. Under the
spell of "Anna Christie," of Pauline Lord's acting, and of Arthur Hopkins'
direction, it is hard to think of any American play that is the superior of
Eugene O'Neill's newest work in truth of life or in dramatic force.
None of
O'Neill has never so fully achieved his dramatic purpose.
None
his plays so completely realizes its characters and their significance.
of his plays is so full-bodied. None of his plays ploughs through the tragedy
and suffering of life to such an affirmation of its eternal vitality.
"Anna Christie" is a play about the sort of people O'Neill knew when,
like the rest of them, he hung out at the waterfront barroom in which the
They might have been types; a father who has neglected
first act passes.
his daughter, a daughter who has gone wrong, and a strong-hearted lover.
Reality caught in dialogue, in humor, in character, in idea, and fused
in three splendid parts that call for splendid acting.
They get it. Small roles are acted neatly within their limits. The
three crucial roles arc played as three roles arc seldom played on our stage,
and as they must be played if the truth of "Anna Christie" is to live.
George Marion's barge captain is merely perfect. In conception and in
Through Frank Shannon, a player who
detail here rs old Chris complete.
has counted for little heretofore, Hopkins has found a man to capture the
strength and pungency and vigorous braggartly romance without which
the part of the lover and the play itself are impossible.
As for Pauline Lord as the girl, here is naturalism— or whatever you
want to call minute, exact and subtle reproduction of emotion absolutely
I can think of no performance except Mrs. Fiske's in "Salvaat its best.
tion Nell" that approaches Miss Lord's in truthfulness and in skill, and
Miss Lord's is the better. "Skill" is too slight a word. This is the spirit
lived spontaneously and inevitably before our very eyes.
Everything that
Miss Lord promised in "The Deluge" four years ago she accomplishes
here. The strange inner bloom of life is on the lips of this woman of the
No wonder the
Streets, and the broken suffering of life is in her voice.

liness.

She*

is slight

of figure, has an unusually sensitive countenance, a swift:

and nervous gesture, a variable, thrilling voice, and admirable vigor in botri
movement and speech. There is fine rhythm in her playing and perfect
sincerity.
She is one of the best equipped actresses speaking our language;

ASHTON STEVENS
in

Chicago "Herald and Examiner'j*

Eugene O'Neill weaves a spell in "Anna Christie." So does Pauline
Lord in the part that gives its name to this strange, yet real waterfront drama.
Author and actress do something to you. Faith is renewed in the magic of
the theatre. It is pleasant to think that fine play writing and playacting do not
have to be unsuccessful— for it is obvious that "Anna Christie" is everybody's
150 minutes of thrilling enchantment.
Miss Lord's Anna is the best acting we have seCn this season, the best
acting in its genre the native stage has seen. I should say, since Miss Fiske's
Salvation Nell. It approximates perfect portraiture. The identity is unquestionable. There is that girl Anna for all the worW to know as Eugene O'Neill
victoriously imagined her.
We'll be a long time playgoing, I'm thinking;
before

we

sec anqther such transmutation of the typewritten page.

—

,

J

audience cheered
n

Anna

AMY
in

Eugene O'Neill's play "Anna Christie" crowds back all the sullen melodramas of the last twenty years whh its magnificent truths, its virile
commonness and its healthy, human miseries. It is so beautifully written,

so
magnificently apportioned as to moral inference and
somber rebuke and
repentance that its sermon graphically looms out without obvious
presentato carry its sorrowful messege and that is the ultimate
J" st , c
5°?\
definition of beauty in a great drama^

°™s

\

Christie"

LESLIE

Chicago "Daily News 99

is

a play of power,

humor and understanding

t'

i

.

i

1
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EDITORS and CRITICS

Hopkins
*

SENTS

THE PROVINCETOWN PLAYERS' PRODUCTION
s

OF

EUGENE

.

O'NEILL'S

A COMEDY OF ANCIENT AND MODERN

EIGHT SCENES

LIFE, IN

WITH

1

Wolheim
ALEXANDER WOOLLCOTT
in

New York "Times

MP

"The Hairy Ape" will linger In the memory long after most of the stuff this
season has produced has faded out of mind. It has greatness In it.
O'Neill begins his fable by posing before you the greatest visible contrast In
social and physical circumstance. He leads you up the gangplank of a luxurious
He plunges you first into the stokers' pit, thrusting you
liner bound for Europe.
down among the men as they stumble ia from the furnaces, hot, sweaty, choked
with coal dust, brutish. Squirm aa you may, he holds you while you listen to the

in

•

STEPHEN RATHBUN
New York "Evening Sun

"The Hairy Ape" has striking merits. In his contrast between
the social conditions on the top deck of the ocean liner and the
stokers' "hell-hole" In the bottom
of the steamship O'Neill combines realism and
symbolism in a most effective manner.
And the parade of the Fifth Avenue manikins, with their masks
and their
automatic movements, is a scene of searching sntlre. The
dialogue is written with
unflinching realism and the hairy apes struggle to
understand the problii of life
Is Intense and vivid.
"The Hairy Ape" Is one of the most vital plays of the season.

1

V

rumble of their discontent.
When you want a play of blinding contrasts, you can hardly do better than
board one of these ships, which are floating microcosms of an inequitable world.
Bide by side, so close they can almost touch each other, are the very extremes of
fortunes—greaO poverty and great wealth; here squalor, there luxury; on the one
hand toil as terrific as man ever planned for man, and on the other an empty and
nonchalant leisure side by side, so close they can almost touch each other.
"The Hairy Ape" is a turbulent and tremendous play; so vital and interesting
and teeming with life that those playgoers who let it escape them will be missing
one of the real events of the year.

KENNETH MACGOWAN
in the

—

New York "Globe"

"The'-Hairy Ape" Is a very remarkable and very simple
play.
I think it Is
the most significant play O'Neill or any other American
ever wrote. I also think
that Its appearance is the most promising sign for
both him and the American
drama that has been vouchsafed us. It is pretty easy to put all
the reasons for

a single sentence:
"The Hairy Ape" is not a
-The Hairy Ape" is about

this In
'

m

WALTER PRICHARD EATON
in
"The Hairy Ape"

is

"The Freeman

without question not only the most interesting American

Yet it is somehow tonic in its .stark sincerity, and though
it may quite truly play no small part in the startling quality of the play, the
quality which brings you up in yc*ir .scat like a slap in the face, it also is curiously
devoid of mean suggestion, rousing, instead, a profound pity in all spectators who
have imagination enough to grasp the Significance of the drama.
Certainly, never on our stage has such use been made of the rank realism of
vulgar speech, a^ use beside which such attempt! at poetry as J< hn Weaver's "In
American" become trivial pipings. We may say also quite as certainly, I think, no
such fusion of dialogue and scenery, of the Intellectual, lie emotional, the spiritual
and .the pictorial, Into a single thing which is only to be described by the word
tlwatrical, has ever b efore been accomplished by an American playwright,- One
may call "The Hairy Ape" bizarre; one may call It tr:iKli\ ui iionii, n gloomy, or
terrible, or puzz'ing, or morbid, or sordid, or beautiful, or moving, or whatever elso
one's views and tendencies dictate; but one can not get away from it. Once In its
grip, one's attention is as helpless to wander as was x*ank to escape fr< m the gorilla.
In Eugene O'Neill the new art of the theatre In America lias found the new playwright at last. To see ''The Hairy Ap<" Is to rcc the bright promise of what i«
to. come, not the pale reflection of whal
been,

from the

real life. It is no romance. It passes here and
now
In the slang of today.
But it is intensely unrealistic from start
doesn't make the slightest attempt to arrange its
speeches so that
they sound like the accidental helter-skelter, baffled talk of
everyday life.
The earlier scenes seem realistic to «ome, probably because they are played
In a wholly alien setting— the underworld of an ocean
liner—and played with
extraordinary vigor and skill. But even these scenes are utterly
non -realistic in
their treatment of character and dialogue.
Like the rest, they seek to release
the Inner emotion of things, to give expression to deeps of the
human mind, to get
back of realism to reality.

99

play of this season, but the most striking play of many seasons. It belongs, furthermore, to the futuoe rather than the past; it is forward-facing, suggestive, untraditional.
One's only fear is .that it might prove too strong meat for Paris, where
the drama still lingers in the bonds of traditionalism.
There will be those, no doubt, who will be revolted at Mr. O'NelU's choice of
subject for his expressionistlc treatment. That he takes a soul from out the lowest
bowels of aV plunging liner, out of grime and heat and sweat and ignorance, out
of an -atmosphere of foul oaths and obscenity, will offend the delicate, the squeamish,
and certainly the pious. Mr. O'Neill's language smiths as swiftly as the red glare

/

realistic play.

Its people

speak

to finish.

It

"The Hairy Ape" is a startling, extraordinary, challenging play. Within
it
beats and surges the pulse of new drama. An extraordinary and
daring play of
unmatched vigor and originality.
»

boiler doors.e

'

t

)

BENJAMIN DE CASSERES
in

"Theatre Magazine"

•The Hairy Ape" is Rodin's Thinker awake. It Is the mud searching
for a
It is the dumb that ha* found a tongue of thunder.
It is an earthquake
ripping and rending
ivilizatio.i.
To me. "The Hairy Ape" ia colossal. It is
Eugene O'NeiU's masterpiece. It is the most Vitriolic, satiric play of which
brain.

«

I

have any knowledge.

Vic -t. r

Hugo would have shouted

himself hoarse over it.
that part.
Ho tnrr ifl»« nft
menaces— and he gets, not under our ekins; but into our dugs. He is the pariah of
the earth-cycles.
loathe
We
him and simultaneously feel a profound sympathy
with him.
Ijouts

Wolhctrit

"The Hairy
Whltmanesquc.
It Is. in

i-.as

Ape''

America,

is

a

el«-<

ted

l.v

nature

drama Creek

in

for

just

Us simplicity, Hugoesque. Homereaqu*

reversion to brains.
• */J
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BARRYMORE'S "HAMLET"

COLLECT PASS TAXES

John

IN LEGIT
I.

T. A. Issuing

10%

May Appear

HOUSES

in

Dane

Starts

Face Value on
Courtesy Tickets
of

Season Opens Well, Leaving
Behind
Defense
Usual
Vaude Houses Interested

Warfleld'i premiere.

Arthur

Hopkins is making the
The same manager Is

presentation.

making

The collection of pass "taxes" at
the request of the Internationa]
Theatrical Association h:is begun In
many theatres in New York and out
of town for the tir.^t time since the

productions

Uarrymore,

who

will

r.iTiid."

in

O'Neill drama.

NEW SHOWS UNDER WAY

war

tax on passed was dropped from
the revenue law Jan. 1 la.st.
The
collection* are to he devoted entirely
to the I. T. A., which met with a

Boston, Sept. (5.
stage

Demands by musicians and
hands have thrown more of a
into

the

scare

managers than

local

in

previous years, owing to the fact
that the season has opened so strong
it defeats the argument of "we can't
afford it."
The musicians have given two
weeks' formal notice of demands,
although unofficially they have stated they have no intention of going
out at the expiration of that time
provided friendly negotiations arc
in
progress and settlement
still
promised on a retroactive basis.
The musicians demands center
mainly around extra rates for Sunday shows, hitting the vaudeville
houses.
The stage hands issue
centers around the "minimum crew"
clause,
aimed especially at the
single-set production for which they
are said to demand a crew of seven.

Preparation of production counted
the second flight of attracand timed
deficit during its first fiscal year. tions for the new season
for
entranco
late in October and
Ten per cent, of the face^alue of
A trio of
tickets given with courtesies is be- November has begun.
ing collected, hut 10 per cent, of the comedies being cast and which will
amount fo raised is turned over to start rehearsing during the month
the internal revenue collector along aro "A Clean Town" by J. C. and
with the regular admissions tax Elliott Nugent, "Pomeroyn Past"
by Clare Kummer and an adaptation
moneys.
Not all theatres are collecting the of ''Merton of the Movies" by George
pass tax, the matter being optional S. Kaufman and Marc Connelly.
The Nugent play is a satire on
with the individual houses. FollowThe
enforcement.
ing the resolution at the second an- prohibition
will remain in the oast of
Nugent
nual convention of the T. T. A. last
June in New York, the association "Kempy" which continues at the
The managers officially discredit
presented a collection plan to the Belmont. "Pomeroy's Past" is betheatres and all those complying ing put on by Sam H. Harris with the demands of both unions as
with the request to take up pass Roland Young and Laura Hope merely the "annual sparring match,"
taxes have purchased books of spe- Crews the leads. "Merton" will be but general belief is that the matter
cial stamps marked in denomina- produced by George Tyler and Hugh is nearer an issue than for several
tions equal to 10 per cent, of the Ford, the latter also directing the seasons past.
tickets given away with passes. piece, which will have Glen Hunter
Theatres have purchased stamp and Florence Nash in the principal
books to the value of $200, and are roles.
DISAGREEING OVER "YOUTH"
asked to submit a monthly report to
Lee and J. J. Shubert cannot
the association. It is unlikely such
agree over the prospects of "Youth"
EDITORIAL ON BROKERS
reports will be forthcoming, as the
which
is the tftle of
Viennese opChicago, Sept. 6.
1. T, A. receives its money immediThe "Herald-Examiner" of this eretta, was secured abroad by J. J.
ately from the theatres which must
on his recent trip and which is still
get the amount of the stamp pur- city spoke editorially of the new playing in Vienna as "The Maytime
brokers who are backing
chase back from persons entering on ticket
of Youth."
Harry B. Smith ha*
HorWaterfall
and
Jack
Harry
N.
courtesies.
adapted the book and Sigmund
The stamps are so marked that witz in the new business.
Romberg
has
been working on the
slam
the
at
editorial
The
took a
the amount of the "tax" is set forth
score for the Shuberts.
and the percentage of government two aldermen, Michael Kenna and
week
Last
while
the piece was retax deducted. On a 25-cent stamp, John J. Coughlin, known hereabouts hearsing at the Century Lee walked
as "Hinky Dink" and "Bathhouse
(Continued on page 40)
during
the second act and said
out
John" respectively.
he was "off" the show. J. J. howIn part of the editorial said
"Other reformers, with their great ever, is pinning his faith on the
GIRL TRIES SUICIDE
piece. la the cast are George Macappealed
to
have
would
influence
Tarland, Olga Steck and Harry Kelly
Donny Harrison of "Love Birds" the city council for an ordinance. who has signed with the Shuberts
They have a better way. They inTakes Veronal
for two years, who is retiring from
tend to kill the curse with compe"Sue Dear."
Donny Harrison, of Detroit, who tition."

among

•

came

to

New York

several

months

ago to obtain employment as a Capital Police After Speculators
chorus girl, tried to commit suicide
Washington, Sept. 6.
on Tuesday morning by taking a
Washington police are starting in 1
dose of veronal in her apartments. early to war on the ticket specuShe was removed to Bellevue Hos- lator. Monday night a young man
pital, where on Wednesday night it giving his name as Harry Z. Belwas stated that while she was ler was arrested by detectives for
somewhat improved her condition selling them a ticket to a local thewas still serious.
atre for which Beller had paid
Before taking the narcotic Miss $1.25 and sold for $1.50.
Harrison wrote a lengthy confesThe man was released on $40
sion of her failure to succeed on collateral for hearing this week.
the sta^e, although she had for a
time been with the Tat Rooney
show, "Love Birds."
In this confession she stated that she was ad|

dicted to the use of dope.
Another attempt at suicide

1

"CAT AND CANARY" ABROAD
Kllbourn Gordon accompanied by
Percy Moore, stage manager for
"The Cat and Canary." sailed for
London Saturday to ready the English presentation of the mystery
play. Overseas the show will be under the direction of Gordon, GrossSmith & Malone. An all-English cast
will be used.
"Cat and Canary" Is set to open
In London Nov. 1.

was

made by Vera Maynard, a

film actress, living at the St. Paul Hotel.
She was removed to the Harlem

fl.

Formal notice by Jefferson de "Strut Miss Lizzie"

salary

for

his

final

week

in

House
Poor Impression
Rented at $3,500 Weekly

this

and launching of a suil in Supreme Court here by Agnes O'Neil

Opens to

—

Angelis that ho Intends to hold the
six stockholders responsible for his

unpaid salary balances,
shook the bones of the Professional
Players, Inc., this week.
The Players, formed by local
light opera enthusiasts determined
to attempt a season of comedy opera
at the Bastable, went on the rocks
to recover

Chicago, Sept. 6.
"Strut Miss Lizzie." the colored
musical show which Harry Frazee
brought on here and placed in the

Auditorium for a four-week period,
opened Sunday night to a capacity
The Auditorium holds
audience.
around 2,800. To fill it on the hotnight of the year and
Sunday
several weeks ago, after several test
a holiday eve at that was some acfinancial crises had been passed
The audience was
complishment.
Decision of composed of blacks and whites,
by narrow margins.
the management to close, made at with the members of both races
the eleventh hour, brought a rebel- evenly distributed and grouped together on the lower floor, in the
lion of the chorus, and several of
horseshoe boxes and the shelves.
the principals at the final perforFrazee placed the show in tho
mance of "Pinafore."
Auditorium, as no other house was
At the time it was announced that available at the time for the pioall of the professionals appearing duction, so as to steal a march on
in the company had been fully paid, the other colored revues which are
and that provision would be made Chicago bound. He leased the houso
to meet the claims of the local talent for the four weeks at $3,500 and has
who rounded out the cast. Plans an option on another four weeks if
were also made to revive the com- required.
pany later for a fall and winter run,
But from what was witnessed tho
it was stat' .1.
opening night, the option will not
The Players' cast were original- have to be exercised, for "Strut
ly headed by De Angelis and Eva Miss Lizzie,'' at the end of its initial

—

—

Ollvotti, the latter later giving way
to Mrs. Arlington H. Mallery (Marta

wake

time, will follow in the

.

of the

"passing throng."

Wittowska), president of the corOn the opening show everything
Mallery himself was in just seemed to be wrong. The 15th
poration.
the foreground in the promotion of Regiment Band, added for the local
the venture, and eventually be- engagement and counted upon to
came the organization's angel.
accomplish miracles, fell short of
De Angelis wants $485.45 salary its purpose and registered "nil." The
from the six incorporators Stephen show bore every evidence of lack
Bastable, manager of the Bastable; of preparation, assemblage and all
Mrs. Gard Foster, society woman; of the component parts that go
James F. Fennessy, Mrs. Olive V. toward making a good entertainSchiller, head of the Olive V. Schil- ment.
The first act was so draggy
ler Productions, and R. R. Edwards, that prior to its completion the
late of the Syracuse Opera Associ- "wake" started with folks walking
ation.
When the second act started
out.
Agnes O'Neil, a local entertainer, about one-fourth of the seats on the
in her Supreme Court suit seeks lower floor which were occupied
$119 from the corporation ar.d from during the initial session were

—

Arlington Mallery. She was originally signed at $25 per week for
the chorus, but was advanced to
$75 when she accepted a role as
principal In "Pinafore." Miss O'Neil
was one of those who walked out
on the show at the final performance.
She charges that Mallery
promised to personally shoulder her
salary if the corporation couldn't.
Miss O'Neil is represented by
Attorney Starr Taylor of this city,
who, retained by others who appeared in the performances and
claim unpaid balances, will shortly
start other suits.
Backers of the corporation declare that the suits
will prove
worthless Inasmuch as by
the
nature of the incorporated association, its directors and stockholders
are immune from liability.
The Players ran up against
trouble soon after the season at
the
Bastable began.
Dissension
among the directors led to the

vacant.

The wardrobe worn by the chorus
looked very shoddy and much comment was made by the patrons.

resignation of several.

Hospital. Failure to secure work in
pictures made her despondent and

caused her to attempt her own

HAS COLORED SHOW

Salary

city

for Ethel

appear

a foreign adaptation,
and Lionel Barrymore, who is to
star In "The Fountain,' a Eugene
"IJiisc

in

1922

8,

CAGO'S AUDITORIUM

Syracuse for $486

in

Syracuse, N. Y., Sept.

to Shakeis due in
about the holidays. He
ahead of
"Hamlet"
with

New York
may enter

Suit

CATCH MGRS. NAPPING

Another star turning
John Barrymore,

speare,

DE ANGELIS' SALARY

HUB UNION'S DEMANDS

Role

Around the Holidays

Stamp Books

Friday, September

The chorus worked

in

ragged

a

fashion and just did not seem to
care whether school kept or not.
It might be that the local company
was augmented in cast over that
of the New York company and
that the show had not sufficient
preparation and rehearsals, for it
is a kindly act to say that the
chorus worked although they had
every bit of 24 hours' rehearsal in
their ensemble work.
One thing plainly visible at the
opening was the fact that Chicago
is interested In the colored shows
and that It will patronize the

worthy ones, and even though
"Strut Miss Lizzie" stole the march
on "Shuffle Along," if the original

New York show steps in here at
any time they will find that the
edge was not taken off for them
by the prelinminary colored revue.

LEGIT ITEMS

life.

SOME WHITE SHOW CHANGES
Changes marked the first week
of George White's "Scandals" at
the Globe with new bits being inserted as late as Saturday. At the
matinee a satire by Andy Rice called

David Wallace, formerly associat- show put out in the middle west
W. A. Brady as press repre- by Graves Brothers, who had
"Saucy Baby." E. B. Coleman 10
manager, Curley Burns principal
comedian.
The company has 30
to Brady's Jaunt abroad.
Wallace people.
was connected with William Harris,

ed with

sentative, is again handling that
post.
Unofficially he took the assignment early in the summer prior

"Ten Years" was put

on, to take
the deleted baseball
act had been rehearsed with the original routine,
but removed during the try-out.

the

place

of

The Rice

bit.

Jr.,

The Lightner Sisters and Alexander act was taken off. Winnie

publicity

come

Lightner appearing as a single in
"one" instead, but all three being
on for the finales.
B.

I. os

Angeles, Sept.

6.

Grossman, former Ban Francisco theatre manager, was arrested
here on a charge preferred by Paul
Cooper. He is accused of having obtained $3,000 under false pretenses.
B. S.

ROWLAND

He

"Bianca,"

to the Rltz.

is

now

epen Oct.

2

in

will

Baltimore.
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Frank
Cos G™ve

is

man^

Nell Backer of "Hunky Dory,"
the
all-Scotch
show and cast
which opened at the Klaw, New
York. Monday, scalded one of her

4

is

parture.

.

in

"Come Along"—GILDA

Charles

i

Emmerson

Cook

has

joined Max Spiegel's offlce as press
representative. He will handle the
publicity of the George M. Cohan
theatre, now controlled by Spiegel,
and will also agent the Spiegel attractions, which include the Nora
Hayes show, "Queen of Hearts,"
and two Shubert vaudeville unit

GRAY— "Come

Stone In "Tip Top" opens
Along" hisFred
third season at Reading, I\1.,
tions" around December.
The phenomenal demand for Gilda Gray's song, "Come Along," which Sept. 18. Tom Brown's saxophonthree act comedy by William AnIs tin* hit of the "ZiegfHd Follies" has already made it the best seller
thony McGulre and Joseph Bernard in the history of modern song publication for Irving Berlin, Inc., 1607 ists continue with the show and
Rethy, dramatic critic of "rear- Broadway, New York. It was written for her by Creamer and Layton their ninth year with Stone.
son's."
and her sensational reception as she sang it on the opening night of the
"Honeybunch" is the title of a
Lewis & Gordon will be associated "Follies" caused the Golden Girl to be called by the critics the "Stop-theShow Girl."
new traveling musical comedy rep
rn the production.
Harris will put on

New York

feet when appearing in Montreal
no longer with last week, where
the attraction ap'Spice" at the Winter Garden.
He peared before the BroadWay
enis said to have reached a disagreetrance. She ordered tea and a hot
ment with the management over water pot was
She
overturned.
salary.
His business of the per- worked in
slippers.
formance was cut out after Mfl de-

James Watts

IN CINCINNATI

city.

Sam

"The %irl From Greenwich Village" will open outside

handling next week.
It Is under the direcshortly to
tion of the Cosgrove Producing Co.
In* the cast are Ross Snow, Emily

is

The new Julian Eltlnge show

Cincinnati, Sept. f>.
Edward Rowland will manage the
local Cox theatre and be the Shubert general representative for this

"Imitation*,"

for

Arba Blod-

an agent,

The Surprise Party" for Edward
E. Rice will take place Sept. 17 at
the Apollo, with the evening's top
$3. The sale at the box office is now
open.
Among the committee in
charge are the names of many im
portant managers.

GROSSMAN ACCUED

S.

for several years.

gett, well known as
in the Harris office.

|

shows

—

—
Friday, September

8,

LEGITIMATE

1922

House

SHOWS

AND COMMENT

IN N. Y.

sical

will try its luck with
attraction,
getting

now

Dear,"

at

Times

17

mu"Sue

Square,

Sept. 18.

HOT CHICAGO OPPOSITION;

"The Endless Chain," Geo. M. Cohan
(1st week). Opened Monday with
new James Forbes comedy. Comment mixed, with doubt as to
Figures estimated and comment point to some attractions being
successful, while the same gross accredited to others might suggest
mediocrity or loss. Ths variance is explained in the difference in
house capacities, with the varying overhead. Also ths sizs of cast,
with consequent difference in necessary gross for profit. Variancs
in business necessary for musical attraction as against dramatic
play is also consldsred.

.8erpent's .Tooth," .Gok'en ,(8d
Not up to promise of |
week).
premiere last week, first full week
'

Pace
Takings under $5,000
about half capacity at $2.50 top.

Is

"Ths Gingham

•

dailies giving

with scoring by holding to profitable business during hot months.
"Greenwich Village Follies" succeeds next Tuesday.
"The Monster," 39th Sjt. (5th week).
Cooler weather ought to bring this
attraction into its own. Is thriller

it

revue went to capacity throughout
first week and grossed
$31,800.
Charged $10 and tax for opening
performance, with balance of week
at $3.50 top. This week admission
and attracted plenty of attention
is $4 and extra matinee played
at opening. Figures to move quite
(Labor Day).
above $&,000 class with advent of
"Shore Leave," Lyceum (5th week).
fall.
Early arriving Belasco attraction
Plymouth (3d
continues to equal or better any- "The Old 8oak,"
Bettered good first week
week).
thing new season has trotted out
and went to $11,500 for second.
Last week beat $12,000
to date.
Saturday exodus for
Pace

last week.
"Betted Times," Hippodrome (1st
week). Big house opened Saturday night, again under manageand looks sure until holidays.
ment of C. B. Dillingham, and
production again directed by R. "So This Is London," Hudson (2d
week).
Opened Thursday last
H. Burnside. Won praise from
week. Majority of notices favorcritics.
This season top adably, with several reverse.
New
mission is $2.50 for center sections
Cohan show has many laughs and
downstairs, balance there $2.
should land for run. Last week
'Blossom Time," Ambassador (45th
pace was on basis of $10,000 weekweek). Moved up another notch
„
ly.
Two performances Monday
last week when takings were not
grossed $3,500.
far from $1.2.500.
With start of
Labor Day, when wet weather was Spice of 1922," Winter Garden (10th
week). Final week for Jack Lattperfect for theatres, this week's
Arman Kaliz revue, which opens
business should be as good or
on tour next week at the Forrest,
better.
Philadelphia, -«ew "Passing Show
"Captain Applejack," Cort (37th
of 1922" to enter Garden Thursday
week). Influx of new productions
night next week.
not harmful and last week gross
well over $9,000.
Another six "Sue Dear," Times (9tb week).
Broadway time of this musical
weeks for this remedy success,
show again extended. Attraction
and has chance to run into Nowill move to Pijou at end of next
vember.
week, with "The Exciters" next
"Cat and Canary," National (31st
attraction here. "Sue" drew $6,300
week). Picked up again last week
last week, but is Inexpensive muand management still expects
sical show
continuance through fall. Busi"The Dover Road," Bijou (38th
ness better than $7,000.
week). Last week for Milne com"Chauve-Souris," Century Roof (32d
edy. First production attempt by
week).
Morris Gest's surprise
Guthrie McClintic, who has piled
novelty smash of last season
up nice profit for Broadway run.
continues to rate with best moneygetters in New York. Figures to
stand up5 strongly through the
f

.

season.

Only show at

Ex-

Arthur Hammerstein's show, with
night performances capacity. First
of new musical productions to
arrive and first to score. Getting
$3 top. Got $18,500.
"East Side, West 8ide," Nora Bayes
(4th week). Moved Monday from
Playhouse, where called "Manhattan." Business not good for first
weeks.

Sally" Returns to

being laugh show.

You

Will,"

Comedy

(2d

week). Will be taken off Saturday. Premiere displayed nothing

and Broadway
first

far.

This line-up held over for this
week, with "The Bat" coming into
the Wilbur, and "The Nest" into
the Plymouth, and both jammed
Labor Day night. "The Bat" has a
whale of an advance sale with eight
weeks cold thrown on sale Tuesday.
"Sally" returned to the Colonial
Monday with at least 1,000 people
turned away on the holiday, due
mainly to Jack Pickford's presence
in town with his bride (Marilyn
Miller). Despite its 12-wcek run in
Boston into the summer, the advance sale on "Sally" indicated
which
capacity again this week,
moans approximately $33,000. The
shrfw bus open time here and will
undoubtedly be continued indefi-

Smallest

4

None
"Kiki," Belasco (41st week).
of new dramas threatened supremacy of Belasco's last season's
Busicapacity at

ITlric.

around $15,000 weekly.
''Molly Darling,^ Liberty (2d week).
Opened Friday last week, winning
very favorable reviews. Produced
by Moore & Megcley, vaudeville

producers.

Attraction

credited

nitely, until the

"Music

tion or return of big grosses when
settles.
Increased again
list week, grossing $13,400. Extra
advertising this week calls it "2d

weather

season."

and Mary," Casino (1st
Basis of vaudeville revue

"Sally, Irene

week).

8.

the local Rialto.
The $21,500 credited to "TangeSanderson and
rine" with Julia
Frank Lalor last week indicated
town
can
the
do, Its opening
what
week at the Shubert. "Little Nellie
Kelly," the Cohan show which opened cold at the Selwyn was just unon its fifth week.
der $23,000
"Shuffle Along" at the Selwyn, also
on Its fifth capacity week, hit around
$14,500 which is all that it can do
without violating the fire laws.

matinee possible Labcr Day.
Belmont (17th week).
Present plans call for "That Day,"
listed for Belmont, getting another house.
*Kempy" doing fair
business at around $5,200 and
may be tried with through fall.

with having plenty of stuff.
Box Revue," Music Box
(60th week). Three or four weeks
more to go, show opening on tour
at Philadelphia.
Music Box will
reopen In October with new revue
now being readied l>v Sam
Harris and Irving Berlin.
(19th
"Partners Again/' Selwyn
week).
SelwynS* comedy riding
along to good business. Expecta-

PHILLY SEASON OPENS;

"BLOSSOMS,"

NEW

•

Chicago, Sept.

licity,

|

minimum

figure of

The previous pubis hit.
breaking ail Boston records,
uiven Miss Miller, Pickfcrd, Ztrprfe!d and Billie Bucks over the Millermarriage, was regarded as
so unsavory and dangerous in its
re-actions tfiat not even a press
notice wis sent to ths dailies about
Pickford's visit to Boston Labor
Day. The papers carried it under
New York date lines, however, and
Pickford was the renter of C r nsiderable lobby gossip.
Just why the Shuberts did not
crash their vaudeville season open
$2r>.000

8.

Nine attractions, with another included, for three performances, gave
an aggregate gross of $117,500 for
Hie initial week of the new season

"Hairy Ape" Gets OverMixed Notices for
"Blue Kitten"

—not

bad,

considering

the record

which reached these parts
after
Wednesday's matinee and

heat

mark

highest

struck its
completely

the

killing

Friday,

week-end

business.

As a result, "Orange Blossoms,"
new Edward Royce-Victor
Herbert comedy with music, had a
gala opening at the Garrick, with
four or five rows of standees; "The
Blue Kitten" had three-fourths ca"The
Shubert;
the
at
pacity
Charlatan" did nice business at the
Walnut, and "The Hairy Ape," the
least likely to be affected by this
the

of

class

day.

also

business,

felt

While

new openings crowded

five

theatrical calendar, the therregistered a now heat record, not only for this summer, but
Notwithfor the last nine years.
standing this unbreakable opposition, there was an outpouring of
business that held aloft the maiden
speed of the new season. Truly, the
thickened paths to the playhouses
with the prevailing heat was phenomenal and again Indicates that

the

mometer

this

town

is

Sensible

show-hungry.
magnates didn't comSome howled and
worrying.
The

plain last week.
did considerable

complaints

who

refuse

came
to

from,

weigh

pessimists
conditions.

They shout calamity at the very
The hotel agencies
first chance.
were cfcught fn the weather jam,
and the '"diggers" were quite noticeon the curbstones Saturday

able

night, attempting to rid themselves

of an
the seats.

overstocked array of good

"Good

boom.

Morning, Dearie." didn't
first week's gross expected at the Colonial. | In "The
Perfect Fool" the Dillingham show
is going to face troublesome opposition and the variation in the scale
of prices (noticeably high in comparison with what the Shubert offices will charge for musical entertainment this fall) between these
two attractions will be closely followed.
Wynn's organisation is the rags
of the town at this specified hour.
He lead the shows in the loop for
week's business and proudly boasted of an advance sale which will
keep the business high until it receives a challenge from the Jolson
show.
The critics helped along

The "Ape" show, which opened record the

—

Real snows will pull real money In
Boston at the present time. Labor
Day night, after a rainy stay-athome day, found the town showmad, and the specs reaping: a golden
Last week's sheets had
harvest.
figures for August that have never
been approached In the history of

"Kempy,"

smash with Lenore
ness holds up to

week's busi-

ness around $9,000.
"Wild Oats Lans," Broadhurst (1st
Second production for
week).
George Broadhurst. Piece slipped
up to Stamford, Conn., for tryout,
and Broadway premiere Wednes-

Week—

but Sticking

„

the Lyric's season, had a matinee
with bettter business upstairs than
down, and "The Blue Kitten" also
had a successful matinee, getting
some late comers, as the rain
started about 2 o'clock. "The Kitten" did $1,300 in the evening.

ing notices and two sturdy slams.
"Orange Blossoms" was very well
received, and hailed as a prospec-

"The Charlaalso well treated by the
but "The Blue Kitten" had

tive

world beater.

tan"

was

dailies,

The regular critics
up on openings, with the
Eugene O'Neill show getting the

mixed

call.

figured closing at
Is third quick

week.
flop of season thus

end of

last

new

Capacity—"Bat's" Advance Sale

Boston^Sept.

Slapped," Garrick

Opened Monday night, winning
good notices and credited with
If

field,

run.

Critics,

Chicago's Total Gross Last Week, $117,500

notices.

divided

Another three weeks
adaptation, Theatre

I

Will

bidders in

(5th

con-

For Eight Weeks Last Week's Figures Never
Before Reached in August

have come in too early and may
pick up during month.

Guild then going directly into now
season. "He" surprised by running through summer.
•Her Temporary Husband," Frazee
Farce got oft! to
(2d week).
Thursday night (last week) start.
Comment mixed, indications being for fair business only.
*Hlnky Dory," Klaw (1st week).
Bright billing labels first Klaw attraction of season as "Real Imported Scotch." Company brought
over intact by Mark Klaw, Inc.

Up by

"The Hairy Ape" had some glow-

week). Slipped last week, takings
being around $5,500. Appears to

*l

"Whispering Wires," 49th St.
Shuberts' mystery
week).
tribution ought to land for
Despite holiday exodus and

BOSTON SHOW-MAD LABOR DAY

(14th
week). Holds to remarkable business, and plan of Zlegfeld to continue revue to holidays or longer
instead of going on tour in September as usual looks set. Bet•
ter than $37,000 again last week.
••Fools Errant," Maxine Elliott (3d

(35th week).
for Russian

Hit, to $26,000 First

"Rubicon" Burned

Philadelphia, Sept. 3.
The lefitlmate season got all the
productions.
breaks at the opening here after it
"The Plot Thickens," Booth (1st
First offering of Brock bad every appearance of bucking a
week).
Pemberton's second season as midsummer heat.
Is of foreign adaptaproducer.
The four opening houses had reOpened Tuesday night, untion.
opposed.
ported little advance business since
"The Torch Bearers," 48th St. (2d the box offices opened Thursday,
week). Much expected of this saturned out to
tire, which slipped into town al- but when Labor Day
most unnoticed. Had to rent to be overcast and dubious, queues
Moves to Vanderbilt started to form, and by afternoon,
get berth.
next Monday on regular terms,
spitting rain, the box offices
and ought to prove smart draw. with
were besieged.
Critics like this one.

REAL SHOWS GET REAL MONEY!

New Amsterdam

"He Who Gete

Wynn Show Smash

up to
Labor Day was much stronger.
Counts as leader of new season's

$5.50

top.
•'Daffy Dill," Apollo (3d week).
cellent takings last week for

•Tollies/'

to

nearly $13,500, which at $2.50 top
is accounted promising for week
Agency buy
before Labor Day.
started this week. Much favorable

good* chance
"Scandals," Globe (2d week). White

"Abie's Irish Rose." Republic (16th
week). Only attraction charging
$3 top among non-musicals. Sale
went up for merchants' exposition
last month and not lowered. Advantage for cut-rate sales and at
box' office. Around $9,000 claimed

new

Girl," Earl Carroll
New musical entrant
First week
strong start.

(2d week).
off

comment.
"Ths Goldfish," Shubert (20th week).
put on last season and now exFinal week, attraction Jumping to
panded.
Opened Monday, with
Chicago Sunday. Drama credited

^A
I

"PERFECT FOOL" LEADING

show's chances.

Labor Day night instead of

sitting

»

Next Monday's openings Include
"Spice of 1922," making Its return
bow, at the Forrest, and "Dulcy,"
which opens the Broad's season
"Marjolalne"
earlier than usual.
and "Pomeroy's Past" will* occupy
the Lyric and Garrick stages Sept.

for next week. Is as unexplalnable as is the failure of the
Hollis street (syndicate) to open before Sept. 25 when Franc! ne Larrimore in "Nice People" Is booked,
with "Lightnln" underlined.
The
Larrimore show Is so well known 18, and "The Dover Road" will
locally one dramatic editor has al- probably hit town to open the Adelready referred to it as "Pleasant phi on the same day. "The Hotel
Folks." The Weber and Field unit Mouse" is now definitely set to folwas bill-boarded last week and low Carle and "The Blue Kitten"
opened Monday night in Hartford. at the Shubert.
The Arlington, formerly known as
the Castle square when John Craig
made It famous for its stock productions, opened Monday as a playnursery for H. k H. Frazee. The initial premiere was a farce comedy
by Dana Burnet, the "Saturday
Evening Post" author, entitled "A
Bridal Suite for Three." The house
Stock,
Alcazar
$5,500
is going to play $1 top, with Craig
at the helm back-stage, and with a
$8,000 at Columbia for
policy of producing nothing but new
"The Fool"
shows. There are about 30 plays,
mostly
small-cast
dramas
and
farces, under consideration at presSan Francisco, Sept. 8.
ent, and Frazee Is going to use the
The legit houses got underway
house for all of his try-outs. Anybody with a likely looking manu- together last week for the first time
script will be given a production, in a long while.
It was also the first week for the
the only stipulation being a slice
of the royalties turned over to Wilkes stock at tho Alcazar, with
Frazee, John Craig. Matt Smith, et the gross, Including two Saturdays,
reaching $5,500.
al., these royalties to hold for the
At the Columbia "The Fool," with
life cf the production, Including film
and stock rights. Frazee will also Richard Bennett, got $8,000.
"Abie's Irish Rose," after five
any
big-time
use the house for
legitimate productions which he may weeks at the Century, moved Sunday
to tho Rialto, getting $2,400 on
make, including one which rumor
say will he as laviuh a drama, as tho day, beyond expectations.
The premiere of "You'll Be Sur"Ben Hur" and which is at presThe prised" at the Morosco (formerly
ent tentatively under way.
Arlington has a four-story ware- Century) started to fair trade.
"Abraham Lincoln" opened very
house jammed with a 20-year accumulation of props and sto<k scenery, blp: this week at the Orpheum, Oakwhich means that with the strong land.
n
little stork remjinny Hi »l haH b<
mbled, almost anything can be
GRAND, K. C, FOR ROAD SHOWS
proauthor
and
the
Staged for an
• a stock production
can
ddcei
Kansas f'ity, Sept c.
ploughing through a
of
Instead
The Grand here will play road
manuscript. A Eugene Walter play shows this sea.son Instead of Us
Is said to bo among those Frasee
usual picture policy.
B. s. BrigWill try out within a few weeks
ham If its manager
charge of
tight

SAN FRANCISCO UNDER

WAY; ALL LEGIT OPEN

.

<
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(Continued on page

38)

bookings with

all

time open.

Wynn's

popularity.

One

in

making

a second-thought review and commenting upon the packed houses at
the Illinois, went to the heart of
the enormous demand for Wynn by

claiming he (the critic) was stopped
for logical explanations by crediting the comedian with being "s
natural born darn fool."
In the competitive campaigns between "Thank-U" and "The Rubicon," two vastly different shows,
neither gained a satisfactory getaway. Two reasons are advanced
for ^he slow start of the Cort attraction the high scale of prices
for the matinees and the weather
conditions.
Golden's
show just
climbed over the top clause of
$10,000 that the Frazee offices had

—

inserted In the contract.
The Olymplo attraction got th«
worst massacre of adjectives ever
grouped by the combined forcoa ol
the newspaper critics. Many shows

would have been forced to instantaneously stop after the reviews
appeared on the street, one critic
claiming he had the facts to say the
players themselves were ashamed
for appearing in the French play.
"The Rubicon," undaunted, is going
to make a fight, for it has a New
York experience to nurse hope. It
won't take a big gross to make a
for tho attraction.
It's different with the house, however, at
this particular time of the season.
"J!ull-Dog
Drummond" picked
out the hottest night in Chicago
(Friday) to introduce itself at ths
Powers. The premiere held a most
Interesting audience study, for all
classes of loop celebrities perspired
while applauding the meldrama. It
profit

rest between "Bulldog Drummond'' and "The Cat and Canary"
for tho melodrama honors of the
fail Keaaon hero.
Each attraction
is referring to being better enterkinment than "The Bat."
"To the Ladies" is being delayed
In grasping the Cohan's Grand winning atmosphere due to the weather
only. Thus far tho attraction hasn't
responded to tho splendid newspa(Continued on page 40)
will

I
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Friday, September

gave his daughter to impossible young crook in the piece,
Specky, with the proviso he could is the most promising juvenile to
have her back whenever he wanted arrive on Broadway since Elliot
her.
He also holds a whip hand Nugent. Otherwise the whole busiover Specky, as he is aware the lat- ness looks like a total loss.
Cohan might have made a howlter borrowed £100 from a man since
dead, and as the note was not found ing laugh out of it, and almost any
after the death Specky did not pay good vaudeville actor could have
the widow and had to stand for produced a snappy comedy around
continual blackmail at the bands of the basic idea.
As entertainment
Hunky because of it.
to the classes it refused to qualify
The arrival of the representative and surely the herd will not warm
of a chain of stores in the town to to it, for it has no romance and
buy Specky out gives Hunky an only a dab at comedy, the "refineidea he may be able to bring about ment" taking the teeth out of the
a match between his Jenny and this farce and the farce bleeding from
man, whom he recognizes as the the refinement.
Lait.
son of a former millionaire boot
manufacturer. As it finally turns
ley corn,

BROADWAY REVIEWS
SALLY, IRENE
Jlmmlo Pugan
Mtm. Dugan
Mar, O'llrien

AND MARY

tenement scene (Miss
tacteristic
Intropidi, Clara rainier and Maude
Eddie Dowling
and
Joale intropidi Odell), for the stage door bits

"Do You Remember''
the bazaar.
was an old-timers' number, given
by old-timers in the persons of Henrietta Hyron, Louise Arnold, William
Mason and Sullivan. The quartet
hoofed it some and surprised by
their stamina by encoring.
There
were several additional old boys
present, including Eddie O'Connor,
while Joseph Clark is definitely out
of the juvenile class too.
There
were three juveniles. Alfred Ger-

Edna Morn
Maude Ode)

Mrs. O'Brien

Jean Urowii

Sally

Mr*. Clancy
Irene

Rodman

.lorn a

Mra. Jones
Clarence.

Edwards

Mr. Mv.ih
Percy Fitzgerald
At <*l<vcland
Sully

Clara Palmer
Kitty Flynn
Hal Van Renaaelaer

Winifred Harrla
Alfred Oerrard
Joseph Clark
Burford Hamj><l'
Manlcy Kurd
I>.

Tony

J.

D. J

Sullivan
Sullivan

Mr. Mulcabey
Dinty Moore

Eddie O'Connor

Frank

William Mason
Henrietta B>ron
1-oulse Arnold

First Dresser lo Ulrls
BacctM) Dresser to Girls

(Jen* Collins

young man is already marand Jenny weds the comedian.
Had "Hunky Dory" been the first

out this
ried,

Webb

Vera Pay ton

Hal Van Rensselaer and Bur- of the Scotch plays to arrive in this Lulu Densmore.'
Reeves
Hampden, all figuring in the country it undoubtedly would have Amy
Kenneth Reeves
numbers. Burford and Gerrard led been a clean-up, because it is a good Valentine Webb
from a Billy Densmore
evening's entertainment
"Stage
Door
Johnnies"
with
Miss
which
Brown, the melody havmg a popular laughter standpoint, and with the Andrew Hale
ford

vogue the initial Scotch importations
had it would surely have been a treAt this
mendous money-maker.
time, however, the piece must stand
on its merits, and the chances are
that it will go along to a quiet business, getting a rather select audi-

weeks are of vaudeville origin. Two, swing. Stanley Ford had an unim•The Gingham Girl" and "Molly portant assignment.
There was one novelty in the proDarling,"
were elevated to the
legitimate by their original vaude- duction of numbers, tiiat being the
ville producers.
The latest entrant, "Dance of the Radium." It held a
"Sally,
Irene and Mary." which chorus group with white frocks,
rung up at the Casino Sept. 4, was treated with radium paint, the same
a vaudeville revue turn featuring idea as the lace number in the
one of the Shubert vaudeville bills "Follies." The number here merely
last season.
Eddie Dowling wrote shows up the title of the show when
and put it on, probably with the the lights are out. Each girl's skirt
same aid Cyrus Wood, Raymond held a letter. The number was listed
Klages (lyrics) and J. Fred Coots for the first act but was switched to
(«core)
who are all credited with the opening of the second. It was
the full length attraction. Dowling not encored.
"Jimmie," one of the earliest
nl»o appeared Jn the act, though
Mabel Withee was the featured numbers, was one of the best of a
fair
score.
The chorus got someplayer.
legitimate
As a
offering
"Sally, Irene and Mary" comes as a thing with their evolutions, includAllan
production of the Messrs. Shubert, ing a rope-skipping dance.
Foster staged the dances and had
with Dowling the feature.
In all three plays the aim has more chance early in the show than
been to stick to musical comedy later. Mabel Kokin went onto the
type, that is, to hold to the story or apron in the "Jimmie" number for
plot.
All three having gotten off a dance specialty, which she did

ence that likes this sort of thing.
But one wanfS to keep their eyes on
He is a rare
this man Watson.
comedian and it is certain he is
going to go a long way in this

—

THE PLOT THICKENS

of-town dates was greeted warmly,
which may have caused hesitancy

larity,

But some elimination
should be made, for the tempo of
the show cannot be held steady
cutting.

.

Malllday
Claudine
Jones

P«!»r

Basil

Specky Todd
Mrs. MacFayden
Peter Magutne

Fanshawe

Mike Sheehan
Mike Sheehan. Jr
QrtSMl Mr Nab
Commissioner
Dr.

Neil Qulnlan

.....John Saunders
Edward Lester
Dallas Welford

Dwlght Frye
Janet Murdock
Joseph R. Mann
Jack Amory

Maggs

splendid

other

pre-judgment

who

testimonial to the
these showmen

of

operate the

mammoth Hippo-

drome.

Of the current "Better Times"
this may be said:
That it's tho
best matinee show the Hip has ever
had. If the purpose was to get the
children, the Hip will get them. It
is now as much for kids as grownups.
Two or three items seem to
have been inserted for children
only.

The big number is the second act
May finale flash, "The Story of a Fan."
Martha Mayo Designed by Mark Lawson, it evoVera Halare lutes, from a fan to fan.*, to. floods
Margaret Lawrence
Kenneth MacKenna of fans, to an electrically lighted

,

Kenneth Hunter fan holding 12 girls in its panels
Harry Stubba and perched aloft of the whole, to
Harry Minium
the very end when naught of the
stage may be seen but fans.
AtA. L. Erlanger presented this new- tractive as it
progresses. Certainly
fashioned play on an old-fashioned nothing ever there before so
entiretheatre
Labor
Cohan
mold at the
ly crowded up that stage.
Day. By virtue of Margaret LawThe first act finale was fetching
personality,
though this
rence's
scintillating
high comedienne is in its color scheme of black and
widely miscast, it will take its place white, with :a skeleton idefT that
fantastic
dancing
little
for a while as an attraction. It will created
never amount to anything as a devils in skeleton dress all over the
stage. In a previous number called
drama, no matter who plays in it.
James Forbes, author in bis time "In the Clouds" a sort of starry
of some homely and snappy come- back drop effect had 90 heads of
protruding
through
small
dies of middle -class life, wrote this girls
There were still
one. It is a story similar to that of round apertures.
Eugene Walter's "Fine Feathers," as many girls on the stage. George
also like Owen Davis" "Up the Lad- Herman was the dancing skeleton
der," the theme of the former plus the number was built around.
Another handling of the chorus
the method of the latter meaning
Jhat it is the time-worn taie of the was in the finale of the performyoung couple wanting clothes and ance, "The Harbor of Prosperity,"
speed, which leads to temptation and the 17th and last episode proheartaches, and the old. solution of grammed. With previous comedy in
chucking it all and going back to the tank, to which this whole scene
simple joys in a humble love nest, is devoted, a phalanx of 10 rows of
except that "The Endless Chain" is girls, eight abreast, marched from
up to the minute and a little past it the rear of the stage, to steps, and
(maybe by the hour that daylight down the steps into the water, disThe water disappearsaving time has on the hinterlands) appearing.
commentaries
in
upon
current ance has been used shortly before,
ethics, morals and ideals; or, rather, when a line of girls on the front
rim of the tank, after performing
on the absence of them.
Miss Lawrence essays a role as some slight Swiss water glass rim
weepy as any Jane Cowl or Helen playing, did backward somersaults
MacKellar ever sobbed through. As into the tank. This finale was conshe
she
does everything,
does cluded with "My Golden Dream
the part of the young wife with Ship," sung by Nanette Flack, as a
poise, gradation and an exquisite ship arose from the water.
quality of natural and technical exreal musical comedy number
pression.
Beyond this the whole was "I Dreamt That I Went to tho
affair has little value, and in this Grand Opera Ball," with the introit is a waste, since she was so great ductory and special lyric sung by
in "Lawful Larceny" that she should Harry Lambert.
It's a bit done in
have remained in it, for the good of the style of the Music Box for efthe theatre at large, rather than de- fect and arrangement, with the
vote her stellar accomplishments following programmed list of those
and superior gifts to a book which appearing in character costuming.
will not leave a fingerprint upon the
CHARACTERS
register of dramatic progress.
Happy 1 .ambert
This piece is neither art nor good Pierrot
lt.diemlan Girl
Nanette Flack
hokum. The laughs are not suffi- Scarpia
Ralph lirainard
Carmen
Graciallta
ciently decisive to plant it as a
Ixihengrin
Frank Joyce
comedy and the plot is neither new Ai<1a
Minna Hamm
nor worth reviving. The man after Gilda
Dvrothy dates
whom the theatre was named might Toreador
Robert McClellan
Sarah Edwards
have twisted it into a satire and T ax Tosca
Edward Reek
accounted for it that way. This way Radamee
Santuzza
Pearl Kay field
it is static, and Mr. Forbes himself,
Othello .'.
Joseph Frohoff
without so expressing it, seems to Miml
Claudia 1 vanova
Mlmi'a Pal*—
realize and preach in "The Endless
S.-haunard
Sid Williams
Chain" that this era is unsympaRudolph
Murray Evans
things

—
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Twas

a balmy Sept. 5 evening
and a goodly crowd was at the
Booth to see a Brock Pemberton
production.
Since Winthrop Ames,
known as a high-arter. selects the
plays for the Booth (and he turns
down many a likely one because it
isn't just up to his idealistic standards), and Mr. Pemberton is identified with effete art. if, not always
with fat receipts what could be
sweeter as a potential tidbit for the
sycophantic critics of Manhattan
who blurb over the guild effusions,
and the uptowners who think the
theatre as an institution is so
vulgar?
The limousines drove up in droves
and the villagers shuffled up in
groups. The clean but still poetic
proponents of the uplift from in
between rubbed elbows and stood
."boulder to shoulder with them. It
was a faithful turnout of the passionate devotees and fearless defenders of better things in the theatre, a massing of the intellectuals
and the cognoscenti, sprinkled with
the dissenters against the commerchil stage and the resenters against

—

Ansua Adam
Ne Darker
Campbel

;

John Thorn
Albert Bannister
Russell Morrison

Bill

Second Player
Third Player

HUNKY DORY

Hunky Dory

Remy Carpen

First Player

ibee.

A Postman
Jenny

Jasper

Oilvotti

Imported Scotch comedy In three acts,
presented by Marc Klaw at the Klaw. New
York, Sept. 4. WX£.
MacDonald Watson
featured player and author of piece.

otherwise.
One scene, that of a
charity bazaar, for one thing could
go out without hurt to the entertainment.
The title is taken from three
musical smashes of the two seasons preceding that juet ended.
Neither "Mary," "Irene" nor "Sally"
was a Shubert production, but the
managers have fallen heir to the

Edwin Nlcander
Roy Cochrane
Mangione
Fred House

Adonis Duckworth
Joseph

with credit. Her East Side rig was
belied by a diamond bracelet.
"Sally, Irene and Mary" are back
on Broadway Jn the Dowling show.
It's a good entertainment and, if
properly handled, which calls for the
fashioning of a smoother performance, ought to make a bid for popu-

to favorable starts strengthens the
opinion that that class of musical
piece is coming back. As for "Sally,
Irene and Mary," plot is adhered
to too much, particularly so in the
second act. That drew the opening night performance out to an
11:25 curtain. The show in its out-

Fred.

country.

—

house. It won't be a difficult performance to cut for the Hip's reg«
ular running time, and it will be)
clipped with perhaps a bare elimination, but without much change
of the running show otherwise, an-

O'.lve

rard,

Three
musical
plays
reached Broadway in the last twwo

in

THE ENDLESS CHAIN

Nellie

1922

8,

1 1

Stella

Walter Roy
Hubert Drysdale
Frances Rosa Campbell

MacDonald Watson

A

David Low
A. Manning Sproalon
three-way title. There is nothing
Like all imported Scotch, this has
from the original plays other than been
"cut"* a little for American conthe names, except it is a variation
sumption. Marc Klaw on his sumOf the Cinderella story that countmer trip to England witnessed it at
ed for "Irene" and, too, for "Sally."
Apollo, London, and selected it
The east side tenement is pictured the
as the opening attraction of the new
at the opening and again close to
season for the Klaw, New York.
the finale, which was true of "Irene."
week the piece was presented
The lovers of Avenue A remain Last
In Montreal, and the- New York
constant, despite the heroine's rise opening
occurred Monday night beto Broadway stardom while the hero
has just developed into a plumber fore an audience that just about
half filled the house.
Despite its
(and alderman). The strain of senthetic to
static.
timent is just as strong as in "The size the audience was enthusiastic mercenary managers.
the lines and business brought
Harry Minturn. long a western
Gingham Girl," if not stronger. and
And they got the shock of their
frequent laughs, especially from the
actor, ^hone effulgently beside Miss
Dowling's added book with his love
lives.
balcony, where a number of evifor hi« mother builds up that factor
Brock Pemberton presented. But Lawrence as the polite "heavy."
and it is carried forth with sin- dently American-Scotch were wit- he presented them (and right in Miss Mayo, with the best role of the
nessing the play. Those Americans
cerity.
Winthrop
Ames' pet theatre) with piece, a well done "aunt type" charWhat Dowling has done in thj in the audience were catered to by a frivolous farce. That is," he pre- acterization scored. Mr. MacKenna
way of a book is to set forth the a number of gag lines that were sented his version of one.
as the young husband was rather
interpolated for home conhumor of the early days when folks evidently
"The Plot Thickens" was a suc- somber. The rest of the acting was
sumption. These to a certain extent
wens plain Dugan, O'Brien and detracted
cess in Europe. It was written by inconsequential.
from the real Scotch in
This is not one of those easily
O'Dare either as he knew them or
Luigi Barzini and Arnaldo Fraccaiw he believes they were. As Jim- the bottle, but on the whole it can rolli. Pemberton had it adapted by picked and obvious failures. It will
be said that the comedy was thorpresumably have a respectable camy Dugan his faith in his race oughly
Thomas
Beer,
whose
work
and
enjoyed.
and his politics can never fade.
reer, as did "The Frenrh Doll" and
Abroad the production was made whose name were thereunto un- other lukewarm presentations gilded
The worst thing he could think of
by Cecil Barth.
That production known to this benighted reviewer of with one irresistible personality and
to hurt Sully, the stage door keeper
playwrights.
Beer
did
rather
well
of the theatre on Broadway wXere was brought to this country intact, with it, and. therefore, no puns on not so bad as to create one of those
arrival it was discovered it
Mary made her hit. was to te,ll the but on not
But instantaneous Broadway show scanwould
do, and a new production his name will be committed.
mar.:
"In your heart you are a
Pemberton's name could be dals, like, for example, "I Will If
was
built here by P. Dodd Acker- if
Republican."
You Will" or "The Fair Circassian."
Again when Mary man.
bevoed!
tells Jimmy it Is he she loves and
There Is nothing more pitiful than It is good for a few weeks, located
There are but eitfht players in the
plans a wedding at the Little
the apex of the theatrical world,
at
company, and MacDonald a roughneck trying to be elegant, sponsored by
the astute Erlanger
Church Around the Corner, Jimmy, little
save it be a highbrow seeking to
although exalted at winning the Watson, who plays the principal be a hick. Mr. Pemberton's attempt office.
Lait.
comedy role, is likewise the author
^11
ho
loves,
cries
out,
"St.
of the piece. He is a cross between here to present colloquial, slanKy,
Malachy's or nothing."
Both bits Will Demming
rough-and-tumble
farce,
was
faintly
and Harry Fox at
were genuine laughs.
amusing and tepidly interesting.
Edna Morn, who has been on the times and does not look unlike the
The story tells of a bored young
"Better Times." let's hope, for
road a season or two, got her chance latter. Ho is a real comedian and millionaire who meets a ridiculous
his lines over effectively at all
everyone, but surely for the Hipas Ihs feminine lead. Mary, and geti
movie director who is using his podrome with this entertainment,
times.
In
business,
however,
he
recreated a pleasing impression. She
sorts to a little hoke now and then, grounds for "location." gets an in- which opened Sept. 2. At $2.">0 top
led most of the numbers well, has a
with the juggling of a cut of spiration, gives the director a big the Hip cant fail with its newest
sweet manner and acted excellently as
cheese in the second act. The seven 'check and tells him to sic tin ills attraction, one that lines up with
as a foil to Dowling In several of
players are clever ar- onto him burglars, gunmen, any- almost anything it has had in the
supporting
hifl comedy scenes.
One of the best tists, especially
Walter Roy, who thins the unexpected. Then things past and
so far ahead of last
was a proposal bit. Miss Morn had reminds
of Henry E. Dixey at times, begin to happen and the idiot, of season's Hip's show at $
there
"Time Will Tell" with Dowling. the
Hunky Dory, the character from (•ourse. thinks they were framed by will he no comparison.
number being the best of the melo- as
the piece, derives it name. [the director and are all play-acting.
It's a great trick Charles DillingJean Brown as Sally won the which
dies.
Strange as it mav seem, this piece A chief of police is sane enough ham and H. H. IJurnside
honors of individual scoring near
put over
k< ts its title from the role of the to discover that the man is crazy,
at the Hippodrome, when they put
ho first act finale with a too dance. villain.
land then it is explained away before it
ovef, and they have? put it over
Miss Brown started slowly and disNell Barker as the heroine pa\o |*they can take him to the booby
in "Better Times."
It's the, biggest
placed unusual cleverness with one a
>harmlng performance, and In hatch, where he belongs.
achievement of all the theatre busitoe spinning.
Kitty Flynn play.
her Bcenes with Robert Drysdale as
Meanwhile the "complications" are ness.
That immense stage, trelronc.
thin
and
the
Specky Todd was most convincing.
plot fails to thicken.
number of theatre people
»owling as a successful young Drysdale incidentally
The !ov«« story is a mess and is en- mendous
is much liHe
(in a theatre) and, perhans not least
). lumber
"with $1,800 in bank, two Frank Bacon. Frances Ross ("amp- tirely shredded by the absurd
antics,
Liberty bonds, a trunk full of marks be:] as a little Scotch chatterbox of The direction is so strainediy un- of all, to keep the production* cost
within the Federal Reserve limit.
and a tin lizzie." was at his very more than past middle ape proved
natural that half the house kept
a
In the present show
lxst. lie was adroit in getting over strong
comedy factor, hut P. Man- laughing in the wrong spots and appears to have been thethereallatter
acis comedy points and convincing
ning Sproston seemingly played the the Other half kept sighing most all complishment.
Although with two
in his devotion both to his mother role assigned
to him entirely too the time.
heavy
finales
and mriny
other
and his "goil." No hotter selection well to Impress.
The really bright spot was Remy scenes. Mr. Burnside, who
stages
could have l)oen
made for the
.As to plot, it is the flimsiest kin>1 Carpen. making her American de- the
Hip productions, has filled
mother role than Josie Intropidi. of an excuse, but sufficient to sus- but.
Miss Carpen, whatever her
Many a kiss was planted upon her taln the comedy of the author- foreign career has been, is Q fetch- completely its stag., with a sightly
elii'i'lc by Eddie".
Bowl ng made a player. TCnA Mri'lcS TTl« piny from ing ,'iml striking ynunir n UUty \ cry spectacle without having apparently mane it over-exi#en«ive.
It's a
Kood deal out of a bit with the stage beginning to end. It is
little story
reminiscent of Jeanne Bagel*.
Her
door keeper, very well don<' by i>. J. of life In a small Scottish villnpo. French SCCCnt is. genuine, and it is fe.it of staging.
Saturday night
Sullivan,
line Specky Todd has been n cob- intriguing. She has effective emo- on time or slightlythe show, starting
before, ran until
The cast is a humorous mixture bler for »0 years, Hunky Dory w.is tionalism, feminine charm and
11:.10 without a hitch or a slip the
of youthful players in the leads and hi- rival in the days for the hand youth. Her career will be
the main entire evening.
Kemfmbering the
•horns and A. K.'s generously pres- of the village belle, and he won her. salvage i»f -The Plot
Thicken*.'
intricacies of the Hippodrome stage
ent on the roster. Several were em- Later, when she died, Hunky was Dallas Welford, as a comedy
crook, direction,
was quite notethat
ployed for the gabby and rhar- too ardent a follower of John Bai
was corking, and Dwlght K'rve, an worthy if not uncommon
In
thin
.
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Marcel

Joe Riley

Jimmy Bradv

Collins
Butterfly
The Child
Merry-Wives of Windsor-

Madame

Mrs. Page;
Mrs. Ford
Mrs. Quickley

Amelia Rose

Downte

Ethel

Louise Reautcra
Beatrice Trice
Alice Wilson
Albert Alberto
^....'William Williams
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lo specialties or acts th<>
old.

some new and some
biggest
and
best

is

show

hflp

yuitc

tin

Orlando^

Horses opening the second net. it
a foreign numbi r. of wide European
reputation, the first int«- appearing
over here (New Acts). Known as a
•liberty norse at.'' with nil ol Tin
horses in the. ring only under th<
whip direction 6f their tralner^tlnn
i

t

master), these 16 horses :uld six
ponies did astounding formations

and movements for that

sort of free

* ork,

Another Importation was Torbny
(.New
Acts),
HbadowgrnphHt.
a

'

a
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providing: amusement lover, looked serious and distressed,
Torbay cannot expect and played It like Hamlet rather
much, since he has hardly anything than Borneo.
new in his shadowing manipulations
But Donahue he whizzed.
No
for the sheet.
matter what anyone else or all the
The Long Tack Sam Chinese rest did. whenever he was on or
troupe was one of the big applause came on everything was ginger and
Its hori- roses.
getters among the acts.
And two unknowns shared
zontal bar performer piled up the his triumph the Taylors.
Billy
plaudits as he made one trick more Taylor is a slick-haired little hoofer
difficult than the other, all seemingly and Biilie is a hairpin-shaped blonde
Hip
crowd, although flapper. They got under the skin of
new to the
Long Tack Sam is a well-known the audience on sight and pried
name in international vaudeville. deeper and deeper with every cunThe riding by the quequcs and the ning gesture, bland bit of business
long slide hanging by the queque and their busy dancing. Hidden In

Other than

how many

for children

ternational

—

—

for the finish cinched

Long Tack's vaudeville

hit.

Another we'll -liked turn was the
high and fancy diving by the Berlo
Sisters in the tank scene, with two
of the girls taking a high drop
from trapezes on which they hung

by

their heels.

the

Vasco.

Mad

Musician,

was

New York

are mterested In the Inrace will answer its
stay. Beyond that there

hardly anything to draw them in
even if there is much amusement
after arriving. Possibly with George
M. Cohan mentioned as the author it
would be different.
Lily Cahill and Donald Gallaher

OUT OF TOWN REVIEWS

is

were the playing successes. Lawranee D'Orsay seemed to bo himself
perfectly ns the irritant father of
the English girl. Marie Carroll was
the English girl, much Americanized

every way through one brief visit
over here. Edmund Breese as the
in

American father may draw a protest
youngsters have landed with both from the Associated Captains of
feet and have arrived on Broadway American Industry. The Captains of
to stay. Benny and Western stopped Industry over here are as thick (in
numbers) as the Sirs of England.
the show in their two-dance.
A new ballad, interpolated, was The novelty of the construction
the outstanding hit of the New York was a reversed picture American
premiere, and the nifty original and English as they vision each
score was well taken, besides. The other and as each really is. The
dances were deftly staged and done, visionary portion was made coarse
for several years, these

—

also brought over for this show,
though not new to this side. Vasco with the usual Julian Mitchell furfirst came over in 1907 and again in niture-utilizing manner of execuHis act remains much the tion. The scenery was corking, all
1915.
same, the playing of many instru- the way, and topped with a heroic
ments, closing with playing the radio machine effect in operation for
sleigh bells with his feet while a final bang.
prone on his back and at the same
The book is less than nothing at
time playing a mouth instrument. all. It is largely the story of Cohan's
Vasco's act looked a bit long on this "Meanest Man," touched up with
which
big stage
he alone occupied.
o' My Heart" and a few other
The comedy of the beer glasses has "Peg
hardy standards. Yet it appealed in
been reduced to but one glass near its very old-time sort of simplicity,
the finish, nnd that finish successand seemed to hold hard. The book
fully carried Vasco across.
laughs, however, were negligible,
"The Stag Hunt." made into a whereas
Donahue's spontaneous
number, had the Ginnett Family as
gags and flurries were tremendous.
the hunt riders. It features Poppy
This
has
all appearances of an
Ginnett.
There is a comedy cart enduring success,
because the elethat brought a good laugh for the
ments that are mediocre are infinale of it. which became' the most
offensive and not boresome. and the
of turn, sending riders over

each instance, in a Special bit
the scene proper had been
blacked out.
Not much red fire, considering the
opportunities. "The King" was rung
"The
in once, very clean though.
in

after

Chamber

of

Commerce

of

Rhode

Island" also mentioned. That was a
dirty crack. But putting this show
opposite the I^amhs Club that was
Stmc.
a dirty dig.

—

BLACK ADVENTURE

the eye to gather from the rate
aparaity of costume.
This can all be said from the first
Ruth Partington )
night event, which was uneven, illI<ola Ilolton
Hetty Simpson...
assorted, often
poorly performed
Francis X. Conlon
Frank Bennett
John Westley and vastly too long.
Jimmy Dorrinston
Fred Allen is the introducer, parJohn Arthur
Freddy Gregory
William Mann rying with his audience much In
Itivdon
Herbert A»hton the manner of Ed Wynn. and very
Kawmn
Joaeph Alk.i
WigKina.,
Ulllan DU successfully. Sam Ash ottered some
Mr, K
Mattle Edwards pleasant singing. Nat Na/.arro. Jr.,
Matilda
danced, Nellie Breen sang. William
Wayne was there, and so most asThe curtain was not all the way suredly
was the ever-gruffly interat
performance
opening
up at the
esting
George Hassell.
Auditorium Monday night of
the.
But. of course, the center was the
"The Black Adventure" when the galaxy of jokes and song offered
woman next whispered to a com- by Willie and Eugene Howard,
panion, "Bed right away." She was who had no trouble whatever in
right. A bed there was, sure enough. holding the audience; in fact, some
But it did not symbolize bedroom rather large results in this direcfarce of the Woods variety. It was tion were obtained after therisually
merely an essential piece of furni- tiresome midnight hour.
ture in the hotel suite occupied by
The show holds the record for
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Dorrlngton, a length of time of performance. The
couple given to quarreling as a re- first act closed at midnight and the
sult of the husband's Jealousy.
second was cut to one hour, omitThe farcical fantasy, dramatized ting several scenes. Despite the
from a story by Roland West by length of time it proved Interesting.

Baltimore, Sept.

6.

S

."

Mr. West and Charles H. Smith, was
Dancing was plentiful, though no
played In Long Branch and Asbury new steps or manoeuvres were eviPark. It was presented with a cast dent. The Lockfords provided acrothat included such experienced play- batic dancing of the best and Mile.
TEMPORARY HUSBAND ers as John Arthur, Lois Bolton, Alcorn was principally notable for
and Herbert Ashton.
proving it was possible to dance
(Jeorge Parsons Joseph Allen
Dr. Gordon Spencer
Selena Royle
Kate Tanner
The plot concerns a very matter- before the public with just one or
Marry R. Allen of-fact wife with an inordinately two gauzy strips of tiniest apparel.
Judd
Ann Andrews
Blanche Ingram
There were stage pictures that
William Courtenay jealous husband (of the type that
Tom Burton
were masterpieces in color and
*.... Henry Mortimer exists only in farce) and an ordlClarence Topping
nately romantic ingenue with a beauty and some burlesque of current topics equally satisfying.
jumps Taylors, several of the songs, the
The first Frazec attraction of the matter-of-fact suitor.
at the rear % of the stage after a
"The Passing Show" seems the
manager's
the
relighted
The two women who, when the
and Donahue offer more season
light opening that did not appear scenery
with play begins, have never, seen each best of the series and should satisfy
for
ear, the eye and the risibili- house of same name Aug. 31
the
all comers to the Winter Garden.
to mean a great deal.
There is a ties
comfarcical
ton's
Paul
A.
by
Edward
role
(dual
"doubles"
other, are
than most of the more perfect
possibility this was the one numScheuer.
"Her Temporary Husband." Miss Bolton), and are Indlstgagulshedy,
ber of the program that will be combinations that are ragged and The play has more farce element able except the unmarried one lisps.
Lait.
spotty.
improved.
a
It's
lines.
comedy
straight
because
swain
than
The latter spurns her
Of the old timers on the Hip's
yarn about an heiress whose bequest he hasn't a jealous thought. She
bills,
Claudius and Scarlet again
stipulates she must not marry a thinks there can be no real love
Philadelphia. Sept. t>.
IS
came through with their old songs
whisFalse
disliked.
man her father
where there is no jealousy, and
Edward Hoyce's first personal
thrown upon the sheet for the house Hiram Draper (Junior) .Donald Gallaher kers and smoked classes and a sani- oraves
a "black adventure" that will production,
Orange
Blossoms,"
to sing while they strummed the Elinor It.-aui h.. m;»
Marie Carroll tarium, but from the middle of the
worth.
true
lover's
prove her
opened Monday at the Garrick with
I.tly Cahill
melodies on banjos. Two or three Lady Amy Ducksworth
Meantime the wife decides to cure a blare. Unlike "The Love LetDraper
Edmund Breeae first act the pldt is transparent.
new old songs, one English and a Hiram
Originally the piece was produced her husband and plans to spend the ter," which made its debut at the
Leah Win.-- low
Mrs. Hiram Draper
comic, were employed besides the A Flunky at the Rltz
Kit ward Jephson
by A. G. Delamater last spring. It night with her sister, but she lets beginning of last season, this "comSir Percy Beauchamp. .Lawrance D'Orsay
best of the act's stand-bys.
along new lines of co- it be supposed she is going home for edy with music" looks like
Marion Grey was a project
the real
The Three Bobs had their crow I.ady Beauchamp
operation, the cast agreeing to ac- her clothes and Is leaving town with thing, and its reception was enAlfred
Honccutt
.Wallace
Widdecombe
...
and bulldog to catch balls and Thomas
John M. Troughton cept half salaries in cash and the a lover.
The husband telephones thusiastic.
clubs, with the crow the same hit Jennings, I.ady Ducksworth's butler,
balance in stock of the producing his butler that when arriving she
Robert Vivian
as last year when it was made the
The antecedents of "Orange Bloscorporation, with the provision that must be locked up. But it is the infeature of the Hip show.
Patrick
should the play pass to other hands genue, on her way to a house party, soms" are varied; It Is founded on
and Francisco were on a bounding
George M. Cohan presents "So and other players the original cast who is captured instead of the wife. the French, "Le Passerelle," and
net disguised as a hay wagon, with This Is London.**, by Arthur Goodplayed, without music, as "The
was to receive its share of whatever
The piece misses fire entirely in was
the turn brief enough in its work rich, opening Aug. 30 at the Hudson, protlts were earned. The piece was
of Kitty." Fred De Gresac
No only does it Marriage
state.
has written the book, B. O. De
to hold up the staging, one of the New York. John Meehan staged the absorbed by H. H. Frazee. who re- its present
long to get under way
too
take
far
men driving the team attached to piece. It is programed as "A New cast and took it to Chicago early in (the situation not developing for Sylva the lyrics and Victor Herbert
the wagon on and off.
music.
The scenery was dePowers' English American Comedy."
the summer, playing there at the
an hour after the first cur- the
Elephants, a Hip stand-by for
signed by Norman Bel Geddes and
muy have been the idea of Cort for eight weeks, and coming nearly
It
tain), with the notable" exception of
years, were No. 2.
someone else, but it sounds in dialog directly to Broadway. In Chicago a very subtle and delicate piece of the costumes by Paul Poiret.
Marceline led the clowns and and style like Cohan. If. as reported,
On its opening night "Orange
the show did fair summer grosses.
farcing that is done by John Arthur.
there were many of them, filling in the script for this play was around
William Courtenay is starred. He It is all very badly acted, for the Blossoms" ran until 11:40, and withtime, getting their most in "The Fat before Cohan accepted it, then the
does a very neat job despite the plot piece is played throughout In the out any long waits between the
Man's Fair," the tank scene where author, if there is an Arthur Good- necessity of hiding his handsome
key that be- acts. As a consequence it dragged
they were pushed, shoved or spilled rich who is an author, would have face behind straggly whiskers half highly blatant, noisymidnight scene in spots, but the cutting should be
longs rightly to the
into the water.
to engage a detective agency to dis- of the time.
Harry R. Allen came alone. There is no way for the au- easy. Even a tyro can see where
Raymond Hubbell wrote the mu- cover what had been left belonging through so consistently in a comedy dience to distinguish between the the pruning should take effect.
sic as he had this many a year, to him besides the skeleton.
character role that he easily shared incidents supposed to be natural Some stretches of five or even ten
and turned out at least two likable
Mr. Cohan was in England some honors with the star. Though there happenings and those colored by the minutes can come out in toto.
tunes from the first hearing. The while about a year ago. His obser- never was any doubt how the play
The Bhow opens rather heavily
romantic young Ingenue
"Fan" number is a possibility for vations may in a way be found in would work out. there was always mind of the her
night" of terror, is with some gorgeously gowned girls
wnt>( a fter
Hubbells "Butterfly" class.
"So This Is London." first called anticipation when Alien entered. He only too happy to fall Into the arms (there is no feminine chorus, as all
Victor Kiraly i$t the general man- "How Very American" (which would played Jud, an attendant at the santhe girls have speaking parts) singof her matter-of-fact young man.
ager of the Hippodrome for Dil- have been a preferable title).
who accompanied his
itarium,
Miss Bolton gives a technically ing in a rather unintelligible grand
lingham. Pioneer McVey is house
The dialog is full of cross Are and phoney patient to Southampton. adequate performance in her dual opera style. This got the plot unmanager. Brock Pemberton is In gags in that crisp, brisk manner of Using a cockney dialect and sticking
The
the Ingenue she is very der way, but could be cut.
charge of the publicity.
Clyde delivering punch laugh lines that mostly to the manner of a stage role, but as
artificial and unconvincing, while two male leads (both Englishmen),
Powers is the stage manager, Alf finds its best locale on the vaudeville social unequal, his humorous ob- John
Westley, as the husband, con- Pat Somerset and Bobert Michaells.
Kenton, his assistant, and A. J. Car- stage, which trains writers as well as
servations acted as a life-belt.
Mr. Conlon then hold the stage with some
overacts.
sistently
ing is musical director.
Sime.
actors for them. Cohan snaps his
Ann Andrews joined for the New makes nothing of the role of Frank, rather lengthy dialog, aided by a
stuff over. There's no one like him York
Chicago but Mr, Ashton gives a certain value short but attractive song, "This
engagement. , Tn
Time It's Love," by Michaelis, who
for that. And he doesn't stall. The Juliette Day was the heiress. Mis3 to the minor role of Rawson.
casual or usual writer of two-and- Andrews seemed nervous but gave
Joseph Allen makes a low-comedy has a neat baritone.
The next move Is up to America,
one-half-houV comedies pads out for a very good first performance. part of Wiggins, a bootlegger, who
Principals: Jack Donahue. Mary Milburn,
and Queenie Smith supplies it with
Tilly and Biilie Taylor. Albert Roccardl, points, with two and one-half hours Selma Royle, very blonde and good Is involved in the situation and is
rather snappy comedy, folsome
mind.
That
authoring
in.
thinks
It
Li
At
the
was
nervous.
also
looking,
Catherine Mulqueon, Cecil Summers, Emma
often excruciatingly funny, although
Janvier. Clarence Ndfclstroin. Hal Fordc, speeding up with a laugh every 10 start she talked much too loud and it is doubtful if he is actually in the lowed by the entrance of Edith Day
Nina Penn, Jay Gould, Benny and Western; minutes. The Cohan record here is was not the most careful with mak- picture. After the midnight scene as a poor English country girl who
book by Otto Harbach and William Gary
Miss Royle is the key should change, although it comes to Paris to ask the advice
Duncan ejnusic by Tom Johnstone; lyrics a laugh a minute or more. But the ing up her eyes.
by Phil Cook; bonk directed by Walter Wil- lajigh isn't universal In "So This Is •outhful, however; has unmistakable never seems to. Miss Dlx's^perform- of her lawyer-cousin (Somerset).
son; staged by Jvlian Mitchell; art director, London." That may -be its biggest talent and succeeded in making her- ance suffers for the same reason. As The clothes she wears seem to be
Herbert Ward.
fault. Some laugh continuously and self a favorite.
George Parsons seen through the eyes of the ro- a compromise between the grotesque
frequently, "but the "howl" happens gave his usual excellent portrayal, mantic young lady she Is very ad- and the fancy, and nobody quite
Her first
Moore & Megley unveiled a hit at only now and then.
capitally. mirable. As the housekeeper on the knew how to take them.
doctor
young
playing a
the Liberty, Sept. 1. so far superior
The cause Is how the listener feels Henry Mortimer had the thankless morning after the storm she over- song was "A Kiss in the Dark," and
to the' original showing that one on the international subject. In this role of a cad.
plays.
Mr. Arthur alone gives a she sang it well, especially on the
could scarcely recognize it as the piece the English get the bad end.
Paulton sends his heiress to the commendable
The high notes, but was Inclined to slur
performance.
show of the same title one surely although there has been an attempt sanitarium to%»ick out an old codger production aa yet la woefully lack- in the middle register. It was well
would not confuse It with being the to strike a balance. It may balance, just about to pass out. By marry- ing In subtlety. Rather la It a good received. Up to this time everything had been a bit hIow in getting
came show, for it wasn't except for according to Cohan. No doubt he ing him it is expected father's $100,- thing gone wrong.
the scenery.
thought he was giving the English ,ono will become .hers and, with hub'^he Black Adventure" gives one started.
The entrance of Hal Skelhy
Jack Donahue was the principal the best of it, and so will others, but by soon pushing un daisies, she will the impression Mr. West has aimed
He and Queenie
difference; in fact he was a trans- he didn't.
be free to marry the chap pop didn't to satirize such plays as "The Bat," ehanged things.
formation. The Umber-legged clown
Some «f the Cohan irony may be like. But Tom Burton (Mr. Courte- "The Cat and the Canary," and the Smith (as a couple of slangy Yanhad
dance, "New
kees)
a
song
and
way
the
Wrote himself in and all
found in planting this piece at the nay), the hero, had seen her at the like. At times he apparently sucthrough' and ran away with "Molly Hudson, with its entrance on 44th Kitz eating corn, which she did with ceeds and at times he palpably fails. York Is the Same Old Place." which
Darling" so fast and so far that the street, directly opposite the Lambs such poetry and grace he fell in love There Isn't enough meat, although got the house. The dancing really
rest of it all was just a tail on the Club. Perhaps by now any number with her. Therefore he impersonates often his scenes and dialogs are put it across.
The real plot then got under way
his of imported Lambs are walking to- the doddering invalid and marries amusing.
kite of his personality and
Frequently he starts a
genius for making people laugh over ward 6th avenue when leaving the the girl, starting off on his honey- shiver up your spine, but It stalls at with the entrance of Phyllis Le
Grand (stunning Tltinrf-haired Enghim and love him. Donahue's career club to avoid passing the Hudson.
moon in the institution's ambulance. the fourth or fifth vertebra.
has been spectacular-ever since he
In plot the piece is trifling, but it He manages to keep his identity
Nobody is murdered and a mur- lish beauty) as a divorcee who
showed in "Angel Faw," but he out- has three handsome sets, two draw- hidden until near the end, and wins der in the second or third net would wants to marry a French baron
(Michaelis), but is prevented by bis
did in this comedy even the glow- ing rooms and a hotel suite, with his sparring partner.
be most welcome. When hearing a
Through the aid of the
ing
prospects that appeared to tWO bul lets. Maybe there were three
There are several strange situa- pistol shot and a scream, let the aunt's will. frame
lawyer they
another marriage
one had to do with an off- bod.s be dragged in.
Hisk.
beckon him from the first.
butlers. Butlers seem to be as abun- tions,
with Kitty (Mi«s Day) as a dummy
His dancing, his innocent buffoon- dant In England as fleas ^>n Freddie stage rescue from the ocean's unbride,
which
is to last only a year.
ado
while
ing, his quips and flip foobsms. were Schader's dandy police dog.
dertow. There was much
and then result in a divorce, leaving
deliriou
and his specialty dan co
Bul the plot. It's R story. Two the hero got in his work, but those
the other two free to wed.
and Interpolated comedy panto- young people want to many. The excited persona vamped from the
The finish comes with the singing
Atlantic City, Sept. C.
mimes were convulsing.
boy Is a Yank and the girl is Eng- room nnd permitted the re* uer to
Miss Day .and Mr. Somerset of
Gorgeous costumes, a plenitude by
Mis; Milburn scored a mild suc- lish. Their respective parents hate bring his precious burden In alone
* in
Hennequlvllle," in which she
goodly
a
beffects,
special
quantity
That
f
her.
may
cess
Molly, revealing looks and anything English or American, but and administer
makes herself into a homely, awka voice, whi ?h composed all that she the father of each is In the whole- farce license, bul it was not well of humor nnd an overplus of fomiward country girl to play her pint
were
the
applies
nine
nudity
same
outstanding
to
the
out
and
The
(')••
worked
was asked to offer, as
pari Is sale show business at home.
Here
marriage.
in
the peculiar
featUrea Of the 1122 edition of "Tin
noi a rich one.
She scarcely out- Drapers visit London. The ehildren other bits in the proceedings.
really asserted herself.
Paulton'a best work waa the com- Passing Show' as leveaiedto the Mlea Day
shone I)-: Lyle Alda, who created it. meel on the boat. Tie* American la
her dancing and clowning were
and
The
the
at
Monday.
the*
Apollo
dud.
It
is
public
character
in
Nor did Hal Fdrde surpass Wichard going to buy the Englishman** plant. edy of
gathering la the most a revelation; Incidentally, *In HcnCarle, aa miserably .is Carlo did the instead they become partners at the strength of "Her Temporary Hus- resultant
la one of the snappiest
Thai it will attract better elaborate, gorgeous and extrava- neojulvllle"
band."
villainoun music publisher
Fords finish, the English titled pater ben
the Shuberts have of- tunes Herberl has composed in a
affair
gant
.:..,»..
than in Chicago wu." not
,.»;
1'lnye.i i\ hither straight, and marte
the A rri« leitis bre»k awav
ft
1 UM
long time. Homrrset isn't much of ;i
fered their public
of the bus!
measure
Tht
and
apparent.
Anale,
the
II
for
Ruing
thr.r
that
from
commonplace heavy role
If
tage pictures Of dancer, bul he has a pleasant perabound! in
may have spelled profits
th
memi nothing. Jay Gould, playing the ending leaves the query, Who i,
sonality which puts hjm across.
to »>. Recounted for by the limited real beauty and in fun that is satnol the pari
the red-book juvenile, was likewise got the wor.-t <d' it
In the second act, bud In Kitty's
of the risque. That
and
does
isfying
free
to
take
Broadway
of
If
>-ii;.
bul
girl
the
too legitimate, though Gould la likor
ners nor the fooj
borne on the Riviera, she Is married
oi
hitherto
sensuous
the
element
deal
good
to
be
a
how it Is going
able in any character and wa 9 in America or England
«
the riaron and almost for a year,
In u/lnl<i Garden jokes was
this; however, the comedy seemed
There are enough taughfl In tin- because of the comedy, so well han-lnreeent
(( 'out Inued on
page
abandoned and everything left f.oi
,!!,..
Itocc.
Allen.
I)}
to suffer.
Clarence Nordstrom, the play to repay anyone's evening. Just
•
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MITTY and TILLO

(13)

-THE REALM OF FANTA8IE"

looks that this producton
coat $21*000, tops all vaudeville for
in

'

i

Imported excepting
Prank Ellis, who is featured, while
Ivy Shilling, an English girl appearing over here for the first time.
Is starred. Equally starred, though,
should be the "Eight English Rockets," English dancing girls who reach
their high mark through a Toy Soldier bit, not unlike that in "Chauvc
Souris" and to the same music, but
as both seem years old from the
earliest days of Fred Walton, both
may be any one's property. And
certainly theso English girls do it
well, perhaps a little better than
the Russians, for they look better.
Its people ore

Rut the apex of

all

Laces" for the

of

is

"Land

the

finale,

with

its

effect? the same as Is the
principal sight production scene of
Flo Ziegthis seasons "Follies."

radium

fcld is paying Choos a
alty for the rights, that

weekly roywas reduced

when Choos' act appeared, as
per agreement. The "Laceland" ef$50

altogether new for vaudeThe stage is handsomely
ville.
dressed, but the girls are magnifect

15 Mins.;

is

The combination
ficently gowned.
with the radium is irresistible and
the Alhambra audience broke out
Into spontaneous applause.
a
like
Shilling looks
Miss
premiere danseuse and dances like
one, but she has the handicap of
those eight girls, who are made
equally if not more important before
the turn ends. They have a pony
trot in a "one" scene and do stepping in the opening scene, called
"Land of Nippon," and again in
that pretty "Land of Toys" set which
is tn"e performing punch of the act.
The "Lace" bit is the flash, and a
great big flash.
Mr. Ellis contributes to cover up
waits, the wait between the second
and last full stage scene being a
There Mr. Ellis did it
long one.
badly with song shop chatter of no
and with
brightness
particular
Maude Shclia as his aid. His song
there, "Ours Is a Nice House, Ours
Is," set to the melody of "Sally in
Our Alley," sounded English, and

was the

best of the bit. His previous scene in one, when as announcer he stated ho had to stall,
and including some topical comment was better. It was in that
wait he brought on the girls for the
pony trot, which may explain it.
The eight English girls (Tiller
says they are not from his school)
did very well and were ably drilled,
with the program mentioning Eebe
She is
I'.arri as staging the dances.
the red-headed English girl on the
end. The girls look good, much better than the usual collection of
English girls, and, besides doing all
the known English ensemble steps

over here, have others. The music
was 'Written and arranged" by

One and Full (Special)
Hippodrome.
Orlando's Horses, a foreign turn,
and Tillo are programed first time over here, has been es"Frances greatest dancers" and pecially engaged for "Good Times"
But fow theIn -raided in special sidewalk streamat tho Hippodrome.
ers as the "world's greatest dancers." atres could give the turn a ring
stage.
on
a
Either way, it's a rather ambitious largo enough
description to handicap any team
Tho big thing of the act Is 16
with; so hard to live up to raised horses and six ponies working at
expectatkns. Modestly announced, liberty. The trainer as ringmaster
their impression might bo more stands In the centre, circling two
sensational, but to be compelled to long whips. As the 22 animals first
live up to such billing, it is too troop on they go into a single line
Mitty was in last year's of revolving horses, without intermuch.
"Follies," being a special Importa- ference.
Following they parade in
She returned to two and fours, mount pedestals and
tion by Ziegfeld.
Paris and is now announced as the horses continue after the ponies
the French capital. leave the ring.
direct from
With her are Tillo and another male
It's a sight, this liberty work to
dancer.
Orlando extent, and in a ring on
A bizarre-colored curtain in "one" athestage.
There has been nothing
parts on an exotic Oriental setting
like it in similar numbers over here.
in full stage, where Mitty is loungMitty

ing on a divan in abbreviated costume.
It consists of breastplates,
abbreviated tights and headdress
with additional trappings and dew-

act Mr. Choos has done, and it is
also the best production act as a
production
vaudeville
has
ever
seen. It must excite admiration, as
must Choos' nerve in making a production like this in face of all the
vaudeville facts which he is fully
I^e deserves

of.

more

credit

for that than anything else.
This act is so big and splendid In
sight besides entertainment that it

must headline and

it must draw, for
vaudeville won't see elsewhere at
tho same price what may be seen
in "The Realm of Fantasie.
Slmc.

Mitty more than pacifes him.
The second dance number

is

a

fanciful creation that would show
In a
up great in a production.
rural set, painted In bizarre coloring, o*ne of the men is seen butter-

with a

fly-chaskig

net,

prop

the

butterfly incidentally betraying its
string attachments quite noticeably.
The effect could be done better
justice through a stricter camou-

Mitty 'soon enters in buttercostume, but one of the men
captures her and subtracts her gossamer wings. An earthly captive,
she pirouettes and pivots about between her two male captors.
The act is topping the Riverside
show this week, spotted second after
pleased, but is
intermission.
It
strictly a class house offering, although a production" is its logical
Call the local
place in America.
vaudeville fan lowbrow if you will,
it takes not too kindly to terpsichbuck-and-winged or
unless
oro

flage.
fly

eccentric stepped.

Abel.

TORBAY
Shadowgraphs

disgusting

realism
at
the
finish.
The others are tho little
house with tho serenade and the
water spilling, the courtship and
tho tooth extracting, things that

HARRY BENTLEY

snd CO.

have been done by all American and
foreign shadowgraphists for years.

HART,

WAGNER

and ELTIS
Song, Dance and Talk
15 Mins.;

One

Two men
(2)

American Roof

change your

The Harry Uentley
made

vaudeville eel
for small time,
where it can remain indefinitely.
Mr. HmrW»y iriMur*** it through his

looks as though

"souse" character, .about all there Is
to the turn and enough. Following
talk containing laughing point! and
near-falls by Mr. Bent ley, the act
goes into operatic singing for the
finish wit

Woman

the Straight
taking part.
1 1

in

man and
tiimc.

Tuxes enter crawl-

ing on hands from either exit. Go
into crossfire, one doing straight.
Chatter is on the order, "You must

One.

a

tho autos haven't

made

people

ever

imported.

Tho animals are

tactics,

young man."

"I put on a new pair this
morning." Straight: "She's a product of Switzerland."
Comic:
Oh,

Cornic:

a clio'W'"

The

enter* for
a flirtation bit,
A double yodel by
the men gets it and a bride number,
with the comic doing the parson, rehIm-'h

moved them.

girl

They encored with
Days

SomtJ topical verses on "Those
"

Are Over
Three-a-dayers.

Abel

Friday^ September

*

8,

WILLIAM HALLIGAN and

(16)

"A Night et the Carnival" (Russian) "Highlowbrow" (Sketch)
17 Mint.; One end Three
22 Mins.; Special
Pal.ce
M. Golden, who sponsors "Tarmark," has produced a number of
Russian dance and Gypsy turns.
His latest is more natively Russian
than the other offerings; Golden
apparently noting the success of
imported Russian "Chauvethe
Souris." He has not exactly lifted
novelty for his

own

One

use.

1922
Co. (3)

(Special)

Riverside

"Highlowbrow" la the William
Gaxton skit, first introduced at a
Friars' Frolic some three years ago
and later used in the "What's In a
Name" revue, following which Gaxton took

it

in favor of his "Kisses"
William Halllgan is
proving It still is a good

Now

vehicle.

playing

it,

or piece of vaudeville property. Halli-

two eclorful numbers are akin to gan was on the OrfHieum time with
those in "Chauve-Souris" and the it. He has inserted, or the author
singing in native tongue is of course has, some new lines in the phone
the same idea. The turn, however, dialog. The topical quips hint more
runs more to action and dancing.
of Halllgan, however, than S. Jay
"Yarmark" means street carnival. Kaufman, who wrote it. Kaufman
That is explained by a big Russian really arranged three episodes from
At the start it looked stories by De Maupassant, Lord
in costume.
as though he was adapting Nikita Dunsany and O. Henry and cleverly
announcing wove them Into a pithy skit.
Hal left's
of
style
man
"Chauve-Souris"
but
the
Programed In the support are
joined the assemblage after ex- Marion Day, William Crowley and
plaining the first two nun\bers. The "George Spelvln." Mr. Crowley is
first was an ensemble song, peasants mentioned as stage manager.
seated within a sleigh on their way
Halligan does his role with more
to "Yarmark." The voices were ex- snap and dash, particularly at tho
cellent. Jack Lazar led the dance of telephone, than his predecessor. Tho
tho driver, with Nowitzki, Goodoff phone cross- talk Is the real story
and Price in a Tartar dance. Theo- thread to introduce the three flashdor and Stella Stepanoff in a love backs of as many episodes.
dance drew attention, the man's
The act closed the first half .at
whirling a feature.
the Riverside, gripped 'em and
Stepanoff Is the featured member. thrilled "em.
Abel
He is said to have appeared in the
special performances of Chaliapin

MUSKETEERS

(5)
at the Metropolitan last spring. In FOUR
the finale he displayed speed In Skit
"hock" stepping that has not been 20 Mins.; One and Full Stage
seen before in vaudeville, though the 5th Ave.
This is the Peggy J*arker act,
novelty stunts of trick dancers of
minus the star. Ruth Wells now does
that style were passed up.
comedy duet "Shtuta Shtuta" the only and leading female role.
was inserted for comedy and got Harry Kohler is retained from tho
across.
No one knew what the original cast as the principal comic,
That applies to turning in a neat bit of dialect work
lyric was about.
the songs in "Chauve-Souris" and, as the traveling salesman-suitor for
The Miss Wells' hand. Jimmy Burchell,
for the same reason, amused.
answer is probably the novelty and Stanley Dail and Pat Ivory do tho
The song other three musketeers of the
the way It Is done.
strength of "Yarmark" was carried quartet, impersonating doctor, lawby nine of the company, there being yer and artist suitorsThe act has been speeded up by
four women with the men garbed
Not all the company about 10 minutes and for the betin character.
the
Harry Delf authored and
several
ter.
is Russian, at least
of
dancing girls didn't look imported. sponsored the skit, which includes
Golden appears to have taken one some references to the "swindle
GENEVIEVE
of his turns and broadened It by sheet" (expense account) and other
8ongs
giving it a truer foreign flavor. salesmen gags. These were always
10 Mins.; One (Special Drop)
Monday's matinee crowd sure fell good for a wow last Thursday, when
Jbce.
the evening shower probably drove
23d St.
for it strongly.
the mercantile people from the
Genevieve Homer was a variety
neighborhood into the theatre.
BOREO
artist over a decade ago.
She es- Songs and Piano
The three supporting members
sayed a comeback in 1920, dropped
consist of a pair of specialty hoof12 Mins.; One and Two
out of sight, and has returned with
ers and a singer with a nice voice
5th Ave.
a new single turn. Miss Homer will
Boreo is heralded by an explan- (artist), who was noticeably nerhave hard work getting anywhere
vous, judging from the tremble of
with her present act. It is a straight atory slide as late feature of
his brush and palette, his song
singing one, with an ancient song "Chauve Souris," who will "introprops.
The hoke marriage for the
Russian
novelty
idea
of
a
duce
recitation Included.
vaudeville." He enters In full even- finish asks the victim if they take
Miss Homer opens In a wrap,
each
other
for man and wife for 14
ing dress in "one," and does a muwhich she discards, showing an
hall numbers in French, em- shows a week and 39 consecutive
evening gown. Her changes there- sic
weeks
over
the Keith circuit. They
ploying considerable facial and phyafter are confined to the millinery
sical expression in the lyrics which acquiesce and the parson extends
department, a new hat accompanynaturally are Greek to the cus- his palm demanding "ten per cent.'*
ing each number.
There is one gag open to question
Opening with an old comedy song tomers. In "two" an Impression of according to the neighborhood.
Caruso
In "Pagliacci" was fairly reslightly modernized as to lyric, "She
After
the traveling salesman haa
ceived. Back to "one" he does some
Ain't Got Nothing' on Me," Miss
shown his stock of samples to hi!*
Homer recites "Tell Me What's the linguistic conversation In Italian, adored (said samples consisting
of
French, always employUse?" getting very little with either. Hindu and
his animated facial expression negligees, lingerie and other unmen"Never Again," another old - timer ing
tionables,
which are mentioned
with a couple of new verses next, to counteract its unfamiliarity to none the less),
she accepts and the
and the finish, a medley of old songs. the audience.
"Frenchy-Kpo," in English, at the salesman accuses her, "You love
Vaudeville has changed muchly.
me
my
for
shimmies,
combinations,
This turn will have to be strongly piano, was followed* by a Spanish envelopes
and lingerie," and she repianolog.
This let him off mildly.
revised to find the most modest
it.
futes
"Why
I'd love you without
bookings.
Most of the "veteran" It was too much for the natives, lingerie." Salesman: "I didn't ex*
who wanted English as she is
acts playing around capitalize their
spoke. The novelty of watching him pect so much."
previous successes by using tho picThe act pleased In tho^body of
soon became tiresome and, though
ture sheet for brief autobiographies.
the 6th Avenue bill, although it
This creates a sympathetic atmos- interesting to 'some throughout, not
needs
some smoothing out.
The
Boreo has
phere and helps Introduce them to universally appealing.
makings of a novelty vaudeville principals handle themselves well*
the present generation. Miss Homer the
but
the
minor
trio
soma
stand
can
with another act might do it in this single with proper mixing of his coaching.
/Abel.
For American vaudoville,
manner.
Her present vehicle is stuff.
as he was at the 5th Avenue, he
hopelessly out of date.
probably Is a corking French-HinLANSING and Co.(1)
Con.
du- Russian-Italian -Spanish
enter- Sengs
tainer.
Abel.
12 Mins.; One and'Three

A

HOMER

CHARLOTTE

KLASS

and

BRILANT

Songs, Accordion and
18 Mins.;

Trombone

One

Locw's Victoria
Mr. Klass was last teamed with
Termini. Before that he partnered
with Ben Bernie. Saul Brilant, his

Tho best that may be said for Torlatest teammate, sings well and
bay is that he will amuse those unshows real promise as a light comefamiliar with shadowgraphs, espedian qJ the fly type.
The turn
cially the children seeing it for the
starts ^vith Klass at a baby grand
first time.
Rime.
and Brilant doing a comedy number

State

Skit

If

forget horses this turn will be one
of the most interesting tho Hip has

dads.
On closer inspection there good looking, each checked taut
that gives them more appearance.
is really a georgette covering from
waist to breast which, according to Three or four were muzzled.
Opening the act was M1K. Othelia
the knowing ones, is a full dress
record for Mitty. She was reported Orlando, a very personable yoi '^
as favorably inclined to abbreviated woman, nicely gowned, who rode
attire in extreme degree, judging astride and did some entirely new
from past performances. However, high riding for over here. The faMllo.«Mitty is justified in the sort of miliar riding Miss Orlando did redancing she specializes in.
It is ceived applause, but her new work
moro of an acrobatic, gymnastic apparently went without much apstyle than anything else, running to preciation, the house not underflying leaps onto her male partner's standing it.
Most of it was side
body, arms and shoulders, and he walking by the horse, its rider using
twisting and bending her about in a neither whip nor spur at any time.
number of odd poses and positions. Miss Orlando rldea easily, with
She offers only two dance num- grace and always a smile. Among
bers, the first proving to be an high school riders she no doubt is
eternal triangle episode in terpsich- with the leaders, and as far as her
She pirouettes entrancingly high school riding in this act, it is
cre.
with one of her partners and then so new and away from anything
bids him leave.
Enter another else that there Is only one woman
dancer-admirer, culminating in the over here, now with a circus, but
meeting of the rivals for a dance name not recalled, who can class
However, it looks like Mitty with her.
fight.
likes the first sweetie best and is
Orlando's Horses was a big act
truly contritious.
Sweetie No. 1 at
to import and it is worth importing.
first is greatly incensed, dancing his
8ime.
mood across effectively, but Anally

Hippodrome
Walter L. Rosemont. That "arTorbay is said to be making his
ranged" likely takes In "The Toy
first American appearance.
He is
Soldier," but if another melody
elderly and seated before the sheet
there that seemed to be employed
somewhat as a theme song was on tho large Hip stage, while two
Rosemont's own, he has a music hit pages chango the cards describing
the comedy pictures he forms with
In it.
Leslie D. Andrews is. the
his hands and fingers. There is no
special musical director.
Leon Jenkowski dances with Mis.-? novelty to the turn. Any shadowShilling,
and besides is Caspar graphist over here does the same
things, perhaps, however, not as
Santo with tho heavy vocal work
Torbay did with the boy taking his
taken care of in excellent tenor.
This is easily tho best production first smoke, where he gave it

aware

Full Stage

16 Mins.;
Riverside

(Musical Comedy).
47 mins.; 3 full stage sett;

investment.

"YARMARK"

ORLANDO'S HORSE'S

(4)

Dancers

2 scenes in "one" (Drops).
Alhambra.
Gorgeous will be applied to this
latest George Choos vaudeville production wherever it is shown. Gorgeous it is for vaudeville and bears
out

»

NEW ACTS THIS WEEK

GEO.

P.

WILSON

5th Ave.
(2)

.
.

%

Talk and Piano Playing

•

One
American Roof
Geo. P. Wilson

is

new

to the east,

opening for the first time at the
Loew's American the first half.
Wilson works in straight attire, although with a slight accent, whether
affected or not unknown. Ho starts
a topical monolog, and when com-

Charlotte Lansing is billed as thA
"new prima donna." Harry Delf
has authored her song cycle. The
curtain rises on a silver cloth drape*
Miss Lansing singing off-stage. In
"three,"
a girl pianist (Gladys
Taylor) is at the baby grand. MisS
Lansing is discovered in hoop skirt
that accentuittcs her finely chiseled
Knglish type of beauty. The colof

menting about married women Is scheme of silver and blue makes a
She explain.*
legitimately remonstrated with by a soothing back-up.
stuff done around during the last young woman In nn aisle seat, who lyrically how her folks trained hef
couple of seasons, but handled right wants to know why he is going after for opera from youth and made hef
by Brilant.
the married women, that she did not show off "My Hero" for the neigh*
A comedy bit with Brilant fiddling pay to hear that, to which he In- bors, which selection from th*
discordantly
held
some laughs. quires if she is married. "That's "Chocolate Soldier" she renders in
Brilant plays trombone later In the none of your business," answers the a burlesquo vein.
turn, duetting with Klass, the latter girl.
She does a Southern ballad as art
"How's business"? asks Wilmanipulating a piano accordion. son, to a yell. There are several opera singer would render it, im*
Tho music is pleasant to listen to, hearty laughs in this exchange, not pressing
continuously
th*
on
nothing startling being attempted, too long prolonged, and then Wilson strength of personality. A "elook'
but the stuff being done in a simple
does some straight piano playing, number is as cute and polite as it
__^_^_^______ concluding by requesting sugges- is cleverly written, although by no
likable way.
Requests called for at the finish tions from the audience.
means exciting or walloping. They
sent the team off to riotous applause
The turn as a whole is well han- liked it, however, and applauded It
at the Victoria. Both wore Tuxedos. dled and the young woman Is ex- roundly.
With the comedy chatter freshened cellent. Wilson seems to time his
Miss Lansing looks in" for th<>
up, the team should climb rapidly. stuff with knowledge, and the act better bills with her songs and perRight now they're a sure bet for can take a spot In the intermediate sonality. Sho Is a "class" act for
the pop houses.
Belt
houv
the bigger houses.
8im€.
Abel.

of the nut type. There's a bit patter
that goes with thi.*, mostly familiar

v

—

,,

Friday, septemDer

o,

ivzn

NfcW

SHOWS

1HIS

*1

WfcfcK.

Mang and Snyder were lng out any Individual. Their ma- ties were realistic and punchy de- with him, is very funny business,
asked to close at 5:17. the men Im- terial is high-grade nut stuff, the spite the fact no human could pos- it might be looked upon as just a
mediately
going into their hand-to- more seen and heard the more liked, sibly far some of the buck and trifle too forward in some houses.
The current show measured up to hand routine
in "one.
lees.
and the two boys secured reception wings.
The mechanical contrap- Weston and Kline are reported for
the revue type of vaudeville bill but
applause, showing they were remem- tions, vuch as a man turning Into a Shubert unit show this season.
girl
act
or
revue.
without a specific
bered.
an aeroplane with a realistically re- The show getting Miss Kline has a
What was lacking; in laugh -making
The new comedy skit, "The Fail- volving propeller, and the like, are And and should give l&r every opcomedy was moe than made up In
Labor Day, the theatrical season's ure" of Harry Holman's, isn't as ingenious to say the least.
portunity.
impressiveness and freshness. There
unofficially recognised opening date good as some of his others, but the
The Parks were on the Shubert
Joseph K. Watson and William
players
in
the
than
42
less
no
were
annually,
beat
its
record
of
years
vaudeville circuit last season. They
laughs
hold
were
Acts)
it
Mr.
Holman
seup.
(both
New
Halllgan
going. Monday's matinee was sold Monday.
It probably gave more cures his most through the phone Nos. 4 and 5. "Topics" and an ani- have youth, probably brother and
out before curtain time, the only money to box offices in the metropconversations. It may be the story mated "Aesop's Fable" plugged In sister, and make a fine kid team.
effect of the deluge being to hold olis at matinee time than
the local plods a bit in the unreeling, but following Intermission.
Closing the first part the Molera
•neath the canopy a crowd whoso theatres ever before held
on the Holman uses enough sure fires to
Walter and Emily Walters re- Revue, seven people ln operatic
decide
whether
to
to
tried
members
holiday
afternoon.
Naturally
with
cinch
singing
(New Acts) found favor
it,
and
closing
the
first
half
ventriloclever
opened with their
brave the storm or buy standing the people held
town through the house evidenced a laughing lik- quial offering. Although the several with the house for their class vocalroom. The going Labor Day mati- the rain it was a repetition, only ing
izing.
before them Race and
for
the
playlet.
Just
to
intended
dummies
employed
are
nee was certainly made for Broad- more so, at night.
Opening after intermission, Moody detract the eye, from the Walters, Kdge with a somewhat revised
way and the taxlcabs.
Alhambra,
The
starting another and Duncan, two girls, did straight one does not overlook the couple's version of the two-man act they
"Yarmark" (New Acts), closing season of Keith's big time for the and comic, with the turn lacking splendid appearance, particularly were doing three or four years ago,
Intermission, was something of a Harlemites and with Herman Phil- something.
Maybe It was too far Miss Walters. Walters encored with got a good return with their masurprise and doubtless was inspired lips again house managing, had down or the comedienne, Mary Dun- what looks like a new bit. a mani- terial. One is an Knglishman, with
by the Russian novelty, "Chauve- near capacity, also a record for that can, tries to force her comedy across. kin clog dancing on a small board the other made up as a Tad. The
one
the
features
of
was
It
Souris."
lukewarm early- season uptown Gertrude Moody, the straight, has a extension. Mltty and TUIo (New Tad pans the English: an and Engof a ten-act holiday bill and stood house.
lish.
It found ready response here,
And a good eight-act bill, voice. It looks like the combination Acts).
tip strongly with a complement of very good, made so very good by the of a singer who did not feel equal
Bert and Betty Wheeler closed and will anywhere on small or big
15 persons.
It's quite an idea for the
George Choos production number to getting across as a single tacking with their familiar nonsense. Bert time.
Ted Lewis and his band in the that got the worst of the breaks for on the funny girl. The house evinced sets himself right as soon as he present day.
No. 3 held Harry Bentley and Co.
honor position, next to closing, the opening performance.
It had a fondness for them as well, forcing sprawls comfortably on the stage,
walked off with the hit of the after- to close the show, the last place for a speech.
although, as he ad Uba, it is no cool (New Acts) in a skit with Mr. BentFollowing were McLaughlin and proposition lying across the foot- ley as a souse, he starting and
noon. LeSvis is shortly to take to it. and with a program that ran unthe road with last season's edition til 5:35, with the Choos act going to Evans, with their tough kid stuff lights. Miss Wheeler acts as a cork- securing many laughs. Farrell and
of the "Greenwich Village Follies." its fate at 4:47. But it held them, that got to the crowd immediately ing foil, incidentally sporting- a cou- Hatch, No. 2, were two colored boys
When thrt show closed its season remarkable as it seemed for the and never did let go. A couple of ple of sartorial creations that even who sang and danced themselves
late in the, spring, the. Palace was home crowd that attends this the- new effects with some new dialog a mere, undiscernlng man took no- Into the real graces of the capacity
the first vaudeville booking for atre. At night it was moved up to seemed to be in the turn, that other- tice of. They couldn't be overlooked audience. George P. Wilson (New
wise is the same the young couple by anybody endowed with sight.
Acts) opened the second part, not
Lewis. At the time he followed a close the first half.
five-week hold-over date of Paul
The news pictorial let out at 5 the best position for him on the
There is much more to be talked wowed 'em around the circuit last
roof with an intermission, but he
Whiteman and it was not easy for about in the Choos turn, "The season.
Abel.
sharp.
It's a good show to start the seagot through flying with the aid of a
him. The present date happens to Realm of Fantasie" (New Acts)
skillful
young
woman
plant.
follow a month of Vincent Lopez than may be said in a review, not son with at the Alhambra, the kind
O'Dierro opened the performance,
and his crew at the Palace. Any that it should not be spoken of but of a bill that will make the neighwith the Adroit Brothers closing
question about Lewis' vaudeville because there is so much to it. bors try it again next week.
Complete
capacity
night
Monday
Eben Thomas remains stage manthe vaudeville. "My Dad" was the
strength was dispelled Monday, but Firstly, though, the title should be
at the Jefferson with business earpicture.
pertinent that his band and changed. Here is a big production ager of the- house with the same
It is
Arthur Mc- lier In the day reported equally
It's too bad Loew's cannot send a
himself seemed to be working at for vaudeville, the costliest vaude- crew as last season.
strong.
An
ordinary
layout
acts
of
their best. There wore no less than ville has known, and there isn't a Quade is treasurer and Joe Gardner failed to arouse enthusiasm in the bill like this one over the entire
tiime.
circuit.
It would do more good for
three encores r.nd there may have thing In the name that would even ticket taker.
large crowd present for the final
its vaudeville than any unit ever
been four, with Ted doing the attract passing attention.
After
show, the bill running through in a
put
together.
speech stunt on top of that. The that and when wonderment over the
Simc.
matter-of-fact way with little life
bands certainly appear to have filled investment has been exhausted, the
displayed until the appearance of
entirely any gaps left by the girl- talk will go to the staging.
And
Loew's Victoria on 125th street Lewis and Dody, next to closing.
ST.
act productions of a season or so then to those English girls, eight of jammed and packed 'em in Monday These comedians can apparently reago.
them who dance so well and with afternoon (Labor Day) like passen- peat at this house every month and
Janet of France headlined, apBari,
avenue
express
in
dances
by
Bebe
Lenox
put on
gers, on a
.lust ahead was Harry Kahne with their
still retain their popularity.
They pearing next to closing and easily
his demonstration of dextrous men- one of the girls, who dances with rush hours. The first show was an were the outstanding hit, taking upholding her feature billing.
A
lucky Mr. overflow, with every available spot honors far above any of the other male pianist, who figures also as a
companions.
It's
tal tricks and display of admirable her
showmanship. Kahne with "upside Choos has these girls under a long- occupied by a standee, the standing acts. New verses for their well- straight man for Janet's comedy,
down, backward" writing and arith- term contract and it's fortunate as bunch hanging on in the loft by established special number help to works in an easy, natural way, and
metic on the blackboards drew the well for him he has Miss Bari in- their eyelashes. And it looked as if Reep them on top during each en- sings occasionally during the turn.
absorbed attention of the house. cluded, for that girl would bo taken all of the rest of the shows during gagement here.
It would be better if he would reCircus Day in Toyland opened the cite the vocal numbers, as his voice
When Kahne came east and made by any producer after they see her the day were going to turn 'em away
good on the western rep he so staging here. It's reported the Eng- likewise, for the first performance vaudeville. The mannikin turn Is Isn't equal to ballad requirements.
soundly built he claimed to do five lish girls are receiving $55 weekly. hadn't finished before a jostling, worked fast, on the strength of Janet's vivacity and piquant manner
Frank of discoursing in French accented
different things at the same time. That's high for English dancing girls battling mob were trying to get in which it holds the interest.
Bessinger (New Acts) gathered ap- English kept the tempo at top
The billing now states it is six, but over here, but they are worth it, and to see the second show.
The rainy, disagreeable holiday plause No. 2, with Holden and Har- speed throughout.
whatever the number his routine at Miss Bari probably receives more, as
A couple of
big
but
the
bit,
helped
a
afternoon
she Is entitled to. It's quite an act
ron placed No. 3 to deliver a comedy speeches attested the way Ip which
present is without fault.
angle, good draw was the feature picture, Ro- punch. They developed little in this the act was received.
"Stars of Yesterday" got the sec- for vaudeville, from any
Valentino, in "Blood and respect. The show was'ln need of
in for two dolph
booked
enough
to
be
Macart and Bradford in "Take My
ond section under way. The turn
Pop audiences seldom ap- a good push at this juncture, but Tip" made a good comedy number
out of town, for Sand."
of old timers looks good for seasons weeks, especially
the draw should increase as the turn plaud a film, but they did this one, this couple failed to start anything. for the six-act bill.
Mr. Macart's
to come, if the players are willing,
afternoon.
Monday
vociferously,
and
lingers.
The first real laughs of the eve- grouchy con man character stands
for they have a lot of territory to
played well ning were brought forth during the out as a well conceived type. A
bill
five-act
The
first part ran nicely and with
The
cover. All looked in fine shape, with
followed by two two-acts enough, with Frear, Baggett and action of "A Dress Rehearsal" (also topical song with verses about Irish
no doubt of appearing again in "va- speed, Intermission
and just before Frear, club juggling and boomerang in Choos' act at the Alhambra). freedom, the five -cent fare and boafter
riety" having a tonic effect. There
production. In the show were hat manipulating, getting it off In Frank Kills with hie antics and re- nus needs newer and fresher verses,
the
may be many in present-day audi- acts that used the same material, workmanlike* style.
The comic marks in the orchestra aisle gained those used having been overdone.
ences whose knowledge of Barney
altered. A "woman" gag needs different and better material
most recognition (if it were Ki- Miss Bradford and a juvenile and
Fagan, Lizzie Wilson. Jos. J. Sulli- somewhathearings in as many turns, than that now aimed for laughs. the
The Jef- ingenue assist materially in making
lls and not a new man).
had
three
van, Tony Williams and Corinne is
the scar stuff [my wife didn't The juggling of baseball bats and ferson audience did not appear to the skit entertaining.
nil.
Yet most of the players are at and
hat stuff landed, the latter now a grasp the idea of the act as well
give me that] came out twice.
Jack Goldie has a first-rate idea
least known as names and there are
Perhaps the most enlightening of vaudeville standard done by a num- as some of the more sophisticated for his blackface turn. Entering
few who haven't heard the songs. the
entertainment was the abun- ber of acts and mostly all the same audience of the two-a-day houses. with a fur overcoat on, he removes
The act was greeted cordially, hold- dance
Cardo and Noll, following, had lit- it later, remarking he heard the
of prohibition gags, comment way.
ing its position surely.
Dood and Nelson (New Acts), sec- tle trouble vocally, but struck snags 58th Street audience was a cold
even one "home-brew" song.
.A hit was won by Walter and and
Their chatter fell
Either the Keith edict to cut out ond, pleased with a piano and sing- with the talk.
Hence the coat. Any time the
Emily Walters, on fourth. The team the prohibition stuff doesn't go or ing turn, and Connors and Boyne, flat in most instances. While sing- one.
has budded its ventriloquist "fam- acts have not as yet had sufficient third, held up the middle of the ing the couple had the audience house failed to rise quickly enough
to a gag or a story Goldie either
ily" into a good novelty, with the
notice to change. As a matter of show splendidly with a comedy and with them continually.
glanced at the coat or put it of?.
entrance of the little girl on skates fact, if the liquor thing should be singing turn that showed the pair
Stafford and Louise, with songs
idea itself was good for several
and the boy on a tricycle an amus- absolutely barred from vaudeville at had given the proper attention to and dances, closed the show. The The
laughs.
Goldie has a voice, whising start.
Walters' boy drew a the present day at least one-half of the matter of material. A drop of a act answers the description of one tles well and generally shows the
laugh on the comment that the in- the laughs now in vaudeville would dry goods store window, worked on formerly known as Stafford and de qualities that mean something to a
fant's squalling sounded like the
the cyclorama principle, carried a Ross Co. It proved a good flash for blackface entertainer.
go out with them.
He put it
radiophone.
Miss Walters scored
The usual holiday crowd, as usual, double punch, with comedy signs. the spot and furnished action. The over at the 58th St. and apparently
"With the baby crying bit.
The re- liked everything. They started to The conversational exchanges and applause given demonstrated the can do it anywhere.
turns were legitimate, but Walters, laugh when the new orchestra lead- songs are all in the dry goods at- approval of the audience.
Hart,
Krayona Radio Co. opened with a
carrying forth a board device, raised er (Victor Wineburg; also a new mosphere, with several numbers
crayon sketching turn, featured
the house's curiosity, and applause orchestra) whipped the huge ball holding excellent comedy business,
with radio lighting effects that con
continued until he worked a doll the Garclnettl Brothers' bulldog putting solid punches in the routine
stitute a novelty. A sketch of the
clog by tapping the board with his plavs with, over into the audience that counted. The couple must be
One of the best bills ever seen at U. S. S. "Maryland," with shots
fingers.
The bit looked new, with behind him, when it bounded his credited with getting away from the the American theatre since the fired from its guns by some sort of
no way of it creeping into the rou- way. It resulted in gales of laugh- conventional for a mixed two-act. Loew circuit secured that house radio arrangement on tho stage
heftily at the Victine regularly.
ter as the front rows of the orches- They put it over
was there the flr3t half. Nino acts. sent the turn off to a wow.
William and Joe Mandel stood out tra had fun tossing the ball among toria.
"The Story Book Revue." a Harry
If Just a break it was a wonder, but
as the strongest comedy in the themselves. That put the GarcinetKlass and Brllant (New Acts),
Rogers girl act (New Acts) closed,
if put together for the Labor Day
show
the
stopped
show, appearing fifth ("Yarmark" tis over without further worry.
next to closing,
and
Katherine and Anna Kane (New
dandy
was
opening,
season's
it
holdWas sixth, the intermission spot).
Acts) were second. 'The MasqueThen came Dixie Hamilton, No. 2, cold for a couple of minutes,
The smaller Mandel smiles like a girl who sounds as though she has ing back the succeeding act long booking.
rader* was the feature picture.
together
roars
came
couple
of
A
lowered
Charlie Chaplin. Never did lie pull had cabaret training. Miss Hamil- after the lights had been
near the finish, one each supplied Fair business Tuesday night.
the little tarmpoline hop and mon- ton sang a long list of pop songs, and the card placed. Kola. JackBel.
by two acts following one another.
key-like lift to the perch that they stringing out her turn through ap- son and Co. (New Acts) closed with
Grace
and Kddie Parks, when
Bell.
Were not giggling. The finish Jump plause obliging it until the applause a dancing turn.
finishing, egged the applause Into a
Was perfectly timed with the cur- began to assume a most suspicious
stop-the-show proceeding through
tain and brought the team back for sound. Looking into the orchestra
young Parks having evolved one of
Something of a ding-dong bill the
the acrobatic bits in "one."
from a balcony box it could be seen
the best finishing bits around. He first half.
Tuesday evening busiMargaret Severn appeared third the hands there were in perfect reThe heavy early afternoon down- continues to do a hop-step while ness was light, following the holiwith her dance revue, "Maid of pose, with the applause appearing
It's a bow and applause day rush or through the atmosphere
did not deter the bowing.
Day
Labor
pour
Moods," assisted by Antonio and to be centered, while In an opposite
for the maker.
But they finally retired warming up. As the bill was laid
Paco Cansino, with Rube Beckwith box a youth appeared to have a neighbors from flocking
The advance sale was de- with Weston and Kline entering. out it seemed quite fair for a r.th
at the piano.
Like Lewis she was couple of boards to assist his boost- matinee. discouraging
but the pay- When Grace Kline said to Joe Ave. performance, but it slumped
eidedly
Of the "Greenwich Village Folies," ing.
Miss Hamilton didn't warrant
even exceeded Weston right off the reel on tholr early. Barring the bright spot oe
her specialty with that show a sea- the generous applause, and more as-you-enter demandexpectations in
entrance: "Will you marry me*?" cupled by Gallagher and Martin, the
son or so ago being with the Benda judgment should be exercised. As the management's
neat, smooth and Weston whanged her over the show lacked ginger.
A
weather.
masks. The latter feature is made a No. 2 she will probably get along, view of the
The Gallagher-Martin duo are a
played according to head with his cap, chasing her from
important in the vaudeville produc- but if thero are songs there she eight -act show,
excepting for the substitu- the stage, the house simply yelled. cheery turn, with Skcets Gallagher,
tion.
Miss Severn is at home on much sing she should lump them program
Emily Walters The two riots were within a minute a handler of fly talk that is second
her toes, yet the mask dances come together. Also there may be more tion by Walter and
That is seldom to vaudeville's none, the way he
PftI*CS) for the Hegedus of one another.
first because of the novelty.
The finesse to her work with less ges- (frotn t* 10who
docs It, while Irene Martin is a
jumped in from St. seen on any vaudeville time.
Sisters,
mask of fear looked quite ugly and turing.
What Is she pretty little lively opposite, with the
This Grace Kline!
were expected to make
They
Paul.
la
those of the vampire and bnby doll
and
Jul
Donegan
Francis X.
all doing on the small time?
freshness of their youth a sufficient
continue
The
girl
and
show
evening
counted the best of that specialty. Steger did a nice little dance num- the
goes all right.
makes 90 per cent, of all the femi- recommendation almost by Itself.
This is not Miss Severn's first Pal- ber. No. 3, with songs by both. Miss week if everything opened
with her nine nutty comediennes look foolish. They open before tho house drop
Gordonc
Hobble
doesn't
ace appearance. In 1914 she was in Steger has a kid voice that
poses that were well She's production material, a regular of a corridor, with Miss Martin
the Ruth St. Denis act, as were mean a thing In a Song way. she series of 10
from the performer, wl
can do a lot and do as a scrubwoman. It may be their
Ived, certainly a relief
Florence
O'Denishawn.
Ernestine being a much better dancer of
Her finishing bit ln the former turn, but whether or no, they
acrobatic opener rou- it well.
dried
Moycrs and Ada Foreman. All four course, while Donegan insists upon cu and
BenIrginia
\
tough
closing
scene between herself can migrate to tho Palace for any
by themselves have since figured in Singing, likely to pad OUt the turn tine j hn Boyle and
showed an entertaining and the orchestra leader is as good spot and keep right on If th^y want
Broadway productions and vaude- and secure breathing time from the netl N<> I steps
eccentricities
comedy
and
as ev<-r has been to and the managers want a two*
slapstick
ville.
Mr. •lonegan formerly variety of
stepping.
Miss Kline's low comedy act that is.
course of their "Scrambled devised.
Greenlee and Drayton, on second, was In vaudeville with Miss Allen. ln the
Tho golf comedy skit ofl Jack
are ec- throughout, taking in the nut stuff,
- routine.
couple
The
or
call attention
in
their billing to This may be the Same routine
is of t!i" very highest order.
She Is Kennedy and Co. is marked almost
lvrrsatlon in five different lanthe ex* silence of the
full of
ilent and personality. That a^ mueh by
guages/'
through tho laughs it
The men danced them«irl had the bouse in a scream when company as
Ives into favor, both men having
Besides
Mr. Kennedy as th*
forces.
die went into an aisle, talking to
unusual finale Steps.
propose.
One ripped
net partner on the .<-iac<. and to the bashful judge who can't
bis trousers in concluding bis speth^re
is a Juvenile, Walter Craig,
patrons around her. While the bit
cialty.
liko
whori she seats herself in the lap who looks and works enough The
Gordon and Rica were the shoveJoe Santley to be his brother.
of a m.'in on th^ aisl*» with her arm
off act, starting the show very well.
wornand
the
elder
ingenue
passes
around his neck, saying she came ln
The mans 'Sheik" bit was noticed
(Continued on page 2$)
with him and she is going to stick
and the bicycle section skilfully put that thej also kidded with, not pick
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BILLS

NEXT WEEK

week with Monday matlt

housaa open for the

(All

Moated

11)

VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

IN

whan

••,

otherwise

not

below are grouped

bill*

according to booking

In dlvlalona.

auppllad

office*

from.

Tbo mannav
Importance of

nam* denote*

before

*

which three bill* are printed doea not denote the relative
acta nor their program poaltiona
(n

act

I*

from vaudeville, or appearing

doing new turn, or reappearing after abaenoe
where Hated for tha first time.

in city

Krlth'e I'alace
Lionel Atwill Co

Myers A Hanaford
Billy Arlington Co

Brown's Dogs

Patricola

•B'dwell

(Two

(Two

fill)

Keith'* Riverside

Ted Lewis Rand
Hermine Shone

to

Crawford A Br'd'r'k
Joe Rrownlng
•Joseph Dlskay
I.A Toy's Models
fill)

K

half (11-13)

1st

•Boys of Long Ago

A Mack

Lew Wilson
(Others to fill)
2d half (M 17)

Alexander A Fields
Mayme Smith Co
(Others

to

G Hughes

Mrs

"The Storm"

A Macey

A Bayes

BAB Wheeler

Owen McGivney
Florence Brady
Nanon'i Birda

(One

to

•Wilfred Clark Co
to

•OConnell A Lewis
A Alexander Co
(Others

fill)

2d half

(Others to fill)
Keith's Fordham

•Thos E Shea Co
Marion Harris

•Babb A Co
Van A Vernon

A B

half (11-13)

Alexander A Fielda
Bigelow A Clinton

2d half

Wayne

M'shall
(Others to fill)

Eddie Foy Co
Bryant A Stewart
Lillian

(Others to fill)
Moss' Franklin

(Two

fill)

21 half

Harry DeCoe
Bernard A Meyers

A C

Orpheum
A Brown
Brown A Barrows

2d half
Bert Fltzglbbon

C MacK

(One

to

»-o

J

Flanders A Butler
Loney Haskell

(Two

to

fill)

ATLANTA
Lyric
split)

1st half

Mrs Sidney Drew

Sophie Tucker
•N A J Farnum
(Others to fill)

Patricola

Keith's Hamilton
1st half

Joe Cook
••Profiteering"

Alexanders A Smitn
•Frank Bcssinger
Danc'g McDonalds
(One to fill)
Keith's Jefferson

Eddie Foy Co
Morris & Shaw
JoS Laurie Jr
Dalton A Craig
•Maltnda A Day
Lieut Thetion Co

(Two

to

A

I

Orpheam

Keith's

A

Austin

Steel

,.Tolin

Laura Plerpont Co
•Lilly Van Koraca
The Sharrocks
l.eddy A Leddy

6

Gellis

(One

to

fill)

Keith's Greenpoint
2d half (7-10)

Maggie Clifton Co

Oklahoma

G

A Hurst
Monroe A Grant
•Duball A McK'zic
Fisher

(One

to

fill)

half (11-13)
Healy A Cross

2d half
Joe Laurie Jr

1st

WI1V J Ward
(Others to fill)
Moss' Riviera
Lewis A Dody

The LeGrohs
Dalton A Craig
Fid Gordon
fill)

M

Keith's 81st St.

Leo Donnelly Co
•Dooley A Morton

BIRMINGHAM
Lyric
(Atlanta split)
1st half

A

Mitchell

Montgomery
A.-

B. F. Keith's

Bronson A Edwards
Williams A Taylor
<legus Sia

II'

Walters

A Walters

Fritz! Scheff

Kitty Doner

\an A Schenck
3

Whirlwinds

BUFFALO

Meraa & Mack
lyric

LeGrohs
(One to

Horco
Sybil

Keith's II. O. II.
2d half (7-10)

"Klown Rev"

Bhaw

.

>"peg for Sh.ut"
Enarkey Roth A

IT

a ice Remsen
FOllette'S Monkeys
•

ithera to nil )
1st half (11-13)
Valerio L< irg< ro Co
(<

Georg" Morton
•Paul Covin
Cello

Morris

A Shaw
M'shall

(Others to

nil)

2d half (14-17)

Van A Vernon

A C

Wilfred Clark Co
Lieut Thetion Co
(One to mi)
Keith's Prospect
Id half (7-10)

Dooley

c
I.

A Morton

F Usher
A H Cromwell
At

Harnel Sis

(Two
1st

A Mary

Vane

Wayne

i

Van

first half bill
plays Columbia 2d
halt)
Tin I.evoloS

2d half

Maxinc A Bobby

to

mi)

half

(11 13)

A Alexander Co
Sharkey A II
Ynshl
(others to nil)

Little

Inc.

Furman A Evans
Leo Hoyt Co
Hall

Margaret Ford
Maker A Radford
Eddie Rom
McCartone a M'r'nc
2d half
Valdai o A Cook
Rule a O' B ri en
Hilly

Clara
l'ii

cliff.,

Kit ISHI KG,

II \

HP.

Reed A Selman
The Sirens
(Two to fill)

SUITE 312

INDIANAPOLIS
Frank Ward

A

Conlln

Si

Glass

1st

half

A Lainont
Lea
Mann
Perrons A Oliver

Klalto
A.-

<.»»»*

i«*y 4

Moran

N. C.

Lyric

Tha Richards
Green A Myra
Johnny's New Car

Trio

Grace Mayes
Pollard

Eemater A Smith
Jones A Jones

Story Book Rev
Wayne M'shall A
Little Yoshl
(Others to fill)

C

Strlrtly

(11-13)

0556

and CO.

Independent Aurnt

A.

In

V.

Y

ROMM

(Four

•Willie Scheack Co
Georgrt Morton
Bigelow A Clinton

to

fill)

Baggot A Sheldon
Blue Plate
El Clove
Flrlds A Sheldon
(Three to fill)

RICHMOND
Lyric
(Norfolk split)
1st half

Krayuna Radio Co
rineeton A Wats'
fook A natman
I

«'hung

Wha

4

Samaroff A Sonla

(Others to

fill)

YORK. PA.
Opera)

House

Beffgot A Sheldon
Blue Plate
Fields A Sheldon
Frcseott A Eden

(One to

fill)

2d half
Listen Lester

Sankus A Silvers
John Geiaror

Grew Pal tea
Pearce A iHinn
Chic Supreme

fill)

NEW ORLEANS
Palace

«

Emmy's Pets
Chapman A King
O'Malley A Maxf'd
Gruet Kramer A G

(Others to fill)
2d half
Delyle Don A E
Lyle A Virginia
Ball A Moore
Gilroy Haynea

half

2(1

Halklngs

A A M Joy
Bogart A Nelson

Orpheum
Sieger Trio

Haverly A Mack:
Pearce A Dunn
(One to fill)

Eva Fay

2d half

Herron A Arnsm'n
Parks A Clayton

A C
A Lehman
R Henry Dodgo

Crane May
Milton

Howard

Georjcia

M

A

ADI (Ml. KY.

1'

Regent
A A M Joy

(One to

McGreevy A Jeffries
Eva Fay
Chaplnan A Ring

fill)

RICHMOND. IND.
Murray
Zelda Biros'
Frieda Held

LEXINGTON. KY.
Ben AU

Rev

Petit

Nad go

2d half

to

Music Hull
Joe La Vaux

Miliiss

.

Nell

Road

A

B'c C'dAD'pThun'cr

10

Wesley A White
T P Jackson Co
Adams A Robinson
Darnold's Dogs

St.

Carroll

to Vaudeville

LYNN, MASS.

A Mayno
BANGOR, ME.

Ross

B'e C'd

Wesley A White
T P Jackson Co
Ben Smith
Adams A Robinson

to

fill)

Palace

Strand
S Mora A Reck'ss
King A Irwin
Flnlay A Hill

2

A Winch'ter

Ben Smith
Morrisscy A Young
Crisp Sisters Co

Jar.-

Empire
a Miller

Matyloe Lippard
Columbia A Victor

Zuhn A Dries

Rrann Co

Sylvia

Palace

,v

Sandy

Redmond A Wills
Lloyd Nevado
Bmsrsot A B'ldwln

DES MOINES

Wilton Sis
Lindquist A Allen
A Fields

(One

A

Edwards

CLEVELAND
Reud's Hippodrome
Duceos Bros

Henley A Howard
Worth A Willing
A Klem

Sampson A Douglas

t'asson

Johnson Bros A J

Street
Princess Radjah
Janis A Chaplovr
Hill

A Vernpa

Snell

Hcraa A Wills
Barclay A Chain
Cartwright A D

Orphrum
Marmein Sis
"Tanao Shoes'*
Theodore Roberts
Hurst A O'Donnell
Lew Dockstader
Lloyd A DeVoe
Oaks A De Lour
Mat Fisher Band

Orpheum
Elizabeth Brics
Morton A Glass

Mabel Ford
L'ddlo Foyer
Frank Sabinl
Luster Bros

fill)

Dl'LLTH
Orpheum

Willard

Mil \\ \1 KICF
Palace
(Sunday opening)
Williams A WolfuS
"JugRleland"
Bernard A Garry
Little Billlo

La

Hi in.,

i.

DKNTIST

Crisp Sinters Co

(Two

to
2.1

fill)

Prices within reason to the profession.

half

CARY

Brann Co

Sylvia

Kim,* it Irwin
.Meehan A Newman
Flnlay A inn
Lov'rg Sis A Neary
to fill)

Dr. M. G.
N. W.Tor. State and Randolph Sta.
Second floor over I>ruy Store
Entrance
W. Randolph St.. CHICAGO
i>

"The Doves''

Ifurio

Kane

aV

(Ona

to

Herman

Main Street
(Sunday opening)
Herbert Drooas

O.

3

Whlto Kuhns

Don La nning
Adelaide fc Dyer

Hprinfrtimo Frolics
McDsvitt Kelly & Q

Musical Hunters

Orpheum

(Two

Thuuma
(One

to

Doyle A Klnlnc
(One to fill)

fill)

(Sunday o|x ning)

fill)

"Show

2d half

Hughle Clark
Drlacoli Long a
"Oh My Goodn

to

OfT"

Rhattuck

d

Singer's

A

Hennepin
(Sunday opening)
Mildred Harris
Claudia Coleman

R

I

A Tinker

I. in lteers
Wil. nn Aubrey 3
('ha ndon
.'I

Ardina Co

NEW

OICLLANS
Palace

(Sunday opening)
O'Nell

Midgets

Rubin A II ill
Harry Dresn
Josephine Amoros
Lees
I

MINNEAPOLIS

fill)

KANSAS CITY

Keith's

Walmaley a K'ting
Carnival Venice

More*

LOS ANOKLEfl

Fields

Carson

DAYTON.
Is

to

A

MEMPHIS

Roxy La Rocca.

Bohemian Trio
A Fink

Camerons

Orpheum
(Sunday opening)
Alexander Patty
Gus Fowler

Nn paneea
Rev

Bealo

Minst r<

Joo Rolley

s"lerber

Austin & Cols
Sawyer Girls
Russell's

Orpheum
(Sunday opening)
Gus Edwards
Tom Smith

Jane A
(Sunday opening)
Olms
GORD'S OLYMPIA .TAN
Faber A. McGowan
New Bedford
Morgan A Dancers

(One

CINCINNATI

Connelll

DENVER

Dries
Miller

CHICAGO— KEITH CIRCUIT

K.iri

Burns Bros
Hnll A Dexter

Frank Wilcox

Sultan
Matylee Lippard
Marshall Montg'cry
K-

Blrnea

Fcnton

2d half

Zuhn

Polerica 3
2d half

A Ilartman

Wylic

A

Terry

S-heila

(Sunday opening)

MANC II ESTER
Duo
Ray Snow A Narine
Ryan Weber A R

Martin A Moors

Csl-orn t

Cervo

Lake

Kay
Gibson A

3

Trlxle Frignnza

4

Stanley

:—

oay A Nioht ServleS

P Jimmy Savo

Dolly

IIugh< s

Ruth Goodwin
Mclntyre A Hol'mb
La l'olerica 3
Nell McKlnley
Kafka A Stanley

Red'rd

Hyams A McTntyre
Chic Sale
Pearson N'port A
Chas Harrison
Wellington Cross
State

2d half

Bohemian

Sunday opening)

(I

ICLIABLfl THKATIUCAT. TRANSFBH

Juliet

Meehan A Newman
Morrisscy A Young

(One

:

Columbia A Victor
Carson A Willard

Barnold'a Doga
2d half
Joe La Vaux

La

—

Suftan

Bijou
A B'g Th'er

LINCOLN, NEB.
1
Orpheum

I

1

Morris Express Co.

Olympin

A Haley

Crafts

Palace

(Sunday openl ni?)

238W.49thSt.,N.Y.C.

2d half

fill)

Washington

McKlnley

Kafka A Stanley

GORD'S OLYMPIA
Coffman,

CHICAGO

LEW1STON. ME.

(Three to

fill)

Brazilian Heiress
2d half

Jeffries

Mowatt A Mullen

Ryan Weber A R

LAWR'NCE MASS.

PUTNAM BUILDING. NEW YORK CITY

2d half

Holllns Sis

Fagg A White
Humphreys

Regent

Jack HuRhen 2
Wylio A Ilartman

BROCKTON. MASS

(Others to 1111)
2d half~(14-17)

F.

umn

•Eddie Conrad Co
Alexander A Fields

Sampson A Douglas
The Sirens

Keiths
Smith A Rnrker
Webey \ Rldnor
Aul

N. Y.

Proctor's
2d half (7-10)

BRYANT

HARRY
312

LOWELL

split)
1st half

YONKERS,

"Wateh Next Week's Name"
Or I Can Get You a Route.

Frances

Arcude
(Savannah split)

Laura De Vine
(One to fill)

JOHNNY DOOLEY
The RlggoU

Rev

Janis

KEITH

PLAYING KEIT/H VAUDEVILLE

5

Rome A Gaut

Can Fill Your Open Week or Three Dayi.
That Is What I Depend Upon.
I Have Done It For

The Kitaros

JACKSONVILLE

Princeton

I

Sis

Ed

B. F.

UL!S and LEE

A Lacey

McAvoy A Wilson
Pressler A Klaiss

Harry Rose
Mayme Smith Co
•Smith Cook A S

Majestic

B. F. Keith'a

Pink Tors

Tour

2d half

Cooper

Yokohama Boys

IND.

2d half

Shapiro

1st half

DING. PA.

Reed A Selman

It.

(Roanoke

%

(Three to fill)
2d half
Kelly A Brown

Howard

tro

CHARLOTTE,

6

Glen A Richards
Toyland Follies

Listen I<*ster

llasel

nl

The Mclntyres
Boothby A Everd'n

PA. Canton

Majestic
Foster A Joyce

A

Elliott A La
to fill)

Princess

LANSING, MICH.

2d half

fill)

NASHVILLE

Popularity Glrla

(Two

Mahoney

Auditorium

Lady Sen Mel

Muiii-n

(8am«

fill)

The Faynes

Tan-Arakla
Will

(One

Aldine

B. F. Halth'a

Awkward Age
Pcwera A Wallace
Mason A Gwynna

(Others to

Red'rd

Gler'a Musical

WILMIN'TON DEL

Tom Brown Co

Lew Hoffman
Cook A Rosevere
Apple Bloss'm Time
O'Nell A Plunkett
"Night in Spain"

Nan Travclino Co

Max Ford Revue
Kelly A Pollock

Barbette

4

PORTLAND, ME.

Marlettc's Manikins

Dawson

CHARLESTON
•Little Driftwood

Wells Va A West
Carleton A Berlew

Runaway

Colonial

Newell A Most
Jack Hughes 2
Claire Vincent
Frances Arms

JEWELERS

Sliea'a

Olive Bayca

"Little Cottage"

PROVIDENCE. RJ.
E. F. Albee
New York Raymond
Wllbert
Telephone Bryant 154S
Markel A Gay
Booth A Nina
A
F
Stedmcr.
A
Leighton A Duball
GRAND RAPIDS Lou Tellegen
Walman A Berry
Km press
Chief Caupollcan
Anger A Packer
Van Hoven
Baemaa A Grace
"Star* of Record"
Miller A Capman
QUEBEC. CAN.
BOSTON
"Young America"

Dreyer

II

Will Dornfleld

1st half

GORD'S OLYMriA Ruth Goodwjn
lfelntyre A iioi'mb

Johnny Burke
Roth Children
Adelaide A Hughes
Barrett A Cuneen
Billy Sharp Co
Geo Austin Moore

Davis

2o>half

Mowatt A Millen

Peta

(Others to

Herbert Ashley Co
Morley Sia

Scollny Sq.
Al Libby

B. F. Keith's
Flashes of Songland

PITTSBURGH

Falrman A Furmas)

(Others to fill)
2d half

Emmy'a

30

Handera A

WASHINGTON

fill)

S3 West 40th Street

Stars of Yesterday

L

to

Lyric
Delyle Don A E
Lyle A Virginia
Ball A Mipre
Gllroy A Uaynes

Savoy A Capps

Morton A Brown
Harold Kennedy

Howard
Hanlon A Clifton

417.

Johnson Co

WAYNE,

McGreevy A
Chas Wilson

WILTON

Chas Ahearn Tr

Dameral Vail Co
Juliette Dlka
Ar A G Falls

S917

Bob A Tip

HEMMENDINGER,

E.

Gardner's Maniacs
Barrett A Ftirnuin
Dsseo ltetter
Bmlly Lea
Irene Franklin

Morris A

ERIE, PA.

ter fill)

Moss' Flatbush

J A I Marlyn
(One to fill)

•

Loughlin A West
The Speeders
(Two to fill)

FREEMAN

J.
OFFICES

NEW YORK
Phone: BRYANT

R

MOBILE. ALA.

Mlchon Bros
A Wlnchter Harry Bussey
Bell A Caron
Muriel Marvel
2d half
Boston
Small's Girls
D Darling Co
S Mora A Reck'ss 2
May MeKay A Sis
Narine
Gertrude Dudley Co Ray Snow A
ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

ROMAX BLDG.
245 West 47th Street

(Two

4)

Poll's

BOSTON

fill)

INDEPENDENT CIRCUITS

J

(SEPT.

(Wllkes-B're split)
1st half

BOSTON

BOOKINO WITH ALL

Oh Henry

A Gygl

Vadi

Louise

Tllllo

Able O. II.
Harry DeCoe
Bernard A Myers
Petty Larceny
Fred LaReine Co
(One to fill)

Cam

Criterion 4

Palace

Nevins A Guhi
Bezazzlan A White
Black A Q'Donncll

Poll's

DETROIT

SUITE

Holllns Sis
Brazilian Heiress
Fafrg A White
i
Bell A

Small's Girls
2d half

FT.

fill)

(Four to

Shaw A Lee
Marc MeDermott

N. Y. City; Bryant «4«l

St.,

A C

Kent A O
Golden Butterfly

The Duponts

8CRANTON, PA.

Gaiety

Leedum A Gardner

Al Striker
Ibach's Kntertain'rs

40th

Grur-tt-

WORCESTER

Thank You Doctor Eileen
Ben Bernie
Taylor A Bobble
M Koken Co
Vlasta Maslova Co
2d half
Willie Hale A Bro
2 Rozellas

CHAS.

Palace
Boudlnl A Bernard
Veterans of Variety
Kennedy A Davis
Bryan A Broderlck

Yarmark

Frank Dobson Co
Mable McCane Co
UTICA, N. Y.

(Three to

MacBOYLE

K'L'MAZOO, MICH.

Gertrude Barnes
Thornton A King

2d half

King Brothers

2d half
Zelda Santley

2d half

Marlin

Kellam A O'Dare
B Anderson A Pony

Jimmy Lucas

A

A

Seed

Vincent Lonez Co
Jos K Watson

(Two

Marlyn

to

Marj land
Millard

Griffith

Harriet Rempel Co

Maurice Diamond

Schichtl's Manikins

Gellls

(Two

Arnaut 3
•Barto A Melvin
(One to hid

•Mltty

Alexanders A Smith
Moan' Regent
Harry Rose
Fisher & Hurst
Lyons A Yosco

The

BALTIMORE

Robbie Gordone

Joe Cook
Lyons A Yosco

The

Melody Rev
LeMairo Jones Co
Lilctta Co

Johnson Co
(One to fill)

R

W.

Crane May

(Seranton spHt)

The Herberts
G«ne Morgan

Hall A Shapiro
Cartwell A Harris

EASTON, PA.

F A A Smith

Brown A Whittaker Lee Children

Jessie Busley

2d half

J

BAB Wheeler
WAG
Ahearn
Hawthorno A Cook

fill)

Oklahoma

Bashwlck

Adams A

R

T.

2d half

Klatss

Keystone
Ralph Seabury
Donovan A Lee
Hal Johnson Co
Rellly Feeney A

Wm

Paul Nolan Co
Exposition 4

(Birmingham

Keith's

Little

A

J

William Penn
Nathan A Sully
Leon Varvana
Rise A Werner
Frank Dobson Co
George Moore Co

Rubini Sis

N. J.

Capitol

i

Pressler

Bostock's School

Aerial Barlows

Jack

NEW HAVEN

Harriet Marlotta
Herbert'a Doga
Van A Corbett

Temple
Ormsbee A Remlg
Ebs
H J Conley Co
P Granados Co

fill)

2d half

to

S

COLUMBUS

Foster A Joyce
Kibble's Orchestra
(Three to fill)

Norwood A Hall
Eva Shirley Band
Levitt A Lockwood
Anderson & Yvel
.

~DARL

Mohr A Eldrldgn

Direction

ALF.

Zelda Santley
McAvoy A Wilson

H

Snow Col'mbus A

A

WEEK

De Garmo

TRENTON,

B. F. Keith's

Victory

Wanda Ludlow Co

PALACE and FLATBUSH

Yule A Richards
Ida May Chadwick
Great Blackstone

Margel Gluck

B. F. Keith's

Francis Daugherty

2d half

Cahill A Romalne
Bessie Barrlscale
Alice Hamilton

fill)

2d half

•Penman A
fill)

Clown Seal
Henry A Moors
Love Is Young
Burke A Durkln
Arthur West
The Sterlings

El Clcve

HUGH HERBERT
BROOKLYN

PHILADELPHIA

Pierce A Ryan
Flying Henrys

J

Honey Boys

7

B. F. Keith's

Green A Parker

(Two

to

Alice

Pearce A Dunn
Chic Supreme
(One to fill)
2d half
Yokohama Broa

EVANSVILLE.INI).
Mlchon Broa
The Paynea
Walter Fiahtor Co

Popularity Girls
2d half

Shea's

aplit)
1st half

CINCINNATI

THIS

TORONTO

(Richmond

Grew Paltca

Palace
Kimball A Gorman
Hal Kings
Medley A Duprce

LEWIS

4

Healy
S Blondy

Wolford A Bogard
Green A Lafeil
Keane A Williams

National

Sankua A Silvers

fill)

FLINT, MICH.

TED

TAB
John

fill)

to

Ethel Gilmore Co
Senator Murphy

PoU's

EVERY WEEK

"Are You Married"

Academy

Bldg.

105th St.
Blnnls A Gull
Scanlon Denos
Pauli A Goss

Muln Street

Oklahoma 6
Thos E Shea Co
•Goodwyn A D'bsoa Danc'g McDonalds
Sybil Vane
(Others to fill)

(One

to

WILKFS-BAKRE

THIS SPACE

A Rae

Foster
Dixie

NORFOLK

Kelly

FAR ROCKAWAY ASB'RY PARK N

Lillian

(Two

CLEVELAND

.

Fred LaReine Co
(One to fill)

Columbia

McKay A Ardina

to

ALTOONA, PA.

"Favorites of Past"
•Steve Freda

lat

Johnson A Baker
(One to fill)

"Oh Henry"
Loughlin A West
The Speeders

Petty I^arceny

fill)

•Walthour P
(One to fill)

Bert Fltzgibbons
2 Rozellas

•Penman A

to

Proctor's 23d St.
2d half (7-10)

Marlon Harris
Johnson A Baker

PA.

Orpheum

(11-13)

(Others to fill)
2d half (14-17)
Valeric Bergere Co

Lane A Byron

2d half

(One

116

WATCH

B. )/. Keith's
Diaz' Monks
Jo Delier

A Wedner

A Dyer

Adelaide

,

Fagg A White
LOUI8VILLE, RY.

2d half

Zeck A Randolph
Chaa Wilson

Thouma

A Mack

Don Laming

Werner- A moros
(One to fill)

SYRACUSE

Leon Vaovana
George Moors

Texaa Guinan
Mualcal Mutter*

ON HAND OR TO ORDER.

fill)

Mel Klee
Danse Fantasies
(One to fill)

Al Shayne

ALLENTOWN,

Chas L Fletcher
•Foxworth A Fr'cea

fill)

Temple

fill)

Haverly

Golden Butterfly
Doyle A Elaine
(One to fill)

2d half

Exclusive Material of Every Description.

Kennedy A Davis
"Welcome Inn"

A Graves
Veterans of Variety

2d half

King Brothers
Berrlck A Hart
Lucky A Harris
Mable McCane Co
(One to fill)
Rica

to

2d half
Ester Trio

A Os
Bryan A Broderlck

Morgan A Binder
"Th'nk You Doc'r"

(Two

Bellhops
2d half
Earl A Mathews
Joe Bennett
Diane A Rubini
4

Polly

Cullen

Ben Beyer

State Street

Chicago

H

Ben Welch

"Welcome Inn"

Anderson

Proctor's

A Graves

Anderson

A/

SCHEN'TADY N Y

Fosse

"Oh My Goodness*

The Herberts

Ruby Royce

Wood Sia
Rome A Dunn

Ford

Ruby Royca

Sam Mann Co
Claude A Marlon

WILLIE BERGER, Book'g M&r.
Suite 1313, Masonic

Paige

Jamea

Palaco

30 Pink Toes
Joe Bennett
Diane A Rublnl
Gertrude Barnes

Bond Wilson Co
McFarland A P'lace
"Canary Opera"

Rooney A Bent Co

(Othera to

ERNIE
YOUNG
AGENCY

fill)

1st half

Mo*a' Coliseum
Sophie Tucker
Fid Gordon

(Two

Story

"Rubeville"
Ruloff A Elton
(Others to fill)

fill)

NEW BRUNSWICK

Keith (Western) W. V. M. A.
and Affiliated Circuits

McCarthy A B'df'd
Marx A Wilson

Al Herman

to

WATERBURY

Capitol

Bijou

JAB

N. J.
*
Proctor's

F.

to fill)

HARTFORD

(Jacksonville split)
1st half
Patrice A Sullivan

NEWARK,

A Hart
A La Tour

WITH

Diamond A Bren'n

Mandel

Bradford

Maggie Clifton Co
Sharkey Roth A II

Derrick

Orpheum, B.

Proctor's 5th Ave.
2d half (7-10)
Miller A Bradford

Mom* Broadway

A

(Others to fill)
2d half (14-17)
Stars of Yesterday
Fisher A Hurst

(Two

Bellhops

(One

SAVANNAH

"Tha 8un Dodger"

2d half

4

Robert

Miller

Mack A Deagon
Rome A Gaut
Laura De Vina

Booking Exclusively

Co

Bud Snyder Co
Ann Alexia
Katoushka
E Keane

Sullivan

The Duponts
Bezazzlan A White
Black A O'Donnell
Chaa Ahearn Tr
Nevina A Guhi

Sis

Ben Welch

A Whitney

Keene

Martin

fill)

A Wood

Ford

Sia

Joe Roberta

Gallagher A Martin
C A F Usher
Davis A Pelle

Maggie Clifton Co

(Others to

A

to

2d half
Boudlnl A Bernard

Temple

A

Nan

A Oa

Polly

ROCHESTER
Flfer Bros

to fill)
1st half (11-11)

Nathan A Sully
Furman A Evans
Lee Hoyt Co

fill)

A

Patrice

Cooper A Lacey
Phil Davis
I' rim rose 4

Elliott

Lew Wilson
Clinton A Rooney

•Rloom A Sher
Toto Hammer
(One to fill)

(Two

The Faynes

(Others to fill)
2d half (14-17)

Gordon A Ford

Higgiiia

A

Gellls

(Two

to

(One

Adgement

Claude A Marion

Monroe A Grant

Haney & Morgan

J

Div'cs

Sam Maure Co

half (11-13)

1st

fill)

Alliambm

Ruloff A Elton
•Versatile 6

*

vs.

2d half
James H Cullen

& Ray

1'aulette

Clark

W

Marriage

Griffin

•Ethel Keller Co

(Two

Lydell

Y.

Morgan A Rinder
Danse Fantasies

George Morton
•Walton A Brant

Red ford & W'eh'st'r

to

N.

Yarmark

Blly Co

Oaliagher

fill)

Dixie Hamilton
rinto A lioyle
Garcinetti Rroa
Keith'*

ALBANY,

Proctor's
NAG
Farnum
Kramer

Da Lyle Alda Co
Jack Wilson Co
Artistic Treat

Palace
Earle A Mathews
Travellne Co
Herbert Ashley Co
Morley 81a
Ed Janla Rot
2d half

Ester Trio

Gene Morgan

A Thomaa
Olson A Johnson
Sully

H Van

LaSulle Gardens
Burke Larry A C
Hughle Clark

SPRINGF'D, MASS.

PoU's

Mankln
Ines Hanley Co

A Rauh
Demareat A Collet

A Harrys
CHESTER, PA,

Nelson

Bradford

.

Proctor's 58th St.
2d half (7-10)

Keith'* Royal

Ceo Chooa Rev
Moody A Duncan
Duffy A Sweeney
McLaughlin A E

A

Castleton A Mack
Van Cello A Mary
(Two to nil)

A

fill)

Castleton

Greenlee A Drayton
•Yost A Clady

(One. to

Maey A

Harry Jolson Co

2d half (14-17)

"The Sun Dodger"
Miller

2d half (7-10)
Holliday A Willette
Blgelow A Clinton

V.*v A Dutton
to

fill)

Proctor's 125th St.

•"Klown Rev"
Elsie Janla

Tom

D'ghtcr

(Others to

BRIDGEPORT

Briacoe

Proctor's
2d half (7-10)
Van A Corbett

KEITH CIRCUIT
JTEW YORK CITY Diamond A

Roanoke
(Charlotte aplit)
lat half

MT. VERNON, N.Y.

DETROIT

POLI CIRCUIT

Princess

(Sunday opening)
Rasao A Co
Burke A Batty
Bill Genevieve A

W

)

The

ROANOKE

MONTREAL

(SEPT.

I>r

Thorn] irn

< nroy A L»-Malre
Wilson Urea
Adolphua !q
Jack is vi ro
l

I

L' Res

Sia

Friday, September

OMAHA

•

t

Sewell Sis

Dontlat"

r/Lt

01a

Jack Oeorgs t
jlarrjr Carroll

Rsr

Frank WHsoa
j) C HUllaa

Harry

PORTLAND. OKF.
Orpheum
&

Fred Roland Co
Jazs Jubilee
2d half
Paul A Follette
(Three to nil)

Ort.li.Mim

Sunbeam

Grand

Dantlat to the

Official

V. A.

If

Anderaon A Burt
Franklyn Chas Co
Pava Rotb
Hanako Japa

Senator Ford

ST. IAHJI8

SIOUX CITY.

A

Heim A Lockwood

Sales

A

Jackal

Bills

Bijou

Norton Co

.tick

Roblnaon

fails Broa

Minstrel Monarchs
Victor Mooro

Stanleys
Florence Walton Co

(Two

to

Burns A Larkln
Jean Perry

fill)

Murray A

PAUL

Humberto Bros
"Let's Go"

Miller

nrown A Elaine
Marie Russell Co
Telephone Tangle

H A A Seymour
Henry Santrey Co

(Other sto

A Murphy
Ryan A Moore
Maiweil Quintet

Gilbert

VANCOUVER,

A

Lola

Senia

Orpheum
(Wed. opening)
Roscoe Ails
Paul Decker
Flanigan A M'rinon
Duel De Kerejardo

Crcssy
I'.uley

Korali Bros
Bessie Clifford

CITY

Franchlnl Bros

Ford

A Band

Miller

(One

National
Lorden Sis
4 li Hurke
Lanigan A Haney
Permaine A Shelly
C
Johnson Co
.1

A Dunbar
A Goodrich
Dunham A WUIi'mi
"Betty Wake Up"
Collins

to nil)

2d half

W

Harvard Br'ce A

Sckert A McDon'ld
4 Higgle Girl*

W

2d half

Van A KmiTsoii
Peggy Brooks

GAR
Wilson

Parks

A

Kelly

A V Doherty

2d halt

C A E Frabcl
Mason A Bailey
The Headlinera
Race A Edge

The Cromwella

A

Chamberlain

HI

4 Higgle Girls

Rita Shirley

GEORGE CHOOS
PRESENTS

uke of York's TLeatre, London. Fug.

Townes A Franklin
(Oae

to

fill)

an

Britt
to nil)

Victor!*

A Bmeisoa
Peggy Brooks
Lester Bernard Co
Race A Edge
the Party"
2d half

'•At

bordon Oirlle A
Doherty
LAV
y A C Avery

O

lime DuBarry Co

BUFFAT.O

II

Wan

Wm Olf-k

Dance Cycle

fill)

Lyric

The Marions

M. L.
(Composer) Arranges for
VICTOR HERBERT
JOHN PHILIP S0USA

W

Fields A Harrlng'n
4 Brrottos

A McDonald

GENEVA.

"B"w»y Snapshots"

Kr inier A Patters'n
Collins A Dunbar
When We (iiuw Up
Hart Warner A E

City

Frlnh rti rtor
Charles Gibhs

A

"Dear Dor-tor"
Four Pearls

N. T.

Temple

Hanaon

Ifysetic

Polyanna
Chas Boners Co

3

ROCHESTER

Toupees Make-Up
,'

109

W. 46

I

France* # Hume
Westons Models

Corday Co

2d half

th S.t, N. Y.

Chlfl

Empire

Charles Rogers Co

Overtit-ld

WATERTOWN

Bernard A Harris
Josephine Davis Co
Smith A StrlU
Timely Hevue
2d h

iir

M

Loatla Qlrla

Cliff

Edward*

Reo A Molina*
(One
?

mi)

to

Delaneey 01*

Vaurlo*
lUlnbow

A

Oirlle

Fulton
You'd Be Surprised
td

>ir

i.

Kola A Jackson Co
Loney N
Lester Hern ird Co

Amir Comedy

P.:

rrr'7.
I

'

Kllta Qarcia Co

2d half
King A Anita S mis
Farrell

A Hatch

Froy A Roger*
Yachting
Jans A Whallen
The Cromwella

nil

li-iuify

ii

NV

fir

II

Vn

'level

i

I

ten I
.

«ii

•

i

i'

I

>

i>"

"

i

i

In

Q Vcr*a

t

Ortons

act

allotted for the day.
first
2, eighth act, commences after
the usual explanatory chorus with
the taking of Jesus prisoner In the
garden of Gethsemane, followed by
the trial before Pilate, with numer-

ticket

ILL.
Palace
(Madison split)
Kennedy A Ken'dy
Waldron A Wlnsl'w

Hyams A Evans

Part

(Three to
ST.

nil)

LOUIS

>'•

<"«

ence religiously spellbound for eight
hours.

It is

iting

necessary for foreigners vis-

Oberammergau

to

remain

in

the village two nights in order to
attend the play. They are lodged
in the homes of the villagers, according to the class of seat they
wish to purchase.
Those for the
first class or best places, costing
100 marks, consequently lodge with
people holding the leading
the
roles, It being my lot to stay with

Hans Mayr, who

is listed fog Pontius Pilate, an important part, but
unable to act this year owing to
Still his underthroat trouble.
study Is his equal. But in spite of
his illness entire interest of Hans
Mayr is concentrated In the performances, making his guests com-

and talking of this worldfamed show. The seats are distributed by the Organizing com-

fortable

mittee among the householders, who
turn them over to the visitors, the
lodging price Including five meals
and a seat for the show. The arrangements are splendidly organized and there is no overcharging
of any kind in the village, as is
reported to be tho case in Munich.
The stage manager this year is
Dr. George Lang, an important man
in Oberammergau as the local docThirty-three y;ears of age, ha
tor.
is an up-to-date producer, thougn
with
Wlllard Mack Co
Mabel Phillip
having
Parcho * Archer
an atrophied hand caused
LUCILLE HALEY
SAN DIBGO, CAL.
Abbott A White
Opened Orpheum Circuit
by a wound received in the war.
Savoy
Bird
MAJESTIC, CHICAGO. JULY 24 GoldenFuller
When
a
boy he studied as a wood
Lyle
Emerson
A
Band
Karl
Victoria A Dupree
rarver, the chief industry of the
SPORANB
Charlie Murray
and was later for seven
district,
Zeleya
JOI.IET. ILL.
springtime Frlvs
Pantages
(One to flll)
years In the Munich art school.
Ferry Conway Co
Orpheum
J A V Jean
2d half
This may account to a certain deThe Seebacks
Rose A red wards
Davis A Bradner
L'G BEACn, CAL.
Lloyd A Goode
Barrett Clayton Co
gree for the very artistic presentaPercival Noel Co
Punt ages
Pantheon Slngera
Arnold
Rives
A
Ostermao
Jack
tion.
The Passion Play has never
2d half
"Last Rehearsal"
(One to fill)
Swift A Kelly
been so successful from an artistic
Homer Sis
Chadwick A Taylor Cordonl's Animals
SEATTLM
Fred Derens
Carl Roslnl
point of view as the scries in 1022.
(One to fill)
Punt aces
Parish A Pern
(One to (111)
The village performers are not
SPRINuVLD. ILL. Carson A Kane
Dan Des Art 1st In ue
MADISON, WIS.
Robinson A rterce
professionals, but they act with
Majestic
SALT I. IKK
M
Orpheum
A
Hack
Page
Selblnl A Orovlnl
deep sincerity, actually feeling the
I'antagea
Goetl A Duffy
Al Lester Co
(Rockford split)
part they are called on to imperB Swede Hall Co
Rita Gould
OH.anlon A Zb'nl
Maud Kllett Co
They speak German, and
sonate.
Shireen
Hob Pender Tr
Forman A 8aul
VANCOUVER. B.C. Jim
Bros
Swor
Thorntoa
while the diction may not always
Cotton Pickers
Pantacoa
Pettlt Family
Moxfleld A Goldson Miniature Rer
be
perfect,
their
acting is exNelsons
Juggling
2d half
Catena A Verdi
Feein A Tennysoa
traordinary.
MILWAUKK. WIS. The Beebacke
OGDEN, UTAH
Tyler A Crollue
Lillian Gonne Co
Majeatle
Hugo Rutz as the high priest
Ross Wyse Co
I'antagea
Mulford A Stanley
Grant A Wallace
Caiaphas (another important part
"Stepping Some"
Shireen
(14-U)
Dunlay A Merrill
in this play) is probably tlio best
Hoy LaPearl
TACOMA
Hart
Cole
Judaon
AM)
actor at Oberammergau this year,
Hennington A Scott (One to
Mli.t Rhea Co
Pant a gee
TERRE H'TE. IND. 4 Rose*
Wood
Brit
and great praise is due to Guido
.la Da S
Skelly-Helt Rer
Hippodrome
SohlCtt'l Ma'nettes
Hudson A Jonea
Mayr for his difficult impersonation
Harvey Haney A G
M-lnotte Duo
V ilentlne Vo«
DENVEB
of
Judas. Martha Veit, the daugh(One -to fill)
Brower Trio
Darll * Bradner
ter of a wood carver, has the MaI'antagea
Bob F'lrns Co
Robya Adair Co
MINNEAPOLIS
M< -Lellan A Carson donna type enabling her to realize
Jack Overman
PORTLAND. ORE. Loekett A Laddie
7th Street
Gordonl's Animals
to a high degree of perfection the
Pontages
Bryant A Halg
Rltter A Knapper
(One to flll)
part of the Virgin Mary. It is con"ail McCullough
Wilfred DuBois
2d half
Cleveland A Dowry
Marion Claire
B Bouncer's Circus trary to tradition for a married
Fries A Wllnon
Kthet Parker Co
Marlon Glbney
H Downing Itor
Darhcr A Jackson
Adelaide B<*H Co
woman
to hold a part In tho PasMonroe Salisbury
Zelaya
Mme Dorree Co
COLORADO SP'GS sion Play, but an exception, Ottilie
swor Bros
4 Boneaettis
Cliff Clark
Pnntngea
H.'iverrnan's Anim's
Zwick, the girl who formerly im•Wond«*r Girl"
TRAVEL
(11-13)
personated Mary, and now a widow,
(Open week)
(Same bill plays
is still allowed to appear and is the
Delmar A I/ee
Pueblo 14-16)
(nnn * Hart
Llplnokl's Dogs
understudy of Martha Volt.
CO. Al Jennings Co
Jones A Crumley
BILLY
The s*\ale of charges of from 10
Rev
Pantages Opera Co
Anderaon &
marks to 100 marks having Leon
IN HIS FAIUT TALB
Emily Darrell
Green A Dunbar
Ballet
Rujowa
fixed
early in the spring, and In
SAN FRANdSCO
"IN YEARS TO COME"
view of the depreciation of the
OMAHA
Ptintages
mark, it Is anticipated there will
I'antagea
(Sunday Opening?
PANTAGES CIRCUIT
"Oh Boy"
Page A Green
be no profit if not a loss this year
Kmlle A Willie
niton I Burt
on tho Oberammergau perform(iT. PALLS. MONT.
Sis
MINNKXPOI.IS
ill armi
'altahaa A Bliss
ances.
The average salary of tha
Roy «l R'-v
Isomer (iiriii
Ph nt aa*aa
Pnntages
\V titer We.rns
11
ik A Dean
Chief actors Is $500 for the entire
"
1
A lexander
series, the supers earning only a
(Ss me bill pis rs
KANSAS CITY
(Sund v >i« rung)
D
Helen
KB MH( hell
OAKLAND, (Al..
few dollars.
Tho stago manner
P.mlagne
Berl Sheperd
Mills A Miller
Pan! ages
hoi <>t v I "n:i.^if| and musical
lirr>etor receive $025
1
h
r.
r
(Sunday Ofienlng)
Will Morns
each, whf'-h is also' the remuneraHiitv Kelly Co
m in a si'i n
•Jili Sin tine
Gordon Wiido
Weldereon Kia
tion of Anton Lang for his irnproalei A M--rriH
\V ird A King
Robt McKlnn Co
Vaht-a &. li'ju
•w
l i n n Wtll g
riirln
prfsstve Impersonation of Christ.
,n
be .a iiivm
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Models
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ft
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W

Hugo
Alia

Manning
Ash k- Franks

Mildred DeVar Co
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Moyr*

Irene

N V
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The Qauthlers
Carr A Brey
Chamberlain A E
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children,

one of the finest stage sets I have
had the thrilling pleasure of witThe Passion Play connessing.

This in
an enthralling stage set.
followed by the Resurrection (Act
17) and the Passion Play is ended
at 6 p. m.. having held the audi-

t.

New York

GLENS FAL'M N Y

IGS

small

lowering Christ for burial

nails,

LAM

COHAN

M.

Playhouse Theatre,

"Jazz Jubilee"

2d half

to

INDIANAPOM8

GEORGE

2d half

When We Grow Up

(111)

LAKE

Leslie Girls

A Hatch

to

(One

Leona LaMarr

to nil)

Harvard Br'ce A
Honey Naoe

Parks

A Ryan

(Two

Lafayette
A Parsons
Goldle A Thorn

Danco Evolution
Permaine A Shelly

Eckert

Tnnes

flrtoor

Cleveland A Faye
Stepping Around
Dent A Clare
C A E Frabcl

M

2d half

A Wright

GUS SUN'S

W

MykofT A Vanity
2d half

liOew
Tilyou A Rogera
Broken Mirror

Loew
Leonard

BROOKLYN

You'd Be Surprised
Greeley Hq.
Turner Bros

WINDSOR. CAN.
Roekoa

MEMPHIS

O

A E Burke
Ford A Goodrich
Frank Cornell Co
Monto A Lyons
Johnson Co
C

(Two

Dancing Shoes

A Rogers

J

Metropolitan

OAE

Downing A Buddy

to Ail)

"Broken Mirror"

2d half

Weber Beck A P

Farrell

I4>ew

Ryan

(Two

Aroamlths

Lincoln Hq.
Noel Lester Co
Mason A Bailey
"The Headlinera"

A

LONDON. CAN.
Tnnea

2d half

Wm Dick

Loew
Oibaon

The Rackos

Avenae
S Tock A V

3

-horus the object

Then the real'
dramatic show.
play begins by the entrance of
Ju»us into Jerusalem, accompanied
by a crowd of 500 supers (in the
costumes of the period), with many

JACK NORTON

WASHINGTON

H

Price
Dunlevy A Chesl'gh
Rudinoff

Tllyou

Homer Lind Co
Fox A Britt
Gordon Girlie A

Wake Up"

Singing

to nil)

ROCK FORD.

American
Forman A Landee

•

The Score and Players
The music was specially written
is
there
when
mid-day
tinues until
by Roch Dedler, a former schoolBob Hall
an interval of two hours for lunch.
master at Oberammergau and a
Bravo Mieh'lin! A T
Second Part
The
pupil of Martin Michel Reichard.
flll)
to
(One
Promptly at 2 o'clock the vast It is of the highest order and the
2d half
building Is again filled by the same work of a master, even WagnerDougal A Leary
Bobby Henshaw
audience, using the same cardboard like in parts.
4

CHICAOO

*

WMk

2d half

Hums

Johnny

Pox A
(One

Boulevard
Carr A Brey

2d half
Maurice A Girlie
Turner Bros
N A O Verga
At the Party
Fred Roland Co
**Botty

Co

Elita Garcia

Co

.*•

the flow of blood is realaside, exposing a tableau of the Jesus and
banishment of Adiim and Eve from istically recorded. The famous picThe curtain ture of Rubens in Antwerp Cathethe Garden of Eden.
the Cross."
quickly hides the picture, while the dral, "The Descent from
Joseph of
Choragus continues the chants, and is minutely portrayed.
mount
Arimathaea
and
Nicodemus
then we have another set, ''The
ladder, with the other devoted
adoration of the Cross," while the a
foot,
friends
Bethany
the
from
at
singers kneel, explaining in the
and they delicately withdraw the
of this religious

ous tableaux vlvants as comparisons of the situations found in the
Thus
Old and New Testaments.
Grand
Paul Sydell A 8
we see the prophet Micaiah smitten
Capman
Capman
A
Ahab,
the
King
Mnjestlo
on the cheek before
cealed assistant.
Monroe A May
Frank Browne
death of Naboth, Job mocked by
Larry Comer
Jason A Harrigan
Beatrice Morrell C his family. Cain murdering Abel,
Gerald Grlffea Co
(One to nil)
Douglas Graves Co Creedon
A Davis
King
before
impeached
Jimmy Lyons
2d half
Daniel
Bert Howard
O A M LeFfvre
"Putting It Over"
Dillon A Milton
Fred Lewis
Darius, etc. The fourteenth act is
Wells
Gilbert
Otto Bros
Westphalt Co
Incited
people
III IFFALO
the
of
to nil)
uprising
(One
the
Lady Alice's Pets
Whitefleld A Irel'nd
State
Rlalto
by Caiaphas, to demand the death
(Two to nil)
Angel A Fuller
Humberto Bros
(Two to fill)
Bhadowettes
of Christ. This is another monster
SPRING
I'D. MASS.
Lillian Gonna Co
Arnold Grazer
From the three perspective
set.
IIWII'OKT.
A.
I
Broad wuy
Geo Lovett Co
"Poster Olrl"
"Let's Go"
stage views (that Is the two open
Dillon A Milton
Columbia
Di-iiiare.it Sa Wms
Otto Bros
Roy LaPearl
Royal Sidneys
Clay Crouch Co
air entrances, painted to represent
Lady Alice's Pets
(One to nil)
A Lester Co
streets, at the right and left of the
DAYTON
2d half
(Two to till)
"Flirtation"
covered stage, and from the back
2d half
Sherman Van A H Selblnl A Orovlnl
Dayton
Bob Ferns Co
of the covered stage Itself with a
LaHoen A Dupreece Rioarde A Ashforth (Two to fill)
Louis London
Rita Gould
Alf Rlpon
special sot) flock the crowd led by
GALRSBCRO. ILL. .Ionian Hawallana
Jeff Healy Co
Eddie Clark Co
the priests Ezekiel and Nathaniel,
Klass A Brilliant
Orpheum
(Two to mi)
Austin A Delaney
(One to All)
Dougal A Leary
while Annas and Caiaphas urge the
Phil Adams Co
SO. BEND, IND.
Hobby Henshaw
people to demand the crucifixion
HOBOKKN, N. J.
TORONTO
Orpheum
4 Ortons
Roman soldiers
of the prisoner.
McRae A Clegg
2d half
Loew
Loew
Fries A Wllaon
them hack, while Pilate
Kentucky Duo
Will A Blondy
press
Bob Hall
Lester A Moore
Huber
Bravo Mleh'tinl A T Broken Promise
his hands and turns Christ
washes
Volunteers
Chapelle Stin'tte Co Great Howard
(One to nil)
Then we
over to his tormentors.
Browning A Davis
Tower A Darrell
"Dummies"
2d half
Halg A La Vera
and CO.
Puppits of 1921
Taylor Macy A
Louis Stone

DDIE VOGT
jr-rank Cornell

Pantheon Singers
M Rogers
Jaek Benny
Miniature Rev
(One to All)

CAM

I

MR.

W

AID

2d half

to

I

Dance Cycle

Orpheum
Townes A Franklin Reo A Helmar
R Miller A Band
Taylor Macy A H
(Two to nil)
J K Emmet t Co
American
Wilson A Kelly
Ring A Anita Sauls Stanley Hughes Co
L.

ILL.

Townsead A Wllb'r
(Three to nil)
Featuring Fred Ketch, the only
2d half
man singing in two voices at one Cantor Road 8how
Dave Manley
time WITHOUT the aid of a con- (Four to AID

CIRCUIT

State

I.ouis Kondon
Jeff Healy Co
Klass A Rrilliant

to

QUINCY. ILL.
Orpheum

Orpheum
Duo

Melnotte

'Vocal Variety"

Simpson A Hean

Golden Gale
(Sunday opening)

CHAMPAIGN.

R.I.

Rmery

(One

(Two

to nil)

Rirardo A A.-.hforth

KETCH AND

HankofT Co

SAW FRANCISCO

(One

Werner Amoros S
(hadwlrk & Taylor
Percival Noel Co
Cameron A O'C'nor
Carl Rosinl Co
Walter Flahter Co
Duval A Symonds
Bernivicl Bros Co
Walter Manthey Co

2d half

Co

PROVIDRNCK.

Toho Japs
Rogers A Donnelly
A A I. Wilson

Orpbeum
A Day no
A Cowan
llevan A Flint

Benny One

W

I.

to All)

Orpheum

WINMTKO

Plo Lewis
I Danoise Sis

LOEW

(Two

BOSTON

Herbert A Hare
Fisher A Gil mora
Smith A Strong
Kennedy A Bcrle
N\iKyfys
Flashes"

SALT LAKR

R

B.C

Orpbeum
York A King

BUI Montrose
Dorothea Bad tier
McCarthy Sis

NKW YORK

2d half

fill)

Majeatle

Render A Herr

Joan Grane.se
Glean A Jenklaa

C.eerlsh

BL'MINGTON. ILL.
Duval A Symonds
Heriiivicl Bros Co
(One to All)

(Sunday opening)
Novelty Clinton*

ST.

nil)

2d hair

fltate

W

2d kftlf

(One to

to All)

TKORIA. ILL.
Orpheum

Cameron A O'C'nor
(Two to nil)

OTTAWA. CAN.

"Mysterious Will"
Uixl-y A Lerner
Spencer Sis A

HKNNR8HT

8.

(One

ILL.

Fox
Hamlin A Mack
Four of Us

Leonard * Wright
IMirnham Co
Kennedy Co
Bddie Sloaae
Stanley A Klva

BIRMINGHAM

W.

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE
AURORA,

2d half

;

Joe Fanton Co

IA.

Orpbeum

Fofsom Denny Co
Bill

Dod.t A.Nelson
Cupid's Cloae-Upn

Creole Fashion PI

Orpbenm
(Sunday opening)
Anatol Friedland
ITooley

K<1 Hill

lteth Herri Co
J A J Gibson

Mellette Sia

mankind

in "Profiteering**
Direction

the central stage reveals the set of
L'Mii*
being nailed to the cross.
The two thieves are already crucified, and we see the cross erected
wilh Christ hanging in agony. Anton Lang in this role is suspended

In a realistic manner for 20 minutes, slowly dying. The thieves are
bow low in adoration beaten by the executioners to finalThen the curtain of ly kill them, and taken down. A
before God.
the covered central stage is drawn Koman soldier pierces the side of

A T Kavannaugh A H

WALTER NEWMAN

Benson A Roiiiy
}\ A A Mitchell
QofOTth A Mclntyre
Girard A Perea

Hippodrome*

Loon Co

Parker Bros
Frances Kennedy
Noiaa Leary A Co
Coley A Jaxon

N. J.

Ni:\V ORLEANS
Orescent
LaPetite Jennie Co

RALTIMORR

A Houghton

Sully

t

Itcsson

('has

Frawley A West
(One to nil)

Reed

JcEsie

to fill)
2d half
Lytells
Albert A Irving
Phillips A Boy

Majeatle
1st half

aim. nt

Jack Clifford
DeWitt Burns

Ruge A Rose
Armstrong A Tyson
Mark Co
Marston A. Manley
Cameo Rev

(Two

The

1493 B'way (Putnam Bids.) U. T.

M in-

l.O.'W

Maxwell Quintet

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL

I.

his

props,

theatrical

8 o'clock the audience is seated,
the orchestra commencing with the
stroke of the clock and the doors
are closed. During this musical introduction we are told the players,
numbering 600 repeat a prayer, after
which the chorus enter the open-air
stage, singing a prelude, calling on

WICHITA, KAN.

Wright A Dietrich

Folliee

NKWARR,

A Murphy
A Moore

Miller
ltyan

Harry Hayden Go
BaKley A Porter
(One to nil)

Majestic
Billy

Mason Co
Frank Stafford Co
Calrl a A O'Connor

bearing

by comparative tableaux of Isaac

and carrying tho kindling wood for his
sacrifice
on Mount Moriah, and
A cannon announces the opening Moses lifting up the brazen serpent.
There is a brief chorus and then
By
of the theatre at 7:45 A. M.

duction of
costumes.

Scott

Betty Washingtoa

SAN ANTONIO

I.ee

A

to Calvary anil Jesun
cross, first Introduced

hava the road

PASSION FLAT
(Continued from page 12)
tested, agreeing only to the intro-

1st half

Bissett

1st half

A H Browa

Dave Ferguson Co
Kitner A Reany
(One to nil)

Loew
Mont.imbo A Nap

ATLANTA

(Sunday opening)

Majeatle
(Okla City split)

CITY

Col Pattee Co

MONTRRAL

A DoVoe

I'htlbrlck

OK LA.

Till* A,

OKLAHOMA

W

Mysterious Will
Bixley A Lerner
Spencers A Wilbur

Verca

A

NKATTI.n

Clifford

A

29

Dave Harris Band
Majeatle
(Tulsa split)

Burns A Larkla
Jeaa Perry

Mack A Reading

Fields Family

(Sunday opening)
Rae Samuela

Rddle Sloans
Stauley A Klva
td half

Warwick
Verce

Vail

.a

I

Kennedy Co

4

Sd halt
Hllzabeth Saltl Co

Lanigan A Haney
Homer Lind A oG
Weber Beck A F

Al K Hall
Itamdella A Deyo
Lydell & Oibaon

Stan Stanley

Burnham Co

Comedy

Ainer
II

Tony (J ray
Harry Foe On
Orphean*
(Sunday opening)
Vera Gordon

(Buadar opening)
Cockatoo*

Healy Co

Jeff

Skatella

•ierls'a

fiebwarta

*•

'

Haruko Onuki
Cook Mortimer A

.NBB.

Orpheam

Drown
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Dean Ins secured the rights
Milne's play, "The Oreal
which was produced in

A.

llroxopp,"

America last year, Ho will present
Hi" piece in London as noon as he
can Mud a suitable theatre.
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VARIETY

AND INJURED

ILL

Gladys Greon suffered a sprained
nkle at Salt Lake City while on the "Broadway Belles" (Mutual) Open
antnges circuit. She was obliged
at Majestic, Albany
return to her home in Chicago.
George Kann, manager of the AlAlbany, N. T.. Sept. 6.
ambr i. Brooklyn, has returned to
For the first time in its history
Is duties having fully recovered
rom injuries sustained in a recent the Majestic played burlesque this
automobile accident.
week as the theatrical season
Mildred King (James. Anderson opened here, the house presenting
land King-"Rose Revue") is conthe attractions of the Mutual Burvalescing at her home, 2212 Divisaan lesque Association, opening with
Francisco,
street, San
Illness of 22 weeks,

dero

after

following an

operation.
Bob Zeno, who apeared In vaudeville as a member of Zeno and Mandel, prior to launching in the hotel
business In Chicago, where he controls the Miland and Huntington
hotels, suffered a nevrous breakdown |.i.-4 week and Is said to be in
a serious condition.
s

MARRIAGES

*

r

William H. Coyle to Jennie M.
Brennan, non-professional, Aug. 23,
C. Church, Philadelat St. Ann's

R

Mr. Coyle was professionally
known as Billy Clasper on the variety stage before retiring to author
stage material.
Helen LaVonne to Jack Squire,
Miss LaVonne is with
Sept. S.
Mr. Squire
White's "Scandals."
was last with "Two Little Girls In
Blue."
4 ""
phia.

•

"The Broadway Belles."
Albany burlesque lovers for years
have been accustomed to the higher
grade shows of the Columbia wheel,
this city having been one of the
While they
best on the circuit.
jammed the Majestic at the opening
shows on Labor Day, the class of
fell far below their
•
expectations.
Manager Oliver H. Stack extensively advertised the debut of burlesque at the Majestic, using big
spaces in the Albany dailies, the
main line in the ad saying there
was "a cast of 35 people." When
the first show was presented Monday afternoon the entire company
numbered only 15 persons. There
was a chorus of eight girls, while
"a chorus of 16" was announced
The prinin the advance notices.
were Al Barlow, Myrtle
cipals

entertainment

Andrews, Dot Leighton, Art May-

Anna

field,

y

4

BIRTHS
Mr

their home in San Francisco, Sept.
son. The father is the trombonist
Max Fisher's orchestra, in that

t,

with
city.

IN
Ruth Budd

AND OUT

*'

refused to open at the

la.st

Lederer,

I., Thursday of
Majestic.
week on account of her billing.
H^gedus Sisters did not open

Astoria, Astoria, L.

\

Lew

Toebe,

Hagan.
Veteran theatrical observers were
amused at a sub-headline in a local
paper on a Majestic reader which
stated that the theatre was added to
"the big time burlesque wheel."
Four performances are given daily,
the shows being on a split week.
Dan Carroll, of the "Times-Union,"
is handling the publicity for the
Billy

/

and Mrs. Arthur Glnder, at

•

M

I

Tlie

Monday matinee

Riverside
through late arrival from out-oftown. Waller and Emily Walters,
doubled from the Palace, for the

EMPRESS, CHICAGO, DID $3,700

first .show.

started

at the

Thomas and

Chicago, Sept. 6.
"Empress, on the south side,
its burlesque season with a
fair gross last week.
It touched

T he

the Frederick Siswere unable to open at the close to $3,700, with the matinee
New York, Monday due to playing practically to an empty
Carter and Conners sub- house.
illness.
stituted
This
house
formerly
played
Green and Burnett dropped out vaudeville.
It is located In close
'at the M< tropolitan, Brooklyn, Tues- proximity to the Knglewood, which
day, one of the members becoming will open within
the next few
111.
Tommy Gordon and Co. filled weeks, playing Shubert vaudeville
the disappointment.
unit shows; the Stratford, a big
Conn-' O Donne. (O'Donnell and movie house, and the National,
Hurst) left the bill Monday at the stock.
Orpheum. San Francisce, but the
art was expected to return during
ters

National,

1

NO RELIGIOUS REFERENCE

the week.

Moran and Mack

the Keith's
Syracuse bill Tuesday, with Milt
fcJollins substituting Wednesday.
loft

The

Theatre Corpora-

Affiliated

has notified

tion

all of its

managers that no

attraction

ences" will be tolerated in the ShuNEW ACTS
Townes, formerly of Bernard bert vaudeville units that are open.end Townes, and Hidney Franklin, ing officially next week.
The letter follows:
[former pianist with Charles King
Dear Sir: IMease pay parand Co.
ticular attention and see that
"An Arabian Nightmare." comedy
there are no disparaging re'revue.- with Eugene MacGregor featmarks concerning any religious
ured in a cast of seven.
sect or anything that may be
"I Love My Wife," which played
termed as ridiculing them in
as a vaudeville act, has been reyour
attraction.
written and retitled "Borneo Jr." It
/. //. 11ERK, President*
will open with Harry Ormonde and
Co.
Herbert Cortell and Elinore

—

i

I'

Sut'or are featured.
BEST ADVERTISING WITHIN
Teas Gardella (Aunt Jemima) in
Columbia house managers have
singing turn with band.
been instructed In an order sent
Henry B. Forbes has signed Con- out to utilize
the theatre itself more
stance Shaw, Herbert Ashton, Jr.,
for advertising coming attractions
'Karl Mayo and Catherine Howard
than formerly. The order calls for
for his condensed vaudeville version
paper and photos In the Interior of
of the Shubert fane. "A Sleepless
the house and lobby.
Night," by Jack Larric and Gustav
The Columbia order assumes the
Blum Forbes also appears in the
house
itself offers the best advercist.
The act will show at the
tising possibilities through the pat'Harlem opera house, New York, a
rons containing a, large percentage
week a fter next.

j

I

Dancing Dozen," a Ned
turn, which was on tour
with Will Roger and the "Midnight

"The

of regulars.

,

[Wayburn

I

1

Frolic." is opening In vaudeville.
Lillian Fitzgerald, who left "Make
It Snappy," the Eddie Cantor show,
shortly after if opened In New

York,

,

Willi

,

his

r-'j

.:i

and

1

tour

will

it.

F.D

RUSH'S MUTUAL

IM

Bush,

the

SHOW

time burlesque firm
Weber & Rush, is
[returning to show business after
;«n absence of several years, due t<>

i

of
of

old

/illness.

tl

•

ENGAGEMENTS
Ames and Winthrop have

been
the cast of Arthur Pear"Zig
son's
Zag" Shubert unit show.
Harry Brown, succeeding Thurston Hall in "The French Doll," with
Irene Bordoni. Hall is in London In
the part he created in "The Broken

added

to

Wing."
Lolya Adler (daughter of
Adler) in' "The Fool."
Virginia O'Brien, as prima
"Sue Dear," succeeding
In
Th iyer, who succeeded oiga

Jacob

donna
Edith
Sleek.

Hush ha- been granted a Mutual
Wheel franchise and will operate a
show ci lied "The-High Steppers."
The iddilion of "The High Step(First name la judgment debtor;
pers" gives the Mutual wheel
creditor and amount roltows).
si ovvH
start with.
II in y
li
it
chenb ich;
A
T.
Seventh Corp
$h::i 83,
Betty
Rando'ph;
11.
Milgi'.m
A
HISS LaliUE IN PICTURE HOUSE
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The Lyceum, Baltimore, which
operated with stock in the spring, ground tumbler. He does a stepping
Edna bit in the second half, introducing
will continue in that field.
cartHibbard and Sue McManamy will rolling splits, somersaulting,
wheels, etc., that needs nothing to
be 4he leading women, with Harry make It Important except an imporleading
offing
as
the
in
Mlnturn
The
tant theatre and audience.
man. Horace Braham (who will ap- same dance done by the same perpear with David Wariield in Mr. former in a house with double the
Belasco's production of "Merchant admission of the Olympic would
of Venice") will return. Others in- panic 'em.
The production looks as If It
clude Florence Leeds. Doris Sheerin,
Josephine Drake, Gladys Feldman, might be bought for a dime a dozen,
with Langdon Gillette and William as far as scenery and costuming
are concerned. But there's compenSheafe, Jr., handling the scenic end.
sation In the fact that the show has
George Marshall, who operated the a much better chorus than more
company last year, will be In the than one Columbia wheel show seen
same capacity.
this season. AH young girls, with a
possible average age of 20 or thereabouts, with a slenderness and lack
his
inaugurated
Thomas Wilkes
of avoirdupois that permits of a fast
possession of the Alcazar, San pace In the ensembles.
Francisco, last week with "The
The show, as far as the book goes,
Champion," with George Barnes seems to be the last season's Joe
and Kay Hammond. The entire Wilton's "Hurly Burly,"
which
company is new and has caught .the played the American wheel. Goldie
fancy of the patrons of this theatre. and Marshall were the comics with
"Hurly Burly," and may have secured permission to use the bits,
In the Maude Fealy stock opening such as the burlesque mind- reading,
the "moving the furniture during a
Monday at the Orpheum, Newark, husband-andwife-quarrel
scene,"
N. J., in "East Is' West," are Mil- "One-Bound Hogan burlesque boxton Byron, Lillian Concord, Mar- ing- scene," and others. Inasmuch
Margaret
Pitt,
Shackleford,
garet
as most of the bits have seen pretty
Francis Clyde, Doan Borup. Craig long service in burlesque, however,
Nelso, Frank McDonald, with Ken- whether the two "Pepper Pot" comics are doing them with permission
dall Weston directing.
is not particularly important.
Harry Keeler, the straight man, is
tower of strength. Thoroughly
Players
opened
Mona
Brown
The
day at the Bijou. Woonsocket, Bi. I., experienced in numberless burlesque
campaigns
in the past, he dominates
In the
In "Polly With A Past."
scene he is in. A cop and two
company are Bobert Fay, Foster every
argumentative citizens, in the perMayne, William sons of Keeler and Goldie and MarWilliams,
Earl
Worswick, Frederick Allen, Edwin shall, have a comedy scene in "one"
O'Connor, Leon E. Brown, Amy that lacks something in the finish,
Dennis, Elizabeth Shirley, Elizabeth but it's a darb as burlesque comedy
scenes go, with countless laughs
Wells Edith Brown.
throughout.

feiSlftr*

"

-
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Porductions,
*»reel (involun

Peggy Day
and shapely,
and dancing

is

MAY CLINTON
Clinton died Sept t at the
Taunton Hospital, Providence, R. l^
from a second stroke of apoplexy.
Services were held Thursday at the
home of her sister in Providence.
The deceaseed had been in vaudeville
for several years, as a
sharpshooter, first appearing with
Pauline Cookc( now with the Jenie

IN

FOND MKMOKY OF

MAY CLINTON
Died September

3d,

1921

JENIE JACOBS
The team

Jacobs agency).

and Clinton was the
sharpshooting (with

American

act in

of

Cooke

woman

first

double

rifles)

vaudeville. It was
the variety field.

known throughout
Later and

Miss Cooke had
agency business,
engaged
Miss Clinton appeared with Beatrice
after
in
the

Baker.

BERNARD BERNSTEIN
Bernard Bernstein, a prominent
Jewish actor died Aug. 29 at the
Lenox Hill Hospital, New York. The

who was 61 ^'ears of age,
in this country for 31
years.
Prior to that he played in
several European countries. He at
one time was part owner of the

deceased,

had appeared

IN

MY

MKMOKY Or

I.ONO

TIMS FRIEND

MAY CLINTON

the soubret, pretty

singing

1922

May

competently

Died September

neatly.
Bae Leanse,
the ingenue, also qualifies smartly,
disclosing a singing voice that will
come in handy as she goes along.

lilt

3d,

PAULINE COOKE

Grand Street theatre and appeared
handsome
prima donna at the Windsor, Thalia. Thomashefski
and other theatres on the East
type, has looks and a knack of wearing clothes as assets that count. Side. A widow, three daughters and
She also handles a part in the bits two sons survive. The sons are
Delmonte,

Bertha

woman

a

of the stately

known

very well.

professionally

as

Herman

and Fred Berrens.

Jack Leonard

•

is a singing juvewith ability as a straight also,
leading numbers and working in the
comedy bits. Half of the 16 choristers are In bare legs and socks, the
other half in white tights. The costumes are old, from appearances
having been used last season. Fullstage interior for first half and fullstage exterior for second,
with
house drop helping out for periods

.

nile,

1

*

1

NOTES

Jewell Barnett, who recently underwent an operation, was obliged
to again return to the hospital and
go under the doctor's care for a second operation. She Is confined to
the St. Joseph Hospital, Kansas
City. Miss Barnett asks friends to
communicate with" her either at the
hospital or at her home address,
3828 Chestnut street, Kansas City,
mentioning in particular Lillian

"religious infer-

(Sid

I

(Continued from page 8)
excellent comics. Goldle additionally
a good eccentric dancer and
is

will
be
Thaf Proctor Players
brought back Oct. S to the Harmanus Bleecker hall, Albany, N. Y.,
from Troy, N. 7. where they have
been playing at Proctor'* during
the summer. The stock company,
which has been playing to 10-10-30
until this week, will have the same
leads, Clara Joel and her husband
William Boyd, the report states.

,

OBITUARY

PEPPER POT

STOCKS

SHOW

15 IN

Friday,

William Schumacher, Jr., for the
past eitfht years general manager of
the Shuberts' costume department,
known as the Mode Costuming Co.,
resigned Saturday. In conjunction
with Louise A. Bayer they will incorporate as the Bayer, Schumacher
Co., capitalized at $25,000, to engage
in theatrical costuming. Miss Bayer
up to two years ago was also associated with the Shuberts, j
F. B.

(Doc) Wells, former stage

RUDOLPH WAGNER
Rudolph Wagner, an actor giving
home as Buffalo, became ill the

his

night of Sept. 3 in the Fulton Street
elevated station in Brooklyn and
was removed to the St. JohrTs Hospital where he died shortly after.
Wagner, before losing consciousness.

in one.
It's clean, this "Pepper Pot" show,
at least it was so at the Olympic,
with comedy enough, principals of

IN LOVINO

Mr

and hard-working chorus all
combining to make it a good show
for the money.
it elk,

ability

CLINTON
[

',/'

UEMOET OF

Friend and L.at« Partner

Who

BIG FUN SHOW,

(Continued from page fjr -*
posedly
Inexhaustible
versatility
(which Watson is not). Apart from
Frank Mallahan, a roaring bad -man
type, who bellows all through the
show, Watson's comedy support is
on the shoulders of Bonnie Howard
Piatt, who is an extremely Indifferent and apathetic Hebrew type,
there being neither personality nor
enthusiasm in bis yaia. quest fori

Away September Id, 1941
Nev«r to Be Forgotten hy

Passed

BEATRICE BAKER
informed the police he had Just
eaten a meal In a Brooklyn restaurant and was on his way to New
York, where he was stopping. The

ambulance surgeon who attended
him did not diagnose the case.

WILL CLENDENEN

laughs.

The wow

Will Clendenen died Aug. 30 at
of the shorr Is a colored
male dancers and a demure his home in Ridgewood, N. J. He
burn, has returned
little sprite of a colored girt
Their was
connected
with
McBride'e
after conducting a chicken farm at big dancing specialty
In the camouVineland, N. J., for five years. Wells flaged olio Is the only atop in the Ticket Agency, but had been ill for
some
while.
Formerly
the
deceased
was counted one of the biggest op- show. They were picked up in New
eratois of the kind in that State. York and when their amateurish- was treasurer of the New York
theatro
when
under
the
Klaw
& Erness
wears off, if they don't loose
His farm had over 7,000 birds.
their balance, they should be the langer direction. He was a member
high spot of the show.
of the Treasurers' Club and other*

manager and assistant

to
to

Ned MayBroadway

trio of

.

FIFTH AVENUE

l

(Continued from page

21)'

\%

an plays as though with real dramatic experience.
The women's
names are Helene Warde and Miry
Connors. It's the second season for
the comedy and they continue to
laugh at it.
The show opened with the Cromwells, juggling, with the 3 Hamel
Sisters next, mostly music on the
brasses with some opening harmonizing and a soloed song.
It's the
brasses they must depend upon,
and they should go in more for the
pop stuff, the sort they played with
the instruments muted,
That is
what vaudeville wants.
These
three girls look young, wear short
skirts and bare legs.
What they
mostly require now is some staging.
The first two-act in "one" were
Jarvis and Harrison, a return in
the act they showed here before.
It ran along well enough in tlie No.
I spot through the man's flip crossfire.
After was another return date,
Fred Hughes and Co.. the company
being a male pianist. Mr, Hughes
a tenor of pleasing voice, bul he's
going to h ave a hard tas k making
himself stand up i. h>> is now alone.
He would do much better surrounded.
After the Kennedy sketch aqd the
Gallagher and Martin punch, ltao
Fleanor Ball and Brother tppearedj
then Morris and Shuw. with Canary
Is

opeem tlosing

The female contingent comprises
Inez de Verdier, a statuesque blonde
lead with a vamp role; Ethel de
Veaux, a conventional soubret, and
Lillian Harvey, a comely straight
playing the role of a newspaper
woman, but dominating the show's
vocal end with a deep-chested rendition of blues that ultimately won
the house. Ed Loeffler has a French

organizations.

PAUL BENEOEK

Faul Benedek died Aug. 27 at his
home, 29 west 81st street, New York,
at the age of 67. For several years
the deceased was with the Shuberts.
Within the past two year* he bad
count sort of a straight, and Joe started the Dictator Pen Co,
Manne, as a wholesome Juvenile, widow, Helen Chaplen J3enedoj$
had a real w)ice and put it over. survives,
One number is put over with full
J
chorus banked on a staircase In a
condensed flood and with a baby present are S •'behind the trenches*
amber spot on Manne, with a sub- specialty fulT of bombs, shooting,
dued counter-melody that was ef- etc., and a dialogue scene that li
fective because a little away from really good from the old-school point
the crash-bang atmosphere of the of view, showing him being instructed in what he has to do to be
balance of the show.
A quartet number, with a weak a movie "dare-devil" hero. His
tenor, and flanked by Miss Harvey, well-known sliding walk and his
closes the show, and it Is here that double-range
comedy voice are
Watson is leveling his guns at the worked effectively all through the
present time with hopes of building show.
up the first of the many high spots
If Watson keeps plugging and de"-'
in the production which he fully veloping the
show at the rate he has
realises are due aft<>r a reasonable worked during the
last three weeks,

A
|

period of recuperation.

when many of the others
to go," he will have MM
cause to worry. The fact that he*
U
has an "old-fashioned burlesque*
etl as even vulgar,
'"
show" in a season when books and
t£!
of a woman dancing "advanced burlesque" are the target
LIl I?.'!
comedy support of so many franchise owners, may
i£?wi& slronRor
tOUCh f novpl,y h^,™'1
hi « P*th much
rosier than
V^t^li !'
J
,
*", ° nc or tw 2 moro hu "" honnal, because there are still those
f£«, »
\
a V«**rds thousands who consider anything
-12?
rk w,,, " ,(lrs for that is not tricd-and-true old-school
?hi«
li
i - u°
>th
hour
.Induction, burlesque as being high-faluting,
w.f^n^*™
Watsons
two personal high «,,ots at heterodox "«bstlti*»<Va
lAbbcu
Costumes, sets, cist and
will nil pass muster.
The
n )t only r!em. hut there

starting

were "ready

chorus

show

tie

is
little

T

:

.
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is

a phrase appropriated by circus employees with

more prone they are
there can be

"The Big Show."

to refer to

all circuses.

The

There can be several "Big Shows," but

ONLY ONE

Show

est

i

*

*

and that should be the choice
it

of every well posted circus or

*

entertainment committee

when

to

Not only

t^

x

comes

smaller the circus, the

is it

expedient to procure the

BIGGEST SHOW,

but

it

advisable to

is

work with one

that

is

meritorious, clean and sure to satisfy.

When

&

you do business with the undersigned you have the benefit of the

LARGEST AND MOST POWERFUL CIRCUS COMPANY IN THE WORLD

&

and you further have the advantage of

their resources of over

-

Three Million Dollars
.

MADISON SQUARE GARDEN, NEW YORK
"Some

Winter Circus or otherwise.
rinks," but the
in

CITY,

is

none too big

to

circus performer, attachce or helper" from

IMMENSE COLISEUMS AND AUDITORIUMS

accommodate the

"BIGGEST SHOW"

"The Big Show" may use

of the large cities are none too big for

ever produced as a

"theatre, stages, armories, skating

THE BIGGEST CIRCUS

ever seen

any building, some of which are even larger than Madison Square.
•

WE ARE GRATEFUL TO THE
Its

PUBLIC

as

the public in the form of Fraternal Organizations

we

it

is

the public that has

made

this

GIGANTIC CIRCUS COMBINATION POSSIBLE.
When the units of

support has enabled us to assemble the most complete menagerie, circus and trained animal exhibition ever conceived.

demand

the courtesy of the use of our property and one of our titles for laudable purposes

3>
4>

are not going to refuse them.

POPULARITY, MAGNITUDE and MERIT
of the

immense

three ring circuses operated

propose to do our best to assist them
'

by us has naturally attracted the well posted members of these various Fraternal Orders and we

in raising funds in a legitimate and pleasant manner.

GENERAL CIRCUS

OFFICES,

•

CHICAGO,

35 South Dearborn Street

ILL.

OPERATING
BUFFALO

BILL'S

WILD WEST
SELLS-FLOTO CIRCUS

CARL HAGENBACK-WALLACE CIRCUS
JOHN ROBINSON'S CIRCUS

GOLMAR

BROS.' CIRCUS

AMERICAN CIRCUS CORP.
v -i^^4S^^^^I^4^<^4^^>^ SxXkv^O^^MNI^
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for a stay and this is their first try cast manages to place the act as anywhere otherwise.
The turn la
at vaudeville. For the house It is one of the "high spots" of the show. one of the flash order, and with
a good buy as a drawing card, but
Closing the show and following Frledland's reputation should be one
as a vaudeville act O'Hara will have Breen
was La Bernlce and an of the "pace-setters" for turns of its
to bow gracefully out to those bands octette of classical dancing maids. kind, but as constituted and arwho have appeared in vaudeville The turn is a big flash offering well ranged at present it just don't seem
and hereabouts. The band is sim- staged costumed and scenic-ally em- to register.
ply a bunch of fellows who play bellished with all of the members of
Coming after Friedland was Bill
dance music, and at that they do it being adept exponents of classical Robinson.
Bill tore things wide
'
not take any medals for rhythm terpsechore.
open with his hoofing. On the heels
or catchy strains.
Most of the
Elizabeth Brlce and Dorothea Sad- of Robinson came the headline turn
bands have specially orchestrated dller did not appear at this performMiss Walton with a different
music which smooths out any ance.
variety of terpaichore.
Miss Walhandicap when there is one, but
ton's repertoire consists of three
O'Hara's music was Just music, just
That the future of the Palace is numbers with her dancing partner,
dance music, and at that many assured as far as being the only big- Leon Leitrim the Walton trot,
dance hall bands have outdone time local house of the Orpheum Viennese Waltz and a one-step
O'Hara.
He leads his band with Circuit was evidenced by the capac- Whirl. besides a melody she singe
little pomp: in fact, the rhythmatic ity business on
the hottest Sunday on the opening "I Say It While
swaying of hia body was the only night of the season. Not a breath Dancing." It is very apparent that
tempo he gave.
of air, but nevertheless not a vacant the audience, though approving of
Will and Mary Rogers strolled on niche *.a this house. For a straight the stepping of Miss Walton and
fifth and engaged in a crossfire of vaudwille program the Palace has her partner, are still more receptive
the incidents that took place when the field all to itself, but neverthe- toward "Jazz" stepping than they
they were married.
Miss Rogers less there were a number of big are toward the artistic and ballroom
covered her work with modesty that names adorning the lights in front maneuvers. Miss Walton's costumaffected her voice to the point where of the house to bring in the heavy ing, the scenic embellishment of the
offering and the musical accomshe spoke with such softness it was patronage.
difficult to get her share of the comNo doubt the folks that did come paniment of Messrs. Smolen and
edy.
Their act la a mild bit of in were cognizant of the fact that Retlas are commendable parts. It
vaudeville, meant for just a pastime they were going_to see dancing in seems as though her appearance
and is not taken seriously. Roy I„a every shape, manner and form. here this week is a bit early in the
Fearl next to shut with his plant Headlining was Florence Walton, season, for Chcago's elite and smart
comedy, with the two "Wops." giVes and surrounding her on the bill were set. who know much of Miss Walton
them plenty of chance to get into a score of pedal clatters, who num- and her work, are among those rethe good graces of the audience, bered Bill Robinson, Caits Brothers. ported missing at this time of the
and this they do. The one who Little Billy, the Anatol Friedland year from Chicago and its environs.
Dooley and Sales in their 1922
Spring* on the stage for a bit of Revue. In all of these turns there
singing threatened to hold up the was a bit of hoofing at some spot or edition of "Will Yer Jim" are still
show. La Pearl Isn't absent, either, other, with the result that when J. prime favorites here. Dooley found
for he does talking and singing. Francis Dooley came on in the sixth his position much to his liking, for
Maud Ellet and Co. in strong jaw spot and made some reference to the he had the first opportunity to
and aerial work closed the show. hoofing that had preceded his turn sprinkle comedy talk about and did
Both of the women are experts in the response from the audience it with telling effect. The repartee
their work and draw concentrated showed that they were more than tickled the hungry mob out front,
interest on their stunts.
with the result that they thoroughly
Melnotte cognizant of this fact.
Duo and Fries and Wilson not seen
The show-stopping honors on this digested in most hearty fashion all
at this show.
that was offered them by this team.
bill will go to Williams and Wolfus,
Little Billy, aided by James T.
who were next to closing, with their
It is a real hokum bill at the "Soup-to-Nuts"
comedy offering, Burke at the piano, disposed of hia
State-Lake with hokum sprinkled and Caits Brothers, who were the nifty offering of songs, recitation
in liberal quantities throughout the first of the hoofing fraternity to approgram. ''Hokum" at this house is pear in the deuce spot. The balance
the most appetizing sort of enter- of the turns were cordially received,
tainment that can be offered, and at but it seemed that the heat somethe holiday matinee it was very what retarded the use of digets in
evident that it kept the capacity the approbation of the other turns.
Opening the show were the Stanaudience in good spirits and had
them in spasms of laughter when- ley Brothers, with gymnastic and
ever it was shot forth. Some of the equilibristic feats. This team have
hoke pulled is of generations ago, a startling and Interesting routine
while others of it is more recent, of tricks, but they seem to sort of
but. all in all, It was of that scintil- work listlessly at times, with the
lating low comedy and slip stick impression getting about that they
type of humor that is always bound are stalling, resulting in the audito hit the "bulls-eye" with a con- ence getting a bit nervous even this
tinuous audience. For good meas- early In the proceedings. No doubt
ure in the hokum line seen at this plenty of stamina is used by the
show was the old reliable Harry boys in rendering their offering, but
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Indicated.

One

of the

most beautiful theatres

in America dedicated to conjinuiAis
vaudeville opened Its doors with t&is
new policy Thursday of last week.
Since Thursday the theatre -Koinjj:
public has appreciated this change.

und Monday a waiting

extended

line

the length of both sidewalks leading
to the Majestic.
The Majestic is peculiarly located.
It is three blocks from any competition one way and five blocks the
other way. It is right in the heart
of the shopping district, yet on a
street which is just a shade off the
busiest sort ion.
TWb theatre was closed for four
days, in which time it was remodeled for a pop house, with five performances a day, with each act doing four shows, ten acts booked to a
bill and eight acts working to a

A

shift.
new lighting scheme was
installed, which gives this house the
'flash which it now requires.
The

lobby was repainted and additional
display signs were put in, with the
walls of the lobby heavily spotted
with powerful bulbs. A booth was
also put in the outside lobby, where

to give

stalled

it

a larger seating

capacity.

has a wide range to draw its
patrons from. The house is scaled
at 40 cents top on holidays and Saturday and Sunday, while the former
second balcony is now called the
family circle at 10 cents.
The Majestic gets its five shows
by running the first one two hours,
the second one hour and 50 minutes,
the next two one hour and 55 minutes, and the last show one hour and
50 minutes. This running time includes the picture, shown in conjunction with the vaudeville.
Whoever is responsible for turning
the
Majestic into a continuous
vaudeville house is entitled to a lot
of credit so far. for the house is
operating to capacity. The employes
are a courteous and efficient bunch,
who present a neat appearance.
The opening bill for the first full
week started with Bell and Wood,
who danced their way through 12
minutes of fast moving time. They
are neatly costumed and have a well
arranged routine. Dunlay and Merit

i

man and woman,

who popped
tickets are sold. The foyer and inup ever, so often in the continuous
side lobby were done over, with rails
houses in the past few years, deuced
to keep the flies of patrons.
The it with the same act that originally
inside of the theatre underwent alidentified them.
The woman clings
teration, with the mezzanine having
to
her
entrance
of
wearing
the boxes removed and chairs In- galooshes, which
gets a long laugh.
Chatter and songs round out their
which could be exchanged.
sell their wares well, but -even
funniest of things grow tire'•>me at times.
"The Nine Nananees," with Harry Field as Ithe
teacher, was a fresh bit of acting,
although it is a school act with the
structure of the old stuff which grew
boresome. The act has four men
and four women who sing and kid

offering,

EUGENE COX

They
the

SCENERY
1734 Ogden Avenue
CHICAGO
rhone Heeler 3*01
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Ask:
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EVERYTHING
Immediate Delivery.

Single Fair or
Production Orders.

Stevens Bids.. 17 No. State

Inc.
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Chicago

"ELI," the Jeweler
TO THE PROFESSION
Special

Breen. Breen added to what had
already been pushed out his tried

They all worked hard with
the half wit.
Two girls doing a
duct got the most attention. The
half wit is a classic bit of performing.
The girls are all in short
dress and half socks.
Fields, a
teacher of the old school, is effec-
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Tel.:

time
white

surprised

all

in his act

flannel

trousers.

EDDIE CANTOR
PHOTOGRAPHED THIS SEASON
Br

I

of his routine. The entire routine Is
presented in autonomon fashion,
with not a bit of "pep" or a high
spot to be seen at any time. The
turn is a duplication of his last season's offering, with his musical director failing to qualify in his endeavor to put over a plug number
which is featured in the turn.
Friedland has a nice-looking group
of girls, who are magnificently costumed, but Just do not seem to get

WE EXECUTE THE

II

the offering gets over

to

be conjured.
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most accentable manner.
Following Ferns were Creedon nnd
Davis, a rotund nnd portly man and
a wisp of a blonde woman. Just
who they are and what they can
still

M

S

THE MODERN MIRACLE

in

is

»

CH.CAOQ

ASK FOR A DEMONSTRATION— FULLY GUARANTEED

theme dialog is smart and snappy
and with the interpolation by Ferns
of a number of real low comedy and

hokum gags

StATC LAKC »L»*
cr«*tj* Floor

.10

IT.

ittuidolpli Street,

\

1

k'l

CHICAGO

From

what they did do not much could

RAINBO GARDENS
—
at

of

Opening the bill were Jennier
Brothers who performed an amazing and thrilling routine of stunts
on the trapeze. They consume an
even five minutes In their work and
not a second of that time is wasted
fo rail of their tricks are performed
in rapid succession with practically
no waits between tricks for applause.
In the "deuce" spot Jack
Hanley with his comedy Juggling
turn farced mighty well. Hanley Is
no new comer here, but from the
manner he was received there is no
doubt that he can play here at very
frequent intervals.
In the "trey" spot Bob Ferns,
aided by^. a young juvenille and a
pretty and vivacious ingenue goes
through a score of talk, song and
dance In a comedy skit which has
for its subject the leasing of an
apartment, with the episodes interrupted by songs and dances. The

do

TOWN

FRED MANN'S
CLARK

by

same

pair

•

UNIVERSAL SCENERY

I,.

the

they could get It all over more
quickly and leave a better impression than they do if they were to
put a bit of snap into their faultless
work. Caits Brothers, on next with

a smattering of comedy talk and an
But with Breen it seems that he abundance of stepping, moped up
need never add much new material clean with their offering, stopping
to his staple offering, for the old the show, leaving the mob in a most
boys that he has been launching at receptive state for Aanatol Friedaudiences for years and years still land and his revue. The Friedland
manage to bring home the bacon and turn, however, does not seem to be
sent him off the stage as a solid'hit able to cope with the situation, for
—he accomplished all of this at the Friendland appears to have become
a bit negligent regarding the placing
matinee^ performance.

serving it since in vaudeville. Miss
tionne is a diminutive personality
with blonde hair and tough talk
that tickles the audience.
Husk O'Hara and his musicians,
which he bills as the "Ten Peacock
Strutters," played a program of 10
numbers
O'Hara presides at the
piano and uses a platform on which
he has four of hi« musicians. The
aggregation was at the College Inn

UNIVERSAL SCENIC ARTIST STUDIOS,

at

a

maid
took her scene of "Merry Christmas" out of tho musical comedy,
"Broadway Brevities," and has been

CASH

and true monolog and rhyme and
showing something new

tive in his scenes.
Lillian Gonne and Co. of a

SEND FOR CATALOO.

AISTONS,

|

around.

STAGE SHOES

<2%

rill,

'

(

Wabash

5833

be gleaned outside of the fact that
they grouped a bunch of low comedy
talk around the fact that they were
both singing off key. This Is not
sufficient nucelous for a substantial
turn for the three a day houses and
on In the fourth spot this couple
took as neat and clean a ''Brody"
as has been witnessed in a long time.
for the man is not a coine-li m and
the
woman displays nothing i«>
merit her appearance as a foil for
him or anyone else.
Then camo Joseph Herbert. Jr.,
and Company, two men and a woman, in a comedy skit with songs and
dance, "The Doves." This Herbert
vehicle, is replete with comedy situations' all of which score and Herbert aided by an efficient supporting

GREEN
MILL GARDEN
UPPER BROADWAY AND
LAWRENCE

HENRY HORN, Mgr.
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of theatrical shoes in

by Will Morrissey for the show times during the 30 minutes the
which he prdduced at the Play- organization held the stage.
Ernest Hiatt put his stories, gags
house this summer, which he called
"Hollywood Follies," Morrissey never and humorous nut recitations over
thought this title would be broad- for big laughs.
His long-winded
cast and used for most anything. nut song at the finish scored a
Hereabouts the use of Hollywood hit. Lloyd and De Voe. next to closLooking ing, scored exceedingly well conhas become contagious.
over the roster of attractions that sidering most of the routine is the
use the name in some form or other same as when Lloyd appeared with
are found "The Hollywood Follies," other partners. The boys start and
one of the Shubert vaudeville units; finish with singing. De # Voe Is a
"The Hollywood Flappers," a tabloid clever and versatile comedian. The
act produced by Harold Orr; "Sins combination looks strong.
of Hollywood." a comedy-drama
Frank Hurst and Connie O'Donplaying the one-night stands in this nell varied their routine from last
vicinity, and a cabaret show. "Holly- week.
They repeated big. Tonie
wood Beauties,'' in. a local restau- Grey and Co. scored a nice comedy
rant.
success with good laugh material.
The girl as nurse does excellent
Frederick J. Ireland has again straight for Grey's black-face comembarked in the dancing field here edy. Oakes and Delour started the
show well with ballroom dancing.
by opening a studio.
The whirlwind finish was applauded
The De Marcos, another
The Appleton. Applet on. Wis., re- heavily.
and woman dancing team, havsumed vaudeville Sept. 3, playing man
ing a Filipino sextet on string infive acts booked by Boyle Woolfolk
struments, closed the show and held
of the association.
the audience nicely.
I

Miller also provides equally
modish street wear styles.
I.

I.

MILLER

Feminine Footwear

Broadway

at

.

Forty -Sixth Street

Open

In Chicago

until

9

m.

p.

— State Street at Monrcc

and the last shift having
only five acts.
That m*yle it a
rather short performance, which
started off with Ward and Zellar.
They are two men who juggle hats
about.
One of the men. a comic,
gets much out of his double joints
by falls and tumbles. They gave
the show a fast enough start to
allow Rose Valyda to come in strong
with her double voice singing. Miss
Valdys chose her songs wisely and
sueeeeded in getting over without
trouble. Austin and Delaney, using
a hotel drop, on fourth, did not have
a bit of trouble in climbing into a
singing and dancing hit.
Both of
the men are polished in their work
and sprinkle a • bit of comedy to
season up their pleasant offering.
The Variety Four ran the rounds
of harmony and comedy.
These
men look well and give a neat appearance. The voices are tastefully
blended.
Moore and Shy. a big. fat man and
an under-grown fellow, got much

and hoofing in a clean and convincing style. Even though he followed
some of the best terpslchore'anists
on the vaudeville stage. Little Billy
had the customers taking careful

to a shift

notice of his contribution of stepping, with the result that he rounded out his stay on the rostrum in
successful fashion.
Next to closing came a ton of
comedy distributed by the tried
and true duo Williams and Wolf us.

—

this team have shown
hereabouts repeatedly the efforts of
Herbert Williams never are wasted,
for the folks just thrive on his endeavors and encourage him in unstinted fashion to let them have
more. He and Miss Wolfus with
their aids and trick contrivances
occupied the stage for some 30
minutes.
Ruth Howell Duo made aerial observations of the passing throng
from their contraptions suspended

Even though

from the gridiron of the house. The
Howell turn is nice and pleasing.
and one worthy of an audiences

out- of their difference in size. This
team Is always a sure-fire and has

time to witness, but was unfortu- not missed
an many times as seen
nate in this respect due to weather in this vicinity.
They have teamed
conditions; otherwise they would
together for a long, long time, and
have held in a good portion of the as-long as they stay together, even
throng that were craving to get out though they don't change their
act
and whet their parched throats.
much, they will make a hit with the
Loop.
audience. Carson's lievue is an unusual bit of dance entertainment
Monday being a holiday, the with three women and three men.
Rialto ran five and one-half shows. The act has a Gypsy set, and though
This was done by having seven acts at first the impression was that the
act was of the usual type, it picked
up in speed to a show-stopptng
I

For Lease:
A

William L. Sherrill made a trip to
Jess Willard. topping the Pancity to complete negotiations tages bill, filled the houses at each
with Muriel McCormick for' her performance Sunday.
Gene Doyle
Miss Mc- introduces the pugilist, following
debut on the celluloid.
Cormick is the granddaughter of talk about a match with Dempsey.
John D. Rockefeller and the daugh- The ex-champ appears in fullter of the McCormicks of the In- length tights, bows and starts skipternational Harvester Company. She ping rope clumsily, and then prohas it stipulated in her contract ceeds to box three brief rounds with
with Sherrill that neither of the a sparring partner. Willard is slow
family connections shall be used on his feet, fat, unsteady and distoward obtaining publicity. Miss plays nothing to justify his
return
McCormick has appeared in amateur to the ring. He does not utter
a
shows in Chicago and created a stir word during the time he is
on the
through her talents. She is to be
this

known

as

professionally

MiCor.
in

& Dahnken have opened
theatre at Richmond, Calif.
equipped with every modem

Turner
a
It

new
is

convenience.

Hobart Bosworth recently "shot"
at the famous Argonaut
at Jackson, Calif., that was

scenes

mine
the

scene

of

a

big

disaster

last

week when 44 miners were entombed when the main shaft of the
mine caught fire. Rosworth was in
Los Angeles when the news broke.

He wired

to the Motion Picture
Corporation in San Francisco to
rush a representative to the scene

and

whatever aid was pos-

offer

sible.

Frances Williams opened at Taifs
week. She is a Jazz singer and

last

dancer.

Hal Reid. publicity man for the
incurred the wrath of the
week when he erected a huge banner advertising "The
Masquerader."
The banner was
Tivoli,

police here last

stretched across the street in front
of the theatre and shortly after it
was up the police department order, d the management to take it

down.

The Knight Sisters have joined
Jack Russell at the Century, Oakland.

Charles
Baker, Wilkes' scenic
stage. The balance of the show held
Navanna some
dandy entertainment. The artist in Los Angeles, has been
brought
to
San Francisco to reLome Sisters with Lew Alter at the

piano presented an attractive routine of dances that was favorably
carrying the received. The girls make numerous
loop by a majority with "The Gilded costume changes and as their work
Cage" at the Chicago, "Blood and is together in each dance the pianist
Sand" at the Roosevelt, "The Young is in the limelight throughout. "InDiana" at the State-Lake, "The door Sports" had the audience
Good Provider" at the Orpheum laughing at the start and held up
and the outlying houses playing six until the finish. Rob Willis with
of Paramount's releases. Paramount good stories gained good
returns.
has exploited this Paramount week Gordon Wilde and Family opened
very heavily.
the show with shadowgraph work.
The act, unique and containing
No record is claimed by Walter many worthy features, scored very
Downie, booker with the W. V. M. big. Ward and King, No. 2, pleased
A., but just the same he held the with talk and scored with dancing.
Chicago record when he booked 43
acts in one afternoon besides makPrincess Rajah, headlining the
ing out the contracts and sending Golden Gate bill, was received with
photographs himself. Downie han- considerable interest. Alexandria, a
dles the family time in Chicago and comedy xylophone turn playing a
vicinity for the association.
return engagement, held the next to
closing spot quite well.
"Tango
Max Richards, formerly on the Shoes" went over to a decided hit.
books in the Association offices, who Janis and Chaplow are doing a new
resigned his position some time ago, act credited to Emerson and Baldwin. It contains some old ideas reis now in the ranks of the agents,
having associated himself with the vamped, good for sure laughs. Janis
is doing a Yiddish character, with
Jesse Freeman agency.
his violin work still the high spot.
Miss Chaplow'a voice is another asset.
Heras and Wills with their
good
comedy acrobatic offering

Paramount week

good

at best was but a poor exhibition
of fencing. The comments evidently reached the ears of the management, for the stunt was abandoned
early in the week.

Chicago has a

representation,

SAN FRANCISCO
VARIETY'S SAN FRANCISCO
OFFICE
iwntagks tiieatkk BUILDING

place Eddie Williams at the Alcazar and is now engaged in painting several big productions that
Thomas Wilkes has announced for
his newly acquired theatre in this<
city.

Thomas Wilkes' production, "Nice
Mary Newcomb as the

People." with

will open in San Diego Sept.
11, after which it will go to Los
Angeles for a week and then play.
up the coast, due here at the Co*
lumbia Oct. 1. Richard Bennett in
"The Fool," also a Wilkes produc-

star,

now playing at the Colum*
the conclusion of "The
Fool" Bennett will remain for another two weeks to present a second
new play, "The Rear Car," that had
its premiere at the Majestic in Los
Angeles.
tion, is
bia.
At

w^

show capably. Snell and
Vernon opened on the rings, work
ing in street ck>thes due to a baggage delay.

closed the-

Sam

Griffin's

finish.

Minstrels

Each of the members do specialTheodore Roberts In "The Man
ties and register individually.
The
act Is neatly and classily costumed. Higher Up," with De Witt C. Jen-

th

State.

presenting

In

Original

Opened
Nupa,

Premier

season
week.

their
last

"The

Prisoner

at

of

new, modern Theatre in well staged and proved a relishing nings, is drafting capacity audiences Zenda" at the Loew's Warfleld the
bit of showmanship.
Songs, dances at the Orpheum. William De Mills management Staged a prolog laAkron, Ohio, with all equip- and instrumental work complete the has supplied Roberts with an ex- beled "Frolics of the Seasons" of
It
was a poor
range of talent this act runs. Jack cellent vehicle, dealing with psy- the four seasons.
ment necessary for operation and Mary Graham arW Franclll not chology. His vaudeville engagement attraction and not at
all in keeplimited to one week, due to pieture contracts. An ovation seldom it'

seen at this SBow.

RENT REASONABLE

is

When

COMMUNICATE WITH

name

the idea of the use of the
of '•Hollywood'" was devised

The Dietz Realty Company
•

Corner Case
E.

&

River Streets

AKRON, OHIO

H.

RAYMOND MATTHEWS
COMPOSER
413C.

ir.r.s

and

ARRANGER

Broadway, New York City

HICKS & SON

675 Fifth Avenue,

at

53d Street

ever

little

vout friends

fruit delivered

— take

it

to

to

your home or

vour week-end outing

was

tendered

him

ing with the theme of the film
During one of the tense scenes of
the

picture the curtain was raised
a duel scene presented on the
It interrupted the story and

here.
Roberts is a German brain
specialist who by installing fear Into
the mind of a political boss, responsible for the death of the Rirl
he loved, makes a nervous wreck
out of his victim, death coming to

and

In the doctor's office, where he
goes for mental treatment.
The
doctor informs him that at the
stroke of nine a time bomb, which

Wli
Can Suit; Hnrrnony. Rtesdy Work
Adiirm«i Apt. in:,
ureal lout street.
>>« York.
I'hcne: Riverside r.O-Jfl.

him

ticks

would

continually,

The ruse

is

effective,

held

inend"iid\

fourth

the poiiti Ian

i

pot,

scoring tre-

Their rendition of some

numbers stopped

th:>

.'.how

stage.

PIANIST WANTED:

MALE

i

n

'

explode.

dropping dead from tear.
As the
time approached for the explosion
two women in the balcony fainted.
Max Fisher and orchestra, repeating,

Have a

equalled

several

ARE YOU GOING TO EUROPE ?
Mrnmfthlp n<M'om mori.i Hon* nrnnsril on nil l.lne*. nf Main Ofllc*
l»rlcc«
Route nre Koln« *rry mil: arrange early
PerelVM Money
houvht ml void
I. Uteri y
llond* bought ami auld.
it

I'Al

PAUL ASH Synco-Symphonists GRANADA THEATRE,

I.

TAtSH, A SON.
••linnet

lOt

ICn«l

I

1

1

1.

St.,

<twr«Mntu H t tttl.lt I .17

New York.

*
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VARIETY

57,

Holland Park,
London,

To

the Editor of

Variety

W.

11,

Aug.

21, 1922.

:

Sir:

RE SOPHIE TUCKER
•

There seems

to

have been a doubt in the minds of some people as to the sen-

i

sational success of Sophie

Tucker during her

Miss Tucker was one of the biggest

that

Had

she desired to remain

I feel

stay in

hits that

^llow me

England,

have ever come to

certain her success in

to state

this country.

England would have con-

tinued indefinitely, as she was as big a hit in England as ever she was in America,

not greater.

if

Apart from her success on the
although she

relative,

is

from

stage, she

my home

was

in

demand

She

socially.

town, Hartford, Conn.

no

is

Miss Tucker was

unable to accept more than two of the numerous cordial invitations extended to
.

her by

my

There

wife to

our home in London.

a mistaken idea

is

On

summer.

this

visit

American

the contrary,

it

American acts that have been here

acts have not been successful in

has been

my

summer, and 95 per

this

England

pleasure to have seen most of the
cent,

have positively

been successful, but although they have made good with their audiences, from a

commercial point of view, they are asking more money than they can command
(in

most cases) and more than the English managers can afford

ent time.

I feel

and be sure of bookings

My

same 95 per

certain that the

at salaries that

only object in inserting

justice to so great

an

artiste as

to

pay

at the pres-

cent, could return here at a later date

would be well worth

this letter in the

the trip.

form of an advertisement

is

do

to

Sophie Tucker and to dispose of any erroneous im-

pression maliciously circulated by a few disappointed people with nothing better
to do.

Very

'truly yours,

TUCKER
<<

<i
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PRINCESS
Headlining on the

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT
BOOKED FOR 40 WEEKS
ASK MY UNCLE—HENRY BELLIT
READ WHAT THE SAN FRANCISCO PAPERS SAY ABOUT MY MOM EW8"

JUST

8. F.

8. F.

"EXAMINER"

"CHRQNICLE*

"It is

S, F.

not necessary to write ques-

"BULLETIN*

8. F.

"Princess Wah-Letka has wonanswer
derful power."
audience with her psychic powers." them. She apparently takes them
straight from the Inquirer's mind."
"Princess Wah-Letka amazes her tions

for

Wah-Letka

"CALL"

"Princess Wah-Letka provides a
genuinely interesting number."

to

T

the Shubert uiUt shows to visit the In the Shubert theatre, will this
Park theatre, opened "cold" Sept 4. season be offered at the Empress.

"Princess Wah-Letka one of the
stars of the show. Her demonstration of psychic power holds the
audience from the time the curtain
rises ^on the act."

$52,000 a year, they believe she
will be drawing into the hundreds

from Los Angeles says he is unknown in Hollywood or Los Angeles,
thousands
after
the
year.
first
under the name of Barton. The wire
By VOLNEY B. FOWLER
of the Shubert being given over to They consider a find
and
best advised the police to ask him the
the
The Stuart Walker Co. closed
the Shubert vaudeville. The conbet of the year. It is stated that name of the Lasky publicity man.
their season at the Murat with a
season
given
this
will
be
certs
HUGHES
By WILL R.
double bill. "Five Flights Up" and
afternoons.
Formerly the young woman refused contracts Stating he should answer "Art
EMPRESS—"What's Your Hus- Wednesday
"The Gods of the Mountains" were
afternoon was the time, offered by the Universal and Selz- Reeve," and that if he could not
Drama Players' Tuesday
Doing?"
band
presented.
but this also had to be changed, as nick companies. The young woman name the right man he had no con*
Stock.
Empress gives a Tuesday mati- is but 17 years of age, but has tract with the Lasky studio. When
GAYETY "Broadway Flappers." the
"Five Flights Up," the new play
Lucresia Borl, In historical created a sensation where ever she Barton was asked the question he
nee.
ORPHEUM—Vaudeville.
by Stuart Walker which had Its
costume recital, will open the has appeared in the last few months. promptly replied "Tom Gharlty.".
PANT AGES—Vaudeville.
premier at the Murat, received
series Nov. 1 and will be followed
Vaudeville.
MAINSTREET—
favorable comment from the local
Nov. 15 by Ruth St. Denis and
GLOBE—Vaudeville.
critics.
Walter IX Hickman, of the
Ted Shawn, with their company of
ELECTRIC PARK— "Follies."
"Times," says: "Mr. Walker's latest
A man giving the name Richard
dancers.
N. Y,
PHOTOPLAYS— "Nice People,"
Idea is daring; Yes, but it has been
R. Barton, and professing to be a
skillfully handled in certain scenes. Newman; "Monte Crlsto," Liberty:
B. 8KEFF1NQTON
&!
former
captain in the British Royal
Royal.
So,"
It's
Is
It,
Over
$65,000
In
prizes
offered
A little too much talk and atmos- "If You Believe
Flying
Year.H
Corps
LYCEUM—
First
and
an
assistant
"The
diby the American Royal Show here
phere in the first act, but nevertheTEMPLE—
Vaudeville.
rector
for
the
Famous
Players-Lasky
unit
new
the
paper
for
next
November.
It
Is
equal
to
the
first
The
less it takes a strangle -hold on one's
EASTMAN Opening. Fine film
shows which will open Sept. 17 at total cash prizes offered by the state Corporation, was arrested at the
imagination.
program.
•"Five Flights Up* Is a strange Shubert this season went up last fair and will insure the entry of Hotel Baltimore yesterday, charged
FAY'S Cuban Romance; Welsh
livestock.
the
best
During
the
week.
and exotic mental excursion into
with robbing Mrs. W. J. Dean, of
nights of the American Rbyal a this city, of jewels and furs valued and 'Flynn; Klass, Manning and
the realms of temperament. It is,
Klass; "When We Grow Up"; Green
It looked as though the amuse- horse show will be the attraction,
at times, most brilliant mental food.
at $7,500.
and La Fell; Ty Ling Sing; ''Mysment hunters were tired of the light
* T%^% ~
A little daring but rare fun."
Immediately after the arrest he terious Rider," film feature.
and frothy summer stuff and were
Eugene
Dennis,
the
"Wonder
Girl"
when
diet
regular
for
their
ready
made
confession
a
admitting
the
B. F. Keith's has been remodeled
for the new season. A new ladies' they packed the Orpheum at its from Atchison who has startled au- robbery and returned the stolen
Gayety opens next Monday with
rest room has been dedicated to the opening Sunday at $1.25 plus tax diences during a three-weeks' en- goods.
He claims the "Job" was 'Bowery
Burlesquers."
Two shows daily, with eight gagement at the Doric, here, by framed by a well-known
late Lillian Russell. A large portrait top.
society
of the famous actress is an attrac- acts, instead of seven as last sea- her
remarkable psychic demon- woman, of this city, whom he met
son, policy. Prices week day mats.,
tion.
Eastman School of Music anSaturday and Sunday strations, is going to take a whirl in California during the summer.
15c.-50c;
It is an- He says he fell in love with her and nounces three distinct series of pro15c.-$l; in the picture game.
nights,
15c.-75c;
lughs and Ladies," the first of mats.,
Saturday and Sunday nights, 16c- nounced that she has signed a followed her here. She was an ac- grams by famous artists on Monday,
three-year contract .calling for $52,- quaintance of the robbed woman and Tuesday and Friday evenings, all la
Tax added on all prices.
$1.25.
000 a year with the Corona Pictures Barton Insists she tipped him off to Kilbourn Hall.
4
For the first time in years candy Corporation, by George Davidson, the valuables and where to find them.
is being sold in the Gayety.
Jr., of Wichita, Kansas, one of the He entered the woman's apartments
The outdoor park season closed
REGARDING WHEREABOUTS OF
of the company.
as a telephone workman, and forced Labor Day at Sea Breeze Park.
A Pageant of Fashion will be one directors
Miss Dennis has appeared before her and her maid into a closet. Takof the features of Priests of Pallas
MISS BESSIE
week, starting Oct. 2. Staging of many of the noted scientists of the ing his time he gathered up diadirection of country and has been pronounced monds, silk underwear and other
Born In Fryeburg, Maine, about thirty- pageant will be under
Frank L. Newman and Milton Feld "A perfect psychist." She states she articles and escaped. He stated he
lira or forty yean ago; niece of Florence
of the Newman theatres.
will go to New York, the first of and the woman who tipped tne
(Green) Johnson, wife of Walter B.
November, to be interviewed by A.
Johnson, late of Essex Junction, Vermont.
The Orpheum, commencing with Conan Doyle, and tested at Carne- job had planned a trip to New York.
is issued monthly at $15 a year.
This she denies and claims he is
Initial bill, time-tabled the acts.
The first eight numbers are now
gie Hal! by Howard Kerrigan, spe- trying to get h«r in trouble. Barton
and can be obtained for $9.
Miss Colby's Whereabouts The Fritschy concert scries, which cialist in psychic research. A ma- says he was a graduate of Cornell ready
Or any 4 for $5. Single Issues $2.
for several years have been given chine claimed to weigh thoughts, University, class of 1916. He insists
DESIRED FOR THE REASON
Each issue contains the latest in
to discover trouble personalities and he was a Lasky director, but a wire
monologue material, cross-fire
the presence of surrounding spirits,
1$ HEIR
routines, gags, parodies and all
ADVANCE FALL HTYLEH
which is the Invention of Dr. Kerrabsolutely new and original. Not
If living, of the estate of said Florence
FRENCH SHOES
lngton, will be used during the tests.
large in size but supreme in
Querrini A Co.
For On and Oft Stage.
A (Oreen) Johnson, who died at Essox

INDIANAPOLIS

The change was caused on account

is

of

KANSAS CITY
—

ROCHESTER,

1

ByL

—

—

I

INFORMATION WANTED

COLBY

JAMES MADISON'S

A

COMEDY SERVICE

—

SHE

1

Junction*

Vermont.

January

14,

1922.

ADDRESS ALL INFORMATION TO

45th St

West

ALLEN MARTIN

Opp. Lyceum Theatre, Bet. Droadway
and 6th Ave.
Sponsors of Short Vamp Shoe*

Administrator,
ESSKX JUNCTION. VERMONT
5^r

MR.

,

The directors of the Corona corporation are, Eugene O'Brien, Pierre

Gendron, James McFarland. Fred
Jackson, of New York, and George
Davidson, Jr., of Wichita, Kansas.
They are exceedingly pleased at
securing Miss Dennis' signature to
a contract, and while the guarantee

R. H.

BURNSIDE

quality.

The Leaflet and
Lareen

SPECIAL OFFER:—For

ACCORDION
FACTORY
n

tht

The

make* any
Reada
mad*

that
if

—

eat

H

JAMES MADISON
New

1493 Br-oadway

Avenue
Cai

Francltee.

Presents

THE ORIGINAL DANCING SKELETON»
"THE LAND OF MYSTERY" AT THE NEW YORK HIPPODROME'S GREATEST SHOW
it

IN

a BETTER TIMES If
Many Thanks
i

to

MR.

C. B.

DILLINGHAM

and MR. R. H.

HERMAN

BURNSIDE
and

for Return Engagement,

and Regards

SHIRLEY
-

I

full

land.
17/-279 Columbu'

8a*

$20

send the first 8 issues and a
year (12 additional Issues)
beginning with No. 9.
will

United State*
onlj
Factory

•"

.

r

to All
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THE CLOTHES YOU WEAR ARE A MATTER OF
YOUR OWN CHOOSING AND PERSONAL TASTE.

&

<$•

<$-

<3>

THE SHOWS YOU SEE ARE SELECTED
DOM AND AS YOUR FANCIES DIRECT.
<&

<s>

<o>

<

•

THE AMUSEMENTS YOU ENJOY ARE PICKED AS
YOUR DISPOSITION, MENTAL FRAME OF MIND
AND CAREFREENESS DICTATE.
&
4«

<o>

# &

PETE"

»•••
•

•

.

'

m
The food you eat is you yourself. It is the foundation of your health, physical
ity. Your food must be carefully prepared in a sanitary way, cooked so as to be deliciously edible
.

and served in a
clean and good

Fanciful selection of foods takes second place to substantial;

tasteful fashion.
dishes.

Why

not try

11
NOW TRY THE

YOU'VE TRIED THE REST
30 West

CHICAGO

Randolph

"DO YOU REMEMBER

,

BEST

Next Door to Colonial Theatre

WAY BACK WHEN"

"13TH CHAIR" Restaurant operated by PETE SOTEROS grew to be a part of the performer's daily visiting place? There were just 13 chairs in Pete's Place, but wonderful food was served,

the

which contributed towards Pete moving
:

a

I

to-

"
.

PETE'S PLACE

77

With a seating capacity of 100. The same principles outlined
were followed, and so Pete found his enlarged place much too
small to handle the growing circle of friends and patrons among
the profession. Quality, Service, Delicious Steaks and Chops were
the motto, and so the next step was enlarging "Pete's Place," and

now

HUNDRED SEATING
is

the size of

"PETE'S PLACE/ 9 with downstairs and

upstairs

THE NEW BUIL6ING

Restaurants

in the

same old place

PETE SOTEROS INVITES YOU AND YOUR FRIENDS TO THE OPENING THAT

IS

AN EPOCH

RESTAURANT BUSINESS AND A CONVENIENCE TO THE PROFESSION.

TETE'S PLACE" AT
"Meet

me

39

WEST RANDOLPH

at 'Pete's Place* after the

WHSRBSBHBHBBBKHKHKB^^

show"

ST.,

WITH

300 SEATS, IS

IN

NOW OPEN
Open

All Night

-

-».
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Freehand Broe
Field* Mri B

BE THE FIRST TO GET THIS SENSATIONAL SONG HIT

Mary

Murrell

Purman Haael

Nash Kenneth

Franklyn Wlnalow
Fernandas Joae A

Orr Harold

Ormonde Cora

Grey Fred t
Polly A Os
Poller Boris

Grabbjr Joe

Golden Jewel Cm

TOMORROW MORNING

Haller A Goas
Horter Kathryne
Ilanford Ford

Rovers Jack 8

Rowland A Meehan
Ryan Haset
Ryan James

Jackson Evelya

Riley Joseph

Kay ward Harry

Sell

Khaym

«/•,Chorus

Llsette II me

|-Vr? i -r
mora

~i

;

ii

To-mor-row

r
-

r

iag,

^p

p p p
I'll

be wear

a

• ing*

Taylor Eleanor

Da France Bros*

xc

i

smile,

r

Lewis Cha*

J

1

r

A Mack

Tyrell

A

Taylor Jackson Ce

A Fields
A Anthony

Moore
Muller

To-mor- row

Bmll

Sherman Dorothy

Walter

t

Ward A Dooley

Murphy A Lachmar Wade Claude
McCormack Doral
Wallace Jean
White Jos

BUFFALO
BURTON

By 8IDNEY

week opening of regular
season. Within past fortnight, busiThis

ness has taken a tremendous spurt,
theatres turning in close to capacity business. Theatrical men exceedingly optimistic at outlook for
coming season.
Majestic opened
Monday with premiere of "Star
Sapphire," the details of which were
shrouded in mystery prior to the
opening. Ray Goetz, the producer,
and Irene Rordoni present for premiere.
"The Tirst Year." with
Gregory and Ruth Kelly, due next

all

un

be

To-mor-row morn

rise,'

•

be

111

in

Par-

t

Shubert-Tcck dark

this

owing

to cancellation of

"Rlushing

"The Rad Man," with Hol-

Rride."

Extra comedy choruses, double version,

,

now

We

ready.

"CAROLINA ROLLING STONE," "ROCK ME

big hits:

and

etc.

MY SWANEE CRADLE"

"PHARAOH LAND."

MORRIS NewMUSIC
1599

BOSTON
228 Tremont

"Chuckles of 1922" 11-13 Colonial
Utica 18 Gayety Montreal.
Frank Finney 11 Palace Raltimore
18

Lyceum

Scranton 18 Casino Philadelphia.
"Follies of Dayf 11 Olympic Cin-

cinnati 18 Gayety Louisville.
11 Gayety Kan"Folly Town" 11 Gayety Detroit
Omaha.
"Beauty Revue" 11 Gayety Wash- 18 Empire Toronto.
"Giggles" 11 Majestic Jersey City
ington 18 Gayety Pittsburgh.
"Rig Jamboree" 11 Gayety Pitts- 18 Miner's Bronx New York.
"Greenwich Village Reyue" 11 Caburgh 18 Colonial Cleveland.
"Ron Tons" 11 Miner's Newark sino Roston 18 Casino Rrooklyn.
"Hello Good Times" 11 Engelwood
18 Orpheum Paterson.
"RoweryW' 11 Gayety Rochester Chicago 18 Gayety Detroit.
Howe Sam 11 Gayety Minneapolis
18-20 Colonial Utlca.
"Broadway Rrevlties" 11 Gayety 18 Gayety Milwaukee.
"Keep Smiling" 11 Casino RrookLouisville 18 Gayety St Louis.
"Rroadway Flappers" 11 Gayety lyn 18 Miner's Newark.
"Knick Knacks" 11 Majestic MilOmaha 18 Gayety Minneapolis.
"Rubble Rubble" 11 Empire Prov- waukee 18 Columbia Chicago.
"Let's Go" 11 Lyric Dayton 18
idence 18 Gayety Roston.
Olympic Cincinnati.

"American Girl"

sas City 18 Gayety

Watson

St.

Watson Sliding Billy 11 Columbia
York 18 Empire Rrooklyn.

Williams Mollie 11 Columbia Chicago 18 Imperial Chicago.
"Wine Woman and Song" 11

Miner's Rronx New York 18-20
Cohen's Newburgh 21-23 Cohen's
Poughkeepsie.
Empire
"Youthful Follies" 11
Rrooklyn 18 Lyceum Scranton.

"Rroadway Relies" 4 Majestic Albany 11 Plaza Springfield 18 Howard Roston.

"Rand Rox Revue"

4

olis.

ton 1.8 Columbia New York.
"Varieties 1922" 11 L O 18

New York
week

(Sept.

Grand

Worcester.

11th),

New

York

"%ccti&
m$

DIRECTIONS

THEATRICAL OUTFITTERS

SMITH & FORKINS

more.

"Monte Carlo Girls" 4 Lyceum
Columbus 11 Empire Cleveland 18
Ohio one-nighters.
"Mischief Makers"

ceum Columbus

18

land.

1580

Broadway

New York

City

"Playmates" 4 Plaza Springfield
Howard Roston 18 Olympic New
"Pat White and Irish Daisies"

Garden Ruffalo

The Chateau Laurier
City Island, N. Y.

NOW OPEN FOR

SEASON OF

1922

:-:

Wonderful Orchestra

Excellent Shore Dinner at $2.50 and exquisite a la

Carte service

11

L O

"Pell Mell" 4 Rivoli
wick 11 Olympic New

Julius Keller

F

«*=

William Werner

4

18 Majestic

A T

INC.

CHICAGO OFFICE

Hope

Furriers

Pillard

Darrcll Rupert
Dillon J F

FURS

Day George
Duffy Barney
DeL&ne Dale

Bonnat Renee
Barlow Violet
Bell

The Old-Fashioned

Chief Little Elk

&

Dixon T J
Dick

Wm

4

Bruns-

Evans Joe

Advanced Models

X

Coateee. Stolen, gearfe and Novelty
Fur Plecea that are the Very latest
fashions.
All are offered at the
price ynu would have to pay whole-

MINERS
MAKE UP

York

18 Star

Est.

Brooklyn.

"Pace Makers"

We manufacture
models and abolish the
and retail profit.

sale.

18

Gayety

Brooklyn.
"Smiles and Kisses" 4 Olympic
New York 11 Star Brooklyn IK Em-

Henry C. Miner,

Special Discount to the Profession

Forty-second Street, West of Broadway

Hoboken.

JOSEPH

Girls" 4 Bijou 1'hiladelphla 11 Folly Baltimore 13 L < >.

ARTHUR HUNTER
COLUMBIA THEATRE
NEW YORK

BUILDING

CITY

A.
I'm

SUSSKIND
r-ntS

MISS BILLY

FOR SALE
Costumes.

Repaired and

Remodeled

Inc.

MURRAY'S ROMAN GARDENS

"Runaway

Theatrical

own
our
wholesale

EXTRAORDINARY ANNOUNCEMENT

Star Brooklyn

Hoboken

Empire

11

4

Street

i.

Betty

Collins

will

the coming

P

Fura Stored,

New

New and Second Hand

Management

Wyn

first of

On 34th

Billle

Sherman Marlon

T

The Troy house

year.

Max
& H'comb

Parsons Mra H
Pearae Henry
Sargent

open.

Weinberg, formerly
O.
of the Strand and who has
been replacing Edgar Well at the
Syracuse Strand during the past six
months, has accepted the position
as managing drector of the new

Albany.

pire

Decorated

McOlnnia
Mcintosh
Mclntyre

Badges Jimmla

to

Edwin
manager

open about the

McFadden Edward

Hall Nell
Harris D
Harris Mildred
Hayden Mlsa C

due

week.

Troy Strand.

E C

Forte Joe

Crowcll Mabel
4 L O It LyEmpire Cleve-

N

Evans Ernst Co

Fulham Thomas P

Around"

"Steppln*

Madison Sue
Mansfield Richard
May Evelyn C
McCall Mrs Tom
McCarthy Helen

Frankyn Wlnslow
Frawly C B

for

Shea preparing extra heavy bill
headed by Irene Franklin for same

LaFrance Fred
Lamore Harry

Tom

set

.

Larklns N P
Lee Larry
Leonard Jamea

Earles Burt
Edwards Lester
Kills

Jeanette Adela
Johonnea Jack

Lester

Criterion

vaudeville.

Shubert time Sept. 11, town being
advertising.
with
well
covered

Jones Johnny
Jones T L

Kovac Mrs

Connelly Erwln

Conway S

coming season.

In

Kearney Patrick J
Keating Larry
Knight Lawrence

Adams Donn
"Lid Lifters" 4 Duquesne Pitts- Allen Edna
burgh 11 Rroadway Indianapolis 18 Andras Josephine
Auditorium Dayton.
Barclay Jack "London Gaiety Girls" 4 L O 11 Barbee Beatrice
Rijou Philadelphia 18 Folly Ralti- Bo Peep A Horner

11

Beautifully)

Joe
Rabette
Byera Delia Mar

Garden Ruffalo.

York.

:-:

itrookes Mont*
Buffet Mr

Coyle Marcella

ELTON

Keith's Alhambra,

Howard Chaa

Rand Rox Burke
Busey

Cleveland 11 Garden Ruffalo 18 L O.
"Raby Rears" 4 L O 11 Duquesne
Pittsburgh 18 Rroadway Indianap-

"Chuckles" opened the house last
Thursday for three days and turned
in overflow business at all six performances. Garden got off Saturday night with Pat White and "Irish
From
Daisies" for current week.
early indications burlesque looks big

K

Holton Mlsa

Itanium Qeo
Beltrah & Beltrah
Rreckenridge Harry

burlesque houses, Gayety
"Bowery Burlesquers."

showing

for

Helway Neale
Hull Nell

/

Next

i <

Adele Orayee
Allen Joseph
Angor Adclou

At picture houses, managements
are rushing up heavy artillery for
pre-seasonal skirmish. Loew's showing "The Dictator" backed by strong
featuring
Eddie
vaudeville
bill
Clark.
Hippodrome offers double
star features, "Her Gilded Cage"
and "Grandma's Boy."
Lafayette
presenting "Young Diana,"
with
vaudeville headed by Grace La Rue,
added at last minute to offset big
opposition bills. Strand breaks into
limelight again with "In Name of
the Law" at popular prices. Olympic opens after dark summer with
"The Storm."

Among

rtarlou I.uella

MUTUAL BURLESQUE

"Heads Up" 4 Lyric Newark 11
"Radio Girls" 11 Grand Worcester
Rivoli New Brunswick 18 Rijou
i
18 Hurtig & Seamon's New York.
Philadelphia.
Reeves Al 11 Hurtig & Seamon's
New York 18 Empire Providence.
"Hello Jake Girls" 4 L O 11 Plaza
Sidman Sam 11 Empire Toledo Springfield 18 Howard Roston.
IN THEIR
18 Lyric Dayton.
"Jazz Time Revue" 4 Broadway
"Social Maids" 11 Gayety Mont- Indianapolis 11 Auditorium Dayton
real 18 Casino Boston.
18 Lyceum Columbus.
Sensational Offerings of
"Step On It" 11 Casino Philadel"Jazz Babies" 4 Empire Hoboken
phia
18
Palace
Raltimore.
Original Ideas
11 Gayety Brooklyn 18 Lyric New"Talk of Town" 11 Gayety Buffalo ark.
18 Gayety Rochester.
"Kandy Kids" 4 Folly Raltimore
"Temptations 1922" 11 Empire 11 L O 18 Duquesne Pittsburgh.
TliU week (Sept. 4th), Coli- Toronto
18 Gayety Buffalo.
"Laftln Thru 1922" 4 Ohio one"Town Scandals" 11 Gayety Bos- nlghters 11 Rand Rox Cleveland 18
seum and Fifth Avenue,

RULOFF

LETTERS
When lending for until to
VAHIKTY ad drees Mall Clerk
pos
Alios. Ai)vi:imsiN(; or
CIRCULAR I.KTTKHS WILL
NOT BK ADVERTISED
LETTERS ADVERTISED IN
ONE ISSUE ONLY.

Box Cleveland.

land 18 Empire Toledo.

;

Orpheum Pater-

Billy 11

son 18 Majestic Jersey City.

"Follies and Scandals" 4 Gayety
"Maids of America" 11 Imperial Rrooklyn 11 Lyric Newark 18 Rivoli Croen H
Chicago 18 Engelwood Chicago.
Danes Royal
New Rrunswick.
Marion Dave 11 Gayety St Louis
Dennli
"Footlite Frolics" 4 Empire Cleve- DohertyaMlaaea
The
18 Gayety Kansas City.
land 11 Ohio one-nighters 18 Rand Dolln Maxlliaa
"Mimic World" 11 Colonial Cleve-

JOAN

ALEXIS

1020 Market

New

Gayety Washington.
"Flashlights of 1923" 11

(Sept. 11- Sept. 18)

COLUMBIA CIRCUIT

.

PITTSBURGH
125 Wade St.

PHILADELPHIA

Grand Opera House Bldg.

St.

CO.

York

Broadway,

CHICAGO

BURLESQUE ROUTES

>

brook Rllnn, opens the house next
week.

are also publishers of these

IN

week

week.

SHAW

—INCLUDING—
Nnt Morton, Lester lane,
In

Miss

Shaw and

fieri

rude

Phi-tIkIi.

Josephine

l.iiv<»>.

Mo

EIGHT BEAUTIFUL MODELS
an elaborate

Ilnu er, and th»

revue conceived and arranged by

AL.

HERMAN

the entire revue will alao appear at
Sunday evening.

The Blossom Heath Inn every

rriday,

September

8,

VARIETY

1922
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ALWAYS THE BEST FROM BESTRY
Appreciative Artistic Triumphs

in

n Supreme

4

1
1

.

CTABLY

DISPLAYED
1

ALWAYS

WHITE'S

1

EST

I

fANMLS"

1

•

NEWTON ALEXANDER and
r
UGHTNER SISTERS
FRANKLYN ARDELL; CHARLES WILKENS
ROBERT MEDRANO and MDM. DELERIO

i
.

(Argentine Dancers)'

RICHARD BOLD, TEMPLE QUARTETTE
PERSONAL DIRECTION

I

I

.

IN ADDITION

ONE HUNDRED PER CENT.

I
i

CHARMING, DAINTY, PETITE

• LOVEY LEE
* MARY LAWLOR
• LOU HOLTZ
Communicate with
ROMAX BLDG.

1

THREE-STAR TRIO

(100%)

"HIT"

AT

1
N

>

THE BOARDWALK"

THE "FIND" OF THE
SEASON

u

IN

NEW

Li

PASSING SHOW"

ENTERTAINER DE LUXE

lirtilH
245 West 47th St.

I

IDESHOW'S

ENSATIONAL
UCCESS

DbV

I

It I

Phone Bryant 0116-0071

f

"

-

VARIETY

Friday, September

•

and His

FAMOUS OFXHE,STRA

flaying Return Dates in the Orpheum Theatres in San Francis :o, Weeks Aug, 27 and Sept. 4,
and Los Angeles, Weeks Sept. 11 and 18
Thanks to Harry Singer for Arranging the Dates and the Orpkewm Bookerc for Their Offer #o Play the Entire
Circuit Which Due to Previous Contracts of Max Fisher and His Orchestra, to Open Their Own Cafe
(i
The Club Roy ale" in Lcs Angeles Could Not Accept
ALSO APPRECIATING HARRY CAMPBELL'S EFFORTS W OUR BEHALF AND FOR ASSISTING US IN STAGING OUR ACT
Miss Watkins is a local girl and
gave a finished and carefully studied

DENVER

but

aefcrd

ance Friday afternoon and played
* capacity audience Eugene
"Different"
and Forrest
O'Neill's
Rutherford's "Muted Strings" at the
to

'

Broadway theatre. It w:jh one of
the most brilliant tuAiencei and
finest dramatic performances in this
The

city for years.

object of the

matinee was to give a benefit for
the American play producing fund
of the Green Room club. The gross

was

$1,328.

The

play

O'Neill

was

admirably done with Rollo Lloyd,
director of the company, and Virginia Watkins in the leading roles.

d?::dt lly

of

appeal.

universal

#

The Elitch Gardens company performance of the idealistic Emma.
toal^a respite
moved downtown for one perform- Hrnest Glendinning
and was most effec-

Orota Porter, leading woman of
the Wilkes Players at the Denham.
from hero roles
tive as Denny, the young seai>e- was suhje?tcd to an operation for
Louis Albion made a most appendicitis Thursday night after
grace.
vigorous old s?a captain and Irene a performance in "Broadway Jones."
Shirley dld-OWr-Of the D03t thmgs She hsd been advised that she
.she has offered all summer as Har- would, have to undergo fhe ordeal
The entire cast u\»a well se- soon and had plmned to lay off next
riet.
The sudden change in plans
lected. Others being Ralph Stuart 04 week.
the became neces-ary because of a seas
Adelaide Hibbard
Jack.
mother, and Stanley Young as Alf vere attack. She is reported to be
Rogers. The play wa.j directed by improving rapidly. Ruth Spirak, a
Denver girl, finished the week in
Charles O'Rrk-n Kennedy.
"Muted Strings" was given its "Broadway Jones." Ann Berryman.
the ingenue of the company, will
first performance and made a most
emphatically gocd Impression. It is assume the leading role in next
based on the rumor that Sir Oliver week's play, "The Seventh Guest"
Lodge's son. Raymond, had not been
The Elitch company. closed a most
In the play the
killed in the war.
character is Sir John Truxton and j.uccessful ten-week season Saturday
night.
The city has responded
opening
The
Damon.
the son is
scene is an interesting discussion to the offerings at the famous resort
on spiritism with Louis Albion. more than ever before and seats
Charles Kennedy and Edward Mc- were at S premium for the final perHugh as the participants'. Two are formance. Ernest Glendlnning and
admirers of Sir John and the third Helen Menken have r/oh unbounded
He is a
an American skeptic. Edward G. popularity as the leads.
Robinson was the father and Hal most dependable actor who has an
work
about
his
that has
enthusiasm
Crane the son. Rath were most convincing and Mr. Crane was brilliant reflected through the eniire coms Menken ban done some
pany.
Mi
scene.
emotiaiurk
Adelaide
the
in
Hibbard wis mos4l charming as brilliant work end has proved one
of the most popular leading women
Lady Truxton.
of the Garden's history in spite of
The play is in one act «nd is writ- the fact that she did not strike the
most
that
IS
style
in
dignified
a
ten
f.iu -y of the Crowds dining the first
impressive. Several excellent situa- two or three week*.
Rollo Lloyd
tions are developed and there is has done excellent work as the dievery reason to believe that the rector and the stage settings furplay would do it) any place where nished by Edward McHugh and
highly artistic one -act dramas are (i. Bradford Ash worth have never
appreciated.
been surpassed here.
i

Rurkhart made her first
appearance in Denver sin^e she retired from the stage and took up

SYRACUSE,

Lillian

ALMA NEILSON
AND COMPANY

in

Anyone Knewtag

"BOHEMIA"
This

Week

LEWGOLDER

In
With

JOSEPH

(Sept. 4). Keith's,

Columbus, Ohio
Direction:

her residence in Pacific coast cities.
For more than 10 years she has been
devoting her time to lecturing and
other cultural efforts. She has been
active also in philanthropic work.
Alexander Pantagcs persuaded her
to return to the stage and she got
a play from Ruth Comfort Mitchell.
The playlet is "Mother's Right
Here." and is the headliner of the
current bill at the Empress. It is a
story of the dapper and her mother
and is not only exceptionally well
ttit*

F.

Whereabout*

of

MULLEN

or Any Information Tlcgardtnjr Him.
DOWNING.
Communif.ito with JOHN
10 ) W«»( })d Street, New York City

K

1

HAYNES,

and

ELOISE

CHESTER

WIETINCI— Dark

B.
this

The

Mrs. Clara Emma Brown Lewis,
long a light opera favorite in Northern New York and who appeared in
all the productions of the old Watertown Musical Union, died at her
Mrs.
Watertown home Sept. I.
Lewis* who was 62. failed to rally
from an operation for cancer. Her
husband. Charles O. Lewis, who for
12 years was leader of the old City
opera house orchestra, now plays in
the orchestra at the Avon. Besides
her husband she leaves two sons.
Charles G. Lewis of Watertown and
Thurston T. Lewis, vaudeville actor,
owning and playing in "Itubetown"
on the Keith time.

Tho first screen made by
Buckley-Ferguson Productions.

is

ley.

next
theatres expect to
The New York State
bring an army of visitors
is

Billy Leith,

LOLA NORTON

PLAYING INTERSTATE AND ORPHEVM CIRCUITS
Direction CHAS. H. ALLEN
M. S. BENTHAM OFFICE

OPENING SEASON SEPT.

—

J

WA

NECTF.D

with

TOM BROWN

-

-

Binghamton
Leo J. Buck-

—————Ow^^—

—

D.—

W.

"ORIGINATOR OF EXCLUSIVE STYLES.
NEVER EQUALED BY IMITATORS."
«< A
LKADS WIIILR
ft"

nFI

^VA-^l-il_E*
10% discount to N. 7.

and 8TJTWABT
or CALL

St..

from an N. 7.

/'.

WEST

100

WRITS, 'PHOmi

42.1

OTUER3 FOLLOW

A'i.

ALSO TO PROFESSIONALS

N him bars, by

—Anna Immbert

PULLMAN

213

neida

Material For Sale

S

h. T. City; Bryant Silo

45th IT.. N. ¥. CITY
Doors Bant of Broadway

ESAU WOOD SAWS OUT MUSIC WITH A WOOD SAW

NOTICE TO MANAGERS

WOOD

ESAU

—AND HIS—

ORCHESTRA
Are open

for

e.gngements after September

11th. for Ro*taur;uits.

Vaudeville*

Productions or Hotels.

ESAU WOOD,

Address:

56 East 128th Street,

New York

City

WITH

•t

or the

TOP

TIP

MANAGERS AND AGENTS: BEWARE of any act
BROWN'S SAXOPHONE- SLX
is Is

dis-

Henry Smith and Jane

Vaudeville

18th

IN
Which

witls

Clarence Flint has been engaged
to lead the house orchestra at the
Gaiety. Utica. during the new season, which got under way Monday.

'

Both "The Storm" and "Nice People." playing local picture houses
this week, were boomed through
promotion tie-ups with lo,*al papers.
The heroine's choice of lover in "The
Storm" was worked for a letterwriting contests in "The Journal."
"Nice People" was plugged through
"The Herald," which published pic-

theatrical

Doyle.

Fair will
to town.
Inasmuch as the Ka-NooNo Karnlval has shrunk to two
street parades,
the theatres willoffer the only night amusement. Tho
Wieting has a heavy advance for
both "The Passing Show." which
opened at Utica Monday, and tho
first Shubert vaudeville unit.

MURRAY

ensuing

the

It's

SketefcM. Ciclutlv* Son t*. Cometfy

the local
Keith's

for

The compromise ended a

pute that had been in progress for
several months. Both unions finally
accepted a figure far below that
which they first demanded.

associated in the

Recording
the deed in the
*^wsi^^—
i^i

it

week
year.

Ferguson, a niece of Elsie
Ferguson.
It was written by the
father.
Edward Ferguson,

ple."

In

just

El.'le"

who

— at

Binghamton,

Citilyne.

Binghamton was given a private
showing before stockholders at
Binghamton Monday. The picture,
"Her Own Story." features "Baby

movie enterprise

However,

Colonial

across from the Johnson City line,
was sold late last week to Charles
H. Smith of Binghamton. The theatre builJing v.. in owned by A. C.
Crossley of Binghamton. while the
house itself was operated by William
S. Mack.
Smith will run the house,
with Mack booking in the pictures
for him.
Syracuse stagehands and picture
machine operators have been granted an increase in wages of $2 per

the

a flve-reeler. Tn the cast
are Mrs. Julia Hurley. Sidney Deane.
Rioca Allen. Frances Oreenleaf,

Labor Day business
houses open was good

the

Inc..

week; next
week,
first
half.
"The Passing
Show"; last half, opening of Shubert vaudevilfc, w\th Johnny Dooley
in "Town Talk" unit.
BASTABLE^-Dark this week;
next week. "Under Hawaiian Skies."
B. F. KEITH'S^-Vaudeville.
STRAND— "When Satan Sleeps."
EMPIRE— "The Storm."
ROBBINS-ECKEL "Nice Peo-

especially so.
week that the
reap a harvest.

of

of

BAHN

mark."

purchase

James. Richard Neill. Frederick combination.
Eckhardt and local people.

N. Y.

—

the

for

t

child's

SAVOY— "When Romance Rides."
REGENT— "Her Husbands Trade-

County Clerk's office revealed that
Nate Bobbins coughed up $175,000

there. The Colonial was previously
Syracuse has a new picture-pro- owned try the Utica Construction
ducing company — the Lo*an-Huhn and Realty Co., controlled by Wilmer
A site for a new theatre,
Motion Pirture Co. The concern's & Vincent.
which also was included in the close
first picture, "Nobody's Girl/' is now
being produced in this city and vi- out of Utica holding of Wilmer &
The picture will star five- Vincent, brought $G7,000.
cinity.
year-old Yvonne Logan of this city.
The new Elvin, just erected In
The child's father. Eugene W. Logan, is a pioneer movie man in this West Main street. Endicott. N. Y.
section.
Austin O. Huhn of New was opened with a film policy Sept.
York is allied with Logan in the new 2. The house has a nesting capacity
venture. The cast of the first film pt 1.000 and was erected and will be
will include Norma Shearer. Gladden operated by the Dittrich-Ammerman

Cioorg-o

"THE LOVE GAME"

ELMER

By

turea of Syracuse "nice people.'
Identification of the picture admitted
to the theatre.

calling itself

SIX

BROWN

BROS.

99
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REMOVAL NOTICE
•

.

A
N
D

WUX BE LOCATED

THEIR NEW OFFICES ON OR ABOUT OCTOBER

IN

1

:

PHELAN BUILDING

THIRD FLOOR
MARKET, GRANT

OFARRELL STREETS

and

:

SAN FRANCISCO

ELLA HERBERT WESTON

IN

CHARGE OF OUR WESTERN BOOKING DEPT.
•

AGENTS AND ACTS WRITE DIRECT SEVEN TO TEN WEEKS' CONTRACTS NOW BEING ISSUED
'

ONLY TWO DAYS LOST IN TRAVEL ON ENTIRE TIME AFTER OPENING POINT
New

MONTREAL

WASHINGTON,

Grand, "Over the Border";
D. C.
Theatre Parisien, "Amour Quand Tu
By HAROIE MEAKIN
Nous Tient"; System, "Room and
The nation's capital is beginning
HIS MAJESTY'S— "Bird of Para- Board"; Mount Royal, "The Man
dise." Next week, Charles Gilpin in Unconquerable"; Regent, "Strange to once more take on the appearIdols"; Belmont, "Her Social Value." ance of a city on the theatrical map.
•'Kmperor Jones."
The Belasco, with Ira La Motte rePRINCESS— VaudevUle.
suming as manager, is giving a

By JOHN GARDINER

O A Y E T Y —Burlesque,

"Town

VANCOUVER,

Scandals."

ORPH EUM—Robins

•The Charm

Players

Gwynne;

B. C.

NEWBERRY
Road

attrac-

tions will continue here.

and Binder;

W.

P.

AVENU E—Dark.

School.**

IMPERIAL— Morgan
Thos. P. Jackson;

Mason and

By H.

In

ORPHEUM—Vaudeville.
P A N T A GES—Vaudeville.

D. Pollard;
Five Mac-

house to remain open
Larens; Ben Bernle.
Picture* and pop vaude- outside of film houses.

LOEWS—

all

Only

summer,

CAPITOL, ALLEN, ROYAL, CO-

ville.

month ago. They
Garrick.
Miss Dean may be held
when Orpheum vaudeville discon- over for a second week in this piece.
tinued, early In spring. They wTll
reopen shortly.

'

BOUKTlRini
1

FACE SURGEON

i

Fact Llftlni

Faccormti."

:WELDON,WILLIAMS&LIfft
rORT SMITH. ARK.

f

Crowtfctt
Cyttitft Yitithlfle*

DR.

PRATT
51

(4Q West 34th
k)
iPboot tt P»nn)

MACK TALKS:

EDDIE

Hsrry and

Emma

The talented 8harrock's

I

mean

THIS

^yV STEIN COSMETIC CO./jfif}
<*30 BROOME SX/^^J
W**^
k^kM^v^ n w vena^^oy

GRAYCE GLOVEN

The

Strand,

presenting

Labor Day with

"Getting It Over" as the headllner
and Carl and Emma Frabell; ConPrinceton
nell, Leona and Zippy;
and Watson, and the Otto Brothers

NOW IN OUR ENLARGED QUARTERS

"When Hus-

bill.

Is

City

Loew

the feature film.

PROFESSIONAL TRUNKS

Gayety haw "The Big Jamboree."
Season apparently starting off ex-

to say,

ceedingly well.
Loew's Palace, ''Nice
Pictures:
People"; Loew's Columbia, "Blood
and Sand'; Moore's Kialto, "Flesh
and Blood"; Crandall's Metropoli-

Are going strong and to beat the band
With their act, "Behind the Grand 8tand,"
Dressed in Eddie Mack's best of attire,
The applause the*, get stamps them "sure-fire/*

tan,

—EDDIE MACK

"Grand ma's Boy.'

Back

Wear

1582-1584 Broadway

722-724 Seventh Ave.

Opp. Strand Theatre

Opp. Columbia Theatre

Julian
tin

the

Brylawskl

i*

gathering

leasei of the several stores
w C<
Biti
of his pi op< sed

m

to Pre- War Prices

SAMUEL NATHANS
529-531 Seventh Ave.,
OLD TRUNK8 TAKEN

TRUNK0

IN

New York

CURTAINS,"

CYCLORAMAH,

City

IN

EXCHANGE OR REPAIRED

NO CONNECTION WITH ANY OTHER STORE

on
-

I

J

FAVORABLE FIRST IMPRESSIONS

OVEtTY SCENIC STUDIOS

ALSO SILKS. SATIN IS. VELVETS nml
"NOVELTY" MATERIALS,
AfPLiqtB 8KTM
KTAMINE DROPS
POR

—

VauOrvilio A< (h. Complete Revuaa,
Production* un.i Theatres

"Omtlity

Work"

—

"Kronomy

Price*'

220

WEST

4€th

"SERVICE
STREET

«BS«BBS*WBVflS«nB«RaaBBnBSaBB

HAM

THE EAST

Between 38th and 39th Streets

Phone: Fits Roy 0620

In

SOLE AOENT FOR

flBBstaassii

DROP
STAOK SttTTINOS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION IN ANILINE DYES ANO
WATER COLORS.

I

Mail Orders Filled F. O. B., N. Y. City.
Send for Catalogue.
Used trunks and shopworn samples of all standard makes always on hand.

Moore'K Kialto has inaugurated a
new scale of prices: Mornings, 2fi;
afternoons, 85; nights, 60. Sundays
and holidays the entire day is scaled
at 50. This reduces the morning
and afternoon scale by 5 cent* while
the night price? remain the same.

Everything for Stage and
Street

STAGE
WOMEN STEINS MAKE UP
YOU BETTER KEEP

Robert Rubly and Co., and Orville Country. They Aro All New.
Stamm, with "Bobbed Hair," film.
103 Went 70th Street, Mew York

completing the
bands Deceive"

Broadway,

at the

W

The

IT'LL HAVE MONEY FOB YOU 1
Imported Model* In St wet, Afternoon
Evenin* Co«tum«s. Work* of Art by
The Cosmos is offering Keno and and
the Foremowt Fashion Creators of Europe
Rosie Green; Plummer and Darrell; Prlcaa Less Than the
Actual Cuatoma
"Jo- Jo" Dooley; Cameo Dancers; Duties Paid to Bring; Them Into
This

vaudeville, opened

No. 99

theatre.
Some of these leases
are coming pretty high, too.

Watson. Jessie Vlllars, Theresa
Maxwell Conover, Audrey Hart, Isabel Leighton, Norval Keadwell. HerThe Garrick (theatre) Players, bert Yost, Paul Everton, Wauna
after an uphill fight and with num- Loraine, Peggy Lytton.
erous changes of ownership, coupled
The press department of Wagwith a suit to prevent the presenta- nells cV Kemper, the producers, are
tion of one of the productions, has making a big play on the gowns
number of new plays prior to their finally gotten into a winning stride. worn by the women in the producThis
advent in New York eity.
tion.
Avery Hopwood's "Why Men
week Avery Hopwood's ''Why Men
Leave Home" is holding forth, to be Leave Home" seems to have gotten
followed with a new play by Clare over exceedingly well here. There
Kummer, called "Bango," sponsored was some fault finding among the
by William Harris, Jr. It is a local critics, but all conceded the
French adaptation from Alfred Sa- cleverness and at times brilliancy of
voir, with the cast headed by Lola Hopwood's dialog.
The cast as set
for the New York opening is comFisher and Alfred Lunt.
posed of Florence Shirley and John
T/lt>r
Boudoir
McFarlane in the leads, with Miner
Julia Dean is appearing In her

LUMBIA, REX, DOMINION— PicAllen, "One Clear Call"; Capitol.
•Her Gilded Cage"; Strand, "Fool- tures.
The Empress Players closed a 16- original role in "Her Own Money"
"SmilhV
ish Wives"; Lord Nelson.
at Orpheum a with
Through"; Midway, "The Dictator"; week engagement took
Garry McGarry's Stock at the
over house

C0,IP0N

mos

THAT
f'lionr:

IS

DEPENDABLE"

IlHVANT

C311

NEW YORK

CITY

I

"

/

*

VARIETY

I

wit

al.so,

I).

mlt bonds, as the exe-

.

to
languago:
'cuiora
cutors in the following:
+ ."l give, devlM and bequeath to.
Biy sister. Mrs. Charles E. Gallagher,
o$ No. 317 l-'ulton street, Mount Verbrother, Mortinon, N. Y., and
mer E. Hodge, of Stephcnville, Tex.,

between them,

the entire amount of my
sisting of stocks, bonds, money on
deposit, personal or real estate, or
'apy Other material of value, which
.i

O'Brien

my

interest
Minstrels.

—Bryant

(Of the Better Kind— Within Means

*T desire further that my brotherin-law, Charles E. Gallagher, now
Life Insurance
yrlth the Mutual

I'mlrr the direct supervision of the owners. I.ocnted in the heart of the city, Just
Itroariwujr, /lone to nil hooking otHcea. principal theatres, department stores,
traction linen, "I." road and ftubway.
TiVe are the largest maintalners of housekeeping furnished apartments specialisare on the ground daily. This alone insures prompt
ing to theatrical folks.
service and cleanliness.

We

ALL BUILDINGS KQUH'I'KD WITH STEAM IIRAT AND Rl.KCTRIC LIGHTS

f

YANDI8S COURT

HILDONA COURT
ing. One. two
in baths with
ettes.
Three

and three rooms;
rooms

bare

241-347

905.00 op Monthly.

WKST 43d 8TRE1CT
DRTANT 1013

IRVINGTON HALL

One, three and four apartments
with kitchenettes, private bath and
telephone. I nosual furnishings, room
arrangements affords the utmost privacy. All night hall attendant.
Hates 910.00 op Weekly.

Times Square.

I'n-

room arrangement

af-

Directly off

fords ever>

privacy.

FURNISHED APARTMENTS

THE EDMONDS

THE LINCOLN

776-79-80 Eighth Avenue

306-10 West 51st Street

Itrr.nt 55J-5.1.-.-7KS3

Address All Communications to M. CI.aman.

NEW YORK

Street. New York.
Office in Each Building.

West 43d

MRS.
<

J'rt'rafe

COLUMBUS CIRCLE

—Bryant

ROOMS NEWLY RENOVATED.

1—2—3 ROOM APARTMENT3

not been made.
"No evidence to rebut such pre|
sumption or revocation shall be re-

\11

rhone

Manager

207

Vacancies

Now

Open.

40th St.—Off B'way
Phone: DRYANT 1477-9

910

TO

CHARLES

PARKWAY— "Sisters."

M

and

2

by Henry Arthur .Jones (first time in America)
Jewett will hold this house for six
or eight weeks and will then return
to the reconstructed Copley theater
which has been moved because of a
treet widening project affecting
Stuart street. Ultimately a house
lbM-self."

110 E. 16th

320 West 96th Street
New York

Irvlns PI.

blood iIUahmm,
n, y.

fit

.Stonurli.

mil
Miii

Chargt
lllood

Liver,
I.Uiif.

Chronic

ami
lor

Kid*
Mer»-

UUel

Wkiih-h
Consutta'ion

No

»ml l'rln»lysl» B»0>

\ lUy Ktaiiitnatlona.
25 Yeari of experience
Hour*: 9 s. m. t» K p >ii
Sundays. 9 S. m to 4 p si

§

In*.

married to Constance Palmer a few
days ago.

The Pilgrimage Play management
is
trying — and seems to be suc-

—

ceeding to stretch the 1922 run to
ten weeks. Business better than a
year ago.

A

sportsman always, Cecil B. De

Mille has bought a

new

yacht, the

"Seaward," to replace his 'Sea B*e."
De Mille is a familiar figure at Avalon, often beginning long fishing expeditions from that town.

PITTSBURGH

St.,

rooms.

Phone

in

New York

City

Complete oousekeep*
every apartment.

Alhambra,
"Storm"
"John Smith."

Duquesne,

Labor day saw the opening of the
Nixon, Pitt and Duquesne, with attendance reports in all cases encouraging. As yet the Alvin has set
no inaugural date. .At the Pitt
"The Bat" next

The Nixon Cafe, operated bf
Frank Bongiovanni, has been clos-

ing at about nine o'clock each evening.
The downtown cabaret ha*
been temporarily superseded
11
popularity by other places in tow*
and Bongy's own roadhouse.

FOR

THE

—

MEN

SHOE

$5

BALTIMORE

$6

JUST

—

219 W.
I'hone

4th Av«.

and

I

MRS. RILEY. Proo.

EDWARD CROPPER,
THEATRICAL

Sfnrt

Sfttli St..
I

it»

for

N. %

Hot 0314
Ca»nlr»icue

Massberg'

Inc.

9

WARDROBE TRUNKS
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NOIIMANDIIC
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cor. 381b A B'way. R
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rnoM.i Iii7iiu\ ::sis

15.

k
$

8

FOR STAGE AND STREET AT MODERATE PRK
!*« Catalopu, OOC W. 4Z
225 T' 42d5 St m*m U Pl """ "an. I»»l><»
V

Mrs*

Ml ick. Wlnlx. ||

c

.

|,

TREE.

attention to chronic

S|».Ti,il

<>'is

A

33 West 65th
l.

City
Phone Riverside 5558

147*

SOL R APTS.

weekly and up, including Gas,

Electricity and Linen.
Private phone and separate entrance.

Columbus 2273-4

LOS ANGELES

KENNARD'S
SUPPORTERS

New York

St.,
Bet.

rhone:

AFSONS

GARDEN—
Pop vaudeville.
N EW—"Wandering Boy."

ZINS
Da.SPECIALIST

Servleo

Otis Harlan, the character actor,
Boston Grand Opera Company and has been 35 years on and off the
Bernice Mer.shon of the San Carlo sjage. He celebrated the anniverThe Schenley will open for the
forces have been engaged to re- sary in a film factory the other day
place George Dunstan and Mildred listening to a speech which William nrst time in about a year to anything approaching legit when the
Rogers when DeWolf Hopper and Farnum made in his honor.
Russian Grand Opera Co. cornel
his company go on tour.
Here primarily to watch the open- there for a week starting Oct. 9 uning performance at the Mason of der the direction of May Beegle.
his latest musical farce, "Be Careful Dearie," Aaron Hoffman may reCharlie Frost, former
The theatres are not faring so main and become an Angeleno for publicity director, is nowBlackston*
well.
The Pageant of Progress at good. Sale of some of his heat stage of press news for Rowlandin& charge
Clark.
Exposition Park (15-day engage- hits to the movie studios is one of Bob Wagner is another R.
& C. adment, ending Sept. 9) drew tremen- the attractions.
dition.
dous crowds nightly and hurt the
box offices immeasurably.
SellsFloto Circus, here this week, is cutting deeply into the theatre receipts,
By COLEMAN HARRISON
and Ringling Bros., scheduled for
Pictures. Olympic, "Valley of SiTho new "Passing Show" de- next week, won't do the Rialto much
lent
Men"; Liberty and Black.stone,
signed for the Winter Garden, and good.
"Nice People"; Grand, "(irandma's
with the Howard Brothers, opened
Boy";
The Dana Hayes show, "Be Care- Theres";Regent, "Three Must -Get ;it Atlantic City.
State.
"Monte Cristo";
ful
Dearie," didn't draw packed
houses on its "try-it -on -the -dog" Cameraphone, "Bonded Woman";
tour in Southern California, but it
is understood the show kept off the
red," which is saying something.
Authors— Playwrights
By ROBERT F\ SISK
2 PRICES
The .show is at the Mason this week. Manuscripts of ev^ry description neatly
AUDITORIUM—"The Black Ad
1559 Broadway. New York City
and accurately typewritten. Hitchiv pre•future."
BetweM Kith ami 47th Hirers
sentable work. li.-.st quality paper. NomLittlefield.
Lticlen
the
actor,
was
MARYLAND— Vaudeville.
inal foes.
Address James B. Finney, 15
Catering to tho Theatrical
Profeaaloa
West 13th St.. Now York City.
CARLIN S ARENA— Opera.
Factor/ at BROCKTON. MANS
CENTURY "Gilded Cage."
RIVOLI— "Masquerader."

mains above $10,000 for consecutive
greeks with Thanksgiving apparently
BOSTON'S SHOWS
certainty. Capacity of house around
(Continued from page 17)
/
.One winner a year is all that Frazee $14,500, where it has stood slncjp
his
opening night.
with
on
[expects to break even
"play nursery."
"Maytime in Erin" (Plymouth)
Grace George came over Monday secondand final week. Figures unlofr the opening of "The Nest" at
der $6,000 but satisfactory.
the Plymouth, returning to New
of
rehearsals
for
Tuesday
.York
Two "Passing Shows" opened
"Aimer" which is also by Paul
Monday. The one fr^m last season
Geraldy and which In its translated
without
the Howard Brothers, but
form will probably bo called 'True
with Sam Howard and Jack Rice
Love."
The seventh season of the Henry in their former roles, started at
Utica, N. Y.
Jewett Players will open Sept. 25,

Reforming

.

Day and Night

GILMAN. Manager

furnished rooms, housekeeping.

t

t

E.

APARTMENT HOTEL
$7.00

HIPPODROME— Pop vaudeville.
ington avenue nearly opposite SymCENTURY ROOF— Cabaret.
iNew York, following an operation phony hall, probably financed by
for appendicitis. He began his ca- Douglas Flattery and backed by
Frank McCune arrived in Baltireer at Fort Worth, Tex., and his subscriptions of Boston society.
more thiu week to take over the
first experience with shows was as
managerial reins of the Shubert
Last keek's estimates:
"a bill poster. Fcr seven years he
vaudeville theatre. Academy.
The
"Tangerine" (Shubert) first week. house
traveled ahead of the Bichard &
will open Sept. 11 with JimPrlngle tent show, later going to Credited with $21,500. far ahead of my Hussey show.
monexpectations.
role
of
Lalor
has
New York, where he joined the
Shuberts and traveled in advance arch (of which ho is sixth to reign)
Robert Garland, writing In the
!of many of their companies. He also whipped into wonderful shape and Baltimore "American," called "Lonely Wives" the dirtiest play ever on
acted as manager for Lew Dock- eight weeks open look rosy.
Such studied
.atadcr's and other minstrels.
"Little Nellie Kelly" (Tremont) the Baltimore stage.
About 11 years ago he formed a Gth week. Continuing at capacity, filth, he said, he had never seen,
and he complimented the Baltimore
partnership with Neil O'Brien. The .slightly under $23,000, with no letaudiences at being
two founded the Neil O'Brien Min- up. Meantime Cohan is looking for enough to stand for sophisticated
it
without
strels. His wcrl; lay with that troupe more open time in Boston, as he has rushing for the exit.
This was in
until the day of his death. As gen- only two more weeks at the Tre- his Sunday column, however.
In
his Tuesday review he was more
eral manager of the minstrel troupe, mont.
lenient.
ha helped build up a reputation
"Shuffle Along" (Selwyn) 6th week.
which he earned over the whole Still turning them away. Real fad.
Henry Kelly, formerly of the
theatrical field.
Show will remain as long as it re-

dedicating the new Fine Arts theater, an intimate 800-capacity house,
embodied In he new Loew's State
picture hous»e (4.000 capacity). The
opening production will be "Dolly

2882

918

310

on Hunt-

CIRCLE

Phone:

,

1

for Jewett will be erected

to Sept.

REISENWEBER'S

formerly

and 58th ST.

Exceptionally Appointed; Newly Furnished;

COMPLETE HOUSEKEEPING
WE8T 48th ST.. N. Y. CITY

W.

'

f

Summer Rates from June
Each Apartment

.

HOTEL
DOUGLAS
KEN DYVORETT,

•

in

ROOM, with private bath and showers
$17.50 per wk. up
SUITES, of 2 rooms, private bath and showers.
21.00 per wk. up
OVERLOOKING CENTRAL PARK; AIRY; COMFORTABLB

0050-1

LONGACRE SS33
Furnished Apartments
AND ROOMS

.

Special

A DRASTIC REDUCTION IN RATES

Del ween 40th and 41th Streets
One Hlock West of Broadway
Three. Four and Five-Room High-Class Furnished Apartments 910 Up
I'hones:

Circle 0040-6011

CITT

DANIEL., lToprletreaa

Bath and Phone

CIRCLE HOTEL,

EIGHTH AVENUE

.

\
J.

GEORGE

atoring Exclaalvely to the Profession.

THE ADELAIDE
II1KGKL. Mgr

W. 48th Street
LONGACRE

3830

the newest type, ha vine every device end renvc Jence.
A»^If*
»«J .•*
l
,f ,
ftrrun
d Mn<l «ooal»t of Z. 3 ttod 4 room.. ,vl a kit. he*
^.i^TfTEiiJS!
.? !£ an.! «r »
t»u«l
kitchenette, ?i?iS
tiled bath
phone.
$17.00 Cp Weekly.
Addreaa nil communication* te Charlea T>ncnl»aum. Irvlngton Hall.

All night hall at-

(shall be entiled to the same rights
in, and to the same share or portion
Of the estate of said testator as they
[would have taken, If such will had

I

312

CIRCLU

ELEVATOR

Kates, $16.00 up weekly.

Aoartments Can He Seen Evenings.

MRS GKOIIGE

HENRI COURT

51st Street

pr^' b "*W |f

tendant.

Principal Office— Yandis Court, 341

ceived, except as herein provided."
Mr. Hodge who was 43 years old
died June 18 at the Stern hospital,

W.

355

with kitchenettes, private baths and tele-

usual furnishings,

I'lione llryunt C1S1

Conveniences.

CITY

Private Bath, 3-4 Room*, Catering to the comfort and convenience of
the profession.
Steam Heat and Klectrlc Llffht • . • •0.50 Op

One. three and four room apartments

phone.

West 43d Street

Strictly I'rofesslonal.

CLEAN AND AIBV.

NEW YORK

323-325 West 43rd Street

6C10

full-tiled

754.756

FURNISHED

APARTMENTS

COMPLETE FOR HOUSEKEEPING.

built-

THE DUPLEX
3:<o

will,

t

thf BERTHA

showers. Tiled kitchen-

kitchen*
918.00 up Weekly.

Geo. P, Schneider, Prop,

4203

I

311 to 341 West 45th St,
1'hooe Longacre 35C0
Finest type elevator, fireproof build-

Law Reads:
such
•Tf after making any
testator marries, and the husband
'or wife or any issue of such mar(riage, survives the testator, such
(will shall be deemed revoked as to
them, unless provision shall have
been made for them by some settlement, or they shall be provided for
in the will, or in such way mentioned therein as to show an intention
/not to make such provision.
#
"And such surviving husband or
wife, and the issue of such marriage

Economical Folks)

of

eft*

Company, of New York City, be appointed manager of the Neil O'Brien

I»

Double with bath. 917.54 and 921.00 per week
l>ouble without bath.
914-00 P*r week

week
week

rhone: Longacre 9444

p-

Minstrels, to succeed me at a salary
of $150 per week, .and to continue
said busineae In eo-operation with
Neil O'Brien or if the latter be deceased, his heirs, under the same
agreement we now have.
^My share fifty per cent, of the
property of the said Neil O'Brien
Minstrels to be turned over to the
'aforesaid benefieiaries under this
will to do as they deem fair and
wise,
^n the event of the death of either
]of the beneficiaries under this will.
I desire the entire estate to be given
to the one living."
6ection 35 of the Decedent's Estate

8ln*le without bath. 110.5C per
Single with bath.
$14.00 per

HOUSEKEEPING APARTMENTS

Neil

the

in

LORRAINE

CHICAGO

OFFER SPECIAL SUMMER RATES

estate, con-

includ<

AND

GRANT

my

.tot)© divided equally

1922

8,

THE BEST PLACES TO STOP AT
Leonard Mick: s, Operating Hotels

HODGE'S MARRIAGE
{Continued from page 12)
ed his property equally between
brother and named
filstrr
and b
Jhjja

^m

Friday, September

BEAUMONT
NEW YORK
CHICAGO

LOS ANGELES

STUDIOS

RIGHT

NOW

THE TIME TO GET THE
MOST VALUE FOR YOUR MONEY IN STAGE
IS

SETriNGS. ATTRACTIVE SETS AT ATTRACTIVE PRICE. SETS TO RENT AS USUAL

225

W. 46th ST.

£<£ *- NEW YORK

now

"

York. -„ r s

'

(

.f t

To*.

s

Reliabh) Mall OiM

r

ivi't

BEAUMONT
NEW YORK
CHICAGO

LOS ANGELE3

STU

Friday,

September

8,

VARIETY

1922

'THE CIRCUIT OF OPPORTUNITY"

HUBERT VAUDEVILLE
ALL APPLICATIONS FOF ENGAGEMENTS AND TIME FOR SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE SHOULD BE MADE TO

SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE EXCHANGE
I

ARTHUR KLEIN,

General Manager

233 West 45th

NEW YORK CITY,

Street,

NEWS OF THE

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

BOOKING AGENCY

AGENCY
1441

PHONE DRV ANT

cently started suit for divorce
then dismissed the case.

General Executive Offices

8993

12

The former wife and daughter of
William Desmond Taylor, picture
who was found ahot to
death in his home in Los Angeles
Feb. 1, have started an independent
investigation of the murder.
Mrs.
Taylor, now married to an Eastern
manufacturer, is said to believe It
was committed by a woman.

LOEW BUILDING ANNEX

-

160 West 46th Street

*

BOOKING

WEEKS

Jane Arden has started a moveto erect a monument in memory of Lillian Russell in the heart

New Yrok

ment

of the

New

York,

Washington,

Philadelphia,

Baltimore

H.

J.

THE STANDARD INDEPENDENT

LUBIN

ford.

The opening, of "East of Suez" at
the Eltinge, New York, has been
postponed until Sept. 21.
The performance of "The Bat" at
was interrupted Friday
week when Effle Ellsler
became suddenly -ill during the second act.
The curtain waa rung
down until Mabel Wright, an un-

CHICAGO OFFICE

the Morosco
night of last

Masonic Temple Building
J.

MARKUS

MATTHEWS

C.

Charge

derstudy, could step into the part.
Miss Ellsler returned to the cast

—The

best

way

to

know what we have

to offer

is

to

come

Gene Buck has returned

home

BEN

The summer cottages

of theatri-

people on Indian Island, in
Sebago Lake, near Portland, Me.,
have been seized by officials of the
Portland water district under the
right of eminent
domain.
The

CHICAOO

AUSTRALIAN

ADDRES3 ALL COMMUNICATIONS
GRAND OPERA HOUSE

SYDNEY, AU8TRALIA
HOMER NKKR, General Munager

rrrnidnit

his

cal

TIIEA. BI/DO..

FULLER

and

to

in Great Neck, L. I., haviag
recovered from an operation
which kept him confined to a local
hospital for the past month.

fully

PAUL GOUORON
EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE WOODS

GUS SUN.

FOSTERS AGENCY,
™™
n
We
HERMAN

Saturday night.

BERT LEVEY CIRCUITS
VAUDEVILLE
THEATRES
SAN FRANCISCO
ALCAZAR THEATRE BUILDING,

right to our offices and look us over and talk things over with our
Mr. Markus or Mr. Fisher.

seizure is to prevent summer visitors to occupy the island in order to
protect the city's water supply.
Among those having homes on the
island are Florence Reed, Malcolm
E. Williams, Amy Loncrgan and
Mary H. Roselle. Williams was
fined $20 recently for bathing in
front of his cottage, which faces a
restricted area.

THE GUS SUN BOOKING EXCHANGE

Ltd.

NEW REGENT THEATER

BLDG.

(Home

Office)

CO. Poor railroad deliveries and facHFHINGFIELD. OHIO tory tie-ups because of the coal situations has played havoc with the
4th
Brunswick (records) company this
month. Whero their September releases would be on the market Aug.
BILLY DIAMOND. M*r. 16 ordinarily,
they are first coming
riTTSBLRGH

SEASON OPENS SEPTEMBER

8PRINGHKLD. O.
J. W. TODD, Mirr.
Recent Theater Bldf.
BUFFALO
HOMER NEER, Mfr.
509 Lafayette Bid*.
through slowly now.
40K Savoy Hid*.
Mgr.
8NYDKR,
LEO
DIXON A KCHKADEIt. Repoj.
Placed
in
BERT LEVY CIRCUIT. Alonzar Dldjj., San Francisco, Calif.;
A CCII lATinMC
COMMUNICATE THROUGH WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY. INC.
The Temple, Lewlston, Pa., manlUlMO
Chicago.
AirlLIAI
803
Delaware
i- M ul Goudron, Rep..
Uldff..
BROADWAY; PUTNAM BUILDING
NEW YORK CITY VIRGINIA-CAROLINA MANAGERS
CIRCUIT, 801 Flatlroa Bhlg Atlanta, Or, agement of Stuart A. Smith, will
Joe Splegelberir, Mgr.
__ play vaudeville Sept. 25, five acts

«kob OE

ha

29a ciing Crass

Em.
England

London,

AL

1490

in

CIRCUIT
1547 Broadway, NEW YORK
JOHN
6060-6061
GAIETY THEATRE BLDG. VAUDEVILLE, MELODRAMA AND PANTOMIME

ARTIST8:

theatrical district.

Moss and Frye are to head the
colored revue, "Dumb Luck." The
piere breaks in Sept. 11 at Stam-

General Manager

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

FALLY

New York

Milton Hirflhfield has accepted for
production "Listening In," a play by
Carlyle Moore.

and intermediate towns

Bryant

and

director,

New York

Broadway,

DAILIES

Gladys Walton, picture actress,
caused the arrest last week of Allen
Alexander In Los Angeles on a
charge of embezzlement. Miss Walton charged Alexander with falling
to account for $1,600 she claims to
have turned over to him to purchase bonds, lie was released under bail of $1,000 pending a hearing
this week.
Alexander is the husband of Priscilla Bonner, who re-

<£. ssr

,

.

ACKERMAN & HARRIS
EXECUTIVE OFFICES:

SAN FRANCISCO
ELLA HERBERT WESTON, Booking Manager
281 O'Farrel Street,

SEVEN TO TEN WEEK CONTRACTS NOW BEING ISSUED.
NEW OFFICES AFTER OCTOBER 1—THIRD FLOOR. IMIELAN II LOG.

each

numbers are "'A Kiss in the in a small role.
Miss Day had a real "fat" part;
Dark," "Then Comes the Dawning," she could clown and do eccentric
"The Lonely Nest" and "I Missed dancing (looking much as she did in
You'' (all sentimental) and "New the first act of "Irene") and she
York Is the Same Old Place." "Just could wear stunning clothes. The
Like That" and "The Mosquito Bal- first act gave promise of bigger
best

let" in a lighter vein.
solo, "Legend* of the.

was

ORANGE BLOSSOMS
'>

(Continued from page 19)
though she hasn't seen him since
their wedding day, according to the
arrangement.
But she's secretly
In love with him.
Into this act
comes little Nancy Welford as a
Maid who came, pretty near running
away with the whole show, though
ber chances were limited.
Skelley
(as a detective employed by the
jealous divorcee) was not quite so
funny here, though it seemed the
fault of his hues. The husband arrives on the scene, limls his wife

furious.

The

best

number

in

this

"Orange Blossoms," sung and
danced by Miss Day and the chorus
men, who all worked very hard.
act

is

The final act, laid in Kitty's garden, and one of the most beautiful
settings in any musical comedy in
years, sees the pairing of Jimmie
and Tillie (Skelley trnd Miss Smith)
and Kitty and the Baron (Miss Pay
and Mr. Michael is), with the divorcee, baffled, returning to an old
admirer.
Outside of "In Ilennequlville" the

also attractive.

Miss Day's

Glowworm,"

things for her than the other acts
developed, but, all in all, she covered herself with distinction.
Altogether there is too much romance and sentiment and not
enough comedy, but that can be improved in the cutting. Though without any catchy sensations, the music
is extraordinarily fine and well orchestrated.
This looks like something really big.
Waters.

Miehaelis and Somerset are extremely personable leading men, of
a superior type, who did little in a
dancing or comedy line, but scored
Skelley overdid some
any way.
things, but was funny in others. To
Queen ie Smith, probably, the most
Her dancing
praise should go.
(with Skelley) was corking. Close Ninety per cent, of the theatrical prof.-s
beside her was Nancy Welford, also
.ion use Taylor Trunk*. Write for our
tlifiilrlr.il
iitaloKUC.
a diminutive dancer of real parts.
Miss LeOrand, besides being stunTaylor Trunk
ning to look upon, was possessed of
a fine voice. Bobert Pisher scored B78 N. IIAL.HTKAH 8TRF.KT. CIIK'ALiO

.THE

The Garden

STANDARD ENGRAVIWG CO Inc
Wttt J 9 |f.- HEW VOPK.

I

245

WEST

46th STREET,

City,

keep the house open Friday, Sat-,
urday and Sunday indefinitely with
to

vaudeville has been dropped.

Beautify

Your Feee

You must iMk eood

to

wako

toad.
Man> of tha "Profeoilon" hive obtained and retained hotter parti »» having
mo oerroct their featural imperfection! and remove bleat,
•ehei. Consultation (ret
Feed

reasonable

SMITH, M. O.
347 Fifth Avenue
Opp. Waldorf

F. E.

Works

CITY

Atlantic

playing

(

NEW YORK

Pier,

The house has been
t.wo-a-day vaudeville
booked by Fally Markus. The plan

closes Sunday.

DROP CURTAINS FOR SALE AND RFNT ^SSBfffi
BUMPUS & LEWIS SCENIC STUDIOS

3 2 5

booked by Jack Linder.

icy.

jsn't homely after all, and falls in
love with her. making the divorcee

1AJMQL Cms

half,

The Temple has heretofore played a
and fbad show pol-

straight picture

N. Y. City

*K p™
Phone

BRYANT

2695

^

"

VARIETY

40

OSWALD

TRIXIE

'

FRIGANZA

W00DSIDE
KENNELS

Friday. September 8, 1022

T

the government Impost was removed. It was stated the money
collected was to form an employee

NEW YORK THEATRES

At first the total
takings from that source were held.
Later the government ruled as the
collection was general for all passes,
SAM H. HARRIS Attractions
such collection actually amounts to
an admission and 10 per cent of all
:1ft.
attta. Wad. A Sat at
such takings, therefore, must be
turned over to the tax collector.
,
It has been estimated several hundred thousands yearly would be obtained by the pass tax system. But
In spite of the government's ruling
in "CAPTAIN APPLEJACK"
that such a collection is an admis-000sion, visiting attractions were never
w *»» « 5th "treat.
\QL\C*
able to secure a share of it. The
IVlUOll*
1SLIA Tel.: Bryant HTO.
system has in part held down the
Bra* «:15.
Half. Wad. and Sat at III.
number of requests for passes and
'Baat Muiiui Show Cvar Hadt la America.'
—oLosm
cases are known where pass fiends
have refused to pay 60 cents on two
$3 tickets offered as courtesies.
In some of the Broadway theatres
where the amount of "paper" is |- WHS • Cast a* Metrepelitaa Favorite. —
very small, the new system has
not been started.
So far as is
—MARK—
known, the Shubert houses which
originated the system and several
R 'way at 4?
At
others adopting the idea have not "A National Institution"
Direction
Jon«ph Plonkrtt
agreed to turn the pass taxes over
SK< l)M( HlCi WKKK- ItY DEMAND
to the association.
beneficial fund.

CORT

WALLACE

Next Week (Sept. 11)

W00DSIDE

ORPHEUM THEATRE

Lt

LINCOLN, NEB.

BELASCO

Orjgiaalihaa*

With

Walter BtnUey Agenry

En Route

FRANK CRAVEN'S New

A New

DHV

"SPITE CORNER"
Management JOHN GOLDEN

for

South Africa

TETTE
FOR BIG
FOR SMALL
ALL THE

GOOD

i

SCANDAL
"TWO"

No. 2

IDEA

MATERIAL

"UNDER A CRAZY QUILT" PROTECTED

TITLE

NOW PLAYING FOR PANTAGES

LINDSAY
A Comedy

^

MASON

•-<

Representative
1/

DOROTHY

ITHE

LERAYS

DODD

"At the Golf Club"
lOtrection. JOHN H. BILLSBURY.

in

Wednesday's big house.
"Just Married" remained

fax from
opposition,

vaudeville

CHICAGO POOL
Non-musical shows will
play 60-40 and musicals 70-30, where
the attractions are sponsored by
managers included In the combinatractions.

tion or allied with

it.

Protection against loss counts for
much. Several managers who do-'
layed joining the pool were wt )
over by that phase. The prol guarantees the rent of all houses concerned and the profits are divided
according to the number of theatres
in the pool. In the case of Chicago
where thero are 12 houses contribuonereceives
ting, each house
'
twelfth of the total profits of all.
As a proposition the guarantee of
the rent is sound business, for it is
known that some houses played to
a loss In the major out of town
stands last season, say the pooling

only solution was the booking combination plan, calling for the elimination in some theatres and rigidity
in the playing conditions for attractions.
There are to be no eliminations of
houses in Boston, In some of the
pool stands legitimate houses are
planned for policy changes with one
or two named to take on Shubert
unit vaudeville. Those houses will
not be in the pool. Where theatres
are eliminated the combination must
take care of the rent and it is understood a profit is guaranteed the
management of suoh houses.

PASS TAXES
(Continued from page 16)

which applies

to the ordinary $2.50
ticket given with a pass. 22 cents is

managers.

held and 3 cents paid the govern-

In answer to the reported complaints by some manager* that the
terms offered for the road by the
booking combination are too much
of a handicap against the attractions, the heads of the two syndicates claim only the mediocre pro-

One or more stamps, according to the number of persons admitted free, is pasted on the pass
and then cancelled by the box office
with a rubber stamp supplied by

ment.

Latest.

REPUBLIC
!\L,rUDLlU

Conductor.

w

au

Cat and Canary" at the
Princess and "Strut Miss Lizzie'* at
the Auditorium.
Further augmen-

"The

tation will

Lean
"The

j

FRENCH

Present

— Poat.

MOVES MONDAY, SEPT. 11 TO
THE VANDERBILT THEATRE

ORCHESTRA

42rt

and

"Screamingly Funny."

Greatest anil Lenaest Production

CARl KDOITARDB.

:3

THE TORCH BEARERS

"GRANDMA'S BOY"
STRAND SYMPHONY

/•—SKI. WIN

of B *»y
at 8:30.

EVENINGS

THEATRE

4?d St.—

If.

BARNEY BERNARD and
ALEXANDER CARR in

Wata. Wednesday and Saturday, 2:30

ANNE NICHOLS' New Comedy

a
<i

"ABIE'S IRISH ROSE"

new comedy

PARTNERS AGAIN

»»

By Montague tilrfte * Julee Lckert Coodman.
Prices: Eva. $2.50.
Mats. Wed. & Sat.

New

Anittterdam Thrntre

-W. 42d Street

8:15.
POPULAR MATINEE
WEDNESDAY. lie*. Matinee 8AT.
National Institution

Eves.

A

THE SENSATIONAL TRIUMPH

activities of the first nighters

continued Sunday, with three new
openings, Petrova at the Playhouse,

'MONTE CRISTO'
"The World
JtltaJ by

Mine"

Is

F.MMETT

FLYNN

J.

come Sunday when

Cecil
and Cleo Mayfield opens in
Blushing Bride" at the Great

1

I

A-i

ad

Mat v Wed.

ar Sat.

TIMES SQ. THEATRE

5:30.

JftSj

Matinees Thursday and Saturday.

Prosentt

HIDE DUDLEY

Marie Tempest
in

Overtime night and Sunday work
pushed fbrward the Selwyn, where.
in a pinch, that one of Chicago's

I

JOHN GOLOEN

Northern, and Marjorie Bambeau
visits the Studcbaker with "The
Goldfish."
This array places in
service every house in town except
the Central.

(Continued from page 15)

Hh

,

th ST. THEATRE, Evening*. S:30.
Mata. Thursday and Saturday 2:30.

STEWART

With an All-Star Cast
being lost in the new
but, as was expected, 'The Hotel
4 tt*i St., W. of n«ray.
Mouse" slipped below its $12,000 av- 44th ST. THEA.
Twice Daily. J:30-«:3'J.
erage with the new demand for
WILLIAM FOX Present I
fresher musical offerings.
The

Variety Act of the Superior Kind.

SAM KRAMER,

la

(Continued from page 17)
per send-off, but there is no cause
for worry on the part of either the
house or show. It promises to be
one of those engagements which
quietly finishes a contract, turning
an encouraging profit for both ends
The Cohan's Grand attraction lived
wholly on its advance sale after

»t s 30.

.

"SHORE LEAVE"

in

D 48

N

—

K"

l5th 8 *-

M »„. Thurt and 8tt ;
DAVID BELASCO Presenta

HAROLD LLOYD

CHICAGO OPPOSITION

TIME

A

R

WMt

FRANCES STARR

MUSIC BOX REVUE

S

ANDRS PICABD.

Character Study by

LIYPFIIM
ULUIYI

I

IRVING BERLIN'S

Flay:

* :'•.

»*KIKI

NASH

I

uT VbtahJa

-

LENOREULRIC

MARY

"

lEDDINGER

MI

John Keefe

"

?**' 44tB st

OAVIO BELASCO'Fraaoatt

ft

2:30.

Presents

"SUE DEAR"

'The Serpent's Tooth"

Near York's Latest. Cleanest and Most

MUSICAL PLAY
T Z A H I T

Fascinating;

—
VRIP
* * *^*^

with W.

GRAHAM BROWNE
EARL CARROLL

^A^

I

—

THEATRE. West 42d St.
theatres will be able to
Twice Daily. 2:30 and 8:30
have a christening Sept. 18. Those
WILLIAM FOX Presents
on the inside, however, claim it will
be good judgment for the Selwyns
to utilize Sept. 25 for the opening
date, since Sept. 18 is a featured A SMART. DAINTY
MUSICAL COMF.DT With
date for important political rallies
a CAST OF UNUSUAL EXCKLLENCC. tncludlnf
and a monster social affair in the
A CHARMING GROUP of DANCING BEAUTIES A VIVID and DRAMATIC TREATMENT
outskirts of the city.
Both would
OP A TIIKME NEAIt AND irEAIt.
deprive the Selwyfl Sept. 18 of
many notables. The Harris is still
POPULAR MATlftEt TOOAY
1
two weeks behind the Selwyn.
ALSO WEONESOAY«.SATU0Q>Y
repetition of the overtime work
AT
done at the Selwyn last week-end
ALL
would place the Harris in shape for
1922
NEW
Sept. 25 week, and well-wishers of
MANAGEMENT—CHARLKS DILLINGHAM
the Twin theatre managements are
GREATEST SPECTACLE EVER
trusting the twin openings will come
8TAGEO AT THE HIPPODROME
closer together than the Sept. 18
CARE CWIKTIOM Of NEW BEAUTIES
By R. H. BURNSIDE
Mimic by RAYMOND HI Itr.KI.L
opening for the Selwyn would alMATINEE DAILY, I:U—EVES.. 8:18.
low.
Last week's estimates:
AMERICA'S rOHEMOST THEATRES a\ND HITS. DUIECTION OW LMM
AND J. J. 8 HUB EST
•The Perfect Fool/' (Illinois, first
week).— A trood fat $26,000 best tells -GREATEST MUSICAL HIT
atr«- nr nw"» *v* •:«.
OP
ACES39th
St.
the pace this unique presentation
ZZl M »t»- Wad. and "Sat. at 2:30.
fl
JOS. M. GAITES Presents
set.
Sure smash hit.

new twin

I

"GMUHGIRL "A

LITTLE CHILD SHALL

LEAD THEM"

BETTER

—

A

CEORCEWHITLS

HIPPODROME

SCANDALS

P*

E"

—

w

of Distinguished Playera
nClU

KAV =
^I£*J^£
e
ACK

1

|

»

By CRANE WILBUR

With a Cast

—

,

-

™£MONSTER

"Good Morning, Dearie/' (Colonthe association.
The Idea of the stamp system is ial, first week). Slow start, but
will
swing into proper stride with
They
Second Triumphant Year
exception.
ductions will make
that it makes for easy collection of
take the position that such attrac- the fund by the I. T. A. and permits switch in weather and return of AMBASSADOR
ohhhnal
more
Colonial's
clientele
from
vations have no place on the road. the use of discretion on the part of
Jhea.. 49th BL. or. B'way.
CAST
En. 8:30. Mti. Wed. A Bat.
- *
While at a $6,000 or $7,000 weekly the house as to when to apply the cations. Stopped at $19,500.
"Ths
Rubicon"
(Olympic,
first
gross the show may turn a profit of "tax." Exceptions to the pass tax
!,WI
of Bway. Et«. 8:30.
c* T
$K00 or $900, it has been claimed the collection are newspaper people and week). Assailed in bitter terms by 49th St.
Mats. Wed. and Sat. at 2:20.
house lost $1,000. The producers are also when passes are given out in critics. Will require another week
SUPER MYSTERY PLAY
to
observe
If feminine curiosity will
moderate
return for service such as outdoor
able to make money at
hold this show same as it did in
business by booking up their attrac- or window advertising. Agents atNew York. Squeezed out $7,200.
tions in expensively! whereas the tached to attractions called atten"Thank- U* (Cort, first week).
theatres with fixed charges are un- tion of the I. T. A. that billing would
A new play by KATE L. MoLAURfN
Fear now expressed high scale for
able to cut Jown the overhead to be made difficult, if lithograph
(based on the Saturday Evening Post
matinees
will hurt. Such prices for
atory by HENRY LEVERAGE).
cent.
tax.
for
10
per
called
a
tickets
extent.
any
matinees
O. K. at this
ouse with
WITH A BRILLIANT CAST
Data on Increases in house operat- With the stamp system the perstar, but doubtful under existing
ing costs was gathered a year ago, centage collection is entirely in the
Started
away with MAXINE ELLIOTT'S "rathe. «•**.
with profits found to be rut gener- hands of the house management. A conditions.
Near (roadway.
$10,300.
ally and losses sustained in some stump book of 25 -cent denomination
EVES. R :30.
MATS. Wednesday and Saturday.
"The Guilty One/' (Woods, seceases. The booking heads decided costs $37.50.
ond
week).
Demand
for
pace-setThe Shubert theatres were the
labor scales could not be pnred any
ter of previous week stood still, with
easier than cutting down other costs first to collect tax on passes, con«y LOUIS EVAN BHIPMAM
Special Cait Include*
which sky-rocketed, and that tin- tinuing the collection from the time hotels utilizing full privilege of per- CYRIL KEIGHTLEY
ALEXAND RA CARLISLC
centage returns. Whole success of
LUCILE WATSON
VINCENT SERKANO
this piece in Chicago will fall on FRIT2 WILLIAMS
ROBERT CUMMINGS
Pauline Frederick's personal popularity.
Slipped to $11,000.
*V
41st
of IV way.
iiaiiuiiAU Th
"To the Ladies/' (Cohan's Grand, NATIONAL
ptfOWM MUTANT loGi.

—

TIMES

THE

"«KAY H0RRI8

,

"»A»»GUERITE RI88ER

walT5/ JAMES
P2S?
WALTER
.

RAY COMSTOCK

F.

-

CHARLE8 W. WALLACE
MORRIS GE8T

and

freient

Balieff's

WHISPERING Chauve Souris
WIRES

CENTURY ROOF

Lves. 8:80.

!

CASINO
w
^

I

'FOOLS ERRANT

—

-

156-8

WE$T 4&TH STREET
East of Broadway

week).— Up

to

Wednesday

beyond opening weeks, but
got hit midship after Wednesday
and kept low for balance
week
sailing

<<i"

Opens Monday, Sept. 11

Tabbed
"The

ut J3.S00

of Exceptional Merit
Under
of

the

management
Chop floane.

the former

Str»nd

SO

8800.

Broadway.
Ere*. 8:15.
Matlnoos Wad. and Hat. 2:15.

Sensation

MARY

WITH

Eddie Dowling and Great Cast

W

EAST SIDE
WEST SIDE

©AT£
ANARY
HC THE

(FORMERLY 'MANHATTAN ">

—NOW AT—

Hotel
Mouse."
(Apollo,
M.iM'i'wm Wri| h ,..,l;iv :ir>,\ Snlnr.liiy fifteenth week*.
Pell opposition
around town, and should be con- for thr<> performances.
tent with $10,000* average for re"Just
Married" (LnSrUle ninomaining two weeks. Jolson re- toenth Week).- Slowed up trifle
quests already noticed for 7th,
with new <-i»onin£ but turned an"Bulldog- Drummond,"
Powers). other profit with (rasa of $7,000.
Opened Friday ni^ht with favor- Pour weeka to go to complete Benable newspaper reviews. Hit $2,700 sattonjii rou.

—

*3-^

* *-<0 Matv

"Lightnin*"
aecond week).

come and

Wcdnrjilay

A

Saturday.

(Black stone,
Opposition

-

-

lifiy-

may

but "LiBjhtnin' BtU"
ffoos on for l»i^ business.
Just OS
(lifTlcult to Rot ceats f f >r record
as when there were only four showa

1

—

2

™ ih *

SALLY, IRENE and

•

A CHOP HOUSE

Phon. Celumbii

Comedy

Musical

|

second

,

£»i 8.>#*

l

Mata. Toes, and Hat

Eatrasce on 62d Street.

I

i;o.

1

i

in

tOWn.

Checked

for $15,700.

a * t

S

September

Friday,

8,

PICTU RES

1922

DUSK TO DAWN
JWJjrl* **«»»}
John Latham.

Latham

lira.

it

has got and anything

Jamcg

.......

D uan.lall

2Sk

SJhette

Silah Nyhal Singh

l.yrfln Km>M
Truman Van Dyko

*

CHILD SHALL LEAD THEM

Jack Alulrmll
Herbert Fort lor
Morris Johnson

Colonel I*wl»

Burke
Nelllo Anderson

Harbara
Frank Draper

Sidney Franklin

itogtr l^yrton

H»tty I^wla

bob

IVkky Khuw
Florence Billing
Krnest llHtlant

William T. HayH
Adelaide Prince

lf.»le

Mr«. Tyler

Ken
In impossible story for the pic- Hannah
house trade is 'Dusk to Dawn*"

Nilen

Welch

Marie Reichardt

ture

idapted from "The Shuttle Soul," a

Katherine Hill. Its start
complex the average person,
and especially the young, with its
theoretical questions, and at the
novel by

will
1

the story to pull itself
finish,
out of the hole its impossibility
plunged it in, the picture becomes
for

Aside
ridiculous in its 'wlldness.
from that, the barrenness of action
and the absence of vigorous playing

with a melodramatic theme without
whatever
nielodramatics
chance this film had for interest,
entertainment or drawing power.

remove

It's a King Vidqr production, with
Vidor directing and Florence Vidor
Miss Vidor asmmes a
starred.
double role, for no reason other than
an economical one, as the dual role
is totally dissimilar in make-up and
appearance. One is of an American
girl; the other a Hindu dancer, as
far apart as the countries they are

The theory is Freudism. Any iwo
chapters or even one of Freud on
dreams would have to'd more tnan
Then, again, it
the picture does.
delves into theosophy in minor detail, with a question and the transIt's
too
the soul.
much, it's too high, it's too academic and too clinical for any audience in this form. Then what must
it be for pictures and their audiences ?
This scheme of making people
think through popular pictures at
popular prices is a Qriffith one, and
It
Griffith Ujsed of it long ago.
"Dusk to Dawn"
done.
can't
might have strongly appealed to
Mr. Vidor in its possibilities and
opportunities. He has realized some
of both, but the component portion,
Its backbone, the tale itself, was
even more impossible. Strange that
it did not so strike his mind in the
first reading of the script.
Granting everything in the direction that the direction does the
excellently simulated locales through
studio artificiality, the apparent
genuineness cf the Mdhammedans
and of the battle atop an elephant
where an Indian rajah was Killed

of

migration

William Fox in his special screen
can exhibit the most

w

—

by a program -called tiger (which
was a leopard instead), there is
nothing that can offset the weakness of the main thread of the
double and divided soul, controlling
two people, whether near or far.
Yet this picture tries to make that
positive on the American end and
negative on the Indian end, a technical slip, however, that won!t be
noticed any more in a picture house
than the entij$ thing will be seriously accepted there.
The American girl feels she Is
governed by an unknown force at
the commencement; at the finish
she has discovered it, even to the
name of the Indian dancer, Aziza;
where she is, who she is with and
that the American girl's brother is
the
the
adviser
confidential
of
rajah.
It's too much on the information received by her, while

violent of contrasts, or, in sporting
phrasing, a change of pace. At the
Lyric, New York, last Friday (Sept.
1) was displayed "A Little Child
Shall Lead Them." There certainly

could bo no wider range of topic
from the special, "Nero," which just
closed its exploitation metropolitan
showing at the same theatre, unles3
it be "Silver Wings" and "Nero" or
Fox's last season's oppositos, "Over
the Hill" and "Queen of Sheba."
Contrast in releases or "specials is
likely a very definite plan of the

Little Child Shall Lead Them"
It
is a biblical picture.
to a phase of life pretty
closely, touching as it does on married couples who are unhappy because childless. Pounded out is the

"A

no sense

gets

down

for

lighting

woman

out,

whereupon

the

he thought was his mother
he too was a foundling.

discloses

—

Waking them up

bad— a good

Too

to go heme.
effort wasted.

Mr. Vidor may make people talk
if he will add another Inscription to
the opening titles, one as to whether
the conscience is the soul, and if so,
If H directs the soul; and if not, if
the soul s the spiritual compi stion of the human, what then doe«
compose It or how is it composed?
Then let the local manager ask for
answers, giving a couple of reasons
why, after all. and after all theories
and beliefs, it still may be possible
that what has for ages been termed
the vjyui i3 t, ut lho cai :0 i LUCe The
j

.

.

Wanda Hawley
Milton
Douiso It

Llsett*

.'.Jacqueline

Robert HnrthamjUon
Mr. Uindane

Silla

Logan

Robert Cain

Fenwick Oliver
Winter Hall
Harris (lordon
Albert Reoaco*
Cecil Holland
Joe ltay

Oov«raor
Secretary
Ibrlhlm
Old Sheik

Hussein

This feature

is billed

as "the an-

swer to 'The Sheik'." It may be
just that, but it hardly shows it on
the screen. That line, however, may
make the picture a box-office winbut it doesn't look on the surface as though it is going to touch
"The Sheik" when the final count up
ner,

made.

is

It

is,

however, a corking

picture, almost worthy of being a
special.
It has a corking story, a
great cast, beautifully directed, and
the sets are really marvelous pieces
of work. The title seemingly should

have a great box -office appeal. That
"answer to 'The Sheik'" line heavily
used in tho billing ought to have

scenes utilized for the story. The
opening takes place in Cairo at the
residence of the

governor.

British

His daughter has just returned from
a school In England. A ball is in
progress for her when the man from
the desert appears.
The daughter
is played by Wanda Hawley, while

moral that the woman who denies
motherhood to herself denies the
Milton Sills is the desert man who
most divine thing of womanhood.
That factor will probably attract accepts from the governor the coma large feminine clientele. It is the missionership to the Arab tribes. It
story above everything else in this is his indifference to the daughter
picture, and it goes rather far afield that causes her to fall in love with
in the telling. The author. "Mr. X." and finally follow him into the desspecializes on the adoption of or- ert when he goes to visit the tribe
phan.s. From his conception that is with which he formerly lived to premore preferable to maternallam. vent their being made a party to a
His two sisters in the story are ap- revolution against the government.
He had been warned of the
parently normal young women and
there is no explanation why one planned uprising by a little Frenchdancing
girl in one of the cafes
did not become a mother, while the
other's child is kept from her for (Jacqueline Logan), who also folpurposes of the story. Nor is there lows him to warn him of his danger
an attack within a few hours.
any explanation why a wealthy of
neighbor had brought up a promis- He saved this girl from the attentions
of an unwelcome admirer in
ing lad to manhood, having secured
the cafe on one occasion and in this
him by adoption as an infant. In- case
his playing of the chill for her
ability to achieve motherhood may
feminine charms was also thevreabe assumed in two cases, though no son
for his conquest of her.
Tho
explanation is attempted.
fact Mr. Sills in this sort of a role
Betty and Barbara are the daugh- makes
conquests should tag him as
ters of wealthy Colonel Lewis. Barthe "ice box lover," with Valentino
bara is married and lives in luxury.
"incubator lover." Of thejtwo
Her love for* horses and dogs tran- the
types Sills should have the more
scends all else and her husband is universal
appeal, for he doesn't ofwith
Betty, in love
drifting away.
fend the men in the audience as
a young business man, is forbidden does the
more romantic flapper Idol.
to see him, but the couple slip over
At the oasis where the tribe
It is
to Jersey and are married.
makes its headquarters there is a
kept a secret, the girl returning to corking
fight, In which for a time
Is
The
youth
home.
her father's
the attackers are the victors, but in
killed and the story of Betty's Imthe end a squadron of British cavpending motherhood becomes known alry appears and drives
out the inShe is taken away. vaders. During this
to the Colonel.
attack it is
After the Infant arrives she is in- disclosed
of the attaches of the
formed it died. An old nurse places governor'sone
staff, who was a suitor
the child in an orphanage, but Betty for the
hand of the daughter, was
She had among the
finally learns the truth.
plotters, and when he
meantime married the young man discovers the
girl present in the
of the adjoining estate and. at the desert
camp, he tries to take adbehest of her father, never divulged vantage
of her.
her secret. When the young hus- dancing girl, who Here the little
arrives after the
band discovers the situation he is first attack,

Barbara meantime re-establishes
m her
household by adopting two chilthrough a "spirit" message. dren, to the delight of her husband.
That brought in spiritism, much too No one knows why Barbara didn't
much. And the rest, the story of have her own.
a vamp enmeshing the brother, who
There are frequent scenes within
is accused of forgery and decamps, an
orphanage; the other locales
to wander into India with a full within homes and the grounds of
beard and to return to his sister in an estate.
The special was not
jail upon the call, still with the costly In production.
beard,>g,fter a long sea voyage, unPeggy Shaw as Betty is the outless he also took the soul fleeting standing character.
She sweetly
route.
did a girl whose highest aim is marThe other little strain running riage and motherhood. Miss Shaw
through and across the main line is expressive and sincere.
Boger
is much better
that of the bank's Lytton as the stern parent of the
president where the brother was .motherless Betty and Barbara hanpaying teller informing the girl he dled his job well. Florenco Billings
would relent from pressing the played the sister, cold to the encharge against her brother if she treaties of her husband until the
would endeavor to wean away lire lesson of the little children finally
banker's son from nnrther vamp-— hit home.
Ernest Hilliard looked
a dancer. That lead the solicitous very good as Barbara's husband.
for as she was robbing her brother's vamp, vamp got
her and called the police.
The soul releasing on the American side was accomplished through
what will be one of the high lights
of the feature, to those aware of
the Hindu mode of mourning by
widows, the widow of the rajah in
this instance, and she being the
soul mate of the American girl,
going to her doom via a pyre following her husband's exit by the
leopard finish. That released onehalf of the iOUl, or otherwise made
a whole soul for use alone by the
American girl, 50 she was then free
to marry the son of the banker, the
brother was vindicated, the vamp
"was pinched and the light went out
°f the picture,
with the ushers

3.

Kate Ulndane

Niles Welch was personable as
Adelaide
husband,
and
Betty's
Prince was excellently suited as the
wealthy neighbor who devoted her
interest to the orphanage, Kid ac-

Florence Haas and Jimmy
Lapsley, appealed as children in
pathetic circumstances do on the
screen. But a 15-months-old infant,
supposed to be Betty's child, was
tors,

him he

from a

Ksth.-r

flash.

LOVE

AN AWFUL THING

IS

Marion
Superintendent

a Selznick production and
presentation, an acceptable Owen
is

Moore farce and a good program
picture. As a special it can scarcely have a stout enough appeal to
justify its splash at the Criterion.
Scenieally it is quite plain, and,
except for the support of Marjorle
Daw opposite Moore, in a role not
exacting the farthest
especially
reaches of her talents, the cast is

economical and undistinguished.
The story is an in-and-out-pfdoors running thing, with babyborrowings and unplausible misIt

Is

Lead Them"
had its first public showing at Tremont Temple, Boston, two weeks
ago, where it opened for a run. At

"A

and

identities

the hackneyed

substitutions.
tale of the

Tom

(J'Day

Harry O'Day
Mr*. O'Day

,

Dawn

Irene Caatle starring production. In Ave
made by tho Tilford Ktudloa, un<ler
the direction of Alan Crosland.
A society
drama written by Charles K. Harris. H«-

I,u

•••*)

Due

New

Ijsb

a thrifty Jewish peddler
cursed with a good-look-

.

li.ii'>>

the

Little Child Shall

]

—

1

It

really looks like Mr.

Mong

In

authoring went after all tho old ones
"The Peddler," tho
with the idea
Ex- old Joo Welchofplay, and perhaps a
Don't let
hibitor, with this one because it has
bit of tho "Music Master' 'Idea back
had a Broadway run of two weeks. in his head. As a feature It just
It is just a snow picture of program
won't do a-tall.
Fred.
caliber, about on a par with the run
of snow stuff the U was turning out
a few years ago. The Bobertson- Liis Lee's Chauffeur Kills Woman
Cole story is a little different, howBoa Angeles, Sept. 6.
ever, but the screen treatment makes
Llla Lee's automobile, In charge
Continuity
it an ordinary picture.
and titling are only fair, and this Is of her chauffeur, and with her
where the picture falls down. The mother. as a passenger, ran down
director isn't mentioned and there Is and killed an aged woman.
The
evidently sufficient reason, as one chauffeur has been held.
can gather by viewing the produc-

them

Irene Onstle
Hod 1m Roc<jue
Richard I^angdon
John Clinton Warren
Warren Cook
Mrs. Jc/hn Clinton Warren. .Marie Hurge
Count Ottido Morriani
Mario Cnrillo
Anders Itnndolph
Jerome Langdon
Matthew Betz
The Crook..'

I

is

dad and he is engaged to marry ^tho
daughter of the millionaire owner of
tho neighboring ranch, who is a Jew
hater. But in the finish everything
Is all squared up, but it is the manJohnnie Walker ner in which it Is squared that would
Wilbur Hiirby
Mary Redmond n ike the picture a better comedy
Ruth Clifford than a drama.
Oy Himself

Kin-Tin-Tin

Naomi Warren

,

Mong

in Russia,

MY DAD

reela.

—

when it comes to writing his own vehicles. This particular production in which Mr. Mong
is starred is from his pen and it is
about as bad a "bad boy" as has
been seen in some time. It is a
tale that might have been worth
while with different treatment, but
In the manner turned out it makes
the feature only a cheap program
production for the smallest houses.
There is too much Mong, too much
of the real old-time surefire hoak
and the long arm of picture coincidence Is permitted to work overtime.
ing, at least

Robertson-Cole flve-reeler of the Canadian
Northwest, with lots of snow stuff. Story
hy Walter Hichard Hall.
Script by Cliff
Released through Film Hooking
Smith.

SLIM SHOULDERS

—

.

.

Fred.

i

Ward

young fiance who says he is mar- ing wife with a love of finery. The
ried In order to get a vamp ex- craze to spend for her own decorasweetheart (a chorus girl, of course) tion almost causes them all to lose
On the morning the
his neck, and what follows. their lives.
Off
There are laughs galore, naturally, husband and father had planned to
and Moore humors them and keeps start with his wife and child for the
by a frontier and emigrate to America
the action alive, assisted
friend named Percy, whose identity the Cossaoks raided the village.
is not disclosed
on the program. They couldn't get away, "as the wife
Douglas Carter, colored, contributes had dipped into the savings for the
some especially subtle Bert Wil- traveling fund to buy herself a fur
liams touches of light humor that cape. Some years later they got to
America and Mong became a street
are most welcome.
In all this sums up as a good pic- peddler, with the wife very much
ture-house headllncr for the usual Americanized In garb. Finally she
program release period, with noth- runs off with a crook, taking the
ing inspired or extraordinary about child with her.
The crook Is picked up by the cops
it, yet solidly good amusement for
It Is a in Chicago and the woman, fearing
the run of film patrons.
short film, apparently about five to return to her husband, places the
reels, and in that is a relief against child In an orphanage. He is adoptthe encroaching extensions in the ed by wealthy gentiles.
From that point on It's all the old
fancy
Broadway houses, where
stuff.
Naturally the father meets
longer films arc not uncommon.
and recognizes the boy in later years
LoU.
but refrains from making known the
fact that he is the dad, as he is in
far better circumstances than the

should have gone to Miss
Logan. Sills is second in the billing, with Robert Cain, the heavy,
next.
The balance of the cast is
practically an all-star one, with
Louise Dresser playing a rather
prominent role in forceful manner.

'

J ..utile

Daw

Alice Howell

Wife

taken

Wynn

rharle* French
Fred Malateata
Harvey (Mark
Kddie Sutherland

William V. Mong is considered
Katherine Perry one of the greatest character actors
Arthur Hoyt
Douglas Carter on the screen, but this picture should
Charlotte Mlneau
prove to him he should stop authorSail/. Kdwarda
Marjorle

Porter

This

Mary

John Comstock
Max Levy
John Dan vera
Jimmy Dnnvera
Roaie llomanaky

Owen Moore

Anthony Churchill
Helen Grisgn
Ruth Allen
Harold Wright

Ilia

Marcia ManoQ

I^vlnaky

ltel«»n I'om.Mtoi'k

Fred.

fool you, Mr.

The chances are that the idea of
Fashion Show in conjunction
with this feature is what sold the
idea to Uothafel for the Capitol.
alone,
even
Surely
the
picture
though Irene Castle is the star, wa«
the Lyric a 16 -piece string orches- insufficient to get it a Broadway
tra (1U violins, two cellos, bass and pre- release
biggest tion
date at
the
harp) supplied the soft music fitted house on the street.
Johnnie Walker, who gained fame
At that the
A long run is not ex- feature is as good as lome of the In a number of Fox productions
to the film.
pected by the producer, for "The Qoldwyns that have played the after he had appeared as tho boy in
Shepherd King" is underlined as the house, but it is known how tin y "Over the Hills," is the heroic figYet "A Little Child manage to get into the theatre. In ure. He gives a good performance,
next special!
Shall Lead Them" will supply a lot all it Is a fair program production although it seems rather far-fetched
to imagine Johnnie taking care of
of food for thought to those whose without gr<at punch.
homes are childless. It may even
The Fashion Show angle is what two husky roughnecks, either of
promote some such wives into pulls, still an exhibitor wants to be Whom Is about twice his size, and
"Ir< n<
Castlo's Johnnie is supposed to handle both
that
adopting orphans.
careful
of
Scarle Dawlry directed from Kn: h on
how'' Him fur a lot of at the same time.
J.
r
The story has Johnnie as a clerk
Berl those who attend with the Ideas of
I aul
If.
Bloano'a scenario.
Pauley handled the photography. siting Miss Castle In person in tin- in a trading-pest store, where his
arc disappoint d father is the bookkeeper.
Kevin'a; ihion
Ho Is in
In spots, especially during the first
section,
the picture was fogged. when tiny find »he doe. n't appear, love with the stepdaughter of the
That may have been faulty film. It's a question whether or not the factor. The latter, being a widower,
The picture consumes a little less average exhibitor can afford to fool, wants to many the girl. He has a
hold on tin* hoy's father because of
than two hours, counting a 12- his public.
good pic- the liner's bjrllef the factor was a
Slim Shoulders" Is
Admission,
intermission.
miniite
Liue. : r Aiiss Collie.
JLL gives, her
J Oct.
witness to a murder he thinks he
jl.00 top at Lyric.

a delight.

will

away from

revue with

far

done

Capitol,

When

of drink.

THE WOMAN HE

frees the hero, who
steps in and bests the heavy and is
holding the girl in his arms when
her father and the relief forces
appear.
It is a story with thrills and several corking fights, with Sills standing out throughout.
Miss Logan,
however, overshadows the work of
Wanda Hawley and takes away all
the honors.
In the billing Miss
Hawley has the preference, a place
that on the strength of the work

iMMMd by W. W. Hodkinson.
York, week Sept.. 3, IMS.

committed while under the Influence

the factor informs
have to keep his boy
tho girl under the pain
of exposure the father carries out
the command.
It later develops it was the factor
enough for the first section.
When tho scene moves to New who committed the crime, and it is
York she becomes a society deb. through tho efforts of the boy that
This hunt for
willing to do a little job of burglary evidence Is secured.
The the evidence is what really gives the
name.
to save the family
"Jimmy Valentine" stuff lets her picture its punches. One is the
Caught by fight in a deserted cabin, in which a
slip into boys' clothes.
the man of tho house, slm promises police dog acts as first assistant to
That the hero.
to go straight and get a job.
The direction is very poor at
leads into a bit of modeling which
An example is the scene
she does when the man discovers times.
her In a Fifth avenue modiste's shop. where the trading store is crowded
If that isn't running the gamut for with people to greet the inspector of
a star so as to show her points, one tho Northwest Mounted, and In tho
Miss rooms above tho factor is whaling
wonders what would be.
Castle even has a chance to flash away at a door with a heavy chair,
her pair of griffons "and their ugly while his stepdaughter on the other
Uttle faces are almost enough to side of the door is screaming at Uie
get a laugh.
top of her lungs, yet nobody in the
There is one And, however, the store below pays any attention.
picture discloses, and if some proRuth Clifford as the girl gives a
ducer doesn't grab Rod I>a Roeque corking performance and looks parand feature him in a couple of those ticularly pretty. The mother, played
red hot sands of the desert pic- by Mary Redmond, Is also effective,
tures and develop another Valentino while Los Bates, as one of the
he is overlooking a bet. This boy heavies, gives a fair performance.
has everything that Val has as The role of the factor, the principal
far as the eye tricks go. and it is heavy, is well played, although the
that eye stufT that made the dancing actor is un programed.
boy a flapper king, only La Uocque
For the daily change houses this
seems to have something moro be- will prove a fair picture. In some
hind tho eyes.
of the bigger houses where a double
kept
Alan Crosland directed and
feature bill is played for two to three
the story moving as fast as it could, days It Is safe enough to play it if
despite the rather trite and con- brought at the right price.
Fred.
His
ventional material at hand.
handling of Miss Castle Is to bo
admired. It is a better picture than
LOVED
her last starring vehicle.
Krothlngham production In fivi rerl« ttarAs to the presentation at the Cap- rlng William V. Mong, who also authored
disappointed
in
the
Htory.
Directed by Edward Sloman and
itol, one was rather
the Fashion Show. At that show a releaartl hy American iteh^ilng Corp.
William V. Mon»
only 10 girls is Nathan I^vlnnky
clothes

producer and sounds like good busi- the power to bring the flapper eleness, designed to catch the entire ment flopping into the theatres.
Bgypt and tho desert are the
range of film fans.

Jail,

sister to jail,

New York, week Sept.
Muriel Blair
Daniel I-ine

to do everything. At first
she is at Miami, doing a little
horseback riding, some swimming
and diving and finally chaufs a
speed boat that really speeds, this,
as Well as doing some dancing. Fair

a chance

productions

in

respectively in.

BURNING SANDS
Oeorge Melford production made by Lanky
and releawil through Paramount. From th<>
novel by Arthur Wnlgall, udapted for the
Krweti by Olira Printxlnu and Wahlcmar
Younjr. About « tcmMb. shown at the Kivoli,

Neill

Petr»r

EidarOungl

more than
will do.

Bime.

Florence V Uor

Sf Tatham
Randall

RK."

picture needs something

'

41

1

Semnachcr Suing Jacqueline 'Logan
Los Angeles, Sept. 6.
Jacqueline Logan is being sued
for $6l!5 by Al Semnachcr. He was
one of the important witnesses In
the Patty Arbuckle case, figuring as
the manager of Virginia Bappe.
1

ThcMoznr'

at Canton, O., seating
S'tt,
opened Aug. 27 with Abrnms
Policy, vaudeville
Co. its operator,
and pictures.

.7

his

1

E.

Williams, aged

*tre,

44,

died at

home in Columbus, Ohio,
He owned the Lexington

week.

Columbus.

last

the-

—

-

PICTURES
BACK TO YELLOW JACKET
Ben YVilocm production, ntnrrinir lt«>>
Stewart, distributed lo the state rfgnt market by Arrow,
story by ivicr i». Kym\
dJructud
by Ben Wilaon.
Five real*

•

IsoeWm New Torfc Sept. 3.
lioy Stewart
"8unny Jim" M.illaiitync
Katlilron Klrkitm
CnrmiMi Ha uityn*
••Filial." Kiiby
Karl Metcalf
William Caraon
Jack I'rau
.

.

.

.

I

f.

as
western started
out
This
though it was really going to be
something different; then it sagged
Into the ordinary, and tlnished a
long-drawn-out, tiresome piece of
practically
padding that
ficreen
ruined what might have been developed Into a real feature picture,
worthy to travel In the best of company. As it is it Is Just a mediocre
program feature, that may stand up
on the double-feature bills in the
better houses. The one sales point
it has is that it is a Peter B. Kyne
Other than that there is
story.
hardly anything In either the picture
or the cast that will pull at the box
In the houses where the
office.
crowds come no matter what the
picture is it will get by, but where
the exhibitor has to pull his audl-

•nces

— nothing

doing.
directorial handling

The

leaned

much

toward cutbacks and
which naturally made for
slow progress. The feature opens

too

visions,

•

with reference to the gold rushes of
California in '49; Alaska in '08 and
the desert rush in 1907. It is here
that the scene is laid. "Sunny Jim"
Ballantyne is trying to win a fortune from the ground for his young
wife,

behind

left

in

civilization.

Finally she joins him in the mining
camp, where the life is unbearable,
and through his cruelty finally leaves
him. He follows and continues a
search over four years for her. In
the meantime she has changed her
mind after a day or two away from
her husband and returns to the camp
to await his return. When he oomes
back he has as a partner the man
that his wife went to join, but who
insisted that she return to her husband. The two have a claim together near Yellow Jacket, which is
the name of the camp, and one night
when supplies are needed "Sunny
Jim" makes his first trip into the
town and sees his wife in the dance
hall working as an entertainer.
She is ill, and during her work
faints and he carries her to their
old shack across the road. There,
while she Is unconscious, he sees the
picture of his partner on the mantel
and immediately forms the opinion
that he is the man responsible for
the wife's condition and likewise for
the youngster that is in the cabin.
He returns to the mine to wreak his
vengeance, but the wife, returning
to consciousness, sees a note that he
has left, follows him and prevents a

It appears that Roy Stewart is
getting a little too much forehead
to be cast In the roles of heroic
mould, and it looks that he is rather
on tap for middle-aged character
roles rather than the "win-the-gal"
Incidentally there is but one
stuff.
role In this picture that gets any
sympathy, and that is played by
Jack Pratt. He Is the cast-off suitor
to whom the wife tries to turn after
she and her husband have fought.
The wife played by Kathleen Klrkham Is decidedly an unsympathetic
role, and the near-heavy of Earl
Metcalf counts for almost nothing.
Fred.

BULLDOG COURAGE
Vive-reel western, released In the state
right market by the Russet Productions.
Alii-liby Clinton Productions under the
direction of Edward Kull from the story by
Jeanne Po*.' Shown at Loew's New York
on double-feature bill.
Bessie Love
Gloria Phillips

Jimmy

Brent

iSvoi-ko

John Morton
Snakey Evans. ..
Big Boh Phillips
BhariB Weber

,... #

From

Frank Whitman
Bill

ration

Barbara Tcnnant

Alary Allen

It

Larkin

Albert MacQuarrl 3
Karl Kilvera

the looks of this production

would appear George Larkin. who

is starred,

rather fancied himself as

a leading man and, having more
money than he knew what to do
,

with, started to put Doug Fairbanks
and Bill Hart Into the discard. The
manner in which the picture is laid
out and the opportunities given to
Larkin more than indicate this must
have been the case. Otherwise there
is no excuse for either the picture
or Mr. Larkin in it. In the cheapest
houses, where it doesn't matter
what there is on the screen, the picture will get by, but that is about
all it can do. It has no place in the
race with even Class B program productions.
The story is a western, but the
hero is a college youth who goes
west at the behest of a rich uncle
who promises him $50,000 if he meets

man
man is

a fair fight. The
one who beat up
certain
The
uncle about 20 years before.
adventures of the rah rah youngster
on the cattle range, where he get!
a job as a puncher, his meeting the
man that he is supposed to lick; a
fight with the man and his final
round-up of a band of cattle rustlers

and

licks

a

KvnythiiiK in the picture is done
with an exaggerated touch that
makes it almost a continual laugh.
If It had been done as a comedy
instead of Straight, with the titles
jazzed, it would have been a picture.
The "Bulldog Courage" comes in
on the part of those who had the
nerve to market this one and those
Fred.
sitting through it.

CREATION
London, Aug.
This,

the

first

8,

1922

real wife to clear out of
try.
Gannally tries to
to tell Zena the truth about
himself, but hearing she is in deli-

more

23.

production of the

cate health the confession is
Raleigh King Co., shows promise. poned. Evermore has become postthorThe producers have striven hard to oughly converted by his love and is
find an original idea for a basis to
their plot and have, to a point, suc-

working hard in the slums to
brighten the lives of the outcasts.
to do Again Gannally tries to force a conwith a phase of spiritualism, but fession but discovering that Zena is
the producer has been unable to about to become a mother and is
keep clear of social problems, which perfectly happy he agrees to let
considerably lessen the wholesome
things remain as they are. The
ness of his work. Again he has not picture is well staged and the acting
been too careful in some of his de- is up to standard, if without any
Arrow feature produced by Ben Wilson stepson of the deceased holder of the tail.
The characters are supposed special distinction.
Oore.
With Ann Little .slurred. Story nuppliod by title, marry him to the
daughter of to belong to the higher walks of lire
J. Orubb Alexander and Agnea Parsons.
the
oil millionaires,
and
in
such society one does not
even
though
L.lttlo
1
Ann
P
aBafoy
SK>
Major Ponwroy
Norval MacOreror there is a real heir to the title living. drink soup out of the point of a
It.-d
Rollins
William Carroll This heir shows up on the scene in spoon nor does one throw match
CoIonH Ilradiey
Joseph Clrard time to frustrate
the plans of the ends onto other peoples' drawing
"A Veiled Woman" doesn't mean
Bob Bradley
Jack Daughcrty
schemers and marries the girl.
room carpets.
a thing. An ordinary picture, made
Zena Hammond is a devout spiritThe story is slow moving on the
Horse racing is the predominating screen without any action or pep at ualist. She is also married to a man by the Reno Co., starring Marfeature of this multiple reel inde- any time. The detail is
badly han- who is too good to be true. She be- guerite Snow and taken from the
pendent release. As with the ma- dled, and In one instance night lieves if the paragon were to die his story, "A Spinner in the Sun."
jority of pictures based upon racing tinted scenes are utilized
as the ex- spirit would return to her in_ another
It moves along with nothing to
there is a similarity in theme that terior of a house where
an after- man. The following day her hus- impede It nor exhilarate It, doesn't
tends to detract from the interest. noon reception is being held, with
doctor. Gan~
a band Is drowned.
In this instance the only difference continuance of exteriors in
the se- nally, becomes her constant com- stop moving and ends as It comfrom many other stories of this na- quence of the action in full day- panion, but an adventurer, Ever- menced.
ture is that no attempt is made to light.
more, learns of her fortune and also
There is plenty of No. 2 with the
poison the horse just prior to the
of her spiritualistic beliefs. By makMiss Calhoun makes a fairly neat ing use of one he determines to pos- only thrill one of repulsion at seebig race. All of the other old standing
a heavily veiled woman (in
little ingenue as the daughter, but sess
ard bits are incorporated In it.
the other.
He persuades her
continuously in it.
A southern-bred girl is the lead- the young woman is far from show- that her late husband's soul has white)
slap at vivisection is tried for,
ing spirit, riding her horse in the ing anything in this picture entitling entered his body and she marries
but
that
won't get over, even with
her
to
stellar
honors.
big race to win enough to take
Warner' Bax- him.
father away to the mountains in ter is an acceptable lead and Frank
Gannally knows what a black- the mushy title' that was thrown in
to help, and the best that may be
order that he might regain his Crane a fair heavy of the wishy- guard
Evermore really is and said
for the release is that it Was
health. He in turn had been a good washy sort. The true note sounded mourns that Zena's belief should
fellow by having taken a second in the cast was delivered by Vic- have carried her so far. Time comes half of a double bill at the Tivoli.
Sime.
mortgage upon the old homestead tory Bateman in a character role. when Evermore discovers he is
so she might continue in finishing James Donnelly, playing opposite really in love with his wife and he
Contrary to reports, the Center
school at Washington. A love angle her. made the father a low comedy determines to become a decent man
Irishman, altogether out of keeping for her
Is introduced and a well proporsake. He then discovers the Amusement people kept- their lease
tioned leading man brought into the It must have been the fault of di- dead paragon had a previous wife on the Strand, Newark. N. J., and
story to keep the girl from hugging rection to a great extent, however. living and that, therefore. Zena was reopened Sept. 1 with "In the Name
her pet horse through every reel.
Fred.
never really married. He pays the of the Law."
Ann Little gallops through the
lead role with little effort, easier
when not upon the horse's back.
She appeared ill at ease during the
close-ups during the race scene.
There is a possibility someone was
doubling for her at the time. Norval MacGregor in a character role
as the father handles It with deftceeded.

The story has much

CHAIN LIGHTNING

THE VEILED WOMAN

,J,

A

A

Joseph Girard comes under

ness.

the same classification.
William
Carroll plays the heavy with fair
success.
Jack Daugherty has the
juvenile lead.
Not overburdened
with opportunities, he fails to gain

In Los

Angeles

They Say

much headway.
The production

cost reaches no
The interiors called
layout, with a small
race track used for flashes and cut-

large figure.
for no great

tt

backs.

"Chain Lightning"
in a double feature

was included
bill

Circle.

at

Loew's
9

Hart.

The Great American
Photoplay Is Here

WINNING A WIFE
This is an exceedingly good
French racing picture. The story
is by no means original, but has a
great advantage over most racing
films— the heroine does not ride the
winner in place of the jockey who
has been injured.
The picturization of French racing stable scenes,
the "pari mutuel" system of betting,
race course crowds and training is
exceptionally Interesting. New, also,
are the weird double -decked trains
bearing the poorer class of racegoer to the course.
The exterior

At Last!"
It Is

CECIL

work has been done amid exceed-

a

ingly beautiful surroundings.
The renters make the usual English mistake in editing the film for
the English-speaking market although all the surroundings are obviously French, they have given all
the characters English names, and
whoever wrote the subtitles has
completed ignored such a thing as
punctuation.
Helen Bidder is the daughter of
a race horse trainer and the beloved of the owner. Paul Marton.
Helen's father, however, objects to
the marriage.
She has another

—

aristocratic
bestows his blessing on the

LEATRICE JOY and LOIS WILSON
From

A

Duer

Miller

Here are a few press comments:
"The great American photoplay is here at last. What
other directors have been
groping after Cecil B. DeMHle has really
accomplished."--Los Angeles Times.
"DeMillc's greatest, most honest effort. A success
by unanimous opinion.
go down as one of the most vital works of motion picture
art."

— Los

Core.

GIRL'S DESIRE

Five-reel iiorlety drama ma«lo by Vitagraph. .Story and script by C. Graham
Dakar and directed by David ivvar. Alice
Calhoun starred .shown al I.oew s Circle
Sept. 3.

Elisabeth Browne
Jones <I.ord I»ysart>
'"Lord" Cecil Dysart
Lady Dysart
Mrs. Hrowne

the novel by Alice

Scenario by Jeanie Macpherson

t'.ie

old man
lovers.
The principal parts are played by
Louise Colliney of the Odeon theatre, Constant Bemy of the Marigny
and If. Angely of the Sar; h Bernhardt.
The supporting cast is excellent.
The photography is of a

very high standard.

Manslaughter"
THOMAS MEIGHAN

course when the next big race is run
Pretty Polly wins, villainy is led off

by gendarmes, and

DeMILLE'S

B.

with

lover, George Fairfield, whom she
turns down. He plots against Paul
and his horse. Pretty Polly, with
a shady race horse owner, De Vries.
Paul's entire future depends on winning a big race, but the villains get
at his jockey and he is ruined.
l)e
Vries buys the Marton string, but
so well does the Marton stable lad
disguise Pretty Polly's true form
that he thinks the horse Is a "dud"
and sells it back to the heroine. Of

in

of the girl make up
the StOTTT
Bessie Love is the one bright spot.
How a girl who has clone as good
work as Miss Love has would permit herself to get Into a production
and cast of this caliber speaks badly
for production conditions on the
Mr. Larkin. who is the star,
coast.
Is utterly impossible, and as everything in the picture is subordinated

and the winning

Friday, September

offhand.

murder.
Picture coincidence is working
overtime again, but it will get by In
the cheap houses.

..

him one can guess the answer the picture was made that long ago,
only that it isn't any improvement
over those then made. As a matter
of fact, some turned out by this
same company longer than five
years ago were much better. This
is just a program picture of very
ordinary caliber and can just about
get by in the daily change houses.
The story is of a family of social
climbers, who have made their pile
In oil.
They get into the hands of
a pair of English schemers, mother
and son, who try to fleece them.
The plan is to pass the son off as
Lord Dysart, when he was only the

to

!

»

Alice Calhoun

Warner Hnnter
Frank Crane
Lillian Lawrence
Victory Hateman
James Donnelly

"MUST

he

c-'n!"

in

New York

Sadie Cordon

(X (paramount Q>i

This looks like the average "factory grind" of soeiety dtamas that
are turned out by the Class B.

FAMOUS PIAYFRS LVSJWCORTORATlON
ADOLUM

H,

Jerome Browne

Miss Oryjjgea

"."

producers of program picis one of tb/>se picture
productions of the v.ntage ot about
That doesn't mean
five years ago.

League

of

tures.

It

Angeles Uerahi.

Los Angeles Examiner.
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MUSIC MEN
Under date of Aug. SO the Motion
Icture Theatre Owners of America
mailed circular letter* to every muSo publisher, including members of
of Composers,
the American Society
and Publishers, which
Authors
•tarts with the sentence, "We deeply appreciate your offer of co-operation in the development and extension of the Department of Music of
" The fact
.
the M. P. T, O. A.
the exhibitors have been fighting the
publishers and composers in the
matter of paying a license fee for
the privilege of performing their
.

.

comedy
catalog
The
as ylewed by the music men.

makes

for ironical

intended to make the music
wherein he might benby eliminating the tax. There
in the M. P. T.
members
12,000
are
O. A., it is set forth, and co-operation
ii promised in a number of ways,
letter is

publisher see
efit

-

"where practicable the
be thrown upon the
announcement of song titles

including

will

music
screen,"
in

the theatres,

co-operation with

the local sheet music dealers and
Jobbers, etc. The publishers are dis-

regarding the letter.
The music men are of the opinion
music publishers, who
have been singled out by the M. P.
T. O. A. as an organization not belonging to the America society, are
benefiting at the expense of the exConsidering that
body.
hibitors'
• Belwin, when they do get a big hit.
turn it over to a music publisher
who is a member of the society, they
will be really popularizing his stuff
through the exhibitors.
that Belwin,

ever become popular in
they turn it over to
its performunless
licensed. _ Belwin
ance
started "Humming" and turned it
over to Harms; "I "Want My Mammy" was taken over by Shapiro,
Bernstein & Co., and only recently
"Sing a Song of Swanee," a "Follies"
number, was also acquired by
Should

it

hit proportions,

a firm that will restrict

Harms.

The

society in

its

investigations

has learned that the orchestra leaders do not pay the least bit of attention to whether music is tax free
or not. If it suits their purpose it Is
used, and any interference by a
manager, in instructions anerft using only non -copyrights, is interpreted a contract violation, which
specifically provides for non-interference by managers. This, in the
minds of the music men eliminates
the questionnaires which the M. P.
T. O. A. has been circularizing to the
orchestra leaders and managers.
r

Sherman, Clay & Co. of San Franand Joe Mlttenthal, Inc.. music
publishers, this week filed application for membership in the, American society.

Cisco,

Harold Chamberlain Berg, who,
Howard Simon, conducts the
Chamberlain Music Publishing Co.
In Detroit, has turned over the
firm's latest number, "Mary-Ellen,"
with

the Remick Co.
Harry Jolson
wrote the lyric of the song, music
by Berg and Simon. Other songs
to

originally exploited by the Chamberlain Co. and taken over by other

publishers are *'T11 Remember" by
Fred Fisher, Inc., and "Draggin' the
by Jack Mills, Inc.

Dogs

In an effort to boost sheet music
the Music PubAssociation has
evolved a scheme soliciting the jobbers to co-operate In making the
record and roll retailers install
music departments. The idea is to
sell a copy of the song In conjunction with every purchase of a roll
or a record.
Since only hit songs
sell nowadays, and only the most
popular are recorded on the rolls
and records, the phonpgraph shops
will not bo flooded with dead issues
but always find their stuff moving
off the counters.
It is also suggested, in a separate letter to the
record and roll dealers, that they
order sheet music with a view to
Therefore,
selling on that basis.
next month's and all advance releases should always be kept in
mind and sheet music ordered accordingly. It is expected that 10,000
dealers may thus be induced to
handle sheet music, the jobber figuring as a general clearing house. The
music publisher obviously prefers
not to handle so many individual
smail accounts. It is the hope and
belief of the music men that this
•ales, E. C. Mills of
lishers' Protective

100%
SF TIIK

Exhibitors of Michigan
Read our magazine published
every
Jf

Tuesday,

you

clientele

want
there

to
i<

Blind Tiger Alley Is rapidly becoming the name of one of the side
streets in the roaring Forties between Broadway and Eighth avenue.
There are no less than 14
places on this one street that are
given over to the dispensing of
"hooch"of various grades, in addition to two regular saloons that are
on the block. On the same street
there is a congregation of loafers,
bootleggers, blind tiger bosses and
attendants who block the streets,
together with a large number of
their customers. A certain element
of the latter congregate on the steps
of the various houses along the
block or in front of the business
buildings and indulge in^language
that is a violation of the penal code
of the city.
Staggering "souses,"
cursing and swearing 'stews,"' and
others passing audible profane comment, and slattern women with strident voices shrieking from the
stoops to those on pie streets, makes
the picture complete.

415 Free Press Bldg.

DETROIT, MICH.

A

one of the larger traveling orchestras that has recently
completed a long tour on the road
came into New York this week. He
pilot of

due in New York next
week to engage principals and
chorus for a revue destined to inn
Zone.

all

is

winter.

It

a

He

was reported

determined

early in the

attempt

week

would

be

shortly made to force the removal
of detailed policemen in uniform
from several Time3 Square restaurants. The patrolmen have been
detailed to the places, following a
liquor arrest in any, and notwithstanding that the majority of the
arrests
have been disposed of
through dismissals, the policemen
wcro retained in the restaurants.

The lead of Broadway in paying
money for names and heaaliners

big

cafes is being followed in many
out of town cities, where similarly
the cover charge idea is in general
vogue. The ability of the hinterland
resorts to pay as much in salaries is
evidenced In the booking of Bee
Palmer for the Oriental cafe, New
Orleans. The Jazz singer and shimmy expert has been engaged there
for four weeks, with her salary $1,200
weekly and the opening date Sept.
in

23.

Eva Tanguay, who has been

making cafe appearance,
$2,500

is

making

weekly for such dates.

eling,

The

He

A

RICHARD WALTON TULLY

It came
Isidor Witmark, Jay Witmark. Edgewater Beach hotel.
Dan
Julius
P.
Witmark
(surviving here recently from Detroit.
of M. ..Witmark & Sons) Kussio is violinist and director of
were finally served this week in the the orchestra.
suit Michael B. Leavitt, the oldtime producer, has been threatening
The Marlborough, New York, will
to institute the past year.
Leavitt
was delayed through first securing have an opening Sept. 12 with a
revue. Its principals are Elaine
new
an order from Justice Mullan to examine Isidor Witmark for the pur- Dale, Lillian Colquerst, Adele Mcpose of securing facts upon which Donald, Louise White, with Charles
to base his complaint. This exam- Cornell producing.
ination concluded about, six months
ago.
The Pete Pates musical comedy
Nathan Vldaver, acting for Leav(traveling stock) is re-

members

company

itt, served
the papers on Nathan
Burkan, who accepted them on be-

hearsing at Memphis.

half of the Witmarks.

at the

The

suit asks for

a

total of $25,-

Lyceum

It will

there Sept.

4.

open

The

show's production was formerly the
equipment of Ernie Young Revue
from the Marigold Gardens, Chi-

106, which Leavitt alleges is due
In the form of royalties on two
operas, "Kin Fu" and "The Belle of cago.
Budapesth," authored by the Hungarians, Iszo Barne, Jeno Farago
The revue with girls appears to
and Geza Markus, in 1902, when the
producer secured the world's rights be retaking its place In the cabaret.
from the authors. On Nov. 28 of The theory always of the cabarets
that year the Witmark Music Li- was "girls," but with liquor out the
brary acquired the American pub- expense of producing was thought
lishing rights.
Leavitt objects to too high by the restaurant men, betheir granting the English rights to sides the weekly operating cost.
Joseph L. Sachs of London on July
have increased since
At The cabarets
23, 1917, without his permission.
and as
the same time West & Co., British prohibition, liquor in ort<>ut,
music publishers, secured the rights the places with the girls seemed to
to publish the eeores of both operas. attract the most business the chorus
"Kin FuV was produced in 1917 at girls revue is again getting the call.
the Drury Lane, London, under the
"Shanghai."
The complaint
title
Jazzing bands to a limited extent
also alleges that Maurice landman are wanted now in England.
The
was unauthorlzedly assigned the English want the basis of an orIndian and South African rights.
player, drummer
chestra,
like
piano
The Witmarks are alleged to have
received a total of 125,106 for these and three saxos. The English comrights from Sachs. West &. Co.. and binations now u.^e three saxophones
Handman, which is alleged to be in each. It is an idea over there.
wrongfully withheld from the plain- Taking the five pieces from this
tiff.
side, the Londoners ask the AmeriMr. Leavitt is the oldest living cans
fill
in with English musi-

him

ness.

Herbert Walters has
k
Yellen
with Ager,

Mu; tic

MICHIGAN FILM REVIEW
JACOB SMITH, Publisher

men.

several road attractions en tour, is
in charge of Kelley's, the most popular cafo at Ancon, in the Canal

"Will Thrill All!"

this le^it manager. He Is TK years old
and started David Belasco, David
better Warfleld and others in show busi-

medium^
Rates very low

be placed before the convention tot
action.
The New York restaura.
teurs postponed Intended criticism
of the edict at its meeting last
week, but it is understood a majority of the membership believe
the restaurant men should adopt
condemnatory resolutions on the
barring of Volstead Jokes in the
Keith houses. Another meeting was
scheduled for Wednesday afternoon,
with the subject to again come up
for debate among the restaurant

The Hotel 8t. Francis, San Fransays there are 64 orchestras trav- It is said to have had an effect cisco, announces a new orchestra to
playing wildcat dates and get- upon the business in the places, and take tho place of Max Fisher's orIt is to be headed by
ting from $200 a night down to $75 while endured for a considerable ganization.
nightly for eight men, according to time, the lost patrpnage has finally Edward Harkness. Fisher is going
forced
Angeles,
where he will have
the
to
Los
restaurant
men to dethe caliber of the orchestra and Its
his own cafe, "The Club Royale."
members. The orchestras are play- cide that patience is too costly.
ing In dance places and parks, doIsham Jones has entered into a
ing their own bookings, with no
An "orchestra duel** is being used
theatre engagements. In his opinion new contract with the College Inn, by Sander's Inn, Pittsburgh, as a
The Society of American Restauj the surplus of orchestra will weed Chicago, playing on a flat salary business getter. Two local orchesrateurs will held a national con- out the faking musician who can't and split on the cover charges.
by the house,
tras, not engaged
vention in Washington, Oct. 3 to read music but has taken a chance,
have a playing competition with
A
romance
developed
through the winner selected by the audience.
13.
The matter of the Keith cir- with the present craze eventually
mutual love for music culminated in The road house may pay the musicuit's ban on prohibition gags will working out for better music.
the marriage of Richard Northrup, cians, probably amateurs, for apA lawsuit is pending between leader of the Thousand Island House pearing, but Just how the thing is
by
scheme has greater potential pos- Elkins* Band and Joe Pan! of the (Alexandria Bay) orchestra, and worked was not explained
ivnickei
cocker Grill.
The band, a Mrs. E. E. Moore, a feature writer Variety's Pittsburgh correspondent.
sibilities
than any syndicate or
WiNiteman-managed combination, is on the Poughkeepsie (N. Y.) "Eagle- Sander's is one of Pittsburgh's oldgroup of chain stores ever had.
claimed by Pani to have played too News." While the ceremony was est road houses.
Honey Hurst (Fisher and Hurst) loud in the grill, also that its mem- performed Aug. 19, it did not leak
has signed to make records for bers sat at tables with guests con- out until this week. Northrup durVocallon.
The Margie Coate Review opened
trary to orders. The band alleges a ing the theatrical season conducts
breach of contract and is demanding the Bardavon theatre orchestra in last Saturday at the Alamo in HarShelton Brooks, colored song
Poughkeepsie.
Mrs.
Moore,
widow
lem,
New York City.
unfulfilled
term.
writer-actor, will do recording for salary for the
Okeh.
In some Inspection districts of
Bennie Selvin has signed exclu- Greater New York the police order
sively to record for Aeolian -Vooa- calling upon an inspection of reslion.
taurants is understood to have been
revoked or recalled. In these disThrough an arrangement recently tricts
the men, particularly those on
completed an assembly plant will be
post, have been told to observe from
erected at Sydney, Australia.
It
That's lihat the Chicago American says, and continues:
will be used to reprint Okeh records, the outside, not the Inside, of the
also to assemble Helm-man motors. restaurant.
"Mr.
Pott's performance it beyond description.
Six
The deal guarantees to the Amer1
icans that 5,000 motors will be used
years' continuous stage appearance in this play has
John E. Jenkins, manager of the
yearly, while 1,000 records a month Belle Grove Inn, a notorious cabaret
not dulled his spontaneity.
The picture is the most
must be purchased from Okeh. Re- on the outskirts of Baltimore, has
interesting work he has ever given.
lightning
printing over there will be from
into custody by the
taken
been
special
matrices.
The territory
changes are amazing.
is able to do what is imtaken by the Australian company, police there as a suspect in a daypossible on the stage.
wonderful presentation!
headed by Simon Hickey, a capital- light holdup and murder ,in the heart
ist of that country, is for Australia of the city's business section Friday
Everyone will be thrilled."
and New Zealand. Otto Heineman morning.
of the motors company is president
of the Okeh. He is niso likely interA couple of Broadway cabarets
ested in the Australian subsidiary.
presents
The records will retail In the Anti- are out for big names to start off the
podes at 75 cents (American). Sold new season. Others are going to
for English currency the cheapest try flashy revues. Few names are
records now in Australia are equiv- in sight and those available ask
alent to about $1.12 American. Ger- more money than the cabarets will
ald Griffin, who is an exclusive Okeh pay.
singer, promoted the deal through
his acquaintance with all of the imChicago has a new dance orchesportant people concerned.
tra, Oriole Terrace Band, at the

reach

no

business.
Combined, they of an air service officer who died
employ
60
about
entertainers. during the war, is also knows as a
Hector Downe, who has managed song writer.

doing

CABARET

mil

<'<>.

as

manager

connected

Bomsteln

of the band

orchestra department.

Miss Vaughit De Leath, songwriter and phonograph singer, perfor the rudio <W.JZ station)
last week in a duet with one of her
own Okeh recordings.

formed

to

The Americans will do -it,
cians.
but the English can't get the jazz
Into their music. The American end
of the orchestra is depended upon
though to hold if up. <>n.' of the
London representatives is now in
New York. He wants six or seven
jazzing flven t<> take back with him,
each with a contract for eight
weeks subject to renewal, the Eng*
fing fares both ways.

Panama

has seven

cabarets,

all

From the Famous Novel by Kathcrine Cecil
Thurston and the Play by John Hunter Booth.

Directed by James Young

A

First National Attraction
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HOLDING OVER FEATURES

WITH HOLIDAY'S RAIN

TAKES IN THREE HOUSES

Cristo" Held Over

Capitol Finishes Far in Rear Through Feature—
Current
Rivoli and Rialto Close Last Week

—

V

There was a battle along Broadlast week with three houses in
particular fighting for the ^Business;
Rialto, Rivoli and Strand, each with
an unusually strong bilL The big
Capitol ranked as the outsider because of the lack of strength of Us
feature.
The week started off like wildSunday with all of the houses
fire.
registering big business. "The Valley of Silent Men" at the Rialto
scored with $6,192, while at the
Rivoli where "The Young Diana"
was the attraction, the receipts on
the day were but a couple of hundred dollars under that mark. At
the Strand was a double bill with
attraction
National
First
the
"Kindred of the Dust" and "The
Three Must Get Theres," the coupled
attractions pulling a corking week's
business, while at the Capitol, the
Florence Vidor feature "From Dusk
Till Dawn" finished a bad fourth
•

way

on the week.

The new events of the week were
the presentation of "A Little Child
Shall Les* Them" presentd by William Fox at the Lyric replacing
"Nero" at the house and the advent
of the Selznick comedy ''Love Is
An Awful Thing," which was placed
in the Criterion as a stop gap for
a

single

week

to await the

"When Knighthood Was

coming

of

In Flower."

This week the street however has
considerable new material with the
long awaited full length feature
"Grandma's Boy" starring Harold
Lloyd looking to get top business
This feature was
at the Strand.
offered to the Capitol for a guarantee
of $10,000 but was turned down at
that figure. The Strand claims it
has the picture for less than threeQuarters of that price and a special
arrangement to cover a possible
second week. The second week it is
understood was set Wednesday with

a

further arrangement

madi

in the

event the picture should prove
Strong enough to hold for a third
week. The third week run is looked
upon as highly improbable at this
time.

The

'

Rivoli started off

Sunday with

corking business with "Burning
Sands" and at the Capitol the
Fashion Show given in conjunction
with Irene Castle feature ''Slim
Shoulders" seemed, to be a draw.
The rain Labor Day helped to hold
the public in town and went a long
way toward swelling the receipts
for the current week although the
heat which came along Tuesday and

Wednesday made

considerable of a
cut in receipts.
Of the features in the legitimate

houses for a run "Monte Cristo" the
Fox feature at the 44th Street seem-

up quite well and "The
of Zenda" at the Astor
likewise pulled a good weeks busingly held

Prisoner

iness.
•

Estimate for last week:
Astor— "Prisoner of Zenda" (Metro Special) (Seats 1.131; scale $1.65)
(5th week). Held the pace of business that It has been doing, getting
a very fair play at the window
with little paper out. Dropped a
little

'

l

last

week

getting

around

little

above $34,000 on

the

week.

With a strong feature tho house
should have topped $40,000, with the
weather conditions what they were.
Central— "Human Hearts" (Universal Jewelf (Seats 960; scale 55Last week was the final one
75).
that the Universal held this house
consequently
the last one of
and
the picture here. The business fell
figures
off considernbly with the
going under $4,000.
Me Not"
"Forget
Criterion
Scale, 55-99.
(Metro).
Seats 886.
Metro closed this feature at this

—

house

Saturday

last

after

a

six

The final week found
down to under $3,000.
an Awful Thing" and a
comedy starring Owen

weeks'- run.
the business

"Love

Is

Selznick
MOore the attraction for the current
week. "When Knighthood Was in
Flower" due the latter part of next
week.
44th Street— "Monte Cristo" (Fox
Special). Seats 1,323. Scale, mats.,

Fourth week.
eves., $1.65.
Business dropped off a littte last
week, but the feature seems still. to
be hitting on all six. A strong advertising campaign being carried In
daily
papers.
Business at
the
$11,700 last week.
Lyric— "A Little Child Shall Lead
Them" (Fox Special). Seats 1,400.
$1 top;

Scale, mats., $1 top; eves, $1.65).
This feature opened
First week.
the latter end of last week following a 15-week run of the Fox pro^
ductlon of "Nero" at the hous/
Over the week it got around $2,000,
with great notices "in the daily
papers.
Rialto— "The Valley of Silent

Men"

(Cosmopolitan-Paramount).

Seats 1,960, scale 50-85-99. This Is
the James Oliver Curwood story
which caused the suit against "I
Am the Law." It came into the
Rialto virtually on gum shoes with
the Marion Davies Cosmopolitan
production "The Young Diana,"
given all the advertising and exploitation break for the Rivoli. At
that, this picture pulled $6,192 on
the opening Sunday and finished the

Sveek with $24,480 to its credit.
Rivoli— "The Young Diana" (Cosmospolltan - Paramount).
Seats
50-85-99).
scale
Marion
2,200,
Davies, star.
Reported as one of
the best pictures that she has done
to date. The opening date the featured was only a few hundred behind the business done at the Rialto
The week finished with $21,800 as
the gross. This week at the Rialto
tMs feature opened on Sunday to
almost as much as "The Valley of
Silent Men" got in its opening day,
the fact that this is the
second week for the Da vies picture
on Broadway.
Strand— "Kindred of the Dust"
(First National) and "Three Must
Get Theirs" (United Artists) (Seats
2,900; scale, 30-50-85).
The double
bill pulled good business which for
the greater part was attracted by
the "Kindred of the Dust" feature
instead of the burlesque •on "The
Three Musketeers." The gross on
the week went to $24,000, being one
of the best weeks that the Strand
has had in a long while.
despite

$9,300.

Cameo— "Sherlock Holmes" (Gold!*yn) (Seats 550; scale 55-75) (11th
week). This is tho production with
John Barrymore as the star. Last
week was the eleventh and final
week at the Cameo, the picture be-

ing in on an arrangement where
the house took tho first $2,200 and
a split above that. The first Week
tho picture opened to over $6,000,
Very good business for this theatre.
From that time there was a steady
drop until the final couple of weeks
Just about touched the guarantee.
This week the Cameo has "Nice
People" playing a second run after
the Rialto.
Capitol "From Dusk To Dawn"
(Associated exhibitors) (Scats 5,300;
ecale mats. 30-50-$1.10; eves. 55Picture not up to the
85-$1.10).
usual run of productions at this
house with a consequent suffering
With all the
at the box office.
other houses along tho street getting a great break through strong
attendant
an
and
attractions
weather break in their favor the
Capitol did net pull its share of
Got just a
i Jthe. regular business.

—

Philadelphia,

With two

Week's Fast Start

COAST FILM NEWS
Los Angeles.

Cal., Sept. 6.

Frankie Morrow McLaughlin, for
years
switchboard
operator
at
United Studios, was married to William Eaiie Neugle.

Dorothy Manners has been signed
by Universal.

Ulmer Pearson, general manager
of
is

Pathe Exchange,

Inc., is here.

] Ir-

being entertained by Hal Roach.

Lloyd

son of Frank Bacon,
Lloyd Hamilton in Edu-

P. aeon,

will direct

cational comedies.

William

Seiter

is

back

vacation in the mountains.

from a

IN

But Most Philadelphians Had
Gone to Seashore "Monte

of

the

Sept

biggest

1

6.

SAN FRANCISCO COSTLY

'Blood and Sand" Drops in Second Week, Also
"Masquerader"— All-Chaplin Bill Didn't Draw—

Loew's

film

War field's Good Showing

houses playing pictures for more
than the usual single week here, and
San Francisco, Sept. 6.
with lively attractions at all the
BUFFALO'S BRACE
Business at the first run picture
downtown theatres, business is expected to soar this week.
Last Week Gave Large Grosses to houses fell off a little with those
Like the legitimate, the movies
holding over attractions.
Picture Houses
"Blood
got tho breaks' with a dreary and
and Sand" at the Imperial started
rainy Labor Day, but as most of
Buffalo, Sept. 6.
smash
with
a
during
its first week,
Philadelphia went to the shore SatBusiness at local picture houses
urday for three days, no records took a sudden brace last week, with but on the second fell to just about
were reached. "Blood and v Sand," all theatres reporting consistent normal. The Tivoll, which held over
which opened at the Stanley Sat- large grosses.
"The Masquerader," also suffered
urday, started disappointingly, with
The Olympic enters the field this
plenty of rows of empty seats all week with "The Storm" for an in- somewhat on Its second week. The
day, and not quite 'the crowds, at definite run, prSbably two weeks, picture has proved an exceptionally
the evening performances expected. playing- 15-20c. mats., 20-25c. night fine artistic success, but its appeal
Monday,
however,
they
started scale. Good start Sunday.
is somewhat limited.
coming in the early afternoon, and
Last week's estimates:
Loew's Warfleld entered the ranks
the lato afternoon and evening jam
Loew's— "South of Suva" and
was the biggest this house has had vaudeville. (Capacity 3,400; scale, of the first run picture houses offerIn nearly a year.
It's
doubtful, mats. 20c.. nights 30c.-40c). Pic- ing "Prisoner of Zenda" and athowever, if "Blood and Sand" will ture did well, contrary to expecta- tracted the majority of the big
top the Stanley's high gross rec- tions. -Thought that similarity to business. The
film is a splendid
ords or begin to do the substantial previous picture would be harmful,
attraction.
business turned in by 'Passion" and but house bettered last week's busiThe Granada started well but the
others.
ness by comfortable margin. Local
The Stanton, which was to have "Who's Who" feature proved big latter part of the week dropped. -At
had a private showing of "Monte drawing card. House spending big the Strand there is an all-ChaplIa
Cristo" Friday night; called that off money for advertising and speciat bill, using as the chief offering
because of the failure of some new exploitation and should show heavy "The*Kid," which will play out the
projection apparatus to arrive and returns if quality of offerings is week. The shorter Chaplin features
the Saturday public opening was maintained. Crowd liked last week's are being changed every day.
The little Frolic got Its usual
Leaning strong on vaudealso postponed, which may have show.
drop in trade, with business about
been just as well. This show a\so ville. $10,000.
Hippodrome
"Orphans of the fair.
did big business Monday, with the
Estimates for last week:
(Capacity 2,400;
scale,
old 75-cent top restored permanent- Storm."
Cslifornia— "Her Gilded
Gage"
15c.-25c,
nights 25c.-50c.).
ly.
It's predicted this feature will mats.
come close to duplicating the run Neat business all week, but fell off (Paramount). (Seats, 2,700; scale,
50-75-90.)
Swanson.
Gloria
$17,500
final
day;
second
time
picture
here,
of "Over the Hill" at the same
house.
More recent Fox features first showing at pop prices. Hip on week, below normal.
Granada "While Satan Sleeps**
beginning to show its old strength
there have limped.
Both of these features got par- and rouifding Into regular seasonal (Paramount). (Seats, 3,100; scale,
50-75-90.)
Jack Holt. Tied with
draw.
Announcement
of
coming
fall
ticularly fine notices, with "Blood
and Sand" (because of the house it features stunned town by magni- California in receipts, also getting
$17,500.
tude of programs.
Last week's
Is playing) getting the edge.
The
Imperial "Blood and Sand" (ParIbanez
play remains only two neat consistent business, $8,000.
Lafayette Square
"Deuce of amount). (Seats, 1,425; scale, 35Weeks.
50-75). Rudolph Valentino (2d week).
Spades"
and
vaudeville.
(Capacity
With Paramount films In all the
downtown, houses except the Stan- 3.400; scale, mats. 20c. -25c, nights Business dropped somewhat for sec25c.-50c). Picture drew on strength ond week, going to $12,000, about
ton, the most unusual booking this
week Is that of "Her Gilded Cage" of Ray's name. Absence of Minor, normal weekly return.
regular organist, caused comment.
Strand— "The Kid" and short
at the Victoria, a house which runs
Business off .at several perform- Chaplin features changed daily.
to melodrama and Western stuff.
The usual lobby decorations and ances. Saturday noticeably weak. '(Seats, 1,700; scale, 40-55).) BusiWeek looked big at outset but fall- ness distinct disappointment as it
mild ballyhoo stunts were employed,
was figured.
All-Chaplin Week
and this Swanson picture, whose off kept takings around $11,000.
would be clean-up. Gross $5,200.
stjpcess at the Stanley a week or so
Tivoli "The Masquerader" (First
LONDON
FILM
NOTES
ago was mild, may clean up nicely
The Graham Cutts-Wilcox organ- National). (Scats, 1,800; scale 25on its supposed naughtiness.
Guy Bates -Post (2d week).
ization ("Astra") has secured the 40.)
Last week business was only so- film rights
of the Savoy theatre suc- Business for this holdover attracso, with the usual pre-Labor Day cess,
"Paddy the Next Best Thing." tion also flopped, picture getting
slump in evidence. The Stanley had The company is using the Famous
$8,500.
"Nice People" for five days ("Blood Lasky studios at Islington.
Loew's Wsrfield— "The Prisoner of
and Sand" coming in Saturday) and
Zenda"
(Metro).
(Seats,
2,800;
The
Ideal
screen
version
of
"A
did neat business. The wise ones
scale,
30-50-60-75.) Straight picture
are wondering why this two-star Bill of Divorcement" goes into the
New
Gallery kinema for an indefi- policy for Initial week tied business'
feature was booked for the short nite
run Oct. 23.
at California and Granada with
week. It received mixed notices.
house going to $17,500,
The Aldine, which has not shown
Walker Bond Sunshine ProducFrolic— "Paid Back" (Universal).the expected Improvement under tions have completed a four-reel
(Seats, 1,000; scale, 10-30.) Gladys
Stanley management, had another comedy, subject "Hide and Seek."
Brockwell.
Business went to $3,000,It
will
shortly
commence
on
"There
off week, despite a rattling
good and Back." The action of this new considered fair under present confilm,

—

—

a

—

—

—

1

"A Tailor Made Man," which

did the unusual of opening here before it hit Broadway. It Is believed
this same film could have done
much better with the Aldlne's usual
class patronage back from their
vacations in October or November.
The booking of "The Prisoner of
Zenda" at this house seems to be
cancelled ,or held in abeyance.
The Karlton also slumped noticeably, with "Evidence." and at
the
last

moment "The Bonded Wom-

picture commences in Liverpool,
transfers <o a trans-Atlantic liner

and finishes

New

production of "Body and Soul" at
the Regent (Euston Music Hall) and
Molly Kerr, the leading lady, is at
the Playhouse in "The Second Mrs.

\

the

West

Market

streets houses.

and

The

Chestnut

Victoria also
the Law."

Guy Price, dramatic editor of "Tho scored with "I
Am
Herald," arcompnnled by Mrs. Price
Estimates for last week:
and son, Guy, Jr.. spent the past
Stanley
"Nice People" (Par\\c«k at Arrowhead Lake,
in the
party also were Mr. and Mrs. Walter amount).— Notices mixed, and peoIt. Heartl, Dr
H. W. Martin, and Dr. ple complained of mis-easting, but
Crcsmer.
show seemed too good a card for
short five-day showing. At Palace
Sol Lpsser is doing the things perweek $20,000. "Blood and
sons usually do when vacationing this
at Idlewild, a mountain resort near Sand" went in Saturday to only
fair business, but is booming ahead
hero.

—

CAPITOL SLIPPED
Last

•~-

Week Under

Previous One-*
Population Picking Up
Washington, Sept 6.
Business last week, although leav*
Tanqueray."
Ing room for little complaint when
H. B. Parkinson, producer of the conditions are taken into consideraMaster "Tense Moments" series, has tion, slipped a little frpm the previbegun on a new issue featuring dif- ous week. All houses a*re promoting
ferent sports. The first of these is a their pictures In such a manner aa

an" (this week's booking) was stuck
rowing
story
featuring
James
In on. Saturday. Ordinarily
a Betty Knight. The next is a boxing film
Compson feature gets a Stanley with Victor Maclaghlen,
then comes
theatre booking, but this one
is a cycling episode with Rex Davis
slipping by. obscured by
Other artists
the big and Peggy Carlisle.
engaged for the series are Milton
fellows, and is not likely
to set
any new* records for this house Rosmer, Madge Stuart and Vallia,
which will get its inning when
Fred Paul is at work on "Let's
The Storm" comes in next Mon- Pretend"
for British Super Films.
day for two weeks, with "The Mas- Nelson Keys Is the star, this being
qnierader" to follow.
one of his first appearances in a
So far, no mention has been made studio.
The supporting cast includes Lillian
Hall -Davis,
Mary
of a change of admission
prices at Horke,
Julian Royce and Campbell
either Aldine or Karlton,
which re^
duced to a straight 50 cent charge Collan.
in the early summer,
with the in- this week. (Capacity, 4,000; scale,
timation that this was a hot weath35c and 50c; matinees, 50c. and
er move.

The Palace did a fine week's business with "If You Believe
It, It's
So," failing to show the slump
of

ditions.

York.

Martin
Walker, the producer, is under engagement to Arnold Bennett for the
In

75c.

evenings.)

to attract the most attention. "One
Clear Call" at Crandall's Metropolitan seems to have created the most
talk.

Estimates for last week:
Loew's Palace— (Capacity
scale

20-35

mats.,

35-50

2,500:

nights.)

Clara Kimball Young in "The Hands
of Nara."
Well liked. Fair business, possibly $8,000.

Loew's Columbia— (Capacity
scale 35 mats., 35-50 nights.)

1,200;

Sec-

ond week of Gloria Swanson in "Her
Gilded Cage."
Not interest other
pictures with same star has done.
Perhaps $7,000.
Crandall's Metropolitan— (Capac-'

"Bonded Woman" brought In Saturday and stays this week. (Capa-

ity 1,700; scale 20-35 mats., 35-50
nights.)
Star aggregation in "One
Clear Call." Picture liked, and although no special publicity usual
weekly expenditure was so placed to
show appreciable increase in receipts, leaching $7,000.
Moore's Rialto— (Capacity 1,900;
scale 30 mornings, 40 afternoons, r>0
evenings.)
Business continuing at
about same level, although difficult
to judge this theatre, all on one floor
with such vast expanse of seats good
house deceives at times. "The Married Flapper" considerably aided by

city, 1,100; scale, 50

advance

—

Aldine
"Tailor - Made Man"
(United Artists).— Despite some fine
notices, this clever little comedy did
poor business.
As yet, house has
not found stride and it remains big
problem for Stanley company. $4,000.

(Capacity,

straight.

Karlton

1,500;

scale,

50c.

— "Evidence"

(Selznick).
—In for only five days, and did weak
business, with nothing outstanding
to

catch

people

in

slump,

$2,000.

cents straight

)

publicity.

About

$7,500.

'

—
—

—

—
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PARAMOUNTS SPLASH

PADDING OUT ENTERTAINMENT!

INSIDE STUFF

STIRRING UP BOSTON

TO MAKE FEATURE SECONDARY

Film Bookings Otherwise Cal-

(Continued from page 11)

Draw

black crow. Little balls are thrown into the audience and when returneed the crow catches them in its beak, on the fly. Mr. Bernstein
caught one in his seat near the front row. Starting as if to throw
the ball onto the stage, he threw it behind him way to the rear. It
looked like an awkward throw of an embarrassed thrower and was
a real laugh. One of the Bobs also believing it, said: "Try again,"
throwing the white ball to Mr. Bernstein, who did the same tiling with
it for the second laugh.
The Shuberts will do a novelty production in the fall in which a Franz
Lehar waltz Is the prime motif. It is a comedy with only that one waltz,
the tentative play title being "Waltz." which will not be "plugged," but
will serve merely to introduce the action of the play, which revolv< m
about a world-famed composer. He starts playing the composition and.
when asked how he came to write it, recites the story for a "flash back"

culated to

jslewman, Kantas City, Trying

Successful

Plan So Far
Follow Into Other Houses

—May

$17,000 Last
Kansas

Week

at

Newman

City, Sept. 6.

Newman, owner

of the

Newman, Royal and Twelfth

Street

Frank

-

L».

Is trying out a plan of
Newman,
the
at
entertainment
which, for the last two weeks, has
l>een the biggest kind of a draw. It

CHICAGO CRITICS RAP

VALENTINO PICTURE

theatres,

Mr. NewJs the present intention of
man to gradually build up the program at his picture houses so as
to

Don't Like "Blood and Sand"

—

Notices Affect Business

Hot Weather Too

ship Referendum

y
,

—Censor-

i

Boston, Sept.

6.

The Paramount splash thiawweek,
with practically full page copy in
the Sunday papers, resulted in a
flood of business. Business would
have been strong without it, as the
season has been leaping ahead for
several weeks back, but the influence of the advertising was even
greater than was expected.
The copy carried 72 houses, with

name- and location,
starting with Loew'a State with its
4,000 capacity and winding up with
town hall bookings along Cape Cod.

bookrings, dates,

was not the specific 411ms that
to draw so much as it was
the fact that pride in a picture must
indicate merit.

It

round out the performance with-

Chicago, Sept. «.
the publicity to or
Not even "Blood and Sand" could
depending on the feature picture to withstand some
of tie breaks In
carry the show.
"Weather that played havoc with the
Last week, in addition to "Her grosses of all houses, and
Juggled
Gilded Cage," which had been ad- them
around to a d*op in patronage
vertised for weeks ahead, the pro- in
every house last week.
The
gram consisted of a comedy, "That phenomenal
top
business
that
Son of a Sheik," a miniature musi- "Blood and Sand" did at the Roosecal revue headed by a team from
velt last week was accompanied with
opera assisted by six dancers, a
a drop in gross of close to $8,500.
singing and dancing act, a news
It has been a subject along the
revue, two advance reels of comstreet of the way the first week was
ing attractions, and a featured a hold
out every show, and the scaroverture by the Newman orchestra.
city of capacity lobbies in the big
If anything, there was too much
days last week.
crowds.
the
show, but It brought
The under-the-skln causes for
The management reported it the
best week since the house anniver- "Blood and Sand" experiencing the
landslide was attributed to
the
sary celebration in June.
The policy will be continued, with merciless pannings most of the reviewers
for
the
dailies
gave
the
picwill
be
probably
It
some variations.
introduced in 3ome of the other ture, grading it as being a wonder
houses under the same manage- in one sense, and that sense being
ment here, and in St. Louis and the inferiority of the picture and
not being a good Valentino picture,
Milwaukee.
At the second Newman house, let alone a special of merit, The
the
Royal, a double bill. "The scries of bulletin boards and paper
Woman He Married" and "Golf," which was around town was occustood up very satisfactory against pied the second week of the "Blood
the strong opposition of the New and Sand" run by the various neighman and that of the Liberty, where borhood movie houses ,and it is
"The Young Diana" has been cir- likely that many are waiting for this
cused to the limit by the Harding film to come to the neighborhood
interests. At all three theatres the where they can see the same film.
pressyagents went in strong for the
In the loop, the Orpheum, a Jones,
costuming of the stars and that's Linick & Schaefer second run house,
what the women fans want. The has paper scattered about its lobby
Isis,
one of the big residential on "Blood and Sartd" coming. This
theatres, got in the first run class louse is three blocks down the street

out giving

"

—

New

all

ON LEGIT

seemed

"Blood and Sand" knocked Boston for a goal, Monday night seeing
a mob outside Loew's State that

caused M'anager Joseph Brennan to
call for extra police. The top is 50

and indications are that the

cents,

week

will touch $15,000.

The Loew

and Sand" as
a double header by booking it into
simultaneously.
(pop)
Orpheum
the
The strongest surprise of the
early part of the week was furnished by Harold Lloyd in "Grandma's Boy," which the Park crashed
out with in. double column ads,
characterizing it as "The most remarkable comedy in the annals of
fllmdom." The real draw to the
publicity, however, came not so
much through extravagant phraseology as through the simple statement that it was Lloyd's first fiveWith 2,400 capacity, the
reeler.
house will probably hit around"
$11,000 for the week, a comforting
shift from the recent averages of
$5,000 and $6,000, the single excep-

scene.

After Variety reported, in reviewing the George White's 'Scandals,'*
that Al Jolson had invested $25,000 or more in that production, Jolson
attended the opening of "Molly, Darling," at the Liberty Friday night.
"Molly" is by independent producers also and playing an Erlanger
house, like the White show.
While watching the performance Jolson
received a note from Lee Shubert, saying, "Have you got money in
this show, too?" Jolson replied,; "Not as much as you have in 'Spice'"
(referring to the current attraction at the Winter Garden, in which.
Lee is reported to have about $20,000).

Thomas Burke, the tenor, has signed a five years' contract to appear
under William A. Brady's management.
Concert business is somewhat of a departure for Brady, but he has agreed to accept 50 p« r
cent of the net profits of Mr. Burke's concerts in exchange of exclusively worrying about dates, halls, etc.
The singer is guaranteed
$400 a week four concerts weekly to be considered a week's work.

Interests used "Blood

which was "Damaged
to
tion
Goods,'' sensationalized and which
approached $12,000 for the first week
before it was frowned upon by
Mayor Curley and withdrawn.

The demand for stronger pictures
continues to be felt along Celluloid
Alley, and the suburban houses are
finding more
pictures cost

bring

The

and more that good
good money, and

David G. Fischer, film producer of the Regal-Fischer Corporation of
America, turned playwright, but almost dldnH. have his play produced, although a route had already been laid out over the Erlanger
circuit.
Lester Allen Smith and Philip Wolfson were to sponsor "Under
Hawaiian Skies," a three-act drama written by Fischer, but the author
repudiated his contract when certain financial stipulations were not
lived up to, to suit him.
The Erlanger office, in view of the doubt
to the title in the piece, wanted to cancel bookings, but Nathan Vidaver
interceded on behalf of the author and it was straightened out. "Under
Hawaiian Skies" opened this week per schedule.

Sam H. Harris is taking his one-horse racing stable seriously. Some
expert told him that "True Flier," his likely pony, needed mountain air
and so the manager sent his thoroughbred up to the Berkshires. That
rs why the horse has not been racing of late.
He is expected to start
again next week. The last time out "True Flier" figured to come in
under wraps for the purse. He finished fifth. Prior to that race "True
Filer" had won a number of starts and was in the money for the first
half a dozen times out.
The horse was purchased last winter in
Cuba. At the time Harris and Arch Selwyn were taking a vacation.
Arch figured it a bad season, sent his Rolls-Royce to dead storage
and hied him to the summer spots. He figured to save by having the
car out of commission, but almost immediately upon arriving at
Havana he found himself half- owner of a racehorse— he bought 50 per
cent of "True Flier."
Eleven
York,

companies were reported rehearsing in the Century. Now
week.
Some funny stories were around as to how and

last

where some

of the people rehearsed.

it.

local

campaign

to defeat the

There may be something

in

the "free love" stuff Greenwich Village

by
commission., law
censorship
week and offered "When from the Roosevelt. When it leaves, referendum at the coming state raves about. Down there the dyed-in-the-wool boosters specialize en
Romance Rides," taken from the "The Prisoner of Zenda" 'will occupy election still displays no visible two things— their kind of art and the advantages of living together
though not married. They claim that as soon as the wedding bells
Zane Grey novel, "Wildfire," for the Roosevelt.
signs of accomplishing anything.
the first shewing in Kansas City.
As much attention as "Blood and As one man worded it after read- chime, one or the other of the docked persons feels the rub of shackles,
No claim is made by Newman of Sand" reeeived was given to the ing Variety's prediction last week but when the door isn't fastened with legal locks and either party can
creating anything in the nsw style announcements in the dailies on the that censorship in Massachusetts walk out, it makes for a game that lasts longer than actual ceremony
program, but the bill as made up Is releases the Randolph, the U. house, seems to be a certainty in Novem- marriage. No less than three instances lately around Times Square bear
an innovation for picture theatres will play. When the Randolph was ber, "How can you flght when you on the Village idea. In the trio of cases the boy and girl lived happily
last

-

In these parts.
Estimates for last

Liberty

— "The

subleased from the J. L. & S. .firm
it was understood Universal would

week:

Young

Diana" use

(Cosmopolitan). (Seats 1,000, scale
Marion Davics
children 1 5c)
and her costumes heavily circused.
Pathe news,
Bill also contained
Screen snapshots and a Johnny
Jones comedy. Story of feature interesting and rather bewildering
until finish. Scenes of the winter
85c,

carnival

and

at

Montremeux

beautiful

Critics united in declaring this, best of Miss Davies'
House benefited by some
pictures.
of the night turnaways from the
Gross,
Newman on same block.
different.

$5,500.

Newman— "Her Gilded

Cage"

(Seats 1,980; scale,
(Paramount).
afternoons, 35; nights, 50-75; children, 15-25.)
Other features on
the program "The French Cabaret,"
singing and dancing number preArthur
senting
Ollivotti.
Mile.
Burckley and the Six Kelley Danc-

Aaron Children and "That Son
a Sheik." Many who saw this

ers.

of

liked everything offered better
than the feature, although no question but name of Gloria Swanson,
star, was responsible for big part
of draw. The Aaron Children, juvenile precocious pair, favorites.
As
for the feature it is without real
punch; only pep furnished by Walter Hires and dancing star.
Busi-

bill

ness, $17,000.

Woman He

Royal— 'The
•

Married"

First National) and "Coif
seale 35. children 10)

900,

Stewart,
regulars,

(seats

Anita
Picture found favor with

New

price scale of 35 for
seats; kiddies 10, also noticed, but
did not h«]p grows, around $•'» "'<» ».

all

welfth Street- 'Man l'nmi ll.-ll's
RiverJ (seats l.ioo. scale L'5, children
10) i:va Novak and Wallace Beery.
Picture liked. About the summer
average, around $2,000.
opposition
vaudeville
at
th"
Houses was
Mainstreet.
Tillie."
Tree Air," Pantages, "Man to Mao"
and Pilgrims of the Nght,"' Globe,
•

"

this house more for
tion, to show the Central

exploitathe

West

This was simply an
announcement taken for granted,
but now the announcements carry
bookings of films from other companies, which leave the question as
to whether the U. will use the Randolph on an exhibitors' basis or for
U. products.

their

own

"Human

releases.

Hearts," the U. special, has a lot of
24-sheets out with the Chicago getting

that

picture.

The Randolph

have nothing to fight with and with
no definite campaign for leadership.
Money is no use in fighting a
referendum unless you have a campaign. You can't reach a million
voters by buttonholing them up a
dark alley like a senator or a repreMassachusetts has alsentative.
ways stood for anything that
sounded like censorship and our
only hope is organized labor, which
is luke-warm and disinterested at
present, and also the possibility of
rousing up the women's vote on the
theme of 'press, stage and screen
muzzled by cranks.' And the minute
this happens, the anti-Hays faction
from Massachusetts at Washington,
that has been aching to take a sock
at Will for a long time, will merely

together for years (one as long as seven years) and then for some reason
married. AH three are now on the verge of divorce, after separating.
Perhaps it is figured one way to really get freedom. Walking out cold
on a "pal" is no easy thing. But when people are married it's just different,

somehow.

The complaint

to the Columbia Amusement Co. officials by Irving Berlin
Sam Harris that a comedy bit in the "Bon Ton Girls" (it was ordered
out immediately) marks the first time in several years a Broadway producer has taken any action on what might be considered as infringement
on a Broadway production by a burlesque show. The ordering out of the
bit at the Columbia means that it is to stay out of the show at every
other Columbia house also. The precedent of Broadway producers may
result in more complaints of the same nature, inasmuch as the Columbia
took such summary action on the matter.
Burlesque people, in discussing the question of material aside from
the Music Box incident, say the matter has two sides to it, many Broadway shows using material in a modified form that had its origin in
burlesque, and in some Instances using bits and business lifted direct
from burlesque shows by comedians who left burlesque for productions.

and

played the "Gray Dawn," a Hodkinson released film, and next week
is playing "More To Be Pitied Than
Scorned."
"The Gray Dawn" fell
below the $5,000 mark.
The Chicago housed 'Kindred of send out the word to their organi"The Torch Bearers," one of the eight attractions which arrived on
the Dust," which did as good as last zations throughout the state and
Broadway last week and which got the least attention prior to the
week's business, and that is not top then, zowie!"
premiere,
will move from the 48th Street to the Vanderbilt next Monday.
nor even average.
Last week's estimates:
Estimates for last week:
..Loew's State (25c. -50c; capac- Confidence in the play's chances was expressed by the Vanderbilt man"Blood and Sand" (Paramount), ity 4.000). Gloria Swanson in "Her agement, which is to play it on regular sharing terms. The 48th Street
second week, Roosevelt.
(Seats Gilded Cage" and Frank Mayo in is under control of the Equity Players, Inc., and the "Torch Bearers"
The new piece is a satire, poking
1,275; mats.. 39; nights, 50; holi- "Caupht Bluffing" touched nearly secured the house on a rental basis.
days. 60.)
Suffered to extent of $8,000 in a house where $7,000 gets fun at the little theatre movement. It is the first production try by
having difficulty in meeting gross by. "Blood and Sand" this week, P.osalie Stewart and Bert French. Charles Stewart is agentlng the show
of previous week; close to $16,500. with a possibility at present of and also managing the company.
One matinee day business touched holdover.
The manager of a Brooklyn theatre is daily in attendance at the PutPark— (2Re. -40c.; capacity 2.100).
nearly $2,000. but the pace did not
keep up. Valentino petting some- l).»ris May in "Up and At 'Km" and nam building office of an agent who supplies the shows. It is the man's
thing 'ii dailies mosi every day, with "The Fighting Guide" last week custom to interview turns, particularly those refusing the salary offered.
showed little under $6,000, having Recently he argued it out with a musical act because $50 for the split
his ralary now subject for news.
"The Gray Dawn" (Hodkinson), been booked in late to cover uepk wan rejected. The manager asked the musician whether the act
Randolph.
(Seats 686; mats., 35; cancelling by mutual agreement of played In one, two or full stage. The answer was palace. The manager
"When?"
thi n ai ked:
The dailies took slant "Damaged Goods."
nights. 50.)
Tremcnt Temple (26c.-50c; eftof this picture as good thriller of
of
"A
week
pa.
it>
Second
l',000).
old California days. (Jot good play
disappointment not entirely ex- $1,700 ROBBERY JN
when pace Little Child Shall Lead Thorn," a plained.
up to Wednesday,
This week "Th«- Storm"
presentation on
exploitation
Newark, N. J., Bept 6.
equalled that of week before. Rest Fix
Reported SI around and Richard Taimadge in "Watch
basis.
of weak business off, with weather lease
Tho RIvoll, owned by Cold &
Step"
Him
expected to turn tide
finished around $5,000 and probably <)u«' lo !»
extremely hot.
y was robbed Monday night
bring hou s e up to form e r H< mi.
put ed ii abou t t wo wt ^ks a lth ough -tHtd
in.ono.
"Kindred of the Dust"— (First this auditorium type "f house la stride; always big money-maker, of $l,7uo, lie proceeds of the last
mainly
on
it.
»»;>
relying
dropbusiness.
holding
in
iti
tenacity
famed
fo;
performances at the Ir'onbound and
Seats 4,200;
National), Chicago,
Beacon (Attractions, scale and Rivoli theatres.
average takings for six and
nights, 63.) ;i!
mornings, 30; mats..
nr
capacity
with
identical
Film well spoken of by critics and eight w eks<
The rubbers Jimmied open the
Modern (28* 40c; rapacity 100). Modern, both being operated under
Warlhg's
pot fair play from fans.
Takings last safe hut In their haste overlooked
Collegians .band, brought back as "Th( Past Mail' and Charles Kay sarin management).
box
lis which were in a
n port« d .'if being ahead of $500 in
rounded in "The Decue of Spades"; last \v<
Dusin
Inducement.
Jjn the u> le,
'i';,
ov< r $£.000; distinct Modern Klightly.
about $28,000.
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ROAD SHOW FILMS AT

$1

TWO MORE LOOP HOUSES

TOP

Chicago, Sept. £
The loop has two additional
houses playing picture policies. The
Astor, Clark and Madison opened
Sunday with" "Forget Me Not" as
the starter. The new house occupies
a site formerly housing commercial
business, and is around the corner
from five other small movie houses.
James Ro'der is the owner, while
the managership has been placed
in the hands of R. A. Healy. The
announced policy is that of playing

Former Scales Over $1 Not Expected Scarcity of
Two
Broadway Houses for Special Pictures
Drawing Features Change Opinion
The outlook

for the

coming sea-

•on as far as picture road shows
are concerned is that whatever feature pictures are sent through the
country wJU he on a $1 top scale, instead of a higher scale prevailing
Those producers who
last season.
have sunk huge sums into productions, sums far greater than they
can hope to get out of straight

—

HIGHER ART REALIZED
IN

only first runs, which may place it
in a class of the big houses, if it
dan keep up a first run policy.
The other house now playing pictures is Orchestra Hall, on Michigan boulevard. It has been playing
pictures in past summers, but this
year closed.
Paramount formerly put their
first runs in this house, but the
Jones, Linick & Schaefer deal with

EASTMAN THEATRE

Opens Labor Day with Full
Program Compared to the
Grand Opera of Legit

—

8,

1022

THOMAS HOWARD'S ESTATE

Astor and Orchestra Hall Added to
Chicago's List

NEEDED TO RETURN INVESTMENT

—

Friday, September

CLASH BRINGS REVELATIONS
Former Secretary of Exhibitors9 League and Director
of N. A. M. P. I. Wat Henry Cohen, Fugitive

From

—$100,000 Alleged

Justice

Basing his action on a number
of affidavits laid before him, Sur
/ogate Wingate, in Brooklyn, this
week, signed an order directing all
heirs
left

in Estate

was not discharged as a bankrupt.
and his estate is liable for all of
the debts of the deceased, together
with the partners, the Joint owners

and creditors of the estate and the joint users, and the
by Thomas Howard, late in- if any, there be of any part

ventor, formerly secretary of the
Exhibitors' League of America, and
a director of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry,
to show cause before him Oct. 13,
why temporary letters of administration, pending the appointment
of
permanent
a
administrator,

trustee,

or portion of the estate of deceased.
"That the undersigned objecting
is tho attorney for the National Institute
of Inventors, a domestic
corporation of New York; that deceased was acting as the executive
chairman of said corporation; that
as such he controlled the funds of
said corporation and drew upon the
same at will.

Paramount prevented them from
Rochester. N. Y., Sept. C.
using this house this season. The
The ECaatman Theatre formally opening picture at Orchestra Hall should not
be granted to some one
"
KnightIt is certain that 'When
opened Labor Day. following a pri- is "Xanook of the North
to' take care of the property.
hood Was in Flower," the new vate viewing to an invited audience
Mr. Howard, who was 49 years
"That large sums of money were
Marlon Daviea super-special, will
old, lived at 2874 West 31st street,
Saturday ni;;ht.
drawn from bank deposits of said
be road-showed after its run at
Brooklyn, wher^, without leaving a corporation
LOOP
RAGING;
and turned over to said
It is a wondt tful palace Mr. Eastthe Criterion, New York. The picwill, he died June 10 leaving Rose
Rose Howard for deposit on her
ture is known tq have cost over man hag built, eqiflpped and preHoward, his widow, and Thomas own account in fraud of
the rights
11,000,000 to make.
GETS
ADVERTISING
INTO
sented to the University of RochesIrwin and Lillian Howard, children,
of the members of said, corporation;
At present those Interested in the ter, together' with the Eastman
who reside with their mother.
that by estimate between $50,000
new Douglas Fairbanks picture,
Claiming that her husband left and
$100,000 of money was so drawn
"Robin Hood," are casting about for School of Music, for the furtherance
Balaban & Katz "Going After" an estato net exceeding $1,300 in from the bank deposits of said cor& New Yorkjhouse for an extended of pictures and music.
personalty,
Mrs. Howard filed a poration
The program this week begins Jones, Cinick & Schaeffer
by deceased for which be
The outlook
run on Broadway.
petition in the Surrogate's Court
gave no true accounting, and tho
early this week was that there with an organ recital and ends With
that she be appointed adJ.
& S. Getting Publicity asking
major part whereof as he is inwould hardly be a theatre available an organ exit, with Dczso d'Atalffy
ministratrix of the estate.
At the formed and believes
was placed in
for the early part of Octobe when and John Hammond, organists, at
same time, as an alleged creditor, the hands of
Austin
great eight-division
petitioner, Rose Howthe United Artists is figuring on the
Charles
F. Wilcox, lawyer, of 63
Sept.
8.
and
Chicago,
organ,
largest
most
comthe
ard.
bringing the production into town.
Pineapple
street. Brooklyn, with ofBalaban & Katz are spending a fices at 15 Park How,
The Lyric, heretofore the house plete ever Installed in a theatre.
"Upon information and belief, in
New York,
where the Fairbanks pictures played The symphony orchestra, conducted round sum to advertise their the- also filed a similar petition demand- the year of 1920, the said deceased
Victor
Arthur
Alexander
by
and
over
by
had on deposit, in the name of Rose
for runs, has been taken
ing
that
various
he
atres
in
group,
and
the
be
a
appointed
the
adWilliam Fox on a rental for the Wagner, played "Overture 1812,"
Howard, ifi a bank in the State of
policies this firm is following in or- ministrator. According to Mr. Wilbalance of this year and will be followed by the Eastman Theatre
cox, the estate left by the decedent Pennsylvania, $40,000, all of which
utilized to exploit the Fox specials. Current Events, consisting of a film der to serve its clientele. When the is about $100,000
in personality and was tho property of the members
The promoters who have the of the house followed by the Fox Universal film "The Storm" was about $1,000 in realty.
of the said corporation, or other
Ester Gustafson in "Music
Bible picture have been trying to News.
playing day and date at two of the
A hearing to pass upon these two creditors of said Thomas Howard.
obtain a house on Broadway for Interpreted Through the Dance," B. & K. outlying house with the
"That, Whereas an order was
petitions, with the consent of parfour weeks for that production, but two numbers, "Russia" and "The Randolph, a Universal controlled
ties on both sides, has been ad- made by the Supreme Court, of
The Eastman
have been unable to secure a look South at Work."
New York county, in January, 1917,
house, Balaban & Katz started writ- journed to Oct. 8.
Theatre
Magazine
presents
the
for
They even have made an offer
In.
restraining Howard from selling or
ing copy with lines reading "To See
In his answer to the petition as
for the Astor Theatre for a year, first time on any screen color pic- 'The Storm* right, see it here." It
assigning any of his property until
figuring that they would be able tures taken by the Kodachrome was a question at that time whether to the appointment of himself as said order was dissolved.
A number of stage and Balaban & Katz were inserting an temporary administrator, and in his
to tub-lease after their run was process.
"That the said order Is still in
picture stars are the subjects and
objections, to the appointment of
completed.
antagonistic slant to this copy, In
the
Mrs. Howard as such, Mr. Wilcox full force and effect, but, nevertheresult
excellent.
Marion ArmThe success of two feature prothe face of the U. people playing
less,
said Howard has sold and asductions in New York, "Monte strong, Scotch-Canadian soprano, "The Storm" in a loop house across alleges in part:
"That upon Information and be- signed property in violation of said
Cristo" at the 44th Street and "The is heard in "The World Is Waiting the street from the Chicago.
order, and it is believed that he has
Prisoner of Zenda" at the Astor, Sunshine," after which comes the
In Monday's "Herald Examiner" lief, the statement of the estate of assigned property to Rose Howard
have given the bookers f road at- film feature, "The Prisoner of there was no question as to the pur- deceased by Rose Howard is a
since that time for the purpose of
false
tractions a better box office line Zenda." The music of the 67-plece pose of the ad.
suggestion
of a material fact
It was meant to
pn picture drawing possibilities this orchestra and the great organ fur- slam Jones, Linick & Schaefer, for ^whereby, if appointed, she would be defrauding creditors, and which
property she is now Jiolding in
nish
a
musical
accompaniment
season than anything else. Up to
subject to retying up with the Paramount. disqualified and
fraud of the lawful creditors of
the time these two productions which sets new standards for the Some of the lines from the copy are moval, according to Section 99, subsaid
Howard.
picture
theatre
world.
division 4, of the Surrogate's Court
showed the bookers were "off" ofMuch has been written about the "Every Picture at Balaban & Katz'
feel there is
their
to get
of the road shows.

rentals to exhibitors,

nothing

left

except

money back out

BATOI

L

(

c

I

fering terms for feature films on
tour, figuring the vogue was dead
During
for the legitimate houses.
the last two weeks there seems to

(

Eastman, but even the most critical
can see how Mr. Eastman's
idea of blending music and the
screen
into a higher art. like grand
change
havo been something of a
In this attitude and the possibilities opera as a eomblnatioon of the
stage
and
music, is in a fair way
are that a number of shows will be
to be realized.
lined up within the next month.

theatres is chosen on its merits as a
picture regardless, of the cost or
the name or the brand." "We choose
our pictures from the whole world
of stars and producers."
"No one
firm can produce 52 pictures that
will all stand up there, for wo tie

—

Act.

"That said Thomas Howard, alias
Henry Cohen, was a felon, having
been convicted of two felonies in
the State of Pennsylvania about
the year 1913; that ho was indicted

in*1908 and fled the State and redown with no one producer in par- sided in Canada several years; in
ticular, but pick our own from the 1913 was apprhended and placed
trial and was convicted upon
MISS WALTON MAKES CHARGES entire field." Then follows a listing on
his own confession, permitted to deof 10 producing organizations
Los Angeles, Sept. 6.
The reaction recoils to Jones, posit $2,000 cash bail, on condition
Allan Alexander, said to be former
key cities of the star.
Linick & Schaefer, for it is under- that he reappear for sentence.
That he thereafter changed his
Mack Sennett is also debating manager for Gladys Walton, Uni- stood B. & K. were banking heavily
whetrTer or not to road show *'Suz- versal star, has been placed under on Paramount releases to occupy name from Henry Cohen to Thomas
anna" which has cost upwards of arrest on a charge of embezzlement. some of the 104 weeks* booking they Howard, and removed to the City
The picture scheduled as The star charges that while he was had to fill for their two houses in of Ne-.v York in the year of 1914
$400,000.
acting as her manager she entrusted
"That upon information and beone of the First National releases
$1,600 to him for the purchase of the loop. With the Paramount slip- lief, there is still
the sum of $2,000
on the fall schedule, but the fact
some bonds and that he failed to ping the juicy melon picture of their in cash on deposit in the Quarter
that Sennett was an exhibition valdeliver the bonds or return the organization to J. L. & S. it is ap- Sessions
Court at Philadelphia, deuation of $1,000,000 placed on the
parent
this
Paramount
move
upset
money.
posited at the time above named by
picture maybe the cause of the conAlexander was also at one time a B. & K. to the point of tryi^T to said Thomas Howard,
as Henry
sideration to road show.
cover up their innermost fecungs
director.
Cohen, the property of the deceased
through this sort of publicity, now
and
belonging to the estate *of
that Jones, Linick
A. L. HART WINS AND LOSES
ARBUCKLE'S LUCKY ESCAPE sent ou their first & Schaefer have Thomas Howard.

The

Lesser production of
"Oliver Twist" with Jackie Coogan
as the star is to be road showed,
with a personal appearance in the
Sol

"That said Howard testified in
the bankruptcy proceedings aforesaid Unit within two years he had
assigned property to his wife, Rose
Howard, all of which is contrary
to Jaw and to the order of the Supreme Court.
"That since the date of said order of January, 1917, said Howard
has assigned to Adolph Buchbaum*
as he alleges, sums of money, the
lawful property of his creditors, in
the sum of $15,000, as this petitioner

r,

.

series of strong

the

stockholders'

judgment was given

case
favor of

liability

in

the defendants.

RORK-YOUNG'FIRM
Los* Angeles, Sept. 6.
has been
of profqjur notable pictures dur-

A new

combination

formed which gives promise
dUClng

ig the rnming year. Sum Jv Kork
has signed a contract with James
Young, director, for this purpose.
Although
the
new Rork-Yoiing
combination his been established,
the arrangements will not affect
Young's agreement to direct two
more pictures for Richard Walton
Tully in the near future.

informed and believes.

"That the said Adolph Buchbaum,
the father-in-law of said Howard,
was dne of the partners doing business under the style of R. H. Cohen

&

and Thomas Howard & Co.;
Adolph Buchbaum is
that Rose
Howard is aware of all the facts
Co.,

that

liable

said

as such partner;

aforesaid, and desires to administer
the estate of Thomas Howard, deceased, in order that the true facts
can be concealed and the creditors
so be deprived of their due and

"That ijr June. 1920, deceased filed
a petition In voluntary bankruptcy
just payment.
In the Southern District of New
"Thomas Howard, deceased, was
York; that he listed debts .aggregating about $90,000. and that other at the time of his death, under indictment
by the Federal Grand
claims were filed, making the total
Jury of the Southern District of
in aggregate about $150,000, anC
the assets of tho bankruptcy were New York, charged with felonious
stated to be three suits of clothes, use of the United States mails."
Court records in New York show
hats and shoes.
"That upon examination of the that the Federal Grand Jury on
bankrupt, in said proceeding, it was Nov. 3, 1920. indicted Thorny Howdiscovered that the said Thomas ard, of the National Institute of InHoward, deceased, had been en- ventions, and George J. Mountain,
lined up, but do not mention which gaged
in business operations as a a lawyer, on charges of using tho
theatre the films are hooked for. partner with the petitioner. Hose mails to defraud. It Is alleged that
LUNCH FOR EXHIBITORS
Sam Kckman, acting as manager The list as it was announced runs Howard. Adolph Buchbaum. Charles the defendants sought to induce
of the Coldwyn, New York, ex- "The Eternal Flame," "The Bond Buchbaum, Louis Buchbaum
and investors to join the institute as a
change since the retirement of the Boy." "Skin Beep," "Valley of Silent others under the -style name of R. fraternal and co-operative brother'East
Men,"
Ia
West,"
"Human H. Cohen & Co., dealing In real cs- hood, and that its purpose was to
former manager, Harris, has issued
an invitation to the members of the Hearts." "Brawn of the North." tnte, and therefore all revenues and protect investors or ideas that
T. (). C. C. to attend a luncheon "Suzanne,* "Omar the Tent maker," liabilities
were received and as- might be turned to financial adat the Hotel Astor Tuesday next. "Oliver Twist," "Minnie," "Sherlock sumed jointly and were partnership \ entage.
which is to bo followed by a pre- Holmes." "Main Street," "Brass." assets and liabilities, that tho debts
le Beautiful and Damnrd." "Man- against Thomas Howard
viow o£ he now Bupcr t Uu^he*
lifted in
—
feature, "Remembrance."
slaughter,"
"Prisoner of bankruptcy were e< ntfacted while
BILL TJRAtfDT'S BABY
"Fury,"
This is an innovation In showing Zenda," "Loran Doone," "The Voice he was engaged in such partnership
William Brandt, founder it th\
the pictures to exhibitors and Is of Minaret." '.'The Sin flood,
Fhe business.
Theatre Owners Chamber *ot Com('itain of an attendance, us the Hottentot," "The christian."
Brok"That the widow, Rose Howard, merce and president of the organiilar
weekly meeting of the en Chains." "Garden of Allah," is liable as a partner for all of the zation
for several terms} became a
Chamber ol Commerce will occur Birds of Paradise," "Peg (V My debts and liabilities of the de- daddy last week. A hoy glared tho
Immediately after the picture
Il< art," "Trifling Women," and "Theceasrd.
home
in
Brooklyn of the exhibitor
"1 Bat."
shown.
*That deceased, Thomas Howard,
Aug. 31.

Los Angeles, Sept. 6.
Los Angeles, Sept. 6.
publicity to the dailies on their comThe breach of contract suit
Fatty Arbuckle was successfully ing plans when McVickcr's opens.
which the A. L. Hart Productions operated on for blood poisoning at The dailies havo been eating
up the
brought against the Special Pic- Toklo. He is on a world tour by
J. L. & S. stuff which may have
tures Corp., Marco Hellman, the way of the Orient. Whilo crossing
prompted the move on B. & K.'s
local banker, and others Interested the Pacific on a steamer he Injured
part.
with him in the company, as well his hand in a scuffle on board.
In a recent talk by Sam Katz at
as the stockholders, resulted in a
The steamer physician feared a meeting of the First National
decision by Judge McLucas under amputation would be necessary and
sales organization in the Central
which the plaintiffs both won and on arrival at Tokio the comedian
West, he mentioned 21 weeks' booklost.
was rushed to a hospital, where he
They sued for $148,000 damages was operated on without the hand ings, 18 occupied by First National
pictures.
This firm also gave out
and wore awarded judgment for being taken off.
announcements as to the bookings
$6,360.99 and $3,000- additional, while
in

is
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NEW ORGANIZATION

EXHIBITORS'

Two

Cause

—Nathan

About Completed

—Loew

—Keith-

Circuit's First

Run

Independent

(Organization for co-operative

up, their

Kim

district.

Within the last few weeks the
Circuit through its booking
Strength of from 60 to 145 days has
riken over a number of the bigger
aramount pictures for first run,
following the pre-release showings
en Broadway, and forced the Keith,
Proctor and Moss houses into the
position of accepting second run.
That brought about a condition that
might force the Peerless people to
throw their lot with the new exhibitor organization.
Thus far the exhibitor combine
has obtained assurances from Goldwyn, United Artists, William Fox,
Universal and several of the independents that they would lend their
full strength to the new booking
combination.
As soon as the details of the organization are completed the combine will present its united front
to the distributing organizations
With an absolute refusal to follow
the Loew houses with playing dates.
The battle came more or less to
head over the "Blood and Sand"
>ooking by the Loew Circuit. Orignally the contract which the Loew

Loew

the screen of the entire New York
territory would mean that the revenue incoming from his productions
would be cut to such an extent no
producer would be able to pay him
the salary demanded and still continue to be able to make the pictures and distribute them at a
profit.

A

part of the plan that the new
independent organization has in
mind is the taking over of a number of feature pictures made by independent producers and exploiting
them on Broadway before booking
them In their houses. For this purpose they are casting about for a
house in the Times square district
where they could show such independent productions for runs.

FILM SONGS' REVIVAL

STARTED BY SHEIK"

Publishers Are Not Paying
Mutual Publicity Considircuit made with Paramount was
ered Fair Arrangement
18,000 to cover the regular houses
»f the circuit without any stipulaplayed,
tion as to the days to be
There seems to be a new revival
with Its practically being taken for
granted the picture would receive of the picture song epidemic prevahe usual 96 days. When the pic- lent two years ago when "Mickey"
lure developed the unusual strength
did with its Broadway pre-rease runs at the Rivoli and Rialto,

made such a

people decided they would
lace the picture for a full week in
their combination vaudeville-picture
louses and extend the bookings in
he daily change houses from one
o two days, which gave them a
otal of 143 days for the picture
without additional cost.
Loew incidentally is practically
doing likewise with the Metro picure "Forget Me Not* 'and using a
rpeclal exploitation campaign with
the picture, utilizing the expressions of the New York daily paper
Critics on the screens of their various houses in advance of the play
late. This is a rather unusual deMirture, with the picture also being
>ooked in for two days in the daily
Change houses.
It was the Valentino booking that
Caused the greater stir, as it forced
the independent exhibitor to play
the picture as a third run booking,
following both Loew and Keith
houses. With the draw the star
created and the attendant publicity
he received when trying to walk
out of the contract with Famous
Players, the exhibitors wont up in

to

Bie Loew

the air.
In New

York there

is still

a reso-

on the books of the T. O.
C. C. under Which the members of
the organization bind themselves
sot to play the, pictures of any contract-jumping
was
star.
This
Passed at the time of the Clara

lution

Young

Kimball

litigation,

when

a

number of stars were jumping bach
and forth from one producing man*gem» nt to another. In the event
Valentino
jumps. Paramount the
* ul ng o f tlm
T O C. C wou l d t njlouhtrdiy be invoked* against him
insofar .is any productions th.it he
'fcht

make

.

.

organization would bo concerned.
,n the Paramount offices the
reaction ( ,f the legal tangle which
|Jne
has caused begat) to be
this wees with the
negotiations
,s t

Tw
I

« !

t

•

Los Angeles, Sept. 6.
Tn response to numerous queries Awaiting
ReRatification
as to when he is to resume picture
14
placement, 4c. Foot
production, Benjamin B. Hampton
states that several months ago he
Days for Approval
disposed of all his picture Interests
and has retired from business.
"It is not my intention," says Mr.
The uniform picture contract beHampton, "to engage in picture pro- tween distributor and exhibitor has
duction again, either now or in the been finally agreed upon.
is
It
near future. My interests have been awaiting ratification to occur after
taken over by a new corporation, former United States Attorney GenFederal Photoplays, Inc., of which eral Wlckersham shall have worked
W. G. Logan of Los Angeles is presi- out the details of the joint arbitradent.
I am advised that they intion board under which any differtend to begin production some time ences arising under the contracts
this fall."
shall be adjusted.
Of the points under discussion the

—
—

replacement price of film has been
and
a agreed upon at four cents a foot
question of contract approval
the
special five reel comedy which is to
days maximum,
be. a burlesquo of all of the "burn- has been set at 14
with the period varying according to
ing sands" features.
It is to be
known as "The Sheik of Arabia" the location of the various houses.
and Ben Turpin is to have the prin-

Mack

Sennett

.

cipal role.

ANOTHER ^ROBIN HOOD"

i

Originally it was intended to run
the picture as a two reeler but as
the production progressed it was decided to elaborate it into a five reel

Mary Pickford

instance was
paid $2,500 for the use of her photograph and autograph on the titlepages of three songs written around
three of her releases.
Since Ted Snyder's "Sheik" of
the current vintage created a similar impression,
every publishing
house 1b lining up one or more
picture songs.
Concessions to the
stars though are of the past. The
mutual publicity in the tie-up is
considered an equitable arrangement, the film salesmen In fact
helping to exploit the songs through
the various exchanges.
Feist has "Human Hearts" (Universal)
release by Milt Hagen;
Richmond-Robbins is publishing
for

"Burning Sands" (Paramount); S.
has "Isle of Zorda"
(Pathe); Phil Ponce Publications
has "The Old Homestead" (Paramount); Belwin. Inc., is exploiting
a "Prisoner of Zenda" song (Metro
picture),
and
Harold
Lloyd's
"Grandma's Boy" (Pathe), "The
Masquerader," and others are "in

C. Calne; Inc.,

the works."

Contrary to the former practise
of putting out any old trash and
relying on the picture to move it
off the counters, the songs are proving more successful than the picture
sometimes, .and in all cases truly
meritorious and worthy, minus the
film tie-up.

in

Wisconsin University
Picture

The title will be a slight
extent clash with that of the R-C
special.

'

Luh Angeles, W ept.

6

.

—

Richie, soldiei of fort urn and
at times a "human, fly" stunt man,
of stunt pictures
Is to make a St
l<

Ai

i

t<

i

I

Pathe,

Work is to stait here Immediately
with the building In the downtown
section utilised, for a. great
the seem h.

man)

ol

GRIFFITH FILMS IN EUROPE
London, Sept.

During the autumn D. W.
will present
his greatest

Milwaukee, Sept.

6.

revivals
pictures

B.

Griffith

of

three

in

England.

of

These are:
"Way Down East,"
which was such a big success last
autumn at the Empire; "The Birth
of
a Nation," and "The Two
seen

'originally

at

the

Scala.

In France he will present "The
Birth of a Nation" and "The Two
Orphans," and Germany will, for
the first time, have a chance of
seeing "Intolerance,"
"The Two

The first opposition "Robin Hood"
"The Man Who Turned film is in the field. It Is being shown
White" which they placed on the through this state as a University Orphans," "Way Down East" and
market as "A Sheik of Araby."
The "The Birth of a Nation."
of Wisconsin Film Classic.
All four. will have their premiere
cast has William Russell, Harry
in Berlin.
Anderson.
Mlgnon
JOINT ARBITRATION BOARD Benham and
or not the picture Is to go
Whether
The initial meeting of the
into the field in active opposition
T. O. C. C. and projection machine
DAUGHTER KIDNAPPED
not
reissue

of

•

to the

Fairbanks production

is

operators joint arbitration board is
this time.
Chicago, Sept. 6.
This board known at
to be held Thursday.
B. F. Spoth, known In Cleveland
was formed as a result of the recent
circles as a picture magnate, scurried
Leaving
Chamberlain
V.
Frank
conferences held over the wage
scale.
There will be six members,
Frank V. Chamberlain, general here to locate his daughter Emilene,
16 years of age, who was kidnapped
three representing each faction with service manager for Famous Playfrom his home. He succeeded In
meeting.
elected
each
a chauman
at
ers located at the home office of
finding
her and also James P. Clayreported as
In the event of a tie vote the mem- the organization, is
ton and Mr. and Mrs. Howard Colbers of the board to agree on a leaving the corporation. His plans
lins, all three of whom are implithe for the futute are not yet anneutral
personage to cast
cated, besides their having Stolen
nounced.
deciding vote.

EXHIBITORS SEE HOPE OF COAL

money and Jewelry. Spoth and his
daughter returned to Cleveland, and
the others are being held here by
the police pending advice from the
Cleveland authorities.
1

Wm.

H. Woodin Fuel Dictator
O. C. C. Calls Off Deal
to Import English Coal

Governor. Appoints
for

New York State—T.

.

.—

CHADWICK SUNSTRUCX

MISS

WITH ADVENT OF ADMINISTRATOR

Ix>s Angeles, Sept.

9.

Helene Chadwlck, Goldwyn star,
was rushed here from the Arizona
desert to a hospital in a serious
condition as a result of being overcome by heat.
On location where, she was work-,
ing the thermometer registered 110.
She was forced to work bareheaded
In tho scene, which called for rather
strenuous effort, and was bus*
struck.

leaving any claims to be adjustthe State Court of Claims. He
of any priNew York City, president of the
building or
American Car and Foundry Co., and place of amusesnent and remove the
a director in many large industrial coal found there to any other place.
corporations, was personally sworn He will regulate the amount of coal
in by Governor Nathan L. Miller to be apportioned to the theatres
yesterday as State Fuel Adminis- of the States and, if he so decrees,
trator at the Executive Chamber in close any theatre to conserve the
the Capitol in the presence of a fuel that would be used there.
horde of newspaper and camera
After the Governor signejl
men.
In New York City there was
the commission of Mr. Woodin, giv- a general discussion
Wednesday
ing him absolute control of all the among the exhibitors
regarding
fuel in the State, with regulatory the powers of the newly appointed
authority over prices, the Admin- Fuel Administrator. The Coal Comistrator promised to devote every mittee
of
the
Motion
Picture
effort to his task of providing an Theatre Owners Chamber of Comequitable distribution of all fuel merce stated it would ascertain its
Ho stated that, while exact status and that of the Fuel
available.
the present methods of distribu- Administrator before going fortion of coal in the State would not ward with the project to import
be disturbed unless necessity war- coal from England.
The ending of the strike early
rant*, still the full co-operation of
this week gave the theatro manall of the people of the State would
be necessary to make the adminis- agers hope that the appointment of
tration of the fuel problem a suc- a Fuel Administrator would mean
that the theatres and other places
cess.
Last nlghl Mr. Woodin left for of amusement would be granted a
is
he
quota of fu< so as to make it DOS*
New York City, where today
to Start to perfect his organization. Bible for them to operate during
His powers under the Fuel Ration- the winter. It \s.is the general beihtt
ei« i»l im' hi* otlt. e, pa UH d lief that w i th
resumpt i on «»f
ing A.
by the special session of the State operations at tin. mines jt would
Legislature, are practically unlim- be discovered that the shortage was
ited, and he has full power to do not as acute as it was generally
anything to Insure an equitable dis- made to appear and that tho ap-

Albany, N. T., Sept.

William

Hartman

Woodin,

6.

ed

In

may go into the coal bin
vate home or industrial

—

I

He may

issue
tribution of
subpoenas, take oaths, examine the
books of coal merchants, confiscate
coal at whatcvei price he may »e<
fuel.

STRAND AND U

fit,

of

1

STUNT MAN IN STUNT FILMS

haps three weeks.

Orphans,'

Now Shown

make a deal for
Hold" and "Man-

to

to

Old Homestead" for extended runs
at both the Rivoli and the Rialto.
with four weeks scheduled at the
former with the latter to follow. At
the Capitol it is quite possible that
the picture may hold over for per-

making

is

hit publishers started

the rights to some big
and frame a song around it.

"To Have and

slaughter," but Rothafel insisted he
be given The Old Homestead" instead of tho Meighan starring picture, otherwise he refused to play
any of tho Famous productions. The
Famous, anxious to ch ar docks and
obtain Broadway runs for as many
of its productions as possible to
facilitate Issuance to the exhibitors
at large, agreed to the switch.
F. P. had planned to play "The

WITH BEN TURPIN

"SHEIK"

was planned

It

AGREED UPON

Corporation

secure

picture

i

another producing

tor

New

The Famous Players liavo made
8. L. Rot ha ft 1 of the
Capitol for the showing there of at
least two P. P. productions during
tho next month. The pictures are
"The Old Homestead," opening Oct.
8. and "To Have and to Hold," Oct.

a deal with

29.

FILM CONTRACT IS

Taken Over by

vieing with each other financially

»

.

Interests

Burkan Selected Counsel

exhibitor for contracts for the balance of the
book- season. In the block selling of pictures the exhibitors were asking
ing has been practically completed. what assurance the Paramount offiAt present with virtually the en- cials could give them that the pictures scheduled by them with Valtire strength of the Theatre Owners*
Chamber of Commerce aligned entino as the star but not yet made
would be delivered if contracted
with the organization, practically for.
The Paramount sales force
400 days of booking for a picture
seemed certain the contract which
tn the Greater New York territory
the star held with their organizaThis week, it was be- tion would be upheld in the courts
Is assured.
lieved that either the Fox Circuit and advised the exhibitors to that
or the Peerless Booking Corp., which effect.
}s representative of*the Keith, ProcWith the perfection of the booktor and Moss houses, might be rep- ing
combine and the inclusion
resented in the new organization.
therein of one of the big circuits
The new corporation has retained in addition to the 400 days that the
Nathan Burkan as its attorney and independent exhibitors have lined
It is looking for office space in the
wiping of Valentino from

new

The

BEN HAMPTON RETIRED
Picture

Houi

Rothafel's

During October

MAY SECURE STRONG ADDITIONS
Co-operative Booking Plan
Moss and Fox Possible

at

Strand, New York, has made
a deal with the Universal whereby
Its new super-feature "Under Two
Flags" will play the house. Incidentally the Strand is to play all
of the big Universals In the future
having a refusal on the pictures
before all ether exhibitors in the

The

Times Square

The

AI Gilbert, Inc., Co* in

the greatei pari of his activities.
.

Bankruptcy

An involuntary petition in bankruptcy was filed against the Al
Gilbert Film Productions, inc., of
220 West 42d street, New York,
Sept.
2.
The throe petitioning
creditors are Harold W. Harwell,
$500; Gould & Could, $480, and Al
Gilbert, $1,760, for labor and services rendered.
The schedule does not list the
total

liabilities

gang

R.

under

J

I

and

W'olf-

a- sets.

Bchwabacher

is

receiver

,ooo bond.

Robert Meeker at International
Itoheit Meeker, fi.iiutily attached

— —

pointment
of
Administrator
an
would tend to prevent profiteering,
which it was believed would covcj

sone.

story to the effect that the

Strand had signed with the U. to
play 12 features during the year
was denied by the theatre management.

to the home office of Famous I'layeis, has fallen heir to the vacancy

the International Film Co. created
witft
the loldwyn organization.
Mr. Meeker will have the asslng
if contracts lor the Cosmopolitan

In

when .Jimmie Granger went
t

j

i

<

ductiions,

*
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SALARY HOLD OUTS
-

THOMAS ASKS
TO

AQ

MANAGERS

PLAY WEEK TO LEGITIMATE ROAD SEASON
FOR ALL THEATRICALS
IS OPENING IN A MUDDLE
WEEK, PASS
LEGIT

^

)

—

M. A. Chairman Addresses Member* Entirely
Too Personal in Their Interests P. M. A. Bonds
Reduced to $5,000

P.

—

•"

4

Augustus Thomas made

his first

address to the Producing Managers'
Association since his appointment
to the chairmanship of its. board Of

which

carries with"
leadership of the association, at

(directors,

BENCH WARRANT OUT

FOR EMMA CARUS
Singer and Her Accompanist

Arouse Chicago Judge
Fine Doubled
-

"

.

Show Opens Monday
lantic City with

nois,

time they appear
by Municipal Court

first

Lawrence Jacobs,

in

the

in

Judge
South

Clark street court. This action was
taken when Miss Carus and her accompanist failed to appear in court
last week for a hearing to vacate a

and costs imposed upon
them for an assault committed by
them on Mr. and Mrs. Harry Kewfnan in the Sherman hotel, Aug. 2,

fine of $50

last.

When

the case was called by Clerk
Helm and neither of the defendants
nor their attorney responded, Judge
Jacobs doubled the amount of the
fine on the couple and directed the
clerk to issue rapiases that would
place the team in the bastilc when

apprehended.
At t'lje tints' of the hearing there
were verbal combats between the
Carus and Newman factions. Judge
, Jacobs was then incensed over the
attitude
and demeanor of Miss
Carus. ire remarked he "had never
Roen such actions on the part K>t
theatrical people in his entire judicial career" and stated that he
would
•lot Judge all the show people by
tho uotion and ways of Miss Carus,
ft« he had many
dear friends in the
KpfessJon.

At-

Eleanor Painter "walked but" of
for "The Lady in Ermine" last Saturday, as the Shubert
production was due to open Monday
in Atlantic City.
An understudy is
in the Painter role at the Shubert
this week.
The story as related is that Miss
(Continued on page 11)
rehearsals

UMTS' $1.50 TOP

13.

Illi-

in

Understudy

—Wanted Act Changed

Dench warrants have been issued
Week
for the arrest of Emma Carus and
Walter Leopold, her accompanist,
the

Ready to Listen
Deadlock on Regular Figures All Over Big TimeActs Believe Managers' $100,000 FINANCE CO.
Position Untenable, Firm
in

FOR SHOWS AND ACTS

Demands

it

a
meeting held last week. Mr. Thomas
made it an occasion to point out
(Continued on page 11)

Chicago. Sept.

ELEANOR PAINTER
"WALKS OUT"

Not Enough Attractions for 40 Weeks in One- Week
Stand—Third Circuit May Be Forced— Houses

UP ROUTE

Ends and Holidays
Over Circuit

Over 1,200 standard vaudeville
acta are unrouted by the Keith office.
These figures from authentic
sources are modest, according to
one authority.

Th% acts are still deadlocked with
the Keith people over salaries. Acts
are playing Keith bookings from
week to week at cut salaries in preference to accepting routes at the

—

The Times Square Investment

Co.,

this condition,

some

time ago the Keith people notified
agents that acts that had been sub(Contlnued on page 1
1

>

OUTRIGHT BUYS COST

TWO

bills

drawn on

of „nv.li

denomina-

the Federal Reserve
Atlanta, Oa.; check letter
"H", fare plat* No. 33. The notice
says the portrait of Cleve'and is
particularly bad, and the counter*
feit can be detected by the number'
ing, which has been crudely done
tion;

Bank

<>f

by h&Ad.

is

week stands with fifwt class attractions.
It has been authoritatively
stated that to -supply any one -week
stand with the proper attractions for
a 40-week season is impossible. That
applies to the list as available from
both the Erlanger -and Shubert offices at present and unless new productions come along the dearth of

in Trenton,

—

LIQUOR OUT OF CANADA

merits.

Th money will be loaned at usual
Interest and the company's interest
in the piece will cease there.
No
"bits" or "cuts" will be retained for

theatres offering $2 50 to
seats to those around the
theatres at any price, Tn some Instances the choieest of seats for
musical shows were obtainable for
50 cents each and in many instances
tickets
were distributed free to
passersby.
With rain during the day Saturday the agencies had a chance to
iccoup a bit.
front

Of

Hereafter
•

i

.

(Continued on page

11)

CHESTNUT STREET VIOLATION
The Chestnut Street opera house
Wednesday was given a violation
by the building department on account of a defective wall, due to
the wrecking of a building next
door.

cated to allow the house to open
Sept. 18 aa scheduled

"GOOD SPORT" ONLY
I.»os

Angeles. Sept.

Montreal last week Mr.
It over with a United
States customs man. who informed
him the border force intended stopping the practice the show people
are acquiring of trying to take out
of Canadian cities into the States
all the booze their baggage will hold.
Hereafter, said the customs man,
if any liquor is found in theatrical
baggage it will be sent to the border s.nd held therefor examination.
The owner of the baggage will bo
proceeded
against
for
unlawful
transportation, the custom* man
added, and he also said that with
the hrst instance arising from now
on all theatrical buggagc will bo
held at tiie border for examination.
Saturday night, a*couple of weeks
ago, an net leaving Montreal was
iiigh-fr-with eighteen quart bottles.
That stirred up the customs men,
Who had been qmewhat lenient previously with professionals coming
across with a bottle or two.

Morey talked

H Eferk was notified of the
I.
mand wis. nil, they rosorted to every building department's action and
left immediately for Philadelphia In
known subterfuge to rid themselves
an effort to have the violation vaOf their wares. Men were evident in
$8 50

Actor of Consequences

the investment, it is claimed, the
Syracuse, N. T.. Sept. 13.
procedure being dependant on how
The I'n ted States customs offiworthy the piece of theatrical prop- cers at the Canadian border
intend
If, after an out-oferty may be.
to be more watchful of theatrical
town break-in, the show needs baggage and professionals
who
some money to tide it over for a smuggle liquor across,
Francis
Broadway try, the loan will depend Morey, who is here thissays
week.
on the value of the properties and
While in

•

bleaching

season

MAY MAKE TROUBLE

Shubert vaudeville circuit
will charge $1.50 top in all of the
dollar top houses on Saturday, Sunday and holidays. The new scale
was mutually agreed upon by the
AGENCIES $10,000
producers following the opening of
"Trouble of J922" at the Brandies,
Omaha, Sunday.
Chicago, Sept. 13.
The Omaha house was repot
Tho local ticket soalpers had the
as doing a turniway business at the
props knocked from under them last
one dollar scale which prevailed.
week when
the two
The Central, New York, will scale big scalpingin three days Couthoui
concerns,
higher but so far as is known will
Agency and the Waterfall tic Horobe the only exception to the dollar
witz combine lost (10,000 as a result
top rule except possibly the Cresof the hot wave from Wednesday to
cent, Brooklyn which charged $2 for
Friday.
the Jack Singer's "Hello New York"
These agencies were in on outshow last Saturday night.
right non-returnable buys in the
loop houses. When the advance dc-

New York brinks have notified
theatre treasurers of a new $20
counterfeit
on
It
tpparently
Is
genuine paper, probably secured by

road

Inc.,

—

The

$20 COUNTERFEIT BILL OUT

legitimate

in a muddle. The greatest
difficulty faces the booking head* of
the big offices in furnishing the

(Continued on page 11)
a $100,000 corporation charted
N. J., has been organised for the purpose of financing
theatrical productions
legit
and
same figure.
vaudeville,
primarily
on strictly
The, acts are apparently withIt will not be a
holding signatures under the belief business basis.
proposition,
a decided material shortage is de- corporate "angeling"
veloping which they can discount but will lend money to producers
later on by holding off on the routes and managers after their scout,
Edgar Dudley, has investigated its U. S. Customs Officer Informs
for the present.

To overcome
Tilted

Advances Made Upon Recommendations Legal Interest
Only Claimed

The
opening

13.

Mrs. Viola A. Oppeuhcimer, a
former Ziogfeld "I'nllic.V girt, was
granted a divorce from Carl S. Oppenheimer here. She charged that
while "her husband was a good
sport he was a poor provider."

.•

—
'
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NO ENGLISH

*

InauguratReturning Professional Scoffs ing bin management ot the Apollo
with the operetta "Le Marche <r
Suggestion A. A. Losing
Amour" ("The Love Market"), proin Membership
duced Sept. 7. The music Is by!
Pouget and the book b$ d'Hanse-*
wick.
A prominent professional who reThe public has received the operturned from London early this
week stated any fear of a strike in etta with a fair friendliness. In.
English legitimate circles is flouted the cast are. Frey and Vallee, Mmes.
,

by

The

Smith Family" proved to be
an elaborate production combining
musical comedy with spectacle. It
has a good cast, but indifferent book
and music.
Clifford Grey, Stanley Logan and
Phillip l*age wrote the book and
lyrics, with the music by Nat D.
Ayer and B. N eld on. Wal Pink
.

Interpolated

some

The

scenes.

by Arthur Wimperis.

It

a su-

is

perior tone to the American adaptation, and there does not seem to
be any doubt about its unqualified
success. The entire cast is exceptional fSr its uniform excellence,

and barring a slight prolongation of
an otherwise excellent scene In the
last act, In which Hugh Wakefield
plays an intoxicated, addle- pated
young man, which* would seem to
need condensation owing to the

piece is In two acts and 12 scenes
with a large cast, among it Harry
Tate, Connie Ediss. Ella Retford,
Cora Coffin, Tom Tweedly, Harry
Beasley asd Mabel Green.
fact that it interfered with the natThe production was made by Ed- ural progress of the piece, there Is
ward Laurillard and the piece little or no fault to find with the
marked the reopening by Sir Alfred entertainment. Madge Tltheradge^
Butt of the Empire at pre-war as Monna, appears to have one of
prices.
the greatest successes of her career
The following night at the Com- as a London star. Probably the
edy "Secrets" was revealed as a first Englishman to give a true
simple sentimental comedy drama characterization of an American for

that looks like an enormous hit. It the ediffcation of British theatrewas enthusiastically received.
goers is Norman McKinnel in the
At the Apollo last night "The role of John Brown. It is a welcome
Torch" developed into a morbid play relief from the usual "Amurican"
of crude construction.
portrayal, and It Is to be hoped will
Maurice Moscovitch Is starred be the forerunner of a series of
In it.
such depictions of American male
humanity, so that the average
-.
Briton will have his mind disLondon, Sept. IS.
"Body and Soul," by Arnold Ben- abused of the belief that all "Amurleans" of the' stronger sex have the
nett has Its silly story relieved by
shoulders of their clothes padded
bright epigrams, but as a play It is
to enormous proportions, pay fabunot seriously regarded.
their bootmakers to
The piece opened Monday at the lous sums to the
put knobs on
toes of their pedal
Regent.
coverings and invariably wear
lounge suits of checked material.
•»

London, Aug.

JoW.

28.

There were two legitimate premieres on Saturday, Aug. 26
"Lawful Larceny" at the Savoy,
with an all-American company presented by Harry and Sidney Burns,
in the afternoon, and "Bluebeards
Eighth Wife" at the Queen's in the

acting of the American company as
contrasted with that of the native

"Lawful Larceny"

talent.

well

is

been
into

cultured Intonation of the femin.ae
aggregation back of the footlights
at the Queen's.
The outstanding ""hit of "Lawful
is Morgan Wallace in the
Guy Tarlow. Ruth Shepley

Larceny"
role of

would seem

to

he temperamentally

unfitted for the part of Marion Dorsay (the local daily press does not
agree with this opinion of Variety's
reviewer), and Catherine Calvert,
in her big hysterical scene, was

badly handicapped in her efforts to
rush frantically up a flight of stairs
through what appeared to be a bad
case of limping. Forrest Winant
struggled manfully with an un-

THE

LIT
RHINESTONE scenery,
props, gowns, etc., for product ions,
Vaudeville and circus. Address:
BirfhTcrs of

k

>

246 West 46th Street

HEW YORK

CITY
*

-

This Js the risque piece created
years ago at the Varieties.
has a thin plot relating how an
Impecunious young Oriental noblethree

It

and

member-

man

has been

EUSTON MUSIC HML,
FASHIONABLE THEATRE

Chinamen were engaged
A prcrtest came

rict, Nigel Plaryfair Is At-

tempting

color.

for

local

up

that

supers from the. association membership were not used
instead.
Around the clubs actors regarded
the protest lightly and laughed it

It

28.

Nigel riayfair, who with Arnold
13.
Bennett and ^tners converted the
of "When
notorious
"blood pit," the Lyric,
Flower" was

himself

sells

slavery to

in*..o

a

merchant, whose j< (oui wife interferes with his affairs with his pretty
women customers.
The youth is finally rescued from
.

"humiliating position by his
who turns out to
the unknown natural daughter
of the merchant's wife.
/
Iris R(wc and Robert Quinault,
dancers, scored the outstanding hit
of the performance.
this

former mistress
be
k

DANCER QUINN FREED
Paris, Sept. 13.

John Quinn, former dancing partner of Joan Sawyer, was released
from charges preferred by a Paris)
hotelkeeper on examination by the)
court.
The charge that the dancer
assaulted a chambermaid in a row
over a hotel bill was ruled unfounded.

Quinn until recently was a dancer
Montnmrtre cabarets, but quit
that occupation and is yow holding

in

a commercial position.

DEATHS ABROAD
Paris, Sept.

1.

Henri Prevost, stage manager of
where)
the Chatelet' theatre,
he was engaged since the time of
Paris,

Emile Rochard.
French leader
Sorel,
Georges
writer, aged 73 years
M. L. Girnrd, vaudeville agent at
Marseilles, France, aged "47 years.

MESMERIST EXPERIMENTS
Paris, Sept. 18.

Benevol, the South American per*
former, has returned to Paris and;
taken the Ba-Ta-Cian this year for
his experiments. He is due to begin'
Sunday. He made a good thing of |
his mesmerizing show last year at
the Amblgu.

SAILINGS

off.

exhibition

Knighthood Was.

in

given Monday night for the Prince
of Wales. After 6eeing the American film production by Cosmopolitan, starring Marion Davies, the
Prince remarked:
"It has a great historical appeal
and is a fine thing for Englishspeaking people."

front of the tabs.
An hour later the arrival of a
Free State secret service agent
knocked a little of the "pep" out of
"

COCHRAN'S PLANS

Hammersmith, into a fashionable
theatre, has hopes of doing the same
magician's trick with the Euston
Music Hall, which he has re-

Coming Over

to

See

New "Music

Box" Revue— Will Do Play Here.

christened the Regent. This house
Lond< n. Sept. 1.
Is in Euston Road, opposite St. PanC. B. Cochran explains tlmt bis
cras and Kings Cross stations and is
production
Palate
of "The Music
In the centre of the most notorious
Box" was postponed solely because
districts of the Metropolis. 'On one
anil Irving Berlin
Short
Hassard
side of it is Bloomsbury, a would-be
Bohemian centre, but in realitv the were both engaged on the production of the new "Music Box" revue
sleeping place of most of the West
could not get to London.
He
End "red light" habitues and their and
therefore least d the theatre to Marmasters; on the other side Somers
for
present
picture
cus
the
Loew
Town and the Caledonian Road dis- season. He will produce 4he show
trict the haunt of some of the worst
More- lfTDecember with the Dolly Sisters
hooligan bands In London.
starring.
During his forthcoming
over the whole district is the bangvisit to New York he hopes to proout of the notorious race course
Dunsany's
"Mr. Faithful," of
duce
gangsters who following a long list
which he h< Ids the American rights,
of assaults and attempted murders
and
also arrange with David Bethe police have now publicly sworn
lascp for the production of "The
to wipe out.
Man in Dress Clothes." While here
The old house has been recon- Gilbert Miller was' .anxious to secure
structed to seat 1,400 and will open the piece for America and may
In September with Arnold Bennett's
u

make some arrangement

to that end
with Belasco.
His visit, however, has the primary object of seeing the present
"Music Bex" show and the pro-

Soul." The company inthem. He wanted an explanation of clude Raliol Ilolloway, Nan MarVie la
Tree.
and
the cryptic message. They were so riott-Watson
scared they made more than sure Among other plays which the comto explain their message very fully pany has in view is one of Czcckoand after doing so retracted the Slovak nationality, whose title rentelegram and wrote a letter to their dered into Anglo-Saxon appears as
London friend conveying the news "The Life of an Insect." It is hard-

Body and

Reported through Paul Tausig:
David Carson Gocdman (InterFilm Co), Mrs. Louis

Dr.

nationa)

Goodman
Charles

(President
Reber,

Harding);;

Levy

George

Painter,. Charles L. Smith,

W«

Anthony

Cranese, David Herman, Charles
Kunz, Russell D. Carver, Robert G*

McCHster, William E. Biery, Domonico Benedetti, Ear> W. Jackson*
Edward G. Krick, Norman D. IU
Ronemus, Jacob William Sheets;
Mrs. Domonico, Benedetti, Master'
Benedetti,

Murray

Pilcer,

Paul

Spechts Bands (Majestic).
Reported through Paul Tausig A
Son, 104 East 14th street:
Sept. 16 (from New Ycrk): Lionel
Barrymore, Alma Reubens, Pedro do
Cordoba, Buster Collier, Garrett
Hughes, Gladys Hallctte Nita Naldl,
Alan Crosland, Lynn Shores, Joe
Morgan, George Folscy, Harry Wild,
Mrs. Rubens, Dr. David Carson,
Mrs. Louis Goodman (Cosmopolitan

company), to make "Enemies
Women'' on other side (President
Harding). Sept. 16 (from New York)
film

of

Charles L. Reber, Geo. W. Painter,
Chae. L. Smith, David Herman,
Chas. Kunz, Russell Carver, William
duct ion of the new one.
Biery, Mr. and Mrs. D. Denedietti
and eon, Earl W. Jackson, Edward
G. Krick, Norman Roneus, Jacob W.
MTDDLETON COMING BACK
Sheetz, Murray Pilcer (two of Paul
ly likely this title will be used in
Paris, sept. 13.
Specht's bands) (Majestic). Sept.'!
England. This is written by two
It is possible that George Middlefrom London), Charles McGood, Rabrothers named Capek and has been ton and Guy Bolton's "The Light of
fayette and Dog, Willie Schenck
adapted by Nigel Playfair and Ar- the World" will be given at the
and Co. (St. Paul).
the
same
by
Another
nold Bax.
Odeon during the coming season.
Sept. .9 (from Havre for New
authors is titled "R. U. R." Both Middleton is returning to the United
York), Regal and Moore (France).
these pieces will be done first in States the end of this month, after
Sept. 7 (from London), Kimberly
America. Yet .another play which two years residence abroad.
and Page (Albania).
is destined for either the Regent or
Aug. 17 (From Sydney for San
the Lyric is Herman Hcijerman's
TALBOT MARRIED Francisco), Vardell Bros., Qirton
"The Rising Sun "
London, Bept. 13.
Girls,
Weir, Otis Mitchell,
Ivor
The front of the house staff has
Hayden Talbot was married today Maier and Patterson (Ventura).
been recruited, from the West End.
in
(Arrived
San Francisco last
Esta
non-profesto
MacKensie,
long
time
at
D. W. Whittaker. for a
'
week).
the St. James', will be the acting sional.
manager, and T. If, de Caurcy, alsi
of the St. James', will look after
-

of their success.

Leon goes on to say he and Helen
Page are adhering firmly to the

At the end

*

Association

.

time in

and bowed, the audience fondly be-

Actors'

THEATRE TAX PROTEST

rules laid down for long life In Ireland:
"Hear nothing, see nothing,
know nothing and last, but not
least, say nothing."
They are going one further by taking a cab
attractive role, and Lee Raker was
every
show.
night
after
the
He
role
inconsistent
at his best In the
reports business In Dublin to be
of a virtuous Judge who spends his
good.
very questionable company.
of the play there were
insistent calls «for author, *nd a
made his appearance
gentleman
tall

the

VAN HOVEN

played in London, but after seeing
"Bluebeard's Eighth Wife" the same
KIMBERLY'S EXPERIENCE
day, the quality of.hlstrlonic talent
London, Aug. 28.
shipped to England to Interpret
Leon
Kimberley (Kimberley and
the piece makes, it appear tawdry
by comparison. In "Lawful Lar- Page) has been playing Dublin and
ceny" we have a drawing room Incidentally getting first-class "inside" experience of conditions In
play, wherein the male members
wear dress clothes, but with the ex- Ireland. Having promised to send
word to a friend here telling how
role
ception of Lee Parker in the
of Judge Parry, not one of the tail- the act went, Leon telegraphed
coats appeared to have the cut of a TCilled them here. Topping alone.
Kimberley." The team was in great
first class tailor. The women were
smartly enough dressed, but their spirits having done very big and
been compelled to make speeches In
voices seemed harsh and almost

raucous when paralleled with the

Cernay and Judic.

British

the touring attractions.
The American actor went over
This week (Sept. 11), Crown Ho- conditions carefully with a number
of well informed London artists.
daily
twice
Providence;
also
go
tel.
to the E. F. Albee Theatre and with That there is much unemployment
Ray Wilbert to the golf links to beat there is no doubt, but the leading
the chief. Till tomorrow we "will be actors do not lay the blame on the
Phil, if you had managers, accounting for
very lonesome.
the Situabeen here and Mrs. Drew coming tion by the general
depression In
next week it would have been like
That applies to low
the old days, and the leading lady business.
Ben Piazza owes salaries, too. Despite the queslet a little toot.
me a letter, as does my agent. Sun- tionnaire sent out to British actors.
day concert New Amsterdam The- I the general inclination is- against
affiiliation with labor unionism and
the mere mention of that suggesLITTLE FRANKIE
tion and a strike had caused many
"THE ICE MAN"
fresh resignations to be sent the
A. A.
John Emerson, president eof the
Equity, was recently in London.
Brussels Theatres Go On Strike to According to chatter around sugRegister Objection to Rates
gestions made by him over there
were not taken seriously. Too many
Paris, Sept. 13.
English actors step from the ranks
All the Brussels theatres have into the managerial class to subvoted to declare a "strike" by re- scribe to any movement tending to
maining closed one day to bring the dictation of the theatre by an
the protest of the managers agarnst actors' organization. It is the amhigh taxes to the public attention.
bition of all English players to
Theatres in Belgium are subject have their own productions, and
to a special entertainment tax which when they do attain the mark they
the impresarios find particularly generally rent a theatre and direct
burdensome.
both ends. They consider that authority over the theatre by an organization such as the Actors' Association
would be incompetent
and no pei suasion will change that
opinion.
The most recent side agitation in
the association came when "East
of
Suez" opened and some 40
In the Heart of Hooligan Dist-

Londbn, Aug.
private

of

class

almost impossible. If a strike attempt is made it can only affect

London, Sept.

A

better

He reports that theie have
many resignations handed

in addition to the. loss in
ship the collection of dues

"KNIGHTHOOD" PICTURE

Judging by the reception accorded
them, both were successful, though
in an entirely different way.
Attendance at both on the same
day necessarily provokes comparison, and, eliminating all Anglomaniacal tendencies, one cannot
but feel the lack of "class" In the

the

actors.

PRINCE OF WALES SEES

evening.

is

—

Silly,

London Sept. It.
At the Empire last Wednesday

!

Paris, Sept. It.

-

lieving they had secured a glimpse
Perhaps It
of Samuel Shipman.
was Just as well.
Sir Alfred Butt and Anthony
Prinsep stand* sponsors for the
English production of "Bluebeard's
Eighth Wife."> The British adaptation from the French was made

Amour" Dots Fairly at
Paris Apollo—-Oriental Intrigue

VIEW OF AMERICAN

Torls d'Hansewick

"Lawful Larceny*' and "Bluebeard" Promise SucHit—Bennett's
Like
'Secrets"
Looks

Torch"

DARING FRENCH OPERA

STRIKE;

"Marc he

*

TWO ARE AMERICAN
i

i

Friday, September 15, 1928

2096 Regent

THREE OF SIX NEW LONDON SHOWS
SCORE;

Martin's Place, Trafalgar Square

St.

1

HAYDEN

%

WOULDN'T PLAY FOR MARKS

London, Bept 13.
As Bert Levy, the American
sketch artist, was about to leave
for Germany to fulfill an engage- bOS-Office matters. A. P. HOTOC will
ment there, he discovered his con- combine the *-'»» ral maoag* n.« i.t ol
tract calling for English pounds a.s the new house with that Of the
the basis of salary also provided the Hammersmith concern.
The prices of admission at the
amount could be paid in German
Regent will run ffom an eight shillmarks.

Whereupon Mr Levy

called off the

QllHinn dates and prepared
for the States with his wife.

to leave

ing

and

gallery.

'

I

J

FOSTERS AGENCY,

GKORCK

price will

in<

lude tax.

,,A KR¥

FONTI.K

,Elf

six penny stall to a shilling
In every case the admission
i

1499

Ltd.
JETC.,
J

FORTH
ETC.

Wc Placed MHO in England
COMMI'NICATE THROUGH WILLIAM MORRIS AtiINt Y INC.
DIN AM lU'll.KlNU
NKW YORK CITT

BROADWAY;

I

CABLES

Friday, September 15, 1922
,

CHORUS GIRL SCARCITY;
SALARY $15 WEEKLY

1

!

COCHRAN TALKS
About

Critics

Desirable

Choiristers

Found Among 120
Applicants
London, Sept.

IS.

Na

f re

m

of

the

London

Stoll office, flew
to inspect it.

The mites do a singing-dancing
show, uith selections from popular
operetta*.

"STORM" SCALED TOO HIGH
London, Sept.

ings top.

AMERICANS IN EUROPE
Paris,

Sept.

13.

In Paris last week: Marie Doro,
has been taking the cure at
Baden-Baden; Harrison Irwin, musician of New York; Mrs. J. Harrison Irvine, Franciska Stern, Fanny
Jacobs, of Carnegie Hall, New York;
Helen Schultz, of Evansville, Ind.;
t>r. James Howard Gore, author;
Harry Pilcer, returned from Marseilles;
Marlen E. Pew, International News Service of New York;

Who

Fanny
ble,

Brice, William Henry Beajournalist of Trenton, N. J.

Charles Merz,

New York

"World,"

Simeon StrunSky, New York "Evening Post," and
Mrs. Gordon Strunsky are at Prague.
js visiting Austria;

^nB^S>
*'

^^^Hkv.v.

.*'-*

»4Sai

employers and
or

..

»:.*-?> ••

against"

is

the

now hovering
employment

"for
of

Chinese by Grossmlth & Malcne for
the production of "East of Sues" at
His Majesty's.
Sixty of these men have been en.
gaged under a native foreman while
a few hundred British actors walk

=

JACK LABODI

local

Italian gymnasts,

lowed to which Cochran retaliated
by
announcing that henceforth
critics would not be admitted as

Frank Curzon,
production.
the "Sign on the Door"
in London, has acquired the British
«v
rights to "The Fool."
Gladys Cooper is concluding a run
in "The Second Mrs. Tanqueray" at
the Playhouse, London.

13.

"The Storm." opening Monday
nteht at the Oxford, was well received, but it is not a likely draw,
through the scale being seven shill-

London, Sept. 1.
Alfred Lugg, secretary of the
Actors' Association, seems to be
trying to solve the problem of running with the hare and hunting with
the hounds.
He is already apparently very undecided as to whether
he will give his promised support to
the Variety Artists Federation bill
for the registration of all theatrical

who put on

fol-

critics to his future productions.

is

Johns,

over

ELASTIC

Featured with HERMINE SHONE the streets.
and Co. in "WINDOW SHOPPING."
Speaking at a propaganda meetThis week (Sept. 11). B. F. Keith's
Next week ing Aug. 29 Lugg said that he conRiverside, New York.
(Sept. 18), B. F. Keith's Orpheum, sidered the employment of these 60
Chinks to be preposterous. ApparBrooklyn, N. Y.
ently the East End of Londcn has
been scoured for the men. * The
Council of the A. A. had taken a
definite stand In the matter, a letLondon. Aug. 29.
There are 'many things to com- ter of protest had been cent round
mend England to the artist espe- for signatures, and a special emergency meeting had been called.
cially the American ones — and the
Everybody knew that Asiatic lepmost attractive one is the loyalty rosy as well as the dope traffic was
For rife among aliens, Negroes and
of the public for a favorite.
many years they violently applaud- Chinamen. The matter had aroused
ed a once famous tenor even when the indignation of all responsible
he was 90 years old with only the actors and actresses in London. It
At the Al- was necessary that strong action be
shell of a voice left.
hambra this week Marie Lloyd is taken and there was support for
appearing, feeble in gait, with a a member's suggestion that picketcracked voice, but she was given a ling of the theatro be resorted to
reception Monday night remarkable should the matter remain unsettled
at the time of production.
for its allegiance to an oldtime
This was on Aug. 29.
Aug. 30
favorite. With occasional flashes of
Lugg had changed his attitude conher former talent and with the or- siderably following attendance at a
chestra "covering" her lost voice, it rehearsal of "East of Suez" and an
was a joy to hear the insistent de- interview with Basil Dean, the promands for " 'core" at the conclusion ducer. He now wishes to say pubThe motto licly that in most cases the effects
of her three numbers.
of the English public is once a fa- desired by the producer could not
be obtained without the employvorite the artist must always be
ment of the Chinese clement and
welcomed.
matter rested.

Speaking of "Shuffle Along," he
said there had been internal compliLondon. Sept. 13.
The opening cf the William Fox cations which at first threatened his
film
"Nero" plans for the production of this
(American)- special
Philharmonic
hall show in London but he was certain
Saturday
at
brought out a big attendance that he would he able to settle everyevidenced a strong liking for the thing satisfactorily and was crossing over to America late in Septempicture.
He had just
Griffith's "Birth of a Nation." re- ber with that object.
received
a letter on the subject from
the
vival, is turning them away at
William A. Brady who said that
Scala.
Harry Cort had given his word that,
RUSSIAN MIDGETS IN PARIS whatever happened, when "Shuffle
AKng" comes to England it will be
Paris. Sept. 13.
under the Cochran management.
The Caumt nt Palace (Hippodrome), after being closed for the
summer, reopened Sept. 1 with pic- "THE FOOL" IN TWO PLACES
tures and a few vaudeville acts, a
Channing Pollock's new play,
troupe of seven Russian midgets
Selwyns
presented by Nicolas Katoucheff. "The Fool," which the
bring
into New York next month,
Constanrecently
arrived
via
They
Playhouse,
the
at
produced
will be
tinople.
with the
negotiating for the act. London, simultaneously
Slnsbert
L.

IS

Secretary First For, Then

Against Chinamen.

Hap?

llfclP

the newspapers the following morning carried little or nothing about
the production it had become a big
Publicity came from the
success.
absence of publicity and there was
vacant
seat in the house durnot a
ing the first week and advance
bookings were extremely good.

the producer and the production

'Nero'' and Revived "Birth of
tion" in London.

A.'t

WAGNER HERE FOR FUNDS
Paris, Sept. 13.
Siegfried Wagner has gone to the
United States, states a message
from Bayreuth, Germany, to seek
financial assistance in operating the
Wagner memorial theatre.

'

ALHAMBRA, LONDON
—

The Mackwells,
on rings. There
are four men, three straight and one
eccentric comedian, whose comedy
They do a neat turn.
is ponderous.
First

turn

"CABARET GIRL" POSTPONED

Then comes Sam

Hilton,

a singing

comedian, who docs some stepping
and a monolog. He is possessed
of plenty of personality but uttle
talent.
Niblo and Doris, blackface comedian and soubret feeder, with a
rapid singing, dancing and crosstalk act. They scored strongly. A
diminutive character singing comewho
dian followed Scotch Kelly
in height suggests Little Tich. He
has excellent singing and chatter.
George Bolton entertained neatly
with a pianolog turn of a sort pop-

—

—

13.

A

postponement became necessary
"The Cabaret Girl," due for the
Winter Garden Sept. 14, when Leslie Henson, principal comedian with
for

exceptionally fine routine of acro-

—

ballroom
dancing
really
dancing interspersed with acrobatic
lifts and throws an the part of the
man. The turn went big and is of
the sort that would click anywhere.
The woman is not pretty, but is
most attractive and graceful. Their
batic

work is finished.
Ruth Vincent, a popular local
prima
donna, sang several numbers
The premiere is now announced from her
repertoire most acceptfor Sept. 16, but that is unlikely.
ably, and was succeeded by Miss
the piece, suddenly
Saturday.

the cast last

left

Lloyd.

The

Takes "Merchant of Venice"
for Theme— Composer Little
More Than a Youth

Adrian

Fishers, with their ex-

Lqndon, Sept.
son
of

Beecham,

2.

Sir
written an

Thomas Beecham, has

opera with Shakespeare's "Merchant of Venice" as its base. This
will be produced by Sir Frank Benson at Brighton* September 11. It
should have been done last year but
the theatrical slump and probably
the affairs of the Beecham Opera
company caused a change of plan.
The composer, who is little more

than a youth, has ambitious eyes
en the rest of Shakespeare's works
and has already completed a score
for "As You Like It."
Should his
first two works be successful he intends turning aH the Bard's plays
and comedies into operas.
"The Merchant of Venice" is being rehearsed
Wales.

the

at

CANT TALK

Prince

troupe frcm

of

POLITICS

Paris. Sept.

A

13.

Moscow Art

the

theatre is due In Berlin, and according to present arrangements sailing
for New York in December to tour
under the management of Morris
Gest.
The Soviet government has permitted the company to leave Mos-

cow, and a solemn promise was
signed by the Russians not to talk
about politics before authority was
granted to enter the United States.
The Art theatre equipment is to
be taken for the foreign tour.
It is stated the present Russian
government still refuses to permit
the parents of Morris Gest to leave
Odessa.

there the

is

This festival in Bayreuth may not
be resumed next year unless solid
guarantees to cover expenses are ular here.
forthcoming.
Misguette and Maxly, a French
couple in evening dress, present an
"

London, Sept.

SON OF BEECHAM'S
SHAKESPERIAN OPERA

28.

or

FiLMS GET OVER

-til

C. B. Cochran stated to a Variety
representative, that his risky experiment of doing without the press on
the Arst night of "Phi -Phi" had
been entirely successful. Although

Despite the vast unemployment,
Is suffering from a dearth of
chorus girls. Exactly as is the case
in New York, the good ones will not
leave town and the others are so
He acknowledged the risk he had
Incompetent they cannot be utilised.
taken but ^ald the results were his
Foster Productions, Ltd., had an
Justification.
audition for girls for its touring
This "experiment" is the sequel to
company of "Fun of the Fayre." Of Cochran's row with the critics after
the 120 girls who responded they
the production cf his last review at
were unable to pick but three who the New Oxford, in which exception
could be used.
was taken to a scene depicting the
The salary paid girls on tour at pressmen "panning" the show withpresent is three pounds ten shillings
out worrying much whether they
per week (about "'5).
saw *t
not. A general attack on

London

LUGG
A.

'111

London, Aug.

Three

ip

7.

and Colored Shows.

BRADY'S "INSECT" PLAY

LONDON COLISEUM

London, Sept.

13.

William A. Brady has the AmeriLondon, Aug. 29.
Chief attraction in the Coliseum can rights of the Czecho- Slovak play
bill Is Violet Vanburgh In a new
by the Brothers Capek, which Nigel
sketch, "The Difference."
(New Playfair has scheduled for producActs.)
The only pull in this very tion here, either at the Lyric, the
ordinary 'triangle" affair is the star,
and her personal popularity will Hammersmith or the Regent. The
doubtless make her stay a success. Czecho-Slovak title literally transMadeline Collins remains and sings lated means "The Life of an Insect,"
well from an, extensive repertory. but Playfair announces he is thinkApart from an excellent voice, she is ing of calling It "And 8&, ad Infinigifted with youth and good looks, a tum."
somewhat unusual thing for a prima
The play is said to show all sorts
donna, at any rate in this country. and conditions
of human struggles
Wish Wayne gives some capital
sketches of London characters and and ambitions, success and failure,
in
entomological
form.
appears to be allowed more time
than is usually the case with such
acts.

Gaston Palmer is an uncommonly
good and original juggler and Is also
an excellent comedian. His is an
act that should go far. Those oldtimers, the Elliott Savonas, contribute an excellent musical performance In which the modern craze
for jazz and* the saxaphone plays a
big part.
It seems only yesterday
that this troupe used to both top
and bottom first-class vaudeville
contributing a fine trick cybills
cling act as the Elliotts and an
elaborately staged musical show as
the Savonas. A quarter of a century leaves them as popular as

—

"MYSTERIOUS TALES" RIGHTS
London, Sept 13.
and Arthur Col-

Sir Alfred Butt

lins have secured the British rights
to the big continental success, "The

Remarkable Adventures of Conductor Krelsler," to which the American rights belong to the Selwyns
The Selwyns will call It "The Mysterious Tales of Hoffmann" and
probably the same title will be used
in

the

London, when
Drury Lane.

It

Is

produced at

cellent contortion Kct, augmented
by pretty scenery, and entitled "A ever.
WALLIE HOWE'S
FIELD
Florida Enchantment," preceded the
W. H. Squire, Lily Farney, and
Wallle Howes resigned from the
Auriol Jones held over and again
Bioscope news pictorial.
Keith
forces
last Friday to accept a
The headliner next week will be contribute a very high-class musical
Ethel Levey, who has not appeared show. In fact high-class music has position as district sales manager
on the London stage for two years. a big hold on the current bill, prob- for the Durant Motors Co.
Mr. Howes severed his connecThe Ayhambra was the scene of ably to make up for the absence of
Miss Levey's earliest triumphs in Russian dancers. Other acts, all de- tions with the Keith people after
Dudley Field Malone is now visit- Dominion.
this country; it was there that she serving their place in London's best six years with the organization. He
ing England, and will sail for home
Cecil Sorel and Albert Lambert made her London debut in 1907, vaudeville house are The Daros, came into the Keith office from the
Louis Douglas and Sonny Jones, advertising field. For
early in October.
also plan to tour Canada in Novem- when she practically introduced
the past four
ragtime and jazz to the British and Ernest Hastings in sketches at
Garrison
has been booked ber, it is announced.
Mabel
years he has been the booker of
(lore.
public.
the piano.
Jolo.
to sing in Germany this winter.
Proctor's B8th Street, Majestic, PatRaymond Havens, pianist, has
erson, N. J., and the Garrick, Wilsailed from Genoa, Italy, for a con"JUDITH" SOON
mington.
cert tour in the United States.
Paris. Sept. 13.
Earl Leslie, dancer, has returned
Rehearsals are well in hand of
*to Paris from New York, and will Henri Bernstein's "Judith" at the
Shortly appear in Brussels.
Gymnase, and the new play is due
Edna Payne, out of the "Folies shortly.
Bergere Revue" for a few weeks'
the leading man; Louise Fredericks.
London, Sept. 1.
vacation in England, has returned
Donald Calthrop's scheme for a Saba Raleigh, Marjorie Day, Maud
Sedan Theatre Destroyed
to Paris and resumed her dances
Sidney Paxton, William
co-operative company for the Ald- Kivers,
Paris, Sept. 6.
in "Folies sur Folies."
Sydney
wych, to be known as "The Play- Farren, Edward O'Nell.
Jeanne Gordon, contralto of the
The municipal theatre of Sedan, ers," appears to have been shelved Coltson will present the play at
New York Metropolitan opera, re- France, was totally destroyed last for the moment if not Abandoned Portsmouth Sept. 25, and Intends to
altogether. The theatre will resume bring it to London later on.
turned last week on the "Homeric." week.
She has signed contracts to sing in
The fire occurred during the after- its usual business arrangements
with a short season of a new comParis next May, and to visit other noon; no casualties.
One of the youngest but most goedy. "Double or Quit," prior to the
ahead of the syndicates which have
European capitals during the 1923
transference of "Tons of Money" ousted the old-fashioned touring:
season, which signifies Miss Gorfrom the Shaftesbury.
Classics at Mogadon
managers is the firm of Lionel Bute,
don will not be heard In New fork
Ltd.
The organization has five
Paris, Sept. 13.
for a year or more.
The cast of the new Baroness companies
on the road, two with
Tiie
theatre Mogador rtopened Or zy play, "Leather Face." In(Continued on page 26)
Mondoy under tho direction of Zi- cludes William Stark, who will be'
7/V Ar.7 olfdhahh Jriifnxt'ions'
hell and Drnxton, offering a renertn ir p o f t hi.^hnl play*.
It's toasted.

W.

Ives

Washburn (Century

BOUND FOR CANADA

Co.,

NEW

New

York), resting at Trouville,
Paris, Sept. 13.
France, nrior to sailing home on the
De Feraudy left Antwerp yesterChristine
Merriman, day, bound for Canada, with a
"Savoie";
Writer of New York, Is In Vienna; repertoire of Comcdie Francaise
Constance
Drcxel
(Philadelphia plays. It is probable he will visit
"Public Lodger") is in Switzerland. New York following the tour of the
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Meller has 1><"mi hooked
f >r
the Paris Alhambra beginning
ho end of September, the

Raquel

t

mi nt

1

to

run for a month.

Reviews of nearly all of the Shubert vaudeville unit shows openweek will be found on pages 4 and 5 of this issue.
Hereafter the unit shows, listed under their titles (not theatre

ing this

playing

in), will

be placed with other vaudeville reviews

in

Variety.

This
one extra process
gives a delightful
quality that can
not be duplicated

—

-

VAUDEVILLE

VAUD
HELLO NEW YORK

A.

Knight Mann

(Th<?

+

Maker nas a habit or working to
Ave or six rows that should
be corrected. He scarcely ever looks
at tite upper portion of the hon.-f.
ilo- lirst

W.it< huctn),
M; tur.ee Cole

O. Chetnoy (The Manager),

A plant used by Baker was natural—and that's all that can be
asked of any plant. This one had a
good voice besides.
Mrs FuiUr Hull (Tho Kl«ptotn«*l*c),
Agnci Glldea
Bobby Higgins rocked the house
Hetty Puller
lona Ix)tt (The ttuyor)
Ima Bird (The Flapper) ... .Itetty 1'ierce Tuesday night with "Oh Chetney."
His repeated remark, "It's getting
Bheeta l>uutzer (Tho Artltu
Ines Van Dree late." was a laugh every time he utHelen B. Ware (The Broadway Lily).
tered it, and the situations in the
U-I- n Klcy
farce kept the house yelling all the
I.otta Coyne (The Ch«'«-rful Venun),
Anuta Pynos way.
Assisting Mr. Higgins was
Billie Sundae (The Minister).
Betty Pierce, a pretty ingenue, who
Hubby HigK-nB incidentally should be given much
Fartlelgb Gawn (The Wise Blrd>,
Bettr Pierce more to do in the revue. Just why
Canby Goode (The r\,nv«rl) .l'hl) Baker she isn't utilized for bits is hard to
Hod Mulligan (The Pollti Conductor).
fathom. She can talk end has presl.on Hancall
ence.
Lon Hascall also supports
Higgins in the sketch*, doing a rubt
When seen at a dress rehearsal constable well.
with an invited audience Friday
The revue had beer cut and
night of last work, J ark Singer's slashed, pushed inside and out and
'Hello New York" looked hopeless. generally turned around since FriThe dress rehearsal ran fronv 8.15 day and Saturday's performances.
and everything, it Tuesday, as on Saturday night, it
until
12.30,
seemed, went wrong, even more so started with a full stage set, Fifth
than at the average dress rehearsal. avenue, with a drill by the chorus
This was one
It's an axiom in show business clad as traffic cops.
that a had dress rehearsal means a of those Amazon affairs, with the
good sh<»w. Sometimes it works out gals in silvered jackets and blue
They looked very well and
that way and sometimes it doesn't. tights.
B..M.y Hlgk-lT.s
ITpaon Dowaej (Tlie Actor). .LoB Haacull
Vr. Fuil'T liull (T)u: Crofter).,
(1«ral4 f'nibort

),

the drill was neatly executed.
A bit of dialog between Gerald
Gilbert and an imaginary pedestrian
meant nothing, and the talk between
Gilbert and Betty Fuller later meant
less.
Too talky and minus any approach to laughs.

In this instance the axiom flopped
badly, for the first public performance of "Hello New York," the following night (Saturday) at the
Crescent, Brooklyn, was somewhat
better than the dress rehearsal, but

it wasn't a good show by any means.
Very bad would aoout size it up.
Baker and Higgins and Hascall in
The reason for this was obvious. the boxing bout next, with Higgins
Aside from the stage waits and using the Jim Barton catch line,
rough condition of the performance "I'll kill him." The same line was
through not having played a previ- used frequently by John Barry in
ous break-in date, there were fun- the Bon Tons Columbia show redamental faults which no number cently at the Columbia, New York.
The boxing bout has the "whoever
of dress rehearsals could correct.
Caught for the third time Tuesday feels he is getting licked first cry
night, the fundamental faults were sufficient" tag line for the finish.

general remaking before the

can be whipped into

first

show

class con-

Final curtain 10:58 Tuesday.
The show was still short on comedy Tuesday and noticeably lacked
the speed that is one of the prime
requisites of any show.
It needs
two more good comedy scenes in
addition to the subway station
scene and the burlesque boxing
The .two comedy scenes
bout.
mentioned, with a sort of bench act
in the last scene of tho revue, fn
which Phil Baker and Helen Eley
sit In a wheel chair in a Luna Park
set and exchange polite conversational nifties, are all the comedy the

revue section has now.
The boxing scene and the subway
bit were worked much better Tuesday night than in the previous
shows seen, but each lacks a great
deal

still.

Bobby Higgins and Co. with "Oh.
Chetney," a sure-fire comedy sketch,
closed tho vaudeville section preceding the revue, and Phil Baker,
spotted one turn ahead, furnished
the olio with more than sufficient
comedy to put that portion of the
show over properly. But the revue
part Tuesday night was lamentably

weak in laughs.
The revue section needs new
comedy throughout — properly handled and
new comedy means

—

that tho
Higgins.

boxing bout,
Hascall

in

FACTS AND FIGURES

time.
is
nothing particularly
about the songs, although the tunes tinkle fairly pleasantly.
The program state3 that

Thompson supplied them
with a book although there is very
strong reason to suspect the book
was either lost, strayed or stolen.
There is neither plot, reason nor
rhyme to any one of the 12 lengthy
scenes.
What attempt there is at
a libretto is Indefinite.
In two scenes, "The Mixed Jury,"
and "Justice a la Carte," the humor
is decOedly bald and risque, not far
removed from the level of the cheapest kind of burlesque.
These two
scenes leave a distinctly unpleasant
taste with the spectator and could
very profitably be eliminated, as the
Harlan

—

performance would still run to a
good length. Several patrons left
the house during these scenes, although in all fairness, let it be said,
there were some dancing numbers
which followed decidedly worth

which

Lon

and Phil
the car scene,
is played principally by Higgins,
Hascall,
Betty Fuller and
Ameta Pynes. must be greatly amplified.
Besides the addition of at
least two or more comedy scenes,
an author will have to bo called in
ber, decidedly pleasing to the eye.
With new Fuller and Ameta Pynes, both pic to trim up the show.
Aside from the chorus, far from
was nicely unsightly, mention,
comedy additions, the "show must
turesquely costumed,
both In tho olio
and that's imperative must have a handled, but was too slow a spe- and the revue should
be made of
straight man, and a real one, also cialty to be so far down in the the Six Stellas,
an European novelty
another comedian, a fast working show. If retained it should be used with a slelghbell selection
and some
low comedian, who knows how to in the earliest possible section of the lively steps; Vlllani and Rose
in a
A fast singing and revue.
handle hoke.
screaming burlesque opera that took
Phil Baker and Helen Kiev's chair well; the
dancing soubret would also be an
White Way Trio, three
acquisition that would be advisable. conversation comedy scene here. young men
possessed of good voi <s
The production itself is O. K. It Needy entire revision and building. blending nicely,
who came close to
looks as if it cost a lot of money, "Hit Trail With Mo," a comedy stopping the show; Frank
A. Burl
$17,000 having been reported as the song, with Higgins as slangy par- with his funny hat,
melodious flute
cost of the show. The costumes and son, Betty Pierce, Lon Hascal and and elastic legs,
with which he
two others on at io.r»o, but a number seems to get recklessly
scenery are excellent.
can
Tuesday night -the Mm»». Laurie thai can be worked into a wow in ficiently aided and abetted less, efby Myraerial act was out of the show. time. It's one of those chorus repeti- tle Roseland; Mile.
Twinette. asPederson Bros, were engaged to take tion things, with each of the prin.i- sisted by Nicholas Boila
in some
over the opening spot this week. pals telling their experiences a la really good costume dancing,
elabBetty Fuller opened the vaudeville Billy Watson's Salvation Army bit. orately dressed, with shapely
sweet
Miss Fuller did three Reminiscent but not Infrlngingly so.
part.
first
Must
be
made
funnier,
and
can
songs. They pleased.
Also the boudoir number, with anCissy Haydon's 16 English Daisies. easily be made so.
Among the scenes, hits, etc., that other Bong to replace the one used.
which constitutes the chorus of the
Jack Singer was in negotiation
show, were the second olio number. \v. nt OUI Of the show since thO dress
r s rl ny with n hendlt ni' v. n dcThe Kirls are excellently trained. k In '.•:•• il was a tm-crnt prorr scene
the turn going over very well. The a giand opera burlesque bit, a bou- ville team and a couple of others,
gray wigs worn blended very nicely doir number, whirlwind dance by Who, if secured, should Ret the show
with the blue costuming. Lighting Ameta Pynei and Maurice Cole, and righl and after a Week or so lift
effects helped the dancing forma- a couple of double numbers by Bob- it to the top.
Remaking generally
by Higgins and Betty Pierce, The Will continue throughout the week.
tions.
Tuesday night business was about
Phil Baker next with Ins accordion ten -cent store scene was Very bad
and patter. The talk landed satis- and the operatic travesty didn't one-third capacity at the Crescent,
factorily Tuesday night, with the click, either, so neither was missed. the Mardi Oral at Coney Island
chances better had a large house One f the double numbers by Hig- hitting the business of most of the
gins and Pierce should be restored. Brooklyn houses very harC
keen in.
B<11.
Baker
which

figure,

and

GERARD'S FUNMAKERS

There

Baltimore, Sept.

memorable

That's too old to use at th!e stage
of the game.
"Kadianna Ray" was the first song
number, done Tuesday night by Betty Fuller, the third woman in the
show to lead it since the show
opened. This number has a catchy

dition.

SHOWS

+ voiced Edna Charles singing one or
two songs, while Cornell Smelser"
plays the ptymo very pleasingly. The
Detroit, Sept. 13.
dagger dance, a solo by Mile Twinwhich ette. was especially well rendered.
Figures,"
and
"Facts
opened at the Shubert-Detroit Sun- Japonette,
and
graceful
slim,
day afternoon to a well-filled house, piquant, was much in the foreundoubtedly
handicapped ground In the revue and her "Dance
was
through opening here a week ahead Eccentrique" in the opening scene,
of the Shubert vaudeville official entitled "Masks," was a delightful
schedule. Under such circumstances performance.
there _was certain unpreparedness
"Facts and Figures''* needs conalmost unavoidable. Despite that,
the cast is a hard working one and siderable speeding up to repay its
producers, who have been to coneager to please.
siderable expense in outfitting the
The settings and scenery, as pro- show. Tho newness is still glarvided by Weber & Friedlandcr, are ingly apparent and undoubtedly
on a par visually with those of the some cutting will be done during
most elaborate musical comedies. the week, as the performance ran
Costumes are all crisp, new and fully half an hour over time.
colorful,
Coupled with the beautiXlnith.
ful drops and settings, they keep
the stage a blaze of color all the

waiting for.
Lest it be construed that the
fevue contains nothing that may be
found to be enjoyable, it will be only
just to state several scenes offer
much enjoyable entertainment of a
very high grade. Chief among them
is the "Plaza in Spain," with its
melody and an effect with lights colorful setting and its horde of
that throws the faces of the chorus gorgeously garbed senoritas, in adand Miss Fuller into darkness, giv- dition to the usual accessories cf
ing the effect of blackface. Excel-, thrbull ring. The "Toreador" song
lent light effect, but a more characfrom Carmen is, of course, indisteristic southern number would be
pensable to such a setting and is
better. The song landed.
very spiritedly and agreeably preLon Hascall in one next with sented by Marie Vlllani as a dashing
spoken song and a recitation, Has matador.
Mr. Villanl's melodious
call in his legit tragedian char- voice is heard
several times during
acter.
Spoken song is enough, the the course of the show and is one
recitation also being slow, keeping of the features.
Herm Bosc and
the tempo down too much.
George Jinks as a couple of tourSecond song number bad Helen ists from the states furnish most
Eley in a prop boat leading "Paint- of the comedy in this scene.
ing the Lily." with eight of the
Scene four, a picturesque South
choristers in lily bulbs that opened.
Miss Eley has real voice and put Sea Isle, in which the native belles
sinuously shako and shiver to a
number over splendidly.
It
was combination
of Hawaiian melodies
a mistake to have two slow numbers
and modern jazz, is also very pleasin a row, here, Hascall's recitations
The feature of this scene is a
and the lily song both being of slow ing.
native dance by Joan Page, assisted
tempo.
by the large chorus. It scored heavPhil Baker in one, second appearily.
Miss Page is a dancer of talent
ance, with accordion,
this
time and
ability, who is later in the
playing "requests" with telephones
"Dancing Cafe," where she again
located in the boxes, and the cusachieved generous applause.
tomers asked to call for numbers.
"Fashions Through the Ages" is
Idea is a good one that will work
a gaily tinted style show of proout better as it goes along.
portions, and affords an idea of
Car scene in two next. Excellent the fashion
from the thirteenth censcenic background, but must have
tury to tho present day and even
situations to supplement gagging
including the future.
dialog now used. Went over much
"The Dancing Cafe." which closes
better than previously.
Maurice the show, is
marked by some exCOlS in soft shoe buck and wing and ceptionally
dandy eccentric in one following. fair young good dancing by several
women who shake and
He scored deservedly.
after the manner of gelaLuna Park full stage set for final shimmer
tine.
The
This should have had at- Twinette work of Japonette. Mile.
teene,
mospheric opening with barkers here very and Miss Paffe stands out
working and other hall marks of closes withprominently. The scene
Coney Island.
Instead it opened a fan scene, the entire ensemble In
with a pony ballet, led by Inez Van the chorus in which the ladies of
are presented to the
Bree.
Pretty number that should audience in
costumes portraying the
Stay in show when it is remade fans of various
countries of the
the eight girls shaping up as ex- world. This
is a very colorful numcellent steppers. A minuet by Hetty

still there, but the four performances at the Crescent had straightened out the waits, smoothed the
general running amazingly, and the
show had reached a stage, notwithstanding its basic faults, that would
readily justify classifying it as an
average entertainment, its weak
spots reduced considerably, but still
holding so many as to demand a
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The Gerard

ZIZ-ZAG REVUE
Toledo, Sept.

13.

Arthur Pearson's unit, produced
for Shubert vaudeville and in which
Bessie McCoy Davis is starred,
made its bow here at the Sunday
matinee at Saxon's Auditorium,
where it had been rehearsing for a
week.

The first performance was very
ragged, but, notwithstanding, the
production with a few weeks' work
should shape into excellent entertainment. It is better in many respects than some of the revues
charging $2 or $3 admission.
The first performance was given
to a very small audience on an extremely hot afternoon. The orchestra and the musical score appeared
to be strangers. A number of times
the piano and violin would be the
only instruments heard.
For ono
dance number the piano played tho

unit show of the re- entire accompaniment.
The drumShubert Circuit opened mer was chiefly responsible for
the Academy of Music in Baltimore keeping things going.
Monday night before an audience
Both of Miss Davis's big numbers
which practically filled the old thewere almost ruined. The first ono
atre. This, incidentally, was a feat
was
the finale of tho first half. One
in Itself, for the Academy is a huge
of the men who had a song number
theatre, and Shubert vaudeville last
here
was forced to sing it four times
season seldom filled it.
before Miss Davis appeared for her
The show opened at 8.20 and ran dance. At the conclusion of her
until 11.40. In this time there was dance there was another wait before
much stuff, real cleverness, admir- the final effect could be worked,
ably projected for a first perform- which consisted of an opening in
ance, and Jimmy Hussey, James B. the back drop with open gates and
Carson and Harry Hines proved to a stairway leading up to it. Miss
make a first rate trio. The chorus is Davis mounts the steps and after
one of the niftiest, and one wonders passing through the gates does a
whether Gerard will be able to keep back-bend. This marked the conit or whether he is just making a
clusion of the vaudeville half of the
splurge at the start.
show and the finish of Miss Davis'
The show opens with a sketch. act. Her "Y'ama Yama" number
"The Opening Act," and shows a was included and the audience
theatre manager telephoning to ob- started to applaud the moment she
tain his opening act. In walks the put on her hat for it.
Four other
act Anna Fropp and George Stone acts billed for the first half. Ames
a first rate pair of Juveniles. Miss and Winthrop failed to show In that
Propp lives up to her name, for al- section.
though she is short and stockily
The opening had Hop lladley. the
built, she has a neat set of under- artist, and his models, this being
pinnings. Stone goes into a song. very similar to the number in which,
"Gunga Din," that includes much he appeared in the 1920 "Greenwich
topical patter stuff, and they follow Village Follies."
There were Bix
with a Bussian dance. After a song girls, each holding a board on which
of home they do a "drunk" dance. Mr. Hadley drew the most popular
Miss Propp being attired in a full of the characters which appear on
dress suit where she had previously the comic sheets.
worn short skirts of good combinaAlice Lawlor was No. 2.
The
tions. Their act hits well.
house immediately started to sit up
Matty White and Morton Beck and take notice. She sang several
follow with songS, which include a "blues" and also showed a little
burlesque on grand opera. They stepping.
The remaining number
went over nicely and continued to was a comedy number called "Makfurnish much comedy throughout ing a Mo- le," led by Harry Welch
the show.
and Jamie Coughlln, assisted by
James B. Carson and company Catherine Crawford and Harry
next put on the pretentious act of Peterson.
the show, "The Music Publisher."
The second half or the revue
This act" is good, albeit too long. proper brought Harry "Zoup" Welch
The theme lies in the plugging of a to the front four times, first as a
song, "When the Mush Begins to waiter, then as a North Pole seeker,
Bush Down Father's Vest," and in and finally as a domineering husturn Carson, who plays Teddy von band and later a caveman.
In all
Tilzebist. calls up Al Jolson, Eddie the numbers he was
assisted by
Cantor, Raymond Hitchcock, David Jamie Coughlln and various others,
Warfield, Galli-Curci and Lenore including Catherine Crawford.
WesUlric and attempts to place his song ley Totten, Harry
Peterson, Alice
with each of them. He imitates Jol- Lawlor and
Patti
Moore.
Mr.
son, Cantor and Hitchcock singing Welch got his
best laughs as
it,
and then pulls a good one on waiter In a cafe scene, insisting the
on
Warfield and Mr. Belasco by sug- "zoup," and as the
caveman. This
gesting that this song be put at the caveman scene
was the finale but
end of the speech "I am a Jew" in did not seem strong enough
to close
the forthcoming Warfield produc- the show.
One of its shortcomings
tion of "The Merchant of Venice."
was
scenery, which did not
He pings it in the manner of a seem the
quite up to the proper standFrench ditty for Lenore Ulric and ard. It was used
first to represent
plugs it In a hundred other ways. New Jersey
and later as the home
Then the audience finally joins him. of the caveman.
In this bit the chorus is seated in
Patti Moore pulled down one of
tho rear of the house and, after
lending volume to the singing, is in- the hits with a number called
"Steppin* School." in which she was
vited to the stage.
backed up by the chorus in black
Harry Hines follows next with his tights with
black velvet coats and
monolog and then Jimmy Hussey white collars.
plays his old sketches. "When the
Mirs Davis also had a snappy
Cat's Away" and boxing skit. Both
number. "Zig-Zag," but had diffiof these are big hits, but familiar.
with the drops, which refused
The second half or revue part of culty
to come down, and more difficulty
the show opens with a sketch, 'Some
with the orchestra. Eight girls in
Lawyers," in which Hussey and
Carson are the principals. Matty black and white costumes assisted
Miss Davis.
Ames and Winthrop
White does a good role in this with appeared
"one" here for a skit
his nutty inventor stuff, and the
the "Collector of Infernal
women principals, Trixie Hicks, regarding
Revenue." Mile. Marion and MarEthel
Maeder and others, make tinet Bandall
had several dance
thems< Ives
agreeable.
This
has
three scenes the office, the jail into numbers, all getting over.
which the lawyers ultimately land
John Kearney and Eddie Maiden
and the wedding hall. These are appeared during various numbers
good, but not extravagantly laid out. and Bose and King as a sister team
returns with sever.'.
In Other words, 'Barney Gerard's got
songs.
Funmakers" is good entertainment. "Jingle Bells" with Miss Lawlor,
The references to jews which Mines Miss Moore, Rose and King and the
continuously makes is bad stuff to chorus also proved effective, while
us" in a house where Jews consti- the chorus alone had a number entute a large part Of the audience, as titled "We Are the Girls of the
thoy do here, and it is against the Chorus," In which they had a nifty
reputed Shubert order on the sub- set of costumes.
ject.
When wo! king smoothly and with
If Frank McCune. who is managa little stronger finish the show

juvenated

—

—
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1

ing the

Academy

worke d

like a

acror*.
merits.

jt

this

year,

hadn't

should

get

over

In

fine

style,

a

dog to put this show number led by Miss Lawlor entitled
would do busln.
on Its "Who Looks Goo d tu Yut ." with
But McCune did good work. some elaboration, might make a
On one night he was at the nCWS- good closing number for the perpapcr offices until 1.21 correcting formance.
At present i* comes in
ads that were to go in the morning the second half of tho show right
issues. He pulled several stunts last after two other song numbers.
week and get a lot of stuff through
Miss Davis asked the audience to
the Sunday theatrical sections. Ap- boost
the show if they liked ,t, and
parently
his

•

hp is going to take care of
press agenting actively if his
last week is a guide.
s:.nk.

work

t

said if they received the proper support they would stay the entire wcel<
instead of four days.
Ugi.

\
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TOWN TALK
l|

speedy

Luke

!

Tl'ckletoe,

Bailey Barnum.
Ferdy. an angel

through the efforts of the comics to
stay on the ground and bow out of
the aeronautics. Bogers as an undertaker, who looked the prospects
over with an eye to future business,
got laughs. Old stuff, but modernly

Johnny Dooley

gentleman. .Cheater Nelson

n-ihowman.

.B«rt

Walton

Barrle Oliver

.'
&d Rogers
Bill Barrymore. .
Eauble Noble Shuftle. dimky actor
*^
Eddie Green
Frank Bacon
Burglar*.

guised.

"Among

handy

the Hills of Jerusalem"

was another comedy high
Walton in robes and beard
makes a comedy entrance on a

in "one"

.Al Rock
Mi-aaengcr.
.....Claire Carroll
Kikt «tar.....
Leona Cavalier*, leading lady.. Ethel Gray

light.

Nina Fontaine

hobby-horse. Dooley trailing a sixNelson as the
foot beard follows.
"kid" in gray hair and shepherd
Barney Gerard's "Town Talk" costume is next.
Asked if he
•'broke in" Friday and Saturday at watered the flock, he responds: "No,
The scene is a low
the Lynn. White Plains, N. Y. The the stocks."
four performances were preliminary comedy wow with Dooley taking
to the regular season opening. De- falls in all direction.
spite the machinations of fumbling
The specialties are strong throughstage hands, missed cues and the out the revue section. Eddie Green
desertion of a vaudeville act, "Town stops the show twice with slow
Talk" showed enough to warrant time buck eccentric stepping. This
the prediction it will work into one boy is a find. One of his specialties
of the best units on the circuit.
could be moved up Into the vaudeThe vaudeville first part opened ville section and hold a spot.
with Bacon and Fontaine in an unMiss Gray accounts for several
usual dancing and skating act. The songs in first -clas manner and
her elaborate
pair showed several novelties. Miss looks immense
Fontaine flashed a graceful and dif- wardrobe.
The 16 choristers, divided eight
ficult toe dance, also handling a
"drunk" and eight as to ponies and show
Bacon's
Frank
song.
aboard the rollers and the double girls, are the best -looking bunch so
routine on the skates lifted the act far seen in any of the units. Their
above the average. They gave the ensemble dances, staged by Seymour Felix, are snappy and unconshow a fast start.
Ethel Gray sang three songs. No. ventional.
Dooley is a tower of strength,
Miss. Gray, who works In the
2.
Bert Walton act and does the prima consistently funny and a smooth
He and Nelson should
donnaing in the revue section, was worker.
not programmed for the vaudeville, prove a corking team when they
but was impressed into service become more familiar with the book
when General Pisano, the sharp- and each other. The latter is an
shooter, "walked out" of the show experienced "rube" comedian and
after a disagreement with the man- one of the few funny ones surviving.
Claire Carroll and Connie Madiagement. Another turn will be se"
son step out of the line on several
cured.
Shea and Carroll, the original occasions. They are a "cute" pair
for
background
Ideal
an
deucers, were third, and got consid- and
with comedy songs and Dooley's rough comedy.
erable
The production end is high-class;
cross-fire. It Is a man and a woman
combination that has been appear- also the costuming. The girls make
ing around the three-a-day houses. about a dozen changes, the ponies
The act is a composition of popular running to the short-skirted variety
songs by the girl and released chat- and the show girls to the more
Carroll Is a "hick" modish dresses.
ter by both.
The book, by Barney Gerard, is
comic and a hard worker, but the
turn seems outclassed in the present adequate, and the special songs by
Tot Seymour and Bert Grant tunecompany,
Bert Walton in his song and talk- ful.
The straightening out of the
ing specialty, "You'll Do the Same
Thing to Someone Else," held down vaudeville portion will put the GerWalton Is ard show right up in the first line.
the No. 4 spot nicely.
doing the same act as in the vaude- The revue is ready to go now.
Con.
ville houses. At the finish he is asMitil,

girl

FRAMING EXTRA ATTRACTIONS
FOR THE PICTURE HOUSES

Stuttering 8ue. would-be actreae

Connie Madison

—

Film Agents Organizing Production Departments Ned Wayburn Stages Turn
"Personal Appearances" with Speech No Longer
for Martha Mansfield
Demand
One
Dept.
Costs $25, 000 Yearly
in

—

—

The furnishing
tions

KEITH OFFICE WANTS

grown

the last few months and the demand
on the part of the exhibitors so
great for added features that will
act as business builders that several picture agents have organized
departments especially to take care
The
of this end of the business.
day of the personal appearance
where the star of any picture steps
before the screen after a picture
and slips a spiel to "my dear public"
is over.
That same dear public is
asking for a little more than a
speech.
It is to fill that little want on the
part of the public the agents are
framing sketches and other attractions for the exhibitor.
One agent
stated this week that he was conducting a department costing him
$25,000 a year to operate for Just
this purpose. Incidentally it keeps
picture
people working between
productions
when
the
agent
wouldn't be drawing any commis-

FILM REFERENCES OUT

m

<

Will

by two "plants" from the
They are Miss Gray and a
The act holds a^heat idea,
but Is draggy In spots. Walton sells
it unctuously, however, and is a
keen showman.
Johnny Dooley closed the first
part,

backed by six chorns

girls,

the

Madison Sisters and Eddie Green,
a talented colored boy, who works
under cork. Dooley and the colored
lad made an "audience" entrance,
Dooley as a golfer who nearly
muffed the show, and Green as his
"Golf," a song and dance,
caddie.
led by Dooley, had the six girls on
The Dooley
In cute golf outfits.

RITZ GIRLS OF 19 AND 22
Shubert vaudeville unit ahow. produced
by Lew Fields.
Opened at Anloria, Astoria,

L.

I..

Sept. 11. for three days.

Prin-

and acts: Harry Cooper. Kmplre City
Quartet (revival). Tx;lBhton.
Petlto
and
Baby Josephine, shadow and McNeill. "Melody Charmers" (5>, Blondell Sextet. Klla
cipals

Golden. Phil White. Sid
Cagney, 10 chc-rus Kirls.

Marlon.

Jimmy

Picture

Hollywood
Hays Mentioned

Players

of

The Keith office this week sent
an announcement signed by

out

E. F. Albee asking the co-operation
of
artists
playing Keith-booked
vaudeville houses to omit all Jocular reference to the picture players
of Hollywood and Hollywood itself

as connected with the recent scandalous news reports from that city.

'

sisted
boxes.
jnan.

Against

Jokes

Stop

The

ETHEL REA
MADDOCK'S

"THE SON DODGER"
PALACE. New

York, Next

with

the

mentioned
presumption

that Mr. Hays had requested that
matter objectionable to the picture
people be deleted from the vaude-

Prima Donna of
C. B.

announcement
Hays,

Will

stage,

ville

Co.
Week

acceded

and was immediately sion from them because of

ment

the

of

After the George Beban tour of
the country with his picture "The
Sign of the Rose' it became noticable the exhibitors wanted more
than a personal appearance. Fred
Warren of the American Releasing
Corporation, together with an agent,
framed a turn for Martha Mansfield whereby she will appear in
conjunctiQ/i with the feature production "The Queen of the Moulin
Rouge." Miss Mansfield will have
the Moulin Rouge girls with her
as well as a violinist and male
The offering will be endancer.
titled "The Evolution of the Queen,"
and will open at the Del Monte

Vaudeville

vVestern

Managers' association and booker
Ralaban & Katz theatres,
has added a number of new houses

new

season. They are the
Broadwaj' Strand, Marshall Square,
Illington, Biltmore and Stratford, in
for the

FOUR "SUNDAYS"
Shuberts Have Broadway Theatres
for Special

Shows

Alhambra

The Shuberts, will start four SunThe Lew Fields' "Ritz Girla of Milwaukee; Newman, and Garden,
Kansas City, day concerts Sept. 24 in Broadway
19 and 22" without Lew Fields
misses Lew Fields very much. Very and Circle, Indianapolis.
houses, playing the special perSilvers will go to New York in formance Sunday only, with vaudemuch indeed. Mr. Fields is with the
other Shubert unit, Weber and search of new material for his pic- ville, booked through the Shubert
Fields in "Re -United."
ture houses during October. While vaudeville agency.
in
appearance
"fall" made its first
At the Astoria tho performance absent, his bookings will be atTho houses are the Winter Garthis number and started the real runs according to the house. MonThe Madison day night it commenced at 8.30 and tended to by Max Halperln.
den, Century, Jolson and 44th St.
comedy interlude.
Sisters* specialty and a corking was over at 11.30. That would indidance by Green allowed Dooley to cate a lengthy show, but it wasn't
DANCERS IN CH00S' ACT
change to ballet costume for his so long. An Intermission of usual
The George Choos production, TEXAS GUINAN ON CRUTCHES
equestrian scene atop of "Gertie," a length broke up the performance
Texas Guinan returned to New
pulled midway. Following that interval opening last week at the Alhambra,
Dooley
horse.
(spavined
howls with his song and dance here. the sheet held slides for an inter- New York, will be strengthened by York on crutches this week after a
The revue proper, which followed minable time, detailing the attrac- the addition of Marguerite an*a second accident within a month suswas In five tions split-weekly up to Oct. 9. Guiran, the dancers. They will fill tained in her act. Miss Guinan
Intermission,
fcfter
Scenes, three full stage affairs. The Mingled with the second half pic- in one of the waits in "oi\e" in the opened for a Keith tour last week,
last one. labeled an "Oriental Pal- ture feature's titles were extracted
after being laid up as the result
turn.
ace," was a gem from a production views of each film. The only Item
of a fall from the horse she rides
The chorus was In blazoned in this manner to draw the
standpoint
onto
the stage.
Number
At the Monday
staging
seems
the
to
be
gorgeous
with
attire,
least applause was the mention that
Oriental
feathered headdresses, dressing a Weber and Fields would appear fault of several units. Ned Way- matinee in Louisville she had the
voluptuous background of silks de- there October 2-4. The house re- burn was to have gone to Boston same fall she had suffered in Dallas
picting the throne room of Aphro- mained perfectly quiet over the this week, according to report, to and was unable to continue. The
dite (Ethel Gray). Chester ("Bube") "Blood and Sand" slide.
liven up the numbers in the Weber company came in, as she Will be InHad the second half, or the revue and Fields show.
Nelson, the second comedian, in his
capacitated for several w*eks.
"rube" character, had a funny few portion of the performance, broken
Chicago;

,

tnoments in a love scene with Miss evenly in entertainment that could
Gray. An Oriental dance by Nina have been blamed upon the anFontaine, who danced often, fol- nouncement thing, but it broke so
Barrle Oliver, the Juvenile
Straight, next In female Impersonations of an Oriental dancer, followed
t>y Dooley in a costume of toweling
for his classical dance travesty,
lowed.

badly that

|

official

—

Weber and

Fields

..

"Hello Miss Radio".....

New

"Hello

The scene ends with

"Ritz Girls of 1922"

cumbing

"Oh,

the night in this section, as the Astoria looks like a 3,000-scat theatre. It is well conducted.
"The Ritz Girls" features Harry
Cooper, the former singing comedian of the Empire City Quartet.
They fall off, and in the scuffle Mr. Cooper has revived that title for
which follows Oliver's wig Is pulled this show with a new singing four,
off.
The sex revelation of Oliver two of the boys having excellent
quartet voices. It leaves Cooper as
proved a surprise..
The first full stage scene in the the sole comedian of that turn, and
revue, "Photographer and Money in fact, the show, although one of
Lending Establishment," is the the quartet is made up for a heavy
background for comedy business legit.
The show is but opening Its seaevolved from the old burlesque
employment agency." son this week. There is plenty of
"theatrical
The applicants insist upon imitating time for it to develop, and it will
David Warfleld from the old legit have to develop. It needs comedy
(Ed Bogers) to Stuttering Sue all the way. T< o much dependence
(Connio Madison), a cute blonde has been placed upon Cooper. No
kiddo. They are forcibly ejected by one man could carry this performDooley and Nelson. Nelson hogged ance in its fun end. The material at
the scene, getting laughs with com- hand only weaken! the weak situaCooper has two supposedly
edy business at a desk- -with no op- tion.
position from Dooley, who seemed comedy assistants in tho revue in
Phil
White
and Sid Marion, but
content with sticking to the script.
Ample cutting should get this por- the three of them can do very little
with their one real comedy scene °f
tion down to the meat.
The "aeroplane raco" from "Going tho revue and show, that of a
TTp," a descriptive affair with Wal- "mummy," an old burlesque device
Previously
ton showing to advantage as the but badly done here.
promoter, and the reading of the and opening the revue was a candy
comedy telegrams with the chorus store scene with a soda water founand company on, called for a special tain, not unlike an old Fields musiIt
did
cal
comedy background.
set.
It was preceded by a scene In
Cooper was the
"one." "Entrance to the Aviation nothing either.
Field."

Here comedy predominated

(Continued on page 26)

York"

Do

"Main Street Follies"
"Funmakers"
i

"Echoes of Broadway"
"The Rose Girl"
"Hello Everybody"
"Carnival of Fun"

"Hollywood

"Stolen Sweets"
"Zig Zag"
-<

and Figures''

"Spice of Life"
"Steppln* Around".
Do.
"Gimme a Thrill". ..
•

.

Do
As You Were''
"Frolics

of

1922''

•

•

•

•

•

•

••••••

•

•

I.

Altoona. Pa.
Zanesville, O.

Indianapolis
Louisville
Cincinnati

Empress theatre

St.

Sam

Kansas City

Shubert theatre
theatre

Engelwood theatre
Engelwood jtheatre

Revels"

"Midnlte

Detroit opera house
Princess theatre
Criterion theatre
....•*•<1'jrk theatre
..Wietlng theatre
..Sam S. Bhubert theatre
Bljau theatre
Majestic theatre
Shi bert Grand theatre

r

shows

Wheeling, W. Va.
...Pittsburgh
...Chicago (Sept. 24)
..Chicago

Garrick theatre
Hew Palace theatre

102U"
Follies"

of the

City

Shubert theatre
S. Shubert theatre

Tierehel

of

list

Washington

•

t

Brandeis theatre

Uo
"Troubles

a

Baltimore (Sept. 24)
Baltimore

Sam

8.

is

Boro Park
Newark, N.J.

Park theatre

Follies"

"Laughs and Ladies"
"Midnight Rounders"
"Say It With Laughs"
"Whirl of Nsfw York"

Below

Astoria, L.

theatre

Bclasco theatre
Mlshler theatre
Weller theatre
Court theatre
Shubert theatre
Garrick theatre
Garrick theatre

"Success"

"Mulligan's

appearing in conjunction with any
picture but as a straight attraction,
carrying a special advance man that
works the towns ahead of the date
of appearance.

....Brooklyn

Keeneys theatre
Academy of Music
Academy of Music. t

a Girl"

Do
Do

Tulsa, and towns east. Ned Wayburn staged the attraction.
A number of other producers are
falling in line with the idea that
an added attraction will help sell
the pre-release runs of their features and casting about for possible novelties that will be in keeping
with the picture.
The agents In addition, however,
are figuring on straight motion picture house attractions that will pull
business.
This week In Newark, Pauline, the
hypnotist, opened for a run at one
of the picture houses.
He is not

New York

..Central theatre
Crescent theatre
Astoria theatre

Boro Park

,,.-.

What

theatre, St. Louis, Sept. 24.
There
are 10 weeks that have been booked
as pre-release runs of the picture
with added attraction, Including
Detroit,
Kansas City, Witchita.

opening of the Shu bert Vaudeville Cirouit occurs Sept. 17-18.

and houses:

which has been as much imitated bridge, and which is really New
by the hoofing fraternity as has York city. Half a house was in
Dooley goaled them here. Monday evening, a big audience for
Frisco.
I}ooley sucto the wiles of Oliver and
reclining with him on a couch. Two
"eupuchs" remove the top of the
litter (the old stretcher business),
leaving Dooley and Oliver behind.

t

The

may

only be said the
it a tiresome
start.
The Astoria is a Ward &
Glynne house in the Astoria neighborhood. Just over the 59th street
it

announcement gave

their

idleness.

to.

Within the month vaudeville art(Sept. 18)
N
ists have been ordered by the Keith
office to throw out all prohibition
reference aimed for laughs, but it
MORE FILM BOOKINGS
has not been generally heeded in
Association Takes on Other Picture the Keith houses around New York.
Previously the artists were told not
Houses for Attractions
to tell mother-in-laW Jokes in the
Keith houses, and before that, to
Chicago, Sept. 13.
Morris S. Silvers, in charge of the omit all racial funny talk, grotesque
motion pietihifi attraction depart- make-up and offensive references.
for the

of added attrac-

to the picture houses has
to such proportions within

Louis

Omaha
Des Moines
Minneapolis
St. Paul
Chicago (Sept.
Chicago
Detroit
or n t0
?l
_?
Buffalo
.

I'tica

Syracuse

Mew Haven
Fall River

Boston
Hartford

?4)

*±-

VAUDEVILLE

Friday, September 15, 1922

ACTS' ADDRESSES

TWO ALIENATION ACTIONS

Keith Office

Wants

File

KEITH'S BIG TIMER
Them

of

for Booking Managers

BY MALE PROFESSIONALS

An

sent

order

out

by

D.

FOR

Y/S EAST SIDE

N.

W.

calls upon the Keith
Reported Site Between 59th
agents to furnish booking managers
with the correct addresses at all
and 125th Sts. Afraid
times of acts on the agents' lists*
of East Side
hereafter, when such information
Is requested by the booking men.
While it does not mention it, the
A new Keith house is contemplatWegefarth order relates to another
order issued by him several weeks ed for the east side of Manhattan,
to
be located midway between Procagents
Keith
the
ago, in which

Wegefarth

—

Arman

Kaliz Suing Brooklyn Dentist

Awaits

Action

From

—Sascha Piatov

Husband

Natalie

of

Kaliz Under Alimony Order

Two

suits for alienation of affec-

each brought by a male professional, were in the theatrical
oiling this week.
One has heen started through
Harry Saks Hechheimcr against Dr.
Louis J. Lautman, a Brooklyn, N. Y..
dentist, by Armand Kaliz, husband
of Amelia Stone. Mr. Kaliz alleges
the Brooklynite has weaned away
tho lovo of his wife, though Kaliz
and Stone, formerly stage partners,
have been separated for some time.
Kaliz is under court order to pay
his wife weekly alimony. He ll said
to be under a technical charge «d
contempt for not settling the alitions,

mony

were instructed* to place all salary
offers before acts and allow the act
to determine whether the salary was
satisfactory or not, and not the

and sued her husband and former partner, Ferrari,
ter the funeral

friends

tlfet

he

intends

told

MAY

sue

to

Sascha

Piatov,
Natalie's present
partner, for $100,000 on allegations
of alienation of affection, Piatov ia
here, having crossed with her, and

he says he
sueh action.

is

ready

to

defend any

ORPHEUM

The team

will probably remain In
country for a vaudeville tour,
returning to fill European dates next

CHICAGO,

FOUR UNIT CENSORS

REPUBLIC 0PP0SISH
Sunday Concerts by Markus Banned

left.

of

followed on the
street between Kaliz and the two

(Sept. 10),

HARRY WEBER

fall.

A few weeks ago the Kalizes were
reported having become reconciled.
One evening as Kaliz (who presents and is with the "Spice" show)
left the performance at the Winter
Garden earlier than usual, he noticed, he said, as he approached his
wife's apartment, one of two men
her good
bidding
affectionately
night at the door, and leaving a
kiss en her lips before he finally
altercation

week

this

Direction:

as directed.

An

ERNIE

After a severe illness and operawhich kept her away from her
profession for the past six months,
has fully recovered and opened her
TOUR at the PALACE,

tion,

this

WATCHING All SHOWS

by Loew Office

—

The Loew office notified Its agents Weekly
Inspection
Censors
week not to place acts at the
Unknown
General ProSunday vaudeville concerts being
ducer as General Fixer
given at the Republic, New York,

—

this

A form

The Loew order Included no other
the
Markus- booked theatres,
which left the agents in a position

of censorship devised by

had its fust Keith's booked
The
Sept. 10.
theatre played to about $1,400 on
the day, about $250 below capacity,
tho lighter attendance having been
at the matinee. At night there was

to

called at his Brooklyn office, had her
teeth examined, asked the doctor's

I

name, and when informed it was the
genuino Dr. Luatman himself, the
she thought her teeth were
all right and she would pay his fee
girl said

I.

x

the Shubcrts'
concerts.

to

New York Sunday

the vaudeville portion.
The Albermarle, Brooklyn, recently taken over by the Keith office,
opens Sept. 16 with a straight picture policy, due to switch to vaudeThe usual opening pubville later.
licity and ballyhoo, including Keith's
Boys Band, an address by E. F.
Albee to tho Brooklyn Chamber of
Commerce and other special features will accompany the opening
proceedings.

repairs needed, such as

all

The salary

if

that

is

the

general producer will be paid by assessing the
amount on a pro rata basis among
the 30 shows, with each show paying a stipulated amount weekly, the
same as in the instance of booking
of

Tab

General Pisano and Co., shooting
act, retired from the Barney Gerard
Shubert unit, headed by Johnny
Dooley, at the final dress rehearsal

Circuits Playing Pirated Musi
cal

Friday afternoon, following a disagreement with Gerard. The Pisano
act was to have been spotted No. 5
in the vaudeville olio. It would have

Versions
Chicago, Sept.

13.

Small tabloid circuits which operthrough Indiana, Illinois and
Michigan have run afoul of the Producing Managers' Association and
Lfgori Johnston, its attorney, as a
result of the producers pirating on
copyright
musical
shows.
The
pirating has been going on for some
time. Investigators for the P. M. A.
have been keeping tabs on the
shows with the result thoy have
kept abreast of advance bookings

included

ate

billings,
so that when the
troupes arrived in towns they found
managers refused to play
them, due to the consequence! of
becoming involved in piracy litiga-

and

local

WALTER CRAIG

JUVENILE with JACK KENNEDY in "A GOLF PROPOSAL"
SIME SAYS: "Walter Craig looks and works enough like

NEW YORK

CLIPPER: "With his ability
boy should go a long way toward success."
of a

summons

as she

an

engagement

in

Denmark

abruptly to jump to America on a
coble that her father w;is dying, had
a Week of melodramatic adventures.
The day she landed her lather died
and she did not reach htm in time
He was
to ^ee him again aim
.

George

Damon, who

for

years had been a musician

some

25

in Shea's
theatre orchestra, P.uffalo.
Natalie returned to New York at-

sing,

Practically

I.

R.

Colonial.

York,

New

Offices,

Is

try-

ing the shifting of the entire Alii. imhra
hill nf 1n*f wo/.b- l,o^ t h„

Royal for this work. Most of tho
Royal show may go to the Colonial
next week, when that house reopens.

Mr. Samuels m;iy try, it is said,
sending the bill when finishing at
the Alhambra into tho Royal, Mien
Colonial,

making

weekly change.

shows

COSMOPOLITAN^FOR LOEW
the

Keith

those

ment of royalty on material thoy
use are booked through a Chicago
concern.

Alhambra and Royal,

for- the

of

dance and act

who hooks

Samuels,

all

which have boon dodging the pay-

T0URING BILLS

handed him the service

left

to

tion.

Joe

Santley to be his brother."

way

Y., Sept. 13.

this appreciation for a show given
for the inmates:
The opening of the new theatre
at Peekskill, N. Y., was signalized
recently by the transport of the
entire bill of vaudeville acts to the
intramural theatre at Sing Sing
prison, where Manager Harry McCormack presented five excellent
The theatre orchestra, unturns.
der the leadership of Professor Perwein. opened the performance. Tho

that

a

regular

The

I.

now

circuit has booked three

Cosmopolitan

productions

for

the

entire circuit, the three getting between 90 and 110 days each. The
pictures arc ".Valley of Silent Men,"
"Littio old New York" and "Enemies of Women," the latter two n<>t
having been released as yet.

The International and Cosmopolitan productions are being sold apart
from the regular Paramount output,
Harry Buxbaum, the New York district manager, closing the deal early
this

atre and Wilson and Wilson

went

over with a wallop.
Marie Donia kept the spotlight
busy for ten minutes while she did
character
son^s and recitations
which proved more than acceptable.
The final act, which brought down
the house, was the "Boys of Long
Ago," who illustrated the old daneeg
of yesterday.
"The Crimson Challenge." featuring Dorothy Dalton,
closed the show.

PISAN0 LEAVES GERARD UNIT
CANTOR OVERSEES CHI UNIT

MID-WEST PIRACY

the

Sing

Enter-

„

fees.

Kaliz is now with "Spice," playing
In Philadelphia.
Natalie, the dancer, who had just

SHOW

at Peekskill
tains st Prison

Bill

Holman
the appointment, du«* this week, of Girls, the Gellis, Harry
company, Marguerite Coatcs, Versaa nationally known producer, who
tile Sextet, Mel Klee, Allman and
will be a member of the Affiliated Howard, the Faynes.
Wesley Barry in Musical Turn
Theatres Corp. staff, and who will,
Wesley Barry, picture star, makes
overture was followed by three
HOUSE OPENINGS
his debut in vaudeville the week of acting on the recommendations of
baritone solos, sung capably by Mr.
The Empress, Danbury, opens Schlng.
Sept. IS with a nine-people musical the secret censors, personally look
comedV skit. The act starts at the over each show reported as needing Thursday, Sept. 12, playing five acts
June Lamont then sang a cycle
and pictures the last half only. of songs and was met with most
Orpheum, San Francisco.
repairs.
Lew Colder arranged matters.
Blackface
The general producer will re- Straight pictures will be the first enthusiastic applause.
Markus will book acts are always popular at the thethe whole show, if necessary, half policy. Fally
probably

sition,

plemented by an author,
found necessary.

in

said to

Sing, N.
Herk to keep the various Shubert a sell-out.
Merritt Trimble Wyatt, director
For the first time the Columbia
unit shows to standard throughout
of entertainments of tho Mutual
is honoring Keith passes for the
they the season calls for a weekly Inspec- Sunday show. Tho Keith office is Welfare League of Sing Sing, sends

fixing up bits that flop, numbers
that fail to land, etc.
The producer's recommendations will be sup-

this

Opening

II.

stage
or make

r^

SING SING

Sunday vaudeville

to book with the independent if
men. It ended when Kaliz, after did not send any of their acts into tion by four censors, each unknown
issuing slips requesting admission
an exciting taxi ride with the two the Republic.
to the other, who will travel over of the bearer, "a Keith booking
men, whom he had placed under
Markus booked his first concert the Shubert circuit.
The identities agent." Previously all managers
arrest as a civilian, was unable to
at the Republic last Sunday.
and agents paid admission to the
secure police aid, the ride ending
The Shubert vaudeville booking will be kept secret from the pro- Columbia's Sunday shows.
by Kaliz losing his prey.
office this week also stated
the ducers.
The first bill of nine acts booked
Following that Incident Kaliz is
Republic would be considered oppoAdditionally the plan embraces by Pat Woods and Al Libby, Carol
paid
have had a detective agency

investigate for him, with the alienation suit an aftermath.
Service was made on the dentist
by a chorus girl in "Spice." She

is

The Columbia, New York (burlesque),

booked by Fally Markus only on the
Sabbath.

decision to build

This latter order was occasioned have been reached when it was
by a Keith agent refusing to submit called to the attention of the Keith
a salary offer to an act on the people that this densely populated
ground the offer was too small for territory was without a big time
vaudeville house.
consideration.
According to insiders, the new
It appears tho bookers have had
considerable trouble in keeping the house is to be ready for 1923 and
The
agents in line with respect to the will be of large capacity.
order instructing them to permit policy will either be big time or
the act to determine on the accept- "State Lake," depending upon local
ance of a salary offer, and when conditions.
bookers have tried to get in touch
The neglect of this territory by
directly with acts, agents have oc- big time vaudeville is attributed to
casionally held out on the where- the belief prevalent among theatriabouts of the act.
cal people the east side will not pay
A complaint by the bookers to big time prices for vaudeville. This
Wegefarth followed, with the new is regarded as a fallacy by the
order ensuing regarding addresses. Keith people, who will test the
theory, with the new house changCOLUMBIA'S KEITH'S C0NCER1 ing to the pop policy, if necessary.

ERNIE

MAY

ED and

of

and Proctor's 125th

two Keith booked
houses on the entire cast side of
Manhattan.
Street, the only

The

agent.

Ferrari countered with

for divorce.

a denial of her charges, and

tor's 58th Street

week.

ing tricks.

The Dooley
night

for

a

unit

opened Friday

break- in

in

White

Plains.

3,000-SEAT

Cantor,

Chicago, Sept. 13.
Loew agent, arrived

duction routed over tho Junior
Orpheum circuit The Cantor unit
opened at the Lincoln Monday.

additional

a burlesque on the Pisano shoot-

INDEPENDENT

A new

3,000 scat pop vaudeville and
picture house is to be erected by the
Small Bros, in the Bridge Plaza section of Williamsburg, Brooklyn.

The promoters now operate the
Republic, Brooklyn, which plays independent vaudeville.
The new
house is to be the nucleus of a
Brooklyn

circuit
of independents
that will include Frank Keenoy's
house, according to the report.

JOHNNY COLLINS BETTER
Johnny Collins returned to
Keith office Wednesday, after a

th<»

six

weeks' absence due to illness. Mr.
Collins has been under the care of
a physician following a nervous*

breakdown.
He was the former booker of the
Keith middle western houses, biit
his latest assignment was assistant
to W. Deyton Wegeforth, the Keith
booking manager.

STRAW VOTE FOR

SUNDAYS'

Memphis, Sept.

A local straw' vote taken here
indicates the public wants Sunday

LOEW

'

Wilmer & Vincent's New House
Walter Nealand, well known as a
The Wilmer & Vincent circuit circus press agent and at presi n1
opened Sept. 11 a new house spreading propaganda for the Con
(Rajah) at Reading, Pa. It seats T. Kennedy shows, has resigned his
about

2,400.
Combinations vaudebooked by Keiths.

1

13.

entertainment in the theatres.
The straw vote cards were distributed in the theatres, addressed
RYAN AND LEE FOR
to the mayor.
Ryan and Lee have been routed'
The Star and Gayety (2). Brookfor ten weeks over the Loew circuit, lyn, open Sunday with Keith pop
opening Oct. 2.
vaudeville, hooked by Harry Carlin
The team will play full weeks in and Bob Hutchinson.
The same
the larger Loew houses, changing bookers
are
also
booking
the
their act
twice weekly, offering Bayonne Opera House, Bayonne,
Hits and Shoes" the first half and N. J., a former Feiber £ Shea house,
"You've Spoiled It" the last half.
which has heen leased to local inRyan and Lee have heen playing terest*. The house will play a split
independent vaudeville houses for week policy of five acts and picseveral seasons past.
tures.

ville
i

considerable

comedy business by Johnny Dooley,
in

Lew

this week to oversee the production
of "The Manicure Shop," a unit pro.

position to enter
suits in Chicago.

commercial pur-

—

VAUDEVILLE

Friday, September 15, 1922

POET WANTS HIS

NAY ADOPT

KEITH'S

AT ELLIS ISLAND

WEALTHY SHOWMAN

Avers Jolson Song Infringes on His Private Muse

Georgian

UNIT VAUDE IDEA

Foreigners,

RETIRING

IS

An English

i

—

—

and was

"set to several different
said the manager- financier, "and 1
cores by various composers don't want my theatres to hold me
and said scores have been published down or back."
and are being sold."
Keeney has had* an interesting
The poet places a value of up- business career, dating from before
wards of $50,000 on his poem, and his father's death. It has been ofwants to restrain the marketing cf ten remarked that what Keeney
"April Showers" and an accounting. took hold of he put over.
For a
over the circuit, thus simplifying the
couple cf seasons he has been about
producers' labors.

have been indulged in by the
circuit,
a Keith ally.
Comedians with experience as producers have been given Orpheum
routes with authority to arrange
"afterpieces" for the Orpheum road
shows.
The shows remain intact

line

Orpheum

A special clause in the Orpheum
contracts makes it possible for the
"units" to be installed all over the
circuit should the officials so de-

musical

s

ANNA HELD'S PASSPORT
Finally

Secures
United

One

—To

Leave

States

sire.

The I-oew

circuit has also played

several units which were in the form
of vaudeville and afterpiece without
a girl chorus. It is reported that
the Loew circuit will play the units
as often as desired.
Lew Cantor
is

commissioned

to

produce

five of

this type.

Anna

Held, Jr. (Liane Carrera)
got a passport to Fail for France on
the "Rochambeau" Thursday of this
week, after a tri-national controversy that had the Department of
State jumping.
It developed that
she is not a citizen of any country,
though she may claim citizenship in
three.

KEITH'S STILL DICKERING

Her father was a Uruguayan and

to

HED

that the professionals were listed
as third-class passengers. That was
the only way they could secure passaga, and the players boarded the

order to reach here in time
with the Jean Bedini show
After they boarded the
vessel they secured berths in the
hospital ward, and were given first
class meals. Despite that, they were
taken to Ellis Island, the regulations
calling for all steerage passengers
to clear In that manner before being
admitted to the country.
Princess Nyota-Nyoka, the East
Indian dancer engaged for the "Follies," arrived here Monday, accompanied by her young sister.
The
youngster was also held up at Ellis
Island on the grounds that she was
a minir traveling without her parliner in
to open

Monday.

ents.

WM. McCAFFERTY BOOKING
Youngest

New

opened Eabor Day.

The

policy of the houses will be
acts and pictures, twice daily,
three shows Saturday, Sunday and holidays.
The newly erected house at Montclair, N, J., opened Monday. Sept.
11, with seven acts and pictures,
twice daily on a six-day week.
six

with

The booking man has been assisting Jack Dempsey in the bookings
for the Middle Western houses. He
haa grown up in the Keith organization, winning a book after service,
which started as an office boy. He
is one of the youngest bookers in
the Keith office. *

Settlement
Jewelry

Syracuse. N. Y.. Sept. 13.
Fosting* of $500 in cash and jewelry worth $2,000 brought freedom
for Charles E. Solders, otherwise
Charles E. Mack, blackface comedian, of Moran and Mack, after over
24 hours in the Onondaga county
jail, following his arrest on a couri
order secured by his divorced wife.
Mrs. Grace Ellsworth (Holiner), of

she is a citizen of Uruguay, South
America, by the established rule
Pan's Booking Arrangement Only
that a child inherits its father's citfor Eight Weeks
izenship. She is a citizen of France
by the equally sound law that birth
The Keith office is still dickering determines nationality.
She is a
for the former Gus Sun houses at
citizen of the United States because
Toledo and Indianapolis, now booked
her late mother married Flo Zieg- Harry and Grace Ellsworth.
by Pantages. From sources close
feld, Jr., while Liane was a minor,
Miss Ellsworth claims her husto all concerned it is learned the
malting her mother an American cit- band was back to the extent of
booking arrangement recently consummated between the house own- izen and therefore her minor chil- $1,450 In weekly payments of $20.
dren ditto. She was told that if she directed by the court for the supers and Pantages Is for eight weeks
American citizen her- port of their young daughter.
only and contains a four-week can- married, an
self that would straighten her out,
Selders, after his arrest, was he'd
cellation clause.
she passed the suggestion.
in default of $1,500 bail.
In SyraA deal was in process between butMiss
Held finally got a U. S. pass- cuse there was no one to answer his
Olsen and Sauerbeer with the Keith
Ziegfeld's affidavit.
port
on
call
for
assistance
with
bond.
a
office whereby the latter were to
It was his ex-wife who came to
take over the two houses on a poolSelders' rescue.
She directed her
ing arrangement. The Keith house
POINT FOR ARBITRATOR
counsel to consent to a stipulation
in Toledo was to play stock, Keith
Maurice
the Keith coun- withdrawing the warrant and acGoldman,
vaudeville transferring to the Rivoli.
The arrangements came to an sel, will act as umpire and arbitrator cepting the best terms that the
end when the middle-western pro- in two separate actions Grace Davies comedian could offer. While Miss
moters demanded $100,000 cash from and (Mica) Bobby Lee have begun Ellsworth's attorneys were silent,
against Henry Bellitt for two weeks' it was said that Selders put up $500
the Keith people as one cf the presalary in lieu of" a fortnight's notice. in cash and his jewelry to satisfy
requisites for the switch.
The
girls are
now members of his ex-wife that he would pay up.
The Pantages representative had
At first worried. Mack finally used
been previously notified that if the George White's 'Scandals."
After playing several weeks with his plight material in the act at
Keith people did not decide in 24
the
act,
it closed through no further
Keith's
last week.
hours the two houses would be
placed in the Pantages office for bookings. The act reopened a week
thereafter
and
then
closed.
again
bookings.
ALIMONY REFUSED
The Pan road shows are playing The parties have agreed to the folOracie Deagon (Mrs. Grace T).
both stands. It Is considered the lowing clause in submitting their
case
to
Mr.
Goodman:
Dickinson)
"Under
the
was denied her motion
nucleus fur the Eastern territory
that Pantages is making herculean above circumstances were the plain- for alimony and counsel fees In
tiffs entitled to two weeks' notice of her divorce suit against Homer C
efforts to line up.
A recent deal
reported was for the Fox houses to the termination of their employ- Dickinson (formerly Dickinson and
In the event this question Deagon), now teamed with Florenz
affiliate with the Pantages circuit, ment?
thereby giving Pantages over ten be determined adversely to the Tempest (Tempest and Sunshine).
plaintiffs,
the action will be discon- Miss Deagon recently teamed with
full weeks in the EasJ and putting
them in a position to secure acts tinued without costs. If the ques- Wilbur Mack for vaudeville.
Justice Burr in the New York
now being held in abeyance by the tion is determined in favor of the
recent Keith edict declaring the plaintiffs, the action will proceed to Supreme Court, bofore whom the
Toledo and Indianapolis houtei op- trial BOlely upon the questions of motion was argued, derided this
whether or not the defendant gave week in part: "To warrant the
P sltion.
The Miles houses In Detroit and to tbe plaintiffs such two weeks' no- court In awarding alimony and
counsel fees it should appear that
Cleveland, reported to play Shu bert tice."
plaintiff is reasonably certain
of
vaudeville, started the reason playsuccesi Upon Hie trial of the action."
ing Pan road shows.
11 PEOPLE ON 6-ACT BILL
The plaintiff in her complaint
Kansas City, Sept. 13.
sets forth they were married Sept
Edna Luce Engaged to Pitcher
The bill at the Malnstrect last 16, 1911, in Parkersburg, W. Vs
l'Mn.'i
I. nee,
ingenue with .lark week was composed of the fewest and that Dickinson deserted her
Reld's "Carnival of Fun" (8hubert artists neen on a six-act bill here last April 12. The infidelity Is alfor Home time.
Headed by Victor leged to have covered a period of
Unit), r» rnily announced her engagement
to
George
CykowskI, Moore and Co.. three people, the pro- year'--, specifically at tho Hotel
pitcher of tho Now Havon club of gram consisted of Bob Hall. Frank Pennsylvania, New York, last Anthe Eastern league.
The engage- Wilson, Stanley and Dtmea, Murray gust) naming an unknown Woman
ment followed a courtship of forty- and Gerrish, Adelaide :<ll and Co., .Miss Deagon asks for the custodj
the company consisting of a plnno of their seven-year old son, Homei
it
hours.
player, making a total of eleven peo- .). ties Dickinson.
ple on the stage for the tdx acts.
ii. S^Hechheimer represent -d th

Keith Booker Handling
Independent Houses

The independent houses recently
acquired by ihe Keith office are being booked by William McCafferty.
The Strand, Jersey City; Ritz, Jersey City, and Strand, Hoboken,

in

IN $5,000 BAIL

act

Immigration regulations this week,
though tiie turn was 'plentifully supplied with money.
The reason was

MACK GETS OUT
$500 Cash, $2,000

COLORED SONGWRITERS

Third Class,

which arrived hero
on the "Adriatic" was held up by

the biggest better at the metropolitan race tracks and is now reported
quite considerable ahead of the
bookmakers, a condition he also arrived at last summer when the racing season ended.

Ex-Wife Consents

in

Detained

Where

copyright
Infringement
suits in popular songs heretofore
Dependent on Public's Demand always revolved about the melody, Frank A. Keeney Will Sell Mis
Robert Loveman, the poet, has
Houses Wants to Enjoy
Orpheum, Keith Ally. Exbrought a plagiarism suit in the
Wealth
perimenting Already
U. S. District court against Al Jolson, B. G. DeSylva, Harms, Inc., and
Sunshine Music Co., Inc.. on the
Frank A. Keeney casually reIf the unit type of performance charge tho lyric writer infringed ( n
now being introduced by the Shu* a poem written by the plaintiff In marked this week he Intends to rebert vaudeville circuit and being ex- 1901, called at divers times "April tire from the theatrical business.
Rain Song," "April in which he has been engaged tor
perimented with by the Orpheum Rain," ./The
Showers." "It Isn't Raining Rain for
and Loew circuits is successful, the Me," and other titles. The alleged years as a theatre owner and
Keith office is prepared to adopt a infringing song lyric is "April manager.
Mr. Keeney Is among the wealthunit type of show for their vaude- Showers." Jolson's hit In "Bombo,"
iest showmen In America.
A part
ville bills.
which was published by the SunThe Keith units will be minus the shine company and distributed by of his wealth Is through inheritance,
he
having
been
heir
to his
the
sole
chorus girls and will bo In the na- Harms.
DeSylva is involved as
ture of an afterpiece, In which all lyricist (Louis Silvers, composer, father's (Seth Keeney) large estate.
shrewd
Accounted a
operator.
of the acts in the vaudeville bill will not figuring) and Jolson as having
Keeney for several years has mainparticipate.
popularized the song on the stage tained a metropolitan circuit of inThe promiscuous booking of bands and via phonograph records.
dependent vaudeville theatres, inand orchestras was explained as
Suing through Guggcnhelmer,
along the lines of preparedness, by Untermyer & Marshall, Loveman. a creased to three or four last seabut lesssened by one this sumson
one of tho officials in the Keith native of Georgia, recounts that
office.
The same authority is re- Harper & Broa. published the poem, mer when the Shuberts secured the
Two
lease
of Keeney's, Newark.
sponsible for the statement that the copyrighted it. reascigned it back
Keith forces are open minded anent to the author; that the poem was of Keeney's Brooklyn theatres are
the new type of show and that if in Included in a book of verse. "The owned by him.
Mr. Keeney said no one was netheir judgment the public, is desirGates of Silence," written by Loveous of the unit form of entertain- man; that the late John Burroughs, gotiating at present for his theatriproperties though he had had
cal
ment, they will fall in line and sup- H. L. Mencken, Israel Zangwill and
inquiries, but he would sell all his
ply units as long as they are in deother critics had praised it; that It holdings at an agreeable price.
mand.
school text -books
Is published -in
"I want to go away in the winter,"
Several experiments along this

Coming

Back With McHugh

Perry Bradford, Lemuel Fow-

and Spencer Williams
Charged with Conspiracy

ler

Perry Bradford, Lemuel Fowler
and Spencer Williams, c< lored Miir;writers and music publi hers, were
remanded to the Tombs Friday by
Judge Julian W. Mack In the United
States District Court In default of
$5,000 bail each, on charges of conspiracy (Bradford and Fowler) and
perjury (Williams).
The song. "He May Be Your

to be dealing as several non-existent corporations.
Bradford figures
as the present publisher of the song,
although the Browne Co. alleges it
holds the copyright thereof and also
published it In Chicago on assignment from the Francis Clifford
Music Co., Chicago, which originally
accepted the song from Fowler on
u royalty contract.
Bradford and Fowler'a defense
was a prior contract, Clarence Williams, himself a songwriter, testifying he witnessed the contract signature at a date that antedates the
Clifford-Browne contract. Evidence
was Introduced in the form of correspondence showing that Williams
was In New York at a time he alleges he was in Chicago.
The matter goes to the Federal
(Jrand Jury.

Bradford on August 17 was arrested for threatening and Interfering with a U. S. Deputy Marshal

who endeavored to aerve him
another suit, and was released
$500
In the

agent, H. Bart McHugh.
Ltrendel and Bert were "discovered" by McHugh and promoted by
him in vaudeville until joining the
Shubert playing forces. McHugh Is
a Keith booking agent.

New York

State

Supreme

Court a month ago or bo, Fowler
begun an action against Bradford
for an injunction charging the publisher with having obtained a copy

"He May Be Your Man" and

publishing

it
without permission,
although another publisher holds
the copyright en it.
Fowler was
granted re^ef in the form of a
temporary injunction, but evidently
this was never enforced, the litigants having gotten together.
The Browne Co. has been granted
an injunction to restrain the further

publication of "He May Be Your
Man" by Bradford.

t

SUNDAY VAUDE ON W. 42D

In
in

ball.

of

Philadelphia, Sept. 13.
Dreiulel
and II e r t. vaud; vi lo
couple, last season with a Shubert
show
and now with their
vaudeville
Shubert contract about expiring,
have returned to the managerial direction of their former vaudeville

Man

But He Comes To See Me Sometimes," is the fulcrum in the mixup which eventuated from a Federal Court injunctlcn and accounting suit the Ted Browne Music. Co.
of Chicago started in New York
against Fowler, the author of thesong, and Bradford who Is atleged

KEITH'S,

CLEVELAND

The new Keith house
ST.

Keith Sunday concerts open their
season at the New Amsterdam, New
York, Sept. 17, booked by Pat Woods
of the Keith office. The opening bill
is headed by Vincent Dopez.
The Republic, across the street, Is
playing Sunday vaudeville, booked
by Fally -Markus. The Republic has
been scaled to a 50-cent top for the
matinee and $1 at night.

land

will

The house

open
will

In Clevedoors Oct. 17.
play the big time
its

Keith bills. The theatre is report"
as the last word in modern theatri-

I

cal architecture.

Pop price shows will remain at
the Hippodrome. The Keith office
has been without a big time vaudeville
stand since the 105th St.
changed

Its policy to thrice dally.

L0THR0P RECUPERATING
Arrived from Australia
San Francisco, Sept. 18.
Recent arrivals from Australia on
the "Ventura" included Otis Mitchell, Vardell Brothers, Four Glrton
1 1 olden
and Graham and
Girls,

the Keith office, left New York for
a four weeks' period of racupe
tlon at a western health resort.
J. Aloz will book Roc hsstec at

Aerial Delsos.

Detroit temporarily.

Carl Lbthrop, booftlng the Temnh*.
Rochester, and Temple. Detroit, In
i

1

•

,

\

1

i

UNIT

SHOW ITEMS

},

Louise Kelly will replace Frances
Demareai in the Weber and Fields
Shubert unit when the show opens
at the Central,

Joe Smith
to the cast.

New

Marba

York, Sept.

will also be

17.

added

O'Nedl Representing A. & H. in Chi.
San Franciaco, Sept. u.

Jimmie O'Neill

acting as the
Chicago representative of Ackerman
& Harris and taking rare of most
of the bookings.
Ji

is

fen

e.

lOLA

Harry Weber's Nephew Joins Staff
There is another Harry Weber in

in

the olllee of that name now.
A nephew of Harry Weber Joined

The dancers

the staff this week.

H>- knt

If

and SENIA

"TERPSICHORE AN TID-BITS

of personality. look clorer
Photo hv Bert, K ('
Bookers,
you hear something, wire MARTY FORKINS, I Ml Broadway, N. v.
Next Week (Sept. 17>, Hennepin, Minneapolis.
-£-s all about us.

BURLESQUE
CENSOR CASEY ON JOB

SHOW; MANAGER BRINGS SUIT
$200
Given

—"Footlight

—

No Notice
for Five Years
Frolics" Closed at Cleveland

Charles E. Taylor, producer of
POP SONG REPETITION
The Footlight Frolics" on the
Mutual burlesque wheel, has re- Columbia Order Against Same Pub'
lished Numbers
tailed Frederick E. Goldsmith to

A supplementary order regarding
breach the repetition of pep songs week
after week in Columbia shows was
of its franchise contract with him
which was responsible for the en- sent out Monday to all Columbia
house managers by Sam Scribner.
forced closing of his show on the
The new order specifically menwheel on one day's notice.
Taylor alleges that he has been tions "Three o'clock in the Morndamaged to the extent of $30,000 on ing" and "Indiana" as having been
his |200-a-week guarantee for 30 beard too much by Mr. Scribner
weeks a year for the five years the while he was making inspections of
"The Foot- Columbia shows recently.
franchise was to run.
light Frolics" closed Saturday at
Hereafter if a Columbia show arthe Empire, Cleveland, on a wire rives at a house wfih a published
from Al Singer, general manager song xthat has been done in three,
or at most four, preceding shows,
of the Mutual Circuit
The Empire, Cleveland, was the the house manager, according to the
Initial
stand of "The Footlight Scribner order, is instructed to order
Frolics." During the middle of the the repeated number out.
week Taylor states he received a
bring an action against the Mutual

Burlesque Association,

for

route which would have carried his
show along for at least three additional weeks.
Friday last he received a wire from Singer which
Informed him the show was to close
the following day and that no future
time would be assigned to the attraction on the circuit.
contract
the
franchise
, Under
which Taylor holds there is a proviso that the show is to be passed
on by three censors of the circuit

and he was to have been informed
as to any changes which they desired made in the show after which
the management was to have 21
days in which to comply with the
findings of the censors.
If in the

IMPERIAL DARK
Chicago, Sept.

The

13.

Imperial, which stopped as a

Columbia

wheel

stand

Saturday,

following four weeks of the worst
business experienced by a first
class
burlesque house in many
yt*ars,
will remain dark for the
present, with no policy in contem-

Boston, Sept. 13.
Bare thighs arc barred in Boston,
and will continue to be barred, according to an edict couched in no
uncertain terms and sent yesterday to Sam Scribner from City
Censor John Casey.
The issue was precipitated by the
action of Mrs. Tom Henry, manager of the Gayety, *he Columbia
circuit-owned wheel house, who
permitted James E. Cooper's "Keep
Smiling" to play a full week with
bare thighs, knees and calves during the absence from Boston of
Casey, who was on his vacation.
Whatever chances there wero of
Casey smiling at an occasional display of dimpled knee caps in a
flash number are now gone, as Mrs.
Henry's action has forced his hand,
and the. Ministers' League and several other similar organizations are
more aggressively on the Job than
they were at any time during the
previous administration.
The Casey code of morals was
compiled about eight years ago,
after Mayor Curley had been in
In brief, it
office about a year.
barred double entendre touching on
obscenity, bare legs by any but
dancing artists, unrecognized
draped fleshings for mere display
of figure, movements of the abdomen
in dancing, bare legs or thighs,
nance Impersonations, and the taking of drugs, such as needle jab-

plation.

The Imperial is controlled by the
Columbia Amusement Co. under a
five-year leasing arrangement at an
annual rental of $12,000. The Columbia leased the house from
Frank A. P. Gazzolo at the begin-

BEDINI- WELLS "ROCKETS"
title of the new show Jean

The

Bedini and Billy K. Wells are prohave seven principals, 16 ducing as a successor to Joe Maxchorus girls and a carpenter and well's
"Varieties of 1022'' will be
leader.
Taylor states he had nine "Rockets."
principals and the required number
The cast includes Holmes and
of chorus people, as well as the
Wells, George Hunter, Frankie and
leader and carpenter as stipulated.
Johnny, Lew Welch, Sterling Saxo
The closing order, he maintains, Four, Elaine Beasley, Ruth Wheeler.
came without any reason vyhatso- Jimmie Miller, Armstrong and
ever, although he states that hp was Howarth.
The latter are English
making two changes in the cast of comics who have not appeared over

own

volition.

Those of the cast and chorus of
the show all held the regular Mutual
Association contracts with Taylor.
It provides the players shall receive
two weeks' notice. Taylor says he
lsssued these contracts because the
Mutual Insisted on them and that
the Mutual's olfice was to receive
5 per cent, commission on the salaries paid to the players. "With the
closing order issued to become effective within one day, the people
he had under contract are looking
to him for salaries under the two
weeks' clause.
At the time that the order was
issued Taylor says that he had advanced to the members of his company some $800 on I. O. U.'s and
that he js out of pocket for this
entire amount.
His arrangement under the franchise was that he was to frame a
show that was to cost not more than
$950 a week in salaries to players,
director and crew and that he was
to receive $200 a week for a period
of not less than 20 weeks or more

than 30 weeks each season for

five

Under the agreement the
Mutual pays the producer a flat
sum for the show with the stipuyears.

lated guarantee of $200 weekly flat
to each producer, the circuit assuming all cost of transportation
and transfer.
In nddltion there was to have
been a bonus at the end of the season for the attractions on the wheel
that finished one, two and three on
the amount of gross business done
on the circuit.
At the offices of the Mutual Burlesque Association it was stated
Taylor's show had been ordered off
after an inspection had found it below the standard desired.

The Mutual, according

to an offiial of that organization, paid the
expenses of the "Footlite Frolics"
company back to New York from

<

Cleveland.
It

that

was further stated the show
was taken off would not be

play again on the
Mutual wheel, but Taylor would b<

permitted

to

permitted to produce another show

here.

"Rockets" opens at Miner's, Bronx,
York, Sept. 25. It will play the
route of the former "Varieties,"
taken off the Columbia wheel three

New

weeks

ago

when

censors decided
standard.

it

the
Columbia
was not up to

FRANK PIERCE DEAD
Frank

Pierce,

manager

of

Frank

Finney's Revue, died Sept? 11 In a
sanitarium In Scranton, Fa. Death
resulted from double pneumonia.
Mr. Pierce was 58 years of age and
had been associated with Chas.
Waldron's Columbia wheel enterprises In an executive capacity for

'

WW

and in all the essentials
of good entertainment it need take a
back seat for none. In every department this year's "Bowerys" is
its circuit,

a top-notcher. The»production Is as
as burlesque can boast, with settings and costumes which, while not
new, are at least clean and fresh,
and look like money. The staging,
by Marty Semon, shows some semblance of intelligence, and the dancing and ensembles by Ben I.ernard,
while nothing sensational, are well
above the average. In the comedy
department Foster and Harcourt deliver strongly, with only occasional
fine

help from the "book."

In addition

to this the show has some real
voices, more than the usual amount
of talent, and is run off with all the

snap and dispatch of the best of

its

two-dollar brethren.
The show starts as though there
might really be a book, but it is
abandoned before the first act is well
under way. After that the comedians are thrown largely on their
own resources and do exceedingly
well. Foster has a tendency to lapse
into low-brow stuff of the German

snow-bird sniffing and hopIt was rigidly adhered to
during the Curley administration,
reasonably enforced during the ensuing four years of a so-called reheads.

also,

Jaoh Hammond
IMck Davis.

Jim Swift

H.
m

1

.

Billy Kelly
«'harlcy Country
K. (Happy) Hay

Harry C. Van
Jack Alton
U. Jenkins

E.

Marie Swo.-t
Grace l^oveland
Helen Wadc %

Pauline Harer

Mabel White

Doris Brandon

"Pell Mell" is a Mutual Burlesque
attraction, at the Olympic,
New
York, this week. Harry M. Stouse Is
the producer. The burlesque is in
two parts of four scenes, two of
them full stage nondescripts to
which the dialog has been fitted, re-

versing the usual procedure. The
other two are drops in "one."
The show is fairly well cast, with
Billy Kelly as a dirty tramp, assisted by Charles Country, a Dutch
comedian, the two comics. This pair
go the limit for laughs, injecting
"expectoration bits" and "blue stuff"
with the chorus and principals in
the dancing line, wherever the occasion warrants, which is often.
They are a capable pair of comics
for this grade of burlesque, which.
Judging from the shows seen, will
cater mostly to a stag audience. The
women also do the "cooch" and
"shimmy" stuff continuously, at
least as regards Doris Brandon, a
stout, queerly proportioned girl, and
Pauline Harer. a personable dark
soubret. The latter is all over the
show and will be liked by stag audiences. She is a nice looker, with a
fair singing voice, and steps a mean
jazz. Miss Brandon's dancing repertoire consists of three steps, by
actual count.

Mabel White, a good looking, tall,
statuesque, old school prima donna
with some nice wardrobe, is the
singer. Harry Van is the staight.
Jack Alton the character man and

blue.
There's work for the censor
A messy table bit was about as
here, although it is doubtful if the
will be seen in any of the
Eden
can be cleaned up and daring
scene
showman,
is an old-time
Mutual shows. The prima donna and.
still remain funny.
rated generally by the profession as
The show is unusually strong on Dutch comic are acquiring a stage
being absolutely on the leVel and the feminine side, with Mildred Ce- jag with prop wine. Kelly staggers
willing to give an even break to cil, Fay and Florence, Libbie Hart on and expectorates across the table,
anybody who is trying to work and Estelle Nack scoring repeated- leaving a rivulet running down
stage.
The Dutch comedian uses
clean. His last open row was with ly. Miss Cecil's good voice, ;\ppcarsome offensive pantomime and diaAnn Pennington, who was deter- ance and stage presence make the log anent the responsibility
for the
like
olio
prima
donna
look
average
mined she would play bare-legged, a novice. Difficult as it may be, aqua that was one of the loudest
and was given an alternative of however, she will have to bring her- wows heard on 14th street in many
wearing diaphanous silks or clos- self down to earth, as she is now moons. The scene ends ,with the
ing the show. She wore 'em. And working sky-high over the heads of comics doing real clever acrobatic
Fay and Florence stuff as "drunks."
so will the Columbia and Mutual her associates.
One of the heaviest applause getwheel shows, regardless of whether did several numbers and a jccialty
ters was a jazz band composed of
they hit Boston without fleshings strongly reminiscent of the Wilton banjo,
guitar, fife and washboard bv
Sisters.
The
girls harmonize well
with
for the ponies, as was the case
.and
display
good showmanship. Kelly, Alton. Kay and Country. On
Cooper's "Keep Smiling," which Libbie Hart is an effective soubret an encore Country played a
bass
Mrs. Henry let play through the and fills the fleshings to almost the violin made out of a dishpan. A
quartet of Kelly, Alton, Ray and
week.
point of perfection.
Among the males Marty Betnon Van, along old school lines, passed
Casey's letter to Scribner lays
the facts cold on the table regard- plays the semi-straights with a with flat harmony and rough hokum.
poise and assurance seldom seen In
The 16 choristers represent all
less of the "bars up" word that has
burlesque. Rose and Spencer have
been passed down the line by the a two-act which failed to ret much. shapes and sizes. The costumes
shown are economical choices, lookColumbia powers-that-be.
but which showed Rose to be ft< ing two seasons old, but
"Burlesque has cleaned its house good comedian, straight or with the hunch works bareleggedclean. Th
throughcreditably," said Casey, in an in- Hebrew makeup.
The presence of out, looking from the front like an
terview today. "It has made itself Hamid's Acrobats added speed and acrobats' convention.
Alton had some heavy moments in
a national amusement institution snap to the show and served as a
a comedy scene with Kelly. The forand the phenomenal Increase it has refreshing novelty for burlesque.
The
Columbia
may
proud
bo
to
mer
did a Jekyll and Hyde bit. finally
made since it started its campaign number the "Bowerys" among its atassaulting the comic after the trancleaner performances proves tractions.
for
It is splendid burlesque
sition to the murderer. The bit is
that it was shrewd showmanship. entertainment and will go far to- old, but was well received.
has been a pleasure to watch ward maintaining the traditional
It
The last sceno consisted of spethe development of the Columbia standards of the wheel.
cialties by several of the principals
Burton.
in a set supposed to represent a
circuit and
the proving of the

m

It.

figured in

FILLS OPEN

WEEK WITH

FILM

The Grand, Worcester, Mass.,
the one removed, which
to pass inspection Columbia wheel stand, will not play
before it would \te placed on the one of tho wheel shows next week,
Mutual wheel. That the show that but will have a feature plcc^re.
would constitute a second chance
The picturo will fill in the week.
for Taylor, In addition to being up otherwise open on the Columbia
to the standard set by the Mutual.
Wheel, that Joe Maxwell's "Varieties
would have to be different in every of 1922" was scheduled to play, but
respect from the one removed was wrffl not, through having been or
also said to be a condition attend Idered off the circuit a couple of
>uj tfct new show's production.
'weeks ago.
to replace

show would have

i

pre-war variety. Harcourt is a comedian of parts and looks as though, H. E. (Happy) Ray a blackface
given the right material, he might comic throughout.
qualify for better things. His. work
The book, by Billy Kelly, is a bit
shows restraint, an
uncommon and
number arrangement made up
quality for burlesque, and the fact of tried
and true comedy bits. They
that some of his funniest stuff was are handled
well and pulled laughs
local reveals him to be possessed
due to the low comedy methods of
qf a ready wit of his own. The two the comics,
who
took falls and flops?
enliven the proceedings on every ap- every few
minutes. The lines are
pearance.
some secondary and
Foster
carrier
consist of a perfect
rfcugh stuff and his "tempter" scene 100 per cent,
of released and familiar
in the Garden of Eden was deep
material.

number

sories undelivered,
the postponement.

1U Kl is<jt

Bum....

n »- y Klatz
Pete, a porter

Joe Hurtig's 1922-23 edition of the
"Bowery Burleaquers" is a credit to
its producer and an ornament to
burlesque. It is as fresh and snappy a spoke as the Columbia has Tn

HOWE

stricken

I

H

Dances by lien Bernard.
Billy Poster, Frank Haroourt, Mildred Cecil,
Llbble Hart, George Ruse, Estello
(Arab) Nack. Fay and Florence. Marty
Somon, Bert Spencer and Hamid Troupe.
Woolford.

burlesque
old
that
the
of
years.
He was theory
patron Is just as happy and pays
with pneumonia about a
Just as regularly as he did In the
week previous to his death.
old days when another element now
The deceased was also house attending
was conspicuous by its
manager of the Gayety, Buffalo, for non-attendance. The Boston standthe Columbia burlesque wheel for
ards are not unreasonable in my
a season or two a few years ago. judgment, nor do they interfere
A wife survives.
with the legitimate business
whether it be burlesque or the
Beautiful bare legs, for
'Fonies.'
PARK STOCK POSTPONED
example, as we usually get them on
The opening of Minsky's Park the stage, average far from attheatre stock burlesque, scheduled tractive as when covered with a
for last Friday, was postponed until sheen of silk.
And one thing is
tonight (Friday), following a dress definite, the Boston code is known
rehearsal Tuesday night, last week, to every Boston house manager and
after which it was found the show those who violate it are doing it
could not be whipped into shape to not through ignorance, but deopen the fallowing night.
liberately.
The dress rehearsal started at 9
"And I have no intention of stepp. m. Thursday and ran until 2:30
ping backward In a policy ei^ht
a. m. Friday, the first part only years old that has obviously helped
having been gone over by that time. rather than hurt the yearly profits
Several effects and scenic acces- of the business."

a

Bevo

Book by
In two acts and eight scenes.
Staged l.y Marty Stmon.
Billy K. Well*.
I.yrtes and music by Shubert. Rsruf and

bers,

adopted
Casey

lesque.

shall

his

(MtTIML

Buffalo. Sept. 13

Keep Smiling" Brings Official
Letter— Gayety, Boston,
Stood for Bareness

form mayor (Andrew J. Peters),
and upon the re-election of Mayor
Curley this year Casey has been
ning of the current season.
backing. At
event that the show management
The Star and Garter has replaced again given unqualified
least a dozen other cities have since
failed to do as ordered, the circuit the Imperial with Columbia
bur-

executives have the right to lay the
show off until the changes were
made and the revised edition was
passed on. Taylor claims that he
received no notification at anytime.
The franchise provides the shows

PELL MELL

BOWERY BURLESQUERS
(Columbia Burlesque)

a

1922

1.5,

BURLESQUE REVIEWS

BOSTON BARS BARE LEGS;

MUTUAL CASTS OUT TAYLOR

n
Weekly Guaranteed

Friday, September

FIXING UP

Dave Marion Will Reconstruct Show
While it Travels

Sam Howe show

T^he

Life"

was ordered

"Joys

of

re-constructed,

with a change of book and some
changes of principals last week,
following an inspection by Tom
Henry and Jess Burns. Columbia
censors.

Dave Marion was delegated by
the Columbia Amusement Co. to go
on to the Howe show the latter part
of this week and superintend the

making
an

Marion
over.
entire new book

blanche to

may

put on

with

carte

make any changes

in the

roof garden. It could have passed as
the Aquarium just as well. Miss
Harer and Harry Van had solo
songs, followed by Ray in a song
and dance, the latter a slow drag
jazz affair, getting mild returns.
On reports from tho other Mutual
attractions seen around, "Pell Mell"
Is about the average show. Before a

discriminating

audience it would
have about the same chance as a
"hoofer" in leg irons. Three-quar-

ami-

ters of a houseful in, with the

tcurs partly responsible.

CO*.

•ROCKETS" WITH "SCANDALS"
The new Columbia show, "Rockets,"

which Jean Bedini

is

staging,

will have the scenery and production stuff from the White's "Scan-

dals of 1922" (last season's
show) as a basis.

The

Columbia

White

Amusement

Co.
deemed necessary.
The Howe show will not be taken bought the last year's ".Scandals"
from
White
recently
with the puroff the Columbia route, the changes
being made at morning rehearsals chase price reported at $5,000.
Rube Bernstein will produce the
and after the night performance or
"Rockets"' show conjunctively with
such times as available.
Jean Bedini, an arrangement having
been made with the Columbia
Chas. Koster in III Health
Amusement Co. Wednesday whereChas. (Kid) Koster resigned the by Bedini and Bernstein will opmanagement of the "Jazztime Ko- erate on a partnership basis.
vuc" on the Mutual wheel la<t Week
Bernstein
has
the
"Broadway

principals

because Of poor health. Mr. Koster Flappers'' on the Columbia whe<
is
now in Boranac Lake, N. Y., and Bedini "Chuckles of 1022." Both
where he will recuperate.
Bernstein and Bedini will retain
He would like to hear from htl their Individual shows, aside from
friends, the general posr office at the partnership arrangement
for
Saranac Lake being h's address.
"Rockets."
I,

.

BURLESQUE

-

Friday, September 15, 1922

•MOLLIE WILLIAMS

Ml

SHOW"

(COLUMBIA WHEEL)

Chicago. Sept.

1J.
Presented at the Columbia. Chicago, 8>pt.
Two acts and twelve scenes. Hook by
10.
0am Morris. Musical numbers staged by
Lyrics and munlc by
Arthur Kretlow.
Marks and Haymond. Special lyrics and
music by Alex. Uogers and C. Luckey
Entire production hUk«h1 under
Hobortfl.
the personal direction of Mollie Williams.
Principals Include Mollie Williams, Robert
W. Jones, Art Frank, Ralph Sanford, 8alvatore Xlto. Cliff Woman, Margie Barron,
Jessie Pringle and Vivian Gill.
I'horus— Ella Corbett. If*rgi« White. Anne
Hetty Harnett,
Ixjretta Spring,
Ijlnwooil,
Dinky Dare. Dora Pierce. Peggy SaunJers,

waa good for a
wow. Cliff Worman did a bit of
everything and was all over the
show. His best work was in Miss
Salvatore Zlto
Williams' sketch.
did a wop character bit whenever he
appeared, except in the sketch. Zito
could animate his work more and
Sanford's shuffling

j
!

Ill
gesticulate less.
dialect was
catchy.
Robert W. Jones, with a
fashion plate appearance and a
•.

tenor voice, held up the singing
honors. Jones stuck closely to ballads and doubled up with Jessie
Pringle, whose chief duties consisted
Ann of working as an out and out prima
Katheryn Palmer. Floret te Allen,
Smith. donna.
Betty
Shubert. Hilly Wetheroll.
Miss Pringle is a blonde, slender
Jlosylyn Topas. Doris Borlas, Dixie Mayo,
May Uleason and Helene Herman.
and svelte and a possessor of a valuable voice. There were agreeable
It started to rain Saturday night moments of harmony between Jones
here, following a long siege of hot and Miss Pringle, and at other times
weather. The rain drizzled all day Miss Pringle worked in one alone.
Sunday and affected the opening Margie Barron is a black -haired
of "Mollie Williams' Show" in more soubrct, who uses her feet more than
than one way. The show is playing her voice, and shows good judgment
its third week since opening and
in doing that.
She is easy to gaze
jumped into Chicago from Milwau- upon, a fast worker and pleasant,
kee, which is a matter of just two too. Vivian Gill was not seen much,
hours' ride. Likely the show got in but when sher appeared she did a
Saturday night, hut the scenery was feminine hayseed and worked with
left out: ide. and in being hauled to
Miss Williams in the closing scene
the theatre
drenched. It could of the first act.
not he hung, and the show, which
Miss Williams and her own show
was scheduled to open at LMJ. was make a fast moving two and a half
delayed until 3 o'clock.
hours of entertainment. The scenThe show is made up of hits, ery is fresh and pretty, while the
scenes and members with sp. lai- costuming is dainty and in excelThe feminine principals
ties allowing for scene chany^s and lent taste.
avoiding stage waits. Sam Morris reemed to vie with each other on
in writing the book passed up a lot the modiste end. which helped the
The 18 chorus
of comedy and made it Just funny show considerably.
in spots and scenes.
He ran the girls were a peachy -looking hunch,
length of burlesque in supplying who fit into the costumes well. The
Miss Williams with material and chorus girls were not carried as
even took, apparently, some ideas excess baggage by Miss Williams,
from musical comedy. The scene she makes them work und brings
in which Morris did his best comedy them on often. Even though it was
is the gro:ery store bit. which took laie Sunday
afternoon when the
show finished, it kept the audience
12 minutes.
It runs off just aa a
scene until the closing few minutes, waiting for the finale.
when Cliff Worman as the salesman
taken charge of the store for Robret W. Jones, the proprietor, who is
(COLUMBIA BURLESQUE)
making love to Margie Barron as
Kansas City, Sept. 9.
Lisping Susie.
Worman answers
the Stage.
On the Street.
the phone and is taking an order On
Haron (iolden
Jack Hunt
over it. repeating what the other Luke Warm
Clyde Hales
party wants, nt moments during Johnnie Walker
Jim Hamilton
Victor Caplin
which Jones is sentimental towards 1'eUr Dawson
An J Half
Major Johnson
Miss Barron. The bit is funny and Half
Haig and Haig
Aaron and Kelly
well worked out.
The eleventh May Klapper
Mae Dil
scene has a twist of the stage door Flo Hopper
Shiitey Itellattc
Vinnle Phillip*
scene which was in Eddie Cantor's Ray Sunshine
Rainhow
Rose Ford
"Midnight Rounders." It is named /Dolly
Chorus—Teddy Worden. Sybil Miller. Irene
4,
At the Stage Door." and follows Gardner. Kate Morrissey. Bert Krltton.
the Cantor interpretation. It is well Adtle Godly, D.xie Slahl. Irene Heidt.
Toots Heidt. Kdith Klenner. Violet Kal*.
done and comical.
Helen Dillon. Lillian Covert, Marie Drcvw.
The show has plenty of singing Kreda
Mack, Eva Gallagher, Daisy Drown.
and dancing by the chorus and Edna Slayer.

WM

v

B'WAY FLAPPERS

principals.

Kretlow

made

some

pretty pictures in staging the dances
of the chorus, while the quintette
who wrote the songs have not written anything which will burn up the

road to hitland, but they have supplied some catchy tunes and lyrics,
which stamp Miss Williams* show
as individual even in songs.
Tho fifth scene of the first act,
"On an Indian Reservation." is a bit
of classy staging and scenic work.
The outstanding touches of the
scene are its beauty and songs,
which Jones mostly handled. The
comedy was a fizzle, and handled by
Sanford and Worman. The scenes
of the show run all the way from
23 minutes to specialties lasting two
minutes. Most of them, though, pass
the 10-minute mark.
Mollie Williams chooses to keep
herself in the wings directing until
the ninth scene of the first act. This
is where her customary mystery,
melodramatic yearly offering comes
In, and this time it is penned by
William Lytell. The program does
not mention this, although the advance notes carried this as important.
The Williams offering Is

!

Had the Keith circuit's ban on
references to the prohibitory question, booze, bootleggers, etc., been In
effect on the Columbia burlesque circuit. Rube Bernstein would have to
have a new show built for his
"Broadway Flappers," at the Gayety.
From start to finish the booze thing
was worked until it became tiresome, especially the sloppy and
sickening drink mixing bit done by
Clyde Bates, principal comic.
Bernstein had a couple of shows
on the American burlesque wheel
last season.
He has taken four
principals, Clyde Bates. Major Johnson, Jim Hamilton and Vinnie Phillips from his last season's "Broadway Scandals," and the second
comedian. Jack Hunt, from the
A couple of
"Bathing Beauties."
the other principals, Vic Caplan and
Shirley Malette, are also remembered by patrons of the American
wheel house.

The advance

billing

for a moment when Bates hurries
from the room carrying; most of his
clothes, but wearing the husband's

SPORTS

trousers.
Specialties by
Shirley Mallette.

Dix and Caplan.
Aaron and Kelly
and another five-minute sketch, "A
Quiet Evening at Home," followed.
In the latter sketch the opening is
In the dark, with Hunt and Miss

Dix arguing over what is shown to
be a bottle of liquor, but what from
the conversation seems to be something else.
A bootlegger appears
with a grip full of booze but refuses
to sell to the comic on account of
his being a married man.
He gets

a gun and kills the woman, thus removing the obstacle, and is rewarded

by the

bottle.
finale of the first

The
act. "Tho
Three-Mile Limit," was another excuse for the booze thing and gave
Bates the opportunity of displaying
his ability as a drink mixer. The
bit was worked up with the cash
register stuff

and

set bar. finishing

dean of porting (
gives the following Inside
story In tho Kansas City "Post" of
the Labor Day boxing contest at
Fort Worth, Tex., botween Willie
Mcehan and Fred Fulton, in which.
tho Ku Klux Klan
it Is claimed,
played a most important part:
Mcehan know the
Willie
"Does
Ku Klux Klan? Doesn't he? Well,
just ask the San Francisco That
Boy' what happened to him in Fort
Worth. It's a long story and one
the California clown won't forget
for some time to come. We won't
say that Median was exactly wrong
la the premises, but he wasn't right,
So this is the yarn, as we
either.
get it via the underground circuit:
Otto

I'loto.

writers,

with tho comic slopping things all
over the stage. Bates Is capable of Mcehan had accepted a $1,500 guarbetter things than this.
Several antee from the Fort Worth pronumbers, were introduced in this moter to meet Fred Fulton Labor
setting, but none got more than Day. Kvidently the promoter was a
passing notice. The dancing of the beginner or a poor judge of values,
two colored boys, Aaron and Kelly,
job and
stopped the show. It was a hard because no promoter on the
proposition for Vic Caplin to try and with knowledge of fistic conditions
follow with similar stuff.
For the would have given Mcehan such a
well,
finish 'Jazz Dance Repertoire" was chunk to begin with, unless
headed by Mae Dix. in a one-piece, unless he wanted to register a loss
jeweled, Tanguay suit.
Backed up in his income tax report. Somehow
by the colored dancers and company or other the customers knew more
it put the audience in a good humor
about Median and Fulton than the
for the second act, after intermispromoter who staged the bout, for
sion.
The second pnrt opened with a the majority decided to stay away
banquet scene, horseshoe table, etc. from the battlefield.
Ten of the chorus were in men's full
"When it was time for the fighters
dress as guests.
The big flash of to don the mitts and commence the
the show was here. Numbers were exercises Meehan refused to step
introduced by the different printhe ring unless he was paid his
cipals, with seven of the ponies Into
working on a second stage set be- $1,500 guarantee. As there was less
hind the table.
The "KIKiKoo" than $1,000 in the house the pro
number by Vinnie Phillips and the moter attempted to reason with him,
girls
as hula maidens was the proving to him that he was such a
knock-out. All wore the Hawaiian poor card he couldn't even draw the
costume, but the "grass" skirts were guarantee to the box office and offerof silver tinsel. It was the real coshanding Meetume display of the show. More ing to compromise by
Tho Phat Boy. still
specialties by Caplan, Mallette, Ford han $1,000.
and the colored dancers, and then stubborn, refused to yield an inch,
the after-piece. "Finale Hoppers on taking his little kister and repairing
Trial" ("Irish Justice").
This was to his hotel.
practically the same closer Bern"That's the first part of the drama.
stein used In his "Broadway Scan- Here's the second act:
dals" last season, with Bates as the
"Members of the Ku Klux Klan,
judge.* It is worked fast, and Bates'
Median's action, went to
business of shaking the dice to see hearing of
whether he drinks booze or water the hotel, found Willie in his room
his choice of either
him
gave
got some real laughs, at first. Keep- and
ing right to the liquor Iherae most appearing or riding a rail with a
of the prisoners brought in for trial coat of tar and feathers as a sumwere bootleggers, liquor smugglers, mer suit. Then the serond guess
etc.
came to Meehan, and, sobbing, he
The two comics are the only ones went back to the hall and fought
featured, none of the women being
really tough
given any preference in the billing. Fulton. Fought him a
Several hells were used by the battle. When it was over the Ku
comics, but the show as a whole is Klux Klan snatched the thousand
clean and a genuine burlesque enter- dollars and gave it to a local charity.
tainment, which will no doubt please
"Thus Meehan by his stubbornthose who want that.
Hughes.
ness forfeited every cent coming to

and program

the "Santa Klaus Kurus"
with its "36 Well-Filled Stockings,"
but this stuff must have been written before it was known the bars
called "The Woman in the Dark"
down on the bare leg thing this
and carries a twist of "Cat and were
season, as there were no stockings
Canary." The scene runs 19 min- used by any of the chorus, although
utes, opening with a dimmed stage
the fillings were very much in evibefore a practical house set, and
going into a full interior, with a dence.
The show makes no pretense of
setting that has many trick doors,
having a book, being strictly a bit
shutters, panels and props. The plot
and
number affair, with a real, oldIs that Eliza (Vivian Gill), an old
finish,
servant, lived In a haunted house for fashioned after-piece for the
coming
closer to a genuine bursix years. The master of the house
been
was killed, the mistress supposedly lesque performance than has time.
confined to a sanitarium, and the seen in this house for some
But
little expense has been incurred
lawyer of the family not heard from.
Miss Williams and hor intended in scenic offerings, and the costumes,
husband (Cliff Worman) are strand- while adequate, are far from the
ed in front of this house and stay flash stuff, ten of the larger girls
for the night, after the servant has never getting out of men's dress
suits during the entire second part
explained the mystery.
the show.
Worman is nervous, while Miss ofThe
opening chorus brought out
Williams Is steel nerved and goes
excepthrough investigating.
She finds the entire company, with the
papers and learns that the ghosts tion of the two comics. The girls
dresses,
bare
flapper
street
were
in
are the living daughter (Ella CorSome of the
bett) and the lawyer (Salvatore legs and everything.
Zito). Worman gets much of his girls evidently were afraid the cash
part and keeps a lively comedy vein customers would not notice the bare
active.
Miss Williams scores and calves, so did not hesitate to lift
the rest of the cast with their small their skirts^to the waist line in real,
fashion.
It
old-style
burlesque
parts do as well.
Miss Williams, gorgeously cos- spoiled the effect.
as
worked
Hunt,
who
Bates
and
tumed, was seen often throughout
the running of the second act. She semi-genteel tramps, were on early
stepped into the going with lots of and most of the time worked hard
vim and strengthened the scenes for laughs, and got them. Some of
with her personality, special num- their stuff was of the aneier.t vinbers and singing. To the Columbia tage, especially the "meeting a wompatrons it seems that Mis* Williams an" bit, and Hunt's constant desire

feature

rasslo."
Mae Dix. a pretty
"to
is "Our Mollie," for they were for
blonde with a Wicked wiggle and
her strong.
She features in her program Art everything else, quickly established
(Jassrube) Frank and Ralph (Shuf- herseft as the favorite of the fans
fling)
Sanford.
Frank .worked and gave them nil she had in the
They
throughout th<- show in rube con- quivering, shuddciing line.
stable makeup. He dances a-plenty liked it.
in different hits and is always good
"Mistakes Will Happen," as scene
for hearty laughs. The jewel of his three, was on the suggestive order.
eccentric dances was the burlesque It showed the eorrfdor of a:i apart*
oriental dance.
Prank discards his n\- tit. Bates enters one of the doors
makeup in the closing "Hell' >cen? at the invitation of one of the girls.
for a bit of impersonations of difImmediately her husband nppcars
ferent dancers.
Sanford blacks up but is persuaded to go into another
and keeps it oti for the entire show. room
The lights are extinguished

fighter

draw

more, no

him and had to pay his own fare
back to San Francisco.
Fori
remember
Willie
"Will
The producers of shows on the
Mutual Burlesque Association cir- Worth? To his dying day we feel
hasn't
Meehan
he will.
cuit were informed by the I. A. T. S. certain
hat half a loaf is better
E. this week that they would not be learned
t

less.

plan, after

rangement

all, is the only fair arto all concerned."

Jack Johnson, or as he is introduced for his vaudeville dates, John
Arthur Johnson, whieh served the
basis for the nicknames of "Ll'l
Arthur," the "big smoke" and such
when he was the world's heavyweight boxing chamj), certainly
looked in fine form at the Lafayette,
New York, last week. Johnson la
not only getting heavy dough for
the theatrical stunts, but he is introducing one George Godfrey, 23
years of age. weight 221 pounds.
Johnson thinks Godfrey can defeat
Harry Wills, the colored scrapper,

who IS matched to battle with Jack
Dempsey next summer. He is training the new boy with a Wills bout
mind. The announcer said that
Johnson was never wrong In his
Judgment of a boxer. But from
what the new boy showed against
Jack in their two-round sparring
exhibition, he is far from being
in

—

PROPERTY MEN WITH MUTUAL

worth only what he can
box oifice window— no
So 'he pree.ntage

ll

to the

ready.

It

is

probably

true

that

Johnson can make most big men

J

look foolish. Their exhibition naturally did not savor of the real thing.
All Jack had to do was to grip
Godfrey's arms and the younger
man couldn't even break away. Any
time Godfrey would try to get in.
his twelve-ounce glove Just met one
of Johnson's.
However, Jack wan
credited to have been the greatest
defensive fighter ever *seen in the
heavyweight division, and he sure
has a lot of the old style left.
They had Jack Ward, a light-heavy,
against Johnson at the Lafayette
theatre, but it didn't mean anything.

Godfrey going .against Allentown
Joe (Jans to show his speed didn't
mean much more. Gans, a welter,
could easily reach George's map
when he wanted to.
But Johnson does look good. No
sign of a paunch. Fast and undeniably powerful. They say around
Harlem that he is only 38, and that
is not over the age limit for a
In his preliminary
heavyweight.
talk ho expressed his ambition to
get back into the ring. He asked
the audience to notice that he could
still hold his own, and In the bouts
he made the opponents look silly.
Granted the latter were no real
class. It's a mistake to class Johnson as a dead one. His little stretch
at Leavenworth was unfortunate,
but it doesn't seem to have hurt him
any. lie said he would like to get
into the ring with Wills or Dempsey
and was sure ho would give a good
account of himself. There Is one
way to start or settle arguments In
that direction, and that is for John,
son to coax Wilis into the ring this
winter.
Johnson might tantalize
Wills with Godfrey, but he'd do better to tinkle the highly rated Wills
himself. That match, If it could be
arranged, would draw a world of

than no loaf at all, but he's a wiser
chap now, and in the future will
take what he can get. Fred Fulton
got 30 per cent, of the gross, which
amounted to about $300. and was
tions and tho house crews were to tickled to keep the K. K. K. off his
The best lesson of it all Is
back.
bo used along the circuit.
Carpenters traveling with the that promoters will never learn a money.
shows were informed that unless
their managers complied with the
orders of the union they were to
permitted to operate without carrying a property man for their attractions.
The shows as originally
framed were to work with just a
carpenter traveling with tho attrac-

refuse to continue
panies.

with the com-

BELATED BY STRIKE
Chicago, Sept.

The

13.-

strike trouble has
never really been felt
on current bills until this week.
Trains carrying acts for thlsjweek

railroad

in the past

arrived all the way from two to
twelve hours lati
The Majestic had two acts, the
Palace two acts, and even the legit
shows coming into town suffered
through the irregular train arrivals. Many acts traveled to Chicago
by automobile, where the Jump was
possible.

COLUMBIA'S $7,500
New York,

The Columbia.

did

under $7,500 last week with
James E. Cooper's "Keep Smiling."
The previous week's show, "Bon
slightly

Tons." did $6,800.

The Columbia Sunday concert,
marking the first of the current
season as well as a change of book*
ing.s from the Feiber and Shea to
the Keith omce. drew about $1,400
The Bundaj
on the two shows.
night snow sold out. but the matinee
dropped

off

because

of

warm

weather.

Cohen Houses Start Mext Week
O'DEN
The two George Cohen houses,
Poughkeepsie and Newburgh, N. v.,
slate.
to itart four weeki ago as
a split week on the ('o'.umba Wheel,
in "AIN'T NATURE GRAND"
will gel their first Columbia show
for Next Fourteen Weeks, Returning
next Monday, when ''Wine. Women Playing B. F Keith Eastei n Time
Direction: MORRIS & FEIU
to New York Christmas week
and Song" opens at Newburgh.

CATHLEEN

l

HOLLAND

and OT>EN

,
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OUTDOOR AMUSEMENTS

10

see

NORTHWEST

DAY AND DATE CIRCUS
CLASH IN ARIZONA

WEATHER

RECORD

FAIR

and

18— Popu-

Phoenix Sept.
lation of

in

30,000

terprises, but the state agricultural
board claims it is the prize goat of
the year.

years the Indiana
State Fair has been a paying proposition, but each year a rainy day or
so has proved just enough of a
damper to prevent a clean-up.
This year the board sought to
break the Jinx by taking out $100,-

For

Albuquerque Sept.
Floto

show

23.

The

Sells-

strikes the latter stand

two days ahead, then moves on to
The
Trinidad, Col., on the 23rd.
other stands in Arizona and New
Mexico, except Phoenix and Albu-

The Michigan fair at Detroit last
week piled up more than 1,000.000
admissions. The latter is a six-day
affair.
The Minnesota fair runs
seven days. Industrial exhibits are
said to be returning to favor. The
b,ig

General Motors Co.'s
which cost $9,000 and comprised the

exhibit,

the

many household

as
machines,

devices 'such

washing
motor- driven
mechanical refrigerators,

besides

show a loss, officials said.
Local theatres did not have the
usual good business that comes
from the out-of-towners who come
to the fair and stay over a night
or two.
fair will

automobiles.

CIRCUS COMPLAINTS
IN

'REFORM BULLETIN'

Organ

of Civic

League,

New

Contains Statement
Charges and Arrests

York,
of

querque, are not routed in opposi-

Albany, N. T., Sept. 13.
tion, the Ringling show taking the
"The Reform Bulletin" for August
same dates and towns as played four
years ago, and the Sells show pick- contains the printed report of five
different Incidents within the month
ing other stops.
Indications are that the Sells- where a charge was made against a

has tired of breaking
the Ringling show, and that
it will not attempt to precede it in
the Texas territory.
The Ringling show will close its
season Nov. 8 at Greensboro, N. C.
A warm contest is predicted for
the Phoenix stand.
The Ringling
show gets into town on the Sante
Fe while the Sells show probably
will arrive on the El Paso and
Southwestern. The latter line belongs to the Phelps Dodge Interests,
allied with Frank Lincoln, mining
millionaire and at times associate
of the Ballard people.
After leaving Phoenix the Ringlings get on the El Paso lines going
Into New Mexico.
The railroad
facilities of Phoenix are none too
vast for the accommodation of two
circuses and a jam Is expected to
develop when the rivals get into
close quarters.
Floto

outfit

trail for

The Jchn Robinson show
in

Indiana but

is

is

still

routed into the

South Atlantic states where the old
John Robinson name is a big draw.
It

probably will cover Georgia, Ala-

bama and

the rest of the territory
the Ringling outfit gets
through with its Texas stands. The
Yankeo Robinson show also is playing out of the Middle West into the
Texas Panhandle district, while the
Wallace show is within striking distance of the Lone Star State.

before

BENEFIT FOR ED KORKRELL
Chicago, Sept. 13.
Ed Korkrell, old-time circus and
theatrical
press agent,

known

throughout the country by theatre
managers and performers, has been
confined to the Wesley Memorial
hospital
last

with

a broken leg since

May.

Korkrell being one of the old
veterans he has not all tb,e wordly
possessions that some people have
at his age. When this was brought
to the attention of theatre managers here they arranged to give a

performance for him on
Sunday, Sept. 24, at the Cork
Frank Bacon, who Is appearing
here in "Llghtnin'," has promised to
act as master of ceremonies at the
performance and is scouring the
"Loop" theatres for volunteers to
benefit

circus or
with one.

an arrest

connection

In

These charges concern "women
shows," "shows for men only," and
gambling. In one town two women
with a circus were arrested and
fined $25 each, following a defense,
at their trial- for indecency.
"The Reform Bulletin" is the official organ of the New York Civic
League. It goes to 60,000 homes up
New York state and 10,000 are distributed monthly throughout the
country.

GIRL MOTORCYCLIST

THROWN

Rochester, N. Y., Sept. 13.
Spectators at the exposition were
given an added thrllf on Thursday
night when the motorcycle Pearl
Davis was riding in the motordrome

Capt. Johnny Jenkins Jones, Jr.
The one -year old son of Johnny
Jones, who, on his

birthday,
of
the Boy Scouts of America with the
rank of Captain, at Regina, Sask.
His father Is the boss of one of
the biggest and best carnivals that
ever traveled.

J.

first

was made an honorary member

GRAND OPERA AT FAIRS
POSSIBLE NEXT SEASON

—
—

ginia

Considering

no broken bones,

but advised an X-ray examination.
She was severely bruised, but this
did not prevent her from continuing her performances later in the
week. When the accident happened
Miss Davis was trying to ride
around a line painted on the perpendicular wooden walls near the
top. She moved tho handlebars Just
enough to ride into the steel cable.
The speedi of the machine was so
great that several of the cable supports were torn from the wall and
the machine wae held suspended in
midair for a moment before it
swayed and dropped with its rider.
It was the last performance of the
night and the gallery was filled with
spectators.

away

without paying for their
space, but were thwarted by the
arrival of attachment papers. Fair
officials got wind of the fact that
the animal owners were preparing
to hop out and they tied up the
property.
To prevent the escape of the
bears, a deputy sheriff was stationed
near by. He found that two of the
bears had been taken from tho mid-

owners decided

It

Grand opera as an attraction for
fairs

The
was

may

which played De Foe's company.
The Toronto fair is a two- week
event, the operatic experiment being Inserted the second week successfully. For it the million dollar
horse show building, added since
last season, was used.

The West Virginia State Fair

now

B-B'S

be extended next season.

fair booking of the kind
tried at the Toronto Exposition,

to

pay

their bill to

is

considering opera as a feature

LATE CLOSING
Los Angeles, Sept.

first

next season. The fair held at Wheelbecame unmanageable and ing last week went for a new attendshe was thrown to the bottom of ance record, the admission gates
the bowl. Whirling around the big clocking 120,000, which Is a 20 per
wooden bowl of the T. A. Wolfe cent, increase over last season.
shows, the machine crashed into
Because of the coal and rail
tho guy wire that serves to keep strikes it was thought that fair
the machine! from going over the cancellations would be forced and
top of the bowl.
Miss' Davis, 20 requests for booking releases were
years old, lost control and was sent in by several fair associations
thrown twenty feet to the floor in the districts most affected. It
where she lay stunned.
is understood now, however, that
An ambulance was called, but she while the shows have been cut down,
refused to be taken away. The sur- the fairs will be held as scheduled.
find

Troy, N. Y.. Sept. IS.
of a trained bear
troupe exhibiting at the Rensselaer
County Fair last week tried to skip

release the other pair.

bowl

geon could

BEARS ATTACHED
The owners

First
at Toronto
of way in packing cases. The officer
had just made the discovery when
That Character West Virthe papers arrived and tho animal

Tried

It

Angeles Contract
Profit

Los

—$75,000

and Divorce Action

several

000 rain insurance.
"It didn't rain until Saturday night,
after the fair was over, but it was
so hot attendance fell off to 75,000,
as compared to the record of 200,000
three years ago.
For the first time in years the

was

splash of the Detroit fair

WORRY

Neat

Berger's

J.

culiar tricka

record cf 775,000.

Phoenix, Ariz., becomes a battle
for the Ringling- Barnum
and Bailey outfit and the Sells-Floto
show next Monday, Sept. 18. Showmen were surprised to sec the two
biggest big tops spotted in that city,
day and date and are somewhat at
low to account for the booking, as
Phoenix holds a population of less
than 30,000 and the draw from the
surrounding country Is not considered anything like the measure need,
ed to supply paying attendance to
the two shows on the same day.
Both shows are on their way Bast,
routed through the southern states.
The routes Indicate that both outfits
The
will battle It out In Texas.
Ringling circus touches that state
first, playing El Paso Sept. 21, but
goes back Into New Mexico to play

GETS MONEY AND

The weather man playa some pe- John
upon amusement en-

The Minnesota affair, now on between the Twin Cities, occupying
what was the old trotting track, Is
going at the rate of 90,000 admissions, a new mark against the old

ground

PAGEANT PROMOTER

Indianapolis, Sept. It.

of the biggest fairs are reported as doing record business.

Sells-Floto

BLAME

—

—

Two

Ringling

TO'

Indiana State Fair a Loss This Year
Theatres 8uffer Accordingly

Minnesota Event at Rate of 900,000
Admissions Michigan Big

will

In

the south for the Ringling-BarnumBailey circus this season.
It is
said the show is routed for quite
some whilo ahead with the prospect of a record season in length
for the show.

CIRCUS ROUTES
Ringling Bros.-B. & C.
San Diego, Cal.;
15,

Sept.

1«,

Santa Ana; 18. Phoenix, Ariz.; 19,
Tucson;
Douglas (afternoon
20,
only); 21, El Paso, Tex.; 22, Las
Cruces; 23, Albuquerque.

Commerce, SellsFloto circus and
the combined
Ringling Bros, and Barnum and
Bailey

San Bernadino,

shows,

of

took

about

money Los Angeles had

to

on outdoor amusements,

all

the

squander

and

left

the theatres holding the "short
end."
The pageant, a 15-day affair, attracted thousands and. In spite of
factional rows, John J. Berger, the
imported general manager, and concessionaires participating, the gate
receipts as well as the concessions
got a lot of money. A few complained that they barely "got off the
nnt," but frr the most part the
chasers of nickels and dimes folded
up their tents with full socks.
Berger, who is credited with putting
over a wow o' a contract with the
local commerce board, he getting
the bulk of the net, has been experiencing one mess after another.
He has been cited to appear before

every commissicn In town; disgruntled concession men are suing
him for damages; the city council
has had him on the carpet several
times and once put a ban on his freo
fireworks display, later lifting it
when he took out a permit; exhibitors have harried him constantly,
asserting Berger was giving too
much gratis entertainment, which
resulted in tho crowds passing up
the legitimate exhibits, and, to cap
the climax, Berger's wife is suing
him for divorce.
In spite of all the hoorah, Berger
probably will clean up approxi175.000 for himself. He had
planned to stage the pageant here
as an annual event, but nothing
short of a miracle could bring him
back for a repeat, so bitter is tho
feeling against him in certain offiMeanwhile the procial quarters.
moter smiles and holds the money
bag.
Sells-Floto didn't do as well as
expected. The crowds, it appeared,
waited for the Ringling show. But
both circuses fteamed out of town
with enough jack to cause theatre
and picture men to howl loud and

—

long.

"POST'S" EDITORIAL

Sells-Floto
Sept. 15,

13.

of Progress, staged

mate^

13.

be a late closing date

Los Angeles, Sept.

The Tageant
by the Chamber

Cal.; 16,

Ccntro; 17, Yuma, Ariz.: 18,
Phoenix; 19, Prescott; 20, Winslow;
Albuquerque, N. M.; 22. Las
21,
Vegas; 23, Trinadad, Col.
El

Big

Daily

Warns

and

Savagely

Attack Carnivals
Boston, Sept. 13.
The Boston "Post," New England's largest daily, savagely and
editorially attacked carnivals the
other day, using as a text the local
police closing a carnival at Roxbury.

Walter L. Main.
Nine or ten concessionaires who
Sept. 15, Herkimer, N. Y.; 18,
were a part of a small carnival were Seneca Falls; 18, Canandaigua; 19arrested at Buffalo, N. Y., where 23, Batavia (county fair).
showing under the auspices of the
A wide effect will bo spread
German Hospital. The police seized
Al G. Barnes Circus
five wheels and the wheelmen were
Sept. 15, Hope, Ark.; 16, Eldorado; through the "Post's" comment.
held in $500 each pending the hear- 18, Monroe, La.; 19, Alexandria; 20,
ing, set for Sept. 12.
Mark and Lafayette; 21, Morgan City; 22.
The fairs at Ionia and Caro, Mich,
Karry Witt, promoters of the show, Thibodaux (mat. only); 23-24, New were both blanks, according to conOrleans.
were not molested.
cessionaires who made the dates.

There was much com-

motion.

,

in

the

days

of

P.

T.

Barnum was press agent for
Barnum and Bailey circus and

also

work

Bill.

did

courier

Troy, N. Y.. Sept. 13.
season closed here
the Walter L. Main
circus exhibited on the North Troy
grounds.
Tho Sells-Floto and the
Ringling Brothers-Burnum and Bailey aggregations did not play here
this year, as is their usual custom.
Sparks Brothers was the only circus to visit this city, other than the
Main.

The

circus

Monday when

assist him.

Korkrell

TROY NEGLECTED

for

Buffalo

the

During the past few years he has
been doing work for the local the
atrcs.

Concession men playing independent dates and doings around Chicago are having a tough time. Most
of the heavily boomed special events
have been bloomers.

W. R. Tumber, formerly sideshow manager with the Patterson
Animal Circus, has joined Main's
Circus in a like capacity.

JOHN M. KELLEY'S

CHICAGO CONCESSION

$75,000

PRI2E BULL

John M. Kelley, the showman -attorney, who represents the Ringling Brothers legally, is tho ownor of King
Jess Homestead De Kol," pictured above, a Holstein, three years old, now weighing L'.iiOO pounds and \alucd
by Mr. Kelley at $75,000.

The bull will exhibit next week with the Kelley herd from the Kelley farms at Paraboo WJfl at the
Eastern States Fair at Springfield. Mass.. then going to the New Jersey State Fair at Trenton. The only other
exhibiting point the Kelley bull makes is the Wisconsin State Fair.
"King Jess" is endorsed by the big cattle men of the country as the Bxhiblt A of the Holfu>in breed.
The rope around the bull, as may be seen in the picture, is theie to give its handlers control of the animal,
should it be inclined to go on the rampage. The end of the rope extends to the rear, at the right of the picture.
The rope hi so strung it encircles the. bull immediately over Its kidneys, the animal's most sensitive
parts, and the slightest tug on the rope would throw the bull on its side to escape the pain of contact
It is Also
ring-snouted, but the rope scheme is claimed to be the most perfect control.
,

COMPANY
AND CATERING
JAME8

McGRATH, President
8 South Dearborn Street
Phone Randolph 1537

CHICAGO

VAUDEVILLE

.
'
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DOROTHY JARDON

CAPT.

Department
of Its G«mw

P^llc*
u
,

LEGIT BOAD SEASOff

SUN BACK?

(Continued from page 1)
Honors Soloist bookings
anticipated last spring win

#

Dorothy Jardon

now a

captain
She is the

Is

pf the Police Reserves.
first woman that has been honored
With a commission of this sort, her
appointment haying been made Saturday at the Jamaica Racetrack on
the occasion of the annual Police

Commissioner
Deputy
Games.
Faurot made the presentation of
the commission and pinned the
badge of office on the prima donna.
Miss Jardon. who is to sing "Carmen" with the Gallo Opera Co. at
the Century next week, has appeared at each of the successive
Police Games as a soloist and 4*as
always been accorded the honor of
opening the ceremonies with "The
Star-Spangled Banner." It was in
these services that
recognition
she was commissioned a captain in
the Police Reserves.
of

.:),

MISS PAINTER QUITS

already scouting in

I

The Gus Sun houses may re-enter
Keith* offices if a deal now
Sun
being made is consummated.
has been In conference with Keith
officials and will place his theatres
back in tho office, which he withdre wtwo years ago following a,
houses at
anent
Sun's
dispute
the

Toledo and Indianapolis.
According to the story, the move
Is necessary for Sun on account of

New

York for attractions. The situation
is accounted for in two ways.
One

the layout of the Sun circuit as now
constituted. The loss of several of
the Sun full weeks in the east has
placed the Sun office In a position
where the railroad jumps have become a Veal problem.

the Broadway flop crop of last
season, the other being the elimination of a number of producers. To
that is to be added the reduction in
production programs thus far in

was

evidence from managers
prolific in past seasons.

who were

too few first class attractions
fpr touring- as a. natural reaction to
the abnormal number of production
failures last season.
The big offices forecast .condition* a-nd hat
is believed to have been the primary
cause of the combination, designed
as a pcotective arrangement doing
away with booking opposition.

cast.

It

was said that that was un-

known.
Atlantic City.

When

"The Lady

Sept

13.

Ermine," the
piece,
opened

in

fihubert-proJuced
night at the Apollo, Harry
fender appeared before the curtain
With the announcement that the
prima donna role would be assumed
M by the alternate for Miss Painter,

Monday

-

Helen Howe."
Inspection of the program revealed Miss Howe was at the end of
the list of ".Show Girls." while the
meager information obtainable
about the house said Miss Howe
had been rohearsing for four days
,

and that friction had arisen between Mi.^s Painter and her manAt the close of the performance newspapermen were notified
Miss
Punter's name was to
that
be permanently removed from all
agers.

of the new productions is considered.
Showmen rather tike the
position that the critical opinion is
sincere enough, but that If the play
is "there," such influence cannot be
but temporary. Several of ?he new
arrivals are waiting out bad notices
and hoping for business when the
weather settles. ""Such attractions
are getting plenty of opportunity
this season, for there is no theatre shortage anywhere in sight, the
condition being just the reverse of
the past four seasons.
Broadway will not offer a full list
until late next

month.

Delayed new

the

HERMINE SHONE

in

"WINDOW SHOPPING,"

This Week (Sept. 11),
Next Week (Sept. 18), B.

EMMET DEVOY

by

It's

to

the association act In concert for
the benefit of theatricals in general
and that all resolutions adopted
and action decided on be entered
Into whole-heartedly by the membership in total.
new directing chairman
The
begged leave to state that he accepted the assignment with the
manager's association because of
his love for the theatre.
That Mr. Thomas had rejected an
offer calling for $50,000 per year, or
twice the salary the new position

ths

calls for. Is

J.

REGULAR

tt,

was said during the week that

the Central, Jersey City,

may

come a regular stand on

the Shu-

be-

bert vaudeville circuit.

The house held the Gertrude
Hoffman show this week, with "The
Rose' Girl" (Shuberts* own unit)
going In next week, owing to the
business attracted by the Hoffman

company.

ner."

OBITUARY
ALLAN KELLY

JOSEPH LEONARD

Allan Kelly, vaudeville, died Sept.
14 In his dressing room in the Ma-

Practically starved to death as
the result of his Inability to swallow food, following an attack of

Houston, Tex., aged

theatre.

jestic
in

Kelly

Mr.

59.

"The

Woman Who

an Inmate for about four years.
Leonard was with Happy Cal Wagner ami other minstrel combina-

•

clarify the purport of the bonds.

SUNDAY SHOWS
The

vaudeville before.
first variety ex-

In

Miss Groody's

was leading man pemphigus, Joseph Leonard, 70, old-*
Knew." on the time minstrel favorite, died SepL
bill of the Majestic and died sud- 12 at the Onondaga County Home,
came denly while waiting for his trunks to near Syracuse, where he had been

Brooklyn,
and
Hudson, Union Hill, N. J., resumed
weekly Sunday vaudeville Sunday.
Majestic,

The Academy

Music, Brooklyn.

of

Sunday, Oct

OF

IN MKMIIKY

MRS. ANNIE

P.

MOORE

He was
tions for many years.
stricken with his fatal illness Hires
weeks ago.

MOTHER

HARRY MANDEL

or

FRANK

FLORENCE

and

MOORE

Harry Mandel, 37 years of age,
died at the Gibbs Sanitarium. Chicago, September 7. after an Illness

more than a year. He was ths
brother of Eva Mandel, of Zeno and
vaudeville,
now retired,
Mandel,
MRS.
and originally belonged to burlesDied September 9th. 1921. at the
time
was
one
he
a member
que.
At
homt of ber daughter, Florence,
Newsboys Quartet and
the
of
at Great Neck. Long Island. N. T.
worked under the n*m« of Fox
when he was of Pox and Gilda. Ths
Wa'darrive prepaiatory to making up deeeased was burled at the
heim cemetery, Chicago.
for the first performance.
The Houston 'Evening Post" deCHARLES L. HAMER
voted a half column In laudatory
Charles L. Hamer of 318 North
editorial comment on the deceased
'of

and

EMMA VERRALL

8, With Sunday
performer who "carried on" up to Aurora street, Ithaca, N. Y„ manbooked by Johnny McNally through
forthe last second. Interment was In ager of the Crescent theatre,
the Keith office.
cemetery, Houston.
The Majestic. Brooklyn, and Hud- the Holy Cross

starts

shows.

All of the three houses are

.

Union Hill, will play a straight
vaudeville show, but the Academy,
Brooklyn, will have six acts and a
feature
picture for
the Sunday

son,

»

FREDERIC
Frederic

S.

Isham,

S.

|m

ISHAM
57,

HAHKY MANUEL

died

i

i

,

<:

I

1

f

c

>

1

structions.

<yn

of

May

Sepi«mbf»r 7th. 1931
bin soul reat In peac*

being "Three Live Ghosts" with theatrical circles in the state,
and "Nothing but the Truth."
died Sept. 10 at his cottage at
When taken ill he was putting the De Ruyter, N. Y., following a few
days' Illness with pneumonia. Mr.
Hamer, who wat 50 years of ag>\
IN Ml MOKIXM
TCefore
Is survived by his mother.
TO OUR I>KAK IIKOTHRR
his residence In Ithaca he was on
cesses

MANDEL
HARRY
Who
l><i»art.

M

t»

.1

CHARLES WILSON

«nd

BROTH BB

finishing touches to the book for a
musir-al comedy in which he was

collaborating
ratt (music).

with

Augustus

minstrel
and
died at his homo
7 at the ago of
41.
He was stricken with pneumonia last spring while on tour In
charge of "The Girl from Xireenwlch Village."
Heart disease was the aftermath.

Charles

MANDEL FAMILY

MOTH BR. SISTBR

the stage.

Thin World.

Scpr 7t l». 1921.
Ilia Soul K>st In Tear*

Bar-

Murray Anderson was to
produce it. The sbow will be presented in New York under the title
of "Ths Cherry Chair." He is survived by his wife. Helen Frue of

Wilson,

company manager,
in

Brooklyn Sept.

John

Detroit

There are no children.

l\ I.OVINii
nt a

)»<'.ir

MKMOHV

HHovod Krlend

HARRY MANDEL
KOTIf and

I
He

a Is.

managed

SI. ATI:

Dockst

It

1

ider's

minstrels.

i

.

HAS CilVKN, UK HAS TAKBN
Mr Dear Pal and ex-Partner

pneumonia Sept. 6 at his home, 417
UAVK ROSB
RWersIde drive, New York.
Isham wrote many plays and merly manager of the old Star thenovels, his best known stage suc- atre, and for many years connected

•

act-that got $1,700 last season.

over

Is the composer of
music for Zlegfeld's "Follies."

CENTRAL,
It

Murray Mlnehart, Nell Evans,
Robert Calley, Timothy Daley, William
O'Neal for "The Lady In Erin
mine."
the legitimate field. He stated that
Harry Kelly for "Springtime of
members were entirely too personal Youth."
He asked that
John Keefe for "The Spite Corin their Interests.

(Continued from page 1)
what he considered plain truths
V
the country's leading managers

•

nrltton.

been

perience.

ENGAGEMENTS

THOMAS' REQUEST

WORK

I

English?"

in

HO has been

B. F. Keith's Riverside, New York
F. Keith's Orpheum, Brooklyn, N. Y.

BREAK

Mnn

Mean

It

productions are again finding difficulty in getting try-out dates and in bills.
some
cases week stands' have been
advertising matter.
accepted.
Production activity is
Miss Howe made a masterly
noted at its height in some offices
BENTHAM'S ANNUAL
effort to fill the role, which more
and from such quarters. Is expected
Mike Bentham, the touring vaudethan taxed her abilities.
strength to bolster the season.
ville agent, got his annual break
Uf -.ports from one nighters are that Tuesday
when landing on the "Mathere are very few attractions out jestic" after several
$100,000 COMPANY
weeks abroad.
and indications in New York are
(Continued from page 1^
Mr. Bentham broke his left arm
scenery which will be the collateral that there will be no more than last shortly before leaving the boot,
season.
for the loan.
when slipping on a- deck. He has
Col. George E. ijams, a Washingbeen at his office daily, but Is under
ton financier, is president of* the
the care of Dr. Albee, the specialist.
SALARY DEADLOCK
corporation
and representing a
A year ago, when at Mot Springs,
(Continue dfrora page i>
group of capitalists. It is a close m
Ark., Mr. Ben ham broke his right
corporation, the full amount paid In, Rritted routes and refused to sign
urn and was laid up for several
at
with no stock to be sold or promot- the terms offered within ten
weeks.
ed.
Lyman lloss (Hess & Kahn) Is time would be removed - fromdays'
the
attorney for the company and secre- i**ts iviilable lists md not
played
tary of it.
on a week to week booking arrangeACTOR BY PIECE
Dudley is the only show man c >n- ment.
Robert Collins (Cohen), protean
nected with the investment comThis rule li is gone by the board artist,
has
retained
M >nis L.
pany. He will net as scout and in- on account of the
number <>f i«-t.s Greenberg to act, for him m a
vestigator of applicants for loans involved which
would leave the broach of contract claim for $4.r>0
and will be go-between the pro- booker.-; vi a quandary
ia t.> mateagainst Morrii Wolf and Josepb
duction and tii" capital.
rial.
Meanwhile the bookeri ire Berman. Collins sraa to receive •»'
e iin
to be panicky over the tltuaHie rate <»f $12.60
performance
tion: reporting
MARIE CASPAR IN ACT
decided ihorttge (four shows a week, $f>o> for his
M rie Gispir, v h iv'ircd from of •omedy :ni feature acts.
harity
act in connection with
The
ana urrmqum circuits drive Wolf conducted througn me
the stage
titer
her marriage to
Lawrence Schwab, the vaudeville -.re reported is hiving retreated a summer resorts up-State thli sum*
agent, is returning to. vaudevlfie, little from tin-ir uncompromising tl
mer.
l'l
The Cdnti
d ef14
r
litude on salaries tins season, but f.'.-tivt' from Juji!'
assisted by Milt in ton's orchestra
to Sept. I.
Miss Gasp.ir list did a single and the above number of tctfl ire suid
After srorking two we?ks, Colling
was formerly of Qaspsc aSd Sin- to.hive b Q -n offered cuts that in .-.iitp.-i. in* w is seal back to New
arif instance w.is $300 less f»r
clair. Brittx>n is of I'Vank and Milt
»n fork and told to awa.t further in>

has*

Keith time.
Mr. Stamper

known. The off^r
from the Munsey publications.
Mr. Thomas Is highly regarded
politically, and he Is paid to have
resorting to extra advertising early refused candidacy for the governorHe also has
in September. Of the two dozen new ship of New York.
shows which have already arrived, been mentioned as a Vice- Presidential candidate.
it Is believed ten can quit, having
The P. M. A. meeting Jast week
little or no chance.
Three have
already gone to the storehouse and was solely to make a revision In
two are attempting to sta}^ by re- ^he by-laws relating to the bonds
sorting to cut rates of the "two guaranteeing the faith of members.
The amount of the bond has been
for one" system.
Claims that the severity of the reduced from $10,000 to $5,000, which
critics has had a lot to do with amount was considered sufficient.
tho mediocre or bad business of The changes also were aimed to

some

Sun

STAM2ER-GR00DY TURN

—

at the P.road Street. Newark,
N. J., next week. Lee Shubert will
be in Atlantic City near the week's
end to look the production over
With Miss Howe in it.
Asked if
Miss Painter might return to the

this,

Next week at the Royal, N»»w
York, Dave Stamper and Helen
Groody will start out on the new
act they have called "What Does

;

due

To overcome

•

willing to bury the hatchet and return to the Keith fold.

The

(Continued from page 1)
Saturday,
rehearsal
at
when requested to rehearse the third
The booking combination heads
and final act "of the piece by J. J.
maintain that only first class extracShubert, asked for the script of the
tions those able to draw more than
piece. Puzzled. Mr. Shubert inquired
business have any right to
why the script should be required average
tour.
The terms in the sharing
at that late time. Mr. Sinclair, who
aro so defined that only
was staging the show, replied the contracts
such attractions can stick, since the
been rehearsed
last act had not
load is mostly on the shows, with
through Miws Painter having ob- little
burden placed on the houses.
jected to its present form.
In some quarters It is said that the
This is reported to have ledyto new contract conditions have
scared
a verbal controversy upon the stage off a number of producers, and it is
as to the supreme authority in di- certain that others have withdrawn
recting rehearsals and a play in because of last season's losses.
general, the producer. Shubert. or
Talk persists, however, that presthe star. Miss Painter, • with the ent booking conditions will force the
ending of the argument culminating creation of a thfrd legitimate cirWith Miss Painter's retirement from cuit. Production managers may or
the cast.
may not believe the houses cannot
The third act calls for Miss Pain- turn a profit except on the terms
ter's absence from its early part as now set down in J some are ready
until close to the finale. She Is re- to lis*en to a new booking proposiported as having objected to that tion.
long absence, with the request made
New productions lime 1 first for
by her for changes in the script, Broadway may ease up tb-j road sitthreatening to alter the entire story. uation before the autumn season
Miss Painter is said to have seen wanes. Up to now, however, the
the original Hnglish version of the first flight of attractions is about
piece, and* the Shuberts are also on the same level as last season's
said to have purchased the Ameri- first week.
The difference Is that
can rights upon Miss Painter's rec- there are fewer new plays on the
ommendation, for her starring pur- P&t. Theatre patrons are picking
thj best of the lot at.d the ha'ance
poses.
At the Shubert office this week ar« getting slen 1*3 support. Evidence of the sei3>n's slow start is
It was said 'The Lady in Ermine"
seen in the number of attractions
It la
Will continue its bookings.
Painter,

I

Office

become fact. It Is believed that
some of the out-of-town Houses
ordered closed by the booking combination would have had to go dark
or change policy anyhow.
The major stands outside of New
York are fairly well covered with
bookings, but It is -known that some
house managements even In those
cities are

I

Return to Keith

Report Gus Will

The

father of Joseph and Hugh
Lebtanjj.
ths
of
Public Se r vice
Ticket agency, died of asthma- at
his home In the Itronx Sept H. He
was 76 {rears .of age
Tfiree fears
««'»
Mr.
Leblang celebrated his
golden wedding anniversary.
The
last

— —

of his six

.-.'•v ••!

tl

(

utoijjh.i

hildrtMi wart
.i*i<>

mwrifd.

Mrs. Anna T. Moors, mothnr
Florence Moore, di«d at h*r h»m»*
Graa'l

IWk,

L.

I.

rtept.

rrf

in

>.

r I'? ..i

The mother of IWt and Andres
(Kennedy and Wync*».
KehT.ecty
Ultd «r«»cerflly at her home, 4767
Hollywood bOUlevatd.

l<os

Angeles.
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Tha Brunswick record company
is

exploiting

sale or a scries
by "Chick" Evans

the

of golf records

which reveal the inside golf secrets
of the

The

champ gutta-percha

walloper.

royalties of the disk are to go

and a private dining
room wilh a capacity of 60. The

downstairs,

4 reopening was made a

married, do*lng a vaudeville talk and song
act, split recently through' domestic troubles, then decided to work
along as partners again, and resumed playing last week. The wife
tells her marital tribulations as part of the act now, and it gets laughs
from the audience, which does not realize that it is inside stuff. One
of the lines, especially, draws a howl: "I have to work with him to get
my alimony," which is 100 per cent correct, since he now gives her-

"Chick" Evans Foundation,
to be collected under the
auspices of the Western Golf Asso-

to the

man-and-woman team,

half the salary.

a fund

Eddie Cantor was ready to jump into the "Gingham Girl" cast Vfednesday night to replace Eddie Buzzell. who was expected to walk' out following a dispute- with the management over billing. Buzzell and LawAmerican caddies to compete in an rence Schwab and Dan Kusell, the producers, had been at odds all weekannual national championship and over the billing matter, Buzzell claiming a verbal promise to feature
matter was reported as adjusted amicably,
pay the youngsters', expenses. The billing. Late Wednesday the
but Buzzell threatened to leave the cast Wednesday when his name was
records sell at $7.50 a set, and only still in oblivion as far as the fr&nt of the house was concerned. Cantor
through caddies, who will receive a is said to have immediately volunteered to go into the cast and read the
personal commission of $1 on each part if necessary. Harry Rose also received a hurry call to hold himself
ciation

make

to

it

possible

for

set outside of the royalties that go in readiness should Buzzell persist in his determination to leave. Some
to the caddies' foundation fund. compromise was reached which was a victory for Buzzell, it being underGolf is reflecting on American pop- stood that the comedian is to be featured beginning next week.
ular song in that a music publisher*
has already marketed a "19th Hole"
The Coleman brothers, who conduct the Lafayette, a colored show
composition.
shop in Harlem's colored section, claim their house is a stepping stone
The mixture of colored and white acts appears to be
to Broadway.
Harry Williams and Gus Durkin, drawing a number of agents uptown to giver the talent the double O.
the principals of the Duwico, have One colpred turn was recently signed up for "Queen of Hearts," the new
obtained the exclusive agency for Nora Bayes show, after being caught there. As a try-e\it spot it is the
the United States and Canada from nearest thing in sight, and the house is not opposition.
the Radium, Ltd., of Berlin, to/the
eale of the luminous radium paint
A sister act appearing around is referring to the Prince /of Wales as
for stage purposes,
Williams was "the quince" during their act. It's not getting them a thing, and was
for a number of years one of the
only a laugh during the war, when the German princes were covered by it.
active executives of T. P. U. No.,1,
That may be good for a laugh yet, as the Germans are probably still
and with -Durkin he has been re- held in that denoted esteem. It's bad judgment for the girls, who likely
cently engaged in the manufacture
haven't discovered the Prince of Wales is a pretty popular fellow all
of electrical stage effects. The new
over the world; that he's democratic, red-blooded and regular, with all
radium paint will be utilized by publics believing it. One could imagine that after hearing the line flop
them in the construction of effects for weeks the girls would sense it was wrong.
that they build as well as •tin- sale
of it to individual artists and proOnv Shubert unit vaudeville star secured the idea his unit had proven
ducers.
too good a show for $1 top, and thought about asking the producers to
sell it to him.
His intention was to take the show on the road as a $2
Coney Island's annual Mardi Gras attraction. He has said nothing about his plan, however, to the procelebration was held as scheduled ducers.
this week despite the resort's bad
season. It was counted on as the
peculiar case came up for arbitration befqre E. C. Mills, executive
last chanee of the concessionaires
secretary of the Music Publishers' Protective Association. Last year a
to recoup some of the profits jv ashed
songwriter placed
song with
publisher. Recently he placed
.

A

a
one
another
the summer's unprecedent- of his compositions with another music house. The first publisher coned rains. ""For the Island's blow-off
tended that the chorus of the second song was a copy of the verse of the
celebration, the big amusement vencomposition he has i# his safe awaiting publication. The songwriter's
tures there stood the expense as
contention was that -since the music publisher had kept the song for a
formerly. It is said that Luna Park's
full year and not published it, he thought he was justified in incorpocontribution was allotted at $10,000.
ratingvthe melody in another of his songs.
It is the street concession man,
Mills arbitrated that the songwriter was to blame in his careless prachowever, that the Mardi Grass
tice, for had both songs been issued simultaneously
would have

away by

it

™?"!L.!!! being outside
^-.^r^-l.^rl
celebration
the parks.

Mary Katharine Campbell, who
appeared as Miss Columbus in the
Atlantic City pageant, was selected
as the most beautiful girl by a jury
consisting of Coles Phillips, Howard
Chandler Christy and others. Miss

Campbell dethroned Margaret Gorman of Washington, who has
reigned supreme throughout the
past year as Miss America. She
was chosen out of 58 different types

I

one of the best half a mile

Precipitated expensive litigation. Accordingly, he ruled that the second
publisher may continue- exploiting his song, and that the first publisher
should be reimbursed for the loss of what might have proved a valuable
piece of property by sharing 50-50 4n the royalties the songwriter receives
from the second song. Half of the royalties are to be made out directly
to the publisher.

A Variety reviewer saw the Jack Singer Shubert vaudeville unit show.
"Hello New York," three^ times at the Crescent, Brooklyn, between Friday and Wednesday. Friday night the show gave an invitation dress
rehearsal, with the reviewer present. The performance did not run right,
and Saturday night, when the show publicly opened, he saw it again.
It was still being shaped up Monday, and Tuesday night he once more
sat through the performance to detect the alterations, by request.

©f beauty.

bit of his-

of the two vaudevillians, previously reported having
Virgil N. Lapaeus, assistant man- become financially interested in bookmaking through investing with a
ager at Proctor's New theatre, couple of bookmakers, have not proven profitable. The young men
Troy, N. Y., has been appointed thought, since they were steady losers betting against the books, that
manager of Harmanus Bleecker as the books won from them, the money at the track must be in making
Hall, Albany. Mr. Lapaeus has been book. As the bookmakers' angels, one lost $7,000 and the other $8,000
at Proctor's the past two years, before quitting. They have the customary reason that it's a bad season
The bettors on the ground are also saying it's a bad
prior to which he was connected for the books.
with Rand's opera house. He will season for them.
be succeeded at the New theatre
by Jrhn Wager, now the treasurer.
The Shubert unit shows, or the few opening last week, had varying
experiences with the gross receipts. Those in the West ran against the
unbearable heat for the week-end, while those in the East had towns ft"

Pete Soteros, the owner,
making it very formal, by inviting
200 guests of the most prominent
show folk in Chicago and having a
The
special orchestra entertain.
tory

by

.

of proSaratoga

last week without making any big;
raids, although the tipsters passed;

the word almost hourly that "a
Between rucrash was coming."
mors and counter rumors, saloonkeepers were in a quandary, but
they played safe and covered up.
eveift took place ajt eight o'clock in As a matter of fact, only one raid
the evening, Tuesday.
where nothing prohibited
Hotel
Place" was remodeled could be found,. The agents secured
"Pete's
The a search warrant in another city
after Grecian architecture.
downstairs restaurant also under- and went to the States, where they
went a bit of redecorating, while had previously arrested an alleged
the upstairs is an entirely new ad- bartender and waiter. Every room
dition.
The front of the restaurant in the house except those occupied
was built over, with a balcony, with by guests got the "once over," acthe name of Soteros blazing forth cording to stories.
on the stone work.
/
Back of this restaurant Is a bit
Shanley's on 43d street will have a
of history which has a tracing to
A few years back ravue of the girly type for the first
the profession.
restaurant
hole
small
cubby
Percy
a
time in that restaurant.
which had 13 chairs was discovered Elkelcs will produce it about Sept..
by the show folks close to the Co- 18.
The company will number
The discovery was around 25, of which 12 wifl be chorlonial theatre.
of importance because ef the won- isters. Elkeles is said to be putting
chops served en the show under a percentage*
derful steaks and
The entire force of em- plan, his favorite method of prothere.
ployes consisted of one person, the ducing restaurant floor shows. Last
He used to spring for a time Shanley's tried a
boss, Pete Soteros.
make the steaks, rook all foods, dance policy of the popular variety,
wait on the trade, and act as but abandoned it with the coming
cashier.
Business picked up so at of summer. The Shanley restaurant
the has one of the largest capacities, in
this
restaurant, i nicknamed
"13th Chair" by show folks, that the city and with its central locaPete did not handle the money to tion, besides a high and magnificent
any great extent. It got so the pa- dining room, is quite likely to prove
trons would leave their money on a big factor with its first girl show
the counter and Pete had his hands
that will get $1 coveur, with dancing
In
full just serving and cooking.
included.
a short time show business put this
restaurant on the map and Pete had
The rainiest summer on record
accumulated enough money to open
up "Pete's Place." He still stuck walloped the outdoor resorts as
to the name given his place, "the never before. The wetness of the
home of the 13th chair." In his week-ends not alone 'sank the
new place, he prospered phenomen- amusement men, but it turned the
ally and amassed enough to open hotel keepers to vinegar. Some beThe came so desperate that when a Hkerestaurant.
side
a north
crowning event and that which ly guest came alo/ig they tried to
made Tete Soteros' dream a reality sky the' rates. Down at Long Beach
took place this Tuesday "When he one of the smaller hotels asked $75
enlarged his downstairs restaurant a week single, European. When the
to its present size and beauty.
guest who secured quarters elseThat Pete Soteros always did his where for a great deal less said he
best to serve the profession, in fact was alone, the hotel man replied,
the profession exclusively, if pos"Go out and get yourself a wife on
sible, is evidenced through that act
the beach."
of his last summer, when the clouds
hung hyeavy over the performers'
heads, and Pete accepted tabs for
The two border prohibition agents]
food, until those acts giving tabs whose discharge was announced by.
were able to go to work. As usual Prohibition Director Ralph A. Day
in thbse cases, there were some who last week lost out, through failure
ran away from paying, but the ma- to stay on their job, it is said. They
jority
were regulars and reim- took too long vacations, according
bursed Pete for the credif he ex- to reports, and complaint was made
tended.

to the prohibition'heads.

When Mr*

The plans of "Pete's Place" is Day and E. C. Yellowley.
now to remain open all night for the general agents, visited

chleY ol
the dotthe benefit of the profession. He i *> der on an inspection trip they in*
angling to serve and cater exclu
vestigated the complaint and thd
sively after the show to the per
discharges followed.

former
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Liquor prices along the Canadian
border, on the American side, are
but slightly below the New York
quotations for Scotch and gin. The
only shade the summer visitors to
the Thdusand Islands have been
getting is the rate on In or and ale,
both of the latter of excellent quality. Ale, in fifth quarts, 24 to a case,
costs $14. Scotch, from Canada, is
$85 a ease.
The opinioe along the border is
that the Province of Ontaria, Canada (which skirts the St. Lawrence
on the Canadian side and includes
Toronto) will go wet at the next
election. It has boon dry for several
years, in part, and for the past two
years totally dry. Ontario adjoins
the wet Quebec province, and has
been one of the bootlegging reasons
If Ontario goes wet
for Canada.
there will be considerable loosening
up of the booze inflow to the States,
will
for there
be an additional
stretch of border, separated only by
the river, that the revenue men will
be unable to watch any more closely
than they do now most ef the rest
of the long American -Canadian line
One of the islands among the
thousand or more, about a mife and
a half northeast of Alexandria i:.i
has itn cottage on the Canadian side
ABd the flagpole on the American.
isn't trie island Lew Golder, the
It
vaudeville agent, bought for $1,500

Joseph F. Du Bo is, veteran musi- the regular circuit, excepting the Weber and Fields show, that showed
and charter member of the a good week. At Stamford, Conn., where Davidow & LeMaire's "Troubles
Musical Protective union, left a net of 1922" (Geo. Jessel) played for two days-, the tpwn was billed with
estate of $3,851.39 when he died, the show's paper, calling it Shubert vaudeville, with the house
Aug. 2, 1917. His will, executed scaled at $2. That killed business, as Stamford is too near New York.
Dec. 29, 1910, cut off five cousins. The house refused to reduce its scalp, in order not to educate the
Hereafter, in any stands the unit shows are filling in
It was unsuccessfully contested by Stamford people.
one upon the ground of alleged un- open time, it is unlikely its vaudeville paper will be used. Most of the
shows intend when playing off the circuit to make it $2 top. In fact, a
sound mind and memory.
couple of the units are already talking, about themselves for $2 road
attractions. It's not taken seriously, howover, for the circuit would not
The Supreme Concert Manage- release them, while tho shows' managements might prefer chancing it
ment, Inc., recently organized under for what may bo done on the $1 wheel before speculating as a road
the patronage of Dr. Joel O. Green - show, subject to the combined legit booking office And how the legit
schpoon, announces its plans to be producers are yelling about that booking office!
rather than commercial,
artistic
with the prime purpose of arranging
debut concerts in order to develop Court Wednesday, alleging a total and arranging the late actor's skit,
and exploit unknown artists. Her- of a half million dollar liabilities which he did with Helen F.bey and
Nancy Miiford.
bert B. Nagler is managing director and $20,000 assets.
Jules Berkin has joined Ray Millin charge
er's band as cornetlst.
Following
William Halligan created the role
tho Loew's -State, New York, en- ho is now playing in the. vaudeville
25
of
gagement,
starts
the band
rehears- sketch, "Ilighlowbrow." It was erJules C. Rabiner & Co.,
Broad street, brokers (with an of- ing in the new Music Box Revue.
roneously .mentioned in last weeks
fice also in the Romax building, 245
Variety. Mr. Halligan had followed
Ernest Golden, songwriter, has another player in the star's part this summer. The Colder buy Is in
West 4fth street, catering to the
lirortly to the Bel Hay, one of the best fishing sectheatrical profession) had an invol- entered a claim for $512.50 against The sketch went
untary petition in bankruptcy filed tho estate of William ..ock. Golden vaudeville stage from a Friars' tions Of the river. It's a small island
with a small cottage on it, about
against them in the Federal District claims the money due for writing Frolic.

cian

speculation

The New York City squad

The experiences

<

No

hibition agents got out of

ments.

—

off shore.

known and patronised theatrical In It, for the islands are farther behind at a summer resort now than
restaurants in Chicago opened its
they were 20 years ago. Golder
enlarged restaurant, which now ac- made the purchase to have his own
The re- summer estate with fishing ground*.
commodates 800 people.
built place has an upstairs and a

The Keith people have been looking for a site for a theatre In the
Yorkville section of New York. An offer made by the Keith interests to
the Aschcnbroedel Society (German Musicians' Club) for its clubhouse,
86th street near Lexington avenue, of $176,000, was turned down by the
society, with something around $200,000 named as a figure that might
Loew has a pop vaudevilles-house (Orpheum) and a
be considered.
picture house on 80th street. The negotiations between the Keith interests and the musicians' society are understood to be still on.

A

—

Place,"

Large seizures of liquor continued
upstate last week. A Ford car with
210 quarts of whiskey and 36 quarts
of beer foil into the hands of prohibition agents near Bombay and a
Buick machine carrying 1)6 quarts
of champagne was seized at ClinThree men from Providence,
ton.
R. I., were in the Buick. During the
Chase the c?iY hit a Ford, driving it
into a ditch, but doing little^lamage.
A Rco transporting 2 40 bottles

of

l><

«

r

and

12

bottles of

Old

also caught. The
bootlegger driving it had
his sister as touring companion.

Crow whiskey was
alleged

Nina Sergeyeva will dance at thd
"Fashions and Dances of 1923" to
oneii in New York Oct. 15, according
Irene
to report from Cincinnati.
Castle selected the Russian dancer^
have
discovered
at
to
been
alleged
an amateur entertainment at Geneva. Bwiser land, where she was a
piano teacher.
The ShO'.V will bo
under the direction oi" Eiv.i" Briggs.
l

The new Tavern Chop House will
open Monday at S::',0 p. r.i. I'illy La
Hiff is the owner. The Ta
rn is on
.

.

West* 48th street, Just east ot
The Tavern nn ounces
Br< ad way
then is nothing to be had there but
fc
d and water, but each of the host
and :»' Ml- |.«ed itt rensom' ole prices.
To make good on the best water Mr.
i

i

i

L;i HilT claims a spring wa« discovered beneath the building two weeks

ago and

has been converted Into
it
artesian well, which is i< regular
The place has ti( v< n private dining rooms and the main
room seats 1150.

.-in

anyway

>

—

Friday. September

15.
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$100,000 ALTERATIONS

$5.50

AND

$4.40 TOP LEGIT SCALES

REPAID IN RENTALS

CONTRADICT PREDICTED LOW PRICES
1922." which arrives at the Winter
Garden next week, also at that top.

Five Broadway Shows at $4.40 and Two at $5.50 by
The brace of $5.50 shows are the
"Music Box Show," which
Oct. 15— Other Mu«icai» at $2,75— "Old Soak" new
comes in about a month, and
"Chauve-Souris" at the Century.
Newest and Biggest Hit

LEAVmr WINS POINT

Poli's.

deluge of high scaled musical
plays is descending upon Broadway.
There will be two attractions at
$5.50 top and five at S4.40 top when
by the middle of October the full
flight of major musical productions
rifever bewill be in competition.
fore has to many big priced attractions be h o:i the list concurrently.
Managerial comment recently that
the reason was» looked forward to
favorably because of the moderation
in admission prices is set down as
bunk. Other managers contemplating the battle of high scales say
some of the musical producers

lower
j-e;ts

Pour -fifths of those

floor.

are sold at 50 cents over the

box office price if handled by an
agency. The effect of the high s?alcs
must come from the bulk of lower
floor patronage. Unless the show is
exceptional the big rates are liable
to boomerang on the box office. On
the producers' side it is contended
the production cost demands big
Regardless, the fall lines
grosses.
up as a battlefront between the

musical attractions.

to

$5,000

IN

Washington, Sept.

The terms upon which

11.

the

re-

modeling of Poll's theatre is being
done was today announced for the
first time. This government -owned
building has always been a matter
for conjecture and tho deal by
which 8. Z. Poll could feel justified
in expending some $100,000 for re-

19-YEAR-OLD CASE

The Music Box management 'figures

A

Washington, Spending

$100,000—Rent Down

$2,794 Recom-

on the limited capacity of the house
and the establishment of the big
scale last season for 18 weeks, although the scale for the first eight
weeks was $4.40 top. Limited capacity may apply as the reason for
the "Orange Blossoms" high rate.
"Chauve-Souris" Is an extraordinary attraction and lias broken all
records for the $5.50 top charge.

Judqment

A new

rent reduced fro ma yearly basis of
last week handed in his
$17,000 to $6,000 until the expendireport recommending Lcavitt be ture for the improvements has been
given judgment for $2,794.73. with returned to him. at which time a
interest from May 34. 1004. against new rental basts will be sot.
The government has stated that
Sylvian J. Lee and Julius and Anna
Zincig (Lee and Zincig Co.. mental it is impossible to utilise the buildtelepathists).
The interest, com- ing for any other purpose than a
theatre.
Since the Knickerbocker
pounded, totals over 109 per cent.
The suit revolves about a South disaster the district commissioners
African and Far East tour of the have placed such stringent regu acompany under Leavitt's manage- tions that if they were to realise
ment. He sued to recover sums he any revenue from the house it would
alleged had been overpaid to the bo necessary to make some such
act or expended in its behalf for arrangement
as has now been
posters and other items The ref- agreed upon, as Congress has proeree's examinations covered a period vided no funds to reconstruct the
of nine years from 1913 to 1922.
house.
An act in vaudeville several years
Chase, who* sublets to Poll, can
ago was known as the Zancigs.
have his arrangement terminated

mended

for

—Dates Back

to

Far East Tour
An oM

modeling.
After lengthy
losses.

Whom

it

negotiations,

develops

is

P.

the
B.

LeavKt Chase, now o€ Sparta, Ohio, is to
started in 1003 is Anally reaching advance the money for the reconstruction and have it paid back to
conclusion.
Julius Frank, the referee In the him by the expedient of having tho
suit

Michael B.

program will be put on at
case, late
(Continued on page 24)

SNOW tEFT

120 PLAYS

The

record 'crop of seven "big" Character Actor Had Completed 75—
musical shows in the running at tlu?
Organized Producing Co.
same time is accounted for partly by
which
in
the
presence
revues
of
two
war
is
over."
know
the
"don't
Hiram Berry"* Snow, actor and
The undercurrent reasoning ap- former seasons were classed as playwright, left a net estate of 152.which
and
summer
productions
%igh
some
the
parently leading to
of
466.65 when, at the age of 447 he
scales angles with the ticket agen- went to the road early in the fall. died a victim of pneumonia on Jan.
cies. But the theory Is exaggerated; They are the "Follies" and "Scan- 6, it was disclosed this week in the
The Ziegfeld show estab- Kings County Surrogate's court,
Producers of the big musical shows dals."
figure that if the brokers are able lished the $4.40 scale for the entire through the filing of a transfer tax
to get fancy prices for the lower lower floor this season and Is the state appraisal of his property.
floor scat3, the raising of the scale logical attraction entitled to high
Under his wil and codicil this
White opened "Scan- passes over as follows, the Chase
to a $4.40 top or higher merely takes admissions.
that much away from the broker dals" at $3.50 top, then jumped to National Bank, of New York, being
who can average in sr>me cases $7 the $4.40. scale the second week. the executor:
with nothing more than a It-day
It is" The other shows adopting the same
.Cora Kellogg Snow. wJdow, of 7
to $3 a ticket for the hits.
notice from the government.
doubtless ^.soe thu,t gypping us prac- scale are the "Greenwich Village Flower Hill place. Port Washington,
.
MISS
tised, but the number of tickets thus Follies.'.' which opened Tuesday at L. I., 1878. $5,000 in cash, absolutely,
MOTHEK-IH-LAW OH
.sold in those agencies, is overesti-^ the Shubert, the price being 50 cents and a life interest, or until she re'Spice" Missed Dorie Show Moves
mated. Trrere may be from 20 to more than former scales, but with a marries, in the residue, or $43,962.15.
Los Angeles. Sept. 1$.
to Philly
as high .as 100 tickets sold at excess balcony rate of $2.50 remaining the If she remarries then she is to# reWiilard Mack's own asserted sepThe average house same. "Orange Blossoms," which ceive a life interest in only half of
premiums.
aration
from
his wife. No. 4. it
The
"Spice"
management
is
curiberthing a musical comedy holds comes to the Fulton next week at the residue.
si e u, has been one of a few dsys
Alfreds Shirley Kellogg Snow, ous to know where Doris Eaton ia only, and not a matter to bo adbefween 600 and COO seats on the $4.40 top, and the "Passing Show of
daughter, who was born Oct. 26, The show claims a verbal contract judicated by the divorce court.
1911. and resides with her mother, a with Miss Eaton, but she failed to
In San Francisco the noted playu
POLICE
ring, absolutely.' a n <* a!l of the
APE"
$150
$1,000
appear for rehearsals Sept. f, after wright said Mrs. Beatrice Jetton*
principal of her mother's life trust
Mack
had gone the way of- Maude
having been granted permission to
$10 $25 Seat Scale for Prohibition Philfy's Commission Receives Com- fund at the tatter's death. If. howLeone, Marjorie Rambeau and Pa siBenefit *
plaints on O'Neii's Play
ever, her mother remarries then she travel to Bridgeport with the celeb ine Frederick by saying:
Is to receive a life interest in half crowd that went there to open the
"Good-bye, Bill; I'm going to get
new Poll house.
Philadelphia, Sept. IS.
of the residuary estate.
The theatrical committee of the
a divorce."
If the "Spice" people don't forMrs. Mabel Rae Norton, of 810
Association Against the Prohibition
"It
appears, however, that tho
"The Hairy Aape" was reported
Rugby road, Brooklyn, $2,000 in get about it, they threaten to place latest Mrs. Mack had only come toAmendment, of which Daniel Frohto be filed
cash, and $282.50 In specific bo- the matter before the Producing Los Angeles to be with her mother.
man is chairman, has set the benefit causing many complaints
Lavina M. Norton, her Managers' Association.
performance in behalf of the asso- with the police and the director of quests.
Mrs. Iaa Flnkel. whose whereMiss Eaton was to have replaced abouts here were ascertained only
ciation for the Apollo. New York, public safety advised the Lyric daughter, of the same address^ $1,000
perthe
for
in
Robert Rao, also of the Violet Carlson in "Spice.''
cash.
The prices
Oct. 1.
Miss after a two-day search.
management that he may be comformance are to be $1,000 for boxes, pelled to order the show* closed. Un- same address, a $61 watch and | Carison*"has left the show with her
Said Mrs. Flnkel last n<t>ht "All
roie niieu o> tho promotion of a reports that my daughter and m
while the orchestra seats will be til today no official action had been chain.
r.
of
value
estate
left
The
gross
the
chorus
girl.
Helen
sold at a $10 and $25 scale.
O
Shea
also
left
Mack have separated are untrue
taken, and it la expected the O'Nell
On. the cdmmlttee are Augustus drama will be permitted to finish by Mr. Snow amounted to $68,322.31. tho piece before it departed for so untrue, In fact, that B*cbe left
In an affidavit made by Mabel R. Philadelphia, where the show opened for San Francisco last night to reThomas, Sam H. Harris, Elisabeth out Its two-week engagement, which
Marbury, John Emerson, Lionel At- expires Saturday.
Business here Norton, and which is attached to to capacity Monday at tho Forrest. join her husband.
Hopkins.
Arthur
Drew.
appraisal, she said that: ^,
the
will, John
Miss O'Shea is going into vaude"She came south with me a few
for the much commented play has
"During the years of 1918 to' 1922, ville. Another chorus girl has taken days ago for a little visit here. The
Edgar Selwyn, Marc Klaw, Frank only been fair.
Scribunder a joint authorship or co-part- over her production bits.
Gllmore, Howard Kyle, Sam
visit is ever and she he.s gone back
agreement, between the said
»er. William Harris, Jr., and others.
to her husband. That's all."
When the piece ran at the Ply- nership
Insview of the fact that solicitors
Mra Flnkel replied that, in so far
New York, the police Hiram Berry Snow and myself, as
mouth.
from the downtown headquarters of claimed to have received many com- collaborator, 120 plays and scenarios
OH 2-F0R-1 PLAN as she knew. Macks' condition was
the association have been invading plaints from patrons. That led to were written 75 completed, the rest
Broadway is resorting to the "two not such as to cause him to harbor
the theatrical district, it is sug- front page newspaper publicity and in synopsis form and several of
tickets for the price of one" idea any impression that Mrs. Mack had*
gested an K one making contribu- business jumped upward briskly. these finished plays and scenarios
quit him.
tions to the associatfbn should make Chief Magistrate McAdoo ordered were presented to various prospec- earlier la the season than ever
"I understand he is—or, has been
the same by check to Daniel Frohpurchasing
channels
throughtive
before.
Two
attractions,
"East
In a hospital pear San Francisco.
tho script of tho play submitted to
man, as chairman of the theatrical him. Hs read the play and returned out the United States for considera- Side-West Side" at the Bayes, aad and that he was, there as a result of
committee.
tion or sale." None was accepted.
"The Plot Thickens" at the Booth, a near breakdown from overwork,"
it without comment, that terminatIn his will Mr. Snow bequeathed are already employing that plan of she said, adding:
ing all police activity in the matter.
all of his Hiram Berry Snow Corcut-rating. Both shows have fared
"But he's bettor now and In to apTRUE TO
B'
poration stock (organized to pro- badly at the box office aad there pear at a theatre in Oakland tomorduce the plays) to his daughter, Al- are ao new attractions to imme- row.
Broadway's new season has startBICE'S "SURPRISE" ACTS
freds, and then said:
ed off somewhat like last year and a
diately succeed.
"Therefore, in view of the facts, I
"Tho Surprise Party" to be given
"All plays, scenarios, novels and
quartet of flivvers is already acThe two-for-ono pairoas have think it somewhat premature of
as "a benefit for Edward E. Rice
stories owned or written by ma/ to- grown wise to the plan of ticket Pauline Frederick to. say that she
knowledged, with others sur% to
this oomlng Sunday night (Sept.
gether with Mabel Rae Norton, col- sellers and It Is not unusual for supposes my son-in-law will keep
follow. Comment about one of tho
17) at the Apollo, New York, has
shows taken off after two weeks among its volunteers Burr Mc- laborator, and any and all proceeds them to trick the box offices into on marrying."
was the subject of cruel witticism intosh, Amelia Summerville. Henry from the sale thereof, or royalties or parting with choice locations. It
income received from or by their has been worked by patrons holdbetween managers.
B. Dixey, with J. Fenlmore Leo use, I give and bequeath to my said
AISTON S FLAT CLOSED
ing money in their hands and askOne's remark might be termed the
doing his dance from "Evangeline"
Arthur C. Alston's production,
"unkindest cwt of alL" One piece (which Rice produced). Gus Hill daughter, Alfreda Shirley Kellogg ing for seats down front and then
said
Mabel
Rae
Snow,
and
to
the
Oreatest Bin," closed a
"Woman's
when they are forthcoming, prewhich failed was "I Will if You is announced to do his old club
Said one producer to the swinging act, and "Yours Merrily" Norton to have and to hold the same senting the two-for-ons coupon. three weeks' preliminary tour Sept.
Will."
alike.
share
equally,
share
and
This has started all sorts of argu- 9 In Kingston, N. Y„ for re-easting
other: "I hear that So-and-So is go- John R. Rogers will present his
"The said Mabel Rae Norton, how- ments. '
and a new production.
ing to put on another show. It is "famed wire act."
ever, ia to have the absolute concalled Til Close If You Will."
Ned Wayburn is taking charge of trol of the said plays, scenarios,
the stage.
novels and stories and the use. sale
and the collection of royalties and
UNDERWOOD'S DENIAL
" TIMES' "
the income therefrom, without any
Sept.
15.
Los Angele3,
BACK
TO COAST
molestation or interferhindrance,
JR.
F.
Franklyn Underwood, secretary of
Henry Savage's "Morry Widow" ence on the part of any person, and
the Morosco Holding Corp., arrived
company is playing the south, head- her judgment as to the value, the
here last week in the interests of
It will travel
terms of sale, the terms of royalties
the corporation.
He issued a de- ed for Now Orleans. and
return via and tho Income to be received or
"Times," Sept. 10, 1922
to th ? P^_coast
Printed in
nial of the stories to the effect that\|
Pacific. It is planned
Northern
the
paid shall bo conclusive and not to
he and the vice-president of the
10X3 summer run In Bos- be the subject of review by any perplay
a
to
IJentle,
were
corporation, George
son."
snywhers in fcentral
If Mr. Ziegfeld were working
aligned against Oliver Morosco for ton.
Campbell Casad Is with the orMr. Snow, who was born In
Europe he would undoubtedly be known as the "Old Matthe control of the company.
ganization as advance man.
Brooklyn, where he made his homo,
ter" among numerous young Americans, who would make
was a character actor. His last appilgrimages to his shrins and write pieces sbout his adpearance in a professional company,
OPERATED ON W. BAXTER
vanced art. There *• not a showman in ail Europe who is
DIVORCED
WILKINSONS
about ten years ago. was with the
Los Angeles. Sept. IS.
the
equal of Mr. Ziegfeld In ths matter of staging or lightPhyllis Wilkinson (musical com- Kolcey-Shannon Co. In the "Moth
Warner Baxter, leading man In
ing. Reinhsrdt's grsst performances of "Orpheus in dsr
Due to injuries to
the Oliver Morosco production "The edy) has been granted an Interlocu- and the Flame."
UnterweJt" known to the vulgar as "Orpheus in the
him following
Sjmrting Thing
to
which tory decree of divorce on statutory his leg, sustained by
Do."
"Moth and the
Underwear" st no place approaches in magnificenca, in
opened 1 week ago, was suddenly grounds by Justice Callahan in the closing with the
of
plays
writing
up
took
he
bssuty,
in originality or in conception sny of s half-(
Flame."
Wiltakon ill and removed to the hos- Brooklyn against Montagus
of the mora serious order. He was
scenes of th«» year's "Follies."
kinson.
pitnl and operated oa.
producer
become
a
to
plans
James Timoncy represented tha making
IvOacoe Tverns replaced him in the
at the lime of his last iilneaoj
cast.
plaintiff,
'
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LEGIT ITEMS

STOCKS

INSIDE STUFF

The Empress Players

C

at

Vancou-

disbanded after a run of
ver, B.
five years In that city. Ray Collins

ON LEGIT

and Chas. E. Royla had the stock,
with their wives (Edythe Elliott and
Margaret Marriott) alternating Jn
the leads. The late Geo. Howard had
an interest In the company up to
his death. Miss Marriott (Mrs. Collins) has organized another company and will open at the Empress,
Vancouver, with Louis Wlethoff as
her company manager.

'When "Scandals'* opened at the Globe last week It was reported that
of tickets for the premiere had been disposed of to certain
ticket agents at $20 each.
The price of the first night seat* was $11.
The report was denied, but it was stated that three brokers had offered
It was further
to handle 60 seats each for the opening at the price.
claimed that checks for that many seats at the lofty price had been
tendered, but that the offers were refused.
•

m number

Irwin has a play written by Clara LIpman, snd Miss Irwin may
appear in it during the new season. At present Miss Irwin, with her
husband, Kurt Eifeldt, is at the Irwin farm on the St. Lawrence river,
near Clayton, N. Y. A few days ago there was a bull on the farm valued
at $2,000. A neighboring farmer got a bargain when he purchased it for
$65, but Kurt doesn't think so. The bull was a bit unruly, and somewhat
vicious besides. For proper handling it had two rings through its nose
and was attached to a fence with a heavy chain. Kurt must have made
faces at the bull or done something the hc-cow didn't like, for the afternoon before the bargain sale the bull started after Kurt, two ring*, chain
and all, going right through the fence, with Kurt making the Northern
New York running reeord ahead of it. They got the bull before the bull
got Kurt, but it was a close shave for the man in advance.

May

The Auditorium Players opened
Maiden,- Mass., last week in "East

film star,

a new
Oct.

Is

West," with Walter P. Richardson
Dillon Deasy as the leads.
Others are Arthur Ritchie (direcEdith Spencer, Dorothy
tor),
Holmes, Hal Munnis, Bertha Creighton, Owen G. Coll. Jack Westermaff,
Edward Robson, Fred Johnson. Joseph Thayer, William Hlatt, Ray

Gay ton.

commences rehearsals

legit piece

1.

New 8hubert House on

•

Coast, with

"Mike Angelo"

in

by Fred de Gresac

San Francisco,

The Shuberts are sponsoring

Sept. IS.

The new Shubert- CuPran opened
Monday, with Leo Carillo in "Mike

the production.

*

Al Bernard is writing the book, Angelo" as the initial attraction*
and score of a new all-colorea Every seat in the house was occu-»
pied.
Many were turned away.
musical show which goes into reThe house seats 1.780, with 712 on
hearsal shortly. It is titled "Te-Nathe lower floor.
The stage has a
Na." The author is the phonograph
-width of 106 feet, with the depth
singer better known as "the Boy

lyrics

36 feet.

from Dixie."

For sheer beauty and

Mltzl completes her third season

In

and

CURRAN OPENS

Sessue Hayakaw,a, the Japanese

in

"Lady Billy"

in

February, fol-

lowing which she commences rehearsals of a new piece Zelda Sears
has written for th€ star. Henry W.
Savage still remains production
sponsor of Mitzi.

elegance

the theatre outstrips anything on
the coast, excepting the new vaudeville and picture theatres that have
been built.
glass foyer deadena
street sounds.
The width of the
house makes it cosy, asfa intimate
despite its big seating-xapacity.
There* are many weak spots in
"Mike Angelo," but the play gives
the star ample opportunity for his

A

William Randolph Hearst will
He scored triumphantly
new daily evesing and talents.
with the
night audience^ CaSunday paper in Syracuse, N. Y. rillo was first
the only speechmaker on
purchased the build-

establish a

Hearst agents

the occasion of the opening pering of the Firestone Tire company.
formance, although there were ^iaany
will be known as
calls for both Oliver Morosco and
the Syracuse "American." Business, Curran.
Clifton BrOoke directed the
advertising and editorial staffs are
piece.
v
being recruited in Syracuse, and
the paper will probably make its
appearance colncidently with the CLAIEE NAGLE'S ESTATE $1,444
democratic state convention. Hearst
Otaire Nagle Hammerstein, third
Arthur Goodrich, who wrote George M. Cohan's variously received
recently invaded Rochester with the
"So This Is London!" is of New Britain, Conn. He attended the New
Sunday American" and""the 'Dally " Ml !_ la fJ; wj[e ? f Arthur HammerBritain High school and graduated. At school he was slightly known anofher newcomer to appear with Journal," the latter being produced stein, the theatrical producer, left
Business has fallen this week for the first time. Hearst the following property when, withfor special Interest in plays, but he was better known for his variegated the riayers.
Interests.
He attended the New Britain Institute library as regularly off slightly with the increase In proposes to cut advertising rates in out leaving a will, she died at Reno,
Nev., Nov. 11, according to an affias school, reading voraciously. Goodrich is author of "Yes and No," prices and the opening of school.
his drive for business.
davit, jointly made by Roderick L
besides other plays and novels. The New Britain idea seems to be that,
Kennedy and Edward P. Colman,
at last New Britain is represented on the Broadway theatrical Parnassus.
Maude Fealy's stock, at the OrIn sending out the opening press public appraisers, filed in the 8ur^
pheum, Newark, N. J., made a very seats for the premiere of Edward rogate's Court, New York* last!
The magnitude of the production of "The Merchant of Venice" for favorable impression the opening Royce's "Orange Blossoms" at the week:
(!
David Warfleld by David Belasco Is indicated by the gross amount so week with "East Is West," and got Fulton, New York, Sept. 19, E. A.
"Cash, with Union Dime Baling*!
far spent on it by Mr. Belasco, $225,000.
The gross (85 Bachelder of the press department Bank, in New York city, $16| easlwj
fine press notices.
cents top) »was $3,500 for the week. enclosed a complete score of the ier's check, Reno Nat|ooal Bank/
Figures of grosses around New York last week did not foretell any- Miss Fealy jumps from "Gertie's Herbert music for the operetta.
$200; balance in 'Gotham National
thing about a "good season." according to legit showmen. The Atlantic Garter" this week to "Romeo and
on*
Bank, New
York, $229.77;
coast was not Stricken with the heat as in the mid- West. Rather favor- Juliet" next. Frederick Lewis has
fur coat, $150t one mole<
A Shubert special train of 16 cars Squirrel
1
able show weather prevailed throughout the week, with Labor Day ideal been specially engaged to play
sktoi coat, short model, damaged*
left New York Wednesday morning,
as the starter. "The First Year" got $8,300 in Brooklyn; "Lawful Lar- Ronaeo.
and one diamond pendan^
$50\
Including
companies
carrying three
ceny," In the Bronx, $8,600; "Why Men Leave Home" (new), at Washwatch, $800.
the Jolson shoyv, bound for midington, under $5,000; "Demi -Virgin," at Atlantic City, $8,000, and the
"In addition to the above fle"-<
Seldom does a performance of
"Passing Show," also at A. C. $14,000 (less than looked for with the such remarkable excellence take western points.
and appraised personal
scribed
new Shubert production).
property of the decedent, there also
place in a stock house as the curJulian
exists a quantity of miscellaneous
The home of Lawrence and
rent attraction at the Garrlck theA tale «f a missing leading lady in a play not yet opened on Broadway atre with Garry McGarry's Garrick Anhalt at Bayside, L. J., when wearing apparel, consisting of hats,
clothes, shoes, hosiery, underwear,
It tells how the piece was postponed without the leading Players in "Seventeen," In Wash- opened, after being closed all sumIs recited.
lady's whereabouts being known to the management, and how and where ington.
Percy Helton gives a re- mer, was found to have been bur- etc., which aje not here inventoried,
The thieves got away as such wearing apparel is in the
she was finally located. It's funny if it's true and it's* funny if it's not, markably goc<l performance of the glarized.
taking everything, including the title of* the play, into account.
youth, while a local girl, Ruth with about $1,200, mostly represent- possession of Charles Nagel, of
Hoffman, is what might be termed ed by clothing. The loss included Buffalo, N. Y., father of the deBasil Dean arrived in New York this week from London to stage a "find" in the role of the younger two casts of rvputed first-class ceased, and the only other party to
this proceeding.
"Loyalties" for Charles Dillingham. It is likely A. H. Woods will ask sister, "Jane." These are the closing booze.
"The above is a complete invenMr. Dean to look over and touch up "East of Suez," already produced weeks of the stock company, finFrank Myers resigned as treas- tory and appraisal of all the per*
on the other side. Florence Reed has been added to the "Suez" piece. ishing up with "Clarence" for the
While it is said the role admirably fits Miss Reed, it is also reported she coming week. In "Seventeen" are urer of the Lyric, New York, and sonal property of Claire Nagle
"Loyalties" opens at the Gaiety, the house Tons of Duncan Penwarden, Gertrude Au- took charge of the box office at the Hammerstein, deceased, exhibited
doesn't like it.
Money" was intended for. When that play faded away, the shift was grade, Henry Dalyby, Constance Criterion, which opened under the to us by Arthur Hammerstein, admade, leaving the Knickerbocker, where "Loyalties" was first carded, open Brown, Martha McGraw, Edwin direction of the Cosmopolitan Pic- ' ministrator herein."
Attached to this affidavit is anto take Erlanger's "Yankee Princess."
It's reported Erlanger stalled a Trusheim. Granville Palmer, George tures Thursday night with "When
bit with the "Princess" production, under the impression that the "Follies" Henry Trader (the director), Wood- Knighthood Was in Flower." Frank other made by Mr. ll.inimcrstein,
which
reads:
the
ruff
Youngs.
from
Alice Stewart, Mildred Callahan was switched
^
would fall off, when he could have the Amsterdam for his own show.
"I, Arthur Hammerstein, admin44th Street to the Lyric box office.
As the "Follies" held up to capacity, nothing was left but for the Brown, J. Elliot Joiner.
istrator
of the estate bf Claire Nagle
Max Cooper remains as manager of
"Princess" to take to the Knick., which it will do. Heat or rain, nothing
Hammerstein, deceased, do hereby
the Criterion.
stops the "Follies," or has not so far, the capacity being taken care of
Stuart Walker will close a ten
swear that the annexed inventory.
at all times by the advance sale.
weeks' season of repertoire Saturof the personal property olio said
day in Cincinnati with a play which
Harry L. Lipsoji, formerly with Claire Nagel Hammerstein,
defrom
speak
Reports
New England
rather highly of the Innovation he himself authored, entitled "Five the Public Service Ticket Agency,
ceased, Is, in all respects just and
which William A. Brady is presenting in that territory in the regular Flights Up," given its premiere by and last season treasurer of the
true; that it contains a true stateattraction houses. The show is a ccmbination of vaudeville and concect. Walker's other stock company at the Comedy,
has
taken * over
Mrs.
ment of all personal property of
It has Thomas Burke, whom Brady has under contract for five years,
Murat,
Indianapolis,
last, week. Sehlessinger's ticket agency, which
the deceased, which has come to my
on the concert end of the program, with Alice Brady appearing in the Things were breaking bad for has been renamed the Empire Theknowledge, and particularly of all
act out of tho production of "Drifting" which she used in vaudeville. Walker during his first weeks In atre Ticket Office. Interested with
The entertainment opens with Burke's concert offering, which takes up Cincinnati. He was on the verge him in the brokerage venture are money belonging to the deceased, to
the best of my knowledge."
the entire first half of the bill. After intermission Miss Brady appears of quitting, but with his usual grit Sam Roth and Lew Gompers.
Mrs. Claire Nagle- Hammerstein,
In the playlet, which runs about 35 minutes, and then Burke appears decided to hold on a little longer.
in
musical comedy,* became ac«
Then the Shubert interests, to inagain for the balance of the evening.
The Irish Regimental Band of the qualnted with her husband when
The advance work ia intended to work two ways. The concert and duce him to remain, offered to throw 110th Canadian Regiment, with
she
appeared in the Hammerstein*
Irish fans are attracted by Burke, while the picture fans and those who in a week's rent $300 if he would headquarters at Toronto, begins its
This was first tour at Niagara Falls,- Oct. 1, Selwyn production of "Tumble In.*
liked Miss Brady on the legitimate stage are gone after in both the try it six weeks more.
The
couple were married June t»
the turn.
From that time on, in and is to play at the Hippodrome
motion picture and dramatic departments of the papers.
1919, by Mayor Frank Hague ill
spite of the hottest weather Cincin- Oct. 15.
It
will
play American Jersey City.
She gave her age a*
John D. O'JIara arrived back from Australia after being starred there nati has had in years, Walker held dates for about three months. The 25 and said she was a spinster. At
In a number of American) plays.
He appeared in "Llghtnin'" for two on and established a big clientele. tour Is under the direction of the the time of her death she was at
seasons and "Three Wise Fools" for six months, also playing with Jules Cincinnatlans regret that he doesn't organized Irish societies of the Reno about to commence divorce
Jordan in "Welcome Stranger." O'Hara also starred in "Shore Acres." intend to establish a permanent United States. It is said to be the proceedings, and w.as later buried
He finished his engagement with "The Laughter of Fcols," which caught company there. Walker has suc- first all-Irish musical organization from her father's home at 225 East
on despite opinion against it. O'Hara, will return to Australia with a ceeded In popularizing the Cox the- ever assembled on this side of the North street, Buffalo.
atre for the Shuberts. It will open water.
repertory of American plays in the spring of 1924, appearing under the
Mr. Nagle, heir to half of hof
with "The Hairy Ape." the first
direction of the Tails and Williamson combination.
property, recently waged a fight
road attraction, next Sunday.
in the Surrogate's Coult to force
Frank Tinney was carded for an entertainment which he arranged for
TIME
Mr. Hammerstein to file an invenThe Majestic Players will close
the cafe of the Nassau hotel, Long Beach. L. I., Saturday evening.
tory of the property, which Mi\
It was to have been 'Tinney und His Daffy-Dills."
He arrived at the their stock season at the Majestic. Lesser and Gore Want to Play Nagle said amounted to between
resort about two Sunday morning, with half-a-dozen choristers from Utica, N. Y., Saturday.
Legit Attractions on Coast
$25,000 and $30,000, notwithstandthe "Daffy-Dill" show. The girls did not appear with Tinney, and guests
ing Mr.
Hammerstein's affidavit
wondered where the "Daffy-Dills" part came in. That may have been
The presence of Sol Lesser and when the latter- obtained adminisSTAIRS"
DALY IN "ON
explained \*hen several tables piled on top of each other to supply a
A. L. Gore in New York this week tration letters that it did not exThe A. L. Erlanger office is re- Is said to be In part in quest of ceed $1,500 in personalty.
platform for Tinney collapsed and a flock of roaches scampered across
staging "On the Stairs," with Ed- attractions for legitimate theatres
the floor. Women at nearby tables jumped on the chairs and squealed.
Because Mr. Hammerstein conward MacCregor In charge of the to be operated by them In Ben tinued to ignore the ordeis
of the
A budding monohgist is a newsboy who sells the early edition of revived production.
Francisco and Los Angeles.
Surrogate,
the
proceedings
deArnold Daly will be In the lead
the New York "American" outside the theatres on 48th street during
The report is that Messrs. Lesser veloped to a point in which he was
piece,
of
the
which
opens
next Mon- and Gore have reached some under* ordered to show
intermissions! The kid is a rooter for the "Barney Google" cartoon, a
cause why h*
comic feature of the daily, and uses it to sell his papers. His line of day at Pittsburgh.
standing with the managements of should not be punished for con"Spark Plug the winner. Harney Google the feature.
chatter includes;
the Mason in the lower city and the tempt of court. On the day ho was
John D. goes broke jn a pinochle game. Snowstol-m in Hoboken."
Curran-Columbia. Frisco, through ordered to appear before the Surwhich no opposition will be plaoed rognte on the contempt proceedDuring the big scene of the opening performance of "Why Men Leave
James Hussey; F. E. Goldsmith; against their negotiations with the ings,, ho appeared through counsel,
Home," at the Morosco, a stray black cat wandered in and all but $2,24314.
combined syndicate booking office said that he had no objection to the
Nicholas Kessel; Evans Film Mfg. in the East.
ruined the premiere. The entrance of the cat caused a giggle, but \vh< n
filing of the Inventory demanded,
Co., Inc.; $3,r.H r,.4«.
tin angry husband (John MacFarlanc) had to say to his derelict wif.
The theatres in prospect arc re- and asked that tin
pursuant
irt
C. R. Isaacs, Inc.; H. C. Fry Class
"Yes, you went to Europe and left me hero all alone with the cat." there
ported as of the expensively con- to Section 196 (t ih
Surrogate's
$*J1 55.
wjis a scream. The next line was "Well, the cat went out nighti and Co
vii
iiiMinterHarry Akst> Pway. A 98th St structed group of coast houses and Court Act, appi nt
pso did I." Just then the cat did a dive over the footlights. Avery
nndiiy available. No names of the ested appraiser* to make thi invenRealty i'o inc.; $516.70.
Wood, In hi* curtain speech, said that "The Bat" had Hayed there two
•
!<>i v,
Edith Hallor Dillon; Harry Col- proposed houses have leaked out.
(.,
hell rejrtuis, but the cat had a short run,
„.
lins, Inc.; $1,660.13.
Willi U
::.«.
court
ul
[ poi

When

"Orange Blossoms" reaches

The summer stock season

New

York, probably immediately
after its Philadelphia run, society may evince a decided interest in Fat
Somerset, who is among the principals of that musical play, which scored
roundly when opening in Philly last week. Its featured player Is Edith
Day, she of "Irene" fame over here. Mr. Somerset's social prestige may
arise through his being the son of the Earl of Somerset. '

at Proc-

.Troy, N. Y., will end Saturday, Sept. 30, and the regular fall
and winter vaudeville will begin the
The Proctor
following Monday.
Players will return to Albany. William Boyd, director and leading
man of the company, took a vacation last week, Carroll Ashburn
substituting^ Genevieve Cliff was
tor's,
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BY BROADWAY SHOWS

FOR MISSES BRICE AND EATON Extra Space to Boom Attractions

Talks Back to Poiret— "Follies" Weekly Cost $14,500—"Sally" Pointed for, Chicago—Paris Twenty
Years Behind New York

—Freak

Informally answered Paul Poiret, the Parisian
style creator, who broke onto the
front page of the dailies last week
saying h*e was returning home sooner than he intended because he was
net greeted cordially and incidentally stating that New York was ten
years behind Paris. Ziegfeld says
he looked the French capital over
pretty carefully and it is his opinion that it is 20 years behind New
York. That makes for the widest
divcrgance between two admitted
experts on beauty»
The manager returned from Maine
with Billie Burke to prepare three
productions, timed for completion
during the fall. He spent much <f
his time abroad in Paris and called
on Poiret. The latter Ziegfold ssaid,
sent word he would "give him fiye
When the manager reminutes."
plied he didn't care whether he
talked to him or not, Poiret changed
his mind and the pair chatted at
Jr.,

martre Rose," a song written by
Thomas Lyman and Raymond Barformerly entertainers in Kelly's
The
East Side cafe, New York.
men are now popular In Paris. The
"Rose" song may be inserted in the
"Follies" shortly. .Ziegfelds producing program calls fcr a musical
play starring Mary Eaton and due
ton,

It
in December.
Jerome Kern and

is

by Guy Bolton,

P. O. Wodehouse.
The "Follies" will be held at the
Amsterdam until the holidays

New

and may run through the season.
Its business has averaged over $37.000 since opening and never fell
more than $200 under that figure.
The average weekly expense taking

for

An

advertising battle has been
waging for the past week on the
part of producers of current attrac-

Chicago, Sept IS.
The Selwyns are "pulling off" a
hurried opening of their new theatre at Dearborn and Lake streets.

Word came from New York

week the christening had to take
place Sept 18.
This order found
the decorators
interior.

COLORED SHOWS

—

of the agreement,
accounting of any

profits

already

satisfactory as a single entertainer.

realized.

JULIA SANDERSON'S DIVORCE

RECORD ADVANCE BILLING
Indianapolis, Sept. 13.
Manager Nelson G. Trowbridge of
is
thought to have estabthe Murat
lished a local record for advance
advertising a road attraction. Tills
week he started publicity on7 "The
Hairy Ape," due at the Murat the
half-week beginning Oct. 26, seven
weeks hence.
"For Goodness Sake" did not do
much at the Murat last week. It
was the first attraction of the lo?Tit
season.
The house will be dark
until the first of October, when
"Anna Christie" is billed.
English's re -opens the week of
s»pt. 25 with Richards, the mipi«»iti

It was reported from Boston this
week an action for divorce had been
started there against Julia Sanderson by her husband. Lieut. Bradford Barnette, U. S. N. The papers

named Frank Crumit.
Miss Sanderson and Mr. Crumit
are now with "Tangerine'' playing
in Boston.
Miss Sanderson's previous marriage was to Tod Sloane,
the jockey, whom she divorced several years ago.
The Boston report gave Miss
Sanderson's age as 38.

T0SSE IN CHARGE
Washington, Sept.
"
. F oat; e
Ims

I.ulli.-

>

-

made general representative

"YANKEE PRINCESS" OPENING
Yankee Princess," personstaged by A. L. Erlanger, will
next week in Baltimore, playing Pittsburgh weelc KeVi. 25, and to
open at the Knickerbocker, New
York, Oct. 2.
'Tin-

ally
(•pen

1.°..

Ixlcxi

of Ihe

Shuberts

In this city to co-operate
with the three local Shubert man-

agers,

where

Ira

LaMotte

Shubert

pre ented;

of the Belo
vaudeville will

be

O. Cracrln, of Poll's,
and L. St< ddard Taylor, of the Qarrkk, the latter two houses presenting e mhinatlon attractions.
K.

still

working on the

The carpet men went

to

—

"The

Circle."

No mention was made

of the

Har-

in the Sunday "ads" for
Twin theatres. By pushing the
Selwyn oper'ng for Sept. 18, labor

opening

ris

the

had

to be removed from the Harris,
completely separating the two the-

atres for alternate nights opening.
As the Harris now stands it will be
Impossible to open Sept. 25, making
it possible that it will be as late as
Oct. 9 before the two new theatres

are Jointly working. Previous contracts with performers are said to

have had some effect In directing
the hurried opening of the Selwyn,
the members of "The Circle" being
In rehearsal when the labor troubles
tleup came.
En rcute to Chicago "The Circle"
will play matinee and night, Sept.
16, at Erie, Pa.

SUES MANAGER

and reputation. Miss Meluis prays
The Charles Gilpin venture of a
for an injunction to restrain Walspecialty show tried last week did
ska's performing for Daiber and an
not come up to expectations. Gilorder to restrain the carrying out pin
himself was reported rather unin addition to an

last

in an effort to
Practically every

—

permanency.

DIDN'T SAVE "DEARIE"

ing Sept. 18

Broadway

the house share is over $2^,000
weekly. To date "Fellies" bills paid
to $201,000, as against last
year's production cost of $187,000. in some of the morning papers.
On the 6ame morning a freak ad
The most expensive number is the
paint scene upon which was ex- appeared in the amusement colsalary
This
year's
ponded $32,000.
umns setting forth the fact that
Marguerite Maxwell was the find
list is $14,500 weekly.
purchases in
Ziegfcld's
Princess Nyota-Nyoka, a dusky of the season in "East Side West
length.
The advertisement caused
Pari; amounted to $100,000, cos- dancer from East India, will enter Side."
tumes and costume designs making the "Follies" Sept. 25. She was the considerable talk. At first it was
Six cos- only player engaged by Ziegfeld suspected the management of the
the bulk of the buying.
tumes ccsting $32,700 were pur- while abroad. The manager saw her attraction was taking this means of
chased from Molyneaux. considered while appearing in Poiret's famed introducing all of the players of the
the best of Parisian designers at open air theatre which is screened cast to tho public. Later it was
discovered
Robert Edgar Long,
They will be used in the from the outside by foliage.
present.
"Sally" will be sent to Chicago handling personal publicity for the
new Fannie Brice musical piece by
Rita Johnson Young and Jerome late next month. Present plans call actress, had evolved the scheme to
Kern, due to open in November. for it opening there about the same attract public notice to Miss MaxFrom the same designer Ziegfeld time as tho "Music Box Revue." well. This, incidentally, is her first
bought $7,100 worth of costumes The latter is booked only for eight appearance on Broadway, except for
weeks in Chicago. "Sally" Is ex- the time that she was a member of
for Miss Burke.
Ancthcr purchase while in Paris pected to round out the season In the chorus of the "Follies" in 1920.
Since that time she had about a
was the American rights to "Mont- Chi.
year of stock experience and then
hit New York hard with her work in
this production.
L. S. HERRICK'S ESTATE
DIVA
The freak ad had the effect of
Lee Shaw Herrick, stage director,
Would Prevent Booking of Rival who had been identified for many having Several picture-producing organizations starting after the girl
Singer by Representative
years with the staging of musical for the films.
Luella Meluis has brought suit in shows, cabaret revues, vaudeville
acts, several legitimate attractions
the Federal District Court for an
FIVE
Injunction and accounting against and a large number of road shows,
left an estate not exceeding $1,000
Now Rehearsing May Get on
Jules Daiber, concert manager, and
in personalty and no will when he
Broadway
Harold F. McCormick and Ganna died at Bridgeport, Conn., Aug. 25,
Walska McCormick. The plaintiff, a according to his widow, Florence
Up in Harlem four or five colored
resident of Chicago, who states she McGuire Herrick of 238 West 72d
"was and stirl is a leading colora- street, in her application for letters shows are rehearsing. It is claimed
one
or more are aimed for Broadtura soprano of world-wide fame," of
administration,
w h lc h was
alleges a contract of May 19, 1921, granted to her by the Surrogates' way, with booking promised if the
whereby Daiber agreed to act as her court, New York, this week.
shows are considered promising.
exclusive manager for a period of
In addition to his widow, Mr.
On Broadway it was believed the
three years and also agreed not to Herrick is survived by two children,
colored show spasm of last season
manage any other woman vocal Landon and Anita Belle Herrick, had passed, with no chance of takartist.
who are both at present at Stam- ing on that type of attraction early
Up to May, 1922, Daiber secured ford, Conn.
The
in the season at any event.
engagements for Miss Meluis, comfailure of theatres in the theatre
plying with the 30 dates a year minzone to secure attractions, however,
imum. The alleged contract violaNEGRO MUSICAL STOCK
may leave an opening for a colored
tion occurred in May, when Daiber
Several all-colored organizations show.
also placed Walska under his man- having broken up
in New York reThe first of the new crop of colagement, the plaintiff alleging that cently, a stock company is being
ored attractions to get started is
"the agreement was for the purpose organized for a try at the
Lafayette "Bon Bon Buddy, Jr.," which bowed
Ganna
defendant,
enabling
the
of
in Harlem beginning Sept. 25.
in at the Lafayette this week.
Walska McCormick, of utilizing and
There will be weekly change of
The next special attraction suctrading upon the fame and reputa- vehicle. Al Dow is promoting the
ceeds at the Lafayette Sept 26. It
tion earned by the complainant."
venture, which will make a bid for is "All Aboard," which is being proAlleging herself injured In fame
in

amount

FONTAINE'S SINGLE BEAD

Chicago Twin Theatres Hold Open-

work Monday, with the chairs expected to be ready the latter part
this week.
It wilf be a record
show along the big street has been of
opening considering the tieups that
going in for extra space with "East
Side— West Side" and the George M. labor troubles have cost tho manCohan attraction. "So This Is Lon- agement.
Sunday papers carried "smash"
don!" leading in the space used.
displays, giving instructions how
A. L. Erlanger is readying a camthe opening night seats are to be
paign in behalf of "The Endless secured.
The opening prices will
Chain," the James Forbes play at be |5 for orchestra; $4, $3, $2 and
There is no
the Cohan theatre. Harry Relchen- $1 for the balcony.
Monday morning's mail
bach was to have taken over the gallery.
the
Sunday
advertiseorders
after
post of special publicity and advertising manager for the attraction, ment^ brought a reeor.1 list of requests.
Tho
'brokers''
will
receive
but refused to accept the post unless
arrangements on a percentage basis no tickets for the opening night.
The Couthoui agency has made
wc,re offered.
The special story on "So This Is an outright "buy" of 400 seats for
London!" which Dr. Frank Crane every performance for six weeks
John
ran in the "Globe," was utilised by of the opening attraction
Cohan this week as special ad copy Drew and Mrs. Leslie Carter in
tions along

Ziegfeld,

Ad

Marguerite Maxwell

attract business.

F.

NEW SELWYN'S START

ADVERTISING BATTLE

NEW SHOWS

ST.

CLAIR WILL CONTEST

Because of a misunderstanding between Jacob Rothstcin, known also
as

Rochsteln,

of

124

West

114th

and Rachel Marks, of 2053
Seventh avenue, brother and halfsister of Edith St. Clair, a former
actress who. after a lingering illstreet,

ness,

died

at

the

State

Hospital,

Central Islip, L. I., Dec. 30, a fight
over the distribution of the latter's

Coast Show Laid Off for Repairs
Light Gross
Last Week

—

*

Los Angeles, Sept.

13.

The failure of the new Dana
Hayes musical show, "Bo Careful,
Dearie,"

to

week was

get
laid

a big gross
to

last

the trio of big

outdoor events. However, "Be Careful, Dearie," while a fair entertainment, is no world-beater. It needs a
lot of fixing.
Billy Frawley and
Evan Burrowes Fontaine were the

hit of the play,

chiefly

because

Fontaine getting by
her principal rai-

ment was a bead on a slender thread
which threatened to break momentarily and thus kept the front rows
in delicious suspense.
The production lays off for awhile
before opening in San Francisco In
October. Alonzo Price, who directed
It, remained here this week for the
purpose of cutting and eliminating
certain minor players, which is to
shun, ii the show a half hour.
According to one story, the actors
were unpaid for their week at the
Mason, and there was insufficient
funds on hand to pay for the transportation of the company. Another
is that the show was to have played
tho old Pantagos theatre horo for
two weeks following the Mason engagement, but that Will Wyatt,
manager of the Mason and the Erlanger representative here, enforced
a protection clause in his contract
and compelled the company to cancel the further engagement in this
city.
That made it impossible for
them to get one night time lined up
to fill In the time between here and
the San Francisco date. The show
was scheduled for the new Shubert.
Curran in the northern city, following "Mike Angelo," which opened
there Monday.
Now it is understood to be set for the Morosco, San
Francisco, opening Sunday next, following the Morosco musical comedy
stock organization, which goes on
tour in "La, La, Lucille."
After the blow up Saturday tho
players of the "Dearie" show made
an appeal to the local Equity officials and with their aid the backers
of the show, who had been financing Hayes, put up additional money.
Wyatt was called in by them to
handle the tour of the company.

"KU KL0CKS KLAH" A FLTV

The clocking system instituted in
in the Surrogate's the Shubert theatres has proven a
York, last week. Miss fliv after a trial of three weeks.
St Clair, one of tho chorus beauties Last week the clocks were taken
of 20 years ago, appeared in 1897 In away from the ushers and on'y tho
"One Round of Pleasure" and for ticket takers are clicking off the
the next 12 years in musical comedy. number of persons entering the
Her last appearance in "Miss Inno- houses. About two gross of the
cense" was in 1909.
little recording devices were speIn addition to her brother and cially made at $3 each, and most of
half-sister, Miss St. Clair is sur- them have been discarded.
It was
vived by a half-brother, Harry a rather expensive experiment, as
Marks, of 1 Church street. New there ore from 7 to 15 ushers in
Haven, Conn.
each theatre and all sported the
Last week a will, supposed to have little clickers on their fingers.
been executed by Miss St. Clair,
While the clocking system was
bearing the names of Rachel Marks supposed to be a check-up on the
and Jacob Rothstcin as tho sub- box ofilce, nobody seemed to know
scribing witnesses, and leaving her Just why tho ushers were called on
entire estate of "over $3,000' In per- to click one for every patron seated.
sonality to her brother, Jacob Roch- The numbers recorded by the ushsteln, was filed for probate.
ers' clocks never tallied with tho
A few days after, upon an affidavit total, with the result that the sysduced by Nat Fields.
that Miss St. Clair had died leaving tem earned its nickname as the
no will and an estate not exceeding "Ku Klocks Klan."
AMERICAN
IK LONDON $2,000 In personality, and with duly
It was found that the total regJohnny S. Black, who has been legally signed waivers of renuncia- istered on the clocks of the doormen
tions
Harry
of
Marks
and
Jacob
and
that of the box office also failed
sojourning in London the past year,
to tally.
is returning to New York for the Rothstein, consenting to a petition
In many cases the number of
purpose of engaging talent for "The in the Surrogate's Court for letters
American Way;" which Black au- cf administration upon the estate. persons clocked with tickets was
thored. He will produce it person- She was directed to file a $2,000 less than the box office statements
bond, which she stood ready to give showed.
That was explained beally in London next month.
cause of agency buys.
by a surety company.
Where
In some way not clear Jacob Roth- brokers did not dispose of their
Pauline Frederick Disinherited
stein, or Rochsteln, found out that allotments of tickets over the perChicago, Sept. 13.
the waiver of renunciation he signed centage allowed for return, such.
Pauline Frederick has been disin- was not what ho Is alleged to have tickets never showed up on theherited by her father, Richard Llbby, understood It to be at the timo he door, but the treasurers' statements)
who died at Norwich, Conn., re- signed it with his lawyer, he hurried counted all such agency tickets in
cently, leaving an estate of $50,000. to the court house and filed objec- tho performance gross.
This was all due to the fact that tions to the granting of the admin"Polly," as she Is known to her istration letters to his half-sister. As
family, was loyal to her mother it takes several days before adminSEEK WALLIE McCUTCHEON
when family troubles occurred be- istration letters are fully passed upWashington, Sept. 13.
tween her parents that wound up on before they are granted by the
A search is being made by the
in the divorce court.
court, the filing of the objections local police to endeavor to locate
In referring to the disposition of came in time to prevent the letters Wallace McCutcheon, husband of
estate, with regards to Miss being granted to the half-sister.
tjie
Pearl Whit*. The Missing Persons
Frederick, the will reads:
Should the will left by Miss St. BlireAU of the N>w York police deI
mention this omission (of Clair, \vhieh romes up for probate partment r< quests that such action
Pauline) to show that the same is .Sept. 29, be probated, it will put l.c
Ken after It was reported
intentional and not made by mis- an end to the granting of adminis- the missing man's brother by a
take."
tration letters upon the* estate to friend that the missing man had
All Miss Frederick had to say any one
In \ lew, however, Of the been seen In one of tho local saniabout the matter when seen at the dispute nlready between the brother tariums. The name of this saniWood! theatre, where she is ap- and half-sister, objections, it is ex- tarium could not be remembered by
pesring at present, was, "I was loyal pected, will be filed lying «ip the the Informer,
to mother, and probably father felt probate of will on or before Ihe date
McCutcheon is suffering from
that I did n^t need the money."
set for the probate of the document,
ihetl shock
estate
Court,

was begun

New
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SHOWS

IN N. Y.

$7,500. Business In next few weeks
will Indicate strength,
Girl," Earl Carroll

AND COMMENT

"The Gingham

New musical show
(Id week).
looks set for real run, with much
word of mouth boosting. Second
week took a jump upward, takings

Friday, September 15, 1922

CHICAGO'S

BY LAST WEEK'S LOW GROSSES

between $14,000 and $16,000 and

"A

Serpent's Tooth," Little »4th
week). John (Jolden will try with
the Mario Tempest show, figuring
It will pick up with weather setBetter last week, bit over
tled.
$5,000.

"Abie's Irish Rose," Republic (17th
week). One of the strongest sellers in cut rates, with better
priced seats easily disposed of, a
With extra permaterial aid.
last week
gross claimed at over $10,500.

formance (Labor Day)

"Better Times," Hippodrome C-'d
week). Rig house pot off to gseat
notices
splendid
with
start,

awarded show by all reviewers.
Premiere was Sept. 2, and for
eight days takings nearly $70,000.
betw« n
business
night
First

Con-

only $3,000 under capacity.

Figures estimated and comment point to some attractions being
successful, while the same gross accredited to others might suggeet
mediocrity or loss. The variance is explained in the difference in
house capacities, with the varying overhead. Also the size of cast,
with consequert difference »n necessary gross for profit. Variance
in business necessary for musical attraction as against dramatic
play is also considered.

sidered excellent at $2.60 top.

-The Monster," 89th St. (fth week).
Picked up over $ 1, 000. Jtast week,
mostly coming with better weather
break for last
sent

show

half.

Better pace

to nearly f 6,000.

...

off to great start, beating $19,000
Opened at $5.50,
for first week.
regular top $2.50.
Easily leads

ances. Has builded steadily and
looks "in" for the season.
"The Plot Thickened Booth (2d

New

that division.
Title
considered
feature of excellent draw.
"8candals," Globe (3d week).

matinee

last

week). Opened Tuesday last week
and following premiere could not
better $200 to $300 nightly,

Extra

first Ave
$2,000. Trying

the

week and grossed

Corking business, only
exceeded by "Follies."
Warm
weather several nights nicked
draw for about $2,000, but that
only took in upper floor locations.
"Shore Leave," Lyceum (6th week).
$L'8,800.

One

of money getters of new season.
I^ast week again went x>ast
$12,000 and is beating most of new

48th St.; lost $400 first week, but
profit second. Well regarded
and ought to land.
"Whispering Wires," 49th St. (6th

made

r

best

Run

figure
in-

still

definite.

"Chauv«r-8ouris," Century Roof (33d
week). Morris Gest is rehearsing
new bill for his crack Russian
Is doing
specialty organization.
great business with present show
(second program), and new show
Oct. 9 should keep attraction right
with best in town.
"Daffy Dill," Apollo (4th week). This
musical show started off like a
big money maker, with gross be-

tween

week it
"Dreams

and

$18,500.
dipped to $16,500.
for Sale," Playhouse

$18,000

Last
(1st

week). First W. A. Brady pronearly two
duction of eeason;
months behind his usual starting
time. Opened Wednesday.
"East Side, West 8ide," Nora Bayes
(5th week). Opened at Playhouse
and moved here last week, changing title from "Manhattan." Busi-

ness around $3,000 or a little
two-for-one cut rate system.

New Amsterdam

(15th
week). Biggest money draw of
Zicgfeld revue series planted until
Last week
holidays or longer.
takings $36,900, only variation in
business being upper floor seats
afTected by two or three hot
nights. Leads Broadway.
"Fools Errant," Maxine Elliott (4th
"Follies,"

week). Hardly any change here
week, when gross again
last
If show has stuff
$5,500.
It will show as fall season ad-

around

vances.

"Greenwich Village
bert

(1st

week).

ShuReports from

Follies,"

New Haven, when show's edges
were taken off last week, were faOpened Tuesday night
vorable.
at $4.40, boost from former Village
Follies scales.

"He Who

Gets Slapped," Garrick
Closing in two
week).
Theatre Guild will then
new reason's production
start
with "R. U. R." first attraction.
"Her Temporary Husband," Frazce
Only moderate tak(3d week).
(36th

weeks.

ings reported for farce, which slid
into cut rates soon after opening.
House calls for something stronger
to get real money.
*Hunky Dory," Klaw (2d week).
"Imported Scotch" comedy started
slowly and extra advertising used.
In agencies; call is light. About
$6,700 lirst week.

"Kempy," Belmont (18th Week). Pace
of late around $5,000, with little
over mark for some weeks. Pace
means slight profit for house and
show; expected

now

to pick

up from

on.

DRAW

BOSTON'S FINE LEGIT

<

Picked lip last week from Thursday on and ought to land, jiid
from favorable comment. Went
into cut rates, with week's takings

claimed over $12,000.
•Music Box Revue," Music Box (61st
week).
Extra performance List
week ami total takings around
$22,000.
Two weeks more to go,
opening Philadelphia Oct. 2. New
revue due middle of Octobt r.
(20th
•Partners Again," Selwyn
week). Held to pace of previous
Biggest laughing
week, $13,500.
show on Broadway, and ought to
clim,b through fall.

the newspapers headlined

last

it,

the outside world

degrees serving as the predominating temperature, creating not
only alarm in the financial status
of various attractions, but causing
the retirement of some of the performers in the more over-worked
It was a solid week's heat,
roles.
and the first break came Sunday,
when a good old-fashioned rain introduced by a series of rattling
thunder showers made it appear
more prosperous for show business
Sunday night's busithis week.
ness was crack-a-Jack around town.
It's going to take several weeks
of ultra-good trade to overcome the
The weather
losses of last week.
conditions dented "The White Peacock" at the Playhouse, for the gross
fell so low tho house management
took advantage of the stop Clause,
moving Petrova's play this coming
Saturday night to book "The Dover
Boad." Petrova goes to St. Louis
and Milwaukee, picking up her onenighters -where, to the observing
ones, she will make her greatest

There were other shows in town
that eould have been sent elsewhere
had been
clauurs
stop
If
the
utilized, but decisions were made to
fight the heavy losses of the past
week.

Mid-Season Grosses
Got $24,500 Last
on Return
Boston, Sept.

Now

in

Week— "Follies"

13.

special

to

Holding

*

»>

Up

NEW SEASON'S START
SLUGGISH IN PHILA.

ordinary conditions would result in
the legitimate houses doing poor
business, just the opposite was the
condition, and the takings the opening evenings of this week indicated
that the exceptionally good grosses
of last week would he at least
equaled. Boston is just now in one
of those hot, sticky, muggy .spells
that would naturally keep people
away from the theatre unless there

was something
them in.

Hub

Town— "Kelly

To

on thin

Class Patronage

Still

Confine Runs to

Away
Two

Weeks
Philadelphia, Sept. 13.
The opening week of the legit
season here proved one of the worst
in
recent years, with the rainy
Labor Day break the only thing
that saved the grosses from drop-

draw

And

that is where, in the opinion
of those close to the situation, the
explanation of the big business beThe attracing done locally lies.
tions here now as they line up are
as strong, if not stronger, than any
that can he anticipated for the balance of the. season. It is a case of
tried and true successes, shows with
a "rep" behind them from business
done here and in New York or a
show like the "Kelly" show with
Cohan's name to put it over that
are appealing for patronage and
they arc getting it, and from present
indications will continue to get it
for several weeks to come.
With the exception of "The Nest*
at the Plymouth, every house in
town is doing capacity or close to it.
The only soft spot so far— that is, a
soft spot when it is figured that

the Ladles)" is moving along
Ice, and just why this should

second
their
in
critics
thought reviews asked In emphatic
terms. Seldom has a ihOW in Chicago received an outstretched hand
such as Sheppard Butler in the
Tribune gave the Cohans Grand attraction in an appeal made to :h<»
public to keep the show in town by
attending.
If after what has been
done for "To the Ladies' by newspaper writers, and the show should
continue its extraordinarily low business for Cohan's Grand as the getIre,

the

away

attraction of the year,

ii

will

prove that the public here id growing more independent of the critics'
suggestions.
If it wasn't for the Couthoul naslstance, "The Guilt} One" would
be enduring a sad plight at the
Woods. The hotels are working hard
for the Woods show, and this effort
business
the
kept
average
up
around $11,000 on the week. Even
the feminine clientele found ii too

warm

Wednesday

matinee

and

again Saturday to make either
matinee those record audiences
which greeted Pauline Frederick at
.most Jill.
the
start of the engagement.
Of the four shows that opened
Ed Wynn had the populace buylast week, "The Charlatan," at the
Walnut, although not up to some ing before the hot spell set in. and
of the others on the opening day, the result was that "The perl".
did about the best week's business. Pool" kept on Its way for the honors
Wynn's show i.s the
In fact, if any kind of weather pre- of the town.
vails next week, this mystery melo- one heaid talked about and leaves
drama is expected to realise a tidy no Uncertainty as to its being the
smash hit in town.
It
profit for its three weeks' stay.
got the best kind of notices, and
"Good Morning Dearie," needs
"second-thought" stuff, with, com- much observing at the Colonial
parisons with "The Ba^ r" sometimes whether or not it will be kept here
In "The Charlatan's" favor.
as long as was hoped. The Dilling"Orange Blossoms," which opened ham show thus far has refused to
at the Garrick to a whale of a house agitate the winning demand. ConLabor n ht with Victor Herbert siderable worrying is being done,
directing, and received bully no- but it appears with the conditions
took an awful tumble on
tices,
that the Colonial will turn
anything less than full houses is a Wednesday (one of tho hottest days bettered expected
OUt the
$25,000 week.
If
soft spot— is found at "The Bat,"
of the summer here) And has so far not. the engagement will be the first
which started off at a $17,000 weekly
ping to

j.

—

-

recover,
though better surprise loss of the new year. It is
to
things are looked for this week. In thought the scale may have a bearAs "The Bat" a«d "The Nest" are fact,
the slump is unaccountable to ing, but it's the Dillingham 'usual
the only two shows not of the musmost of the knowing ones, who one.
ical variety in town now, theatre
Royce- "comedy with
pour matinees helped "Thank -U"
men are led to believe it is only a Classed this
a pretty sure-fire hit.
to slightly better its first week, but
safe proposition to book into legiti- music" as
Ape," which had a like in all Other instances, the hot
Hairy
"The
mate houses in big cities musical
Lyric
the
with weather made it impossible to credit
productions until the weather has matinee opening at
settled into the snappy fall kind. encouraging houses both afternoon the positiveness of the popularity
It of this new show.
fell during the week.
Wise managerial
Up to then the theatre-going public and night, that
the natural clientele instincts may pull "The Rubicon"
prefers entertainment of a very is figured
not
in
the
O'Neill
show
is
for
this
No retorts were
out of trouble.
light sort, music and dancing, just a
laudatory
made to the barrage of adjectives
step removed from outdoor enter- city yet. It received four,
notices and two hot slams.
laid down against the Olympic attainment.
"The Blue Kitten," which did traction. Instead the management
Cohan's "Little Nelly K« lly" is
sine of three weeks more. There is $1,300 on the opening at the BhU- has gone ahead with a clever newsa possibility that it can stay many bert, also slumped with the hot nid- paper and billing campaign, and
Weeks longer than that, but outside week days, but here there seems a the total result will be worth
of the three weeks there la no cer- good chance of recovery with any watching.
tainty and after that time it will be kind of w»a»her breaks.
"Bulldog Diuiniuond" give* assurThis week saw two openings, ance of being
a case of touch and go from a booka big winner at tho
Last week with "Duley," at the Broad, and "Spice Towers. It was to melodrama that
ing standpoint.
nine performances, counting an ex- of 19UL7' at the Forrest. The former the hot Weather patrons
turned
tra matinee Labor Day, this show got the edge and drew the critics, their thoughts, for
on top of the
did $24,500. Even in the middle of as the latter is making a return Powers' show steady
c'imb
The syndicate people here, Cat and Canary" at the Princess"The
the season this would be as good a visit.
got
figure as the Trcmont could do. A however, are trying to Cut all men- away
to a good week.
It was uniline of ticket buyers stretches into tion of its first week at the Walnut,
versal approval that the Princess
arly and have it treated as a new show.
the lobby of tho house from
show received, and the fight bein the afternoon until curtain time, Both shows opened to encouraging tween
the two melodrama plays will
(Continued on page 18)
(.Continued on page 18)
be keenly fought, since both have
failed

pace.

;

Class
"Kiki," Be la sco (42d week).
of the non-musical field last season and still holds that position,
with only "The Old Soak" to give
it contest. Virtual capacity; weekly gross nearly $15,000.
"Molly Darling," Liberty 3d week),

When

IS.

wins.

DUE TO HIGH GRADE SHOWS

Even though the first two nights
more. of this week were ones that under

Is trying

i

Chicago, Sept.

days hardly over figures to prove
two-for-one tickets

-

$b,500,

-

a long run engagement, with the chances of victory
going to the Princess due to more,
favorable booking conditions.
"Strut Miss Lizzie" won't take advantage of its option on the Audi*
torium after four weeks unless there
is a whale of a change in the demand. It was difficult to check aclaid plans for

readily learns the handicap the
and is likely to be withdrawn.
The Torch Bearers," Vanderbilt (3d shows in town had to overcome to tual cash draw of the colored
orweek). Moved here Monday, do- register decent business.
ganization, because of the manner
ing better than four figures MonIt was a scorching week with 98 in which "papeY* jammed
the spaday night. Played two weeks at

dramas.
week). New mystery drama has
and $8,000.
"So This Is London," Hudson <3d
been in running from start and
week). Looks like hit. Business
money maker right along. Ad"Blossom Time," Ambassador (46th
late last week was almost sellvanced considerably last w eek,
Steadily improved since
week).
out, with matinees good. Takings
takings approaching $10,000. Very
resuming, barring ono bad weather
between $12,500 and $13,000.
good for this house.
Gross last week nearly
week.
$13,000 and show now figured to "Sue Dear," Times (10th week). Will "Why Men Leave Home," Morosco
run through fall.
First Wagenhals &
(1st week).
move over to Bijou next week.
Kemper attraction of season, tak"Captain Applejack," Cort (3Sth
Times Square will be dark a week
ing up tenancy of same house and
Sam Harris' plans call
week).
or two because of fire destroying
the same management as "The
for this summer-riding success to
settings for succeeding play, "The
It is
Bat" for 106 weeks. Premiere
continue until November.
"Sue" can break at
Exciters."
Tuesday.
beating nearly all of newly arrived
$7,000, unusual for musical piece.
non-musicals and may stay longer.
Last week about $6,300.
"Wild
Oats Lane," Broadhurst (2d
Last week it got close to $9,500.
"The Endless Chain," Geo. M. Cohan
week).
Opened Wednesday last
"Cat and Canary," National (32d
(2d week).
Got panning from
week, Retting no break from critweek). This holdover from last
critics and first week's business
ics.
Business, however, showed
season also stepped n+ong last
not true test; takings were about
life and show may have chance.
since early summer.

—

«-

week as being the hottest in
with the last 60 years, and carried

$7,000

week, getting

Fool" in Lead
Dearie" Disappoints Big List

—"Good Morning
For Next Week

"The Old 8oak,w Plymouth. (4th
week). Leaped to lead of the nonmusical attractions for third week,
At $2.50 top that means
$15,700.
capacity for most night perform-

week.

Heat—"Perfect

Couldn't Battle with

..."

.

and Mary" Casino (2d
musical attraction got

"Sally, Irene

SHOWS SET BACK

'

«

r

home of the opera. If the
show had been liked on the opening
night there would have been no

cious

stopping of the trade, but Chicago
is wised up greater than perhaps
Easterners imagine over what constitutes real colored entertainment.
'"Strut Miss Lizzie" will probably
find favor on the route it will play,
but it is bnclow local demand of a
show of Its kind. Despite all bouquets herded "Shuffle Along," the
present Selwyn theatre hit in Boston will have to speed on all four

when it strikes the Olymput over the colored show

cylinders
pic

to

idea in this town.

"The Hotel Mouse" is getting out
nick of time, and another week
prove "Just Married" was
tabbed eorrec*lly by the booking
managers, who will hold the La
in

will

.'how

Salle

to

the

Sept.

30

fare-

well.

The

unsettled state of affairs
caused by the unusual weather for
this time of the year made it impos-

reckon how Chicago will
list of attractions. If
night's business is a criterion of what cool weather will do,
then it can again be safely stated
the loop will give capacity over the
week -end to all shows and carry
over the same business during the
entire week to thorc clashed as
smash hits or near-smash bits.
Further curiosity was added to
tiie ability of Chicago to support the
big array of attractions booked for
sible

to

"play" the big

Sunday

September Sunday night when "Tho
Blushing Bride" opened at the Groat
Northern «nd with Ifarjorle Rambeau's opening in "The Goldfish" at
th
Studebake? Monday.
s

Two

come

big additions

th.>

next

week with Al Jotson opening nt the
Apollo- and "The Circle" serving as
the maiden attraction at the Selwyn.
On top of these two stellar attractions the Garrick will branch out
Sunday night as the local Shubert
vaudeville enter.
If th" town is still show hungry
this big list gets
Into full
swing the magnates will be baffled.
t

after

1

ost

week's

»

-;imat< s:

"To tha Ladies'" (Cohan's Grand,
week).
Far from hitting anti-

Sd

cipated stride,

$O,G00,

"The White Peacock" (Playhouse,
week). As result of experiences
Boston. Philadelphia and no.v in

1st
in

Chi. ago,

Petrova's

only

chance

hi

the one night* is, where In r picture following remembers her better

c-a

Cities, as Michigan towns
Succeeded next
last fall proved.
Saturday by "The Dover Head."
Fought hard for $5,000 last week.
"Bulldog
Drummond" (Powers,
"d week). Appears to have "caught

than the

Fell trifle short of $10,000.
"Just Married" (La Salle, 20th
Week). Three weeks to go and no

(in.''

chance for losing week for entire
engagement.
Hopped along for
$7,600.

'Lightnin'

week).

(

Blackstone,

•3d

"Whore do they come from"

the loop slogan discussing, this
stopped checking
record-breaker,
is

at $ii.ooo.

"Strut Miss Lizzie" (Auditorium,
1st week). Owners are in $.'$5,000 on
this attempt, counting railroad fares

from New York. Unlets immediate
improvement is shown in enthusiasm, and counting first week's
business, will average $14,000 by
way policy is being guarded to prevent bottom falling completely out.
"Cat and Canary" (Princes?, 1st
week).
Happily set for run with
$11,000 start.

"The Perfect Fool" (Illinois. 2d
Week). Continued on at record pace
with hotels selling out several days
in advance.
Will keep high until
challenged by Al Jolson. Reported
at 123,700.

"Thank U" (Cort. 2d week). Extra matinee- Labor Day and another
on Thursday pushed gross over previous week. Cheeked at $11,200.
"Good Morning, Dearie" (Colonial,
2rl
week).
Picked up much lost
ground with good house Saturday
night, but far from expected figures
on week. Kxtra performance over
first week failed to beat $18,500.
"The Hotel Mouse"
week).

(Apollo. 16th

Simply serving as "hold -In"

for Jolson's opening

Sunday

Reported below $10,000.

night.
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her that the husband in marrywon a large wager.
Is the final straw, leaving a
note for her husband that she has
left him forever and she departs
with the other man, who is going to
accompany her to her mother.
some one should take that
opening performance was letter perA year later finds her married to GREENWICH VILLAGE FOLLIES tures,
And that is
girl, name unknown.
fect and ran off like a two-year-old. this other man after divorcing the
A. I.. Jones and Morria Green, comprising how l»iu' the
"Greenwich Village
Buffalo, Sept. 30.
here,
befrom
east
The show goes
count. It is their wedding day ut Bohemian*. Inc., presenting, with John
Claud* King ing
Harry Sheridan
Sam
Harris his country home. Husband number Murray Anderson staging. Hook by Uoonre Follies" is fhis season, when a choin New York.
due
Hush
Huntley
Peter Sheridan
V. Hobart, lyrics by Irving Caeaar and rus girl, and a brunet at that, can
Percy Carr was on hand during the week and one, by the simple expedient of tun- Mr.
Blount
Anderson, music by IamiIs A. Hlrst-h.
Martha Hedman is said to have been impressed.
Margaret Lawton
ning his machine into a pond mar Ha lata and dances staged by Carl Haudall hold attention abovo all of the
Averell Harris
Dillon
"The Star Sapphire" is an unusu- this house, gains admls3. on and an and Alexander Yakovleff. Two acts: 20 show.
Bertram Marburgh ally interesting and highly effective
Nicholas Gregory
And still Savoy and Brennan were
•cenes
programmed. At Shubert, New York,
He
night.
invitation to spend the
there and again which was forplay with half a dozen good points vows that she is still h s wife and Sept. 12.
There's a laugh in Bert
tunate.
This E. Ray Goetz production, re- to recommend it. It deserves suc- that this other man shall never have
Burton.
This new "Greenwich Village Fol- Savoy and Jay Brennan, always,
gardless of its ultimate success, is cess.
her.
always a lot of laughs. In their
something of which Mr. Qoetz can
The balance of the play takes you lies" lives up to the reports when and
'"Village Siren" specialty, crossbe proud. Given a three-act drama
to the bridal chamber, with the it was forming that people for
by Billy K. Wells, they
combining high literary quality with
count behind the curtain; his fight musical comedy were scarce. Not fire, written
IN
lead up to a tremendous laugh
dramatic value, he has provided it
for his wife, even threatening to alone this "Follies"; it's the same
Savoy as the dame,
punch
when
"Passing
Atlantic City, Sept. IS.
new
Shuberts*
with
the
with a cast of a uniform exceltake her by force; why he sets ;he
who has held up Brennan for $25,000
lence rarely seen here, and in so
Despite the announcements and house on Are so as to get rid of the Show." The Shuberts had to place
doing has added another name to the expectation, Eleanor Painter new husband, and, finally, when the Howard brothers in the new to lay off vamping his brother, pulls
the small but undaunted managerial was among the absent when "The morning comes, she having won her production against their first inten- aside a curtain against the wall, revealing about 60 pictures of solband who have the courage of their Lady In Ermine'' opened Monday fight to save herself by playing cards tions.
diers, with Savoy saying: "Which
convictions and who still dare to at the Apollo. It was evident that with him all night, she finally goes
There are a number of new musi- one is your brother?"
believe in their own judgment.
Helen Howe, listed among the show into his arms, and when she asks cal attractions in New York, all reLater they take part in a scene,
alternate
of
the
most
as
and
announced
and
be
business,
girls
can
marriage
ported
doing
him
second
if
this
"The Star Sapphire" is an unusual
Savoy doing "Mary Ape" in a
"The Follies" with
play, not in its subject matter, which prima donna, struggled with a pas- annulled right away he st ites that them at $2.60 top.
having a flock of damns,
travesty,
if it takes a year she will be the comes in at $4 top, tut it's no $4
is familiar enough, but in its style sionate nervousness to fill the role,
with a couple of them in one senthe
difficult
in
its
of
trylngly
others
the
was
which
in
Paris.
as
against
show
wickedest women
and treatment. Being such it is
Savoy does this well,
tence
often.
The play is abounding with clever lower price. Neither was White's but later when he makes a reference
foolhardy,
if
not precarious, to musical score. Her efforts wore reprophesy its future, although the lo- warded with personal applause at dialog, and the author has taken no "Scandals," but White's show has to Nora Bayes that may not be* so
at
the
business
pains to conceal his meanings. It been doing capacity
cal newspaper scribes endeavored the finale.
well. Mr. Brennan, too, should have
almost without exception to do so.
"The Lady in Ermine" Is the cannot be termed risque, but still Globe with its $4 scale since open- more. They are the bright lights
Taken for what it is, the play un- prima donna plus Robert Woolsey the situation of a first husband say- ing. Maybe It's the title. If so, then dimmed In their dressing rooms too
folds an exciting, interest-compel- doing comicalities slightly similar ing to his friend that if he feels as the "Greenwich Village" production long and too often.
ling story replete with effective to those of the eccentric gentleman he does when his wife walks in the has something to look forward to at
And .then there were Ula Sharon
characterization, finely written, ad- of "Fiddlers Three," plus Helen garden with the other man how is the box office.
and Yvonne Georges, though Mile.
mirably acted and superbly staged. Shipman with a strut and a mag- he going to feel that night when she
As the seasons roll on and around, Georges should be named ahead of
Given such a combinatlbn, success netic personality for her intensified goes to her room, makes it a com- with producers trying to hold up a every one else in this performance.
would seem assured for nine plays sober expressions, plus Walter Woof edy that couldn't be considered a title for an annual production, the Hear her sing "Msy Man" and get
out of ten. And yet it is the very trying to be a serious near villain in bed-time story for children.
chances seem to grow less and less, the difference.
She's French, exnovelty of idea in the author's treat- charge of an Austrian army, plus a
In addition to the exceptionally excepting with that institution, "The pressive and an artiste, even if one
ment of the story which must give very dainty bit of grace called good performances of Miss Fisher Follies." But who besides Ziepfeld might believe her dressing scheme
the prognosticator pause.
Gladys Walton, Marie Burke as a and Mr. Lunt, the work of Francis or .the Music Box and Dillingham isn't for the "Village Follies" and
For here for the first time, com- vixenish ballet principal, Harry Byrne as the other man, by his sup- will gamble over $'200,000 on one that she will look better without
ing hard on the heels of the mystery Fender with romance. Harry Conor pression and excellent portrayal show before it opens? The feeling hanging earrings. But she can sing
drama epidemic, fe a mystery play looking on with an elderly smile, a makes husband number two a real is that the "Greenwich Village Fol- the French ballad singer kind, with
without a mystery, a murder melo- brief moment with Isabel Rodriguez treat.
lies" of last season has not as yet a soft caressing voice that comdrama with all of the keen character in her usual Spanish dance, and a
The sets of Livingston Pratt are got its production cost out, but mands notice before you begin to
limning of the intellectual drama large group o£ soldiers and comely remarkably beautiful, and Robert here comes along another.
Ac- see what a genuine artists she is.
school, a thriller of the high tension chorus maidens.
Milton Is to be commended on his di- cordingly there is good reason to Miss Georges is an importation,
type which still manages to mainIf the chorus and 'the soldiers had rection.
hold down on the next if the other probably, and one of the big pertain something of the approved had some songs and some dances
The title "Banco" is the nick- is still overboard. A balance must centages on the first 50 of the two.
dramatic form In its construction in fact, if the principals themselves name of the count.
Mcakin.
be struck some time.
Miss Sharon is a lithe ballet or
had attempted more dances "The
and technique.
The "Village Follies," when open- toe dancer who Is toe dancing all of
Here we have a murder commit- Lady in Ermine" might have stepped
in New Haven last week, was the time. She does it dramatically,
ing
ted before our eyes in the first act. more lively on the opening night. A BRIDAL SUITE FOR THREE reported in bad shape.
It wasn't gracefully and fetchingly as "The
It Is a bloodless, gentlemanly murder It lacked the military glory that
Boston, Sept. 13.
that bad at the Sept. 12 premiere Nightingale" in "The Nightingale
and comes as a distinct relief after marked these Hungarian pieces Anne Klngsley
Frances Howard at the Shubert, its usual Broadway and the Rose" from the Wilde story.
Ralph Kellard
some of the blood-thirsty lingering when Henry Savage put them on. Rodney Klngsley
place, but it wasn't good This scene for pantomime and the
Jessie Nagle stopping
homicides recently perpetrated for The sumptuous wealth of song and Hilda Prank
Just one of those 60-50 poetry of it is quite the best of the
Antoinette Rochte either.
Mrs. Standard
the edification of the theatregoing dance and humor that vied with the Mr.
Paul McAllister shows that will be improved, but whole collection, though there is not
Perrln
eye-witnesses. The remainder deals costumes have yet to be supplied.
William I>ennox receive a Jolt through the first im- a laugh in it.
Kdward
Miss Sharon as a
Eldon Coetello
"The Lady in Ermine," handsome Speed
with the detection of the murderer
premiere should be at lite MetroLeLa Uerrinh pression.
and the various perplexities which ly set, is from a' foreign original. hKora
The show started at nine and end- politan, not at the Shubert vielng
come to the characters during the The book of Schanzer and Welisch
ed at midnight, with a long inter- with buck and wingers.
is now known as of Frederick Lonssolution.
Dana Burnet, who gets real money mission. With an 8:15 start it would
A new act and foreign had FortuThe entire success is going to de- dale and Cyrus Wood, while tha from the "Saturday Evening Post" have run in regular time and to bet- nello and Cirilllno, Italians, calling
will
public
the
whether
music
has
been absorbed entirely to for writing real stories, has taken ter satisfaction.
pend upon
themselves "The Happy Hooligans"
pay to see others trying to untaigle the credit of Jean Gilbert and Alfred a chance at what he calls a farce
There Js no wallop in the piece. and doing comedy acrobatics. They
the Identical sort of mystery which Goodman.
comedy, although It is in reality a
lacks that. In sight it is attrac- do it well, of a new kind with tall
The piece is an elaborate, highly novel angle on the old eternal tri- It
the same public has been paying to
tive, along the John Murray Ander- and smaller man or boy, making it
try to solve for themselves for the colored entertainment wherein the angle.
son lines of staging, but It keeps on easy for them to work in their way.
This new (or military and the feminine counter
past two seasons.
It was the first selection of John missing.
Material Is distributed ac- It immediately got over and can
perhaps old) method is far more for" control. The results are not Craig and H. H. Frazee for the cording to principals.
There is stay over hero on the big time after
firmly founded in dramatic psychol- particularly evident in the mixture "play nursery" experiment which much too much of some principals getting through with the show.
of
plays
in
followed
of
that
song
and
story until the climax they have Just launched at the Arl- and not enough of others. It looks
ogy than
Getting back to America, Carl
"The Bat" school. This reviewer, in reveals the happy culmination.
ington Square (formerly the Castle' as though some of those who have Randall seemed to bo dancing all of
common with the majority of the
Scheuer.
Square). The Arlington is frankly the most to do protested against the time, Frankle Heath was either
the
found
audience at the premiere,
a try-out house for Frauee and the anyone else doing any of it and got singing or playing roles and also
confounding of the stage characters
first selection seems to bear out the away with it, to the damage of the doing her specialty, the latter getand the unraveling of the skeins of
report that most of the new plays performance.
ting the most for her, while Jack
their dilemma quite as interesting
are to be small cast, low-operation
The show needs a smash finale. Hazzard seemed show shy, appearWashington, Sept IS.
and exciting as the thrills of any
productions.
There are two finales, with neither ing little and for one of the times
funa
It
is
Charlotte
produced.
Lola Fisher
thriller yet
"A Bridal Suite for Three" as it counting. The finale of the first in an old-fashioned illustrated song
Ha II Htgley
damental trait of human nature to Porter
Louis
Krncst Cossart now stands is really a six-person half may have looked good in pros- number with kidding slides. Nothgloat over the mystification and Louis
Edward G. Robinson comedy, as the remaining two char- pect, but it falls down in execution. ing was funny about it, Mr. Hazzard,
is
the
It
confusion of one's fellows.
Baron Henri Delignieres. .. .Francis Byrne acters are completely undeveloped It Is centered around "Traps," the the song slides or idea.
Lucille
Alice John
elemental basis of the earliest Julie
eliminated at five min- six-year-old boy drummer, who, Chalfant did the prima vocal work,
Georges Dalou
Robert Strange and could be
And Feydal
amusements of childhood.
utes' notice without hurting, and in with his parents, was stopped from and her going in high to the flute,
Malcolm
Dunn
J.
who is more childishly elemental Count Alexandre de Lussac, nicknamed
the play. appearing in small time vaudeville the song-proof of showdom, while
all probability helping,
than the so-called average theatre"Banco"'
Alfred Lunt Frazee has had it in mind for him- by the society.
The boy should bo John Sheehan doing a Balleff In a
Baroness Delignieres. .Charlotte Granville
goer?
Ho's a ''Chauve Souris" skit, did it so well
self, but apparently he is not slating alone and In a production.
The first act is an admirably
it for a big-cast production, and great kid and a great kid drummer,
Siany regretted he had not been
executed piece of work with perThis French farce of Alfred Savior, probably regards the Boston produc- but he neither looks the kid he
oing it all the time.
fine
on
verge
to
haps a tendency
adapted
enby
his drumming stand
Clare
inexpensive
Many other principals were proKummer,
which
tion
relatively
does
as
a
should
nor
This will undoubtedly be lias had quite a vogue in France, is lightenment.
writing.
out in the way the bit Is here set. grammed, more or less known and
remedied in time by the deletion of rather thin in construction, and at
less.
Among them were
The
plot revolves around a mar- The boy should have a scene by mostly
pasredundant
certain apparently
times comes might v close to being ried couple with a young woman himself and dressed as a boy his George Raseley, Grace Kay White,
sages. The second act is straight rather boresome, but when taken as friend of the wife visiting them. The age should be, by Best's, if that firm Julia Slivers, Marjorle Peterson.
drama of the "soul conflict" type, a whole the evening could not by visitor is a free-thinker, free-lover, la necessary, for the sailor suit with Paul K. Herbert, Dorothy Arnold,
with motives and emotions running any means be considered wasted, free-waistliner, etc., and finally long trousers on this little child Eugenia Repelsky, Josephine Machigh and wild. In the biggest scene because amusement is truly offered. steals the husband by promising him ruins the entire effect. And in the Nlchol, Madge North and Alfred
between Mr. King and Miss Hed- True, at no time does the excellent liberty from the shackles of mar- center of the assembly, trying to Newman, who led the orchestra. I
man the situation seemed to have dialog create outbursts of laughter riage. Husband and wife have made hold up a finale with sticks and Alexander Yakovleff had an "Anibecome so confused and the motives such as like plays from our own a pre-nuptial agreement that if drum, this kid looks like a cherry mal Cage" scene of some value, and
so conflicting that neither the au- Avery Hopwood do, but it does either falls in love with somebody bn a floating island.
there was a toy soldier bit that will
thor nor the actors appeared quite create innumerable chuckles of the else they shall frankly confess
The Famous Players gave Nlta please those not familiar with toy
certain of their ground. Mr. King sort that
makes
one
as
if they and bo allowed to go their way. Naldi a five-year contract after she soldier staging, while the Hlrsch
feel
particularly left the Impression of alone
were enjoying the laugh.
The husband breaks the news and had appeared in "Blood and Sand" music came out tunefully quits
uncertainty and lack of conviction
It must be admitted, and by no the wife decides to fight to retain with
Valentino.
F. P. promised often.
of the plausibility of his role. In his means grudgingly, that
The running order was greatly
The husband and his new- Miss Naldi she would be a star be
the
apparent
him.
final act the author has succeeded
of the piece Monday at the found free-love mistress decide to fore long, although that may be un- switched from the programing and
through an obvious trick in evolv- success
of the listed bits did not show,
some
Is a type*
Naldi
der'
Miss
Hudson
cover.
Belasco
was
due
tha
the
very
lonely
Inn
up
to
capable
go
to
a
ing a safe and sane ending, safer work of Alfred Lunt
and Lola to launch their liaison and friend She was a typs at th* Century but either way it remains the same
than it is sane in the fact that it Fisher. Mr. Lunt
The
an uneven performance, with its
the
as
self-confi- wife accompanies them. They can't when in a production there.
the
because
impossible
is morally
Italian or Spanish or any Latin good and bad too thickly mixed.
murderer escapes scot-free. This, dent husband who fought against get rid of her and it spoils all their type
Hlme.
desired.
however, may be in stricter accord falling in love with his wife por- plans for a perfect evening, winding
That has nothing to do with this
chairs
trayed
the
in
sleeping
In
role
such
three
a
whimsical
up
with
all
justice.
with the modern practice of
that there Is a chorus
"Follies,"
only
suite
bridal
manner
and
with
such
the
delightful
of
In
the
living
room
The fact is that the denouement has light and shade that when the final
LEAVE
girl in the line who can givo -cards
a real two-fisted drive and holds the curtain dropped you wished you forInthree.
Minor Watson
the morning the French pro- and spades to Naldi for type and Butler
audience baffled, though unconOrandma
Jennie Villain
kind.
the
same
If
the
very
looks
of
could have even more of the man. prietor is enlisted by the wife, who
Tom
sciously so, to the end.
John MacFarlane
This
is equally true of Miss Fisher blackmails the woman in the case Spanish thing is to endure in picKIM
Florence
Shirley
everlasting
an
Miss Hedman is
Nina
buying a
Theresa M. Conover
delight to the eye, though some- as the wife. She brings to the part out of $10,000, and after
Hetty
Audrey Hart
hates, and stand it up ip a corner.
times somewhat hard on the ear. unlimited charm, and in the battle of half interest in the inn, kicks her
Sybil
Isabel Lelghton
The action is snappy, chuckly, and Billy
lady-love
Norval Keedweil
The role makes small demands of her wills with her husband her deter- husband and his wealthy
cook only full of novel situations. It looks ArtlS
Herbert Yost
art, but she is calculated as always mination not to let him win the bat- into the garden. She can
bear of a small stock com- Sam
Paul Kverton
to adorn whatever she essays. Mr. tle is done with such suppressed angel cake and proceeds to jazz up like a
Wauna Loralns
exploit pany proposition, but for a legit- Doris
King struggles manfully with the firmness and still such inconsist- the Inn with publicity and to roseate
Maid
i'eggy
Lyttoa
imate production its future Is doubtleading male role and emerges tri- ency as to make it no wonder that angel cake as a creator of
umphant, though not without a few after he had lost her the husband complexions and a reducer of weight. ful. The casting was a surprise,
Frances
the
Howard,
embryonic
Bilan
and
It
daughter
has
every
mark
of a success,
scars.
Hugh Huntley plays the would go to any ends to get her She is a banker's
newspapers splash the yarn; busi- lio Burke type, receiving some really this new sort of play by Avery
wholly thankless part of the juve- back again.
Hopwood new to be by Avery HopMarried by hor mother to a court ness rolls into the newly named exceptional notices.
nile murderer with a bit too much
The house is committed for an en- wood. He has struck a serious note
restraint.
Averell Harris adds an- (Mr. Lunt) because mother thought "Angel-Cake Inn."
Husband returns, is allowed to tire season to a $1 top policy In the and drawn a genuine, honest tear,
other Inspector to his already long he had unlimited funds. The p!ay
wife's hope that the low scale will bring at the same time weaving these ino line
of inquisitorial characteriza- opens with the couple at a gambling hire room at $30 a week in his
inn, and with a typical Shavian con- enough people to furnish an audi- valuable threads into one of the
tions and Bertram Marburgh has an casino, she determined not to !<;i\
sol i'
ingest comedies this prolific
effective character bit as the pre- until her husband ceases playing clusion he ultimately returns to the ence for try-outs. The second week
maturely murdered undo.
Percy cards, and he determined not to shackles of wedlock and starts for of "A Bridal Suite for Three" showed out yes. a bedroom comedy at that.
Carr as the unexpectedly villainous stop playing until she went to their home carrying among other things poor business even at the $1 top. writer of comedies has ever turned
The story of "Why Men Leave
the pink bolster from their bed. Next week will probablv see the trC
butler contributes one of the real rooms.
Neither will give Into th«3 other which through the show he has out of the "Pons! Get -Rich -Quick Home" Is one of the scries lately
hits of the performance and won enand after some 83 hours of play the characterized as an emblem of slav- Bubble," which has been dramatized sprung on problems of modern life
thusiastic returns for his work.
William H. Gilmore staged the other man, yes, it is a tale of lh« ery, because of the fact that every by William IfcMasters, the man who among the frivolous couples. Usupiece with his usual artistry and eternal triangle, purchaser a bed for night of their married life, before exposed Ponzi, and who previously ally it is the man who neglects his
wife, sometimes it is both of them
the lady to sleep in at thj Casino retiring, he has been forced to take had been Ponzi's publicity man.
skill,
it Is Gilmore's type of play
neglecting the vital things of existLibbvy.
and he did the utmost with it. The and plays his trump card when he the useless ornament, which he
tells
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role of importance, with Marlon
Coaklcy taking the lead in the feminine division. James Bradbury appears now and then for short comedy bttft, always producing when
.ailed upon.
•Wild Oats T.ano" was staged by
Mrs. Trimble Bradley. It is played
*
in one tot.
If puihed by Catholic societies

•nee for Jazz and sporting, now It is
the wife Raving the husband while
•he trapeses about.
It applies to women who do it

may

be pro rated
Itmong women who do it occasionThe moral la, leavt your husally.
band alone for any considerable
time and lie will seek diversion with
some other woman.
Three wives return in the first act
They have been abroad, 'having a
gay and what they regard as innocent Jaunt. Their husbands have
indulged in mild pastimes to kill
their "open time." When the wives
Tom
find out they raise a rumpus.
habitually, but

it

this

piece

may

survive.

Broadway merchandise.

—

and the elite draw. For example,
"The Rose of Stamboul" and "The
Hotel Mouse" are booked for the
with "Marjolaine" and
Shubert,
"Blossom Time" for the Lyric.
Another significant thing is the

BED-SIDE CHATS
BY NELLIE REVELL

absence of extended runs for the
Tho Shubert theatre,
fall bookings.
which last year had almost all
shows in for four weeks, has two
It Js not two- week bookings, with "The Blue
Hart.
Kitten" unlikely to stay more than
that.

—

BON BON BUDDY,

JR.

Even "The Rose

of

Three years ago last week, Sept. 6, to be exact, my first cast was put
In all that time and for a year previous I
I am now in my fifth.
have not been without pain. True, it is diminishing, but oh, so slowly.
And while I cannot note the improve*
It is like eating soup with a fork.
ment from day to day, or week to week, I know that I am better than
Sometimes only
I was six months ago.
I sit up a short while each day.
for a half-hour, sometimes for two hours. If the weather permits, I am
taken into the yard in my Buick, where I hold receptions to the nuns
and nurses who pass through en route to the dining halls, chapels or
wards.
Each one stops to greet and congratulate me. Sometimes
friends happen in while I am there, and their joy at my progress makes
me glad I tried so hard to win what three years ago last week looked
like a lost cause.
Whenever the feature writers on the Los Angeles papers want to give
their readers a real treat they interview Trixie Friganza. Whether discoursing on a disastrous matrimonial excursion or a gastronomic achievement, Trixie is always good copy. Grace Kingsley of the "Times" and
Trixie have been at it again, this time discussing the cause of the
alarming increase in divorces. Miss Friganza offers several reasons.
"This new art of facelifting, for one thing. A lady has a rush of
chin to the collar button, and she dashes out and has a couple of pounds
of cheek and chin removed.
"That woman can't laugh any more," continues Trixie. "She must
then wrinkle her face like a prune. No more hearty ha ha's for her.
She'd bust her stitches and her face would get out of its frame.
"She can't laugh at her husband when he tells her he was just playing
cards with the boys at the club last night, and that is what made him
on.

Stamboul"

is in for only two weeks, the weakness of "The Last Waltz" and the
failure of "The Chocolate Soldier"
last year probably bringing about

In Harlem's dusky section they
s ay there is a flock of colored shows
ioves his wife, rehearsing and that one or more that decision.
Morgan, who really lov
and whose wildcat distraction (it have an eye towards Broadway.
•Dulcy'' will stay four weeks at
|

later turns out, to a corking surprise) has been the companionship
of a child, denied one of his own,

puts

it

squarely to his wife.

Tho wife adores him
Hut

and

she

not as cut and

Tho
its

first

stuff

new crop to show- the Broad, thus reversing the usual
"Bon Bon Buddy, Jr.," state of things, as this syndicate
house usually limits, to two-week

of the
is

trotted out at the Lafayette Monday
(Sept. 11), where it replaced mixed
vaudeville and is expected to re-

runs in later years. The Garrick,
following the two-week run of
"Orange Blossoms," books in another try-out, "Pomeroy's Past,"
which also will bo limited to two
weeks. In fact, outside of "Dulcy,"
the other stands around tho coun- the only prospect of a longer run so
try, but on the form displayed at far
"The Music Box Revue,"
is
tho premiere it will not be invited which comes into the Forrest Oct. 2.
downtown.
"Up the Ladder" is scheduled to
As is usual for new shows of the follow "The Charlatan" at the WalIrvin nut, the latter staying three weeks.
kind, there is no production.
C. Miller's book brought out little, Walter Hampden is another booking
bits alone counting as played by here.
Miller and Emmett Anthony. Maceo
Estimates for the week are:
Pinkard composed the score, with
"Blue Kittsn" (Shubert, second
Nat Vincent the lyricist. They came
week).
Only a complete reversal of
in
melody
corking
through with a
"Liza." made the theme number. form and fine weather break can
Another ditty or two of that class save this one. Dailies praised Carle
might supply enough strength to highly but were lukewarm on show,
remake the show for ambitious which started encouragingly on
bookings. However, tho "Liza" mel- Monday, matinee and night, but
$10,000
ody has a recognizable strain of a slipped down all week.
popular tune frequently used by would be a kind estimate. Length
only
two
with
uncertain
of
stay
dance orchestras.
Gertrude Saunders, one time with weeks likely. Ne-t announced book"Shuffle Along" and recently in ing, however, is Oct. 9.
She
vaudeville, features "Buddy."
"The Charlatan" (Walnut, second
had the "Liza" song along with week). Business, while not satisGeorge Wright, who really sang the factory in many ways, is as good
melody while Miss Saunders sup- as anything in town, and house and
plemented with her peculiar croon- show management both express opNear the close Miss Saunders timism. Heavy papering has begun
ing.
singled with "Love Me. While Lov- to take effect, and word is going
ing Is Good." That was a goal for around that it is a good show, with
the Lafayette, for the lyric had result that at end of week pick-up
something raw. Whether she could was shown with same signs for this
get away with it elsewhere is a week. Notices were fine. $8,000.
colored
question, although some
"Orange Blossoms" (Garrick. secshows were able to make a Broad- ond week). Splendid house Labor
way flash because of dirty numbers. Day opening, with another good one
Anthony is the little chocolate on Tuesday, but hot weather
drop who started something in "Oh Wednesday hit show heavily, and It
Joy," the colored show that tried wasn't until Saturday that any jump
in
a tent near Broadway some was shown. This week is figured to
weeks ago and then passed out of show big improvement, as show is
tho picture. His best was "My Dog" liked.
The ditty was
in the "Joy" show.
"The Hairy Ape" (Lyric, second
inserted in "Buddy" very early and
Bottom fell out of this
the best it could do was one encore. week).
Perhaps Harlem had heard Anthony O'Neill play, which came too early
sing about his dog often before. to catch its peculiar clientele. TwoAnthony just missed getting into a week run, formerly figured by some
Broadway revue. He has a funny as too short, now considered forDespite
for his tunate for all concerned.
little squeaky voice both
chatter and singing, but also totes several extravagant notices, houses
a falsetto tenor that is really effec- subsequent to Monday dwindled
tive. He scored with "My Old Man," away downstairs, with holes in balyet the number was badly directed, cony trade too. $5,000.
Anthony being over to the side and
hack too far. Had he walked to
BOSTON SHOWS
'

Tho new
main fo»* two weeks.
dried as that. Hopwood has made show may successfully stick for
It a throbbing, realistic drama, puncthat time and it will doubtless
tuated with glistening humor and amuse the colored show patrons in
realizes

it.

is

it

staccato action.
The second act

is an exquisite
bedroom scene, working to a climax
somewhat like tho second act of
•Scandal," that memorable sensation. The husband walka out on her

after she has gone to every length,

depth and extreme to "vamp" him.
Florence Shirley
the scene, as she

was

superfine in

was through the
whole play, one of those inspired
performances that make stars.
Those who came prepared for a

Hopwood

feast of suggestive lines

and blue situations had both. But
they had with it a throbbing play
of the hour, a square-shooting and
red-blooded commentary on metropolitan life, and a screed that at
times made every man and woman
in the theatre squirm, as the truth

so often does.
The title alone
unworthy of the

was shoddy and

"Why

product.

Men Leave Home"

is an old barroom "crack" and has at best a gallery appeal. Why Hopwood wished
it on his masterpiece when he gave
it so much worth-while substance
such splendid strokes and
touches is a mystery.
He might
have made it "Why Does a Chicken
Cross the Ocean," and it would at
least have been individual.
But this play will outlive its misnomer title. And it will stay a long
time at the Morosco, a successor to

to

and

"The Bat," of which Hopwood was
a co-author, and a very creditable
one.

Lait.

WILD OATS LANE
Melodrama In threa acti, presented by
m<teorgt Broadhurst at the Broadhurnt, N»»w
York. Sept. 6.
Play adapted from the
herald Reaumont short story. "The Gambling Chaplain," tho producer being the
adaptor-

Father Joe
The-

Up-and-Down Kid

The Profewor
Fralk-y Kirk
Jimmy the Fox

Anthony Reynolds
Big Ed
Oregon

Jeff

Police Sergeant

Sweet Marie
June
Rose O'Connell

Maclyn Arburkle
Richard Rarbee
Douglas Wood

Dank

1

Duv,,

Jani"8 Bradbury. Jr.
Howard NuK'-nt

John

James

Ellis

Jffferson

Thomas Gunn

Marion Coakley

.

late.

—

"Then there's the husband who is a bathroom hound gets in there
and stays a week in the morning; locks the doer on you, while you go
meekly down to the kitchen tap to wash the sleep out of your eyes; he's
enough to turn a saint gray, and probably the cause of many a matrimonial wreck."
Miss Friganza goes on to say:
"Telephones are a source of divorce, too. You give a phone number
to a girl, the number v! your husband's office, and she takes the number
away and plays a g/.me with it, apparently. By the time you get your
husband you're all ready for a fight, and if he is, too, why, you have a
good one.
"Also there's the mean thing that won't let his wife use his safety
razor once in a while.
"And the husband who puts mange cure on his hair when you have
company for dinner, and comes in smelling like a flock of dogs.
"But I'll tell you the most aggravating thing about a divorce. A woman
marries a man to reform him, and then has to divorce him to accomp'ish
it
and then another woman gets the perfect product."

—

If

—

'

J

—

music

is

the language of the soul, jazz

must be the cuss words.

Mary Moore writes me that, according to her doctor. I am the first
woman who was ever so afflicted, the complaint being strictly masculine.
As much as I enjoy the distinction of being the first woman in anything,
J must decline the honor in this instance. Her doctor either has not
heard a correct diagnosis of my case or is not an expert on orthopedics.
While it may not be as prevalent as appendicitis, rheumatism or laryngitis, It is by no means an unusual or isolated disorder.
It is of neuter
gender and its respectability is established by the fact that three nuns

Kdna May Oliver
Hope Sutherland the center front it would doubtless
(Continued from page 16)
Mile. Helene
Judith VotMllI have secured more than one encore.
Aletlira Evans
Florence Earl
The other numbers fell mostly to" and the rows of standees have been
Fay Reynolds
Camilla l.yon
unbroken.
practically
Brown.
She
Day
Lilyan
led
"The
Tho Duchess
Margaret Nugent
Mr-. Mannerlng
Evan von Ruelow Bert Williams Said Good-by." That
"Shuffle Along," it is now deCaroline Cummings
Pauline Brustedt was an idea.
The song itself didn't clared, will stay on here indefinitely.
impress but the five choristers Manager Wright of the Selwyn is
"Wild Oats Lane." an old -school brought on to do concerted Williams informed arrangements have been
melodrama, ushered in the season at steps looked good and could have perfected to keep the present comFor his been builded to something excep- pany here as long as the business
the Broadhurst Sept. 6.
This means that some
In male garb Miss Brown holds out.
production of the season tional.
initial
George Broadhurst has selected a gave "For a Girlie Like You" that adjustment of the plan for the show
vehicle from his own pen in which got something, but "Liza" outdis- to go to London has been made.
tanced all others and It is likely to Last week with the nine performMaclyn Arhuckle is the star.
The story of "Wild Oats Lane", retain popularity in the song marts, ances and at a $2.50 top, except Satfirst saw the light as a short story whatever the producers are able to urday, when a $3 top prevailed, the
•
house cleared close to $16,000.
under the title of "The Gambling do with the show.
With "Sally" the pessimistic exBest of the comedy bits was beChaplain," credited to Gerald Beaumont, which appeared in the "Hed fore a graveyard drop. Digging up pectations or, to be more correct,
Book Magazine." In adapting it for a body at midnight is about the last the fear that this show would come
the stage Broadhurst failed to de- thing a negro will attempt, and the a cropper have not come to pass
velop anything from the Beaumont weakness makes for a never failing yet. With a repeat such as "Sally"
story other than commonplace melo- comedy .situation. The house rocked is there is always a likelihood of a
drama. The play is far less en- in laughter at Anthony and Miller's break.
Miller
grossing than the short story. The discussion about the job.
Estimates for last week:
play depends entirely upon one said he had signed a contract for
"Tangerine" (Shubert, 2d week).
Anthony Has shown strength surprising
character known as Father Joe and "us" to do the digging.
replied, "The 's' is silent," and the those close to the game.
played by Arbuckle.
Admitted
There are a number of other roles, house was in rhapsody.
the booking of Julia Sanderson into
There are a score or more of anything but a syndicate house
hut few opportunities are given their
players, and tho majority are ca- choristers and half a dozen dancing might prove embarrassing, but so
pable of displaying ability, to make boys.
For the most they worked far nothing has happened to indiheadway. In each instance when a very well. The early stepping pace cate theatregoing public cares a
role begins to take on the semblance was allowed to taper down and none hang about where a show is playing
of importance a new character is of the principals displayed hoofing as long as it has the goods.
By
brought into the action, causing the class. A new chorus step used in word of mouth advertising camentire three acts to possess a jum- the first number attracted attention. paign bolstered by a judicious adbled condition that detracts from It had tho girls on one knee. With vertising and publicity program, the
anything that resembles smooth no change of stockings the mark of show is going stronger with each
In fact the piece is so the floor was noticed throughout the performance.
running.
grossed
about
It
overloaded with players that when show.
$22,000 with nine performances last
over nothing has been
all
is
Jt
"Bon Bon Buddy, Jr.," is a bright week, playing $2.f»0 top, and this is
brought forth other than one or two title.
For those who like colored top business for any Shubert house
old melodramatic ideas which were shows it is worth peeing, but it in city. Show got $5,000 Labor Day
etandbys a decade ago.
Duo for
needs a lot of fixing and strengthen- with two performances.
The Beaumont story centers ing before trying the grade for run if the booking time is available.
around the life of Father Joe, a white patronage.
Ibcc.
"Little Nelly Kelly" (Tremont, 7th
Catholic priest with a divided par$24,500 last week, biggest
week).
iah. One-half includes the people of
business of stay. Show developing
standing in the community and the
PHILA SHOWS
added strength every day and is
the
the
underworld,
those
of
other
whirlwind for business. Due to stay
(Continued from page 16)
latter spending their lives in what
three weeks longer at least and pospopularly termed "Wild Oats houses, though the regular Broad sibly more.
is
draw
still away, and
is
Street
Class
Lane." Father Joe shows a greater
7th
(Selwyn,
Along"
"Shuffle
fondness" for these "lowly members hence the downstairs sale was hit.
$16,000 last
than for the more fortunate. By hls|? h.e name and success of the show week). Grossed about
capacity
business
Consistent
overcome
week.
this,
however.
helped
work righteousness gains a foothold
The Adelphi is the only house not right along. In for indefinite run.
in their lives, and In several in"The Nest" (Plymouth, 2d week).
stances a complete reversal is en- open, and now, with tho failure of
"The Hairy Ape" at the Lyric, next Not as strong as musical attracIt Is a simple story, gaining
acted.
the various door, it Is more than likely that tions, but admitted one of best
its
intereat through
here.
types of underworld characters in- "The Dover Road" (scheduled to shows of its type ever in
open the Adelphi) will be held off
"The Bat" (Wilbur, 2d week).
troduced. There Is a whole -heart
month.
in
the
In
until
with
strong
later
fact,
week,
$17,000
last
About
role
Joe
Father
the
into
edness put
by Arbucklo that makes it some- the policy of the Shuberts espe- pull at box office first two nights
thing really worth while for him, cially seems to be to rush all the of this week. Believed absence of
notwithstanding the shortcomings of possible musical comedies in at the capacity business all the time is due
Richard Bf rooe as the present time, saving the more seri- to belief by possible patrons that
the piece.
Vd and Down Kid had *v # l# male ous shows for the return of society seats cannot be secured.
i

i
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have died with it since I have been here. A policeman suffering with
the same complaint was put in a cast the same time I was, withstood
the mental and physical torture for nine months, and had to bo trans*ferred to Bloomingdale's.

Fannie Hurst, she of the "two breakfasts a week with her husband"
fame, was a Labor Day caller. The way Miss Hurst outlines her system
impresses the listener with its wisdom except for one thing.
What
woman can depend on her husband being heme two mornings a week
in time for breakfast?
Miss Hurst was accompanied by two friends. We were discussing
husbands (I said d-i-s-cussing them), immediate, erstwhile and late.
It was finally decided by a standing vote (they were standing ready
to go) that immediate meant soon. If they are soon, they are not too late,
and if they were not late so often, they would not be erstwhile. So ther«
you are, boys. Divide that among you or take it up at the next meeting
of "Only Their Husbands' Club," made famous by the late Rennie Wolf.

—

Frank Gould

of the Metropolitan

He met Rube Goldberg

my

in

Magazine

room.

Rube

is

is

a

newly-made Benedict,

a family

man

(f

long

experience, and Frank sought information.
"What did you call your mother-in-law after you were married?"
Frank asked him.
"Well." replied Rube, "it was this way. For the first year I called her
'Say,' and after that we all called her 'Grandma.' "

A

nurse asked me, "What is a dress rehearsal?"
"That's when the ballet have their clothes on."

I told her,

There was a
II'

man

in

our town, and he was wondrous w

any other guys.

didn't introduce his girl to

Ada Mae Weeks brought me a

canary. His name is Buddie. 1 am
not going to bill him or give him any publicity until I see how he is
going to behave. So far all he has done are eat, sleep, sulk and fly around.
He acts more like a husband than ho does a buddy. I think I'd rather
have a lark (you know the kind of lark I mean).

Bonnye Gaylor has, a grievance. She is a guest of the Hotel Wallick,
formed by tho new combination of the hotels Claridge and Wallick.
While she resides in the Wallick side of the buildings, she has been using
the Claridge entrance and exit.
Her explanation was that it looked
"tonier" to be seen coming in and out of the Claridge.
But the new
partners in the combined hotels have had a disagreement and have c'.oaed
and bolted the doors connecting the two. So Miss Gaylor has to use the
Wallick side during the period of hostilities, and she feels she is losing
caste.
(Wish I could lose one.)

We

arc living in a strange age. I can remember when tTfe staff of the
end of a newspaper wouldn't deign to speak to any one in the
office, and neither one of them spoke to press agents.
But nowadays dramatic editors and advertising managers fraternize even in public,
asVas evidenced by a visit from Robert Welsch, dramatic editor of the
"Evening Telegram," accompanied by William E. Harahan, advertising
manager of the same paper. No, they were not trying to induce me to
increase my space. But Mr. Welsch did exercise a critic's prerogative
and suggest that I change the cast, curtail my engagement and seek

editorial

business

*—

other climes.

you about
Last Saturday while

I'd like to tell

time.

my

concert, but

am

unable to do so at this

was sitting up for usual hcur-a-day, two
I
was so overjoyed at seeing them and so
tears one shed when ho beheld me jo
chair
I

good old pals camo in.
impressed with the real
that I overtaxed n>y strength.

;.

In case any one else feels the inner urge to send records, please send
only string music Hawaiian, piano, violin or harp, but no jazz or voices,
as they disturb other patients in the hall.

—

WANTED TO EXCHANGE:
three lower teeth.

A

copy of "Eat and Grow Thin' for

——

—
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PALACE

Acts) ran 28 minutes in "Window
Shopping." They* didn't buy anyTo the public it was boreat the thing.
Palace this week, with singing, mu- some and to any one connected with
and dancing predominating. the profession it was excruciating,
sic
strained,
hard-worked, wellElsie Jahls, making a periodical re- as
turn to vaudeville, headlined, and meant failures always are, the more
may be credited with helping to so when they are long. Ahead of
boost the capacity attendance, al- this was Josef Diskay, a Hungarian
though the Palace always seems to tenor, who came so near to a hit
pack 'em in, no matter who's head- that his portion, also, was rather
lining or what the bill- holds In gen- trying, especially when he kicked
away what chances he had by pulleral.

A

straight vaudeville

viated somewhat from his old form.
At present he leans more to stories
than to song, but at the finish a
little number planted him solidly In
the matter of applause. There was
no questioning the fact he was the

show

the bill.
Closing the show, "Just Girls"
(New Acts), a minstrel first part
with seven girls, pleased. It should
not be confused with the "Just
(lisis'' offering of four or five years
hit of

ago in which Estelle House aping
Hungarian encore that was peared.
For a hot. sticky night like Mon- very agoulash. (New
Acts.)
Dorothy Dalton in "The Siren
day the house filled very quickly,
Mile. La Toy, with her chubby Call." Paramount feature, was the
many standees being perched behind
picture.
form
and
Fred.
her
several
well
trained
replaced
Leipzig
the rail by 8.20.
Espe and Dutton, No. 2. the bill dogs, did an opening turn, No. 3,
otherwise running as set. Leipzig is
a magician, and a good one. There
is a certain finish about his work
that bespeaks the artist. His card
tricks are all deftly handled, and it
is an excellent idea for him to confine his efforts to pasteboard experiments. The turn pleased.
The Palace may be the classiest
vaudeville audience in America, but
they're assuredly strong for hoke
not the mild sort, but the pure, unadulterated burlesque brand. They
laughed themselves into ecstasies
over Billy Arlington's rough-andready comedy antics and voted the
flirtation bit. one of burlesque's best
bets, the essence of humor. Arlington is also an artist. When It comes
to handling hoke there are few who
The "Chirl Blrri Bee"
excel him.
number pleased, as usual.
It's a sort of old -song week at the
Palace apparently. "Walt Till the

Sun Shines. Nellie," was sung in
Arlington's turn. "I'm a Yankee
Doodle Dandy" in Ted Lewis' act
and "Shade of the Old Apple Tree"
by Ford Hanford of Myers and Hanford. Incidentally all of the old favorites landed, which shows the
Palace bunch are Just as keen for
old f.oitts as they are for veteran
comedy.
Ted Lewis and Band closed the
The Lewis instrumentalists number eight, with two trumpets, two trombones, tuba, drums,
piano and clarinet and sax, the lat-

first half.

A

Very good house
and there was no burning reason on the American

why

should.
The lighting was
intricate but not baffling. The dogs
did their share satisfactorily. The
rhymed slides, probably written by
the white poodle, which looks like
a muff, muffed. That pun is about
of a standard with the literary quality of the slides. Miss La Toy's ap-

pearance saved

it

from utter

show
Tuesday

for a fair

Roof

night. The audience was appreciative and practically everything on
the bill went over to a fair applause
return.
There were two real hits.
Both scored down in the second half,
with Sid Towne, assisted by Sid
Franklyn at the piano, having a little bit the best of It.
The act preceding, Towne being next to clos-

it

dis-

great applause getter.
The Versatile Sextet,

six

ideal

Talent Is
vaudeville combination.
rare enough in vaudeville acts, what
passes for talent usually consisting
of "personality" or more often unqualified nerve, but there's real talent in the Myers and Hanford turn.
The saw music, with its eerie, weird
cadences, hung up a good score, as
did Myers' eccentric stepping. The
turn did not go so well as it should
have at the finish. Why would be
hard to fathom, but they deserved
far more than they received.
"""he Klown Review, a pantomime
and acrobatic turn, with two men
garbed as clowns and a woman with
four or five attractive costume
If they like an
changes, opened.
opening act at the Palace the house
always says so, and they liked this
one, bringing the trio back for a
bow after the lights had been doused
for the following turn.
Patricola
and Harrletta
Torn

makes exceedingly fascinating jazz
music, and the swift succession of
such as operatic
tenor, dance steps by the violinist,
instrumental solos, makes a fast
turn. But it is the jazz combination
and its syncopation that make the
backbone of the turn. Bloom and
Sher (New Acts) were No. 4.
Then "The Storm" halted the speThe
cialty character of the show.
playlet runs pretty long 25 minutes and grows rather slowly, a
serious defect in a short drama.
But the climax in the forest -fire
There seems small
compensates.
reason for paying two salaries to the
Indian and his squaw. The story
hangs on the three main characThe comedy passages are
ters.
individual

bits,

aster.
ing, was Maurice Samuels and Co.
Greenlee and Drayton, colored (New Acts) which on comedy and
boys who do good team dancing, but the strength of a rather hefty girl
who talk in five languages without pulling a jazz number partly in wop
getting four giggles, held up their dialect, scored heavily.
own success for 10 minutes. When
The bill opened with King and
they got to their footwork, which Anita Sauls in a painting offering.
was wild and difficult, they scored.
Lee and Viola Doherty (New Acts)
Toot and Clady opened, clay mod- a rather clever eccentric team, held
eling.
There isn't a better act of the second spot and gave the show
that
specialty
afloat,
but
their a real start.
spoken comedy wasn't heard beyond
The Cromwells, with their jugthe fourth row and nobody laughed gling, on third, managed to stir
in the first, second or third rows. some interest, the home brew stuff pretty mild. All these things, howThe modeling consisted of three going strong for comedy. The jug- ever, make small difference. It is
"numbers." all good, but seeming gler, however, was missing rather the spectacle that does the work,
somewhat lengthy, in place of more badly, and there was little applause. arid It is bound to cause talk.
faces at snappier intervals.
The
Burt Gordon and Gene Ford were
Chamberlain and Earl (New Acts)
girl is pretty and has an especially With
singing, comedy and violin entirely adequate to pick up the
neat form, which she quickly hides playing, fared very well, the girl of running again after the interval and
with a smock apron, whereas it is the duo making the impression on the hiatus of the dramatic sketch.
far more interesting than the mod- the
strength of her personality It is difficult to dissect the comedy
eling.
It wouldn't be a bad idea if rather than her singing or speaking. of the young comedian. He does get
she posed (as nearly undraped as She does play the violin rather well. his effects smoothly and without efpossible or
reasonable,
anyway)
Closing the first part the Archer fort, principally by a droll stupidity
-and the man did her in clay. The and Belford team was the same old and an imbecile grin. He uses many
act needs a human touch, since the laugh that they usually are at this of the ancient devices, a Jumbled
talk gets nothing.
hiiiiM'.
The piano moving bit still rendition of .'The Shooting of Dan
Lewis and his excellent jazzers goes for the circuit clout as far as McGrew," for instance, but he makes
bowled it over. Ted worked hard laughs are concerned, and the little it genuinely funny. His parodies
and he put in some "talk" with his touch of music at the finish sent the also were laughable. The girl has a
clarinet against the trombone, as
act away fairly well, but it isn't a brilliant voice and a whale of a
is the recent custom in vaudeville
turn to be placed closing the first high note. She is atractively dressed
bands. There were yells for "Georg- half
on those small time bills where In a white evening gown, but she
ette." real demand and not plugged
the performance is split. There is spoiles the picture by standing awk"requests," and he whanged it over
necessity to have something fast wardly with her hands on her hips
a
for an encore and a triumph in his
following the act to pick the show and elbows at an angle. Linn and
own unique way. Lewis is leaving up,
for this team finishes practically Miller (New Acts) made a sprightly
vaudeville shortly to join last year's
without a hand.
dance number, and Al Lydell and
"Greenwich Follies" on tour. It was
Rita Shirley had the opening spot Carleton Macy came through with
a great break for the Riverside that of the second half, snd her rather the comedy punch next to closing.
he didn't leave last week.
manner of putting over a Lydell's old man character drawing
Browning used the routine* he winsome
found favor. That little trick is unique in vaudeville. His tottershowed at the Palace, which was song
of dressing on the stage is certain ing old petticoat hound is a classic.
there voted by this reporter the best
to be a wow to small time audiences, "The Old Cronies" gives it capital
line of material he had ever spilled.
and this girl certainly does make a setting, and his dance finish is a
It found a tired, chilled, perspiring
Tuscano Bros., jugglers
dainty
picture. There doesn't seem to knockout.
audience, which means a clammy
for her of- of axes, put a novel fini&h to the bill.
one; but he got them with his first be any reason, however,
would
the turn is an adaptation of
She
fering
dancing
finish.
Really
a
Browning smile and went after them
be better off without it. Just let it the club throwing routine, but the
and recovered some ground by hard go
with the numbers that she does substitution of double-bladed axes
toil.
Crawford and Broderick. with
the audience will like her better. gives it an aspect of danger that
and
Miss Broderick getting laughs on
ltush.
The Samuels act landed heavy in sharpens the interest.
her quiet, suppressed personality
and delivery, and Crawford lending the next spot, and then came Towne.
ago
months
several
He
tried
out
a perfect feed, had a show to start,
but they did creditably. Miss Brod- without a pianist and evidently deerick's stage "approach" and de- cided that he had better have a
The house Is resorting to amateur
portment are models that many musician with him again, for he now try-outs again this week, from Moncomediennes with more palpable has Sid Franklyn at the piano. day to Friday, to boost the gate,
after
cleaned
up
Towne
just
about
assets to offer might do well to obthe attendance was about
starting rather slowly.
His final although
serve and emulate.
Tuesday
Lait.
capacity
three-quarters
number was splendidly put over night.
The winners of these tryand was the real touch of artistry. outs are to participate in the finals
Prior to that it was just a piano
Monday and Tuesday, and p
ST.
and singer turn that was getting next
"Hello Fifth Avenue" revue is to be
Andrew Mack was the headline over on the strength of the popular framed from the collective ta'ent for
attraction the first half and, Judg- appeal of the numbers. Towne can the week after thet, the 25th, to
ing from the reception the Irish do good things, as he showed with play as a regular act.
comedian -singer received on en- that final number, and it is that
The ehow was lall out lrrep.utrance, his name must have played sort of thing that he ought to go larly. two sketches in full being
considerable part in attracting the in for, as vaudeville at this time programmed, with possibly a third
audience present.
Mack was on hasn't anyone that can do the sort offering of similar order if Charles
of stuff that the late Willie Weston Leonard Fletcher's dramatic recitnext to closing.
Seemingly Towne has that ing Is viewed in similar light. Mr.
Prior to his appearance there was did.
but one real stir of applause that knack if he will develop it.
was spotted No. 2, doing
The Franchini Brothers, closing aFletcher
tendered the offering presented by
new frame-up. Preceding
Elsie Clark and Nelson Story. Inci- the show, did a brief routine of "Smiles" (New Acts), a male comdentally the applause made it pos- hand-to-hand afhletics that won ap- edy-acrobatic trio fared nicely.
-^
sible to get a line on what the plause.
Fox worth and Frances, No. 3. colWallace Reid in the Paramount ored mixed team, did wed with song
average small-time audience wants.
feature. "The Dictator," closed the
It is semi-suggestive material, and
and dance, not spectacu hr, but neat
show.
Fred.
Miss Clark Certainly delivered.
and holdiivg "class" usual / not asThe six-act show held sufficient
sociated with colored turns, which
variety to please any vaudeville pa-»
are more given to energetic riptron. Following a Pathe News and
FoxwoUh is a
snortlng delivery.
A bill without a box office head- dude
overture Maggie Clifton and partcolored boy and Princes a nice
ner (New Acts) presented a real liner, but with a first-class succes- Creole opposite, although the brunt
novelty, comprising some posing, sion of clean-cut specialties, with of the labor Is borne by the former.
feats of strength, with the woman comedy and dancing to the fore,
Valerie Bergere and Co. clicked
acting as the understander, and worked out into on entertainment pretty with '(» Joy Ban." Katberlne
finally a little pole balancing, the made to order for the d.ved- in -t he- kavanaugh's skit.
It Is a revival
woman again at the base and the wool vaudeville fans who are scat- for Miss Bergere, who did it some
tered thickly in the Alhambra dis- years ago. and may have been Inmale partner aloft.
Elsie Clark
and Nelson Story trict. The frame-up has good mus- duced by the current newspaper
(New Arts) were a solid applause ical values, also.' but It stands first discussion anent "Kimono." the
hit second.
Her material «ot to the of all upon its ••'inedy, and In this novel the Japanese Government supaudience rather than her work. She respect it is conspicuously strong.
(balpressed In Japan, While
Attendance Tuesday nlKht was ing with the sequestered geisha
hit the "bines" and "blue" about
oily fair, but the audience responded territory, the Inter -marriage of an
50-50, and that was a Babe Ruth
cordially to the show, and it is the American and Japanese girl is the
Wallop to the audience.
For laughs "Bringing the Christ- sort of bill to build up as the wc< k basic theme. The boy's mother and
mas Tree Home," presented by progresses. A good comedy bill is his former fiancee enter for the purGeorge Rolland and Co, (New Acts) the best son of self-advertiser. pose of bringing him back to the
scored moderately. It is all )i>>:) k um "The Storm.'' tabloid version of States, believing that, like all these
and a yard of sure-fire of tried and Lang-don IffcCormlck's punch melo- temporary marriages, it Is an allicertain situations.
The finish Is drama of two seasons ago, gets the ance for six months or a year at
somewhat weak, bul Ihe laughs are iop of the billing. It was nicely the ^»st. O .Joy San (Miss I'.ersteady, although without a real uow placed
closing
Ihe
Intermission, gerefv made to believe It for his
at any point.
where it Interfered least with tie- best, sends him away, practicing
Mirks and Dolly Wil nil swift running of the tyical vaude- the Inbred oriental stoicism, "smile
Betl
The rest was pure though your heart Is hurt." and her
scored fairl) well, with a nut rotn- ville layout.
i".i.\
LugJUlg aii'l dan um.
U i.; si'ccialty material. One shift in the husband, nicknamed by her "O Hell"
a small-time lurn thai Is going to running order.
Max Bloom a n d (not profane! ) leaves, .but returns
move along. The Wilson qirl is of Alice sher (New Acts) were moved Shortly when he discovers how bis
the type thai helps un awful lot from opening tie- intermission to No, mother meddled In the mattei
For
for practically everything tii.it the 4, swapping places with Gordon and the curtain, he. "Oh Joy." ami .he,
comedian offers has been peen be- Ford. The reason was probably the "Oh Hell." And. wonder of wonfore, and although he manages to more Vigorous comedy of the Cur- ders, the "Madame Butterfly" aria
land with small-time audiences, he don and Ford turn.
was not played once, even when
would le>ld no novelty for the better
Toto Rammer and Co., contortion- "American man have his Japai
houses.
ists, opened the show with an elab- girl."
Andrew Mack (New Acts) has de- orate scenic turn and striking dress
Cooper and Ricardo with the

—

—

—

fect through her cuteness'and dancing.
A standard turn if there ever
was one.
The dancing that had preceded

1

ALHAMBRA

the Ford Dancers took the edge off
the stepping in that turn, which
closed, and owing to the confliction
more than likely failed to hold 'em
as well as the merit of the act should
have done. The Ford turn is prettily costumed, with production an
important feature. The routine runs
to quartats, doubles and singles,
with high lights in the ensemble
work and the single stepping of
Edwin Toid.
B«tf.

1

RIVERSIDE
Business

Monday

night

•

was

off.

That shows how quickly the upper
Broadway crowd g'-ts the lowdown
after one matinee,
it was hot, and
that had something to do with it.
But the show was COld, and that
did
The whole program,
more.
Which ran from 8.1:0 to 11 o'clock;
could
be classified
under so-so
amusement. Tin- several comparative hits
nol powerful enough
to rodoo n the ong and d«pr u * *i ng
,

i

l

i

Interludes of blah stuff.

The

tale

of this

show should be

backward, for it .graded about
that way.
Tvd Lewis cleaned up,
losing, and Joe Browning did well
ahead of him. Crawford and Broderick opened the second portion and
told

•

did nicely
of that it

if not vociferously. Ahead
was most deplorable.
Shone and Co. (New

Ilermine

.

.

.

Cooper still does dutiful straight to
Miss Bie irdo's female Jimmyhusscy.
Home and Dunn and Mrs. fJene

Hughes CO. (the latter the second
sketch on the bill), both New Acts.
Janet
of
assisted
by
France,
Tommy Tucker, was next to closMiss Janet was obviously aning.
noyed by the backstage noise in
setting the Aerial Valentines' props.
Shed smile and frown alternately.
her temperament snapping In several
audible sotto-voees
to
the
wings. None the less, the team got

is the senseless opening, in which
appear In long, black wigs as through in excellent style and
music masters, and deliver a ram- scored. The same flirtation opening
bling recitation that is not to be is retained. Tucker following her.
understood. Then they go to work. the action being confined solely to
Their orchestra combination of two "one" now for the straight pianobanjos, drum, piano, sax and violin loglng.

58TH

most of the other man-and-woman
teams. Miss Towne contributing
largely to the general ensemble ef-

"Whateha got In greepf" routine
somewhat modified and called 'Did
see my horse?" were a low
comedy wow here, muchly needt d.
you

all six

5TH AVE.

Towne were next to closing, and hit
•em for a heavy wallop. Patricola's
comedy kept 'cm bubbling over
every second he was on the platform,
and his dancing was also a wow.
In addition to being a good dancer
and comedian Patricola is also a
musician, playing the mandolin like
a virtuoso. The act is different from

gifted

young men. pack an enormous
amount of specialty Into quarter of
an hour. The poorest of the routine

.

Pee Wee Myers and Ford HanfoVd
were fourth, with dancing by Myers
and music and vocalizing by HanThese boys comprise an

AMERICAN ROOF

•

But her violin solo is
excellent, and the dancing of both,
especially the apache finish, is a
that grates.

—

ter played at intervals by. Mr. Lewis.
real showman. Lewis sells—his
stuff with a technical precision that
The lack of strings
;s remarkable.
in the band is not noticeable as
might be supposed, the brasses being kept so well subdued, and the
individual ability of each of the band
members being of a high order
!l.ewls did several numbers in his
tragic-dramatic manner, and they
A reception at
all were bull's eyes.
the start and applause that came
from all over the house at the finish
attested ihe force of his hit.

ford.

billed as "vaudeville's prettiest offering." It was prettily enough offered, but the act didn't stir much,

ing to back up a neat routine of the
familiar twists. Haney and Morgan,
singing and dancing couple, No. 2,
haven't changed a line or a detail of
material in six months. The woman
kills a new frock of light blue with
black stockings and street slippers.
She still forces her voice in the final
song number, striking a high note

1

«

*

t

Aerial Valentines with their "loop
the loop" contraption for the getclosed with a fast aerial
routine. The amateurs followed.
word of praise is due to the orchestra leader-pianist for his intelligent
method of assisting the novices in
the vocal accompaniment. The band
incidentally Is making the overture
a spot. Applause greets it periodically and if the leader were fussy

away

A

about bows he could take one legitimately.
As it is. he satisfies the
audience with a half nod right and
Abel.

lef|.

LAFAYETTE
Harlem's colored

belt takes a lot
own theatre, the
Lafayette, conducted by the Coleman brothers. The white management has been able to judge what
they like best. The policy varies,
according to the supply of fresh
colored musical shows. Last week
there was a mixed vaudeville show,
with 50 per cent of the acts white
and Jack Johnson the headllner.
This week a new colored revue show
Is the attraction.
The white section of the bill as
given at the midnight performance
last Friday, which is the regular
day for the late trick, may have held
several hide-aways.
Two of the
turns at least were break-Ins, and
the billing was probably phoney.
The house Is conveniently reached

of interest In its

by agents and bookers and

Is in

way

no

opposition to any of the reguSo far as the
midnight show goes, it's a great
place to spend the night; the finale
curtain dropped at 3:45.
Jack Johnson recently came back
from Atlantic City, where he was a
feature In a cabaret near the Boardwalk. He Is now playing dates and
lar vaudeville houses.

grooming a new heavyweight colored boxer, one George Godfrey.
Johnson's salary Is said to be $2,000
weekly. The Lafayette management
said it was satisfied and got a flying
start with three shows on Labor
Day by packing 'em in. As an act,

Johnson delivered.
Not so much
himself and the sparring bits that
don't, count seriously, but with the
comedy angle worked out. As a
straight Jack is about what a champion athlete should be, but he has
a real comic In Billy Mills. Jack
should have tied the boy up before
Mills was engaged for a new colored

show now forming.

At the Opening Johnson spoke
about boxing, talking seriously in a
low-pitched, but earnest, tone.
In
appearance and manner he displayed
the
intelligence
always
credited him when he sported the
heavyweight crown. Mills delayed
Jack then, bawling him pretty and
threatening to ruin him because of
a remark going around that Jack
could knock him cold. The fashion
of the comedian getting so sassy to
their Idol was great fun for the
audience. With a forfeit money bit.
Mills had the house chuckling all
the way. He described himself as
a "statue of loose change." and said
he had "gangs of dollars." Mills
worked as a single while Johnson
changed for the sparring bits
and put over two sonars, "I'ncxpectedly" and "Impossible."
Both
are of the Bert Williams school,
the latter was a riot.
Mills was
also on with Jack for a comedy
boxing bit between the "bouts."
Morris and Madison opened the
show, the Madison part being a
trick pony.
Amusement was furnished by the pony'H nipping taetlcH and the wrestling bit with the

man.

Williams and Hughes, a col-

ored duo, got over for a score, on
second. The man's work turned the
trick.
He got a laugh in saying he
wouldn't take chances by walking to
the entrance and not getting enough
applause to bring him on aq.iin.
Blue lyrics were his chief goods
and sure here— and for other colored houses.
"Down. Down. |fy
Soul,'' a blue bines, described
is
"colored opera." was the tid-bil
The Van Dale Sisters, a white
trio,

out a

followed, presumably
tryii
routine. Two of the girls

new

danced, the third giving song solos,
also accompanying at the piano
Several
good-looking
costume

changes helped. Johnson was next,
and for the Intermission feature

Prtnrr Mys ter ia nnswemd qu est Io ns
mental telepathy. The audience
used
long speaking tube device, with patrons whispering their
questions to him. whether from th.*
middle of the rows, bOJtes or front
balcony.
It
was announced that
usually
private
questions
were
answered In sealed envelopes
(Continued on page 24)
via

aid

i

»
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NEW ACTS THIS WEEK

to

(Special).

Barrymore as Fannie Brice might
play her, and Fannie Brice as Miss
Barrymore, an excellent twist and
a likable departure from straight
Imitation, and George M. Cohan and
Eddie Foy, singing the Gillagher
and Shean "Mister" song, with special lyrics holding a comedy punch
in the tag line, were all remarkably
Ethel Levey was the final
done.
imitation, also a speaking portrait.
That about sizes up all of Miss
Janis' imitations; they are so like
the originals as to be startling.

As in the past, Miss Janis uses
no accessories or make-up, depending entirely on her mimetic gifts to
recall the person imitated. All the
numbers landed and the applause at
the finish, following the two dances
mentioned, brought Miss Janis back
for a curtain speech and a bow or
two added after that. If the act
had stopped after the Ethel Levey
imitation, or even had one or two
more imitations been added, the act

would have appeared more compact,
with the finish shaping up stronger.
Bell.

VIOLET VANBRUGH and Co.
"The Difference" (Dramatic)

(2)

27 Mins.; Full Stage
Coliseum, London

London, Aug. 29.
Violet Vanbrugh is using this
playlet by Matthew Boulton for her
vaudeville at the Coliseum. Without Miss Vanbrugh it
can safely be said the playlet would
not get a position on any bill. It

return to

the usual triangle vehicle wrapped
up in cheap cynicism and that is
labored to the point of boredom.
John and Helen Freeman arrive

is

home.

Hungarian Tenor

Stories and Songs.
17 Mins.; One.
58th St.

Elsie Janis U back In vaudeville
with her imitative art. always second to none of the army Offering
that type of work la vaudeville,
polished and developed to the highest degree attainable. Miss Janis in
addition to her imitations sings one
number at the opening and docs two
dances at the finish. The song fills
In acceptably but the act would gain
something if the dances were eliminated and the turn reduced solely
to imitations.
An unannounced imitation of the
Miss
late Bert Williams started
Janis with a rush; impressions of
and
act
ho
might
as
Bernard,
Sam
Ethel
talk if a traffic cop, next.

They have been married

20

years and she acknowledges to be
bored stiff by his compliments, lie
decides not to go to the club that
night and almost immediately a
telephone message comes from her
"best boy." She answers it without
subterfuge, telling her friend her
husband Is in the room, listening,
and that she can't keep the apComing to cues she
pointment.
"puts her cards on the table" and
acknowledges her love for her
friend she wants the rest of her
life to be happy with.
Soon it is gathered Freeman also
has inclinations not confined to the
domestic hearth. In the middle of
the discussion as to which of them
shall move in the matter of divorce,
their son, Eric, appears. He's left
his dance early in order to see a
pal who is in trouble over a "rotten
little milliner's model." If he'd had
parents like his, Eric's, he'd never

His language is
much freer than most boys use in
the presence of women, especially

14 mins.;

A

man

kissing her husband's hand.
The acting is nothing to rave
over. Miss Vanbrugh is Violet Van-

brugh as "Mrs. Freeman" and lol!s
about gracefully. There is nothing
to give her any real chance. Ben
Webster as "Freeman" was handicapped from the start by an intense
desire to make certain the back row
of the gallery should hear him and
therefore his opening scene was
marked by a pedantic ponderousness. Harold French was natural
and quite good as the boy.
This is the type of sketch considered quite good form In the West
Its scene is a library, its characters of the smart set, and audiences that would shudder at a
coster beating his wife over the
head with a boot rather enjoy seeing a man searching a woman's
heart with a rnp'er, nlwnys provided the characters !><• In evening

End.

dress.

"The Difference" has no earthly
chance out of the immediate West

End and perhaps a few halls where
would carry
the "star's" name
weight. It
play being

dimness

is

well staged, a great

made with an

of light.

>

artistic

Oorc.

On»

Riverside

Diskay is a portly gentleman with
The reception Andrew Mack received here Monday night indicated curly hair and dimples, of good aphis name still has box office pulling pearance and pleasant personality.

ing Sketch
16 Mins.; One and Full Stsge
Special Drop and Set
"Twenty Years Ago" Is a likable
Irish playlet of the "dream" type.
It allows Gerald Griffin to sing several Irish ballads, and songs which
are consistently woven into the lit-

He is essentially a concert singer,
and has neither the florid and effecof John Charles
trickeries
tive
Thomas, the captivating poise* of tle story.
Their is an old "tad" and an Irish
George MacFarlane nor the romanHe is just sweetheart for relief. Griffin has a
tic appeal of John Steel.
a platform einger with a round and dual role. The act opens with him
as an old man reminiscing to his
cultured voice.
songs.
He opened with something in Ital- daughter and her mother and their
He has a couple of numbers in
courtship. The song, "Machushla."
well.
Then
ian
fairly
that
got
away
the act. One. a "Mother" song, he
forms the basis for the tale.
managed 'well through his acting he sang a Scotch ditty with an unpower,

house he managed to draw
Mack has deviated
considerably.
considerably from the old style of
entertainment
he forvaudeville
merly offered. Now he relies to a
greater extent on stories rather than

At

this

rather than voice.
to be suffering from a
cold.
After this more stories along
the same line he delivered at the
Friars' Frolic earlier in the summer and, finally after some kidding
regarding his appearance and alluding to the fact years and years ago
ho appeared at the old 14th St.
theatre in Irish plays, he told them
that, in spite of the fact that they
might have expected him to appear
in a beard and with crutches, he
was Just as young as he looked.
To prove it he sang his "Mrs.
Flanagan" with the stepping that
accompanies it. The stepping landed
the house solidly for him.
Mack's present offering looks good
enough to be entered in any company with the assurance he is going to deliver.
Fred.
ability,

He seemed

derstandable treatment of English
He had
lyrics that went nicely.
some friends in a box and they
cheered and threw flowers on the
stage, a rare American procedure.
The house took it graciously and
was ready to help Diskay into a hit.

He sang "Your Eyes Have Told Me

Tho

playlet goes to full stage
story-teller's
courtship
of tho "colleen" and his
of tne old man's objections to the returned suitor.
Mr.
Griffin is a civil engineer, returned
from America to buy the old man's
land for some project and to re-

with

the

and wooing
overcoming

and

enough

well

though

15 Mins.;

it

One and Three

This looks like a new routine for

dently intended that the annunciator is out of order. As Frey starts
to announce another number there
is some commotion back of him. It
is repeated and he orders the olio
hoisted, disclosing Miss Rogers. She
explains she has been arguing with
the
rebellious
stage
crew who
would not set her scenery, she being
the star of the company. Frey, Incensed, mildly "bawls" her, orders
the curtain dropped and continues
with his song.

Miss Rogers soon makes her appearance, dressed in walking suit

to

Abel.

LINN AND MILLER
"At the Charity Bazaar"
(Dancing)
14 Mine; One and Full Stage
(Special)

ers are excellent.

soon.

He

strictly speaking, not
an act, and will scarcely ever develop more than the opportunity to
fill a spot in an average bill.
Lalt.
is,

BERNIE,

REMONT

and

BOWERS

Songs and Talk
15 Mins.; One
Fulton, Brooklyn, N. Y.

A

has been
framed around the dancing specialty
of Ann
Linn and Harry
Miller,
the
latter
formerly
the
bijou

production

It

a "disarrangement of

titled

is

and burlesques and lampoons

facts,"

pretty much all and everything of
current interest.
He starts with
describing
recalcitrant
his
car,
which, at the wrong moment, decided to exceed the speed limit Just

Threatened with a sum-

for fun.

mons

'from the gendarme, Watson
explains he squared it by buying
five tickets (referring to the Police
The backbone of the
Field Day).
monolog is a truly funny paraphrase on H. G. Wells' "Outline of
History."
There's a flock of laughs in the

"SMILES"
10 Mins.;
5th Ave.

A

away.
No.

2

at

this

house.

three-a-day.

Ditto for
Abel.

BARONESS LOTHAR VON KOPPEN
10 Mins.; One
Keith's, Syracuse

Syracuse, Sept.

Baroness

.

Lothar

von

13.

Koppen,

native of Indiana, but long a resiof "International Danco- dent of Germany, who returned to
the vehicle having been New York two years ago following
devised by Albert Von Tilzer and the death of her husband, made her
Neville Fleeson. It makes a sightly vaudeville debut at B. F. Keith's
setting for the extremely sightly here Monday. The baroness, who
stepping of the two principals.
was appointed court violinist to the
Mr. Miller in afternoon dress ap- Imperial German court when still
pears in "one" and in a musical in her 'teens, recently has been
recitation explains that he is look- visiting In this city, and was billed
ing for an idea for selling dolls at as a special feature for the current
a charity bazaar.
Appears Miss state fair week.
Linn to give him the idea, which
Baroness von Koppen Is essenis that
she shall Impersonate the tially
a concert violinist, and,
dolls and do a dance for each as judged as such, is the equal of any
a sales argument.
that Keith's has offered here durThey go to full stage, where there ing the past two years. Her techis a doll booth and back center a
nique is perfect; her bowing faultlargo cabinet.
Three mojjmanical less. Her three selections numdolls— Hindu doll, French doll and bered a Miserere, part of which was
another, are made to dance on a played muted and with tremendous
device and after each performance effect in the sorrowing notes; a
Miss Linn, dressed in exact dupli- wild and rapid Tslgane sort of
cate, appears fr( m the large cabi- Slavish piece and the ever favorite
net and dees a temple dance, a "Tell Me, Do You Love Me?"

mania,"

legman!* and finally a
The baroness has an excellent
The whole thing is a stage presence, stately, majestic
neatly arranged specialty, artfully and gracious. It's the sort of a
handled. Mr. Miller's smooth step- musical treat that will win patronping is a particularly graceful per- age from the better class of music
formance.
Rush.
lovers.
Bahn.

also an Oriental dance.
Neither counted.
The boy tried
with a yodel number Just before the
turn went into the finale. The act
is designed for small-time featuring. It can stand a lot of improvement and the producer might
change his line-up, for half the

cialties,

specialties aren't.

Jbce.

ROYAL PEKIN TROUPE

Three

variation of the "on and off"
Two men are lounging in an
untidy bedroom interior and talking
about the booking office and try-outs.
The third enters, reporting he has
effected a date, and they decide to
rehearse their stuff. They want to

idea.

Juvenile with seven girls. Each
has a specialty. The idea has been
used a number of times, coming into
vogue last during the war. In this
turn each girl and the boy is seated
within
heart-shaped
lighted
a
frame, the boy announcing the
stunts and the names.
The turn opened in one, the music

(6)

Chinese Variety Act
14 Mins.;

(3)

Acrobatic
(8)

Bernie,

principal

lively bit of
toe dance.

with Will Cohan in a Barney Gerard burlesque show,
"Girls
de
Looks."
For vaudeville he has a
author unprotopical
monolog,
gramed, but smacking of Aaron
Hoffman in point development.

Con.

box song first done in "What's In a
a brother of Ben Name," being an ensemble introThe juvenile announced
(not announced), did a single up to a ductory.
His first
month or two ago. Two girls now himself as "nobody."
assist him.
Bernie opens at the efforf7~"Wonderful Girl," was away
off key and he flatted badly.
One
baby grand, pianologing a pop number and chatters for three or four of the choristers, a Miss Miller, repeated
chorus
and
that
helped
the
minutes before his partners enter.
One (Miss Bowers?) does a "Dixie" some. She displayed the best voice
rag song and the other comes back of the bunch, although another girl
announcing a "swanee moon" num- with a high register effort got the
ber as Mr. Bernie's latest composi- act* only real applause. Her name
and that of the others were not
tion. Looks liko Bernie claims dual
identity with H. Pitman Clarke, clearly enunciated, the boy being
the composer of the number. It is off in that department, too.
A violin solo was among the speobvious this is done by permission

Dave

Musical

Alhambra

last year, and
threo years before that, co-featured

"

Diskay is a good No. 4 act for
that mysterious portion of a vaude- "SEVEN OF HEARTS"
ville audience spoken of with reGirl Act
spect in booking offices "music 25 Mine.; Full Stage
lovers" and that lets him In and
Lafayette

some cross- gagging, starting
with her taking offense at Frey's of the publishers for the "plug" it
slighting remarks.
At her entry means. Bernie modestly acknowlthe annunciator switches to the edging the plaudits, tops it off with
Frey and Rogers card. She wants "Only 30 cents a copy, folks; help
the manager, for the purpose of the panic along." Bernie then anseeking redress, and Frey, for no nounces his waltz, "Three o'clock in
reason, sings out, "Fally Markus." the Morning." That, too, will probA little blue stuff seep3 in, he ask- ably be news to Julian Robledo, the
ing,
"Arc you married?"
She: British composer of the song.
Bernie continues with his single
"That's my business." After very
broad pondering that doesn't miss act specialty, doing a medley of
anything, he asks:
"How's busi- standards and ancients which the
ness?" A goodly portion of sure- orchestra boys applauded mockingfire is retained, such as the pedigree
ly.
Goldberg's band leading an Irish
questionnaire, "You were born?" parade is a variation of Ben's
He: "Sure." She: "Where?" He: "Marching Through Dublin" Idea.
"Upstairs," etc. This is very deliThe girls have an introductory
cately topped off with a barrage of verse about "matinee girls" and reel
bawling out and insults wherein he off a medley of musical comedy song
calls her several choice varieties of hits, current and recently departed,
cheese and other things in German presumably by permission.
"Ka(not Yiddish). Small timey.
Lu-A" is ensemblcd for the get-

for

WAT80N

has been

bad come too

flowers

out.

the team. Henry Frey (for years
a single) opens with a comedy song
that plays on synonomous words.
Enunciating clearly, despite the
thick, Dutch accent, it got over.
The card for the act meantime has
not been announced, the idea evi-

K.

One
Joseph K. Watson

higher effect on that stage.
Then he returned for bis encore.

—

ROGERS

JOSEPH
Monolog
14 Mins.;

be encored, claim his boyhood sweetheart, the
monolog and Watson's 14 minutes
sung to far daughter.
Several songs by Griffin, sung totalled a bull's-eye. He encored
sweetly, landed during this portion. with a medley parody of Irish
A return to "one" shows the old songs about Killarney's lakes and
It was an endless, climaxless, unman completing his story and a rills being his native state in all
progressive thing in a weirdly
repetition of the "Machushla" song, seriousness, and, as one wonders
strange tongue, probably Hungarian.
what's the idea, he takes the curse
Which
opened the act.
It had no music and wasn't singable.
It's an interesting singing turn, of it by taglining lyrically, "That's
It ran forever and died on a note in
having a universal appeal, especially the last place the devil would look
the middle register, and there were
now. The two supporting play- for a Jew."
Abel.
no ceremonies over the remains. The Just
So'*

—

FREY

Song, Talk

have gone wrong.

their mothers, but after he h;is enlisted his father's good 'services on
the part of his pal, ho goes to bed,
having said good night to "Darby
and Joan." His parents decide to
carry on in respectability for his
sake.
"pictuse" shows Mrs. Free-

GERALD GRIFFIN and CO. (2)
"Twenty Years Ago" Irish Sing-

JOSEF DI8KAY

ANDREW MACK.

ELSIE JAMS.
Imitations.
22 Mint.; Two
Palace.

Friday, September 15, 1922

Three (Special)

go to a gymnasium, but one reminds
them they have not the wherewithal
Accordingly, one of
to ""hire cne.
the men removes the shirt he has
been ironing on a board and discloses a see-saw which is employed
in a number of hand-to-hand leaps
as a catapult for' the topmounter.
There are two understanders, a
heavy and a middleweight, used for
Comedy
the three-high pyramids.
is effected through the ccmedy posing for bows, one of them forgetting which is the front of the house
and gesturing with his bdek to the
The burly chap takes
audience.

some mean

falls,

and his nonsense

inseparable black derby
was always certain of return--.
The comedy does much to elevate
tho otherwise legitimate, though
It
not extraordinary, acrobatics.
qualifies on the strength of that as
a good opener for the biggest houses.

with

the

.4

MAGGIE CLIFTON

and

bel.

PARTNER,

Acrobatic.
8 Mins.; Full.
58th St.

Rather a neat acrobatic novelty,
which holds a combination of posing, some very good hand to hand
and head to head balancing and, for

The Celestial sextet does about
everything shown by its predeces- a finish, pole balancing. The novelty
lies in the woman acting as undersors, combining the best and most
standcr throughout, her partner as
flashy stunt into a neat 14-minute
topmounter.
frame-up.
Its members look like
Maggie Clifton has a manner of
recruits from other similar troupes.
An Iridescent drop flashily backs working in tempo with orchestra ac«
companiment
that fits rather well.
up the act, the routine consisting of
some extraordinary contort ionlstic She is a large athletic type. The)
work. Chinese magic, water bowl pair open with two poses up stage
producing, plate juggling, boomerang and then come down for the hand
exhibition, whirling and a sure-fire \ to hand work. This is followed by
getaway with two of the males head to head feats and finally the
For tho
hanging by their queues. One is a long pole Is introduced.
youngster who distinguished himself pole work "Glow Worm" is used an
the
accompaniment,
the
woman
with his jointless exhibition, literally
working with the music, getting
tying himself into a knot.
laughs
atop)
from
the
man
fact
the
They topped the State bill the last
half and are a flash for the general is pretty well shaken by her doing
so.
run of threc-a-dayers and an early
The dressing is neat, both people
spot, about No. 3, on the big time.
working in white silks.
Abel.
The turn looks available for the)
Fred.
smaller big time houses.
-

"JUST GIRLS"

(7)

Minstrel First Part
22 Mins.; Full Stage
58th St.
Nothing novel in this "all girl"
minstrel first part. The same title
was used by an act which was
headed by Kstellc House some years
ago, but the routine of this offering
There are two ends,
is different.
four girls in the circle and a:i in-

Each

terlocutor.

The act

offers a specialty.

be considerably
strengthened by replacing at least
three of the girls, the girl on the
left end, the one that sings the first
specially

could,

number and the

girl that

handles "Indiana Home."
Other
than that the others manage fairly
well.

The Interlocutor, after introducing
the others, finally handles a violin
which finishes the act. A rather
plump bio de girl on one of the
ends acts as tho comedienne and
manages to deliver in good shape. On the whole the turn is Just a
flash for the small time.
Fred.
solo,

CHAMBERLAIN

EARL

and

Singing, Talking and Violin
14 Mins.; One (9); Two (3);

One

(2)

American Roof

The

while not landing especlaly hard with either the handling
of a number or the speaking of
lines, does get over on the strength
of two corking looking gowns, a
wonderful smile and laugh, and a bit
girl,

of violin playing. The latter would
have showed to better advantage if
the roof orchestra had given her a
little more of a break on Tuesday
night. The man handles comedy all

the way and gets over any number
of laughs.
The pair are using a
prop violin of tremendous size that
they work for laughs, but seemingly
it was out of kilter on the night the
act

was caught.

*

the girl ever develops so that
she can get lines over, then this pair
is due to step right along to the better time.
She certainly has everything else to land her then
rird.
If

»

NEW ACTS THIS WEEK
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KOLA, JACKSON and

8NOW, COLUMBU8

Co.

Dancing
16 Mins.; Full Stage (Special)
Kola, Jackson and Co. disclose
two men and a woman. They are
excellent dancers, the men apparently from one of the numerous
Russian dancing turns that have
played around during the last few
years. That may go for the girl,
too. All are youthful.
The opening dance Is a double,
of the Russian folk dancing polka
type. Instead of the usual native
costumes, the man is in Tux and
the woman evening dress. Single
Russian dance b{- the other man,
the latter wearing bell boy garb.
This has the usual whirls, twirls

and

twists,

and

It's

executed with

ability.

She's
Girl in toe dance next.
petite and strong on looks, and does
toe stuff with grace and an agile
technic. Double by the two men.

as

clad

with

devils,

horns and

suits,

all.

b'ack

union

next.

an Apache, with two
men uU the Parisian toughs, and

For

closing,

the sought for prize. Knife
duel by men in this, with the
Apr.ihe thing well done.
It
Act has class "^and talent.
Bell.
should be hoard from.

and HOCTOR
Song and Dance Revue
15 Min.; One and Full Stage
The act is programed as Nelson
Snow and Charles Columbus with
Harriet Hoctor (the latter'a name
in lower case type) making her appear subsidiary in it, when in truth
she appears most often on the stage,
doubling with her two partners, also
each in turn, besides soloing. Miss
Hoctor is a cute hair-bobbed trick
who does every form of stepping in
a naive fashion.
The turn is titled ''Promise Me"
which is the theme of the introductory number. Special music is
credited to Richard Myers, lyrics to
Jacquelina Green and dance arrangements to Tarosoff. Eight song
and dance numbers are programed,
being a series of specialties by each
of the trio.
The men are neat steppers, making nice appearances. Miss Hoctor

capably.
The trio were
second after intermission and can
hold down ft spot in fast compony.
assists

Abel.

girl

GEO. HOLLAND and

Co. (2).
Home the Xmas Tree."
Mina.; Full (Inter. cr).
53th St.
Here la a laugh nit of certain caliber that should manage to hit the
big small and small big time audience
The act is composed of practically ail the sure fire hoak that has
ever come along, and the manner of
presentation would be entirely small
time were it not for the fact Rol"!8

-

.

land, with his

squeaky Cockney dia-

was

in the act.
Opening In "one" for

lec*.
ute'.

,

a few minHolland and the feeder are
the way home on a

hhown on
Christmas

eve.

the straight enters the front
door, but insists that the carrier go
to the rear and up the fire

A. m.,

(.-i;ipt'.

With

the act in full stage, a conventional parlor interior is used. The
men cross-fire for a couple of
minutes and then the nurse, who is
in the apartment, appears with a

I

chautauqua.

"Take

It

From

Me,"

Mr.

Fletcher making up at a little table
The
at the left of the audience.
encore, in same hobo garb. 4s a
travesty recitation about an ice
cream addict and the curse of the
soft drink parlor.

was spotted No.

2.

from the

magnificent

Law

studios.

production

She

is

sees a catchy and intriguing vaudeville

conception

when Miss Clasper

is revealed as the Goddess of Liberty on a huge gold piece.
The
closing song might be stronger, as it
is not in keeping with the heft of
the entertainment and the class of
the optical treat.
But it drew six
hearty curtains, and the act is
easily over as a feature for any pro-

LEE

and

tertained In the early position.

dis-

covered in -a novelty opening as jx
me?hanlcal manikin in a store- window, with the Tra'do Twins on each
side as clothes dummies.
Charles
Bennett brings her to life with a
song, and they dance. It ih a lovely
waltz and Miss Clasper is an exquisite waltzer, and this with the
extraordinary scenic surroundings
bring it to the i roportions or a fine
turn before it is two minutes old.
Thereafter the Trados promptly
tie it up twice with their perfectly
synchronized team dancing, and
Miss Clasper outdoes herself in a
toe effusion such as she and only
very few others on this globe can

VIOLA DOHERTY

Comedy and Songs
11 Mins.; One

Abel

HUGHES

and Co. (4)
MRS. GENE
"The Impulsive Mrs. Pelly"
25 Mine.; Full (Special)
5th Ave. <
Harry. Wagstaff Grlbble authored
Mrs. (lere Hughes' new vehicle,
naranthetieaJly sub-captloned in the
lobby posters as "a first cousin to
the Outrogeous Mrs. Palmer." The
action occurs In a drawing room In-

and

NEL80N

American Roof
Here is a real clever little man and
woman team that is doing comedy
and songs in a manner that is cer-

cially as far as the strut goes, and
she does not qualify as any- her laugh manages to Infect the audience
with a similar contagion. The
thing beyond a small time act due
pair do a fine girl number for the
for the deuce spot on the bills.
finish, which, with a bit of comedy
The applause the act received was
on the semi -suggest! veness con- business, sent them away In nice
Fred.
tained in the numbers. A "blues" shape.
number was used to open, mildly
liked, followed with about as rough YOST and CLARK
a double entendre number vaude- Clay Modellers
ville has heard in some time in 14 Mins.; Three
"It's a Gift."
That sure is a bad
Man and woman, billed as the
baby of a song that ought to be "popular French comedians."
A
great stuff for the girls working garret effect la obtained for the
stag entertainments, but not for setting by setting up scenery flats
vaudeville's mixed audiences.
A with the canvass to the audience.
tough topical number was the best The man Is in picturesque velthing Miss Clark did, then another veteens and the woman in charac"blues" and finally "Cow Dells." The teristic Latin Quartier attire. The
latter song holds promise and, while clay modelling is aimed to be subrough in spots, was not as bad as sidiary to the comedy, or at least
the "Gift" number.
Fred.
as an excuse for the chatter.
A
continuous flow of crossfire is main-

who

headlined.

Still

MOLERA REVUE
Operatic
Full Stage

An operatic sextet with three
men and thro*' women with another
man at the piano. An elaboration
of the former
operatic.

Molera

Trio,

also

Grand operas furnish the arias
and the turn is s;«fe any u here on
small time where they want class
•inging.

Sim*.

wonewjn enter and go Into
Her gown Is cut to
the waistline fen the back and between the shoulder blades is fixed
a silhouette of a horse with a movable tail that is worked for laughs.
She disregards the comedian's flirtatious advances, standing with her
exposed back to the audience, and
this leads to a dissertation on chiropractic, rather long drawn out.
Flirtation at length prospers, and
flirtation stuff.

they go into a bit illustrating In
travesty style the lovemaking of n
This is debashful Englishman.
lightful nonsense deftly handled in
a quiet vein of humor. For a finish
they go Into a caveman courtship
bit that is rougher, not nearly so
clever, but noisier, and the knockabout got the desirable laughs for
Placed No. 4 en the Aia finish.
hambra bill, an especially fast specialty .show, and did yeoman service in getting the proceedings
started in the laugh department.
Bush.

and

NELSON

Singing and Piano

One (Special)
Dorothy Dodd and Nellie Nelson

12 Mins.;

have a singing and piano turn that
qualifier} nicely for

an early spot

in

the pop houses. Miss Nelson is at
the piano, also singing, and Miss
Dodd handles several numbers competently. An introductory song by
Miss Nelson brings on Miss Dodd
for the opening.
Pop number by

Miss Dodd, double with Miss Nelson
harmonizing at the piano, the latter
with a Hawaiian

bit at

the finish,

next.

terior.

Piano solo by Miss Nelson, In
Mrs. Pelly (Mrs. Hughes) is ap- which she introduces one of the latprised by the ingenue of the com- est and most difficult of Jazzy company that a surprise is awaiting her. positions and gets away with it
The surprise is the return of Mr. handily. Another pop number by
Pelly to the family hearth and home Miss Dodd, a double "blues." and
after an absence of five years. Mrs. a medley for the finish. Miss Dodd
Pelly, from another room (her bou- is blonde and Mis's Nelson brunet,
doir), berates her departed lesser- making for contrast. Miss Nelson
half for having fallen victim to the shows a tuneful soprano besides
wiles of that Sadie Shipman. That presiding over the ivories like a
situated planted, Pelly, Jr. (Just returned from college) enters, explaining he has not bothered with his coltoo
having
been
lege
exams,

wrapped up

in

working on a play

for the famous Rose Colgate, which
the actress accepted through a play
broker. John, Jr., raves about his
inspiration to the disgust of his
mother who thinks that being a
playwright, like his absent father
was, Is the lowest form of degeneracy for any virile young man to
fall heir to.
Johnny is expecting his "inspiration" (Miss Colgate), and, introducing her to mother, learns that Rose

Colgate and Sadie Shipman are one
and the same. Rose-Sadie Is the

his dad and now
has come back for the son so Mrs.
In reality, Miss Colgate, when reading the play, thought
Piano and Songs.
the old gentleman had written it,
15 Mins.; Two.
tain to please the audiences of the had never dreamed of his having a
58th St.
big small time and small big time grown-up son. Enter Pelly, Sr., for
Elsie Clark evidently wants to be
known as a "blues" singer. She is houses. Their routine runs to rather the clinch curtain, explaining he had
blue all right as far as material is clever talk about a female Insur- never been with Sadie all this five
Personally, she has a ance solicitor while the man works years, detectives hired by his wife
concerned.
(not known to him) having always
voice that 1j colorless, and every as an eccentric boob.
His topical number anent home- kept them apart. Exit vamp, and
number of the five offered was delivered In the same manner. Nelson brew was a real hit. The cross-fire curtain.
It runs fully twenty-five minutes,
Story, her accompanist, is Just that that ho and his partner did followand nothing more, although he ing went for laughs all the way, quite a distance for a sketch, but
although
the
has
pair
a story that sustains. The supseemed
to
be
dosoloed during the time Miss Clark
made a change half-way down in ing a little kidding. Tuesday night, port is well taken care of, particuhowever,
the
aside
larly
the young man who is very
kidding
went,
for
the act.
There is no gainsaying Miss Clark It fitted the general atmosphere of earnest in his interpretation. He
the
act.
took
one bow with the star, the apOn second at the
-was a real hit.
Viola Doherty suggests that she plause denoting unanimous approval,
58th St. Monday night she won the
AbeL
honors second only to Andrew Mack, could handle a jazz number espe- genuine and spontaneous.

ELSIE CLARK
STORY.

Man and

DODD

dame who vamped

—

Pelly thinks.

"STORY BOOK REVUE.-

(5)

Songs and Dances
20 Mins.; Full Stag*
Harry Rogers presents "The Story
Book Revue." The stage is set with
a number of prop volumes of
gigantic, size, the covers of which

carry the names Of ''Evangeline,"
"Scarlet Letter," "King Lear" and
other standards. Man sings introductory, with two girls appearing
next, both singing with indistinct
enunciation.
From this point on the act becomes a specialty turn with two
other girls appearing, like the two
former, making their entrances from
the prop books. Among the specialties are a soprano solo by one of the
girls, a travesty Indian number by
another and Russian dancing by a
The girl who docs the
third girl.
tained between the couple, the man In'lian travesty number, burlesqued
modelling the heads and the woman the Russian dance and did it welL
assisting In moulding clay on a This girl shows ability as a comtable.
Three heads are done with edienne and can stand development.
The story book setting doesn't
no attempt at audience concealment.
They are also hand painted for color mean anything of importance. The
effects.
comedy
being
exacted specialties carry the art, which has
through making the heads laugh, been pointed for small time and
which fills its mission acceptably,
cross-eyed, etc.
A couple of minutes too long but classing, somewha.t below the best
type of small time and a similar
acceptable openers for any houses,
degree above the worst.
Abrl.
Bell.

(8).

28 Mins.; 7 8pl. Sets.

Aihambra

The second and last number is the
old park bench philosopher recita-

and CO.

"Window Shopping."

One

15 Mins.;

Charles Leonard Fletcher has
varied his familiar protean routine.
Ho opens in golf attire, explaining
ho intended telling golf stories at
first (although he does use one), but
will give an impression of a prisoner
at the bar charged with murder
pl.adlng his own case. In his golf
'clothes he does the prose recitation,
winding up with receiving a "not
guilty" verdict.
Mr. Fletcher explained be was so impressed with
this bit he intends writing a sceIt would make a
nario from Mt.
threadbare screen script at that,
and as for vaudeville, it is too

tion,

and 8HER
Talk and Songa

.

baby, comes back a moment later
with another and then a third just gram.
as the clock strikes three.
This
The music and lyrics are by Han.
frames it for the old "Lucky you ley and Stanley, and
the dances
didn't come home at 12" gag.
were staged by Carl Randall. There
Moderate laughs, but no great is credit enough for them
all in the
outbursts any time during the act. result,
and for Miss Clasper as an
For the greater part the gag lines artist and a personality.
Lair.
pulled are about on a par with the
Still, small time
12 o'clock Joke.
audiences like that sort of stuff.
Fred.

I

"19th Hole"
15 Mins.; One
5th Ave.

Mr. Fletcher

Holland is offered a dime as a execute. For the finishing
number,
package carrier and has loaded him following a fire butterfly effect In
with everything except the kitchen which she is let out of a huge pracstove. Arriving at the house at 3 tical butterfly from
the air, the finish

around

HERMINE 8HONE

CHARLE8 LEONARD FLETCHER BLOOM

ZDiTH CLASPER and CO. (4)
rather early for him ordinarily.
Dances and Songs
Alongside his former straight pro16 Mins.; Full Stage (special Sets)
tean stufef, this frame-up suffers by
The fleecy little Miss Olasper comparison, although it really enstars in a

"Bringing

21

real musician.

Riverside.
In very crude form, creaking with

newness and reeking with confusion, Hermine Shone showed a new
vehicle at the Riverside to an audience that sat mute and numb. Closing the first half and following a
successit n of unimportant, uninteresting vaudeville, the skit was dis-

covered in an Interior, living room,
and the plot unfolded Itself. Miss
Shone was a girl being sought by
two men In marriage a preposterous "millionaire" and a ridiculous
working boy. It was the old choice
between the gilded cage and the
second floor rear.
They took her out and showed
her a furniture window on Third
avenue and one on Fifth avenue;
the life in the surroundings of each,
also.
One was the fate of twins
and unpaid-for Installment sticks;
the other was the stiff and blase
existence with a man who hated
children and pelted his wife with
too many servants and a tutor. In
the end she marries a third, who Is
a medium between, and who shows
at the last second for what should
have been a "surprise," but wasn't
anything.
It was so abrupt and
meaningless that the act just never

—

did end at

all.

Emmet Devoy is the author. He
put in some gags that got something, but the lengthy and labyrinthian plot went right out of the
open door,

it

was

built

somewhat

as a modern morality, but it failed
to get hold because it had no plot
merit, no comedy value, only fair
production and most Indescribably
villainous acting.

Miss Shone, a vaudeville luminary of much experience and some
worthy accomplishments, missed
widely throughout, except at the
end of a Coney Island episode, where
she got something on props and
physical hokum, but at that juncture she ruined the only bright spot
in the act by stopping to sing (or
talk) a witless song on a bench.
By the time the end was reached
the house was all but groaning
aloud,
and the "applause" was
heart-rending in Its paucity.
Miss Shone is miscast as the
poor girl and as the rich girl, ex-

Miss Dodd should make a change
costume from the jetted one worn
throughout the turn.
The act
cept in the Coney Island scene, in
pleased No. 2.
Bell.
which she is excellent. She should
save that part of the act from the
ROME and DUNN
wreck, and develop around 1L The
8ongs
In
rest is apparently hopeless.
15 Mins.; One
its present form, looking at the act
5th Ave.
in all charity, It hasn't a ghost of
Two men in tuxes spotted No. 6 a chance.
Lait.
at this house.
They do straight
pop stuff to orchestra accompaniment, but get it over for surprising "GOLDEN SHOWERS" (3)
returns.
The "Take My Place" Songs and Music
double, although chorus repeated, 15 Mins.; Full Stag* (Special
Drops)
tied up the act for a third encoro.
of
Hawaiian turn comprised
The songs are hot off the publishers' presses, sounding new ac- threo male musicians and a young
cordingly, and doubly Interesting. woman number leader and dancer.
They enunciate clearly and enhance The act opens with the young
the lyric stories with expression woman singing off stage and enterand feeling that make for unde- ing as the drop rises, disclosing a
niable attention. They accepted an Hawaiian scene with the musicians
encore.
beneath a large umbrella front
A good straight singing team, which gold streamers hang. Th»*
adaptable to any and all bills. work from then on Is divided beThey would fit in as easily in an tween the men and the girl. Durearly position on the biggest of lay- ing
her
absence for costume
outs as In a spot In the three-a-days. changes they furnish music on
Abel.
string instruments. She offers a
Spanish number and finishes with
a Hula Hula dance.
FRANK BE88INGER
of

Songs
15 Mins.;

One

Frank Besslnger, a baritone, possessing a mellow and powerful voice.
Is following a straight vocal routine,
including standard and published
numbers. Opening with "Road to
Mandalay." seemingly one of the
most popular numbers for straight
vocalists, that suffices nicely, he
brings forth a southern ballad, two
pop numbers, an operatic selection
and another pop at the finish. Besslnger has value as a singer.
At
present he Is not a vaudeville single.
Teamed with a man he could supply
all that is needed in.the vocal end.
At the Jefferson the audience were
highly in favor of his work, an
abundance of applause being credited him in the No. 2 spot.
If art.

LORDON 8ISTER8

(2)

Aerial
10 Mint.; Three
The two xisters open with somo
dual gymnastics on
the
double
trapeze. The balance of tht routine
is an iron jaw frame-up, one doing
a butterfly and another an "angel,"
gripping a single suspension.
A
double-jaw grip is another highlight.
<Mosing
with
revolving
a
chimes contraption, the sisters tap-

The act possesses sufficient
speed to close* the general run of
JIart.
three-a-day bills.

OLIVE DE COVENEY

(1)

8ongs

One
Olive De Coveney

12 Mins.;

is

a person.ible

young woman of imposing appearance, which la backed up by a

powerful mezzo-soprano, well
adapted for the mammoth State
She opens with the "Firefly" hit
number, followed by a Tosti's
"Goodbye* 'adaptation. The male
pianist, in Tux, medleyed some pop
tunes to permit for the costume
change. Miss De Coveney resuming
her better class song recital, encoring with a pop "plantation"
number.

A

No. S at this house she satisfied.
standard woman single for the

AbeL

three-a-day.

KATHERINE

and

ANNA KANE

8ongs
12 Mins.;

Two

One

girls,

and the other

one singing the lead,
alto, soprano and con-

tralto combination. In a simple singing turn, with five published num-

repertoire.
comprising
the
bers
Ballad doubled for opening, with
two different types of "blues'* suceeeding, all three harmonized pleas-

ping out "Home, Swe^t Home"
While gripping the ends of tho loose
ingly.
bar with their teeth.
Single by one of the girls, with
By no meant ll sensational routine
of its kind; in fact, familiar, it Is another double for closing.
Both
effectively built for the small time. girls have voices of good quality.
Judging by its r iccptton, opening at Turn is O. K. as it stands for No. 2,
the State
AheL
lnneighborhood houses.
Bellt

VARIETY

NEXT WEEK

BILLS

IN VAUDEVILLE

wHk

houses opon (or the

(All

LOWELL

(SEPT.

18)

THEATRES

B. F. Keith's
Venetian f
LI bona tl
Saltan

with Monday

matii

wbta ot otherwise

••.

aileated)

Tbo

below »re grouped In divisions, according to booking

bill*

supplied

offices

from.

MEW YORK

(Others to

V

Lopez Dand
Howard A Clark
Van Horn A Inea

A

••Son

Dodger"
fill)

Keith's Riverside
A A O Falls

George Morton

Pat rl cola

Haney A Morgan

(Others to

Hawthorne A Cook
Brown A Whlttker

(Three to

Keith's Colonial
Garclnettl Bros

A Ford

Gordon

Moody A Duncan

Duffy A Sweeney
Geo Choos' Rev

Van Kovaa

Lilly

(Three

Toto Hammer
Tuscano Bros
•Keene A Spcer

Leedom A Gardner

Keith's Alhambra
Win Moore Co
Lou Tellegen

McKay A
Frances Arms

(Others to

A Baker

(Others to

fill)

Co

2d half (21-24)

•Joaeph Diskay
(Three to fill)

•Murray A Popk'va
Sharkey Roth A 11

2d half

(Others to

•Margaret Keaslcr

Dogs

Cclumbiu

A McBrlde

to

Fordham

Nash A O'Donnell
Marx Bros

•Margaret Kesslcr
•Rafayette's Dogs

I

Keith's

•Joseph Diskay
fill)

Moss' Franklin

Monahan Co
Walter & Gould
Cartmell & Harris
T E Shea Co
fill)

A Rooney
A Hart

Clinton
Derrick

Watson

Joe Laurie Jr
(Two to AH)

B & B
W AJ

Amarus A Obey
Lyons & Yosoo

(Others to fill)
2d half
Wilson A McAvoy
The Sharrocks
v
(Others to fill)
Keith's Jefferson
.

I.

2d half

Dotson
Moss* Flatbush
KcIho A Loo
Chlcl Caupollcan
Walters A Walters

Van Hoven
(Two to fill)

Off"

Healey

A

to

K

A

fill)

(18-20)

half

Oellla

A Clinton
(Others to fill)
2d half (21-24)

Rose

Carlisle

Blgelow

A Moon
T E Shea Co
Pierce A Goff
(Two

to

Van

Moss' Regent

•Penman A

Lillian

Berrick A Hart
The Sharrocks

A Mary

Cello

Mrs G Hughes Co

A Bradford
Cooper A Ricardo
Castleton A Mack
Miller

Danc'g McDonalds

S^TST"^^

DENTIST
Dr. M. G.

W.

Cor. State

CARY

and Randolph

Sta.

Second floor over Drug Store
Entrance 6 W. Randolph St., CHICAGO

Edna Aug

(One to

Arthur Aphlcy

1st

id half

•McCormackB A B
Story

A

Clark

Johnny Ford Co
(Others to

fill)

Keith's 81st

Jack Hedley

St.

3

Cunningham &

Crafts & Haley
Ford Dancer*
C A F Usher
Van A Tyson

B

Keith's II. O. If.
2d half (14-17)
Diamond A D'ghter

Halliday

A Rob'son

Gordon A Germalne
Van A Vernon
Valerie Bergere Co
Arthur Lloyd
'

(Others to fill)
1st half (1S-2Q)

Ward A Dooley
•Jans A Whalen
Alexander Co
(Others to fill)

A

2d half (21 24)
Oellla
,

Wayne

M'shall A C
Bert Fitsglbbon*
(Others to fill)
I'rerter's 115th St.
Id half (14-17)

•MAM

Belldey

(Others to fill)
2d half (21-24*

Maggie chfton Co
Valeria Bergero Co

Hoys

of
IWK-'low
(Two to

Long A^o
& Clinton

Mom'

1111)

Rltlera

Lcddy A Leddy
Joe Laurie Jr
Bryant A Stewart
Rose A Moon
to

fill)

Cross

Stone

Walter* A Gould
Cartwcll

A

Harris

A Yosoo

Lyons

(Three to

Shea's

Leo Donnelly
Barry A Whitledge
Billy Sharpe Rev
Dixie Four

King A Whitney

CHARLESTON

PA.

Orpheum

& Sheldon
Morrisey A Young
Blue Plate
Morris A Shaw
Ed Janls Co
Baggot

2d half

Morton A Brown
El Cleve
"Curio Shop"

Cooper

A

Lyric
1st half

half)

The Rickara*
Green A Myra
Johnny's New Car
Harry Jolson
Nelson A Harrys

Makln
Inez Hanley Co

A Thonfhs
A Johnson
A Co

Sully

Olsen

•

Ricardo

A Bobbe

Kibble's Orchestra

The Speeders
(Two to fill)

Ralph Seabury
Hradbury A Scollay
Lillian Morton
Casey A Hnrren
Morton Jewell 3
2d half
Dallns Walker
Rudell A Dunlgan
"Thank U Doctor"

TRENTON,

WORCESTER
Poll's

Roger Williams
Vlasta Maslova Co
SCR ANTON, PA.

spun

R

2d half

Harry Bectcll
Exposition Four
Hal Johnson Co

The

Bohemian Trio
Ruby Royco
Veterans of Variety
*

Boston

Eddy A Earl
Ann Grey
Zuhn A Dries
Texas Comedy

BIG TIME ROUTE

OF 35 WEEKS

THREE WHIRLWINDS
HARRY AVERS, Mgr.
ALF. T. WILTON, Rep.

Clifford

Clara Howard
Pletro
N.J.

Broadway
Nathan A Sully
Leon Varvara
Clifton A De Rex
'Sheiks of Araby"
2d half

ShapVro

Elliott A La Tour
Lovenberg Sis A N
(One to fill)

ULIS and LEE
PLAYING KEITH VAUDEVILLE

nampton A Hlakc

A Hart

Moran A Mark
The Patricks

N A

J Farnum
Princeton Five
Bowers W'lters

A C

TAB

LTICA, N. Y.
Gaiety
Foster A Ray
(Five to fill)
2d half
Zelda Stanley
Holmes A I.aVcrc
Sabbott A Brooks

The Storm

(One

Roger Gray Co
"Doctor Shop"

PITTSBURGH
Davis
Diaa Monks
"Night In Spain"
Healy
Kellam A (VDare
B C Hllllam

Bobby Randall
Modern Cocktail

Ben Smith

Autumn
Jones

A

Lsw'is'a

3

Jones

NorUa

fill)

WASHINGTON

PORTLAND, ME.
B. F. Keiths
Golden Gate S

to

II.

I

A

P'inlay

4

Sq.)

Hill

Troupe
Gordon's Olympic
(Washington St.)
Thirty Pink Toes
Edmunds Co
Morley Sisters
Dunbar A Turner

Cevenne

Wm

A

Ruloff

Elton

Howard

T r Jackson Co
Redford A W'ch'fr

BANGOR, ME.
Bijou

The Marion*

HAG
Dudley
Besaslan A white

A Weston
Faversham Co

Kerr

W

Bandy Shaw
Sllva Brann Co
2d half
S

Mora A R Duo

Jack Sydney

Meehan A Newman
Demaral Vail Co
Wylle A Hartman
Al

to

Llbby

Demarel

Ercelle
Vail Co

Carson A Wlllard
B Cloud A Thunder

Dlka

Plnten

A Boyl*

H

fill)

KALAMAZOO

Sankus A Silver

Grew A Pates

Dorothy Farrls Ce
(One to fill)
2d half
Brazilian Heiress
El

Doss

Ray

(One

Sis

to

fill)

RICHMOND, IND.
Murray
Herbert Dyer Co
Harry Busscy
»

Chapins
2d half

Lane A Harper
Csganl Troupe

A Gowan
Wanda Ludlow
Medley A Dupreo
Golden Butterfly
2d half

Regent
Gus Erdman
Kennedy

Earle A Mullen
Bogert A Nelson
Gruet Kramer A
4 Kings A Dad

JAM
See backs

Mrs Eva Fay

CI

2d half
Nelson's Tatlencw
Moher A Eldridge
MrGreevy A J

SHREVEP'RT, LA.

Mrs Eva Fay
KOKSMO, IND.

Yyle

Mrand
Humbert* Bros

Opera House
1st half

A B

Denyle Don

A

Virginia

Fairman A Furra'n
Ball A Moore
Gllroy Hayncs A O

TERRE HAUTE
Liberty

Babe Tom Payn*
Czganl Troupe
2d half

Melroy Sis

Vincent

A M'xmTsl

Martini

A ConncIII
Orpheum

Gibson

Palace
4

Runaways

A Garry

II ?

Wells Va A West
"Rainbow's End"

State Lake
(Sunday opening)
Ethel Parker Roys
Bensle A Balrd
Frances A Jerome
(Others to fill)

(Sunday opening)
Osborne
Jimmy Savo
Stan Stanley
Rogers A Allen
.1

Chic Sale

Meehan's Dog*
Folsom A Denny

Kay
LINCOLN, NEB,
Orpheum

Dolly

(Sunday opening)
Gus Edwarda Co
Tom Smith

DENVER

Joe Roily

Brown's Co
Mclntyre A Holc'b
Zemater A Smith

Orpheum
(Sunday opening)
Roscoe Ails

Redmond A Well*

Tom

LEWISTON, ME.
A R Duo

Jack Sydney

Exclusive Material of Every Description.

ON HAND OR TO ORDER.

Meehan & Newman

Wylie A Hartman
Al Llbby
2d half

The Marions

HAG

Dudley
Glenn A Richards
Sandy .thaw
Sylva Brann Co

LYNN, MASS.
Olympla
Barnold's Dogs
Road to Vaudeville

B A

J Crelghton

Glor's Musical
2d half

Ten

Threr Whirlwinds

F A T Hayden
Kelly A Pollock
Max Ford Revuo
Palace

Juliette ITtm
Zemater A Smith

2d half

Danso Fantasies

HALEY

In "Recuperation"

ORPHKIM CIRCUIT

Lloyd A Nevado
Emerson A B'ldwla

DARL MacBOYLE

Music Hall
S Mora

Sandy

Ilfl

W.

40th

St.,

N. Y. City;

Flanagan A M'r's'n
Paul Decker
Ben K One
DcKcriejardo
PlO Lewis
Danolse

sis

Orpheum
(Sunday opening)
White Kuhns
Rubin A Hall
Singer'* Midgets
Shattuck A O'Noll
M'Dcvltt Kelly A cj

Sawyer A Eddy
Dl LITII

Orpheum
(Sunday opening)
Mildred Harris
Claudia Colemaa
Ja«-k

Norton Co

McCarthy

Sis

Nov.lty Clintons

Lawton

«

Leo Been

Main

A

Street

Drown

Sis

Blllle

Bob Fern Co
Geo Lovett Co
4 Camerons

.ml

U94

Hill Street
Fox A Curtis
Skatelles
Itekefl

Dancers

Geo Yeoman
Cook Mortimer A

II

Orpheum
Vera Cordon
Ernest Hlatt
Hurst A O'Donnell
Harry LaVail A Sis
Max Fisher Hand

Toney (!r^y Co
DeMarcos & 1*
Newhoff A I'helps

MEM I'll IS
Orpheum
Florence Wnlton

Harry Kahne

McWatcrs

A

Tyson

Harry Brecn

Hughes A Debrau
Ernie

(Sunduy opening)
Tackle

11. >

LOS ANGELES

Sewell Sis

DES MOINES

KANSAS CITY

LUCILLE

A Gilbert
A Rainbow*

PADCCAII, KY.
Orpheum

Adams A Robinson
Overholt A Young

MANCHESTER

2d half

Mowatt A Mullen
Mason A Gwynne
Porter J White Co

Jefferw-Strnnd

Long A

Driscoll
(Two to

2d half

Adams A Robinson
Overholt A Young
"Awkward Age"

Cloud A Thunder

play*

bill

A GUfoyle

J

SAGINAW, MICH.

Harry Carroll Rev

Strnnd
Mclntyre A Holc'b
Nell M.Kinley
Tom Brown's Co
(One to fUl)

R

Princess

(Same

Louisville 2d half)

Kimball

A Olp
Juggleland

BR'CKTON, MASS.

Juliette

NArnviLLa

2d half
Paul Sydell

Oliver

fill)

Empire
Dansc Fantasies

Carmen

Silver

A Dunn
Grew Pates Co
Walmsley A K'ttng
Yokoham Boys

Sen

D D

KEITH

F. Keith's

Stars of Yesterday
Patrtcola A Parner

Mullen

CHICAGO

Blue Demons

Burns A Lynn

A

Karl

A

Sankus
Pierce

Davis A Bradner

(Sunday opening)

LAWR'NCE, MASS

Kennedy A Kramer
King A Irwin

Franklyn

Irene

2d half

IND.

A Bradner

Davis

Ben Welch
Bryan A Brodcrick

(One

Glenn & Richards
Collins

fill)

WAYNE,

FT.

All

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

A A F Stedman

Joe La Vaux

Per

1st half

Petite Ballet

(Ono to

Ross A Mayne
M Lippard Co
Anderson A Graves

B. F.

Circus

(Scollay

Immediately After Our Showing
at the Coliseum, August 24-27,
We Were Given a

La

Hernard

BOSTON
BOSTON

ACTION

2d half

2d half

Dublin Trio
Herman Rcrrens
The Weak Spot
Sallee A Robles
A Ring Tangle

Shea'*

"Little Cottage"

Valdaro A Cook
Rule A O'Brien

Banders & Mills
M Oaapes & Band

1st half

TORONTO

Harriet Remple
Sc'nlon Dennns A S

Burke A Dorkin

Ben

Billy

M'xm'l'n

Twyman A

A Hart

Castillians

A

Martlne

Hubert Dyer Co
Casson A Klem

Howard A Sadler
Collin*

R Hodge Co
Chas Olcott Co

Murial Marvel
Christy « May
Myron Pearl Co
2d half

Berzac's

A Goss
A Grill
Adams A Griffith

A

Mack A Lane
Mabel McCane

AC

Emily Lea Co

Binns

Hall

Reddlngton A Or't
Nan Traveline Co

N. J.

Helen Moratti
Dalton A Craig
Reilly Feeney &
Princeton Five

Barret A Farnum
Dezso Better

Pauli

BRANCH,

Kitty Doner Co
2d half

fill)

Clown Seal

I/O

split)
1st half

"Rubeville"

Hal Johnson Co

B. F. Keith'*

Hilly

(Scrnnton

Karl A Mathews
Kennedy A Davis
J R Johnson Co
Lane A Freeman
Klown Rev

Kane A Grant
Morgan A Binder

Joe Darcy

INDIANAPOLIS

fill)

Poll's

Polly A Oz
Fields A Sheldon

(WItkea-B're

to

WILKES-BARRE

Poll's

"Ruh*»ville"
2d half
Ioleen

Bowers W'lters

Keystone
Little Yoshl Co
Frank Dobson Co
Stephens A H'lllst'r
Rome A Gaut
Dorothy Roye Co
William Penn
Paul Nolan Co

2d half

JACKSONVILLE

1st half

(One

fill)

Palace
Jewell A Rita

Chas Rogers Co
Sabbat t A Brooks

St'uet'n

Chapman A Ring
F Murphy

Yarmark

A Sheldon
to

A

Palace
Vlnc't

A Ox

Polly

Gordon's Olympla

Arcade
(Savannah split)

Wolford A Bogard
Oreen & Lafell
Keen* A Williams
ai Shayn*
7 Honey Boys
CHESTER. PA.

2d half

VanDyke A

NEW HAVEN

Majestic
"Spoofing"

Lyric
split)

(Two

fill)

to

Flanlgan

Oene Morgan

The Duponts
Boudini A Bernard
Kitty Doner Co
Fields

F Murphy

(Ono

Veterans of Variety

Capitol

Gygi

Barbette
Jack Wilson Co
Lewis A Dody
(Others to fill)

Sampson A Do'glas
Billy La Var Co
(Two to fill)

CHARLOTTE
(Roanoke

A

Furman A Nash

HAHItlsm RG

Taylor
bill

plays Columbia 2d

Elly

A Hayes

The Comeback*
La Bernlcla

BUFFALO
A A Kcciy

Hostock's School

fill)

ALLENTOWN.

The Siren*

A Santora
Grace Doro

Adgcment

2d half

Breakaway Barlos
Jack Little

"Creations"

,

Senator

Victory

Travis Douglas Co
Plack A O'Donnell
Chas- Ahearn Tr

2d half

Proctor's
Stanley A Dorman
Zelda Santley

to

LEXINGTON, KY.

Goman

Capman A Capman
Bell A Caron
The Duponts
Boudini A Bernard Worth A Willing

Llppnrd Co
Marlon Murray Co
Mack A Lane

Yip Yip Yaph'nkers
Fifer Bros A Sis
Shaw A Lee
Joe Robert*
Claire Vincent

(One

Popularity Girl*

Harris
Rings

fill)

Palace

Yarmark

B. F. Keith's

Colonial

Arlington
Eddie Foy Co

A Lewis
Ryan Weber A R
Pearson

Jease Busley Co

Empress

Hilly

split)

1st half
.
Willie Solar

Vadl

ERIE, PA.

GRAND RAPIDS

2d half

(18-20)

George Morion
Crawford A Brod'k
Little Driftwood

(Two

Melody Rev
Lemalre Jones Co
Lkletta Co

PHILADELPHIA

Brcen Family

Smith A IUrker
Grace Hayes

J

CO.

Raymond Bond Co
Pierce A Ryan

B. F. Keith'*
Willie Schenck
Nell & Mlt*

fill)

half

AND

YEARS TO COME"

A Lamont

Rlalto

(Same

Prices witbin reason to the profession.

N.

"IN

Lee A Mann
Fcrrono A Oliver
Quixoy 4

A Lamal

(Others to fill)
Keith's Prospect
2d half (14-17)

fill)

F Daogherty

NORFOLK

FAIRT TALE

BOSTON

Cross

B'dwell Macey
1st

IN HIS

& Young

•Show
(Two

F A A

Sinlih

Academy

Cameron A O'C'nor

4

Blue Plate
Morris A Shaw
Ed Janls Co

BILLY GASTON

Miller

Tamakl

Baggot A Sheldon
Morrlsey A Young

Lyric
(Atlanta split)

1st half

to

Kimball A
Halklngs

EV'NSVILLE. IND.

WATERB1 RY

M

NEW YORK
Phone: BRYANT

(Richmond

A Clady
A Macey

>.U!1

•King Bros

Dunham A O'M

2d half

BIRMINGHAM

(One

Banders A Millls
Gasper A Band

Capitol
Jane A Miller
Van Dyke A Vlnc*t

INDEPENDENT CIRCUITS
8UITE 307, ROMAX BLDG.
245 West 47th Street

Lyric
(Mobile split)

Ricardo

Long A II
"Oh My Goodness"

Driscoll

Bohemian Trio
Buby Royce

HARTFORD

FREEMAN

NEW ORLEANS

El Clevc
"Curio Shop"
The Sirens

A

W

H8I7

Able O. H.
Morton A Brown

Cooper

Rauh

OFFICES

Mandell

Alman A Hardy
Marx Bros
•McCormcks A B
Mildred Emerson
Clinton A Rooney
(Two to fill)

A Romalne

J.

Garden

Rail*

Paul Sydell

2d half

Chaa Ahearn Tr

BOOKING WITH ALL

KASTON. PA.

Maryland

A O Ahern

Hazel Moran

Wheeler

CHAS.

Flying Henrys

1st half

Keith's Greenpolnt
2d half (14-17)

4

Cocktail"

Ent'rt'aers
Demarcst A Collet

Hermlne shone
Yost

Keith's Hamilton

Ibach's

Robbie Gordone
Rooney Bent Revue
Boreo

Sophlo Tucker

King Bros

A Parker
Josephine A Hen'g
J A D Bird
Green

Briscoe A
Al Herman

Cantwell A Walker
Sucos Bros
Chic Supreme
(One to fill)

La

A Q

Sd half

Id half

Ben Welch
Brysn A Brodcrlck

Jewell A Rita
Travis Douglas Co
Black A O'Donnell

SYRACUSE
B. F. Keith's
Bill Genevieve A

Craig

Donovan A Lee
Paul Nolan Co

Temple
A Bro
The Letter Writer

Alleen Stanley

Owen McGivney

2d half
•

K

A

Dalton

Roger Williams
Vlasta Maslova Co
2d half
Jane A Miller

Margaret Ford
Meeker A Bedford
Blackface E Ross
McCartone A M

A R

Feeney

Reilly

Bob A Tip
Arthur West

F. Keith's

2d half

The Levolos

Conroy
Exposition Four
"Doctor Shop"

Willie Hale

BALTIMORE

Keith's Orpheum
Herbert's Dogs

Farnum

A

Oruet Kramer
2d half

A Walker
Mother Goose
Ducos Bros
Chic Supreme

Walmsley A Keat'g
(Two to fill)

.

Nelson

Meher A Blrldge

Cantwell

DAYTON

WILTON

T.

A

Bogert

Sealo

Yokohama Boys
Worth A Willing

B. F. KEITH'S
Palace and Riverside
This Week

(Jacksonville split)
1st halt

State

J

Minstrel*

Burke Larry A C
Sawyer Girls
L Anderson Co

IIIJou

Alice Hamilton

Mullay

ALF

Mlchellna

Regent
Balking*

JAM
Seebacks

Cole

Donna Darling Co
Georgia Howard

II.

A

LANSING, MICH.

Sealo

SAVANNAH

2d half
Shlrwln Kelly

DETROIT

Kane A Grant
Morgan A Blnaer

Cahill

COLUMBUS

•

N. Y.
Jefferson
'
1st half
Ioleen

W

Mel Klee

Therlus
Mullen A Francis
"Love Is Young"
Lowry A Prince

Paige

Wilson Co
McFarland A P
"Canary Opera"

BiiKliwii-k

Genaro A Gold
Joe Cook
Alex Bros A B
Healy A Cross
Wilfred Clarke
J

JAB
Bond

"Modern

Schirhtl's Manikins
Hedegus Sis

Lew Cooper

to

fill)

BROOKL aH

Amaroa A Obey
B Barriscale Co

(Two

Stewart

(Others to

(Three to fill)
2d half

to

A

Bryant

Van A Corbett

(Two

McDonalds

Danc'g

split)

1st half
Patrice A Sullivan

AUBURN,

2d half

fill)

Keith's

fill)

FAR ROCKAWAY

Van A Corbett
(Two

(Birmingham

Artistic Treat

B. F. Keith's

Lyric

Rocs A Foss
(Others to fill)

4

ROCHESTER
Al Striker

fill)

A

Austin

Temple
N. J.

Paplta Orenados

N A

•

KEITH

Gus Erdman
Kennedy

Hippodrome

Gene Morgan
And-rson A Gravea

I

SAYS

Samaroff -A Sonla

Will Collins

Brown A Barrows
Hackett A Del mar

CLEVELAND

FOR A REAL
REPRESENTATIVE
—SEE—

Palmer Children
Van A Scbenck

Mayhew

Stella

fill)

ATLANTA

fill)

(18-20)

1st half

to

2d half

Eraser A Bunco
•Emerald Rev

Maw' Coliseum

•Rafayctte's

(One

Nathans A Sully
DeWitt A Robinson
Clifton A De Rex
"Sheiks of Araby"

A Eby

Phillips

Miller A Bradford
L J»ierpont Co

Tracey

fill)

Napa nee*

A Mayne

Ross

I

Pets

Hughle Clark
Billy Oerber Revue
Johnson Bros A J

TEDLEWIS

W

A

Cook A Oatman
Chung Wha 4

NEW BRNSWICK

Proctor's S3d St.
2d half (14-17)

Emmy's

Russell's

(Charlotte split)
1st half

Princeton

A Mary

(Others to

|

Or't

A Capp*

Sovay

to All)

Bravo

Palace
A Zermalne

Vallal

Palace

f

A

Krmyona Radio Co
.

Jimmy Lucas Co

Temple Bldg.

2d half

(Two

B. F.

CINCINNATI

"Spoofing"
Loughlin A West
(Three to fill)

Traveline Co

Roanoke

Florence Brady
••show or*

Chicago

Holland A Oden
The Speeders
(One to fill)

Mabel McCane

Leona Hall'* Revue
1

CHICAGO

Kibbles orcnesira

ROANOKE

fill)

Cello

Opera ItoDm*
Craddock A S'dn'y

A Bingham

Plaano

2d half

Kafka A Stanley

nil)

Ormsby & Remtg
H J Conley Co
Marlon Weeks
M MacDermott Co
William Kbs

Van

Nan

I.

(12-22-24)

Max Ford Revue

Carroll

(One to

Proctor's

A Whalen

Jane

to

NEWARK.

Suite 1313, Masonic

tOthers to fill)
Moss' Broadway

Barriscale

(Two

WILLIE BERGER, Book's Mgr.

Joe Browning
Flashes Songland

H

Snow Column's A

ERNIE
YOUNG
AGENCY

Castleton

A Mack

Babb

1st half (lt-20)
Castleton A Mack
Bert Fttsglbbons
"Flashes Songland"
Valerie Bergere Co

Affiliated Circuits

Arthur Lloyd
(Others to fill)
2d half (21-24)

Crawford A Brod'k

Ardlno

B

and

of

sybil

Marlon Harris
Johnny Burke
Burns A Lorraine

Tamakl

Orpheum, B. F. Keith (Weitern) W. V. M. A.

Poll'*

Reddlngton

A Deeds
A 8

14 cG rath

fill)

'(i

1st half

L.

Strand

A Rublnl
A A F Stedman
Dlani

POLI CIRCUIT
BRIDGEPORT HP FIELD. MASS.

Diamond A Bren'n

N.Y.

- Id half (14-17)
Moggie Clifton Co
PlshVr A Hurst
Janet of France
Stars of Yesterday
Al Raymond
Sharkey Roth A H

WITH

Long Ago
Vane

Boys

MT.VERNON.

TER.

A

YORK, PA.

Y.

ROCKVILLE CRH.

Three Whirlwinds

Espe A Dutton
Alexander Co

Vaudevlla*

to

McKinley
(One to fill)

Hayden
FAT
Columbia
Victor

A

N.

J Crelghtoa

"Awkward Age"

Olympla

12

(Others to

Winona

Princes*

(Other* to fill)
Sd half (21-24)

The Westons

Lyrio
(Norfolk split)

Levitt A Lockw'od
Tbo Mclntyres

St.

Booking Exclusively

A Lamal

Carlisle

105th

The Sterlings
Anderson A Pony

Nell

NEW BEDFORD

Wayburn's

Procter's
2d half (14-17)

RICHMOND

Praetor**

(Others to fill)
1st half (18-20)
Pierce A Godd

Sextet
•Oroody A St'mpt'r

Versatile

CLEVELAND

St.

Shapiro

A La Tour
Mabel McCano Co

A Casey
Leedom A Gardner
A Alexander Co

Keith's Royal

(Others to

A

J.

YONKERS,

(Three to fill)
2d half
Holland A Oden
"Llstgn Lester"
(Five to fill)

(Sunday opening)
Tula A Rlcharda
Great Blackstono
Ida May Cbadwlck
Anderson A Yvel
Norwood A Halt

Mary Haynea

Elliott

Coogan

to fill)

Jarrow
Johnson

Main
Hall

A Fields
(Others to fill)
2d half
Little Driftwood
Leightona
(Others to fill)
Praetor's 5th Ave.
2d half (14-17)
Veronicas
•Shi-ne A Squires

fill)

Fridkin A Rhode
Conlln A Glass
2 Kltaros

Barnold'* Doga

(Others, to fill)
1st half (18 2»)

Bostock's School
Joe Darcy
Morton Jewell Co

Roger Gray Co

Princ

Craig Campbell

ASIII'RY P'K. N.

fill)

MONTREAL

Road

2d half

Majestic
Foster A Joyce
Loughlin A West

Record

Stars of

Marlon Murray Co
Caraon A Wlllard

Ralph Seabury
Bradbury A Scollay
Mabel McCane Co
Alice Hamilton

READING, PA.

Walman A Berry
A Packer

Frank Ward

2d half

Proctor's 58th St.

B

split)

B A

Holden A Harron
A S
George Morton
Bigelow A Clinton
McAllister

Four Bellhops
(One to fill)

Auditorium
Rasso A Co
Burke A Betty
• Lunatic Chinks
Adams A Th'mps'ns

Anger

fill)

B. F. Keiths

fill)

Sampson A Do'glaa
Bill La Var Co
(Two to fill)

Alexander

Lionel Atwill Co
Hall Erminle A

to

Craddock A Sh'dn'y

(Others to fill)
2d half (21-21)
Nell O'Connell
Clinton A Rooney

Auetln

(One too

(Two

to

CINCINNATI

-Listen Lester"

18 20)

(

(One

A Bobbe

Reed A Selman

fill)

half

1st

Lyric
Orleans

(N.

Louise A Mitchell
I*lgbton A Duball

Lucky A Harris
Four Bellhops

Orpheum
Taylor

Magpie Clifton Co
Sharkey Roth A H
Joe Browning

A B

McLaughlin
Seed

ALTOONA, PA.

Alexander A Fields
M Smith Dand
Dorothy A Betty

CITY

Keiths raise*
Elsie Janls
Mltty A Tillo

MOBILE
1st half

A

KEITH CIRCUIT

Mahoney
A Edw'da
Montgomery

Bronson

Tbo manna,- In which these bills aro prlntod dooa not donoto tbo rolatlTO
Importanco of acta nor their program poaltlona
" before namo denotes act la doing new tarn, or reappearing after absanoe
from vaudeville, or appearing In city where Hated for tbo first time.

PROVIDENCE
C Lansing Cog
E. F. Albee
A Taylor WILM'GTON, DEL.
Aldlne
Powers A Wallace
Dallas Walker
Lois Bennett
Rudell A Dunlgan
Mr* 8 Drew Co
Lucky A Harris
It Arakls Japs
"Thank U Doctor"
QUEBEC, CAN.
Donovan A Leo

Williams

Will

M

Friday, September 15, 1322

A

Ernie

Frank Wilson
Mil W VI K

KB

Palace

(Sunday opening)
A Neilson A Boys
lrsll A Dexter
Hill Robinson
Stanley*

.

1

VARIETY

Friday, September 15, 1922

.

^K

Wellington Crou

prank

Wlicoa.

MINNEAPOLIS

|

Oretta Ardine Co
Nlobe

BL'MINOT'N.

One Fowler

Bob Hall

A

(Ooe

Sepia

Marmeln

Sia

Barclay

A

A

Heraa

Metropolitan

Golden Onto
(Sunday opening)

Morton A Glass
Mabel Ford
Eddie Foyer
Frank Hablnl

Princeaa Wahletka

Luster Bros
Hen A Leo

Kanaka Jape
Singer Olrla

(Sunday opening)
Rae Samuela
Pranklyn A Chaa

Crane Wilbur

K

Edwards A Allen
Peggy Brooka
Philbrlck A DeVoo
Mason SF Bailey

Orpheum

Orpheum
Al

2d half
You'd Be Surpriaed
Fulton

Bob Murphy
Dave Roth
J

Halt

Minatrela

Fitch'a

Caalton

Wilson A Kelly
Stanley Hughes Co
Palace
Wonder Seal
Ector A Dena
"Money'la- Money"

KETCH AND WfOIA
.»•

'Vocal Variety*

Featuring Fr^d Ketch, the onlyman singing in two voices at one
time WITHOUT -the aid of a* con!

(Two

.

'

Armstrong A

P

M

Off"

(One

CITY.

Vallirtl
(Miff Clark

Tracer A Me Bride
7 A J Gibson
Creole Fash Plate

JKelaya

Chaa Harrison
Hareman's Anim'le

Vincent O'Donnell
Hector

(Sunday opening)

4

Ten Eye* A Wiley
Bee man A Orace

Maxwell Quintet
Marcua A Lee
Paul Klelat Co

Inc.

(Jr.iUHt off

3d half

A

TFox

(One

M

Lady

Pots

Alice' a

mar

Reo A net
Verga
NAG
Avery
VAC
Win Dick

Cameo Rev
Jean Boydell
Maudo Leone Co

&

Perroalno

Shelly

Blum Co
(One

M
Mykoff A

half

fill)

LAO
/Homer

2d half

Ooldie A Ward
Foster A Day
tiaMaixe Trio

'Yachting"*

Chads A Lambert
i>omarest A Wins
nil)

Victoria
ffurner Proa
frvlpg A El wood
Murray Leslie Co

fog A
Indian

•Yachting"
2d half
\V .riell A LaCoste
Frey A Rogers
permaine A Shelly
"At the Party"
Boulevard

»

.•

2d half

The Cromwella
Monte A Lyons
Llttlo Lord

Van A Emerson

Roberta

Mack A

Bellla

Olrla

BIFFALO

A

in tin in

Li

I

Inn

I

W

GS

JAmer Comedy
Jfiiirabeth

Send

G.

SHINDHELM

109

W. 46 th
L A G H

I

Oo

Saltl

Lincoln 04.
A Florenoe

Arnold

Farrell
J -ester

ft

Hatch

Bernard Co

WHson A

Kelly

BUaabeth

Saltl

U

TteO A
Irving

adonlC

O

Kllla Garcia

Greeley

Co
Mo..

J A
itiniv
CollirM A DuntMr
Jeff

N. Y.

S.t,

irvcy

Little Lord Roberta

Amer Comedy

4

Stanley 'Huglie* Co
2d half
Arnold A Florence

A Ryan
Murray Lf>nll" Co
Miaou A Bnley

Ryan

Hraly Co
i { inai

ine to

Avenue

Ackland a Mag

Apple

nrl.r Duo
Hoinf-r Lind 'o

I'nhmn Co

Iteirty

> -fi:..

•

in

Tim*

M

Avon

II

V

I

ILL.

I

to

III.'

I

1

L\

Harry

Golhert

W^lii-i

Manlhey Co
»

t

i

,av

lill

1

•

»•

(jui it it
(I v>-.»

i.ni

i

I
I.F

ho

<

fill)

Ij

(Three

I

mi

to

)

>

i\

•

C»n

•

Hawatlani

•>

ii

<ir

idwlck <• Taylor
Laurel Lee

<

(.'-nil

'n

hi Roafnl

i

it

(*o

\t itrKi

wis.

Rialto
legg
Vt

M«

It i.-

Duval A iymonda

I.

Andereea Co

ii.Tiu^iLi Itros
>iu to l)IU •

VoliiTiteers"
CTwo^te Mt). .

.

.

«."»'*

J4aon4- H>U4 »»{»ii
Swur llrttii
AdataJs}*
•

•

.

•

iii-ii
i.

.-*

t

o

«»

i

The

not kford.

m,

I'ola a

Hardy

lli.»*
-

OGDEN. UTAH

Band

Mile

Rhea Co

Britt

Woo*-

COLO. SPBINGS
Pantagea
(K-20)

Barrett Clayton Co
Hives A Arnold
(Ona to tiii>

VANCOl'VEHl B.C.
Carson A Kane
Roblnaoo A Pierce
F ige Ii tck & M
Goeta * Duffy

(Same

.

B

Botincer'a Clrcna

4

«-•»

weekly,
with such changes
noted as Variety may be notified of *and the show, known
by their titles, placed under
their next stand.

Gnrrlek
"Hello Everybody"

Weber A Fields
Chaa T Aldrtch
Lynn Cantor

Pantagea

Englewood
"Stolen Swetta"

GEORGE CHOOS

MR.

PRESENTS

EDDIE VOGT

Kimle A Willie
Callahan A Bliss
Royal Revue

T

-l

itk

A Doan

MEMPHfH

''o

(Open W'<-k)

Pantagea
nice A Hyroo
Itoht MCsKim Co
Will Morris
Byron Girls:
L.i I'r

Duilois
Claire

iMiwning Revue
II
M»mt >» H ilisbury
Four BonesettU

i,*/'^^-'-

of York's Theatre, London.

Duke

HROOKLYN

Watson

inn
De Kocaf£ 2

Jerome A Cameron

CINCINNATI

l.vnn Ormsby
t Fntertaincra

L.
Aatorla

(Boro Park

I.

Bobby Higglna Co
Lon Haacalt
Phil Paker

DETROIT
Amea A Winthrop
King A Roae

ALTOONA, PA.
Mlsher
plays
Welter. Zanesvllle;
Court. Wheeling)
bill

"Success"
Abe Reynolds
Nonetta
Flossie Everett

Harry Welch
Happy Hadley Co
Pattt Moore
Catherine Crawf'rd

HARTFORD
Shubert -Grand
l»tt"

•Frolics Of

Herman Tlmberg
Nat Nazarro
Buck A Bubbles

Hen Holmes
Warren A O'Brl'n
Scarth

10

INDIANAPOLIS

Follies"

Park

Jed Dooley Co
Dolce Sis
Fred Ardath Co
Flying Ruasells

"Carnival of Fun"
Clark A Verdi

De Wolf Sis
Margie Catlln
Helen Fordyce
.Tamson A Bell

Commodore Band
Burton

A Paulson
Dancing Fools

Else

Academy
St

A Tlmberg

Darling

DALTIMOBB
"Main

M.

"Zlg Zax"

Batty Fuller
Peterson Broa

A

Taylor

Phillips

Detroit O.

Helen Eley

H-rnard

A

Wilt

Jack Gregory Co
Rush Ling Toy Co

New York"

(Same

Laughs A Ladlea"
Burna A Foran
•'Who'e My Wife"
Ella

apllt)

lat half

"Hello

Shubert

b
!

ASTORIA.

Sis

Ii A J Conroy
Steppe A O'Neil
Orace A Berkea

Creeceat
"Hello Miss Radio"
Vera Mlchelena
Fred Hllderbrand
Jules Saranoff Co

A Carr

demon Belling Ce
KANSAS CITY

BOSTON
Majestic

"An Yon Were"
Official

Shubert

.

Nada Noiraine
J

Kin

.

'

Dpi.

t.nls

r*nJ* v""A.I''

Dentist to the B. V. a

JULIAN SIEGEL

1493 ll'way (Potnnm Bids.) N
Ring A Wlnnlnger
Ban Baker Co
I

"Oh Boy"

Hrower Trio

HAW

McCoy A Walton,

Louise Kelly
Ladellas

OMAHA. NEB.

KANSAS CITY

Pantagea
Four Roses
Hudson A Jon^a
V »|cn line \ .<»

Hoffman
Lander

Gertrude""

Marion Cibney

Dogs
Jones A Crumley
l*^ntair»s Opera Co
Kmlly Darrell
Kulowa Ballet

Boss Wyaa
Stepping Some"

CHICAGO

Central

Pantagea

i

tint

of all Shubert vaudeville unit'
shows opening; next week, with
acts and names of principals
as far as could be ascertained
up to press time.
This list will be carried

Lipinski's

>

.IiiKtClm^ Nelson
ii n s Tennyaea

|0 iri'in

plays
21-21)

bill

Pueblo

M'Lellan A Carson
Locket t A Laddie
Bryant A Halg
M.CuM.iuuh
i.l

Co

Hall

T.ACOMA

Wilfrid

aii)

SHUBERT CIRCUIT
A somwhat Incomplete

JjJest"

SehlchtTs Mr'n'tea

Pantagea

Atiir
Travel

Verdi

Family

"Love

SEATTLE

I'antages

Conroy A Lemalro
Creedon A Davie
George Lemalre Co

Billy

(21-22)

A

A Wood

Bell

Ameta
(Two to

Pantngea

A V Jean
Rose A Edwards

U Swede

Slstera

Fred Berena
Parish A Peru
Dan Des Artlsttrjuo

J

.

<

2t«

y

•

SALT LAKE

PORTLAND. ORF.

till)

2d

•

Fuller

Tyler A Croliua

Orpheum
M inl.y

Jonia'a

R

<

n

i

ILL
Orpheum

.

-

w

lill)

Humberto Bros
H irry I. ingdoS
Bob if jii

Sldneya

I

<

'

A K

2d ball

OI.IKT.

mm

half
i

Ci

A

»> ii

•

m

n

• PH

to

>ii-

Lyle A Emerson
Victoria A Dupree
Charlie Murray
Springtime Frlvs
Ferry Conway Co

DF.NVEB

I'antnires

Itule

0» INI r. ILL.

beater Co

Al

tori

]•»».-»

•

1

1

c

D.

2d halt

2d half

S|.oor

v

i

A

Ivillo

llll)

Bros

tlloy
>rd

J. Try

Co

i!>i"f ta

Tha Qladin

K<»«

«eal

Srt<

lii'.s

Rl'a'm Time
INelda .* Harr'gl n
Little

A—*
nut

ALROBA.

(o

•d half

Wonder

(One to

G'D rORKS. N.
Orpheum

<

<

ItoMir

fill)

to

Paraona
h.ilf

Harr'gton

WAT'KT'WN, NY.

2d half

m if

\'-

WESTERN VAUDLVILIE

a

K.«fi!

John

Id
Fields

Appla

(Two

11

»*ei

irl Rosini V«i
2d hilf
Dav>> M,inli»y
Jonia'a Hi w itnns

A Thorn

Spoor A
N.Y.

'

l

Laurel Lee

Victoria

F.mpire
>1 eat • -o
Hall A Duos
M .• t Oei ird
((»ne to

Lat'a Oo"
< nor FrlscOO

Harvey Holt

Taylor

<

>fi

M

Pantagea

Pantngea
Judson Cole

Parcho A Archer
Abbott A White
Golden Bird
Karl

BEACH, CAL.

Pnttit

Kltamura Japa
Mabel Phillip

Si

ILL.

Orpheum
Chadwiek

(ill)

PBOBIA, ILL.
Orpheum
a H irri^an

i

to nil)

GALFSBl RG,

Glr;«rd

C.lli-

till)

GL'NS F'LLS.
i

(Two

i

ROtllKSTLR. N.Y. C

Temple

( li l i
'

v>rce A

N. Y.

Ackland A M •>"
L linen A Dtipri
(<

i.-ll<»

(<>ne to

A Norton

Theodore Trio

Ad una
"CaVeman Love"

Australian LeMerta
>(>>!<•
A Wriaten

Helmir

A Elwood
VAC
Avery
Win Dirk

Si

for Price List

A

Mur.

Hoed A Hooper
Wadi» A Wilson
Jack Polk

GarrU-k
Llplon

OlffOfd

Will

GEMCVA.

Toupees Make-Up

M'i.<

WIS.

Three Belmonta
Crane Siatera
Caledonia Four
Willard Jarvle Rev
Wlllard Mack Co

to nil)

td half
Wills Broa

td hair

Brower Co
DIEGO, CAL.

Coacla

Pnntagea

City

Th.» rsabherra

R

LOS ANGELES
Pnntngeo
Gordon Wilde
Ward A King
Bob Willis

0*Hanion A Z'b'nl
"Bob Pender Tr
Jim Thornton

SPOKANM

(Two to mi)
OSHKOSII. WIS.
Grand O. II.

New

nk

.1

Celeste CO
Hall A Hajoa

Seven Sevlllas
Bowen a Baldwin
"Dear Doctor"

Sia

nil)

DC LAC.

F"D

NF.WBl'RGIL N.Y.
Academy Miihir

Lafayette

Yasaki Co

"DTU
Hit f
"

4

GUS SUN CIRCUIT

K

to

Malloy Broa
Jack George Duo
Hayd»n G'wln A
Ford A Trice

C.raham
JAM
B<:ndtr A Armstr'g

Duo

Peggy Brooks

Vokea A Don
The Lamya

(One

"Reunited"

Homer

.

plays

B Sherwood A Bros

NEW YOBR>CITY

Walter Weema
Alexander

Gould

Rita

<

Gallerlni Slstera

Bert Shepard
Fargo A Rlojharde
Billy Kelly Co
We-lderson Sis

New York

Gardner A Aubrey
Francea K enn ^ lY

Midgeta

Pantngea
"Last Rehearaal"

20;
Missoula 21)

De Onzo Co

2d half

Id h*lf

2d half

Xlo

(One

(16-1»)

WICHITA, KAN.
Orpheum
Degnon A Clifton
Kltner A Reany

Majeetle

Pantagea
(Sunday opening)
Page A Green
Fulton A Burt

l.'L

(Same bill
Anaconda

2d half

A Faye

Cornell

Fnd Cray Co

Jazz Jubilee

Joe

Walsh

Billy

to All)

plays

Bl'TTE, MONT.
Puntngea

Schepp'a Circus
Knight A Sawtelle

Playhouse Theatre,

WINDSOR. CAN.
Loew
Russell A H*yes
A A L Barlow

bill

Stein A Smith
Kluting's Animals

Empresa

VICTOR HERBERT

Joe Fa.nton Co

Nazarro

A Herman

Ergotti

Britt
i:

Cliff

OMAHA, NEB.

JOHN PHILIP SOUSA
GEORGE M. COHAN

Helm A Lorkwoods

A Herman
DeLea A Or ma
Harry Bewley Oo

Orpheum
Maurice A Girlie
Chalta & Lambert
ArohOff A Bel ford
Hart Wagner A K

Bultua Trio

LAKE

Cupid's Close-Ups

Ergotti

•Puppets of 1922"

2d half

M. L.
(Composer) Arranges for

Genevieve

(19-20)

(Same

Helena 21)
Lew Wella
Brown Gardner A T Selma Braats
Brie A King
2d half
Clifford Wayne Co
Jack Lee
Kajiyama
Knight A Sawtelle

Harry Gilbert
Walter Manthoy Co
(One to fill)

Loew

Pantngea

NORFOLK, NEB.

Gene Greene
(Two to nil)

WASHINGTON

I-oew

Hut Wagner A E

Weir A Crest

.(Two to

Vanity

Harvey
Lind Co

New Grand
Frank De Rue
*

FARGO,' N. D.

Gordon A Healy

2

Merrltt

CoaTm'a
Dave Harrla

(Two

flavoy

Beaaley

A

Seven Brown Girls
(One to nil)

Camia's Dancera

May Co
IIOBOKEN, N. J.

Oarcia Co

Elila

*

to

A

Sussman A Sloan
GT. FALLS, MONT.

Grand
A Armstr'g MYNally
Broken Mirror
Ftske A Fallon
Tllyou A Rogera

4

Caeley

CITY

A

Llghtelle

Little

SAN

Lloyd A Goods
Beckwith's Liono

I.oew

Kd Hill
Dodd A Nelson

Criterion

Miller

Mitchell
A Miller

T.

Jr.

BUILDING.

"Indoor Sporta"

Belle Montrose

Reoder

DAYTON

JAB

KT

Independent Agent la

Burnam

Sybil

Pantagea

Sawyer A Eddie
Chas Keating Co
"Let's Go"
Fenton A Fielda

Tho Rackos

Co

Gilbert

Bros

WINNIPEG

Prosper

Rialto

TORONTO

St Clair

Waldron A Winsl'w
Dunlay A Merrill
Skelly-Reit Rev

ELGIN, ILL.

State

Dayton
La Beige Duo
Hanley A Howard

National

Ubert Carlton

W

IA.

2d half

l

BUFFALO

A

Sisters

Rigoletto
.

Seventh Street
Hurio

Columbia

Helene Davis Co
Jans A Whallen
Butting It Over"

Kirksmtth

ttll)

MINNEAPOLIS

.

Tyler

DAVENPORT,

2d half
Frabel
CAB
A A L Wilson

Brown A Elaine

(.One to

to nil)

to nil)

Yoho Japs

Klaae A Brilliant
"Betty Wake Up"
Otto Broa
Syncopated T

L

(Two

A Knapp

Rttler

"The Volunteers"
L J Fau'ikner Co

WEST 46th 8TREET,
NEW YORK CITY

Strictly

LITTLE BOCK

OAKLAND

PIC:

111

HARRY A. NEW
ROMM
PUTNAM
YORK

Henry'a Sextet

SAN FRANCISCO

Stop
can accentuate your

67-69

CO.

Corradini'a Animals

Jimmy Lyona

Marie RuaseM Co
Telephone Tangle.

Romalne Co

Bernard Co
Lambert A. Fish
Arnaut Trio

American

Jack Oaterman

Jack Benny

SP'GFIELD, MASS.
Broadway
St^vi>ns A Laurell
Harvey A Stone
Jack Walsh Co

Shoea"

Bender A Herr

Le'ster

Perry White

(One

Louis London

A DeVoo

A K Burke
Hose Allen Co

fill)

A Golaon
"Cotton Pickera"

FLO

and

Ned Norworth Co

Pantnges
Pantagea
t
(Sunday opening)
(Sunday opening)
Daly Mack A D
Delmar A Lee
Tuck A Claire
Conn A Hart
Kennedy A Rooney Al Jennings Co
Anderson Revue
Green A Dunbar

Maxfleld

A Clark

Roberts

Yoho Japs

BOSTON

J

Reveriee
to

Albert

Orpheum
Downey A Clarldge

2d hair

Britt

Indian

Leo Haley
Gordon A Day

I

Pearson N'wp't A P
Four Brettoa

Sternad's

MINNEAPOLIS

Co

Ellett

nigge.it

312

PANTAGES CIRCUIT

Majeetle

Maud

show you how we

us*'

"Putting It Over"
2d half

The Lytelle

"Dancing

wards A Allen

I

let

A Whallen

Jans

Downing A Ruddy

Eddie Clark. Co
Townea A Franklin
Lady Alice'a Peta
Belanrey St.
You'd Be Surpriaed

Turner Bros
Musical Alvinos
Parrel A Hatch
Archer A Bel ford

MILWAUKEE

A Wallace

BAYER-SCHUMACHER

BIBMINGHAM

Gibson A Price
iinnuvv A Cheal'h
Rudinoff

half

Philbrlck
>

and

personality.

Elliott

2d half

Billy Mazton Co
Bace A Bdgo
B'way Sn.iii-.il. its

Four Ortona

to nil)

Yesr Opes Week or Three Day*.
peoend Upon.
Hsvt Ooae It For

Dainty Mario

Walker A Brown
Bob Jonea

A Myers

THE

Gordon A Delmar
Nevlna A Gordon

Weber A

A V

1

BRENDEL

Shlreen

TOPEKA. KAN.

front of your audience you ate "IN
Is the picture all that you would have it?

in

"Old Timera"

lCd

fill)

2d half

Fairman A O'smith
Bluebird Revue

S

Novelty
Gabby' Broa
Dana A Loehr
Sternad's Midgeta
Id half

Sullivan

Fill

What

Spencer A William*
Kav'n'gh A Everett
(One to nil)

REGARDING YOUR COSTUMES
When in
TURE."

nil)

Palermo'a Doga

Party"

M

(One

Gonne Co

S.D.

Vlllani

McRae A Clegg

to nil)

Grant

providence

Hippodrome

Ryan A Ryan

to

(Four

Frank Stafford Co
Calvin A O'Connor
"Sunbeam Follies"

A Santoro

Hollla Sisters

Orpheum

Hardy Bros
Reed A Tucker

Crosa

Cleveland A Dowry
Baltua Trio
(One to HID
2d half

SIOUX FXL8,

half

Doree's Celebrities
Whiten. -id A Irel'd

Hamlin A Mack
Bobby Henshaw

Montambo A Nap
Lee Mason Co

Beaux A Bellea

LOEW CIRCUIT
YORK CITY Rainbow Mohawk

(One

Orpheum

t

2d half

Salea

BRYANT toM

nil)

111 TK.

Roy La Pearl
Werner Amoroa

Harrison

%

Dooley

MADISON. WIS.

Lincoln

State

A

Jarvls

2d halt

1st

*

to nil)

Frank Westphal

ITS

Action.

Tbs

Shlreen

Follies

Carney A Rose
Nolan Leary Co

"Wateh Beat Week's N.im»"
Or I Can Got You a Routs

Walter Flshter Co

2d half,
Melnotte Duo
Fries A Wilson
Angel A Fuller

2d half

Telephone Bryant 1543

'At the

— Immediate

Carl.A Inez
"Four of Us"
(Four to nil)

OTTAWA. CAN.

BALTIMORE

Lambert A Fish

Acts

Harvey Haney A O

(One to

State
"The Cromwella
Orauatoff

Rrvant.

tS

4

(lood

Walter Manthey Co

A Irving
Stevens A Laurell
F A V Royce
Harvey A Stone
FTtxgerald A ffroll Jack Walsh Co
Now York Frawley A Weat
Jimmy Lyona

Ifoat 46th Street

(One

It

EI,

Salea

T'BE

Lillian

aplit)
1st half

Dave Winnie

Sit

Css

I

That

IND.
Hippodrome

Dougal A Leary
Frank Westphal
Dooley A Sales

nil)

BOOKINO LOEW AND
ALL INDEPENDENT i IRC I

To

A Murphy
Ryan A Moore

Bijou

t

Phone

(On* to

nil)

Rlalto
A Morris

Maxon

Bldg.. New York
ISO West* 46th St

Loew Annex

.Suite 402.

Helene Davia Co

1

JBWELER8

(Two' to

Kelly

Driscoll A Perry
A A L Wilaon

Olms
JAN
Roy La Rocco

HEMMENDINGER,

Kraem*r*A Johnson
Nancy Boyer Co
Bogany Comedians

Miller

Nelson A Leonard
Nlta Johnson
Roae A Barton

to

A

Majeetle

(Oklahoma City

-

SUITE

Hodge Co

Werner Amoroa

Mack A Brantley
(One

•

JOE MICHAELS

2d half

"Dancing Shoea"

Faber A MeGowan
Wilaon Aubrey S

Kane A Herman
ChandonTrio
E

resi ent

Jean Perry
\
Mysterious Will
Bailey A Lerner
Spencers A Wilbur

Downing A Buddy

Orphesun

Orplieimi

J-ones

A Mary Rog'ri

2d half

Rudinoff

Billy Olaaon

(Sunday opening)

Will

Ploner'a Alpine Co

(Three to nil)
Mnjestio
MIchon Bros
Art Devoy Co

Morgan Dancera

PAUL

ST.

AT

H

Robert
Dooley

TILS A. OKLA.

Dufor Boya

»'Four of Uf"

Anderson Sia

Norrla'

Burns A Larking

Pam

ELFArrell

Perclvaf
-Six

NEW ORLEANS
(

A

Bell

Brown, O'rdner

Bob

to nil)

A Eva
Mumford A Stanley
A Noer

Liberty

Kmery
C A E Frabel

Mme Herrmann
WINNIPEG

Morton*

Steven*

A

J

Fielda

Majestic
Melnotte Duo
Fries A Wilson
Angel A Fuller
Pantheon Singers
Adelaide Bell Co
Jarvia A Harrlaon
2d half
Maxon A Morrla

Grand
Frank Browne

Wheeler
I
Walker A Brown

Laurel Lea
Swift

(Three

Loehr

G A
•-

Bayea

2d half
Musical' Frledl'ders
Mark Hart Co

LINCOLN, NEB.

Mumford A Stanley
L Anderson Players

'.

A

Dana'

& Eva

Bill

A H

to nil)

Sternad's Midgeta

Gibson A Price

B.C.

SPR'GFIELD. ILL.

Kyrle McCurdy Co
(Four to nil)
Kedale

W

Grand

Orpheum

Arthur Devoy Co

Majeetle
Perez A Marguerite

2d half

A G

G A E Parka
'lilt. Edwards
Johnson Co
C

Dunlevy A cnesl'n

Harry Watson
Weaver A Weaver
Babcock A Dolly

to nil)

Boeder

N. J.

Girlie

Taylor Macy
i

(Two
IJ!lly

.hew

I

ATLANTA

fill)

VANCOUVER.

LOUIS
Orpheum

ST.

NEWARK.
Gordon

Morrellos

2d half

The Seymores
H Santrey Band
Brown O'rdner A T
(Three to

C A. M Huber
Great Howard y
Drowning A Davis
"Dummies'"

Kctor A Dena
Fred Lorraine* Co
4 Tintypea

A A Seymore
'Wonder Girl"
Santrey Band
II

A Blondy

Will

A

2d half

A Hudson

A Walters
Operalogue
Billy Beard
Fred Lindsay

Doree's

Lamont Trio

HOUSTON. TEX.

Gabby Bros

American
Crane A Wallace
Fairman A O'amlth
Bluebird Revue
Gifford A Morton

Ia>ew

Kentucky Duo

II

Houghton
Co
Beth Bern
Amen A Winthrop
Hully
Lieon

CHICAGO

MONTREAL

Victoria A Dillon
2d half

Orpheum
A V

Orpheum
(Sunday Opening)
Senator Ford
Jessie Reed

(One

"Vanity Fair"

^Vlll Armstrong Co
Southern Harm'y 4
Sergt Franklin Co

Majeetle
iiuets

I>

Wright A Dietrich
Mme Besson Co
Jack Clifford
Dewitt Burns A T

Elertrle
Francla A Scott

LOUIS

ST..

SAN ANTONIO
Larimer

Majeetle
Billy

SPR'GFIELD, MO.

Morgan A Ray

(Two

.

R'nolds

Florence*

rihrlner A Fits
aallettl'a Monka

WORTH, TEX.

FT.

Columbia
Orpheum
Preaton A Yoebel
A Eva
Hayden G'wln A R LBernard A Edw'rds

L'VENW'TH. KAN.
Orpheum

to nil)

Car'l

A

Gonne Co

"Echoes Scotland"
(Three to nil)

tialf

Parker Broa
Norton A Melnotte

Gardner A Aubrey
Dave Ferguson
Spencer A Williams
Kav'n'gh A Everott

Roy La Pearl

Harry Coleman

A

to nil)

Lillian

m
Roasow Midgeta

Majeetle

2d half

Bill

"Spring Follies"

Frawley A West

Aroamltha
Love A Schenck
Fox A Kelly

Hughes A

A

Hyams A Evans
(Two

Scott

Harry Harden Co
Coley A Jaxon
Sylvester Family
FT. SMITH. ARK.

Pearson N'wp't A P

Electric

Farnell

Sisters

llolllns

nil)

2d
Bollinger

Sig Friacoe

Irving

Fitzgerald

Warwick

IA.

A

F A V Royce

,'

A White
Harry Bewley Co
Race A Edge
B'wap Snapshota

"Flashes"

2d half

nil)

to

Perry

Nagyfys

PORTLAND, OBE. SIOUX

1.

2d half

Kennedy A Berle

Murray A Gerish

Gates
ime CO

Van A Emerson

(Sunday opening)
York A King
Herbert A Dare
Fisher A Oilmoro
smith A Strong

Herbert Brooke

1

Detnai est A .Wins
Arnaut Trio '

Orpheum

Jean© Qranese
Sheila Terry
Trlale Friganza
Martin A Moare

Rot

When Wo Grow Up

SEATTLE

NKIl.

Orpheum
"Show

Burt

Family Ford
H Boa worth Co

A Bro

Brenner

OMAHA.

Clifford

A

Anderson

Mellette Hie

l'h'ps

fill)

John Regay Co
Bobby Carbone Co
Arosmitha

A

S\yarta

to

2d half
Florence Perry
Monte A Parti

1

cealed assistant.
Alexandria
I- y dell 'A Olbaon
Wylie A Hart m. in
Rained oil A Deyo

*

Dougal A Leary
Walter Flshter Co
Mona Adolphua Co

Nelson's Patience

M'Quay A Haxelton
Karl Kary
"Village Band"

KENOSHA, WIS.

2d naif

Maxwell Quintet
Marcus A Lee
Paul Kieist Co
Albert

ILL.

Orplieom

Ryan A Moore

Lytells

We Qrow Up

CHAMPAIGN.

Orpheum

Irel'd

ST. JOE. MO.

Plonera Alpine Co
(One to nil)

(Five to nil)

Loew
A Murphy

A

ft). it

When.

Seven Brown Girls
Lloyd A Goods

MEMPHIS

(Ona to

Gabby Broa
Dana A Lochr
Karl Kary

2d half

A

McRao A Clegg

Mlcala A Paull
Sterling Roae Trio
td half

.

Fred Gray Co

Miller

Jenklna

"Flirtation"

Majeetl*
(Tulaa apllt)
1st half

A

Betty Washington

BEND. 1ND.

SO.

Celebrities

WhlteHeld

Harry Coleman
Nancy Boyer Co

Jean Graneae
Riding Davenports

A A L Barlow

2d half
Girlie

A Hayea

A

Glen

2d half
Russell

"Puppets or 1522"
Maurice

««i

Graham
JAM
Bender A Armstr'g

OKLA. CITY

Majeetle
Blaett

UENNESSY

0.

A Tucker

Reed

Doree's

Globe
Bollinger A R'nolde

Lawton

W.

Direction

KANSAS CITY

Majeatlo

Loew
Dellla 4

Mykoff A Vanity
Monte A Lyona
Frey A Rogera
Townea A Franklin

SAN FKANCIMCO

OAKLAND

fill)

BROOKLYN

Willta

Crosa A
Olcott A Mary Ann
A stinette (One to fill)
C'D'B BAPIDS. IA.
CAN.
LONDON.

Chapelle

Money"

la

(Ona to

Murray Kiaaen

Palace
(Sunday opening)
Elisabeth line©

v
Santoro

Weston A Kline

Schenck
Rogera

"Money

Chain

Janla A Chaplow
Bird Cabaret

KBW ORLEANS

A
A

Love
Frey

opening:)

td half
Francla A Scott
"Vanity Fair"

.

DALLAS, TEX.

In "Profiteering**

Bayea A Fielda

Trujillo

to All)

INTERSTATE CIRCUIT

WALTER NEWMAN

Electric

Morgan A Ray

3d half

Orpheum
(Wed.

A

Mlchelinl

Edith Taliaferro

Merle' a Cook at ooa
.

Wolfue

SALT LAHI

Stanton
TAB
WHton Sle
jLolo

A

Williams

Jadat

Hennepin
(Rand&y opening
Mi net ret Monarchs
Hrw* ft Mclntyre
.Victor Moor* Co

JOI'LIN. MO.

I IX.

Majeetle

'tis

Bros
Blba SI Leo
I'.isuall

Hhnhert

Julia Corel 1

A Walker
(Continued
4,1*

I. in. later
lyatefca Broa

"Mnlllgan Folllea M
Hi'Mavin A NiCO
Joe Towlo

i

Itell

Ruth itu.M
Barf Twina
Bobby Barry

LOU1SV1LLK

Clark

Kramer A Boyle
nk Gabby
i

Itotfi-r

II

Criterion
"Hplco of lafV

l

».

with l.ans;lis
Imhoff Co

It

Dirk

BUFFAM>
.syivIa

Hay

r»n

page

40)

leMisei

y.
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BROADWAY STORY
i Continued from page 13)
tha Century In October and the
Russian specialty novelty is counted
"on to hold to it,s remarkable draw.
some of the
It's a guess about

others.

The "Follies" scale of $11 top for
the premie; es has also been adopted.
"White's Scandals" used it and so
did the "Oreenwich Village Follies/'
The "Passing Show's"

first

TAKES GREAT PLEASURE IN ANNOUNCING HIS SONGS FOR THE COM
HAS BEEN VERY FEW SONGS ON THE MARKET FOR THE PAST FEW S
FROM THE HOUSE OF HARRY VON TILZER. IN THE SONGS MENTK
HAVE THE KICK IN BOT

night is
the

similarly priced -» and so are
other highly geared musical**.
"Village" revue used the big
night price for the first time

The
first

and
drew a record performance gross at
The
the Shubert of marly $8,100.
balcony was scaled at $5.60 and the
gallery

•

at

$2.20,

while

|

j

j

'

standees

numbering 200 paid $3.30 each. The
Saturday night scale is at $5.50 top.
Four of the other musical shows
on the ground are priced at $2.50
top, "The Gingham Girl," at the
Carroll; "Sally, Irene and Mary,"

DID

YOU

SING "ROW, ROW,

ROW"

I

at the Casino; "Molly Darling," at
the Liberty, and "Sue Dear," at the
Times Square. There is one $3.30
musical in "Daffy-Dill" at the
All the dramas are $2.10
Apollo.
with one freak exception. "Sally,

Irene and Mary" started off with
excellent business the first week,
A $5.50
going well past $19,000.
premiere helped, and even more so
the title is credited with the exceptional

business.

"The

'

ANDREW

STERLING
A WONDERFUL TWO-FOUR SONG. WITH A LAUGH IN EVERY LINE. C
OR QUARTETTE. IT'S AN OVERNIGHT SENSATION
Lyric by

Gingham

regarded as a sure hit, with
its second week jumping steadily
the
gross going from $14,000 to
and
"Molly" started slowly, but
$15,000.
built up late last week and was figured to have a good^ chance on the
pftC* *arly thin week.
"The Old Soak," the Arthur Hopkins attraction at the Plymouth,
jumped to the lead of the nonmusicals last week, getting $15,700,

Girl'' is

I

off this week at caIt now pars or betters
pacity.
"Kiki," Belasco's holdover dramatic
smash, which continues at virtual
capacity. "Why Men Leave Home,"
trotted into the Morosco by Wagenhals * Kemper, whose "The Bat"
left the same house after a run of
over two years, opened with much

B.

CAN HONESTLY STAT

I

and starting

promise Tuesday.

PiTII
THE BEST BALLAD THAT HAVE WRITTEN IN TWENTY YEARS.
A WONDERFUL COMPLIMENT BY TELLING ME "IT WAS THE BEST B
IN YEARS. GREAT FOR SOLO, TRIOS OR QUARTET

IS

The "Greenwich

Village Follies," which opened the
same evening; Is regarded as a
"Dream* for Sale"
cinch success.
was a Wednesday premiere at the
•
Playhouse.
More strength to the list as evidenced by the week's arrivals was
heightened by a better weather
break, and improvement In business
noted to last * week for the favored
attractions.
The presence la town
of 14,000 buyers for the men's clothing style show figured in the dash of
box office activity.
/
"Better Times" at the Hippodrome
got off) to its best start in years and
drew a great set of press opinions
The opening
without exception.
night (Sept 2) drew in over $7,000,
with business for the first eight
days quoted at nearly $70,000. The
big house's scale is $2.50 top.
Next week .a plugging of Broadway holes will be made by the arrival of seven new attraction*. "It's
a Boy" takes the Sam H. Harris;
"The Guilty One" relights the Henry
Miller; "Orange Blossoms" arrives
"at the Fulton; "The Passing Show
of 1922" comes into the Winter Garden; "East of Sues" opens the FJtinge season ^ "Banco" is listed for
the Ritz, but not certain, and the
San Carlo Opera company starts a
four-week date at the Century.
Broadway, however, will not touch
the 40 mark in total attractions
until the week of Sept. 25, which
schedules the opening of "La Tendicsse" at the Empire; "Loyalties"
at the Gaiety; "Rose Bernd" at the
Longacre; "The Exciters" at the
Times Snuare; "Lady in Ermine" at
Jolsoa's,'and "Dolly Jardon" at the
63d Street. To escape the Influx of
that week Charles Dillingham may
elect to send his "Loyalties" off to
a Saturday night start (Sept. 23).
Two of the series of flops hoping
for business may stop Saturday.
The Park with its new stock burlesque policy postponed its opening
until Friday of this week.
Buys and Cuts at Stand -Off
It was a stand-off practically between the number of attractions
which the agencies are holding outright buys for and those that were
The
offered on sale at cut rates.
former held 1C attractions while the
latter managed to post 15 ojartheir
sale board. Five of the attractions
that are held In the buy list were
also present in the cut rates. One
of the features of the week in the

Lyric by

I

ANDREW

B.

STERLING
DID YOU SING 'HOME AGAIN BLUES'?

HERE'S A BETTER SONC

TlMYJ
ITS COMING

THE BEST "BLUBS" ON THE
PATTER CHORUS
MILTON ACER and JACK YELLEN

LIKE A RACK

flORSK.

MARKET.

WOXPKRRL

By

TWO GREAT SONG

i

•
A

BEAUTIFUL STORY BALLAD. VVHTH

row

1658

Broadway Central Bldg.

to the agencies on an outright
basis for the first eight weeks of

the run of the piece.

GREAT MELODY AND WONDERFUL CLIMAX

HARRY VON TILZE

NEW
ADDRESS

A

"He Who Gets Slapped" Rastus" Brown, as he is known, dis"A Fantastic Fricaaee" played a varied routine of hard -shoe
He
"Molly Dar- hooting, and excellently, too.
"A
Serpent's offered to dance any man for $20
(Liberty);

(Frazee);
(Garrick);

(Greenwich Village);
ling"

BROADWAY, CORNEFl

revue or skit or tab, or whatever
one chooses to term it. It is really
being merely a
undifferentiate,
continuation of each act's specialties, with a very threadbare conif the contender didjas much as he
and lived, the dough would be necting story.
turned over. Both men stepped it
The Fulton is located on Fulton
at the close for a prize, which was street, near Nostrand avenue,
a
the

The complete list of tdrys include Tooth" (Little); "Fools Errant"
"Daffy Dill" (Apollo); "Kiki" (Bel- (Maxine
"Abie's
Irish
Elliott);
asco); "Kempy" (Belmont); "Sally, Rose" (Republic), and "Sue Dear"
Irene and Mary" (Casino); "The (Times Square).
"the one-half pint of gin in
Endless Chain" (Cohan); "Whisdressing room."
pering Wires" (49th Street) "Ceo.
"Seven of Hearts" (New Acts)
''So
((llobe);
White's Scandals"
lbcc.
closed.
LAFAYETTE
This Is London" (Hudson; "Molly
(Continued from i>age 10)
Darling" (Liberty); "Shore Leave"
(Lyceum; "Fools Errant" (Maxine picked up on the door on leaving ;<t
But two for 50 eents was
Elliott); "Music Box Revue" (Music $t each.
The se ond of a series of five units
they fell for
Box); "Ziegfeld Follies" (New Am- the offer, and the way Queries
like Lew Cantor Is producing for the
it was an eye-opener.
sterdam); "The Old So.ik' (Plym- "Will I marry again, and when?"
small time (Loew) was the attracouth); "Partners Again" tSelwyn); were worth all the 1'our-hils to the
ticket market was the removing of
tion at the Pulton, Brooklyn, Aral
two attractions that were previously "Greenwich Village Follies" (Sim- colored mis.se* in front.
is
half
It
titled "You'd Be SurThe Four MeGlntys, a Scotch prised" (m>t to he confused with
on sale in the cut rate market out bert).
mus ic al t urt>. d-ni- but iuUly <xpcui- h«. vla.u «.[ •.nn.lai
th< Offi ring^ \v« re
ViHi U
Tn th< cut i..At
of that sales agency through the
They "Daffy Dill" [Apollo); "East Side- |Ug intermis-u n The colored team, B( Surprised" playing currently on
fact that business improved.
\v« nt
hit
tor
a
Stokes.
and
til-0
Allen
coast
>. .mil
dusuitm
nrtnute
"Kempy"
and West Side" (Bayes);
Wires''
"Whispering
were
mxf., The man's Addle Ml put the Hat In running un.*
Niiw i> >ple,
(Belmont); "The I'lot Thickens"
"Sally, Irene and Mary."
turn Over, ho harmonizing in minor five men and four won h, nre In the
Of the new attractions this week (Booth); "Wild Oats Lane" (Broad- strains with the girl's voice.
A afterpiece. There are only nine
Kndlcss
Chain"
(Co"The
at
hurst);
Follies"
"The Greenwich Village
turn, people in the four ficts in the fore
two-iiian
daftCiag
colored
the Khubert matured to clear the han); "The Qtagham <:irl" (Car- Brown and Orliie, was next to section of the bill, they being the
"King sole participants km the ccnclud o|
•utire lower lloor back to the w roll); "ller Temporary Husband" closing, arid was sure -fine.

YOU'D BE SURPRISED

-

I

i

.

(

-

<

«

i

business section, but drawing Its
clientele from the residential sedations adjacent.
Obviously the Fulton patrons are not very sophisticated or epicurean in their enter-

tainment

demands.

Everything

went, and if this audience (Monday
night) is the averaige criterion of
tin-

the>

average small-time attendance
unit Men is "in'
beyond the

shadow

1

ofya doubt.

Considerable depends, though, on
how the sue ceding units are nanriled.
There Is (be omnipresent
danger of thei. heeom<ng a d rug OU
tin'
market.
Where the big-time
(Khubert) bnlts have choruses to
lend it a glriy-giiiy appearance,

always variable by new dance mai-Misi rs ond ".t.1' e
(T< ets, Ibe wmatl<

nothing like »t. The afterpiece is merely a combination of all
the people en the foui acts p*%?cding
lime ha

—

.

ygCTTgf^ET
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NEWS OF

DAILIES

ItS^BSSMBSB

The present edition of the **Muslo
Box Revue" will close at the Musio
Box, New York, Sept. SO, after a run
of over a year,

Forrest

theatre,

and opens at the
Philadelphia, oa

The second edition opens
The cast will include Clark
and McCullough. Grace LaHue and

a

Oct. 2.
Oct. 19.

John

EVERY ONE IN THE PROFESSION KNOWS THAT THERE
ASONS WITH GREAT PUNCH LYRICS, THE KIND YOU USED TO GET
JED BELOW YOU WILL FIND A WELL ASSORTED VARIETY THAT
LYRICS AND MELODY.

.Steel.

William
Harris
will
produce
"Banco," a French comedy by Alfred
Savolr,
author
of
"Bluebeard's
Eighth Wife." at the Rita, New

SG SEASON.

York, Sept. 20. Clare Kummer made
the adaptation.
Alfred Lunt and
Dola Fisher will1 do the leading roles,

"That Day," by Douis K. Anspachrehearsal and will open in

er, is in

WELL, HERE

i

IS

New York in October.
Max Marcin will produce

four
plays during season. The first will
be "The Faithful Heart." by Monckton Hoffe, which had a London run,
Frederick Stanhope, associated with
Marcin, will stage the play. "Mary
Get
Your Hair Cut," to feature Miss Carroll McComaa, goes
In rehearsal Monday.
The third
production will be Aaron Hoffman's
^comedy, "Give and Take," to be followed by a new play by Samuel

ANOTHER ONE

,

Bbipman.
It Is reported that Harold F. Me*
is negotiating through his
attorney fo buy the Champs Klysee
theatre, Paris, France, in which to

Cormick

Music by

HARRY VON TILZER

star his wife, Ganna Walska. It Is
also reported his daughter Muriel
plans to sing in her stepmother's

J

HEAT FOR ANY SPOT IN YOUR ACT.
LL HIT. GET IT WHILE IT-'S NEW.

company.

GREAT FOR MALE, FEMALE

Arthur G. Delameter has accepted
"The Doormat," a comedy drama by
H. S. Sheldon, for immediate pro-

*

duction.

THAT

!

THIS

Doris Rankin, William B. Mack,
Charles Francis, McKay Morris and
Dudley Dlgges have been engaged
by Arthur Hopkins to support Ethel

BALLAD

mn

Barrymore In Hauptmann's "Rose
Bernd," which opens at the Dongacre,

R.

York, Sept.

26.

"Mike Angelo," with Deo CarrHlo,
open the Shubcrt-Curran, San
Francisco, Monday. The play was
written by Edward Docks and will
be presented by Oliver Morosco.
will

THAT EMINENT WRITER OF BALLADS, PAID ME
HAD EVER WRITTEN." IT'S DIFFERENT FROM ANY BALLAD
jtLLAD
GET A COPY AND THINK YOU WILL AGREE
JES.
•RNEST

New

"Sweet Petunia." a new farce by
Wilson Collison, is in rehearsal.

BALL,

I

Ductile DaVerne, rehearsing with
"Bast of Sues," was injured by a
gall last week and will be replaced
y Katherlne Proctor.

I

Music by

HARRY VON TILZER

Fred Stone was Installed as preal«
dent of the National Vaudeville Agv*
tlsts Sunday night at the clubhouse,

ANOTHER CRE*T COMEDY SONG

with a banquet attending.

Sigmund Bomberg has written
score

MEET
Ol

WIFE

Tlje Shuberts will soon produce si

new

With the

of

Shipman
dealing

Benjamin Franklin,

C. Henry Gordon and T. Tamamoto.
The show opens in New Dondon on

Sept. 22.

•

i
WITH

A

An injunction was asked for by
Ducinda M. Bacon claiming exclusive right under an assignment to
the devices necessary to produce

•

"air

NEW YORK

features

now

being

patents. Nathan Burkan In behalf
of White argued that under the
French presentation the feminine
figures were of paper mac he while
In the "Scandals" girls are hauled
aloft.
The court reserved decision.

NEW

Maurice Schwarts announces that
he will open the season at the Jewish Art Theatre, New York, with
"Andersh." by H. Delvick, Sept 21.

ADDRESS

Phcne Circle 8775

floating"

used In White's "Scandals." She
charges Infringement on French

GREAT PATTER CHORUS— GREAT HARMONY SONG

MUSIC PUB. CO.
STREET,

life

"Thin Ice," a three -act comedy by
Percival Knight, has been placed in
'rehearsal by the Shuberts. The cast
will Include the author, Gilda Deefy,
Fellr Krembe, H. Dudley Hawley>

LAUCJHS— GREAT DOUBLE FOK TWO MEN

7
51st

play by Douis Evan
"Poor Richard,"

entitled

BY ABE OLEMAN

l

the"

"Springtime of Youth,"*
will produce.

for

which the Shuberts

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Thos.

J.

Kennedy,

Sept. 2, son. The parents ace pro*
fessionally known as the Dancing

1

Kennedya
what resembles a tab. Judging trick which Herbert Brooks has
from the reports about the first been identified with. But for 10
minutes the team were entertaining,
Cantor unit, the same cut-and-dried judging from the laughs.
formula was followed even unto the
Bernie, Remont and Bowers (New
radium gown finale (now out west
breaking in for an Orpheum, Jr., Acts) twlced. Mason and Cole, with
new skit that looks good for the
a
tour).
The first unit didn't play
this house, which may account for big small-time at least, were a
the spontaneity of applause that bright pair in the trey. They work
greeted the finale. It threatened to before a cottage exterior, boy and
stop the show and the feature pic- girl fashion, he doing a tightwad

into

such as comedy toasting boose, flap- passes the door, every open window
pers, etc Miss Bowers of the No. 2 and fire-escape door certaintly does
three-act tied up proceedings with aid toward peace and quietude. Sither coon shout of a "cry" pop num- ting in the meszanine, the chatter
ber.
Cole and Mason, the newly could only be fully understood every
engaged, did their Frenchy song and several minutes, depending on the
dance, which is retained from an old train schedule.
^
Word-of-mouth advertising is cerThe butler announces
routine.
•The Spanish costumes have ar- tain to draw them on the off days
rived," for no reason other than to The unit is a novelty to all vaudeget everybody off <but Clayton and ville, but more radically so to small
Dennie) to make their changes. The time. Its novelty will be the lodeOne thing, though, is too
two-act plugged a three-minute wait stone.

A neat-looking pair
part.
with a legitimate No. S skit, someMason
thing more than wanting to work with some more crossfire.
for double tango
for Loew must have attracted them. and Cole returning
in
the
out
stood
They
dance.
Clayton and Dennie preceded "You'd
although
Be Surprised." The English fop and straiKht fandango stuff,
his
with
acrain
'em
wowed
Clayton
manhandling straight combination
eccentric toreador get-up. The rafrom a smull-tlme audience— In fact, scored the wow of the evening: it dium dress finale closed to an aplaughs
toppanic,
was
more
like
a
mu« h better. All the old hoke was
plause barra^*
•old for all it was ever worth, and ping laughs.
An audience of the Fulton's caliber
that dates back quite ;i while. The
"You'd Be Surprised'' is presented
what the
travesty levitation trick, with the In a draped Interior set, Fay Cole may in time be educated to
unit idea me ans. Capacity prevailed
party
nurpri.se
in
il
being
tendered
a
lend
»
xtendirig two pvop tops to
first
dors
every
It
but
Monday,
the appearance of floating in airs the celebration of her engagement to
Thursday, at this
gagging, "Shi can't speak one word Mason. The man of the Lampinos night, Monday' or
Bedford
the
to
the
nearest
house,
doing
i
Engli sh, cai you?" and all the does the butler, four couples
i< tl-.md^flPWB^
telepathy "straight." The men are in Tuxes, residential district.
mental
The Fulton, Incidentally, Is one of
hokum was devoured by the cus- the women in evening gowns. It deWith the roar of
tomers
About the only legitimate velops into a series of specialties the noisiest yet
thing offered was tn<' closing trunk Intt rmingled
some shatter, the avenue traffic and "IV which
with
ture immediately ensuing.
The four acts and the afterpiece
consumed an hour and a half, starting at 8.30 and through at 10 sharp.
The I^ampinos, comedy magician
and female assistant, did as well as
a.iy small-time opener could ask

t.

lover

obvious for anyone to let by in CanThat is his brasen "plugtor's unit.
ging" of a certain music publisher's
catalog.
Cantor is allied with this
music house, having written two or
three songs for it.
The No. 2 act
sang a Dixie number Cantor partwhich
authored,
legitimate
is
enough, but when it goes out of the
way to announce song titles and
m nit them to the authorship of
I»a\<_ Berni-e, who nt*ver wrote them,
it Is too palpable a plug to overlook.
<

Abel

I

Square Sanatorium,
New York, Sept. 4, a nine -pound
son
christened
William
Rogers
Duffy after Will Rogers In whose
"Frolic" Sweeney and Duffy recent-.
ly appeared.

—— ———__

V

MARRIAGES
Kloanore Webster (Webster Sis*
ters) to Harry Hoffman, cafe pro*
prletor
of Rldgewood,
Brooklyn.

Aug.

28.

bration

Coney
Miss

The marriage and cele-;
was held at Gallagher's*

Island.

Webster

will

continue

in

vaudeville.

IN

AND OUT

Harry Fox was out

of the bill at
,Sai.
r anc isco,
of illness of Beatrice Curtis, returned to -the show
yesterday. Krncst Hlatt filled In for,
the star during the day that hd
/ailed to show.

the

<4oklen

Gate,

F

Monday because

1

I

I

Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Duffy (Mr.
Sweeney and Mr. Duffy) at the

Manhattan

,

Maxwell and White, colored boys,
are with the Columbia burlesque
show, "Hel'f Cood Times."

.

.

'

VARIETY

Friday, September 15, 1922

-rr

SHUBERT UNIT REVIEWS
*
(Continued from page 6)

£j

"Daddy" was a song number preThe nearest to new ma sented by Irene Delroy and Ray
was the old liquor drops, here Greene, assisted by 12 girls.
"The Everlasting Triangle" was a
made into compressed tablets that
begot a souse by those using them. good comedy travesty, with Julia
The novelty was the prohibition Kelety, Jack Boyle, Dan Walker,
suggestion and that only, but neither Sylvia Cjiark and Frank Gaby.
Kd and Tom Htckey did their
jwas this well worked for laughs.
The first or vaudeville part was vaudeville mind-reading act, "Selly
excellent in construction, but ran ing a Gold Brick," with some new
(without comedy.
Even Cooper in gags, It went for a hit, as it is
his Empire Quartet turh held down full of good comedy.
"Cameo" was a very beautiful
the comedy too far, keeping away
from the slapstick fof some reason, number presented by Rita Bell.
The Misses Wainwright follow
•what the act should have had. That
Is one of the bits which may be de- with a song. "Happy Harmonies,"
veloped, however. Other than that that was well received.
Frank Gaby, assisted by Kramer,
possibility the vaudeville held little
Merle
terial

.

comedy, in turns or material, but
maintained an attractive setting
through being placed on a roof garden with the entire company
grouped for the opening, while the
Blondell Sextet, six boys as a musical combination, played here and
there until driven off the platform
by Cooper for a bit that meant far
less than the absence of the band.

does a burlesque on ventriloquism,
and got a lob of laughs.
—Food for Fun" if the closing of
Jhe revue, and in this all the stars
appear, but the hit of this part is
the .big dance, of the London Tlvoll
Girls- They are clever dancers, full
of pep and "well trained. .They only

appeared twice ^and were well received both times.
acts playing in this section
Mr. Green has gorgeously dressed
were the five Melody Charmers, a •the girls and shown excellent taste
turn in vaudeville some time ago in his staging.
and maybe another revival. Bert
The revue can stand a much bet?
Shadow and Lillian McNeill' and ter ending it should have some big
Leigh ton. Petite and Baby Joseph- song number as the finale with the
ine.
Tivoli Girls doing a bit.. This would
Miss McNeill became the prin- be much Itronger.
The present
cipal woman without opposition and finale Is too mild and tame.
Baby Josephine became the hit of
The book, lyrics and music are by
the entire performance. The baby Bert Kalmer and Harry Ruby, with
Is a mite of six years, well and Elmer Floyd responsible .for the
carefully coached, but performing staging.
with a freedom that removes all
•
traces of coaching. She £d her bit
in the three-act and agtrTn in the
candy store scene, where she earned
Indianapolis, Sept. 12.
laughs through trying several flaAside from technical merit of this
vors of ice cream, finally deciding
week's bill chief local interest in afshe did not want any ice cream.
In production there is not a fault fair* of the Shubert-Park centered
to And. The show is well dressed In whether the second offering
and mounted, expensively in both. would add to the foundation the
Its chorus girls are above the aver- Shuberts seek to bulRl here or tear
age, in looks especially, and work down the splendid cornerstone laid
last week with "Laughs and Ladles."
exceedingly well.
That's hard to tell, but this early
Had the revue atoned for rather
a mild first vaudeville half there In the week it looked like George W.
would have been a balance, but now Gallagher's outfit was going to help
the whole performance is out of, the Park. Just one or two little
kilter, requiring rearrangement and things might work against such results, but maybe they were not im*\ new matter, also perhaps new people in the revue, if new scenes are portant enough to count la the
placed there, who can get the value -long run
The Park until this season had
out of them.
This is excepting the quite likely been the best burlesque house for
chance the show will build itself up several years. It had the burlesque
as it progresses, through playing crowd. Now there Is no burlesque
and rehearsals. But on the surface in town. The Park has got to build
and as it looks "The Ritz Girls" its figure from the regular blg-*lme
needs mu-h fixing, and .oh, how it vaudeville crowd in Indianapolis
and such of other factions as can
does need Lew Fields!
George Sofrnnsky, the former be educated.
With De "Haven and Nice and Joe
vaudeville agent, is the show's
manager. Him father did mostf if Towle as the headline!** and not a
not all. of the booking for the show, real weak spot. in the show, "Mulligan's Follies" certainly gave the
Including acts and people. Hxtnt.
top.
notch variety lovers their
money's worth.
But there come
these^ one .or two lUtle buts bare
legs Tvere bare just a bit too high
Detroit. Mich., Sept. 13.
and material just a little bit broad
One of the hottest days of the in spots. With an established vaudeSummer did not serve to hold back ville clientele it wouldn't matter, but
Detroiters who wanted to see "The here in Indianapolis in all friendliSpice of Life." tlgf first Shubert nesa it looked like risking it. But
unit to play the Snubert, Detroit, they weren't til: ing about it when
they walked out Tuesday afternoon.
this season.
Oapacity houses greeted A. L. They were prahdng the show.
The show is In two parts, with a
Jones' production, and their enthusiasm indicated that they heart- comfortable Intc: rr.iselon. and It ran
There are no big two hours and 3 5 minutes.
ily approved it.
Five sparkling atts constitute the
names in the show, and yet if it is
a sample of what may be expected, first half and "Mulligan's Follies"
the Shubert units are certain to en- proper the last. The Follies" end
Already of it is in fcix^s* encs.
Joy big business locally.
D'Arville Suiters in a song and
David Nederlander reports that the
number of season reservations far dance, banjo and saxophone mixture, and Lorrie Allen with her rope
exceed last year's.

The
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MULLIGAN'S FOLLIES

—

SPICE OF LIFE

1

The matinee was very

—

ting out close to
means there will

6

late In leto'clock which

—

be considerable
trimming to do during the next 10
days, by the elimination of some of
the patter, dances and encores. It
doesn't mean that the show did not
run smoothly. Morris Green Is the
managing director, and he can b n
proud of what he has accomplished.
The entertainment is big value for
$1

and

$1.50.

The first p;irt opens by Introducing the vaufleviUians, and in this
section the 11 Tivoli Girls do a
dance number that immediately
.

stamped them as a hit. They are
followed by the Three Misses WainWright, who are very clever young

—

skipping dominated
applause in
"The Flapper's Jubilee," an opening
number that Started the show on
high.

Arthur Brown's comedy about his
pants and
but hi

if V. lV.s d'idn

t

get over,

-,s
with Margaret Merle
"Caught in the Rain" did. "CasDreams" in this number was
one of the musical hits. "Climbing
the Stairway of Love" in the finale
was the other,
I>e li ven and Nice really warmed
the folks up for the lirst time in
The Backyard Entertainers." The
best hit in the whole two and a
quarter hours is their business with
the huge, slow bouncing toy balloon
.i

.

engagement

llmtnary

Monday

in

tle of

i

do

!

lot of

comedy dancing that

also

'

close

the vaudeville seotion, doing

Miss Hoffman is -also
present In the revue, accounting for
an "Apache" dance with Willie

'a

full hour.

Lander

in

Montmartre

attire.

The

specialty is backed by a special
drop, "In Front of London Bridge."

put them in the "hit" class. Sylvia
Clark presented a number of char- going big.
acter songs, her best number being
The last half Is principally mus"Russian,'' that got a lot of ap- ical.
Very well done, too, with a
Dave Kramer and Jack burfesque acrobatic
plause.
turn by De
Boyle stopped the show with their Haven. Nice and Towle and a novcomedy. Frank Gaby has a novel alty rear view of the boys hanging
ventriloquist act. In this part, there over
a bar in "A Glimpse of Haare specialties by Rita Hell, a dan< e vana" thrown in.
by Irene Delroy. a strut number by
The final.' copied the Winter GarSylvia Clark, assisted by the Misses den stairway scene with success.
Wainwright, Dan Walker and the
Fred Nice conceived and produced
fctrut Girls.
the show and James Stanley Royce
Part two is the revue. The first wrote the special lyries and music.
of
Forest
"The
Fate,"
travesty wis
Fowler.
with Rita Hell and Ray Greene athe Its wly weds: Frank Gaby as the
Irene Delroy as
Spirit of Evil;
Lyrics My McKlfeort Moor?.
Love; Maxine. Clare as Frivolity;
Music by J
l'ntriria Koxse'ter as Jealousy; Ruth Fred Coots, (.'diiip.Iv 8<-rn«'« Uy Kerry LanRussian l>illi»t by l'oklno.
Ottit-r
Winifred der.
Hamilton as Nicotine;
hi -f ity
itvc Bennett
jB-end as Gintbling. and Andellc
<!i*Ttrurf»* Hoffmnti :*mi l>on HiHw. Ru\h
Z.ickey, Forr.il Dew*ra, Florence. Kolinsky,
Alcohol and Passion. I'm
"Both Members of This Club." Harry J.inl-T. Willie ..wider, Fnmk M.irr,
R.innon, Hilly ItboJps, Carlos ('onto.
by Gaby, Kramer and Frel
Harriet l<*»ml<nv !,r»ui*«» Il.imui. M*ry ittnEresented
oyle and Sylvia Clark, Is very •roTt, i;mitn Kli«i;>\ Aim* N i*h, Kd«(h
ame and tends to slow up thjngsi |fffjile/t t'laue de Flftaeiere
In
easily be eliminated;
t could

Man," which Fannie Brice popularized over here, and followed with
a dramatic Apache dance in which
she kills her lover, then stabs herself to fall prostrate across his form.

one of the few Hoffman specan be spared.
led in "Hawaii." with
the girls In bare -legged hula costumes ^or a squirmy dance and ensemble. In the Hoffman vaudeville
act, many interpolations appeared.
One was Miss Hoffman again doing

This

is

cialties that

She also

"impressions."

Her Harry Lauder

In "Shulamlte," a dramatic bit well rendered despite severe hoarseness, were faith fuL
Bessie McCoy working the drums

and Petrova

and traps also landed.
The rest of the dancing specialties
banged over as usual with solos toy
Emma Kligge and the "Mirror
Dance" of Harriet Fowlst\ * eon*

.1

fact, the

:

irr.v

won id

m«W

'

i'l'

'iint

m

Will
•

Bruce

the leading scenic
artist, also registered 50 years at
the theatre on the same day.

Smith,

ing him during the war.. but subsequently divorced him. Lady Diana
Cooper, better known as Lady Diana
Manners, is also said to be taking
up aviation seriously.

"Fan Tan," which has

Just been

tortionlng masterpiece.

Among other

there revive a series of popular and
a suicide. William J. Rear, Who
plays. Their»flrst production will be created the part of Abraham Lincoln
a revival of W. G. Wllls's, historical in the Drinkwater play, is the leadplay, "Charles I," on or about Sept.
ing man.
18.
tn this Russell Thorndyke will
play the leading part.
This play
Sir Charles Santley. a famous conwas originally produced at the Ly- cert
baritone, who has been sericeum in 1872.
ously ill following an operation for
appendicitis, is reported to have
*Owing to the non-arrival of the made considerable progress toward
scenery, the "hus.tle" production of
recovery. He is 88.
"Lawful Larceny,'' at the Savoy, has
been postponed until Aug. 20. There
"Jane Clegg" finishes at the New
has also been a change in the cast, Sept. 16. Lady Wyndham (Mary
Morgan Wallace being substituted Moore) and Sybil Thorndyke profor Lowell Sherman, who is pre- duce Henri Bataille's "La Scandale"
vented from appearing through do- Sept. 18.
mestic affairs.
H. R^f. Princess Henry of RusViolet Vanbrugh la to Join the sia (her mother was a dsSter of
Coliseum bill in a neSv playlet by the late Czarina) is designing the
Matthew Boulton. entitled "The Dif- costumes for the forthcoming proference." She will receive her prin- duction of
"The Cabaret Girlcipal support from Ben Webster.
slated to succeed "Sally" at the
>

-

'

new touches was the fencing scene.
Winter Garden here. The piece is
It is suggested that a new wing
This portion opens with six girls
being 'produced by Jack HaskelU
in tabloid down stage on a dais, all be added to '/Brinsworth." the Va- who is also rehearsing- "The Midin fencing costumes with swords at riety Artists Benevolent Fund home night Revel," which wOI be pro"guard."
A fencing drill follows for aged performers, in memory of duced at Queens Hall, Sept. 7.
that does credit to Dave Bennett. the late Tames W. Tate l''That"),
The girls drill flawlessly, ringing who did valuable work as president
The chairman, Albert. Voyce, and
The organization of the organizer, Mente Bailey, of the
the blades in perfect beat with the of the fund.
music.
It will stop the show 14 the committee whose duty it will Variety Artists Federat*ou._wlH attimes weekly and did here.
be to raise the required money, tend the Trades Union
A ballet in this act by Fokine was about 2,000 pounds, is In the hands which opens Sept. 4, Their prinanother gem.
Leon Barte led it, of Julian Wylie.
cipal object is to get the suf_
surrounded by the girls in beautiful
of the Unionists for the Regtstratic
Already forecast, it Is how offi- of Theatrical Employers, which
white ballet costumes. The tabloids
cially
announced that an Anglicized presented in the House of Commons)
and toe work were the essence of
grace, the girls flitting about the version of Willmetz and Christine's April 10.
j^
stage as lightly as thistledown and "Dede" will be Andre Chariot's next
This bin ts for the registration
as gracefully as young fawns.
A production,
of every person who for private) j
r.- - i
Russian peasant scene also credited
gain employs any person in anjrj
When Sir Charles Hawtrey pro- theatre, musle hall, concert haJXt]
to Fokine elo&ed the act. A special
set with the girls as peasants In duces the as yet unnamed piece by circus and In- the making of a picprettily colored costumes had them George Birmingham he will again ture.
Although pledged to support
play the part of "Dr. Lucius the V. A. F. in this movement, the
ail on in Russian folk dances led by
Hoffman, Bar.te and Charles Conte. O'Grady," the humorous hero of Aotors' Association is not being
Other novelties in the vaudeville "General John Regan," a play which represented at the Congress. The
section were a picture scene which was 0lt\ enormous success in London A. A. appears to be backing the
opened in "one" before a special and provinces, but created not a V. A, F. very half-heartedly and has
showing eight life-size fence pos- few disturbances in Ireland.
la fact been negotiating with the
two high, of movie stars.
ters,
Association Of Touring Managers
Nothing definite has been settled with tne object of promoting anHarry Lander as Will Hays inter-the cast of "The Cabaret other bill for the registration of
rogates the different stars in cross- about
fire comedy dialog.
The personages Glrl, ,r which follows TSally* at the theatrical managers only.
are given a life-like appearance by Winter Garden. The principals alH
the substitution of a human head. ready engaged, however. Include
Alice Delysla has evidently reThe scene goes to full stage where Dorothy Diokson, Heather Thatch- covered from the illness which was
the 13 principals in costume re- er, Molly Ramsden, Gregory Stroud, said to have compelled her retireplicas of the posters entrance for George Grossmlth and Leslie Hen- ment from the cast of the last
specialties. The finale of the scene, son.
Cochran revue at the New Oxford,
a wow. was an ensemble dance with
"Mayfair to Montmartre."
She is
"Double or Quits/' tried out at the to do a series of "flying matinees"
the flashing lights giving the motion
Golders
Green Hippodrome before for Moss' Empires.
picture effect. It was a real novelty
.

'

t

v

-..

as handled. The talk in "one" lost
some of its strength through amateurish line reading from the posters.
This could be shortened.

The Landers

"A Greek Res-

in

taurant" did their burlesque "table

coming into the West End at the
Aldwych, has Robert Horton, Don-

ald Calthrop, Arthur fildred, Frank
Cellier. Erie Lester, Pamela Cooper,
Glna Graves, Ruth Maltland. Winifred Izzard, Agnes Imlay, and C. W.
Somerset.
Donald Oakhrop produced.

"Belinda"
Sept.

finishes

at

the

Olobe

Teddie Gerrard Is due back. She
almost certain to return to Andre
"A to Z," at the Prince of
Wales, but a Marconlgram was sent
to the Aquitaniar on which she
sailed, offering her big money fog
the Victoria Palace and also twat
weeks at the Queens Hall cabaret*
Is

Chariot's

2.

cidentally, was the vocal one. Billy
Rhodes, possessing (he voice of th?
production, also I? ids several humbers in clever fash. on.

1

i

i.

1

>

HELLO EVERYBODY

I

76th birthday Aug. 19,
50th anniversary

same time the

Bert Levy Is returning to America^
He sailed on the Aqultania Sept. %t
Gladys Cooper'a next production He should have worked in Germanyf
at the Playhouse will be and adapta- for four weeks
on an old pre-watf
tion of "L'Ecole des Cocottes," by
contract, but discovered his salaryf
Another comedy wham was "At Paul Armont and Marcel Garbldon. of £ 125 was payable to him in Gor?
fhe Circus.' with the Landers as
man marks.
he has called th<r
Maurice Moscovitch has secured dates off and So
the "Corsiean Twins."
The threeis settling the com-'
legged business Is also from the a new play by Jerome K. Jerome mission also in German marks.
entitled
"The
Soul
Nicholas
of
SnlJack Singer show of ist season and
was Interpolated by Lander, who is ders." Jerome is, of course, one of
Martin Henry, in conjunction with
program -credited with the staging our best known authors but has the Arthur Cfibbons, will produce an
The Fisherman" singular reputation of having only American comedy, "Peggy, Behave,"
of all the comedy.
was another pip. with the comics written two very successful works. at Brighton Sept. 25. The star Is
fishing for women. using fruit for The one a novel, "Three Men in a a well-known Australian actress*
bait, but switching to "lough" with
Eifeen Robinson.
A t-uecia' set accombetter
Meergie AlbanesJ, Basil RathbonsV
panied this bi( i!
by Ron nor and Mario, wire walkers; Charles V. France and Malcolm,
The ."-how has
finite that sent Carey. Bannon find Marr, a three- Keen are among the cast of the^
It
Libelled man harmony singing turn, who Grossmith-Malone
them out bussing
la
of
production
The »."•* is a landed, and McCoy and Walton, who Somerse| Maugham's Kast of Suez"'
"Green and \\h.
poem in green irtd white coloring goaled them with their nut comedy at His Majesty's. The production!
blending, the stage tt>-ina enveloped and artistic hoke.
is getting a good deal of publicity^
,ii
while cycler. una.
Mlly' Rhodes
The Landers bowed out of fhe from the fact that the management
leads "I Want fa ritep." with the olio to allow the Hoffman let to run is employing GO "Chinks" for .supers.
gals In pretty green minstrel cos- complete and save this section from Considering the amount of hopeless
tumes led by Miss to (To li n .itusruf- toyooming top Jtioavy.
unemployment, the. Chinese might
lled hniekcr and .rufi rj> itforf) for'a
^Arthur Kd$b* can be- proud of fhi« have been k»ft. to the'f' own triys
whirlwind finale w U tn«»* entire unit', which will take i lot of beat- terious avocations and the "supers"
company strung across tt»e stago in ing before ftnlshmg bacw of any recruited from the few Ihousunl
ike. history for single file
show on the Shubert Circuit. It's a players ^ho- ..tie ..walking about
t
^n^nlng a preThe v-.iudeville secti''* t l'i« opened miracle at the prices.
Con.
London.
-,'•*' —
T'lirr- ~irr
li II liiir—Mi

the song and dance opening, "Entertaining the Sheik," developed,

i

his

the

of his connection with the theatre.

•

J. H. Benrimo has taken a lease
The billing should be changed. Miss of the Ambassadors in conjunction produced in Birmingham by the.
Hoffman in red wig sings "My with Archibald Nettleford and will local Repertory Company, has three
acts, six characters, two murders,,

i

-

'

into

a

i

LONDON

business

t

do a

IN

Boat"; the other the play, "The
(Continued from page S)
any Broadway house and 'The Sign on the Door" and three Passing of the Third Floor BaolO
at musical comedy with "Bulldog Drummond."
The which made a fortune for Sir John*
prices!
management boasts it can fill in its son Forbes -Robertson. is
It
a kaleidoscopic array of companies' 45 weeks In a year, and
scenery, pretty girls, beautiful costhe names of the directorate probThe full cast of "The Torch,*
tumes and entertaining specialties. ably explain why. Those ars J. B.
The 16 girls are slandered when Mulholland, of the Kings, Hammer- which' Alexander Aaronsohn will
produce
at the Apollo in conjunction
described as choristers, for each one smith and elsewhere; Tom B. Davis,
with Maurice Moscovitch. is Maurice
is a specialist and a looker. -This
one of the best known of West End Moscovitch, Leslie Banks, Nat MadU*
Is accounted for by the presence of
managers; Phillip Rodney, of t h «--»on, Cyril Raymond. Margaret Hal,
Hoffhian and her. entire Prince of Wales'. Birmingham, and
Gertie
stan Murle i Alexander. Olga Lindo.
vaudeville cast, all of whom are Frank
B. O'Neil,
and violet Penule. Moscovitch Is
principals but who wsrk in the line.
working a press publicity stunt in
There are so many strong periods
will
The story of "Cinderella"
which he says that a woman, %
in the revue it almost discourages
form the basis of this year's Hippo- spiritualist but a complete stranger
description. The Lander Bros., from drome pantomime.
to him. has seen him in all his
burlesque, are all over this- portion,
successes and has always noticed
registering consistently with com"Tons of Money" opens at the
edy. Harry Lander in tramp char- Aldwych Oct 9. In the> brief space the spirit of a child hovering over
acter will probably never again get intervening between the farce's fin- his head as- though guarding the
This, says Mosaway from the legitimate producers. ishing at the Shaftesbury and re- actor from failure.
His work is flawless. He secures opening at the new theatre Donald covitch, must be ttro" spirit of hie
who
died
many years
sister
littlehis laughs in a quiet manner, in Calthrop will produce a new comdecided contrast to the blatant edy. "Double or Quit." This is the ago.
methods employed by most comics work of Theophilus Charlton, the
His brother, working author of several provincial meloof this type.
Poppy Wyndham. who made a
opposite with red nose and trick dramas.
brief appearance in. the theatrical
mustache, feeds intelligently and
and film world some time ago and
helps.
who is the daughter of Lord InchArthur Lewis, now playing the
Miss Hoffman has never worked King of Algarve in "Decameron cape, has Just taken out her certifiharder, or appeared to better ad- Nights" at Drury Lane, celebrated cate as an air pilot. She married an
She and her company
vantage.
and at actor, Dennis Wyndham., after nura~

move

bit" before
magnificent silver set.
"What Ho, Varlet," dance.
Then Joe Towle in single worked Leon Barte had a *ong and dance
entertainers.
Julia Kelety sings
the lethargic mob up again. From specialty here, the latter part of
three numbers, which he puts over then
The only light
Which registered.
on they were
very nicely. Tom and Ed Hickey please, the tumbling fairly easy to department in the production, inact into which
in

*

for

the Central Jersey
City, It proved one of the season's
Surprises.
The show as it stands,
without a single cast change, could
three days at
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Most of the bands and Dexter were not seen at this them. The O'Nell Sisters, two young
appearing In the past have been performance.
girls with an abundance of personwith some woman or specialty peoality, were the high points of the
ple, but it is only recently, at least
Al Walle. fpr many years con- show. These two young women are
Tha citlss undmr Corrsspondsnce In thla issue of Varisty art
here, that just bands were used for nected
brand-new, not only around here
Keith
and
Proctor
the
with
a "name" draw. Sol Wagner, who theatres and later with Marcus Loew but to show business, but to see
as follows, and on paoea:
99 MONTREAL
BALTIMORE
followed in Elgar and His Band, as
39
manager, has been appointed them work they belie that fact.
a
collected 10 men and arranged a
87
ORLEAN8
manager of the Shubert Garrlck They are assisted by a piano player
BOSTON
36
routine of numbers and accepted a theatre here where the Shubert and a gold back drop, with two
27 PHILADELPHIA
CHICAGO
35
week at the Rialto. Wagner is a vaudeville
units begin their engage- changes of wardrobe, from kid
West Side product, who started In ment on Sunday.
32 ROCHESTER
32
DE8 MOINE8
John J. Garrity, rompers to ankle lengths. The girls
a small way, built up a following of general manager of the Shubert are in easy for the big time. Jimmy
34 SAN FRANCI8CO
DETROIT
30
dance hall fans, and went in for houses here, will supervise the policy Sax and Duffy held the next to shut
supplying bands for dances.
He
INDIANAP0LI8
34 SYRACU8E
38
the Garrlck In addition to his and with some talk and saxophone
therefore is locally well enough of
with the other theatres. work made the spot stand up. The
35 WASHINGTON
KAN8A8 CITY
39
known to mean something- to the duties
will
continue as flash act of the bill was Natalie
I
vaudeville fans. Wagner is a musi- Harry Hlrsch
Garrlck and Cecil Harrison and Co., two men and four
cian of excellent tastes, with a sense treasurer of the
Cronkhite,
was
in
the Apollo women. The act has every kind of
who
of high appreciation for the finest
All matter la
been dancing. It needs plenty of work
VARIETY'S
tricks in arrangement. The Wagner box office last season, has
to make the grade, but has possiCorreapondenre
brought
over
as- his assistant.
OFFICE
bunch are each musicians, but not
bilities.
refer* to current
HtMte-Lake
showmen; they haven't been in
week anleae
The Midway Hippodrome, the
Theatre Bid*.
otherwise
vaudeville enough to know that.
Old "Sol" was driven from the
'"big"
Billy
Diamond
theatre
of
the
Indicated.
CHICAGO
The Unusual Duo made their string and the ultimate goal of all center of the stage Sunday by the
N
name mean something besides just a acts that play the* family time much wanted "Jupe. Pluv.," with
Frank Westphal and hia band of records and at the Rainbo Gardens. phrase. They started the show off around the west, opened to tremen- the result that the latter in unMelroy Sisters danced dous business this week.
eight, including himself, headlined All music is specially orchestrated unusually.
This stinted fashion paid his tribute to
Chieagoans the entire day and made
for the second week of the adapta- and tastefully arranged. Westphal deftly and brought the deuce spot house, which is owned by Abe Cotion of the multiple policy at Uio hat absented himself from vaudeville up to a good tempo. Sol Berns, who hen, has been playing musical tabs it a bearable one for the theatre.
Westphal, being an ex- for a long time- He can always has identified himself with a cer- all summer, but switches to the reg- The result of the breaking of the
Majestic.
perienced showman, brought his come back with the band or other- tain brand of Hebrew dialect and ular brand of vaudeville this week. heat wave was a crowded house at
comedy, stuck to this mark. He The house is playing three, three the opening matinee at the Palace
band Into the bill with a snap and wise.
smoothly
w».» dresses neatly and works
class that made It stand out. Westn*»,-t Howard
u nmr>~A preceded
n » AM <^i«4 the
«».« Westone days of shows, which Sunday. So tolerable were they, the
Beit
« fa „,.„ * nA wu.«„ «!.«.,.. ,.„f«M. and
phal, since his vaudeville retirement, phal act with a bit of monolog Stanley and Wilson Sisters unfold
catches the trade, or 70 per cent, of people, that the fact that the show
has been supplying the music at the and piano playing. Howard dresses cd a three-scene offering in 15 min- them, for three times a week, and at was held for some 20 minutes, due
Kainbo Gardens, a local cabaret. well, and chooses his material as utes. The Sisters are the act. with a 40 cent top.
to the late arrival of some acts, did
His aggregation also took a trip to cleverly. His piano playing is mas- one doing comedienne and the other
It takes shrewd booking and keen not annoy them in the least:
The
New York, and the Columbia | terly, although he now makes it doubling on character work. Stan- management nowadays to run a only change made by the late arley was simply a reason for the girls small family house for this price rival was the moving up of Chic
Graphophone Co. covered the coun- secondary.
Fred Whiteland and to change clothes. Major Rhoades,
and still show a profit, but year in
try with Westphal dance records. Marie Ireland followed.
Fully a
This makes him a local draw. The minute of laughs followed the show- who one time worked under the and year out this house docs it.
Reasonable Prlcea r4
Westphal bunch were placed on ing of their "Umph-vllle" curtain, name of "The Street Urchin." played The competition for the family the- — Quality Food
CHOPS
STEAKS
The- house orchestra just with its many comic lines and in- his violin in a newsboy's ragged atres has been made very rocky
fifth.
outfit.
Rhoades struck a popular with the advent of the Majestic and
came in for a few bits but remained ferences.
Whiteland and Ireland chord. G. Swayne Gordon has a
the
State-Lake,
with
their
small
sight
most
of
of
the
time.
out
The were in good trim, even though it
man and a new woman to as- admission
plus* capacity.*•_ So* the
music of Frank Westphal as played \^a8 raining outside, and cracked out new
NOW LOCATED AT
*
la* Vkl
V*
n r*f not
e\/-it
a
arr\.r\rl
OSS'*
good
as
act,
as
fiist
in his
him In
only answer seems to be the shows.
at the Majestic is the same tempo a finished bit of acting.
had, but Gordon Is himself, The show this half was everything
he
has
157 No. Dearborn St.
and swing which is heard on his
Hubert Dyer and Co. cling to doing the same "drunk" as artis- comedy, talk, song, dance, sight act,
"Dyer's clever pantomime and start tically as ever.
Joe and Martin musical. The first act was a novDrop la and meet the Bays g
the show with a zip and bang. He Kennedy, blackface, twisted a new elty perch and acrobatic act, Perez
is always good for that.
Jason and wrinkle in their act by opening with and LeFleur, man and woman,
Ilarrigan, two women, harmonized a prison drop, one of them singing Cubans, with a high back dive by
sweetly in the deuce spot.
They the prison scene from opera, and the man onto his hands, with a row
take a fling at all of songland for a the other atanding behind the bars. of back flips to take them off. Jesse
program. Douglas Graves and Co The Kennedy brothers go along year and Hubert, man and woman, need
Special Dleeoaat to Performer*
(a woman) offered .a sketch. The in and year out, gaining momentum a little material and are all set for
WHEN IN CHICAGO
audience must have been dozing or In their race for fame. The Wag- something better. The man does a
8to.te-I.ake Theatre Bid*..
the fcdor impression received at this ner band closed the bill.
Hazard quiet comedy, while the woman has
1734 Ogden Avenue
Ground Floor
Monday first show was the cause and George and Yoni and Fugi not all the appearance of big time, beCHICAGO
for the flop. Not one pors n in the seen.
sides a grand opera voice. Harris
Phone Soeley SMI
house applauded the curtain bows.
and Holly, two colored boys, went
DeVOY
Ask:—
GEORGE
Fred Lewis next to shut with the
Minus a headliner the show here for a wow. The boys have everysame act. But Lewis acts his act,
thing in their favor, coming out In
is a good, strong, conthis
week
and so it Is still good for a couple
offering. Head- one, shoving a piano and then proof rounds of hefty applause. Mar- sistent and pleasing
ceeding to polish It, dressed In stage
garet and Morrell, man and woman, liners mean really nothing at this hands' uniforms, fooling the best of
Art let a who have Ions endearments) km
noon Monday
Promptly
at
house.
in "Dancin* Around" have a nice
CH1CAOO will enjoy a> mora ploaaaaS
pouring
in
a
visit by at ay Ins »t
offering which could star! the mid- more than 300 persons
"CHICAGO'S NEWEST"
die of the bill spot. The woman is rain stood on the sidewalk outside.
a light and nimble dancer, who car- Their waiting was worth while, for
Coati Remodeled in One Week
slamries charm and class in her per- when they got In they saw a
Into do ma in and wrapt of latest style.
We
4526 Sheridan Road
sonality and wardrobe, too.
The bang and fast -going vaudeville
also clean, ft axe and relUie wltii silk for $20
man sang and danced but a trifle, show.
IN CHICAGO'S EXCLUSIVE SECTION.
ORDER YOUR FURS NOW
Opening the show was Kinzo,
but fitted into the picture. Frank
EVEBY HOOM With a PRIVATE BATH
Pay when you want them.
Brown and Angel and Fuller not with his comedy juggling feats.
ONE BLOCK FROM LAKE
BLUMENFIELD'S FUR 8HOP
Kinzo is a past master at his game.
seen at this show.
Loop.
TWENTY MINUTES to All THEATRES
204 Stats Lake Bids
CHICAGO
Following him were Tony Hughes
Hue
Excellent Cafe.
Stop*
at Door.
Work Called For.
Phone Dsaraern 1233.
The band craze has struck the and OJlie Delrow with comedy talkATTRACTIVE BATES
Hughes, an unRialto grade of house as well as ing and singing.
WIRE
RESERVATIONS
FOB
assuming straight man, with an appearance and demeanor which ImMURIEL DE FORREST
BETTER THAN THE. BEST SHOW-IN TOWN
press, serves as an excellent feeder
PHOTOGRAPHED THIS SEASON
for Delrow, who supplies the com*
edy in blackface. They have a line
r.Y
"Maker of Photographs of of gags which though not altogether
new are dished out In a most relishDistinction"
able fashion.
Formerly of KANSAS CITY
CLARK at LAWRENCE.
Continuous Dancing—
Max V/eilly and Melissa Teneyck
508 Fine Arts Bldg.
«tavc fcnasetee
followed with their repertoire of
Kmnk it esiiiinii nxi KultMio Or.lw.tn*. Anuiteur Theatrical S'lle l\.r\ |V„
WABASH »4T»
This team is one
classical dances.
410 SOUTH MICHIGAN BLVD.
of the class and flash dancing duos,
SJstnjaasi fcudokthaus
and in this offering they have the
real tone.^They have a gorgeous eye
at
other circuits.
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.

"ELI," the Jeweler
TO THE PROFESSION

EUGENE COX

SCENERY

"EVA MANDEL SAYS"

1

HUNTINGTON HOTEL

I

1

.

JAKES HARGIS CONNELLY

FRED MANN'S

RAINBO GARDENS

M

*

CHICAGO

and the lighting of the turn

is

MILL GARDEN
GREENBROADWAY
LAWRENCE

YOU PAY

Ws

2321 8.

WABASH AVENUE, CHICAGO

i

"THE BRIGHT SFOT

IN

Phone;

V ICTORY

FRITZEL'S
RIAR'S INN

"The Debutante." which Is a
gem. Gibson Is a light comedian
who knows the value of scenes and
situations and uses good Judgment
at opportune times. He does it in a
deft and clean manner. Miss Conelli
as an adventurous society girl handles her role in superb style and
helps Gibson in getting the punch
lines and comedy bits of the vehicle

3466
"

,

NORTHEAST CORNER VAN BUREN AND WABASH AVENUE
HIGH CLASS ENTERTAINMENT AND DANCING

If.

Cuisine and Service Unexcelled.
FKITZBIj. Proprietor

J.

Wabash

In the next to closing spot were
Stanley and Al Rimes, with

6815.

Dan

their eccentric dances.

<Vreen4>ill
SHOfV
k

V^

COUPEE

44

It

30 West Randolph

Street,

Next Door Colonial Theatre

CHICAGO
Where

is always welcome and
want catered to

the Performer
-

his every

WHERE YOU MEET THE GANG AFTER THE SHOW

FULLY PROTECTED

THE MIRACLE SCENE
(PATENT PENDINO)
Ttila

Ncv ACME

Product Will Storm the Country.

Re Ono of the Loader*.

over.

Theatrical Parties.

'Phone Reservation

"PETE'S"

came next with a new comedy

nelli
skit,

THE LOOP"

Me

with

HENRY HORN,
NOW PLAYING "BANDANA LAND"

BECKER BROS— SCENIC STUDIO

Meet

in

the scenic embellishment and the work of the duo.
During the dancing interludes, Max
Bolan and Rex Battle entertain with
AND
UPPER
selections on the piano and violin.
Mgr.
Even though the turn was in this
early spot the audience realized the
artistry of it and attested to these
DANCING FROM 7 P. M. TILL CLOSING. RENDEZVOUS FOR PROFESSIONALS qualities
with applause.
Next came Dolly Kay, liked
around these parts. She is a good
exponent of syncopated melody and
gets it over in great style. All In
For swivel chair offices in the Loop— For sll heads that do not work.
all Miss Kay sang four numbers
stage
settings. and got away In good fashion.
Any kind of the best
personally do your work.
We could not work for Shuberts, La it or Pavlowa if not square.
William Gibson and Regina Co-

accordance

STEAKS—CHOPS—OMELETS
SANDWICH SYMPHONIES

fitted in

mob

These boys

as though each were

the other.

for

for a three-bngger with their

Closing the show, Burns
Brothers performed a score of handbalaneing and gymnastic feats that
rounded out a corking good entertainment.
McWaters and Tyson and Hall

stepping.

No "Ritz"-Just Good Food

Where famous people meet and eat
Opposite Stntc-Lnkt Bids.
180 NO. STATE STREET
CHICAGO

tfCME SCENIC flRTI5T STUDIOS

made

They knocked the

VI
H

a?

W. Rundolpii

Street,

CHICAGO

B
YOUR ACTS GREATEST ASSET

SCENERY
UNIVERSAL.
NOVEL
EXQUISITE—sjm-

-:-

ARTISTIC

CASH OR PAYMENTS

—OF—

DRAMATIC ART AND DANCING
Vaudeville Act* Produced and Staged
Instructions In Dramatic Art and All Branches of Dancing

UNIVERSAL SCENIC ARTIST STUDIOS,
I* P. LAJtSRN,

626 State-Lake Bldg.

Manaslns Art Director

CHICAGO

Inc.

FRANCES ROWENA ANDERSON
FREDERICK J. IRELAND

i

Phone: Dearborn 1776

62 Auditorium Bldg.,

CHICAGO. Phone: Wabash 5833
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Managers

Earful For the

•
>

>

DAMON RUN YON
CROSS,

to

a good ad lib comedian."
•

'

.

•

PERCY

HAMMOND

(anent the "Night

Boat"):

"In the plot

WELLINGTON

CROSS

appears, a distinguished comedian

who clowns

and who

well

(quality

which

known

as class."

possesses the

in the argot of the theatre

to headline

critical of their

deemed on

any

held over from

for those

bill

amusements.

rare occasions.

who

last

week,

This

stuff,

incompetent

scholar can

make

to

A

succeed.

a fairly decent living at

gentleman

Sales to the sixth position, taking
the place of Wellington Cross for
this performance and Cross taking
.the next to closing spot.

JOE BISS

four of the acts, but was shown
at intervals, and therefore did not
become an eyesore as it generally
does when used too frequently on
in

much easier and more profitable.
Edd Ernie, the monopedlc hoofer,

Lowell, Mass.

me and

and

A

He

his elbow.

I'd

fellow can't go far

never

lets

KANSAS CITY
WILL PLAY ROAD SHOWS
SEASON

WANT
WEEK

Lessees

1922-23

STRONG, FIRST CLASS ATTRACTION FOR
OCT. 1ST. Priest t of PallaM Carnival Week

OTHER WEEKS OPEN
Everybody knows that Kansas City Is one of the leading and most
profitable one and two week stands In America.

EVERY ATTRACTION THAT PLAYS CHICAGO, ST. LOUIS OR
THE PACIFIC COAST SHOULD PLAY KANSAS CITY
The Grand has

recently been redecorated,

new

seats, etc.

BRIGHAM,

Booking Representative

KANSAS

CITY,

off as to

have a terrible time

wrong with Duke
lets

HARRY WEBER

MONTREAL

PAMAHASIKA'S
BIJOU CIRCUS

MO.

FUR HOUSE

have a sure-fire offering and have
always goaled their audiences with
their acrobatic and eccentric dancing efforts, but it appeared that on
this occasion the applause forth-

coming was not as spontaneous and
thunderous as it has been in the
past.
The trio got over in good
shape, but their reception was not
up to what it has been in the past,
making it quite obvious that their
appearance here was a bit too pre-

mature.

They are a good standard
any bill, but

act and desirable for

some thought should be given of
sending them too frequently.
Next were John Hyams and Leila
Mclntyre, aided by Leila Hyams
and Teddy Powell, in a light skit
with song, entitled "Honeysuckle."
It is a mighty. sweet and satisfying
vehicle for the team.
Then came "Chic" Sales with his
rural characterizations.
Sales has
not been seen hereabouts for some
time, with the result he achieved his

He paved an easy path for the
Four Mortons and they tread over
it in the usual Morton fashion. Sam

MIKE LEVY
VAUDEVILLE ATTRACTIONS
Booking with the MARCUS LOEW
and all Independent Circuits
160 West 46th Street

NEW YORK

MM
CAN PLACE STANDARD ATTRACTIONS
WITH VAUDEVILLE UNITS AND
PRODUCTIONS
SIITK

B0«

PHONE: BRYANT

DROP CURTAINS, CYCLORAMAN.
DE
STAGE SETTINGS OF EVKRY AND
9CRIPTION IN ANILINE DYKS

WATER COLORS.

ALSO SILKS, SATINES, VELVETS ami
"NOVELTY" MATERIALS.
ET AMINE DROPS

—

FOR

APPLIQUE SETS

Vaudeville Acta. Complete Revue*.
Productions and Theatraa
"Quality

Work"

—

"Economy

Price*"

NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIOS
THAT
SERVICE

t«

220

at

you

&

usual clean-up.

For open time, wire or write

E. S.
808 Victor Bldg.

me

aided by May Ernie, had an easy Morton seemed to be in unusually Cross* "gags" are tried and true,
matter of It in the deuce spot. Ernie good trim and worked like a beaver, while one or two are new, but the
A little less
is able with and without the aid or with Kitty standing alongside of turn is a pleasing one.
a crutch to show folks what a per- him taking and giving as fast as lengthy than the usual Cross act. as
son can do in the line of terpsichore. thins came in her direction. Clara the mind- reading bit was elimiHe worked hard and consistently and brother Joe did their share with nated, it got over in great style.
Closing the show were Fred Gaand his partner did likewise, with Mother and Father, and all In all the
the result that the team got a reetlng to the Morton Family was lettl and Mabel Kokln. Their greatone of the high spots of the show. est handicap was the lateness of the
rousing greeting.
The first sign of comedy was in This was just 5 p. m., and a second hour, with Miss Kokin's dancing and
the next act* Harrison and Dakcin, later Wellington Cross, who had a Galettl's and the monkeys' efforts
who are aided at the piano and else- long night ride from St. Paul and directed mostly to the empty seats.
where* by Billy Hogue. The trio came into town four hours late, Their turn is a most pleasing one,
have a comedy talking and singing stepped out as splc and span and and under normal conditions they
melange which they program as fash as though he came out of a would have made the stay of the
"The Three of Us," THat is the band box. He had Dean Moore at patrons worth while.
theme of their vehicle and used In the piano with him. Cross started
Loop.
lyricized form for the opening and off with a comedy song, told a few
closing.
Harrison is a light come- gags, sang another song, did a teleThe Chateau boasts of a better
dian of no mean ability. His sup- phone bit similar to the one with
port by Miss Dakln and Hoguo Is Babe Ruth (but now Babe being the
unsurpassable, with the result that person at the other end of the wire)
they registered 100 plus at the and concluded It by allowing Moore
Chas. Desjardins
Co.
matinee as they stopped the show to sing a ballad and doing a little
LIMITED
more warbling himself. Some of
cold.
Deni.
St.
130
Street
Following them were the everdependable Pearson, Newport and
This trio have achieved
Pearson.
CANADA'S LEADING
a reputation in these environs
within the past few years, so much
HANDSOME PONY AND DOG8
so that last season saw them about
8M«ial DlMHlt H ProfwH— al Arttrta —
Ave times In the loop houses. They

theatre

ELLIOTT THEATRE ENTERPRISES CORP.,

tipping

miss a sign.

—

GRAND

novice at vaudeville

you fumble and never

Vaudeville,

WANTED AT ONCE
St.,

without him.

it."

A TOP-MOUNTER
Address

less a

»»

The bill summed up Is not a flash programs.
The show in its entirety was a
or class bill.
It Is one heavily
studded with dancing and grand well arranged vaudeville show, as
pianos.
The pianos and dancing there was an abundance of song,
were Just properly placed, with the dance, talk and comedy. It had all
audience enjoying the avalanche of of the essentialities which are remelody and terpsichore offered. The quired to get approbation from the
dancing ran a bit heavy in the early patrons, and the ingredients that
part of the bill, being done in the were dispensed were substantial and
first five acts and then followed up worth while.
with added potions in two other
The "eyeopener" was handed out
acts. The piano did yeoman service by Beeman and Grace with their
instrumental selections of syncopated melodies, Miss Grace solo
dance and concluded by novelty
roller skating of Beeman alone and
with his partner. Beeman Is probably one of the best of the roller
skaters and should pay a little more
for a hand-balancing act
attention to this than he does to the
instrumental portion. More of the
roller skating and less of the music
for Beeman will make navigation
169 Salem

but he's there coaching

MAX HART

Productions,

nsr

what's right and what's wrong.

it

seems that you need neither be too vulgarly blatant nor
asininely

i

I'm more or

with the Yanks.

re-

is

one of them, when

is

is

are inclined to be

American vaudeville

e:

AND, OH, YES; BABE RUTH SAID: "DUKE
CROSS is a regular fellow. I wish he was a ball player

Los Angles "Examiner":

"WELLINGTON CROSS,

d

is

m:

DORIS ANDERSON,
bound

•

-

WELLINGTON
CROSS

WELLINGTON

him with

«

" Whoever

SAID:

booked Babe Ruth was smart enough
Couple

<

WEST

46th

STREET

IS

rhone:

BRYANT

DEPENDABLE"

0517
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SCHWAB & KUSELL'S

<0>

if

HAM

GIN

GIRL
New York,

Appearing at the Earl Carroll Theatre,

If

Indefinitely

REFLECTIONS FROM THE CRITICS' MIRROR
/

ALAN DALE

BURNS MANTLE
in New York "Mail"

-

in

New York "American"

nominate Eddie Buzzell as the funniest comedian on
^Broadway, bar none. He was not only humorous, but once
or twice he exuded a genuine drop of pathos that carried
weight, and proved that here at least was a good actor and
not a one -part actor. Louise Allen and Helen Ford are as
delicious a twain as one could wish to see."

"Eddie Buzzell, playing the boy, is a good comedian, who
can be snappy without being coarse, and Helen Ford, playing
the girl, is an attractive and gifted soubrette. They are
splendidly supported by Louise Allen. Alan Edwards, Russell

"I

-

Mack and Amelia Summerville. Helens Coyne and Henri
French are a grade above the average acrobatic dancers, and
Bertee Beaumont contributes her eccentric dances."

.

New York

"Tribune"

New York

i

'Eddie Buzzell was her bad boy in a good comedy p>.

I

n

X

"A majority of the comedy
who is undeniably funny."

(

.

New

"Timet"

11

done."'

York "World"

is

supplied by Eddie Buzzell,

<s>

New York "Sun"

1

"Mr. Buzzell's humor is keen and clean and has only one
Intent throughout. But perhaps this will not be in its favor.
At any rate, his performance as the country boy who turned
licker is excellent comic stuff."

New York

who

"Eddie Buzzell,
ft

laughs,

was phasing as
<0>

"Globe"

"Obviously in the spotlight were Helen Ford, a demure
brunette with a,charming voice, and Eddie Buzzell. the bland

"Herald"

little

•

comedian."

New

York "Telegram"

"Mr. Buzzell was a conquering, entrancing slicker from
the country. His opening salutation that he 'got 'em dead
and brought 'em back to life' started a laugh that became
more Infectious every time he appeared."

manner and genial smile won him new friends, while he
showed a devastating gift of turning a serious situation humorously Just when It was becoming suffocatingly senti-

IBEE
in Variety

mental.

New

"The play has been fashioned out of a vaudeville playlet.
first presented it as 'A Man of AfTairs'
with Eddie Buzzell featured last season. To Buzzell fell the
sntire comedy assignment, and he ate it up. Through two
of the three acts he is a wise hick, with his own style of
sartorial adornment that even Broadway could not change.
Buzzell's best bit was a cafe scene in the second act with
Dolly Lewis. Buzzell working with Amelia Summerville as
an old maid with a bundle again registered with a laugh

York "Journal"

Schwab and Kusell

"There is much slang in the piece, and Eddie Buzzell,
plays John Cousins, a native of Crossville Corners,

New York

Hampshire, who comes to

to

knock them

who

New

'for

a

of tenements,' uses the most of it. He is a clever comedian and carries the bulk of the show on his shoulders."

row

New York
.

many

New York

"But Buzzell made the 'cookies more easily digestible.
This diminutive comedian established himself as a fixture
on the legitimate stage in the role of the rustic youth who
left New Hampshire, confident of conquering Manhattan, but
was overcome by the bright lights and finally had to seek a
Job from the successful little sweetheart whom he had once
pitied to the extent of $100 in a loan. He has toned down
the staccato methods he used in vaudeville and his unforced

<&

scored

lover."

•core."

"Post"

WEED DICKINSON

"Of course, they are not the only high light in this show,
for there Is Eddie Buzzell as John Cousins, the boy who
leaves Crossville Corners for the cafe and Greenwich Village
Yes, Indeed, there is a Greenwich
life of the metropolis.

in

Telegraph tt

"Eddie Buzzell, as John Cousins, the country boy ,who is
going to knock New York for a row of handsomely carved
gravestones and nearly does has the heavy comedian role.
fie has a few good lines and makes the most of a part
Which one feels should have been 'fatter'."

Village scene, for what musical comedy is complete without
It? Even In this setting the country boy is quite capable of
taking care of himself. But then Eddie Buzzell is even
capable of taking lines that are not clever and giving them
an originality and a humorous twist that is most contagious.
He certainly shares honors with that charming chorus."

New York

New York "Morning

—

—

t*

Zit's

tt

"Probably the best of them is Eddie Buzzell, well known
to devotees of vaudeville, who proved a hit of huge proportions on the opening night. He exudes personality, knows
how to pull a gag, can render a song so that it doesn't hurt

"Clipper"

"Eddie Buzzell has used the plot of this production as his
vaudeville vehicle during the past year, and is making his
oebut in the legitimate field. His handling of the role, his
personality, stamps him as one of the best Juveniles in
musical comedy today."

the audience and,

boy

In

all in all,

handles the role of the country
It was bequeathed

a manner that makes one think

to him."

»

I

THANKING THE CRITICS AND MY FRIENDS FOR THEIR GOOD WISHES
.
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ORPHEUM THEATRE, OMAHA, NEB.
NEXT WEEK (SEPTEMBER

class of clientele, and the Anchor Graham Reed Sisters and Dardon.
Brothers in past seasons have found The billing/ for the three girls and a
How- man calls for a "Revue of Tone
It a blue-ribbon investment.
•ver, of late the house seems to have and Color." Color, yes. in a gaudy
fallen into somewhat of a rut. Not old rose eye with silver trimmings,
a* far as the physical management but no tone. The turn, supposedly a
la concerned, but In style and type flash, developed into boresome singing and dancing by a quartet who
of acts presented.
The theatre throughout the past could neither sing nor dance and
eason has been playing a consistent were poorly costumed. Costuming
standard program, with occasion- was most essential, but the people
ally headline a,cts used.
But this seemed to feel the only essential
policy seems to have baen abandoned thing was a few novelty dances
poorly executed and presented. In
Of late.
Now the shows are just th<» con- its entirety the turn would find conventional small time. Such was the ditions rather dubious to even qualilast half. The bill gave the impres- fy for the smaller of the small-time
sion the booker was stuck until the houses.
Next to closing were Watts and
last minute and in the predicament
Ringold, colored mixed team. This
took chances.
Opening the show Harris and Har- couple are well known in the smaller
houses hereabouts as qualifying
ris, two men, in conventional handOn this
balancing and strength tricks. The well for the deuce spot.
routine in some spots is good, but bill the couple, with their low-comthere is an evident lack of show- edy talk, dancing and songs, were
manship. They naturally felt hurt Just a bit out of their vaudeville
when, executing tricks thought in- environment, as a number of their
tricate, did not get the applause they gags and dances which are sure-flre
figured they should have.
These in the smaller houses could not proboys must realize the patrons ire duce a spark. They were just misaccustomed to witnessing the best placed, and it was no fault of theirs.
Closing the vaudeville section
of the equilibristic turns, and when
an act of a conventional line of were Sol Wagner and band. Local
routine comes along they do not organization of 10 men who have
been appearing at private functions.
enthuse.
No. 2 was Billy Roeder, monologist In their sphere the endeavors of
and singing comedian.
He is a these willing and ambitious youths
likely young chap, with patter smart sutllce. But when it comes to servand erisp and a faculty for putting ing the public from the rostrum they
over his vocal comedy numbers and are up against an obstacle, as they
ballads in a convincing manner. have no conception of what is wantThe "deuce" spot for an act of this ed by the theatre patrons, and only
Wagner, who
sort was a rather early one. but it served as chasers.
appears as though the crowd real- presides at the piano, lacks the
ized they were getting something qualities of a director, and with the
fetter than the regular run they exception of two violinists has made
(have been seeing of late, so they a poor selection in the makeup of
voiced their approbation in sumptu- his outfit.

ous fashion.
In the middle of the

were the

bill

WANT BUCKING MULE
A

I

so

Man

GEO.

to

Work Same

ROBERTS

E.

2324 N. Fairhill Street

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

In "I
This

Boh Zeno, who was erroneously
reported as being in a serious condition, will vacation a week, and
then return to his duties in the
hotel business. Before retiring from
the stage Zeno played in vaudeville
with his wife under the name of
Zeno and Mandel. Zeno has riot
had a vacation since his stage retirement, and the controlling of the
Huntington and Myland Hotels
have proven a bit trying. He will
return to his business
next two weeks.

within

Eastern Representative:

(Sept.

10)— Majestic,

Chicago

substantial hit.
Cooke, Mortimer
and Harvey, with the novelty of a

show.
Miss Williams is gifted with an
engaging personality and with a line
female baritone voice set for syncopated numbers and a knack for jazz

defiance of the law.
The action
takes place In two scenes with an
interlude of picture screen between.
Jennings' address telling how he became a bandit is droll. Page and

Club,

Marco,

are holding forth at the Little
across the street from the

Orpheum. were especially engaged
by Manager Harry Singer to coheadline with Vera Gordon and Co.
The
in "The Lullaby"' this week.
double feature scheme was used last
week also when Singer brought
Theodore Roberts into the bill. He
From the
drew capacity businc
early returns Fanchon and Marco
<i.

with a banner week.
The dancing pair and their revue
company are doubling at the Orpheum and the adjacent cafe. Tiny
have developed t. splendid organizawill repeat

stepping.
She registered an individual hit, as did Mile Vannessi
with her dancing, in which contortion and classical evolutions are

Green

basketball game on bicycles, made
good closing number. Bert and
Hazel Skatelle with their clever
stepping on roller skates were written down for a hit at the opening.

a

"Motoring."

tion.
The present vehicle discloses
clever performers In Frances Williams, Mile. Vannessi. Rube Wolf.
Frisco Nick and girl partner, the
last-named being a pair of shimmying colored dancers who stopped the

who

Willard Mack, playing an engagement at Pantages last week, had to
leave in the middle o. his engage-

ment

to

go

to

a hospital.

While

there stories got into all the papers
that Mack and his newest wife.
Beatrice Beebe Mack, had separated
and that the Mrs. had returned to
Los Angeles.
Mack gave out interviews and proved a capable press
In all of the
agent for himself.
stories the names of his various new
plays were profusely mentioned. He

opened with good comedy
and Delmore and Lee

acrobatics

made a

capital

closer

with

their

revolving ladder.

GOLDEN GATE. —With

Harry
Fanchon and Marco were enthus- Fox and Beatrice, headlining, and
Cissie and Georgie Sewell and Haru
iastically received for their familiar
but effective stepping, and Fan- Onuki, the show is well supplied
chon's gorgeous gown creations won with names of high local drawing
admiration. It's a lively revue and power. The rest of the show also
could hold a place in a New York is above the average. The Harry
Vera Gordon's fine Fox act, with Charles Thorpe at
Palace show.
emotional acting registered unmis- the piano, found the going easy here
takably.
So did her handling of and proved a strong favorite. Miss
Curtis in a natty walking costume
comedy passages.
The rest of the bill was excellent was as easy to look at as ever.
The Sewells with their imposing
low comedy. Al K. Hall and Co.,

merged.

.

assisted by Walter Pearson, Carrie

Cooper

and

Emma

Adams,

were

Ilomun rings started the show in
great style, and the Ranisdells and
Deyo closed with a brisk dance routine.
They dress nicely and the
man's eccentric stepping Is well
worth watching. For a Simple dancspecialty closing a show they
remarkably few customers.
Newhoff and Phelps won a dis-

lost

HARRY SPINGOLD

Haru Onuki scored with her songs.
Tonie Grey and Co. provoked spontaneous laughter and finished to a

tinct hit with their handling of a
group of good numbers. Their conception of a familiar comedy song
was an especially bright spot. W. C.
Fields' Bkit. "The Family Ford." a
solid comedy number, rivals that
standard laughing vehicle, Tate's

PANT AG! .1.—This house is getting a better play since Loew's
Warfield discontinued vaudeville. A
good bill is offered this week, with
Fulton and Burt providing class.
The rich stage settings and Miss
striUi g
Burt's
frocks supply a
wealth of tone. The couple have a
neat routine of talk, songs and
dancing, delivered acceptably. The
act is refreshing and high -class
material for any show.
Walter Weems scored a big
laughing hit accompanied by thoxe
explosive laughs that are the highest tribute to- a comedian.
The
Gallerini Sisters, playing elsewhere
in the bill, joined Weems for a musical encore that registered abundantly and stopped the show. The
sisters were on just ahead of Weems
and did extremely well.
Al
Jennings,
western
outlaw,
headlines with a melodramatic episode which preaches a moral against

ORPHEUM.—Fanchon and

ing

LEWI8 & GORDON
Western Representative:

VARIETY'S SAN FRANCISCO
OFFICE
FANTAGBS TllEATRK 111 1 1. DING

placed next to closing and landed
the audience responding
heavily,
promptly to Hall's type of vigorous
the funmaking.
Dudley Lidell and Del
Gibson did well with their female
Impersonations. The taller of the
pair gets rich laughs from his burlesque of the impersonator type,
while his partner plays it straight
and carries out the deception right
up to the wig-removal at the finish.
The suggestion is in order that he
cut the sentimental ballad shorter.
Harry LaYail and Sister with
speedy work on the trapeze and

GOTTA HAVE MEAT"

Week

SAN FRANCISCO

17)

golden

stairway setting presented
and jazz stepping to

their classical

good returns. The

girl at the piano,
also participates in the storyproceedings, was almost inaudible.

who

ALMA NEILSON

WANTED:

AND COMPANY

Next Wetk (Sept. 18)
Majestic, Milwaukee

FOR BIO COMBINATION MOTION
anil VAUDEVILLE HOUSE

PICTURE

Address; Box 713, Variety, N. Y.

in

"BOHEMIA"

A Treasurer and an Assistant

Direction:

LEW GOLDER

ARE YOU GOING TO EUROPE?
Steamship accommodation* arranuc<l on all Lines, at Main Otflca
Prices.
It oaf* are aolnnj very fnllt arrange early.
Foreign Money
bought and void
Liberty Rnntla bought and sold.
PAUL TAUSIG A SOU. I<>4 r.uai 14th St.. New York
Phonet Stnnfnni <; :tr.-<; .".?
l

t
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"COME ALONG"
WITH

LDA
OLDEN
Of the Ziegfeld "Follies- 1922

yy

NEW AMSTERDAM THEATRE, NEW YORK

STARS
IN

THE

5

THE

FOLLIES

SENSES

OF

Your

EAR

Your

EYE

TOUCHES Your
Your Good

MUSIC

COMEDY
DANCING
LAUGHTER
LOVE

Heart

TASTE

HAPPINESS

And Your NOSE
for

Fun

LIFE

GILDA GRAY.
Gilda Gray's big song

Ziegfeld Follies was written for her by Creamer arid T.ayton and
published by Irving Berlin, Inc., 1607 Broadway.

hit of the
is

i

I
f

BECAUSE GILDA GRAY MAKES YOU

DANCE WITH HER SONGS-AND-SING WITH HER FEET
/•

tremendous reception the opening night of the Ziegfeld Follies

CAUSED THE CRITICS TO CALL HER
The

Stop -the -Show Girl

—

VARIETY
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HKCOMK PABTNKttS IN INDUSTRY T HBOUGH TUB DU KANT FLAW"

*)

WALLIE HOWES
HAS RESIGNED FROM THE

*

KEITH VAUDEVILLE EXCHANGE

World's Greatest Mystery Play

TO ENTER

THE SALES ORGANIZATION
—OF—

THE DURANT CORP.

BY

AN INSTITUTION

MARY ROBERTS RINEHART AND AVERY H0PW00D
1
fat

Year
London

Over 2 years

in

1

New York

in

organized to encourage people to become

PARTNERS

Year

INDUSTRY

IN

through

Chicago

THE DURANT PLAN
OFFICE8:

STRAND THEATRE BUILDING
NEW YORK

NOW1
AT.

THE MOROSCO, NEW YORK

-OVR

"WHY MEN
LEAVE HOME
By

PKOPU HAVE BECOME PARTNERS

IN INDUSTRY T HBOUGH THJB

Jf

been housed there will transfer to
the Casino. The reason for the switch
is said to be due to the fact that at
20 cents the capacity of the Hippodrome was not large enough to get
sufficient money into the box office
to make the house really profitable.
The Casino has a very large capacity, and as the 20-cent brand of
vaudeville that Ackerman St Harris
are offering appeals to a large
clientele, the change is looked upon
as a wise move. Meantime the Casino is playing pictures. Last week
it had "The Queen of the Moulin
Rouge," with an elaborate prolog
featuring the Wright dancers.
Oliver Morosco's •'Abie's Irish
Rose," transferred from the Century
to the Rialto, attracted large patronage at the opening performances,
but business dropped 'considerably
during the latter part of the week.
This Is the first time this theatre
has been used as a legitimate house.
Heretofore it has played to pictures

A NEW COMEDY
AND FANNY HATTON

teased along about the matrimonial they were engaged in filming scenes
split but finally gave an announce- for a picture production.
ment denying the whole thing. Mr.
and Mrs. Mack returned to PanDickson Morgan, chief technical
tages, Oakland, going on in the director of the Thomas Wilkes
themiddle of the week and finishing the atrical enterprises, supervised the
engagement.
building of the "East Is West" production in this city.
T. Daniel _'rawley and his company of players sailed last week on
Mort Harris is appearing at the
the President Wilson for the Orient Granada in the prologs.

and

FAMILY —

PICTURES— "Blood and Sand."
all week at Regent; "A State RoFranklyn George joined the Prin- mance"
and ''The Top of New
cess Players as second man this York,"
Piccadilly.
Now

week.

playing "On the Hiring

Line."

Curiosity regarding

I

ROCHESTER,
By

Tahiti,

L. B.

N. Y.
8KEFFINGTON

.

year.

half;

Star Sapphire,"
"Passing Show," second

half.

TEMPLE—Vaudeville.

FAY'S— Sam

Liebert

and

EASTMAN — Orchestra,

success of the picture of the same

Co.,

LATEST SHOW BUSINESS SENSATION!
UPSIDE DOWN COSTUME
The tame as contracted

for and used by
the Greenwich Village Follies and RlngThis Is the first and
llng Bros. Circus.
only successful device which can be worn
and operated by anyone. Riving an exact
Imitation of a person walking on his

hands, while In reality using feet only.
You can dance, run, walk the wire or
Excellent attraction for any kind
globe.
of show. Fully protected. Trice $150.00.
Mad* to measure of best material. (Permission to use Included.) Write for particulars.

O.

ARCO,

601

W. 124th

St..

N. T. City.

Spreckels, San Diego, is now being booked by Meiklejohn &. Dunn.

PARTY WWTH CAPITAL

By DON CLARK

The Orpheum

EDDIE

MACK TALKS:

You can

tell

by the clothes on

No. 100

his back,

They were purchased from Pal Eddie Mack}
When you know who mean, you'll say right,

since opening three

I

Lester Allen in the "Scandals" of White.

the average. The lower admission
prices (entire lower floor 76c, with
balcony 25-50c.) may be Instru-

—EDDIE MACK

mental.

Everything for Stage and

Is announced to open at
Berchel opened for the season last
Hippodrome Oct. 22 with his week with Shubert vaudeville. Geo.
musical comedy aggregation. On the F. Clark is the new manager for Elbert St Getschell.
The house will

The Only Roal Performing Canary Birds

Opp. Lyceum Theatre, liet. Broadway
and 6th Ave.
Sponsors of Shot* Vamp Shoe*

DES MOINES

Will King

PAMAHASIKA'S

SMARTEST FRENCH SHOES
For On and Oft Stage.

Herma

Ferris Hartman has leased the
Rialto for six months' period and will finance
Vaudeville Act
will present the old-time musical or any
meritorious theatrical proposition
comedies that he has been offering only. Address
Okland.
Auditorium
in
at the
Box 17«. Variety. New York

the

FAMOUS CANARY BIRDS

Rochester's new daily, the "Evening American," began publishing
Monday. It follows the "Sunday
American," started several months
ago by Hearst.

name.

is considering producing "Oh, Look," weeks ago has drawn capacity for
with Harry Fox as the star. The nearly every evening performance,
where report
says the show is to go out in and the matinee crowds are above

October.

new

LYCEUM—"The
first

Riverview Park, summer amuseresort, has passed into the
Herman Heller has returned to ing Co. has closed its San Francisco control of A. Frankle, who has been
the Palace Hotel to take charge of offices. Mark Morris has been in one of the minority stockholders of
charge.
the musical programs.
the company.

wyn company from

the

took big crowds, and the Eastman
being new did big business. Interests close to Mr. Eastman last year
acquired the Regent, Piccadilly and
Star. The latter will not open this

Cristo" at Garden.

The Fred Fisher Music Publish- ment

Nate Goldstein announces that he

how

Pictures
this
"Eternal East/nan will affect other houses is
week:
Flame" at De*s Moines; "Blood- and still far from getting a line on the
Sand" at Strand; "Count of Monte subject. Last week the exposition

India.

Myrtle Lind returned here last
week with other members of a Gold-

PLAN**

with "Bluebeard's Eighth Menth, pianist; Richard Bonelli,
Wife." Elbert & Getchell have ap- baritone; George Arllss in 'The Man
pointed as manager Harold Cav- Who Played God," film.
anagh, formerly manager of the
Harrison's Musical
Berchel.
stock.

and tabloid musical comedy, and has Craig and Holsworth, Little Plpplled a very hectic career.
fax and Co., Roberts and Boyne,
This week a stage version of "Over Zaza, Adele and Co., McCormlck and
the Hill" Is the offering. The pro- Winehill; In the Name
of the Law,"
ducers spent a lot of money on ad- film.
vance publicity, expecting the play
GAYETY—
"Bowery
Burlesquers."
because
of
the
make
showing
to
a

—

DURANT

same date the vaudeville that has tober

AVERY HOPWOOD

By FREDERIC

76.000

Phone: Bryant 3411

play vaudeville the last three days,
the units coming from Omaha. Road
shows the first of the week.

The Iowa

will

open early

in

Street

Wear

1582-1584 Broadway

722-724 Seventh Ave.

Opp. Strand Theatre

Opp. Columbia Theatre

Oc-

HELLO, EVERYBODY

OTIS MITCHELL
circuit

tremendous

success.

with

Friday* September

Iff,

VARIETY

19<t

33

MILTON AGER^~ JACK. YELLEN ~

BEN BORNSTEIN^"I

cAhnotcnce the Opening of*
their professional offices at

1591 BROADWAY JSHSU&ft

Come

NEW YORK, CITY

and Hear
DOES HE STEP? DOES W£ STRUT?
THAT'S WHAT HE DOESNT~DO NOTHIN'ELSE
<5\nd Invite yoti to

In

,

BUT/

AND THO HE'S A VALET FOR HORSES
THE CAUSE >F MANY DIVORCES

HE'S

A Song that Touches
the

1{iq\it

Spot

Incomparable as a
Straight or Jazz Ballad

A Well- Knoum

Fact

Humorouslv Told To A Snappy Tune

•

t

ARENT GOODY-GOOD TO

THE

GOODY-GOOD

WHAT

LITTLE GIRLS

And Youll Never
Forffet

Itr

VARIETY

42—
34

i
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After a Successful Season with thm
*

"GREENWICH VILLAGE FOLLIES"
on the Road

LOUIS BERKOFF
AND

SISTER

FRIEDA
Have Been Re-engaged

for This Season

NOW APPEARING AT THE SHUBERT THEATRE, NEW YORK
Washington; "A Tailor Made Man,"
Broadway-Strand, 2d week.

DETROIT
By JACOB SMITH

J

Garrlck. "The Bat"; New Detroit,
*L.ightntn* " (3d week).
Business
continues good and may hold for
fourth week.

coming season

Photoplays. "Prisoner of Zenda,"

Madison; "Slim Shoulders," Cap"Blood and Sand," 2d week,
Adams; "Monte Cristo," 2d week;

will

be

no

The Michigan Motion Picture Exand the Detroit
Motion Picture Operators' Union
have entered into a new contract

The Orpheum closed Sunday after
three weeks of melodramatic stock

hibitors Association

Tom Ealand. C. H. Miles,
owner, has not fully decided on its
future policy. He has had an offer
from the Shuberts but has not fully
made up his mind what he will do.
certain that whatever the
It
is
policy of the Orpheum will be the

for the coming; year, the scale of
wages being the same as last year.
The exhibitors asked for a reduction and the operators stood pat,
but they did offer concessions for

under

itol;

—thece

vaudeville.

the small neighborhood hquses.

The Temple (Keith vaudeville)
its prices for the coming season, effective Sept. 6. The
has jumped

new

Me TAVERN
LUIIIJP

156-8

WEST

scale

calls

for

$1

for

main

floor and box seats for evenings
during the week and 50 cents for the
same seats at matinees. Saturday,
Sunday and holiday evenings $1.50
top.
This new scale is the same as
charged by the Shubert-Detrolt
playing the new Shubert units. Last
year the Temple charged $1 for the
first 10 rows downstairs
and 75
cents for the balance of the main

48th STREE1

East of Broadway

Arrangements have practically been completed for the coming
convention of the Michigan Theatre
Owners at the Durant Hotel, Flint,
Oct. 10-11.
Attendance of 500 Is
expected.
The Michigan association recently effected a department
of insurance which gives the members a saving of at least 20 per cent,
on fire insurance rates. The insurance is carried by one of the state
mutual companies.

floor.

A CHOP HOUSE
of Exceptional Merit
Under the Former Management of the

STRAND CHOP HOUSE
One Moment West

OEL'S

of Broadway at
41st Street

The Rendezvous of the Lending Light* of Literature and the Stage.
The Meet Food and JOiitertninnient in New York. Music- and Dancing.

$1 Our Special: A Sirloin Steak and Potatoes (Any Style) $1
In the GRILL with SPECIAL RESERVATIONS for LADIES

MURRAY'S ROMAN GARDENS
New

"Some Wild Oats" continues at
the Liberty, its 11th week in Detroit.

WEST OF BROADWAY

With

the excursion season over
and people back from their summer
cottages, show business is certain
to improve.
All exhibitors and
managers are anticipating a splendid season.

EXCLUSIVE -MANAGEMENT OF

JOSEPH

A.

SUSSKIND

PRESENTING

BILLIE

SHAW'S POPULAR REVUE

I'nrxrelled Cuisine.

Two Performances

Music by

The Gladmer, Lansing, reopened
Tuesday. Claude Cady, owner, has
spent about $40,000 in renovations.
It will play the road shows the coming season.

York's Leading Dining Palace
42nd ST.,

Amateur night Fridays at the
Colonial is proving a big success.
Receipts have jumped $500 every
Friday as a result The show is
put on at both evening performances and $20 in prizes are given
away by the management. People
are turned away for each show. The
amateurs are all local.

in

any way.
Three persons suffered minor

juries

when

SILVER'S MUSIC MASTERS
Reopena Sunday, SepL 10th.

By

DANCING NOON TILL CLOSING

^

VOLNEY

B.

of the Capitol (vaudeville), Clinton,
Ind., and got away with $1,400, leaving just three cents behind.
The
Police discovered a slight blaze sum represented receipts for Saturin the operating room of the Den- day to Monday, excepting some $300
wood (pictures) in time to prevent* paid performers.
Manager B. B.
Moore said the loss was partially
any, but slight, damage Sept. 5.
covered by burglar insurance.
picture
Motion
operators
of
Evansville decided not to strike
Garnette R. Davis, manager of
when a 12% per cent, wage increase Casino Gardens, the nearest apwas granted.
proach to genuine cabaret in Indianapolis, will be tried on a blind
L.oew'8 State, which reopened last tiger charge in City Court Oct. 6.
week after being closed since July
Federal agents raided the place
4, had the second best business in
Aug. 26. claiming they found evithe theatre's business, with Valen- dence the management knowingly
G. Barnes circus, Labor Day.

tino in "Blood

and Sand."

from American Legion
headquarters and the Indiana Board
of
Photoplay Indorsers indorsed
Ince's "Skin Deep" at a special
screening by Manager Ralph Lieber
at the Circle last week. The Legion
men were called in because the film
depicts plastic surgery, which was
Officers

permittee patrons to drink and'kept
He furnished $500 bond immediately. One of Davis's attorneys
said at least 100 letters have been
received from prominent citizens offering to appear as character witliquor.

nesses.

greatly developed during the war.
The film probably will be given its
Indiana premiere at Terre Haute,
Sept 25, when the Legion has its
State convention.

Egbert Van Alstyne, the composer,
is appearing with several singers
at the Circle this week. The Circle
will present a number of well known
song writers and musicians this fall
and winter.

On 34th

the State Fair last week, told police
his traveling bag containing $50
worth of clothing was stolen.

Leopold Kohls of the Circle staff
and a young woman companion
were robbed by a negro.
Kohls
losing $25 and a watch and his companion a wrist watch.

Street

A.
INC.

Fred Kester, employee of the
Johny Jones' shows, which played

The Old-Fashioned
Furriers

FURS
Advanced Models

Carter De Haven met the staff of
the Film Booking Offices of America and local newspapermen at a
dinner given by him at the Claypool

Coatees. Stole*. Scarfs and Novelty
Fur Pieces that are the very lateet
fashions.
All
are offered at ths
price you would have to pay whole-

PAMAHASIKA'S

Special Discount to the Profession

Famous Bird Act
THE BEST TRAINED

\

"We
manufacture
models and abollah the
and retail profit.

Bale.

Special Judge William K. Reiley
said the state failed to make a case
and dismissed the city court
charges of violating the state Child
Labor law against Charles Olson,
president of the Central Amusement Company, operating the Lyric

H.

own
our
wholesale

Furs Stored. Repaired and

Remodeled

FOWLER

HICKS

J

& SON

675 Fifth Avenue, at 53d Street
Have a little fruit delivered to your home or
vour^rien^s-^ke^tjtfl^our week-end outing:

(vaudeville).

The Chateau Laurier

Yeggs, thought to have remained
the house when it was closed.
Labor Day night cracked the safe
in

in-^

a seat broke at the Al

World's

INDIANAPOLIS

FRANK

Nightly.

in which hotel last week.
He is repeating
Olson showed the stunt in 30 cities and calling it
children appeared.
the court his contract with Mrs. a vacation. He said he was enjoyDaniels stipulated the Child Labor ing himself immensely.
laws should not be conflicted with*

by Mrs. Maude Daniels,

Olson was arrested for permitting
appearance of an net, managed

tht?

City Island, N. Y.

NOW OPEN FOR

SEASON OF

1922
Beautifally Decorated

Wonderful Orchestra

Excellent Shore Dinner at $2.50 and exquisite a la

Carte service

402-402A

Management
Julius Keller

I

ROMAX

WANTED—Egyptian

William Werner
:

play or pay contract.

BLDG.,

NEW YORK CITY

Dancer, Comedian, Sister Act.

40 weeks

9

k

Friday,

September

=

15,
J
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FEATURED COMEDIAN

•••»

.

I

'

IN

MADDOCK

B.

ft

<*

LATEST MUSICAL COMEDY SUCCESS

u

THE SON DODGER
b

t
m PHILADELPHIA
\).

By

ARTHUR

B.

WATERS

Ground baa been broken for a new
-seat theatre at Wlssinoming
avenue near Benner street, in the
northeastern section of the city. A
•on of Congressman Peter Costello

•1,000

Is

in the

company.

The sum
In

of $40,0d0 is to be spent
improving the Imperial theatre,

Palace,

New

York, next week (Sept.

18)

•

for the season. September 2 after yet Governor Arthur B. Hyde gave have authority to sign a lease. The
improvements and renovating cost- up an hour of his time ann made a agent appealed . to the Governor,
ing $10,000. An orchestra is a new special trip to the police stat'ion in who promptly responded by making
an effort to assist a circus agent in a trip to the police headquarters In
feature.
getting a lot on which to show. It an attempt to iron out the tangle.
ing and general renovation will
start at once, but the house will not
The Starlight theatre, North Fifth was the intention of the show to se- The police claim it was the first
close during the work.
The Im- street, has been sold by H. S. Jen- cure a lot In Lincoln Park, which is time a Governor cf Missouri had
perial is on 60th street, and plays nings to Robert Platzer.
It has State property. The property is un- ever visited the station for any reapictures^xclusfvely.
been owned and operated by Jen* der litigation and no one seemed to son whatever.
ninfcs for ten years and he will conStiefel's Grand theatre, Seventh tinue until Nov. 7.
street and Snyder avenue, opened
The National theatre, South Fifth
street, is scheduled to be sold at
auction this week in the auction
rooms of Samuel T. Freeman & Co.
The annual rental is* $1,800. A
HAVE NOW READY THE STRONGEST THEATRICAL
mortgage of $9,000, braving about
three years to run, may remain on
TRUNK EVER BUILT FOR THE PROFESSION— GUARANTEED
The terms provide
the property.

one of the Fred O. Nixon-Nirdlinger
chain of theatres in West Philadelphia. "Work of remodeling the lobby, installing new seats, redecorat-

NOTICE!
WE

r

jy

Professionals!

for $1,000 to be paid at the* time of

the sale.

Pierre Garde, one of the editors of
the Inquirer here, is to be head of
all publicity for the Fred G. NixonNirdlinger amusement enterprises,
starting at once. The post was haadled at one time by Alvin R. Plough,
and when he left the city by Walter
Gibson, who has gone to Cleveland.
Garde handled the press work for
tho Felt Brothess at the Aldine and
Ambassador theatres when they
first opened.

t

M.

THE MACK WIRE 7 PLY

Puncture Proof Trunk
To

Drama

I

GAYETY.— "American Girls."
ORPHKU M. MAIN STREET,
GLOBE.— Vaudeville.

That so many

Sand," Newman; "In the Name of
the Law," Liberty; "Crossroads of

TH O TO PLAY S.— "Blood

ity Vulcanized
Fibre,
Ineide and Outside. •—
Total, 7-Ply.

^

New

York,"
Royal;
"Fighting
Twelfth Street; "Divorce,
Coupons," Pantages; "Paid Back,"
GlobeT "The Referee," Main -Street.

s

i

,

»ho«

Streak,"

places of

Special Convenience* ! Five
r««>my drawer*, large hat box,
box. dust door. Ironing
board, locking; device that lock*
tub aide* cf trunk. Ettra
large laundry bag and jewelry

and

bos.

Sunday and Labor Day gave all
amusement a running start
capacity was the report for
these two days, with business hold-

ing up fairly well through last week.
As usual, the Main Street was the
big nolsr as f«\i as attendance is
concerned, the nights being capacity
downstairs, with the balcony well
filled, and the matinees holding up

Don't Him Until Yon He* the
W1IIK f«PI.l luncture

MACK

Proof Trunk.

Large fHork of RllghtI'mmI Trunk*, Kino
ro<on«lH In ninny Mini
dar.l nut im, at exceply

to average.

the railroad trouble is not setsoon the Gayety, playing

If

MILLER

X

4 Ply Batewood Veneer
1 Pfy Metal Wire Menh
2 Ply 46 Gauge. Best Qual-

and

tled pretty

I.

to the New York Profession,
a Special

Players Stock.

PANTAGES,

Slippers in their off-stage
hours, is perhaps the finest
compliment that is paid this
house. For who knows better
than the woman of theatredom
what is proper, "what is original
and what is stylish in shoes?

MACK TRUNK
We Will Give

FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY—DON'T DELAY
LET US 8HOW YOU THI8 WONDERFUL TRUNK.

Other Wife,"

Women of Theatredom
ladies of the
theatre should wear I. Miller

Introduce the

20% DISCOUNT

HUGHES

R.

EMPR ESS.— "The

L

\

WILL

PATENTED)

—SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER ! !.

KANSAS CITY
By

<

tionally low price*.

Columbia burlesque, will probably
nave to change its curtain time for
Sunday shows. The companies jump
from St. Louis, and should get In

Put together with 450 solid rivets
passing through the box and over
1,200 machine rivets driven into and
through the trunk.
believe it is
the only trunk on the market that is
put together without a single nail*

We

Demonstrated and Sold

in

with time to spare for the op< nlng,
U
k
but so far it has been after 3

New York by

•

•'<

«

^Feminine Footwear

Broadway

before the thowa got started,
Electi
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Exclusive Selling Agent
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Strand Luggage Shop
570 7th Ave., Below 41st

—M

a ru

i

fiu

turn!

hy

MISFIT

.

W

St.
I

Times Square luggage Shop
216 West 42d Street

LLIAMS UlUNK

<L£L.

CLEVELAND. OHIO.

unknown,

PAUL ASH Synco-Symphonists GRANADA THEATRE, SAN FRANCISCO
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Easily the

STAR

of the

Company"

-

LOUISVILLE "TIMES"

LADIES 99
Direction

LAWRENCE WEBER

and

WM.

B.

FRIEDLANDER
J

NEW ORLEANS
M SAMUEL
patrons
Amusement - hungry
By 0.

'

crowded

Orpheum Monday

into the

evening to assuage appetites that
craved entertainment, but they were
The prosparsely compensated.
gram did not coalesce, and in several of the turns the element of
routining so very essential seemed
The bill proper
utterly neglected.
was unwieldy, a stage wait of three
minutes slowing the show just when
Another
it had gained momentum.
equally as long would have occurred
had not Monsieur Adolphus began
his dancing interlude in "one." Conroy arid Lemaire and Dr. Thompson
The
are splitting the headline.
Doctor is the exponent of therapy.

better.
Not until the very end was
there any real expression of regard.
Changing in vi.*w of the audience
as the El Keys do it does not hold
the interest. Even changing has to
be peppy and kicky now.
Jack Lavie.- grew in affection as
he
proceeded.
He has wisely
changed part of his trapeze matter

Reported around the Dauphine
Another bit from a "Follies** prjduction he formerly did with Eddie will try stodc burlesque again 'this
Cantor.
"At the Dentist's" is the season. It Is said Lew Rofce, slated
title
used.
failed
It
to register to m. mage the house, has secured
through lack of attention to pace. sufficient capital to launch the old
Lemaire and Phillies stepped on policy once more.
The^ picture business is O. K.
and smothered laughs ih\t might
have elaborated into g"ilos.

noted in front by many of the fans.
Lavier achieved a success of pro-

The curtain's ri.s<? on the season
<5<
a new front,
with the. local theatrical landscape
presenting a tritie different aspect.
The Orpheum's new manager. Earl
Steward, has changed its exterior
view at night through the use of
powerful x-ray reflectors, lending ;\
brilliant appearance.
The theatres
staff within is practicaJly the snme
as last year save in the substitution
of Mr. Steward for J. H. Boswe'l
and in the engaging of George Colin wood, formerly dramatic editor of
the "Item." to replace Edith Calender as press representative. Collinwood will attend to the publicity
of the Palace also.

portions.

IConroy and Lemaire were

nicely

following and s6ld 'The
Sharpshooter" (u^ i in "The Follies" several seasons ago by Lemaire
and the late Bert Williams) to the
last ounce save at the finish, when
the buffoonery bursts ail bounds.
In fact, there is ao finish at all.
The boys jt#ed » centimeter laugh
to top the six and eight-pounder
guffaw, 8 ahead.
Monsieur Adolphus, who has been
small-timing these many years, has
now arrived with something to-

spotted

His act is novelty, interesting and
entertaining.
El Rey Sisters proved not so
,

when last around. The
present opening dragged perceptibly
with the succeeding bit but slightly spare.

felicitous as

Adolphus and his highly
competent
assistants.
including
Oraoe Eastman, who seems a And.

D*.

ran away with the honors of the
performance.
Wilson Brothers encountered little
trouble in implanting their standbys.
This reviewer has caught the
Wilsons a dozen times in the pait
17 years, and always they engage
the mob with something to spare.
They say it's a trick. With the
Wilsons It has ever been an easy

ZINS

SPECIALIST
110 £. 16th

New York

St.,

Bat

Irvini Pt.

&

,

4th A»«.

Special attention to chronic

Wood

disease*.

Lifer.

Kid-

one.

or*. Stomach.

ous
of

and

Luni. NervChronic lnseaaes

Men and Womwi

Charge
Iilnod

for

WRITTEN

made.

Hour*: I

i.

Suntfay*. 9 a.

a.
M.

ACTS

I a.-ea.
te 4 p. m.

— Restricted Material —
CARL NIESSE
Recnsnlxetl Auilior
44 Brookvil<» Ave.

INDIANAPOLIS. IMO.

The Palace started swimmingly
with two bills booked in by the Chicago Orpheum office. The two for
the current seven days are Orpheum
hooked, too. but beginning next
Monday JuJe Delmar resumes placing programs in the south's premier
small timer by way of the Keith
southerns. J. C. Bertram, who has
succeeded Howard McCoy as resident manager, lias not changed the
personnel of -the house except in a
minor way. Bertram is ^e-^kirg to

Col. Tom Campbell has returned
from his summer vacation and announces the Tulane will b »w in for
tMf year on the 24th with "The
Lest you
M/»n Who Came Back."
have not seen the play, it might be
to advise the title role is not
that of a bill collector, as might
easily be assumed.
Ned Thatcher
will again do the jjress work for
the Tulane.

Back

to

Pre-War Prices

SAMUEL NATHANS
529-531 Seventh Ave.,

New York

City

OLD TRUNKS TAKEN

IN

BRQTHER OF ETHEL

JACK SHUTTA
ECCENTRIC TRAMP
—WITH—

"MAIDS OF AMERICA"

GEORGE LEON
ECCENTRIC HARE LIP
—WITH—

"MAIDS OF AMERICA"

New. York now
fol-

The Strand and Liberty are stepping out In the matter of picture
bookings. Currently the Strand has
"Nice People" and the Liberty
Gloria Swanson in "Her Gilded
Miss Swanson Is now the
Cage."
foremost feminine picture "draw" in
the southern territory. Successively
at the Strand appear "Blood and
Sand." "The Prisoner of Zenda" and
Guy Bates Post in "The Maaqueraikr."

SIDNEY

EXCHANGE OR REPAIRED

NO CONNECTION WITH ANY OTHER STORE
V_

J.

PAGE

JUVENILE STRAIGHT
—WITH—

,

Between 38th and 39th Streets

Phone: Fitz Roy 0620

staff are in

low.

AGENT FOR HAM
TRUNKS IN THE EAST

.

Information

arranging for other bookings to

SOI.K

•*

I

"MAIDS OF AMERICA"

of .years came as a surprise to the
It will begin its new
local Rialto.
regime Sept. 24 with Fox's "Monte
B. V.
Cristo" as the attraction.
Richards and Will Gueringer of the

Saenger
Mail Orders Filled F. O. 8., N. Y. City.
Send for Catalogue.
Used trunks and shopworn samples of all standard makes always on hand

m

—WITH—

about the
taking over of the Shubert St.
Charles by the Saengers for a term
Variety's

PROFESSIONAL TRUNKS

FEATURED LEADING WOMAN

for the the-

meet

NOW IN OUR ENLARGED QUARTERS

MISS ALFARETTA SYMONDS

l

concluding

X-Ray Rxaminationa.
23 Yaan of Expericaee.

the car.

shows something

George Lemaire contributed the secure better picture?
act. and appeared in it. atre.

No

Conjugation.

and Urlnalysl

t

judging from the new $10,000 McFarland purchased by Julian Sanger
It's the top by many
th:« week.
miles of all the theatrical "buggies" around.
Saenger is going
west shortly. Ho wont "south" for

"MAIDS OF AMERICA"

(THE ORIGINAL DANCING PHOOL)
•

Seconded by His Sparring Partner,

Scores a Knockout in the Seventh
the "Prelims" by

Ted Lewis and

Round

at the Palace

Elsie Jams.

At

the Finishing Punch in the Fast

Time

of

Club This

the Bell, Torn

the Audience a Straight Left with Such Telling Force,

_Qrer

HARIETTA T.OWNE
Week

(Sept, 11).

Rushed

to the

ii

Center of the Ring and Hit

He Had Them Punch Drunk

Twelve Minutes.

Following Knockouts

Until

He

k .fii«ARu?^^

Finally Stuck

—
'
.
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BURLESQUE ROUTES

A TELEGRAM FROM JOHN STEEL

(Sept. 18 -Sept. 26)

%

COLUMBIA CIRCUIT

Porn

"American Girt" 18 Gayety Omaha
Gayety Minneapolis.
•Beauty Revue" 18 Gayety Pitts-

|

CLASS OF SERVICE symbol]
Triatrial

_rgh 25 Colonial Cleveland.
Jamboree" 18 Colonial Cleve-

Day

"•'Big

Empire Toledo.
Bon Tone" 18 Orpheum Paterson

,nd 25

"Broadway Brevities"

18

UN*

Night

15 Majestic Jersey City.
"Bowerys" 18-20 Colonial Utica 25
fcayety Montreal.
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"Chuckles of 1922" 18 Gayety Montreal 25 Gayety Boston.
Finney Frank 18 Gayety Washington 25 Gayety Pittsburgh.
"Flashlights of 1923" 18 Casino
tiladelphia 25 Palace Baltimore.
"Follies of Day" 18 Gayety Louis ille
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JACK SNYDER
JACK SNVfltR PUB, CO NEW YORK NY

ton.

CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR NEW SONG

j

Columbia Chicago.
"Keep Smiling" 18 Miner's' New-

15

OF THE BIGGEST-SUCCESSES

ark 25 Orpheum Paterson.
•Knick Knacks" 18 Columbia Chicago 26 Star & Garter Chicago.
"Let's Go" 18 Olympic Cincinnati

«V EXPECTATIONS

*26 Gayety Louisville.
"Maids of America" 18 Engelwood
Chicago 25 Gayety Detroit.

SINGING

.

to

We

119 No. Clark St.

"Gayety Girls" 18 Folly Baltimore
26

L

O.

"Heads Up"

18 Bijou Philadelphia

25 Folly Baltimore.
"Hello Jake Girls" 18 Band
Cleveland 25 Majestic Albany.

"Jazz Babies" 18 Lyric
Rivoli

New

Box

Newark

25

Brunswick.

of the biggest

one

TWO SONGS TWO 0?

BOB EVANS,

•

150

W. Lamed

UAnCI
S7>>
MLfLiLL

Mgr.

-

p

Also

10% durom.t

to N.

ALSO TO

HKST

160
2

an N. V. /.
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N. V. < ITY
Broadway
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Door* Best

"f

THE

THE MARKET

BESiT ON

Professional

of Master Compositions

BOSTON

"Jan Time Revue" 18 Lyceum
Columbus 26 Empire Cleveland.
"Kandy Kids" 18 Broadway In-

dianapolis 25 Auditorium Dayton.
"Laffln* Thru 1922" 18 Garden
Buffalo 25 Plaza Springfield.
"Lid Lifters" 18 Auditorium Dayton 25 Lyceum Columbus.
"Mischief Makers" 18 Empire
Cleveland 26-27 Akron 28 Freemont
29 Elgin 30 Sandusky.
"Monte Carlo Girls" 18-20 Akron

>>~

1658

in

Keith's
the local

-

Keith house

Monday who had enough

will serve

PUBLISHING

CO., INC.

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

interest in

JAMES MADISON'S

COMEDY SERVICE

—

quality.

COUPON

SPECIAL OFFER:—For

AND
1

!

BOOK STRIP

117 NO.

STATE

ST.,

il
I

full

JAMES MADI80N
1493

Broadway

New

Yorkl

FABRICS

OFFICE Will Be Open After Sept. 20th, Located in
LQEW'S STATE THEATRE BLDG., 45th AND BROADWAY
In Charge of MR. SIDNEY SMITH

you there with the same policy of Quality and Service we do

$20

send the first 8 issues and a
year (12 additional issues)
beginning with No. 9.
will

WELDON.WILLIAMS&LICK;
FORT SMITH. ARK.

NLRY

NEW YORK

8t.

they were always dependable drawing cards here arid last week pulled
big business. They were not necesfight on and no letdowns were to sary to give the bill class or bolster
be had.
it up. for, as it stood, without
them
It
really was up to the Keith it was strcng. But no bets are bepeople to adopt this policy this sea- ing overlooked and they are held
son.. They have had time to pre- over. And a holdover so early In the
pare; they know the Shuberta are season in the local K«ith house is
shy on alibis and are out to make a rare.
The bill runs strong to singing and
desperate effort to put their vaudeville over.
They also realize that dancing. This Is not due to any
this is one of the few, if not the muddling of booking nets; rather is
only, big cities where the Keith and it due to the belief of the booking
the Shubertft have but one iiouse powers that at this season of tho
each playing big time vaudeville, as
all the other houses use "pop."
It
was in this city also that the Keith
people started vaudeville and laid
the foundation for the string of theatres throughout the country. So
much is at stake.
is issued monthly at $15 a year.!
Kei<h precedents are no more, or
The first eight numbers are now]
at least they were not evident this
ready and can be obtained for $9.
week. Van and Schenck, headliners
Or any 4 for $5. Single issues $2.,
Each Issue contains the latest in
last week, are on next to closing this
monologue material, cross-fire
week, for the simple reaton that
routines, gags, parodies and all
absolutely new and original. Not
large in size but supreme in

NEW

No. 1GM,

Tremont

—

ARTHUR HUNTER

Our

181

made no difference whether the
perspiration poured from the dancing acts in a stream there was fe

vaudeville to recall the conditions
that existed last year v.' hen the
Shubert vaudeville opened here and
found the Keith people moving
along with a policy that savored
strongly of the belief that they
21 FreemoTit 22" Elgin 23 Sandutky were so firmly intrenched that "no
harm could come to them, were
25 Garden Buffalo,
Brookpleasantly surprised to discover that
"Pace Makers" 18 Gayety
this season the policy is one of fight
lyn 25 Lyric Newark.
"Pepper Pots" 18 Empire Hobo- and that the battle will be carried
ken 25 Gayety Brooklyn.
by the Keith people into the camp
"Playmates" 18-20 Bristol Bristol of the Shuberts.
25 Olympic New York.,
The difference was to be noted
"Pell Mell" 18 Star Brooklyn 2f. not only in the array of arts ch<
n
Empire Hoboken.
for the first week of the new season
Olympic
"Smiles and Kisses" 18
that the house had opposition, but
New York 25 Star Brooklyn.
also in the way the different acts
•Runaway Girls'' 18 L O 25 Du- put their stuff over and the dash
quesne Pittsburgh.
and speed they maintained at all
White Pat 18 Plaza Springfield times. This despite the fact that
25-27 Bristol Bristol.
Boston is Just now in -one of those
sultry periods that go with the visitation of the Indian summer here.
In seasons past on a nigh^i like
last Monday the tendency on the
of the acts would have heen to
New and Second Hand Theatrical part
down, feeling sure that the
let
Costumes.
weather conditions w.>uid be accepted by the patrons of the theatre
and the management alike an someCOLUMBIA THEATRE BUILDING thing that was excusable. But not
YORK CITY
SO Mondav.' Nothing was cut. and

SUITE

BOSTON
EOB WINNINGHAM

.it

»i

By LEN LIBBEY
Those

lines, etc.

Manager

JACK SNYDER
"The t+ouse

sensational novelty

JACK HARRIS

Mgr.

EDDIE ROSS,
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We
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SAN FRANCISCO and TORONTd

FOR SALE

I.KADS WIIII.K

OTHEKS FOLLOW

hits of my entire

1709 No. 29th St.

St.

CHESTER CARPENTER,

•

"ORIGINATOR OF EXCLUSIVE STYLES.
NEVER EQUALCD BY IMITATORS."

LEARNED

PHILADELPHIA

DETROIT
-

Cohan Grand O. H. Bldg

MUTUAL CIRCUIT

phia.

I.

1

"MEET ME NEXT SUNDAY/' a

CHICAGO

Empire

Brooklyn 25 Miner's Newark.
Williams Mollis 18 Star & Garter
Chicago "25 Engelwood Chicago.
"Wine Woman and Song" 18-20
Cohen's Newburgh 81-23 Cohen's
Poughkeepsie 25 Empire Brooklyn.
Lyceum'
"Youthful Follies"
18
Scranton 25 Casino Philadelphia.

Baby Bears" 18 Duquesne Pittsburgh 25 Broadway Indianapolis.
"Band Box Revue". 18 Majestic
Albany 26 Howard Boston.
"Broadway Belles" 18 Howard
Boston 25 L O.
^- "Follies and Scandals" 18 Rivoll
New Brunswick 25 Bijou Philadel-

<•

WILL CONTINUE

I

Fox Trot with extra versions, catch

York.
18

THE SEASON

YOUR 6THER-S0NG IN MaYTIME

Cove continues to be

also publish

"'Varieties of 1922" 18 Grand Worcester 25 Miner's Bronx New York.
Watson Billy 18 Majestic Jersey
City 25 Hurtig & Seamen's New

Billy

THE COUNTRY BE ONE OF

.

Scandals" 18 Columbia
25 Casino Brooklyn.

Sliding

TOUR

PROGRAM YOU HAVE IN THESE
REGARDS
JOHN STEEL
2B3P

ter 25-27 Colonial Utica.
"Temptations of 1922" 18 Gayety
Buffalo 25 Gayety Rochester.

Watson

IT SHOULD SWEEP

IT ON MY

IS ONE

\

Sidman Sam 18 Lyric Dayton 25
Olympic Cincinnati.
"Social Maids" 18 Casino Boston
25 Columbia New York..
"Step On It" 18 Palace Baltimore
25 Gayety Washington.
"Talk of Town" 18 Gayety Roches-

"Town

NOVEMBER ROSE IT

HAVE EVER HAS SURPASSED ALL

I

THE OUTSTANDING SONG HITS OF

Marlon Dave 18 Gayety Kansas
City 26 Gayety Omaha.
"Mimic World" 18 Empire Toledo
25 Lyric Dayton.
"Radio Girls" 18 Hurtig & Seamon's New York 25-27 Cohen's Newburgh 28-30 Cohen's Poughkeepsie.
Reeves Al 18 Empire Providence
25 Casino Boston..

New York

.

St. Louis.

"Hello Good Times" 18 Gayety
Petroit 25 Empire Toronto.
Howe Sam 18 Gayety Milwaukee

:

NEWCOMB CARLTON. PRKSIOKNT

T#l#0fsm
,

WEST 52D STREET. NEW YORK CITY
207P* FAX 80 BLUE

*Tork 25 Empire Providence. *
[' "Greenwich
Village Revue"
18
Casino Brooklyn 25^Lyceum Scran-

|

UNION

RECEIVED AT 225
.

"Folly Town" 18 Empire Toronto
Gayety Buffalo.
"Giggles" 18 Miner's Bronx New

.

WEST
TEL

i:

CLASS OF SERVICE SYMBOL

"Bubble Bubble" 18 Gayety Boston

f

'.
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—
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BOOKERS AND MANAGERS
Come and See

Two-Man Comedy, Act

the Best

in Vaudeville

RUBE

Vil

DEMAREST

WILLIAMS

AND

TWO REGULAR FELLOWS"

"JUST

3

BARNEY

.

ORIGINAL CREATIVE COMEDIANS
'

Sept.

LAUGHS

60
year,

r
when

:

'

.

I

MINUTES

IN 18

the theatre-going public

has tired pt the summer parks and panying on the piano for the solos.
is not reacly for the legitimate the- Margin,
to
all
appearances the
atres, it is in that peculiar half- younger of the two, put over Bazway condition where singing and zini's "Komle des Lutins" in such a
dancing *have an appeal. Therefore snappy fashion that not only the
the arrangement.
house but the violin players in the
Judging from the first week of the house orchestra gave their entire
attention. And it takes something
battle, things are going to be very
Interesting this season and vaude- worth while to stir the members of
the orchestra of a vaudeville house.
ville patrons are to be given a great
Walter and Emily Walters were
deal more than their money's worth,
their usual hit with their ventriloif such a thing is possible.
quist act. Nothing more could be
Bronson and Edwards opened the said of this act. It repeats in popushow with their slapstick comedy, larity at each appearance.
which has for the finale the always
"The Son Dodger." the C. B. Madpopular strong man burlesque.
dock "tab," had more class to it than
Williams and
Taylor,
colored any such act seen here for several
dancing boys, who somehow or other seasons. John E. Walker as the
were overlooked
when "Shuffle comedian may give the impression
Along" organized, were in second all the time that he has underposition. The boys had a poor open- studied Leon Errol religiously, but
ing, it being sort of subdued, with it must be said to his credit that he
their first number all too long for gives an excellent performance, even
enjoyment. And then they opened if not looking original and he alone
up and for speed and new stuff the knows whether it is or not. The
boys have been headed only by Dot- costumes are bright and evidently
son in local vaudeville. They went new, the dancing gootl, but the singstronger and stronger to a popping ing is below par. The( luminous

j

Weber and Fields Unit
tures.
Reopened Monday.
A. A. Bridgeport. Conn., realty operator,
One week in New Haven was Van Auken returns' as house man- was married here Monday to Doris
ager. Vaudeville policy sets at rest Ethe!. Bachman, ftnnar Greenwich

hardly enough to put the Weber and
Fields unit where it should be and
ultimately will be. Tt was ragged
Monday matinee when it opened the
local Shubert season, and the evening show brought no improvement.
This does not mean that it is not a
big dollar's worth as It now stands.
It merely means that it is going tp
be a lot better, a fact that even the
two stars frankly admit.
_ There was not as splashy an
opening as expected in view of the.
fact that it was the only opening of
the week, with every signature critic
of Boston xrtresent, and with Keith's
playing Van and Schenck as a holdover, the latter being a bold bit of
showmanship in view of the fact
that this is not a transient town and
it Is only once or twice a year that
Keith dares try It. The matinee was
far from a jam and the night show
at a $1 top found the last rows prac*
tically untouched.
It was a tough house* and a hot
night. Those who came came as a
personal tribute to Weber and
gown finish just set the: act off to Fields and not for any inauguration
perfection.
of the second season of Shubert
from
were
over
Pinto and Boyle
vaudeville in Boston or because
the start with the plant in the or- they expected to see a good vaudechestra effect. They had the house ville show.
They came to see
eating out of fheir hands and closed Weber and Fields, it was ail they
exceptionally strong. Kitty Doner. expected to see, and they went away
Brother
Ted,
and
Rose
with Sister
happy.
not to forget Eddie Fitzgerald at the
The old numbers used by Sid Gold
^>iano, was a classy act that de- and Lynn Cantor failed to arouse
served thfe top place it occupied. enthusiasm. Gold working heroically
The act Is really an elaboration of, on "Oogy-Oogy-Wa-Wa" and Miss
Kitty's old single, with her brother Cantor working equally hard on
and sister worked in for some very "Those Finale Hoppers." Gold Is
fine pieces.
also laboring away on his pet, "Mr.
The Three .Whirlwinds, a roller Booze," which is still misspotted
skating acrobatic act, closed the and. which has lyrics that outdo
." 'Twas a balmy summer's evenfng."
show.

—

finish.

Class was brought into the show
with the third act, the Hegedus Sisters, who have an act that savors
more of the concert hall than of the
vaudeville theatre. Both girls arc

'

and take turns at accom-

violinists

For Lease:
A

new, modern Theatre in
Akron, Ohio, with all equip-

1

ment necessary

operation

for

The
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The Dietz Realty Company

&

Corner Case
E.

Village Follies chorister, of this city.
was the couple's fourth t (tempt
at marriage during the past three
First part. "Tha Mas- weeks.
Earlier efforts were frusquerader"; last part, ''Trouble-."
trated at every turn by hard-heartEMPIRE— "Queen of Sheba."
ed city and village clerks who deROBBINS-ECKEL "Blood and clined to issue licenses The knot

AKRON, OHIO

STRAND—

REDUCED PRICES on

HL A: 1M.

CASKS.

100-/..

All
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trunk* u»

PROFESSIONS TRUNKS

by Municipal Tourt
SAVOY— "When the Devil Drives.' Judge William's. Farmer. The^fact
that the girl had bel»n adopted by
New York State Fair Week will her grandfather when a\ babe, alsee new house records established though she lived with her mother
in this city, theatre

By

PRE-WAR PRICES
Sold at Factory Price*

SAMUEL NATHANS
529 531

7«h

"v*"^^
k
Pittsburgh

Fiftli

Ave..

BOOKS TRUNK

CO.

W. Randolph

Chicago

St..
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BARNES TRUNK

Main

001

BOYLSTON LUGGAGE SHOP;
I

<l

managers pre-

finally tied

was

here,

the principal hitch.

Picture houses
Tuesday.
opening new bills on Saturday and

dicted

Patrick Conway, band master and
Sunday did practically capacity. oschestra leader, and a 20 -piece
"The Passing Show" in for three concert orchestra opt-r.ed a winter
days means a regular mint at the season at the Bobbins- Eckel (Alms)
Wieting. and there's a heavy ad- Mdnday. Soloists will also be added
vance for the first Shubert vaude- to the program.
Mathilde VerLa
ville unit.
B. F. Keith's and the sings this week.
Temple both are drawing heavily.
The Bastable will make money with
One of the best publicity stunts
"Under Hawaiian Skies."
during State Fair Week was staged
by the Wieting to boost Shubert
publicity
two
Strand
pulled
The
vaudeville, which opened Thursday
stunts this week to boom lt3 fea- night.
Fifteen of the chorus apand pearing with ''Town Talk," the BarMasquerader"
"The
tures,
"Trouble," tying up with The Herald ney Gerard unit, manned a float
"Find the Masquorader" that appeared in the Ka-Noo-No
In both.
was the first, a reward being offered Karnival parade. Inasmuch as pracfor the apprehensidil of She imper- tically all Syracuse lined the parade
sonator. The second stunt was the route, it gave the Shubert opening
offering of prizes for boys dressing a reusing send-off.
like little Jackie Coogan. the Syracuse kid star, in his new film. In
Frederick G. Weper, leader of B.
addition to the paper the theatre
connected with a looil closing F. Keith's house orchestra, offers
one of his own compositions as the
house for this contest.
overture this week. It's "I've Qot
the Habit of Going to Keith's Blues."
B. F. Keith's used the balloon
stunt for publicity this week. One
hundred gas balloons bearing tickets to Keith's are being released
at last daily at the State Fair grounds.

Ue

will
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an effective

The
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STEINS MAKE-UP
fiooklct Upon Request/
STEIN COSMETIC CO.

factor?

430 BROOME SI

(hat make* ant eel
of Reed* — made br
hand.
t77-27» Col u a. but

(WVDOM

^u-rt

Aftnui

Saa

WIBTIMG First half. "The Passing Show"; last half. "Town Talk."
oirenjns Shubert vaudeville locally.
See reviews.
HASTAMLE— All the w«v>k, "Onrtor Hawaiian Skies." Not so different from several other Hawaiian
pieces that have been produced during the last two or three years, but
well presented.
Nine
B. P. KEITH'S—-Vaudeville.
acts thi.s week, Including dne new
to vaudeville, Baroness Von KOppea,
(New Aets.)

ft

BY THE FOLLOWING AGENTS:

71

was

*

it

SYRACUSE,

M. Trunk* ha* lnor«»H«*l our proilurtlon over]
ut to add many improvement*, new f-wrture* »nd to reduce all
for II.

'

—

Sand."

individual tribute.

The popular drmaml

It

begins to make the
In spite of a telegram from his
The missing golf links father advising him: "No money tor
circuit.
number Is still being developed. such nonsense, c#ne honn." Donald
Weber has had to let down a trifle Tiffany McAvoy, son of a wealthy
because of trouble with his larynx
and Fields is still obviously ill at
Guerrini & Co.
ease because of the fact that the
T»* Leadini and
unit is Aill in process of evolution.
Laroeit
Monday
The personal reception
ACCORDION
FACTORY
night must have warmed the hearts
In tha United State*.
of both of them, as it was purely an
on
seenic bit as

ART BOOKBINDING CO.
119 WEST 42d STREET
NEW YORK CITY

River Streets

number

waterfall

working and

COVERS FOR
ORCHESTRATIONS
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report that Columbia 'Wheel might
take house. Columbia out of Syracuse this year.
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THE BEST PLACES TO STOP AT

Maids."

LOEWS— Pop

vaudeville).

IMPERIAL— Vaudeville and

pic-

tures.

Leonard

Operating

Flicks,

AND

GRANT

Single without baUi, $10.50 per we+k
Single with bath,
$14.00 per week

Phone: Longacre 8444

— WiUv'n

Means

of Economical Folks)

Cutler the dirret supervision of the owner*. Located In the heart of the city, Jaat
/lone to all booking office*, principal theatre*, department etoree,
afl llroadway,

service

ALL

St I to 84? West 45th St.
I'hnne l.ongacre S500
Finest type elevator, fireproof halldtnr One. two and three momi.; builtin i>*tli« with «hower*. Tiled kiteuen-

Three

ettea.

have

room*

kitchen.
$18.00 up Weekly.

fall-tiled

YANDI8 COURT
$41-34?

IRVINGTON HALL

43d STREET
701$

BRYANT

MRS. BLACK, formerly
I*

$35.00 ap Monthly.

THE DUPLEX

WEST*

Now

In

One, three and four apartment*
wllh kitchenette*, private hath and
telephone. I'nuNUal furnishing-*, room
arr;iiigrmentH afford* the utmost prlAll night hall attendant.
viicy.
Rate* $16.00 ap Weekly.

4440
of lL-nrl Court,

room arrangement

All

Convcn!eneea.

Vacaacle*

Now

CHARLE3

Phone:

BRYANT

1477-8

ARLINGTON HOTEL
TORONTO, CAN.
Ph.

TO

and

$7.00

2

advance sale for "The
Show" and "Town Talk."

Passing

New York at $2.50 top. The cast
offers Helen Renstrom, a prima donna, who, praises be, has a voice. Her
soprano is one of the best vocal
Jack
trimmings of the revue.

George W. King, owner, will
spend $45,000 in enlarging and improving the Lyric, Binghamton. The
house will have a seating capacity
Dempsey and Margaret Wood and of 1,200 when the changes are made,
Frank Masters and Peggy Brown and will be devoted to movies. The
form two mighty fine dancing Lyric, originally the Bijou, was
teams. Mary Gleason, too, does well erected 30 years ago.
In the stepping department.
"Broadway to Sahara" is perhaps
Frederic Hathaway, for over 10
the best comedy scene, but it is years assc iated with the Alhambra
cousin german to many burlesque Amusement Co., Utica, has resigned

320 West 96th Street
New York

and
ing.

i

RILEY

Prop.

—
—

of the company; Harry Van Hoven,
NEW.— "Honor First."
GARDEN.— "For Big Stakes" and who did marvelous exploitation
work during the entire engagement;
pop .vaudeville.
PPO DROME.— Loew vaudeville. Fred A. Bishop, director, and Max
PARKWAY.—"Jp and at Them." Fichandler, who handled the orches1

1 1

Ina Claire in "The Awful Truthopened Ford's this week for the season.
The piece was played on the
Pacific coast last year with Ruth
Chatterton in the leading role, and
Miss Claire's first performance took
place with the opening at Ford's.
Harry A. Henkel is continuing as
the Erlanger representative here.

all

the credit.

Following the Baltimore engagement, the company will play Norfolk this week, with stands in Augusta,

Ga.;

Birmingham,

Atlanta,

follow.

Wings."

A novel musical feature at Loew's
Palaco theatre last week was commented upon by the musical critics
in the Sunday editions.
Manager
Beatus added an additional grand
piano in the orchestra and together
they rendered "Kitten on the Keys/'
The feature met with such favor
that the two pianos will remain permanently in the orchestra.

The Capitol on the avenue still
persists it will open shortly, but as
to what it will show in the way of
an attraction has not yet been disclosed.

FROM FAIRS TO CABARETS
James McGrath, president of the
Chicago Concession and Catering
company, who controls all the concessions on the Municipal pier and
has the refreshment privileges for

some

of tho largest theatres in
Chicago, has handled more grandstand privileges of the larger typo
of state fairs, boxing clubs and
conventions than any caterer in this
section of the country during the
past three years.
McGrath also operated a cabaret
this season at the Municipal pier

Est.

Henry C. Miner,

Inc.

the

In beautiful colors. Purple, blue, green,
yellow, red and orange. For Costumes,
Scenery, Stage Effects, etc. Sole representative in if. S. and Canada of the
Radium, Limited.

MONTREAL
By

JOHN GARDINER

HIS MAJESTY'S— Charles
in

"Emperor Jones."

Gilpin

Next week,

dark.

PRINCESS— Vaudeville.

RUM—

Robins
ORPH
'Seven Chances."

DUWICO, 208 W. 41st 8t. t N. Y. City
Importers of Condenser* Uelatlne, Chlorine.
Manufacturers of Electrical Equipment and
Effects.

Players

GAY E T Y.— Burlesque,

in

"Social

Ml w»»»

*>«/ >r-.

I.

N(W *o»K.

245

WEST

46th STREET,

NEW YORK

CITY

Description

STAGE
WOMEN
YOU
KEEP
TIKTTKR

THIS

IT'LL HAVE MONEY FOR YOU I
Imported Models in Htreet, Afternoon
Evening Contumei. Works of Art by
the Foremost Fashion Creators of Europe.
Trices Less Than the Actual Customs
Duties l'al«l to Uring Them Into This

liat^i
Ht&

They

Country.
103

Am

70th Street,

THEATRICAL OUTFITTERS
Broadway

1580

W

:<Htli St.. N. V.
210
Fiione Fit/ Itny 0314

fnr

f*fl

t ri

I

"pi***

o S3
New York

City

All

New.

GRAYCE GLOVEN
West
New York

EDWARD GROPPER,
THEATRICAL

City

Inc.

WARDROBE TRUNKS

IHH
KORMANDIK BLDG.,
H cor :tNtn A R'way. B Y.
I'llONEi FITZKOV 8848
I

i

I

DROP CURTAINS FOR SALE AND RENT °^SSb!X.
THEATMfJkL CUTS
BUMPUS & LEWIS SCENIC STUDIOS

i.'THt/STAtfrJeWb t KtfPAVlNG" CO:

Any

nn<l

KENNARD'S
MAKE UP SUPPORTERS

ARRANGER

Uroadway. New York City

singers.
Mr.
Hopper, of course, took the lead in

Family," Sully and Kennedy in
"Don't Shoot"; Jackson Taylor and
Co. in "The Jaza Inn," Primrose
Minstrels, De Pace, Lang and Blakley. Film, "The Cradle Buster."
The picture houses: Columbia,
"Blood and Sand"; Palace. "While
Satan Sleeps"; Rial to, "Rich Men's
Wives";
Metropolitan,
"Silver

Montgomery and New Orleans to
They will work their way
up later, with the aim of playing a
contemplates
Hhis
season
Broadway engagement. They were and
The United States Marine Band brought into the Carlin's Park the- branching out on a broad scalo In
this
branch
of
the
atre
lor
three-week
season
a
immeamusement
field.
will start its annual tour this year
with two concerts at Carlin's Arena diately following the end of the He has arranged Already to play
Sept. 18.
The band will come to grand opera company, and their revues in four of the larger restauBaltimore' under the auspices of success was so great that a week rants in Chicago beginning in Nothe local Lions club and will devote engagement was played with not a vember.
The week
the proceeds of the two concerts, losing week in the ten.
matinee and night, to charity. John in which "Robin Hood" was played
J. Carlin donated the use of the the- was probably the biggest yet "The
Mikado" was repeated three times. RADIUM LUMINOUS PAINT
atre to the club.

RAYMOND MATTHEWS
and

and trained the

tra

Hi
way made easy by unlocked
outer and innner doors to the office
that

in

City

—

:

fact

Phone

New York

Complete housekeepevery apartment.

Perring conferred on him the title
of Lord High Executioner of Gloom
By ROBERT F. SISK
FORDS. Ina Claire in "The for Baltimore, and this was done
before an audience of over 3,000
Awful Truth."
AUDITORIUM.— Dark. Next week, people, who had applauded the entire company to the echo in their
"The Bat."
LYCEUM.— Next week, "Lilies of work. In the first act of "The Mikado," Hopper took encores that he
the Field," stock.
ACADEMY.—Jimmy Hussey in had never got before, and the en"Tho Funmakers," Shubert vaude- tire performance had the aspect
of a big civic organization walking
ville.
away with big honors. Editorials
MARYLAND.—Vaudeville.
CENTURY.— "Blood and Sand." followed the next day in the BaltiWIZARD. "Orphans of the more newspapers, all wishing Mr.
Hopper the best of luck and callStorm."
STRAND. "Orphans of the ing attention to the success of the
season, giving the credit to John
Storm."
RIVOLI.— "Kindred of the Dust." Pollock, who was general director

Moti*'

and likewise by the

St.,

rooms.

»

Hits

INERS

1881

S

BALTIMORE

1

413C.

33 West 65th
2.

City
Phone Riverside 5558

Before the opening of the Shubert
One of the comedy to become director of publicity for
productions.
Monday, Frank
bits, "At the Pennsylvania Station," the Schine Theatrical Enterprises, vaudeville season
It Inc., operating a chain of 10 houses McCune, who is managing the Acadshould, however, be re-written.
the
this
season,
plastered
emy
sizes up as a joke almanac covering in Central New York.
Schine re- downtown section of the city with
the past decade or longer. Ancient cently invaded Oswego.
placards carrying the legend that
gags, long since discarded in vaudeville, are used.
The Collegians, a dance orches- the occupant of the house was out
The travesties on stage hits arc tra with Frederic E. Bellinger, "buying tickets for Jimmy Hussey's
good
well done. W. H. I'ringle as Frank Watertown
musician and music 'show." He got by with it to
Bacon in "Lightnin"' is a genuine shop owner, as saxophone soloist, results, for Shubert vaudeville had
a really auspicious opening.
hit.
Will open a year's engagement at
riiilhrook's stroll looking for his the Rendezvous (restaurant). New
Mayor Broening was forced to be
brown derby registered emphatically. York, Sept. 18, according to Bellinabsent at the closing of De Wolf
The chorus is unusually good for ger, now at his Watertown home.
teti
weeks' season here,
Hopper's
girl«
a road production.
The
are
easy to look upon, dance well and
William Reanlon, dancing partner due to a death in his family, hut he
sing acceptably. And, of the chorus, of Irene Castle, is resting at P.ing- sent Henry (1. Perrlng, chief enyour admit at ion goes to Nancy Lee, hamton, his old home town. Rear- glneer of the city, and through Mr.
a winsome blonde who says her few don, before his stepping days, waf
lines modestly and generally im- a cub reporter on the Binghamton
presses as a comer.
"Sun."

current.

SOL R APIS.

furnished rooms, housekeeping.

weekly and up, including Gas,
Electricity and Linen.

Private phone and separate entrance.

outer door of the safe itself was unlocked, a burglar looted the strong
box of the Wieting opera house to
the extent of $260 Friday night, the

COMPOSER

1478

$18

to J. J.

Cat ina Borst, professionally Virginia Holland, a Utica girl, was
added to the stock at the Majestic,
Utica, this week.
"Twin Beds" is

Columbus 2273-4

APARTMENT HOTEL
1

COMPLETE HOUSEKEEPING
310 WEST 48th 8T.. N Y. CITY

Charles L, Hamer, vice-president
Burnes, of the lihaca Theatre Company and
manager of the Crescent theatre,
Ithaca, one of the circuit's houses,
died Sunday at DeRuyter Lake. He
Minus the Howard Brothers, who was a former resident of Elmira,
are with tho new edition, but of- where he broke into the theatrical
fering Sam Howard as a rather game as leader of the orchestra in
capable substitute, and with Will the old Star theatre. Death was due
Philbrick, who could be permitted to to pneumonia. Funeral services were
hold down the spotlight to a greater held at Ithaca Tuesday.
extent than the present construction allows, "The Passing Show,"
A woman as treasurer of the
revised for road consumption, hit bouse is the innovation at the Wiethere Monday for a three-day State ing (Shuberts) this season.
Mrs.
Fair week run at the Wieting opera Minnie
Halloran
has
replaced
house.
The show opened in Utica George Brown, who presided over
trailing
been
has
last week and
the Wieting box ofllce for several
through the sticks in Central and seasons.

and it's dedicated
manager.

The Garrick stock company has
but one more week before road attractions come into that house. This
week the company is repeating
"Seventeen," with Percy Holton
again portraying the lead, and It
looks as if another big week will be
forthcoming.

.

— "The Bobbins

sented the day's receipts from the

Ads 7600

!

I

Jr., production is the last
legitimate attraction prior to the
opening of the Shubert vaudeville
on the coming Sunday.

Cosmos, vaudeville
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Furnished Apartments
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Phone:

crime being discovered Saturday
morning.
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ALL APPLICATIONS FOr ENGAGEMENTS AND TIME FOR SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE SHOULD BE

MADE TO

SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE EXCHANGE
ARTHUR

KLEIN, General Manager

233 West 45th

Street,
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Hhubert
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Rlgga
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Witchle

Claire Devlne Co
Purcell A Ramsey

Geo Mayo
ST.

New

PAUL
Pnlare

Hollywood

Frolics

ia in

Vincents Hospital, New York,
from a broken ankle,
suffering
caused through her shoe catching
when walking down a flight of
stairs.
is

recovering after an

operation for stomach trouble.
Frank
Theilen,
manager and
owner of the Theilen circuit of the-

was leaving hia home in
Aurora, 111., to get his automobile,
when a 19-pound brick, falling from
buililing
a
under
construction,
struck him on the head. Theilen
atres,

Olga Mlahka
Joe Whitehead

Krans A White
Julia

ILL AND INJURED
Mary Ann (Hart) states she

Ro Janis

Edwards

Harper A Hlanks
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OFFICES AFTER OCTOBER 1—THIRD MOOR, PHELAN BLDG.

was rendered unconscious and waa
condition
in
that
up to

still

Wednesday.
He
being In a very

ia

reported

critical

as

condition.

Hazel McDonald, of Olive and
Mack, suffered a nervous collapse
while playing at Loew's Crescent.
New Orleans, returning to New York
for treatment.
Eugenie Wood has
taken her place, with the billing
unchanged.
Francea Robinson, of the Lew
Cantor office, New York, who recently had her tonsils removed, suffered a relapse and was compelled

You
Don't
Advertise
in

to return to the hospital for treatment. She Is expected back on the
Job next week.
Carl Lothrop, booker in the Keith
office, is seriously ill at his homo in

New York
handling
absence.

city.

the

James Alonzo
books

during

KIEf
DON'T
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is

his
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Bobby Mack,

TIME

A Comedy

•*

MASON

separated last week. Sherman is
going with the "Music Box Revue."
O'Rourke will do a single.
Mickey Morton (formerly Shaw
aind Morton) and Ben Shack ("O

ALEXANDER PANTAGES
Presents

PROFESSOR ALEKO AND CO.

Eve Hackett, from production,
with Mort Van Moppes, songwriter
(last of Holmes and Wells Co.).

THE MYSTKKlOl S GRECIAN MIND READERS
Opening- at the Pantajre* Theatre, Kansas City, September 11,
for the Seventh Return Tour of the Circuit.

Johnny Ford and the Wood

MUSIC

MEN

The Talking Machine Men,

Inc.,

REPUBLIC
Mats. Wednesday

Cra,

f

m tne

ift

World

Comedy

TORCH BEARERS
"Screamingly Funny."— Poat.

f—SELt) YN THEATRE W.

42d St.—

BARNEY BERNARD and
ALEXANDER CARR in
a naw comedy

"PARTNERS AGAIN"

"ABIE'S IRISH ROSE"

—

A

2:30.

The

BIDE DUDLEY

GINGHAM GIRL
A SMART.
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ALL

"SUE DEAR"

New

York's Latest. Cleanest and Most
Fascinating- MUSICAL PLAT

— 1TZAH1T—

MOVES MONDAY TO BIJOU THEATRE
THEATRE
West 46th St. Eva. n SO
M0R0SC0 Mata.
Wed. A Sat. 2:30

The vaudeville combination of
Loretta McDerrnott and
Eddie Cox was re-established again
this week.

J

up" at Pendleton, Ore., are now
complete, and all of the hotels arc
sold out for the three days of the
show. Accommodation In rooming
houses for 10,000 people is being arranged. The "Roundup" will open
Sept. 21 with champion cowpunchers, bucking horse riders and lariat
experts.

believe
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Joseph Plunkett
Direction
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Hy CRANK WILBUR
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WILTON LACKAYE
FRANK MoCORMACK
WALTER JAMES
F.

SAY COMSTOCK

Hat. at 2:30.

McKAY MORRIS
MARGUERITE RISSES
CHARLES W. WALLACE

and

MORRIS GE3T

play hy KATE L. Mrl.AlTHIN
(based on the Saturday Everting Poat
story »iy HENRY LEVERAGE).

A new

THEATRE.

MAXINE ELLIOTT'S
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Sensation

SALLY, IRENE and

AT?h dth*
.Matinee*.

BAT THEATRE
LONDON-PARIS.

MARY

.

ALEXANO RA CARLISLE
VINCENT SERRANO
ROBERT CUMM INGS

Then.. 41at.

Pr*«**t

Balieff's

PI.AY

WITH A RKIM.IANT

—MARK—
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Chauve
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'The World
Mine
Is
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Comedy Hit

Muiilcal

Follies

Fourth Annual Production
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Wat*
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Of
Evas. 8:30.
Sat at 2 30.
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Tw ce Dally. 2:30 and
WILLIAM FOX Presents
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With Margaret Lawrence

"Round-

All plana for the annuul

LEAVE

By AVEIIY IIOPWOOD
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THE ENDLESS CHAIN

—

;

Theatre. R«ay A 43d Rt.
K».8:^o. Mta.Wed. sat, :2:;;f>.

"The best play Jume* Forbes has wrlt«* n
As Amy, Mi*« Lnwrenre
step* Inlo the front rank of Ainrricuji
actresses." Christian Science Monitor
-

MEN

Present

PAULWHiTEMAtT"
DOTAL OPfMfSTOA
L RAJS (OUKTION Of NEW BEAUTIES.

sketch.
Frisco,

WAOENHAI.S
AND
K KM PER

1922!

S° COHAN

Presents

WHY

CEORCE WHITES

SCANDALS

separating
from
Harry
Kranz
(Pepple and Anderson).
Mme. Asta Swvorince, Russian
actress, is preparing a vaudeville

eradicate that opinion, notwithstanding the records and radio.
At the same time there has been a
perceptible Increase in disc sales,
which affects the publishers so di-

Walters and Lee

W.

St..

ANNE NICHOLS' New

Herbert Barnett and Jazz Band.
Bob La Salle and Female Jazz
Band (9 girls.). LaSalle formerly
worked with a piano player after

%

hold a public ball at the Hotel
Pennsylvania, New York, Oct. 31. rectly through royalty, it is an added
The reason for making it a public Joy, whether momentary or permaaffair and not strictly a trade social nent.
'unetoin is twofold. One is to acquaint the laymen record buyers
Separate suits for alleged inwith the orchestras whose record- fringement of copyrights for certain
For this pur- musical compositions were instiings they purchase.
leaders
pose the following orchestra
tuted Tuesday in the United States
and their bands will appear: Paul Court, at Baltimore, against John
Whiteman, Vincent L-opez. Ted A. McDonald, proprietor of the
Lewis, Ray Miller. Yerke's Flotilla Blue Bell Theatre, 1713 Harford
Bennie Krucger, Club Avenue, Linwood Amusement Co.,
Orchestra*,
Royal Orchestra, Happy Six, et al. Baltimore Theatre, 3205 Fait aveThe second motive is to acquaint nue and Linwood Theatre, 902
the public with the T. M. M. insig- South Linwood Avenue, Greater
nia and what it means.
Baltimore Theatre Company, New
Aladdin, 932 West Balto Street and
Henry Teller has connected with Charles Allen, Paradise Subway
Harry Von Tilzer aS sales manager. cabaret, 817-19 Penna Avenue. The
He was last with Fred Fisher, Inc. suits were brought by the Waterson,
Berlin & Snyder, Irving Berlin,
The Tama Music Co. will publish Shapiro, Bernstein & Co. and Leo
through
Frank
Emory,
the score of "Lady in Ermine," Feist
success, Deeswke & Skeen, attorneys. Five
English
Gilbert's
Jean
copyrighted productions are Inknown as "Lady of the Rose."
volved. It is alleged in each case
that the copyright had been inWitmarks are benefiting through fringed upon
by public performances
a sudden rush of orders for Victor of the compositions
without authorHerbert's "Gypsy Love Song" and ity, an injunction and
s
an accountAlthough both ing are asked in each case.
"Kiss Me Again."
have been consistent standard sellers, the recent reissue recordings by
The music department of the Mosome of the phonograph companies
has tilted their demand.
"Gypsy tion Picture Theatre Owners of
Love Song" was even arranged for America announces that Fred Wardance by one company and the pub- ren has been co-operating with the
lishers are threatened with pub- organization in having the music
ishing a special dance arrange- score to the American Releasing
Corporation's "Queen of the Moulin
ment.
Rouge" re-cued so as to contain
tax-free music only.
Milton Ager, of Ager, Yellen &
""ornstein, Inc., returned this week
rom Toledo, where he attended the
UNIT NOTES
•penmg of Arthur Pearson's "Zlg
'^ag," which Ager composed.
Louis
•'ordan has joined the A-Y-B firm
Two of the independent houses
s
Billy booked
professional
manager.
by Fally Marl; us have
Mathey has been added to the pro- booker Shubert "units" for prelimifessional staff.
nary engagements, buying the shows
for a flat sum in lieu of the regular
New York music publishers of independent vaudeville.
he pop stuff report an unexpected
purt In sales (lurlrfg the past two
veeks, with prospects much brighter
The Five Kings of Syncopation
-ban they have been for months. were signed by I. II Herk this week
r he
music trade has been going .ind will bo added to the caat of
hrouKh an irritatingly long period
Stolen Sweets,'' which opens the
'if dullness.
So many reasons were
unit season at the
t'lvaneed why that publishers have regular Shubert
Chicago, Sept. 17.
Englewood,
almost been led to
th*> pop

business of selling copies was
almost over. These present indlca-
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of Uway.
EVEN1NUS at 8:30.
and Saturday, 2:30
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Metropolitan

at

Eves. 8:30..
A Sat. 2:39
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a

Girlie").

QUILT'

at 1:11

Sat.

FRENCH

and

TWO WEEKS

Can

a

St.

STEWART

BROWNE

"THE ADVERTISER"
Direction CHAS. C. CROWL

made

With

48th
VANDERBILT&
Mata Wed.

Tempest

In

1

Wed. and

Mala.

Str?rt
1IT0.

LITTLE:..'

Representative

"UNDER
A CRAZY
^V» MSB m<«

Uryant

"SHORE LEAVE"

Lulu
Swann, Kathleen
By Montagu* Ulaaa 4 Jules Kckert Goodman.
Robinson and Mabel Dwlght; "Oh
Prices: Eve. 22.(0.
With an AU-Star Cast
Mat*. Wed. A Sat.
Henry," with Fred Llghtner and
Irene Cattell; "What'd I Tell Yer,"
44th St
New Amsterdam Theatre W. 42d Street
with Lew J. Welsh, August Thome
Bra. 8.30.
Wed. & Sat 3:30.
and Helen Namur; "The China
Eves. |:u.
POPULAR MATINEE
WEDNESDAY. Re*. Matinee
JOHN GOLDEN Presents
Blue Plate," with Maude Gray, Matt
BAtT
Hanley, Charles Compton, Richard
National Institution
Cramer and Bert Fertic; "Petty
Larceny," with Charles Lewis. Karl
Townsend, Richard Foote and AI- in 'The Serpent's Tooth"
meda Dewey; "Spoofing" with M.
with W. GRAHAM
George Harriss and Gerald MacDonald; "The Nut Shop," with Jack
Fairbanks and Florence Major.
7th Ava.
Nightly
EARL CARROLL atTheatra.
TIMES SQ. THEATRE At
Fiftieth Street.
Hal Sherman and Eddie O'Rourke
Matinees Thursday and Saturday, 8:30

BOGERTandNELSON

The largest
hand

IVh

West
Tel.:

at 1:30.

Trcacwta

FRANCES STARR
in

MUSIC BOX REVUE
—

Greves.

Shields,

Variety Act of the Superior Kind.

SAM KRAMER,

J. J.

NASH

IRVING BERLIN

in

Flo Kelly (formerly of "Juvenility")
in* "The Producer."
New acts being produced by Milton Aborn are "Listen Lester," with
Lee Daly, Dan Marble, George

NOW PLAYING FOR PANTAGES
'

101

LAST

Louis E. Zoeller, songwriter, and

«

LINDSAY

MUSIC BOX
Kin.

formerly

MARY

J

and

Em.

St.

Mata. Thur*. and Sat.. 1:30.

DAVID BELASCO

"CAPTAIN APPLEJACK"

in

opera, in skit with five people, including Kitty Hart, Mile. Janette,

E

.

WALLACE

ANMti PICARD.

b»

Wuat 45th

LYCEUM

* Sal

Wt-.l.

Preient.

LEN0RE ULRIC

Ktc».. 8:15
at 2:15

4*th St.

Mala.

EDDINGER

ACTS

DeParis,

We«

CORT

Talk,"

Eva. 1:10.
Mata. Thurd. & Sat. 2:30.

A New Character Study

EOKRKKT

Staged by IAM

Wo,,t «« tn St.

OAVIO BELASCO

« KIKI

A BOY

IT'S

Tabloid Concert"
NEW

GOOD

"Town

Gerard's

8:11.

WILLIAM ANTHONY M(<illKK'H

for Springfield next week,
lay off, the stand not having
been set as yet for Shubert vaudeville.
According to the Affiliated
Theatres route, the Shubert vaudeville shows were scheduled to play
the Court Square, Springfield, beginning Sept. 17.

"The Popular American Singing Duo"

FOR BIG
FOR SMALL
ALL THE

BELASCO
ww

Attractions

nMnnlo Mat* W«d.>&at.,
NEW tOMKDY

H.

will

Warrimer

"A

i 1 1

HARRIS

H.

Opening Tuesday Eve., Sept. 19
SVM UADDIC W. 4'Mst. Kv.'s.. 1:11.

routed

Henrietta and

DODD
in

SAM

Eddie Dowling's "Radio Girls"
show) will play at the CresBrooklyn, next week, with
Dowling appearing in it during the
afternoons when there Is no matinee
of "Sally, Irene and Mary," his show
at the Casino, New York.
This
week the unit Is in Wilmington.
Del., with the probability a stager
will be sent there to touch up the
numbers.
(unit

cent,

KENNELS

Ah

NEW YORK THEATRES

contract for further time.

CORNER"

"SPiTE

Man agement JOHN

41

Roode and Francis, opening the Arthur Klein unit show. Roode and
Francis were engaged for the threeday stand at Jersey City without a

and Saturday

— wrenEd die Dowling and a Great Cast

EAST SIDE
WEST SIDE
(FORMERLY •MANHATTAM")

—NOW AT—
W

&J\ X t»J Matin***

44th St.

E».

Wad. ssd

Sat.,

B

M

109.

PICTURES
THE GHOST BREAKER

out.
Things of this sort are about
as sure a road to oblivion, as far
Xjuky-raramount feature, atariing Wal- as the screen Is concerned, as being
Adapted by Jack; Cunningham
lace Held.
from the play by l'aul Dickey and Chartaa involved In some unsavory scandal.
Fred.
W. Ooddard; directed by Alfred Oraan.
Shown at Klvoli, New York, week Sept. 10.
Warren Jar via
Wallace Reld
OF BASKERVILLES
Lila I.ce
Maria Theresa
W.ill.-r lliera
Ruaty Snow
,
R.-C picture evidently made in England.
Duke DAlva
..Arthur i'arewe Founded on the Conan D>yle atory of the
Sam M. u rum
J. F. Macl>onald
same title of the Sherlock Holmea aerie*.
Aunt Mary Jarvis
Ftancaa Raymond Shown
New York, weak
Capitol,
at
Snltx Edwards Sept. 10
Maurice
Kill* Norwood
Shtrloek llolmea
Hubert Will.*
Dr. Wataon
This is on* of those usual Wallace Hir Henry Ilaakervlile
Rex MrDooc-tl
Frederick Raynham
Reld starring pictures, fuirly well Osborne
Mortimer
Allen Jeayea
Dr.
done, with considerable comedy eleI,ew»n OJIbtrt
Stapleion
ment that prevents the picture from John
Betty Campbell
lieryl Stapleton
orclassification
of
falling into the
dinary. To the Reld fans the feaThe combination of the Sherlock
ture will prove pleasing; to others Holmes name, the title of the story
it will be but mildly entertaining. and Conan Doyle is pretty certain
As a box office attraction the draw to pull business, and in the case of
depends whether or not the ex- this picture seemingly there is no
hibitor's average audience is strong exception.
However, the picture itThere Is nothing in self is rather badly done, and it will
for the star.
the production that will pull addi- not be of the entertainment value
tional business.
that the audience will expect in the
Reld isn't present at all in the bigger houses. At the Capitol Sungreater part of the first reel. That day night the picture pulled big, but
action takes place in Spain, where the audience leaving after the first
Lila Lee and Arthur Carewe are the night show expressed its disapprincipal characters in the story. pointment rather liberally. It is not
Miss Lee is the daughter of a lately a picture for the biggest houses, and
deceased Spanish nobleman; she the chances are that the Capitol
and her very youthful brother are must have been rather badly off for
all that are between the title, the an attraction to have played this
grounds and castle, a possible one.
burled treasure, which is coveted by
This weird mystery tale of Sir
the cousin, played by Carewe.
Conan Doyle's would have made a
plan of the castle and its secret whale of a picture in the hands of
passages has been presented by the a capable American director and
girl's father to an American, and company.
In this production the
the girl comes to this country to treatment of the story is very bad.
secure it so that she will be able and the producers trusted to night
to seek the treasure which is re- tints to carry the mystery end
The rather than working up the real
ported hidden in the castle.
cousin also makes the trip In an suspense.
effort to forestall her.
The direction was by Maurice
In the meantime. Reld is shown Elvey. who followed the original
as a New Yorker returning to the tale in a matter of fact manner, letold homestead hi Kentucky, arriv- ting the story develop on the screen
ing there in the midst of a feud. as best it could. His work did not
He is advised to return to New carry it forward with any great
York pronto, refusing at first to speed, nor was there any real eletake the advice, but after a shoot- ment of suspense anywhere in the
ing, in which he and the opposing production.
faction battle it out, he decides to
As to the cast, Kllle Norwood is
leave.
The head of the other clan featured as Sherlock Holmes, but,
follows him to New 'York, and the due to the adaptation for the screen,
two come face to face in the hotel the honors should have gone to Rex
elevator; both pull their guns and McDougal as
Sir Henry Baskerthere is a shooting. Reld escapes ville. who held the center of the
unscathed, but dashes into the room lens to greater footage than the
occupied by the Spanish girl.
character of Holmes did. Mr. NorAll of this action has used up wood does not measure up to the
about three reels of the allotted requirements
of
the
Sherlock
five, so that with the work of ghost Holmes role when one weighs him
breaking still to begin there is very with the characterization that John
little footage left for that portion
Barrymore gave in the recent Sherof the story. However, Reld makes lock Holmes film in which he aphis get-away from the hotel the fol- peared. Betty Campbell is the only
lowing morning in the wardrobe woman in the cast, and she mantrunk of the girl and is placed ages to play a rather difficult role
aboard a steamer bound for Spain; fairly well.
the girl misses the boat and is
In sets the picture has nothing to
finally put aboard from a hydro- boast of. and it is fairly noticeable
plane.
the picture
was rather cheaply
Once back In Spain, Reld readily made.
VreJbreaks up the ghost business, in the
castle and shows up the aspiring
and conspiring cousin as the man
behind all the spiritual manifestaA alx-reel atate rlghta production handled
tions, winning the girl, who is the by L. I^awrence Weber and Hobby North
Produced by Joaeph M. Shear and preaented
real treasure of the story.
by Kxport and Import Film Corp. Founded
If
it
wasn't for the work of on the play by Charlea Hlaney, modem. zed
Walter Hiers, who does a blackface to meet Prohibition conditiona.
Harry T. Morey
valet to the star, there wouldn't be Bill Sanford
Rand
Kdmund Breeae
anything to the story. Hiers is the John
Ruth Sanford
Marguerite Clayton
(at comedian, who, it is quite pos- Ben Farley
George Fawcett
sible, is being groomed by Lasky to Baby Betty
Miriam Battiata
Alice May
replace Arbuckle. His work in this Mother Sanford
Sam Handy
Brlnaley Shaw
picture polls all the laughs that Harry Rand
Albert Barrett
there are.
Margaret Sanford
June Fuller
The sets are elaborate and the
photography good, but it looks as
Combination of a corking melothough Reld had made up his mind drama title and an all-star list of
that he was going to do as little names in a state rights production
work in this picture as possible, and that looks as though it was slated
possibly conspired with the script to get the money in the popular
writer and the director to help him priced houses. The story is founded
,

THE CURSE OF DRINK

^HRIOn 3H5LVI E S
Accorded

the greatest

ovation ever given a

motion picture at the

CRITERION

where

it

weeks

remain

selling
in

finally climbs from the cowcatcher of one locomotive to the
rear of the other train, clambering
over the roofs of the cars to her
father in the cabin and brings the
train to a stop, at the brink of the
washout. Her reward is the consent of the road's president to her
marriage to his son and the old man
girl

swears

off drinking.
Harry Morey plays the old engineer with a real sense of sousing,
while the heavy of Rrinsley Shaw
is of the type of villainy usually
hissed in the old days. George Fawcett showed a« a speak -easy keeper,
who ran his Joint to suit himself.
Miss Clayton, as the heroine, impressed, and there was a real thrill
in the railroad stuff she did. Albert Barrett was an acceptable hero.
Miriam Battlsta was really clever in
the kiddle bit of the picture.
The production holds Its thrill in
the railroad chase which Harry O.
Hoyt, who adapted and directed the
picture, handled very well.
Fred.

^ve^n

"Sets a
The

drama produced by the Diriaro
releaae.l
through American
Adapted from the Ka.te
DeaglM Wiggla atory of the aame title
rural

Inc..

Keieaatnf Corp.
r* c,e<*

reala
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Olcott.

Maatcr Joaeph Depew
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*
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Rowland

Marie Day

RICHARD WALTON TULLY

Margaret Se-ldon
Bertram Marburgh
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L»ave Milllkcn
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presents

F. Haddock

Two kiddies make this production
out as a sure-fire moneygetter for the average exhibitor. It
is not a picture that one
could play
in one of the bigger pre-release
houses, but in the regular run of
theatres it will stand up with anything and pull business on the
strength of the work that is done by
Joseph Depew in the role of Timostand

thy and little Helen Rowland.
The picture was made by a newly

formed company which
devote

is

eight

advance.

going to

itself entirely to a brand of
rural stories, with their

Down East

producing center somewhere
in
Maine,
"Timothy's Quest" is right in line
with the other adoption stories, such
as "Forget Me Not" and "A Little
Child Shall Lead Them." and while
it does not Jean to the
tear stuff as
strongly as the other two, its comedy angles are such that the production is certain to register.
A combination of tenement squalor
and clean country life forms the
background for the action. Timothy and "Lady Gay" are boarding
kids In a tenement. When the woman who has had them In charge
passes on. Timothy hears a couple
or slatterns who are taking charge
of the situation arrange how
the
kiddles shall be disposed of.
He
then takes little Lady Gay and runs
off beating a ride on a freight
train
which lands them in a little country
'

,

Created by

COSMOPOLITAN
PRODUCTIONS

A

Paramount Picture

OOHEn KniGHTHOOD

WH&

ID FLO00ER

say$:

'The Masquerader' sets a standard that will be
hard to beat. Post's performance is one of real power
and subtlety. The two characters he interprets are
wonderfully conceived.
Thoroughly superb in its
minutest details, Post's acting readily predominates an
unusually fine production. The story is exciting and
the screen version superior to the book and play. % The
love interest is accentuated with telling effect."
'*

TIMOTHY'S QUEST
A

Mima

New Standard!"

NEW YORK EVENING JOURNAL

The youngster takes charge of the
by making a house-tohouse canvass to ascertain if anyone would like to adopt a baby. He
manages to pick a house that he has
fancied in dreams, and it is the
home of his maiden aunt. She Is n
stern-appearing woman, who immediately notes the resemblance of thboy to her own young wayward sinter, and later manages to chock
up
this resemblance, proving to
herself
the boy is her nephew.
Eventually she decides to adopt
both of the children, and the story
closes with both tots issurod
of
home.

indefinitely.

Seats

money.

The story is that of a railroad
engineer, the beat driver on the road,
who has fallen to nursing a switch
engine because of his fondness for
the stuff they sell in blind tigers.
Ills daughter is secretary to the
president of the line, and his son is
beginning to stoke a locomotive.
The boy and girl are In lore with
each other, but the former's father
objects. The heavy is the division
manager, who covets the girl. He
has her father fired for drinking and
the old engineer,
inflamed with
drink, seeks to take revenge on the
president of the line. ' The latter is
about to make a trip on a special
and the old engineer boards the
cabin of the locomotive, displaces
the regular driver and heads for a
washout down the line. The girl and
the son of the president, boarding
another engine, give chase, and the

•situation

at 44tli St.

will

of a political "master mind,** who
acts more like a cheap crook.
schemes to have the young tough
secure Marcia's signature to some
sort of a document that will rob her
of the mine and then do away with
the old man by murder. Marcia is
lured to a gaudy dinner party at
Downs' home (one of those lurid
affairs where everybody gets drunk
hasn't at least clearneae It is be- and men
and woirfVn fall into the
yond all hope. "The Blonde Vam- swimming pool while a cabaret
pire" was made half of a double show is going on) and the young
feature bill at the Eighth avenue tough ir thrown into her company.
neighborhood theatre, and by conMarcia's real sweetheart, a timid
trast with Its companion feature,
sort of chap, comes to the party and
Arthur S. Kane's "The Real Ad- saves
her from the plot by offering
venture." suffered intensely.
to thrash the tough, who suddenly
"The Blonde Vampire" is so con- turns
virtuous and lets him get
spicuously bad it is difficult to pick away with
Tou'd suppose that
it.
out its special demerits. In the first
with all this evidence the old man
place, the story does not hold towould
have
changed
will, but
gether.
The characters behave in that wouldn't keep thehis
atory going
the most extraordinary manner. A
to the fifth reel. Nothing so simple
rich mine owner makes his hobby
would do. Instead Downs sends a
the visiting of poor tenement house
hired assassin .to his home.
For
dwellers to bring toys to the chilvarious
scenario reasons the young
dren.
He falls down a flight of tough, his
and a restairs and twists his ankle.
Ho formed crooksweetheart
happen at the manseems to make nothing of the insion at the same time. The assassin
jury, but, nevertheless, sends post
Is foiled and the guilt of Downs is
haste for his butterfly daughter to
exposed.
convey him home.
There is not the slightest effort
Oddly enough, the strained ankle
immediately turns the old party's to build up to situations. Things
happen
fortuitously.
One
thoughts to death; so he decides to just
make his will, leaving the Poppy passage concerns the scheme of
mine to his daughter. He knows, Downs to get the young tough in
or ought to, that his business as- his power. It leads to a brisk bit
sociate, one Downs, is a blackguard, of action, but because the way was
but in spite of this he makes Downs not paved to arouse suspense the
the executor in his will and the scene is reached and passed before
girls guardian.
In visiting the any interest is awakened. The acttenement the daughter, Marcia by ing is as mediocre as the photogname, ran over a child's doll with raphy. The featured character of
her car, and a young man of the Marcia, who is the blonde vampire
district substantially threatens to of the title, is absent from the
action for a whole reel at* a time,
strike her for the deed.
Marcia promptly falls in love with and she never for a moment engages
the young tough, attracted by his the sympathies. None of the charattitude, so different from acters does for that matter, and
the behavior of the tame society the Ave reels are as tiresome and
men Site meets. Here's where the dull as any picture within memory.
plot thickens. Downs, with the aid
Rush.

seldom a picture eo utterly
lacking In merit gets as far as the
screen. The work hasn't a redeeming virtue.
Even Its photography
is poor, and when a film In these
perfection
mechanical
days
of
It In

town.

THEATRE
Broadway

THE BLOND VAMPIRE

on the old meller that toured the
country for years under the management of Charles Blaney. The
play has been modernized so as to
meet the present-day conditions
brought about by the Volstead Act.
Outside of the fact that there Is a
good title to draw at the box office
and a number of names in the cast,
there is nothing about It that places
it in the classification of unusual.
It is Just a good hokum picture that
has been turned out to get the

HOUND

A

Friday, September 15, 1922

It is a cute story fairly well
to!d
although there are spots where the
continuity of the s. reen version of
tho tale could bo improved on. Bui
in the main the picture is
a real
good program picture for the regular
run of hoirroy;
The cast is one Of characters, with
Marie Day. as tho stern aunt, registering most forcibly, while Margaret
Keddon makes a lovely character of
tho spinster who passed up marriage
to be with her girl friend in sorrow
Comedy relief Is furnished by Vivia

Ogden and Bertram Marburgh.

Fred.

From the famous novel by KathCt'inc Cecil Tliur
ton and the play by John Hunter Booth.
Directed by James

Young

A First National Attraction

PICTURES

Friday, September 15, 1922
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THE SIREN CALL
piayem-Paramount

_.-.,,.

presented

Dorothy Dalton
%T^dolDh Zukor. with
cart sopportlns; hfcs David
S.ur. StrongMitchell
L*wis featured.
and
an original by

E,!r£ll

N»sh, with
S^v
Produc.
script.
BSun Hum preparing
by Irvln Wlllat.
R! directed
Dorthy Dalton
cSrlott « Wood..
P W
gi?Jh Steven.....
i?tSK|
wfi
J.

B.

&

^^"BrendtV/.^^V/Edw^rd^I^^dy'
Sore

.

..."

general

'The

wni Walling withal
this picture will entertain
and get some money on the strength
idea back of this
of the Dalton and supporting cast

was to turn out another
"Flame of the Yukon," the picture

picture

that "made" Dorothy Dalton. In thfa
respect the effort was a failure.
However, a fairly good box office at traction has been turned out. It is
a picture of the Alaska country- that
has at least two spectacular thrills
'in

it.

i&iaa

although the story
Dalton a married

has

itself

woman

in

the first reel, and that is going to be
objected to by some exhibitors and
the screen fans to whom this star
particularly appeals. That the marriage is a phoney one and the real
love story and final happy ending
are worked out won't make any
great difference to them. Dorothy
must be single at the beginning of
the picture to make it a draw at the

box office, according to the sharps
that are serving the pictures to the
public.

s

cause of the fact that the circuits
PICTURES TO VAUDE
around New York that have booked
tho Paramount output hava been
clamoring for the pictures, and the Central, N. Y, Vacated by U. Is
extended runs that the Rialto and
First Local Shubert "Unit" House
Rivoli are playing made it impossible to present them there and hold
Shubert unit -vaudeville will bow
to release schedule.
However, it
seems that the weaker sisters were into New York Monday, the first attraction
being Weber and Fields in
the ones that were turned loose with
the
usual Broadway runs.
But "Reunited," which plays the Cen-

names.

tral.

the only theatre selected to
date to receive the new brand of
vaudeville on Broadway. The house
is directly opposite the Palace, and
will play $2 top on Saturday and
Sunday night, with the balance of
the evening performances topped
It is

Fred.

THE GALLOPING KID
Universal western e tarring Hoot Gibson.
Rtory by Wro. H. Hanby, adapted by A. P.
Younger.
Directed by Nat Hobs.
Loew's
New York, Sept. K. on double bill.

ON PICTURES

William Fox Is li< me or due in New York from abroad, where he staged
"Nero" in London. Upon his arrival the matter of the title of "A Little
Child Shall Lead Them," now playing as a Fox special in a Broadway
ho tse, will be taken up. Some of the Fox staff are reported opposed to
the title as belittling the theme of the story, and for the more important
reason, as tluy say, that it is not a drawing title. Some of the paper
gotten out for the film, that of a child's and dog's head in juxtaposition,
is likewise not believed by the same Fox bunch to be striking enough
as an illustration.

at $1.50.

The Central was relinquished by
Sam Kiknian ef CJoldwyn pulled a nifty stunt Tuesday, when he gave
Universal two weeks ago and has a luncheon and pre-view of the Rupert Hughes picture "Remembrance"
been in process of redecoration to the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce. However, John Iris of
Jack Walters since.
Universal paid the owners the Educational slipped in and stole a lot of the thunder. The EducaPercy Challenger $100,000 rent
in advance.
As a the- tional is to release a magazine reel in which the T. O. C. C. is interested
atre
venture
it cost the film comto the extent that the organization will share in the profits of the reel,
Just one of the usual type of
westerns in which Hoot Gibson is pany $75,000 on the year, but Uni- which is to be issued monthly. The members of the T. O. C. C. had
The role versal put over the best exploitation pledged themselves several weeks ago to play the magazine and on
generally starred by U.
of the star in this picture, however, work in the history of the company. Tuesday the Educational force slipped into the luncheon and walked
reissue, "The Delicious Little
is one that he takes splendid care of. A
out with the contracts from the exhibitors, getting them to sign as they
The picture will do nicely where the Devil" (which had Mae Murray and were eating and
before the showing of the Goldwyn picture.
audiences like westerns, but a fairly Rodolph Valentino), was played at
accurate line is arrived at from the the Central for six weeks and was
Last week it was reported that the district manager of one of the
fact it plays on the double bills in
accorded $150,000 in bookings. On largest
local exchanges was suspected of having an inside graft line,
the Loew daily change of program
that picture alone Universal claims
nouses around New York.
and that there was an investigation going on. As a matter of fact it
The picture has some lighter mo- the Central venture profitable.
was not the district manager but the sales manager suspected. During
The Central will have Richard the current week he waited on the home office officials
ments. Gibson as Simplex Cox gets
at their request
the job of acting as chaperon to the Tant, last season in charge of the
and showed them Ms savings bank deposit books, in which he had
daughter of Arnett, who has a repu- Shubert-Crescent,
Brooklyn,
as accumulated about
in
about
$12,000
10 years. The Arm, it is understood,
tation as a gun man. His job is to manager. Maurice De Fries will be
keep Bolston away from the girl, treasurer, with Maurice Singer and let it be known in the trade that they suspected the sales manager of
having fattened his bank account something like $100,000 at their expense.
who fancies she is in love with him. Bernice Adams as assistants.
If he fails in the job Arnett threatThis was disproved.
ens to shoot him.

•Simplex" Cox
Fred liolston
Helen A met
"Five Notch" Arnett
Steve Larabe
Zek Hawkins
t

Ed "Hoof Gibson
Leon Barry

Bdna Murphy
Uonel Delmore

From

comedy

the stage

hit

by Paul Dickey and Charles

Goddard
Directed by Alfred Green.

Scenario by Jack Cunning"

ham.
(This

is

the 3-column Press

Book Ad.

Mats and

elec-

tros at exchanges.)
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to care for the child'.

Later,
after
the local Purity
Rather a weird northwestern made
League has managed to burn down along lines intended to impress the
the dance hall and drive off the in- audiences that must have their thrill
mates, the girl, her supposed hus- no matter what the cost. It is a fair
band and the baby are seen in a program picture of the cheaper
small general store along the river. grade that will do faiiiy well in the
That was always the cherished small daily change houses. Really
dream of the girl. Powell is a neigh- no great punch to it, and the conbor. The husband, however, has had tinuity and photography are pretty
a lech for one of the other girls, bad in spots. The direction is also
who has returned to the states, so nothing to boast about at any time.
when Lewis shows up and tries to
George Chesebro is the star, with
force his attentions the husband Vivian Rich featured. The balance
•makes a deal with him to turn over of the cast matters little, with the
the woman and tho store for the exception of Alfred Hewson, who
pack of pelts which the trapper has. plays the heavy.
Left in the hands of Lewis, Miss
The story is laid in a sea coast
Dalton defends herself by killing town in Canada and later in the
him, and Powell, walking in on the snow country. Ruth and Dick Haymurder, starts dut after the hus- den are sweethearts, with the heavy
band after hearing the story. He coveting the girl. The hero has a
and Edward J. Brady (playing the scrap with a man on a dock and
A few minutes
•husband) put up a corking fight on knocks him out.
a raft floating down the river, and later a couple of the crew of the
the hero of the story is worsted in ship commanded by the heavy who
The girl, however, has been assigned to shanghai the
the combat.
comes to his rescue as the raft is hero, pick up the other man by misabout to go over the falls, and the take, and the hero is then accused
two are shown taking the drop. of murder. He makes his escape
Months later the pair are in a cabin into the snow country and three
when the mounted police show up years later rescues a man from the
and word is then received of the snow trail. Later it develops this
death of the husband, which leaves man is a member of the Royal
the pair of lovers free to bring about Mounted sent to find and bring him
the happy ending.
in.
At the last minute it also deThe picture did not receive a velops that the officer is really the
Broadway pre-release showing be- man supposed to have been murdered, the blow on the head earning a loss of memory, and he has
since been under the assumption

1 00%
OF TUB

Exhibitors of Michigan
Read our magazine published
every Tuesday.
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INSIDE STUFF

However, "The Siren Call" has
everything that the usual run of
Alaskan pictures of this type have.
The dance hall, the snow, the
mounted police, a dog team and all
the regular stuff. Besides that, it
has a real cast of names, with both
David Powell and Mitchell Lewis as
featured members. Powell Is coming along in popularity with the
The girl makes an appointment
women and Lewis is still the bold,
with her sweetheart and Cox folbad heavy he always was.
There is considerable comedy re- lows, but the girl and Bolston stick
him up and force him to climb a
lief in early reels of the picture during the dance hall scenes, with an ladder to a cliff, after which they
Cox, however,
characterization by Lucien remove the ladder.
Irish
Littlefield contributing considerable manages to get down, and at the
of the laugh material. This helps same time discovers a gang of crooks
who have been mining platinum on
the picture materially.
Miss Datfton has the role of the the land belonging to Arnett. He
wife of the manager of the dance rounds them up and at the same
the
hall, the marriage of the pair being time manages to get Bolston. In
kept secret for' business reasons, as end he wins the girl and obtains forshe is the principal box office at- giveness from her father for having
traction that the place has. The failed once on the chaperonage Job.
It is one of those regular stories
marriage to the manager was a
phoney one put over on the girl so of the west, with the usual horses,
that she would stay on the job and and while Gibson is a comer to a
not be lured to one of the other certain extent, this sort of material
isn't going to take him out of the
places.
Out on the trail Mitchell Lewis popular-priced class of western
has come across a man and woman acreen stars.
The direction of Nat Ross was all
who have frozen to death, but the
that could be expected with the
little baby they were carrying is
Fred.
material at hand,
still alive. He picks it up and takes
it to the dance hall, intending to win
favor of the reigning queen by preBLIND CIRCUMSTANCES
senting it as a Christmas gift. She
starts a bank account for the kid
Northwestern drama with some mow
right there by selling kisses at a tuff. Produced by the Morante Producdollar a kiss, but Powell, who has tions Co. under the direction of Unburn
ReGeorge Chest'bro.
cofne into the room, refuses to buy Morante. «*tarrlnff
leased by Clarke-Cornelius Co. for state,,
until she sticks him up with a gun,
George Chcmbro
and then he pays double the amount Die* Hayden
Vivian Klcli
to insult her again. She thinks it is Ruth
Alfred Hewson
('apt. Erlck fckag
going to be another kiss, but instead Kelly
Harry Arras
he bawls her out, stating she is un- Pierre
Prank Calfrey
fit
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that he is plain "Bill Jones."
All this tends to a happy ending
with the exception that the horo
has lost his eyesight in a gun powder explosion. Underlying it all is
the 'Faith' 'doctrine of Christian
Science that all works out to the

New

What

general advantage of all concerned
they will only keep the faith.
if
Thus the picture ends.
It is not a really happy ending of
the conventional sort, and it leaves
a doubt as to whether the hero had
faith enough to get his eyesight
back. However, for the houses that
this one will play the audiences
won't go into that any too deeply.
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Miss Let never more beautiful."

as near perfect as possible.
for fun

DETROIT, MICH.

thrills.

—WORLD
Interesting and amusing."

— TIMES

Everything happens with a bang."

"Good movie melodrama.

Scenes around Spanish castle are beautiful*"

—DAILY NEWS

ANOTHER GORDON HOUSE

415 Free Prets Bldg.

and

"Pleasant enter tainment.

Rates very low

MICHIGAN FILM REVIEW
JACOB SMITH, Publiihtr
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Another house was added to the
Gordon chain of New England theatres with the opening of the n< N
Olympia at Brockton, Mass., Monday*

.

"Mixture

of hair-raiying thrills

and mirth-provoking situations.

Lila

Lee enticing.

\MERICAN
J.
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although

strong

particularly

mats. $1
Business

special, seats 1,323, scale
top, eves. $1.65, 6th week.

FAIR GROSSES

Showing of "Grandma's Boy"

Comedian-

Sets

Rial to Outdistances Rivoli by $1,000— "Slim
Shoulders" Helped by Fashion Show

The picture wallop of last week
This week business is about on an
on Broadway was the advent of the even ebb with nothing startling
Harold Lloyd first feature length standin » ° uf
An estimate of the gross last week
production, "Grandma's Boy," which
opened at the Strand and was held along r»ro;nl\vay follows:
Astor "Prisoner of Zenda," Metover for a second week. The second week did not hold up to the first K° 8 n*' cia *™ts 1.131; scale $1.65,
6th week. Business fell off a little
week's business. However, on the
again last week despite the fact
strength of the showing the Lloyd
that there was a holiday, with the
picture made the first week it is
gross going to Just under $9,000.
conceded
that
comedy
sta*r
generally
There are only two shows a day
Is made for the future and that he
and the matinee business is rather
Is otft of the short reel comedy class
fair with a line usually at the box
for all time.
The fight for top honors between office for the afternoon performances.
the Rialto and the Rivoli ended with
Cameo
"Nice
People,"
Parathe former house coming out on
The
top, even though It held a picture mount, seats 550, scale 55-75.
that had played the week previous house started its week to week
change
policy
with
this
feature
takat the Rivoli. It was the Marion
Davies' feature, "The Young Diana"* ing the pictures on a straight rental
which finished the second week on basis, the Paramount productions
Broadway with $21,000, as against really playing a pre-release third
"Burning Sands" at the house fur- run at this house following the
ther uptown which, while billed as Rivoli and Rialto, but playing the
"The Answer to The Sheik," man- attractions before the regular reaged to fall about $1,000 under the lease to the circuits and the independent exhibitors. Last week with
Rialto business.
At the Capitol the Irene Castle this Wallace Reid feature it looked
picture, "Slim Shoulders," managed as though the innovation would
build
into
returning
to pull out a fairly good weeks' busi- eventually
ness on the strength of the fashion profitable business for the house
-

—

'.

—

show

that

was given

in conjunction

with the feature rather than on the

\

strength of the picture itself. The
Capitol gross was almost $37,000.
The attractions that are running
in the legitimate theatres for exploitation purposes dropped off considerably last week with "A Little
Child Shall Lead Them" at the
Lyric, going practically to pieces
and getting around $2,000, while at
the 44th Street "Monte Cristo" managed to get around $10,000. "The
Prisoner of Zenda," at the Astor,
also fell off with the gross being

with

the

gross reaching almost
This week Marlon Davies
Young Diana."
Capitol— "Slim Shoulders," Hodkins, seats 5,300, scale mats. 30-50$5,000.
in "The

$1.10; eves. 65-85-$1.10. Irene Castle
star.
The fact that "The Irene
Castle Fashion Show" was billed in
conjunctio.i with this feature is
What Is accepted as the reason for
an almost $37,000 week at this
house.
The feature alone would
not have stood the gaff as it is
rather a weak sister.
This week
with "The Hound of the Baskervilles" pulled up the Capitol's busi-

around $9,500.
Next week looks Jike a battle royal ness.
for business for the Capitol is going
to have the Mae Murray production.

,

—

Davies picture, "When Knighthood

Criterion "Love
Is
An Awful
Selznick, seats 886, scale
55-99.
This picture was put in as
a stop gap until the Hearst people
got ready to remodel the house for
the run of "When Knighthood Was
In Flower" with an outright rental

Was

arrangement.

"Broadway Rose"; the Rivoli, "Manslaughter"; the Strand, "The Eternal
Flame," and last night the Criterion
re-opened with the big Marion
in Flower.**

the

week showed about $6,100.
44th Street— 'Monte Cristo, w Fox

HAROLD LLOYD FEATURES

A WEEK OF
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Thing,"

somewhat

at this house but
the showing that the box office is
making is still on the profitable side
of the ledger with the gross last
fell off

week going
Lyric— "A

to $10,260.

Little Child Shall Lead
special).
2d week.
1,400; scale, mats, $1 top;

Them" (Fox
Seats

eves, $1.65.
For the first week's
business, after having run two days
the previous week, the showing that
this production made at the box office was rathtr disappointing. The
picture is one of those weep affairs
that should particularly appeal to

women and it was counted on
being a second "Over the Hill." It
may build into that yeL but the
answer the
the box

week was

first

$2,000 at

office.

Rialto— "The Young Diana" (Paramount-Cosmopolitan). Seats 1,960;
Marion Davies, star.
Picture moved down from the It lfolL where it played to $24,480, to
get $21,000 for its second week on
the street; with the drop It managed to beat the Rivoli receipts for
the week, even though that house
held a new attraction. This week
"Burning Sands."
Rivoli— "Burning Sands" (Paramount). Seats 2,200. Scale, 50-85-99.
This feature was heavily played as
being made by the man who directed "The Sheik," and it was hanscale, 50-85-99.

i

to the effect that it was a
sequel, but at that the Rivoli did
not pull a turnaway any time dur-

dled

ing the week, with the final gross
being $20,100.
This week "The
Qhost Breaker."
Strand "Grandma's Boy" (Associated
Exhibitors).
Seats 2,900.
Scale,
30-50-85).
This
picture
started off with a rush last week,
pulling a gross of almost $32,500 to
the Strand, one of tne real big
weeks for that house and the first
one in a long time, resulting in the
picture being held over for the current week, but the business has

—

slumped somewhat.
The feature
being the first of five reels, with
Harold JJoyd as tne star, is looked
upon as certain to pull that comedian out of the class of short reel
stars forevcrmore, and he is predicted as certain to develop unusual
strength with his next long comedy.

Fairbanks Visiting
Douglas Fairbanks

New York
and

Mary

Pickford are expected In New York
the latter part of next week. The
local presentation of Doug's "Robin
Hood" is the prime reason for the
trip, in addition to consulting with

Dennis F. O'Brien, their

New York

The business was not attorney.

WEEK

HEAVY DOUBLE BOX
BRINGS CAPACITY TRADE

IN

WASHINGTON

"Blood and Sand" Got Edge Last

Week

Washington, Sept. 13.
As was to be expected, Rodolph
Despite Weather, Hip, Buffalo, Valentino in "Blood and Sand" at
the Columbia was the business getter of the week. Incidentally appearDid It— Olympic Added
ing to have hung up a record for
to Film Houses
business at this house, if not for
Washington.
This is even more remarkable
Buffalo, Sept. 13.
when it is taken into consideration
A scorching heat wave, the hot- that no really hot weather has come
test spell of the entire summer, along until just during the past
week,
that didn't keep them out
which lasted practically the whole of the but
theatre. From the opening of
week, knocked business a-cropper the doors until
the final show a conat local picture houses last week.
With week looked on as official stant stream of people were headed
opening of new season, all theatres for the box office.
Estimates for the week:
were offering top-notch bills. ReLoew's Columbia (capacity 1.200;
sult was loss all round with ex35 mats.;
35-50 nights).—.
ception
of
Hippodrome,
which scale,
turned in biggest week In months. Rodolph Valentino in "Blood and
Sand." Record breaker. A constant'
Shea to offset heavy competition in lockout
from practically four in the
picture houses and opening of legit
theatre, showed double feature bill, afternoons on. Went up above any
running into big money. Cleaned previous week's business, hitting
up as result, despite heat and op- very close to $15,000. Is being held

over for a second week.
position.
Loew's Palace (capacity 2,500;
Olympic entered the field Sunday
with "The Storm." Failed to at- scale, 20-35 mats.; 35-50 nights).—
tract any attention, due to lack of Wallace Reid in "Nice People." Beproper publicity. With local com- ing Paramount week this picture
petition at height, it is foolhardy to came in for a ll/tle extra in the way
Reid is always a
expect that a mere "doors open" of advertising.
prime favorite here, although they
policy will bring business.
have been showing his pictures
Last week's estimates:
Hippodrome "Her Gilded Cage" rather close together of late. Withand "Grandma's Boy."
(Capacity out doubt if this film had not had
2,400.
Scale,
matinees 15c. -25c; such opposition at the other Loew
nights,
25c.-50c.)
Heavy double house, the week would have been
feature program brought capacity well up In the way of receipts. Inbusiness despite extreme heat and dications are that the gross held
strong
competition.
Gross
ap- close to $9,000.
Ci-andall's Metropolitan (capacity
proaches high water mark for house.
Same bill played at Shea's Court 1,700; scale, 20-35 mats.; 35-50
street Sunday and North Park all nights).— Harold Lloyd In "GrandEveryone came away
week, running big at both.
Bill ma's Boy."
looked on as coup for Shea and from this theatre with a broad smile
brought returns, while other box of- on his face. The picture received
fices
about town went begging. universal praise and from Indications boosted last week's receipts
$13,000.
Looks to have Gone
Loew's 8tate— "The Dictator" and somewhat.
vaudeville.
(Capacity 2,400. Scale, about $7,500.
Moore's Rialto (capacity 1,900;
matinees 20c;
nights,
30c-40c)
Considerable betterment noticeable scale, mornings, 25; afternoons, 35;
in quality of both picture and vaud. evenings, 50;
Saturdays. Sundays
Feature well liked and might have and holidays, 50JV—Lon Chaney in
hung up record except for interfer- "Flesh and Blood." Picture stated
ence by weather. This house con- not to be worthy of the star. Busitinuing to spend real money for ad- ness skidded downward from the
vertising and holding its own with previous week and it would appear
slight variations.
$8,500 last week. that not only this theatre but others
Lafayette Square "Modern Di- on Ninth street (Washington's home
ana" and vaudeville.
(Capacity of bright lights)
is
away off.
3,400.
Scale, matinees
20c-25c; Harry Crandall has a small house
nights, 30c-50c.) House slipped last on this street wherein he shows
week despite strong feature. Grace his pictures for second runs. Tom
La Rue topped vaud card and Moore's Garden theatre is dark ajnd
brought fair returns, although name has been for the past six or seven
and act somewhat over heads of months with the exception of a brief
crowd.
Picture liked by feminine spell of two weeks recently, when
contingent, but not calculated for business was away off. The Rialto
any special draw. House fell off looks to have—slipped to around
badly several nights during week. $5,000 during the week.

—

•

—

Between $9,000 and $10,000.
Olympic "The Storm." (Capac-

—

Scale, matinees, 16c-25c;
nights 20c-25c) First week of new
house far from satisfactory. Picture never got start and opening
not properly heralded. House has
new $35,000 organ, which is bein,;
ity 1,500.

reported to be dickering for First
National franchise, which will be of
material
assistance
in
getting
proper attractions. Is direct opposition to Lafayette, although both

under same management Doubtful
played up. Picture being held for if business reached $2,000 mark iast
second week In spite of flop. House week.
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"BLOOD AND SAND"

"MERCHANTS' TICKETS" TRIED

DOES BETTER

AS

K.

Stores

Give

Away

Admissions to 12th Street Thea-

-*

Kansas

City. Sept. 13.

Aa a compliment to the Paramount company's anniversary week
17 Kansas City theatres used Paramount pictures last week. In the

district among the "first runners," the Newmans had "Nice
People," "If You Believe It, It's So"

DETROIT LAST WEEK
DID FAIRLY WELL

downtown

To offset
and "Over the Border."
tbeso the Hardlngs offered the Fox
special, "Monte Cristo," which held
AproIts own in getting business.
Paramount subject,
the
pos of
Prank L. Newman, manager of the
Newman string of houses, has announced that he has contracted for
the first run of all the company's
pictures and that the Tsis theatre,
one of the big residential houses,
will handle the same ones for the
second showing in Kansas City.
With a flying start Sunday and
capacity bocinesa Monday (Labor
Day), the box-office returns should
have been much larger than they
were, but the weather man was unrelenting and some off the most torrid beat of the summer was experienced.
In spite of the t>ig pictures at the

Newman, the management is continuing what is known as "the Newman policy" of giving several feature acts in connection with the
Last week there were six additional features on the bill, including the Coon -Sanders jazz and singfilm.

a team of operatic
six ballet dancers and a
Chinese musical revue. This week
In addition to the big picture, "Blood
and Sand," the house will feature
Grace Nelson (vaudeville) In addition to the acts held over from last
week.
The management has been
working on this idea for some time
and states it is the secret of the
phenomenal business coming to the
ing orchestra,
singers,

house.

The Newmans announce the

pol-

icy of the Royal, the second-string
theatre, .will be ehanged commenc-

Average

for

Summer Main-

tained Despite Heat

and Sand"

Fell

—"Blood
Away

Philadelphia, Sept. 13.
specials In two houses

l-ig

and more on the horizon, the fall
movie drive here may be said to bo
on in force, but business as yet has
been under expectation.
"Blood and Sand," after starting
perilously near to a flop, got going
on Labor day and has brought tine
business to the Stanley ever since,
though no house records were
broken.
In fact, the success, two
blocks away, of "Monte Cristo" has

been inclined to overshadow that of
"Blood and Sand."- The Fox spe-

was considered

cial's fate

The

terrific

Sept.

13.

hot spell last week

"knocked the spots"

off

amusement

business for the theatres but helped
the Michigan State Fair which reported the largest attendance in Its
history.
The hot weather set in a
few days before Labor Day and up
to Sunday (10th) had not subsided.
It was unexpected and unusual for
the season. While in previous years
Detroit has had fairly warm weather around Labor Day the evenings
have been cool which stimulated attendance at the night shows but
this year it seemed Just as hot and
sultry at night.
While business was off, the big
attractions at the first-run theatres
Anticipulled above the average.
pating coder weather for the current week, three houses held over
pictures. "Blood and Sand" opened
very big Sunday and Labor Day
also, but attendance fell off after
that.
cool weather this picture would have stood them out as
it is creating as much talk locally
as it did in other cities. This picture is figured to stay at least three
weeks, but should it remain hot
the engagement will close at the
conclusion of the second week and
give way to an indefinite run on

(3ct.

—
—

HEAT TEARS DOWN
CHICAGO'S AVERAGES
Film Houses in Loop Passed

Week— 'More

Up Last

Amonq

Pitied"

to

Be

Sufferers

doubtful,

after a postponement of the
Saturday opening until Labor day, it
Jumped at once into the solid hit
class and stayed there.
Lines in both directions for almost a Mock have been a nightly
rule, except on Wednesday, when

WKh

the Intense heat took the sails out
theatricals here.
Its run is
now definitely extended to three

of all

weeks
There

may

and

little

is

remain
likelihood

longer.
of its

equalling the run of "Over the Hill"
last fall for two reasons, i. e., the
character of the film and the fact
lleither the Fox nor .Stanley people
are
attempting
the
exploitation
stunts on this that they did on the

Mary Carr
as

rate,

sobfest.'

this

if

It

any
which had

looks, at

house,

been a hoodoo for sjx months, had
at last found a tonic. "Manslaughter" next.

In a had state is the A'ldine, which,
contrary to expectations, has re-

mained almost stationary since being taken over by the Stanley comIt is generally believed now
that the Felt Brothers were fo»tunate in getting out from under on
the terms they did, as recent pic-

pany.

tures there have done little more
than pay the overhead. "The Valley
of Silent

Men"

last

week won

nice

will

.

—

i

.

—
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San Francisco, Sept. 13.
The opening day for feature pictures at the four biggest pre -release
run houses hero has been switched
from Sunday to Saturday. Thus the
productions open one day earlier at
the California, Granada, Imperial
and Strand. This policy was inaugurated last Saturday and will be kept
in force for all succeeding weeks at
these houses.
Last week the business was helped
somewhat through tho fact that
thero were two holidays Labor Day
and Admission Day, the latter the
anniversary of the admission of
California to the United States.

Chicago, Sept. 13.
The heat in all its glory never
ruined the picture Held as it did on
the Rial to last week.
The thermometer registered a high average
with the low mark 0G and the highest 100 degrees in the coolest spots These two days offset a decided
slum]) in business at the box office
in town.
The houses had to content them- which arrived late in the week, due
selves with watching the crowds to a hot wave.
Frank Newman of the Strand depass by.
The Labor Day holiday serves
the credit for having carried
brought a good Sunday and Mon- off
tho honors among the first run
day.
This gave all three houses a
chance to get business with their theatres last week with "In tho
Name of tho Law." Tills is a polico
current films on these days, but
picture in which the coppers are
from Tuesday on the intake dropped glorified
considerably. Newman lined
as much as GO per cent, on some of
up 340 of San Francisco's finest
the torrid days.
and paraded them through the main
"Blood ami Sand'' had two bad streets as a ballyhoo for the film.
weeks in succession, with last week Ho also had a band of fifty -five
because of the heat considered un- pieces. In addition, all of the autofair against the picture's showing. mobiles in tho
downtown district
The 01m will complete its hooked were tagged by traffic policemen.
time of four weeks. It was thought The tags, resembling the official poafter its opening week the picture lice tag, instructed the owners to
might be "held over for six weeks. appear at the Strand theatre to see
The previous week the gross for "In the Name of the Law." Tho
"Mood and Sand" dropped around business held up fine for the week,
$8,500 under the first week, and last as the Strand patrons really liked
week, the third, business hovered the production and showed it in a
around $12,000.
Tho current and healthy patronage.
final week may strike the lowest
At Loew's Warfleld "The Prisoner
gross of Ws run. Publicity and ad- of Zenda," a fine example of the picvertising" were shaved down to meet ture art, continued to draw heavily.
conditions.
This house did a lot of extra adverThe Chicago played CSlorin Swan- tising that boosted business mateson's "The Gilded Cage" and got the rially. The second week stood well
butt of the heat wrecker.
in comparison with the first, which
It did
not play to a waiting lino during was really big.
the entire week from Tuesday on.
The Frolic, a drop-in-house, conWith the picture not credited by tinues at normal pace, offering Unithe dallies as being anything of a versal features.
The Tivoli presented a double bill,
sensation, tho gross leaned towards
$20,000.
The Randolph
housed "Fools First" and "Woman, Wake
"More to Re Pitied Than Scorned," Up." It proved a draw for the week.
The following estimates of the
and in anticipation the Loop business windows were heavily placarded gross business done last week inwith signs. Added to this an ad-o- clude that of Saturday, with the adscope. an automatic machine with vent of the new offerings:
a trailer of the film, in each of the
California.— "The Dictator" (Tartwo lobbies of the Randolph, helped amount).
(Seats 2,780; scale, 60interest.
"Pitied" is the old melo- 75-90.)
Wallace Reid, the star, aldrama, and failed miserably in tho ways draws well here. Cot $17,000.
gross intakes It was only with the
Granada.- -"The Loves of PharSunday and Monday business, a aoh" (Paramount).
(Seats 3,100;
turn-away from the other theatres, scale, GO-75-90.)
Doing well, the
that "More to lie Pitied" was able gross business going to $16,000.
to reach $4,000, a new low mark
"Blood
and
Sand"'
Imperial.
since .the Universal took over the (Paramount).
(Seats 1.425; scale,
house. The film was marked down 35-50-75.) Rodolph Valentino. Held
for two weeks, but was pulled out,
up quite well this third week with
likely due to its showing. It played
$9,000, considered fine week conthe Randolph with the purpose of sidering length
of run.
the distributors, C-B-C, endeavorStrand. "In the Name of tho
ing to state right it.
Law" (R-C), (Seats 1.700; scale.
Estimates for last week:

—

—

—

good publicity through
"More to Be Pitied Than Scorned"
(C-R-C), Randolph. Scheduled for policemen's parade and special adtwo weeks but pulled out after first. vertising stunts in which the polico
Adapted from * go play by Rlaney. were quite active. Started out with
Figured picture would be able to big business. Got $11,000 through
draw through melodramatic appeal exploitation rather than picture.
Tivoli.— Fools First" (First Naand get certain class who would
patronize picture version of stage tional), with Claire Windsor and
Also Florence Vidor
play. House had film well exploited Richard Ifix.
(Pathe).
but business dropped
to
$4,000. in "Woman, Wake Up"
40-55.)

(Seats 686; mats., 15c.* nights 50c.)

Sand" (Paramount),

"Blood and

Roosevelt; third week (seats 1.275;
mats.,
60c).

39c.;

nights,

Two

holidays in

(Sunday

and

holidays,

SOc.J

succession

gave
week's gross additional impetus,
through holiday prices in effect.
Gave film $12,000, drop under previous week of $3,600.
"Her Gilded Cage" (Paramount),
Chicago (seats 4.200;
mornings.
39c; mats, 55c.; nights, 65c). f I lor Is
Swanson. Though press agented as

Labor

Day)

special holiday bill, did not turn out
so from box office angle. Film did
not teem to be strong enough to
draw, with gross striking about
$20,000. Drop partly dUG to weather

and

below

far

is

of

avei IgS

this

(Jot

(Seats 1,800;
to $7,500.

the week.

EDNA FIUORATH ARRIVES
Los Angeles, Sept. 1$,
There was rejoicing In the home
of Viola Dana and Shirley .Mason,
the two talented young women of

many

openings; also western type
not best for house around the corner from Rittenhouse square elite.

sister,

(Capacity, 1,600;
': sight
cents
Karlton. "The Bonded

ing

f

scale,

r.o

Woman*'
(Paramo unt). Put in one Saturday
of week before, and did quite
eelj
The Storm" in foi" two
$3,500,
l

The occasion was the
Edna Plugrath, th< r

from

abroad

fot

Bngland,
t<

tract
t

Sh.aW.

being

one
Ih€ leadof Ei rland and
completed a long t* rm con*
for a series of piS tures d
her
huvh
!,
11 irold
bv
is

'

i

stars

picture
.in

after

years.

n

Bdna Flugrath
has

)

Played

—

Frolic.
"The Kick-Rack" (Universal).
(Seats 1,000; scale. 10-30.)
Harry Carey. Played to $4.i00 on

the films.
of
arrival

$4, GOO.

scale, 25-50.)

Loew's Warfisld.
"Prisoner of
Zenda" (Metro). (Seats 2,800; scale,
30-50-C0-75) The second week got
off encouragingly The receipts her*
held up amazingly well with $15,000
as the groat.

house.

t

r

*

'

•

(Capa<

ks.

.

tight

Palace.

'

<

DAY FOR

Four Big Houses Adopt New System Two Holidays
Last Week Kept Business High Police BallyHoo for "Name of Law" Film Effective

but

Detroit.

notices,
but the holiday crowds
17, when feature pictures
passed it up for the big fellows on
be shown for Indefinite runs, "The Storm."
The Broadway-Strand had very Market street, and after that the
with the prices advanced from 35-50
to 50-75.
The first picture under good business with Charles Ray in weather did the rest. It is reported
the new arrangement will be "Or- "A Tailor-Made Man." suffering to that "The Prisoner of Zenda" is not
phans of the Storm," not so new some extent on account of the heat. coming until November and ..then
Special Manager Gleichman is banking on not to this house.
but never shown here.
vaudeville and concert novelties, as
cooler weather and held the picture
The Karlton did a fahrty good
at the Newman, will be used.
At their third and popular-priced a second week. If weather condi- week's business with "The Bonded
picture
would
normal
this
tions
were
Woman,"
which won some patrons
house, the Twelfth Street, the Newman interests have commenced a get at least $15,000 on the two weeks by word of mouth advertising, as
merchants 'ticket scheme. Various at 50 cents top. As it is the gross the dailies gave it little space. At
business houses are giving away will be around $12,000.
any rate, it was a decided improvetickets to the house with different
The Capitol had Marion Davies in ment on recent flops at this house.
purchases and all carrying billing "The Ycung Diana" and opened to a This week, with "The Storm." betin their windows stating free tickets
tremendous attendance Sunday. Af- ter things are looked for. It is figare being given to the Twelfth
Street theatre. That there may be ter that business was the average ured a bully picture in the wrong
a joker in the scheme is shown by for the summer. Hard telling what theatre. "The Masquerader" (coman announcement on the theatre this picture might have done with ing on Sept. 25 for two weeks) is an
box-office which after giving the cooler weather.
ideal Chestnut street picture, and
starting time of the eight daily perThe Washington had one of the has been purposely held up to await
formances, states that the first 100 big Fox specials. "Monte Cristo," the return of longer vacationists,
merchants' tickets presented for which did excellent business for who constitute the Chestnut street
each show will be honored for free
Manager Shafer held patronage.
house.
admission and that all others will be this
The other houses, all with Paragood for 10 cents on the U5-cent ad- the picture a second week. Gross
This mount pictures, did improved busiaround
$6,000.
somewhere
mission charge.
The Doric, one of the Harding season the Washington is only get- ness. "Nice People" held up splenhouses, closed early in the summer, ting 50 cents top for the Fox specials didly at the Palace, and "Her Gilded
is still dark and will remain so until
whereas last year 75 cents was the Cage' drew business to the Victoria.
the labor difficulties are settled, price. There will be no change from The Arcadia, with "The Siren Call,"
when it will reppen with features. this new scale for the entire season. had another case of a good "drawing
Meantime the Hardings are devotThis
Gloria Swanson in "Her Gilded card in the wrong theatre.
ing all their enegy in booming their
Liberty, which this week will have Cage" proved a good drawing card smaller and intimate Chestnut street
Inci- despite the hot weather. The mati- house wants intellectual pictures
'In the Name of the Law."
dental with the presenting of this nees picked up as Miss Swanson rather than Alaskan dance hall
picture the most sensational adver- has a big following among the stories.
tising stunt ever pulled was put women.
Others of this week's bookings
There were no turnaways
over last week. "With the aid and but the house was comfortably filled are "Blood and Sand" for a second
co-operation of the police departfor all performances. Around $9,000 week at the Stanley, after which it
ment, the recent hold-up of the
will probably go to the Palace; "A
Liberty theatre, during which Dave for the week.
Tailor Made Man" at the Palace;
Harding was shot and seriously
business
of
best
"Just Tony," Mix western yarn, at
and
agented
wounded, and the chase and capture press
the Victoria, which handles all his
of one of the bandits, the one who summer result. Gross near $7,250.
Newman/-"Nice People" (William pictures, and "Bed Hot Romance"
fired the shot which did the damage, was re-enacted and filmed and, De Millc's production) (seats 1,980;
at the Arcadia.
with shots of the police department, scale: mats., 35; nights, 50-76).
Estimates of Last Week
will be shown as a prolog. The film- Wallace Reid, Bebe Daniels, Conrad
Stanley.
Sand"
"Blood
and
ing attracted thousands of specta- Nngel and Julia Faye. In addition
Fine business, but
(Paramount).
tors, and huge banners were iised to feature, bill consisted of added
hall
records,
as
house
to tell them what the excitement features and musical numbers. The didn't break
was all about. As a consequence feature got big part of draw on ac- expected; In fact, Saturday opening
Daniels.
and
Reid
the management looks for the best count of names of
was way off; notices were fine and
business of the season.
That the Sunday and I-Abor Day turnaways. matinee business continues very big,
Newman is also counting on all the and business held up to expecta- $.'10,000; in another week with "Hurbusiness it can do with "Blood and tions, considering the almost unricane's Gal" to follow. (Capacity,
Sand," it has been arranged to give bearable weather. Criticism divided.
4,000; scale, 35 and 50 cents matian extra performance daily starling Gross close to $17,000.
at 9:45.
Royal.— 'If You Relieve It. It's So" neei BO and 75 cents evenings.)
The picture will be held at
Stanton.—- "Monte Cristo" (Fox).
the Newman hut for one week.
(Paramount) (seats 900; scale: 15Thomas Ifeighan. Op.;, rl house for season with a
50, children. 10).
Estimates for last week:
Liberty. -- "Monte
(Fox Followers of Mr. Meighan wen- unit hang. Saturday opening postponeCristo"
Special) (seats 1,000; scale 85-50). in asserting this the beat picture he ment found waiting lines for MonJohn Gilbert featured. Critics de- has appeared In since "The Miracle day morning, and even hottesl days
«••<!•• (iiibert better than O'WiU in
Ma n " rtiisiwess started big and e nu'uln'i d r powrag o it
l'nrmfp
the original production.
HIS work kept op. About $^ Of 0.
nt t»ip in evenings
cab
as Edmund Dantes pleasing, as the
Twe'fth Street.-'-'Over the Bormatching
only
house
iking
st«r<
m
(scats
escap»d prisoner convincing, and a.* der"
1. 100;
(Paramount)
the Count of Monte Cristo perfect. cale: 28 cents, children 10).
Betty Byt.inhy's prices; did 114,000, B d
Settings are gorgeous and massive Compson and Tom Moore. Regulars will stay at least three weeks. (Caand photography almost without FOFin never to tire of this border" p.,.
n'ts
icale, 35 and ••»
i cnings.)
^ criticism. Picture well cast and one stuff, no matter whether it's Cans
50 n nd 75 cents
net<
of best offerings this house has pre- dian or Mexican.
Labor Day and
"Valley of Silent Men"
f
Aldin*
sented for many months. • Special the merchants' free tickets given
Though well spoken
I'a. amount
boosted to around
Quartet and news reels completed during week
lost In
of b\ critics, this one
program.
Feature extensively $2,700

ing

,

FILMS CHANGED TO SATURDAY

Still

With

u

FRISCO'S OPENING

Overshadowed by
"Monte Cristo"— Business
Below Hopes

tre—Newman Did $17,000 in Sweltering Week
—Opening at 9.45 A. M. with "Blood and Sand"

45

— ,_.

IN PHILLY

C'S BUSINESS GETTER
But

_-,

•

mount).
Of

w

1,100;

s<

50

ill

>a-

-

i

do

>

.

Stanley
id
at
business was good
week, With gross of about $V000.
this

lie?

all

Ity,

i«

1

1

THEDA BARA'S

"16

ONLY"

i

"Ni< •
Pcoj
I*roved that flvi

-

picture

interest

.

t,

Theda Barn

returning to (he
screen under the Belanick banner.
•Sixteen Only" is the title of hi r
forthcoming production, to be i<leased after the

Is

first

of the

new

year,

PICTURES
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PATHE STOCK MISSION

FAMOUS PLAYERS RESUMES

Friday, September 15, 1922

Son of Deceased Author Necessary

DRAW

to Settle Father's Eetate

ADVANCE AFTER SETBACK
from 107 to 100, Then Recovers to 105 Goldwyn Asks for Listing Orpheum Sags, Reversing

—

demonstration

impressive

of

week when it bid up its
issue from 100, to which it had
dropped from 107 last week, working
quotations back to 105 Wednesday.
power

this

Total transactions in Famous Players along for the week were more
than $3,500,000. It is reported around
Times Square that the pool has set
as Its goal for the common a top of
$120 a share. It

at this price that
the preferred is redeemable by the
company or convertible Into common
at the option of the holder.
is

Two Views

on

Famous

is no special reason why
circumstance should fix the
value of the common, but it is said
the pool has set its mind on reach-

There

this

ing that figure.

The common stock

went above 120 at one time
but since
as 40.

The

then

dip of last

has

been

week

Is

in 1920,

as

low

explained

two ways. The view of one group
of professional traders is that the
clique shoved the stock up swiftly,
accomplish
partial
intending
to
profit taking on a gradual reaction.
This is the familiar device, based
on the theory that inside manipulation
can advance a "mystery
stock" rapidly on small volume of
buying and then can accomplish distribution of a much larger quality of
stock before the price has receded
to the starting point. If this is what
happened its significance is that the
pool apparently finished the round
trip from par to 107 and back again

In

with more stock in its possession
than it started with, which would
defeat the whole design.

Shakeout Likely
other view, and the one that
appears to be more in line with the
past performances of the Famous
Players clique is that when the
stock jumped from the lower 90's
to better than par on no apparent
development some outside interest
scented a bull coup and got aboard.
This outside buying could easily
have run the stock up quickly in
addition to the usual pool operations on the long side. When the
price had gotten away from the
pool manager the syndicate stepped
aside, and by withholding its purchases quietly pulled the props from
under the outside trailer. In the
course of the Intricate operation a
mysterious rumor got into the open
that an "extra" was possible. This,
of course, turned out to bo the fabrication of the Wall street rumor
factory. Nobody in the trade paid
any attention to it, although it
might have inspired some sportive
outsider to take a gambling llyer.
The common Sells "ex" to day and
by the $2
is due to come lower
quarterly payment.
At its present level the stock is
distinctly a speculation either way.
Its advance from 75 this year to
more than par goes a long way to
discount the Improved prospects,
and ordinarily It would bo attractive to a short seller. Op the other
hand the pool has given such complete evidence of Its willingness to
go the limit that the ticker followers are convinced it can do as It
pleases. A stock that can be worked
up at will is a highly dangerous
proposition for the bear side.

The

Orpheum

Orpheum upset
After crossing 24
on Wednesday

in

Off

all
the
dope.
reversed Itself
the face of im-

it

pressive strength in both Loew and
Famous Players, receding to 22 %.
Orpheum is looked upon as a good
Men who
speculative prospect.

—New

Loew Top

$2,500 bond, Daisy V.
67 Winter Hill road.

MONEY

who

Angeles,

died

May

Un<

in

protected Buildings

Harrlsburg, Pa,, Sept IS

—

industrial board became effeetivi
Sept 1. These regulations, which
relate to educational Alms, are re-*

Orpheum's $23,000 Week

25.

+%

.

ROADSHOWING

Govern Educational Films

The motion picture regulation;
"Blood and Sand" Didn't Hurt
covering non -theatrical exhibitions
Lloyd
Comedy
Loew's adopted by the Pennsylvania stat<

—

celving wide atentlon in the state,

according to Clifford B. Connelley.d

commissioner of the Department of
Labor and Industry, of which the
board is a division.
"It Is the first attempt in any
state," he said, "to bring under
governmental regulation non-the-'
atrical exhibitions in thte interest of
safely. The Pennsylvania code pro-

vides that where the 'safety' type
of film is used the customary fire

proof booth may be eliminated an<L
the pictures may be shown from onaj
of the numerous portable types of
projectors. On the other hand, if
the

nitro-eelluloso

or

film is used, a fire-proof

enclose

"Up

the
to

projector.
this
time

flammab

e

booth must
'educational

movies' were exhibited throughout
the state from portable machines.
In buildings that were unprotected ]
from the fire hazard and operators,
were employed who held no license.
These things are corrected In the
revised code and the machinery for
enforcement
has
been
set
up
through the Department of Laborl
and
Industry.
The regulations
were adopted by the state industrial
board after a year of stormy debate
1

1

and public discussion. They were,
opposed, first by the underwriters
as
leaving
open
the
door
to
disaster from fire, and later when
this hazard was taken cTire of the
representatives of the churchrs,
schoo's
and civic organizations,]
who are affected directly, protested
the restrictions would drive out
of the state a most important lind
of motion picture performance.
"From the applications that an_
beinpr received at the Department
of Labor and Industry In Ilar*\s«,
burff, there is every reason to believe these interests are accepting,
the regulations and are preparing
to adhere to their enforcement. Thsj
bureau of inspection has notified}
interested parties of the method ofl
procedure to obtain permits forj
operation of machines, with ocj
without a booth, as well as tha^
procedure for securing buiidinj
permits. The bureau has drafted a,
set of rules to follow in making ap
plication.
Hundreds of these applications are being
received|a
weekly."

NATL

ASS'N'S POSITION

No Meetings Since January, but Or*
ganization

Still

Exists

The odd

position of the National
Association of the Motion Picture)
Industry was called to attention
again this week. The organization*!
has not had an executive meeting I
since January, and the executive L
committeemen do not know what its
status is.
The old ofTlces are still maintained
in the New York theatre buiidinj
where the secretary and several
publicity men are installed. It il
understood that William A. Brad f
continues to be president, but haijti
not been active. The trade is undeflfli
the impression that the expense os|w
continuing the establishment Is me A
by the Hays organization, which t in.
return has access to the old asso ir
ciations records dealing with fir A
underwriters' rules, the campaig
ai
,

against censorship and other mat

la

ters.

ai
It

PIONEER FILM SETTLEME1

t»
li

At a meeting of the creditors
Br
the Pioneer Film Corp. last Frida;
Bl
plans for the reorganization of tl
business were formulated and
agreement to that effect drawn uo-l J
A. E. Lefcourt, the cloak and suRl
man, who has been financing tin
corporation, agreed to waive $135,' dl
000 of his $215,000 claim ami onj F
rah," which is said to be the biggest set himself
down as creditor fo<
European yet In point of number of $75,000. The film printing labora< «
i>
people concerned and scope of pro- tories
have agreed to con tints]
duction.
doing work for the reorg anizci \y
The work was directed by Michael Pioneer on certain stipulation:'.
m
Kert«sz and is in 12 reels. No other
A -0 per cent, settlement wl« k
•

Wm

Legit

Houses

"Oliver Twist" In eiffht reels and
have analyzed the basic property with Jackie Coogan, will become a
figure Its book value at better than road show before reaching tho fust
When the properties were con- and other run picture houses. Sol
50.
solidated, "everything was put into Lessor reached New York this week,
No Incidental company accompanied by Harry D. Wilson,
tho hat."
Tho 40 per ilu' Coogan publicity pusher.
units were continued.
rent, interest in the Keith company
No talk
represents largo equities.
is heard of immediate resumption
of dividends, but the stock is regarded as an excellent buy for the
future on the strength of its underIn all pr< liability
lying position.
the setback of mid-week was an
operation of some individual or
group to get tho price down to a
bargain purchase level and at the

of

BIG

Boston, Sept 13.
Business started to skid off from
last week's record breaking high
The appointment of Mrs. Willets
was made upon her petition for two point early this week, due to muggy
reasons. Qne was that the where- weather mainly.
The Loew interests were not swept
abouts of her son, who was a wiresame time to discourage weak new less operator and who has to be off their feet hy the wham that
holdings and pull them out.
"Blood and Sand" put across last
served with a court notice that his
week and the hold-over rumors were
Cautious Loew Buying
father's will has been filed for pro- groundless.
"Blood and Sand" took
Loew ran true to form, reflecting bate, is at present unknown to her. about all the money that was availwhat has every evidence of a cam- The son, who was HI, left for the able, including the hanging up of a
paign of accumulation. Wednesday west to Vegain his health in July, new house record at Loew's Oraround noon it got into new hi«h 1921. He sent a card from Windsor, pheum, where Labor Day takings
ground at 20%. Loew may be ex- Out, a short time after and since were reported at $6,100, with a $23.pected to advance gradually with that time has forgotten to write 000 week, also a record buster for
this pop house. Loew's State ran
frequent minor setbacks followed home.
second for the week, hitting in exThe other was for the purpose cess of $15,500. This is apparently
by peaks sliphtly above the last.
Whatever interest is building up of conserving, protecting and ob- about the net top that this house
holdings against the resumption of taining the immediate possession will play to unless it has a world
dividends is evidently regulating of nil of the assets of the estate beater, as ".Blood and Sand" apparently had them packed in tight all
prices and working back and forth pending the probate of the will.
Mr. Willets, who died at Los An- week.
within a relatively narrow quotaHarold Lloyd's "Grandma's Boy"
tion zone.
The stock has several geles, was 53 years old and a na- wag/a pleasant surprise last week
times been across the ground be- tive of Hempstead. He had been an as (the general belief was that it
tween 19 and 20V» seeking to coax editor of several magazines, and would be completely overshadowed
out holdings. When the supply be- during the Spanish-American war by the Valentino picture. But it
comes exhausted the manipulators acted as correspondent. He was the came through" strong, an ascending
that has justified the holdmake a new bid higher up in an author of several novels, was cred- strength
over and with every indication that
effort to bring out stock held at the ited with having originated the mo- it may be good for a third week.
better fiRiire. It Is likely that this tion picture serial and, in addition
The pop houses are aggressively
process will be followed Indefinite- to his widow and son. the latter going after stronger pictures. Gorwho is about 28 years old. he is don's Central Square in Cambridge
ly right up to the time the Issue Is
reestablished as a dividend payer. survived by his mother and a got Fox'S "Monte Cristo," and GorOlympia, Norma Talmadge in
When this will be is a matter of brother, Elmira Frances Willis, and don's
"The Eternal Flame." Loew's Oropinion.
Some expect it for the James E. Harrington, both of 147 pheum
is
using tho Paramount
West
5th street, New York, acNovember quarter, others predict
"While Satan Sleeps" and the Gora payment In February at the earli- cording to the papers on file in the don Scollay is using Marshall Neilan's "Fools First." The Keith Bosest.
That the company is ap- Surrogate's court.
By his will, executed Jan. 5. 1910. ton is using Tom Mix in "Just
proaching a situation where a dividend will be justified is generally and witnessed by Theo Nsilson and Toney."
Last week's estimates:
A. A. Fyfe, both of 1960 Broadway,
accepted.
Tremont Tomple (25-50c; capacMr. Willets left his entire estate Ao
Flurry in Goldwyn
his widow and named her also as ity 2,000). Third week of the Fox
There was a flurry in Goldwyn the executrix. He said that she "A Little Child Shall Lead Tl.em."
Tuesday when around 11,000 shares was to receive everything, includ- proving to be disappointment at 'his
auditorium type of house, which
of stock were reported dealt in, ac- ing the property left to him by his
usually sails in strong for the saltycompanied by a jump in_ price of a late grandaunt, Rachel Dunham, tear sniffly productions. Last week,
whole point, from 6% to 7%. This who died Nov. 19, 1894; his late with rest of town strong, reported
was based on Goldwyn's applica- grandmother, Susana Smith, "and under $5,000. As an exploitation
tion for listing on the Stock Ex- all money due or to become due to showing for New England, the propalthough on a
change. ^There has been some my estate, from the publishers of osition is a fiiv
showing basis with low
vague question whether Goldwyn my writings, especially all the pro- straight
operation cost there is no particular
would do "Ben Hur" in the im- ceeds and revenues of my late work, kick coming. The Fox interests took
mediate future, but the uncertainty 'The Double Cross,' written by me the house on a rental basis with
has been put to rest by the pretty in the year 1909 and nbout to be open time.
Loew's State (25 -50c; capacity
authentic news that A. L. Erlanger published by Whitney Lyon."
4,000).— Valentino's "Blood and
has approved the preliminary proHe further added:
Sand"
last week said to have passed
duction plans, including the selec"I commit the care, custody and
$15,500.
William de Mllle's "Nice
tion of the continuity writer.
control" of my dear son, Gilson Wil- Peoplo"
and Clara Kimball Young
The nummary of transact iona Sept. 7 to lets, Jr., to his mother, my said wife, In "The Hands of Nara." Advertis13, inclusive:
confident that her love for him will ing copy carried heading of extra
secure to him all the benefits and attraction,
boosting
pictures
of
STOCK EXCHANGE
ThuDwIav—
Sal?s.HlRh T.ow. T.nst. Cbff. advantages that are properly due to President McKIhley's inauguration.
Fam. Play-L... 8.«(K) 103% lOOVi 103>4 +2
Whether this "extra" business was
him
and
his
interest."
Do. pf
400 104^104 1044 + %,
In her petition for the temporary done merely to rouse a little talk or
Loew, Inc
r..*-'00
'M
19% 19* -f %
not, the fact remains it was a standOrpftoum
4,300 L'3% 22% 23% +1* letters of administration, Mrs. Wiling joke throughout the city by
llo.i ton *old 2.500 Orpheum at 22V4©28%.
lets said in part:
Friday—
Tuesday and probably attracted
Fam. I'lay-L... 7,100 104 »4 102% 102* — *4
"That as your petitioner Is In- worth while attention to the balance
Do. pfd
300 104 % 103% 103% — %
formed and verily believes her hus- of the bill.
I.oew, Inc...'... 7, Goo 20
1!)% 19% + %
Park (28-40c; capacity 2,400).—
Orph-uin
2.000 24
23% 23% — % band, the above named deceased, at
Jloston sold 1.80U Orpheum at 2S%fc24.
the time of his death, and for some Harold Lloyd in "Grandma's Boy"
Satur<la>
reported
as having hit nearly $11,000
Fam. 1'lHy-L... 1.200 102% 101% 102% — % time .prior thereto, was the owner of
week, real surprise. Picture will
Do. pf
100 101
101
104
+ % live shares of the preferred stock last
be held through this week and posr^ew, Inc
1,200 1!»% 1ft
19% — %
Orpheum
1,200 23% 23% 2>« — % and five shares of the common stock sibly next week if business holds up
Ho* ton sold 500 Orpheum at 23%'&23%.
of the corporation known as the as consistently as it did last week.
Monday
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Modern (28-40c; capacity 800).
Fam. l'iay-L... 7,200 103% 101% 103%
200 10.*>
Do. pf
10T>
105
"That the possession of said "The Storm" and Blchard Talmadge
r..000
I-o-vv. Inc
20
19
19% 4- % shares of stock has been falsely in "Watch Him Step" last week
Orpheum
1.400 23% 23% 23% + %
and fraudulently obtained by some turned the tide effectively in this
Boston sold 525 Orpheum at 23%4i>23%.
house, bringing tho gross up to more
Tuea lay—
person or persons unknown to pe- than
Fiim. l'lay-L... 4.100 101% 102':. 103% 4- %
$0,000, satisfactory figure for
Do. pf
SOO 104% 104% 104% — % titioner, but whom petitioner be- this house even with high cost picI.".w. Ino
0.HOO 20% V.i\ 20% 4- %
lieves can be readily identified and ture. This week "A Fool There Was"
On> heum
1,600 5*3% 22% 22% — %
located and who now claims owner- is boinpr used, flanked by "West of
Boston told 100 Orpheum at 23%.
Wednesday—
Chicago" and Mack Sennett's 'Oh,
ship of said shares of stock.
Fam Play-L... 3,000 10.% 102% 102% -1%
"That said person is now attempt- Daddy."
Do. pf
105% +1
t00 KIT.% 103
Beacon (attraction, scale and seat—
i:t%
ing
to
obtain
transfer
Loew, Inc
20-\
20
the
of
13.800
stock
— %
Orpheum
23
1,000 22% 22
% upon the goods of the said Pathe ing capacity idential with Modern,
both being operated by same manTHE CURB
Exchange, Inc., for the purpose of agement). —Takings last week
were
Sales II l*h. Low. Last. Chpr
Thursday—
defrauding the estate of (lilson WilGoldwyn
1.700
0% 0% G% — % lets, which said estate is a lawful slightly under Modern for geographical reasons and
heavier drop-in
Friday—
business.
Qofdwyn
700
C% 0% c% — % owner of said shares of stock.
Saturday—
"That deponent has caused noGoldwyn
300
0% 0% C% + %
tice to be served upon said corporaMonday—
Goldwyn
2,100
0% 0% t% + % tion and upon its transfer agent, the
EUROPE'S BIGGEST
Tuesday—
Corporation Trust company, No. 37
Gol.lwyn
10, 800 > 7%
0% 7% +1
Blumenthal Brings Viennese ProWednesday —
Wall street, New York city.
Goldwyn
0.000
7
8
7% — %
duction on Biblical Subject
"That tho lawful title to said
shares of stock and to all dividends
Ben Blumenthal arrived In New
and profits thereon is in the estate
"TWIST"
of Gilson Willets, and that all other York this week on the Majestic,
claims therefor are false and fraud- bringing with
a new Austrian
Jackie Coogan 8-Reeler Opening in ulent.
spectacle called "Sodom and Gomor-

Strength in Companion Issues

The FamoOs Players pool gave

Under a
Willets.

Tuckahoe, N. Y., was last week, by
Surrogate Foley, of New York, appointed temporary administratrix of
the $2,500 estate left by her late
husband, Gibson Willets. author,
traveler and for many years production manager of Paths at Los

PENN. REGULATIONS

BOSTON'S LUG FILMS

"That for the purpose of promptly
proceeding to prevent the transfer
of said stock and to obtain the possession thereof, and to protect the
asset! of said estate, it is necessary and essential that letters of
temporary administration upon the
estate of the deceased be granted to

your petitioner.

That

would be

it

details have become public, Blumenthal having merely sounded out the
possibilities of the market for im-

The opening road show may start detrimental to tho interests of said portations no fuc
about Oct. 2Q.
Meantime a estate to permit said Stock to reBroadway house is likely to be main in the custody of or under the

out

secured tor the metropolitan eahibltion of the feature, directed by
Prank l>. Lloyd.

control

who now

tho

person

or persons
have the said stock."

of

Eighteen members of the lloama
The Coogan coterie believes that
with tho Dickons and Twist names Film Company of New Voile will
besKU s Coogan 's own, the public arrive at Carevincent for a two
curiosity in the $1.50 class will be weeks' stay. The company is filming "The Little Mother."
easily excited over the picture.
'

nl
was arrived at, 5 per
cash and the ha'nnce or, notes,
The Pioneer has a number of dlsj
trlbuting contracts that are coi
deied of vahie and everyone coi
cerned is Interest d in porpetua-th

creditors

i

•

•

WILLARD LEE HAIL INJURED

their

value.

Los Angeles, Sept. 13.
Willard Lee Hall, screen charac-

to

recovering.

a hospital, where he

is

1m

|ol

The exhibitorf of Dallas, To
ter actor, was rather severely in- attempted to recruit non-union opei
jured in an automobile smash up ators following a threatened striJi
which occurred here. He was re- by the union men through rcfus:

moved

11

by the managers to meet a demanl
for an increased scale.

—~

f

September

15,

-
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A. B. C.

'Court Again on
••Sawing"

Horace Goldin

in

NEW YORK

IN

DISTRICT
t£i

through
argue his motion
will
unsel,
cou
before New. York Supreme Court

Monday (Horace

FINDS LITTLE IN SIGHT
DETROIT JUDGE CALLED
ngland Most Dependable, but Two Years Off
Expect
German
No
Features
of
Can
America
UPON TO EXPLAIN
Value Italy, France and Switzerland Also
Mentioned
Michigan's
State
Supreme

Brothers for contempt of court

p,

which practically wrecked

ny of the producing companies
individual concerns. The result
this crash was that the comnies amalgamated into one big
ncern and sent its stock to the
Having collected in the
u*>lic.
blic subscriptions, they spent the
oney, but have turned out no picres worth mentioning.
Germany's class ignorance and
tional conceit are doing much to
ndcr her position in the film world
They think they know
mutable.
ery thing, but their knowledge of
e business is elementary when aplied to many producers. These geny cross to America, stay a few
ys, and then return confident they
ave learned everything and are
apable of doing better work than
eir teachers.
They refuse to be
old anything, preferring to blunder

L-A. TAX
Boasting
goers

City

of

"Los Angeles, Sept. 13.

Los Angeles is running a neck^
and-neck race with Pennsylvania
and Illinois for second place for the
rank of federal taxes paid on admittance tickets to theatres nnd
film houses.
New York occupies
the first positioj) in the column for
August.

The ticket tax for, Los Angeles
alone places this city for competition with the entire states of Pennsylvania and Illinois, and reveals
that no other city, in tfje United
States probably contains so many
theatregoers.
The statement is amazing when
it is considered that the population
of New York is given as being 10,-

Made

Probably

Will

Be

Official Carrier to

Stop Thefts
actual facts as to render them
worth a nickel in America of
Many of these pictures
As part of the campaign to end the
e propaganda and designed to
ow the historical celebrities of the film thefts in the Greater New York
zone, one film delivery company is
lied countries in a bad Jiglit.
The Swedish pictures are excel- to be named a*s the official carrier
lent in technique and story, as well for the exchanges ar.d the exhibitors.
as acting, but as they are mainly of A meeting held last Monday between
a distinctly gloomly nature with the Film Transportation Committee
agic endings, it renders them un- of the F. I. L. M. Club and a committee of the T. O. C. C. at which
liable for American audiences.
The French set out with the best B. T. Wood le of the Hays organizatentions and were determined to tion was present, came t*> the decision that a move of this sort
et American producers to thoroughly instruct the natives in all would greatly reduce thefts.
Another meeting took place on
Branches of the business.
Unfornately, they got the wrong people, Wednesday. At this meeting it was
e type of American producer who definitely decided that the Prudenbad never been heard of in that tial Film Delivery Service would be
ipncity at home or who had be- named as 'the official carrier for
come discredited.
those exchanges represented, as well
The same thing happened to Eng- as for the exhibitor members of the
land, whose studios were flooded T. O..C. C.
after the war by so-called producers
At present there are about 15 inwho spoke loudly of their work in dividual companies operating in the
famous studios, but who, as inqui- Greater New York territory. The
ries generally show, were either un- fact that some of the delivery comknown in those studios or had held panies are handling the films as a
ery subordinate positions. Eng- side line nnd not specializing tends
land, however, soon recovered from to make them less desirable. The
this Invasion and the "great pro- Prudential carries nothing but film
ducers" returned home. She is now and accessories for exhibitors.
Working hard with some really good
Several months ago the total of
American producers and English- thefts became so great in this secmen who have for years been work- tion that those film delivery organiing in the big American studios. zations which were
paying for losses
American stars of genuine repute sustained appealed to
Will Hays to
are also being brought over. Enghelp them in a situation which if
land is the only country from which
permitted to continue, they stated,
anything can be expected, although
would eventually drive them from
It is doubtful whether she will reach
the business. It was the belief at
the super stage for many years, and
the time that some one of the dela any case it is doubtful whether
much can be expected from her livery organizations wanted to
monopolize the business and was
tudios for the next two years.
directing its activities against the
other organizations. An investigaBEDFORD ELOPES tion of conditions by the Hays organization brought about the sugLot Angeles, Sept. 13.
Barbara Bedford, who created* a gestion that one delivery gompany
distinct impression in the Douglas would help solve the situation.
y
e

t

Fairbanks "Three Musketeers" and
who since has been cast in' many
prominent roles in screen productions, and Albert Roscoe 'eloped to
Ventura two weeks ago and were
ferried.
Both were formerly well
known t< the Stage and have been
hi pictures here for about two yens

BAD SCREEN MAN HELD UP
Los Angeles, Sept. 13.
^Wallace * Bcfry, (he bold bad
heavy oi thus™ech, was the victim
°f a stick up here.
As bad as he
was. the robbers were Just a little
Worse and they nicked the screen
(yleb foi $280 In cash and a s. art
in

valued at

$f)U0

this
meil,

gin operations.

order

was

The plan
Gaeater

Reported

junction to stand until the case can
be heard on its merits.

Connick Will
Quinn as Head.

Making

the

Picture Aboard
Berengaria"

Harry Shaw,
week.

He

first

in

men

represented on the executive
board number 22. Lou Blumenthal

of the Harrin-Blumenthul Enterprises
the
National,
contributes
Tivoli and .Central in Jersey City;
the Lincoln, Union 11*1; the Roose-

Succeed

West Hoboken; the Eureka,
Hackcnsack; the Belmont, the Palace and Annex, the Gem (formerly
the Classic) and a new theatre
building, all in New York city. A. H.
Schwartz is interested in the Rialto,
Farragut, Lincoln and Kingsway In
Flatbush and the Merrick in Jamaica. Rachmell has the Capitol,
Stone' Stadium, Supreme and Sheffield in East New York, while Arthur Hirsh has the Gotham and
Harlem Grand. Lee Ochs has his
single house in the upper part of

velt,

The

affairs of the Vitagraph are
the rumor market again with
the reoccurrence of. the mention of
the name of C. E. H. Connick as
certain to head the organization
the when it is reorganised. Quinn, the
president of the company at present, is reported about to step out

Connick with his advent to
bring along financial backing to the
extent of $5,000,000 with which to
rehabilitate the pioneer film or-

England directing and

New York

went abroad

this
In 1913

New

become director-general for the
London Film company. Since, he ganization.
to

zone and with

third runs will comprise 1,000 days
of hooking for any picture.
The houses controlled by the five

in

LINER'S FILM

New York

these to parallel the number of days
offered by the Loew Circuit. With
this as a basis they will try to frame
a circuit that in first, second and

to stay the delivery

RE0RGANZED VITA

Judge Richtir can givie
sufficient reasons there .is a likelihocd ot the State Supreme Court
ordering the original temporary in-

of the promoters is to
least 70 theatres in the

at

list

issued,

Unless

DESIGNATE SINGLE FILM

sewhere.

BARBARA

the exhibition of Paramount pictures in any other first-run Detroit
Broadwayexcept
the
theatre
Strand.

pictures, returned to

Prudential

was held there Monday. At
meeting Messrs. Ochs. RachHirsb,
Rlumenthal
and
Schwartz subscribed capital to be-

session

A

temporary injunction previously issued by Judge Ira Jayne forbidding

Illinois 6,485.280 and California 3.426,861.
Los Ange'es Is
credited with a population in excess
of 750,000.

n.

It has taken offices in the
Candler building, and an executive

bine.

of 12 prints to the Goldwyn Pictures Corp.
Goldin priginally, lost out on his
injunction application* but won on
appeal.
$10,000 bond has 'been
posted by him awaiting trial of the
issues for final adjudication.

aji
order to Judige Theodore C.
Kichter, of the Detroit Circuit Court,
to -appear at Lansing Sept. 19 to
show cause why he dissolved the

385.227.

DELIVERY COMPANY

restraining

and also wants

issued

i

'

At the moment the "Germans are
aking historical films so far from

the

t)etroit, Sept. 13.

The State Supreme Court

The Associated Booking Corp. !»
name of the new exhibitor com-

the

Avel B. Silverman (House, GrossVorhaus), Goldin's attorney, states prints of the film have
been released on the market after

Theatre-

^
.

In

man &

Paramount
•

Coast

Q r jt| p, e(Jget
»
Exhibitors Aim to Line
Up Seventy

A

Court Issues Order on

13.

Workj »

violation of an injunction restraining the further release of the
"Sawing a Woman in Half" film
receiver will also be
expose.
asked 'for to assume • charge' of
moneys derived from alleged unauthoried bookings.

—

London, Sept.

l

Justice Martin to punish the Clarion Photoplays Corp. and the Weiss

4

Before J. J. McCarthy sailed for
o'me he had visited all the bits
Juropean count lies nnd made an
ustive study of film trade conitlons, especially from the producng angle, in each one.
His open-minded examination of
he situation led him to form the
pinion that America need not ext
to receive any big films from
rope for at least two years, he
}d before leaving.
In Italy things are exceptionally
d and there has been a terrific

Goldin,

York.

Monday's meeting was held to
Late this week it was" stated that finance the beginning of the organione
Reid
slatod
was
for
Parker
J.
zation. A general layout of the Hew
of the colonies. It was Shaw who
prevailed on George Loane of the executive positions in the York territory was discussed with
first
Tucker to make the trip to England reorganized company with a possi- several booking men and salesmen
bility of his being general manager of the NCW York exchanges with the
and to produce there.
^Shaw's present visit is to make a and that he was to swing Thomas general idea of apportioning the terpicture for. the Cunard Line on H. Ince and Mack Sennett to the ritory into districts for the fixing of
board the "Berengaria," his com- company with a number of attrac- the first, second and third- run claspany coming over on that liner and tions* each year for a period of sifications.
three years.
making the return trip with her.
A number of additional house*
were also promised the association
by exhibitors as soon as the general
form' of contract between the association and the exhibitor is in readiness. Nathan Burkan, attorney for
has

made

pictures in practically

all

FIVE FILM SPECIALS

BARRED

the association, stated that within &
week's time ho believed that the
contract would be in readiness for

BY HIGH THEATRE RENTALS

11

M

'
.

PLAYERS SAILING

—

Housing
$4,000;
" Demand Makes Prices Skyrocket
*
Guarantee for Astor Producers Would Lose
«

Money

—

j"
(

is sending over
people Saturday on the President
to
make "Enemies of
<K.^|
Women" abroad.
Those sailing are Lionel Barrymore. Alma Rubens, Pedro de Cordoba, Buter Collier, Garrett Hughes,

The Cosmopolitan

D
at Capacity Business
g^,

Cosmopolitan Group Going Abroad
to Maks "Enemies of Women"

•

17

Harding

Five "special" pictures are b« ing ply that with the season well under
held back by the difficulty of getting way their properties are in great
legitimate theatres at rentals that demand and the high priofes are in
would allow a prospect of profit. response to that factor. The press
Applications have been made for of new legitimate productions Is
Broadway houses, but the holding crowding out the pictures and the
price of theatre owners is barring quest for a legitimate winner is such
an attractive gamble that the pic"specials."
The five are Douglas Fairbanks' ture proposition loses attractive"Robin
Hood," Mary PickforeTs ness anyway.
Deep Sea Romance
"Tess of the Storm Country," "Down
-Down to the Sea in Ships" has
to the Sea in Ships," a new 14-reeler
been
Just
completed. This is* the
produced by Elmer Clifton, former
assistant to D. W. Griffith; a special picture that was financed by New
England
capital.
It deals with the
about completed by Universal, and
Griffith's own new film designated whaling Industry in dramatic form.
"At the Grange" as a working title. Clifton spent several months in the
museum at New Bedford, Mass,
Loser at Capacity
before he undertook the venture.
One producer applied for terms Then he bought an old whaling
to the Astor, one of the smaller vessel and reconstructed
her in

Gladys Hallette, Nlta Naldl, Alan

Lynn Shores,
Joe Morgan, George Folsey, Harry
Wild, Mrs. Rubens, Dr. David Carson,
Mrs. Lewis* Goodman, Dr.
Crosland, Fred dans,

Goodman.
It was not certain Wednesday
whether Mr. Barrymore wou'd be
able to leave with the others.

DIXON IN PRODUCTION HELD
A new film production company,
headed by Thomas Dixon, author of
"Tho Birth of a Nation" and many
successful novels and plays, has
entered the motion picture field, and
Mr. Dixon is now busily at work on
the first of a series of feature screen
plays based upon his own stories.

capacity houses in Times Square, every detail.
She was taken into
As both author and director, Mr.
and got the offer of $4,000 a week southern waters under her own sail
guarantee and 40-60 sharing. The and spent more than a month there. Dixon has assembled a notable cast
for
tho initial product of the new
$4,000 was net, the film man to pay Clifton is in New York awaiting a
organization. .The production acall charges of operating the house. house, with none in sight.
Margaret
It
was figured that even If the Courtot and Clara Bow ore among tivities of the new company are
centered at the Tilford Studio, where
house played to virtual capacity of the principals.
around $10,000, which would cover
Fairbanks has definitely deter- "Tho Bpast," a strong dramatic
the guarantee under the sharing mined to exploit "Robin Hood" as a story, is being screened.
FOR AMERICAN terms, the picture would lose road show. Present
In
dealing
the
with
psycho-"
plans call for
Counting the operating the formation of 10 companies under analystlc phase of the story, Mr.
The Ameiican Releasing Corp. money.
secured two new pictures during costs at the lowest level, the pic- general charge of Harry D. Buckley, Dixon }ias been assisted by Mr.
the week for its fall program In ture would be out $3,000 a week. who resigned as Los Angeles branch David Orr Edison,
he of the best
addition to the list previously an- The items allowed were $2,000 for manager for United Artists to un- known psychologists in the country,
a 20-man orchestra, $3,000 adver- dertake the Job.
nounced.
Tote Smith has and author of many notable books
The first attraction was "The tising, $1,200 billing. $200 for the been engaged to handle exploitation on that subje< t
Prince and Pauper," from the Mark crew, $150 for machine operators, by an arrangement with Marshall
In choosing h'* ca t for "The
Twain story, recently at the Oapi- manager and publicity man, $300, Neilan. The decision to send out Beast" has Dixon has exercised the
Thin pictur e wtf* and ushers, $150. This would rcp- tho picture as a show will take it greatest care.
101, Nl'W 1furk.
Madetyn Oaf*, haa
have pie-release run? in all of the resent an outlay of $9,000, or a net OUt of the United Artists' list fcr a !•< n onh
fed with
he fe mal e ica<
Of $3,000, without figuring a year at least.
larger cities week of Oct. ID.
Arrangements are Rob< if Bills plays the leading male
The second picture is "That return on the picture Itself, even at being made to put shows in New
le.
If eh n Ware has been cast for
-acity business.
Woman," with Kathorine Calvert
'!,<•
York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston
most prominent female char-,
as star
The production was made
The film producer* protest th.it Cleveland, Minneapolis, Omaha Kan a< t< r part, and Gustav Von Scyferby F. C. Mims and directed by the th«..tre men ni e preying on Francisco, Los An;
iitz for the Imp* rtant comedy char*
and
Harry O lloyt.
them, tut ih« owners of houses re- Orleans.
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AND DARKENED AUTOS

"CRAPS"

CITY, FRIDAY,

WORSE THAN SUNDAY SHOWS

JAIL

CONGRESS OF PICTURE STARS

THREAT

PROPOSED FOR NEW YORK

TRAVESTY

I

Mayor Lew Shank,

of Indianapolis, Tells Truths to
W. C. T. U. Delegation of Women Turns Down
Petition with 12,000 Names

Huge

—

—

Floor Space* $1 Admission and Large Grosi
Anticipated Thirty or Forty "Names"; Ten

y

—

Big "Names"
Government Officials Say
Fields
and Harrington
"Sailor
and
Yoeman" MUSIC PUBLISHERS
Tends to Hinder Recruitt

Indianapolis, Sept. 20.

When

a delegation from the Mar-

Jon County VV. C. T. U. called on
Mayor Samuel Lewis Shank yester-

day and reported

it

*

ladies.
If

he

is

SURPRISES DULUTH

had a petition

signed by 12,000 people asking that
be closed Sunday, the
theatres
Mayor replied he thought the playhouses could get a petition with
100,000 signatures disapproving the
blue laws, and turned down tjje
'

BIG BUSINESS START

forced to close theatres.

Players Forced
Cancel in Buffalo
ing

FOR LARGE ADDED SALES

to

Reversed from Last

APPEAL

TO

—

CABINET

graph Records Money
From Radio Firms

Season
Duluth, Sept. 20.
capacity at the 'Or-

A commercial enterprise has been
under way for some time with a plan
for staging a congress of plctu;r,
stars, and, if possible, touring with
it on a gigantic scale.
The

Sheet Music Sold with Phono-

Condition at Orpheum (Vaudeville)

HOPE

idea

to gather together not

is

less than 10

tremendous names, Ro-

dolf Valentino among them, and 20
or 30 of the less famous but still

recognized
celebrities

Unprecendented action on the part
of recruiting officials of the navy,

The music publishers expect an producers'
increase of over a third of a million

stationed at Indianapolis and Buf-

years ago

known

and
of

something akin

the

second, p/

films,

and

to the exhibitors

do
and

fair given half a doKen
in Chicago, which

wn

Continued
Mayor threatened he would
dollars business this year, or $30,000 staged for general publicity, hut
pheum (vaudeville) since it opened falo has forced Fields and Harring- a month. This is a result
up everything in town."
of the which. drew enormously.
ton, a two man comedy turn to take
The W. C. T. U. has been circu- four weeks ago is a complete re- the act off the board, under the new campaign to enlist the assistThe idea is to arrange for huge
Sunday
closing
petition versal of the business condition at claim
lating the
that it might hinder enlist- ance of the phonograph and music floor space in New
the

•"close

for the last six months, theatrical
this time last season.
It is the
Interests getting word of It that long
•go. The delegation threatened to theatrical surprise of a decade in
circles.
local
apply for a court order compelling
Through prevailing opinion, the
enforcement of the blue law. The
Mayor told them to go ahead if they former "Clown Night" conducted
at the house last season, has been
(Continued on page 23)
discontinued.

DIVING FOR

BOOZE

Swimmers Search Lake Champlain
for

Ale

and Whiskey

Plattsburgh, N.
the number

From

Y., fciept.

of

20.

divers

in

Champlain around Plattshurgh last week one would think

I/ake

that a Spanish treasure was hidden
there. It wasn't gold the swimmers
were ducking for, but bottled Canadian ale and whiskey prohibition
agents had tossed into the -lake.

The agents had an automobile
load of booze to destroy and selected the cold September waters of
Lake Chnmplain as a proper Davy
Jones* locker., Instead at cracking
the bottles one iit a time, the "dry"
men decided to try out their eye
and their arm by throwing one
bottle in the air and hitting it with
a second before it landed on the
Water. They wore poor marksmen
And scored only nb.»ut on.- bullseye in 20.
"When
'lie
got
news:
around
Plattsburgh tint Champlain hid
liquid treasure on its bottom, there
was a rush lor bathing suits and a
general movement toward the lake.
Like their brother gold hunters,
the liquor divers' efforts* mot .with
success.

little

York,

shops to
departments.
are coming to
P. P. A. with
roll

(Continued on page 40)

CHICAGO FILM HOUSE

3.000

INCREASING VAUDEVILLE

1)

Sayer,

summer reduction is generally expected in that month.

stores circularized will install sheet

hearsed, so that a different enter-

(Continued on page 39)

tainment could be given at each exhibit as well as the lure of seeing so

A wide sales campaign is in prospect for the non -theatrical projection machine put out by the Patho
people under the trade name of the
Pathoscope. Percy G. Williams, the
former vaudeville magnate, has a
half Interest In the enterprise.
The business has boon hold In
check for several years by the fact
that a rival machine made in Germany and sold at a much lower
price threatened dangerous rivalry
If It could he Imported In quantity.
is
understood that the PatheWilllams people have secured control of this competing device for
America, and by removing it from
the field have cleared the way for a
campaign.
The library of miniature films
(most of them made from old Tri-

It

mi;W- subjects) will
be amplified
and a campaign of advertising will
bo undertaken.

WOODS' 'LOVE CHILD"

Bary's Special Orchestra
This new policy is being watched
closely in Chicago by the vaudeville
people, to see what effect it has on
other vaudeville houses.

(Continued on page

P. Q. Williams Said to Plan Cam
paign for "Home Movies**

employment for the month of Au- Hyman. Virginia Pisslnger, Abbot
Rust was reported this week in a Girls, ballet dancers, and the Hoy

Homy

replies

9)

*

,

industrial commissioner of the State.
This is considered unusual, as a

in-

sheet

TO PUSH PATHESC0PE

Chicago, Sept. 20.
BIG FOREIGN OFFERS
"Syncopation Week" at the Chicago theatre, Balaban eV Kats,
English Agent Hangs Heavy Bait marks an innovation in the form of
amusement this firm is presenting
Before American Stars
to Chicago. The Chicago is directly
across the street from the State
Lillian Gish, Richard Barthelmess Lake
and originally usedjx few speand John Barrymore have been cialty singers and one act of vaudetempted during the past few days ville.
to go to England, to star in EnglishIt recently Increased the number
made pictures.
of vaudeville acta, to two, but with
Messrs. Bartholmess and Barry- the latest move it looks as if bookmore, through other engagements, ing of from three to five vaudeville
could not consider the proposals, acts weekly will follow.
but Miss Gish listened to an offer
This would give the arts from
of $40,000 for six weeks abroad three to four weeks in Chicago with
without returning an answer.
this firm.
The week's program is
The offers came through Frank termed "Syncopation Week" and fs
Zeitlin, the English theatrical agent, being run in conjunction with the
now in New York. He represents picture, "The Valley of Silent ICen.M
picture people abroad.
Mr. Zeitlin
To head this introduction of
will sail back to London Oct. 6.
Harry ROM, a very
vaudeville,
strong Chirago favorite, was ena week, for three
$600
at
SUMMEB EMPLOYMENT GAIN laced
weeks, with two railroad fares to
Albany, N. Y Sept. 20.
and from New York. The other lI
A gain'of 2 per cent, in factory tractions are Sherman. Van and

statement issued by

for

music stance, the Grand Central Palace or
Madison Square Garden, and charge
the office of the M. $1 admission and have each star
the probability that preside at a booth inside. Varied
of the 8,000 record and roll stunts would be staged and reinstall

Encouraging

a. h. Woods is on the verge of
producing a play by Houry Bataillc
that the Woods office has chrietened
I

"The Love Child."

ABSENTEE VOTING
Procedure to Retain Ballot Casting
Privilege

Professionals who expect to be
without the confines of New York
City at election time should proceed in this manner to % retain their
voting privileges:
Register personally in your district between
Oct. 4-9, following which apply to
the Board of Elections, Municipal
building, City Hall, N. Y., between
Oct. 4-16 for an absentee voters
ballot. This application is made on
an affidavit blank furnished by the

Board of Elections.
the

application,

must also leave

the

Having

filed

professional

his forwarding address (vaudoville route or week to
week itinerary), to which the Board
of Elections will forward an absentee voter's ballot.
The ballot bears on It provision*
for the disposition thereof and the
procedure entailed In its casting.
The absentee voters' bill Is still
fir from most practical. At present
an emendment to eliminate the personal registration is being advocated, although not yet paseed.

—

:

VAFIETY'S

PARI FQ

LONDON OFFICE

.

8 S *- Martin's Place, Trafalgar Square

FIRST DIVIDENDS IN 10

WRIT HELD OVER HEAD

YEARS FOR GULLIVER'!

OF AMERICAN ARTISTI

Meeting of London Theatres of
Variety

— Speeches

sequences

London, Sept. 4.
The annual meeting of London
Theatres of Variety was held at
the Palladium.
It is notable that

company paid dividends

this

the

last,

this

time for 10

lirst

years.

Addressing the meeting, Charles
Culliver said he held 100,000 ordinary shares. There were 400,000 of
these and 100,000 7 per cent, preferential.
For some of these he had
paid as much as 27s. 6d. and he
couM not understand why the
shares were quoted so low.
They
are said to be on the market at 10s.
and In fact a man called Portescue,
owning 49,000 shares, paid as little
as 4s.
This, however, was not In
Gulliver's statement of affairs. He
proceeded to say the company's assets in the form of theatres were
not placed high enough in value.
For instance, half a million should
represent the value «of the* Palladium and not a fifth as at present.

j

Throughout

his speech he was
•lightly pessimistic, as was the
chairman (Sir Frederick Healy).
Neither of them exactly threw cold

water on the shareholders, but they
were inclined to caution.
It was further announced that a
large sum had been carried over to
the next year's trading account and
a dividend had been declared less
income tax of 6 per cent, on the
ordinary shares and 7 per cent, on
the prcferelitials.
This absorbed

There

now

A

FRANK VAN HOVEN
Playing

New

EDWARD

Direction

S— For

York.
8.

KELLER

a drop. I paid
Harry Fox $275 for it. Harry paid
$1,100 for it. Who will pay $50 for
it? I'll throw in the trunk. It took
12 bows at the Palace.
Address
'Variety. New York. Also wanted, a
valet.
Long engagement, America
and Europe.
P.

sale,

BATAILLE'S "SCANDAL"

VIOLENTLY APPLAUDED
-i

ing forward

to better times with
No mention was
tfce end of 1922.
made of salary cuts.
During his speech Sir Frederick

Healy said the company's stock

in

trade was represented not Jn coal
or iron _ or such concrete "stock"
but in the value of its entertainers,
whom they couldn't barter or raise
money on or sell like an ordinary
manufacturing or industrial concern. The business had. many risks
and he thought in view of the present conditions the balance sheets
and accounts were very fair indeed.
During the meeting the question
was asked if there was any truth
In the story that Moss Empires was
trying to buy out the London Theatres of Variety interests. The answer was in the negative, but the
questioner was told that the two
firms were working together in

Doubt

The

L.

V.

T.

interlocked

is

with other big vaudeville concerns
having two Moss Empires directors
on its board and two Syndicate directors, while Charles Gulliver is a
of the

Moss

directorate.

CHIEF HURT
Manchester

Head Acts

Police

as

Film Booster

London, Sept. 8.
Sir William
Teacock and the
Manchester W.iteh Committee have
banned the film "Blindfolded," in
which Bessie Barrlscale is starred.

Expressed

Piece

If

ROW

quelled.

offi-

does not deserve.

D W.

interview
published in New York, declared
the film was a faithful reproduction
of the general episodes of Charles

type. The sympathy is certainly all
the criminals, but a suit-title, "You
make me love the right, hut you

\an

|

20.

at

M»inM"

now

ANYTHING

»t

IN

Wintrr

I

l.

..ia

Illoa-

RHINKHTONKH
St.,

New York
4b37

and

the

South Coast watering places. York
has probably been chosen because
it
happens to be Hutchison's own
theatre.

Gintaro, the juggler, sails for

,

New

York on the "Homeric" Sept. 20.
Since his engagement with the
Lauder show at the Prince's he has
only worked one week, and as far as
England is concerned has an open
book. This he explains is because
he refuses to work at the money
managers are now offering, but, he

the music-halls of London became
places of entertainment to which a
The "Old Vic" reopens Sept. 16
man could take his wife, sister, with "The Merry Wives of Windsor,."
mother or grandmother. "Drunks" Despite George Dance's present of
were also in the old days looked £30,000 It is as yet impossible to*
upon with disfavor; today this type v
(Continued on page 22)
of
x
humor is seen everywhere.
Billy Reeves, Gene Gerrard, Bert
Alan Brooks Reopening
Weston, Mark Daly, Billy Caryll,
London. Sept. 20.
all are drunks and immensely popAlan Brooks will reopen in vaudeular with all types of audience.
ville Sept. 25, at the Victoria Palace,

I

.

and did

Garden.

ter

UNMARRIED MOTHER PLAY
"I

London, Sept. 20.
produced Sept. 15 at

Serve,"

Kingsway,

the straightforward
treatment of the unmarried mther
subject, written by Roland Pertwee.
It looks like a popular hit.
is

"BETTER 'OLE" M0N0L0G
London, Sept. 20.
rights to "The Bethave been sold by Charles

The monolog
ter

'Ob

-

'

Cochran to Arnold Bell, who appeared In the piece over here.

B.

Ilasti,

A wealthy

business man is anxious that his
son shall marry the daughter of .a
business associate by his first wife.
When the girl's father learns thai
the other man is carrying on a
flirtation with his second wife heopposes the marriage bitterly. All
is straight* tied out by the plausible
Th«-se
explanation of the wife.
complications an developed In en
amusing and witty three -uct piece.
i

Fulton Then! re.

HHYA1NX

Etehepare

to the fruits of discord.

THE LITTLEJOHNS
226 West 46th

received.
was
Harry Baur, Jacques De-

In

produce

will

added, now he has settled to go to
Apparently the embargo America everybody seems to want
on such expressions died out when him.

WALKS

20.

Mmes. Cassive and Marken.
The title is a symbolic reference

<iiirilfn.

"Oitnw

ir.

Hutchison

Michael Abrahams, who with his London.
brother Fred owned and managed
the Queen's Music Hall, Poplar, has
Rowland Buckstone Dead
just died at the age of 96. He celeLondon, Sept. 20.
brated the Diamond Jubilee of-Jiis
Row land Buckstone died Sept. if
STAGER
OUT
a wSruT
at
the
age
of 60.
in Nov., 1909.
The Queens was for>
London, Sept. 20
.
years a popular East End
Through a quarrel with the man- many
house before the now resplendent
Wagner's Widow Dead
agement of "The Cabaret Girl," for vaudeville Palace came into being.
Paris, Sept. 20.
which he was staging the numbers, Tucked into an alley in one of the
Mrs.
Cosima Liszet Wagner,
Jack Haskell walked out of the en- lowest parts of London it staged a
weekly program of "stars" such as widow of Richard Wagner, died In
gagement.
The show is due at the local Win- are seldom seen on one bill today Germany recently, at the age of 85.

WELL

well

cast are
feraudy,

BUilt tho DtnrnoiMl Olrl Bc«n« In th»'

Know" now

Two

of

The Theatre Michel began Its
season Sept. 13 with "La Pomme"
("The Apple") by Louis Yer.nMiil,
which

role in "Leatherface,"
Baroness Orczy play, has

the Htar Curtain

Tale

Paris. Sept.

RHINESTONES
.AIho

"A

an

"LA P0MME" DOES

been thrown up by William Stack.
Frank Dyall, who produced the
pieos, has replaced him.

"I'aNMlng

novel,

in

Cities."

The leading

We

Griffith,

Dickens1

nut make mc love a copper," is
probably the cause of Sir William
Peacock's anger, he being chief of
police of Manchester and one whose
dignity sits heavily on him.

new

Tercy

the R. C. Carton play "The Incorrigible" at the Theatre Royal, York,
before bringing it to the West End.
York is out of the usual run for
"try outs" most of these trials
taking place at Manchester
or
Liverpool or, during the season, at

it

at

prices

which would

stagger the modern theatregoer. It
plays to capacity and present
first-class shows.

Iris

"The Limpet'««
Kingsway, Sept. 9.

to

Hoey and

still

Shown today, it proved to be an
ordinary melodrama of the "crook"

STACK THROWS UF LEAD

1922."

plentiful.

boost

the

bore the inscription "An English
Rose, 1890.
A few English roses,

"ORPHANS"

Beard "of Film Censors here and
Manchester lias probably given it a

London, Sept.

—

Paris, Sept. 20f

cial

i

comedian £52,000 a year on a three to the members of the Actors' AsFor this they ex- sociation?"
years' contract.
v
pected him to bind himself to act in
theatre or music hall where and
men"
"Das Program," the German therequired, to play in any film
when
*
atrical paper, recently published an
at their demand, and to make whatLondon, Sept. 6.
ever gramophone records they de- alleged interview with R. H. GilAlthough he sailed for America sired. The engagement only stipu- lespie. In this the Moss Empires
on
ttie
"Berengaria,"
Aug.
22, lated for a four-hour day.
And chief while in Germany recently waa
Marcus Loew was able to give a Merson has refused. He loves Eng- supposed to have said he regretted
second "Four Horsemen of the land far too well. On top of which not being able to employ ex-enemy
acts on his tour. Gillespie has isApocalypse" luncheon, Sept. 5. This the indemnities he would have to sued a denial of the
story and has
was doubtless an effort to buck come across with to our own man- no' knowledge of the Interview or
profits.
things up a bit for the picture's agers would eat up the
of the person who was supposed to
season at the Palace a season
have interviewed him.
The Reandean management
which is not such a brilliant success devised a scheme which they have
will
The body of George R. Sims was
as the management would have us shortly put into operation at the
believe although 68,000, some say St. Martins'. This is the establish- cremated at Golders Green and his
ashes
scattered to the four winds,
90,000, have seen Tt.
ment of a permanent subscription
7.
An immense crowd of poor
The luneheon was at Clarldge's theatre to be known as "The Play- Sept.
people and children waited outside
box,"
which
the
new
by
at
plays
and was presided over by Sir Henry
the
church
at which the earlier part
Brittain, who announced the League younger school of British drama- of the ceremony^ was performed.
tists will be produced.
It is safe to
of Nations regarded the film as such
conjecture that the "younger school"' Many theatrical and literary celebperfect peace propaganda it had will pay for this privilege and their rities were present and there was
great
number of
accepted an offer to show it at adoring friends and relatives will a
beautiful
One from the Adelphi
Geneva and to accept some 50 be the subscribing public. On the wreaths.

Although a number of protesting
London, Sept. 20.
arrested for the
royalists were
Violet Lorraine is ^eriously ill,
demonstration of protest attending following the birth, Sept. 15, of a
the first showing of D. W. Griffith's daughter, who did not live.
"Orphans of the Storm" at the Max
Linder cinema, the disorder per- "PARTNERS" IN SOUTH AFRICA
sists at subsequent performances.
London, Sept. 20.
At the first performance Sept. 15
Yorke and Adams will be starred
a small group of politicians made
in "Partner's Again," playing South
all the noise and. a few of them
were arrested. The affair created Africa, commencing in December.
The two men opened successfully
general public interest and the
house was well filled at subsequent Monday at the Coliseum, London, in
former Lee Kohlmar sketch,
the
demonstrations
shows at which the
were repeated, in spite of the modi- "Sweethearts."
fications made by the management.

goers.

bears the certificate of the

LEAGUE OF NATIONS FILM

Statement Made on "Four Horse-

Popular Appeal—
"Cabaret Girl" Excellent

Their contention is that the film is
criminal, immoral, and
likely
to
have an evil effect on picture-

it

to

Holds

Particular objection was made to
the title which made it appear that
mercenary soldiers shot
foreign
French citizens during the early
These
days of the Revolution.
titles were deleted, but the publicity
raused by the original protest had
drawn attention to the picture and
be
not
could
disturbancec
the

It

of Con-

copies of the film for the use of other hand, several well known
every nation now taking part in the dramatists such as Clemence Dane,
conference.
Further he said the A. A. Milne, St. John Irvine and Edward Percy have promised their
film wis of more value than all the
support.
sermons, speeches and editorials
Regular patrons of the St. Marcombined.
London, Sept. 20.
tins will be able to subscribe at a
Speaking for Marcus Loew, Mer- reduced rate.
Each play will be
At the New theatre last night
"The Scandal," by Henry Batailic, vyn McPherson said the common interpreted by the regular Reansense of mankind, save for a small dean company' and such as are sucwas violently applauded.
corner of Asia, was so convinced cessful may be put into the evening
It is doubtful if the piece posbill.
"The Playbox" will open as
sesses, however, a popular appeal. of the horrors of war that Loew
soon as Basil Dean has installed
was going to send at his own ex- new
Sybil Tl^rndike is in the lead.
lighting apparatus, which it is
L'iKt' night also at the Winter pense a copy of the film to the claimed will make the St. Martins'
Garden "The Cabaret Girl" stepped remotest centre of the civilized and the most perfectly lighted theatre in
Europe.
out as an excellent entertainment, uncivilized world.
Whether the League of Nations
but lengthy, and cutting will be reis paying for their 60 or not was
Time was when managers were
quired. It waa splendidly received.
up against even the hse of the word
not stated.
"damn" on the stage while any
allusion to the Deity was absolutely
OVER
taboo.
During a seven-turn proBABY DIES
gram at an important suburban hall
Paris
Audience
Among
Arrests
VTolet Lorraine Seriously III, For the other night four turns used the
Fails to Stop Agitation
word "hell" and the expressions
lowing Child-Birth
"My God," and "Oh, God" were

complete harmony and understand-

member

an American "Journalist"
London who should know

is

in

betfer than utilise my actual experiences to boost his friends.
pinch of originality overbalances a
ton of duplications.

£18,000.

The meeting was perfectly harmonious and everybody was look-

ing.

Warned

—Wants

Come Home

Inclined to Caution

year and

LONDON

IN

B. Smith, at the Opera house, Black*
London, Sept. 8.
Once upon a time the loss of an pool, Sept. Is, prior to bringing \\
actress' jewels was considered great to the West End. The company is
publicity; then she stood with one a big one, headed by Winifred
foot on the step of a hired motor; Barnes, who returns to musical
evolution proceeding, she took to comedy after an absence of three
Other well known people in
flying, lived the simple life, was years.
"snapped" bathing, visited hospitals, it are John Humphries, Eric Blore,
London? Sept. 20.
announced her engagement to the George Gregory, Enid Bass, Kate
The London management holding 'nobility and as quickly contradicted Phillips, Dot Temple, Mabel Sealby.
Yvette Rugel under contract threat- the lory. All these publicity stunts besides Tyler Brooke, imported for
ens to serve a writ upon her for have become old-fashioned; and in his original role. George W. Lederer
damages through cancellation if search of some new idea publicity has a leasing arrangement for the
Miss Rugel attempts to leave Eng- genius discovered the "princely sal- English production.
ary" not only for the actress but
land without fulfilling her contract.
for her male counterpart.
All the most important players in
The American artiste has played
Billy Merson, the principal come- London have contributed to the
the best of the London dates. Jit is dian of "Whirled Into Happiness," controversy raging over the employ,
surmised her attempt to secure a at the Lyric, is the last man to ment of Chinese for "East of Sues,"
cancellation of the agreement is to dream visions of great wealth, and most of them let it»be said in favor
the lay press have eaten it with of Basil Dean's action in ignoring
avoid going into the provinces.
avidity and announced the fact in
Miss Rugel states she wants to go heavy captions. Almost stammering the claims of out-of-work white
men. To Seymour Hicks goes the
home, and immediately.
in th%lr excitement they tell of a credit for rubbing it well in.
"If,"
great American firm of theatrical says Hicks, "you want 60 chimmagnates"" who have offered the panzees for a production, why apply

Yvette Rugel

Made

Friday, September 22, 1922
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VESTA TILLEY IN ACCIDENT
London, Sept. 20.
Vesta Tilley and her husband, Sir
Waller DeFrece, were in an auto
accident Sept. 17, with Miss Tilley
suffering some broken ribs.

Duncans

Coliseum
London, Sept. 20.
Th» Duncan Sisters will appear
at the Coliseum next week, after
at

negotiations
their
over
billing for that vaudeville house.

lengthy

finishes

at

the

Herbert Jay has
a somewhat original excuse for its
withdrawal. This is that the play
being bookeel for a long tour, so
cannot remain in the West End. On
Sept. 14 he will produce "I Serve,"
by Roland Pertwee at the same
house.
The cast of the new piece
includes Sam Livcsay, Roland Partwee, Stock well Hawkins, Edmund
Phelps,
Charles darth,
Dorothy
Thomas, Cassie King and Edith
Evans. With the exception of Livesey this cast seems unknown to the

Cyril

Raymond Wed

London, Sept.

JO.

Hoey was married Sept. li
Cyril Raymond, the actor.

Iris

,

—
A.

H.

Woods

in

London

London, Sept.

20.

A. H. Woods has arrived here to
give "Lawful Larceny" some personal booming.

SAILINGS
Sept. 20 (from London,

for

Netf

York), Ointaro (Homeric).

London) Sir Harry
and Lady Lauder (Mauretania>.
West End.
Sept. 7 (from London, for New
Norman J. Norman will produce York), Madeleine Collins (Geo.
'Angel Face," by Harry and Robert Washington).
Sept. 16 (from
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GOLDWYN SHOWS

THE LAST HALF IN DUBLIN

DEFICIT AS

By TOM BARRY
/

MILLION SHARES ARE LISTED

months

for seven

of

around

ber

the public sales campaign of a year
and a half ago and had been waiting for a chance to get out. The

syndicate also was getting the price
too high and its accumulation was
becoming pretty rapid and costly.
The price slipped back to 22 flat
Tuesday and the turnover declined
from 35.000 to 17,000 shares. The

$700,000.

Quiet on Exchange

This

the first public declara-

is

Goldwyn

Of

affairs.

It

view came into promithe report is that divinot be resumed until
some time next year. Certain banktimistic

tho New York Curb market
the Block Exchange the stock
had been bid up briskly from around
S,

1

ut

when

it

made

its

Now

nence.

to

ap-

ing interests associated with the
it dropped back fractionand has remained quiet be- company management are undertween 7 aid 8 with a dip to 6 and a stood to favor a conservative policy
with reference to dividends. The]
It is understood
frc.ction Tuesday.
that the company desires standing inside market report is that they]
on the stock Exchange In order to are anxious that the company take
Recur a greater participation of the full advantage of Its improved posi.m
it
reported there are tion by clearing up loan commit
public
considerable holdings in the hands me"nts and accumulating a surplus
/all street interest! which it so substantial that the necessity will
of
would like t;» distribute to the pub- never recur oL discontinuing diviThe stock is entirely specula- d' nd payments/
lic.

pearance
ally

The present situation
fraught with menace when conis taken of the unyielding
character of the people and their
problem, the solution of which has
thrown them with deadly results
at each other's throats.
Centuries of oppression served to
weld the Irish people into a powerful unit. When Lloyd George conceived and executed the present
treaty he smashed that unit into
smithereens.
The treaty and the
logic back of it at the present moment viewed from any but an Irish
standpoint is as fine a piece of
Prima Donna of
political sagacity as modern history affords. It immediately relieved
C. B.
tho pressure on the British conCo. science and settled future responsKeith's, Jersey City, and Garrick,
Wilmington, Next Week (Sept. 25) ibility upon the Irish themselves.
The afternoon I arrived in Dublin a great funeral procession was
moving through the streets. Harry
Boland was being carried to his
grave. Boland had always been a
brave and uncompromising patriot.
Ho was shot by Irish soldiers because of armed resistance to the
treaty. He had refused to accept
Enters Into 20 Weeks' Con- the bargain Griffith and Collins
tract

— No
In

Fight

Sight

!

tive.

It

lias

never paid a dividend.
of the statement ap-

The substance

pears «olsewhere in this edition.

Lcew and Orphoum Uo
Famous Players behaved in line
with expectations, while both Loew
and Orpheum got into new high
ground—Loew at 23 \ and Orpheum
at 24
The activity in Orpheum
1

,-...

special
interest.
The
came into promiWednesday in the early
trading, when it showed evidence of
making good on the persistent tip
that had been circulated in Times
Square that a brisk advance was in
the oiling. The bidding up of Orpheum probably was hastened by

a traded

vaudeville stock

nence

the strength of Loew.

In the careful

campaign of accumulation that has
been going on ever since Loew hung
around 14. the clique suddenly took
the' agRressive late last week. Friday 40,000 shares changed hands at
net advance of more than Vfa
*>
points, to 22. a record turnover
in the issue.
On the following day
(Saturday) for the llrst time Loew
"crossed" Orpheum, the Loew security COmmSning 23 and Orpheum

belhg quoted at 22%. Orj>hcum has
always sold at a premium over Loew
and the change of position must
have irked the partisans of Orpheum. It was perhaps this sentimental consideration that hastened
the bidding up of Orpheum Wednesday.

Loew Checked
In the case of Loew, the price was
to its peak since the
the dividend in June.
*9,2i. when it sold at 23% Monday.
The syndicate operating in the stock
la said to have added 10,000 shares
Around
tf its holdings that day.
that pric-» It was checked by a num-

pushed up

passing of

Is

vicinity

city and cut off all communication,
but the strategy had been frustrated.
How completely the treaty has
served its purpose Is to be found in
the attitude of the Irish towards
the British soldier.
Overnight he
;scd to be a thing despised, and
it is a common sight
to see him
fraternizing arm in arm with the
men of Dublin, yes. and with the
girls, too.
The British so!dicr is on

sideration

BACK ON PAN TIME

abroad

of the Sbelbouraa
see and he.u cont.nexplosions of revolver and
ritle
fire
and occasionally hand
grenades. The, hotel was patrolled
on all floors by armed sentries and
all exits were thrown wide open.
The llring kept up until dawn. I
learned tho following day that tho
rebels had planned to isolate the

is

CHAMP JACOEMPSeT

dends may

visiting

we could

hotel

observation.

MADDOCK'S
"THE SON DODGER"

the

in

now

uous

his way In me.
However, this is
only au rcvoir. That he will return
seems moro than likely, and when
he does he will be resisted, to the

ETHEL REA

The stock's future Is bound up in
dividend action. On the showing of
late last week certain enthusiastic
souls proclaimed the conviction that
payments would be resumed in November, but by midweek a less op-

frottl

to

demonstration
to slow

its

and probably was willing
up for a time.

of tho 111m trade that the company
had only GOO. 000 shares outstanding,
an original issue of 400.000 shares
and a subsequent issue of 200,000 of
treasury stock to finance acquisition of Aacfaer'a -Chicago theatre*,
As a preliminary to its transfer

»;

made

has

pool

hud
previously been the understanding
tion

Pressure

considerations.

of

.

the Atoeric<m~flaywrightt

I

Loew and Orpheum

came in from many small holders
who had bought small lots during

is

London, Sept 1.
have Just returned to London
after a visit to Ireland. I bring
back with me the conviction that
the Irish nation is in danger of
perishing from tho earth. Its disintegration has begun; a destruction of physical and spiritual forces
clearly apparent in a single day's

—Famous Players
—New Tops for

Stock Starts Quietly on Big Board
Back at Par After Dip to 96

It wuh a wi'ok of many interesting developments In the amusement
stock group, the listing of 1,000,000 shares of Goldwyn of no par
taking principal place. In connection with the announcement was
published the statement of the
company, the income, profit and loss
account showing an operating deficit

{Mr. Barry

complete destruction of the country.
This view Is held by the business

men

of Dublin.

Theatres Suffer Most
usual in such times of stress
danger, the theatrs suffers
most. A gallant attempt is being
made to convey the impression that
all is well with the halls and
playjicuses of the city, but show business is a shy bird and snipers
perched in windows and on roofs
blazing away in the dusk call for
an heroic and courageous clientele.
Whatever business is done usually
had made in Downing street. Many appears at the first house. Doubtss Dublin is the only city
priests and thousands of women
the
walked behindN the coffin chanting world whero daylight saving has
Boland's life proved a boon to the theatre. The
a dirge in Gaelic.
was valuable so his pals shot and world-famous Abbey theatre, where
killed Collins In reprisal. The same Synge,
Yeats and Lady Gregory

As

is

and

m

'

Jack Dempsey has signed for a
Pantages cir- priests and women walked behind
a* Collins through the
cuit, starting Oct. 10.
Last spring the body
If this is the actual situation it
same streets chanting the same
the
heavyweight
boxing dirge in Gaelic. Perhaps this is
Would St. em likely that Loew might when
run into pretty severe reactions on champion jumped east without com- sufficient illustration of the sort of
its way up. For example, it becomes pleting the time contracted for in attrition that is bleeding the little
generally known between now and
most priceless posthe Pan houses, the circuit man- island of its
November that the dividends arc to
and shaking the infirm
session
be deferred there might be a gene- ager threatened suit. The new con- morale of tho people. The warfare
ral selling of speculative, lines ac- tract squares the matter, it was being carried/on is unique because
quired around 21 within the past stated at tho Pan New York office. of the absence of hatred.
two weeks. This movement would After leaving the Pan time DempThe people of Dublin mourn and
probably be momentary.
In the
honor their dead without prejudice.
main, insiders look to see the stock sey was taken on as an added at- It is Inconceivable to the stranger.
go somewhere around 28 to 30 ul- traction at the Hippodrome, New- Had Jefferson Davis died during
timately, and
eventually become York, also playing a Boston house our own rebellion and If his body
stabilized
on a dividend paying and then sailing for Europe.
had been carried through the silent
basis somewhere around the original
streets of Washington past crowds
The theatrical appearances indi- of hatless and praying men the
over-the-counter price of $25, where
cate that Dempsey has not been situation would be parallel.
it would pay 8 per cent.
It is known
that some holdings sold around 21 able to connect with engagements
If the will of the majority Is the
have been renewed with this ex- in the ring and he will not be avail- keynote of de/nocracy then there is
able for boxing until late in the something decidedly wrong in Irepectation.
winter.
It is said that the Pan
honestly
Collins,
Michael
land.
Famous Dips *
contract calls for a guarantee and elected to office and upon whose
Loew gives every evidence of percentage with the champion able head the British once placed a price
powerful support, as, for instance, to make from $4,000 to $5,000 of ten thousand pounds, and whose
its performance on Monday when weekly.
He is considered worth audacity in bearding the lion reads
it
got to its peak in the face of all of that in the western houses, like a serial in the movies, was
falling values all around.
where
his
last appearance almost the Idol of his people. Try as they
In this
session Famous Players receded doubled business. Theatres on the would the English troops a few
from Ki Its best 107 to 96, probably Pan circuit doing $8,000 to $9,000 months ago could not capture him;
because the pool was entirely will- weekly went to around $16,000 for yet the "Irregulars'* had no trouble
ing to stand aside and let it fall, the Dempsey engagement, it is in potting him once they decided to
thus encouraging a wholesome re- claimed.
That was possible by do it; the will of the majority to
action that in any event was re- manipulation
of
the
admission the contrary. An officer In the
garded as inevitable after its con- scales and by working in four shows "Regular" army told me his ranks
tinuous advance from around 80 to daily.
were laced with "Irregulars" and
better than par. Tho pool may even
Dublin honeycombed With them.
have done a certain amount of
Night Lifs in Dublin
profit -taking. The clique mipht well
SUNDAY OFF
The night life of Dublin Is far
liquidated some of its holdings, acand away the most interesting of
quired all the way from below 75 Continuous Vaudeville Not "High any city of Europe.
Because the
and have put the quotations down
Class," Ssys Bailey
rebels have concentrated upon the
where further purchases could be
hotels and burned most of them an
made. However, it is the conviction
The withdrawal of Sunday con- evening at the Shelbourne in Dubof the speculative players that Falin is memorable. Here Griffith was
mous Players will get into higher certs at the Republic, New York, said to have lived. A very fair
ground anywhere up to the limit of was stated by Oliver Bailey, lessee Idea of the condition prevailing Is
120.
of the house, to have followed an to be had from the fact that the
This goal probably will not be alleged violation of the agreement duly elected officers of the provislonal government are literally kept
achieved without setbacks on the given Max Saxo
for the Sundays
In hiding; and the defeated candiway. More and more as the whole
Markus.
booked
Fally
by
dates (DeValera among these) likelist moves up. customers' room gosThe manager said the understand- wise are under cover. It is Inconsip indicates the expectation of a
major reaction,
The market has ing with Saxe was that tho latter gruous and Incredible. Murder and
been on the upgrade since February was to present high class vaudeville, bloodshed are rife and the most deand the bo -called technical read- but instead a continuous perform- plorable thiny Is the assassination
of the country's most capable and
In the ance was given.
justment is long overdue.
big 1919 bull marie ei if came in AuNotice of discontinuance was efficient men.
In tho hotej lounge, where one
gust. A slight/setback appeared on given, but last Sunday .Jerome RosMonday with the Near East war sit- enberg proposed showing a picture may have the best of Irish whisky
uation as its excuse, but tho list at tho house under the Saxe man- at a shijling, I made the acquaints
resumed
march promptly the agement. Bailey refused to permit ance of a minor government official,
next day. Famous Players reacted the picture, saying there was no who volunteered to show me about
after dark.
His humor was charlive puiu.s from its price "ex-dlviprovision for it in the contract.
acteristic.
He looked at his watch
dend
from 101 to 96, but by
and
for
his blackthorn. A'<
reached
\v"c(l;i>'(i.i
don h.id
pcovered
o
Pat Garran Resigns
we stepped out/>f the hotel a fusil100.
In^yp'.te of the evidence of
Pat
r:nrrtn
manager
of
of
ProcLade
rilb>
hots let go from the
strength in In- h>4|. hoU'oVH'. Ul'TC
park opposite.
foi -. Yortkere, N'. Y., resigned TuesThis \v. i" quickly'
is a good >\
i! of un
rl lint v ainol
day.
Mr. Garran went to Yonkers answered from the neighborhood of
dilator*
ire no!
on> inc
He
the
Brooklyn.
prospect,
the
we
hotel,
and
ducked back into
the Mohd ly
t-baek \vu
My guide ordered Q
cie-i ly iir.^- ic to clear tin
nto succeeded Guy Graves who resigned the lobby.
Tinkers,
over
Str&nd,
the
drink, laughed and said:
"What do!
iu h
higher prices and u ho feel to take
you think of our night life"?" We
picture house,
v..\: .1 un
the f
mi
m< re
No successor to Garran had breo went up on the roof, and from all
named up to today (Wednesday).
r»ued <>n pag'
parts of the city and parti ilui!y 4
20 weeks' tour of the

J

r

i

have been telling Irishmen the truth
about themselves these many years,
goes, serenely
on its highbrow
course. Rebellion means nothing to
the directors. The seats of the theatre have been torn up by Irate
patrons in peace times, and the
organization heads told me they'll

continue to pound beauty at the
people if they have to hide in cellars and play in the open fields.
Incidentally it is a poor littte theatre with crude and makeshift productions, but the books of Its plays
are sold In every capital of Europe.
The contract issued by the managers of Dublin theatres is worded
after the cne adopted years ago by
British circuits.
The only difference in its present form is a heavy
underline beneath the phrase, "If
this theatre should bo closed through
an act of Providence," an idle clause
in most, contracts, but so pertfnent
in tho current crisis that many
artists not previously contracted for
Ineist

upon a compromise and modi-

fication of the paragraph.
ever, one of Dublin's most

How-

prominent managers told me so long as
his house remains standing he will
give performances, if need be at
daybreak.
The late Stanley Murphy, a keen
and accurate observer in the study
of music, used to sing a medley of
Irish folksongs to prove his contention that the Irish had but two
major emotions the very gay and
the very sad. In this tragic hour
the people seem to accentuate this
characteristic.
My second night in
Dublin witnessed tho worst cannonading sinco 1916; a bedlam of
firing throughout the night, yet the
following morning on their way to
church the people were laughing
and calling out to one another
across the streets.
One little old
lady,
her eyes twinkling,
said:
"B'God I'll have one more Sunday
under me belt anyway."
Perhaps the most dangerous element in the killing of one Irishman
by another Is tho spirit of martyr-

—

dom

held by the "Irregulars." Recently in London tho two men who
shot to death Field Marshal Wilson

were hanged. They were reported
to have gone to tho gallows with all
of the fortitude and sublime confidence of immediate Heavenly reward attributed to tho early Christians.
A shocking and pathetic
attitude.

'
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toasted. This
one extra process
It's

gives a delightful

quality that can
not be duplicated
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VAUDEVILLE
KEITH'S BOOKING

FOLLOWING BAD SHOW

HOUSE LIGHTS TURNED

LOEWS

OFF ON RATE ACT

STATE AT INDIANAPOLIS

Friday, September 22, 1922

SONGS FOR SIDE LINE

"Trouble* of 1922" Hurt by "Hollywood Fo»he«" Both Shubert Units.
Minneapolis, Sept.

BY FREE LANCE WRITERS

20.

Faber and Burnett Fight Back
"The Troubles of 1922" opened Several in Other Business—
Sunday matinee at $300, at night It
Too Much Economizing Beat Penny Throwers
Hapdid $900 in a bad rainstorm.
The
tween Royalty Dates
pened at Lincoln Hip

—

Pop

25 — Formerly Played
— Negotiations Off for Former

Bill Starting Sept.

Vaudeville

Loew
Sun-

Loew's Staff, Indiana polls, which
been playing a straight picture
policy since last season will go Into
the Keith office for bookings as a
result of a pooling arrangement between Loe/w and the Keith people.

consummated
was
The deal
Wednesday. The house will play
six acts of vaudeville and feature
continuously,
pictures
or "State
Lake policy" and will be booked
through the Keith pop department.

UNIT

SHOW PUBLICITY

TO BE COUNTRY-WIDE
Campaign
of

Calling

for

—

Outlay

Advertise$25,000
ments and Billboards

The house was erected two years
The Affiliated Theatres Corporatgo by Loew's and local capitalists
at a cost of over $600,000. It will tion will start a country-wide pubThe an- licity campaign within the ensuing
be renamed the Palace.

have been definitely aban-

doned.

The State will open with the
It
played
Keith bills Sept. 15.
Loew's vaudeville last season and
opened this season with pictures.
nature of Shubert vaudeville, and
to point out the distinction between
it and straight vaudeville.
MAE WEST'S "HUSSY"
The campaign will be of an edu-

stories
special
nature,
Farce cational
Collaborating on
about the type of entertainment ofComedy Will Appear in It
fered by Shubert vaudeville supplementing advertising in the newsMae West has given up continu- papers.
ing in vaudeville. Instead the forappear
mer "single" turn is to next
in a farce comedy she has written
D0WLING SEES HIS UNIT
in collaboration with Adeline LeitzEddie Dowling's Shubert unit,
bach.
"My Radio Girl," is playing the
The title given to the piece is Crescent, Brooklyn, this week, and
•The Hussy."
he did not see the show until it
opened there Monday, being tied up
KASTLE SUED FOE DIVORCE with "Sally, Irene and Mary," in
William Kesselman, known pro- which he is featured. He appeared
fessionally as Billy Kastle and en- in the unit show at the matinees,
gaged In vaudeville producing, was except Wednesday and Saturday,
served with summons and complaint singing several numbers and getting
In
divorce proceedings filed by in a plug for the triple titled attracHenry R. Rosenberg, attorney for tion at tho CasiiK-.

—

Fay Kesselman,

last Friday.

Naomi

Childs, said to be in the chorus of
burlesque
"Pell Mcll," a Mutual

show,

named.

is

The complaint charges Kastle and
the co-respondent lived at the St.
Margaret hotel, New York, in July
as man and wife, registered as Mr.
and Mrs. N. Childs, and that they
have continued to live together. The
Kesselmans were married in 1918
and have a three-year-old son. The
wife asks $100 weekly for the support of the child pending the proceedings. The husband is of the
olllce of Morris & Kastle.

ASSAULT AND SALARY SUIT
Helen Blossom
dancer,

(Bowen),

now with Al
begun

has

bo,"

Jolson's

two

a

toe

"Bom-

suits against Meyer
vaudeville dance act pro-

One is for $1,417, due on a
contract, and the other is for $6,000
for assault. Roth claims evolve from
this contract, the alleged assault resulting when Golden allegedly attacked her and took the contract
forcibly away from her.
Miss Blossom, a legal minor, is
suing through her parents, Hyman
and
Esther
Rowen.
Samuel
Schwartxberg is acting for the plain tirf.
She is asking at the rate of
$45 a week.

UNIT'S CHICAGO SCALE
Chicago, Sept. 20.
Shubert-Garrick, with its
vaudeville poMcy, is charging
a top of $1.50 for weekday nights
ttn
$2 top for Saturday and Sunday. This is the same scale as last
season at the Apollo theatre.
The Englewood which is playing
tl.<> same unit shows is charging
$1

Tho

This price

Pol

ice,

i>u

the

cents more than
Orpheum big time

at

the
tinction of the stage lights.
It is a rare thing in Chicago, let
alone this house, for penny throw-

this

Shubert
vaudeville
route,
the
"Hollywood
Follies,"
Finklea
steln
Rubin attraction.
The
'Troubles'' piece unit was put out

&

by
Davidow & Le Maire, with
George Jess,
starred.
l

At the Affiliated offices in New
York this week, it was stated the
show is to undergo

"Hollywood"
repairs,

but to continue travelling

meantime.

The condition as mentioned

at
Minneapolis is not unlike many
similar ones on burlesque wheels, a
bad show preceeding a good one,
injuring its follower seriously and
usually denoted by light receipts
at the opening performances.
In
burlesque with the weekly rotation
it is said that a bad show will hurt
the next two ones, while two bad
shows in succession might spoit a
house for some time.

ONCE MOSS MANAGER
J.

C.

and Union

Hill

—$1

on Unit Route

—Was

Customers
Time With

at

Central, Jersey City, the first half
of the week and the Lincoln, Union
Hill, N. J., the last four days of
the week beginning next Monday.
Weber and Fields open at tha
Central Monday night. Fally Mar-

kus

will book independent vaudeville into the Central the lats four

failed last

days.

atrical people.

play the

of subsistence.

Archie dottier at present is reported "cleaning up" in life insurance and finds time to write tunes
for Stark & Coj^an in the evenings.
Eugene West is going out jn advance of a road show; Walter Donaldson and others are resorting to
vaudeville not so much as a
medium as a steady source

ried stock

week

In something
artistic. In their

engage
less

tical

advantage

in

a mundane pur-

suit.

Bach February and August when
royalties were declared tho songsmiths' flush with a couple of thou-

sand dollars were wont to "blow it
in" In a short space of time and
then hound the publishers for advances against their royalties. This
has not worked out to the writer's
best advantage.

for $500,000.

Rabiner himself knew many theThree years ago ho
The Central has been an indepen- was house manager for U. S. Moss
Billy
McDermott
was added
and
had
Charge
of the Hamilton
dent
vaudeville
house.
Wednesday to the Dowling company
It played
Arthur Klein's "Hello. Everybody," for a time. At one time he was
at the Crescent.
with
S.
B.
Kellor.
the agent. When
following with another unit for the
"SANDY" ON TRIAL
following first half. The house did he opened the branch office in the
CARL McCIJLLOUGH IN TRADE excellent business, scales lower than Romax building he had as manager Gus
Edwards'
Scotch
Protege,
of the customers' room Harry First.
a dollar top.
San Francisco, S^-pt. 20.
Breaking Out, Out West
The scale will be raised the first the comedian. First resigned about
Carl McCuUoUgh, who was with
Faiuhon and Marco at "The Little half to $1 top. the units playing a month ago. The manager at the
Denver, Sept. 20.
Club" (cabaret) for the past two the house on a guarantee, accord- time of 'the failure was Frank
Tower.
Ous Kd wards has called on Judge
weeks, has given up his professional ing to report.
A notice was posted on the office Ben B, Lindsay to help him mancareer and "gone into trade."
He
door informing callers that the
has opened a gents' furnishing store
United States Court had taken pos- age "Sandy" with the result that
BIG CUE GAME
here.
session and referred all inquiries the Scotch boy has promised to
His business manager is announced as William Haic. of the Vaudeville Route Dependent on to Ross & Kaufman, attorneys for walk In tb*s straight and narrow
the receiver. The notice was signed path.
Cannefax Winning
former vaudeville team of Haig and
by William J. Cunningham as re"Sandy" is Alexander Milne, a
Byron.
Bob Cannefax, former three- ceiver.
16-year-old native of Glasgow, Scotbilliard
cushion
land. He was on Ellis Island when
champ of the
D0BS0N IN UNIT SHOW
world, will play John Lay ton. the
Edwards first saw him and the proOLD TIMERS
due r was so impressed by the boy's
I rank Dobson. the comedian, has present title holder, next month for
cleverness he vouched for his good
been added to the ca.st of Jack the largest stake ever held before
Singer's "Hello Now York."
Dob- a cue pusher. He has a vaude- Mae Wessler and Ed Coe Join as conduct and got him admitted to
Man and Wife
the country.
For two years he
son will go into the show at As- ville contract for 36 weeks at $700
has been with Edwards, either in
toria. L. I., the last half of this a week with a partner, contingent
The
on
marriage
his
winning.
happened Sept. i<5 his revue or doing an act on the
The usual purse
week.
The comic has been prominent In ami annual salary goes with it, in New York of Mao Wessler and same bill. He behaved himself very
Kd Coo, friends for many years and well until recently* and showed
burlesque and also appeared in sev- as we!!, from the billiards soui
Tho match will be played in St. both musicians.
some signs of getting beyond the
eral vaudeville acts produced by
Miss Wessler professionally has control of his manager.
Cannefax is a prominent
Charles Maddoek.* He was secured Louis.
bom
known
Friar,
and
as
won
his
•
character comechampionship
When the act arrived in Denver
to bolster up the comedy end of the
dienne and a cornetist.
in that clubhouse from De Oro.
Mr. Coe, to play the Orpheum, Edwards
Singer unit.
Who is a musician and appeared in called in his personal friend, the
blackface, was a member of the famous juvenile, court judge and
BEE PALMER'S ACT
former variety team of Steele. Doty asked f >r help. A mock
MARX BROS., UNIT FEATURE
trial was
and
Harry
Coe.
will
Weber
produce
12a
arranged and "Sandy" was arrested
The Four Marx Brothers and their
I'd brought to court.
vaudeville act, of eight people In all, people miniature musical conu.lv
He was
.\1
"TOWN TALK" LAYING OFF asked about a "tall blonde" in Salt
were engaged last week for a Shu- with Bee Palmer featured.
Siegel, who will also be in the cast,
Barney Gerard's "Town Talk" Lake.
bert unit show
It was expected
"I was asked by a lassie to dance
early this week they would be as- wrote the music. Jack Lait is doing will not open at the Park, ITtica, N.
signed to the "Hollywood Follies," tho book.
V.,
Sept.
as scheduled.
The a wee bit. She was no so tall. She
Tho art Is described as a minia- show will lay off the week for re- was na more tall than 'alf a *ead
a unit production that is to be imture "Music Box Revue," title and vlsement.
proved while on tour.
shea and Carrol are out taller than mnsel'. I danced wl"er,
idea being kepi secret. The 12 people of the vaudeville section, with other n,lt I dinna run awaa.
She llv< d
Will Include a number of special changes in the personnel
and book hi the same hotel and went to her
INDIAN DANCER BREAKS ARM musicians in tho orchestra pit.
contemplated. 'Town Talk" played room when I went to mine," he
Princess White Deer, Indian danMiss Palmer and Siegel op. n at Baltimore last Week, laying off this answered.
cer
in
"Tho Yankee Princess," the new Oriental Cafe, New Or- week on account of a hitch over the
He was also accused of .ippoar• hop loft arm dining a
rehear- leans, tomorrow (Sept 23) for a Springfield, Mass., house, that the [tag in tha hall of a Chicago hotel
sal at The Xew Amsterdam, New three weeks' stay.
(Jeorge Chan, Afi'liated were to haw booked.
" 1" night shirt, and when Edrk.
The dancer w.s unable to rho owner Of this newest New OrWards rent him to his room he
open with the attract on at Ford's, leans hostelry, has
a two weeks'
alh
out
the girls of the comBaltimore, this w< ek, but will he additional option.
CHISTNUT ST/8 DELAY
Lee Kraus
fpany: "c n c on ladies,
h ive taken
back in the en t t< r the N< w York
rho booking, calling for $1 750
'1
The
Sfcfstnut
it off."
Street
Sandy
opera
denied this entirely.
house
!''• mi< r .a
the Knick<
.<„ ker.
for the two,
Philadelphia, scheduled to open with
Aft»r a very funny half hour—
Shubert vaudevill e units Sept. 17. funny for the others in court but
will remain d.irk until Monday, Oct. not lor Sandy
the judge said IT**"
MEHLINGER-MEYER DISSOLVE
PEGGY JOYCE AS AN ACT
to correct a
2,
violation of
the was afraid he would have to send
Artie Mehjlnger and George W.
San Francisco, Sept. 20.
building laws.
boy
hack
the
to
Scotland if he did
Meyer have dissolved their vaudePeggy Joyce is back In town and
The house came under the atten- not stop eh tvlng like a c ike
ville part!!.
h p.
Mehllnger p<
reported to be negotiating with the tion of the building
The
boy
broke
department
just
down
and cried and
in a new act at tho Coliseum,
New Orpheum theatre for a special ap- prior to the opening date, and was then Judge Lindsey told
him it was
York, this Week with Walter Don- pearance.
Oliver Morosco,
with ordered to repair a defective wall al a j'ke. but was Intended to
aldson.
whom she is associated, was in con- which resulted from the demolish- frighten him and make him behave.
AH three are song writers.
ference last week with Harry Singer. ing of a building next door.
The boy said he would.
.1

:

>

<

i

BLAME RADIO;

i

—

In

l

r.«

J

of in-

Cry." is a real estate man in New
Orleans; Irving Maslof is with a
cloak and suit firm by day and a
songwriter at other times.
The universal contention formerly that songwritlng is a good
business as a side-lino is being
worked out practically.
With all
the bad "breaks" and inner angles
a free-lance ha3 to contend, they
have decided, as if automatically

I

the

"plug"

come; Jack Caddigan and '•Chick*
Story are in political and business
pursuits in Boston; Harold Weeks
has a music shop in Seattle and
songwritea on the side; N. 3, Cleat,
author of "I'm Sorry I Made You

'

«

be-

spare moments.
One of the most successful freelance songsmiths today was a notorious saloon hunger-on in the old
days.
He now fills in his spare
hours to more lucrative and prac-

One

E. S. Keller

Scores of stage people who cartrading accounts In the
Romax building branch of J. C.
Rabiner & Co. called there Monday
morning when they learned that the
United States Court had taken over
the business .of the bankrupt, who

will

means

Inspired, to
practical, if

Had Many Actor

C. Rabiner

Top

The Shubert units

is

.

BANKRUPT BROKER WAS

ing.

JERSEY SPLIT

with the result songwritlng

coming an avocation to them now
where it formerly was the sole

i

the

One of the biggest magazine men
the country is quoted .is stating
that the reading of Action periodicals has (alien oft 30 per cent, within tho last six months.
The slump is an entire puzzle to
the circulation managers, who advance as the only reasonable cause
the spread of the radio.

was most unsavory, and
incident was closed by the ex-

Burnett

Excepting at Omaha,

i

h<

at

a few minutes Faber and Burnett
passed up the incident, but when
it was repeated Earl Faber stepped

has grown
wise to the fact that months of
show- close economizing -in between roying is ascribed to tho fact that
alty
dividends isn't worth while
"Troubles'*
is
following on
the
$4,000.

|

Saturday and Sun-

and double those charges
Columbia for those

ance. The individual or individuals
in the balcony threw pennies at
this team while on the stage. For

for she free-

He

I

I

top.

day night some one in the balcony
took exception to their perform-

a new era

is

songwriter.

l',"..

new

day are

of the evening, which was the first
of the day. They were next to closing on the bill.
On the closing performance Mon-

There
lance

WED

New York

Supremo Court
Golden,
ducer.

Lincoln Hippodrome the first half
of this week. They opened smoothly
and did very well on the first show

out and intended to diplomatically
fortnight that will last for three explain the actions of the offenders
weeks or more, and call for the ex- in the balcony were as pitiful and
penditure of upwards of $23,000 in as foolish as could have been done.
However, Faber got tangled in
the dailies over the circuit In cities
his lines and his temper got the
holding Shubert vaudeville stands.
better of him. He retaliated on the
Billboards will also probably be penny throwing by calling those reused to some extent. The general sponsible "punks" and "if you come
idea of the Shubert vaudeville pub- down here I'll punch you in the
licity drive will be to acquaint the nose."
the
with
public
theatre-going
The impression left by Faber and

nouncement that the State will
play the pop price Keith bills probably means that negotiations by
Keith's for the former Gus Sun
houses at Toledo and Indianapolis
now booking through the Pantagcs

"Single"

20.

most unpleasant and sad experience occurred in the engagement of Faber and Burnett at the

lias

office,

Chicago, Sept.

A

Booked Houses

previous week -end at Des Moines
the show played to $2,000 in three
days, and the first half of the week,
opening Sunday at Omaha, it did

t

VAUDEVILLE
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COMEDY AND FEATURE ACT

30 big

Time full salary

SCARCITY TO SHOVE UP SALARIES

weeks; 17 west, 13 east

.

—

Unlikely All Could Be Played in One Season Other
Houses on Keith and Orpheum Circuits CutSalary Weeks

and Agents Believe Another Month Will
Change Salary Condition Supply and Demand

Acts

—

Will Regulate

It
*.

The stand taken by

vaudeville,

regarding cuts In salaries
is reported may cost them thousands of dollars, if a real material
shortage occurs within the next
circuits

month.

Hundreds of
week to week

TWO MARITAL

REPRODUCE KEITH SHOW

SUITS

WITH PHONE AMPLIFIER

PASSED ON BY COURT
Fink's

Reference

—

Irregular,

Syracuse

Spilled

Bill

Over

Keith routes for the current season contain 12 full salary weeks
east of Chicago, and booked out of
the Keith office itself. The Palace,
New York (booked by George Gottlieb through the Orpheum Circuit
offices in New York), is at times
a full salary week, and at other
time not, raising the list of full

acts are playing from
Says Opinion Lotta Miles'
at the cut salaries
by Apparatus Used
salary weeks in the east tentatively
offered this season rather than acSeparation Plea Fails
For Handling Speeches
to 13.
cept a route at the same cut. The
In His Latest Comedy Classic
The Keith booked full salary
acts believe a shortage does exist
"THE FAILURE"
weeks in Greater New York are the
and that the lav of supply and deTwo professionals received legal By Stanley Bruce and Two Other
Syracuse, N. Y., Sept. 20.
Riverside and Orpheum (Brooklyn).
mand will shortly place them in a set-backs in the New York Supreme
Authors
position where the present offers Court Wednesday in
This week (Sept. 18), Keith's
For the first time in the United The others include Keith's Bostheir respecColonial, New York.
will go by the boards and they will tive suits arising
Philadelphia,
Cleveland, InStates, a complete B. F. Keith ton,
over marital difKeith's
week
(Sept.
25),
Next
dianapolis, Washington, Cincinnati;
be in a position to dictate terms.
ferences.
In Ida H. Fink's suit Royal, New York.
vaudeville program was amplified in
Especially is this believed to be against her songwriter-cabaret
Temple,
Detroit;
Shea's,
Toronto
pro- Direction THOS. J. FITZPATRICK this city Friday night.
The per- and Buffalo, and the Davis, Pittstrue of comedy and feature acts. ducer husband, Henry Fink, JusOpen for New York Production
next to closing big time low com- tice Burr refused to confirm the
formance, through the use of a burgh.
Shea's. Toronto, in past seasons a
edy turn was ready to compromise report of Referee Valentine Taylor
$35,000 Western Electric amplifier,
the booking offer and accept a $50 recommending a decree for Mrs.
installed on a truck in front of the cut salary week became a full salary
weekly reduction.
The dickering Fink. Justice Burr held that the
,local B. F. Keith playhouse, was engagement this season.
continued until the act reached the testimony of the various witnesses
The Maryland, Baltimore; Keith's.
audible for a radius of approxiPalace, New York, and scored. Im- has not been properly signed as
Providence, and Keith's, Syracuse,
mately half a mile.
mediately the act refused to accept required by rules and the report
There was no advance announce- remain in the cut salary class as
ment of the stunt because of its heretofore, with Keith's Royal, Ala cut over last season's salary and was referred back to the referee
countered with a demand for more for adjustment.
experimental nature, and the sud- hambra, Colonial, 81st Street and
This does not
24
Ohio Playing den
than received last season. Several affect any leave for further re- Opens Sept.
break in on the ether of the Bushwlek, Brooklyn, likewise remore consultations followed^ the newal. The report originally also
Keith overture, with the vaudeville taining their former cut salary
Legitit— State Seats
matter finally reaching a stage recommended tie mother be given
program following, created general classification in the Keith office.
where the act turned down a "raise" custody of the two children.
interest. The Keith show this week
The Moss houses around New
# 4,000
_4
)
and at the present writing is about
ran strongly to music and was well York playing small big time like
Three cabaret dancers and a
the
to sign with a musical comedy.
innovation.
There
81st Street, and which includes
suited
for
the
"beautiful blonde" figured in the
The Affiliated circuit, playing
Another instance was the forma- proceedings against the author of
was a large crowd in front of the the Flatbush (Brooklyn), Coliseum,
tion of a two-act containing a low the songs, "Curse of an Aching Shubert vaudeville unit?, has an- theatre throughout the evening.
Hamilton and Broadway, New York,
comic fronvburlesque.
The team Heart" and "I Wasted My Love On nounced through I. H. Herk 'that the
The amplifier that the Keith classed as "show" houses generally,
broke in the act and "showed" at You," Ttfrs. Fink alleges her hus- Shubert units will play Loew's people used was brought to Syra- are in the cut salary class. The
3250, asking $200 weekly for a band to have
cuse
to carry the address of Gov. same applies to the Proctor houses
a $10,000 annual in- State, Cleveland, beginning Sunday,
While the come.
route or three years.
Nathan L. Miller to all parts of. the 5tb Avenue, 23rd Street, 125th
Sept. 24.
turn was playing the "cut salary"
New
York
State Fair grounds. The Street and Newark. Keith's Harlem
The second professional marital
"Echoes of Broadway," the Buthouses it scored heavily.
At the mix-up is Lotta Miles' separation
apparatus Is modeled after that Opera House and Jersey City are
It
ler unit, will open the house.
Riverside, New York, their first big ruit
against Raymond Anthony is a modern one, of 4,000 seating given its initial tryout when Presi- also show houses with the cut
time week with the salary matter Court, from whom she asked $150
dent Harding spoke at the inter- salary obtaining.
capacity. The State discontinued
After the River- weekly alimony and
•till In abeyance.
With about 17 houses on the
$1,000 counsel Loew's
season, ment of the Unknown Soldier at
last
vaudeville
Bide they played the Orpheum, fee to no avail.
Orpheum Circuit operating with
Justice Marsh de- switching to a straight picture Arlington.
Brooklyn, another big timer, and cided "repeated intoxication
full salary the big time full salary
is not policy.
repeated the success.
They then alone a cause for separation in this
Percival Wilde, playwright, has weeks possible for an act to play, if
The State is almost next door to
demanded more than $300. The final state. It seems not always to have
written a book, "The Technique of booked for the Orpheum and Keith
the new Keith big timer, which is
Offer to them was C500, which was
the One Act riay," which Little, circuits during the same season, and
been considered a serious matter scheduled to open in Octobbr.
turned down and they signed else- in this household.
hardly likely, totals 30 weeks.
The plaintiff
The State announcement may Brown & Co. is publishing.
where.
seems to have been the first to mean that the Miles houses in
The belief that comedy acts and leave the liiome.
Moreover, she Cleveland and Detroit are through
feature turns are scarce is sub- seems adequately supporting
her- negotiating for Shubert vaudeville.
stantiated by the agents and by self in the profession of
her choice." Both of the Miles stands are now
acts that have received "suggesMiss Miles, an advertising figure playing Pantages roadshows.
tions'* as
to new partners and
in tire advertisements and more
The Ohio, Cleveland; which played
frame-ups.
latterly of the "Fifty-Fifty, Ltd." Shubert vaudeville last season will
and "Linger Longer Letty" com- continue to play legit attractions.
panies sued her husband for separa-» The Ohio was to have been the
tlon on the grounds of cruel and Cleveland stand for the units, but
John and Lillian Conroy retired inhuman treatment and abandon- objections from the Hannah Estate
from the Watson Sisters "Stolen ment, alleging this caused her to to the change of policy stopped it.
Bweets" Shubcrt unit, following the seek a livelihood via the stage.
The acquisition of the State folengagement in Minneapolis last Court countered that she voluntar- lowed conferences between the
week.
ily left his hearth and home to go
Shuberts, I. H. Herk and the local
on tour with theatrical produc- capitalists who are stockholders in
Harry Einberg, for several years tions. He says his income Is only the State. The Affiliated group are
trlth the I. H. Herk enterprises, has $100 weekly and that Miss Miles
guaranteeing the owners $4,000
been appointed office manager for made over $10,000 last year. He weekly, according to sources close
Dave Marion, with headquarters In mentions his particular aversion to to all concerned.
Kew York.
having her join theatrical troupes,
but which wish she did not respect.
Cleveland, Sept. 20.
Gene Doyle has Joined "Whirl of
Shubert vaudeville started to adNew York."
vertise it had secured Loew's State
SPIEGEL IMPROVING UNIT
The Max Spiegel Shubert unit immediately It gained possession.
Joe Maxwell has been assigned to
"Echoes of Broadway," with Eddie
the management of the Shubert, show, "Plenty of Pep," that played
last week to failing business at Nelson, opens there next Monday,
^Pittsburgh. The house will play the
Hartford, had an open week for the with the Jimmy Hussey unit followUnits.
ing Oct. 8.
current term.
The time is being improved by
The advertising copy toays the
Mrs. Pemberton has been apkeepkig
the
show
in
units travel like Ziegfeld "Follies"
rehearsal
in
pointed press representative for the
New, York, and attempting to im- and the Winter Garden shows. It's
Central, playing the Shubert unit
prove it.
the first time the Shuberts have ever
Shows in New York.
Weston and Eline were released paid to advertise a Ziegfeld or ErMonday
by Max Spiegel from langer attraction.
Rose and Moon will join the
"Plenty of Pep." The team objected
Local report is that the Shuberts
Gerard's "Town Talk" next week.
to the No. 2 spot.
Several other are paying Loew's $75,000 annually
Shea and Carroll left the show players
doing "drunk" bits in the for the house. Another says Loew's
Saturday.
show also figured in the withdrawal. retains an Interest, with a weekly
Alto out of the show are Harris guarantee. It has been surmised for
"Nathal," thK? monkey man, arand
Romeo.
some time Shubcrt vaudeville would
(GIRLIE)
_
(SOLOMONOFF)
rived in this country on the "La
Added to the "rep" unit are Cha- land the State* as Loew's has been
in "TERPSICHOREAN TID-BIT8*
France" Thursday (Sept. 21). The
pelle and Stinette, with Chappy and placing its best pictures elsewhere.
foreigner will go Into the cast of
Orpheum, Duluth, Next Week (Sept. 24)
his "Hot Dogs." a colored band, and Cleveland
Direction
is ovcr-theatred not alone
FORKIN8
"The Rote Girl," the Shubert unit.
Townes and Franklin.
The Act With a 100% report. Note the above pose
in its vaudeville but in the picture
Another importation, "Hooch and
the
field
controlling
well,
Loew's
woman
novelty
as
Pauly." a man and
latter through a pooling arrangeturn, will go into the same cast.
CINCINNATI OPENINGS
NOT TO INTERLINE CONTRACTS
GAITES FIXING, TOO
ment.
Cincinnati. Sept 20.
The Joseph M. Gaites unit show
When sending contracts to their
Palo
and Palet, the musical
The Shubert unit show. "Laughs
on
the
Shubert vaudeville circuit
arts,
hereafter, all Keith , agents
Clowns, were added to "Reunited," and Ladies." opened at the SlAbert
UNITS AT KEENEY'S
must enclose a letter with the con- is undergoing repairs.
the Weber and Fields unit.
Mat- to a capacity house Sunday night.
It Is called "Give Me a Thrill"
thews and Ayres are reported as
tract*, Instructing the aet not to
Grand opened frith 'The O'Brien
Newark. N. J., Sept. 20.
going into the cast following the Girl," with some paper reported it!.
The opening of Shubert units In iiiterline or in any way write in and was revised from the legit proivi, i.«i engagement
hilt not over twn.ihlr^ full
Tim Newark was given a rote of dignity additional Conditions other than ductton Gaites made of "Love for
K**b>" thai kta.- cd Kitty
local theatregoers seem to believe II
by the presence of notables, brought v hat Ifle cor.t a< a'l ad v
ions ago.
Henry Dixon's "Midnight Revels" Is a No. 2 with Ad. i Mae Weeks to Newark through the efforts of This i«? in accordance v. ith an order
issued by W. J). V.
ith to the
encountered a wreck at Madison, leading.
Manager Smit h.
Keith
Wis, Sunday while traveling from
Hanlon
Following Balieff
Bert
(formerly
Keeney's)
Keith's had big house to sta t the
agents.
The Shubert
St. Paul, and the journey consumed week with, and at the Olympic a
The ord<r resulted from a custom
Bert Hanlon, the comedian, 1k»*
been renovated and redecorated.
2G hours to get to Chicago. The trip fair crowd saw the opening.
rig
adding been signed by the Shuberts for a
recently
of
acts
"The Bit* Girls" has evidently
new Russian production to be progenerally takes 10 hours. The show
been developed since opening, but i: clauses to Keith contra* <, with dl
is laying off in Chicago this week
Chas. J. Lammers is stage man- still needs more comedy, though agreements and confusion over just duced thii fall. Hanlon is to do the
and will open at the Knglc.vood ager of the Hippodrome, Dai:
holding plenty of life anJ color. It what Ihe contract called <••! coming comedy
announcing,
similar
to
theatre on Sunday.
Xexas,
move* with speed.
up fienuently.
Balieff in the "Chauve Souris."
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SYRACUSE DISAPPOINTED

FOR WEAK-MINDEDCARNIVAL SWINDLE

State

NT'

—

—
—

—

Attractive

While at the job of denning up 'mitt" from house to house, begThe men. too.
the concessions don't overlook the ging in the stores.
never working but always on t'.ie
"init joint"--the "palmists." "phn n
ologists" and the rest of the 'mitt prowl, are continually in trouble
In the old dayi
reading," "nut grabbing' and other with the police.
Now they
fortune telling fokei and swindle* they traded in horses.
a
Tho fortune telling racket is
buy and sell automobiles, stolen
rank fake and a raw swindle, cars often figuring.
whether dished up as palmistry,
The genuine Gyps? is resourceful,
(nut is always well supplied with ready
phrenology
reading,
"mitt*
(second cash and is usually able, with the
clairvoyanoo
grabbing),
sight), card reading (laying the aid of a Rood lawyer, to squirm out
boards), or any other form of steal- of his difficulties without having to
ing money under the pretense of turn to the carnival manager to
foretelling the future.
help to "spring" him.
These charlatans have long sln^e
Many "Mitt Joints"
been driven off of the map in most
There are many types of "mitt
civilized countries, and tho United
joints," ranging from the elaboStates is about the only field left
rately staged "Gypsy Oamp" to the
these fakers

Ho was

Syracuse, N. T.

where

can operate.
All of the carnivals of the cleaner
type have eliminated the native

Gypsy fortune

tellers from the midway, but most of the shows large
or small still sell fortune telling
privileges to so-called legitimate
readers.

—

—

hard to tell
lesser evil, for with
it is usually a case
bad as the other and
It

is

which

is

the

fortune tellers
of "one Uj.as
a darned c ight
worse."
A fortune teller of the
palmist or card reader kind cannot
make money enough to pay concession rental and ordinary expenses
with straight 10-cent readings.
All Crooks and Swindlers
It is doubtful if the genuine native Gypsies ever got away with
any really big money, but they were
nlways an eyesore to the midway.
They were dirty and every tribe
carried with it a horde of d rtyfaced children who spent thMr time
around the Fhows begging money.

They had

their

own methods

of

wheedling the coin from the comeons and "crossing the hand with
silver." Soiling worthless stones as
"good luck" charms was a part of
the proRram.
In the daytime when the midway
in rlc'sed the Gypsies penetrate to
• 11 parts of tho town, working th?

single reader, who works in one
small tent, reading palms and relying for extra money on card readTho fuings and lucky charms.
tures are prepared photographs,
which, until dipped in water, are
The chumps readily pay
invisible.
from a quarter to a dollar for a
picture of the future wife or husband. The lucky charms are pur-

New York and

of

Working

There are a number of Turks.
Arabs and Syrians In the fortune
telling business and these have their
own distinct and separate methods.

They construct their booths along
Oriental lines and tho readers are
attired in long white gowns with
red fez or white turban.
Many
make a specialty of crystal gazing
and secure the confidence of their
all

by

•lients

telling their

in

tho road, was a
picturesque portrayal of a Romany
Camp, built within an enclosure
with small tents, camp fire and a
big tent in which the. cashier sat
at a cash register, and which was
used as a general waiting room.
Tho readers (American women),
garbed as Gypsies, worked in small
tents, on a percentage basis and
would ring a small bell to call the
cashier, who received the moneys.
The cost of a reading would be 25
cents, for which the boob would be
told that he was "very fond of
music, kind hearted and generous."
The "gyp" was usually worked by
stinging the comc-on for answering
questions.

seldom seen on

name. Once

this is accomplished and the full
confidence of the mark is secured,
it is easy for these smooth talkers
to work into big money, all of which
is
done by various schemes and
promises.
The Oriental method of telling
names Is to get the number of letters in the name, together with the
first letter.
The faker then consults
a prepared list of names, oftimes
hitting upon
quickly
the right
name. In case of failure, a second
trial invariably
briftgs
the
true
name to the front and the trick is
done.
Tho Orientals carried bright and

EVADING ATTACHMENT
Big Carnival

Chicago, Sept.

terious stunts, seemingly impossible feats of transcendental and psychic power.
They had one fault
and that was In their reckless methods of workigg. They used no Judg-

ment

and played no favorites.
Everyone with money was their
prey.
Hardly a week would pass
without some complaint from one"
source or another. Often "squawks"
would be serious, with the police

and DOOLEY
"WHAT WE CAN DO"
Direction:

ARRESTED FOR GAMBLING
Morgantown,

an oily

spiel,

telling

him

that

The Ringlings own enough circus
equipment to fit out several shows
besides the Barnum-Bailey property,
and could put out the Forepaugh
organization with only a minor investment. The Forepaugh title was
used by the Ringlings in association with James A. Bailey before the
Ringlings purchased the BarnumBailey circus from the Bailey es-

Tho Forepaugh

tate.

name

was

Nov.

later

than for the last few
travels ran up to

It's latest

five or six years ago, but
for the last ten days it did not show
21.

half the time, owing to weather
conditions. Transportation difficulties have cut the season short in
late October recently, the southern
railroads being clegged with cotton

movements in October.
The big show's route has been

\V. Va., Sept. 20.

Tennessee and into the Carolinas,
m< ving on Southern Railway lines.

Tho longest circus

rail

movement

on this and next week's routes

is

tho Sells-Floto Jump from Trinidad, Col., to Great Bend, Kan., a
distance of 367 miles over Sunday.

BERGER'S KICK
Los Angeles, Sept. 20.
John 8. Berger, promoter and
manager of the Pageant of Progress,

who

is being sued for divorce by his
wife, testified that the action on the
part of his wife's attorneys in tying

When state and county police
raided a* carnival operated at tho
Traction Park here recently seven
men were arrested on the charge of
operating games of chance. Five
paid fines of $25 each,
The proprietor of the carniv;i}
claimed he was operating under a
state license, but local officials ob-

for him to meet his obligations and
debts, and it was placing him in the
light of a dead beat.
Burger's activities in connection
with tho pageant have been very
much in tho limelight and he has
been the object of general knocking

jected to the system of operation.

and much

up his profits amounting to approximately $75,000, made it impossible

litigation.

AND CATERING
COMPANY
JAMES

it

took time for the spirits to work.

MORRIS & FEIL

among

CHICAGO CONCESSION

harmony. Speak no word of this
mortal man, but come direct to

When a come-on came with a
kick they .smoothed him over with

y..rk.

Moss' Broadway, Sew

circulated

me."

WARD

::.">>,

20.

The largest crowds in history of
the Kansas Free State Fair, at Topeka, last week passed through the
gates without paying a penny for
admission. Phil Eastman, secretary,
announced that the attendance for
the week was 340,000. Thursday and
Friday were tho banner days, with
an attendance each day of 80,000./
This week the twenty-second annual Kansas State Fair is under way
at Hutchinson, and promises to also
be the best in its history.

They are all clever readers of character and as unscrupulous as they
are clever.
The carnival managers rarely get
wise to tho true inside of their
racket.
So perfect is their system
it
is
eeldom even the smallest
squawk from a dissatisfied patron is
heard.
They would tell their subjects their names, ages, occupations
and addresses and with this strong
start, nothirtg was Impossible. They
made every kind of impossible prediction, always with cash In advance
but they made it plain to their patrons that "not one word was to
be
breathed outside of the circle or the
psychic price was broken." "if all
does not go as I promise it will bo
because the Pj.iriis nrc not working

iScpt.

was

report

published up to Oct. 2. which takes
it out of Texas into Louisiana, playing Shrcveport, La., Sept. 30, and
Fort Smith, Ark., Oct. 2.
The proposition of reviving the
Forepaugh name as a second string
outfit may be by way of reprisal
upon the French Lick circus coterie.
their airship ride concession. "With The Sells-Floto circus has been
a sheriff they visited the yards paralleling the Baxnum circus down
where the show was loading and the Pacific coast and through the
started to serve papers to attach southwest. Besides the Muggivantho property and cars of the show. Ballard people talk of running winAs they went to seize the property ter circuses the coming indoor sealoaded on wagons, an employee of son, and it is possible the Forethe show came up and flashed a paugh-Sells name might be us. «l to
bill of sale for the entire property blanket the prize property of the
to him.
Then the lawyers thought M.-B. group through the similarity
they could at least attach the rail- of names.
road equipment or the show. But
The Sells-Floto outfit has broken
here again tlvcy were foiled for away from the vicinity of the Ringeach of the cars they wanted to ling-B.-B. show, following the day
attach bore a plate saying "prop- and date stand at Phoenix, Ariz.,
-," with the name of Monday. The Ringling top proceeds
erty of
the manufacturer of the car being into Texas, which is prosperous
inscribed on the plate.
with high cotton prices, while the
Muggivan-Ballard outfit turns north
into Colorado and thence into KanBIG THREE ATTENDANCE
sas.
The Hagenbcck show is playing out of Western Virginia and
Kansas City, Sept. 20.

still at large ,and to be
found in remote towns and cities;
and here and there on the midway
of some good-sized and well-conducted carnival.
These men and
women are all past-masters of every
branch of second sight (telepathy)
and clairvoyance, although many
till use the old palmistry methods.

Next Week

Sure-

One of the biggest carnival comwomen. Their strongest clientele panies touring In this part of the
was always of the flapper and young country has a rather peculiar and
married women class. All were ac- smart way of avoiding the attachcomplished talkers and with their ment of its property or the enforcesoft foreign
accent, easily con- ment against the show.
vinced the weak minded and unsoThis fact came to light recently
phisticated of their power to "draw when attorneys attempted to attach
loved ones nearer" or to "bring tho show In an action brought
about a successful marriage," and to against tho carnival by a man who
otherwise perform all sorts of mys- was injured when a cable broke on

herents are

Playing Kslth's Hamilton,

Company Has
Way.

Fire

whom

Kow

A

years.'

the fortuno telling grift are the disciples
of the old Mickie Shea gang, the
majority of
are now serving
time in various state and federal
institutions, but of which a few ad-

New

Famous

They Own

weeks

plexion, with carefully curled mustaches, making them attractive to

in

Revive

Circus Title Which

—

»

to

May

Ringlings

The Ringling Bros.-Barnum and
was the Coney Island attractions the Ferris wheel, the merry- Bailey circus is slated to close Nov.
8 in Virginia.
This carries it two
go-rounds, and the whirls.

Real Highwaymen
The real "stick-ups" of

—ETHEL

NEW REPORT

outfit

behind them, often causing other
concessions to be closed.
Sometimes the whole show.
Carnival managers finally got wise
and refused to carry them and now
there are few around.

WALTER—

IS

part of the circus purchase from
the Bailey estate.
Incidentally, it
is understood that the money involved in the change of ownership
of the Barnum-Bailey circus and
the Buffalo Bill show was less than
tion of strong men. Hawaiian show
half a million dollars.
After the
with the ''cute girlies," a motordeath of Mr. Bailey, William F.
drome, and all the rest.
paid the estate $25,000 a year
Cody
Of "dirt" there was none, nor was
fcr the use of the show, providing
there any gambling games in operacanvas.
tion.
The State Fair officials won't its own
Tho Forepaugh-Sells show used
stand for either, and with 200 State
winter
to
on a farm near Columbus,
Troopers on duty at the Fair, there
was a lid tightly nailed down from O., but this property belonged to the
the opening day to the close of the Sells estate, and has been cut up
Fair. The best thing in the Dobyn into building lots.

Chicago
attractive equipment and were alfor $2 a gross and sell for whatways neat and clean about their
ever price the fortune teller can person.
They were mostly goodtalk the bewildered subject into
looking young men, of Hark compaying. The big Gypsy Camp, now

chased

SEASON

Sept. JO.

several years, the same old stuff was
there.
In fact, the principal tent,
with a 25-cent admission charge,
was the time-honored combination
that drew kicks from Fair patrons
during tho last few years.
The doped snakes, the fat woman,
the illusion which offers an apparently bodyless woman, "Whatislt,"
the glass wonder workers, and, last
but not least, tho double-headed
African giant were among the features in this side show.
There were the other usual side
shows strung along. Among them
were the usual racing -monkeys, the
athletic show with a prize collec-

^

Ways

t

SFJLLS-FOREPAUGH NEXT

outdoor showmen this week that the
Ringlings wero considering the revival of tho Forepaugh-Sells circus
for next season. The Ringlings own
Dobyn Shows, presumably a new the old established big top name
combination. While the Shows were and the revival of the
property
perhaps larger and more varied would require only the making of
a
than have held forth during the past new line of paper.

then referred to the

"Gypsy Queen,* who would answer
the desired questions and wind up
by explaining that "the queen"
never gave any readings for less
than $5. Sometimes boosters would
be used and by a system, and with
their help, larger sums would be
squeezed out of the marks who, too
embarrassed to put up a kick, would
cough up and go their way.
Different

Failed in
Novelties

Criticism of tho carnival attractions along the State Fair Midway
during the past several years
brought the assurance from the
Btate Fair Commission that there
would be a general clean-up, and a
brand new outfit offered at the 1922
Fair
exposition, held last week.
visitors, however, found the same old
slrje shows doing business.
This year's contract went to the

good mash could be nursed
along until he got warm and interested.

Commission

Promise of Midway

A

Come-ons Taken for Any Amount Gullibles Carried
Along: Faker Often Becomes Confidential AdOwners of Shows Unaware of Extent of
viser
Swindle Phoney Fortune Telling Usually Very

Fair

York.

All

shrewd and eapable workers,
(Continued on page ?)

!

McGRATH, Fresident
8 South Dearborn Street
Phone Randolph 1537

CHICAGO
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GAMES OF CHANCE OUT
OF CHATTANOOGA FAIR

—

Games"

Several Free

Chattanooga, Tenn.. Sept.

20.

will
be
All games of chance
barred at the Inter-State fair here
year, including merchandise
this
wheels and only games of a strictly
"science and skill" nature will be
permitted.
Many improvements have been
made at the fair and over $150,000
has been expended in the construc-

new

A new

buildings.

worthless stock cer- parade, including the bloodhounds.
tificates, that can be purchased— if
Felix Blei has joined the POlach
one knows Where, for a little more
than the cost of the printing. Now Bros. 20 Big Shows as gem ral
agent,
replacing Walter A. White,
Into
an
opbump
again
they
and
portunity of unloading a bunch of who has assumed the management
of
the
shows.
Diet, rated as i toj>As the exchange
this bunk script.
notch contractor, was with the
Is made in due legal fashion, the
Brown
& Dyer shows during the
deal is valid and within the law.
Lucky belts, costing about 50 early part of the season.
cents, have often been sold for as
Rex Rosselli. press agent for the
high as $100 to a chump. Fortune
tellers who know the racket can A. G. Barnes show, has been ill at
hotel in St. Louis. It is undera
take a sucker for his whole roll
and Fend him back home for more. stood that he is to resume work
They trim 'em and make 'em like this week.
of

Attractions

tion of

steel

carrying

and cement grand stand now replaces the old wooden structure and it. They come back for more and
an up-to-date swimming pool has the "mitt reader" prospers.
been added at a cost of $75,000.
A strong line of free attractions
have been hooked, including Dr.
Carver's Driving Horses, Gordon's
Fireworks, Kerslake's Pigs, Hardy
on the High Wire; daily aeroplane

and two big bands.
Anion^ the odd agricultural exhibits
will be statuary in butter and a
stunt

flying,

mamiiKi.ii map of Tennessee, built
of apples.
A radio station, (he
largest in Dixie, is another new feature.

The

Wort ham's

Shows-

Worlds Pest
midway at-

will furnish the

and railroad excursions
roads have been arranged for.
fail-, which will be held week
of Sept. 10, is under the management of Jos. K. Curtis, who. during
the feW years of his secretaryship,
has brought the fair from an ordinary e\tnt to one of the biggest
fairs in the south. Mr. Curtis is a
former newspaper man. and has
handled the publicity for big local
tract ion*,

on

all

The

amusements for years, lie u also
manager for Jersey Rlngels and
other famous stunt aeroplane

flyers.

"MITT JOINT" SWINDLE
(Continued from page

when

they

6)

saw a chump was getting

real hostile they would make themselves solid by "kicking back the
dough" (returning the money).

Bank

ATter a

Roll.

Some

of these slick grafters work
for big money and are able to talk
their victims out of a bank roll fcr
removing evil influences, or promising to satisfy some desire, restore
lost property or promote successful
business deals, «ic. On the arrival

of a new mark, the attendant presents a pad of paper requesting the
to write his name, age, address and cccupation.
He Is told
that it is purely personal and that
no one snail see the paper but him-

chump

He

self.

complies and

is

OUTDOOR ITEMS

Col. Mike Welsh and his brother
keep them on -their, list and con- John Welsh, owners of the o!d
tinue to squeeze money from them Welsh Bros, shows, have Organhs d
a unique overland M Uncls Toms
for long periods.
All of the workers have their Cabin." The show, which mows on
Skill peculiarities and many their spe- motor trucks, carries a full bund
Several made a practice and real old-fashioned "I'nele Tom"
cialties.

and

'"Science

Only

fated Empress of Russia, they bethe secret confidants and advisers to certain believers and they

come

told

to

burn the paper in the flame of a
candle, which Is on a nearby table,
or maybe he is told to put the paper
In bis pocket.
He then waits his
turn.
Meanwhile the attendant
slips a duplicate of the paper Just
Written and which has been obtained through a concealed carbon
paper In the writing pad. The bell
rings the mark Is ushered direct
Into the presence of the professor
who greets him with a dignified:
•'How do you do, Mr. Fink? Delighted to meet you!
Let me see,
you are a farmer are you not?
Quite so quite so. Please be seat-

Some of the so-called clairvoyants or spiritualists go so far as
to dress in a somi-priestly manner.
often starting their readings with
a brief mumb'ed prayer. Some refuse to touch any filthy money, but
will permit the "Jasper" to place
his coin on the Bible, a copy of
which lies in a convenient spot on
the table.
there are such sciences as
If
palmistry and phrenology it is well
enough, but no legitimate reader
could satisfy the lovesick maiden.
the farmer who wants to locate oil
on his land, an I the rest of the
average carnival and fair ground
visitors who patronize the "mitt

CIRCUS ROUTES
Ringling

S

22.

Las

L'o,

.7.

ill

N. M. 'afAtbuojUcrQuc;

Cf,

L'i>,
only);
Aniarilla. Tex.; Wichita Falls;
J-'oit
Worth: 28, Dallas; I#,

Magadochas;

»i>,

Forth Smith.

:.',

2l\

Las Vegas, N.

2."..
Trinidad.
Col.;
Kan.; 1*5. Wichita;

28,
.".<»,

Barlettsvllle,

Ureal
27,

Ok la.;

made whereby

in

'

i

fixed

i

bei ig

sum.

paid

oj:

the
tin-

Pancho

Villa,

the

i

,ts< ^

Warner, general agent for
is back from the

He

is

now

in Chicago.

The

Bailey eircus at San Franeiseo la-^t
week. Both ring stock and baggage
The carnival fortune teller must tups were set up on adjoining loirs
locate buried treasure* restore long- along with the dressing rooms anil
lost relative.! and
perform other cook tent.
Legitilikewise Impossible feats.
There was much unfavorable
mate readers would starve to death
and the crooked worker has merely talk regarding conditions on the
demand.
grounds a\. the Byberry County
evolved to supply a public
They are an abomination on any fair (Byberry is in the suburbs of
decent midway and they should go Philadelphia). It is said that all of
along with the "creeper." "hand the concessions were closed by the
The Dodson &
trlker." "tip ups." percentage wheels local authorities.
and the rest of the thieving Mores Cherry shows had the midway atthat are dragging the name of car- tractions. The D. & C. shows bears
a reputation for clean shows rind
nival into disrepute.
The carnival owner can not know all legitimate concessions In the
what goes on behind the drawn cur- past.
tains.
He has no means of discovE. J. Kiipatritk of the "Over the
ering how much a come-on has
been victimized for. A "mitt Joint"' Falls" com; any is back from a 10with one of the larger carnivals months' trip to Europe, where he
worked an oil man in Oklahoma foi- had been looking after the interests of his firm at Margate, Southls, 000 with the carnival owner unaware of It until the facts were dis- end, Blackpool and other resorts.
closed. The oil man paid $2,500 for
One of the strongest drawiti
a full week's readings, and then
traveled with the carnival for more cards on the midway at the Los
readings unfil he had spent the Angeles Industrial pageant was the
big water circus produced by W.
other $2,500.
H. ("Bill") Rice. Rice gave them a
strong program of all aquatic feaCHERRY LEAVES CARNIVAL tures, with a miniature reproducHanover. Pa Sept. 20.
tion of the New York Hippodrome
Wilber S. Cherry has left the Dod- disappearing ballet.
Inez Fanjoy,
son A Cherry shows, of whieh he acrobatic high diver, was a popular
was general agent and part owner. feature of the Rice circus. Local
The shows arc at the fair here this papers gave her plenty of space.
week.
King Perry has closed as press
agent with the Dodson & Cherry
Main Circus Closing
The Walter L. Main circus will shows to go ahead of a theatrical
close its season Oct. 15, winding up production.
as usual at Havre de Grace* Md.,
Lucille
Mulhall,
famous Wild
which is the show's winter quarters.
Joint."

i

Baton

L't;,

Natehes;

28.

Rouge;

27,

Vlcksburg, Miss.;

Miss.;

20.

2t,

Clarksdale.

there

was the

old

Philippine lady slashing uppereut*
and swinging hooks in approved
shadow-boxing form. The Yonkers

;

,

Jack Dempsey's heavyweight crown,
boxed a four-round judges' draw
wiih Jeff Clark, another dusky
gentleman, in an exhibition bout
Pitsslmmons happened to look bethat featured a benefit show FtaK«d
hind a door which opened on the
by the Collar City A. C. In Troy.

by
Fit/.simrnons,
featherBilly
weight of Yohkers, who was training with Flores for his contest.

N. V.. Monday night, for the benefit
of a new Catholic parish at Ballston
rider and daughter of Sack Lake. Frankie
Laureatte, Troy bov.
Mulhall, was the big feature at the won from "Wildcat"
Nelson of New
Pottawatomie? Indian fair at May- York in the main go of
12 rounds.
t tta,
Kan., la?t week. As a trick Wills was credited with
drawing a
and fancy roper Lucille has lost [good share of the 2,f»00
that atnone of her oil arts, and her daring tended the show, although

West

Laureatte
a box office magnet in. Troy. Tin*
negro heavyweight gave a good explause.
Ropers and rhlers from hibition, showing a nice left
hand,
T< xas, New Mexico and Wyoming a fair light and considerable
speed
were among the contestants.
for a big man.
Clark was much
too small for him. but tho erowd
A community circus is to be held was pleased with Wills' exhibition.
at San Diego. Cal.. Oct. 17-21. The Opinion differed as to the probable
BhOW will be for the benefit of the outcome of a fight between Wills
San Diego Zoological society and and Dempsey, t few* declaring that
the Mack would be victorious, but
all profits will go toward the enlarging of the Zoo Gardens in a majority holding (bat the white
Balboa park. George 8. Best, a champion would win.
Laureatte
local amusement man, wiil have the made a punching bag out of Nelson
in the in. in bout.
management of the circus.
The recipient
of the cracks broke his hand in th.«
The Walter L. Main circus played third round, according to an anthe State fair of Connecticut at nouncement later.
Hartford with surprising results
riding,

throwing

bulldogging
and
lariatgained her much ap-

is

i

Frank Wirth of the WIrth & Blumenfeld office did the booking. Bennie Krause furnished the riding
devices.

Prank Ilafley, better known as
California Frank and famous as a
producer oT small wild west shows,
Is back in the business. He is putting on "roundups," rodeos and wild
west shows as free grandstand acts
at fairs.

A

match between Jack Dempsey

Jack /Johnson is being talked
about, if it conies off the scrap will
not be attempted In tho U. &.. since
it is unlikely the athletic romml
sion of any St.-ifo will stand for t! »•
bout. Recently uher, Johnson u
ed to go on upstate the authorities
polntod thumbs down. Mexico City
Is the proposed meeting ground, and
there the heavies ought to get a ton
of money. That goes for a match
between Harry Wills and Johnson
here, and no objection to a bout of
that kind would be In order. Johnson may enter the ring In Philadelphia soon if the Dempsey idea falls
through, which is likely, since the
champion is going into vaudeville
again. Jack Thompson, a big black
who has been fighting around for
some years, has been nominated to
arid

,

Thompson
against Johnson.
fought Wills a number of times.
Most were no decision bouts and
several wore defeats for Thompson.
In one match Wills withdrew in the
second round, claiming to have
broken his hand.
go

The new baseball park

Now York American

of

the

league club,
hi fast ap-

known as the Yankees,

proaching completion. It la located
a bit beyond the Polo Grounds,

Harlem bridge at 155th
and about five minutes fur-

across the
street

on the elevated. Ths "two
colonels,"
Ruppert and Houston,
principal owners of the Yanks, an»
said to have expended 12,000,000 on
ther

in-

I

At. G. Barnes
Sept. 22, Thibadoux. La., matinee
only; ia -^ ». New Orleans; 25, Ham-

uel

new plant which, with accom00,000 persons, makes
the biggest capacity enclosure of
its kind in the country.
The pavilion is a triple deck structure,
though not as deep as the stands
in the Polo Grounds, where both
the Giants and the Yankees have
been holding forth ever since the
latter's plant was destroyed by fire
some yeart ago. It is understood
the Giants' owners hesitated ubout
giving the Yankees further use of
the Polo Grounds. For the privilege
uf playing home games there the
the

modations for
it

•

I I

29.

f-

\

.

i

Bunbury;

Phoenlsvllle,

Scrapper was told she did this every
How countryman-scrapper, Eman- day si the Filipino boys worked.
Flores, who won in the semi" J*oie attends every fight In which
show is in Arizona, with New iinal to the Villa- Buff bout, worked they participate. Snyder's Lake is
Mexico and Colorado to follow. The out In the gymnasium of Jimmie well known as a training quarters
show is playing but four stands in Gorman, Troy fight manager. An for pugilists who have
bouts
Arizona and only two in New aged woman of the same nation- scheduled in Troy and vicinity. All
Mexico.
ality Us the boxers was the feature local fighters of any consequence
of the Snyder'a Lake camp, cook- do their conditioning there.
The old circus lot out at Twelfth ing and taking care of her charges
and Market was entirely too small as she would a pair of twin babies.
Harry Wills, negro contender for
One peculiar instance was noted
to hold the Ringling Bros.-Barnum
I'd C.

Sells-Floto show,

coast.

the spot.

ances disappear automat cally and
mor k.-.-' 'is tickled to death,
the
return a of his own accord
a I'u
fllakt
p a m en t. oft n hi in gini; nu arm
61 friend*, all burning
r •! ult
to
this
mysterious and
<l
gil'.
hi^li prjest of cla rvoyanee.
have a
Thes»* rmooth bandits
different
cystems
of
thousand
working. They sometimes hang on
to their easily gulled cosfomeri for
Like Rasputin to the illyears.

Main

28,

2i>,

new American gymnasium and

n accord rind in nine
oul of ten troubles) and griev-

of.il

Tulsa;

weight champion, trained for his
with Johnny Buff at Snyder's Lake, a summer resort just
back of Troy. The Filipino and his

<

nek

23.

Bend,

ll\

.

i

M;

Contest

"Monkey" Tick!ed»to Death
many ases where lost propinvolved the article comes

in
erty

L.

Wellsboro, r

SPORTS

chump
first

L'<;,

Haven;

Greenville,

Thin requires funds for the various
expenses connected with the removal of evil Influences. An agreeto pa:

c.;

C.

Walter
Corning;

Win field; mond;
29,

which impede his progress. Ot the
evil spirits which fail to work in
harmony.
Jii.s questions are translated and
vaguely answered but not solved.

it t'tiM

s.

Sept. 22-23, Batavia, N. V. (Fair);
25,

Lock

Independence, Kan.

The chump is thunder-struck at
the professor's seemingly remarkable power and is ripe for anything.
The reading starts; the seance Is
on, the prf fessor gazing intently
into the crystal while he unfolds to
the come-on his past misfortunes
and the wonderful future which
would be his but for the presence
of the v.nrious psychic obstacles

Is

Hagenbcck- Wallace
22,
Gastonla, N.

Sells-Floto
Sept.

—

ment

Bent.

Columbia,

Coatcsvllle;

etc."

etc,

Oct

Rhreveport;
Ark.

—

ed,

B.

D.-os.-B.

Ci

ternoon

Maurice Lagg. general agent far
the Great Empire shows, is on a
southern trip, which would Indicate
that the show will play southern
territory after its Canadian time.

pt.
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BERT LEVY.
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BURLESQUE REVIEWS

NEW SHOW

COLUMBIA ANNOUNCES ITSELF
ENTIRELY APART FROM MUTUAL
Jermon Requested to Withdraw
Smaller Wheel Bigger Chain Doesn't

Reported John

From
Want

J.

—

Interlocking Producers

Through a verified report tlilfl
week it was disclosed there is no
association of any character between the Columbia Amusement Co.
and the lately organized Mutual
Burlesque Association.
The confirmation was secured at the Columbia's office in connection with
there,
the rumor, also confirmed
that John G. Jermon would bo reColumbia
quested by the
to discontinue his alliance with
the
Mutual wheel, as a producer and
otherwise.
As against this, however, it was
also reported this week Kolk &
Peck had been awarued a Columbia franchise, with that firm at
present operating a Mutual show.
A similar instance is that of Jack
Strouse, lately called in to assume
and rebuild a Columbia attraction.
Strouso continuing to operate his

FAMILY,
Play

Will

ROCHESTER

Mutual Shows for Full

Week
Fcnnyvessy's Family, Rochester,
S. Y.i goes into the Mutual wheel
route as a week stand Oct. 2. Tho
Rivoli, New Brunswick, X. J., playing the Mutual shows a full week,
with the shows giving one-half of
the

show the

first

half

and the

otlu

r

half the last three days of the week,
with pictures filling out each half's
bill w became a three-day stand this
week. Negotiations are under way
for a house in Perth Amboy. to fl'l

out the

split.

Other Mutual stands that are following the former Now Brunswick
policy of splitting the show, with
each half of the week played, and
filling in
with pictures, are the
Duquesne,
Bandbox,
Cleveland;
Pittsburgh;
Dayton,
Auditorium,

Mutual wheel company.
The Columbia people stated there
never had been any understanding and Lyceum, Columbus.
between it and the Mutual; that as
far as the Columbia knew the
DAMAGES FOR FALSE ARREST
Mutual is a thoroughly indepenWashington, Sept. 20.
dent and Unaffiliated organization.
Because of an alleged false arrest,
When informed the impression had
Mrs. Hattie May Morris has filed
suit in the District Supreme Court
against the Washington Theatre
Co., or Columbia Theatre Co, and
Harry C. Jarbee. manager of tho
Gayety. The bill of complaint also
charges assault and robbery.
Mrs'. Norris claims that Sept. 20.
occasion for it.
At a meeting held last week by 1921, she was forcefully ejected
from
the burlesque theatre by Spethe Columbia executives, however,
cial Officer Gordon C. Sellers, emit was stated the matter
of the
ployed
by tho theatre, following
Mutual and Jermon's interests in it
was taken up. The meeting de- which sho was arrested for disorcided to ask Mr. Jermon to relin- derly conduct and unlawfully, dequish all interest he may have in tained, being acquitted of the charge
the Mutual.*
Mr. Jermon is of in police court the next morning.
It is also stated in tho complaint
Jacoby & Jermon, an operating and
producing conoern, allied with the the special officer was intoxicated
the time, and that because cf the
at
Columbia since its formation 20
man's actions she received internal
years ago.
existed in burlesque circle that the

Columbia had silently sponsored
the Mutual promotion for reasons
of its own, the Columbian replied
that while this impression had also
reached them, there had been no
denial since the Columbia saw no

Burlesque people presumed the injuries for which $25,000 is asked
a continuation and an Additional $3,000 for Injury
undo*, another name and of more ,0 her credit and reputation.
territory of the Burlesque Booking
SWITCH IN ROUTE
Office from last season's end.
The
Columbian mentioned this was also
Instead of playing the Majestic,
a fallacy, as the B. B. O. had but Scranton. next week, 'Wine, Wombeen a temporary movement.
an and Song'* will play Minerls
•Bronx.
The switch was necessitated through Maxwell's "VarieLAY OFF
ties" being taken off the Columbia
wheel, with a consequent rearBreaks in Solid Routing of the rangement of the route.

Mutual had been

WEEK

The Ma-

Columbia Wheel

jestic

The

38 weeks' solid routing cf the
this season
will bo broken for the first time the
week of Oct. 2. when a lay-off week
will happen between Kansas City

Columbia wheel shows

and Omaha.
The Columbia shows will close in
Kansas City, Saturday, and will
open at Omaha the Saturday mati-

will

probably play a picture

through the show falling out.
With the addition of Bedini A
Bernstein's "Rockets," the Majestic,
Scranton, will swing back Into the
Columbia wheel route the following
week, Oct. 2.

George Belfrage has boon apHereto- pointed manager of the Frank FinColumbia shows opened in ney Revue (Columbia), succeeding
Omaha Sunday and closed Saturday. the late Frank Pierce. Arthur HarThey will close Friday, beginning ris, who held the Finney show manOct. 2 and thereafter in Omaha, in- agership temporarily during
Mr.
nee of the following week.

STROUSE TRANSFERS SHOW

ALONE

Town."

FIXING WILLIAMS'
Dave Marion

SHOW

*

reconstruct several bits in tli«} Mollio Williams Columbia wheel show. The -how was
reported as in need of revision by
the Columbia s'outs.
Marion will fix tho show up while
the attraction is en route. He acted
In a similar capacity with the Sam
Howe show, a'.so reported for re
vising.

will

PARK MUSIC HALL
STOCK BURLESQUE

was nothing new
done so well a
season ago by Lupino Lane i n
"Afgar," and the "African Dodger'V
bit fell down for some reason
not
enough stuff and nothing new.
Sally Fields and Bob Nelson won
the evening's applause honors. Both
figured to come through.
Miss
eral plan.
There
in a balloon bit,

The Fark has circled the Held of
various
at
theatre amusements,
times offering vaudeville, musical
comedy, pictures, burlesque, comic
opera rarely holding to a fixed
Fields was regularly billed, and on
policy for any length of time. Com- paper she was "in" for this
show.
ing under the direction Qf the Min- Nelson happened on without billing
sky brothers, the name of tho house or announcement near the close, and
has been extended to the Park he landed firmly with his nervous
of song delivery.
His piano
number of years, most recently at music hall and the stylo of attrac- style
accompanist was in the pit, tho
Minsky'a National Wintergarden, tion for the season is avowedly that orchestra coming in for the last
N. Y.
of stock burlesque, listed here crisp- number only.
George Peck was an American ly as "burlesques." Tho first preMiss Fields has a lot of stuff.
wheel show operator and producer sentation was given Sept. 15.
As a single she scored last season
Stock burlesque on Broadway is in the cabarets, and would dent
Kolb and
for a 'number of years.
any
assumed
be
in competition with
to
Peck have a show this season on
burlesque show. Her specialty waa
the main stem's musical comedies,
of three numbers, all done
the Mutual wheel.
according to the Mlnskys, and they She got the most out of "Far before.
ItockAccording to a Columbia wheel may be right, partially at least. The
away," with tho chatter between
official the selection of Kolb and opening bit, "Where Shall We Go?"
verses a cinch. It may be that she
Pack to stage a Columbia show was seeks to make clear the advantages was on the level
in saying her
largely influenced by the fact that of the Park ns a place of amuse- father's name was Feldman and he
ment that it is available at $1 a conducted a tailor shop in
all of the former American wheel
Toronto.
seat, which is $2 Jess than the reguproducers granted Columbia franlar musical
comedy houses, and She started with "California." and
chises this season have made good that the show there presented will topped off with ''Yankee Doodle
Kolb and Peck are the second please as much as the higher ad- Blues," a song that is being used
Mutual wheel show operators to be mission attractions. Lyrically "Miss to effect in "Spice of--1922." Newer
numbers might have been tried by
given a chance on the Columbia Musical Comedy" boasts that the $3 Miss Fields, for she has an
opporwheel, Jack Strouse, also with a kind of show has lived long on tunity at the Park.
Broadway,
and
she
is
answered
by
Mutual show, has taken over Irons
Sue Creighton (Creighton S'sters),
"Miss
Burlesque," who says: "Yes,
& damage's "Town Talk."
but it flopped at Columbus Circle" who prominently figured, was a
"Hippity Hop" wil open in about (Frank Fay was in the house). In world of strength to the show. With
three weeks.
addition to lustily advertising the her sister, Arnette, she appeared in
The cast of "Hippity Hop" in- admission scale (with no mention male for a specialty and thereafter
pf
the $1.50 top, which applies to was in varied male attire, looking
cludes McAllister and Shannon, Joe
Forte, Mattle De Lece, Irene Leary, the front section of the lower floor her best in full dress, with eight of
night), burlesque credit of dis- the chorus dolled up in same style
at
Alline Rogers, Harry Lintz, Bob
covery was brought in, with musical behind her. Arnette looked pretty
Synder.
comedy charged with taking such as a number leader, always pleasing,
stars as Sam Bernard, Joe Weber, even with "Street Cleaners' Ball,"
Lew Fields, David Warfield, Leon which was not so tasty in idea but
had the chorus in neat white satin
Errol and Jim Barton.
MARKUS'
SUNDAYS
So far as competition figures the costumes.
Clare Freeman, the prima donna,
The Sunday vaudeville concerts Park will most likely oppose the
of Minsky's National Winter Gar- Columbia. It has a chance to catch had but one song number, "Pretty
Miss Freeman displayed
den, New York, will be booked by on as a fad for those who have not Clothes."
independent in the past attended burlesque. no vocal power, but she is handFally
the
Markus,
Changes in shows and casts are the some and decorated several scenes
agent. The National was formerly
evident design of the producers, with by her presence. The clothes numbooked through the Keith pop de- each show running up to- a month, ber brought out the show girls,
partment by Harry Carlin.
about eight in number, with cleverly
but dependent upon how it linos up.
Minsky's Park, Columbus circle,
The Minskys have noon putting draped gauzy frocks.
will also take its Sunday shows on stock burlesque on the East Side
Howard had Joe Lyons opposite
from the Markus books. The Park (National Winter Garden) for sev- him for most of the way. Lyons
opened last week with stock bur- eral years, and they know the field. counts as one of the neatest
Their uptown presentation is a long straights in his line. He looks good
lesque.
step forward over anything of the at all times, and is effective. The
stock burlesque kind put on in the pair worked in the best of tho relast ton years. Utmost care to keep written old bits, that of fin invisible
$8,000 AT COLUMBIA
the show altogether free of the sug- cafe,* instead of the saloon (dating
Fields or before^
The Sliding Billy Watson show at gestive is patent, the managers fig- back to Weber
the Columbia, New York, last week uring on getting a feminine draw at with Howard as tho hick sppposed
did slightly under $8,000. The Sat- matinees as well as in the evenings. to say he didn't care for a thing .
Taste and expenditure in costumes, A cigar bit counted but one lino that
urday matinee counted on as a big a chorus
of 24 girls away from what brought a laugh should be dispensed
business booster usually dropped might be termed the burlesque type, with if the Minskys are sincere in
off
badly last week, because of expertness in stage decoration and keeping the show entirely clean.
warm weather.
lighting lift the showT .over the comWilliam Ladd, a very good-lookTho previous week James E. monplace.
ing juvenile, who was in one of the
But the careful production plans "Mary" companies, v stood out in
Cooper's "Keep Smiling" did about
have 'not been matched in all spots, working mostly with vElsa
$7,500 at the Columbia.
other factors. It was the Minskys' Mavon, more of a dancing ingenue
idea
bring
to
back
to
fame than anything else. Ladd displayed
and favor the** Weber & Fields flashes of dancing cleverness, though
music hall fixture. They have not he never did cut loose. Si Layman
Looking Over Columbia Shows
come through with the first attempt,
Walter K. Hill, publicity director because they were not careful and Helen Kling for a dance specialty or two delivered.
Douglas
the
cast

—

—

1

—

TWO

UNDER

&

1

for
Columbia Amusement Co.,
starts on an extended trip over the
Columbia circuit shortly.
While away Hilt will see tho
shows that have not played *in the
vicinity of New York as yet, arranging for press stunts with the
different company and house managers along the Columbia line.

ILL

AND INJURED

Fally Markus, the
independent
booker, ran his auto Into tho rear

enough in
selection nor in comedy material.
They might even
have adapted the travesty billing

idea of Weber & Fields instead of
"burlesques." And what is more to
the point, they should have scoured
tho field for an author who could
deliver something new or at least
origfhal in treatment.
Tom Howard, tho principal comic,
was also given tho assignment to
supply the "book," which turned
out to bo nothing more than a string
of comedy bits.
Howard has his
own following no doubt. As a comic
in
the Columbia Wheel and at
the Union Square stock burlesque
he knows the trail of all the burlesque bits.
His contribution for
the Park delves into a series of
them. Perhaps ho rewrote some or
strung them out so that a liaison

evident a number of times. A holdYoung Schenck was stricken up bit started it off
and Mio teacha year ago but averted an opera- ing of -a hick to become a stick-up
tion by the freezing treatement. A man has been done too often to exrecent attack made recourse to tho cuse it in a show that makes presurgeon's knife imperative.
He Is tenses for fresh popularity. Howengaged to marry the daughter of ard adapted "Dr. Dippy's .Sanitarium" for a "Dr. Jekyll and
Jako Lubin, Loew's booking chief. Mr. Hyde" scene.
In it Hamtree
Willie Siegel is at Lake Saranac Harrington, a colored comedian (last
following a nervous break down. in "Strut Miss Lizzie") and really
Siegel worked with Milt Francis the Park's second comic, ran off
Harrington was
last season under the vaudeville with tho honors.
billed as a "vest pocket edition of
names of Armstrong and James.
Part Williams,'' which gave him the
Mac Gordon of Andy Rice's staff opportunity of doing the poker game
is out after six weeks* confinement
pantomime bit of the late colored
dicitis.

Louis Lesser has been appointed
advance agent for Bedini & Bernstein's new Columbia wheel show

to .t^he Mount Sinai Hospital, Now
York, because of a spinal operation.
George Dupree is at tho Mlsercordia Hospital, Fast 86th street,
New York.

"Rockets." The latter will replace
Joe Maxwell's "Varieties of 1022"
on the Columbia wheel, opening at

Jack Potsdam, booking agent, had
an operation on his eyes yesterday
(Thursday). He is in a hospital.

Newburgh, N. v.. Oct. 2.
It is the show that will have the
last season's George White's production, purchased by the Columbia for $."(.000 for its tceniq and costume investiture.

BURLESQUE ROUTES
WILL BB FOUXD OTV PAGB

"VARIETIES" REPLACED

«

Matt Kolb and George Peck have

end of trolley car last week and
sustained scalp wpunds. The Markus car was completely wrecked,
Pierce's last Illness, was forced to the bodking man having a narrow
The was formed to connect them up for
relinquish it thr ugh having previ- escape from serious injury.
ously signed up for the managerial accident was due to wet pavements a scene. One of the comedy icenei
and occurred while Markus was re- ran for about 20 minutes. The show
pofdtion on the coast.
Belfrage operated Columbia shows turning from an inspection trip to was overboard by aboht 25 minutes,
and the cutting necessary can be
for R. K. Hynicka, for several years one of his houses.
Moe Schenck of the Loew book- made in those bits.
up to the current season.
"Money Changing," so familiar in
ing staff is confined to his home
the none too modern burlesque was
following ah operation for appen-

"Poll Mell," the
Mutual wheel
controlled formerly by Harry
Strouse, has been transferred by
OLYMPIC ALL
Strouso to Ed. Ryan, who Svill
The Irving place theatre disconoperate it in the future. The deal
tinues
stock burlesque Saturday,
was with the consent of the Mutual
after playing it ror several months.
association.
The
next
policy will be Jewish
Strouse was recently awarded a
Columbia wheel show to operate, stock with tho players taking the
having taken over Irons and Cla- house over on the commonwealth
mange's interest in "Talf of the plan. The abandoning of the burlesque policy leaves the Olympic on
Town."
Strouso has a 25 per cent interest 14th street as the sole burlesque
stand in the vicinity. The Olympic
In the "Talk of the Town" Show,
holding the post of manager as w< 11. played stock burlesque all |unimor,
Seamon
control the other but is now playing the Mutual BurHurtig and
lesque wheel attractions.
75 per cent tf the "Talk of tho

show

Produce

been granted the privilege of producing and operating a new show
for the Columbia wheel, which is
now in rehearsal, and will be titled
"Hippitty Hop." They will operate
one of the Columbia controlled franchises, on a leasing arrangement.
Matt Kolb was producer and
principal comic with an American
wheel show Vist season. He has
also produced stock shows for a

BELFRAGE MANAGING FINNEY

fore, the

stead, with Minneapolis the following weeks engagement, beginning
on Sunday.

Will
Peck
"Hippitty Hop"

and

Kolb

:

^

The most extended comedv scene
was labeled "A Misfit King." it
could be identified with all the
"bean mine" talk plus the explosion of a stick of catsup and including the "Knight for a Night,"

allotted bits.

The use

of six English dancing
featured tho work of the
chorus.
The imported girls, probably annexed over here, made their
work stand out near the finale and
drew a hand. The costumes have
been designed and executed with
very good taste.
Throughout the
girls .were without tights, and that
served to draw attention. The feminine members of the cast, too, went
bare-legged so far as noticed. Max
Scheck arranged the dances and
ensembles and delivered a good job.
John Wengor, who has attracted
much attention along Broadway
with decorations for special numbers in tho picture palaces, designed
the settings and scenes. The drapings were largely of light material,
permitting the application of lighting effects. The painted scenes wore
along the lines of the abbreviated
sets noticed now and then but
rather effective, a blue eye. background supplying tone practically all
the way through the show.
Details were not passed up by the
Minskys. Boys with trays of rigare^s were in tho lobby, with alcohol
flames for tho smokers. During intermission a Hawaiian string band
entertained. It was to have supplied
music for anyone who cared to
dance, but no space was noticed
where dancing could bo held. A 20pioco orchestra played excellently at
all times and is a real feature of the

show.
"Burlesques" as a Park attraction, if it is to put that house on
tho permanent map, needs further
application.
Just as the producers
engaged specialists in the designing
of the scenery and costumes, they
should annex a good author or a
series of them.
The signs point
favorably to putting the venture
across, but it must have comedy
strength over all.
Jbrc.

once played by Conroy and LcMairc.
Censors Back Home
That bit with Howard as the "king"
Tom Henry and Jess Burns, comtook in the Whole works, down to
the drugging of tho wealthy woman prising
the Columbia censorship
and the pilfering of her bankroll.
'.'<
w York
Identity of tho originators of such committee, returned to
Saturday,
following
thr< '-weeks'
material is immaterial.
The im.'hows
pression in that something newer trip, dftring which •:.
should h.-i
re Inspi t( (1.
'Ompanicd the i;. u :i

Thirtu-one in This Issue
<

star.

Hunter was

girls

ii

w

«

<<
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TOWN SCANDALS

AMERICAN GIRLS
(COLUMBIA BURLESQUE)
Kansas
Harry Sheehun

Ko.-v llnmley

M,.ra Reilly

Alma Kaucr

Mrs Patrick McKenna
Mrs Daniel Reilly
Dora Murphy
jarnM

JaftnetU Ruckley
Hilda I,eRoy
Jasper Stroupe
Stratford Johnson
Dr. IManten
Norman Nlelnon
Pierre J.eDuc
Mr. Jack (1111
Jack Doyle
Chorua: Mlsaes Helen Locan, Jean Sherlock, lluth Rosenberger. Alice Carter. Dorothy Parker. Nan Harrington. Alice Logan.
Vera Alman. Norma Baker. Hcl«Q Me Hugh.
Petera.

Mae

It Is a safe bet that there is not
another show on the Columbia burlesque wheel where the girls have
as little to do, or with a comedian

working as hard, as "The American
week. The

attraction is one of Dave Marion's
and features Dan Coleman, who is
there for the biggest lot of real
laughs heard in this theatre for a
The show is bare in
long time.
spots and needs a couple of slaph.ing girl numbers, but that will
probably be looked after later, as
the girls are a good-looking, fairvoiced bunch, who can do their
stuff if given nn opportunity.
The show Is produced more on the
order of musical comedy than real
burlesque:
in
fact,
the program
Marion's
states
''Presenting. Mr.
original Ides of a musical play, entitled
Silent Partners.' "
It is in
two acts and six scenes, with Coleman on practically all of the time.
Several of the musical numbers are
given as singles, with the girls conspicuous by their absence.
It is the first show, so far on this
season's showing, where the girls
wear tights, the soubret being the
•

only one to

show her bare

she. too,

ter

with

rains.

two Irishmen (Coleman and McCarty) who had not spoken for ten
One had a son. the other a
daughter, who are in love, and the
family mix-ups follow. An exhibi-

years.

Uollea.

Mlaa Catrel, Annetta

maine

I.a

Pierre,

Johnny

I*a Pierre, J>-i-

Uudglns,

nit.

Swift

J.iek

character.
The talking part of the book drags

except when Coleman is on. and punch.
fortunately he is on most of the
"Money,' with Le Van attacked by
time.
homicidal mania every time he
"Little Home for Two." led by hears the word "money" mentioned,
Miss Ilemley and Mr. Dunn, was a resulting in a series of comedy
pleasing novelty; the girls building deaths via the revolver, was ana set cottage, with garden walls, other. The scene is a revised ediflowers, etc.. as the song progressed. tion of one of Billy Wells and needs
"Say It While Dancing," Miss a finish. It was funny, however,
Bauer's number, with the girls In and well handled.
party gowns, was pleasing, but
The show is carrying IS choristers
could have been made more snappy. who look well in their changes. The
An Irish reel, by the principals, costumes have been augmented
framed up for a chance to kick the since the opening. The bunch are
two comics, was well done and got a hard-working, good-looking enSome real laughs.
semble. Twenty-two women are on
The Paramount Four, a male at different times, counting the
quartet, was on at intervals. The principals.
voices of the boys were not so bad,
"The Music Shop," a full stage
but their comedy was awful.
affair,
includes Le Van,
Harry
The first act closed with the box- Rentley, the capable second comeing match at the women's athletic dian, who does "Dutch" throughout,
club. A regulation ring was set and and Paul Catrel. A sax, piano and
three fast rounds were given by two oboe are used, with Le Van doing
Of the healthy members of the "interruptions" for comedy. Hudgins
Chorus, with the two comics fur- ties up this portion with
a slow
nishing the comedy. At the finish dance, the applause lasting right
the four members of the quartet through the finale of the first half,
rushed through the audience, as with Hudgins doing a "cakie"
bit
policemen, to stop the fight, but sitting down.
were all knocked out by Coleman,
James B. Francis Is a dignified
a la Mack Sennet t comedies.
versatile straight, handling Le Van
Act two opened with a Statue of neatly in a crossfire
bit in "one,"
Liberty drop and the two comedians "Hunting."
Le Van takes liberties
and Raymond, the straight man, in at times but
is
one comic who
a boat, en route from a booze buy- knows how to avoid
the vulgar. His
ing trip, outside the three-milo
blue stuff doesn't offend and lacks
limit.
It was short and rapid-fire,
the crudeness that differentiates begetting many laughs. The links of
a golf club was the next set and tween cleverness and vulgarity. A
brought everyone on again. The old good evening's entertainment for
any one.
Con.
bit of hiring the comics as jockeys
was worked, but with a new angle.
After they had told of their great
ability as jockeys it developed that
FOR MUTUAL
they were wanted as Jockey* for
a new attraction to repl
balloons and they were shown the
Starters of the race as they started. Charles Taylor's "Footlight Frolwith the jockeys falling on the ics," taken off by the Mutual Burstage as each balloon went up. It lesque circuit, will open
Monday at
was Well worked up,
the Majestic. Albany.
Another one was the bit of police
woman arresting the comic and
>0.w1ng her badge, on her leg. This
has been Keen many times but never worn are neat and in good taste.
worked as cleverly as by Coleman The show is absolutely clean, with
and his- assistants. The woman was one
xceptlon, where Coleman,

NEW SHOW
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refusal*
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Princess Livingston wiggles a bit
but it's graceful and not at all hard
to look at, and then what's a wiggle
or two more or less at the Olympic?
At its strongest Miss Livingston's
wiggling wasn't one tenth as wiggly
as what passes for classical dancing
vaudeville and the
"refined"
in

Broadway shows.
Dolly Lewis appears to be about
She also wiggles
leading numbers, and makes
it decidedly interesting.
Full stage set for opening and an
This
other for the second part,
looked a good deal like the old time
western wheel turkeys as far as
scenic production goes, but by next
week, so Mr. Strousc said, the first
part will be split into three sections
by the addition of a drape, with the
same for the second section. The
fancy set used for the first act was
The second act was
satisfactory.
laid in a draped Interior, with the
chorus seated around at tables. An
apae^ie dance by Jack Carlson and
Dolly Lewis was neatly put over,
with a travesty by Binder and Ormsby following and securing plenty of
laughs.
A comedy quartet along familiar
lines, but very competently handled,
was a comedy wow In the second
This had Binder, Ormsby.
half.
Young and Carlson working together
with the smooth precision that
18 or thereabouts.

when

makes
The

This show didn't get such a bad
break in view of the foregoing.
The nine or ten costume sets were
attractive and most of them appeared new. The white clown suits
were especially good looking.
Smiles and Kisses" holds more
laughs now than many a more prethe comedy,
tentious show, and
w.Miie not remarkable, Is entertainHinder and Ormsby, however,
ing.
.sily

•

Cole-

were

and

work out several
remove the minor

ppots, as ihelr ability to
hsque become* readllj

THOMAS KENYON

Jimmte Cooper's "Beauty Revue"
the Columbia list with a

topped

$10,0000 gross at the Cayety,
ington,

Wash-

Business

week.

last

was

generally fair over the circuit with
the best results showing in stands

favored with cool weather.
"Town
Irons
&
ClamaRe's
Scandals" at the Oaycty, Boston,
The "Orecnlast week did $6,100.

wich Village Kevue" at Waldion's
The
Casino did around $5,500.
Casino this season still has the
pictures and continuous idea, tried
The shows share on
last season.
the pictures expense. This amounts
according to reports to about $175,
The pictures
for the show's share.
are believed to boost the business.
Leavitt's "Giggles" ran into a bad
snag at Jersey City last week, doing
about the record low business for
the week, with a gross of $2,700.
Jersey City has been oft ever since
the season started.
The two Brooklyn houses, Empire
and Casino, have been going along
at a good average gait.
The western houses are doing a
fair business for the season of the
year.

With the exception of bad spots
Jersey City, which is expected
to pick up, and which may have
been more or less affected by the
like

road shop strike, it appears to
be the consensus of opinion among
burlesque men that the public are
"shopping" more than ever for their
burlesque amusement this season,
and that generally speaking it will
be the good shows that will get the
money, with any good show having
rail

an excellent chance of doing real
business. The mediocre shows, according to tho burlesque sharps,
unless containing a very big burlesque "name."
who has been a
standard favorite for years, stand
very little chance of breaking oven
on the season.

SUIT OVER SUNDAYS

urer of the Aldine„ Pittsburgh where
Shubert vaudeville holds forth, and
recently at the Crescent, BrOOl
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Mrs. Ida Balaban Katz, 28 years
Wife of Samuel Katz, of BalaKatSi died at \Vh<»aton, III
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a lingering illness.
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She was a

the Balaban
Brothers, who are partners of her
husband In the operating of a chain
HeHld<v» her
Of Chicago theatres.
sister

of

Kenyon, changing the nine
Miles-,
and Installing pop
•! \ ille.
During i'-; firs! i" yeni b husband she Is survived by her
career had vacillated until the parents, Mr. and Mrs. Israel Bal
seven brothers, all of
iberts bought the theatre three ban, and
Intil

•

|

—

in the same capacity.
11,
Pittsburgh, died In that city recentThe cause
ly after a short illness.
HAROLD OTIS 8KINNER
was stomach trouble. When the
Pitt was built 12 years ago it was
Harold Otis Skinner, an actor,
Mr. Kenyon's first venture in theSince then he had oper- died in San Diego of a complication
atricals.
ated another theatre on the North of diseases. Skinner was 33 years
old and a nephew of the famous
Side, a smaller house, which still
goes under his name, though it had actog, Otis Skinner. He leaves a

slow
die hurapparent on
I

—

Topped Columbia List Jersey
City Low
Western
Houses Good

Thomas Kenyon, builder of the was
Kenyon theatre, now the Pitt, in ly

J,,,.

.

;

taxi

a

WEEK

OBITUARY

'

bits

DID $10,000 .LAST

complaint alleges that Howard is
now producing "the very Bgflte acts
A law suit by Bernard K. Bimberg
and very same special comedy fea- against William and Louis Minsky.
tures" for the Minsky stock bur- managers of the Park Music Hall, is
lesque organisation at the Park as impending, involving the Sunday
he did in "Knlck Knacks." A clause night picture privilege.
the Hastings' contract, it is
A temporary injunction to retain
In
claimed, made "all dialog, stage efforts to prevent his using the
business, ete.," produced by Howard premises w:is obtained by Bimberg.
in the "Knlck Knacks'" show, un- Bimberg now asks a permanent Inder the Hastings' agreement auto- junction,
The Minskys acquired the Park
matically the property of the Hasfrom John Coir, and Informed Bimtings Attractions.
The order to show cause calls for berg he could no longer continue
nn answer by Howard, in Part I, Sunday night performances. BimSpecial Term. Part 1 of the Su- berg alleged he was threatened with
pieme Court. Brooklyn, Sept. 2(5, at physical violence.
Argument on a motion came Up
10 a. m.
This Is the second clash between before Justice Wasservogel WednesHastings and Howard as regards day in the New York Supreme
Court. Decision reserved.
contractual relations.

for effectiveness.

16 choristers average well
enough when it Is remembered the
Mutual shows must take what's left.

partner's wife. s:, -.
We will g< u
r.ie
was shot Tu< sd.iy
and drive to th<- city limits. ;.i
"• in
Olympic.
A though
int.
Will you gn the limit?" Th" lunch "Amateur Night." t!>"
v as
In
pit<of the
di aggj
parts, thai followed <!i<l not warrant
he ju-t i>o,
tin .thii d capai Ity. tttilh
Where linei are spoken, the .-how is line, « liic h was th only blemish.
a laughing hit.
Th work of Mr. Colcm.Mi w ill be
Coleman has Cerni J
Imati v\ ho
tainly come back With a whang »ml worth many a dollar to the in u ..•-•
"l: burh !*IU
ho-., s
Ing
at
itever stops In his efforts to please nvnt this season, as the regulars
a
for
ademy,
Pittsburgh,
and amuse, and his work does not liked him. They wee talking about tho
tire.
There are no attempts it any his stuff and tin ehow when thej George Jsffe, for th<- laH t«*o
;..
we kM
costume Rashes, although those came out.
Raturda)
Un films.
(o

COOPER'S 'BEAUTY REV.'

1

one after-

<"'

pair team together well.
comedy scene was
In Wm. Young the show has an
Le Van as a "dame" photographer. excellent straight, and the same goes
His change to the female attire was for Jack Carlson, the juvenile. There
laugh provoking. The prima posing is no prima, Princess Livingston
atop of a lighted pedestal .and and Dolly Lewis, a pair of gingery
Le Van's antics as a result of her soubrets, and Momi Mayo, ingenue,
scant costume was another comedy making a good trio of women prin-

Spanish dancer is sure-enough burlesque.
He dresses it neat and in
good taste, and only for laughing
purposes does he get out of the

it ..•

idols in the flesh in

sea

Win. Young

Sharp

Hilly

Paul

tion at the women's athletic club, to
Which their wives belong, is an excuse for the Micks to declare a
speaking truce for three hours in
order to go to the light, and also
serves as an excuse for them to
work as "dames"' for this scene.
Incidentally here is where Coleman of laughter.
shines.
Another good
His impersonation of a

•fpoli

!ontlnued from page
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BURLESQUE COMIC

make

•

many

FOR

would have looked betStockings, as small girls
the best showing in the bare
stuff.
Rose Ilemley Is no pony.
The opening number, ".labberwoeky," with the girls in white and
red novelty dresses and white tights,
served as an introduction for the
entire company. A lot of talky stuff
followed, in which the plot of the
play was disclosed. It was that of
and

Pm

l.utt.x
I.lltlo

<

Ifons Mayo
Pruu-eas Livingston
.......
.D lly Lewis

Swiff

'

Francea
May Kunkel, Pauline Naegel.
Fayne,
Anita La-Che, Jene Stroupe. Uertiude Caffery. Dorothy Gilbert, Ruth Adama.

Girls." »t the (layety last

KISSES

(MUTUAL BURLESQUE)

Mr

!

Dorothy

Hrown.

AND

SCREEN STAR CONGRESS

noon or evening,
The promoters of the scheme fi-rCatrel.
s.'inly Way
Jack Oriaaby ure that they might realize as high
bred Binder us
1 lappj -Uo-Lucky
$30,000 gross in a day. which
This is one of the two remaining
would mean a turnover of only two
Irons & Clamage Columbia Circuit
''Smites anid Kisses" was produced or three crowd! OB any one day.
attractions.
The show has been by Fred Stroouse.' It's at the Olym- They think it likely that they could
much revised since the season pic, New York, this week, although run Sundays
also and thus play to
opened, having come under the the billing outside says it's the
A a gross of beyond $L'00.000 weekly.
there.
that's
scrutiny of the Columbia show doc- "Pepper Pots"
tor, who reported it as a weak sister. switch In the Mutual routings had It could run for a 9 n.any Weeks as
"Pepper i'ots" playing the business warranted, and then jjo on
In its present shape it is a cinch the
to go along without further tinker- Olympic three weeks ago under the tour.
ing. Harry (Hickey) Le Van is the title of "Smiles and Kisses," so the
The husband of a picture star of
Le Van was current engagement evens things some standing is said to be interprincipal comedian.
with Henry Dixon's Columbia Cir- up.
Previous to opening at the Olym- ested, and the "names" already apcuit show last season, and prior to
that was on the American Burlesque pic '{Smiles and Kisses" had played proached) In addition to Valentino,
Wheel. He is a corking good low but a split week. Consequently the Include Marion Davies, Mabel Norcomedian of the Patsy Bolivar type, show was not set when seen Tues- mand, Mae Murray, Johnny Hines.
unctuous and sure in his handling day night. The makings of a Mu- Roscoe Arbuckle, one of the Taltual wheel show that will rate us an
of an audience.
for
that madge girls, Hope Hampton, Conentertainment
The .s"how also possesses a prima average
Hopkins
Binney,
Peggy
wheel is there, and it won't be any stant ;e
donna who lifts it above the aver- great
to whip the show Into Joyce and Olga IVtrova. It is not
problem
age.
She is Maude Raxter, a tall
the two comics, known that any of them accepted
provided
shape,
willowy woman who can do things
Fred Binder and Jack Ormsby, rack the offer favorably, though Yulenother than wear clothes and who
their memories a bit and dig up tino was mentioned as receptive.
reads lines like a graduate of a drasufficient addtiional comedy bits to
matic school. Miss Raxter replaces give
the laughs their requisite perClaire Devine in Le Van's specialty.
centage.
"The Singing School.' getting her
The show wasn't bad by any
songs, material and foiling across
means, but the inevitable newness INJUNCTION
strongly.
that is noticeable in every showLetty Rolles, the soubret. cuts that hasn't played enough to get the
slowed
loose with a wicked shim and is a wrinkles
out
smoothed
fast, clever, peppy jazz dancer, who things a trifle at times.
pulled legitimate encores leading
The cast is a good one. considnumbers. Another pair of special- ered by second wheel standards.
steps
were taken
Preliminary
ists are the La Pierre Sisters, who Fred
Binder does a conventional
hy Harry Hastings'
stood out in a double French kissing Hebraic character, crepe hair and Wednesday
song in chic Preachy costumes. regulation make-up. He's an easy Attractiohs toward the securing of
Roth can dance and lead numbers, worker, however, and understands a court injunction that would have
giving the show a strong ensemble thoroughly what's required in the the effect of restraining Tom HowMis:; comedy line. Binder* dances well and
of woman, which included
ard, comedian
and producer at
Catrel, half of the vaudeville team does a specialty with a clarinet that
She is a kept the laughs moving in rapid Minskys' Park music haU from apof Catrel and Catrel.
pearing
under
any management
bit
This
night.
blonde
handles
the
inwho
buxom
fire order Tuesday
genue role.
will work into a standard sure fire other than that of Hastings for the
the
on
oldbased
It's
shortly.
very
three
years,
next
when
James TimoJohnny Hudgins, a colored comedian, scored with slow and fast Jazz time musical comedy team interrup- ney, acting for Hastings, secured
and eccentric dancing and whammed tion idea, when the comic tried to an order to show cause why an inthem with a comedy scene in which play a tune on a given instrument, junction against Howard should not
he was the target for a knife and the straight kept interrupting bo Issued In Special Term, part 2,
thrower. This is a novel bit that him. In this instance Binder is inSupreme Court, Brooklyn.
Hudgins, terrupted by the entire cast, and it of the
will no doubt be copped.
Justice Callaghan signed the order.
after getting liberal doses of gin. holds a lot of comedy.
depends
incidentally
Hinder
Hastings
bases his cause for acconsents to pose for the knife bit
no Yid- tion on the allegation that he holds
The knives throughout on dialect, with Most
against a blackboard.
of
interpolated.
phrases
dish
are
sticking
stage
and
are
into the
a contract with Howard for the
the
apparently thrown around his head the crepe hair comics playing
Yid- hitter's services as an nctor for the
The Olympic average f:om 10 to 50
and body by Arthur Lines.
Binders confin- seasons of 1921, 1922. 1923 and 1924.
trick is managed by the thrower dish expressions, so
Under the terms of the contract, it
drawing back his arm and dropping ing himself to dialect and eliminatseemed a nov- is claimed Howard was to receive
the knife through a window behind ing the expressions
elty.
weekly, with a 30 weeks' guar$175
him.
The board by a mechanical
Jack Ormsby, second comic, has antee a season.
contrivance immediately shows a
laughs
in everyfor
right
idea
the
season
Howard started
quivering knife close to the 'Victim's
Last
There's
thing but his make-up.
head.
It is so cleverly done that
working for the Hastings, staging
red and putty
unless tipped previously it's detec- entirely too much
This is easily and acting as the principal comedian
tion proof.
The fear of the gin- nose used at present.Ormsby's
meth- in the Columbia wheel show, Harry
sodden subject was good for roars enough corrected.
The
od is also easy, like Binder's. The Hastings' "Knlck Kna-ks.*'

Arthur Dunn

McKcnna

I'liurlio

Coleman

Chas. McCarty
Chaa. Raymond

McKenna

l'atrlck

City, Sept. 20.
I)an

Daniel TUelly

SMILES

(COLUMBIA BURLESQUE)
Harry (Hlckey) Le Van. Maude Baxter*
James B Frnncla, Harry Bent ley. I.etty
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heart of Dinty Moore of the Chateau Laurier orchestra at the Cha-

Evelyn M. Stuart is now the manager and boss of the Cafe La Vie
teau on
on West 48th street. A revue, staged
Werner manages. A guest at the by Dan Dody, was scheduled to open
informed yesterday (Thursday). It is titled
one
evening
Chateau
Dinty his motor boat was anchored "Sunshine and Smiles," with a cast
|«low the island, and Dinty, if he of twenty, featuring Florence Darcould make it run, could have some ley, Anna May Bell, Mildred Hewitt
Mis.T Stuart is
fun with it around the Sound. Dinty and Julia Garety.
made it run, after much repair the only woman manager of a Times
She has
restaurant.
work by mechanics and purchasing square district
The had, however, previous restaurant
new parts for the engine.
later. directing experience.
(layman)
returned
guest
The La Vie is the cnbaret where
As the
Dinty reported progress.
owner of the boat had about the recently a gangster was shot and
Joseph Redmond, one of the
killed.
same time announced his wedding
engagement, he felt chipper, the managers of tho place, surrendered
band played the "Wedding March," to the police at the time of the
and during the evening the guest shooting to prevent the police from
told Dinty, Dinty says, that if he taking into custody guests dining
wanted the boat for $75 it could he there. It was later charged RedDinty had hard mond killed the gunman, who had
fixed that way.
work handling his drums the re- started a disturbance and was shot
AH he as he was running out of the restaumainder of the evening.
saw were motor boats with his own rant. Redmond, it IsAinderstood, will
deny he shot him and in proof call
near-gift in the lead.
The next day Dinty went after it as a witness the patrolman on post,
in earnest, but ftrst^had to settle a who was standing near on the street
repair bill of $72, then some more as the gangsters started the fight
And in the excitement he inside. Redmond asked the ropper
parts.
forgot to forward the $73 requested to loan him his gun, which the pawith a bill bf sale to be secured in trolman refused to do. No one acexchange. Dinty invoked the serv- tually saw the shooting, it is said.
Last week attorneys for Redmond
ices of tho entire orchestra besides
When the were granted an order to examine
two more mechanics.
boat started running without skip- the minutes of the Grand Jury
ping it did 25 miles an hour with which Indicted Redmond.
An apthe indications the engine would plication for bail may follow. It is
move up to 30 under proper coax- generally believed Redmond will be
ing.
Carrying five passengers and acquitted. Whoever did shoot the
doing 30, Dinty told the boys, meant gunman could easily plead self dehe had picked up a regular cruiser. fense.
Dinty spoke to Bill Werner. about
Miss Stuart purchased the resit.
Bill said everything was fine
taurant following the trouble and
but and Bill, the original chunk of will not change its name. The resJce, informed Dinty it didn't look so
taurant has a seating capacity of
good for tho bill of sale $75. Dinty's about 300. It is just west of Broadpressure dropped 30 points, to sub- way on 48th street, downstairs.
normal, but he managed to gasp
why.
Bill, in, a cruel end-of-theDistrict Attorney Urbane C. Lyons
aeason- and -business -is -bad manner,
informed his orchestra leader the of Broome county, New York, has
guest had been up again, inquired declared war on proprietors of road
about the boat, and when told the houses in the vicinity of BinghamHe has already created a
Impression was that he had given ton.
against the establishthe boat to Dinty for $75, answered campaign
Dinty was q/f his nut or something ments, by means of injunctions,
to that effect— that he
had told which close the places for a period
Dinty to sell the boat and he would of one year. Mr. Lyons has drawn
up a blanket injunction form which
split with him.
The next morning Dinty started he is having printed. The district
believes
the
injunction
to train the magneto so it would attorney
follow him whenever he left the method is the must effective nieam
hoat, and he otherwise manipulated of closing up alleged liquor joints
the rural section.
the going portion of the racer so throughout
that no one but with the Dinty County Judge Benjamin Baker this
secret method could operate it but week granted an injunction to close
Dinty himself and in person.
In for one year the road house owned
addition the dispirited musician by James Shay in the town of
called in three expert accountants Kirk wood, about three miles from
to fra^ie a bill for services and re- Binghamton, which is conducted by
pairs that would reach a larger Edward Brierly and Lottie Stone.
amount than the fire insurance The rood house can now only be
used as a residence. Frank Saco,
policy of the craft.
At the last hearing Dinty was charged with possession of intoxilooking for a specialist to assert cating liquors in violation of the
ownership of what Dinty says was Mullan-Gage state prohibition law,
conveyed to him by a verbal agree- pleaded guilty to an indictment
ment in the presence of witnesses. when arraigned yesterday before
The matter threatens to become County Judge Baker. Saco was
The
a cause celebre at City Island and indicted with John Regon.
along the Long Island shore, where latter's case is still pending. Saco
Dinty is muchly known through his was fined $200 and was given until
working uniform, a pair of white Nov. 1 to pay the fine.
Saco and Rcgdn conducted an
soiled trousers and the gardener's
Dinty claims he intended alleged "speak easy" establishment
blouse.
at
25 South street, Binghamton,
to use the speed boat for business
Snyder had had some which was raided Nov. 1, 1021, a
purposes.
half
pint of whiskey being seized by
postcards printed for Dinty, addressed "Dear Sweetie," and signed two plainclothes men.
"Your Babe," advising recipients
Moore's orchestra
to hear Dinty
Friars Inn, Chicago, operated by
play a Waterson, Berlin & Snyder Miko Fritzel, has been one of the
Dinty's few cabarets able to breeze through
song (that Ted wrote).
intention was to use the boat to the summer and maintain a show
place one of the cards on every and entertainment out there. This
He summer has been ruinous for the
other craft on
the Sound.
started wljth two sail boats, but majority of cabarets in Chicago, but
forgot
about
the
wind which the Friars Inn has withstood all the
snatched the cards off the rails troublesome times and run alcng to
where Dinty had placed them. good business.
Its entertainment
Dinty complained to Bill the atmos- brigade consists of llerbie Vogel
phere was double crossing him ,but and Sid Erdman, two of Fritzel's
Bill sneeringly replied Dinty should old standbys, who are adept with
stick to his sticks to be either a novelty and comedy songs.
Madge
sailor or a drummer.
Keefer, the third of the regular
Local opinion is that Mr. Werner entertainers here, croons scngs in
may be stalling under tho Idea a manner which provokes encore
hat when Dinty leaves tho Chateau after encore. Mario Dasch, a local
for the winter and the guest can't personage, and Roberta Brashler,
reach there through heavy snows, who h:is most recently been working
that Bill Werner might place the in clubs, complete the feminine list.
hoat in the Chateau's garage and This duo cover the field of BOngS
i.
pood and powerful
in the Rpring present a bill for stor- and
p
age that will chase all claimants voices. Peterson and McCune are
two whirlwind dancers. Miss Mcaway.
Bill intends being at the
Chateau again next season. Dinty Cune formerly worked in vaudeville
with her sister, while this is pracmay think he will be there, too.
Dinty Moore (no relative to Dinty tically the Jirst season in the show
Moore of the corn beef-nnd on West business for Peterson. They are
40th street) is the original Lone; both young and lively stoppers. A
Island musician who first caught ja/.z band keeps the patrons dancing
the performers are not workDinty caught win
lobsters unawares.
them alive with his music- on a ing, and this band, of Fritzel's own
(.Continued on page 36)
Violin and then killed them through
City

Island,

which

Bill
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DAILIES

"Sue Dear" moved $o the Bijou,
According to a schedule filed with New York, this week from ths
George J. H. Crowe, U. S. referee in Times Square. Virginia O'Brien has
bankruptcy at Binghamton, N. Y., assumed the title role.
this week, the liabilities of tho
Stewart Phonograph Co. are $294,Walter
Hampden will revive
$570.27 and its assets $1,050,881.81, of
Philip
comedy, "A New
which amount $950,000 is claimed by Way Massingefs
to Pay Old Debts," last seen
the company as the value of its
in New York in 1874, with E. L.
reside, copyrights and patents from the
Davenport in the leading role.
While United States government.

MILL

(Saranac Lake will hercajtcr appear under Correspondence in Yaricty through Robert R. Mill, who
is connected with the Saranac Lake
"Enterprise."
The correspondence
will cover the Adirondack region,

many

where

professionals

temporarily or pei-mancntly.
there is but little theatrically doing
in that section, the correspondence
will be published lo inform friends
how their acquaintances, who have
gone to the mountains, are getting
along and where they arc.)
Saranac Lake, N. Y., Sept. 20.

On the petition of three creditors
the Stewart company was adjudicated bankrupt Aug. 29. The petitioners were Frank A. Loomis, Leo
J.
Buckley and the Rover-Taft
Electrical Appliances Co., Inc.
Included in the a: sets of the

pany as

filed in

the schedule

comis

the

"Greatness," by Zoe Atkins, has
been placed in rehearsal by Gilbert
Miller. Jobyna Howland will be the
featured
member, supported by
Georges Renavent, Beth Varden,
Paul Porcasl, Russell Sedgwick]
Stanley Howlett and Cecil Butler.

David value of the properly it owns, minus
Charles Dillingham has changed
Warfield, William Morris, Jr., and mortgages and other incumbrances,
machinery and tools, the date for opening John Galsworother membc»„ of the theatrical $32,299.«T9;
$21,722.39, and other property and thy's "Loyalties," at the Gaiety thesertheir
colony here contributed
assets to the value of nearly $40,000. atre, New Yosk, from Sept. 25 to 27.
vices to stage an all-amateur per- Another item on the list of assets is
formance known as "Wow," given $8,ti96.30 in outstanding bills owed
Nance O'Neill announces that she
will produce at least three plays by
for the benefit of the combined tho company.
There .are 1,617 creditors, to whom Jacinto Benaven'te, author of "The
American Legion posts in Saranac
Flower," in which she
the
company
owes
$294,570.27. Passion
Lake.
starred from three seasons.
She
The book, music and lyrics were Nearly 1,500 of these represent per- opens
her season in Syracuse on
sons
who
paid
a
dollar down for a
written by the above, with the asphonograph which the eompany ac- Oct. 16 in "Field of Ermine," the
sistance of Ruth Morris, daughter of cepted on order but failed to exe- first of the three plays under the
direction of Alfred Hickman. John
William Morris, who starred in the cute.
performance, while the production
The largest single creditor is A. Garrett Underhill has made the
was staged by William Morris, Jr., W. Lueke of Cleveland, who has translation.
Jack

Lait,

Con

Conrad,

with the assistance of Mr. Warfield.
"The Santa Clauses of Saranac
Lake'' was the tribute paid to the
theatrical profession and the Morris
family in a speech of thanks made
by the Legion commander.

Harry Greb, light-heavyweight
champion of the world, joined the
ranks of the theatrical colony here
by the purchase of a permanent
home. Greb left for New York to
prepare for his bout with Bob Martin, A. E. F. champion, which will
be held at Madison Square Garden
in the near future.
Then he faces

Chuck Fisher,

who

recently

won

$4,911.91 in secured claims against
the company and $106,658.16 in unsecured claims, representing' loans.
The company owes _the United
States government $6,591.21 in internal revenue taxes, the Tax Commission of New York State $1,555.70
and the city of Binghamton, for

"Malvaloca," the

first

show

to be

produced by the Equity Players, will
play at the Auditorium. Baltimore,
before opening in New York Oct. 2.

David Wallace will present "The
Ever Green Lady," by Abby Merchant,
at the Punch and Judy theataxes. $439.20.
There are many creditors of the tre, New York, Oct. 9. The cast is
by Beryl Marcer and the
company In Binghamton and vicin- headed
play will be directed by J. M. Kerity, many of the shoe workers at
rigan, who also will act a role.
Endicott and Johnson City being
investors in the Stewart phonoMabel Normand, picture star, is
graph.
All that now remains of the $11,723.63 estate left by Richard Epstein, the celebrated pianist, member of the famous Elshucco Trio,

from Jimmy Darcy. Captain Bob and well known as a pedagogue both
Roper is another opponent Greb in Europe and this country, who
will fight before his trip to the coast died Aug. 1, 1919. is $9,445.14, aclate in October to fill a vaudeville cording to an accounting of his
property, made by Thomas F. Smith,
engagement.
this
filed
administrator,
"Give me a -Jlght with Georges public
Carpentier, and then I am through week in the Surrogate's Court, New
York. Mr. Epstein, who had been
with the ring," Greb told Variety's ill but a short time, lived at 32
correspondent before his departure, Fast 58th street, New York, but
adding that after the Carpentier died without leaving a will, at the
fight he intended to make the show- Lenox Hill Hospital. Although born
in 1869. he was a citizen of Austria.
business his only business.
Trained in music by his father,
Julius Epstein, he made himself one
William Morris, manager of Sir of the foremost authorities on the
Harry Lauder, is hard at work on art of the piano. A native of
the details of a benefit performance Vienna, where he was educated, he
he will hold at the Lexington opera played with the Vienna Philharhouse Oct. 8 for the Saranac Lake monic Orchestra and several quarand also with such an organDay Nursery, the pet charity of the tets,
ization as the Elchueeo Trio. At his
theatrical people in Saranac Lake.
funeral services, conducted Aug. 4*
191
Richard Msltland, tho Ener
Herbert Brenon, Fox director, in lish baritone, sang an aria by Bach
charge of the company in which Reuben Goldmark. vice-president o€
George Kline and Jack Bergen were tho Bohemians, then delivered an
working just before the shooting, address of eulogy in the course of
he referred to the distinadvanced the belief during a visit which
guished career of the decedent in
here collecting evidence that Klein Europe and this country. Because
will never be convicted on the mur- of his failure to leave a will his
der charge. Brenon says it is his widow, Elizabeth Epstein, together
belief tha* the charge, during the with his two children, Johann and
course of Klein's trial, will be Julius Epstein, all three of Vienna
charged to manslaughter and that IV. Gusshausstras.se. Austria, arc
entitled to share in his property.
Klein will plead guilty and serve

being sued by her former press
agent, Perry M. Charles, for $2,940.
Charles claims that he was retained
to go abroad and do advance publicity for her.
A writ was served
last week on the manager of the
Hotel Ambassador, where she is
stopping, attaching her gowns and

jewels.

The Chicago Chamber Opera
plans to' produce
operas this winter.

Co.

six
American
The new com-

pany is an outgrowth of efforts to
promote opera in English and to encourage American musicians and
composers, as advocated by the
Opera in Our Language Foundation
and the David Bispham Memorial
Fund.
Julia Sanderson denies the report
she has been served with papers in
absolute divorce proceedings by her
husband. Lieut. Bradford Barnetts,
U. S. N.
Frank Crumit's nam©
figured as co-respondent.
Crumit
is Miss Sanderson's leading man in
"Tangerine," now in Boston.

*»,

the sentence.

Mr. Brenon has cast his lot with
and on his present
visit bought a lot with the idea of
building in the spring. This is his
second purchase.
His house on
Lake Flower avenue is occupied by
his brother, Chandos Brenon, formerly prominent in the theatrical
the colony here

and newspaper world.
A. L. Johnson, husband of Peggy
Marsh, who was wounded at the
Adirondack camp of Jack Clifford,
is now out of danger, according to
a statement of hospital authorities
at Plattsburg today.
The investigation, based on the suspicion that

Johnson was wounded in a drunken
quarrel in which a woman was said
to have figured, has been dropped.
The authorities say they are certain the wound was accidentally
self-inflicted while cleaning a rifle,
the original story told by Johnson

and Miss Marsh.

ENGAGEMENTS

—

t
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and

Miller

Mack

(vaudeville)

have been engaged by Charles Dillingham for j^ new musical comedy
to be produced this fall.
Capt. Geo. Smithfleld, Harry Holman's "The Failure" (vaudeville).
Hanie and Ruthie
J. 'Frances
Morgan, "Spice of 1922."

'<

JUDGMENTS
Wm.
dorp.;
Hall

N.

Hcchheimer;

M.

K.

L.

$J.j.

Benedict
Studios,
Inc.;
Craftsmen Film Labs, inc.; $156.61.
Francis X. Bushman; S. E. Fink;

i

$4,047.26.

Perry

Bradford;

ualty Co.; $6,000.

Columbia Cas-

In all seriousness It is reported
the United Zither Players' Associa-

James

Young, picture director,
(.Continued on page 39)

NEW

ACTS

Bridal Sweet, Inc., has been incorporated for $5,000 to reproduce
the former Herman Timberg act.
Lewis A. Wolfson and Sam KlapTimberg's brother-in-law, are

holz,

interested In

it.

Blanche Franklyn (Vincent and
Franklyn) and Her Band-its, eight
people musical skit.
I

Aunt Jemima, late feature of
America at Its annual con- White's
"Scandals,"
enter
will
vention in Minneapolis Oct. 11-14 vaudeville with a band of nine
will formally protest against the
pieces.
popular music publishers and comWillie Cohan, formerly of Watson
posers ignoring their wants in the
way of zither music. Only imported and Cohan, is to be featured in a
vaudeville
act by Barney Gerard.
music from Switzerland and Bavaria
Nellie King and Tommy Gordon.
is to be had by the zither musicians,
because American popular airs are
"Mr. Nobody from Everywhere,"
not being orchestrated for this par- with Ted Morris featured.
ticular instrument. There are 1,200
Ben Bernie, formerly teamed with
members of the organization.
The piano is blamed for displac- Phil Baker, and who has been aping the zither in popularity, once pearing as a single, will shortly
the most popular of instruments and have a band turn. Bernie will lead
the oldest in the history of music, the aggregation and between numwith the harp, dating from Creation. bers insert comedy bits.
Fortunello and Circillino. the ItalThe E. B. Marks Music Co. press ian comedy acrobatic act with the
agent sends the following informa- new "Greenwich Village Follies," at
tion: Parade of the Wooden Sol- the Shubert, New York, have but a
diers has proven so popular as a
four-week contract with the prorecording on the disks that various
dealers are offering the Marks Co. duction. After it runs off, the turn
a bonus of $5 for any and all lots is expected on the Keith time.
New Waybum's Dancing Dozen,
of 100 records the publishers could
have shipped to them. Tho p. a. reproduced from a production of
continues that the Victor Co. is to last fleason, for vaudeville.
repress and relist the composition,
Lew Clayton and Ukelali "Ike"
its original edition having run out.
Edwards have reunited for vaude-

.

tion of

T.ee

David has signed

Witmark

with

M.

Sons. Witmarks have
the publication rights to four productions David composed the music
(including an operetta with
for
&.

ville.

MARRIAGES
Dr. Suss, dentist, and Adelaide
Ilensley were married in the New
York City Hall Sept. 12. The for-

Samuel Shipman). although songs
David wrote and originally ex- mer Miss Hensley has played in
ploited for another publisher have
cabaret and vaudeville.
been taken over by Forstor. Harms
Eleanor Young, song writer, to
and Berlin, as well as two others
Harry D. Squires, staff writer of
by Witmark.
=
the Jr.o Morris Music Co., Sept. :v
Herbert M irple has resigned as The Squires are at home at the
professional manager for Sherman, Florence Court Apartments, Ocean
Clay & CO., |n San Francisco, and Parkway, Brooklyn! N. Y.
will be succeeded by Carl Lamont,
8ept. K), at the home of th» bride.
formerly with the Fox Publishing 3064 Bailey avenue, New York City.
Co.
Marple says he will open a
Mae Kesler to Edward Dana Co«\
song shop of his own in Los Angeles.
Leo Fridkin, 2T», and his vaudeJack P.rcgman, of the Ri-hmond- ville partner, Rhoda, 21, elassi>'
Robbins Co., has returned from his dancers, were married Sept. 19 at
maiden talcs .trip, a Southern tour. Cincinnati.

-
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through

its

objections

Attorney General
the probate of.

filed

to

the.

document, which threw the burden
of proof that Miss Pierson was of
sound .mind and memory and not
under any restraint when the document was signed upon Miss Shotwell, whea the latter carae_to probate the will.
Miss Shotwell had
known Miss Pierson for about 12

years.

The will left by Miss Pierson, who
was 63 years old. was witnessed by
three, including Miss Shotwell, all

NOT VARIETY'S ADVERTISEMENT

INSIDE STUFF
ON LEGIT

named

in

document.

the

cartoonist at the time, is
act for Oct. 3. rage 8t Gray interpreted one of Randall's cartoon
Criticisms of their act when reviewed
at the Jefferson. New York, as libelous and started suit in the New
dall, staff

York Supreme Court

for

$100,000

damages. Justice McAvoy dismissed
the complaint as not stating facts
sufficient to constitute a cause for
action. Prof. I. Maurice Wormser,
editor of the New York Law Journal,
will argue the appeal in tho act'rf
behalf. Kendler & Goldstein are attorneys for Page and Gray, and
MacDohald DeWitt for the "News."

Four
booked
bills

Keith

acts

that

will

be

to appear together on all
the coming season are Owen

McGiveney, Bert and Betty Wheeler,
Dotson and William, aifd Joe ManThe quartet has been doing
dell.
a burlesque of the McGiveney protean playlet, "Bill Sykes." and will
continue to do the burlesque in all
Keith houses in addition to their
regular specialties.

Variety's review last week of the "Greenwich Village Follies." at the
Shubert, New York, mentioned one of the chorus girls as of the Nita
Naldi type, saying she was a brunet. Immediately a controversy arose
among the choristers, every brunet in it stating she was the girl the
notice referred to. From tho chorus the argument is said to have spread
to the managerial staff, and thence outside the show to friends of the
several girls.
"Sally, Irene and Mary," with Eddie Dowling, which the Shuberts exhis vaudeville act of that name, is regarded as "in" at the
Casino, New York. The business has been virtual capacity since opening
three weeks ago. It was a mistake, however, to sell the top boxes in the
Casino, regardless of the demand. That was shown last Saturday night.
Seats in those boxes, which are almc«t vertically above the stage, were
sold three times and each time the buyers returned to the box office and
demanded a refund of their money.

panded from

INSIDE STUFF
ON VAUDEVILLE
A prevalent complaint among Shubert unit managers appears to be the
lack of detailed Information ah ng the Shubert vaudeville route as to the
changed character of Shubert vaudeville. Apparently no attention was
given to that during the summer, with the result if the towns knew of the
return of Shubert vaudeville this September, it was the kind of information that led them to believe it was the Shubert-straight vaudeville policy
Since many towns last season didn't grow enfhusiastic
of last season.
over the Shubert vaudeville of then, the new policy with its unit combination must overcome the feeling.
One Shubert unit manager said if $100,000 had been spent in advertising
in the several cities where the units are playing, it .would have been a
good investment. Others say $50,000 would have been sufficient. The
money spent could have been secured and recovered through a weekly
assessment against each show and theatre.
A person not connected at all with Variety suggested to the Shubert
operators, according to the story, that at least Variety be used as an
advertising medium to carry the Wea and scope of the unit scheme to
the dramatic editors of the country, and. in that way. besides the dramatic men of the dailies being conversant with the unit plan, enough of it
might seep into their departments to give the public an idea. The
Shubert people said it wasn't a bad thought and then forgot it. Lee
Shubert,' early in the summer, informed a Variety man if the Variety
staff would write the advertisements for Shubert vaudeville. Variety
could publish the ads as often as written. He was asked what was the
jmatter with his own press department.
\

Jacob Ben -Ami failed to secure his passports for Berlin in time to
arrive there before Frank Reicher's departure for New York, as a result
of which the actor's trip to see "The Mysterious Tales of Hoffman" has
been relinquished.
The Selwyns \flll star Ben-Ami in the piece in
November; Reicher Is to produce. The director went abroad first to
consult the authors of the German play in Berlin and to look over the
original mechanical and lighting effects.

A comparison of the first three weeks of White's "Scandals," at the
Globe this season, as against the first three weeks of the White show at the
Liberty, New York, last season, brings out that "Scandals" in the Globe's
trio of weeks played to $16,000 more than it did at the Liberty.
At the
Liberty last summer the show grossed $29,000 Its first week, $23,259 the
second and $19,867 the third week, fit the Glove Its flrs^f week was $32,000,
the second $29,200 and the last week $25,787. The drop from the second to
the last is not explained, although it is said the house staff blames it
upon George White Juggling the scale. White is known as a box office
producer. He is always .around the box office. Henry Young, treasurer
at the Globe, last week, issued an order White would have to remain
away from the_ Globe's box office, but later Mr. Young relented. Last
season, while "Scandals" was at the Liberty, it played along from the
middle of July until after Labor Day. The week before Labor Day the
show did $22,590. The Labor Day week it dropped to $16,100. Incoming
attractions were believed to have caused the drop, and "Scandals" did
not again top $16,000 until it left for the road.

•

B.

for his hotel.

Argument on the appeal from an
order by Justice McAvoy dismissing
the complaint of Arthur Page and
Kthel Gray (vaudeville,) against the
News Syndicate, Co.. Inc. (publisher
of the "Daily News") and Ed Ran-

,•

previously.

Harry Downing, evidently in vaudeville, when playing in Vancouver,
C, piled up a grouch against the Hotel Grosvenor of that city, of
As under the law two subscribing which J. A. Weldon is manager. Mr. Downing complained to the mayor
Witnesses are sufficient to probate of the city and also wrote Variety, stating the Grosvenor had informed
any will, and as legatees under any him it did not want theatrical people as guests. Mr. Downing said he
Will cannot also be the subscribing had beep given a reservation, thereafter withdrawn when he .applied at
Witnesses, an agreement was reached the hotel for that reason. Mr. Weldon, In answering Variety's letter of
Whereby Miss Shotwell was not to Inquiry, enclosed the letter Of explanation he had sent Mayor Tisdall of
testify, and the other two waived Vancouver.
In that letter Mr. Weldon made quite clear his hotel does
their legacies and acted as the suffi- not object to professionals.
The manager stated he had informed
cient subscribing witnesses to the Downing the hotel had no theatrical rate nor any other special rate,
document. As without their testi- but that he did not tell him the hotel did not want professionals. Weldon
mony the will could not be pro- says that after Downing had complained to the mayor, he again called
bated, it is understood that they will at ,the hotel for a room, but Weldon then advised him not to take a
be financially rewarded by Miss room, since his complaint, would not held up in that event. Mr. Weldon
Shotwell when the latter comes into says Downing is about 27 or 28; that he and his wife, Mrs. Weldon,
her own from the funds of the were members of the profession before Downing was born, anil it is
estate.
unlikely he would term the people cf the show business as undesirable
legatees

11
i

page advertisement appearing in the souvenir program issued
In conjunction with the entertainment ("Fun, Fools and Foolers")
given June 16-17, 1922, by the prisoners of the Oreat Meadow prison
at Comstock, N. Y., and which might suggest Variety has authorized
that advertising, was kindly published gratis by the entertainment
committee of the Mutual Welfare League of Great Meadow.
Victor B. Hedman, chairman of the entertainment committee,
wrote the advertisement unbeknown to Variety, and it is much appreciated, but this explanation becomes necessary through its text.
The program had not been seen by anyone in Variety's office until
Wednesday of this week, or the explanation would have been made

6

Upon a petition filed by Oscar R.
Severn, undertaker, of 52 Prospect
place, Mario Shotwell, the dramatic
and screen actress, as executrix of
the estate left by Mary J. Pierson.
a school teacher, who died Nov. 30,
1921, Is directed by Surrogate Cohalan, of New York, to show cause
before him Oct. 20 why she should
not be compelled to pay the funeral
bill,
The
amounting to $245 50.
estate lejft by Miss Pierson, who for
20 years was a teacher in Public
School No. 63, is estimated at about
$25,000 in personalty. This, by h^r
will, executed Nov. 27. 1921, after
the payment of a'l debts and the
distribution of $700 in cash and
personal effects among 11 friends,
was left to Miss Shotwell. Because
Miss Pierson failed to leave any
relatives, the State of New York,

=

i
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'

Single Copies

.

A point arising with agents in the Keith office over an act was settled
the other day in favor of the second agent. Jack Curtis (Rose & Curtis)
booked the former turn of Mehlinger and Meyer. Artie Mehlinger lately
formed a two-act with Walter Donaldson. They are being booked by
Curtis claimed the reframed turn
Charlie Morrison (Ray Hodgdon).
The matter was placed before
rightfully should remain with his Arm.
the booking office people, who decided that Morrison had secured the act
The dissolution of Mehlinger with George Meyer
in a proper manner.
dates back to when that team jumped the Orpheum circuit at Los Angeles
over a difference of $21 between the Orpheum New York office and the
The act said it was entitled to the $21 In transportation through a
act.
switch in the route. The Orpheum bookers declared that as the switched
act was occasioned through a closed house, tjje act would have to stand
tho excess over what the original route called for. This led to much
letter writing and at Los Angeles Meyer decided to return to New York,
Between
after sending many wires east in connection with the affair.
the letters and the wires, feeling was engendered, with Meyer held responsible by the booking offices. Mr. Meyer is a songwriter attached to the
Berlin, Inc., publishing concern,
Arthur M. Kraus, songwriter and musical director, who figured In the
dailies last week when arrested on a charge of disorderly conduct and
intoxication, says he is the victim of a hoax that has been in practice
among his Immediate friends for some time. It concerns the passing of
someone else's card in a tight pinch. The real chap, who spent about an
hour in jail when Gertrude Grimes, a singer, of 157 West 57th street, preferred* a charge against him, is a pal of Kraus*. To prevent further noto-

any of the "Greenwich
series opened at the
week, with the agencies given allotments and permitted

There never has beep a
Village Follies" shows.

Shubert

last

ticket "buy-out," for
of tl

The fourth revue

•>

returns, as in previous seasons.
A. L. Jones, who is one of the
"Village Follies" owners, is also interested* in a theatre ticket agency.
He has maintained for that reason he would never seek a buy, so that
it could not be charged he favored his own ticket office.
It is claimed
the leading brokers are given an equal allotment of locations. When the
show opened in New Haven it looked ragged, and the Shuberts insisted
on a buy from the agencies, but Jones refused to comply. Another reason
he gave was that he refused to take chances In corrupting the box office
through a buy.
There were two sets*%f .tickets ordered for the "Village Follies," the
first being staled at** $3 50 top.
The producers stated they could not
operate this year's show at the scale, and established the top at $4.40,
with Saturday nights at $5.50. This year's show is said to cost as much
for construction work as the three preceding "Follies." The total outlay,
though not all tabulated, is said to be considerably In excess of last
season's product|p>, which originally totaled $92,000. About $20,000 was
later expended. The costumes and settings are made in the producers'
own shops, and would ordinarily cost more than the sum charged. New
hangings inserted at tho last minute caused the curtain to be delayed
25 minutes at the premiere performance in New York.
full

The legitimate theatre pool In Philadelphia brought up an odd ticket
question. Tickets for the Forrest, which had "Spice of 1922," and those
for the Garrick, where "Orange Blossoms" was the attraction, were the
same color. The Forrest count-up found two tickets short, while the
Garrick discovered it was two tickets over. On checking up, the Garrick
management uncovered the extra tickets, given at the door by two
women who were seated In a loge. When asked, they said they bought
the tickets for the "Spico" show, but refused to leave the house, having
Now the "Spice"
already witnessed two acts of "Orange Blossoms."
management is claiming the price qt th.e two tickets, with the Garrick
holding out for the value from the pool.
police

its

safety threatened to close the show If complaints continued to pour in.
Arthur Hopkins told friends that ho was expected fo appear in Philadelphia, and that he would likely be asked to call at police headquarters
there to explain. The^manager. however stated he was too busy with
rehearsals to make the*trlp to be arrested.

Morris Schlesinger got a good opening Monday at his Broad Street,
J., for "The Lady in Ermine," following the Painter tangle,
with a show girl substituting, and Wllda Bennett to go on cold Monday
night in the. role for her first performance. Schlesinger had a display
ad in the Newark papers Monday morning stating he had seen the
Miss Grimes performance in Atlantic City and would guarantee it. The show played
riety, Kraus says he would rather it blew over altogether.
summoned a patrolman to her apartment at the time and Insisted that to $1,200 that night, large business for Monday in Newark unless there
Kraus be arrested, explaining he was a former sweetheart whomJ she no is a club sell-out, and then it never gets beyond $1,500 for a musical
longer permitted to call. Kraus was reported as having declared he spent production. Miss Bennett only got the role the Wednesday before. She
$9,000 on her in the last 11 days. The real Kraus' alibi is the fact he was sang and played the heavy part without a miss of musical or spoken cue.
home with his parents at th time, otherwise his own folks would probAn Insight into "success" and what it means may be drawn from
ably have made him vacate their hearth and home. He also has a girl
The pal who perpetrated the phony J. C. Nugent't experience. Nugent, after many ye«*rs in vaudeville, during
to whom ho is formally engaged.
card trick. Kraus says, is a non -professional but of a well-known family. which ho was ambitious for a "legitimate" success as a player and
K'empy," which he and his son wrote, and in
author. finally put over
which he and his son and daughter are featured. For 30 years Nugent
Charlie Winston, the Boston exploitation expert and vaudeville author, lived in the little town of Canal Dover, Ohio, where his wife and children
is back in New York claiming the record in time for having turned out
were born. Mrs. Nugent, who was a performer at one time, has been
an act. Sunday a week ago Winston was at the Friars Club hiving in failing health since the family moved to New York. She is lonesome
dinner with Ben Bornie, when Richard Keene came into the dining hall and home. a<k. Recently Nugent called his family together and offered
bewailing the act he had framed with Bern Ice Speer with mat* rial by a .to chuck Kernpy," his career, his children's careers, and retiro them all
comedian-star was not to the liking of th' se who hid seen it in rehearsal. and return to Canal Dover and the old home. Mrs. Nugent refused tho
Winston was called in to Witness the rehearsal that night at the Colonial
riflce.
theatre, and between 8 and 11 o'cloek he turned out an entire new set of
dialog and gags for the turn on the back of some Id orchestrations, and
Arthur Hammerstcin and Otto iinii.vii walked past *he doorman it
The next day the act the Casino list week to get i 'flash at "Sally. Irene md Mary." but
the trio ifVYFie offering rehearsed as he wrote.
opened somewhere in New Jersey, with the result that th<-y cam.- into were informed strict orders were that no one be permitted in 'lie house
New York at one of the Keith houses this week. Winston has not been without a ticket. The producer was mulch annoyed, as It Is the cu m
writing vaudeville, acts f r more than a few months. He tried out as a for one manager to permit entree of othfers
There ha b m no request
single after hie got out of scarvicc^and then returned to newspaper work for courtesies.
Alter an Ineffectual tt tempt to reach the Shuberl office
and the exploitation of motion picture attractions. Within the Last few <>n the telephone, Hammersteln ind the tuthor talk
>m the theatre,
». .i
mil i»n(j for I'ln T..»ivij Billy C llSpn.
months. Hr»T»-» v »i' U rn
li:iiiime rotoiii nut-chased «two tickets for MoriJ-** flmw how soro he Win,
V.ully and Th ni.'s and
l; inie.
lay Uig ht.

Newark. N.

.•

William Anthony McGuire's "It's
a Boy," which opened at the Harris,
had to have one hour of its running
time amputated in the "break-in."
As a result, James R. Waters' role
was so diminished that through
amicable understanding he left the
cast.
Waters is now rehearsing a

new

skit for vaudeville.

'

'

'

Barnes, through Davis &
Davis, is suing Henry Belli tt for
breach of contract in connection
with the "Screenland" act, Barnes
asks $800 for two weeks' salary and
services rendered in collaborating
on the act in which he created the
leading comedy role, now done by

Gene

Barney Ward.

i

<

if

i

I

!

Bert Levy starts a Keith booked
next week at
vaudeville season
Proctor's.

Newark.

N.

J.

When

playing the Royal. New York, in
three weeks, Mr. Levy will giye the
first of his children's mornings, a"f
the roquVst of A^ Darling, the Royal's

manager.

I

two weeks In Philadelphia without
interference, although reports were that the directcr of public

"The Hairy Ape" finished out

. •

-

1 i

New York, this week, Elsie Jan Is, is an encore In
Impersonation of Lenore Ulric with a special lyric,
the final line of which holds a "My God" expres Ion, intended purely for
The expression was still In the turn Monday evening, although
ni laugh.
the Keith houses mil the Palace in particular hive been stringent about
the employment of the name of the Deity on their stages.
At

her

Keith'.-

act,

Palace,

does an

I

.

I

F redd
an unusu
I

•

McK
<i

c. the new

memento
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in
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the

Empir
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one time wis
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LEGITIMATE
SPECIAL PUBLICITY

FOR THREE PLAYS
Harry Rcichenbach Handling
Trio Simultaneously
Receiving Percentage

—

—

the high appraisal of the value of
star players, managers figuring big
names entitling them to the Increase.
"La Tendresse," which reopens the Empire next week, and
"Rose Bernd" lighting up the Longacre, are the new $3 attractions.
The first named is dually starred
with Henry Miller and Ruth Chatterton, while the second has Ethel
Barrymore. One other drama has
the increased scale,' "Abie's Irish
Rose," but the boost there was
mainly intended to get bigger share
from cut-rate sales and is along the
same lines as other cut-rate tickets

Sept. 20.

HITCHY'S REHEARSALS

Rehearsals for "Kitchy Koo," the
new Raymond Hitchcock production by the Shuberts, wore postponed for a week or 10 days, from

Mon.

num,

the return

will

on

,

of the "Tribune."

ago the "News'

"

Some months

rramatic depart-

ment was

virtually broken up, but
is to be revived under Mantle's direction."

A

point to Mantle's rejoining the

Chicago "Tribune" organisation is
that he returns with the same
standing in regards to the insurance and bonus features enjoyed
by long-service employes of "The
Trlb," as though he had not resigned.
It
the scribe

said that attracted
when the offer for the
is

witness

to the stage of Audrey
Maple after an absence of three
years; May Boley, Blllle Ritchie.
Jack Squires, the Astaires, the Ellsworths, Brendel and Bert, Bard and
Llora Hoffman and Alice
Fear!,
RiCkner.
Ritchie holds a piny or
pay contract with the Shuberts, becoming- on r rntiv o this week.——

Ray Goetz production opening

in Buffalo last

—

for

Sept.

26

before

the Interstate

Commerce Commission
ington, D. C. The bill

in Washto effect a

i

Los Angeles, Sept. 20.
Phoebe Bowler died here from
taken
poison
accidentally. She was

reduction as proposed by the Naa professional pianist.
tional Council of Traveling Salesmen's Associations has been passed
by both houses and signed by the
President.
The I. C. C. will now act on the
25 per cent, mileage rate the organization is advocating for its
members and all other commercial
travelers,
such as professionals.
They are urging the adoption of a
book entitling the bearer to ride
$100 worth of distance, the book to
sell for $75. This would reduce the
current 3.6 cent mile rate to about
President of Society
2.9 cents a mile.

'NO IDLE

Chicago, Sept. 20.
first of the twiri

,

The Selwyn, the

New

week.
The change in cast necessitated
Hearing Sept. 26 $100 Mileage hcrearsals, and the piece ia laying
off in New York this week, preparaBook for $75 Wanted
tory to opening in a Broadway
Hearings on the reduction of the theatre.
mileage rate to commercial travelers (actors, salesmen, et al.) is set
Phoebe Bowler Dies of Poison

theatres just completed had a most
auspicious opening Monday evening
with the presentation of John Drew,
and Leslie Carter In "The Circle."
The opening had been clarioned
in
every conceivable manner for
months ahead with the result that
everyone that is "Who's Who" in

Chicago was on hand to participate.
event Practically every city,
was on hand, as well as state*

in the

official

officials,

theatre

managers and

pro-*

ducers and a big turn out of
Chicago's elite from the Gold Coast
There were also present
district.
Archie Selwyn, Crosby Gaige, gen-.
manager for the Selwyns*
eral
Robert Beck, of the American Bonding Co., who financed the building
of the theatres

and George Thomas

the builder.
It

was a happy occasion

for all

concerned as a full hour before the,
curtain arose the patrons made a.
tour of the theatre which they pro^
claimed as the most beautiful house,
in Chicago.
It has a capacity of
1,100, with two-thirds of the seats,
on the lower floor.
>

The entire color scheme of thei
theatre decoration are Roman Gold
with brocaded blue trimmings and
carved wood works of Roman and
Grecian figures enhancing the walla,
in

numerous

places.

Every possible Contrivance foethe comfort of the
patrons has
been installed in the theatre, with
large and sumptuous lounging and
rest rooms for the women and men.
patrons a feature of the place.

JAPANESE SOPRANO ARRIVES
San Francisco, Sept. 10.
Tamaki Miura, Japanese operatic/
soprano, arrived here this week on
the "President Lincoln" from Japan,
She is to appear as a guest artist
with the Chicago Civic Opera Association and the San Carlo Opera.
Company.

ARISTOCRACY ABROAD';

EMERSON AT EQUITY MEETING

—Equity

Side
TEARLE'S DOG'S BITE COSTLY

Held Sunday

Conway Tearle and Adaie Rowland (Mrs. Tearle) were examined
before trial in the law office of
Bloomberg

&

Bloomberg

tion with the suits,

In

connec-

preme court

for $25,000 damages and
$8,000 hospital charges as a result
of his five-year-old son, Jacques,
having been bitten by the Tearle's

dog, "Happy."
The boy
lacerations of the scalp.

suffered

Speaks of Conditions on Other
Players Discussed Open Meeting:

The Aght over tho estate left by
Edith St. Clair, actress who died on
Dec. 30, was temporarily abandoned
in the Surrogates' Court, New York,
last week when, at the request of all
her heirs, her so-called will, improperly executed and having no
validity as a mat tor of law, was denied probate by Surrogate Cohalan.
Jacob KoUi.steln, her brother, ^of
124 West 114th .street, New York,
known also as Rochstein, and
George A. C.rabon, his attorney, of
<!i
iiroadway, were appointed administrators of the property, claimed
t.o be only $2,000 in personalty, unci' r a
$2,000 bond.
Mmu St. Clair was one of the
chorus beaut lea of !io years ago.
appeared in 1897-in 'One Round of
Pleastin
then for the next 12 yearH
:

"Over the Hill to the Poorhousc," ELEANOR PAINTER IN VAUDE
* stage version of the Will Carloton
Eleanor Painter is to make her
poem, was presented at the Rialto d« but in vaudeville with a singing
by MacQuarric Productions, Frank turn shortly. Harry Weber's offi< I
H. MacQuarrie director. After one has the act.
week the play lived up to its title
Miss Painter r<rently stepped out in musical comedy, and was last
and went there.
of "The Lady in Ermine."
teen in 1009 in "Miss Innocence."
.

Theatre

no

any Cowl had 'phoned, suggesting herf
in Europe," said John Emer- name be removed from the billing in
son, president of Equity, speaking order that the Equity Players' anat the open meeting held by the nouncement should be strictly adorganization Sunday afternoon at hered to. Miss Emmett mentioned
the 48th Street theatre, now the It would not reoccur.
Upon this
home of Equity Play era, fflft.
statement, the same man arose to
"The kings, queens a*#l efl non- reply it would be manifestly unfair,
Is

Idle aristocracy

archs have disappeared fr'dm the
other side," continued Mr. Emerson,
Harold M. Goldblatt represented
entirely neglecting the English royTearle at the hearings. A previous
alty.
"And it is well," he added,
offer to settle for $1,000 was re"for the working people now rule
fused. The dog is four years old
Europe.
Whatever thejr methods,
and we|ghs 70 pounds. He was ex- ^hey
were justified."
amined for rabies but was found
It was the first time Mr. Emerson
normal. The Tearles' butler testihad presided at an Equity public
fied that the boy had Just been
meeting since returning, about three
offered light refreshments by him,
weeks ago, from the other side. He
the dog's attack following immewas introduced by Joseph Santley.
diately thereafter.
Emerson's comment was almost

CLAIR WILL CASE

—

at 48th Street

;

"There

Max Weinberg more

has brought against them in the
Westchester county (N. Y.) Su-

ST.

bers.

The Hitchcock show

arm

E.

MILEAGE REDUCTION

"JOHNNY" DID IT
gagement.
A note signed "Johnny" was the
means employed by a policewoman

the set date for starting, last
day.
Allan Foster will stage the

Succeeds

York "Mail"

"News" assignment was made him.
The bonus system of "The Trib"
calls for a monthly allotment in adwhich lofted balcony prices.
In Chicago the $4.40 top admission ditloix to salary.
James Craig will succeed to the
fixed for "Good Morning, Dearie," is
believed to have been too high and dramatic desk of the "Mail." Craig
probably was reflected in the disap- *is a special writer for the daily and
"Sally's" resumed the new assignment will place him
pointing start.
stay in Bostoon, also a disappoint- among the highest paid critics in
ment, could not be blamed on the New York.
scale, kept at $3.50. Other musicals
of high admission on Broadway are
juriced lower for the road. That ap- MILTERN IN "STAR SAPPHIRE"
John Miltern has succeeded Claude
(Continued on page 15)
King in "The Star Sapphire," the

s

San Francisco,

Craig

Burns' Mantle has resigned as
dramatic critic of the New York
"Evening Mail," and will rejoin the
forces of the Chicago Tribune, from
non-musical pieces at $2.50 ($2.76 which he resigned about 10 years
top), and the exceptions coming ago to take the "Mail" berth. Mantle
early in the season are noted with will remain in New York, doing
some surprise. The reason lies In drama for the "Daily News," an

rehearsing for the new show are
Charlotte Greenwood, John Steele, "The Nest" and "Blue Kitten" Pass
Up the Road
Fairbanks Twins, Clark and McCullough, Robinson and Newbold,
Two shows are already recorded
William Gaxton, Grace
LaRue,
William Seabury, Rath Brothers, as failing on the road. One, "The
Hal Sherman (formerly of Sherman Nest," was brought back from Bosand O'Rourke) and a girls" Jazz
ton Monday; after being out .two
band.
Among the Harris engagements weeks and "The Blue Kitten" is
lately made, it is said, Wells, Vir- being withdrawn by Arthur Hamginia and West, and Pearl Allen will mersteln at the end of the week.
be with the Duncan piece.
The "Kitten" show is in its third
week at the Shukfltt,
.|*rt Philadelphia.
hff..
Labor Day
It started off with^B,200
ACTRESS INHERITS $6,000
two
performances,
but was unfor
James Farmer Muir, late husband able to attract paying business. Last
of Lillian Klem, a former actress, week's taking were less than $9,000.
left a net estate for $6,150.K1 when The producer stated he was unhe died July 22, 1921, It was dis- willing to pile up further losses
closed in the Surrogates' Court, New with the attraction, which went to
York, through the filing of a trans- the road with $20,000 of the producfer
tax state appraisal of. his tion outlay still charged against it.
The show featured Richard Carle
property.
y/^
Under his will, executed April 30, who is reported trying to purchase
1918, this passes over to his widow, the production.
through a common law marriage.
Both met for the first tlme'in 1916,
"BRIDE'S" SHORT STAY
when she was playing a minor part
Chicago, Sept. 20.
in a Broadway theatre.
She also
had played in a* minor part of
Cecil Lean and Cleo Mayfield will
"Beauty and the Beast," and later conclude their run at the Great
was seen in a Weber & Fields
Northern theatre in "The Blushing
comedy.
The estate consisted of cash, In Bride" Saturday, after two weeks
banks, $836.39; 65 ^ shares Chicago, in town. Joe Flynn, who officiated
Northwestern Railway, $2,600; 100 as agent for^the attraction here did
shares
Great Northern Railway a long line of freak publicity stunts
prior to the
company, $6,925;
interest
in
a here for two weeks
plumbing business, $1,607.83, and opening of the show. It got off to a
from the estate of James Muir, de- capacity opening, but fell down on
subsequent days with the result
ceased; $1,002.33.
*
S. Morris Pentland, brother-in- that it was decided to send it on the
road
opening at Pittsburgh next
law of 2 West 94th street is the
administrator with the will an- Monday.
George Arliss In "The Green
nexed of the estate.
Goddess" will open at the house on
Sunday night for an indefinite en-

"OVER THE HiLL" STORED

of Twin Theatres tcj
Start—"The Circle" Open-

First

.

—50 Houses Open by Oct. 2

Out and Coming In

TWO

the show^ phorus, and a visit to
the theatre by the mother confirmed
the identity.

i

HAS LIVE OPENING

MANTLE ON "NEWS"-

—

Season's First Month Disappointing Fulton
James
Has Four Different Lists of Prices Shows Going

The plays are "The Endless
Chain" and "East Side, West Side,"
now current, and "On the Stairs,"
The new legitimate season's first
the new Hurlburt piece with Arnold month is disappointing, at least parDaly that opens Monday at the tially so, and that applies for the
Playhouse.
road as well as Broadway. ShowReichenbach's arrangement Is un- men are divided as to whether to
derstood to be a percentage of the blame mediocre business drawn by
gross for the pieces now running on some of the new plays on the keenthe amount he increases the busi- ness in selecting or picking on the
ness of each over the average week- part of playgoers, or whether the
ly takings of the plays since they latter are paying more attention to
opened. With "Stairs". another ar- the critics' opinions. The reviewers
have been on a panning bee, but the
rangement has been entered into.
reverse has not worked out altogether. One or two attractions highly lauded have yet to show excepMORE BERLIN MUSIC
tional strength at the box office.
Composer Reported Writing for
The factor of high admission
Duncan Sistys' Show
sanies Is considered the most important feature thus far. The arSongs for the production Sam H. rival of the big top musical shows
Harris is to present the Duncan has probably attracted business
Sisters in are said to have been from some of the other offerings.
written by Irving Berlin, also the Weakness in balcony sales, however,
composer for the Music Box, in has been noticed in several $4.40 atwhich both Harris and Berlin are tractions, which claim not to have
Interested, along with Joe Schenck. fallen off in the lower floor busiMr. Berlin has supplied all of the. ness that holds the expensive seats.
numbers for the new "Music Box
Accompanying the big top musRevue" now in rehearsal, staged by icals, two of the incoming dramas
Hassard Short. Its comedy scenes will charge $3.30 top v Last season
will be In the main supplied by there was a steady tendency toward
Tommy Gray. Other scene con- lower scales and the stabilizing of
tributors are George V. Hobart and
Prances Nordstrom.
Among the Music Box principals
COMING IN

capturing 16-year*o!d Evelyn
Benson, a chorister in "Sally, Irene
and Mary," at the Casino, New
York, who is charged with incorrigibility.
She was committed to
the
Florence
Crlttenton
Home,
awaiting sentence.
When the girl disappeared from
her home at 737 East 219th street
on July 5 last, her mother, Mrs.
Walberg Benson, reported tho matter to, the police. Last week Policewdman Mary A. Sullivan thought
she recognized the missing girl in

'NEW SELWYN

ing Attraction

curing.

in

CHI'S

CRITICS OR BIG SCALES
COSTING THEATRES TRADE?

Harry Reichcnbach has accepted Legit
the commission to especially exploit three plays on Broadway with
the brand of publicity Reichenbach
ha* achieved a reputation for se-

Friday, September 22, 1922

wholly directed to his observations
abroad.
At its conclusion, Mr.
Kmerson invited questions. Several
were launched at him, but none
seemed to hold substance, until one

to other leading lights of the stage
associated with the
Equity Players productions if they,
were not also starred, to prevent the
charge cf discrimination through
the premature featuring of Miss
Cowl. Mr. Emerson stilled the discussion by stating no doubt the
Equity Players would take the matter to a satisfactory adjustment.
One speaker referred to Equity
Players as an institution that will
educate the public.
It was
said
patrons of the 48th Street would be
held standing until the end of the
act if arriving during its progress,
and would be requested, if intending
to catch a train or to keep an appointment which might oblige their
departure during the course of the

who may be

unidentified man asked why, in view
of announcements to the contrary,
Jane Cowl had been starred In the final act, to leave the theatre before
billing and in the lights for the the final act commenced.
Equity Players at the 48th Street.
The meeting opened at 3:15, con*
Mr. Emersm replied he supposed eluding at 5:10. to an attendance of
an excellent reason was behind it, about 400.
On the stage, besides
but owing to his unfamiliarity Messrs. S/intley and Kmerson and
through absence he could not readily Miss Emmett, were Edith Wynne
offer the explanafion. Mr. Emerson Mathison
and Augustus Duncan,
•O^'d Katheryn Emmett, who was among profess ional a.
Others were
upon the platform, if she knew the Dr. Richard Rnrtrn, a college procause for Miss Cowl's stardom with* fessor;
Stark
dramatic
Young,
Equity.
If las Emmett answered it editor of "The New Republic," conhad been to decided at a conference sidered a radical paper, and Oeorgo
of the Equity Players, as it had been Grey Bernard, the sculptor.
Each
concluded that Miss Cowl's name spoke, Dr. Burton making a witty
might be of commercial value to the address, pointing hin opening renew project.
marks toward the hhrh cost of theaHowever, Miss Emmett stated that tre going, including the attraction,
that very morning (Sunday) Miss restaurant and taxi.

LEGITIMATE

Friday, September 22. 1922

DORA GOLDTHWAITE
MONEY TO SOCIETIES
Bequests
Aldrich

in

—

Memory

The

will of

DALY THEATRE ONCE

POOL'S BID FOR B'WAY BOOKING

MORE

MONOPOLY SPURS THIRD CIRCUIT

of Louis

St.

Dora Goldthwaite, a

actress,

for several years, filed last week for
probate in the Surrogate's Court,
New Jfork, directs that her estate,
after all debts are paid, to be
divided as follows:
The Actors' Order of Friendship
(Edwin Forrest Lodge), of New
York City, in memory of Louis Aid-

IN

'

NEW YORK

House Renamed

—

Col-

ored Show's Run

Probate

who died at the
Brunswick Home, Amityville, !•. J.,
Aug. 19, where she was a patient

Independent Producers Concerned at New Rule
Which Tie* Up Play for Try-out Contract
Change From Shubert to Erlanger Forbidden
•

Individual legitimate producers are
over the regulations and stipulations cropping up
directly
angled
to the booking
and

much concerned

is no need for the switching from
one office to another.

The

real object of the irrevocable

booking privilege plan is believed a
combination between A. L. Erlanger lever which would draw into the
and the Shuberts. In back of the big, offices the independent New
rich, actor, founder and its first
regulations is seen a step to fore- York theatres. Fifty per cent, of
president. $5,000.
Also, what restall the possible formation of a Broadway's houses are independmains of all cash on deposit in the third circuit.
ently owned and controlled and, alUnion Square Savings Bank, the
Directly the latest wrinkle of one though many are affiliated with one
Bank of Metropolis, and the cash of the big offices points to control or the other big offices, they have
prooeeds from the sale of nil her
of the bookings of the Broadway up to now sought their own atJewelry, "to be used for the purtheatres or at least the securing for tractions. It has been the custom
chase of a life bed in a non-sectheir own theatres the pick of at- for such houses to bid for attractarian hospital for American born
tractions. By controlling all of New tions which are regarded as poactresses and actors, to be called
York's bookings, control of the en- tential hits. With all raw mate•The Dora Goldthwaite Bed.' and
that are ready for trying out
tire out-of-town field is secured. rial
to be under the control of the
By virtue of the forcing methods^ tied up for bookings, the producer
trustees of said lodge."
apparently already in operation, would not enjoy any benefits that
The Actors' Fund Home, at some showmen state a third book- might accrue from bidding between
Staten Island. N. T„ which is under
ing circuit will be forced into house managements Such benefits
the direction of the Actors' Fund
would be in the form, of higher
being.
of America, $5,000, "on condition
Several producers have been re- sharing terms in favor of the prothat a marble or metal tablet, not
quired to sign agreements with one ducer. Tied up, so far as bookings
less than 2V£ feet long, by 1% feet
of the major offices, giving it ir- are concerned, all such attractions
wide, with this inscription thereon:
booking rights to at- would have to play at regulation
" 'Louis
Aldrich.
Projector
& revocable
tractions for which try-out dates terms, and at the same time the infounder, May, 1901/ shall be placed
been sought. There is no dependently- owned theatres 'would
have
prominently and permanently and
alternative for the individual pro- have no choice in the matter of
promptly on the Home building. If
ducer in face of the reputed agree- attractions.
the condition is not accepted and
The effects of the- booking comment between the Erlanger and
strictly complied with this $5,000
Shuberts, that each will not accept bination in its control of producers
shall be given to the Society for
attractions from producers affiliated and productions may be exaggerthe Prevention of Cruelty to Aniwith one or- the other prior to this ated, but there is no doubt that
mals, in the City of New York,
season. A manager who has been individual producers are far from
State of New York."
cannot confident of getting a "break" from
Shuberts
booking 4 with
Miss Goldthwaite further directthe Erlanger office or it. So far as being able to beat the
ed that if the bequest was accepted switch to
arrangement is booking shackle that could be obThis
vice versa.
under the condition named, then
said to be part 'of the Booking tained by a "cold" opening in New
the Actors' Fund Home was to be
between the big offices. York. Yet attractions scoring must
given an additional $5,000, "to be agreement
that as the terms are go to one or the other booking
used for its charitable purposes; They claim
(Continued on page 21)
attractions there
but if the condition named is re- the same for all
In
jected or evaded by the Governors
Doard of the Actors' Fund, then
ACTORS' TRUCE
BLACK AND TAN
this $5,000 shall be given to the
Tuskegee Institute, Tuskegee, Ala.,
Agreement
Wage
in Sight
Season
With
Attraction
for the education of colored peo- Gus Hills' Colored
Cut Two Weeks
Negroes

—

—

There

CRIME DEFLECTOR
Richard

Role
Rear Car"

Bennett's

"The

in

San Francisco, Sept. 20.
Thomas Wilkes/ production of
Edward E. Roses 'The Rear Car,"
a mystery comedy starring Richard
Bennett at the local Columbia, has
caught on and in attracting big
business. The play is the thrilliest
thriller that has ambled this way.
It's positively goofy with a thoroughly surprising finish. Also it affords
a fine role for Bennett who essays
a character dressed like a burlesque
of Sherlock Holmes and describes
himself as a "deflector," a person

who
flects

instead of detecting crime, deit.

The play has got over so strongly
the Wilkes is reported as considering sending out a road company.

COHAN'S "DRAGON
Geo. M.'s Next

—Augustus

Adapted

1

tt

SHOW

HEBREW

—

No

The 63d Street, which opens as a
regular production house next week,
has been renamed the Augusttn
Daly theatre. A suggestion to revive the Daly name on Broadway
was made some time ago, but only
decided c*i by John Cort this week.
Cort has had the house for several
seasons. Some weeks ago it closed
after - praying "Shuffle Along" for
60 weeks.
The first regular production will
be "Dolly Jardon."
Daly's,
named after Augustin
Daly, is still standing on Broadway at 29th street, but it is to be
demolished. It's polyglot policy in
recent years drew little attention
uptown. Stock burlesque and pictures have attempted to little profit.
Even when it was considered a dead
institution, it came under the management of W. A. Riedy. who used
It to present "The Drone." which he
brought over from England.

The

piece did not click and in the secafter an argument
with fire department officials, ordered it shut down.
About sis

Thomas ond week Brady,

it

.

ple."

63d

Retired Actress'

Will Filed for

retired

i»

George M. Cohan has started the
production of "The Song of the
Dragon," which may reach Broadway ahead of "Little Nellie Kelly"
if the latter's time is extended in

years ago another production was
attempted, it being "Y/osemite."
That, too. failed, thoiffth it had a
name* cast. A coincidence is the
presence of Whitford Kane in the
Boston.
cast of "Dolly Jardon" coming to
The "Dragon" play is taken from the new Daly. He was. too. In "The
the story of that name by John Drone," that being his first AmeriTaintor Foote. It appeared serially can appearance.

in the "Saturday Evening Post."
It
was adapted by Augustus,
Thomas.

MI8S NICHOLS'^WO" PLAY
Anne Nichols' new play, "A Song
Twilight,"/' will be

at

'MUSIC

BOX REVUE' AT BOSTOK

With the change in bookings

that
takes "Sally" out of the Colonial.
BoHton, to the Forrest, Philadelphia.
opening there Oct. 2, on the same

the

produced by

authoress in conjunction with

Augustus Pitou.
Miss Nichols is recuperating at a
New York hospital from an opera-

^

tion.

date the "Music Box Revue" will
occupy the vacated stage of the
.

REVISING 'LAST WARNING"

Saturday Robert Edeson will
The first planned booking had withdraw from 'The Lost Warning.*
been to send the Music Box pro- the Mindllng A Qoldreyer play, with
duction to Philly following the end the piece temporarily withdrawn
of its New York run.
for revlsement.

Colonial.

\

To the Bide- a -Wee Home for
Animals, 410 East 38th street, New
Gus Hill has in preparation a new
York, was left $2,000.
show called "Jiggtime," which will
Montie Aldrich Graves, the wife be along the lines of the colored
of Abbott F. Graves, of Kenne- shows that played Broadway during
bunkport. Me., formerly of Boston. the summer, but which, Instead of
Mass., or to their children if Mrs. containing colored folk, will have
Graves be not living, $7,000 in cash, an all-white cast of players.
and all of the trunks with its conSome of the performers will be

Settlement of the dispute between

Hebrew

the

Actors* Union

members

local Yiddish managers will
The theatre
be effected shortly.
season length and the
minimum
wage scale questions have been
arbitrated by the union and confirmed by the managers.
A 36-week season has been detents therein.
in blackface and others in tan, and cided upon instead of the 38 weeks'
Frank B. Haskell, cousin, of Deer "high brown" and "yaller" make- formerly demanded by the actors.
Island, Me., employed by Swift &
A wage cut of 10 per cent, for
ups.
Company, Atlanta, $1,000.
Rehearsals start this week. Nat artists drawing over. $75 was also
Mrs. Jacob Cronbach, of Mount
i.eroy' wrote the book, and Maxim agreed upon, with a $55 minimum
Vernon, Ind., two rings of turquoise Gross the music.
wage.
set in diamonds.
A paragraph of the will reads:
CRAIG STOCK CLOSING
"I direct that payment be made
MARIE WAINWEIGHT IS ILL
Boston, Sept. 20.
of my debts incurred by my last
The H. H. Frazee experiment with
Marie Wainwright is ill at St.
illness and funeral expenses,
as
Craig
stock
the*
John
at the ArlingVincent's
Hospital,
Seventh avenue
there will be no other, as I have
ton will have a brief existence. It is
and Twelfth street. New York.
(Continued on page 15)
already slated to close with "Strut
I
Miss Lizzie," the all-colored show
going into the Arlington.
The Craig stock was to have tried
out new plays.
John Craig has been general di-

and the

EQUITY MAN'S ROUGH TACTICS

USED AGAINST CHORUS GIRLS

•

Chicago 'Choristers Bulldozed by Equity's Representative Told to "Go to Friends" to Pay Dues

.

of the proposition and the
carries' Frank Hopkins as
president and D. A. Consadlne as
secretary of the New Arlington

rector

program

Theatre

Mid-week rumors

Co., Inc.

involved Equity on the short-closing clause. It was alleged Frazee
washed his hands of the proposi-

a few days ago and was so

tion

disgusted with the prospects he refused to allow the orchestra to be
held over for this week's dramatic
fledgling.
Future plans for the
house, formerly one. of the outstanding stock houses of the country are not known as yet other than
that a colored show is tentatively

booked

for

the

w^ek

first

in

October.

BUCK'S "GOING SOUTH'*
Gene Iiuck has written a OOfnedy

may

produce himself.
It
il
named "(Join;* South" as I tentative
he

Its

title.

the

production

will

st irt

in

fall.

Mr. Ifuck. with King Lardner, has
alee turned out a musical comedy
that Flo Ziegfeld will produce, but
they are not likely t<> hear further
from it before the n w 1' nni .! '''
show Ziegfeld is going to put in
•

i

GILDA GRAY'S SOARING HIT
While Hornsby, Williams and liabe Ruth are fighting it out for the
Home Run record, Gilda CJray h;is smashed out a hit in htjr song, "Com''
Along." in the Ziegfeld Follies at the New Amsterdam Theatre, which no
fence is built high enou«h to stop, it was written fur her by Creamer and
L*yten, and Irving Berlin, Inc., 1607 Broadway, report it the season's beat
•Oiler,

is

'••

,-l't.

OUT OF
Coletta
left

'

SCANDAIS"

Ryan and

.lurk

White's "Scandals"

day niflhU

lfcQ6wan

las)

Patur-

the exception of the Kennlson girl
have not made the payment.
Miss Mack refused to make the
payment on the ground, that she
had been out of the business for
more than a year and a half and
therefore felt that Equity did her
no good during that period.
After the squabble with the girl
other Equity representatives visplace them with its own girls.
On the opening week of the stock ited the theatre, but were unable to
burlesque season an Equity man, line up the girls.
Prank Hooper, who prior to Joining
the Equity forces, had been Janitor
R0SENQUESTS DIVORCED
of the State-Congress theatre, visand demanded
ited that theatre
Florence Darling
(Rosenquest)
that all of the girls pay up back was granted an interlocutory decree
dues and the new girls join up or of divorce from J. Wesley Rosen
he "would throw them out and put quost by Justice Gannon in the

Chicago.

Sept.

20.

working here In
stock burlesque and cabaret revues
are having a hard and trying time
with Equity representatives who
inform them if they do not Join
Equity or pay their dues on demand
of the emissary they will be thrown
out of the show and Equity will reChorus

girls

other girls in their places."
The girls told them* that they
would consult with Leo Stevens,
the producer of the shJIv and ask
him to Intercede so that they could
pay the money at a liter date.

Brooklyn,
Saturday.

N.

Y.,

Supreme

<

court

Miss Darling (her pro-

fessional name when in the Ziegfeld
"Follies")
named
an
unknown
blond at the Hotel France on West

49th street, New York, with May 21
tho date of the alleged infidelity.
The suit j^as undefended
Early last spring the Rosenquests'
marital
differences
wet *
temporarily settled in the form >f
a separation agreement whereby the
wife Was unnfi'd custody of young
J.
Wesley Rosenquest, Jr.
she
group then broke down and began shortly thereafter
Instituted j'hoAt this point Hooper ex- lute divorce proceedings.
to cry.
clalmed, according to Miss Mack.
"You can't pull thnt tear stuff on
me, I Tin't no John nor running a
WILDA BENNETT IN ROLE

Hooper

at

this

point, according to

Acrnes Mark, one of the choristers
who wis indebted to Equity for
$19. told them that neither Stevens
or no one else could guarantee, the
payment of the money that they
^et the cash and get
woul have
One of the girls in the
it
quick.
1

*

i

You «ir!s
''charitable institution.
h ivu friends, no go und get it from
them."

Wilds

opened in the
H»»nn"tt
In 'The Lady
Ermine" in Newark Monday:
Miss Painter "walked out" ,»f nA

Eleanor Painter role
in

At this point one o? the stage
hands c.ime along »n-i requested
Hooper to vacate the premises, production in rehearsed through
dissatisfaction with the last hall
which he dl«t
The girlt whom he made the de- the script. Helen Howe tubfltitul
il
week Ih Atlantic Ciiy
mands on <re Flossie Sturgis, Alice
Charles fudels win iuc< eed Harry
Wells, Alio* Allen, Marry Kennlson
and D'jruthy M inner.*.
All with Conor with the piece.
i

I

i

.
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LITTLE THEATRES

STOCKS

BED-SIDE CHATS

.

<

«

This all would n< If so bad if it weren't for the fact that the envelope
containing the copy that 1 nearly blinded ipyself preparing in advance
fell into the waste basket, which stands alongside my bed, and was thrown
out after it had been typed. Maybe it would have landed in the waste
basket anyway, but somehow I'd rather the editor had thrown it in than
the nurse. The loss of the copy is hardship on me. Ideas aren't so plentiThree walls are not very
ful to one who cannot circulate in the world.
inspirational
I suffer frightfully with my eyes at all times on account
inconvenience,
has been a
its
despite
which,
of my continuous reading,
Then, too, the natural strain of looking down as 1
life-saver for me.
have had to do 'in order to write while the pad was on my chest has
considerably increased my discomfort.
t

me

that

could do

1

my

on a diet and bandaged

eyes.

last

Davenweek in

The Boomerang." Rose Ludwlg is
Shakespearean
In
Confidence
woman, with Eddie Waller
man and director. Larry repertory as a road attraction, haa
of the big
one
Sullivan, Ida Belle Arnold, Burt been expressed by
Smith, Mary Hazel, Al- Wilson, booking offices, which baa routed
Hugh Carel, Alice DeLane, Billy Fritz Leiber for 32 weeks and haa
Springer and Wesley Harris are in given his attraction 25 of them In
week stands. It is Leiber's third
the company.
season on his own. Last season It
The engagement of Ruth I. Tay- vvas proven that in the major stands
played $4,000 could be depended on
lor (Rena Titus), of the Proctor
from students of the immortal bard,
Players, Troy, N. Y., and Frederick
coming almost entirely
H. Myers, of Albany, has been an- that draw
The
nounced by Miss Taylor's parents, from schools and colleges.
average
business
for the Leiber
Mr. and Mrs. George Taylor, of
Miss Taylor appeared here tour for such engagements was
Troy.
$10,000 weekly. Leiber, with George
In Amateur theatricals prior to her
leading
leading

The Inevltabk has happened. Anticipating the removal of my tonsils,
•s they have oaiiM-d considerable annoyance ever since I have been here,
)
wanted to Ret copy enough In advanc (c cover the period of weakness
following such an ideal. The exce*siv< use of my eyes, in addition to
the already great strain resulting from my three years reading in bed,
has effect* d my optic nerves. Now I must live in a darkened room with my
ves bandaged Of wear dark glasses, and jny bed has been turned with
the head toward the window leaving me with nothing to look at but the
wall in the coiner. Even if I could *ee it!

left

opened

Iowa.,

port,

BY NELLIE REVELL

The only things

at the Grand,

The stock

was

to eat

Still

they say the world

and read.

is

the Proctor Players in Albany last Spring.

The Plaza (formerly Savoy), San
Francisco, will open with repertbire

The

Sept. 27.

performance

first

will

be "Miss Lulu Bett." Emilie Melville will play Grandma Bett in this
play.

The new stock

at

the

Shubert,

Minneapolis (controlled by Finklestein
Ruben), will have William
C. Masson as director. In the company will be Ninita Bristow, Edward

&

Oh, well, 1 suppose Pollyanna would say,
about everything, anyhow.

I

am

far too fat

and have

You know the old saying that a bird that can sing but won't
should be made to sing. The canary presented by Ada Mae Weeks

sing

Poynter, Doris Underwood, Arthur
Beluens, Frank Farrington. Jessie

I

will Brink, John P. Sullivan. Ruth M.
Just at present it seems as badly frightened at Lee, John Todd, David Monroe,
Its season will
being in the hospital as any the rest of us did. The explanation offered Frances Fraunie.
by bird fanciers is that he is lonesome for his feathered companions in open Oct. 1 .with "The Mountain
the bird store. He reminds me of some singers I have met, who can do Man," to be followed week of Oct.
u great act* surrounded by a chorus of fine singers, but when put out in 8 with "Enter Madame."
"one" all alone, absolutely on their own, they seem frightened to death
and can't sing. Well, whether he ever sings or not, he is very welcome
Practical ce rtainty that the
and a lot of company. He is so pretty, all yellow with a little brown spot Baker stock will not reopen this
on his head. Even with a fine spot, he won't sing.
year in Portland, Ore., is assured
by the long delay. The company
Speaking of spots, the telegram that 1 sent to Fred SKne on his induc- lost heavily last winter, with three
tion into office of president of the N. V. A. club was the first one read changes of leading women,
and did
the night of^he banquet. The toastmaster probably knew that I was not re-engage a single person for
'penings.
accustomed I *o*i
this year.
No new contracts have
thus far been offered. This would
Since writing tht above paragraph about the bird, he has demonstrated
have been the Baker's 22nd conhis ability to sing. Several friends were sitting here; we were all laughsecutive year of stock. The Lyric
ing and talking about the bird's refusal to sing, when, suddenly, a sweet
Musical Comedy company, in which
volume pealed forth from the poor maligned bird. He's one of. the kind the same people are interested, will
that iv rotten at rehearsal, but all right when he faces the, audience
not reopen unless some miracle in
building is done. The old Lyric,
Portland, formerly famous as the
Marquam G rand, was closed by the
fire marshal last June. Plans Keating Ac Flood had for a building of
their own in that city have not
material. zed.
From appearances
The following is self explanatory:
Portland will have to content itself
Madam:
this season with a very few road
My attention has been called to certain statements which recently
ows,
vaudeville
and pictures.
appeared over your signature in an hebdomadal publication entitled
Two picture houses that Jensen &
"Variety" to wit; viz, as fellows:
Von
berg closed in the spring
Hei
"A close competitor is Thomas W. Broadhurst. manager of the Broad- have shown
no signs of reviving.
burst theatre, who knows more about rents and property values In this
section of the country than anybody 1 know. And to think that between
Phyllis Gilmore has joined the
us we don't even own a deed to a doormat." Observe, madam, you not
only give my name so that there ma.y be wo possible shadow of d' ubt of Proctor Players, Troy, N. Y. and
my identity, you proclaim my occupation. And" I ask you if. when you will go to Albany with the company
penned that incriminating sentence, "and to think that between us we at the close of the local season.
don't even own a deed to a doormat," you paused for one single moment Ivan Christy. Arthur Bell and Louis
Have I ever, by word or de*ed, given you Haines are also recent additions to
to consider its implication?
No, the cast. A matinee will be given
either reason or excuse for coupling our names on "a doormat?"
most emphatically, np. Have I ever but why pursue this vista of sug- every day next week, the farewell
Suffice one.
gestion to its ultimate horizon? You understand my meaning 1
it to say that I have submitted this matter to my attorney, who assures
me that the rule of non vult, caveat emptor, honi toit qui mal y pense.
your statement is distinctly libelous. Moreover, granting that in some
unguarded moment I may have said or done something whioh, to your
Jimmy Whittendale back and Ed
romantic imagination, conveyed the ulterior suggestion implied in your Lewis ahead
of "The Bad Man,"
words, it was held in the case of Toddle vs. Toodle, U. S. Rep'ts. Vol.
starring Holbrook Blinn.
XXXVLH11I, chnp. 469, sec. 6432, "The greater the truth the greater the

no doubt sing some day.

—

AHEAD AND BACK

Mabel

libel."
I,

madam,

therefore, call on you,

statement as publicly
currency. Otherwise, I shall be compelled to take action
extremis non compos mentis for the purpose of vindicato retract this

as you gave it
against you m
tion on my erstwhile spotless reputation.

madam,

In the meantime,

1

have the honor to remain.
Your most obedient servant,
Thos. Broadhurst.

Dear Sir:
According

your own admission, your attention mu.st be called. Why
Sony to think my humble efforts were misinterpreted
smudge your reputation, and if, as you say, my imputation is the only blot on it, a retraction would leave you lily white, and
they always associate lilies with the dead. Who wants to be a lily? I
have taken it up with local No. 1.
They assure me that I am the
and don t you call mc madam.
maligned party

wasn

t

to

awake?

it

an attempt

in

to

.

.

.

Nellie

(who could have been a Icuutiful elvuk model, hut has served for plaster
Paris instead, ana in b<ii^
Kipling probably writes
than the male
i in.-lit

a«

it

now

"The female of

sp«cies

tin

is

nr

re

"Point Praises N. Y Women,

Weil any foreignej
individuality.

"Woman

says headline in Evening Mail
praises anything it. out eountr) at least shews

who

Flogged by Women." is the nauseating ru wj from Texas. Tel
boaeU ol its missionary societies that tend none) to the

Ryan

ahead

back

with

and
"The

faculty

basis.
collegiate

a

loi

new

thrill,
'

.

i

l

r

<

I

east

season

this

'

rrr"-

Dover

The Grand, Kansas City, managed
and booked by E. S. Brigham, will
play road shows the coming season.
It has a large seating capacity and

Mrs. R. MacMiran, direotress, and
Albert E. Bray, vice-director, points
to a most successful musical insti-

stage.

tutiorf.

The Carle Carlton production of
T he SeqUOia _ LUt le ,_theatre Sa n V'Paradlse Alley," which opened
Francisco, is announcing some un- Monday in Boston, had its numbers
usual
offerings
season staged by Julian Alfred.
for
the
!

which
the

I

'.

.

opens

direction

in

of

_

November under
Ruth Brennen.

"The
Dollar
Daddy,"
Louis
These will Include George Bernard
Shaw's "Annajanska," the "Bolshe- Mann's new starring venture, opens
vik Empress," Galsworthy's "The next Monday at White Plains, N. Y.
Sun," Lord Dunsany's "The Glittering Gate" and others.
Among
Sir George Fallis, managing dithe players is Esther Jarrett, a
rector of the J. C. Williamson Cirformer professional.
cuit, passed
through New York
this week on his way to the coast

"A Fantastic Fricassee" made a
sudden entrance into the Greenwich
Village theatre, New York, Monday.
The attraction is under the direction of Mrs.
Marguerite Abbott
Barker, who controls the house, and
the show is very frankly Greenwich
Village.
But one professional, out-

en route to Australia. Before sailing from England Sir George was
knighted by King George.

The announcement was sent out
week through the Erlanger

this

department that Louis P.
is to resume legit productions.
He has "Adrienne" for hie
first, with music by Albert von Tilzer. Mr. Werbe has been managing
the Montauk. Brooklyn, N. Y.
press

side of the Village's own brand, was
noticed in the line-up, and she expressed regret about having signed
up for "Fricassee." With no other
premiere on Broadway, the critics
were all in attendance, and hardly
without exception tried to write

funny

stuff.

Some

did.

Werbe

Bobby Ed-

William Munster, formerly of the

whom

they call the Village
bard, was the hit of the show, and
a marionette exhibition caught on
wards,

-
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Include

will
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will
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Criterion,

is
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"<'hu"
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I

the only show listed for
by Corns tock A- Ccst this

is

:...

It

will

open

at

Stamford,

r

Cleve,

•

lam

I ii.

fc

'

.

j

ii

iti.d

(

unadutu Um<

Belle

of the Fulton,

Edward

Fayne,

Frederic

P« ters,

Vincent, Frank 1.
Cullen and John

Marshall

Burt,

Two

Pails.

oni -act plays never produced
rli a will bo par! of th- pro

in Aim
gram the Bast-West Players

"Sp '< Ccrner" v.i'l have a Sunday evening invitation pre-show-

:ng at the Little Theatre, New York,
present at the Metropolitan Audi- with its regular Opening Monday
torium,
New Yot-k, next month
L
The John Golden office sent
They are "Dinner," by Franc Mol- an announcement this week renar. tr&nslnttd by Charles r<
questing
press
applicaticns "for
(of
<> phcum
Circuit),
the
ami Bchts on either evcnlnn
Pre*e of
"!''•«" '*
hv St. John
I'll vine
[other open in- nnd the '--i' •.'." ''s\it, it
was pul;i.3l»cd i.i a .ccci;' j
..
»oas wi.
will

:

1

1

;

*

r

.

"

'

iuuvd

manager

New

ral

"Mec-

•

si*

"The

heralded

LEGIT ITEMS

The Theatre Guild, Inc., will produce "The Ship" early this: season.
ChOW" it is by St. John Ervlne.

ham, Virginia Howell, Hannah Toich,
31akley Thorn pe n„ Albert
Kroom and ilnttle Carmontel.

ceasf n
»

who

players

I

i

has been

excellent

standing and

training on music has
been secured. Everything according
to the syllabus and - personal Information give by the principals,

Van

The
to tears" suffering from ennui or are
Just try bringing (not sending) a few hnx< t ol
runny t o thr rt Hdrt H ': hnll r> f th is or a ny ot h er h ospit -i l, n f fw r nr tows
cigarets i( n,» men's hall (b< »un u include matches) oi a few basAsk the sisters in Charge *C lei yew
ket* oi fruit t( the women's hall
when ihe distribute? then and if yon don't say you hav<
go with h<
do not understand lh< theatrical prohad 'i" thrill ol youi life, then
boast
fession ai well mi
•

of

European

"CHIT THIS SEASON

<m«tirm when you are "bored

Theatre

Little

1

heathen
1

R.

announced at Indianapolis.

York, which opened Tuesday
under the direction of Edward
Edwards Royce, who presented
best of the artistic end.
"Orange
Paul Davis in advance of "Rose trotted out some new lyrics, sung Blossoms."
Harry Benson is treasof Btamboul," with Allen Atwater to the accompaniment of his uke,
urer and J. F. Mackenzie is ascompany manager.
and he didn't spare the Villagers. sistant.
Joe Flynn agenting "The Blush- One of his confections was anent
ing Bride," with James Early back. "Greenwich Village flappers in dirty
This season's company of Max
May Howling in advance of "The batik wrappers." Batik seemed to
Hotel Mouse."
be the main idea throughout the Martin's "Nightcap" has Ada DalFelix Relsser agenting "Make It show. Jimmy Kemper, described as ton, Fred Neilson, Harrison Hoy,
Gregory,
Walter White,
Snappy," and Jack Green back.
a town hall cut -up from Kansas Donald
John
Snockenberger
company City, announced he
d been dis- Charlotte Wynters, Maud Franklin,
manager for "Bumbo."
covered by Mrs. Barker and brought Antrim Short, William Courneeh,
Helen
Hoerle
One of the Robert Livingston, Harold Jessup.
in
advance of East for the show.
"Liliom," with Nat Roth again in things he brought all the way from
K. C. was a Jolson imitation.
charge of the company.
The English translation was made
George Henshel in advance of
by Jacob Fassott, a member of
"Red Pepper," and Jack Dillon
produced
Davis,
who
Ruth Helen
Kquity, for the Equity Players'
manager.
some plays at special matinees last opening play at the 48th Street theRay Henderson is ahead of "The season, has extensive production atre, called "Malvaloca," from the
Grt en <;• «i<u bs."
plana for this season. The former Spanish. The cast as billed in front
Frank Cruk shank ahead of "The practice of inviting the theatre man- of the 48th Street theatre and in
Passing Show of 1 921."
agers to attend the special showings the order named are Jane Cowl,
Robert Hunter is in advance of for possible production as a regular Angela McCahill, Maxiett Hyde,
"The Poser, " (Leo Ditrlchsteln) and attraction will bo pursued. "King Lillian Albertson, Jessie Ralph,
Glfman Haskell is back.
Money," by Jack Larric, will be one Leonore Norvello, Louise Closser
'!t"ift
Alabama Florida in ad- of the first plays Miss Davis will Hale, Margaret Faveleigh, Grace
vance of "Just Married."
Hampton, Lalive P.rownell, Edith
put on.

Willard
Road."

that very state

delving

L.

An

and thorough

I

t

The Little Theatre Society of
Indiana is not going to try to compete with commercial theatres this
winter, William O. Bates, president,

Ford, his manager, who is inter- persistently
as a 'community' enested with him, has built a studio
terprise and the general public has
at Atlantic Highlands, N. J., where
been prayerfully besought to flock
all props and costumes are turned
to its box office and support it as
out by them. Ford is a first cousin
such," said Mr. Bates.
"The genof the Baltimore theatrical family
eral public persistently declined to
of that name.
Leiber is 36 years flock. It found matter much
more
of age and has shown equally well
to its liking at the Murat, at Engin
old or young Shakespearean
lish's,
at Keith's, at the picture
roles, playing both "Romeo" and
houses, at Mayor Shank's al fresco
"Macbeth." He devoted himself en- coliseums.
The general public
tirely to Shakespeare, making his
isn't so much to blame for failing
first appearance at 18 with the Ben
to support something it doesn't
Greet players and later appearing relish as
is the Little theatre In
with Robert Mantell.
trying to make it accept hard-tack
as candy."
In Montreal this coming season
According, Mr. Bates announced,
the new Montreal School of Music the society will admit to performwill open under the patronage of the ances
only members and their
Countess of Minto and
Mens. friends and primarily foster the
Francis Casadesus, director and work of Indiana playwrights this
founder of Fontainebleau American season.
Conservatory of Music, France. The
As a start on the pro-Hoosier
syllabus which will be Issued next policy it has conducted a contest
week is most interesting concise and for four one-act playlets to be preinstructive and judging by the plans sented by the society and published
as laid and in the syllabus, the new by the Bobbs- Merrill Company.
school will be founded upon a sound

professional debut with

getting

een

all four.

t

So they put

better.

Saturday Evening Post. The other
two one-act plays the East-West
Players,
under the direction of
Gustav Blum, will do are "Fancy
Free," by Stanley Houghton, and
"Turtle Dove," a miniature "Yellow
Jacket," by Margaret Scott Oliver,
Gustav Blum will personally 'stage
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.
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LEXINGTON WILL GO
K.

ON "DEARIE"

BROADWAY STORY

EQUIPMENT FIRMS

Coast Representative
Directing Bookings

6V

E.'s

ON SUBWAY CIRCUIT

ASKING ADVANCE RATES

San Francisco, Sept 20.
"Be Careful, Dearie," opened at
in
Legit Productions
Becoming Regular Link
the Morosco Sunday bearing the Spurt
announcement that it was preAlters Terms for Stage
$2,500 Weekly
sented by William Wyatt. It is the
Supplies
„ Rent
show that Wyatt refused to permit
to play two weeks at the Broadway l'antages, Los Angeles, folProduction in legitimate circles
It is proposed to make the Lexlowing its engagement there at the took a spurt last week.
Arrivals
ington a regular link in the "sub- Mason. Wyatt exerted the right scheduled on the premiere calendar
way circuit," which to date is com- through a privilege in his contract, indicate that most of Broadway's
it is said, and as a consequence the
theatres will be lighted in two
posed of neighborhood and outlycompany found itself without book- weeks. The week of Oct. 2 is iling houses in the metropolitan dis- ings and had to lay off for three
luminated with what might be
trict playing Broadway attractions weeks.
termed the final group of new seaAt that time Dana Hayes was son's productione belonging to the
Though the house
at pop scales.
the producer. Wyatt Is the repre- first flight of plays.
Broadway,
is no more than half a mile from
sentative of Klaw & Erlanger in
Broadway the bookers have agreed Los Angeles. Report says he took however, is from three weeks to a
month behind last season in the
that it would not conflict with the advantage of the company's plight, number of new attractions brought
current New York attractions, be- brought about by the three weeks' in.
Some of the equipment establishcause of its east of Park avenue idleness, and bought in- cheap.
ments are swamped with business,
location and the ale ace of cast
At
but are proceeding carefully.
and west transportation lino?.
''YOUTH" EXPECTATIONS
hpast two of the firms supplying
In the past several season* the
atage devices and equipment on. the
house has proven that successes New Shubsr.t Musical Product Is basis of a weekly charge have/deShewn
manded and secured four weeks'
The legitimate
will pay there.
The advance
offices,
however.
have
rentals in advance.
booking
"Springtime
Youth."
the
of
latest
atrental system is being applied to
asked the house to guarantee
tractions for the first 16 weeks if Shubcrt musical piece to get under producers who are not recognised
had its premiere at Stamford. as standard producers or those who
the Lexington is to be paced regu- W;».v.
The Conn., last Friday. The show was have not established credit with
larly on the subway books.
sent
into Pittsburgh this week and theatrical supply men.
The latter
management has already accepted
will be kept out fcr a time for slight
explain the reason for the advance
the proposal as reasonable. Vaudechanges. The "Youth" show is an payments is to guard against losses
ville is not entertained as a policy
by the present controllers of the imported attraction, .advance re- sustained last season from new proports giving it equal promise to ducers who put on failures.
big house, it being preferred to
operate on a six day basis, sueh as 'Blossom Time," the Shuberts' SUCcessful foreign musical of last seacall
legitimate attractions would
COAST HEAT
The Sundays are easily rented son's production.
for.
The adaptation was made* /by
in advance]
Harry
B. Smith, though no program L. A.' Houses Suffer— "Nice People"
The weekly rental asked for "the
Did $9,000
credit is given. ""Walter Hollo and
four walls" is $2,500. That is the
Sigmund Romberg delivered ^he
probable basis for the Blr Harry
Angeles, Sept. 20.
Los
score, with Matthew Woodward and
Lauder show which lights up* the
Local theatres suffered a terrific
Cyrus Wood the lyrics. Jack Mason
Lexington for two weeks starting
wallop from the heat wave which
is restaginpr the dances, the assignOct. 2. Bookings after that include
ment originally being given John struck here last Saturday and has
several revival meetings but nothcontinued up to last night. Some
Love.
ing of an amusement nature. The
A strong cast includes George theatres had hardly a corporal's
house is one of the largest capacity
McFarlane,
Olga
Stock, Harry K. guard on either Saturday. Sunday
theatres in New York, having been
Morton, Harry Kelly, E'eamr Grif- or Monday night. Cooler weather
built by Oscar Hammerstein who
Zella Russell, Marie
Peters, arriving mid-week helped somewhat
planned grand opera. It has always fith,
Tom Williams, J. Harold Murray but in* most instances the houses
been a booking problem since comwill suffer considerable loss.
Larry
Wood.
and
pletion and has tried all sorts of
"Nice People," the new starring
attractions.
Up until' last season
vehicle for Mary Newcomb, opened
Association
Opera
Chicago
the
COL. WEIS' ESTATE SETTLED at the Mason to better than average
played its annual New York season
Out of respect to the memory of business, with the prospects for the
there, but switched to the ManColonel Albert Weis. the owner and week about $9,000.
hattan. With the latter house sold manager
of many playhouses in the
to a Masonic order, it is possible south
and southwest, who died May
MONEY TO SOCIETIES
the Lexington will again be sought
2, 1918, the litigation over his estate
(Continued from page 13)
for Chicago opera.
between the executor and unpaid always paid cash for everything
The Lexington is controlled by dissatisfied creditors has come to and owe nothing to anyone, as soon
a holding company which has Fred- an end, it was announced this week after my death as possible, and
Brown by T. J. Ginsberg, of 50 Court street, purchase be made of a small lot
erick Brown at its head.
is a clever real estate operator
Brooklyn, attorney for executor, and in a cemetery in vicinity of New
with no knowledge of theatricals. satisfactory settlements will
be York City, and a small tomb above
About a year ago he purchased the made out of court.
to be built at an expense of $2,000,
old Grand Opera House, then made
The compromises will be laid be- for my body to be placed therein
a quick turnover, reselling it within fore Surrogate Foley, of New York, as soon as possible."
a week or two after securing title. subject to the latter's approval, and
The document, which will not be
A profit of $200,000 is said to have then they will be made public.
moved for probate until all heirs,
bean made by him on the transacIn April, 1921. David A. Weis, son if any, said to be only cousins, arc
tion.
of* the colonel, as executor, filed an located, was executed June 12, 1919,
accounting in the Surrogate's Court, witnessed by Robert A. Crumm,
New York, and asked for his dis- William J. Turner, both of 60 East
FRISCO'S GROSS
charge. The accounting was imme- 42d street. New York, and names
diately punctured witn objections Jacob Cronbach, of Mount Vernon,
Leo Carrillo Did $14,000 Last Week and later on former Supreme Court Ind., and Abbott F. Graves, without
at Curran
Justice Robert H. Luce was ap- bonds, as the executors.
pointed referee.
The referee susMiss Goldtbwaite, whose value of
San Francisco, Sept. 20.
tained some of the objections and the estate will not be known until,
Leo Carrillo in "Mike Angelo*' at over-ruled others.
until the direction of the court. It
the Shubert-Curran played to someColonel Weis, who was 77 years is appraised for Inheritance taxathing over $14,000 on the first week old, under his will, gave his widow, tion, made her appearance on the
here, but business for the second Rebecca Weis, since deceased, all stage in the '70s at the Boston
Week has dropped off considerably. household furniture, jewelry, money theatre under the management of
"Be Careful Dearie," the Aaron in banks, brie a brae and ornaments, Junius Brutus Booth. She came to
Hoffman farce comedy which stars absolutely, and a life interest in the New York in the late '80s and apBilly Frawley and Evan Burrows residue, with the exception of $150 peared at the Union Square theatre
Fontaine as a special feature, a month left to his son. Frederick G. in "My Partner" with Louis Aidopened at the Morosco Sunday to a Weis, during her lifetime.
rich and Charley Parsloe, when she
good house. This is the attraction
Colonel Weis was a veteran of played the leading female role.
in difficulty in Los Angeles, where the Confederate Army, a native of This was her best known part and
it played Its first week.
Germany, and came to this country the play with which she was longwith his parents when three years
old.
At the close of the Civil War
ho went into the dry goods .and
banking business at Galveston,
Chicago, Sept. 20.
Shubcrt 's Central will open for Tex. He moved to New York over
the first time this season on Sun- 20 years ago, and soon after estabday night, when ''The Bubicon" at lished the American Theatrical
the Olympic for four weeks moves Exchange, of which he was the head.
At one time he was the lessee or
there for an indefinite run.
The theatre has been leased by owner of over 40 theatres in the
Henri Baron on a flat rental and it southern cities, and the American
is his intention to turn the house Theatrical Exchange controlled the
into a repertoire theatre for the booking of many houses in Texas,
presentation
of
his
productions Tennessee, Georgia, Arkansas and
states.
His son,
here. He also intends changing the other southern
name of the theatre from the Cen- Clarence, until the latter's death.

CENTRAL, CHICAGO, RENTED

.

to the Winwood, after Estolle was
WinwOOOd, who is starred in "The office
Rubicon."
This show is to con- way.

tral

tinue .it the Central as loop; as business warrants, after which Baron
will produce several of his plays.
among which will be "Tyranny of

Love"
itive."

"The

Win

Galsworthy's.
a nd

fill

A r nold,

"The
ht' i mutt

Fugv

'.

I'ine,

the affairs for

who

P..

Is

in

charge

of

iron here will Btnj

on for .hi Indefinite period to inaugurate the new policy at the Central and handle the publicity and
exploitation of the project.

charge of the New York
exchange at 147C Broad-

of the

May

~^Robson's

"Mother's Millions"
Toronto, Sept. '_o.
'Mother's Millions" is called by
the li>e;ti ci in"a typical May
isuii

i

Love" Match?'
II.

in

phii

."

said the story may easily b identified as relating to tie* iif" of
Russell Kicks is Ml s llobson'3 principal support.
•

1

(Continued from page 12)
to the "Music Box Revue,"

reported to be scaled at $3.50 top.

Is

though

It

may

first try $4.40.

Trick scales apply to several of
high sealed shows now
Four different scales are
being used for "Orange Blossoms''
at the Fulton, with $4.40 nightly
except Saturday, when the price is

the new
current.

Brooklyn Academy of Music.
Buys For Six New Shows

Six of the new attractions of the
week received outright buy3 from
the agencies with the result that tho
total of running buys was increased
to 19.
Of the six, three negotiated
buys for an eight week period while

(at the box office); Wednes- the others obtained the regulation
day matinee is $3.30 top, but Sat- four weeks' buy. The former are
urday afternoons are $3.s5, while ''Orange Blossoms" which opened
none of the other musicals is charg- at the Fulton Tuesday, the agents
The "Greenwich taking 400 seats a night with 25 per
ing over $3.30.
Village Follies" with a $5.50 Satur- cent, return for eight weeks; "Its A
day scale as against $4.40 for the Boy" which opened the same night
rest of the week, started with its at tho Harris, eight weeks, 450 a
balcony at $2.50 for evenings. The night and also 25 per cent, return;
$4.95

variation was considered too much
and next week the first four rows
will be $3.30.
Within a month seven of the new
attractions have been certain failures and taken off, including this
week's withdrawal*. Two flops off
last week are matched by a pair
that exit Saturday "A Serpent's
Tooth" at the Little, and "Dreams
The
for Sale" at the Playhouse.
couple that stopped last Saturday
were The Plot Thickens" f^om the

—

Booth and "Wild Oats Lane" from

"Why Men Leave Home" which

opened at the Morosco last week,
300 a night, 25 per cent return.
"The Passing Show of 1922" opened
the Winter (Jarden Wednesday
with a buy of 400 seats a night for
four -weeks, with "East of Suez"
which bowed in at tho Eltinge last
night (Thursday) placing 350 a
night
for four
weeks, and "The
Awful Truth" at the Miller, also
350 a night for a like period and all
with 25 per cent, return allowed.
The indication there is a growing
at

Broadhurst.
The trio earlier demand for the George M. Cohan
taken to the store house were show "So This Is London" is shown
"Lights Out," "The Woman Who by the agents renewing their buy
Laughed." and "I Will If You Will." for a period of eight weeks from
(Saturday)
when tho
Thi^ week started off with two tomorrow
smart draws— "The Awful Truth" original buy for the first four weeks

the

at

Henry

the

Miller,

and "Orange ends.

Blossoms" at the Fulton, with both
given bright prospects. "It's a Boy"
Should land for a run at the Sam
Wednesday's
Harris,
premieres
were "The Passing Show of 1922"
at the Winter Garden and "Banco"
"East of Suez" was
at the Ritz.
carded
unopposed
an
premiere
Thursday,
and' "The
Exciters"
opening date was moved up to
Friday instead of next week, this
week's arrivals therefore number
seven.

Next week five new ones were
listed up to Wednesday, in addition
to "Rose Bernd" and "La Tendresse. they being
for the Little, "On

Playhouse and

"Spite Corner"
Stairs" for the
"Loyalties" at the

Gaiety.

Nearly GO theatres will be lighted
by Oct. 2. During that week "The
Yankee Princess" will come to the
Knickerbocker, "The Lady in Ermine" t^o Jolson's, the Equity Players' first offering will reopen the
48th Street, "Dolly Jardon" is listed
for the Augustin Daly (formerly 63d
Street), "The T*vcr Green Lady" at
the Punch and Judy and the "Russ
Revue," imported by the Shuberts,
will give the Booth another start.
That week, too, may see the arrival

of "Springtime of Youth,"

imported

The complete list of buys Includes: "Daffy Dill" (Apollo), "Klki"
(Belasco), "Sally, Irene and Mary"
(Casino),
"The Endless Chain"
(Cohan), "East of Suez" (Eltinge),
"Whispering Wires (49th Street),
"Orange Blossoms'* (Fulton), "Geo.
White's Scandals" (Globe). "It's a
Boy" (Harris), "The Awful Truth"
"So This Is London"
"Molly Darling" (LibLeave" (Lyceum),
"Why Men Leave Home" (Morosco),
"Music Box Revue"
Mhsjc Box),
"Zelgfeld
Follies"
(Amsterdam),
"The Old Soak" (Plymouth), "Partners Again" (Seljyyn), and "Passing-Show of 1922" (Winter Garden).
Only three of the attractions listed with the buys are found at present in the cut-rato list, which for
the current week totafs 15 shows.
(Miller's),

(Hudson).

erty),

"Shor*e

(

The three are "Daffy Dill," "The
Endless Chain'' and "Molly Darling."
This week the "slough" was
reported as decidedly off In the cut
which moans that the advance
price agencies must be clearing
their seats up to the limit of Ike
returns permitted. There was but
one attraction for which anv seats
were tent into the cut ra'es from
the agencies on either Monday or
Tuesday nights, and then ther^ were
but elfrht seats turned over Cfl Monrates,

by the Shuberts and reported a
day.
strong musical show.
It may get
The regulars on the cut-rate list
the Broadhurst. "Paradise Alley" is
in addition to the above throi menalso mentioned for that house.
"Sally, Irene and Mary" holds to tioned nre: "East Side-West Side"
hit business at the Casino, and "The (Bayes), "Kempy" (Belmont), "Sue
Gingham Girl" looks like a cinch at Dear'' (Bijou), "The Gingham Girl"
the Earl Carroll. Both are $2.50 mu- (Carroll), "Her Temporary Hussicals.
"Molly Darling" at the Lib- band" (Frazee), "He Who Gets
erty is picking up, but slowly. "The Slapped" (Garrlck), "A Fantastic
Old Soak" Is topping the dramatic Fricasee"
(Greenwich
Village),
"Hunky Dory" (Klaw), "A Serpent s
list along with "Klki," which was a
bit better last week than the newer Tooth" (Little), "Fools Errant" (Elplay.
"So This Is London" at the liott), "Dreams for Sale" (PIivHudson Is gaining In strength and house), and "Abie's Irish Roao"
(Republic).
is expected to climb to capacity.

INSIDE STUFF LEGIT

identified.

She made her fast appearanoe
with Louis Mann and Clara Lipat the Hackett theatre, New
York, in "Julie Bon Bon" in Jan-

man

uary,
lived

and since that time,
retirement.
She was a
Professional
a life memFund of
Actors'
the

1906,
in

member
of
the
Woman's League, and

ber
of
America.
Louis Aldrlch, the actor mentioned by the testatrix, was born In
1S43 at sea while his mother was
on her way from Germany to this

(Continued from page 11)
Mail," he wrote his resignation to the producer, who was then in Lond-n.
The manager's reply expressed regret at losing McKay, but stated if he
at any time desired to return to the Empire, he was welcome. Frohman
went on a "beautiful adventure'' as a "Titanic" victim, and seven years
later McKay is in charge of Frohman's pot. the Empire. New^fioor. stage
and scats have been installed over tho summer and the house entirely
redecorated. It opens next week with "La Tcndresse."

Guthrie McClintlc was not presented with the production rights of
The Dover Road" as a wedding present from Winthrop Ames, as reported
Nor was it his first production attempt. McClintic originally

.

country, and died at KennebunkHis last
port, Me., June 7, 1901.
years were devoted to the affairs of
the Aetors' Fund, of which he was
a trustee, vice-president and presi-

last spring.

produced Cosmo Hami'ton's "Scandal" in association with the Selwyns.
It played a week in Washington and was taken off, later to be picked up
by Walter Hast and sent across for a hit. When McClintic became
easting director for Ames, tho latter did say he would help the younger
manager when he was ready to try on his own again. McClintic picked
the Milne iOinedy.
"The Dover Road" recently wound up a 3S-wppk
season at the Bij< u, and is said to have mad'* a profit of $40,000.

dent.

producers of the Lai t -writ ten piece,
start within a month, when
rehearsals are to be called.
Sumo engagements have been
m.ide for the show.
AmongMhcm
are the Mosconis and Miller anil

Ir.iiiz Lehar, composer of "The Merry Widow" and other popular scores,
will soon visit the United States to assist in the production of a new
operetta under the management c'f Henry W. Savage. The distinguished
VkfuniKf inutile ma.ster
icportcd as having weathered without distress
the deplorable conditions in Austria -Hungary, though he is said to have
g\vcn away practically all that he had left of his fortune and most of
•/hat he has been drawing down in royalties from other European
countries to charity,
Dosens of performers, Including Americans, have
reached their homes through hi^ genen sity. the latest being Cynthia
Teal, adopted daughter of the late Ben Teal, who will shortly be seen in

Mack.

*

LAIT-F0STERS 'LIFE"
The production
.Irick

Written
by
MeKcnl
Howard
Barnes (termed by the local re«
viewers an unknown author), i: it

Gre«n.

est

Grand opera opened In New
York and Brooklyn this week. The
Sin
Carlo organization took the
which was $5.50 for several months
and has been running at $4.40 for Century for four weeks, while the
Zuro
opera company opened at the
the balance of the time. On tour it

plies

will

f.-i't

'fid

of

Aline

"Life,"
I

'..-it. i.

with
the

i

I'.r (.

1

1!

v.iy

show.

I
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LEGITIMATE
SHOWS

IN N. Y.

Frances Starr show fourth of nonmusicals.
Got $12,000 or better
last week. Only "Klkl." "The Old
Soak" and "So This Is London"

AND COMMENT

teat
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CHICAGO SHOWS RESPOND

It.

Is Loqdon," Hudson (4th
Cohan attraction has
week).
shaken off effects of several adverse reviews and is regarded as
Climbed steadily and
In for hit.
almost reached $13,000 last week.

"So This

comment point to some attractions being
same gross accredited to others might suggest
The variance is explained in the difference in

Figures estimated and
successful, while the

1

mediocrity or loss.
house capacities, with the varying overhead. Also the size of cast,
with consequert difference in necessary gross for profit. Variance
in business necessary for musical attraction as against dramatic
play

is

Started this
opening.

week strongest

since

Times (11th week).
Moved over from Times Square
Monday.
Takings at the 42d
street house last week around
May stay for few weeks
$6,000.

"8ue

also considered.

"A

TO BRISK FALL WEATHER
Week

Starts with Better

the Ladies" Gains
Morning Dearie" Improves

Ease
8erpent'a Tooth," Littlo (5th "Kiki," Pelasco (43d week).
more.
with which the Beiasco attraction
week). Closes Saturday. Extra
continues to hold lead of dramatic "The Endless Chain," Geo. M. Cohan
advertising was not productive,
field stamps it remarkable. Quoted
(3d week). One of attractions for fill
with business unablo to beat
which extra advertising; is being
"Spite Corner" will sucat more than $15,000 again last
$5,000.
Not yet shown ability to
used.
week, virtual capacity.
ceed next week.
climb above groove of first week.
IN
•Abie's Irish Rose," Republic (18th "Molly Darling," Liberty (4th week).
week about $7,000.
Gross
last
week).
Much longer run than
Neatness in production and genpredicted and may be able to stick
Earl
Carroll
Gingham
Girl,*
"The
eral merit should have placed this
until late in fall, when Theatre
(4th "reek). Attraction and "Sally, Hits
musical piece among real money
and
Failures
InterGuild attraction is due for house.
Irene and Mary" lead $2.50 mugetters. Got bad break at premiere
"Abie's" business over $9,000.
sicals*
Last week "Girl" went
mingled "Blue Kitten"
in high temperatures and has not
past $15,000 and is a hit.
First
been able to gain right box office
"Banco," Ritz (1st week).
Due at Storehouse
speed.
production this season of William
Better last week at over "The Awful Truth," Henry Miller
Harris, Jr. French adaptation by
$13,000.
(1st week). Frohman office under
Claire Kumrner; Lola Fisher and
direction of Gilbert Miller proPhiladelphia, Sept. 20.
Opened "Music Box Revue," Music Box (52d
Alfred Lunt featured.
duced this new Arthur Bichman
week).
Remained solid year, as
"With all but one legit house open,
Wednesday.
headed by Ina Claire.
show,
predicted for It early in run, and
and
that
one
not scheduled now to
•Better Times," Hippodrome (3d
Opened Monday, drawing smart
will leave for road in another
get under way until Oct. 9, Philly's
Prospects for big house
week).
crowd and winning fine notices.
week. Boston will be first stand
season may be counted in regular
bright this season and started off
out. Could stay here longer, pace "The Monster," 39th St. (7th week).
season running order, but business,
to excellent business following
holding to excellent business, with
Showed further signs of improve- except in two instances, has been
unanimous press praise.
last week better than $.°1,500.
ment last week, when business way below normal.
Ambassador
(47th
Time,"
Thrill
"Blossom
went to little under $6,500.
"Orange Blossoms," Fulton (1st
most definite surprise feature
week).
Last season's operetta
show that ought to find nourishing of The
week). Edward Royce entered as
the week was the great comesuccess may feel effects of strong
trade.
director-producer Tuesday, .,-iece
back
staged
by Edward Royce's
It
musical influx under way.
musical adaptation of 'The "The
is
Old Soak," Plymouth (5th "Orange Blossoms" at the Garrlck.
should more than round out year,
Marriage of Kitty." Scale $4.40
week).
of few new shows After a big opening on Labor Day,
One
however, and still making money.
top, with $11 fare for premiere.
that have landed.
Getting big this "comedy with music" slumped
Last week between $11,CQ0 and "Partners Again," Selwyn
(21st
money, with nothing yet in this miserably for the greater part of
$12,000.
week). Several hot evenings last
season to par with it. Last week the first week, hit its stride again
•Captain Applejack," Cort <39th
week doubtless counted for drop
takings nearly $15,000. Matter of Friday and Saturday, and last week
week). Surprising come-back of
of about $1,000. Comedy wonder,
matinees only variation in busi- 'continued to mount in business. As
this
holdover comedy success.
however, went to nearly $12,500
la result, from a business that did
ness.
Picked up speed in good measure
and should climb during fall.
,B °° the ope
!ftK " e#ek
this month and last week gross "Passing Show of 1922," Winter "The Plot Thickens," Booth. Taken'" ; £!*«
,
1
House dark {*!
off last Saturday.
went to $10,700. That beats most
? week,
* with v°I
° n * aml last
Garden (1st week). Another membad
Due
to reopen Oct. 2 ^« ".ff
this week.
of tho other non-musicals and
w ** th *r breaks and no holidays t o
ber of high-scale attractions, $4.40
with Russian Players, imported by
show might stay all fall.
top. Arrived Wednesday with the
th« shiihorfa.
"Plot Thirknns" hel P **• Capacity houses ruled th e
the
Shuberts.
National
and
Canary,"
(33d
"Cat
last two days of its stay here, and
Howard Brothers and strong cast.
stayed two weeks.
week). Mystery play continues to
those interested arc predicting big
Show reported one of biggest of
make money. Last week went to
"The Exciters," Times Square (1st things for it elsewhere.
series.
$8,500 and over and ought to run "Sally, Irene and Mary," Casino
week). Listed for next week, but
On the other hand, "The Hairy
(3d
until the holidays. Chicago compremiere set by Selwyns for to- Ape" and "The Blue Kitten," at the
week). Second week repetition; of
night (Friday).
pany now open.
Lyric and the Shubert respectively,
first with capacity business all the
"Chauve-Souris," Century Roof
way. Takings around $18,500, only "The Torch Bearers," Vanderbllt dropped dismally after encouraging
(34th week).
After two weeks
difference from opening week beMoved here from Labor Day openings. The "Ape"
(4th week).
more Morris Gest tflll put on the
ing in premiere performance price
48th Street last week and started show ended its two-week run last
third program of this remarkable
of $5.50 top.
takings week and was considered lucky to
with
week's
building,
Russian novelty company.
Has San Carlo Opera, Century (1st
quoted at well over $8,000. One escape as well as it did. It about
been playing nine months and
held its own as regrads the gross of
plays.
promising
new
of
most
of
week). Fortune Gallo opened seafigures to run through season.
son of four weeks Monday. Suc- "Whispering Wires," 49th St. (7th the first week, but that meant only
Attraction will remain at Century
a
trifle over $5,000 for a two weeks'
ceeding attraction will probably
Money-making mystery
week).
Roof, having its own atmo.-r>here
"The Blue
be Shubert production, not yet
play holding to first week's busi- t°* al °' 4 abo u t HO.00O.
fitting attraction.
decided on.
ness and looks planted for run. K1 * ten trailed even more dismally
"Daffy Dill," Apollo (5th week). "Scandals,* Globe (4th week).
Takings last week bit under $9,500. and ls slated for the storehouse
Third
aftcr
alienee, were
Several late arrivals of heavyweek of "White revenue just beat "Why Men Leave Home," Morosco lost in the depths Its
of tho large Shu
gunned musicals may have afBig takings, but show is
$25,000.
(2d week). Opened Tuesday last bert,
which can do as much as
fected pace here. Last week takcostly to operate.
Pace ubout
week. Critics not all agreed on $26,000
ings around $10,000. For attracmerit of new Avery Hopwood play, tipped at a $2.50 top, but scarcely
$3,500 under second week, which
$8,000 last week.
tion of this class, business figured
had extra matinee. Saturday matbut figures to build to successful
to be better.
Tho two houses which got under
inee off. New high scale musicals
proportions. Got $6,700 in seven
way
last
week, the Forrest, with
Sale,"
(2d
"Dreams for
Playhouse
performances.
may have some effect on business
Opened Wednesday last
week).
here.
"Wild Oats Lane," Broadhurst. Re- "Spice of 1922," and tho Broad, with
"Dulcy,
showed
fairly successful
week. Will close Saturday. Next "Shore Leave," Lyceum (Tth week).
moved last Saturday. Manage- results.
had good nights
week "On the Stairs, a mystery
ment kept it in but 11 days. and bad "SplcO"
Up until this week business rates
ones,
due to varying
play, succeeds.
House reported
weather, but turned In a good
guaranteed.
week's business, with prospects of
"East of Suez," Eltinge (1st week).
following that up with two more
A. H. Woods brought his first new
equally successful weeks. "Dulcy,"
production of the season in Thursalthough playing at the Broad beday with Florence Reed starred.
fore its regular patrons have begun
Somerset Maugham drama reto assemble, more than broke even
cently opened in London.
and those connected with the show
"East Side, West Side," Nora P.ayes
profess encouragement.
Fair rep(6th week). Picked up somewhat
resentation upstairs and down, with
last week, takings going to about
little fluctuation, marked the week,
$4,000, probably through effective
and the gross was about $9,500. Fine
placing of cut rates.
Extra adnotices and "second-thought" comvertising in evidence early this
ments, as well as the return of
week.
Can't
Return
"Little Nelly society, are figured to send the gross
"Follies/*
New Amsterdam (16th
of the succeeding weeks above the
week). None of arriving musical
Kelly," Boston's Best
Colored
present figure.
shows have affected business of
Tho Walnut, while not doing the
Ziegfeld revue. Last week better
in Boston Next
business of "Orange Blossoms" with
nothing
sight
than $36,800 and
in
"Tho Charlatan," did keep its head
contended for money pace.
above water right along, and the
•Fools Errant," Maxino Elliott <0th
three-week run of this thriller,
Boston, Sept. 21.
week, and when the count-up came while not a world-beater, is figured
week). Hanging around $5,000 for
A new opening at the Plymouth, lant Saturday it was found the show to be satisfactory to both show and
Accounted bright
past month.
play and producers will try With where Thurston came in with bis had hit tho lowest level, about $24,- house.
show to supplant "Tho Nest," that 000. This was off $1,000 from the
it further.
The most interesting of advance
a- couple of weeks of bad busi- previous week, and about $8,000 be"Greenwich Village Follies," Shu- had
news this week was the announced
Established new ness, tho posting of the final two low the business tho show had done shift of "The Music Box Revue,
bert (2d week).
when
the
Colonial,
it was going at top form.
for
"Sally"
at
weeks
house record. With premiere $11
But any idea that the show his scheduled for the Forrest on Oct. 2,
top and Saturday night perform- and the report that "Strut Miss
and the substitution of "Sally" at
ance $5.50, gross for first week Lizzie" is due for the Arlington, been a flivver on its return here will that house, a reversion to the origi
instantly wiped out by a glance
r
"try-it-on-the-dog"
house,
be
Frazce's
$2G,. >00
for seven performances
00k,n S- Nothing is said about
.
?
(opened Tuesday), but first night in a couple of weeks were the fea- at figures, and conservative figures "u
* he
"*!" °f ,h * ™". but Dillingmore than balanced mis-, d Mon- tures of the local legitimate field on the business that has been done ham Is "Bunch
and Judy" is reported
Boston by "Sally," "Shuffle
in
this week.
day.
as
making
its debut here in NovemThe decision to close "Sally* here, Along" and "Littlo Nelly Kelly."
ber,
Which would mean only u.
"He Who Gets Slapped," Garrlck where the show is on tho istii week,
In the 17 weeks that "Sally" has
(37th w<ek). Theatre Guild has is a result of the Ireak In business run at the Colonial theatre it has month or five weeks for "Sally."
on will date that has been expected by those in done in the neighborhood of $527,announced new
The other announcement is the
from Oct.
with fin
action the know since tho show reopened 000.
This figure may be a bit off, booking by the Shuberts of a brand
to be "it. U. H."
new show into the Shubert next
It is probthe season for the house on Labor but not to any extent.
"Her Temporary Husband,'' Frasec Day. It was figured then that the able that this will prove a record Monday, due to the flop of "The
(•1th
week).
Advertising
Ight publicity given the row between for the house for a 17-week engage- Blue Kitten."
This is "Paradise
weeks in advance but taking* w
Ziegfeld and Marilyn Miller in the ment, and also prove a record for Alley," the Carle Carleton produclarge rind cut rates c >uirt<
on. period the bouse was dark through a drawing capacity of a show.
tion, With
Bernard Granville and
In
going off i:i another the company wanting a vacation the seven weeks that "Little Nelly Mabel Wlthee, and which is striking
R< ported
week or two.
would not do tho show any good. K<iiy" has been at the Tremont it:'; Bhilly before its illustrious prede"Hunky Dory," Klaw (3d week). It was doped out that the Held has done about $1 UN, 000, and cessor, "Tangerine."
Two weeks is the limit for this
Scotch type comedy picked up bit locally had been about exhausted "Shuffle Along," tho colored show
show, which will be followed by
over first week and went tO about before the shut-down came In Au- at the Selwyn, in the seven \\
that it has played had grossed $105,000. "The Rose of Stgmboul" for a simi$7,300 last week. Laugh show and gust and that with tho \
"Shuffle Along" and "Little Nelly "Sally" ne.ds a $25,000 gross here lar short period, and tin n "The
has chance.
<'<).
Kelly" had established in that time to break even.
Hotel Mouse."
"It's a Boy," Sam Harri
<
Other switches in
There is not much chance of Shubert bookings will substitute
First of new season's production the going would be much tougher
developing
And all this worked "Sally"
Tried for 'Sally."
any
latent Cecil Lean an.l CleO Mnyfleld in
String of Sam 11. Harris.
:'
i.nt ilni-ii,;* e-iflv snniiTur ;iiul then
strength. The s
top
out true to form.
$;: .".0
"The Blushing Bride" at the Lyric,
Not since "Sally" reopened has it 1. •-inning to !>•> fell real hard, and ucr. y, lor "Blossom Time,' which
trded sure fire. Op< ncd Tuesshown the strength thai
did be- th< announcement that the "Music was formerly "in" for that date, and
day.
"Kcmpy," Belmont (19th week). fore the temporary closing. True, Box Revue" is to be brought in will cancel ihe •'Dover Road' hookMoved upward last weel follow- the first week it jiot Off to a Hying when this show goes out Is another ing at the Adelphl entirely with the
Manage- start and gave gnat promise, but lt< n; that will work against any de- probability that this house won't
ing several hot days.
ment intends running well into the advance sale was not strong and termined come-back. Those who open until Oct. f». when it getl
i'
inclined to pay $3.50 for "Sally" "Demi-Virgin."
fall if profit margin
continues. there were somo Indications
of
Mi these bookings
Oetting between $5,000 and $6,000. weakness that would ben- watch-, fwill probably put their money into are limited in length, despite the
" Continued on page 22)
These developed S' riously
ing.
House small.
t Continued
on page L'L')
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Attendance Than Labor

Day— "To

Dear,"

&?

$3,000— "Good

Chicago, Sept. 20.
Chicago's hot wave was broken
week and the managers of tho
Loop houses expressed a sigh of relief. They had all operated the previous week on the debit side and
when the two day rainy spell subsided Monday and the weather
turned to the brisk and crisp sort,
the box offices immediately felt that
fact and the shows recovered their
equilibrium. Monday night the theatres felt the change, for the business climbed considerably,
with
many beating the business of the
previous Monday, which was Labor
Day. Then it started to climb each
subsequent evening, with most of
the theatres rounding out the week
last

in profitable style for practically all
of the shows.

There was only one opening last
week, "The Blushing Bride." at tho
Great Northern. With no opposition
opening, the house did a capacity
business the opening Sunday, but
the show did not just please, with
'the result that the business would
not come, and a decision was mado
to send the attraction on tour Monday. This might be considered good
business Judgment, as the musical
opposition here is a bit too Strong for
the show, with Jolson in "Bombo,"
which opened at the Apollo Sunday
night; Ed Wynn in "The Perfect
Fool" at the Illinois and "Good
Morning, Dearie" at the Colonial
against it. This opposition was probably counted as a bit too strong, and
it must have been figured that conserving the bankroll by a quick closing would be the most expedient
thing to do.

Two shows wended their way from
these environs Saturday. They were
Olga Petrova in "The White Pea-

cock," which vacated the Plavhouse
to allow

"The Dover Road" to come
and "The Hotel Mouse," which
the Apollo to make way for Al
Jolson after a seventeen weeks' stay
there. Both of these new shows got
off to a flying start and capacity
business. Charles Cherry, who appears in "The Dover Road," has a
big following here, and after the
commendation of the attraction by
in,

left

the six critics who attended
the opening, it looks aa though the
Bryant theatre will have a substantial success in it for an unlimited
period. The Jolson show also got
over in good style and will probably
remain here as long as the star cares
five of

to linger.

"To the Ladles" was one of tho
shows that felt relief In the cool
wave. For no sooner had the weather
changed than the box office was besieged with reservations, resulting
in the show getting almost $3,000
moro than the previous week.
Paulino Frederick in "The Guilty
One," with the aid of the agencies,
is still doing an assured business,
but the attraction Is not exciting
,

much commendable criticism. Everyone who goes to see it wants to take

a look at Miss Frederick and is not
much concerned In the merits of tho
vehicle she is appearing in. The
stay of Miss Frederick is quite indefinite, but may be protracted, as
it is understood A. H. Woods will
not take the show out of hero on
tour, being satisfied to close it at
tho end of its local run and provide
Miss Frederick with a new vehicle
for a New York try.
"Good Morning, Dearie," which
received a hard jolt on account of
the heat, steadied up a bit and its
business increased steadily on all
performances, but as yet has not
come up to the expectation of th©
Dillingham forces. The show has
received an abundance of publicity
and seems to bo well spoken of by
those who have seen it, but it appears that the scale for the show is
just a bit too steep. The cheapest
price for the lower floor, evenings
and Saturday matinee, is $3.50, and
it seems quite evident that peoplo
are staying away on this account.
Sntnrrtfty ,v';ht there Is a $4.40 top,
but the show manages to draw all
it can at this performance.
If this
show had been brought in here at a
$3 top there is no doubt it would bo
the leader in receipts of the musical
contingent.
"Bull Dog

Drummond," the other
show, in which H. B.
\y- r nr. r s starring, at the Towers,
is also in
the recuperative stago
and shows indications of staving on
here for an indefinite period. "Tho
Dillingham
j

of Divorcement," another Dillin'rbam show, which is scheduled to
follow it in lure, will keep to thfl
roid until this piece is ready to abBill

dicate.

Ed Wynn in "The Perfect Fool" at
the Illinois Is still the lender in
business. The show did a slight increase over the preceding week, and
It looks as though it will sr tile down
(Continued on page 22)
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LEGITIMATE
ting across the absurdities of the
story better than Miss Rummer does
in her lines.
By far the best is

OUT OF TOWN REVIEWS
.YANKEE PRINCESS

mosphere of the French setting was
maintained in both staging and per-

Baltimore, Sept. 20.
This production of "Die Bajadere,"
Slow the reigning musical comedy
success in the Continental cities of
JSurope, had Its premiere Monday
In the opinion of all local
night.
critics the production is the largest
And the show is the finest that has
been seen here since "Sally" made
its memorable debut at the Academy
two years ago._
A, I* Erlanger produced this
piece and In It has a ten-strike. It
should pack the Knickerbocker, New
Tork, for many months to come, for
Its scenery Is by Josef Urban, staging by Fred Latham and Julian
Mitchell, and the whole under the
supervision of Mr. Erlanger, who
was In Baltimore several days prior
to the opening, supervising person-

sonal makeup.

ally.

The music is by Emmerich Kalman. It is of that lovely haunting
the

gem

of the opera.

It

won't be long before Broadway will
be hamming it, before the orchestras
will be playing it and before the
newsies will whistle it. "My Bajadere" is a beautiful baritone solo
and "Forbidden Fruit" was another
great song. But the music is uniformly good some of the best heard
recently.
It seems that since Mr.
Kalman wrote "Sari" he has done
notblng that compares with this
thoroughly workmanlike piece of
writing.
The story
India,

is

of a stage star

THE AWFUL TRUTH
Ina Clair*
1

—

—

inn

suf-

BROADWAY REVIEWS

Laura Hope Crows as Amanda. She
repeats and Improves her success in
"Mr. Pirn Passes By" and creates a
most human and likable person, not
to be catalogued as most stage people are, but complex and natural.
Roland Young, the other featured I.ucr Warrlner
player, is his usual self, which Norman Batterly
Leeaon
means that many will like him and a Daniel
Ruataco
few will not. It must be admitted, Jayaon Trent
however, that he is an ideal choice Mra. I^eeaon
Josephine Trent
for the role of Pomeroy.
('e)aate
Ruth Flndlay is excellent in the Kuf
us Kempittr

I

nature so characteristic of the
Viennese composers. "I Still Can
is

The dialog bore

it

truce Mcllae
French expressions to keep
Paul Harvey
the tone, while the speech was of
George H. Barraud
the clearest English and never imI-ewla A. Sealy
Loulao Marklntoan
peded the progress.
Cora Wlthcrapoon
It may not be a "mass" play, but
Kyra Alanowa
it will attract above the average
Raymond W alburn
"class," and certainly it is one of role of Pomeroy's real sweetheart.
those seldom due plays worth seeing She even succeeds in making unThe Frohman office settled the
offensive and even Interesting the many rumors as to who would pluck
a second time.
Mr. Miller was in regular form, a flat lines of the final love scene. the Ina Claire plum this season by
Cecil Yapp as the clergyman Is an taking the blonde star who had
little indistinct of speech, but accurate to the dot in his character, ever outstanding member of the cast, successively blown a farewell kiss
sufficient as the author and equally making his role stand out both for at Zeigfeld, Bclasco and William
full of the moods of a man who reality and humor, as Yapp always Harris.
Miss Claire has become a
Marjorle Rummer, the au- temperamental and difficult lady to
loved to be cared for and who en- does.
joyed his work when he could share thor's daughter, Is both attractive fit, direct and manage since the old
and clever as the seamstress. Her days back In Chicago when she did
it.
The play was carefully set and Italian dialect may not be of the "Blind Pig" and an imitation of
the last act planned to indicate the best, but her sincerity and charm Harry Lauder.
Montague
feminine atmosphere controlled by put the role across.
She is in postion to demand much
Miss Chatterton. To those who ap- Rutherford creates a likable butler beoaU8e Bne has an established
preciate that variation of ability and Richard Sterling and Dorothy money draw. Ji
hows
secondary
inPurdell
form
ove
a
which Miss Chatterton has shown
Surely
it
la 80mew hat nebulous.
us there is a womanliness, a fem- terest. The one stage setting was Miss Claire herself would not argue
ininity to her acting that leaves attractive and home-like
that she Is a great actress. As a
The play on the opening night got beauty she is "Important," but
little of staginess.
The tear and
the smile mingle with her, not with under way at 8.40 and ended at beauty alone sella for $35 a week on
the ease of the actress, bpt with the 10.45, with medium waits between the stage.
skill of the artist. You feel there is the acts. Pruning is not needed, but
There has always been a certain
a woman speaking who is throbbing there is a very vital necessity for a Fifth avenue perfume about this
with the reflex of the play's action. freshening and brightening of some girl, however, which makes women
It is Miss Chatterton in another of the dragging lines of the last two fight
see her; It draws the best
mood a bit different from "Daddy acts. This for a play by the epi- peopletoand it draws even more coLong-Legs" and even from the sober grammatic and flashing Miss Rum- piously from the middle social regsincerity of "Mary Ros,e."
mer sounds amazing, but the fact ister. The atmosphere is not one
remains that only some very clever engendered by birth. Mrs. Philip
Softener.
people succeeded in making "Pom- Lydlg-Hoyt, one of the truly-really
eroy's Past" a possible success.
bloods, came and got a flurry and
Waters.
passed back into obscurity of the
old mansions; but Ina, who has
Philadelphia, Sept. 20.

ficient

•

Dream"

h,,

POMEROY'S PAST

who

and there the Prince of

Clare

Lahore falls in love with her. With
the aid of hypnotism he succeeds in
getting her partly under his spell.
She finds herself, however, butflhe is
the
ril-get-you-no-matter-whathappens type of wooer. And all ends
happily.
Vivienne Segal carries the burden
along with Thorpe Bates, a new
English baritone, who disclosed a
gorgeous voice the opening night.

Rummer's

latest

comedy

opened Monday at the Garrick and

ON THE STAIRS

ascertained by the end of the first
Pittsburgh, Sept 20.
act.
But the extent of his villainy
every evidence of approval.
T.uella
Mra. Charlea Craig
There are
Fuller Mellleh grows with the play..
The source of said approval is not Mr. Ciregy:
surprises as ho is exposed
several
Anderson
France
K.
Elsa
Carroll
so easy to analyze, and therein lies
Margaret Dale at the finish.
Mra. lie! more
the weakness* of "Pomeroy's Past." Barak
Effingham I'lnto
That the play holds interest
The old Rummer sparkle of line was Meritt Lane
Jamea C. Crane
perhaps Its best
Is
Arnold Daly throughout
sadly frayed. In the first act the Swaml Ahbukevanda
Uarriaon.
Bennett Southard vindication.
Wcatherby
dialog had sporadic flashes reroiniif- Culhane
Lionel Glaneater
cent of "Good Gracious Annabelle" Jenkinaou
Thomas A. Braidon
and
"A
Successful
Calamity."
The
John T. Murray and Vivian Oakland second act
had only a faint echo or
This Is another of the "Bat" famare also in the Cast. But to Miss
Boston, Sept. 20.
Segal should go the' credit for most so, and the final act degenerated into ily, whose success depends on
ajmcre
hodge-podge
of sentiment whether the public has seen enough John Opper Knox, a publicity man..
of the success. She has the youth,
Ralph Kellard
meaningless
and
farce.
That's not of that type.
the charm and the voice properly to
Jcaale Nagle
r.ucille
Knox,
hla
wife
saying that "Pomeroy's Past" isn't
It opened here Monday, its first Thc-ltna Johnson, a bride. .Beatrice Whitney
project a role of the sort, and her
funny; it is up to the last 15 min- performance on any stage, Intending William Johnson, a bridegroom
support seemed to be wellnigh perCostello
fect.
As a matter of fact, the pre- utes; but the laughs after the first to move into the Playhouse, New Wallace Carter, the bride'a Bldon
father....
miere had little of the ragged open- half hour are gained by the individ- York, after the present week. OpenPaul McAllister
ing-night air about it, the perform- ual efforts of the players, or by ing nights here are no more than Mra. Carter, the bride'a mother
mechanical methods of farce. any other night, and much worse
Antoinette Rochte
ance being particularly well "set" in purely
The best that may be said for the from the players' standpoint, for Sergeant Costlgan, a police Inspector..
that the actors and actresses went
Earl Craddock
through their paces-^vithout the aid author in this case is that she has most of the mob knows nothing Millie Knecland, the bridesmaid
created a mighty droll basic plot for ftibout "first night," and consequentItae Bowdoln
of prompting.
"Pomeroy's
Past." It may smack a ly makes no allowances. Thus, the Helen Smith, another bridesmaid
The scenery was handsome from
Leila Oerrlsh
the first sceTie, which portrayed the bit of "liollo's Wild Oat," but no one reception accorded the artists was Foster Cole, the best man
J. Caaler-Weai
hardly a .basis to judge upon. The
lobby of the Chatelet Theatre. Paris. can deny that it is amusing.
The play takes place in fhe home audience found it fairly good, and It Shvrwln Stewart, head usher
Currle
Iti< hurd
The second act setting was the palWilliam Lennox
ace of the Prince of Lahore, and the of the Chilton family at FrendAle- is safe to say that when it moves Hawkins, the butler
Frederick Murray
on-the-Hudson.
The family con- smoother the average audience will An Investor
third act showed the Directoire Club.
Dale Owen
sists of Amanda Chilton, approach- find it a good evening's entertain- Policeman
Urban has done excellent work in
these settings, all of them having the ing middle age, and her younger ment, but, like other plays In its
The possibilities of a dramatizaproper amount of sumptuousness brother, Pomeroy, whom she has al- category, without a moral and not tion of the spectacular career of
without having the mottled effect ways protected, spoiled and idolized. overly impressive in Its class, the Charles Ponzl, the get-rich-qulck
Before
his entrance, merely by hear- play, from a technical standpoint, is
that has been observed in some of
ing Amanda talk, we get the idea a gem, and will meet the test of swindler who rolled up about ten
his recent work. A large orchestra
million in New England through his
of 30 pieces provided the music for that Pomeroy is lacking in manly analysts who insist on finding loop- "foreign exchange, 50 per cent,
qualities, but his entrance disap- holes in the author's method of sothe show.
siik.
proves that. In fact, he is a regular lution. But there is nothing perma- profit in three month" have boon
he-man who would like to be doing nent about the thing, nor is it likely considered by several producers
some man-sizod job, but, out of def- that the author, William Hurlburt, ever since a Federal sentence
famous Ponzi bubble.
erence to his sister, doesn't.
intended it to be that or anything pricked the
The logical man to tackle the job,
A neighbor and chum of Pome- more
Atlantic City, Sept. 20.
than to satisfy a current fud.
There are plays that pass in the roy's adopts a child from an orphan The same play was produced last apparently, was William II. Mehight and plays that remain in asylum, and Pomeroy follows suit, season in New England and Phila- Masters, the publicity exploiter who
memory. Hardly a one that Henry only to find Amanda horrified and delphia under the name of "Haunt- had been handling the Ponzl pressMiller or his ever-fascinating pro- adamant against bringing the child ed" and with a different cast, but in agenting anfl who achieved nategee, Buth Chatterton, have acted into the house. Wliereupon, as only its present form it is much changed. tional fame by resigning his Job at
height of the swindle and selling
tan be said to belong in the former a Clare Rummer character would
WHh the present cast it is as well the
to the Boston 'Tost."
class, while most of them hang to do, Pomeroy claims to be the real acted
as possible,
very player his expose Pullitzer
award for the
It won the
the latter division.
father of the child, and conjures up standing out boldly.
for
Boston "Post."
the
year
Certain it is on the final and more out of whole cloth an imaginary roArnold Daly is starred and James
was
dramatization
McMasters*
Steady substance thaf "La Ten- mance of five years back. He admits Crane featured. Every one deserves
Monday nlghh at the
tiresse" is made. This play from the there was some kind of a ceremony, honorable mention, particularly Ful- produced
French of Henry Bataille possesses but is hazy on just what it was. To ler Melllsh as an aged guardian; Arlington as a try-out In the Frazco
much to interest and much to fasci- Amanda this amounts to a cata- Mrs. Charles Craig, who is given pla^y-hatcheryv and it proved to be
McMasters, Innate because it is based on the love clysm, and it is on this amusing one of the best "mammy** roles she an addled eggr
existent between man and woman. scene that the first curtain falls.
has ever played, and Bennett South- stead of dramatizing Ponzl, dramatized himself, and found himself
Though the plot evolves on the unIn the second act Amanda has, of ard as a detective.
derstandable but commonly un- course, agreed to keep the supposFranco E. Anderson Is the heroine a lean theme. It offers slim posAmerican non-marriage relation edly flesh-and-blood child, and when and displays great promise. She sibilities for development either as
which is known to one's Intimate she finds out that the neighbor has overacted Just a little, but when more a drama or as a comedy.
circle, it is full of a deep and abidmental
its twin (a fact that Pomeroy hadn't familiar with the part will fit it
In brief, it shows the
ing love. It is tenderness outspoken bargained for), she insists on taking ideally. More important than any workings of Ponzl's publicity man,
that forms the theme of the play.
that child, too. However, the neigh- fault with her work Is the skillful who could have cashed In a fortune
The principals are a prominent bor objects, and they have to tell manner in which she carried through on his knowledge of the bubble that*
writer and dramatist in the middle him of Pomeroy's "indiscretion" in some of the most dramatic spots in was to break. Ponzi does not show
years and a young matron with two order to procure the child.
the piece. Mellish's garb might be nor figure materially In the action.
charming children. Their love lacks
Meantime there is an Italian changed. On his first entrance the The publicity man. John Opper
Impetuosity, It lacks fire and thrill, seamstress in the house, and in the first thought of the spectator is Knox by name, but known as "Opbut it is deeply sincere because it is middle of a scene she rushes on the that he must be the butler, as he portunity Knox" is importuned for
based on common understanding stage, claiming the child as her own. carries on a conversation with the three acts by everyone he knows to
and appreciation. It possesses belief That, of course, makes her the girl "mammy," and the impression is tell whether the get-rlch-cnlgma is
of the man In the woman and devo- of Pomeroy's romantic tale, and he hard to forget.
on the level. Just before the curtion, of the woman to the care and has to stick to that story. He perDaly's role does not tax his abil- tain he receives $10,000 for having
Instincts of the man.
She also is suades her to marry him (at Aman- ity. He will not secure any too told the Boston "Post" that the
of the theatre an actress of ap- da's insistence), and she, bewildered, great recognition for it.
He is swindler was a swindler. The reparent prominence.
agrees.
dressed in Hindu fashion as the mainder of the evening is spent in
Their lives become the subject of
It's at this point that the plot Swami Ahbukvanda and parades as having some wedding present bonds
Jealousy on the part of fellow au- Jumps all bounds of logicality and a sort of spiritualist crystal gazer
apparently stolen by Knox, when,
thors of less importance, and they becomes nothing but a hurly-burly psychologist in order to win the In reality, they are his own bonds
sowed the peeds of discord which of farce and melodrama. It turns love of Elsa Carroll, a rich heiress,
The worth-while spots are an
In the second act caused him to pro- out that the seamstress is not the and ultimately gain her wealth. He opening
drop shbwlng the picvide a stenographic trap to catch mother of the children, but their comes close to succeeding general- turesque line of panicky investors
the young lover who expressed his aunt, and things are further com- ly, but the girl finally spurns him, winding through historic Pie Alley
vows in the other man's home. The plicated by the entrance of their whereupon he and his confederates in Doston, a butler part that Is
resulting scene was exciteful, ram- father's brother from the west, and attempt to take her away forcibly, really funny, and a bantering vein
pant and full of tears, threats, re- his kidnapping of both children and only prevented after the hero, Mer- of sarcastic dialogue between the
grets .and pleadings.
Against the the seamstress as well. This clears ritt Lane (James Crane), puts in hero and a bull-headed police Insofter humanity of the earlier por- the way for Pomeroy's true Story, some effective li^ks at exposing him spector who is made a fool of to the
tions of the play it was like Bern- and he is free to turn to the girl he and rescuing the girl.
eternal glee of any audience anystein rushing out for an Inset act. really loves.
The "stairs" has to do with the where.
The action, even the„ spirit of the
The last act and most of the sec- stairs in a haunted house, which no
I'onzl as a subject for dramatizawriting, was foreign to the excellent ond are badly constructed. The sec- one has been able to ascend, ap- tion is still
virgin
ground for
smoothness and satisfying transla- J ond act's curtain falls on a solilo- parently on account of the presence authors, as McMasters has merely
tlon of the previous scenes.
quy on the part of Pomeroy and the there of the ghost of the heroine's bally-hooed the public in with the
In the third act the play moved kidnapping business, with Amanda father, he having been murdered on name of I'onzl and then dramatized
to a reconciliation of much less and the village clergyman being that spot many years previous. The himself.
proportions than the original sphere bound and gigged, is rather silly. denouement has the Swaml conTho play as it stands looks hopeof life and with a rather drab opti- The last scene is wrecked by a great fessing he was the murderer.
less, even as a stock release for
v
mistic ending.
amount of saccharine and flat senThere is no particular tricklness New England where iho name of
In translation the play seemed timent.
to. the progression of the Hurlburt
I'onzl is still one to conjure with.
much above the average. The atThe players do their parts in put- plot, and the* villain is fairly well 1
Libbe)*

was greeted by a large audience with
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In a cabaret on a side street,
played No. 2 In opposition vaudeville
and married a newspaper
man— holds her attraction for the
400 as one of them and for the
4.000,000 as one of the 400.
All this catty stuff bears directly
on the review of the play as well ae
stringing with Its title, "The Awful
Truth." Any man who dares throw
that title into the teeth of the critics

—

is a game bird, and any star who
shines in it must have at least a
sense of humor. Miss Claire's individual attributes are Important in
this estimate of the presentation
because this reviewer firmly believes
that she, principally, makes It a potential success, whereas she, herself, almost never off the stage,
plays it without any extraordinary

artistic

accomplishments.

The audience had come to see Ina
And she held them craning
forward. It wasn't a warm, affecClaire.

tionate adoration such as people
give to Maude Adams, or an admiring worship such as they shower
on Galli-Curci; it was a buzsing,
nervous concentration which was,
perhaps, as theatrically flattering as
any.
Miss Claire showed herself in
three Faris outfits, no gown, however, unless one might construe a
girlish dinner frock in the first act
as a "gown." She was very light
and attractive and seemed subdued
rather than even smartly conspicuous. The role was that of a young
divorcee,
liar

with

a

skillful

all

little

flirt

and

the wiles that clover

and attractive females know and
can use to twist men about their
fingers.
There was nothing essen-

—

tially
sinister
in
the plot she
wanted only to win back her former
husband.
^

The story, briefly, is this: She Is
engaged to A., a rich boor, who has
heard that when she divorced B. it
was through collusion, B. letting her
get it after she had misbehaved with
C. A. has a fussy aunt who wants
to know. She conceives the idea of
sending for her former husband, B
to tell A. and his aunt that she was
innocent. This he does, but it later
transpires that she tipped him off In
advance and got him to lie for her.
During the operation she falls in
love again with B.. tells him she
was never guilty with C. Invites C.
f

in to tell B. that

she wasn't, gives
A. the gate, wins back B. and we
find she has tipped off C. to lie to B
who lied to A.

Bruce McRae played B., and
played him excellently when he was
At times he "newschooled" to the extent where his
words eouldn't be understood, talking upstage and with "modulations"
and otherwise refusing to exert himself beyond the oxtent of being what
players love to call "natural."
The rest of the cast was fair
enough. It is not a large,, company,
and with good receipts should clean
Intelligible.

up at the Henry Miller theatre. ^Fhe
comedy makes Interesting amuse-

ment, and the women who Intrigue
a bit or who love to fancy they do
or who wish they had enough courage to, will guzzle it and pack the
matinees.
Arthur Richman. author of "The
Serpent's Tooth," which is not so
smart, wrote this. And he did a
snappy, admirable job. His naughtiness Is welcome and clover and is
never nastlness. He writes dialog
as smart as Cosmo Hamilton ».
which Is as smart as anyone's, and
he avoids the homely and wholesome with remarkable skill and
without trespassing into the commonplace or the forbidden.
This venture smells of money.
*

ORANGE

Lalt.

BLOSSOIVJS

Three-act comedy, with munlc. starring
Edith Day. Hook by Fred de (Jresac, music
by Victor Herbert, lyrica by Jl. O. De
Taken from French sources. Pr**flylva.
K-nt.-.l
by Edward Itoyce at the Fulton
fept. 19.

Lawyer Hraaaac
Pat Rom<-rs*t
Oueenle Hmi
Octave
.Maurice Dare?
Karon Roger Belmont
Robert Mlclia»lla
Kitty
Edith Dny
Jimmy Flynn
Hal Hkelley
Holene da Vaaqucz
Phyllya le Crand
Auguate
Robert I-\«. l, -r
Ninotta
Nancy Weifori
Glrla— Evelyn Darvllle. Alta Kins. Da*mar
Oakland. Kmily Drange, Fay Evelyn,
Diana Stefman, Eden Gray, Vera de
Wolfe.
Boys— Thomas Fltxpatrlck. Frank Curran.
Oliver Stewart, Denny Murray, a1j:i*t
Ramart. Jack Whiting. Gayie Maya
Tillie

I

Clinton Merrill.

Edith Day was repatriated at the
Fulton under fairly happy auspices
Tuesday in a production that is r.ivishing in Its staging and pictorial
embellishments, but wearisome in
book. It's a sort of triple entente
more ways than one. It has the
American Miss Day to begin with
Its

in

its shining light.
On the British
side there is Pat Somerset, son of a
real English p<>er arid hero of the
spicy episode of the London stago
season last year, with a trick of intense and authentic British speech

as

which makes "well" sound like
"wull" and a stylo of rather crushing hauteur. Representing the tricolor is the French beginnings of the
comedy, now burled deep In adupta
lion to its American use with such
witticisms as "An undertaker wuui
pot his best friend in a bole."
it seems impossible that a French(Continued on page 21)
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HELLO MISS RADIO
Shubert unit, opening on regular circuit
Produced
at Creieent, Hnx.kiyn, R<pt. i&.
by Eddie DowHag, •tarrinc Vara Mlcto
Principals:
Ben
and Frei Hildebrand.
Linn, Patricia O'Hoarn, Jack Cairn
]>i<. k Ware, A' 81 tere, 1
oyd Balllatt, Frank
ponaldton, Frank Jeromii Veronica, R ben
Hilton. Ruth Madiaon. BlweU Slst.rv mil
Mww staged by w 1.1K*>n»inJ. J.m Jiimvn.
1'inkham; dnu'fi t>y fcjuinmy Lea.

was badly done with only the leader
of the girls becoming distinguishable in the dull lighting, tho gowns
of tho other young women being
seen wiih dilliculty. That may hive
been nuant to square tho radio title.
During tho performance several
but
familiar
gags were heard,
whether familiar to Brooklynites
can't bo stated. That's not so bad,
however. If the show has good gags
of its own, they will shortly spread
in the present-diy free-for-all in

WEEK

THIS

of the show, as his old rolo of the
business man (played straight) who
a burlesque sort of a Jam with
a shew of a wife and a chorus girl.
is and always has been, sure- lire
is in

stuff.

The balance of
You Were"

the evening

was

Friday, September 22, 1922

however, thafbf Jed Dooley and his
company, said company consisting
of a comely miss with quite a personality, broke the ice and really
went off the stage to real applause.
Dooley has a good lino of nutty
stuff and knows how to use It. Fol-

STOLEN SWEETS
Chicago, Sept.

20.

The Shubert vaudeville policy
was inaugurated at the Englewood
by the Herk unit, "Stolen Sweets,"

which has as its drawing power the
lowing Dooley were the three Dolce Watson Sisters.
Tho Engl e wood
some has played every policy possible, and
good harmonizing. They have one some impossible. Since the last reespecially good number. The sisters port on "Stolen Sweets" it was evihave a good act, carry a eye cur- dent, from the programming and
When the finale of Eddie Dowtain and a pianist works with them. running, that it underwent strenutnig's "Hello Miss Radio" occurred
The Joe Norris-Florence Camp- ous rehearsals and changes. The
Tuesday night at tho Cresct nt, vaudeville. But this show has some
bell act, the familiar "A ve-Ate-Her," unit laid off a week and occupied
Brooklyn, at 10.65, there were 11 good lyrics and th<* dialog when lection.
principals and 14 chorus girls In especially written for the scenes
The one outstanding omission was is full of nut stuff and is nicely cos- this theatre with a reconstruction
having several changes. process in operation during the enAbove arc listed IS priacl- often sparkles in a Wise way.
sight.
the forest scene where the eternal tumed,
"Tie show looks possible of being triangle is supposed to be worked When she is singing and Morris is tire time of its lay-off. Even though
pals.
At a finale all principals and
choristers are supposed to be In built up by reducing much of what out with three monkeys. The three pulling the wise cracks from an up- Sam Morris was sent on to whip
Bight. If the difference is ooncuah -d is now there, but that calls for in- monkeys did not show, but this is per box, they reap most of the this show into shape, it is not
yet
In acts, they should be brought out sertions, which Wi!l add expense.
apparently due to ultimately appear laughs.
perfectly presented, although
Following
is
A unit show playing to the busl- with tho Three Fasquali Brothers,
the
Commodore of tho reported trouble has much
for the finish of the show.
been
However, that is not so important, r.t ss this one did on a good theatre as the program calls for their ap- Band, an organization which surely eliminated. There is still room for
not merelyso much as the fact that night with its personnel hooked up pearance* Monday night the set in didn't get a lot of billing, but which improvement.
Tho show In its
the Crescent the same evening had for over $5,000 a week, sharing with the forest was used, but Winninger surely will be tho outstanding fea- present form ran until 5:30
Sunday
but half an audience in the orches- the house, has something to worry used it as a single to put across ture of "Main Street Follies." Art afternoon, a trifle too long for
tra at $1 top and less than a quarter about, unless there is an improveWho Ate Napoleons with Josephine Landry wields the baton over these the avalanche of ideal values even
this
50-75.
balcony
at
of a house in the
ment in the show or business, or When Bonaparte Was Away," a musicians and does it in a work- unit has. A number of specialties
.Across the street nt Keith's Orphe- both.
Last season the Shuberts lather spicy number. It went big, manlike way, while tho repertoire in "one" were interwoven
to allow
which they give is not confined sole- lightning
um, with Sophie Tucker headlining played their own vaudeville bills, one of the hig^h spots.
changes, and the only
and at a higher scale, there was a which could be linked with the ShuFor $1 top, with 14 girls, with the ly to jazz. They play an arrange- place time could be saved
seems to
little less than capacity in a much bert theatres if necessary, making
sets, costumes, music and book of ment of "The Tales of Hoffmann"
be in the running of some of the
larger theatre. l p FlatbUsh avenue the net, if any, one for both. Now "As You Were," admirably staged barcarolle, which is in itself an
long
scenes,
or
general
a
speeding
a couple of blocks is the Casino, there are two distinct propositions, and
dominated by
Winnlngcr's excellent piece of musical work.
playing the Columbia burlesque like any road attraction, with the really excellent performance, with Later another piece is used to let up of the running of the revue section.
The
vaudeville
part
was reTuesday
night
business
every
shows. Its
instrument in the band do
show standing on its own through Blanche King's name as a drawing
arranged and ran off in 75 minutes.
The situation here, a having a franchised promoter.
is unknown.
eard. and five vaudeville acts thrown solo work, and this, too, gets over
The Conroys were taken out, alcluster of three types of theatres
Saturday and Sunday at the In for good measure, the Shubert well. The orchestra consists of though
Lillian Conroy was retained
but each apparently so far having Crescent, however, may pull out, for wheel has no occasion to be appre- strings, saxophones and some heavy
a bearing upon the other, is the the scalo there is at $2 top for the hensivo of the Jacobs & MorrTs brasses. It presents a fine appear- for a few songs in the re vug part.
same as in Times square. New York, week-end, and on Sunday the entire unit, regardless of its cold opening ance on the dimly lighted stage, Supplanting the Conroys were Mary
where Keith's Palace, Central and performance as during the week is in Boston, The production is clean with a black eye curtain surround- Dawn and the Five Kings of SyncoThe De Koch Trio were
Columbia are within I'OO feet of one given, with that likely to follow at and fast. Is not burlesque in the ing them. The man are dressed in pation.
another.
the Central, New York. The Cres- old- fashioned terms of burlesque, naval uniforms, with blue coats and switched from closing the vaudeville show to opening it.
This trio
The Dowling show wasn't doing eent gave its entire show last and wherever the original "As You white trousers.
business Tuesday night for at least Sunday.
This act closed the vaudeville por- of men sprang through acrobatics
Were" has not shown it should do
one reason: it's not a good show of
tion of the show and the "'Main and hand-to-hand balancing. Berkes
Eddie Dowling did two things at doubly well.
its kind.
There are enough people one time. Ho turned out a big hit
Its principal need at present, apart Street" portion came in the form of and Brazil useel their feet more
voices.
Most of their
in it, but not so many who mean in a $2.50 attraction at the Casino. from new numbers for Miss King, a rural burlesque, which had its mo- than theL
anything. If there is one standing New York, in "Sally. Irene and is the elimination of the war-time ments' of rare slapstick work and its dancing seemed to have been left
for
the
revue
part,
to the fore it is Fred Hildebrand. Mary."
where they
moments
of
low
banter.
But
atmosphere
it
disand
such
gags
the
as
That Is a Shubert show.
who is around often much too His other Shubert show at the shortage of sugar and kindrenl be- closed a comedian in Fred J. Ardath, worked the liardest. Steppe and
often, but his presence is far pref- Crescent may have been
a second whiskered gags which indicate how who plays a rube in a good manner O'Neal, who made the rounds of
erable to the remainder. Mr. Hilde- consideration. It should have t>een religiously and blindly the original without overdoing the entire works. burlesque and small time vaudebrand does a lot of things. He must, in view of what Mr. Dowling put book has been followed.
Charles Clark plays another rube ville, billed their act as "Brazilian
he is there so frequently. He ex- over with the big troupe. But now
and very well, and Claude Allen and Nutik" O'Neal does a most effectJAbbey.
plains it in an opening introductory, Eddie had better look after this
Irving Rose make their bits stand ive straight to the excited, funny
unit
where he says he is supposed to do company.
out.
In the rural cemedy Ardath Hebrew comicalities of Steppe. The
It needs
strengthened
45 minutes, but will split it up into and attention. Dowling
has
about six trained pigs and two face value of their talk is not very
is billed for
90-second spells, appearing 30 times. four personal matinee appearances
roosters which follow him alt over high, but their manner of deriving
St. Paul Sept. 20.
The others come on now and then, over there this week, when not
the stage. The divertissements be- laughs is admirable.
This unit, produced by Morgan
spasmodically or wprse, until the playing at the Casino's
Fanny and Kitty Watson were
matinees.
stern & O'Neal, of Chicago (for tween the full stage settings of the
entire show, with its 14 or 16 or 12
revue are good. The toe dance by scheduled to e lose the vaudeville,
On
the breaks Eddie has the best Finkelsteln
Ruben),
contains
&
ehoristers even, makes a slim- lookbut
came on next, leaving the finishVictoria
Webster
especially
stood
of it either way.
Sim v.
many bright things.
ing performance somehow.
out. This little girl deserves a bet- ing work to the band and Miss
"Hollywood Frolics" does
not
The chorus in the majority has
ter spot than that of an unpro- Dawn.
The Watsons carried the
to
be completely organized as
seen
young girls, perhaps through the
burden of making the show a sucnumber used to kill waits.
The printed program was not gramed
yet.
need for them in a schoolroom sjene
The big flash is during the "Pea- cess and started right in with their
Boston.
Sept.
20.
elosely
followed
when
the
show
that ran from bathos to pathos, not Cham lews
Leonard St.
opened at the Palace. St. Paul, last cock Alley" scene and during a min- vaudeville specialty. Both worked
petting anything with either. Nor Kthel Nutt
Harry OU
week, and even when it was, the strel show finish. The entire com- to the point of perspiration and satdid the girls disclose at any time ("utbberl
l"at Kearney
pany is grouped on steps, dressed in isfied the cravings of those out in
Wolfle
\Vafflc»(un
CfcarMa Winninger note of speed and certainty looked yellow silk, with
they had anything beyond their K" k
high hats and front.
BdKar Atchison- Kly for in these unit shows, was missyouth, and not much costuming to OaraUsa
canes. It is a finish sure to send
Mary Diwn, a medium built miss
Hlanche Ring ing.
speak of other than the radium Prof. Filbert
the customers out happy.
Frank DvTeil
with black, bobbed hair, did not hog
Olga, a dancer of exquisite grace
A. Marquis
Richie Cove)
gowns.
This show frames up as a good tho time of the act with the Five
Max me Dunham and eharm, and her capable partner attraction on
If there Is any one scene worth N't nolo
the road.
There is Kings of Syncopation, but allowed
Thermo*
Hert Baker Mishka, are perhaps the most acwhile it's a French Apache bit that The Primeval Husband
H. F'asquali complished entertainers. With them some question in one's mind as to them their few minutes to make
lias some realism to it, but flops A Prehistoric Wife
Fasqutli
how New York will take the rural good. Miss Dawn sang one ballad
appears
ballet
a
of
eight
girls.
Tho
Antedeluvian
Friends
Pasquai
L.
otherwise through the finish that
It is pretty old.
and buckled right down to her speThe show's comedian* are' Al stuff.
Mary Klty
goes out for a laugh but doesn't get The LVurt Dancer
The show is getting some adver- cialty of rag songs, which she deWhite (who staged the unit) and tising
it.
If that were the original iejea
here and Frank McCune, livers with a dash of personality,
Jenie
Jacobs
and
Harry
Jack
Morris
apKranz,
competent
amusers
it's in the class with several other
house manager,
ar- an inkling of the "coon shouting"
parently have a simple recipe for a with good clear vaudeville voices, Academy's
nnil.ii bits in shows about wasting
Shubert unit. In brief, it consists and Joe Whitehead, an able (though ranged a parade of the show folks dialect, and a strutting manner of
too much to get to one laugh.
Tuesday. With the band they went parading the stage. The band, alof squeezing 40 minutes out of one not
highly
gifted)
jester.
Mr.
The performance lacks a real low
through the business section on Jour though not the original members,
comedian. Hildebrand is a singing of last year's musical comedies, Whitehead, on whose shoulders fall big trucks, covered with hay. The carry the
name as the one
and dancing light comedian. He easting it from the ranks of vaude- a large part of the comedy re- chorus girls were farmerettes and which was same
with Sophie Tucker. It
ville, and making a 40-minute presponsibilities
in
the
revue is too the others were
gets laughs ever and anon, but no
farmers and they plays music well and entertainingly.
subtle hooked it.
one performer could do as much as lude to the revival in which the stagey, and never quite
Business fair.
The revue portion has 10 scenes,
enough.
he is doing here and expect more cast must each do a bit.
Risk.
against the seven originally report"As You Were" lends itself to the
The show opens with a performthan he is getting.
"At the Stage Door," with the
ed.
requirements of a Shubert unit ad- ance on a rope by Julia Kd wards,
The show also needs some vaude- mirably.
chorus, Harry O'Neal as the manSam Bernard's old role of a rather pretty girl, of extraorville.
What little it has now is little Wolfle Wafflestein
ager and the Watsons as temperalending itself to dinary skill. Eddie Allen and Canindeed.
Hildebrand seems to have Dutch comedy
mental prima donnas, starts the
Bt Louis, Sept. 20.
to an almost unlimit- fiend (programed to follow her) do
l>oen given the job of filling nearly
ed extent and the rapid succession their act in the revue. It is called
The Initial performance of the revue. The chorus is first in satinj
all of the waits, as this is a bit.
form fitting police uniforms.
logical scenic changes offering "Gimmie the Makins," and is good "Midnight Rounders"
number and "ono" performance, of
Sunday
at
the
The Watson Sisters had a "Mrs.
running in scenes, numbers and logical chorus costuming and pic- vaudeville.
Empress reflects credit upon every Gallagher
turesque numbers, specialties and
and Mrs. Shean," meanAlthough there Is an excellent one connected with
turns from Its commencement.
that company. ing little
sets.
idea
out at this house.
in the book of "Hotlywoooel The east
The
Here and there an act has been
is very capable and was
Charles Winninger, perfectly at Frolics." It does not seem com- untiring in
patter choruses of the Watsons are
made up from the principals to fill homo
its efforts. A good-sized
good, and when they play a house
In his role, and giving a repletely developed. A property man audience
in,
enjoyed
like Ben Linn, an elaborated
it thoroughly.
so the advance agent
smooth-running performinformed
The opening scene, "Make Relieve in which Gallagher and Shean are
Harry T^ighe sort of comic, and markable
ance, is
carrying the unit. the local newspapers dreams'that Land," gave the
1'atricia O'Hcarn,
show a fair start. known it will be better.
who are pro- Blanche virtually
King, apart from some he has become a movie actor, play- But Jane
gramed as "Framing an Act." stunning
Green and Girls, follow- of "Stolen Sweets" has the making
gowns,
ing in Hawaii, Russia and other ing this with
was
a first-class show, but was prehopelessly
lost
That may be true, but they didn't Monday night,
"Romantic
both in her numbers, picturesque places.
mature in showing.
These scenes gave an additional start withBlues,"
After the
finish it on the stage.
And again her vaudeville specialty,
plen- knicks
produced,
are
but
and
the
not
enough
effort
are removed the Watsons
ty
of
pep.
when Mr. Hildebrand did a two- Iren*» Bordini role. It was
confi- is made to carry out a story with
Lola Chalfonte has a voice of will be heading a smart, swiftturn with Mr. Linn (in his Geo. dently
thought
she would prove coherence. The situations are not range, and her solo
moving, well-written unit. Herman
Monroe dame make-up) tried for to be a strong that
received a voldefinite or certain as they might be. ume
pulling
Timberg supplied the book, music,
of applause.
another that wasn't, nor Mr. Hilde- box office, but Monday name at the One
and before the most is
Jean Carroll and Davey White words and direction, while Samuel
brand and Miss MichOlcna in their a house barely half- til night found madebegins
of it another starts.
led, a worse
Timberg
Opporadded some of his music.
were
enjoyable
with
"Jersey Home" song, nor Mr. Hilde- opening than
their dancing.
greeted any of last tunities for bright lines, many of They have personality
The chorus (16) is as spicy a lookbrand with his gagging "News- season's Shubert
besides.
vaudeville, even them, are lost in these movie scenes.
"The Lunch Room de Luxe." with ing bunch as vaudeville has ever
paper" number, but Miss O'Hearn when the repeat evil
was at its The Brown Saxophone Sextet Is a Joe Smith. Charles Dale,
Loop,
did do an audience bit. leading height.
Frank seen here.
The unit was given a llrst-rate Jaze organization, one of Corbett and Jack
Strouse,
"Give It to the Baby," the "it" being Bridgewater. Mass..
Freda Leonard, a of the laughing hits. The was one
last the bright spots.
candy thrown to the orchestra after week and was then try-out
booked into very presentable miss, croons coon Ballet was beautiful and Bronner
the leader had first started the song Boston, directly across
as will
the street songs with the saxophone boys, that received as when
here with the
St. Paul. Sept. 20.
in an aisle.
from the Wilbur, where the original are immensely popular.
Eddie Cantor show.
Henry P. Dixon's contribution to
The Four Entertainers sang. Ve- "As You Were" played itself
Among
Its most worthy features,
out
Frank Corbett and Girts gave the the Shubert's new variety circuit is.
ronica did a toe dance, the V Sis- a year ago.
Is the "Frolics" chorus.
The girls second part a nice start with
ters (so-called because programed
the as Charles Flandrau, the astute St!
Not the slightest attempt at nov- are* lovely to look at, and remark- "Heart Breakers" number.
as Val and VI) may have done elty has been made. Five
Davey Paul critic, put it, "dashing good
vaude- ably good dancers. Nor, as choruses White followed with an eccentric
vaudeville— full of talent, life and
somethings and Jerome and Cam- ville acts ate jammed on in
orthodox go. are their \olces bad.
dance.
The Winter Garden stage color." It very nearly approaches
eron, through consistent hard work manner, with
This is a very promising unit. door scene was admirably
intermission coming
done. what one expects of the unit show.
and much of it. though including before nine o'clock. Mary Elby
Sheek.
and
Jane Green is deserving of special "Midnight Revels" does not yet
attempted comedy with some stall- Leonard St. Leo opened in
a dancing
mention for her clever work in the move quite as quickly as it should,
ing tactics, really did get into UK- number, followed by Frank
DuTeil
Nan Hal peri n part.
and no doubt will before another
regular act division
with
their and Richie Covey in a rather sad
ST.
(Inst< ad of advertising the .Tolson
week or two.
variegated turn that brought thern comedy duo number which did not
Baltimore, Sept. 20.
show and others on the stage door
In "Midnight Revels
applause.
two
ko
over.
The Three Pasquali
The Weber 6 Fried lander unit, drop, why not advertise the fol- Of the loveliest dancers appear
in vaudeJules Saranoff sweetly played his Brothers, opening full stage with a "The
Main Street Kolli. s," got un- lowing unit?)
ville.
Ralp Riggs and Katherinc
violin and Hildebrand did two hits grand piano set, pulled a
snappy der way Monday afternoon With a
.lean Carroll and Girls went over W itehie. and Bayonne Whipple
and
that smacked of novelty. One was equilibristlc act that went over with performance that
ran rather long, nicely In the "Bushel of Kisses" Walter Huston, with
kidding, merely devised to provide a crash and brought the house out The
their delightsubsequent performances, how- Jack Strouse followed with his S] «
ful travesties.
Pureelln and Haman entrance for him. A large cam- of its lonely apathy.
ever, were cut and by Tuesday a clalty and sent over three dandy say (the latter a
joyous, attractive
era was brought on. Mr. Hildebrand
Miss Ring and %Vinninger, the smooth running show with a sur- songs for cood returns.
His de- maid, whose cheerful smile alone
said he would snap-shot the house former with a flat make-up that prising amount
of real snap was livery is good and is worthy better would start most any
shOW with an
,md show the picture during inter- obliterated her personality, and with playing.
material -that is, cleaner material air cf gayety)
dance, after a brief
mission.
It allowed him s< ope for
her Jiair bobbed, then tackled the
For this is probably the place to
"The Doctor's Song" was another prologue
They are energetic, and
comedy comment. The Other was house with their "Wt
do Through- pay that this show had a i<>i of Smith-Dale bit. It scored the
com- exceedingly skillful.
wh< n he started a phonograph in the-World-Togctln r" specialty. Miss prejudice to overcome after
Jimmy edy hit of the .'how.
Claire
Devlne, billed as "The
"one" and walked <<fi the- -ia«.-e, with Ring's numbers (t il e d t o re gi s t er. Huss-ey snd bin show hoi struck
Jnno G r een, w ith JJljln at the Statuesque Comedian," follows
with
the machine playing.
Later the and their marital ties as explained town and soured a lot of the vaude- piano, sang three songs
and
"Songs
scored
and
chatter." Iflss Devine
they
audience discovered
were lis- by "Mrs. Winninger and Mr. Ring" ville fans by his constant kicks at a bit or big
proportions,
Is
an entertainer of considerable
tening to a Hildebrand -made record, offered no particular novelty. Win- the Jews.
The "Follies," however,
"Joe 1 Blue Front" need* a little talent, and one
e»f
most stunin which lie later joined. They liked
ninger pulled the bit through with will live It down before the end of more rehearsing before
it
can be ning women 011 the stage. Wearing
this bit.
His tw> remarks, con- his trombone and a little hoofing, the week and should draw good classed with
the rest of the p< r- a striking, white beaded gown. sb.
tinuously used, became laugh
the trombone comedy work register- audiences over the circuit.
pormance.
certainly makes an Impressive apOne was "isn't thru good?" ing some real laughs.
U rs.
The vaudeville opens with the
All in all. the "Midnight Round- pearance.
Her accompanist, Jack
Cert Baker in his time-honored Kus:sells, a prosaic acrobatic team, ers" is a good
Uid the other, "That's enough,
It
evening's entertain- Jacob!, i; a pianist of rare ability;
fives them the idea."
was
"Prevarication"
apparently ex- displaying nothing very bad and ment, it was on the
Shubert cir"The Union Burglar" is delicious
A radio number in the first partpected to hold up the vaudeville end nothing very good. The next art.
cuit last season.
Rosa.
stuff. Huston, as a member in good

As

with

hardly

inmma changed

a

or a situation deli ted,
the elimination of time being
accomplished mainly by slashing
dialog and shortening numbers. The
14 girls worked neatly, were well
costumed, and showed excellent se-

Sisters, singing act that does
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NEW SHOWS

Friday, September 22, 1922.
Burglar*' Local
standing
union, does a little regulation prowling in the borne of an obviously
wealthy, even-tempered lady's home.
The dialog is bright, and the situations that follow delightfully absurd.
Tubby -liarron, Phil Dolan and
Buddy Leo, "The Three Chums," are
three derbied men who sing in front
of a pretty clubroom setting, In
"two." Their songs are bright, melodious and well chosen.
George Mayo, a serious -faced
monologist. gets laughs quite as
He
easily as Walter Huston does.
asks plaintively. "Do you think
that nice?" und his audience bowls.
The revue opens with a sort of
prolog, in which the song "Time
Will Tell" plays an important part.
The audience is informed of the
of

the

difficulty of finding

act Is over after the three songs and
the dance.
Charles L. Aldrlch next with his

them go he erred, if Mitty Showed
as well in "The Follies" as she does
in vaudeville.
A nifty little person
and a nifty little dancer, handled to
tain speech" in which he panned the nth degree by Tillio, both makone-man vaudeville control -and ing a stage picture and without
eulogized the Messrs. Shubert and dragging out their turn. It's a dance
Weber and Fields.
act that will be liked wherever
Lynn Canter followed. Miss Can- vaudeville is played, minus madness
ter is still experimenting with songs and pins entertainment.
but has not collected wisely.
A
Seed and Austin were next to
weak unfunny lyrical popular song closing, going on at 11, with Lewis
doesn't fit her voice or personality. and Ford closing. Van Horn and
Weber and Fields closed the first Inez opened; Markell and Gay were
section and were a riot in "The second.
While only the finish of
Pool Game."
A three-minute re- the Markell and Gay turn was
ception greeted the famous pair be- caught, the applause for them held
fore they
could get Into their up the show at their finish.
routine.
Walter Nell of the Palace's house
After intermission. Palo and Palet staff is leaving the theatre to bewho would have made the first half come the business manager for the
of the show, opened with their ver- Lopez Band.
Si me.
satile playing of different musical
instruments. They scored hugely
and were forced to encore in "one."
The revue consisting of two full
Inauspicious on paper, the bill
stage sets and a scene In "one" fol- played surprisingly well Monday
lowed.
The only changes visible although the lack of drawing
were n golf scene led by Ruth "names" told on the gate. The atThomas with the girls on in golf tendance was barely half capacity.
clothes for a song and dance. Weber Lionel Atwill probably accounting
and Fields programed for this scene for that percentage judging from
did not appear. The scene has evi- the recognition of the flashing of
dently been cut to the song and his annunciator.
The show itself
dance.
is probably one
of the cheapest
"The Dying Gladiators" closed. layouts the Riverside ever booked.
The principals and specialties re- Besides Atwill, part of the balance
main the same as when first seen. of the show consisted of standard
The vaudeville section still needa turns that have been Identified as
Con.
attention.
much, and longer, with small and
intermediary bills as with the big
time.
Incidentally, all the standard topical "wise cracks" that are
going the rounds of the various fcctl
Aldrich gives the vaudeville
portion a boost that is needed. He
was forced to his "one minute cur-

"something new

'

I could never see any use in
reminding theatre patruns of the
too- well -known lack of originality
vaudeville. That task, by right
i
of first claim, really belongs to the

point,

RIVERSIDE

i

critics.

-

The revue is a bright, colorful
mixture of lungs. *vith dancing and
travesty
predominant.
Huston's
song. "Why Speak of It Now?" is a
gem. and the Chinatown scene, ever
t

so funny.
In the last half of the
a jazz band not used in any
of the vaudeville acts gives com-

show

mendable

service.
this time th<S> business about "Tho Unfortunate Girl"
will have been removed from the
"On Any Corner" scene. It is senti-

No doubt by

and unbelievably dreary.
(she has not been a good
cares no more for life; but
the Salvation Army lassie taps her
on ths shoulder, and they make a
mental,

The

PALACE

girl

girl)

Elsie Jan is!
What Bernhardt is
to all of the stage. Elsie Janis is to
vaudeville. They like her in musical
comedy, and they have liked her on
two continents, but to vaudeville slit-

joint exit.

For

the program was Mittjr and Tillio.
the dancers, with last season's "Follies."
Flo Ziegfeld dropped in Monday night to see them. If Flo let

lighting changes and tramp pantomlne was nothing short of a sen-

From a showman's view-

newspaper

19

sation.

in vaudeville," and that, in the half
hours to follow, an effort will be
made to show them this "something

new."

THIS

(and a few other trivialities)
Midnight Bt vels" is an
excellent ehOV.
all this
'

Shrek.

were assembled on this one

bill

The announcement

Indianapolis, Sept. 20.
Jack Reid's "Carnival of Fun"
unit at the Shubert-Park this week
gets off to a rather quiet start but

ends

well.
Alfred Latell's dog impersonation is the chief laugh provoker, while Capitola and Georgette
l>e Wolf arc the real entertainers.
The .'.how ran two and a half hours
with the first part in six scenes and
the second in nine.
The opening act failed to arouse

any enthusiasm until the girls and
boys, who sang and danced through
numbers, gave way to" the
Romas Troupe, which has nifty
acrobatic stunts.
Hy Jensen and
pattered
through
Bell
"Wildcatting," a blackface and cowboy turn with a few good laughs.

The De Wolf

girls in "A Love Tour,''
a lovely dance turn, were a triumph. They can sing and they can
dance and the act has a background,
both scenic and vocal, that would
be hard to Improve upon as a vehicle for the principal's charms.
Carolyn Peters, pianist, got a generous share of the applause for her
solo numbers while the dancers
changed.
Clark and Verdi with
their Italian impersonations and
Clemens Belling and Co.. in their
neat animal act, upheld interest

C. S. talk got almost nothing. It
was with a mammy ballad that the
house began to take notice.
The
punch came with a l~>r. Jeky'.l and
Miss Cavanaugh does fairly well Mr. Hyde adaptation of "Make Bewith
her lines, has poise and lieve," which brought him out for a
Two encores were
carriage in her terp work, but is Dixie song.
a
far
better
dancer
than
a earned, they being choruses of tho
singer.
That first double number same number, with the finale a
was marred by some unseeming Jolson impression.
The King Brothers opened the
"blue" notes.
Doyle is building up
Clinton and Rooney in the
his routine continuously compared show.
to his first appearance with Miss No. 2 slot grooved the position for
a hit. Miss Itooney with her fast
Cavanaugh.
Hawthorne and Cook "nutted" dancing got across for a corking
Her imitation of brother
and clowned up to a couple of score.
minutes before eleven as a result Pat was a good deal mere than that,
of which half of the half-house for her own steps were the bulk of

the program.
It is a neat variation on the flirtation opening. The
stepping is neat as is to be found,
but subordinate to the chatter.

the second part with "The DepartStore" turn. Clark and Verdi
did another round, and Jack Reid
appearpd In "At the Gasoline Station," laughs being few until he got
into his hop fiend talk. The turn
couldn't be highly recommended, but
here came the De Wolf Sisters In
another success with the chorus In
••I've Got a Love Nest" for two

ment

exited

when Herbert's Dogs

5TH AVE.
It

Fifth

boom times at the
Avenue Monday night. The

looked like

house filled early with the type of
audience that classes as Fifth Avenue regulars. Overflowing capacity
obtained
bv 8 o'clock standees
packing behind the rail and the
boxes holding their full quota.
Cool weather, an all-round pleas-

etago while Bonham Bell sang.
Reid's big act, "Circumstantial Evidence." didn't go much better with
tho audience than his first.
The
girls stirred things up again with a
song number, preceding Latell in
the hit of the unit. Elsie Vokes is
a splendid partner.
The final number, "All Aboard for
Slumherland." sung by Betty Weber
and chorus, closed well.
The Park sold out Sunday night.

ing show and a sort of elimination
contest for amateurs, with a view
to selecting entries for the "Hello.
Fifth Avenue," amateur revue, that
will be staged the week of Sept. 25.
all counted materially in boosting
the attendance, with the weather
probably the biggest factor In helping the gate.
Sybil Vane headlined. Miss Vane
is a soprano, with a real voice.
She
did four numbers, two of the highclass type, and the other two pop
songs.
A well-balanced repertoire,
brightened with a couple of costume

JEFFERSON

Fotofer.

I

WEBER AND

FIELDS

"Reunited,** the Weber and Fields
Bhubert vaudeville unit opened the

season officially for the Affiliated
Circuit at the Central. New York.

house was about
the matinee with capacity and standees in for the night

The

Monday*
nearly

show.
Several slight changes have oocured since the t/iow opened at
Hartford two weeks auo. Palo and
Palet,
the musical clowns, were
added t<» the vaudeville section
opening .-titer Intermission on account

'

I

full at

ol

the length of Hie

first part.

I

I

,

|

'

The vaudeville portion opens with
"Tulip-Land"

comedy

—

a 15 -people musical
that serves to Introduce the

KiHw and n
l>uich" s ot
p r etty
Barring the musical numbers the
bit

i-.

'

.

light.

The Two Lad el las, corking acrobats who insist on straining for
comedy with talk and clowning and

who miss widely, were second. Sul
Gold and Brother, third, moved up
from fourth after the matinee. Gold
h;is eliminated
two dnggy numbers, hut
i.s
on too long.
The

,

*

—

.

"The Underworld" had some good
Chinatown types strolling across

started.

A bvl.

'

encores.

I.

.

—

until the intermission.
The De Wolf girls continued to
win friends in the first number of

l

.

—

_

i

•

'

i
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Wohlman. seventh, closed, with
bers not generally used.
James Doyle (formerly of Doyle the evening's individual honors, and
and Dixon) meets Kvelyn Cuv- that surprised, because he was quits
anaugh in "the lobby" according to slow in getting started. The early

.

Bonham

MMM

an intelligent show-woman can do girls aiding, the lead won something
with pop and other published num- by her toe work.

'

five

,

of the rendition
"Livery
by
Stables
Blues"
Mathilde McCormack, a gag that is
being much overdone,
was inis its queen.
cluded as was the twisting of
And rightly, too. Miss Janis in Rodolph's last name into Vasevaudeville is the most natural per- lino." Those familiars, not to men*
She played at tion a flock of old boys Hawthorne
son in vaudeville.
Palace Monday evening as and Cook dished up, went like new.
the
were
Hawthorne
and
Cook
though in her own parlor with rome
And didn't they switched in the running order from
friends around.
They did— they reopening the second section to
like it out front?
Miss Vane was fifth and
liked anything this finished artist next-to-closing to permit for the changes.
did. When she remarked that there clowning with Russ Brown, Doyle made two of those "Thank-youwere two good acts to follow, not to and Cavanaugh and Miss Patricola from - the - bottom - of - my - h^art"
go home, "and if you really haven't 'the acts preceding. The Clowning speeches. She went over very well,
anything to do just stick around Is the best of the team's stuff al- but the second speech could have
and catch them," the house liked though their comedy efforts with been eliminated, with bows substitheir own routine were by no means tuted.
that as well.
Miss Janis did an act as she said, slighted. Considering some of the
Perce and Coff started tlie show
about what she did for the boys in material, the returns were exceed- with a musical turn that pleased
France. It was taking the chorus ingly verdant, which credits their the whole house. One of the girls
of a "moonlight" song and using it delivery more than anything else. appears to have ability as a comedifor different nationalities and peo- Hawthorne and Cook have unique enne, undeveloped at present, but
ple, thereby working in impersona- possibilities if their stuff is properly tho spark is there.
The music was
showmanship. nicely diversified and the finish
to
their
tions, not the least best of which adjusted
was her Fannie Brice. Miss Janis Not many months ago the team was earned several bows.
Some of the
rode to a great finish in a double playing for Loew.
Arthur Lloyd, second, entertained
impersonation of Eddie Fny and small time liberties have adhered with card tricks and the producing
George M. Cohan doing the Gal- such as playing to a young woman of an uncountable number of mislagher and Shean song. Miss Janis in the lower stage box as was the cellaneous papers from his pockets.
remained on the stage about 20 case Monday. It vPas too obvious Any one who has ever stood out on
minutes she could have remained and doesn't belong.
a doorstep on a wintry night searchLionel Atwill and company in ing their pockets for a door key will
a month.
The Janis name filled the Palace, "The White Faced Fool" adorned appreciate Lloyd's stuff. There's a
and tho house had about the best the marquee tungstens and topped lot of comedy derived from the proopening matinee in weeks. It also the show. This bit of French drama duction at will of marriage licenses,
had the Lopez band on a return in three scenes clicked on all dog licenses, "keep off the grass"
date after quite a stay by the cylinders forcing the star to a cur- signs, etc. The act landed solidly.
Lopez' but a short while back. tain speech.
That it is Edgar
Carlysle and Lamal (New Acts)
Lopez is supposed to be a dance Allan Woolfs best effort has been were third, and Pauline (New Acts)
clever fourth.
Its
musical combination for pop num- acknowledged before.
Johnny Ford and Wood
bers of the jazz and rag vogue. But development, in fact, hints more of Sisters (New Acts) 'sixth.
the band gets away from that. It's original French adaptation although
Joe Browning next to closing
credit
big
musical
turn
converted
doubtlessly
Woolf deserves
Just a
made the house rock with laughs
into "an act'' through lighting ef- for it. The woman playing opposite and uncovered a couple of new
looks new and
sounded topical songs. One of these anent
fects, carried so far that at times Atwill
the stage seems to be shrieking for rather weak although all the im- patent medicine ads called "Sympa singer to como out and sing to portant roles are confined to three toms" was particularly well written,
Some men, Mr. Atwill; Will Hindson with the several verses packed with
the band's accompaniment.
numbers on its program were new as tho tippling valet and Manart laughs. Browning's qualntness of
to the band. It retained the "Pina- Kippen as Crolsset, the "villain." method
and "different** comedy
fore" bit, and secured just as much Mr. Kippen handled his thankless style takes him out of the convenwith it, the band going to the same part with a verv and dash that tional rut of monologists.
Mr. Lopez was undeniably compels despite the adapplause finish.
"The Boys of Long Ago/* an oldobliged to make a speech of thanks, verse characterization.
timers' turn with five "boys" of the
Opening were Archie and Gertie old variety and minstrel days, none
when he said that next wsJPk there
will be a new program.
Falls (New Acts). The Carol Girls less than 60 and one 70, made good
The band has 10 members. In twiced with a sister routine at the on thetr merits. A double clog
playing perhaps the most noticeable baby grand. Just how true is the dance by two of the men, announced
item is that the drummer uses the introductory lyric that they used to as having been done by them at
kettle drums to quite an extent. demonstrate music in a store, is
Miner's Bowery 40 years ago, unIts biggest punch is the Gallagher negligible
although their routine covered a brand of stepping that
and Shean bit at the finish. The seemed intent on demonstrating two few of the present-day hoofers
Lopez engagement is a triple-headed publisher's catalogs to their fullest. could top. The whole act Is enterplug.
It goes for Lopez especially, Some
smooth plugger probably taining and it held 'em In to a man,
and, of course, after he thought he conned his wares onto the team and closing the show.
Jivll.
was buried at tho Hotel Pennsyl- while it is as well as could be exvania because that hotel was too far pected, they were completely "sold"
"downtown"; it goes for the hotel when It came to that closing double.
especially, because it is downtown, It let them off weak. The gals are
The Four Marx brothers were the
and it also goes and much stronger "cute," one a blonde personable topjiners for the early part of the
for the Okeh records, for which miss and the planiste a raven hair- week and A Wohlman's name was
bobbed chick. Youth and person- also in the marquee lights, but a
Lopez works exclusively.
It's funny in a way why Lopez ality are their assets.
The voices painted sign over the entrance featthought he was buried downtown at are fair and tho delivery average. ured Marion Davies In "The Young
the Pennsylvania, lie thought this The blonde up front should develop Diana," a special Cosmopolitan picIt
even while he was drawing, with his a more compelling delivery.
ture, with the Marx turn given about
music, tho nicer younger set from would enhance the routine. A neat one-third tho space of the film anall over town, particularly from the little trick was a blues double numnouncement. Monday night pulled
with
"Just Like a Gipsy" strong attendance, the features and
Fifth aventte and midfllo town sec- ber
The the cool weather counting.
tlons.
When the Pennsylvania obllgatoed by the blonde.
hoard Lopez was heintr negotiated pianiste keyed and accompanied h< r
The Marx boys, on sixth in the
with, it gave him a three years' con- partner's selection all the while eight-act show, had very little com"hlues" herself un- edy ahead or behind them.
tract at an increased salary of some carrying
the
They
amount, so the hotel knew all about accompanied. They pleased at ihi.s played the "On the Mezzanine" and
it even if Lope-/, didn't.
hou
had the house chuckling all the way.
Kt Inly a Clark did an impersonaRay If !!. Edith Ermine and Julius (or is it Leo) had some new
tion of Fannie Brlce, too.
She did Louise Brice, No, 3, with their stuff, as always expected and forthit right ahead of Miss Janis. in the
"Night On brn.idway" DOt-pOUrr! coming from him, and so did tho
Howard and Clark act, hut if WS! dished up a delectable IS minute red-wigged chap, who never fails to
of the "My Man*' song, straight, variety frame -U p. The girls handle deliver. "Papa" got applause on enwhile Miss Janis did it in Fannle'fl lines but feature instrumental and trance, and he held up his hand
own accent. So there need be ho vocal work.
Hall's eccentrieitie.-> saying he already had a swelled
eompor wun
c o m pa ru o n
act over. A blues with head.
f
there carrying t i
Anyhow ho sort of favored
should be. That Miss Janis followed the clgarct-swallowing accompany
the St. Louis style— "Say it with pop
Miss Clark was enough. Which, bj Ing bit was an interesting highlight bottles" (that referred to the inciRush Brown and Jean Whltsker dent Sunday, when Whltey Witt, the
the way, might recall that Miss!
('lark is also a queen
queen of clowned their way to a hit. Brown Yankees' outfielder, was knocked out
doing comic to Miss Whltaker'H by a bottle thrown from the bleachConey Island, made so b<. (he Kvealthough each at times ers by a St. Louis baseball fan).
ning World."
Tin- Howard -Clark straight
turn ran a bit Shorter than usual, alternate* to suit the particular
Red's" stunts included a rubber
needs.
Itli
tlry doing their usua
joe momentary
He clicked glove which be blew up and tin n
pretty
with
sit ,,-ing his old gongs.
the
new "Lost A made motion as if milking a cow.
'ihe foreign act of prominence on Wonderful Ciirl" that revives the old lie may have picked that up sbi
of

*

CARNIVAL OF FUN

but got nway with It.
Tie
laugh-getting bit came with the
•'brown suit" episode, with the redhead dropping more silverware from
his sleeve than one would believe
possible.
Fflls harp playing
especially good, and it lias been
brought up to date.
Of the four

Berlin ballad. ••When I Lost You'
as a fitting Interlude.
Miss Patricola reopened after tatertnlssion, switched from next t<>
closing.
Her 'hgaro," "hottentot"
and "casey" numbers scored as
strong as ever. The balaiw •»• of tat
routine was striking proof of whit

the routine. Clinton was not exactly
kidding when he said it was tough
trying to keep up with a Rooney at
the conclusion of rapid duet stepping.
His fiddle bits Included a
snatch of "How Dry I Am," announced as the new national anthem. Rather neat evasion of the
rule against prohibition gags.
Melino and Wallace (New Acts)
were fourth, with Mildred Emerson
(New Acts) following. Miss Kmerson is not the type of turn for this
house, and at the matinee the audience was completely restless.
In
the evening she got by well enough.
Johnson and Godfrey (New Acts)

were on third. McCorralck Sisters
and Bliss closed with a ring and
trapeze routine, with the film feature starting before 10:15.
lbce.

AMERICAN ROOF
Like in several other theatres
throughout
the
city,
the
cool
weather did not affect the American
Roof for a big gate. One would
think it would bring them flocking.

Tuesday for instance being ideal indoors weather, but the Roof was
barely three-quarters sold. The percentage present, however, enjoyed
the smooth lay-out which was introduced by a bright Torchy comedy.
Hoffman and Hughes, opening,
went through their bike routine
with one mishap. The stunt by the
man. mounted on the unicycle. lifting his female assistant aloft, looked
as if it were being played up through
a couple phoney stalls, but the C3'd*
pedal actually broke off the moment

was

the trick

Hoffman ins

over.

discarded the dance opening he did.
now entering on the bike in a sort
of
Pierrot
costume.
He later

changes

to tux,

Miss Hughes mak-

ing three costume changes for as

many dance numbers.

White and Barry (New Acts)
were followed by Lady Alice's I'ets.

Tho woman puts tho mice, cats,
birds and dogs through their paces
to best effect, aiming more for comedy returns and making the animals' feats subsidiary to the laughs.

She

is

a thorough

showwoman who

advantage of the audiwhims, likes and dislikes,
playing up something she senses
appeals and smoothly riding over
anything that doesn't click so pretty
with this particular audience. She
always lends the impression that
her first couple minutes are devoted
takes

full

ence's

in the

main

to feeling out her audi-

ence and catering to

No more

intelligent

it

accordingly.

showmanship

than that could be asked for.
Ubert Carlton, No. 4. has a

lot of

new

material. Although still retaining that sure-fire "You got to put
up with it'* topical number for the
closing number, the rest of it is new.
all dealing with the "ladies." Nothing offensive through the remotest
sense, of interpretation, it harps on
the gentler sex's fads and foibles in
a truly Inspired vein. One thing,
though, is a bit out of date. That's
tho prolongod gagging about the
women's short skirts. That's a thing
of the past, according to the new,
full-length fall styles.
Otherwise,
he ingratiates himself hot off the
bat, his clear enunciation of the
syncopated lyrics helping considerably in that respect. Carlton is a
comer.
The Cameo Revue (New
Acts) closed the first half.
Jean Boydell reopened after intermission with three comedy numbers
and encored with an eccentric
dance. She Is a comedienne to be
likened as a female counterpart of

Eddie Foy.

She "mugs" and grim-

aces to her and tho audience's content and scores aecordlngly. Properly vehicled with specialty material
Blanche Merlll could turn out a
'quartet of numbers for this gal, for
instance she can take her place
with any of them. As is, she opens
with a published rag. does an antiquated "lough" comedy son,? and a
ditto Oriental number, all
around considerably before. That
she gets as mueh as she does for
them credit her delivery and pel sonaliiy more than the material.

—

—

1

I

Maude Leone and Co. (New Acta.
Pennuin' and Shelley, next to
did a bare ten minute* of
ing.
straight violin and concertina Instrument ili/.ation. The comedy wow
they depend upon for the Introduction, via the hoke aerial acrobatic*
Is barred from the Roof because of
ilw limited height of the proscenium.
An
Blum Brothers (New Acta).
<

Irene Castle feature closed.

Abel.

NEW ACTS THIS WEEK

20

C

B.

MADDOCK

T
ETHEL IRVING

Co. (14)

"Leading

•The Son Dodger" (Musical
Comedy)
39 Mins.; One and Full St.-vjo

and CO.

(3)

Them On" Comedy

SOPHIE TUCKER
Songs

Four
Orpheum, Brooklyn

25 Mins.;

22 Mins.; Full Stage
Coliseum, London

One and

15 Mins:;
(Special)

"Birds

Full Stage

15 Mins.;

23rd St.

out into inky shocked at her mistress* moral laxIt fades
lighting.
blackness on tho stage everything ity, but finds an affinity in the lovthe
on
coloring
the
excepting
er's man servant. This is so strong
gowns. That appears to be the that she consents to go with the
near
It's
radium effect scheme.
naways as long as she is allowed
n
the finale and means, as does the to marry the man. The lover sees
others, that where not previously his way out and by means of some
een, it's sure fire novelty.
occult telepathy conveys to his man
Roy Briant wrote the story for tho fix he is in. This worthy rises
It's quite considerable to
the piece:
the occasion and meets the
of a plot for a variety tabloid. maid's advances by telling her he is
There's perhaps just a trifle too married already. Then the maid remuch story for a miniature. John fuses to go, the mistress refuses to
E. Walker is the principal comed- move without her, and eventually
ian, out of burlesque, and also from the pair return to suburbia and recame Lillian Lester, spectability.
burlesque
among the women principals. Mr.
Ethel Irving does all she can with
Walker brought no burlesque meththe part of the "ready to err" Mrs.
ods with him, however, if he ever
and the other three
Bretherton,
secerns
to
acquired any. More, he
the cast support her to
follow the Leon Erroll idea in dance players in
and souse stuff, along with Leda the best of their ability. West End
remember, however,
Erroll, Leon's sister, almost in her players should
Mr. that t'he Coliseum is not a small, instage debut in this turn.
double
theatre.
a
timate
do
Jolo.
Walker and Miss Erroll

dance that starts

off

muchly

like

did with his wife, Stella
Miss
Chatelaine, some years ago.
Erroll does nicely, is gingery and
effect.
some
to
plays a maid's role

Leon

Mr. Walker gets the big laughs,
In some of the dialog and again
with business. There is. a punch
bowl for one bit, leading up to the
That's about the only old
souse.
boy in the act excepting the back
kick again by Walker to Miss Erroll
and returned by her, the same as

EDMON MULCAHEY
Singing and Talking

One
American Roof.
Edmon Mulcahey offers a conventional singing and talking turn
that holds sufficient merit in Mul16 Mins-;

cahey's singing voice" to carry it
along readily No. 2, in the small
timers. Opening with a "blues," an
impression of John McCormack
comes next, with a ballad very well
done for years by Sam and Kitty sung, but much more Mulcahey
The best number is a than McCormack.
Morton.
Mulcahey answinging one in melody, with danc- ticipates criticism in this respect
used
ing, a counter melody being
by announcing it is not an "imitato "Home, Sweet Home."
ton" but an "impression" of McFour chorus girls of youth and Cormack.
appearance seem to be a little more
As McCormack's voice is of difthan choristers. Each has a minor ferent type than Mulcahey's, being
specialty moment and improve it. on the lyric order, and Mulcahey is
One of the youngest is a pianist.
a high baritone, and not a tenor,
The underlying story is of crooks the announced "impression" means
with Mr. Walker engaged for the nothing. The song can stand on its
by a dancing juvenile own, with Mulcahey's vocal ability.
evening
Several Irish stories, most
of
(Richard DeMar) to impersonate
Thp talk through that them veterans, following, and makhis father.
ing contrast for the singing.
One
becomes farcical.
The act ran 39 minutes at the of these philosophical dream num(Monday night performance, held bers, next with recitative stuff
beyond its length by genuine ap- adequately handled, with comedy
plause at the finish. It had a bad Irish song for finish.
position for the kind of a turn it
is, at the Palace,* No. 3. with the
show starting early. But it showed
up finely and is a first class production act, mado more so by its
laughs. It looks to rank among the
toppers in quality and for
bill
Sime. __
salary.

MELINO

and

WALLACE

Mulcahey's present routine while
right for the pop houses, will
never get him as far as ho should
go in show business.
A partner
either man or woman appears to be
the answer.
Mulcahey's presence
and voice is above an early spot
all

in

the small time, but unless fitted

with an unsual vehicle as a single,
that's about the best he can expect,
with this offering.
Bell.

Comedy
10 Mins.;

JOHNNY FORD

One

Dancing Act

Joe Melino looks like one of the
clowns who appeared at the Hip-

podrome for several seasons. He
has teamed with Ruby Wallace, a
personable brunet and they have
framed an odd routine. The clown
with a yellow wig that looked like
a reverse of Charles Ray's chin
whiskers and baggy nondescript
clothes worked in pantomime all
the way.

Wallace was a singing
Melino a strange
teacher, with
pupil. When she asked to hear his
voice ho uttered no sound, instead
That
indulging in nutty hoofing.
was funny enough, when he brought
in sheet music and "danced"' to it.
For a closing bit Miss Wallace
"The Sheik," the comic
Started
entrancing in damo costume for a
comedy dance plus a cartwheel
Melino got laughter by
finish.
Miss

his eyes.
He also
did the missing linger and unravel-

vamping

v.iih

The turn

will serve
does not look
strong enough for the big ho',

ing sock

WOOD

and

SISTERS

Jefferson

bits.

for throe a day but

to

Ibcv.

18 Mins.; Full
Fifth Ave.

A

the entire starring feature of the
It is of shimmering material.
As the different lights are played
upon it, the euects are striking,
made more so by the pianists
seated before it and their baby
grands.
An interlude is at the
commencement with the pianists

lightly

strumming

until Miss

Tucker

appears, to create an atmosphere,
which it actually does, an atmosphere of repose as though a
musicale were to follow, but all of
this is ruined by Miss Tucker's first
song, something about when she
was "over there."

altogether too much of
personal note in this Tucker

There

is

23d St.

The house exterior differentiates
the act as "Birds of a Feather," and
the annunciators are devoted ons
each to the sisters' names and tha
act title. 'Either way it is a flashy,
classy terp production, gorgeously
costumed and mounted.
Special

men

act songs and lyrics introduce/
The
cross- gagging.
each
evolves into a series of specialties dance which is productloned with
by each of the septet (excepting appropriate scenery back-ups. The
the Interlocutor), all Irish song and "ugly duckling" dancing in duck
dancing, the gal stepper standing costume was striking as were the
out.
silver cloth costumes for the next
The act closed the show. At this to last dance. They closed with &
house any Irish offering is a set-up
concerted military dance.
for the customers. The revue satThe act opened at the 23d St., a
isfies as a pop house flash.
strong turn for the spotting and
Abel.
similarly well suited for the bigger
houses.
Abel.
(.
.

ROLAND and POE
Songs and Piano
15 Mins.;

15 Mins.;

k

Two

men, pianist and singer.
Pianist appears first, announcing
Mr. Roe has completed his fourth
/

VERGA

NICK and GLADYS
Songs and Talk

One

American Roof

One

.

lyrically in vaudeville and"
sound like the rostrum of

make

it

A

it.

strong baritone singing voice,

a dime
The talk if inserted would also a trifle unmusical at times, is used
museum, there should be many In- take the act out of the straight sing- by Verga to advantage throughout
teresting careers around
Broad- ing class. As it stands, acceptable turn.
After
opening
woman
way ready to be vented.
for early section of neighborhood changes costume to evening dress,
This is not a pan on Sophie, a shows, with possibilities of talk very decolette, with low cut bodice
to serving as leads for several comedy
great girl, on and off, but it is the mentioned, if added lifting it
sallies by Verga.
mistaken faith permitted by vaude- more Important classification.
The couple get
Bell
far more laughs out of their talking
ville managers who don't seem to
routines that most of tho two acts
sense public opinion and taste.
seen hereabouts in a long time, the
Sophie isn't the first. Then again, PHILLIPS and EBY
laughs

each other in
giving the act
speed and keeping it entertaining
all the way.
The couple were an unqualified
hit on the Roof.
They can repeat
in any of tho pop houses, and show

Miss Tucker, leaving for her change, "Honesty" (Sketch)
introduced the pianists by name 16 Mins.; Two (Special)
(Ted Shapiro and Jack Carroll), 23rd St.
also mentioning that while in Paris
The team has been offering
she had purchased a gown she
would show them. She did. It was sketches in vaudeville for some
another shimmerer that needed a years under the present name and
shimmy to keep it in action under
as Mr. and Mrs. Norman Phillips.
the lights. At the 23rd Street it
This is their newest and is far
might be necessary to inform the
from standard although it has poshouse a dress is new or imported,
sibilities
whipped into shape.
if
but over at the Orpheum. even
Too wordy, long drawn out and obthough
Brooklyn
have
no

women

the
Fifth avenue

to parade, nor
to patrol,
they know
they are- clothes.
And with all of this the current
Tucker act can not be what Sophie
nor the audience expects, and it
isn't. When she did a "Sheik" number and the "I Know" number and
the "Bluebird" ballad, or the "Baby
Grand" comic, she was Sophie
Tucker once again, but those were
separated by the others, leaving the
house very much unenthused at all

Broadway

clothes

If

times.

Sophie *Tucker is always an act,
but Soph, throw out that stuff, get
down to earth and do a turn. The
novelty for present day vaudeville
in the Tucker act may be a single
woman carrying two piano players.
When Relne Davies last appeared
in vaudeville and In New York, she
had three men playing three pianos
simultaneously on the stage with
her.
Shnc.

"CAMEO REVUE"

(6)

Song, Dance, Musical

to pleasing music, all in rhyme, 17 Mins.; One and Three
serves as a vehicle for Johnny Ford American Roof
and Wood Sisters' dancing talents.
The act probably carries some
Ford is a dancing teacher the two production which was net shown on
girls want to take dancing lessons the American Roof. It is a six-peo— Ford teaches 'em. Simple, but ple song and dance revue (five
although a bit conventional takes women and one man), which is
the turn out of the straight danc- billed as Dorothy Sherman's act*
ing class. A woman pianist assists. Tillis
and LaRue are featured,
The dancing brings out the usual probably the mixed danring team.
singles by Ford, trios, by Ford and
They open In Colonial costume,
the girls, and doubles by the sisters. powdered wigs and all, the offering
All of the current modes are there, evolving into a series of ensembles
Jazz legrnania, kicks, rolling splits and 'specialties,
including
some
by tho girls, both being particu- violin and 'cello work to piano aclarly adept at this type of dancing, companiment, singing and dancing.
with hard shoe stuff by Mr. Ford, A tall girl handles the straight voemphasizing that he Is just as good calizing, doing three numbers In
a dancer as he ever was.
succession towards the finish (a litThe girls mako several costume tle too much), and the dancing
Changes, and the act is scenic; lly couple breaking It up intermittently

—

a

special full with terp solos.
stage eye, showing the interior of
Probably not Intended for anyRight
for an early spot thing above big three-a-day book
a studio.
lings at best, It is an adequate flash
In the big shows, in a week or so.
BctL
%r houses of that grade.
Ab> I.
I

real

CARLYSLE
15 Mins.
Fifth Ave.

champ

comedy way, on sax throughout

it should be done somewhere in act,
even if a brief one.
Woman sings a number introducing strains from songs sung by
stars, but she does not essay imitations of the stars mentioned, simply

singing the bits.
Act shapes as average Xo. 2 for
pop houses.
Bell.

SHEFTEL'S REVUE

(Special)

It takes
place on the rear platform of a fast
moving train, a stercopticon effect
being carried as part of the production. It has four people in it, three
men; irate dad. his daughter, her
beau, with whom she has Just
eloped, and the conductor. Dad is
sore at newlyweds, but for the final
curtain agrees not only to pay the
honeymoon expenses but go on the

of

work

each of three men do, either one
might be Mr. Van Wart. However,
all

told

is

adequate,

Coupled with the production n
It's a set-up for the pop houspi

act,

woman reporter has interrupted. If
man can play complete tune on sax

Colored Revuo
30 Mins.; Three.

honeymoon with them.
Judging from the amount

re-

resuming practicing,

at finish again

Van Wart and company.

costing

and woman

oarsman

—

This vehicle was proboTbTy used
by others in vaudeville before Mr.

the

(Special)

porter coming to interview him. Interview provides opportunity for
woman pulling smart cracks at expense
of
man principally
his
height and slenderness.
At opening man is playing scale
on saxophone. He does not play a
melody other than few bars of
"Home, Sweet Home," and that in

(4)

Two

LAMAL

and

One

Man and woman. Man looks to
be about six feet three and is correspondingly slender.
Woman is
plump. Skit structure has man a

FREDERICKS VAN WART
Mins.;

for advancement.

Talking and Singing

"The Conductor" (Sketch)
15

possibilities

Bell.

vious from the start, it doesn't get
started soon enough.
The girl is tho public stenographer in Rosedale's only hotel and
he is visiting the town on business.
He represents a firm anxious to get
hold of a patent from the poor
widow of the inventor. He knows
the destitute woman would sell out
for $500.
The girl dissuades his
taking advantage of her, later admitting It is her mother. Risking
losinp^Job, he gets an offer for
$10,000^1a long distance from the
home office and he advises his boss
to double that.
It costs him his
job but the girl practically does a
Leap Year, saying they really need
a man about the house to look after
their affairs,
particularly as regards the patent.
Throughout the action, the tagline "I never thought of that" Is
prominent and quite overdone. The
vehicle ^ could stand re-writintr to
do justice to the couple's efforts
which really lifts it out of mediocrity.
It was spott'd No. 2 at the
23d St.
Abel.

and Co.

following
succession

rapid

*

Stage (Special)

through

and

Full Spe-

American Roof
misjudgment. Miss
Nick Verga does character wop,
Tucker or her advisors seemingly transcontinental hike. No further pick and shovel dago type, faithare of the belief that every vaude- details but the bare announcement. fully conceived and interpreted.
ville audience knows as much as Singing off stage first, Roe, garbed Gladys Verga, tall and goodlooker,
those of the Palace, New York, or after fashion of cross country walk- of shoav girl type, does straight and
"the patrons of Reisenweber's. Outer, enters and uncovers a good lyric sings
acceptably.
Some talk at
side of possibly show people and tenor, excellent volume and tune- opening
regarding
purchase
of
the house staff, it's safe to say ful, but with tendency to throatl- flowers with Gladys as flower girl
that not over two, if that many, in ness in upper tones that should be in Italian peasant costume with a
the Orpheum knew or cared any- corrected.
bit of singing gets act off to good
thing about Sophie Tucker having
Turn resolves Itself into piano start.
been abroad during the summer.
and singing act from here on, with
Verga's remark that the flowers
Not alone the opening song, but Roe doing a "blues" and ballad. don't appeal to him, while spoken
another later on, that went strongly Pianist does number next, and Roe in Italian dialect, is hardly the
into
personalities,
'detailing is back for "My Gal Sal," and Dixie sort of lingo a pick and shovel wop
it
Sophie's career from her marriage number for finish.
would use. There are one or two
to her garage at Baldwin, L. I., and
In view of the statement
of other spots in the act where the
mentioning
that -her
husbands pianist that Roe has made four dialog is also a bit above the
always "touched" her for $5 at the transcontinental hikes across coun- character impersonated.
Not imend of the day, when they were try, turn should contain some talk portant, but as long as Verga is
tired after she had been rehearsing by Roe, descriptive of his travels. doing a character, any jarring note
songs. That's pretty personal for Surely any one that has hoofed it tends to take away from atmosthe stage, as though anyone did care. from here to Frisco and back four phere of reality which generally
If private lives are to be exploited
times must have a lot to tell about marks his work.
the

turn. It is simply

jingly pattery lyrical skit, set

attractive

Two and

One,

cial)

flan<
The title gives away the HibernSophie Tucker, two handsome
London, Sept. 12.
Most legitimate stars when adopt- gowns, two piano players (males), ian propaganda. It is Irish from
curtain
beautiful
to curtain, a woman introand
a
handsome,
so
not
their
think
seem
ing vaudeville
to
Charlie Maddock is a skilful and
only thing that curtain are all back from the other ducing the act in "one" and going
experienced producer of production personality is the
oter
full
stage draped Interior. She
vaudeville
to
a
in
reappearing
side,
the matters and that any vehicle will do.
isn't
It
acts for vaudeville.
seen here and composing what is a new sits in the centre in interlocutor
gamble with a Haddock turn that Several of these arts have been
fashion,
the other four men and
season.
for
this
Tucker
Miss
act for
would be suspected of other pro- in the West End lately, and Ethel
That drop is first in the act, that two girls in a minstrel ensemble
afaddock Irving's new sketch is with the
ducers, not so skilful.
circle.
Two "Tads" do some endjudgment, doesn't others. Even the title appears to is first seen, and nearly becomes

turn.

(2)

(Song

Dance)

(Special Set and Drop)
Palace.

•produces with
tint for expense, and knows how have little to do with the sketch.
The sketch is weak and confusing
That perhaps is his
cast.
to
Strongest point as a producer— he and at curtain fall nobody seemed
to know what it was about or what
can pick his people.
"The Son Dodger" is set in the the position of the various characmodern way, a good flash act on the ters was.
sight end and unusually slrong
A young married woman from the
with its comedy for this type of upper middle classes, the category
turn. There are several big laughs which is now known as the "new
As the feature of the sight poor," is compelled to live in an outin it.
is another radium gown exhibit, lying suburb. She pines for the old
made here through the handsome times and is prepared to get the
gowns only with no medalioa back- good things of the world back at
ground. But the gowns are enough. any price. With this idea in her
Besides which this turn seems to head, she decides to go to an old
have caught the radium thing more lover. She doe's so. somewhat to
sharply than the others— in the that worthy's disgust. Her maid is

Feather"

a

of

1922

22,

CHALFONTE 8I8TERS

"EMERALD REVUE"

(3)

-—

September

.Friday,

i

(10)

One and

Full

Rob Baker, tho
this

agent, presents
colored revue, six

lO-peonle

women and four men. It has an
abundance of talent to make it .suitable

for

the

Shree-a-d.'ty

overabundance

but

boomerangs

its

and

20 minutes.
The four
men are each specialty people, as
are three of the six women, all hough
almost all double in some bit or
other In addition to the strict chorus
work. The gal doing the blues handles that type of number quite well,
another songstress in lb-' troupe, one
doing a ballad* also binding heavy
with her vocalizing, forcing an enpalls after

core.

The

f:;st

dancing

fm.vii should be
thor stuff

retained in favor "f a >nv
in the ia»re-section whl*

fhouM he

CUt,

<

could and
4bct,

NEW ACTS THIS WEEK
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=OC

SHONE

MAURICE and GIRL
Accordion
Full Stag*

Equilibrium and

American Roof

Fifth Ave.
Billy Shone has been around as a
'single." His new act includes Edna
Squires, a pretty blonde girl frith
a figure that pays dividends In a
musical comedy costume of long

Odd combination of music and
acrobatics, with
dion In one at

SQUIRES

and

Comedy Talk and Sons
16 Mins.; Ons

Ont and

12 Mint.;

girl playing accor1

opening* and man
putting over some excellent chair
balancing stunts In full stage later.
After short period In one, where
girl plays a couple of selections on
showing a thorough
accordion,
knowledge of the instrument, she
becomes assistant to man in bal-

black opera stockings and very
Shone opens with
a comedy hat and cigarette holder.
singing a "nut" song that gets over.
The girl makes her entrance for
ancing stuff.
crossfire
composed
kidding
of
Girl has ability of high order as Shone's attempt to "make her."
musician, but does not sell stuff
Another song by Shone while she
importantly enough.
She looks changes to evening dress, introducwell in abbreviated costume worn. ing "the
world's greatest mind
balancing
Man's
stuff
includes reader." Shone, in turban and bathbroomstick bridged over two chairs, robe, does a comedy mind reading
each on high table formation, man bit, getting laughs with the debalancing on one log of chair livery. His kidding
of the leader
placed on broomstick.
and repartee anent the musicians
For another complicated arrange- also lands. Miss Squires changes
ment of tables and chairs piled on to the flash costume for more, kidtop of one another, man does hand
ding and a double song. An encore
stand atop chair also balanced on
eras a recitation by her with "inone leg. ] loth of these are dangerteruptions" by Shone.
ous look ins, and well worked. Four
The two-act is an improvement
high table drop with man seated
on chair was another excellent over the former Shone vehicle and
has big time possibilities. Shone is
trick.
still trespassing on others' material
GtoDd small time opening turn.
as, 'Give me credit for pickin* 'em,"
filling that spot en the Roof very
well.
There is a bit of patter here waich has been an Al Reeves' trade
mark for years; the "Eskimo pie
BAd there by man while working
the balancing tricks, but it's unim- and ice cream cone," gag which is
being
heard around, and several
portant.
This part of the turn
He has personality
could bo developed to general ad- other lap.es.
vantage of net.
Mans two en- and a valuable asset in the girl.
decollette bodice.

With original material

trances in "one," while girl is on
with accordion are evidently intended for comedy, but might just
as well be eliminated unless made
funnier.

ARCHIE

should make the grade.
house they took one of the hits of
the bill.
con.

Bell.

and

couple
At this

this

MILDRED EMERSON
Song*

GERTIE FALLS

One

7 Min3.;

Acrobatic

Jefferson

10 Mins.; Three
Riverside.
Gertie Falls enters in the spot
in abbreviated attire, displaying full
thigh tights and close fitting costume to show off her shapely figure
to full advantage.
The audience
gets a generous bird's eye view
from all angles, although the getup reminds one of a burlesque pos-

Miss Emerson a middle aged
songstress was at the piano accompanying
herself
throughout.
She opened with a popular waltz
number, then played and sung bits
of ballads, two of the semi -classical
Irish type. A light operatic bit was
offered to effect as the encore. The
routine is brief and the numbers
short.

ter girl.
She does some work aloft
on the loose tape later switching
her aerial performance to the trapeze. This permits for an ankle to
ankle catch wnlch is the more striking because of its straightforward
attack, minus any stalling and play-

Miss Emerson

is

and

entertainer

billed

hardly

a society
fitted

In

though she fared well enough.

here,

possible some cutting was
done after the matinee. Not strong
enough for the big houses but the
It

is

pop time In
might uso the

ing up.

Mr. Falls then focuses attention

neighborhoods

polite
act.

Ibce.
on himself with "falls" that credit
his surname in its fullest meaning.
He takes some cruel flip-flops on MAURICE SAMUELS and Co. (2)
the mat, a supplementary bit hav- Comedy Sketch
ing a prop chair fall apart from 21 Mint.; Full (Interior)
the vibration simultaneous with American Roof
One of the usual type of acts that
the performance of one particular
Maurice Samuels has been appearflashy tumble.

A

ing in for

fast routine, corking for opening any show.
Abel.

JOHNSON

and

GODFREY

colored

team, with a routine mostly deOne possesses a
voted to songs.
good tenor, the other specializing
the opening a
pop
numbers.
At
on
painted drop picturing a river had
A laugh bethe couple fishing.
cause one caught fish and the other
got only nibbles was the sole excuse for the drop.

The tenor was

first In

Thja one

Is a little different, as the long expected "little" sweetheart expected
Italy crosses him and turns out
to be a rather big girl by the time
that she arrives. Incidentally, she
has already acquired a husband. She
can, and does, show that the hubby
has taught her to handle a Jazz

Two and One

Presumably a two-man

past.

from

Songe
15 Mins.;
Jefferson

some time

the warb-

doing "My Old Kentucky
Home," countered by his partner
ling,

number
Tucker

in most approved Sophie
style.
The answer is that

the disappointed
little

wop turns

to his

housekeeper to bring about a

happy wedding.
There are a lot
Is

of laughs, and
sure fire for small time.
Fred.

BLUM BROTHERS

it

(2)

Acrobatic

offered

WHITE

and
Piano Act
15 Mins.;

BARRY

One

American Roof

Two

girls.

The

pianist, a blonde

bobbed-haired miss,

Is quite er.'*y on
yail i«r, a brunet.
is
fern ib> baritone.
The latter is
more certain of herself and is probably direct Inn the blonde's destinies through the vaudev.'!" novitiate. The l>ar. tone solos oft stage before
ntorii g, possibly to U nd
he
impression it is a male singing.
Her sartorial get-up, however, disperses any suspicion of a male porsonator. The team l.and!"S pops in
a fair, though average manner, doing nicely in the "deuce."
The blonde gal betrays her newness through the awkward bow-taking. Her partner is more certain of
herself.
A satisfying early iOOt
team for the pop bouses.
Abel;

the optics.

*

Her

I

•

Jingle, but for the most part the
ORANGE BLOSSOMS
studious and polished Mr. Herbert
(Continued from page 17)
has made sing-song music, appar
man could write so witless a book. ently writing down to Broadway.
One of the half-dozen amusing lines
Maurice Darcy, the philandering
in the performance is the observa- husband,
is
hall-marked with a
tion of the American detective, "in British speech and a wooden English
Parlf they say there's a crow's egg manner as intense as Mr. Somerset's
in every dove's nest."
Most of the He has an agreeable voice, but his
other "cracks" that won a laugh endeavors to be a light comedian
from the demonstrative first-night were not altogether successful The
audience
were
borrowed
from part simply aches for such a player
vaudeville' ("Garlic builds you up as Charles Ruggles. Tho whole play
physically but breaks you down so- needed a player of genuine humor.
cially" was one of them) or puns. It has many other requisites for a
Among musical comedy books this prosperous career in singing and
was the most unfunny.
dancing specialists and production
There are eight of
Cut the play probably will survive magnificence.
the book by sheer beauty and splen- the loveliest show girls that have
dor of Btaging and by the cleverness blossomed this season and a stun£t some of the people concerned in ning array of costumes (done by
In the number Hal Skelley, not Paul I'oiret himself, the program
"it.
unknown to vaudeville, stands out avers plausibly), and three stage
with genuine eminence. What hu- sets of memorable beauty, designed
mor the evening brought was largely by Norman Bel Geddes.
The future of the enterprise gomes
due to his energetic labors.
His
methods are robust, but he has some down to this: Can a musical comedy
spontaneity, and spontaneity was a of surpassing beauty and extraordicommodity sorely needed about the narily entertaining people survive a
liuah.
middle of the second act, when af- dull book?
fairs were getting into a pretty serious state from pure inanition. The
IT'S
first act had worked stupifying complications, accomplished at tho ex- Jodaon F.'.ako
John Daly Murphy
pense of unbelievable qualities of Mary Crayson
J*«an Adair
Robert Ames
Chester Blake
talk.
William o'Toole
Charlea Iw»wrence
But the preliminaries had worked IMivlli.ii Hlakf>
Dorothy Mackaye
Hortense Alden
up a situation which focused in a Mnrjotlo Fletcher
Peter Lang
dinner-table scene involving a wife Rev. David Talbot
Joseph Kllgour
It.
Pendleton
of convenience who was really in RitaW,I'"!;.il.
ton
Mlllicent Hanley
love with her husband, the philander- Kenneth Holmes
Richard Pitman

A BOY

ing husband the lawyer. Shelley as
the detective, posing as the gardener
and helping with the serving, got
something out of his buffoonery and
contributed a fairly diverting episode. It was. shortly after this that
the musical number. "Orange Blossoms," came along and saved the
day.
If the piece lasts It will be due to
this sprightly bit of melody and
number staging. Victor Herbert is
at his best in this happy melody,
and the song is made into a gem of
staging. Miss Day sings it as a solo
and finishes with a dance, aided by

Hemmendinger.

Maurice

The
layed
event

..

.Charles

Halton

birth of "It's a Boy" was deseveral times, but the great
finally

evening at the

transpired

Sam

Tuesday

H. Harris the-

and the child and

fathers
are doing splendidly. The baby is
The
normal, healthy, and sturdy.
well-wishers and rooters were there
en masse, and two-and-a-half hours
of suspense were marked by loud
laughter and spanking applause by
the friends of the several parents,
and the neighbors.
Some Ptellar theatrical names are
attached to the announcement of
eight of the handsomest chorus men
Sam
this
successful accouchment.
since the Casino days, all tricked
Harris produced it, in association
out in black velvet clawhammer H.
Lewis & Gordon.
William
coats From then on they made less with
McGulre, who wrote "Six
and less of the book and went in Anthony
Love" for this combination,
more and more for splendidly staged Cylinder
author,
and Sam Forrest;
Is
the
entertainand
the
dancing numbers,
whose stage direction is one of the
ment improved in direct proportion essential
elements of the phenomuntil the dreariness of the earlier
identified with
passages was forgotten, and at the enal run of successes
the triumverate. is again with them.
finish one carried away a distinctly
"It's a Boy" is a human comedy,
whole.
the
of
impression
cheerful
so human that it makes the same old
It is probable that the play may be
that is heard in half the thebrightened up where it most needs story
atres half the time seem new and
substantial
it and be worked Into a
It is the time-tried screed
success, but a good deal of the first better.
of the young wife and husband
half of the evening needs a lot of
in
happy
tho Jay town; the cruel
As it stood at the preattention.
to break him;
miere Its brightest spots were the trust luring him awayfor
amusement
the
wife's eagerness
Skelley
Mr.
of
dancing contributions
excitement; the extravagance,
and his able dancing partner. and
the immoral atmosphere, the neglect
Queenie Smith, In the hokum role of of
the baby which was at first so
an American stenographer addicted benign
.and ecstatic a visitation, the
to Spearmint and slang Americancrash, the return to the old stand
isms.
with the resolve to start it all over
The score suggests Victor Herbert again, and be human and wholeat his best only in a few spots. The some again.
"Orange Blossom" number is bound
And it's a corking story, too and
and "This mighty,
popularity,
attain
to
mighty true.
McfJuire
Time It's Love" has a captivating knows it, and so does this reporter.
Both of them moved from Chicago
to New York to follow the same
will-o'-the-wisp that brought ChesLEONE and CO. (2)
atre,

—

MAUDE

ter Blake to New York from Carbondalo in "It's a Boy." The trusts
and syndicates haven't yet closed in
on them, and may be they can beat
that phase of it.
But McGulre

Three (Special)
American Roof
16 Mins.;

a new act Maude Leone Is
develops into an allegorical
skit which Is still rather rough In
spots.
It has the germ of a good
idea, but competent ro-authorlng
could do wonders for it. The act
Is laid In a shoe shop, the male
owner in fancy velvet jacket assisted by a smart military bell-hop. A
mechanical sign stand reads, "shoes
for every walk in life."
To Introduce matters, the man
(who also sports a sort of fez as
part of the get-up) solos a ditty
about "I got a good Job." Enter
Miss Leone, who explains that she

This

doing.

Is

knows what It means to Jump the
town of childhood and young manhood to come to Broadway — the do-

It

mestic transition. So he can write
it and the undersigned can appreciate

it.

For

plot

It

differs little

from "The

Endless Chain" and "Up the Ladder."
For play value it is inestimably beyond both of them rolled together,
and each of them is accounted a
success.

—«

punctuation. That laugh must
been heard In every theatre on Forty-second street.
As a comedy "It's a Boy" ranks
high. It is a drama for many minutes at a time without consist nt
comedy "relief," though each curtain is a dramatic hip -Mop for a
laugh; and as a drama it clutches
and gets very chummy with its
audience.
It is beautifully produced, the sets
and props having the same
touch of substantial reality that the
acting and the writing and the
I

<

I

team

register.

And through

It

all

shines a kindliness which must bo
bona fide or it would not be so convincing.

This writer once heard D. W. Griffith, when
he was quite obscure,
talking to a movie actor who was
then a star but who since has been
effaced.
The director wax telling
the actor to convey a number o*
conflicting
thoughts.
The actor
looked up superciliously and said:
"How do you expect me to register
those

thoughts in one look?"
answered: "Think them—
photographs!"
And the
human, charitable thoughts that
must have actuated tho producers,
the director and the author wero
photographed in the portrayal by
the players and were felt and seen
by the strangers who watched tho

all

Griffith

thought

developed, ilnished picture.
If "It's a Boy" isn't a success in
New York, McGulre had better write
an indictment of Manhattan's atrophy to honest emotions, and emulate his hero and go 'back to the old
town. But he will scarcely have to,
for New York Isn't an hard-boiled
as some of its slanderers from Chicago picture it.
Lait.

all itn

—

Sketch
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P00L»S BID

FOR BROADWAY

(Continued from pago 13)
offices for time out of town.
Try-out contracts have in

the
past held the provision that In consideration of the try-out date tho
attraction Is to be booked exclusively
in
houses controlled by the

booking office.
The stipulation,
however, has never stood firm because it was not equitable and
could not stand up legally.
The
failure to mention terms practi-

made the provision nil. That fs
expected to apply now to the separate agreements ansnt the irrevocable
booking privileges, which
managers are asked to sign.
The general effect of the regulation, .however, may succeed in killing off competition between the
cally

Broadway

theatres.
One result
to favor the houses of the
big offlceS against those of some of
their chief allies. A number of important producers have their own
Broadway houses, not always holding their own productions.
The allied producers have not
been asked to sign the new booking agreement because they already

would be

have such agreements covering a
period of years and the terms to
be given attractions both in New
York and out of town are fixed,
also in one or two cases the pirk
of houses. The kinks in file booking combination apparently have
not been ironed out because of
those
existing agreements.
The
closing of some houses in the week
stands is the reason for complaints.
It is known that a producer who
routed a Broadway success has received contracts from the booking
office with which he has an agreement. A string of cities in one
section of the country are under
the direction of the other office and
the producer informed that office
had the say about the contract*. It
is reported that an argument about
terms is on. The producer has not
received contracts from the other
offlco and sets down the evasion
bunk. He also declares he will play
the attraction in tents or picture
houses unless the same terms are
given the attraction as called for
in his agreement. In light of the
scarcity of plays for the road, it is
understood .the matter will
be
patched up, yet it gives an angle
on how the individual producer regards the situation.
An angle to the apparent plan to
attract the Independently owned
Broadway houses Into the booking
fold had to do with the often n
ported proposal to capitalise the legitimate branch of theatricals. Abil-

The casting and the acting were
as nearly perfect as any presentation by plain mortals could be. The
illusion of reality was complete.
Even show folks fosgot they were
in a theatre.
Every man and womis running away from a man who an there was an aunt and uncle of
has made himself obnoxious. Inci- the baby, and pulled for a happy
dentally, she discovers she needs a outcome even when it looked blackpair of shoes and the owner takes est.
Contrary to precedent and form
out several pairs of ties, one called
"Friendship" the bids predominated, and no
"Success,"
another
author can ask grander support
another "Wealth," another "Hap- than that.
Dorothy Mackaye, as
plness," etc.
The owner asks her the bride, revealed an exquisite
what she wants from the Shop of repression and a genius for pathos
Life, and Miss Leone Insists on that only a Sam Harris could have
The shop- detected or even suspected In her
the "Happiness" pair.
keeper
admits that these will hring lighter previous performances, exflying
leap to a handstand over^
as they* have been. And she
wealth, friendship, success and oth- cellent
three chairs.
gave lo it her facial and physical
With the addition of one really er things of their own accord, but beauty which haloed her with symdistinctive trick the team can open insists the pair is not for sale. Tho pathy. Robert Ames, as the squarewoman, Mbwever, walks out with hooting young American husband, ity to show big money Interests that
or close any bill.
Abel.
them, confessing she will take them played with the grace of an old the Erlanger and Shubert offices are
In control of the field by control of
by force or steal them If needs l><- trouper and the fire of a new one
TURNER BROS.
neither pretty nor caloric, but per- the bookings might count as an imAt which the man (sermonlzln
Acrobats and Dancers
fectly manly and plausibly genuine.
the audience's direction), ''After all,
12 Mins.; One
Two corking comedy parts fell to portant factor if Wall Street is
that's t'e* only way to achieve hap- ihe "second interest leads," Charles really interested In the proposition.
American Roof
a
hi!
it."
»ai
piness
take
Two men In rout in.- of ground
p
Lawrence and Hortense Alden. Law- There is no doubt about the theattalks so much like Frank Tin- rical mogul? being more than willing
tumbling, '!"i:i>le soft »hoe dancing concludes.
n< v that it caused some comment,
and knockabout stuff. Both \
to permit Wall Street to participate
That's the act it) it* entii
but lie landed every laugh and under an ambitious scheme which
f. i-nr.n
n-i'li it •
,-m....ly i,li.
Norfolk wu s
s tr aigh t
miik^ up. n L .l
barif." d them homo.
One In the last would keep the present leaders la
practically, but there are n nvjn
of his pn ssing a button Cor :u
act. McOulre's most powerful coniof laughs In the :o
arising from desired pair of shoes and«have them edy
ne of this season, at least, as managing directors.
h>no< kaboul
tumbling.
>oi h
come V.\ :r.g through the air from
Some of the week stands are yet
a n't one laugh, it was three, and
ire m, Immediately. A woodbroke up what followed for two to be booked and open time is
it
good dancers, with the roul
offered Including an ncrebalie I
en catapult is visible as the meant minutes, it was strictly a plot line plentiful there, Tho booking people.
and waltz clog. Will do anywhere of propelling each pair. The bell- and cannot be handed along Intel- however, take the position that for
ligently without the context, but it
-it has little to .|m, rr»ei ely
hop
in pop house bills, and with more
new plays to be sent Into such
will b« come a memorable nifty.
It
comfctar added to knockabout secd o r- since business.
los* would be
has to do with a yacht, and it comei houses a certain
Tla- act ploast il tecoi
tion c/* M readily hold down No 2
nf er In
unexpectedly and out of in. where sustained and have asked for guarin ir.
Bell.
,ediate houses.
termisslou,
such
a sei«
try -out dates.
una is delivered without any punch [ antees for
Six Mins.;

Two

American Roof

a Dixie number. A
Two men with a neat hand to
second slow tempo song permitted hand routine, although familiar in
one of the men to change to grey the main. They look natty In purdress clothes and before a silken ple gym suits over white leg tights.
drop he gave an Impression of Tho usual lifts lead up to the topGeorge Primrose singing and danc- mounter standing flat-footed on
ing "A London Swell." A chance his partner's head, and refusing to
for the tenor had him out in crim- heed the understander's insistence
son duds and he made his best to come down. The getaway was
bid
with
"Somewhere."
They a lift with the understander archduetted for a song and dance finish. ing his body so that the cranium
About No. 3 for this class of show. and feet rested on the floor, deI bee.
veloping Into a two-high hand
The routine encore was a
stand.

who
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CHICAGO SHOWS

/

in

many

Can

years.

write

its

own

ticket as to length of stay. Reached
(Continued from page 16)
top score of week, with $26,000.
"Thank U" (Cort, 2d week). This
for a run here that may last until
Golden show is making good impresthe Christmas holidays.
"The Rubicon," which had an sion, with its business reaching
awful jolt at the start, is getting around $10,500 on the week.
"Good Morning Dearie" (Colonial,
over the sting now; money has been
expended liberally in the news- 3d week). Scale seems to be the
papers, contests were started and show's handicap. If it were same as
public interest aroused, with the re- other musical shows box-office result that business increased by leaps turns would be much bigger. Toward
and bounds. The future of the show end of week business climbed heavwas dubious, as Fitz Llcbcr, in ily, with show selling out on last
was two nights of week. Managed to
Shakespearean
repertoire,
scheduled to come into the house gross close to $23,000, which, hownext Sunday.
However, arrange- ever, Is disappointing to the manments have been made with the agement, as they expected the atShuborts for a lease of the Central, traction to equal the New York takand the show will move there on ings if not beat them.
3d
(Olympic,
Rubicon"
"The
Saturday for an indellnite engagement. "Thank U," at the Cort, hit week). Looks as though it will re-

the stride of the other shows and
will travel along at a nice gait.
"Just Married," which is one of the
tried and true attractions, recovered

from

its

slump and

is

doing un-

usually good business for the last

weeks of its stay.
"The Cat and the Canary" has
caught on and done so strong with
the show doing close to capacity at
most of the performances. Kndeavors

will

be

made

to surpass the
at this house.

stay of *'The Bat"
Marjorie Rambeau,

who opened
"The Goldfish," will
a rather tempestuous voyage at
The critics were
the Studebaker.
singing her praises most highly but
do not seem to have much faith in

last
find

week

the play.

week was

in

Business for the opening'
fairly good, due to a big

buy by the Couthoui agency.
"Strut Miss Lizzie" is functioning
nicely at the Auditorium, where it
With
is for a four-week sojourn.
the show drawing from blacks and
whiles it will probably make a fair
showing.
However, it looks as
though that it will hardly depart
from here with a balance on the
profit side of the books.
passed its
"Llghtnin* " having
500th performance at the Blackstone
is still in most healthy condition,
with the business, having mounted
up with the change in weather.
Monday night of this week all
eyes were centered on the opening
of the new Selwyn theatre, with
John Drew and Mrs. Leslie Carter
In ''The Circle." Prior to the opening the newspapers gave the event
big space, with the "Herald Examiner" Monday getting out a fourpage "Selwyn -Harris supplement."
For the opening a most representative gathering was on hand, which
was composed mostly of the Gold

Coast residents, theatrical

and

people,

and state officials. Seats
for the opening performance at $5
top for the lower floor were grabbed
up early in the sale, with the result that more than a thousand people wero turned away from the
house on the opening nignt. It is
city

expected that the twin sister of the
Selwyn, the Harris, will be ready
to make her debut next Monday.
Last week's estimates:
"To the Ladies'* (Cohan's Grand,
4th week). Exploitation by Sheppard Butler and other critics who
raved about this brain child of the
newspapermen authors had the effect that was anticipated, with the
gross jumping to over $10,000.

"Cat and Canary" (Princess, 2d
Looks to bo as big as It

week).

was

New York. Seems
of ^he town, with

in

to be the

business
talk
practically capacity, and the box ofUce handling over $14,d00.

Its

The

GOLDWYN'S BUSINESS CONDITION

advance sale now runs eight weeks
ahead and it is planned to keep It
running that far ahead. Capacity
has been the rule at the house and
it was only when conditions were
generally way oft the house was not

The profit and loss account for five months to May 27, 1922. attached to the application for listing the Goldwyn stock on the New
York Stock Exchange, shows a

Kstimates for last week:
18th
(Colonial.
week).
"Sally"
Will go to Philadelphia in two
weeks after record breaking run.
Show developed weakness last week
that caused decision to end Boston
run. Did about $24,000 for the
week.
/
8th
"Shuffle
Along"
(Selwyn.
week). Still playing to,turnaway.

loss for 21 weeks
Interest, discount, etc

Net

Amortization

.1

Total
1921

8370.000
408,890

deficit

May

Total deficit last

8779,092

VOTING TRUST CERTIFICATES
The security listed consists of 720,460 shares in the form of voting
trust certificates now outstanding, with permission to add 279,539
more subsequently. The voting trust, established October 10, 1919,
expires August 1, 1924, upon the written consent of Samuel Goldwyn
or his successor, and of W. W. Laird (one of the underwriters) or
his successor (now George P. Bissell).
The other voting trustees
are Frank J. Godsol, Henry Ittleton, Duncan A. Holmes.
The following statement is made of the process of increasing the
original issue of 200,000 no par shares from 200,000 to 720.460:
Date.

Purpose of

To acquire

Oct.

10,

Oct.
Oct.

1919
20. 1919

For cash

Dec.

10.
11.

1919
1919

For cash

1910

10.

To acquire stock nf'Eminent Authors
To acquire stock
(N.

Dec.
Dec.

Despite some decidedly off
nights, this revue turned in good
week's gross of over $17,000; Won
much attention here in summer at
Walnut as u "raw* 'show, and that
attracted
many; also got good
notices. "Sally' 'switched in next.
"The Charlatan" (Walnut, 3d
week).
Though not doing everything to be hoped for, this mystery
show, considering flops on all sides,
staisfied all concerned.
Close to
$7,000.
"Up the Ladder" next week.
"Blue Kitten" (Shubert, 3d week).
Dropped lower and lower, and goes
on shelf after Saturday.
Good
Labor Day house false hope. About
$8,250.
"Paradise Alley," new show,

prise

with
is

stock of

(Maine)
1919 For cash
1919 For cash
1920 To acquire stock

Dec. 10,
Dec. 23.
April 29,

Co.

4.

Oct.

10.

ticket

rack.

"Little Nelly Kelly" is romping
along with the chances good that
it will romp for several more weeks.
Tlie house is held by the show on
a straight percentage basis, Cohan
not taking a base of the theatre, as
h<> has clone in previous years.
No
advance booking had been made
that would interfere with, the run
of the current attraction, and there
isn't a chance in the woihl that the
show will be pulled out or be asked
to

leave

when

rolling vp in
the neighborhood of $24,000 a week.
The opening of the Hollis finds
the house in a pecular position it
it

is

has never occupied. "Nice People"
with Francine Larrlmore i* scheduled for the opening attraction.
who opens in "The Green (3odd<
While she Is not a big drawing card
on Sunday.
"The Perfect Fool" (Illinois, 3d lo illy tilings might have gun"
week). Has captivated the town, along fairly satisfactorily if the
picture l\\ l'n« same name, released
being clarioned all around aa gi
•st laughing show seen hereabout* i>\ paramount hadn't been jumped

status.

Its

credited

>.

Bishop Cass Theatres

of

Moredall Realty Corp.

••«••

••.••••••.••••••••••..

229,952

1.437.200.00

6,705.75

Orand total
Two-yen r notes converted. May 28

727.226

$11,543,700.04

May

of

29

Aug.

to

1922
27. 1922

exchange for stock of

in

New York

forVash
to

convert two-year notes

for services
for property

Total

62.576

391.100.00

(914.050

$11,152.006 04

Enlarging on

Shares.

Valuation.

28.018
42S.762
229,003
1.800
31,033

$2.7771068 63
6.522.221 .66
1,437.200.00
27.000.00
772.850 OO

720.460

$11,530,940 29

working capital.
the converting of notes, the application says:
for

"The corporation issued and had outstanding $1,788,400 of its two8 per cent convertible notes, dated January 3, 1921, and due
January 3, 1923. The total authorized amount was $1,788,400. issued
under a trust agreement between the corporation and the Chase

year

National Bank of the City of New York, as trustee. Under, the
terms of the trust agreement the notes were convertible into voting
trust certificates for the capital stock of the corporation at the rate
of one share for each $6.25 face value thereof, and $1,437,200 of such
notes have been converted into common stock. The balance of the
notes have all been redeemed. The proceeds from the sale of the
notes were used in the operation of the corporation's business."

Following

is

a

list

Goldwyn

of the

Nami« of corporation.
Ooldwyn Producing Corporation

-

subsidiaries:

Amount owned

Tssued

by Ooldwyn.

*

$3.000.uo<»

Moredall Realty Corporation

100 per cent.
30,000 A shares

30.000 H shares
6.0O0 pM. shares
8.000 com. shares

Bisltop Cass Theatres Corporation....
Aschcr Theatres Corporation

to

87,

K7...W

Amusement Company
Fredroy Amusement Company

Miller

A
H

60 per cent.

shares

87,500

shares

100 per cent.
$5,000
25,000 A share*

$14,000
£50,000
25,000 R shares
25,000 11? hares
{
900 shares
$10, 000 common
Outstanding $3 000
$1,000,000

,

Diva Pictures. Inc
Rex Reach Pictures Company. Inc..
Kminent Authors Pictures, lnc
Ooldwyn Distributing Corporation
Ooldwyn Distributing Corporation
Te ** s

A

Pharos:

l.uoo shares

Ooldwyn, Limited

100
55
10O
100

of

$1,000

per
per
per
per

cent.
cent.
cent.
cent.

100 per cent.

The mortgage indebtedness of all subsidiaries, principally the
Ascher theatre properties and the New York Capitol, are listed,
making a total of about $4,500,000. In reference to the Capitol, the
application says:

Besides the Chase bank men who
at one time or another have been
associated with the company, were
interests connected with the Columbia band and with the Central Union
Trust.
Of the financiers Wittenberg was the only one who had had
any experience with the picture
business. Wittenberg has been interested in the World Film enter-

"Tho Moredall Realty Corporation constructed and operates the
Capitol theatre building in New York. Goldwyn Pictures
Corporaby agreement with the Class B stockholders of the Realty
Company, guarantees the payment of yearly dividends on the Class
B stock of $200,000 per year and also guarantees tho payment of the
serial mortgage bonds of $900,000 yearly, together
with all interest
on the mortgage and other charges in connection with
the Capitol
theatre building."
The 1921 (December 31) balance sheet shows cash, $593,543- intion,

ventories, $4,000,000; "good will

inter-

and other intangible values," $3140

000.
Total assets and liabilities are
liabilities is listed the item, 'advance

incep-

The

brokerage house of
Co. were among the origi-

&

450.000.00
I5.ooe.oo
49,017.33
70,3 IS. 72

C.705

______
•The cash was used

Frank Godsol, formerly a Shubert

Lewis

18.000
1.000
2.443
4,010

720. 400' $11,530.910

Company

associate, has furnished much of
the directing energies for the company and secured, according to report, the backing of the du Ponts.

tion.

174.990.00
3.000.00
12,000.00

Total
Subscribed, but not yet issued

•Issued
Issued
Issued
Issued

his interest.

its

200
goo

RECAPITULATION

Duncan

The Shuberts were

23.000.00
025, 000, 00
11 2, 000.0 J

4,

5.831

to—
Two-year notes converted

Issued

named Wittenberg, of the Harry
Content firm. P. S. du Tont was interested through his banking connections, but it was not until later
that General Coleman du Pont,
United States Senator from Wilmington, was brought in. The latter is said to have now retired from

ested in the venture from

40,020 00
120,440 50

1.090
225.000
4,000

of

As per balance

promotion

to

81,240.00
20,310.00

2.000
126,440
Co.,

Y.)

r or casir

30,

Holmes, an employe of the Chase
Securities Company and to a«broker

prise.

BOSTON SHOWS
and press work big help.
(Continued from page 16)
Gross
Will remain indefinitely.
tickets for the new show, and the
reached $11,500.
"Ughtnin"'
54th final two weeks should be light. But
(BJackstone,
week).
This town can be called the show will go out a splendid
"Baconville," for it seems as though financial success.
As far as "Shuffle Along" is conthe Blackstone is the goal of a horde
of persons every night and two af- cerned, the house at curtain time,
ternoons a week, with the result that and frequently many hours in adthe show garnered over $15,000 last vance of it, has an absolutely empty
tataion

new

its

Rex lleach Pictures

For services
For cash

1921
1921

Jan. 23, 1922
Jan.
3. 1921
Aug. 10. 1922

4.000
1,000

(Colo.)

(N.

Feb.

$2,777,008.03
1,512,535.05

Inc.

v.

July °7 1920 For equipment
July 27, 1920 For services
Oct. 20, 1920 To acquire stock

history of the Goldwyn enterIs interesting in connection

generally

Pictures,

Inc.

Goldwyn's History

The

Diva

of

Y.)

To acquire

Valuation.

28.91:1

05,239

Pic-

For cash

1910
1019

1«.
18.

Shares.

(Del)

Inc.

tures.

Nov.

Issue.

Goldwyn Pictures Corp.

stock of

New York

of

FILM STOCK LISTED

week).

$108,033
104,474
100.000
42,558
15. 133

\ ...

'

readjustments.

added

this is

Guaranteed dividends to Capitol theatre stockholders
Studio burden during shut-down

"Thurston" (Plymouth. 1st week).
PHILA SHOWS
Opened on two-for-one basis to big
house.
''The Nest" was a flivver
(Continued from page 16)
from start on business basis and it
prestige of some of the shows.
This week's openings* were two, is doped it did a bit better than
"Pomeroy's Past" at the Garrick $6,000 last week, sorry showing.
"Opportunity Knox" (Arlington,
and "Marjolaine" at the Lyric. The
Frazee's tryout house
former, a new play by Clare Rum- 1st week).
mer, has a promising opening, but using this show, an effort by William McMasters for one week, at
In uo way outshone the musical
version of "Pomander Walk." Peggy which time "Strut Miss Lizzie" due
Wood, who has been getting a lot of in.
Vaudeville (Keith's). House did
publicity in news columns here reweek,
cently, Is a big local favorite.
The practically canacity -last house
opening of Shubert
show is in for three weeks, with no despite
started off this week with good
and
time set for "Pomeroy's Past," reported to be followed by "Captain business at matinee and evening,
despite fact bill not nearly as strong
Applejack."
last
week.
Eddie Fay and
The fourth opening, already dated as
Family headliner this week.
for Oct. 9, unless a lot of changes
(Majestic -Shubert).
Vaudeville
bookings are made, is "The
in
"As You Were" for this week.
Czarina" at the Broad. The Walnut
About $12,000 last week with Weber
gets "Up the Ladder" next Monday,
and
Fields unit.
Business light
with Harry Lauder Oct. 16 and opening first day but picked up
Walter Hampden Oct. 23.
strong as week went along.
Estimates for last week:
"Dulcy" (Broad, 2d week). Lacked
regular draw, but won good notices
and word-of-mouth advertising and
(Continued from page 3)
proceeded along at even pace for
gross of $9,500, not top-notch busi- or less immediately faced by further
ness, but encouraging.
Stays four
weeks .longest of any show yet in
sight.
1922"
(Forrest.
2d
"Spice of

To

loss of 1370,201.

the 1921 deficit carried over of 1408,890, a total of $779,092.
These totals are divided as follows:

sold out.

position.

weather.

»

appearances "The Bat"

all

here for a protracted stay.

New York

"Bulldog Drummond" (Powers, 2d
week). Is in hit class, with exploi-

week.
"Strut Miss Lizzie" (Auditorium,
2d week). Business increased over
first week, but show does not seem
impress audiences favorably.
to
Much comment regarding poor
wardrobe. With mixed business all
over nouse show claims around
$18,000 on week, which will do little
10 overcome the investment already
sunk.
"The Blusrrng Bride" ?Orea1
This now
Northern, 1st week).
Loan-Mayfteld show not up to snuff
for this town. After good opening
business assumed ragged proportions, with the result that only $S,000 was averaged. Leaves Saturday
night to make way for George Arllss,

From

About $14,500 last week and this the
limit at present scale.
experiences. First
Kelly" (Tremont,
"Little Nelly
two weeks' business was similar to 8th week). Did $22,000 last week,
that done there, but this week the all the money the house can take in
show, with judicious exploitation at the prices in eight performances.
and advertising, started to do busi- Show could stand extra matinees
and grossed over $10,000. even at this time if such arrangeness
Leaves this jiouse to move to Cen- ment was acceptable. Big money
tral on Sunday to -make way for maker and in to stay long time.
Fritz Lieber, who opens here on Under original agreement has two
Sunday night for three weeks' en- more weeks of time but no doubt in
gagement in Shakespearean reper- the world but that this time will be
stretched along indefinitely.
toire.
"The Guilty One" (Woods, 4th
"The Bat" (Wilbur, 3d week). Is
week). Agency buy is holding this over with bang. House capacity at
show up. aided by desire to see Miss all performances. Did $18,500 last
Frederick on account of her screen week, capacity for every performReturns nowhere near ance and with rows of standees
popularity.
those desired, show getting short, of added on. Show asking and getting
In
$12,000, or on par with preceding $1.50 for privilege of standing.
week.
opening week, best one, show did
"The Hotel Mouse" (Apollo. 17th $19,500.
week). On its final week, this at"Tangerine" (Shubert, 3d week).
traction held up in creditable fashion Over $20,000 last week and while
and ntanaged to draw in $10,500. Al not as strong as it has been going,
Jolson opened here on Sunday night is considered o. k. when it is figured,
to capacity house in "Bombo."
show is playing against strong oppeat

"The White Peacock" (Playhouse,
2d week). This Petrova vehicle was
a disappointment to both the star
and management as far as business
was concerned, getting only around
Charles
evacuation week.
$7,000
Cherry opened here Sunday night in
"The Dover Road," which registered Monday.
strongly.
"Marjolaine" (Lyriff, 1st week).
"The Goldfish" (Studebaker, 1st Opened
Monday to good house.
week). Looks as though Miss Ram- 'Hairy
Ape" failure. Got small upbeau has not the right vehicle. She stairs ^)lay
from O'Neill fans, but
has a big following and will draw- downstairs draw
was out of city
regardless of the play, but that only
and
show
was
luckv to gross $5,000
Hit close to
for a limited period.
"Pomeroy's Past" (Garrick, 1st
$11,000, due to agency outright buy.
week). Opened Monday for Indefi"Just Married" (La Salle. 21st nite
run
with good
prospects.
week).
Is in its sixth and final
Blossoms'* looked big as
month and in most healthy condi- "Orange
two-week
run
«nded;
gross
$15,500
grosa
broken
tion. With heat wave
jumped from $7,600 to close to was recorded last week despite hot
$9,000.

—n

into the state last week.
Is in

film service, $555,159."

'

down

-

at $14.263,OOo'.
In the
to be liquidated by

payments
.

The depository of the common stock is Columbia Trust Company;
nal underwriters.
the registrar is the Chase National Bank, and the transfer
Orpheum preferred was quoted
afcent is
the Columbia Trust Company, all of New York.
this week for the first time since its
listing, a 100-share lot selling for
This stock is convertible into
93VL»common at two shares for one. and
to be in actual line (other considera- Fam. Play-L
1,300 101 % 100y. 100% — %
l.loa
TECHNICOLOR STOCK
tions aside) the price wyuUl repre- Ooldwyn ...
7'i
j
7
Loew, Inc.
23
21
22%
»
sent 46^ for the common. There is Orphoum .... ..18,300
A new stock appeared in trad..
1.500 22* 22U 22%
Boston sold 500 Orpheum at 22Vy22
no comparison, the senior issue being on the New York Curb TuesMondaying a cumulative dividend* bearer at Fa m. Play -L. ..10.4)0 99%
07% - day when tho security of TechniDo. pf
..
8 per cent, and having other invest700 10-l's. I03tf 103%
2',
Joldwvn
7'
2.700
7\ 7V4
color was admitted to listing,
ment features absent from the com- Ut'tv, Inc.
it
.85,200 28% 21
-mon. Six million dollars of the pre* Orpht'um
was traded In at St1i, This is the
700 22% mm
Hoston sold O.'.O Orjoi'.uni at 22 J 22%
ferred is outstanding, taken up at
new natural process controlled by
Tuesday—
the time of the consolidation and Tarn. Play-I. .. .-,.44 Ml !»!••„ 97
09%
Jos. m. gchenck and
!>o. pt.
4IHI UK'
number el
1C4'
practically nil in its original hands.
;,
Ooldwyn ...
.vioo
<S'„
T\ - '<
The summary of transactions Sept. 14 l.o» w. Inc.
.17.100 28% 22
22%
•>•!
to I'd.
J'-o m
L»rph»-uin
—
-3
It
n reprrrt o d hov »o1 of the >>
WednesdaySTOCK
Fain. Play-L
2.500 lot
99% 99!
IstJng color h'm proc<
i
will hThursday—
BalM. With. Low. Lust.
'
foldW)
2,900
7
r.nn. Play-L .. 0.4OO 10.1
101 n 10.1
I.Oi'W, in
>.1<iil
2."
combinctl
'i
Into one Company and
3.HOO
Uoldwyn ...
7% 7V, 7-%
HI
<|
Orpheum
u,sou 2p« -•I
8,800 20% 20% 20%
marki
distribution is nonght t<>-,irpheum
500 224 22
..
22'i
THE CURB
ihf stock both to provide capital
inn sold 550 Orpheum at 224*22';
Fritls \
Tn' ,l.i\
Bslei Hltfh.Low La»t,
and give tho bu line a publicitj
hF«m. PUj I. ,.1,000 I*2>j 101 nn
Tuesday—
Market
trading
is
considered a
Ooldwyn ...
7'»
8,«00
9,M'0 ofl
Technicof., v
7U 7%
2.v; 20
'k
." W. l.i
10. li»o
22
20% 22
W'edni sdaj
1%
vnlunble soui Co of a.i
1'llt 1)111
1«m> v:i
23
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100
2
25 s 2(1
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>ing
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(Continued from page 2)
carry out' the alterations demanded
by the L. C. C. Thia is mainly on
Account of Morley's College, a sort
of worklngman's institute, which
occupies a portion of tho building
"back stage" and for which a new
home must be found before rebuilding can begin. During the forthcoming season Massingham's "A

New Way

to

Pay Old-Debts"

will

be

produced and also a play by Gordon
Daughter."
"Britain's
Bottomley,
"Antony and Cleopatra" will 'be
added to the standing ShakeAmong the
spearean repertoire.
operatic attractions le "The Boatswain's Mate," and a big Mozart festival will commence Nov. 23.

i

Leon M. Lion is to commence his
Pinero cycle in October, beginning
with "The Benefit of the Doubt,"
which will be followed by "Sweet
"Mid-Channel."
Lavender"
and
Margaret Halstan and Lyall Swete
will play the leads.

Teddie Gerrard, who returned
Sept. 4 to the cast of "A to Z," at
the Prince of Wales, left it to make
a hurried business trip to America,
which was seized on by the scandalmongers and a section of the press
for the publication of sensational
stories

j

new

play by

Frank Dix and Leon M. Lion will
first produced at the Opera house.
The play Is
Manchester Oct 9.
really melodrama, one of the big
scenes taking place during a murder

having gone wrong with her husband's friend at the age of 17. still
continues the relationship and also
has time for a liaison with. a Chinaman. It is to be hoped the 60 Chinese supers will not look upon her
as a faithful example of white
women or even half-caste women.
Scotch and Irish plays have on
several occasions proved exceedingly
popular, as witness "Bunty Pulls the
Strings" and "The White-Headed
Boy." but Wales has never succeeded in getting it over. The Princi-

trial.

again. -He wants to play Old Bill in
the American production, which has
been secured by Al Lewis for Sam

H. Harris.

\

Jack Buchanan has been engaged
to produce for the "Cabaret Follies."
The Trix Sisters are appearing in
entertainment which takes
this
place on the* roof of Queens Hall,
once an exclusive home of hlgh-

matlque, formerly a popular lyrical
house, but devoted to pictures for
tho past liye years, will probably be
inaugurated this winter by a new
director, M. Charelller, with melodrama. However, extensive alterations are exacted by the local police
authorities before the authorization
to open is granted. The house may
continue with pictures, but must bo
brought up to date for legitimate.

|

however,

is

—

Ritchie and Cliftle opened.
Fred Bluett, character songs, over
nicely.
Lune and Shaw, sketch,
well received. Ed Ford, big. Spar-

speech.

"Marie Gazelle^" three-act piece
of Noziere, is to be revived at tho
Potinlere Sept. 2. with Mme. Polalre,
who created the melo two years ago.

'

t

«

.

PARIS

of the routine "look round."

WORSE THAN "SUNDAYS"

A new

farcical comedy, "Hawleys
of the High Street," by Walter
Ellis, author of "The Little Bit of
Fluff," will be produced at Brixton
Sept. 11.
It will remain there for
two weeks, then, after a suburban
trip,

trial

may

seen in the West End.

be

•

"The Three
Bears," by Edward Childs CarpenT. C. Dagnall produced

ter, at the Court. Liverpool, Sept. 4.
?
After a provincial tour the play will
come to the West End. The cast includes Renee Kelly, Dorothy Pane,

Griffiths, Ilylton Allen. Henry
Caine. Hector Abbas and IlalliwelT

Mary

Hobbs.
"If Winter Comes" continues to
bo the big thing of tho provinces.
In four snows al
Ike.»h no it took
830
pounds, wnl sh Is wonderful
!''>

buaJuFs

••«.

n

provincial city

medium watering

The usual caps
200 pounds,

for a
it)

SOUTH AFRICA

o(

I

his

place.

house

Paris, Sept.

8.

A- competitive organ concert was
held at the American Music ConFontainebleau last
servatory
at
week,
when four prizes were
awarded American organ concerts
by the French committee, composed
of Charles M. Widor, the composer;
Marcel Dupre, of Notre Dame,
Paris; Dallier, organist of the Madeleine; Paul Fauchet, of St. Honore
d'Eylau church; Marcel Granjeny,
of the Paris Sacre Coeur; Jacques
Durand, publisher, and Jacob, .orfcnntst of St. Francois de Sales. The
prize winners were Julian Williams,
of Newcastle, Pa.; Norman CookJephcott, of Rhinehock, N. Y.; Mrs.
Virginia
Carrington Thomas, of
Hartford, Conn., and Hugh McAlIls,
Honorary mention
of New York.
was also made of the playing of
Robert Wilson Hays, of Milwaukee.

rs

The

Theatre

des

Follea

Dra-

(Continued fronr page 1)
wanted to, and If they did, he would
enforce

It

to the letter.

them I thought It was bethave people in nice, well lighted theatres on Sunday than out on
the banks of Eagle Creek shooting
craps or lined up along a country

i

Ada Reeve Is in her 18th week at
the Palace, Melbourne. This is considered record. Fullers are handling
the. attraction.

"I told

ted to

road In automobiles with the lights
out.
"They told me some of the pictures were not nice, and mentioned
a picture of Hope Hampton's recently shown here. They said they
saw a man in tho audience with his

arms around a

girl,

and when the

hero kissed the heroine

In

the pic-

he tried to kiss the young
woman with him.
"I told them no great moral was
portrayed In a story unless some
ugly facts were shown along with
ture,

tho good."

Oscar Asche opens at Her Mathis city (Sydney) in four
His first production will be
"Cairo." Willlamon-Tait managing.

HANSON

By H.

.

.

let ai:»n<> h

the theatres.

to

,

and provincial

i

By ERIC H. GORRICK

May Palfrey (Mrs. Weedon Groskling Mozelles, sister act, weak
smith) will produce "Hot Air," a
voices, dancing fair. Eddie and Fill
have another farce by Weedon Grossmith and
de Tisne, sketch, laugh. The GilHuddersfield,
Players
Sime,
George R.
at
chance when the Repertory
berts, songs and talk, liked.
SMALL
HOUSES
AND
BIG
The play will probably
produce "Beprgar My Neighbor" for Dec. 11.
Fuller's made break when Instead
Keith agents were directed this of playing vaudeville In the first
a special performance at the Strand. come to London later on.
It was one f>f this company's matiweek to consult with Arthur Blon- part and revue In. the second half,
Herbert Jay and George Dance dell, booker of Keith's, Syracuse, they staged a new English revue.
nees which led to the discovery of
have secured a long lease of the before they (agents) book any acts It's reported inside they are trying
"If Pour Walls Told."
Court, which has been closed for
The to pave the way for Ada Reeve seaTemple, Syracuse.
The transfer of various carpen- some time. The last production into the memo
son in November. The current show.
to the Keith agents
ters, stagehands, etc., from the other there, "The Rabbi and the Priest," Blondell
"Sunbeams," very poor. Jokes aro
states in effect the- reason for the as old as the ark.
Reandean theatres to His Majesty's ran for a fortnight.
Comedian and
request to consult with him before straight poor. Supporting company
la not looked upon with much favor
house.
Having been closed throughout booking acts into the Temple, which weak with exception of two.' Doddy
by the crew of the Haymarket
They are inclined to be sarcastic. August the Playhouse has now re- is the small time house in Syracuse, Hurl and Harry Evans are comeThe other day one of the men re- sumed "business as usual" with booked by Harold Kemp, In the dian and straight, respectively. Jenported a mouse was outside Dean's "The Second Mrs. Tanquerary,"
Is
bright spot. .Her
(fifth floor), nie Hartley
"Don't worry," was the an- with the addition of two matinees Family Department
door.
songs are given with heaps of vim.
is because he (Blondell) may want
•
swer, "they've sent up for the St. a week.
She scored. Little Lorna, clever
to use the acts in the big time child mimic, added.
Martin's cat to come and kill it."
She should go
De Biere, the magician, has re- house (Keith's).
a long way in Fhow business. PotPhillip Yale Drew ("Young Buf- turned from an extensive tour of
stated it is ac- ter and Hartwell did well with dancWhile
not
so
Austria in which
falo"), whose success at the Lyceum Germany and
playing act* in the small ing and contortion stunts. The showwith "The Savage and the Woman" countries he says conditions are cepted that
flDishes at the end of tho week and
has been duplicated on his long pro- frightful and well-nigh hopeless time house first would depreciate goes out of town to reorganize and
their value to the big house, in that, rehearse new stuff.
vincial tour, had produced another from a showman's point of view.
Mystery
"The
entitled
office
maintaining
Keith
"thriller,"
way, the
Map," at Brighton. It opens in subMadeleine Collins, the English '.'opposition" to itself.
Melbourne
Urban London at tho Wood Green prima donna from Covent Garden,
Her Majesty's, "The Naughty
Empire Sept. 4.
who spends most of her time on the
Princess"; Royal, "Parlor. Bedroom
Coliseum bill, sails Sept. 7, on the
TANGLE
CONTRACT
C00GAN
and Bath"; King's, "My- Lady's
"The House That Jack Built," "George Washington." She opens
Dress''; Palace, "Spangles"; Tlvoll,
Los Angeles, Sept. 20.
Which Phyllis Neilson-Terry will on the Keith Circuit in New York.
The father of Jackie Coogan, 1he Wee Georgle Wood, Malcolm Scott,
produce in London, is the work of
Sam Barton, Tho Nicholls, Don Mcfinkid
who
has
Just'
screen
star
Temple Thurston. Before this pro"Decameron Nights" continues to
Beath, Walker and Thompson; Biduction, however, it is likely the go strong at Drury Lane and is ap- ished a screen version of "Oliver
jou, Jack
Birchley, Hartley
actress-managress will do the long- proaching 200 performances.^ Her- Twist'' for Sol Lesser, is to make Wright, Tubby Stever.H. Honluluand
4,
Ruthpromisod "Stigmata," by John
man Finck, having recovered from his own pictures in the future, ac- Brlghtie and Carlyon, Palmetto,
erford.
his recent illness, returns to the
cording to Coogan, Sr., who Issued Don Sturt, Miller and Ralney.
conductor's chair, Sept. 11.
a statement to that effect at the
Norah Blaney, of Blaney and
Adelaide
Farrar, was married Sept. 7, to
Although the name of Henry Aln- time that tho youthful star and his
Royal, Opera Co.; King's," Vernon
Phillip Bruce Durham, formerly an ley has been mentioned in connec- mother left for New York this week.
Sellafs,
Effie
Fellows. Baron. Sam
Officer in the Scots Guards and now tion with "The Bronx Exnress," it
and Elise; Goldie, George Storey,
stage manager of "The Midnight is now understood the rights for
Hal
Rale,
Hect
Napier, Loadcn and
Lesser,
York
Sol
in
New
at
who
is
Shortly
Follies'' at the Metropole.
England are the property of Arthur
present trying to come to an agree- Laney, Davey and Ritchie, Flora
after the ceremony the bride left Bourchler.
to fulfill her engagement at the
ment with First National on the ex- Cromer.
Coliseum where she and Gwen
Arthur Bouchier celebrates 27 hibition of "Oliver Twist," denied
Brisbane
*
Farrar are appearing.
years of London management, Sept. Mrs. Coogan was on her way East
Empire, Harry Thurston, Maurry
His first production was "The for the purpose of making a new Sterndale,
7.
Emerald
and Dupre,
The cast of "The Cat and the Child Widow," Sept. 1895, at the, contract for. Jackie Coogan, and Eleven Wonders, X»cs Vldos, Harem
and Royalty.
which Grossmith
Canary"
Dixon; His MaScarem,
Rene
and
stated
the
young
star
would
be
unMalone will produce at the Shaftsjesty's, Louis Bennison In "Johnny
Lee Ephraim, of the Daniel Meyer der his management for several ad- Get Your Gun"; Stanley St., Wlrth'a
bury, Nov. 1, will include: Frank
Denton. W. J. Warmington, Evan firm, expects to sail for America ditional pictures.
Circus.
Thomas, Morton Selten, Caleb Por- shortly. While there he will see
Auckland
ter, James C. Aubrey. Auriol Lee. the shows and look around generHis Majesty's, Nicola; National,
and
ally.
ISAAC W0LPER FOUND DEAD "The
Nancy Price, Stella Courtney
Four
Horsemen
of the Apoca_______
Mary Glynne.
lypse"; Fuller's, Saunders and RobBoston, Sept. 20.
Owing to the continued Illness o^T Isaac Wolper of Brookllne, Mass., erts, Tom Hughes, Linden and BerNext week's program at the Vic- Alice Delysla, the flying matinees
rlge,
Eddie Martyn, Padger and
toria Palace is of the ''all star" arranged by Moss Empires for this 46 years old, and president of a Stanley, Mr. Paul.
At the "top of the bill" is artist have been indefinitely post- local apron manufacturing concern,
type.
The support comes poned.
was found dead in a room in a
Little Tich.
Wellington
f
from Charles Althoff, Cornalla and
Boston hotel last week under conOpera House, '"Within the Law";
Bddle, Jack Pleasants. Thornley
Sir, Oswald Stoll is about to proditions which indicated to the medi- Fuller's, Columbia 4. Elton Black,
Dodge, Willie Rolls, Lily Eyton and duce a new musical play In Man- cal examiner that he ended his life Hyman Lenzer, George Dean, Belle
Mlsquette and Maxley.
chester. This is "The Lucky Bean,"
Mora, Ling and Long.
by drinking poison.
with Mark Lester starring.
Wolper is said to have been inTom Barry, having successfully
"The Bat," still playing to capacterested
in
the
production
of
picnew
reproduced and launched the
Flora Lea of the Ziegfeld "Follies"
ity at Criterion.
version of Charles Withers' famous joined the "Cabaret Follies" at tures at one time and had a bit in
sketch which ran for over a year Queens Hall, Sept. 7.
"The Miracle Man* which was re"The Sheik" finished six months
at the Palace and which is now
leased some time ago.
at one house last week. Picture has
billed as "Withers' Opry," is leaving
opened at downtown house for a
purpose
the
for the Continent for
(
season and is still packing them In.
pality,

•

Sydney. Aug. 17.
on the spot. This week they are
Her Majesty's, "A Night Out"; working next door, at Fuller's.
Criterion, 'The Bat"; Palace, "White
Arthur Woods, a solicitor of NewYoris d'Hansewick has taken the< Headed Boy."
castle,
the place where the coal
Apollo and will present "Le Marche
d'Amour" early in September. M.
Williamson -Talt presented at the comes from, is the "angel" for a
Lehmann, formerly of the Casino de Royal, two weeks ago "The Peep show that is to tour the Far Bast
Paris, is general manager, and Leo Show," the Wylle-Tato production Company includes Fit do Tisne,
Pouget is conductor.
from the
London Hippodrome. Bobby Gray, Rayna -Carbette, PalSutton Vane's "Span of Life" Business has been good and looks metto, J. Wallingford Talt, La la
(Le Pont Vivant) will quit the like continuing. Show lavishly pro- Forbes," Dick. Norton and Eddie de
Gaite and is to be played with Bis- duced. In fact, it is the best thing Tisne. Hal Freeman Is in advance.
The
cot at Marseilles Oct. 6.
that the firm has done this year. The company leaves Oct. 27.
But and a big but, too the mis- tour will embrace India, China.
The Paris municipal council has take made was in weakly casting Java, HongktTng, Singapore, Japan,
voted subventions of 2,000 francs to the leading roles. What is needed Batavla, Malay States, South Africa.
America, California. New
the Theatre de 10 euvre Society, is a good comedian, and the show South
The finale is Zealand and return to Australia
the Concerts Touche needs pep badly.
3 000 trAnca \
(chambe r music groupe catering for frightfully weak. The show is given Tour as laid out will take about KO
Eddie de Tisne is to prothe general public), and 1,200 francs in 17 "peeps." The Dickens scene is weeks.
duce.
to the popular theatre of Belleville. the best. J. H. Wakefield scored the
hit.
His work is clean cut and good.
Fuller's Theatre. Ltd.; Majestic
Josie Melville made enormous hit
in big danoe scene
of act two. Amusement, Ltd., and Harry George
Dressing and effects fine. Chorus Musgrove are parties to a suit In
Cast Equity, the hearings commencing
propriated money and articles of and ballet work very hard.
Kathlyn Milliard.
Dan today. It i* a dispute regarding (ho
jewelry from his partner, Marcelle includes
sub- leases of Theatre Royal, Perth;
Booker,
MagGeorge
Baker,
Mona
Ferrange.
Majestic, Adelaide, and the Prince
net, Reggie Roberts. Gene .Richards
of Wales, Adelaide.
The plaintiffs
staged
dances.
Maxwell
Captain
present
plans,
alAccording to
are
Fullers'" Theatres, Ltd., Sydney,
produced.
Cass
Downing
conducted.
though not yet officially decided, an
and the Majestic Amusements. Ltd.,
international exposition of decoraBusiness very big twice daily at Adelaide.
They allege Musgrove
rive arts and modern industries will
Tlvoll.
Lee White and Clay Smith has failed to carry out an agreement
be held on the Esplanade des In- work nearly
an hour. Forced to entered into for the sub-leasing of
Paris, in 1924.
valides,

class music.

..

AUSTRALIA

—

and rumors/

'The Balance," the
be

In "East of Suez." at His Majesty's, Basil Dean seems to have tried
following in the footsteps of the
production.
ornate Oscar Asche
Most of 4he notices dwell upon fts
The other side
spectacular side.
seems chiefly concerned with the
love affairs of a young lady who.

23
!

I

Capetown, August 4.
W. E. Holloway Company return
to Opera House. July 18, "Ambrose
Applejohn's

Adventure,"

three-a<t

comedy by Walter Hackett; 24-25,
"The Man From Toronto"; 26 -:?•»,
"Abraham Lincoln," with W. E.
Holloway In lead. Business good
Wedk July 19, at Tivoll— Marcelle
Ray, rope dancor, fair; Tess mid
Flo Le Roy, songs, ordinary; Da my
Mignon, fair; Louis' J. Seymour.
went well; Betty Scott, trick shot
tist, fair;

Bobble and. Scott, comedy

railway scene, fair; Teddy Stream,
character comedian, clever act, went
big.
Week July 26, Wyn and Ivy,
i-onu'dy Hkit, both girls, good; Billy
F*y. assisted by Daisy Mignon, do
Herbert La Marline, assisted
Miss Teddy Sherry, excellent
dancer, both clever.
well;

by

July 17-19, "Gambling in Souls"
(Madlaine Traverse); 20-22, 'SwalFilm Productions; 2426, "Jade Casket"; 27-29. "Conquerlow," African

ing

Power" (Alice Terry), at Al-

hambra.
July 17-19. "Rough and Ready"
(William Farnum);
20-22,
"The
Prince Chap" (Thomas Melghan);

My

"See

24-26,

Lawyer";

27-:.«»,

Commandment'' (Ethel Clay-

"13th

ton, at

Grand.

"A
"The

July 17-19, "Sick Abed"; 20-22,
Oirl

Named Mary";

24-2«,

Tiger Man"; 27-29, "Words and
" (Elinor Fair and AlMusic By
bert Ray), at Wolfram's.

Harold Samuel, pianist,
South Africa,

will short-

ly tour

The Afr^an Theatres, Ltd., has
taken over His Majesty's Theatre,
Mulzenberg, a seaside resort near
Capetown. Opens with "Carnival,**
film (Matheson Lang).
A. M. Fisher, well known in Capetown and ane of tha eaYly pioneers
of bioscope shows in this country,
died on board the Japanese cruiser

"Kawachi Mam'.' during a voyage
down the coast from Durban to
He was interred at

Capetown.
Capetown.

His wife died about six
years ago.
Four sons and four
daughters survive.
It is

Miss
Africa

reported that Hon icault and
will
tour South
about tho middle of next

Vanburgh

year.

June Mills, the American comedienne, created a riot at the Tlvoll
during her engagement there. William Inness has a fine bass voice
and shared honors.
Johannesburg

Ruby Miller, English actress, supported by Charles Carson and Co,
doing good business "Polly With a
Past" and "The Little Darposelhave been staged, at His Majesty's.

jesty's,

weeks.

"Over the Hill" Is In its 10th
at the Strand. Melbourne.

week

good.

Mrs. Phlpip Wirth secured a separation from her husband last week.
Mr. Wirth is connected with the
ud of dame na me.
•

The Sherman

& Ward

Amerl

•

m

revue Just finished bur season In
Duncdin, Now Zealand. Show opens
in Chrlstchprch for a season un lei
Fuller .management

Potter
close

week.

and

Hartw<d1

refused

show at*the Tivoli
They finished theli cont

tho

Leonard Rayne's Co., Including
Freda Godfrey and Alfred Pommier,
opened July 24 wlih "The Silver
Cru<irix," at Strand, and business

to
'

la

Durban

.

1922 Musical Comedy Co. In "Oh!
Oh* Delphi no," excellent business;
at Theairo Royal.
Week July 24 Elbe! Tlook,* contralto, assisted by Arthur Argent,
baritone, and Edith Page, pianist.
Tom Scott anl (Jraco Barry; June
Week Aug. 7.—
Mills (American).
Allen Donne, Irish actor, and Edna
ley, in playlet, 'Sweet Molly O";
ind
John Campbell, Puito,
Colin
ntortlonlot; Bobbie Ueatio, sketch
artist;

at Criterion,

'

«.
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THE MOST BEAUTIFUL BALLAD WRITTEN

IN

YEARS.

WE W

HARRY DE COSTA
A SURE FIRE
ARTIST

—."-»'-»:=--

MARY,
(Some* Day

m

fM

BHV
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BROADWAY AT

47th

MAURICE ABRAHAMS,

General Professional Manager

'

DON RAMSAY.

Mgr.

STREET

MURRAY WHITEMAN.

f

*

L

'

240 Tremont "Street
Street
Boston,

Mass.

381

Mgr.
N.

Waterson-Berlin

a

DAVE HODGES. M
Mgr.
£ r.

'

M-\m Str^Pt

-Buffalo,

rar
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3 608

5an

Jacinto St.

Dalf?s, Texas
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Mgr.
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Cincinnati.
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Columbia Thea. 'Bldg.
St. 'Louis.

Mo.

We

Wil

September

Friday,
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nyder Company
ndolph

St.,

Chicago,

^Ed'kRAMER.

Mgr.
42 Monroe Avenue T

III.

JOE HILLER,

•

JAMES KESSEL,

Iilip

Mgr.,

julius: MgV

Hannah

;

Tuxedo

mm •;>>

Superba Theatre Bldg.*

Hotel

.Ho^-ei.

Detroit. .Mich.

Los Angeles,

Calif.

,'

•
.

Cleveland. Ohio

"...

NEW YORK

Mgr., 347 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Harris, Mgr.

frank watf.rson.

Pantages Thea. Bldg.

Mgr.
Globe Theatre Bldg.

mort

San Francisco.

Calif.-

Philadelphia, Pa.

VARIETY
BILLS NEXT WEEK

IN VAUDEVILLE THEATRES
houses optn for ths week with Monday matli

i

(All

Indicated

balow art grouped

bills

division* according to booking

In

from.
The manner In which these bllla ere printed doaa not denote tbo relative
Importance of acta nor their program positions.
• before name denotes act Is doing new turn, or reappearing aftar absence
from vaudeville, or appearing In city where listed for the first time.

I

CITY

half (25 87)
Fox worth A Fr'CSS

(Others to

Mitty A Tilllo
Venita Could

(28 I)

fill)

(One

Thank You Doctor
Wayne Mshall A C

(Others to

Pressler

(Two

V;in

fill)

Texas

A

•Cecilia

Ave

5th

2d half

Follies

(Others to

(Others to

to

Klaiss

Marga Waldron Co
fill)

•Kamplain A Belle
Thank You Doctor
The (Irtllis

Clinton A Rooney
Valerie Bsrgere Co

H

Kelso A Lee
•Chief Caupollcan
(One to till)
Id half

K

Fern Blgelow A

* Mack

Castleton

Duffy

A

Moss' Franklin
•Maxon A Brow^n
Gellis

DETROIT

Watts A Hawley
Chaa Ahearn Co
(One to till)
2d half

(One

A Day
McKay A Ardine
Ward Bros

Mabel McCane Ca
(Ono to fill)
2d half

J A II Shields
Wilfred Clark Co
Cilbert Wells

Cameron A O'C'noT
Cunningham & U
(Two to till)
Keith's Jefferson

A moras A Obey
•Rupert Ingcllse Co
Gilbert Wells
The Bhnrrorks

Cunningham A B
Dries
till)

2.1

half

ii

to

2d half (21-24)

A

Lewis

'.'•

half

2(1

(26-27)
Ooff
Alexander A Fields
lal

TV ,i ,-•
Allin in

•

I

Smoke

'

half)

(Crayons Radio Ce
Princeton ,c W its'n

Rlvl

>

Loddy

Lcddy 'i
V If
Lyons A Vo
Ted I. on. mi- Co
(1 WO to till
.-.)!•

I

'

Chung Whs

c

I

'HVKLKSTON

mi

11

off

2d
o l foTd
Ireen A

%

HOHonr.N,

Mary

J.iyne

Rillieville

2d half

in

A Dp

i? 1

Fl Shi l
w.i y ne
'

1

Lafell

Keene a Williams
Al shayne
7 Honey noye

1

Co

CHAS.

half

i

1

I

i

II ill

6 II el
Wal
Zuim A Onus
<

i

y

Marie Russell
J Amoros Co

Kennedy A Daviea
Roy A Arthur

Ruddell A Dunlgan
Elkins Fay A E
The Sirens
(Two to fill)

•

ROCHESTER
Temple
W'Hale A Bro
A O Ahearn

Josephine A Hen'g
Greene A Parker

Demarest A Colete
Lou Tellegen
Lewis A Dody
Flying Henrys

SAVANNAH

1*

S m th
i

1

lei

1

'Two

The Rickards
Green A Myra
Johnny's New Car
Harry Jolson
Nelson A Barrys

SCHENECTADY
Proctor's

A Sheldon

I

to

ilbbons
(ill)

FREEMAN

Young

Margaret
(Others

to

'FAT

. 'no

to

LEE

PLAYING KEITH VAUDEVILLE

2<l
.

Lyric
l it

Louise

A

l.eigliton

half
Mitchell

A

Walman a
Atlget*

Duball
"Berry

* Packer

'Stars of Record"

half

LaTour

Collins v
I'l'wa

to

Hart
till)

"Carnival Venice"

to

fill)

Van A Fisher
Bellhops

4

(Three- to

fill)

Scheff

Sampson A Do'glas
Wlnton Bros
SPR'GF'LD, MASS.
Palace
Apple Bloss'm Time

Meehan A Neuman

A

Langford

Fred'ks

A Freda

Anthony

Hilton Sis
F A J McSherry
J R Johnson Co

2d half
Redington A Gr'nt
Boudinl A Bernard

Mack A Lane
O'Donnell A Blair
Schoen A Squires
Doral Blair

Foster A Ray
Polly A Os

Yarmark

HARTFORD

WATERBCRY

Capitol

2d half
Ross A Mayne
Dore Sisters
Fields A Sheldon

Doral Blair Co
2d half

Monkeys

Roger Williams
Lockett

Lane A Freeman

Nelll

"R'd to Vaudeville"

A Hope
A Witt

HEMMENDINGER,

JEWELERS

F. Keith's
A Striker
Millard A Marlln
Dixie Hamilton

Johnson A Hayes
Holmes A LaVsre

Palace
Pollard

Venetian Five
2d halt

Alexander A Hardle
DeWItt A Jlobinaon
Lewis A Norton
Dunbar A Turner
Kafka A Stanley

ROCKVILLE CENL.

I.

Strand

The Braminos
(Tommy Martell Ce
(Two to fill)

NEW HAVEN

PoU'S
(Scranton split)

Palace

1st half

Monkeys

The Duponts

Nan Travellne Co

R Johnson Co
A Freeman

Anderson A Graves
Mack A Stanton

to Vaudeville

"Llstert Lester"

2d half

W'RC'ST'R, MASS.

Gold A Edwards
Apple Bloss'm Time
O'Brien A Jos'phlne
Morton Jewell Co
O'Neill & Plunket
Eddie Elkins Band

s*lit)

BOSTON

Poll's

Hilton Sisters
Boudinl A Bernard
Foster A Bay
Polly A Os

Yarmark
2d half

Meehan A rTeuman
Van Dyke A Vinc'nt
M.angC-d

1st half

A

Fredr'ks

Anthony A Freda

Shcrwin Kelly

BOSTON
A B Marlowe
A Jones

BlondellT'o
James Ii Cullen

Lcona Hall's Rev

RANGOR. ME.
Bijou
Toyland Follies

(Scollay Sq.)
Silva Brann Co
A Sylvester

Danse Fantasies

Rubinl

Sandy KhAW
(One to fill)
Gordon's Olympln
(Washington St.)
Sultan

Carmen Krcelle
R A B Karl
B A

J Creighton

Three

Whirlwinds

2d half
Z<jmator A Smith

Burton

A May

Kddy A ICarl
Gene Morgan

DARL MacBOYLE
Exclusive Material of Every Description.

ON HAND OR TO ORDER.
116

W.

INI).

Melroy Sisters

Flanagan A

St'p't'n

Joe Regan Co

49th SL. N. Y. City: Bryant 2461

Hawaiiana

LEXINGTON, KY.
Ben* AU
Oxganl Troupe
Lyle

A

Virginia

Doss
Gerber Iter
Porter White Co
Billy
Billy

2d half

The Halkings
Fairman A Furmaa
Rernard A West

May 'A C

Crane

(Two to fill)
LOl ISVILLE. KY.
National

Ducco Broa
Dorothy Harris Ce
Cantwell A Walker
"Napaneea-

"Runaways"
Denyle Don

A

Haynes A

Ollroy

M

2d half
Fred A Al Smith

Frances Dougherty
Melody xtevue

Co

Liletta

Schiare Jonea Co
J Herbert Jr Co

Ml'SK'GON* MICH,
Regent
Moher A Eldrldga
Four Kings A Dad
Gruet Kaa'mer A 0>
2d half

Sawyer A Eddy

A

Bogert

Nelaon

Towna'd Wilbur Ce

NASHV'LE, TENN#
Fred A Al Smith
Frances tfoughert/
Melody Revue
I

DENTIST
Prices within reason to the profession.

CARY

Dr. M. G.
Cor. State and Randolph Sta.
Second floor over Drug Store
Entrance S W. Randolph St.. CHICAGO

W.

N.

A Edwards

Earl

2d half
Vlnceot

Casson A Klem
Donna Darling Co
Cantwell A Walker
Emmy's Pets

FLINT, MICH.

Schiare Jones Ca

Bogert A Nelson
M'GYeevy A Jeffries

PADl'CAH, KY.
Orpheum
Musical Hunters

Rernard A Weat
Walmaley A K'tlarf
Haynes St M
2d half

Four Cheer-Ups
The Seebacks
FT. WAYNE, IND.
Holllna Sisters
to

Mowatt A Mullen
Swift

A

(Two

to Oil)

K'LM/OO. MICH.
Regent
Singing Trio

Towns'd Wilbur Co
Leslie

Four Cheer-Ups
2d half
J A E Farrell
Earl A Mullen

Four Kings

A

i»ad

A C Nathan

J

KOKOMO,
a

IND.

Strand

M'llyer

A Hamilton

Bob Mills
Lane A Harper

Martini A Max
2d half

Rexo
M«lroy

Murray

Capman A Capman

A Carron
(One to fill)
2d half
Kimball A Gomae
Joe Regan Co
Faber A Burnett
Bell

2d half

A

Kelly

RICHMOND. IND,
The Volunteera

fill)

Georgia Howard
Johnson Bros A J
(One to fill)

Clifford

,

2d half

Ducco Bros
Dorq/hy Farrls OS
Cantwell A Walkef
Napanees
"The Runaways'*

Gilroy

Id half
Singing Trio

(Two

Co

Liletta

Palace
Nelson's Patience
Earl A Mullen

Sisters

A Mas
SAGINAW. MlCrki
Martini

Jeffras-StraaA

Gua Krdman
Mrs Eva Fay
Kennedy
The Seebacks

JAM

2d half
Nelson's Patience

Sawyer Girls
Harry Bussey
Mrs Eva Fay
T'RE III TE, IND.
Liberty
Trio
Vincent
2d half

Adrleff

Tyman A

Burke Larry Co
A Caroa

Bell

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT
CHICAGO

Kil

John S Blondy Co
*
(One to nil)
Gordon's Olympla

A

Gardens

Girls
Farrell
Russell's Minstrels
2d halt
Rollins Sisters
•"Mother Goose**
(Others tot fill)

A E

J

B. F. KEITH
Bohemian Trio

Jones

Jones
Diane

Salle

Sawyer

Sealo

WILK'S-B'RK, PA.

"Ring Tangle"
Vlasta Maslova

Lane
Road

La

SealO

Karl Gardner

Telephone Bryant 1541

J

DETROIT

!

A Williams

Earle

Palace

Inc.

New York

West 46th Street

Follette
Dore Sis

Gerber Rer
Doaa
(Three to fill)

Billy
Billy
,

Twyman A

Ross

U

2d half

Victory
Fritxi

Gold A Edwards
O'Brien A Jos'phlne
Lockett A P Hope
Fields A Sheldon
"Ring Tangle"
Nell A Wgtt
Morton Jewell Co

E.

Crane May A C
"Mother Goose"
(One to fill)

EY'NSVILLE,

Walsh A Manloa

Poll's

Follette

The UalVlngs
Fairman A Furraau

fill)

SYKACDSH

fill)

a

Kilioti

Pierce A 'Dunn
Grew-Paltes Co
Savey A Capps
"snaaowiand"
Hughie Clark

Rogers

2d half

BRIDGEPORT

I

Bi CI

A

(Olhera to

POLI dRCUIT

It.

asi d

Lewis

(Two

half

Hoyden

Columbia A Victor
Katoushka
(Four to fill)

M

'

Rostock's School
>

2d-

Boston
Ruby Royce

*HffEVKPORT,LA.

NEW HKINHWHK
Bradbury A ScolJ iy
M .< s Kelton
CHf ton A l»e Rex

fill)

(Wilkes-B're

Kane & Grant
Marks A Wilson
Modern Cocktail"

All)

State

to

Poll's

2d half
Margaffet Taylor

Elton

Maaon A Gwynna
Jlmmle Fox Co
Handera A Millies

CLEVELAND
Read's Hipp
Paul Sydell

Van Cello A Mary
•Maxon A Brown
Evana A Pean

Opera House
Kennedy A Davles
"Driftwood"
Roy A Arthur

SCR ANTON, PA.

8017

Marshal A C

P*ll

(Two

Bijou
(Jacksonville split)
1st half

NEW YORK
Phone: BRYANT
N. J.

Worth A Willing

DAYTON

Palace
A Mayne
Van Dyke A Vlnc't Redington A Grant
MeOretB A Deeds
Blair
O'Donnell
F
A
A
J
McSherry
Lonnle Nace
Schoen A Squlrea
Roger Williams
Silver Duvall A Co
Eddie Elins A Band Vlasta Maslova Co
Babb Carroll A S
O'Neill A Plunkett

J.
OFFICES

Proctor's
Maggie Clifton Co
Bert Levy
Crawford A B'd'ck

Palace

YORK. PA.

Hank Brown Co

Roanoke
(Charlotte split)
1st half
Trennell Trio

BOOKING WITH ALL

NEWARK,

•

2d halt

INDEPENDENT CIRCUITS
SUITE 307, HOMAX BLDG.
245 West 47th Street

Andrew Mack

I

He nor
in'Ho • mi

Rae

Tuscano Bros

P Specht's Band
(Two to fill)

A

MANCHESTER

Jonia's

Yokohama Boys
Davis A Bradner
John Gelger
Walter Perclval Co
Will A Mary Rogers
"Chic Supreme"

(Others to fill)
2d half (28-1)

Colonial

"Nut Shop~
Cooper A Ricardo
Roger Oray Co

Baggett

n. j.

Strund
Monohiin Co
Jack c> iidio

(Two to fill)
UTICA. N. Y.

Majestic
Josephiae Harmon

Roxellas
Flske A Lloyd
Bison City 4
Oriental Fantasies

)

Ben Beyer

Norwood A Hall
READING. PA.

F A A Smith
Melody Revue
Lemaire Jones Co

Ercell

H. F. Keith's

2d half

Willie Schenck
Grace Hayes

Ann Grey
Edmunds On

TER.

CINCINNATI

WILTON

T.

Stephens A Hol'ster
Joe Darcy
Rostock's School

Francis Daugherty

inft wood''

Semon Conrad Co
LeedVJn A (in dner

,

a Sonla
ii

fill)

From

PROVIDENCE

(Louisville split)
1st half

Harmon

>

A C

George Morton
Van A Schenck
Dancing M'Donalds

Letter

Representative

W

Travers A Do'glas
Florence Brady
A Alexander Co
(Others to fill)

Nut Shop"
Cooper A Ricardo

Lyri"
(Same lal half bill
plays Columbia 2d

i

till)

Lew WilrtOn
F Roberts Co
•M Young A Co

2d half

Davia A Pciio

W

tv

# Ha

MeW
I

Keith's II. O. II.
2d half (21 :ii

(Otheis

iif

!:•

•

Proctor's
riair (21-24)
A Fr'ces

Foxworth

Morton A Brown

s

till)

(Others to

MT. VERNON, N.Y.

Morns A Shaw

Josephine

Cook A Oatman

to

Tracey & McBride
(Three to fill)

Brown's Meiodyl'nd
(One to fill)

Wilfred Clarke Co
Merlan's Dons
2d h

2d half

1'late

lielte

Binsrs of

•

Libonatl

The Paradoa

Majestic

Bluo

Van A Ty.ion

«ir

ii

I

ALF

& Kdw'rds
A A F Stedman

Bronson

& Werner

Downey A Clarldge
Moody A Duncan

Liletta

Carmen

i-V-HAMBRA WEEK

D. F. Keith's

ROANOKE

May

e>

2d hair

I

KEITH'S

Beaumont Sia
Montgomery

Mornscy A Young

HI FFALO
Shea's

Hi

VMM Mil KG

Wheeler

(Two

i

Wayburn's 12
Hogedus Sis
>v
M u kell &

mi)

21)

Pierce A

idora A Beakman
Kdna Aug Co
Walter A VV ill Ti

Rome a Dunn

(i\

Farrell

Princess

II

A Mack

had .known you sooner,
should long ago have assoI
ciated
myself With you."

M

E. F. A bee
Autumn Trio
De Lyle Aida

Thirty Pink Tone

Eddy A Earl
Gene Morgan
De Dlo'a Cirrus

(25-27)

TELLEGEN
"If

1st half

Black A O'Donnell
Thornton Squires
Henri Scott
I.ecilom A Gardner
Laura Devlne Co

(Others to

Music Hall

nun on

.LOU

Sis

A Austin
PORTLAND. ME.

Lyons

Empress
Breakaway Barlos
Pierce A Ryan
Breen Family

Grace Huff Ce
lleily A Cro is

Maggie Clifton Co
Blgelow ft Clinton
V.m A Vernon
Valerie llergere Co
GoQrge Morion
Boya of liOng Ago

I.

io

Hongland"

(Othors to fill)
Keith's Prospect

Ball

Hfhel P.irker
K'eiium A O'Dare

T Pntrlcol.-i & Co
The Wiger,

)

Pi ishes

A Clady

Sophie Tucker

I

hers to till
2d half (28-1)
Fields
Alexander

'

BOSTON
B. F. Keith's

BAB

fill)

A

RICHMOND

NASHVILLK

Owen McGivney

(25-27)

half

1st

•Sophie Heel.

An Open

Seed

N. J

GRAND RAPIDS

Howard

l'iclro

Yost

Eteanor

LEWISTON. ME.

Allman A Howard

fill)

of Varletytd half

Wm

Zemater A Smith

fill)

1st half

"Vfrna

CHICAGO—KEITH CIRCUIT

Dnvia

Lyric
(Norfolk split)

2d

(Others to

•H Barnett CA

to

Y.*

Ca

Valt

Dlka

Juliette

Ruloff

2d half
Pollard

Bape A Dutton
A Alexander Co

(Two

Martha Pryor
Anderson A Pony

P-Specht's Band
(Four to fill)

2d half (2S-1)

Roth Children

Lois Bennett

Rogeis

(Others to

Rae

The Mandells

A Lamal

Carlisle

A Cook
A O'Brien

Dotson

Brightons
•Smith Cook A S

CO.

FAIRY TALK

Billy Clifford

Clare

AND

YEARS TO COME"

"IN
Rule

Leigh Co
Cansinos
(Others to fill)
Keith's Qreenpolnt

Goff

M'sh.iii

Colonial

IN HIS

Or. ice

i

Qellli

Cordon A Ricca
(One to fill)

Bensee A Baird

Vald:ire

A H

fill)

Moss' Flat bush

Weaton Co

Wayne

4

J.

Castleton

PITTSBURGH
Fifer Bros

MONTCLA1R.

Rice

N.

Dameral

fimpwe*
Alexander A Hardle
DeWItt A Robinson

Juliette Dika
Jlmmle Fox Co
Headers A Mllllss
Three Whirlwinds

I'rortor's

Olymple
Oolden Gate Trie

L'WRENCE, MASS.

Wm Edmunds Co
Dunbar A Turner
Kafka A Stanley

2d half (21-24)
Martelle A Weat

Annabelle
Frances Arms

A LaTour

Moran 'A Mack
The Patricks

Alfred

N.

Wylle A Hartman
(One to fill)

fill)

YONKERS.
,

Capitol
Rl Cleve

:

1st half (25-27)

Boreo

•Hie Be Boo
(Three to fill)
Keith's Rl«t St.

The

Kxpo.sition

BILLY GASTON

Co

U

Morris Express Co.
— RKMAIU.K THKATUICAL TRANSITU :—
238W.49thSt.,N.T.C. %• SKiftgr

•Shone A Squires
•Wayburn's 12

Bradford
Wallace

Arlington

(Two

Rcgt'llt

A

Thank You Doctor

The Rios

half

1st

Ines

Hall Erminie

to fill)
2d half

Cecilia

Spoofing

ERIE, PA.

lyric
(Atlanta split)

Elsie J an is

A il Shlo Is
Dunham A O'M'ley
Hartley & P'ters'n
Fern Bigelow A K
Tierce

2d half

BIRMINGHAM

McLaughlin A K

J

(Two

Able O. H.
Naynon's Birds
Luckie A Harris
Petty Larceny
Holland A Oden
"Night in Spain"

fill)

Powers A
Hilly

O'M'ley
.

MOSS'

Are You M'rried?"

Brown A Whitt'ker
Van A Corbett
Adelaide A Hughes

Orpheum

&

Miller

(has Ahearn Co
< t of Fr
e
(Two to fill)
«

to

(( )|

Johnaon A Baker
Jack Goldie
•Hartley * P'ters'n

.)

Patrlcala

Van A Schenck

to

Demons

V

I

Keith's

Keith's Hamilton
Johnson A Baker

Dunham A

Right Blue

rtll)

Vah Morn *

Francis

(Two

i

KASTON. PA.

Maryland

Keith's UuhIi'.vu'U
A A'C, Falls
Lydeil A Macey

llf.lt

Tgv

BALTIMORR

BROOKLYN

I

Levitt * Lockwood
Oriole Terrace B'nd
Al Herni n
Artistic Treat

Haney A Morgan

Amocos A Obey
Kelso * Lee
The Sharrocka
Klown ni'vu*
(Two to fill)

'/iilin

CAP

I'M

Great Hlackstnnn
I Chadwir-k A
Dad

Katou.shka

Lyons A Yosco
Usher
Belle Hiker
Ted Lorraine

Castillians

Barrett A Fsrnum
Dexso Better

Emily Lea Co
Irene Franklyn

Temple
The Comebacks

Magic Kettle
Rose A Walton
Lew Wilson

Nash A O'Donnell
Vadx»A Gygi
Will Ma honey
•Henry * Moore

•Hie Bo Boo

•

2d half

Sweer.ey

Van A Schenck
The

Columbia

(Others to

N.

in

II iili-i

J Conley

1st half

Jefferson

FAR ROCKAWAY

A Capman

Miller

B C

(Btrtmng-nam spun

fill)

W

Carnival of Venice

Lyrlo

AUBURN,
(Others to

The

F. Keith's
Genevieve" A

Bill

The Levolos
Margaret Ford
Meeker A Redford
Blackface K Ross
This Week (Sept. 1»). Keith's Riverside, MeCartone A M
New \ork
Keith's Fordlmm
The Cromwells

Prinresa

II.

ATLANTA

GERTIE

and

TRENTON.

COLUMBUS

Brown's Melodyland
(One to (111)

(Others to fill)
2d half (291)

MONTREAL

Porter J White Co

A Young

A Lamont

Rlalto

(Sunday opening)

Grandndos

Pepititia

2d half

Raymond

Al

Hasel Moran
Lee A Mann
Perrone A Oliver
Quixey 4

-

A Rauh

Briscoe

split)

1st halt

103th St.

fill)

Morrisey

fill)

Orjeans

(N.

CLEVELAND
Clown Seal m
Brent Hayes

•Blue Plate
"Flashes Songland" Morris & Shaw

Doyle A Cavanaugh

ARCHIE

(Two

Lyrie

A Goss
Mullen A Francla
Binns A Grill

Bellhops

1

MOBILE

Monks

Diaz'
Paull

(26-27)

1st half

Sdhalf
Valerie Bergore Co
•Chief Capollcan

Favorites of Past
2d half

Co

(One to

Billy Sharpe Rev
Lynn A Howland
Forrest A Weat

Stars of Yesterday

•

CraddocU A Cdn'y
Brady A Mahon*-y
"Welcome Lnn"
(One to fill)

B. F. Keith 'a

Orpheum
Morton A Brown
Van A Fisher

rrortor's 2.4.1 St.
2d half (21-24)

•Murray fl* Ppkova
Sharkey Roth A H
Allman A Howard
Cordon A (^ermalne

Klown Revue
(Two to fill)

Colonial

Henry A Moore

CINCINNATI

ALTOONA, PA.

.fill)

-~

2d half

Revolving Collins
Morris A Flynn

Little Yoshl
(One to fill)

Naynon's Birda
Luckie A Harris
Petty Larceny
Holland A Oden
Night in Spain"

(Others to fill)
2d half (21-1)
O'Connell A Lewis
The Brian's

Leon Donnelly Co

The Birda

Wm. rena

LANCASTER. PA.

Qldg.

Keely

Dial* «

I

Gordon A Rlcca
(One to fill)

Weston Co
•Lester A Moore
6th Ave Follies

Hall A Shapiro
White Black A
Loney Haskell
"The Speedera"

Shane

A

J A

Smith A Barker
Burns A Lynn
Howard A Clark
Robbie Gordone
Sara Barton
Favershara
Keystone
Harry Bentelle

Sis

Dameral Vail Co

N

2d half
Novelty Plerrettpa
Walters A Gould
Bowers W'tera A C
Francea Xrma
"Sun Dodger"

TORONTO

Bradbury A Scollay
Henry A Moore
Mel McKlnley

LOWELL

fill)

Johnny Burke
Marion Harris

[

Temple

Joe Browning

Elliott

A Co

Princess Winona..
Crafts A Haley

Chicago

Suite 1313, Masonic

LaFrance A Byron
A Berlew

Carlton

LMtle Yoshl Co

Barnold's Dogs
Anderson A Yvel

WILLIE BERGER, Book'g Mgr.

fill)

F. Keith's

11.

May McKay A

Alice Hamilton
Stephens A Hol'ster

D. F. Keith's

Circuits.

•Vasco
North A Hall-day
'Flashes Bonglargl"

•

Bryant

A filiated

Crawford A Brod'k
(Others to

hair

Marion Murray Co
Redmond & Wells
Ben Smith

ERNIE
YOUNG
AGENCY

fill)

1st half (25-27)
Oarcinetti Bros
Show Off"

Snow Col'mb's A H

1st

TOLEDO
Kitaros

PHILADRLPHI4

Wm

A Werner
Leedom A Gardner
*
(Two to fill)
Rice

filly

Orpheum, B. F. Keith (Western) W. V. M. A.
and

Edith Clasper
Fulton A Mack
Finto A Boyle
Sampseli A L'nh'dt
Moss' Broadway
Ward A Dooley
Blgelow A Clinton

2d half
Herbert's Dogs
Dillon A Milton

Ines Hanley Co
Sully A Thomaa
Olsen A Johnson

Booking Exclusively

Proctor's 5tti Ave.
2d half (21-24)
Castleton &. Mack
Hartley A P'terson

Hugh Herbert

Bert

.

Hoven

(Others to

Keith's Athambra
Nakae Japs
L Von Kovaca

Fitzgibbona

Mankin

Klaiss

Alexander Co
The Cromwells

W

Moody A Duncan

fill)

•H Herbert Jr
Eva Shirley
Bruce
•H A
Harry Burns
Annette
•Allman A Harvey
Boyle A Bennett

4

WITH

Harry Holman Co

to

Exposition

(One to

LYNN, MASS.

Thirty Pink Toes
2d half

Aid! lie

Leon Varvara
Lovenberg 81s A
Texas 4
Collins A Hart
Nell McKlnley
Billy La Var Co
(One to fill)

Axiom

Alia

B A

Strand
A Klton

Ann Grey
Carson A Wlllard

B. F. Keith's
Ioleen

Ke«e

Sig Franz Troupe

State

Arrade
•
(Savannah split)

.

(Others to fill)
2d half

Keith's Royal

(One

Annabelle

Cook A Rosvere
Wilson Bros

Van

JACKSONVILLE

Alice Haiittlton

B A S Kelton

•L A V Doherty

Hanlon A Clifton

2d half

Thank you Doctor

Pro. tor S 5Hth St.

Blossom Seeley Co
Hawthorne A Cook

A Stewart
Paul Specht's Co
King Bros
(Others to fill)
Moss' Coliseum
•Jessie Busley Co
Duffy A Sweeney
•Curio Shoppe

PA.

H^iarnott Co

•Ragayetto's Dogs

Bower Walters A C

Spoofing

2d half (2K-1)
The Hart wells
Clinton A Rooney

William Ebs
Jack Wilson

A Lange

Gilfoyle

'Son Dodger"

Novelty Flerrettoa
Walters A Gould

4

O'Donnell

Teste

Stars of Yesterday
Joe Darcy

Academy
split)
lat half

Herbert Ashley Co

Adgement

A Sheldon

A

Black

BRKTON, MASS.

J Crelghton
"Toyland FolUasT

Alia Axiom

Geo Chooa Rot
Joe Laurie Jr
Brio Zardo
Wilmington. Del.

Karl

Danae Fantasise

Ruloff

Rose A Watson
Chisholm A Breen
Lew Wilson

(Rtcnmond

B Brown

7.

ft

A Matthews Cahill A Romaln*
A Victor "Weak Spot**Dornsy
Jen nines A
F A F Haydea
Kitty Doner

R A B

Die's Circus

(One te Mr)

Columbia

2d half
Magic Kettl*

NORFOLK

Andrew Mack

Willie Solar

CHESTER. PA.

Orpheum

1st half (25 27)

Keith's Colonial
•Mary Hasslcr
Snow Col'mb's <ft II

•

McFarland A P
t'C'anary Opera"

Vasco

De

B. F. Keith's

Raymond Wllbert

Callan

Sulllvaa

Paige
JAB
Bond Wilson Ce

O'Connell A Lewis
Fisher A Hurst

Cello A Mary
Russell A Devitt

(ill)

ALLKNTOWN.

Barrett A Cunoen
Jimmy Lucas
Lewis A Rogers
WillFams A Taylor (Others to fill!

A

1st half

Rozellaa
Flake A Lloyd
Bison City 4
Oriental Fantasies

•Nell O'Connell
•Just Girls
Jos L Browning
(Others to fill)

split)

Toney George Co
Ryan Weber A R

2

Barrlscalle

I'ressler

Y.

2d half

2d half (21-24)

Co
Kerr A Weston
Ten Arakis Japs
Cordon A Ford

\

to

Raggett

ftt.

•Smiles"

•Harry Moore
Thornton Flynn Co

to

(Roanoke

Modern Cocktail"

Off"

Al Raymond
rroctor'M l*5tli

Keith's Riverside

D

half

2d

Lyrie

N.

Margaret Taylor
Kane A Grant
Marks A Wilson

fill)

•MaoSoveria Co

'Show

fill)

ITortor'a

•Cuban*

Lopes Co
Schlctla Manikins
Alexanders A H
Joe Cook """""

to

ALBANY.

Major Doyle
Janet of France

Welch

V

to

(Ono

1st

Keith's Palace
Lionel At will Co

JERSEY CITY

Laura Devlne Co
Fisher A Smith
Semon Conrad Co

CHAKLOTTel

Curio Shoppe**

•

j

HEW YORK

(One

TAB

Rita

A

WASHINGTON

The Mclntyrea
Proctor**
Cornell Leona

1st half

Patrice

2d half

KEITH CIRCUIT

lien

Jack Little
I^ee A Cranstoe
Healy

supplied

offices

A Rhode

Frikln

otborwtee

not

ORI JEANS

Lyrie
(Mobile split)

F. Keith's

II

)

The

t

25)

wbio

ee,

NEW

INDIANAPOLIS

(SEPT.

Friday, September 22, 1922

Palace
(Sunday opening)
Eddie Leonard Co

Alma Nellson Co
Langdons

Marmein
Janis

"Bird Cabaret"
llerris

Jimmy Savo

Dl M

Alex Patty

U

S.

Navy Band
Lake

State

(Sunday opening)
Stanleys
Adelaide Bell

DENVER
Orpheum
(Sunday openings
Edith Taliaferro

Willis

MOINES

1

(Sundiiv opening)
hori.e Trio

1

Jackie A Billie
Herbert Brooks

Jean (Sranese
11
Sentry Band
II A A Seymour
Col Patty Co

Jean Green Band
Lady Sen Mel
Young A Merrick

Ormsby A Remlg

A

Orpheum

Reed A Tucker
Merle's Cockatoos
llallen A Russell

Sis

A Chain
A Chaplow
Murray A Kiss«*n
Barclay

D1LITII
Orpheum
(Sunday opening)
Jack George Duo
Wilton sis
A S'nla

l.ol-i

Hyems a m<
B A F Mayo

Intyre

VARIETY

1922

Friday, September

King
Herbert & Dara

York

Nlobe
V * B Stanton

Fisher

KANSAS CITY

Gllmori
Strong

ft

Smith

ft

Kennedy

Main Street
(Sunday opening)
ysrtln * Moor*

Vera MIche!ens
Fred Hildebrand

ft

Bene

ft

"Flashes"

SACRAMENTO

NEWARK,

A Wllion
Orpheum
Frank Westphal
Crane Wilbur
A age A FuUcr
Irldwln

fries

Emerson

ft

(One to

All)

Al K Hall
Lydell ft Gibson
Alexandria

Orphenm

P Bremen

(Sunday opening)
Foley A O'Nell "
Dooley A Salee

D D

Chong

II

Geo LeMalre Co

Chic Sale

A LeMalre
LINCOLN, NEB.
Orphenm

Conroy

Bernard ft Garry
Gibson ft Connelly

Norton Co
Minstrel Monarchs

(Wed.

Sewell Sis

Orphenm

Hurst ft O'Donnell
H LaVail Sis
Edith Clifford

Frledland

Maruko Onukl
Family Ford
Vera Gordon
Mamsil. lis ft Deyo

K>'iiip Keyes
Theo Roberts

Dorothy -Sadder

Manhatan
Horton

M

ft

MEMPHIS
Folsom Dennlg, Co

BRYANT

319

F

J

ft

F'zs'm'ns

Wiley

MILWAUKEE
Palace
(Sunday opening)
Mortons
Alan Rogers Co
Chas Harrison Co

Beeman

ft

ft

Bernard

State

Murray

Hlmber

ft

SIOUX CITY,

Palace i
(Sunday opening)

Rubin

Florence Walton

Singer's Midgets

Harry Breen
McWaltors ft Tyson

Hurio

Ernie

Shattuck ft O'Nell
Stan Stanley Co

2d half

Ernie

Hughes & Dchrau

Purk
"nello Everybody"
Cert rude Hoffman
Lander
H ft
McCoy ft Walton
Carey Bannon ft M
Bonner ft Mario
Leon Bates

W

Vlntour Bros

NEW HAVEN
Shubert

"Town Talk"
Johnny Dooley
Ethel Gray
Bacon ft Fontaine
Bert Walton

LOUISVILLE

Harry Kahne
Frank Wilson

Shubert
"Carnival of Fun"

(Two

OAKLAND

Alfred Lotell
Clark ft Verdi

to nil)

VANCOUVER,

B.C.

Orpheum

Orphenm
Anderson ft Burt
Swartz ft Clifford
Dave Roth
Pranklyn ft Chas
Hahako Japs
Hobart Bosworth

Orpheum

Lloyd Nevada

Monirone

Belle

(Sunday opening)

Ells

Shubert-Grand

"As You Were"

ATLANTA
Grand
Close-ups

West

ft

BUFFALO

GENEVA,

Fink

ft

Flltzgerald

Belford

ft

Amer Comedy

Avon

I'd

half

Duo
A

Pesel

Bassett

Girls

ft

Demarest ft Wms
Gordon Girlie ft G
National
Tou'd He Surprised
2d half
Downey & Clarldge
Chalis ft Lambert

Orpheum
Gordon

Girlie

Leslie

G

ft

Girls

ft

DeVoe
Johnson Co

W

ft

The Cromwells
Keene ft Freder'ks
Little Lord Roberts
Fox ft Britt
Arnaut Trio

AURORA,

Bunco
Twins Co

Whitfield

ft

fill)

BIRMINGHAM

Klnzo

Bijou

(One

to

1111)

BL'MINGT'N, ILL.
Majestic

Dave Manley
Hawailans

2d half

Jonla's
(One to

Ed Hill
Dodd ft Nelson
Lockw'ods
Joe Fanton Co

Jack Osterman
Seven Brown Girls
(One to fill)

BOSTON

C'D'B RAPIDS. IA.

"Cupid's Close-ups"
ft

Majestic

Orpheum

C A E Frabel

•

"Ths Show Off"

WEBER

The

Shubert

printed herewith

Week

This

SHUBERTS CENTRAL, New

(Sept. 18),

Cent rill
"I'ro'.iiM
Iferi is
i

.

'l

i

Thnb

Darlini
I

P.i/u Jso

.'•
.

'ft

ban

n

.

n

M

Van

I.

"Pit
rg

ft;-; ri.

\\

C.i n\

r

#

ti»>

.

ston

Dcwej

.

YORK CITY

t^uld.e

|>"

I

.it

t

Clnd.

lo

.'*

Ward

Irving <* Blwood
Mason A Bailey
i

Iron

Reo

.<

V

J:os*

<

Kiinlf

York

i.

.v

Ml'.
ii<::..

L.

I.

I

Astoria
r
I

.:

'

*"\DT'U

.

1HI

i

half

;:i».»

GS

Radio"

I

Toupees Make-Up
sfcie] for

LIE C.

Price l.Ut

SHINDHELM

1C9W.45th

S.t,

i

i.i.i

19ST'

••:

•

Ward
4

BROOKLYN
Metropolitan
I

:

(

I] II.

O

.

N. Y.
I

.1

Queens

1

1

y

DOBOKEV,
l.oew
a

<;

«.r:in.l

I'uur

Jerry k bean
Al L'sler Co

& Eddie

Royal Sidney*

r

II

(Two to fill)
i R'KSTON. MINN.

\ lllsgfl

c

i

'i

m
C

i'

DWIVrORT.

»

«

nlnmhin
..I

-

•Ups and

Pepulai

>•.

& Rule

Long &

Drlaroll

W'ldron & Winslow
H Il« nry Hodge Co
Four Brretta

.Saw;

i

ILL.

lialf

Dm', na"

Mi

Rae

&

I

li

••

\ era.

i

N.

.1.

Liberty
Bollinger A Rcy'lds
Vlllani

Crowell Sis
Cleveland A Dowry
2d half
Beagy A Clauss
"Village Band'

Levy

Eddie HIM
Baltus Trto

LoFcvrs

"

W

Urockm'n Co

Slater

Bob Jones
(One

to nil)

Grand
Gabby Bros

A

Francis

-.

.-

Scott

A Evans

llyam.i

Carney A Rose
Andrus A George
Doyle A Elaine

I

Geo Lovett Co
Harry Coleman
Boganny's C'md'ns
Rlalto

Chadwlck A Tsyl'r

BOOKING LOEW AND

ALL INDKPENDKNT CIRCI'ITS
To Good Acts- Immediate Artion.
Daly A Bur.-h
Walter Fl«h»»-r To
Duval A Symonds
Bernevlcl Broa
l Jewell rsutker

Br'vo Michrllni A
Briscoe
Swift A Kelly
<'arl Boilnl Co

IA.

(One

Broslus
Francis

to

till)

Walter A

(Two

lo
I

Dave Harris
•

a.-

T

Babinl

Ralnbo Knd

(Two

to

'

fill)

Mara, u
\-

s.d.

Brown Gardner A
I

Dysi

'^Manicure shop"
It. Tiny

.lack

half

A Lee

sioux rixs,
WIS.
^—> Orpheum

A Brown
Ar

Allen
i-

MILW'I KF.K,

T

SIr*

2.1

M'MI'LTOWN.

Hh< rlocH Sia

HUGH HERBERT

"Vanity Fair'
2d half
Spencer Sis A
Dana A Loehr

JOE MICHAELS

Muje«tlc

KI

Anoka
Don Lanning

Loew Annex Bldg.. New York.
Phono 0446 Bryant.
140 West 4Cth St.

Knight a Sawteile
Andrleff Dancers
IA.

A Eva
Morgan A Ray

Salt* 402,

half
Cl<

A

A V

foftino

)01U

Tanj

Turner

Myera

Aendemy
Harris A- Haymah

Alt

Telephone

ill

half
At

Sd half

*l'"l|er

•'

I

fill)

2.1

Wood's Circus

<'o

Day on

m

of

L'.l

LINCOLN, NEB.

GAM

Comer

HAMPAIGN,

Billsbury

Walsh

MADISON, WIS.
Orpheum

1

•

|>\YM>K

.Vim- y
m

Poiili

'

to

Sullivan
Melville

i'.i

I

"i,i< <ly

'

(One

O'Connoi

aV

Sunbeam

Itarvcj

.;
.».

Amer
•

ASTORIA,

to nil)

Orplieuni

CHICAGO

Stafford

Calvin

'j.riiaii

V.r:

I

Prank

Pctl

B

miths
.v

I

|

•

••

i

Mnxf'Id
Fields

Harm'ny Co

Columbia

-

Ploner's Singers

Harrison
Rchoea of Boat I'd"

Trio

'

Montmbao A Nap
I.ee M.iHiin

Alice's
\ venae

11'! in;.
iiri*

Around
FFAI.O

Da

State

Oirlia

C Avery

.V-

Ladj

rell

Otto Broa

Up

It

Tn

.shelly

stepping

half

Louis London

2d half

*

i'eriiiaino

I'M'-:--

2<i

Frank Mullane

Bmerson

x-

w hen We

spill

hoi

\V

II

•

Maurice A

Bllne

..
•'•

1

,

I

..'in;::,'

.;nl" ila;i

i

Duo

Arnaul Trio

CIRCUIT

State

Howu r>l

•

John
H«

I

I

i

Race &

1

-

LOEW

Crescent

-i

I

split

P

Taylor Macy A
Eddie ClafU ro

i

(Open l»*< 3;)
"Reunited"
W. b< r A Fl« M"
epos T a
i-h
l.ynn

Moines,

t

BROOK YN

mbcrg

ltul.M"*

iV

Palo A Peli
sni tloW

of .•£•'*

Nusurro

Xitt

Riorchtl, Dei

Molino A Wallace
Jasa * whaii. I.
Jack Walah Co

Bonlevsrd

ft

intact.

m:;v vork city

Billy

l.oi is

ST.

LEAVYVTH. KAN.
Mary

f r & Knapper
in & Rlzzer
Hamlin & Mack

<

Winninger
Bert Baker Co
Three Pals
Pasquatl Bros
Lib" A St Leo
Du T. a Covey

Ring

Brnndcl*

<

Co

2d half
"Vanity Fair"
Stanley Doyle A R
Brazilian Heiress
(Three to nil)
Majestic

•

HENNESST

Bell

Dave Manly

Orpheum

"Flirtation"
Masfleld & CoJson
John Neff
Norrls' Frolics

and FIELDS "RE-UNITED"

8.

Llghtclle A Coffma
Ploner's Singers

Paul Kirkland Co

Jsrii la A-

OMAHA

are

the order of their
shows move over the

The

travel.
circuit

Shows

tTnit
In

A

&

W.

to nil)

2d half

Waldron & W'slow
Fenton

"Profiteering"

in

Dougal A Leary
Chas Keating Co

& Dupreo
B Mason

O'Malley

try

Fields

to nil)

Frank Browne
Kracmcr A Johnson

Maxon A Morris

Lincoln

a

(Two

2d half

Direction

(Two

Hardy Bros

I.

A

Bayes

WALTER NEWMAN

.'>..

PRIMA DONNA DE LUXE

A Wood

Bell

till)

Lillian Steele
(Two to fill)

1

MO.

Electrle

Frank Shepard

Coradlnl's Animals
2d half

i

nil)

ST. JOE,

Erford's Oddity

Maxon A Morris
Van &. Maxie
Chas Keating. Co
Jack Osterman

It

(Three to

'

Kcdsie

Smiling

2d half

Mlchon Bros
Lloyd A Goode

Orpheum

Reilly
Kusnell's Minstrels

Medley

fill)

2d half

ILL.

Skelly Heit Revue

Ishtltawa itros

Mary

Doree's Celebrities

Nelson ft Leonard
Nlta Johnson
Washington 3
Rose ft Barton
Beaux ft Belles

A D

Sis

Palaeo
O A M LeFevre
Daly A Burch
Walter Fishter Co
Duval St Symonds
Bernevlcl Bros
L Jewell Faulkner

2d halt
Paul Kirkland Co

It

Fallon

St

ROCKFORD,

KENOSHA, WIS.

Morgan & F'uy
(Two to till)

2d half

Flske

Graham R

*

Globe

2d half

ft 1*

2d half
&. Bantoro

Walker e> Brown
Bob Jones
(Two to nil)

4

D.

S.

Lyrie

Rlcetrle

Frank Joe
Hanly«Bros

Ireland

Pearson N'wp't

to

RKDHF.LD,
McNally

Mary Billsbury
Billy Walsh

American
Pago Co

(One

ILL.

•

SHUBERT CIRCUIT

Sevlllas

chapman & Ping
Harry Gllhcrt

Fox
Klem
-ft

Cassom

ft

St Clair
(One to

Bowen A Bald w if

Go

1

"Let's Oo"
Whltrteid St Ireland
Corridlnl's Animals

ILL.

KANSAS CITY

A Mae
Bergman A M'K'na

•'Let's

& Dowry

Natalie Harrison Co

2d half

Stanley Doyle «

Jerry ft Gene
Al Lester Co

E Parks

ft

Frazer

D.

Royal Sidneys

Bailey

ft

S.

Orpheum

Hippodrome
ft Norm'na

G

Helm

nair

tfi

ABDRDEEN,

Jeanetto

Ubert Carlton
Philbrick

L'xt'n

BALTIMORE

T.aurcll

Frank Mullane
Leslie

ft

Humbcrto Bros
Lambert

"Our Future Home"
(One to nil)
Cross

Rlalto
St Morris

Maxon

Mlcals & Paull
Farnell A Florence

A Elmer
A Mae
Bergman-McK Co
Rice

Ackland

7

Sis

Vlllani

to nil)

N.Y.

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE

LaRose ft Adams
Hickman Bros Co
Schramm ft Clark

4

Danabes

Stevens

Lockw'ods

ft

Joe Fanton Co
2d half

&

JOPLIN, MO.

Frank Shannon

Helm

MAC INF. WIS.

Jack Lee
Levy & Crowell

M'Quay A Haxelton

Delancey

St.

cealed assistant.

Dear Doctor

2d half
Blcknell

fill)

Featuring Fred Ketch, the only
man singing in two voices at one
time WITHOUT the aid of a con-

Chas Olcott

Lillian

NP.WltllM.il, N.Y.
Academy Music
The Gladiators

ft

(One to

Orpheum
Humbert© Broa

Victoria

YVAT'RTOWN,

Blanchette ft D
The Gladiators
2d half
Rice ft Elmer

Swor Broa

Baltus Trio

Cleveland

A DuRoss A Girls
ROCHESTER, N.Y.

Ackland

Archer

C

N. Y.

Temple
Blcknell

(One to fill)
2d half
A Harrlgan

Jason

Ma Jest lo

JOMET,

Kaufman A

Sis

fill)

2d half

Lewis A Bly
Grace Twins
Doyle A Wrlstcn

Chas Gerard Co
Maggie LeClalr Co
Monarch Comedy 4
Yojtth ft Melody

T

ft

QUINCY, ILL.
Orpheum

G'D ISLAND, NEB.

(One

Lafayette
Louis Hart Co

Br'vo Mlchlllna
(Three to fill)

'O'Neill Girls

A Faye

to

Vlllani

Maybclle

Re pre sen tative
FRED B. MACK, Associate

Fields

M

2d half

Bader LaVello Tr
ft Dayn

Pitzer

ft

fill)

2d half

Werner-Amoros Tr

GUS SUN CIRCUIT

WILTON

Allen
Musical Alvinos

M

LaBelge Duo
Gordon ft Healy
Miller Packer ft S

Yorke

to

Gonne Co
Roy La Pearl

Lillian

S.D.

"Vocal Variety »»

loew

C'roll

(One

S

fill)

KETCH AND WM.MA

Elliott

ft

Girls

Kennedy A Nelson

WASHINGTON
Walter Gilbert
Gordon ft Delrnar
Nevlns ft Gordon

Gunther ft Romaine
"Dear Doctor"

Edwards

4

Hayes
A ft L Barlow
Phil Adams Co
Fred Gray Co
LaHoen ft Dupr'cce

of L's"

Cornell

ft

WINDSOR, CAN.

Frawley

d

T.

Loew
Russell

Santora

ft

"Four

R Henry Hodge Co

OB'D FORKS.
Orpheum

(One

"Old Timera"
ft

2d half
Gibson ft Price
Dunlevy ft Chesl'gh
Rudinoff
Downing ft Budtfy

with
17 ssf PITTU
d. r.
ivii.1 1 ri
the
Vaudeville Exchange

ALF

Cross

2d half

TORONTO

Royce

*•

Ed Hill
Dodd ft Nelson

Nicholas

Irving

ft

V

ft

Fitzgerald

LYNN CANTER

Taylor

ft

K.-

ot York's Theatre, London. Eng.

F

Crest

ft

Fields

to In!)

PEORIA, ILL.
Orpheum

The Vannersons
Dunlay A Merrill
4 Musical Lunds

Harmony Hounds

(One

Shubert
"Midnight R'nd'rs"
Dale
Siylth
Green & mylar
Jack St rouse
ClcVl'd Hronner Co
Lola 'halfonlu*
Jean Carroll
Frank J Corbett

PRESENTS

Albert

ft

olga
3

Weber

.Lytells

DeVoe

Weir

Seattle

KANSAS CITY

EDDIE VOGT
Duke

HARTFORD

Jack Gregory Co
Uu«h Ling Toy Co
Earl ft Bernard

Victor Moore Co

Crescent

Clay Crouch Co

Wake Up"

half

ft

(Two

Charles Olcott
Natalie Harrison Co

Werner-Amoros

Loew

NEW ORLEANS

Monte ft Lyons
Frey ft Rogers

Cupid's

M

Bayes

fill)

to

ft

Band

Nancy Boyer Co

2d half

(One

Johnson
Golnea

ft

Anderson

A Harrigan
to

Clauss

ft

Kra'nier
Village

The Vannersons
Dunlay ft Merrill
4 Musical Lunds

O'Nell

"Betty

Wms

ft

Pafty"

'At the

BRYANT
AND
STEWART
HAVE

I

Will Phtflps

GEORGE CHOOS

MR.

ft Gluck
Gene Barnes Co
Herbert ft BaRgett
Byron ft Langdon
Nan no & De Fay
Gardner Trio

Empress
"Laughs ft Ladies"
Burns & Foran
"Who's My Wife?"

Gordon & Day
Davis ft Darnell
Kane & Herman
McCarthy Sis
PORTLAND, ORE. Chandon Duo
Orpheum
G Ardine Co

Dunham

Wilson ft Kelly
"Putting It Over"
2d half
4 Danube's
ft

W

Wm

ft

Phil brick

N. J.

Loew

LOUIS

ST.

Claudia Coleman

Sandy
Gus Kdwards Co
Tom Smith

Jordan Co

Thrill"

Sorel

Margaret Merle
Arthur Brown
Six Lightnings

WINNIPEG

Orphenm

NEWARK,

Harv'd Bruce ft
Dick
Lester Bernard Co

3

Hatch
Klmberley ft Page

Race ft Edge
"Tachting"

Tip Top Four

"Mulligan's Follies"
De Haven ft Nice
Joe Towle

Bessie Clifford

OMAHA, NEB.

"Gimme a

Shubert

Simpson & Dean
Sevan ft Flint
Koroll Bros

Pam

Farrell

When We Grow Up

Majestic

CINCINNATI

Crespy & Dayne
Dalley ft Cowan
Bankoff Co

Mellette Sis

BOSTON

De Wolf Sisters
Clemon Bellings Co
Romas Troupe
Bell ft Jamison
Jack Reld

Midget!

Singer's

Reeder ft Armstr'g
Broken Mirror
Tllyou ft Rogers
Camla's Dancers

A BIQ TIME ROUTE
OF 40 WEEKS

SPR'GF'LD, MAS8.
Broadway
"Steppln' Around"
Jas C Morton Co
Dan Healey Co
Harry Royo
Jean Gibson Co

INDIANAPOLIS

KIITIIS ALHAMBRA, NEW YORK,
Next Week (Sept. 25)

Loew
The Rackos

"Dancing Shoes"

Julia Coretti
Bell ft Walker

Nathal

A NNOUNCEMENT !

MONTREAL

ft
fill)

(One to
Gates
Zara Carmen

Beagy

Grand

(One

fill)

OMAn.t. NEB.
Empress

N. D.

I

Jason

Progressive Agent for Progressive Acts

Circuits.

2d half

Brltt

ft

half

I'd

Blum Bros

Grovlnl

ft

tune to

fill)

Royal Sidneys
Lester Co
Jerry ft Gene
2d half

A

R

ft

Cleveland ft Dowry
2d half
risks ft Fallon

GALKSBl'RG, ILL.
Orpheum

MAX RICHARD

Turner Bros
Ward ft LaCoste
Glade Correlli Co

Hughes

ft

to

FARGO,

1413 Capitol Bldg. (Masonic Temple)
CHICAGO
Phone Central 0246.
Booking with W. V. M. A.-B. F. Keith
(Western) Orpheum and all Affiliated

Frank Gabhy

Garrick

"The Rose Girl'*
Hooc ft Pauly
Hat tie Althoff Co
Louis Simon Co

Hall

ft

ft

"Spice of Life"
Sylvia Clark
Kramer ft Boyle

CHICAGO

L

2d half

N

1st half

Sisters

(Two

Delaney

Austin

Cameo Rev

fill)

2d half
The Volunteers

Burke
ft Brower 2
Wheeler ft Dixon
Harry Bewley Co
Austin ft Delaney

Washington 3
Rose A Barton
Beaux A Belles

to

Co

NORFOLK, NEB.
New Grand
Vlllani ft V

Swor Bros

Bobbe Carbone Co
"Dance Creation"
(One to fill)

You'd Be Surprised

split)

Five Jannlys

Florence
Wilson

Lord Roberts
Helene Davis Co
Demarest & Wins
The Cromwells

(Wieting. Syracuse,

George Stremel

IA.

Orpheum
Browne Sis
Nancy Boyer Co

NEW ORLEANS

O'Hay

Irving

A

Greeley Sq.
Mr.urlce ft Girlie
Challs ft Lambert

Park

Ethel Davis
Nip ft Fletcher

(Two

JAB
Kelly

Nlta Johnson

A

Daisy

ft

ft Elwood
Archer ft Belford
Hart Wagner ft E
"Putting It Over"

Laurell

ft

ft Ward
Homer Llnd Co
Taylor Macy ft II
C W Johnson Co

Bolla

ft

Williams

Louis London
Lambert ft Fish

uncA

,

"Echoes of B'dw'y"
Eddie Nelson

C Avery
2d half

& Herman

Stellas

'Twinette

ft

ft Lyons
"Yachting"

Wyatt's Lads ft L
Lincoln Sq.
Williams ft Daisy

Rose

ft

O Harvey

Selblnl

Doree's Celebrities

Nicholas
2d half

A Price
Cameo Rev
A Chesl'gh SPR'GF'LD, MASS
Broadway
Downing A Ruddy
"Dancing Shoes"
J ft E Burke
Kelly A Brower 2
2d half
Harry Bewiey Co
Nelson A Leonard

Monte

Emerson

ft

ft

E, IA.

1st half

A

Olga

Bllstt

Douglas Graves Co
Leo Haley
Barber ft Jackson
"Cotton Pickers''
Bert Howard

McRae ft Clegg
Bob Henshaw

Rudinoff

Hart Wagner ft E
Warwick
Townes ft Franklin
Great Celeste
Clay Crouch Co
Wm St James Co
2d half

White Trio
Six

I-Of\V

Alice's Pets

ft

Majestic

PROVIDENCE

Dunlevy

Irving

"Facts ft Figure*"
Burt ft Rosedale
Vlllani

V

Ryan

ft

Victoria

Criterion

Scarth

ft

Ryan

Eddie Clark
Fields ft Fink

BUFFALO

CLEVELAND

Mmc Herman

Corlne

Beck

Ben Holmes
Warren ft O'Brien

Babcock ft Dolly
Vincent O'Donnell
Hector

Williams ft Wolfus
M'Devitt Kelly ft Q
Cervo ft Moro

ft Winthrop
King ft Rose
Harry Welch
Happy Hadley Co
Alice Lawlor
"Making a Movie"

Aldlne
"Success"
Abe Reynolds
Nonette
Flossie Everett

(Sunday opening)

Sheila Terry
Novelty Clintons

Ames

PITTSBURGH

Harry Watson
Weaver ft Weaver

Hennepin
(Sunday opening)
Royal Gascolgnes

Princess
"Zlg TEag"
Bessie M'Coy Davis

ft

L

Helene Davis Co
A Jazz Jubilee

Little

TORONTO

Wheeling,

Carson Co
Stone

Propp
White

Orphenm

MINNEAPOLIS

ft

B

Jas

SEATTLE

Ad'phl
Grace

De Kock Trio

"Funmukers"
Jimmy Hussey
Harry Hlnes

& Houghton
Rae Samuels
Creole Fash Plate
Mantell Co
Wesley Barry Co

West

plays

DIBIQI

"Dummies"

Weir A Chest

MEM PIUS

Fulton

Lady

A Merman

Goldle

Berkes A Brazil
Kings of Syncop't'n

e r, Zancs27-28, and

1

Court,
29-30)

Sully

4

A

CITY

Orpheafn
(Sunday opening)
Senator Ford
Beth Herri
Leon Co

Klnzo

ft

e 1
villc.

Emma Carus

Caltes Bros

bill

W

2d half
Musical Alvlnos
Roy & Francis
Ergottl

Cliff

ft

A Daye

2d half

LaBelge Duo
Gordon A Healy
Miller Packer ft S

"Oddities of 1922'
2d half
"Mistakes of 1922"

2d half

Sisters

Davis

ft

Seventh Street

Maude

P Hayden-G'dwin

Blum Bros
Wood's Circus
3 Harmony Hounds
Dolly Dumpllns
ELGIN, ILL.
Betty Wake Up"
It. .ilt..

Yorke A Maybclle

City

Howard

Gibson

Fox

J Conroy
Steppe ft O'Nell

(25-20)

Lloyd

ft

Watson

L

Tin Types

4

Jazz Jubilee

Detroit O. 11.
"Stolen Sweets"

Russell

(Same

Wltchle

ft

DETROIT

Misher

J Gibson

ft

DeVoe

Ten Eyck
fihriner

B

ft

Huston

ft

George Mayo

ALTOONA, PA.

Reed

Jessie

Rlggs

Harry Tlghe
Reo ft Helmar

JAM
Graham
Ubert Carlton

Claire Devine Co
Purcell ft Ramsey

Commodore Band

BOYLE

•'Watch Next Week'a Name"
Or I Caa Gat You a Houte.
The Bltffest Strictly Independent Agent In X. T.

Dolly Kay
Oliver ft Olp

Whipple

Three Dolce Sis
Morris ft Campbell

0356

I

HARRY A. ROMM
PUTNAM BUILDING. NEW YORK

CHICAGO

Belaaeo

New York

11

Pearson N'p'rt
(One to (ill)

Emery

Loew

GEORGE M. COHAN

A

Englewood

A F

Bader LaVelle Tr
Pitzer

C *

Blondy
Huber

Browning

LONDON, CAN.

Arranges for
HERBERT /

ft

Great

I

Freer Baggott
(One to All)

LAKE

L.

Romaine Co

Will

MINNEAPOLIS

Bobby Henshaw
Bob Ferns Co
"Four of Us"

Mate

zd hair

McCbrmack A

Fulton ft Mack
Warden A LaCosts
Voice A Money

Playhouse Theatre,

Arnoia

"Mldnlte Revel"

"Main St Follies"
Jed Dooley Co
Fred Ardath Co

Css Fill Your Open Weak sr Three Dayi.
I Have Doss It For
That la What I Impend Upon.

and

ft

WASHINGTON

Golden Gate
(Sunday opening)
Oakes ft Delour

Orphenm

Adcle Jason

Trio

.

LaTrlska
Buddy Doyle
Marie Stoddard
Moran ft Wiser

SAN FKANCISCO

KRAMER

Y.

Dance Creations

Brilliant

ft

VICTOR
JOHN PHILIP SOUSA

Ergotti
Stevens

1493 O'nar (Putnam Bldff.) W.

opening)

M

Klass

Palace

L

FredHcks
Homer Llnd Co
ft

M.

Mason ft Bailey
Lambert A Fish
Little Cinderella

Clarldge

ft

J ft M Graham
Wyatt's Lads ft

N. V. A.

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL

Orpheum

Downey

Van

Den flat to the

OffiVlnl

SALT LAKE

J Finger Girls
Jean Barrios
Max Fisher's Band

Norworth

Edwards
Harper & Blanks

Julia

Mildred Harris Co

Wahletka
Bob Murphy Co
Toncy Gray

Zelaya
Wells Va

George Jessel
F ft O Walters
Codee A Orth
Edw'ds ft Emanuel
Gertrude Hayes
(Open Week)
"Hollywood Frolics"
Olga Mishka
Joe Whitehead
Krans ft White

Klein Bros

.luck

Ross Girls

(Composer)

New Palace
"Trouble* of 1922"
Courtney Sisters

Academy
"Oh What a Girl"

Loo Beers

Cliff

Maraton A Manley
Fred Lorraine Co

I

OTTAWA, CAN.

W'me A C

Schaefer

2d half

Zara Carmen

fill)

American
Jordan Co

PAUL

ST.

BALTIMORE

(Sunday opening)

to

Kyra

Wood

Nell

Lawton
Murray ft Gerrlsh
3 White Kuhns

Hill Street

ft

Florence Schubert
Purcella Bros

Shadow a McNeil
Baby Josephine

Orphenm

LOS ANGELES

312

Helen Eley

Lelghton ft Petitt
Empire City Four

PAUL

ST.

(One

Keene

M'C'mack ft Regay
Roy Cummlngs

Harry Cooper
Melody Charmers

Little Billy

(Sunday opening)
Roscoo Ails Co
Flanagan A M'r's'n
Paul Decker
Ben Nee One
DeKerejarto
Flo Lewis
S Danois Sis

SUITE

Runaways

4

MINNEAPOLIS
New Garrlck
"Whirl of N Y"

Chestnut Street
"Rita Cilrla"
Fred Blondell Co

Rev

Carroll

II

Keener
New York"
Bobby Higglns Co
Lon Hascall
Phil Baker

PHILADELPHIA

(Sunday opening)

Paisley Noon Co
Trlxle Friganza

N. J.

Betty Fuller
Peterson Bros
16 English Daisies

LOUIS
Orphenm

ST.

Juggleland

A

Bro

ft

Moey

ft

Barr Twins
Barry ft Lancaster
Hayataka Broa

Jimmy Lyons

Musical Spillers

7

Ruth Budd

"Hello

I

Jimmy Lyons

1st half

"Say With l«'ghs"
Roger Imhuff Co

Jules Saranoff Co
Jerome ft Cameron
Lynn ft Ormsby
Four Entertainers

Zi

Cliff

Clark

"Wonder

« :

j

ri**

to till)

half
Ths Stanleys
Fred Landta
2<i

fili)
Graham
Continued on Patri

Sla /

It

1

1

•
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VARIETY'S
OFFICE

CHICAGO

refers to current
week unless

Variety are
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31

34

All matter la
Cotrenpondrore

issue

NEW ORLEANS

30

INDIANAPOLIS
L08 ANGELES

this

30

23

OULUTH
KANSAS CITY

in

St iite- Lake
Theatre Hid*.

CHICAGO

Indicated.

The Majestic has

arrived.
"With above the standard of acts used in
weather on the morning other Loop small time theatres.
the house was able There are two acts on the bill that
off shortly after the have played the two-a-day houses
noon hour and hold several hundred hereabouts and their appearance
persons on the walk for almost two here, even though they are no headhours. This Is a feat for this house, liners, leads the audience to feel
even though it has been operating that they are getting more than the
to good business since opening with average small time quality of sho\*

real theatre

show Monday,
to ahut them

flve-a-day policy. Eight acts are
Summing the show up. the best
shown here In addition to about achievements made by the acts were
half an hour of pictures. The price by Jack Uenny in the .next to
dotla nominal and the acts are far ing spot and Seymour and Jeanette.
on in the deuce spot. The other
acts, on the whole, got by in just
STEAKS
"lukewarm" fashion, with many of
chops
them meriting a better reception
than was accorded them.
Benny Is cutting down on the use
of his llddle.
157 No. Dearborn St.
He does very little
playing on it, utilizing most of the
allotted time with "gags."
He Is
rounding out as a capital monoloWILL SURPRISE YOU
giat and no doubt will soon get rid
Booking full capacity for good food of his nervous tendency
which requires him to cany, his violin,
mostly as ballast.
Opening
the
M show, tho kiddies who accompanied
A
w,, °,..,,ttv ' Ion * ' n K»crmcnts In their mothers on a shopping tour
£, r!?«
jM
\(.o will enjoy u more pleasant had a real treat In Lillian Jewell
< tut
Visit by Htaylng; at
Faulkner's Manikins.
This act is
its

THE JARVIS
CHICAGO

"BOB ZENO SAYS
l

"CHICAGO'S MKWEST"

HUNTINGTON HOTEL
4526 Sheridan Road

"ELI," the Jeweler
TO THE PROFESSION

IN CHICAGO'S EXCLUSIVE SECTION*.

EVERY ROOM With a TK1VATK HATH
<>NK BLOCK FROM LAKI
TWENTY MIMTES to All THEATRES
Bos stops

at Door.

Discount

to Performers

IN CHIC

AGO

HENRY HORN, Mgr.
NOW PLAYING "BANDANA LAND"
M. TILL CLOSING.

KKNHEZVOI

S

FOR PROFESSIONALS

HHKiHT SPOT IN THE LOOP'

FRITZEL'S
RIAR'S INN
NORTHEAST CORNER VAN BUREN AND WABASH AVENUE
HIGH CLASS ENTERTAINMENT AMI DANCING

Cuisine and Serviee I'nexcelled.
M. J. FRITZ BL, Proprietor

Meet

Me

'Phono Reservation

at

Thetttrteal Parties.
Wabash C815.

"PETE'S"

Next Door Colonial Theatre

Street,

CHICAGO
Where

is always welcome and
want calcred to

the Performer

his

every

WHERE YOU MEET THE GANG AFTER THE SHOW

settings.

THE MIRACLE SCENE
(PATENT PENDING)

ACME

Pr.»<lu<

t

Will Storm

I

be Country.

He One

of Hie

I

eiders.

His support
were delicious.
effective, especially the woman,

Street,

CHICAGO

was

who

quarreled quite naturally and never

seemed

to

to dismiss the audience and
informed them to return any night

Tour and decided
show.

week and

this

coupons would

their

be honored for seats.

Walter M. Koll, advertising agent
the
Olympic
theatre
and
Georgiana
Evans.
secretary
to
George Wharton of that theatre,
have been added to the staff of employees of the New Selwyn -Harris

Ralph Kettering, publicity director
for the Jones, Linlck & Schaeffer,
who does a bit of legitimate producing on the side is elated over the
success of his new play "Why Wives
Go Wrong." The show played recently to capacity audiences in several Wisconsin towns, with the result that Kettering has decided to

Twin theatres. Koll. will function
as advertising agent of the Harris,
while Miss Evans, will officiate as
secretary for the managers of the

send out another company which
to take to the road Oct. 1.

The Palace with
opening

days

change

its

is

of

climbing

been

has

steadily in business

and Sunday saw

an almost capacity house. Their
were several disappointments
oa
account of the railroad situation.
Wells, Virginia and West were delayed and were replaced for the

EUGENE COX

SCENERY
1734 Ogden Avenue
CHICAGO
Mione Ssstty 3X01

Ask:— ANDY 1.YDOX

SOPHIE TUCKER

PHOTOGRAPHED THIS 8EASON"
BY

I'ajr

in colonial dress,

who exchange

for specialties with their
Instruments. The routine is all of
the old-time songs excepting a few
interpolated
numbers of modern
times, but they even carry the* dash
of southern strains; The a^t is quiet,
classical, fairly well routined, but

Immediate Delivery.

YOU

—

AISTONS,

We

I

<Tel«pfcoM Randolph 3993

<Terl|(b floor

F»AY

—

could not work for Shuberts, Lait or Pavlowa

if

not square.

BECKER BROS.—SC£iV/C STUDIO
2321 8.

WABASH AVENUE, CHICAGO

Phone:

VICTORY

imago

3466

STEAKS—CHOPS—OMELETS
SANDWICH SYMPHONIES

Ore^n<irill
SMCpV^
SPSt

COFFEE
No W'-Just Good Food
Where famous people meet and eat
189

NO.

'

CHICAGO

STATE STRKKT

Oppo.lt. State-Lake Bid*.

ANDERSON-IRELAND STUDIOS
— OF—
DRAMATIC ART AND DANCING
and staged.

Vaudeville actn produced

Instruction In dramatic art and

all

branches*

FRANCES ROWENA ANDERSON
FREDERICK J. IRELAND
CHICAGO

62 Auditorium Building

;

BETTER THAN THE BEST SHOW

Tel.:

IN

Wabash

5833

TOWN

FRED MANN'S

RAINBO GARDENS

CLARK
Kmnk

at

LAWRENCE.

Wrstphal

Continuous Dancing

nnil M<n.ii„, frrirhratra.

\

— Vaudeville,

mi ,t.ur TlirntrWtil $I|* F.vfM

rrlilaV

UNIVERSAL
SCENERY
THE LAST WORD
STAGECRAFT
IN

I.

1".

I

IR8EN, Masmginf

626 State-Lake BIdg.

Inc.
St., I

\

-

For swivel chair offices in the Loop For all heads that do not work.
personally do your work.
Any kind of the best stage settings.

We

or

Production Orders,'
SEND FOIl CAT A I. DO.

Stereos Bldf ., 17 Ne, State

CHICAOO

UNIVERSAL SCENIC ARTIST STUDIOS,
Pair

Hlntfla

• TATt LAftt •!.»•

State-Uk* Bids.. CHICAGO
|W.rU «'»lle<1 For.
Phone Dearborn 1233
204

good.

Bert Lewis was somewhat a lifesaver with his peppy, snappy way
of delivering southern rag songs.
Lewis jumps right into the going
with both hands to the wheel and
steers himself right Into the winning
spot for honors of the show. The
songs chosen by him are all adaptLewis is a showman a good
able.
one, too
"Virginia Belles" closed
tho show with Instrumental playing.
There are five women ami one man.

Clooa

when you want them.

BLUMENFIELD'S FUR 8HOP

miss a chance to make

EVERYTHING

nun

W. Randolph

a

this

of

In attractive stage

STAGE SHOES

dCME SCENIC ARTI5T STUDIOS
36

set

Then Wardon and Mack

comedian found a ready audience to
gobble up his stuff, as what preceded
this act was a lot of sameness. Wardon and Mack, having the first crack
The
at comedy, landed solidly.
straight man could choose a little
more select ballad than the one he
S^ott and Christy, man
Is using.
and woman, in high "yaller" makeup and dialect, started with a flash,
then slowed up and lost out on the
finale of their turn. This duo have
the various accents of southern
darkles down to perfection, even
strutting and acting quite naturally.
The songs did not contribute much
to the running, and there is where
they have room for Improvement.
James Kennedy and Co.. of another man and woman, have a
sketch In "one" before a special
Kennedy as an old squire
drop.
patches up the differences between

all

New

is

got the funnybone working with a
lot of comedy and a little song. The

moments

FULLY PROTECTED
Thl.1

I

a quarrelsome young couple, injecting hick actions and humor which

"PETE'S PLACE"
30 West Randolph

is not a closer.
George
Three Boys not seen at

turn is A conventional idea that
possesses the nucleus to maintain Joint theatres.
suspense and interest throughout.
Fred Lewis. In addition to doing
It
is played in a simple and convincing manner, making it most ac- four shows a day at the Majestic
ceptable. Then came Harvey. Heney theatre here last week, had a little
and Grayce. two men and a woman. exercise during the week by journeyOne of the men does blackface with ing to the State-Lake one day and
the other doing straight and the doing two extra shows In the place
woman contributing to the dialog of Dolly Kay, who withdrew temin a talking and musical skit. "At porarily from the bill on account
This credited
the Country Club." which is pre- cf throat trouble.
sented in front of a special drop in Lewis with doing 30 shows on the
He also desires it to be
"one." The trio have been doing the w« rk.
same turn for several seasons in known that he has appeared eightythe small houses, but manage to six times on the platform within the
past twenty -one days.
The Lewis
still satisfy audiences with it. even
though repeating quite frequently. claims to be a record, but as none
Following were Bobby Roberts and of the Carrell agency acts have subtheir itinerary for the same
Maude Clarke", with an accompanist mitted
peried. the claim of Lewis will have
at the piano, in songs and dances.
Their numbers are practically all of to go unchallenged.
the popular variety, with a few getDefective coal used in the power
ting over nicely.
plants which furnish light to three
The Four Volunteers render their of the "loop" theatres was renumbers in harmonious fashion and sponsible Friday night for the temhave a knowledge of the value of porary interruption of the performClosing the show, ttie Four ance at two of the houses and the
tone.
Nightons went through a nice series dismissal of the audience at the
of statue posing.
other. This all happened when the
Klrt and Edith Kuehn and Miehon theatres were plunged into darkness
Brothers were not seen at this about 10 o'clock. The shows were
performance.
halted for a few minutes while the
managements of the Studebaker and
The Rialto housed a bill which had Playhouse, who have had similar
plenty of class and flash but no pep, experiences went into their stock
speed or life.
It wasn't a good room, obtained candles
they had
show, although there stored there and continued the pervaudeville
were outbursts of talent in spots. formances of "The GOldflsh" and
The Delton Brothers were the start- "The White Peacock by Candle
These men have their acro- Light." On the other hand, the
lers.
batic work nicely routined. Edmon management of the Auditorium, had
and Lillian, formerly two single no candles and as the spot light and
turns, clicked through a routine of flood lights are prime factors in the
song and musical work, with the production of "Strut Miss Lizzie."
man playing the piano and guitar
and the woman doing the singing.
The man does his guitar work best
of all, while the woman sang very
|Coats Remodeled in One Week]
well.
Watson and Jenkins, revue
Ms dolmans and wrap* of latest styl*. WV
of four women and one man. danced
SlSB clean, glaze an<l nline with silk
jf $20.
through 15 minutes. All of the memORDER YOUR FURS NOW
bers of the revue are talented and
the turn

State-I.uke Theatre UK]*..
U round floor

GREEN
MILL GARDEN
UPPER BROADWAY AND LAWRENCE
••THE

what ran be called the last word In
manikin offerings.
On next, Seymour and Jeanette,
mixed colored team, with the woman
in man's attire, found an easy path
with their talk, singing and dancing.
The talk might be eliminated or
curtailed
considerably and more
dancing done.
Arthur Devoy and Co., two men
ami two women, in a comedy sketch,
Broken Promises." were next. The

I

WHEN

Excellent Cafe.

WIRE WQm RESERVATIONS

7 I\

CHICAGO

INN,

f

Special

ATTRACTIVE RATES

BANC INI. FBQM

COLLEGE

C \SII

Inc.

Art Director

Phone Dearborn 1776

CHICAGO

I'.WMFATH

-
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SENSATION
Evening Mail

have
tver ieen In any Hippodrome
aliow bar none and I've eeen
'am all since the house first
Meet elaborate thing

Pute the big playhouse back on

opened.
"Better ^Jmes"

drome at

of the world's greatest

amusement

institutions.

"Better Times'*

n

New York's biggest and best
entertainment for children of all

best looking

and most enjoyable of entertainments Charles Dillingham has

It

If

"Better Times'" best of Hippo-

dromo

spectacles.

and musical comin notable entertainment.
"Better Times" easily overtop*
all its predecessors in all the
realities that make a great HipBallet, circus

edy combined

ages.

the Hippo-

is

be Hippodromer

couldn't

list

Herald

Evening dole

presented at Hippodrome.

Hippodromest.

its

the

ITSELF,

Time*

I

—

—

OVERTOPS ALL

OUTDOES

American

it

podrome

tried.

spectacle.

-»
•

NEW
YORK
Women's Wear

Evening Journal
"Better

,

Times"

CHARLES DILLINGHAM

Presents

"Better Times" is tho Hippo
drome's greatest achievement.

with

filled

»

thrills.

Sixteen

wonderful scenes,

all

diverting.

"Better Times" keeps the prom-

1BETTER TIMES

ise of its title.

STARTLING

J

By

GORGEOUS
Evening Sun

k

BURNSIDE

R.

Brooklyn Eagle
"Better Times" is a dream beyond the scope of imagination.

RAYMOND HUBBELL

Music by
i

—

UNANIMOUSLY ACCLAIMED THE GREATEST OF ALL HIPPODROME SHOWS

•

"Stopped just this side of Tara-

^

dise."

Best show ever seen in Hippodrome.
A glamorous mixture of circus

and

DAZZLING
Evening World

spectacle.

On a more stupendous

"Better Times" dazzling with

tecale

than ever.

Hippodrome riches.
No show shortage

Collaboration worthy of P. T.
Bakst.

Barnum and Leon

p>osperous career

in its

Brooklyn Citisxn

STUPENDOUS

Brooklyn Standard Union

Never

has the Hippodrome housed such
an enjoyable and interesting entertainment as "Better Times."

(Ircatest spectacular entertain-

Commercial
.

ment ever staged at the great

"Better Times" is Charles Dillingham's finest achievement.

playhouse.

at the Hip-

podrome.
"Better Times" Hippodrome's
greatest spectacle.

Tribune

Evening Post

"Better Times" is largest, costliest, most naive and prettiest of

Brooklyn Times

Evening Telegram
"Better Times"
beauty.

the Hippodrome has
made good.
"Better Times" goes beyond all
predecessors.

Again

is

a pageant of

Hippodrome series.
The Hippodrome has "Better
Times," which is far and away
the best show it has had in sea-

World

Hippodrome show excels
thai
all that

have gone before.

Every possible

facility for stag-

unusual effects
brought into ploy.

ing

has

been

"Better Times" is quite the best
show the Hippodrome has seen.
Nobody should attempt to
make out list of ten most beau-

women in America until he
has seen the Hippodrome diving

tiful

sons.

•

"BEST 'MONEY'S WORTH' IN THE

girls.

WORLD"
Journal of Commerce

matinee by Bensee and Baird from Dingle, Patsy Delaney and several
the State-Lake.
others received a big reception.
The show was opened by "Juggle This is the best act that Carroll has
land,"
man and woman singing, ever done In the windy city and he
dancing, juggling and acrobatics. was quite a riot.
This is a plant act and did very
D. D. H. was next to closing with
Woll in their spot. Bernard and his monolog and had them laughing
Gary a couple of "ratskellers" in throughout the entire eighteen mintan, deuced it and scored one of the utes he was on the stage.
He is
hits of the show.
The two boys sure fire next to closing on any
give impressions of blackface ce- bill.
lebrities and for an encore they did
"Rainbow's End" closed the show.
a very good double dance.
This is a four girl posing act with
Oliver and Olp In a comedy plenty electrical effects. There are
Sketch, called "Wire Collect" a new ten poses and the act held them
vehicle to Chicago, although the act seated.
is well known to the Palace mob.
The act was written by a Chicago
product, William Anthony McGuire.
The act Is well played and did very

SAN FRANCISCO

The Runaway Four, last
seen here at the Columbia with a
burlesque show, have everything.

nicely.

They

.

sing,

VARIETY'S SAN FRANCISCO
OFFICE
rAXTAGEa THEATRE BUILDING

dance and do acrobatics

happy

selection as the vehicle for

Miss
vaudeville dip.
Samuels was well fortified with a
capital group of songs and that
knack of putting them over in the
style that only experienced vaudeBosworth's

can command. Her
"radium" gown, displayed on a
darkened stage under the spotlight,
Miss Walker assists
is a stunner.

ville specialists

at the piano.

D'Amore Franklyn and Douglas
Charles, No. 6, were a veritable riot
Their acroin their Apache dance.
batic dancing for the finish was a

tremendous applause

getter.

The

act has a lot of class in its rich
drapes, and Miss Truesdale at the
piano contributes to the ensemble.

Ernest Anderson and Marjorie Hurt
with their laughable sketch, "The
Dizzy Heights,
with its effective
setting of the Alps, had the house
Eddie Swartz
laughing heartily.
end Julia Clifford did well with talk
and songs. Swartz employs Yiddish
dialect and has a good deal of fa-

and plenty of hokum comedy that
puts them over for a hit. The boys
are all clean looking and a great act
for vaudeville.
Bensee and Baird
Rae Samuels proved a bright star miliar material, but his lively delivdoing the same act that they have on the current Orpheum bill, which ery won a hearty response from the

been doing for the past four years ushers in the regular vaudeville sea- house. Miss Clifford is a stunning
scored heavily. Harry Carroll fol- son at this house. Capacity busi- blonde and sings agreeably.
Mellette Sisters made a good imlowed with his revue including Tom ness ruled early in the week, with
every evidence that the bill had pression with patter nicely handled
preceding
their dances. They have
dicreated popular interest. In this
rection probably the engagement of a well dressed and executed turn,
Hobart Bosworth, of screen fame, and with Dave Dryer at the piano
•j

COUPON

contributed considerable. He is doing a sketch written by himself,

IbookTtrip

WELDON.WIILIAMS&LICK

FORT SMITH. ARK.

I

FRED

H. L.

closed the show successfully. Fields'
'Family Ford," held over for the

second week, repeated its comedy
He was
entitled "Jes* Buck."
comedy score. The Four Oirton Girls, rethe
although
received,
cent arrivals from Australia, opened
slow
up
to
tendency
had
drama
a
the show with a snappy bicycle and
an otherwise fast moving show.
an
The playlet is talky and is an un- acrobatic specialty. They put and
immense amount of speed
enthusiasm into their work, and
when their talk has been sharpened
to American needs or eliminated
they will make a splendid opener
woll

HENEY
IN

and

C~i;H:

W.

V. M. A.-B. F.

to

bill.

He

Salisbury.

roe

also

REASONABLE

GRAYCE GLOVEN

CHAS.

FLORENCE

is

fined to a series of recitations

Keith (Western) and Orpheum,

WILL JACOBS

Jr.

BENSEE and BAIRD
Opened

attracted

His offering

good business.

THEIR MUSICAL ODDITY

Thanks

any

Pantages also has a film notable
as the headliner and "draw" in Mon-

"HIGH JINKS ON THE LINKS"
B««i^h

/

VIRGINIA

or closer for

,

their excellent acrobatics, cludes the piano, violin, dancing and
Hanako Trio, two men
including a striking series of shoul- comedy.
der to shoulder feats, winning ap- and a woman, furnished a bit of
Marie Kcil and Browcr magic finishing with the familiar
proval.
Bros, provided musical selections water trick in opening spot. Johnny
and songs to good returns. Conn Singer and his Dancing Girls scored
and Hart, pair of men In grotesque unmistakably.
A 15-piece Chinese band was the
get-up, which included enormous
mustaches,
something novelty used for the closing spot.
got
trick
with their nut stuff and the clever Their bizarre "music" proved most
dancing finish. Samsted and Marion interesting.
opened with a routine of physical
culture posings and a short, crisp
At the Century, Oakland, last
lecture on training. Green and Dun- week the Jack Russell Musical Combar came to the rescue of the pro- pany got $9,000.
ceedings with much needed comedy
next to closing.
This pair need
Arthur Harris has arrived here
material, but ^ot .big returns on
present material by virtue of clever from New York to be back with
"Six Cylinder Love," to be produced
handling.
by Tom Wilkes, scheduled to open
in Los Angeles Nov. 1, after which
The Gulden Gate drew (rapacity it will be sent on tho road.
twice Sunday.
Princess Wahletka
headlines. She held tho audience In
Eugene Roth, managing director
close attention with her "mind read- of the Herbert Rothchild
Entering" specialty.
The comedy twist tainment enterprises controlling the
to her answering of questions is a California, Granada and
Imperial
big laugh getter. The turn repre- theatres, left this week for
New
sents most skillful showmanship. York. He goes cast in the interest*
Bob Murphy and his dainty little
feminine assistant won the crowd
FOR SALE
Without a dissenting member. These
big theatres are no handicap to
THIRTY IMPORTED DRESSES FOR
Murphy, whose robust voice reaches STREET. AFTERNOON and EVENING
WEAR.
the most distant spots. He makes a
striking appearance and scored a
full-sized hit here, no small accomplishment In the next-to-closing
spot.
Dave Roth went over with a
119 West 72d Street
bang. He has a voice, too. and a
New York City
range of accomplishments that inI'lione (OI.IMIIIH 1023t

show with

con-

STATE LAKE,

Moved

and

They are out of
the ordinary, both in matter and
vtyle of delivery, and created high
The balance of the bill is
Interest.
rather short on comedy, but in other
respects In of first rate quality.
The Four Bonlaettia closed the

at

to

PALACE

Chicago Sept. 17

same day

dramatic readings.

WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THAT
direction

PAT CASEY OFFICE
r—
•t

RUNAWAY FOUR

r-

<9
m
THIS

WEEK

*>

(SEPT.

*>

O

17)— PALACE, CHICAGO

?

'1.1.

HENRY

VARIETY
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Announce a New Producing and Vaudeville Managerial

Office for the Production of High-Class

Vaudeville Acts

(Stage Director )> Producer of FLO FLO" and "SHUFFLE ALONG," Is
My Associate
Author
MELODY,"
"POOR LITTLE RITZ GIRL," "SNAPSHOTS OF
GERBER,
of "MAGIC
1921" Will Write Special Music, Lyrics and Stage Material

WAI
R VIIUVIIO
BROOKS
T? ML TF
Lit
I

ALEX

We want Vaudeville and Musical
material or furnish you with same.

Room

214,

Comedy

GAYETY THEATRE

We

immediately for our Vaudeville Productions.

Artists

BLDG., 46th

and Broadway,

St.

produce your

will also

New York

City

Phone Bryant 3160
c

:

Of the

Snow Wild Animal Films

which he

is

in

financially interested.

"Able*! Irish Rose,'' that enjoyed

prosperity for live weeks In the
Century and then went to thu Rialto. where it got $8,500, is coming
back again, this time to the local
Casino, opening Oct. 1 for one week.

The announced switch

in attrac-

tions of the Casino and the Hippodrome, whereby the vaudeville now
showing in the Hippodrome and the
Ninety per rent, of I he theatrical profession use Taylor Trunks. Write for our
theatrical catalogue.

Taylor Trunk Works
•7S N.

HALSTEAD STREET. CHICAGO.

latter house to he made into a musieal comedy originally set for the
latter part of October, has been
changed.
It will now take place

starting Oct.

company

8.

Will King and his

open at the HippoCasino the old runway that was a feature is to be

drome.

will
In the

Company

ing season. Following the Russian
company, a German opera company
booked, also the San Carlo and
The State. Ackerman & Harris' the DeFoe, with the Chicago Opera
house in Sacramento, will present Company playing two dates In Febmusical comedy stock starting Oct. ruary. The Chicago company was
22.
The Roy Clair company has booked here for four performances,
but because of the Influx of other
been engaged for this purpose.

the Foster

on business

are out here

trips.

is

master classes at the Flaaten Conservatory of Music here during the
summer, sang at the Garrick all
last week.
Her engagement was
very successful from an artistic
point of view. Mine. Jaernefelt will
leave this week for New York,
where she will engage in concert
work for several weeks.

operas, it curtailed its dates. Anbe staged other reason was that Galli-Curci
Dance Pavilion here was booked during the same week
The Garrick. the leading F. & R.
A portion of the re- that the Chicago was due. and the
The San Francisco Orpheum ceipts, it is announced, will be de- management figured that the same film house In Duluth, is gaining a
adopted the time schedule type for voted to a fund that is being raised audience would attend both per- fine reputation for its stage attraction^.
Dainty June and Co. are a
last week of twenty-four sheet in for the families of the 47 miners formances, and that five such perThis is a new stunt entombed in the Argonaut mine at formances were too many for one special current attraction and the
their billing.
Jackson, Calif. Many local chorus week. For the first time in its his- following week the Brown Saxoout here.
girls are out working for the suc- tory the Lyric will have a musical phonists will be featured.
cess of the laffair.
attraction of seme kind during the
Paul Ell wood of the Broadway
entire
season, according
to
the
Finkelstein & Ruben.
reMusic Company and Sig Bosley of
Abraham Karski. treasurer of the schedule which has been laid out cently began construction wUo
work on
Royal, in the residential district, by its management.
a building here to cost $200,000.
and Frank Moleda. ticket taker,
have just taken out a permit to
were held up last week by five
DeWolf Hopper and his company construct a palm garden and dance
bandits who robbed them of $.150. left Baltimore Saturday on the boat hall in the structure
cost $60,000.
The bandits escaped in an automo- f*»r Norfolk. Vn.. which will be their This will be the onlytoinstitution
of
turn out. The front of the theatre
also is to be remodeled and changed.

A

chorus

girls' ball is to

at the Arcadia
Friday night.

bile.

on their southern

fi:t stop
tiir.

Ervin V, Willat. M«-tro picture director, is in town with a company
of 35 screen players shooting scene.;
in a new film

road

its

kind at the head of the lakes.

The Duluth 'Herald" broudcast-

"Malvaloca." the first production ing station is giving daily
programs
Equity Players. Inc.. will have tor the entire public of the city.
The
premiere at the Auditorium station is operated by the Herald.
»
Monday night.
Lyceum theatre and the KelleyPrograms offered at Loew's WarDuluth company.
field are attracting favorable comThe advent of Shubert vaudeville
ment because of their appeal. Llp- has led to a tightening up
of the
schultz. the new musical director, vaudeville programs,
with the result
offers "Musical Moments.'* assisted that the
Maryland, which has been
by Herman Lahann at the piano. offering uniformly excellent bills for
They present their act on the stage, some time in the
has even beand it is catching on strong. Lip- gun to strengthenpast,
its line-ups. and
schultz is a real musician.
the Shubert people are playing a lot
Among the offerings last week at of
extra advertising, both In the
the Atmospheric Prolog presented by press and stunt
stuff of the ballyMile.
Belikovetch.
Russian hoo nature.
the
Of the
its

•

!

prima

ballerina,
with the feature.

excellently
"Broadway Rose."
fitted

The management

DULUTH

built a set exactly
representing one used in the picture,
it made an
effective offering.
Mile. Belikovetch proved herself an
artist of real promise.

and

Ella Weston, in the

Harris booking

BALTIMORE
ROBERT

By

3ISK
FORD'S— "The Yankee Princess."
.

F.

AUDITORIUM— "The

Bat."
of

NEW LYCEUM— "Lilies

the

Field." stock.

MARYLAND— Keith vaudeville.
ACADEMY— Shubert vaudeville.
PALACE — Columbia

burlesque.
vaudeville

HIPPODROME-^Loew
and "Married People."

GARDEN— Pop

"My Dad."

and

vaudeville

FOLLY — Mutual

cab-

aret.

RIVOLI— "The

Eternal

Flame."
NEW— "The Prisoner of
Zend a "
PARKWAY—"Blood and Sand."
NEW WIZARD— "Orphans of the
Storm." second week.

The Lyric will open its opera season earlier than usual this year, with
the Russian Grand Opera Company
for the week of Oct 2.
The repertoire of this company for the week
will be "The Snow Maiden." 'Roussalka," "Demon,"
"Czar's Bride
"Boris Godunoufry ''The Jewess"

"Eugene Onegin." Scale. $1 to $:t
The William A. Albauph Concert

Bureau,

a

local

organization.

making the presentation and

is

film.

With cool, fair weather and excellent attractions, patronage at the
local
theatres
heavy last week.
Most, of the playhouses had special
attractions.

'ORIGINATOR OF EXCLUSIVE STYLE3.
NEVER EQUALED BY IMITATORS."
LEADS Wilt LB
IT'*

"AHPl
rtl/LiLiG

10r« discount to X. T.

OTUEltS FOLLOW
A 'a. from an N. V. £:

ALSO TO PROFESSIONALS

Mme. Maikkl Jaernefelt, considered the great prima donna of Finlaud,

who

has

GRAND

been

WEST

1«0

instructing

2

45th 8T. N. T. CITT
Doors East of Broadway
f

KANSAS CITY
WILL PLAY ROAD SHOWS
theatre

ELLIOTT THEATRE ENTERPRISES CORP.,

burlesque.

CENTURY ROOF— Midnight
CENTURY— "Nice People."

JAMES WATTS

ORPHEUM— Vaudeville.

GARRICK.— Pop vaudeville.
LYRIC— "Name of the Law." film.
LYCEUM.— "The Valley of Silent

Ackerman &
away on a Men."

offices, is

vacation.

By

SEASON 1922-23
FIRSTCLASS ATTRACTION FOR
S&iXWZSP^S
WEEK OCr. 1ST. Priests of Pallas
Carnival Week

OTHER WEEKS OPEN
Everybody knows that Kansas City is one of the leading and
must
profitable one an d two week st ands in America.

EVERY ATTRACTION THAT PLAYS CHICAGO, ST. LOUIS OR
THE PACIFIC COAST SHOULD PLAY KANSAS CITY
The Grand has

Is

recently been redecorated,

new

seats, etc.

For oprn time, wire or write

also

standing sponsor for a multitude of
concert attractions during the com-

Lessees

E. S.

BR1GHAM,

Booking Representative

808 Victor Bldg.

HARRY

KANSAS

CITY, MO.

FLORRIE

AND
(THEMSELVES)
WISH TO ANNOUNCE THEY WILL CONTINUE TO THROW THE DUMMY FOR THE KEITH ^IRCUIl
1922-1923

NEXT WEEK

(SEPT. 25)-KEITH'S,

SYRACUSE,

N. Y.

VARIETY

Friday, September 28, 1922
•

TRIXIE

J

as "TISH"
ON THE SCREEN SOON
"Lets Go" 25 Gayety Louisville 2
Gayety St. Louis.
"Maids of America" 25 Gayety
Detroit 2 Empire Toronto.
Marion Dave 25 Gayety Omaha 2
(Sept. 25-Oct. 2)
Gayety Minneapolis.
"Mimic World" 25 Lyric Dayton
COLUMBIA CIRCUIT
2 Olympic Cincinnati.
"American Girl" 25 Gayety Min"Radio Girls" 25-27 Cohen's Newneapolis 2 Gayety Milwaukee
burg 28-30 Cohen's Poughkeepsie 2
"Beauty Revue" 25 Colonial Cleve- Casino Brooklyn.
land 2 Empire Toledo.
Reeves Al 25 Casino Boston 2
"Jllj Jamboree" 25 Empire 2 Lyric Grand Worcester.
«
Dayton.
"Rockets" 25 Miner's Bronx Now
Jersey
Majestic
Tons"
25
"Bon
York 2-4 Cohen's Newbucg 5-7
City 2 Miner's Bronx New York.
Cohen's Poughkeepsie.
•BOwerys" 25 Gayety Montreal 2
"Social Maids" 25 Columbia Now
Casino Boston
York 2 Empire Brooklyn.
"Broadway Brevities'' 25 Gayety
"Step Lively Girls" 25 Olympic
Kansas City 2 Gayety Omaha.
Cincinnati 2 Gayety Louisville.
"Broadway Flappers" 25 Gayety
"Step on It" 25 Gayety WashingMilwaukee 2 Columbia Chicago.
ton 2 Gayety Pittsburgh.
Bubble Bubble" 25 Grand Wor"Talk of Town" 25-27 Colonial
cester 2 Hurtig & Seaman's New Utica 2 Gayety Montreal.
York.
"Temptations of 1922" 25 Gayety
'Chuckles of 1922" 25 Gayety Bos- Rochester 2-4 Colonial Utica.
ton 2 Columbia New York.
"Town
Scandals-"
25
Casino
Finney Frank 25 Gayety Pitts- Brooklyn 2 Miner's Newark.
burgh 2 Colonial Cleveland.
Watson Billy 25 Hurtig & Sea"Flashlights of 1823" 25 Palace mon's New York
2 Empire ProviBaltimore 2 Gayety Washington.
dence.
"Follies of Day" 25 Gayety St.
Watson Sliding Billy 25 Miner's
Louis 2 Gayety Kansas City.
Newark 2 Orpheum Paterson.
"Folly Town" 25 Gayety Buffalo 2
Williams Vol lie 25 Englewood
Gayety Rochester.
Chicago 2 Gayety Detroit.
"Giggles" 25 Empire Providence,
"Wine Woman and Song" 25 Em2 Gayety Boston.
pire Brooklyn 2 Lyceum Scranton.
"Greenwich Village Revue" 25
"Youthful
25
Casino
Lyceum Scranton 2 Casino Phila- Philadelphia 2 Follies"
Palace Baltimore.

Freemont 29%Elgin 30 Sandusky

Band Box Cleveland.

BURLESQUE ROUTES

2

Mell" 25 Empire Hoboken
2 Gayety Brooklyn.

"Runaway
Pittsburgh

L

2 Star

&

Garter Chicago.
Keep Smiling" 25 Orpheum Paterson 2 Majestic Jersey City.
"Knick Knacks" 25 Star & Garter
Chicago 2 Engelwood Chicago.

2

25

Broadway

New

Aaron Kiddies

Johnson Jack

Armstrong

James John

Ned

Holies

Brainard Ralph

Buckley Dorothy
Burk A Liliette
Burman A Yant
Corfors Adellna

rhadderton Lillian
ChJdiow Roy
ruby Clement
Clute Jerry

York.

Colin Mabel

and Scandals" 25 Bijou
2 Folly Baltimore
"Gayety Girls" 25 L O 2 Duquesne

W

STEINS MAKE UP
*

/\sTEJN COSMETIC CO./Af^

Dean

Up'* 25 Folly Baltimore 2

Lawrenca Kffle
Lee Audrey
Lehman Walter

Philiis

Nash

Taylor Eleanor

O'Dea Jimmy

Valentine

Polly ft Oj
Poole Patricia

Ward

Oskomon Chief
*

Forrest Amy
Frealer Veronica

"Mischief Makers"' 25-27 Akron 28

Gould Lew

Riley Joe

Robinson Sam
Rush Florence
Rutter Matt

Warwick Trio

H H AGO OFFICE

Edna

Edwards

A

Miss

i

Cleveland

CAM
Plllard

ft

Crowel)

Mabel

Dobbins

D

Julia

Franklyn Wlnslow
Freehnnd Bros
Four DHlhops
Fernandez Jose A
OrlfTey

Dorothy

Darreli Rupert
De l.nne Dale

Delia

Gabby Joe
drey Fred Trio

at

FITZPATRICK

& O'DONNELL

B.llie

Miss

Rudothh Wagner, who died re-

In
New York, was the
first motion picture
theatre in Buffalo and the first man
in the United States to install an
organ in a picture house. He at one
time was owner of a chain of penny
slot Arcades ami was associated
with the late Mitchell Mark, promoter of the Mark Strand Theatres.

cently

founder of the

St..

Keith's,

had nice

Teck

failed

to

to

connect.

same

In burlesque, CJayety with "Talk
Town" continued its heavy draw,
with every prospect for a bumper
season.
Business so far has been

One of surprises of town
success of Garden playing Mutual
Burlesque, House getting average
of $225 a night and about half that
on matinees which leaves a comfortable margin.
Playing SOc. top.

240 W. 8«th St.. N. V.
Phone Fits Roy 0344

Send

for

ALMA NEILSON

Catalogue

AND COMPANY

CJ

This

"BOHEMIA"
Week (Sept. 18),

in

Palace,

Milwaukee
Dircetion:

LEW GOLDER

ARE YOU GOING TO EUROPE?
all Llaes. at

Mala OtHe.

bought and sold

Goes

X

Evans Joe
Barl

a

to

of

l>ny (Jrorge

Huller

to Buffalo for

and always seems genuinely glad

Mrnsnahlp accommodations «rr.,,«cd on

De Voe Frank

Direction

BURTON

KENNARD'S
SUPPORTERS

Andra* Josephine

Collins

and

London

of

to the local papers. One commendable thing about Miss O'Neil is that
she never forgets her home town

Woodland E

<

O'Neil

came home

Is

Wallace Agnes
\Veedon Geo

Allen Eddie

Dublin,

a few days this week and, assisted
by her press agent, gave a luncheon
for her old friends and an Interview

tip-top.

J

AVinthrop

Allen

Peggy

ft Donley
Walter Trio
White Joe

Cy

C
Howard

Violet

In lists of this season's attractions.

B & P

class of
draw, demonstrating need of booking cooperation.

Pinard Florence

Havden C
Hill

shows

Taylor Jackson Co

last three

shows catered

Raymond Al
Redmond Florence

Ryan

in

Local scribes
commenting on absence of musical

Part of fault due to faet that both

O'Neill Dixie

l'lunkett

Majestic.

the

of Bronze."

Got the usual draw which seems
chronic.
Kmily Lea out of bill till
Wednesday, the act showing without
her.
Several
minute
last
changes in card but show ran off
well and to good returns.

Man"

Wm

O'Brien

Burt

"Woman

A Mack

Tyrell

at

Victor,

Tcck showing Margaret Anglin

In legit, "First

1'hil

Donohue Francis
Donsang Kdgar

Farrar Clara
Fealy Maud
Fenner Mrs Walter
Frank J Herbert

Empire Cleveland.

Fields

markably

Douglas Dorothy
Kar!<3

Rochester 2 Majestic Albany.
"Lid Lifters" 25 Lyceum Colum-

4b
&,

Anthony
Murphy & Lachmar

Muller

sephine

got poor start

Ellis

•Kandy Kids" 25 Auditorium Dayton 2 Lyceum Columbus.
•'Laffln'
Thru 1922" 25 Family

The Acccrdeonist That's Different

Moore

ill

Year" at Majestic
but picked up redays of week.
Show deserved much more than it
got and will rank as one of the
brightest spots of season.
"Bad

M

Nolan Mae

Kdwards H< nes
Harry

W

Frank

Sherman Dorothy

week with Irene Franklin heading.

Madison Sue
Manners Cecil
McArty Grace
McDowell Edward
Miller Helen

Tom

Dillon

will

St

Shea. Court

Edna

Lloyd

T/Owwe E<ldy
Lynch Fred

N'amba Keyo
Nash Helen

De

1

More Dolly

La More Harry
La Rue Norma

A

Del Rio Marie
"Winter Jack

o.

bus. 2

Stanley

Melville Ethel

McCormack Doral
Murrell Mary

ing hereabouts, most of public still
being in doubt of what it's all about.
To much play on "unit" idea in advertising. Vnit moans a cipher and
nothing else to the gangs in the
sticks.
Sol Meyers handling local
end.

Kelly Anfrew

Mykoff

Sclma

<\~.rbctt

Pittsburgh.

T/Tor The Boudoir

Mack

get back.

Mooney Alma

Conners Ralph

Co wen

•Hello Jake Girls" 25 Garden Buffalo 2 Family Rochester.
"Jazz Baliios'' 25 Rivola New
runswick 2 Bi.lou Philadelphia.
"Jazz Time Revue" 25 Empire
lcveland 2-4 Akron 5 Freemont 6
Elgin 1 Sandusky.

Rogers Jack 8

By SIDNEY

Keefe John

I^a

This week's attractions include
premiero of John Coifs "Dolly
Jordan" written and staged by B.
Iden
Payne, and starring Jo-

Ryan Hazel
Mainard Edythe

Last week saw the new season
well under way.
with all local
houses ' functioning to the full.
First week of Shubert vaudeville at
Criterion showing 'Steppin' Around"
reported satisfactory though short
of big business. Show well spoken
of, particularly the vaudeville, and
liked especially by the men.
Both
house and policy need wide herald-

llowlcy Franrls

Armstrong; Bert

Barclay Betty
Barret Jack
Barry Jimmy
Basnet Jack
Beardsley Harris

In-

Reno Frank
Rowland f- Mcchsn

BUFFALO

Allen J
L.enore

Buying attractions under arrangement with Cleveland Band Box.

Borle

Rand Meta

O.

lONE ISSUE ONLY.

"Follies

"Heads

2

When aenrttnit for mall to
VARIETY addrea* Mull Clerk
or
CIRCULAR I.KTTKHS WILL
NOT BE ADVERTISED
LETTERS ADVERTISED ill

Philadelphia

L

Howard Boston

POSTCARDS. ADVRRTISlNti

dianapolis 2 Auditorium Dayton.
"Band Box Revue" 25 Plaza
Springfield 2 Howard Boston.
"Broadway Belles" 25 L O 2

Olympic

25 Duquesne
Indianapolis.

Girls"
25

Tolley

Lillian Grace
La France Bros
Lyons Catherine
La Rue Hurry A
Leonard Albert

LETTERS

MUTUAL CIRCUIT
"Baby Bears"

Star

Broadway

White Pat

Brown Theo
Brown Verne

25 Empire
Gayety Buffalo.
25 Columbia Chicago

Howe Sam

New

"Playmates" 25 Olympic
York 2 Star Brooklyn.
"Smiles and Kisses" 25
Brooklyn 2 Empire Hoboken.

Good Times"
2

Brunswick.
"Pepper Pot" 25 Gayety Brooklyn
Lyric Newark.
"Pell

delphia.

"Hello

New

2 Rivoll

•

Toronto

2

-

"Monte Carlo Girls" 25 Band Box
Cleveland 2 Garden Buffalo.
"Pace Makers" 25 Lyric Newark

PAUL

Killan Hilly

Liberty Bonds bought and sold.
TAl'MO A SO*. 104 Bast 14th it- Maw York.
Phony* StggggjyN it no-mar
SB5

"CUPPER," New York

One
time

is

sistent

of the funniest comediennes seen in a long
the girl in the Walton and Brant act who is con-

WALTON

throughout and never cracked a smile, main-

BRANT

AND

taining a di/,/,y characteristic expression every minute
she was on. The man more or less straight, the girl
affecting a stupid expression and talk which went over
strong and certainly was funny.

IN

A

COMEDY SKIT

"HUH"
LEO FITZGERALD

Direction

B. F.

KEITH'S ALHAMBRA,

NEW YORK,

THIS

WEEK

(SEPT. 18)

O

-

VARIETY
U

•

Friday, September 22, 1922

w

T

Rainbow

•

,.

ancing

BROADWAY'S NEWEST SENSATION
*

NOW OPEN—POPULAR

PRICES

NO CHARGE FOR DANCING
MUSIC BY ERDODY AND HIS FAMOUS ORCHESTRA
(Formerly at

HOTEL PENNSYLVANIA)

BROADWAY AND 48TH
a

LOS ANGELES

The highwayman entered the
lobby of the well lighted theatre
shortly before 7 p. m. Had he staged
his hold-up fifteen minutes later he
would have been in the thick of a
gathering of theatregoers.
tre.

\

Even If Victor Schertzlnger is in
his odd moments a composer of
successful musical comedy scores,
he can not escape his fate as a
picture director. He is leaving his
production of "Be Careful Dearie"
again to direct with a megaphone
instead of a baton. Schertzlnger has
had so much success In directing
Katherine MacDonald that B. P.
Schulberg, head of Preferred Pictures, signed him up for her next
picture.

Norman

Selby, or "KlcL-^ffcCoy,',
as he is popularly known in the
world of sports and movies, will not
be married just now, at least The
decision was made by Mrs. Jacqueline McDowell, attractive war widow
who came from Baltimore to become
the wife of the former middleweight

champion, when she packed her bag
and started home. She went, too,
without even telling the Kid good*>y.

It all came about when Mrs. McDowell found a telegram from "The
Redhead" in the Kid's pocket. Besides expressing her love and faith
tin McCoy, the sender stated that
.

Dr. ZINS
SPECIALIST
New York

St.,
Bet Irving

PI.

a

4th

Ave.

Special attention to chronic
blood dlacaeea. Liver, Kidney. Stomach. Lung, Ncrvoua and Chronic Dtaeaari
of

NEW YORK CITY

was looking forward to the time "I'm going back to Chicago when
when she would be with the long- my case comes up probably next
distance marrier in California.
month and fight It to a finish,
So Kid McCoy's official record whether I get anything or not."
stands at eight and a half or thereabouts if the unused marriage liWillard Mack, plfywrlght and
cense which was secured for the actor, returned to Los Angeles with
avowed purpose of marrying Miss his wife No. 4, Beebe Stone Mack,
McDowell counts for anything.
once again to oocupy a little "love
West Fifty-third
nest" at 1248
Just as Princess Radjah, who street Only this time It Is a love
topped last week's bill at the Hill- nest for five— not two. For Mrs.
street, was on the point of going into Mack has two children by a former
her final dance number, her giant marriage, Betty Jane and Jack.
Mexican adder snake sunk its fangs And then there is Willard Mack's
into her right forearm, causing the mother-in-law, Mrs. FenckeL They
blood to spurt profusely and cover explained that they all get along
her arm.
With presence of mind, wonderfully well and that reports
Princess Radjah grabbed the reptile of a separation by Mrs. Mack from
back of its jaws and chocked it until the playwright are "pure bunk."
it
withdrew Its poisonous fangs.
With the blod streaming down her
Betty Mann, former film actress,
arm and disregarding the stinging now known as Betty Ormond, wife
pain she calmly finished her act of William Ormond, filed answers
before leaving the stage.
to the suits of Thomas Kimball
she

Heavily armed and threatening
death to those who interfered with
him, a lone bandit staged a spectacular hold-up which netted him
$300 in cash at Egan's Little thea-

110 E. 16th

ST.,

r

Men and Women.

No

Coirs* for Consultation.

Blood and Urlnalrsli made.
X-Itaj Examination*.
15 Vcara of Experience.
Heore: 9 a. at. to 8 p. m.
8undayt. 9 a. m. to 4 p. m.

—

—

Litch.

A hospital romance between a In one suit he charges her and
pretty nurse and a grandson of a others with conspiring to obtain
wealthy widow went on the rocks, $2,905 of his money, and the other
and an annulment of the marriage sets up that he gave her, under a
was granted as a forerunner of a promise to marry him. oil stock,
new romance. For Mrs. Virginia silverware and an army blanket.
Kelscy, the nurse and heroine of Mrs. Ormond denies these charges
the story, announced that next and indignantly denies that she ever
month she is to marry Earl D. promised to marry Mr. Litch.
Kelscy, she added, was a wedding
In the second answer she states
present for Lynn.
that Mr. Litch became Infatuated
with her on Nov. 1, 1918. and that
Mary Miles Mlnter joined the list he showered her with gifts, includof those who must necessarily make ing 500 shares of Mascot oil stock,
out reports of traffic accidents. Only a gray army blanket and silvershe didn't give her well-known ware.
name. Seems as though she considered it more proper to use her
Larry Semon comedies have been
real name. Anyway, Miss T. Selby booked exclusively by Sid Gram
appeared on the card in the Ilecelv- for nls new Metropolitan.
Until
ing Hospital, where William E. that house is opened the films will
Johnston, 1329 North New Hamp- be featured at Grauman's Third and
shire street, was treated after he Broadway house.
Grauman Is said
had been knocked down by an auto- to have paid a record price for the
mobile driven by the actress.
short reel pictures.
I

show of acclaim.
Frank and Teddy Sablni struck
The act waa
the popular chord.
The Tulane opens Sunday with Ideally spotted and achieved a maxSome of the
"The Man Who Came Back." Mitzi imum* of result.
undulating
movements of Miss
in "Lady Billy" follows.
The Saengers are changing the
Shubert-St
of the
entire front
Charles, which they took over last
Clarence Oreenblatt will
it. The Shuberts seem chary
about the south. They have entered

week.

manage

this city at three different times,
only to leave In a short while. Their
first try was at the Lyric, which
thex turned over to Henry Lehman.
Th * second was the new Shubert,
now the Lafayette, built expressly
for them, which they pooled in to
Klaw & Erlanger at the time of the
The last_ was
first amalgamation,
at the old Orpheum, renamed the
Shubert-St Charles, which they
sub-leased to the Saengers after a
year. The south is an untllled show
field, which can be made into a
booming success if somebody would
take the time to work It properly.

George

manager
Oct.

hotel,

due tor,

the

opera

"La Travlata*

will be presented at the Balboa Au*
ditorium Oct. 21, with local talent
In the chorus, ballet and orchestra.

Following the same group plan to
do "Carmen."

At the Savoy (Pantages) last
week was Jess Willard, who gave a
short talk on why he believes he is
entitled to a return match with Jack

.

appeal with the
showing light attendance as a con- George Kchn, Jimmy Rose, Billy
sequence.
Perhaps the booking Boggs and Jane Kermit. The LyOffice has lost its perspective or ceum company has been offering
trte system of give and take as ob- light comedy for many weeks, with
taining is glaringly inefficient. The satisfactory patronage.
patrons sat in mute stupefaction
Monday night while they pondered
The Spreckels next month will
of play vaudeville for four nights of
dismally
the
seer
prospect
banality.
For some unaccountable the week, leaving the other three
reason Elizabeth 1 trice is dividing nights for road shows.
the topline with Mabel Ford. Mabel
Ford should have headlined alone.
The Sells-Floto circus gave the
Allen and Lee, a couple of small
Zoo in Balboa Park tjpuk
time acrobats, inducted the pro- Municipal
young
elephants, the first pachy-\
very
gram.
The pair proceeded
derras to join the local collection of
pianissimo throughout. They swiped
animals.
a furtive bow while hastening into

MEN

THE

BILL

AFSONS

just

Is

possible

that

Edward

Horton, former matinee
idol of the Majestic theatre here,
will be seen in a future Morosco
production. It is known that negotiations
have been opened with

AND

fection
begetting
attention.

Mabel

Ford

SISTER

also It
on his

way

the
along.

her dancing
into
catupulted

turn

banged and whizzed

The auditors bestowed

Back

west.

fit,

a Pasadena

STAND FOR

BEAUTY—ARTISTRY—NOVELTY
Week (Sept 18), Keith's, Syracuse, N. Y.
Week (Sept. 25), Keith's, Cleveland, O.
Week of (Oct. 2), Keith's, Columbus, O.

This

Next

LEW COLDER

"If

O. M. SAMUEL
PALACE—Vaudeville.

LOEWS CRESCENT

you, Messrs.

You Like

CYCLOHA.UAS.

LOEW

and LUBIN, for splendid coast to coast tour.

at

Me

AND ORCHESTRA LEADERS

TURKIC OUTSTANDING HITS
Like I Like You," "On

a Moonlight

9

Me—and Say II F.I.
WOLf E GILBERT MUSIC CORP., Broadway Central Bldg.
Come and

L
singing

Is

Big Village

"What Does

Masqucrader."

film.

Rcllly

See

1658 Broadway,

tho

I.

NEW YORK

CITY

FAVORABLE FIRST IMPRESSIONS

STAOR SETTINGS OF KVKRY DESCRIPTION IN ANILINE DYES AND

WATER COLORS.

—

r~
ALSO SILKS, KATlNES. VRI.VETS and

"NOVELTY" MATERIALS.
KTAMINE DROPS — APPLIQUE SETS
FOR
Vaudeville Acts. Complete Revues,
Productions and Theatres

"Quality

Work"

—

"Economy Price*"

NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIOS
THAT
"SERVICE

220

WEST

46th

STREET

City

Between 46th and 47th Street*
Catering: to the Theatrical Profession.
v Factory at BROCKTON. MASS.

TWO NEW ONES JUST FINISHED
It Matter Who Was Wrong"
"The Natchez and the Robert E. Lee '

-Pop

Sand."

film.

Mary

1559

2 PRICES
Broadway, New York

Night," "Kentucky Echoes"

vaudeville.

and

$6

JUST

WOLFE GILBERT

L.

MY

NEW ORLEANS
By

LIBERTY — "The

in the

ATTENTION, ARTISTS

girl.

STRAND— "Blood

the

SHOE

$5

and

seance
fairly
favor, receiving Instant recognition
as

Wedding bells have rung for Seymour Tally, son of T. L. Tally, one
of the originators of what is now
known as Associated First National. Thank
He was married to Delia C. ProudI

desultory

only

Horton by the Morosco forces, and
Is known that Horton Is now

'

CURTAINS,

as

resigning

By ALLEN H. WRIGHT
With Roscoe Schryock as con-

The opening week at the Orpheum Dempsey.
was far from propitious, business
receding toward the end. The curAmong the people recently joining
rent program holds even less of the company at the Lyceum are
first performances

Everett

ItROP

Is

Grunewald

the

SAN DIEGO, CAL.

FOR

It

t=

Weber
of

1.

Sablni might be restrained a trifle.
Luster Bros, were a surprise disclosing matter removed from the
conventional.
In point of esteem
they were second only to Miss Ford,
They manifest ease and sheer enjoyment while projecting feats that
others flaunt with flare blase and
gusto.

Mary Lygo, formerly of the "FolJohn Rlngling hobnobbed with
lies." is willing to tell the world, the elite
of lilmdom last week. The
and particularly the Thorne family circus magnate came to town In his
of Chicago, that she isn't going to special car, "Jomar," and remained
eat any more poison just because throughout the engagement of the
Gordon C. Thorne went and got "big top."
married a few days ago.
the wings in conclusion.
Mary is quite thoroughly beyond
"Nice People" at Spreckels Sept.
Warner Baxter, who retired from
prize
the
Eddie Foyer proved
that stage, she said at her Holly- the cast of "A Sporting Thing to
11-12, drawing fair house each night
He encountered horrific and
wood home. And, furthermore. Miss Do" because of illness, is still In the enigma.
getting favorable comment.
marvelous
silence.
Foyer
has
a
Lygo says she will not drop her hospital. Physicians are trying to
Here at $2 top.
two suits aggregating $200,000 for determine whether to operate or agent.
Morton and Glass were not half
breach of promise and slander.
not.
trying.
When they exerted them"Because," she Informed a reselves the returns were gratifying,
porter, between puffs on a cigarette,
"A Sporting Thing to Do" closed but that was seldom. Their act is
at Philharmonic Auditorium Saturin and out locking cumulativeness.
day. It was expected that the play,
by Thompson Buchanan, and pro- They did not dance half enough.
Miss Brlce had only her name
duced by Morosco, would run longer.
The play will go to San Francisco •to commend her. Her moment Is
She used
shortly. The same cast will be en- slight and trite indeed.
the familiar tricks to engender afgaged.

ON ANY

Direction

palm of gratitude with a vociferous

Oriental. Bee Palmer Is underlined
for an early appearance at the cafe.

IS
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With an Act us/nc/ one.
is no such u/ord as - FAIL

THEY'RE JUST

1his tS
,.

,,

\\and

Greatest

\.a/t//o'

Lightning

—

,

,

,

LITTLE BETTER THAN THE BEST

I

The Latest

ul??€

Tfl6

A

there
ott* -these numbers
Everybody after -first hearing says

or more

\

still

FDNFCT D RAI
CKIlL^I K.
PALL
I

an infant,

used as
Ballad or
"

looks bijjer than his world-fimous
f
t°h e

WORLD GO

LEf THE REST

W/

Fox Trot
.

\

struck twice

Can be

^

Wa/
Ballad

either way

a jreat success

»

OUR
FOUR
ACES
•

•

by

Setter and Bijyer than

\. Cunningham .6 Jimmy Utile

CHILD

by the some

writers

Darts

/

\\

RELEASED
//ANDNOW
SWEEPING THE COUNTRV

ANGEL
Benny

Keirn 3rennan - Paul

J.

*

/

and Abner
'

Just An
Unusual
That's-

I

The

SHUFFLE

nsa

by

ALONG

SISSLE Q BLARE

WONDERFUL
.RFUL DOUBLES
ma.tte.r K/here you're, living,

TVo

^i:^m^^om
—

coast

ALL

Of=

playing or

to

THEM

re. hearsing

coast service

Our representative will 'gladly take care oF you with
-Wire or Phone
PROFESSIONAL COPIES -ORCHESTRATIONS (All Keys) -QUARTET and BAND ARRANGEMENTS -a/so

Call -Write

All

M.

Kinds of Special and DoubTe

Versions

WITMARK & SONS
—
—

of"

the above

AL COOK

I,

-=>

NEW YORK

-----uui. urvauna;
Broadway -v^/Vullt
1562
l'»l«4
Tlie.tre)
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
CHICAGO, ILL
providence; r. I;' los angeles, calif. Kansas ciYy, mo.
BOSTON, MASS.
Garrick Theatre Bldg.
35 So. 9th Street
*
218 Tremont Street
18 Belknap Street
207 Superba Theatre Bldg.
Gaiety Theatre Bldg.,
ED EDWARDS
THOS. J. QU1GLEY
JACK CROWLEY
JACK LAHEY
MORT NATHAN
HAL KING
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL PITTSBURGH, PA.
DENVER, COLO.
CINCINNATI, OHIO
SEATTLE,
WASH.
SALT
LAKE
CITY, UTAH
*
424 Barth Block
508 Pantage* Bldg.
312 Savoy Theatre Bldg.
21 East 6th Street *
500 Montelius Bldg.
450 Kuster Terrace
JACK HURLEV
JOS. L. MANN
J. J. GERLACH
:HWARZ
MERRELL SCHWARZ
FRANK GlBNEY
SYDNEY KLEIN
DETROIT, MICH. 1020 Randolph Street. New Detroit O. H, AL HOWARD.
BALTIMORE. MD. 85§ Hamilton Terrace, FRANK FOSS.
>•
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SCENILRY FABRICS

F»AINTED

NEW YORK OFFICE Now Open,
LOEWS STATE THEATRE BLDG.,

Located in
45th AND

Our

SUITE

We

No. 1215,

In Charge of MR. SIDNEY SMITH
will serve you there with the same policy of Quality and Service
177 NO. STATE ST., CHICAGO

THE FABRIC STUDIOS,
"OUR IMPRINT ON YOUR SCENERY
PITTSBURGH

Iloehle, orchestra
director;
John
Black, publicity; Fred Madoabach.
stage manager; BiHie Driscoll. secPictures
Grand and Liberty, retary. The orchestra promises an
"Skin
Deep";
Cameo,
"Human improvement over last season,
Hearts"; Blackstone, "In Name of among several new members enJaw"; Regent, "Her Glided Cage"; gaged being Eddie Sullivan, former
Miss Driscoll is
State.
"Silver Wings";
Olympic, Davis director.
"Blood and Sand" (2d week); Cam- back from New York, having been
eraphone, "Valient of Silent Men"; with the Shu hen office there.
Alhambra, "Fool There Was."

By

The

opening this week
when the Alvin and Nixon ushered
in two premieres, "Springtime of
Youth" and "On the Stairs," while
the Pitt offered "Hairy Ape." The
Keith-Shubert vaudeville war promises to be interesting, with the relocal

spective forces holding forth at the
Davis and Aldine.

Underlines are: Pitt, "The Bat"
(return); Alvi,n, "Blushing Bride";
Nixon, "Yankee Princess."

The Cameo, built on the site of
the former Savoy, opened Monday
with "Human Hearts" the first film
attraction and a soprano as extra
feature.
The house is one of the
prettiest of the moderate-sized picture places on the Rialto.
of three legit houses
vaudeville
two-a-days
brought out the best the publicity
men could muster. The Sunday notices and ads contained every art
known to advertising science to pull
the mob.

The staff engaged by the Shuberts
to operate the Aldine is practically
the same as last season's, with the
important exception of the manager,
Joe Maxwell, last season at the
Apollo, Chicago. The staff includes

Klertrio

Mclnolte Duo
Farnell A Florence
2d hair
M'Quay A Hazelton
Mlcals A Faull

Majeure
Long A
Dob Ferns Co
Driscoll

(Two

first

"Take

It

TOPEKA. KAN.
Hillsbury

Hilly

Walsh

Ploner's Singers
2d hair

Don Lamiing
Levy A Crowcll

Woodlaw,

(One to

2d halt
Seymore A Jeanette
Shircon"

MrNally
Fiske

(Four

Graham H

5-7.

DALLAS, TKX.

—

company has

2d half

The

nine-reel Bible story feature
produced by Sacred Films, Inc., at

On 34th

Larimer
Daniels

A Hudson
A Walters

Burbank, Cal., will have its first Doree's Operalogus
showing Sept. 29, Just after the close Billy Beard
of the triennial general convention Fred Llndsey
of the Episcopal Church, which has
HOUSTON, TEX.
been in session here for a fortnight
Majestie

Street

already.

Medford, Ore
picture

A

Blssett
,

capital

is

behind a

company which probably

will

Scott

Betty Washington
Harry Ilayden
Johnny Coulon
Coley A Jaxon

produce features based on stories by The Tamoros
Edison Marshall, who is a resident
LITTLE ROCK
of Medford. A cast is being selected
Majestie
in Hollywood.
Billy Lamont S
Kitner A Reany
Despite announcement he would Mine Besson Co
Clifford
open with musical comedy at the Jack
Dewitt Burns A T
Star Sept. 9, Ed Armstrong, who
2d half
spent the summer under the Oaks Rossow Midgets
Park auditorium, was denied per- Nolan Leary Ce
mission to do so by the city fire officials, who declare the building unPANTAGES
safe for such purposes. What Armstrong will do with his "Baby Doll
MINNEAPOLIS
Revue" has not been announced.
Pantages

A
INC.

FURS
For Fall and Winter

A

chance to buy advance models
most stylish pelts for the
coming season at below the
in the

(Sunday opening)
Three Avollos

wholesale prices.

Hanson A

B

Sis

Joe Bernard Co

Three Le Grohs
De Michelle Bros
Four Ortons

Special Discount to the

Profession

Pantages

THEATRICAL OUTFITTERS

REMODELED

1580

New York

Broadway

City

H. «e jM.

I

(26-27)

professional trunks

Saskatoon XI)
J A K Mitchell
Mllles A Miller

529.331

7th Avt.. N. Y.

BARNES TRUNK

12

M.

Fifth

SCHWEIQ

Majestic
(Tulsa split)
1st half

Gardner A Aubrey
Jack Lavier

SOI

B0YL8T0N LUGGAGE SHOP.
It

BsyUtss

St..

Mais

Avs..
St.,

Washington Street

m

Ii«.

plays
27-2S)

Braats

l'Mi A King
Clifford Wayne

CO.
ST. LOl'IS.

(25-26)

IOB.IIID
(Same
bill
[ngham

Bottss

HERKERT & MEISEL TRUNK
• 10

Pirtsborih

CO.
Kaniai City

Kajlyama

MO.

Sidney S Styne

Pantages
Bob Pender Troupe
Jim Thornton
Pettlt Family

A
COLO. SPRINGS
Pantages
(2G-27)

Pantages
Pago & Green

(Same

plays
Pueblo 28-30)
Judson Cole
Mile Rhea Co

A Burt
Sisters

Al Jennings

"Love Nest"

OMAHA. NEB.
Pun (ages

Savoy
Gordon Wildo
Ward A King

Bryant

A Halg

Carl McCullough
B Bouncer's Circus

Marion Gibney

KANSAS CITT
Pantages

BEACH, CAL.

L'G

bill

Wood

Britt

Llpinski's

Pantages
Three Belmonts
Crane Sisters
Caledonian Four

Dogs

Gladys Green
Alex'drla Opera Co

Bobby Lehman
McOlellan

A

& Williams

Dufor Boys
Dainty Marie
Ned Norworth Co
Henry's Sextet

Carson

TULSA, OKI. A.
Majestic
(Okla. City split)
1st half

B Sherwood A Bro
Crcedon A Davis
J C Lewis Co
Frances Kennedy
Decnon A

Clifton

WICHITA, KAN.
Orphemn

STATE-CONGRESS
(Stock Burlesque)

Chicago, Sept.

20.

That stock burlesque is still
wanted by the burlesque fans is
evidenced by the business this
house has done since Leo Stevens
installed his shows there last season.
The house was termed by
of the burlesque magnates as a

all

wonder. The gross averaged through
the season around $6,000 weekly,
with a profit accruing of about
$2,500
Co.,

men

to

whom

of

Wright A Dietrich
(Two to nil)

local

Beautify
Vsu nuit

CIRCUIT

•ood.

Your Face

less seei ts

nakt

ktas> ef ths "Prsfss.

iIm" nsvs ebtalssS ssS

The Lameys

front to look at the billing. They
know that there are 24 chorus girls,
good lookers and well wardrobed,
four principal women and a quartet
of comedians in a hokum and low

comedy entertainment, which satislles them.
This they get and plenty
of it, for they come week after week
and crowd the house to capacity at
practically Jill performances.
The comedy which is dispensed
here has seen service and plenty of
it.
but it is all dressed up and
dished out in up-to-date fashion.
This week Stevens is principal
comedian. The second comedian in
(Jeorge B. Teeters, a recruit in this
held, doing an eccentric boob character.
Buster Lorenzo, character
comedian, is doing French and Bob
Sandberg. straight rrtan, are well
known to the patrons here. Sanberg, is out of the ordinary for a
stock straight man. .He is a good
looker, knows how to work with a
comedian and works up "gags" and
situations, and at the same time
does quite well vocally.
The feminine contingent is headed
by Maude Tanner, prima donna,
Carrie Finnell, -a portly blonde,
rough soubret, seems to be the
prime favorite. Minnie Fitzgerald
is the other soubret, a sprightly litRuth Richards, a detle worker.
mure looking brunet, is the ingenue.
The price at this house is 60 cents
all day long, and in addition to the
t h r e •
entertainment
burlesque
vaudeville acts are shown.

JAMES MADISON'S

rt-

eettsr tart* by havlsa
esrrset their fsstursl Iss-

ms

Mrfsetisai as* remsvt
Uhea. Consultation free
reaienaBle

F. E.

»!••
Fas*

SMITH. M

COMEDY SERVICE
is

issued monthly at $16 a year.

first eight numbers are now
ready and can be obtained for $9.
Or any 4 for $5. Single Issues $2.
Each issue contains the latest in

The

monologue material, cross-fire
routines, gags, parodies and all
absolutely new and original. Not
large in size but supreme in

—

quality.

SPECIAL OFFER:—For

JAMES MADISON
New York

Broadway

1493

N. ¥. City

Pantuges
Kitamura .laps
Maybelle Phillip
Pardo & Archer
Abbott A White
Earl Fuller

EDDIE

Band

VANCOUVER,

Trio

No. 101

clothes that you need
For your act to succeed,

If it's

B.C.

Pantages
Florette

MACK TALKS:
EDDIE MACK

is

the

man

to see.

your wants hs can fill.
And the shock from ths bill
Is not as bad as could be.
All

Joffrle

Rlvcs A Arnold
"Fate"

Larry Ilarkins Co

TACOMA
Pantages
Car.ion

PORTLAND, ORE.
Pantuges
Juggling Nelson
Fein A Tennyson
Tyler A Crollus
Ross Wyse Co

See the 4 Marx Bros, at Keith'9 JefferNew York, this week (Sept. 18).

son,

1582-1584 Broadway
Opp. Strand Theatre

OUR NEW STORE

722-724 Seventh Ave.
Opp. Columbia Theatre

IN 46th

STREET— OPENING SOON

LATE WITH CHARLOTTE GREENWOOD'S "LETTY PEPPER" CO

AVAILABLE FOR PRODUCTION ENGAGEMENTS AND VAUDEV
S.

I

full

D.

347 Fifth Avenus
Opp. Waldorf

$20

send the first 8 issues and a
year (12 additional Issues)
beginning with No. t, which will
be ready next week.
will

(MASTER)

ADDRESS: GABRIEL, Care M.

"The

This means nothing here,
for the patrons do not stop in the

business

tslsetf

Kluting's Animals

Pantages
Burt Shcphard
Fargo & Richards
Billy Kelly Co
Vokes A Don

is

and ack

Stevens operated the

This season, with the same type
of entertainment the house got off
Burnain
$8,300
gross on the opening
Llshtella & C'fman to
Norton & Melnott* \teek the last week in August, and
(Two to nil)
wnen the business was shot to pieces
2d half
here Labor Daj| weeK, on account
Dave Winnie
of the heat, the house did $5,300.
Morton A Glass

SPOKANE

changed

bill

Yankee Amusement

the

comprised

for
theatre.

the

attraction

all

Verdi

Coscla

The current

Doll Shop," presented in one scene

DENVER

Kavanaugh A B

Goetz & Duffy
George I.ashay

Pantages

BOOKS TRUNK

CO.

W. Rasdrish St. Chictss

OAKLAND
Pantages
(Sunday opening)
Conn A Hart
Green A ltunbar
Samsted & Marion
Browcr Trio
Monroe Salisbury
Four Bonnesscttls

Gallarini

numbers, with
every week.

Dans des Artistlquc

"Indoor Sports"

CITT

A Kane
A Pierce
EVERETT, WASH. Robinson
Pago Hack A M

BY THE FOLLOWING AGENTS:
I.

A

Beasley 2
Sussman A Sloan
Propspet & Merrltt
"Rising Generat'n"

Casley

PRE-WAR PRICES
SAMUEL NATHANS

plays

bill

Johnny Marvin

and bargain neighborhood
They just consist of bits and

house
want.

Sisters

Fred Bcrens
l'arish & Peru

Jean & Valjean
Ross A IMwards

Fantagea

Sold at Factory Prices

7S

Kirksmith Sisters
Rlgoletto Bros

(Same

The popular demand for H. A M. Trunks has Increased our production over
100%, enabling us to add many Improvements, new features and to reduce all
trunks to

Daly Mack A D
Tuck A Claire
Kennedy & Rooney

REGINA, CAN.

REDUCED PRICES on All

(28-30)

Homer

Vox

SEATTLE

WINNIPEG

FURS REPAIRED AND

Pantages
"Last Rehearsal"

Lorner Sisters
Artists in Miniature

to nil)

OKLAHOMA

Spencer

Majestie

OGDEN. UTAH

Bob Wills

completed "The Flash" and will fin- Kitncr A Beany
Wills Bros
ish "The Firebrand"
this
week. Jack Clifford
SAN ANTONIO
Burns A T
George Larkin is" the star. Ruth Dewltt
(Two to nil)
M. Gordon, superintendent; Titus Stonehouse is featured!
Majestic
Kenyon and Harry Melrose, treasFT. WORTH, TEX. Peres A Marg'rltsurer and assistant treasurer; Harry

Pantages
(Sunday opening)
Wilfrid DuBola

Since then business has picked up
again, with the house doii\g around
$7,000. Four performances are given
daily, all of from 70 to 80 minutes.
The shows are produced and
staged by Stevens, for a number of
years in regular burlesque and afterwards a stock producer. There is
nothing wonderful to rave about
the show, but it is the kind the patrons of'this house, situated on the
edge of the "Loop" in the lodging
'

A Emerson
A Dupres

Nancy Fair
Springtime Frivs
Ferry Conway Co

SAN FRANCISCO

SAN DIEGO. CAL.

& D

Parker Bros

(Two

Majestie

picture-producing
units
Jack Hanley
Riser Studios and Premium Pro- Itaxley A Porter
ductions are at work in Portland. Dave Ferguson Co
Klser is filming two-reel story Rita Gould
Princess Radjaa
scenics for Pathe release and the
Premium company is making a se- FT. SMITH. AJUt.
ries of five-reel features for Russell
Majestie
latter

& Fs lion
Fred l.undberg
Sis

Fantnge*
Lyle

Victoria

Walter Weems
Delmore A Lee

INTERSTATE CIRCUIT

attraction at the Heiiig

The

D.

S.

Colonial

to All)

SALT LAKE

Fulton

WT'RTOWN.

Two

release.

Sis

nil)

B Mason
Munthcy A Girlies
•

Wlllard Jarvls Rev
Wlllard Mack Co

(Open week)
Four Roses
Hudson A Jones
Davis A McCoy
•In Chinatown"
Robyn Adair Co

LOS ANGELES

A Wood

Bell

•.shircen"

nil)

Mary

"Stepping Some"
Travel

Valentine

Novelty
Paul Kirkiand Co

Fenwlck Olrls
Harvey Haney A G

is traveling.

from Me," Oct.

(One td

Smiling

office at

Inc.

Marion Claire
H Downing Revue

Hubert Dyer Co
Fenwlck Girls

to All)

Orpheum

main

in our

Bellanger Sis

2d hair

Hubert Dyer Co

Fred Norma nd, former manager of
Pathe Exchanges here, has taken
charge of the Circle theatre, pictures, which has been put on a co-

The

Faber A Hurnett
"Rainbo Knd"
(One to nil)

Harvey Hnn<y A G
Manthey A Girlies
Carl Ro#hii Co

Monroe A Mae
Dave Harris
Althea Lucas Co
(Two to till)
SO. DEXD, IND.

'

Is

H'lTK. IND.
Hippodrome
Chas & Hslsa Polly
Seymore & Jeanette
Thompson

2d half
Chadwick A Taylor

Cal Heiiig opened his new Eugene
theatre Sept. 14 to a big crowd.
Road shows, vaudeville and pictures
will be presented.

T.

II

Sic Frlscoe
Four Krretoi

Nara."

operative basis.
G.
formerly sole owner,

TBE

SntlNGF'I.D, ILL.

PICTURES— Blue Mouse, "A Fool
There Was"; Rivoli, "Prisoner of
Zenda";
Hippodrome.
"Woman's
Hate";
Columbia,
'The
Young
Diana";
Liberty,
"The Eternal
Flame"; Majestic, "The Hands of

The opening
two

.(Continued from Page 27)
Ja Da Trio

PORTLAND, ORE.

legitimate season really had

Its official

and

NEXT WEEK

COLEMAN HARRISON

—

we do

,

THE SAME AS STERLING ON SILVER"

IS

BILLS

BROADWAY

BENTHAM, PALACE THEATRE BLDG.. NEW YORK CITY
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GOLLMAR BROTHERS CIRCUS
AMERICA'S GREATEST SHOWS
PAN ODOM—Manager
W. J. LESTER—Local Contractor
EMERY D. PROFFITT—Advertising Car Manager
CLARENCE AUSKINGS—Brigade Agent.
COL. GEO. W. ROSS—Chief Detective

FRED GOLLMAR— General Agent
BILLY MILES—Legal Adjuster
C. D. CALVIT—Assistant Legal
J. A. JONES— Auditor

•

JOHN

•

N

Adjuster

HARRIETT

CHARLES BARRY
THE GUILFOYLES EQUESTRIAN
DIRECTOR AND TRAINER.
'

CHIEF ANIMAL TRAINERS

OF

WITH

WILD AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS

GOLLMAR BROTHERS CIRCUS

CHARLIE
MARTIN-Official
THIRD
SEASON,

Announcer

GOLLMAR BROTHERS CIRCUS

'

FRANCOIS
JULIAN
ROGERS
PRIMA DONNA OF
GOLLMAR BROTHERS
CIRCUS LAND,

„

CIRCUS

with

HAYDEN LaLONDE TROUPE
REVOLVING

PREMIER TIGHT WIRE

LADDER—Season

and

TWO
HOWARD
NOVELTY
LADDERS
WHIRLWIND.

OLA

1922— GOLLMAR BROTHERS CIRCUS

GIRLS

and IRON

*

JAW ARTISTS

"ME TOO"

i

1

GH

JAMES W. BEATTIE JOECHIEFMETCALFE
ANIMAL TRAINER
MANAGER

SIDE SHOWS
GOLLMAR BROTHERS CIRCUS

•

KANSAS CITY
By WILL

R.

HUGHES

8HUBERT-r"Say It

account of rain the night before,
which made the track dangerous,
the theatres could not accommodate
the crowds looking for amusement.

THIRD SEASON— GOLLMAR BROTHERS CIRCUS
stead of the Three Lees,

who were

switched to closing.

By HARDIE

Joseph Donegan, manager of the
The Orpheum, Gayety and Main- Hotel
Edward, very ill for a numstreet turned away as many as they
ber of weeks, is recovering slowly,
GAYETY— Marlon's Own Show, played
to, and the other houses were
but is able to be up and around
Columbia buries ue.
full up and running over.
As a re- welcoming his many
EMPRESS— "You're in Love," sult
theatrical
of this heavy Saturday busiDrama Players stock.
ness the week proved the best all f fiends.
ORPHEUM—Vaudeville.
around
for many a week, and the
MA1NSTREET— Vaudeville.
managers are jubilant.
David Harding, manager of the
PANTAGES— Vaudeville.
Liberty theatre, shot and danger(JLOBE- Vaudeville.
ously
by a robber some
PHOTOPLAYS "The Masque- With the opening of the Shubert, weeks wounded
ago in an attempted holdup
rader," Newman; "Blood and Sand," with its new policy
of Shubert of the theatre, is out of the hospital
the
Twelfth Street; "Orphans of
Vaudeville,
the
Orpheum forces and recovering rapidly.
Storm,'' Royal; "Th« Storm," Lib- have rushed up some of their bigerty; "Too Much Business," Doric; gest names for the first skirmish.
"Midnight," Mainstreet; "Sherlock This week the Orpheum has five
Dave Marion's "Own Show" at
Brown," Pantages; "Top o* the featured "names." For next week the Gayety week of 17 is heavily
Morning," Globe.
another list of names is announced. featuring the size of the company.
Last week, with Singer's Midgets, Ale claims 70 people and has large
With thousands of visitors In was one of the largest, in point of oanncrs in the lobby with the entown to attend the opening of Kan- attendance, in the history of the tire seventy names as a convin« r
with Laughs,"

Unit.

4

—

•

sas City's big motor speedway, Saturday, and the races postponed on

house.

The fashion show

Josephine Amoros, programed for

8MARTFKT FRENCH SHOES
For On and Oft Stage.

the Orpheum this week, did not
appear, and Bell and Ward w ere
substituted, opening the show in-

FACE SURGEON
Theatre. Bet Broadway
And 6th Ave.
NpoiiMnrs of Short Ynmp 8hor*

Opp.

fact Llftini
Fat* Correction*
Crowslect

Lyceum

(PAUL ASH

E valldi VsutHifle*

I

DR.

PRATT

(40 West 34th St
ir-hon*

13

Peon)

I

to be staged
here during Priests of Pallas week,
the first week in October, will bt the
most elaborate affair of its kind
ever given in the west.
It is being produced for the Merchants'
Association by Milton Peid, of the
Newman forces, and has been titled
"Thf Opulence of Autumn.'' It will
be given on pageant style, with
somr 50 models, a ballet of 100, a
10 -piece orchestra and a number of

Rosener in "The Seven Ages," Morgan and Brooks, Black and White;

WASHINGTON,

D. C.
MEAKIN

According to statements,

it

film,

will be

many months before the National

will be ready for reopening. It had
been the hope of W. H. Rapley, the
owner, and William Fowler, house
manager, to have the house ready
with the regular season, but the
way the interior now stands, which
appears to be nothing but a mammouth cave, they have given up this
hope. It will probably be Christmas

time

before

everything

will

be

in

readiness.

William
the

new

Faversham

bill at

beading

is

Keith's.

"Don't Shoot."

.

Strand, Loew vaudeville.
Picture houses: Falace, "The $5
Baby"; Columbia, "The Prisoner of

Zends";

Love

"How

Rialto,

Women

Metropolitan, "Alias Julius
Caesar."
Burlesque: Gayety, Frank Fin;

ney 'i

!.<

vue.

Samson

Noble

has

been

made

concert master of Crandall'a Metropolitan theatre orchestia.

Shuheii vaudeville opened at the
Belascb Sunday afternoon with a
good matinee and a close to
capacity house at the night performance.
L.irly

McUarry Oarrick
The Carry
FUayers arc finishing out their seaOranville
"Clarenci "
with
son
Palmer is In U,c Alfred Lunt role,
Hoffman,
Ruth
Helton,
Percy
while
Martha McOraw and Duncan Penwarden have the other Important

rob

>s the Barney Gerard "Laugh it
makers" unit featuring Jimmy Hussey und James p. Carson.
Local

pi est

pb ased with show.

-

Cosmes, vaudeville, M< Donald and
Jennings
and
Review,
Howard and White, (Jeorge

Plunkett

Mazier

principals.

Synce Syniphonists GRANADA THEATRE,

WRITTEN
f<«-MtrW.

tut

M»<u

ri.'il

CARL NIE6SE
SeeocnlMfl AutlhM
44 Srookvllla Ave
INI
IMP

MANAFOMR

SAft

RADIUM LUMINOUS PAINT
In beautiful colon Purple, blue green,
yellow n <i and orange, For Costumes,
scenery, Stage Effect i etc 8oi« reprem ntativi in
8 .imi
'anada of ti.e
Radium, Limited
DUWICO, 208*W. 41»t St., N. V. City
i

Importer* of
M.iruif.u

i

I

'

Cpndenwn

I

•>

IStipe,

Chlorine

iinti ct Electrical BqBiproent ind
fc'.ffectft,

An> In

FRANC

m ripiioii
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ANNOUNCEMENT
PECK

«nd

KOLB

PRE8ENT

"HIPPITY HOP"
WITH

McAllister and shannon
A BRAND-NEW 8HOW

PLAYING COLUMBIA CIRCUIT
Opening Minneapolis, Oct. 8th
CAN USE GOOD PEOPLE AT ALL TIMES
New York

Columbia Theatre Building, 701 Seventh Ave.,

Mudge's rant operated in Shubert buildings
by the Salvin group. These are the
(44h Street theatre
of securing a Landis, Thomas or Little Club
Hays to become dictator of the boot- building) and Plantation and Montlegging industry. Topics such as mart re (Winter Garden building).
the stabilising of pricts and sales Whether the 20 per cent, is for rent
efficiency were gone .into, the newly or a direct interest is not known.
discovered Mudge making his long Contrary to common impression,
discourse on the Broadway street neither Paul nor Sam Salvin has
corner, according to the "Times." any Interest whatsoever In the RenThe yarn was cleverly written and dezvous or Piccadilly, both in the
those who read it believed It to be same building and operated by Oil
a crack argument for light wines Boag, although Mr. Boag Is interand beer fostered by a leading ested in several of the Salvin resThere was an interest
newspaper that really fostered an taurants.
article holding up as legitimate an held by others, according to report,
in
CaaUea-by-ihe-Sea
this summer,
traffic.
Monday
the
"Evening
illegal
World" considered the kidding ar- with B£ag. but Boag had the only
sayso
In
the
direction
of that Long
ticle in an editorial and kidded with
it.
Very nice of Mudge to get a di- Beach restaurant.
college

CLAIRE'S

m

costumes to hundreds of the leading

original

and

the stace

an d

from her European vuit means new.

return

screen.

—

is

now showing

and

art to the

of

wear on

Her

work of

crea-

the artist

her to gain and hold the admiration of American

assist

audiences.

Man.]} Jeanne Lanvin Importations on Display

Gowns — Wraps — Millinery — Furs
ONE-THIRTY

bred

bootlegger."

remarks were anent the

breathes a fairy-

a delight to the feminine fancy.

tions lend additional splendor

and

women

collection of apparel for

which she

oft the stage

land lovelinets

The

feasibility

rector to steady the bootleg trade

WEST FORTY-FIFTH STREET
NEW YORK

The Venetian Gardens of Monand make a million on the side. The
"World" hinted it believed Mudge is treal and Ottawa warn restaurants
a non-existent person. That was the and agents against any one posing
as its representative without the
prevailing opinion.
person approached confirming it by

The many

liquor arrests

made

wire or letter direct to the Gardens.
K. R. McNeill of the Gardens issues
the notice, stating a man has been
cashing checks and booking acts
In New' York, saying he represented
the Gardens. One of the New York
cabarets cashed a bogus check of
$50 for him, and at another place
where he wanted a $500 check
cashed the precaution was taken
to first wire Montreal, when tae attempted fraud. was uncovered. The
man is unknown to the management of the Gardens and holds no
authorlzatMh of any kind.

of

not only in New York City but
throughout the State, by civic and
federal officers, on the discovery of
a half-pint or pint of liquor on the
premises, have had an odd look.
If the officers now and then would
find a quart bottle of liquor in an
out-of-the-way place. It perhaps
would not strike anyone as so peculiar. To carry a half- pint or pint
bottle In the pocket without discovery Is easy, but a quart bottle
might bulge wherever located on
the person. The liquor men say this
"planting" has grown extensive. Up
State' last week a pinch was made
by federal officers through their
having claimed to have found a
late,

Two

CABARET

Rainbow Dancing
title of

\h

the n<-w place
street.

New

now

10)

choosing, playa the music
the acta.

and 48th

for

,1'Iho

not enly the

Broadway

.it

York, but

it

describes the atmosphere in
La decorated
and
the dances staffed.
With Brdody'a
orchestra located in one corner of
the spacious floor, the other exalso

which the placo

treme end, glass covered, carries
practical rain -shower effect during
each dance, with th^ hall semi*
Illuminated.
rather unique
It's
arrangement, the effect being of
i

i

dancing through a rainstorm toward
the rainbow which, through lighting
attachments,
appears
gradually
through the downpour. The Rainbow does not charge for Individual
dances, a gate admission covering
the entire evening, while refreahments aro served at popular prices.

The

management

practically

modelled the entire second

re-

floor of

the Hilton building for the Rainbow
as well as the entrance, and procured In Erdodys orchestra, which
formerly played at the Hotel Pennsylvania, the best musical congregation available. A special opening
was held Tuesday night for the
press and friends with the grand
opening staged for Wednesday Dan
Dody la attending to the professional

management

of

th^e

Rainbow.

EDWARD CROPPER,
THEATRICAL

Inc.

WARDROBE
TRUNKS
OIK L NOItM AMHI

II

S

fO.

cor

P II ON

III,

:t8tl>
lot

.«

It'vtny.

IX..

N

C.

FIT/HOY 3848
:tH4
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or three Broadway restau- Benny Uberall and John Wagner,
may shortly close, with one are said to have learned upon takclosed not reopening, perhaps. ing possession of the restaurant
There ia a connection In the possi- there had been a previous liquor
bilities,
but it cannot be traced. violation filed against It with the
The "hip flask" order may have Federal authorities.
Wagner is
contributed to poor business, but supposed to have known of it.
the cabaret people claim the de- through having been a partner with
tailed policeman in uniform is the Louis Fisher in Reisenweber's bereal factor. From accounts, the de- fore the three partners bought the
tailed men aro those expecting to restaurant for $100,000.
O* this
receivo promotion and they have amount $25,000 was paid in cash at
been detailed knowingly for that the time with the remainder to be
•eason, to prevent any one getting aettled with Fiaher irs monthly Into them.
One cabaret notorious as stallments. Most of the remainder
an all night resort within Times has bpen paid. Sophie Tucker was
square is said to have dropped In reported to have had a share of the
business to $100 a night at the moat. Wagner Interest in the cabaret.
A peculiar order reported given to Miss Tucker appeared there folthe patrolman in the restaurant is lowing the change in management.
said to have been that they are to It was a return date for her.
port all officials they recognize enA while back Johnny Small, of
tering the restaurants they are in.
Th it includes superior police offi- Johnny Small and Small Sisters of
cers, in or out of uniform. The res- vaudeville, invested in a roadhouse.
taurateurs claim Inspector Bolan and since then bis identity has been
Of the district is too aeyere in hiS mysterious. However, It was learned
orders and that through them the that Small is a business man enough
detailed policemen are an annoy- to arrange to operate his roadhouse
ance to guests. The inspector ap- from May until October of each
parently pays no attention to pro- year. During the other months he
teats of that character.
Captain returns to the stage and so keeps
Kelly, now in command at 47th earning money two ways. "Clubby
Street, seems to be a BoJan disciple Side Inn." which is located on the
Wheaton road about 25 miles from
for watchfulness and severity.
Chicago, is the cafe which Small
has.
This inn gets a better play
The application for the final clos- than any other roadhouse on this
ing of Reisenweber's, New York, for road. It is built on the «plans of a
violation of the parole granted the Japanese bungalow, with sloping
cabaret for one year by the Federal lawns all around it and a pretty
Court in New York, was to have landscape surrounding the cafe.
been up for hearing Wednesday. Here Small furnished food and
Following the parole revenue agents amusements and is doing a corking
alleged they secured evidence liquor business during the season.
It is
was being sold in the place. It ia reported that Small sunk $15,000 In
upon those statements the latest the "Clubby Inn." but is fast getting
move was made. The owners of back his original -Investment and is
Reisenweber's, Walter Kaffenburg. finding the profits quite large. On
each side of the road blazes foryi
signs that read, "Clubby Side Inn
is not a roadhouse, Just a good place

rants

(Continued from p.irp

:

HICKS

675 Fifth Avenue,

& SON

at

53d Street

half-pint bottle of gin in the cellar
of a country road house* Rubens'
restaurant and delicatessen place,
New York, was "raided" last week.
A half-pint bottle of whisky was
discovered in the cellar where Rubens asserts there is nothing of his

Arnold Johnson, leading a band of
opened this week at the
Pelham Heath Inn on the Pelhara
parkway, New York.
It's a big
sized band for a roadhouse at the
end of the season, and suggests
Harry Susakind is fortifying him*
11 pieces,

self

Pelham Heath against the

at

lately reopened and remodeled
Woodmanston Inn, that Joe Pant

own. Claiming he was being framed, has.
Panl recently lost $35,000
the cops
walked Rubens eight worth of liquor when federal men
blocks to the police station, refusing from Washington opened up a conto permit him to ride there ia his crete outhouse in the rear of Wood*
car.
mansten to get it That sounded
like a tip-off, and especially with
There are 20 service stations and the revenuers coming from Washhideaways for bootleggers between ington. Also a tip-off seemed to
Rouses Point and New York city, be the pinch at the Hof bran
according
to
a chauffeur who (Jahnsaen's), where 125,000 worth of

worked for the "chain." The stations are fitted up not only for the
repair and storage of cars but for
the housing of rum runners. Approach to the places Is cleverly

liquors

were

The New York "Times" devoted
in its first news seclast Suhlay to the supposed
observations of one Merkin McLaren

one of the cabarets Is listed to continue with that style of entertain-

camouflaged, enabling the bootleggers to disappear from the main
road suddenly when prohibition
agents or state troopers chase them.
The chauffeur's weekly income a
station averaged $110 with tips, but
the possibility of getting shot and
the chance of detection were too
much for him, so his story goes.
The bosses and workers are "hard
boiled." according to the chauffeur,
several
of
them being ex-Sing

ment.
offer

It Is Plantation,

a revue

described

as

"a .cultured,

of that

which

LATJSST

will

name upon

opening late next week.

re-

Florence

SHOW BUSINESS SENSATION
DOWN COSTUMK

and operated by anyone, giving an exact
Imitation of a person walking on his
hands, while In reality using feet only.
You can dance, run, walk the wire or
globe.
Excellent attraction for any kind
Fully protected. Price (150. OS.
of show.
Made to measure of best material. (Permission to use Included.) Write for par-

Singers.

The Shuberts are reported to hold
20 per cent, interests in the restau-

ticulars.

O.

.

AKCO,

501

W. 124th

St..

N. T. City.

STAGE

AND STREET
SLIPPERS
BALLETS AND FLATS
$

8

Ma" Orden C. 0. D. for Half Amount. Add 25o Postage.
.86
Satin Strap Pump.
St.,
Black, White. Mean.

225 W. 42d

TOM

N. Y.

Catalot

Mail

V

Ordor

Free
Dent.

PATSY

and
with
l

In their

ORIGINAL

dance*

CREATED

by

Tom

Dingle

HARRY CARROLL
JTouring Orpheum

Circuit.

JhU week (Sept
hi

»

i

-.

.

I

UPSIDE

Tho same a* contracted for and used by
the Greenwich Village Follies and Ring*
ling Bros. Circus.
This la the first and
only successful device which can be worn

two columns

Mudge,

seized.

With colored shows off in the legitimate houses on Broadway but

to eat."

tion

Have a little fruit delivered to your home or
your friends— take it to your week-end outing

Oity

»

.

17|t Palace, Chicago

—— <
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Mills will again head the show,
ghelton Crooks, who went into the
"Plantation Revue" when it played
four weeks aa a show at the 46th
JStreet, will also be in the cafe lineup.
So will J. Francis Mores, the
tenor of "Oh Joy," a colored show
which tried in a tent at 57th street
and Eighth avenue. Em met t Anthony ("My Dog") of the latter
show was to have played the cafe,
but backed out when he failed to
secure a $25 advance against his

Palais Royal and continue under
present name indefinitely.

The new Shan ley restaurant
vue (due
lost

its

its

re-

to have opened last night)
producer late last week,

when Percy

Elkeles retired. Elkejes

Tom Healy. it was said, following
the
fire
last
week, which
destroyed the Farm at Hartsdatay
N. Y., will rebuild in time for
next season. .Nick Prouins has
been operating the road house in
the country for two summers, having kept it open all of this year and
the production.
The cost of the last. Nick had it on a rental basis
costumes
amounted to around from Healy. The Farm was pleasantly situated on a hill overlooking
$3,600.
Jerome Avenue, which is the main
The hip flask order for restau- auto artery to White Plains.' Lose
rants has had a somewhat similar estimated at over $75,000.
effect to the police order of many
years ago, to close up all disorderly
The Greenwich Village theatre
houses in New York. That order announces that, commencing next
sent the habitues into flats and Monday, amateurs from the audiapartments all over the city, where ence will be permitted to appear
they have since remained, added to in the performance of "A Fantastic
by others.
With the restaurant Fricassee," and those indicated fabusiness diminished through the vorites with the audience through
flask hip rules, those preciously applause will be allowed in the pro-

The order issued by Police Commissioner Enright
notifying
all
captains and inspectors they would
be held responsible for their pre-

and district* if arrests were
in them by officers outside of
the district, will tend to tie up the
Times square- section tighter than
«ver, with Inspector Bolen remaining In charge.
It does appear a
puzzle to many why the Times
square restaurants and cabarets are
•o closely watched while all over the
city of New York and in the Times
-'square neighborhood saloons are
openly selling liquar and beer across
'the bar.
The less conspicuous constant restaurant-goers are now
places seem to go along unmolested. visiting the speak -easies and apartments where liquor may be secured.
cincts

made

]

—

Tait's, in

-

San Francisco, went out

I sham
Jones and his orchestra
are back again in Jhe College Inn,
Hotel Sherman, Chicago.
In announcing their reappearance the
management of the College Inn
have taken space in the "dailies"
for the past week, acclaiming the
Jones orchestra.
Business, which
had only been fair at the Inn during the summer months, increased
to capacity with the reappenrnnee
of Jones and his musicians.
They
are only supplying dance music
there, as entertainment has been
eliminated.

existence insofar as the name
Tait is concerned, .and last week
..temporarily closed. It will be re;

e(

opened soon as the Palais- Royal by
Mike Lyman, Bill Symon and Jack
Rosseau, who bought the place. The
new owners are the proprietors of
\

several cafes in Los Angeles. The
Pavo Real, upstairs in Taifs. which
for some time has b*en known a«
Fanchon and Marco's "Little Club,"
remains open and will continue to
do so. It will be a part of the new

COVERS FOR
ORCHESTRATIONS
\M>

I

KXTIIKK

ing.

with Julian Alfred had undertaken
Bruce Smith
to put on the show.
is the stage manager, remaining
with it.
Shanley's has' taken it
over, with Alfred continuing as the
producer under a new arrangement.
Elkeles and the Shanley management are reported to have -had a
controversy over the costuming of

ary.

...

of the rudeness and annoyance. The
other evening in one of the cabarets
with the cop watching the taftle, a
party at it secured a pint of Scotch
and drank it while the copper, if he
were suspicious, said and did noth-

While dancing stops at one

Broadway cabarets where

in

are detailed, the places remain
open much later. In most places the

IlKIKfr' CA'SKS.

detailed policeman is distinctly unhouse, watching
friendly to the
parties closely and often searching
under chairs for bottles, regardless

.

posed midnight show under preparation for the house.

Art Hickman, In San Francisco,
has retained legal counsel as a result of a report that reached him
that the Danue Cafe in Paris and
another European cafe, called The
Hermitage, were advertising "Art
Hickman Orchestras." He also says
there is a co'ored orchestra in Paris
using his name without permission.

NOW IN OUR ENLARGED QUARTERS
PROFESSIONAL TRUNKS
Back

to

floor

revue.

play, which he will produce under
another title. He has also engaged
Dr. Hilar, director of the National
enbeen
E. George Wood has
gaged to stage a revue in the Win- theatre at Prague, to co-operate
with Simonson.
ter Garden Cafe, Los Angeles. He
will
also put in an all-colored
Booking of Sunday night eonorchestra and revue in the Plantacerts for the Shubert- Teller, Brooktion Cafe, near Venice.
lyn, have been transferred from the
L-oew, office to Walter Plimmer. Six
Reports of a forthcoming disso- acts and a feature will male up the
i

of
partnership in several
cabarets are denied by the parties

lution

interested.

Murray's, on 42d street, is running its revue on Sundays, from
six until. closing time.

Anna

Held,

Jr.,

The Colony Club has been taken
ever by Jimmy Auditore, the how*
stevedore. It's the former Joe Panl
restaurant just oft Fifth avenue.
Auditors has installed* Ernest as
manager, with the chef taken from
the Knickerbocker grill, another of withholding.
Fountain

suing under her

BAM

TRUNKS IN THE EAST

New York

City

Between 38th and 39th Streets

Phone: Fitz Roy 0620

OLD TRUNKS TAKEN

IN

Eddie Buzxell, with "The Gingham
was given a picture test last
week with a view of submitting it to
film producers for light comedy
roles before the camera**
Girl,"

Billy Priest haa resigned ae weetsales manager of the Broadway

em

Music Corp. and haa connected with
J. W. Jenkins' Sons Music Ca ef
Kansas City.
,

Sidney Calne has joined the Stark
firm as general manager.
will continue his catalog retained
from the old S. C. Caine, Inc., in

A Cowan
He

conjunction.

Clyde Doerr and his Club Royaie
orchestra are now stationed at the
It is a
Hotel Congress, Chicago.
Miss Held left about Whlteman-booked band.

Long

road,-

hands of a

rick road resort is reported on the
market for rent or sale. It is said
to have cost $200,000 to finish, having been lately built.

The cabaret business In the Times
Square section was shot to pieces
week.

BEST PLACES TO DINE

GEL'S

position

dance

place,

hall,

Sam

EXCHANGE OR REPAIRED

NO CONNECTION WITH ANY OTHER STORE

of Broadway at
41st Street

$1 Our Special: A Sirloin Steak and Potatoes (Any Style) $1
In the GRILL with 8PECIAL RESERVATIONS for XADIES

IKe TAVERN

Roseland, also a
Lanin, Mai Hallet's

lU N

156-8

STREI
WEST 48TH STREET
East of Broadway

\

Andre 8herri has returned to
cabaret revue producing. A show
by him opened last week at John's
on upper Broadway. Sherri some
months ago was threatened with
blindness an< has not as yet recovered his full sight.

The Cocoanut Grove

One Moment West

The Rendezvous of the Leading LlchU of Utemiure and the gtaf*.
The Beat Food and Kntertatnment La New York. Mnate and Diuicin*.

Cops snooping under

tables and looking around the legs
of patrons for flask-on-the-hip liquor have succeeded in nearly killing
off the business in several places.

orchestras are officiating.

529-531 Seventh Ave.,

ville

=3\

Inn, on
the Merrick
Island, is reported in the
receiver. Another Mer-

place

Mail Orders Filled F. O. B., N. Y. City.
Send for Catalogue.
Used trunks and shopworn samples of all standard makes always on hand.

SAMUE NATHANS

Van and Corbett signed contract*
week to tour the Keith vaudetime during the season. They
had been negotiated for, for a Shu-

this

Pani's places.

The Rainbow Gardens dance
opened on Broadway this
week with Leo Erddody's orchestra playing the music. At the op-

Pre-War Prices

BOM5 AGENT FOR

entertainment.

bert unit,

Bessie Flaherty, saying she was
an actress and living at Manhattan
Beach, Coney Island, complained she
had been robbed of a $2,500 bracelet
through a holdup in a restaurant
called the White House, on East 87th
Two men comstreet, New York.
mitted the holdup, also taking some
cash from a couple of waiters. Miss
Flaherty was accompanied by a
woman friend and had driven with
her to the restaurant in an automobile belonging to a Brooklyn man.
rightful name of Liane Carrere, is
asking for the removal in San Frantioco of the executor of her mother'*
estate. Miss Held seeks the possession of $86,000 in 'stocks and bonds
and $32,000 worth of jewelry she alleges the executor is wrongfully

last

H«M

of Reisenweber's. The
William A. Brady has retained
was closed until Wednesday night. The Reisenwcber man- Lee Simonson to supervise the
American production of "The Life
agement is considering putting in a of the Insects," a Czecho-Slovaklan

room

floor

restaurant

police-

men

ART BOOKBINDING CO.
119 WEST 42d STREET
NEW YORK CITY

•

Ambassador, New York, will have a two weeks ago from New York for
revue, opening in October, put on a visit to France.
by Jos. K. Gorham. It will be the
Arthur Ash, *known to the stage
first floor show in any of the larger
as Arthur Ashley, haa filed suit for
New York hotels.
divorce against his wife, Bertha
Ash. Ash asks for the custody of
A fire occurred Sunday on the top their two children.

i

A CHOP HOUSE
of Exceptional

Merit

Under the Former Management of the

STRAND CHOP HOUSE

of the Hotel

X
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TEMPLE—
STRAND—

HOUSEKEEPING APARTMENTS

the

new W.

Issue of the

— Within

service

and

roomn

Three

kitchen.
$18.00 up Weekly.

have

141*47

$0500 up Monthly.

IRVINGTON HALL

Now

in Ch-trgo of

phone.

vacy.

THE EDMONDS

fords every privacy.

All night hall attendant.
Rates §16.00 up Weekly.

Rutes.

fir,

.

I

Special Summer Rates from June to Sept.
Private Hath and Phone in Each Apartment

THE ADELAIDE
754-756

the organizers are offering
salaries that approximate 60 per
cent, more to members of the editorial departments of the local papers. It sizes up as a war to the
knife. Originally, both the evening
and Sunday editions were to be
called "The American." With "The
Telegram" now selected for the
afternoon, only the Sunday will bo
called "The American."
Syracuse
had a "Telegram" some years ago;
it proved a failure.
Among those
to Join the new pafTer is Fremont
Hadley, familiarly known as "The
Judge," who penned burlesque for
"The Herald" under that name for
years. He is now with "The Jour-

COLUMBUS .—CIRCLE
— .^^^—

EIGHTH AVENUE

HKS OKOKi.K HMEGBI* Mgr

Professional.

Phones.:

—Bryant

8950-1

—

WHERE

411

and
58 th ST.
Phone:
—
na—Eeai
.

Vaeanelea

Now Open.

|

furnished rooms, housekeeping;.

2

weekly and up, including Gas,

$7.00

Electricity *Hnd Linen.
Private phone and separate entrance.

320 West 96th Street
New York City
Phone Riverside 5558
Columbus t273-«

I'lioor:

SOL R APIS.
-

33 West 65th
KING

and

JOHN STS.

PH. Ad* 7600

t,

and

t

fred S. Black, as president of the

i

is

i

)

;

*

;

• :

»1

1

«

St.,

New York

City

Complete housekeep*

rooms.

Phone

Inc.

been settled by stipulation.
The
Goldsteins had owned but threeeighths of the stock in the Park, Al-

S

In

every apartment.

MRS. K1I.EY

I'roo

of "Under Hawaiian Skies," playing
the Bastable last week, to turn
over the show to a new manager.
Hevia engaged Henry Ross, of Montreal, to pilot the production when
it left here.
When Ross sought to
cross the border at Malone, the Immigration authorities turned him
back when he admitted his reason
for coming into the States was to
keep a contract to assume the post
of theatrical manager. Hevia bom-

barded Washington with telegrams
and telephone calls, but failed to*
ascertain under just what regular
tions his manager was barred. Classification as "contract labor*' is assumed to be the ground of exclusion.

PHOTOGRAPHS
For Lobby or Advertising
Double welpht paper. Quality guaranteed.
Send any photo and $2.00 for 50 postal*;
$12. SO. 600; 8x10 Standard Lobby l'hotoa,
12 far $2.50. $14.00 per 100.

Prompt

ser-

vice.

V.

BARBEAU STUDIO
OSWEGO, N. Y.

INERS

MAKE UP

Est.

Henry C.

tyiner, Inc.
Guerrini

FOR SALE

"

1473

Special Rates to the Profession

v

RAYMOND MATTHEWS

2882

APARTMENT BOTE

TORONTO. CAN..

come Stranger" company from SusUtica corporation, holding the balNelson Mireck, old time theatrical quehanna to Blnghamton Tuesday
"Rex." tho blue-blooded German ance.
man and company manager, now as- to keep its date at the Stone opera shepherd of Manager J. J, Burnes,
Goldstein Brothers brought suit
alstant manager at 13. F. Keith's, house.
Black turned
of 13. F. Keith's, entered in the New to collect on notes.
was responsible for the amplifying
York State Fair Dog Show by over his Interests, to the Paramount
The Buckley- Ferguson Produc- Cherrydale Kennels, captured the corporation, which in turn transof the entire »$ith performance on
Friday nigh;. Nelson thought up the tions, Inc., of Dinghamton, which blue in his class.
ferred the property to Goldstein
stunt and persuaded the" Western recently completed its first picture,
Brothers.
Electric people to come through. It will erect a new cinema studio in
John M. Louden, 07, of Carthage.
was the greatest publicity stunt this that city at once. The concern in- coualn of the late "Buffalo Bill"
Clarence and Gertrude Taylor.
tends to turn out six features a year. Cody, and Mrs. Minnie Etta Re- owners of the Port Leyden theatre,
city has ever seen.
more, 51 -year-old widow, of Water- have sold the property to John and
The Wieting, in spite of alleged town, were married at Pulaski last Cora Castle, of Norwood, who will
Syracuse theatres, which did a
land office business as a rule last restrictions in the lease held by the week. Louden, a bachelor, was with operate the house with a picture
week during the New York State Shuberts, intends to offer the Shu- Buffalo Bill's Wild West for several policy.
Fair, look forward to record crowds bert vaudeville units on Sundays. seasons.
the last half of this week, when the Although there was no advance
If it hadn't been for the fortunate
New York Department of the Amer- newspaper advertising of the "SunThe Majestic, Utica, where the passing by of a truck wagon, Johnny
ican Legion gathers here for its an- day concerts," 'Town Talk," whi<Jh Majestic Ployers closed a stock run Dooley would have had no "Gerty"
nual convention. Twenty thousand opened the Shuhert vaudeville sea- on Saturday, opened Sunday as a for his vaudeville act when "Town
ex-fi|?rvice men and women will be Hon at the Wieting last week, played picture
playing
house,
first-run
the first Shubert unit to play
The films. A seven -piece orchestra has Talk,"
in towrfl along with 50,000 others, Sunday at two performances.
Syracuse, opened at the Wieting
lured on by the presence here of gate was light. Less than 200 were been installed by Nate Bobbins.
Thursday afternoon.
The unit
in
house
night,
said,
the
at
it is
and
Pershing, Admiral Hodman, General
doesn't carry a horse with it, deLejeune of the Marine Corps, Na- the matinee was still worse. "Town
"The Utica Press." Utfca. is mak- pending upon the local manager to
Talk"
laid
off
Wieting
run
after
its
tional Commander MacNider, Judge
ing a drive to build up its dramatic engage a broken-down nag for the
K. M. Land is and a host of other and, it is said, is undergoing needed department. The Press started in scene. The horse for the Syracuse
notables. The convention opens on repairs this week.
on Saturday with two week-end run was duly hired by Manager
Thursday and runs over Saturday.
theatrical pages.
George A. Chenet, but through some
To Install new upholstered chairs
Theatrical folk are well reprehitch the livery stable forgot to send
in the boxes and lo'ges, Keith's here
sented.
William Holp. 23, of Honolulu. P. it. The unit's stage manager came
Hodolph Valentino comes
voluntarily
seating
cut the
capacity I., was arretted here by local deFriday as one of the officials of the
rushing to Chenet about six minState championship athletic meet. in those two departments this week. tectives on 5L warrant focwarded by utes before "Gerty" was due to
new chairs,, of the arm chair the Lockport police. Holp. man- amble on with Dooley
Ho will hand out the prizes to the The
on her back.
winners in the Arehbold stadium. type, and done in red velvet, cost ager of a carnival attraction playing
"Where's the horse?" he demandat the State Pair, was charged with ed.
The mash notes for Hodolph on the management over $32 each.
Chenet threw up his hands,
skipping his Lockport board bill.
Tuesday already filled a bushel basreached for a phone, glanced out on
Henry Russelle, movie actor, Is off
ket at Legion headquarters here.
the street, dropped the telephone
stunts for life, as a result of
Because Goldstein , Brothers, of and dashed from his olflee to tho
Sydney Cohen is responsible for press
his experience in Binghamton. Rue*
Muss., have .acquired curb, arriving in time to halt and
Springfield,
Valentino's presence.
selle, a friend of Frank Leonard,
full
ownership
of the Park theatre, commandeer a horse-drawn truck.
Of the 8. Rankin Drew post, the handling the exploitation for "In
Utica. through a compromise with
official delegates Include Lieutenant
Name of the Law," was called Utica
Theatres, Inc..
Immigration red tape tied knots
Commander Wells, Major J. G. Don- the
attachment
upon by Leonard to participate in issued by the Oneida an
county sheriff in the plans oC Harold Hevia, owner
ovan, Lieutenant S. G. Giimpertz v f.ike arrest in the heart
of Bing- some time ago has been
cancelled
and Lieutenant Glenn Condon.
hamton. The scenario east Rufltelle and a Supreme Court action for $'Jf>.Tho Legion Auxiliary meets simul- as a thief attempting
to escape from
taneously, and Thais Magrane, as a traific cop who recognised him. 000 brought by the Springfield lirrn
State president, will preside. Miss VVlir-n tho .skit was staged, tho shots against the Utica corporation, has
Magrane is also classed as a Syra- fired into the air attracted the atNew and Second Hand Theatrical
cusan through her early stage ex- tention of an I0ri<> railroad sleuth,
Costumes.
perience here in repertoire. Miss lie saw Russelle dashing away and
Magrane, wh has boosted the aux- entered the chase.
Finally ui lbiliary membership 3,000 in the p
bing Russelle he secured an innCOMPOSER and ARRANGER
COLUMBIA THEATRE BUILDING
*vear, ret re s.
lock and
pressure until it
4nr\ ir,58 Broadway. Now York City
Keith's Will give a special midNEW YORK CITY
night show Friday. The entire house
>

CIRCLE
*

New

;>nil

1

40th St.—Off B'way
Phone: BRYANT 1477-t

I

l«

-

|

(

State Fair this week, "The Herald"
continuing its criticism this week.
James J. Kelly on
Both papers rapped various depart- opened the old Y. M. <'.
ments and generally declared that at Painted Post, N Y as the 1m cian had ft the theatre following a
performance. Her loss totaled $1.there must be a turn about in pol- pcrial, a movie house.
oOO, Mrs. Ooodridge tins week idicy if the fair is to continue In
Syracuse. The present type of exWith the Erie train service vised, friends here. Mrs. Ooodridge
position is just an overgrown coun- chopped it was necessary to engage ts traveling over the Keith time in
ty fair, the papers charged.
a peels] train to bring the "Wel- an act with Howard Remig.
,

.

W.

Thieves entered the dressing room

of Mrs. Laura Ormsbee CJoodridge.
of this city, in the Palace, Montreal.
and stole costumes, a violin, an
Saturday amethyst bracelet, tings and other)
A. theatre jewelry after the vaudeville musi-

.

REISENWEBER'S

formerly
i

ARLINGTON HOTEL

liberate his prisoner.

New York

Conveniences.

207

threatened to break the actor's arm
Russelle cried out in pain, but not
until Leonard appeared on the acene
and explainc 1 would the Brio dick

theatres here should have MiOther landslide in bualneM next
week, thanks to the Democratic
State Convention.

—

Manager

The

Syracuse's two Sunday paper*,
•"The Herald" and "The Post-Stand-

—

ROOMS NEWLY RENOVATED.

VOl K FK1KNOS STOP

tions apparently cut into the draw
Pepper" Monday night.
of "Red
Tuesday night, with a mist falling.
the crowd went inlo the theatre.

..

M"TEL
DOUGLAS
BEN DWORETT.

J

IT IS

—

in
York
considering the quality and service
Room with Prhnte Bath; AIho Suites of Parlor. Bedroom and Bath.
OVERLOOKING CENTRAL PARK; NEWLY FURNISHED: DAY AMD NIGHT SERVICE
CHARLES E. OILMAN. Manager

JUST OFFPROADWAY
"ALL THAT THE NAME IMPLIES*
Pori0(T(ll oirectio*
M. KENNY
THE HOME- OF THE PROFESSION—WITH A HOME-LIKE ATMOSPHERE!
YOU WILL BE CONTENTED AT THE AMERICA

nal."

ard," opened fire on the

ii

The Best Rate Value

Between 40th and 47th Streets
One Block West of Broadway
Three, Pour and fc'lve-Room High-Class Furnished Apurtmrnts $10 Up
Strictly

HOTEL

IRCLE
ii

is said

THE LINCOLN

Catering Exclufdvely to the Profession.

x

<

-

776-78-80 Eighth Avenue
306-10 West 51st Street
Bryant 354-555-7835
Circle 0010-0041
NEW YORK CITT
MRS. OFORGE DANIEL. Proprietress

oo up weekly.

Address All Communications to M. CLAMAN,
Principal Office— Yandia Court, 2(1 Weat 43d Street. New York.
Aoartmeots Can Be Seen fCvcnlnga
Office id Bach Building.

R.

Hearst paper in this city, "The
Syracuse Telegram" (evening) is
slated for next Tuesday.
If the
schedule is maintained Hearst will
nave established another new record In opening a paper. Recruiting
of the various departmental staffs in
in full swing. Just who will handle
the dramatic desk is uncertain. It

W. 48«h Str...
LONOACRB

883 °

FURNISHED APARTMENTS

Times Square. Unroom arrangement af-

Directly off

usual furnishing*,

3,2

ELEVATOR

Fireproof buildings of the newest type, having every device and coave Jence.
Apartmenta are beautifully arranged, and constat of t. S and 4 rooms, wl a kitchen
and kitchenette. tUed bath and phone.
117.00 I'p Meekly.
Address all communications to Ch arles Tenenhaum. lrvlngton Hall.

One. three and four room apartments
with kitchenettes, private buth* and tele-

One, three and four apartments
with kitchenettes, private bath and
telephone. Ununual furniNhingn, room
arrangement* afford* the utmost pri-

HENRI COURT

II

•aS-OncST

of Henri Court.
Yandls Court.

ST"

THE DUPLEX
SS0 West 43d Street
Phone Bryant G131

CITY

Room,

Catering to the comfort nnd convenience of
the profession.
Steam Heat and fcleetrle Light - - • SO. GO Up

Private Bath. 8-4

wAVr 43d STREET
ANT 791*

MRS. ItLAC'K. formerly
Is

CLEAN AND AIRY.

IIIIY

,

full-tiled

FURNISHED

APARTMENTS

NEW YORK

YANDIS COURT

til to 311 West 45th St.
Phone l<ongncre 35C0
Finest type elevator, fireproof building. One, two and three rooms; builtin baths with showern. Tiled kitchen-

ettes.

Geo. F. Schneider. Prop.

.

323-325 West 43rd Street

cleanliness.

HILDONA COURT

4203

COMPLETE FOR HOUSEKEEPING.

ALL BUILDINGS EQUIPPED WITH STEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIC LIGHTS

>

$!4.00 par vroek

wlthoot bath,

—Bryant

THE BERTHA

Means

of Economical Folk*)
Under the direct aupervlwlon of the owners. Lorn ted In the heart of the city. Just
eft* Broudwtijr,
/lose to all booking offices, principal thealres, department stores,
tract Ion lines, "I." road and subway.
We are the targest maintainers of honaekc^plnir furnished apartments specialising to theatricnl folks.
We are on the ground dally. This alone Insnres prompt

(Of the Better Kind

In addition to
time. He was 58.
his theatrical interests he was
president of the Will & Baumer Co.,
the largest candle manufacturing
concern in the world, and also of the
new Syracuse Hotej Corporation,
erecting a costly new hotel here.
His estate will run into the milFuneral services were held
lions.
Wednesday. There were ten honorary and six active pallbearers, although the rites were privately held
from the family home* Will was
vice-president of "The Syracuse
Journal" Co.
first

1)ihiI)Ib

Phone: Longacre 9444

*

The

Doable with bath, $17.50 and $21.00 her week

81n*le without bath, $10.50 per week
Kimcle wtlh bath,
$14.00 per wg«»k

Silent Men."

SAVOY— "Ills Back Against
Wall."
REGENT— "One Clear Call."

LORRAINE

CHICAGO

ncCCD
QPCPIAI CUMMER
RATCQ
UrrCn OrtlOIHL
OmYllYltin nMICO

Anthony Will, president of the
Savoy Theatre Co., operating the
Savoy here, and one of the city's
business
most prominent
men,
dropped dead Sunday on the links
of the Onondaga Golf and Country
Club while playing in a foursome.
Will had been in ill-health for some

!

AND

GRANT

B. F. KEITH'S—Vaudeville.
BASTAM,E— All tho week, "Oh,
Joy," all-colored company.
Vaudeville.
All tho week, "Prisoner of Zenda."
EMPIRE— "Her Gilded Cage."
ROBBINS-ECKELr— "The Valley
iDf

»

Leonard Hicks, Operating Hotels

Pepper, with Mclntyre and il«\ith;
dark Wednesday; last half, "Stopping Around." Next week, first
half, Nora Hayes in "The Queen of
XI carts." Opens here.

J
5

as

THE BEST PLACES TO STOP AT

N. Y.

By CHESTER B. BAHN
WIETINCS-FirHt two days. "Red

I

Friday, September 22, 1022
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only
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land
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Avenue
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1
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Cat.
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at the disposal of the ss*servlcc

%J

men.

The first throe days of the week
is holding a street cai
nival in the heart of the iiiy to secure additional funds for convention
purposes. The entire spare in Clinton square, before the Wieting on t
house. Is used, as is the new federal
building site. Tho outdoor alliac-

tho Legion

-

DROP CURTAINS FOR SEE AND RENT < *£StfR«3iF1 S feT"

\

f

245

WEST

BUMPUS

46th STREET,

NEW YORK

&

CITY

LEWIS SCENIC STUDIOS

Phone

BRYANT

2695

*

VARIETY
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OPPORTUNITY

SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE
ALL APPLICATIONS FOP ENQAGEMENTS AND TIME FOR SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE SHOULD BE MADE TO

SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE EXCHANGE
'ARTHUR KLEIN,

General Manager

233 West 45th

Street,

NEW YORK CITY
SPORTS

AMALGAM ATED Marcus Loew's
VAUDEVILLE

BOOKING AGENCY

AGENCY

General Executive Offices

1441

Broadway,
I'lIONE

BRYANT

New York

160 West 46th Street

1

foul early in the summer it was
llgured that the men would bo re-

i

BOPKING
New

York,

12

Philadelphia,

WEEKS

Washington,

New York

It Is questionable whether
is anxious to go against Britton again, however. Britton is oft to
Havana, where ho will mix It ^itth
Jimmy Kelly, a Harlem middleweight who has attracted attention
in Cuba. The champ will take on a
local scrapper before returning for
his winter campaign.

r.iatchcd.

Benny

Baltimore

and intermediate towns

J.

THE STANDARD INDEPENDENT

H.

LUBIN

Tho New York State Basketball
league will be a six-club affair the

General Manager

coming season, with Troy, Albany,
Cohoes, Amsterdam, U 1 1 o & and
Kingston.
This was decided at a

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

CHICAGO OFFICE

V

FALLY

MARKUS

SIDNEY M. WEISMAN

—

what we have

to offer

is

to

come

and talk things over with our

ACKERMAN & HARRIS
EXECUTIVE OFFICES:

SAN FRANCISCO
ELLA HERBERT WESTON, Booking Manager
281 O'Farrel Street,

BERT LEVEY CIRCUITS
THEATRES
VAUDEVILLE
SAN FRANCISCO
ALCAZAR THEATRE BUILDING,
PAUL GOUORON
EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE. WOODS TNE.V

BEN

and

DI.DO..

CHICAGO

AUSTRALIAN

FULLER

ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS
GRAND OPERA HOUSE
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA
casting through the ether. "Where ties in his apartment, with the child
static electricity Is generated natur- living there, and that Supreme Court
Justice Marcus of Buffalo was>often
ally in the warm months and causes
present. Miss Hallor testified Judge
interference with the receiving, this Marcus
had once loaned her $1,500
does not occur in the frigid spell.
while he was living in the Weber

NEWS OF DAILIES

SEVEN TO TEN WEEK CONTRACTS NOW I3EINO ISSUED.
OFFICES AFTJSR OCTOBER 1— THIRD FLOOR, PIIELAN BLDG.

(Continued from page 10 ^.
has brought charges of miscondhct
t
with his wife against Jack Plckford
Composers, Authors and publishers and Tom Moore, according to a Los
SEE MUSIC BOOM
Frank G.
are seekihg to receive revenue they Angeles news report.
and Herman L. Roth, attor(Continued from page 1)
claim is duly entitled them.
The Tyroll
reYoung
Mrs.
quoted.
are
neys,
start
will
Each
music counters.
radio broadcasting of popular music, cently divorced her husband* on
with a stock of J100 consisting only Nathan Burkan, the attorney, has charges of cruelty. Young's present
of "hits" and will easily turn over interpreted, is a violation of the intention is to set aside the inter$100 worth of music (wholesale) copyright law and constitutes a locutory decree, counsel stating a
x
each month.
cross-complaint will be filed.
public performance for profit.
Since "hit" songs only sell nowaThe music men arc asking for
The Rendcvouz press department
days, the campaign will be for the
million dollars annual revenue. this week sent out a story that
purpose of selling a copy of sheet a
Considering
that radio experts esti- Gilda (5 ray had applied through
music in conjunction with every
Clias. F. Murphy, Jr., for insurance
role or record sale.
The "hits" mate a gross business this winter of
on her legs to the amount of $100,1 per cent, thereof is
in $100,000,000,
Miss Gray dances at the Ren000.
naturally are
only recorded
The devouz, also in Ziegfeld's "Follies."
unreasonable.
canned form and by consulting the not considered
enthe radio sets sell because of the
releases,
following
month's
tertainment to be obtained through
In the fight for the QUStody of her
dealer will know what music to
Ninety per cent, of the child that L. Lawrence Weber has
their use.
order from the jobbers. The jobber
consist of music in one been making in the Supreme Court
programs
lias been enlisted in this campaign
of New York against his former
form or another.
so as not to create hundreds of small
wife. Edith liallor, the mother, much
This winter there will he a boom
accounts on the publishers' books.
tlmohy has been brought out and
said.
is
sab's,
it
receiving
set
in
music
published in the New York dailies.
the
A conference between
parpublishers and the radio broadcast- Cold weather facilitates the broad- It w,as testified that Weber had
'

ing people was held Wednesday in
the rooms of the Music Publishers'
The M. P.
Protective Association.
P. A. and the American Society of

BEAUMONT
NEW YORK
CHICAGO

IKBTDICM
THE

Charge

1547 Broadway, NEW YORK
CIRCUIT
JOHN
GAIETY THEATRE BLDG. VAUDEVILLE, MELODRAMA AND PANTOMIME
6060-6061

ARTISTS: The best way to know
right to our offices and took us over
Mr. Markus or Mr. Fisher.

NEW

in

CUTS

STANDARD ENGRAVING CO.Inc
121 Win 3»|i NEW YORK

LOS ANGELES

STUDIOS

meeting of the league held in Schenectady Sunday.
The franchises
Glovcrsvllle and Mohawk, the
two other cities in the circuit last
year, were turned back to the league.
Schenectady may enter the league.
Outside the decision to have but six
teams in the race, the most Important action at the meeting was that
of

Masonic Temple Building

Bryant

annually.

Jack Britton, the king of middleweight
boxers,
continues
to
strengthen his wonderful record of
bouts. lie has been scrapping for 20
years and has fought 500 times.
Britton is one champion who has
never been picky about opponents.
He has always asked for the best
man in sight and has taken on battlers of several divisions.
Critics
have about come to the conclusion
that Britton ranks as one of the
greatest defensive and offensive
boxers the game has ever known.
When he beat Benny Leonard via a

LOEW BUILDING ANNEX
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(Continued from page 7)
Yankee management paid $100,000

limiting the number of class A players, or recognized professional basketball stars, to three for each club.
The opening date of the season and
other matters preliminary to the
start of the pennant chaso will be
determined at tho next league meeting, to be held in Albany Sept. 23.

Battling Levinsky Is In the real
estato business in Philadelphia and,
although but 32 years of age, will
probably not again enter tile ring
professionally. He fought about 250
times and for many years was the
leader of the light heavyweight divi-

His last two main bouts were
defeats and spelled the loss of his
titles. When he went against Carpentier in Jersey City (when* the
sion.

French champ made his first visit
here) ho went out in the fourth
round and lost the world's light
heavyweight title. The Battler still
apartment. The judge is an Inti- retained the American title, howmate friend of Weber. The trend of ever. That he lost to Gene Tunney
the examination of Miss Hallor oo last
winter at Madison Square
the money subject seemed to be to Garden.
bring out that Weber had really advanced the money to Miss Hallor
Leonard Hicks, the hotel man/ of
through his friend. A maid at the
Weber apartment at one time did Chicago, picked up a couple of golf
most of the testifying concerning championships in his native burg
the parties, with the usual .attempt
for the opposing side to hold them
up as "wild" and "souse" parties.
To two or three of tho New York
dailies any kind of a "party" that
show or picture people are connected with is a circulation maker for
them. They play the stories up, and
the lawyers usually help them for
the publicity there Is in it. Miss
Hallor is now the wife of John Dilpicture
director.
lon,
the
The
matter is years old.

"Merton
Kaufman's
stag*:

of the

and

version of

Movies," Geo.

S.

Marc Connelly's
Harry Leon Wil-

produced under
George C. Tyler
atid Hugh Ford.
Glenn Hunter will
have thfc title role and Florence
son's novel, will be
the management of

Nash "the Montague

girl."

RIGHT NOW IS THE TIME TO GET THE
MOST VALUE FOR YOUR MONEY IN STAGE
SETTINGS. ATTRACTIVE SETS AT ATTRACTIVE PRICE. SETS TO RENT AS USUAL.

225 W. 46th ST. ££*/,£

NEW YORK

Wednesday ho won the
Athletic Club championship
Ridge Country Club and the
following day the Amateur-Professional championship for the state
at tho Westmoreland Country Club.
Tho following day with his sticks
Mr. Hicks captured the Walker
Beckley Trophy. Besides his proficiency on the courses, Leonard is
a bear at managing good hotels.
He has a couple in Chicago, the
hotels Grant and Lorraine, also a
couple of cafeterlai and a lot of
last

week.

Illinois

at the

popularity.

'

Verna Burke, now appearing* on
Loew circuit, asserts she has
a tWGj -v< ar-old race hor.«-e

the

had

named

after her.

BEAUMONT
NEW YORK
CHICAGO

LOS ANGELES

STUDIOS

-

VARIETY

40

U.

BAN ON ACT

S.

interference occurred while the act

(Oontir.ued from prig© 1)
RiPiiH to the navy.
It i3 charged
that the r« crulting officers exceeded
their authority and demanded the
act not be played, goinp so far, it la
alleged, tu threaten the vumlevillians
that if they again apcared in it they
would be liable to six months' im-

8AM

HARRI8

H.

time.

Monday

SAMlJAQDIC VV. 4W8t. Eve*. 8:16.
H. nMnnlO Mata. Wed. -Sat.. 2:16.
WILLIAM ANTHONY Mod IRKS
NEW COMEDY

We*

CORT

Rtm..

48th St.

*UU. Wad.

WALLACE

A

Presenti

ANDRE PICARD.

1:1ft.

OfW
DUa

NASH

Watt

Street.
Bryant 1470.

Tel.:

WEEK

IRVING BERLIN'S
42d

Rt..

—

Favorite*

Metrepolttaa

W.

of

Bway.

EVENINGS

St

Eve.

at 8:30.

Presents

FRANCES STARR
"SHORE LEAVE
w

VAlMUCnOlLIT
STEWART and FRENCH
Th,

»»

-

rresent

at 8:30.
Saturday. 2:10

TORCH BEARERS
—
Post

"Screamingly Funny."

ELWYN THEATRE.

W. 42d

BL—

ANNE NICHOLS' New Comedy

"ABIE'S IRISH ROSE"

"PARTNERS AGAIN"

a new comedy

All-Star Cast

With an

LITT
L £i
BEGINNING MONDAY NIGHT AT
1 1

17 w# 4uh 8t

1

1

M.1U. Wed.

JOHN GOLDEN

,:30

EriL

A

2:80.

Sat.

B:30.

Presents
"

A

"SPITE

in

Ity Montagu* Glaaa ft Julei Eckert Goodman.
Prices: Evs. $2.60.
Mata Wed. ft Sat.

New Amsterdam Theatre— W.

42d Street

POPULAR MATINEE
Eves. 8:15.
WEDNESDAY. Reff. Matinee SAT.
National Institution

A

EARL CARROLL jffSF***^
at Fiftieth Street
Mats. Thur.s.

A

Sat

TIMES SQUARE
EVES.

8:30.

THE

Thi

GINGHAM GIRL
A SMART. DAINTY MUSICAL COMEDY
with a

CAST OF UNUSUAL EXCELLENCE.
Including a < ll\KMIN«. (.KOI r OF
DANCING IH. \ III :9

ff»^|HMF
HHiPK
ALL

MULWHIIIHAM^Ar'^^^
1 6AH COUKTWM OF NEW BEAUTIES J

"The
ten.

Theatre, R'way ft 43d St.
Et.S.JO. MU. Weil. .Sat 2:30.

•

Aa Amy. Miss I.awrenee
the front rank of American
.

— Christian

Science Monitor

IDCDTV
LIDCn
I

The

I

Weit 40th St. Eves.
Mats. Wed. and Sat..

Siiiiishinit

Mutiriil

Woet 45th

Wed

Eva.

8t

Sat.

ft

CO
2:^0

8

s

20.

FOR BIG

action of the officers as oppressive
the men returned to New York after
the matinee. " They said they were
informed letters had been sent out
to all enlistment officers and warned
them prosecution would result.
This week the act had about decided
not to further appear in the gob
turn, not caring to risk a jail
sentence.

NOW PLAYING FOR PANTAGES

LINDSAY
A Comedy

The action of the enlistment ofthe artists three immediate weeks work, which plus $80
railroad entailed a loss of between
$700 and $800.
The act is represented by Tulsa Lee who booked
them for 25 weeks over the W. V.
M. A. last season and had had the
turn pencilled in for most of the
current season.

2:20.

"UNDER A CRAZY

FOR A
NOVELTY

LOOK!

QUILT'

LOOK!

IN A

SNAPPY-COMEDY—NOVELTY
CHARLES

"CRY BABY"

Johnson

Godfrey

and

The Black Caruso.

Formerly Johnson and Dean.

the war stopped there were
wholesale discharges from the navy
and army. It is but recently that
the navy's complement was in-creased by Congress and enlistments

PANTOMIMIC FIS1IINO NOVELTY
HARRY J. FITZGERALD
Direction:

bothered about getting legal opinion ganizations and were advised to
power of a naval officer to write Secretary of the Navy Roosewith a theatrical per- velt, which they did.
The actors stated that, In addition
formance.
Fields and Harrington upon re- to the loss in salary and railroad
turning to New York took the mat- fare expenditure, they felt injured
ter up with one of the vaudeville or- beoause of having appeared many
times In free performances for men
in both branches of the service.
"A,^ERICA'S FOREMOST THEATRES AND HITS, DIRECTION OF LEE AND J. J. SHUBERT
Even during the war they played
the gob act in naval stations when
B'way.
8' way ft 50«i St.
THEA..
47th
A
high officials were present, but no
aOFiMTO
AI
!_»-""
* I\./\I«i
DAILY. adverse
Sea. 8 to. m.ih
comment was expressed by
Tue» Tlwr.. Sat
2:15 AND i:15.
^T
—WEEK Beomnini M0N0AY MAT.. SEPT. 25— either enlisted men or officers.
The turn held play or pay contracts and it is possible it will he
able to recover salary from the theatres. While the contracts hold a
rUKSF.VTINC
stipulation covering cases where
1922"
WILLIE and EUGENE
theatres are ordered closed by the

started.

Those learning of the arbitrary
action on the part of the naval officers were unable to account for the
spineless conduct of the house managers at Indianapolis and Buffalo.
Neither is reported having cared or

WINTER GARDEN

as to the
interfere

TWICE

:

.

"FROLICS OF

HOWARD

-GREATEST MUSICAL. HIT OF

ACJES-

Second Triumphant Year

AMBASSADOR
B'way.

Thea.. 49th St.. nr.
Evi. 8:30. MU. Wed.

A

ORIGINAL
CAST %'

I

Sat.

Theatre, nr. Bw.
Eva 1:30.
Mats. Wed. and Hat. at 2.30.
JOS. M. OAITES Presents
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^MONSTER

"BLOSSOM TIME"
I

By CRANE WILBUR
With a Cast or Distinguished Players
Including
EMMETTCORRIGAN MeKAY MORRIS
FRANK McCORMACK MARGUERITE RI8SER
WALTER JAMES
CHARLES W. WALLACE
RAY C0MST0CK

MORRIS GEST

WHISPERING Chauve Souris

HOME
AVERY nOPWOOD

By

W.

Bway. Era.
Mats Wed. and Sat. at
Then..

of

R:JSO.
:30.
1:3

BETTER TIMES

WIRES

play by KATE L. M. LAURIN
(based on the Saturday Evening Post
story by HENRY LEVERAGE).

A new

WITH A BRILLIANT CAST

F.

HIPPODROME TOOLS ERRANT
BYES

MATS. Wednesday ami

8:30.

By LOUIS
Special

CYRIL KEIGHTLEY
LUCILE WATSON
FRIT2 WILLIAMS
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WILLIAM FOX
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Eddie Dowling and a Great Cast

1&64
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ADMISSION 5Qt To»l50

— WITH—

B'way

ANARY

Matinees Wo<ln.'sday and

cHmanoiits&iym

Broadway
Evi. 8:53
MaUiises Wed. and Sat. 2 2:,

SALLY, IRENE and

Includes

ALEXAND RA CARLISLE
VINCENT SFRRANO
ROBERT CUMMI NCS

took unwarranted and illegal powers upon themselves may leave the
way open for recovery.

*

31Hh

Comedy

Musical

AT£"°TH
THEATRE
WEST 4M STREET

Rat.,

ASINO

x* rt,J **^ vr

recruiting people acted officially or

MOSCOW— Direct From
NEW PROGRAM

Fraaa

CENTURY ROOF JKf^w
Eres.
Mats. Tues. and
C*

government, the failure of the 'managers to learn definitely whether the

Pretent

Balieff.

Saturday.

EVAN 8H1PMAN
Cut

and

R:S0.

HAXOTE ELLIOTT'S ^»™i,„r

AT THE

FLORENCE REED J***** *** Fomes
Fourth Annual Production
OF SUEZ"
The Awful Truth "EAST
By W. SOMERSET MAUGHAM
!,i

FOR A
COMEDY

THE
FOSTOS
LIMBER LIBERATORS OF LAUGHS

expected to be
placed before the Secretary of the
Navy under the contention that the
suppression of the act is in violais

freedom of speech. The
enlistment men took the comedy
routine seriously as shown by the
alleged remark
of one of the Indianapolis officers to the effect that
"if you think the war is over, you
are mistaken."

MASON

«d

Variety Act of the Superior Kind.

^

ficers cost

matter

1

—HAZEL

CEDRIC—

LEAVE

.

CO.. InclUdlftt bKI ( E M.ltAK
ARTH1 R RICHMAN'S New Comedy,

FOR SMALL
TIME
GOOD ALL
THE
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"At the Golf Club"
JOHN H. BILLSBURYj

Direction,

MEN
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Comedy Hit
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Ev«
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vaudeville

in

SUPER MYSTERY PLAY

"A REAL CHARMER."— Charlea DarnWorld.

KENNELS

WOODSIDE

WHY

MOLLY DARLING
ton. Eve.

DODD

*t#

MAT. DAILY, 2:15; EVES., 8:15

With Margaret Lawrence
I

THEATRE
Mats.

MAN'AC.KMFNT-CTIARLRR DILMNCHAM
GREATEST SPECTACLE EVER
STAGED AT THE HIPPODROME

THE ENDLESS CHAIN

WOODSIDE

qnommm
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Wl
" ***•

best play .lames Forbes haa writ-

atepa Into
nctreiwe*."

2:30.

THE
EXCITERS"
ALLAN DINEHART
AND
KEMPER

SCANDALS
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SAT.

COMEDY SUCCESS
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FRANK CRAVEN'S New

"SPITE CORNER"
Tabloid Concert" Management JOHN GOLDEN

"A

The

BARNEY BERNARD and
ALEXANDER CARR in

Mata. Wednesday and

John Keefe
With

When

MUSIC BOX REVUE
With a Cast at
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Mats. Thurs. and Sat., 2 30
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Friday, September 22, 1922

was playing Indianapolis. The turn
a„d
was booked for a full week through
the Gus Sun Exchange but enlistment men called back stage and
advised Fields and Harrington that "The Popular American Sinoinj Duo"
they must cancel the rest of the
IN

of last woek the act
opened at the Lafayette, Buffalo,
prisonment and a fine of $300.
and was caught there at the matinee
The odd angle is that the act has by two men from the local naval
been played four years by Fields enlistment office. Fields and Harand Harrington, it actually dating rington were again told to take off
from the time of the war. The turn the act. The house management
Is billed 'The Sailor and the Yeo- called at the enlistment headquarman" and opens with the "g<»b" ters with the actors and the officers
supposedly ''scrubbing down the in charge stated the government
deck," with comedy dialog on the was against anything that hindered
Work. One of the lines which the enlistment. He displayed what purnavy people said was objectionable ported to be a letter from Washingwas in juiswer to the yeoman's ton to the effect that Jail sentences
query, "what does U. S. stand for." and fines would be sought by the
with the gob saying "unlimited department for all persons adjudged
scrubbing."
guilty of obstructing enlistments to
That naval officers should take the the navy. There was no specific
banter seriously amazed bookers. mention of theatrical performances
The recruiting officers took the that poked fun at the government
stand that "if mothers saw the act. or Its departments, so far as is
It might be an inftuenre against known.
enlistment by their*sons." The first
Though the- team considered the

in

i

—A

1 1.

THEATRE, Waa( 4M

Pi

Twin- Daily. 2:30 and S:30
l.f

\M FOX

rrraeats

UnLE

CHILD SHALL
LEAD THEM"

Vivid and Dramatic Photoplay—

PICTURES

Friday, September 22, 1922

WHEN KNIGHTHOOD WAS
FLOWER

IN

Harding
William Norris
T-7"

w*nrv VIII
rlaii XII
Forrest Stanley
rhsrles Brandon
Cordoba
Tiuke of Buckingham.... Fedro de
Sir Edwin Caskoden.... Ernest Olendtnnlng
William H. PoweU
inUe Francis
Arthur Porrest
Cardinal Wolaey
Macey Harlam
Due da Lontueville
Johnny Dooley
Will Sommera
William Kent
KliiK'a Tailor
von SeyfTeritz
Oustav
Urammont
Charlee Gerrard
Hlr Adam Judaon
(Jeorge Nash
An Adventurer
Arthur Donaldaon
Sir Henry Brandon
Oueen Catherine.. Theresa Maxwell Conover
Flora Finch
A French L*dy-in-Waltlng
Ituth She.pley
I^ady Jane Bollngbroke
Marion Davies
Mary Tudor

the fierceness of her wrath whenaroused out of the screen and over
the footlights, while at all times
making a charming etching, perhaps
never more so than in the view as
she kneeled before the Cross praying that Brandon should be saved,
with tho cut-ins showing Brandon
awating the knife's drop.
While
this is a fine picture for all concerned, it is a finer one for Marion
Davies, for "When Knlghthpod Was
in Flower" implants this Handsome
girl right

among

of a Knickerbocker family,
whose parents oppose his marriage
to the star of the "Follies."

Rosalie

gives up Tom Darcy, owner of a
stock farm near her childhood
home, and secretly marries Hugh,
who fears his rich father's wrath.
Hugh's association with Rosalie becomes known through the spying of
Barbara Royce, who schemes to
herself, and Hugh weakly permits his family to believe
their relations are dishonorable.

marry him

the leading players,

—

—

MANSLAUGHTER

$.">

i

«

I

I

Whether with design

or not, the
ad is immediately under,
With the wall reading in this wise:
Ziegfeld's "Follies"

Marion Davies

IN

A

magnificent film production that
grips by its beauty of mounting and
"KnightBuperbness of direction.
hood" looks to have made of itself
Its romance
a compelling draw.
and sentiment, with surroundings
and players, stand out in picturemaking. Reformers of the country
any country will admit it is a
picture of the character they are al-

—

—

ways yelling for — and recommend it.
The story, written by Charles
Major, and the best seller of its day
was dramatized long ago. In fact,
It was first played on the New York
stage, and at the very Criterion
where the film is now located, in
1901, with Julia Marlowe as Mary
Tudor, the loving but rebelliant sister of Henry VIII, England's notorious and chasing king. Henry has
been in other pictures and plays so
often and so different it may yet become necessary to dig him up to
find out what he really looked like.
And his chief sweetie, Ann Boleyn,
but Annie is only here for an Instant.

Mary

Just wouldn't marry King
Louis XII of France, about the finest

the world ever saw as played
by William Norris. But Mary did
to save Charles Brandon,
her beloved captain of the Guards,
from the knife. And here is where
direction stood up. also in marked
contrast to the over-suspensiveness
Of a similar scene in Griffith's "Orphans." Robert G. Yignola snapped
this scene over briskly and brusque'y.
with a tinge of an added thrill
through the unseating of Ernest
Glendennlng. as Sir Edwin Caskoden, as Sir Edwin was riding to
the Tower with a pardon in the form
Of Henry's signet ring.
Louis didn't linger long after
marrying Mary. Mary with delectable foresight had secured a promise from her kingly brother she
could choose her second husband.
a. k.

marry him

was commen: ing to look squally
Mary in France. The universal
opinion around the French palace
seemed to be that Louis would kick
off any minute. The Due de Longue-

It

for

(Macey Harlam) had been appraising Mary since she first came
around. The Due was in the line of

vllle

the throne, that he
of, and to. as he thought.
Mary. As Louis passed out the Due
trieuMo wrestle Mary, but Brandon
arrived in time. They escaped after
a chase that included a couple of
cavalrymen and horses making
dandy falls from a high bridge.
succession, to

knew

When Mary

—

of

in

"

Cecil B. De Mille's direction carried several trade-marks, allowing
for the De Mille mob ensembles in a

Cosmopolitan will gloat over this
production it may, though the film
possibly won't return the production

"When Knighthood Was

touch showing the debauch of the ancient as compared to
a modern version in a smart roadhouse. This set ran into money; in
/act, the entire production -looked

Caeserian

in

Flower" is a fine big and splendid
mark on tho not-so-long roadway

•

"WHEN KNIGHTHOOD WAS
FLOWER"

perfect one.

cost, for

Glorifying the American Girl

filmdom

to date.

ETERNAL FLAME

son

This situation is disclosed to
those
who can act something
mighty few beautiful women of the Rosalie, and in a tempest of fury
she casts the rich husband off and
screen ever accomplish.
Three of the men may be grouped falls into the arms of her girlhood
sweetheart.
The cast of. "When Knighthood for excellence of work Lyn HardThere's nothing especially origifor his King Henry, regardless
ing
reads
like
a
com"Was in Flower"
Ids nal about the play, but its pictorial
posite of the leading drama and of the looks; Mr. Norris for
excellence may parry it along nicely.
musical comedy of Broadway. It's never-forgettable King Louis, as fine
Hush.
of character work as could
a collection of names seldom met a piece
Glendinning.
other than at a benefit. That is the be hoped for, and Mr.
balanced
performance
who
a
gave
the
lavown
way
of
its
indicator in
ishncss in money spent on this Cos- with himself in the role as the hub
of this entrancing romance, a role
mopolitan uplift in the film art.
Daniel O'Bannon
Thomas Meighan
Beatrice Joy
At the Criterion, New York, when Glenuining forced into prominence, J.yoia Thorne
Lois Wilson
the picture opened for a run at $2 perhaps mostly when he delightfully Kvnns, her maid
Gov. Stephen Albee
John Miltern
gate
the
dalliea
with
the
guards
at
Sept.
the
of
14
evening
top the
George
Homans
Judge
Fewcett
loving
mansion
as
the
50 on the of Louis's
premiere's scale was
Fa ye
Mrs. Drummond
Ju
Edythe Chapman
Adeline Bennett
tickets, hut none were sold at that couple completed their escape.
looked
Mower
Brandon
Jack
Stanley
policeman
as
Drummond.
a
Forrest
price. The showing was an invitaGumming
Dorothy
Eleanor
Belllngton
Yet a desire had been the heroic role but had little else to Bobby Dorset
tion affair.
Carson Ferguson
created and enough people wort do. He was only the hero to Mary. Dicky Evans
Mickey M-ore
James Neill
turned away from the box office tt Pedro do Cordoba's Duke of Buck- Butler
.'...Sylvia Athton
Prison Matron
have filled the rather meagre or- ingham seemed slight as Mr. de Cor- Brown
Raymond Hatton
doba played it, in tho tone of a 'Gloomy Gua"
chestra.
"Teddy"
[
countenance;
scowling
Mabel Van Buren
The theatre holtfe a glittering $ig» sneering
Ethel Wales
\
telling of Marion Davies and hei Johnny Dooley, as the Kings Jester, Prisoners
Dale Fuller
two
jesting
in
all
of
summed
up
his
picture, but the publicity of the adEdward Martindel
Wl!ey
vertising sign for the star and pic- falls when pushed over by the King Doctor
Charles Ogle
Guy Oliver
ture at the point of the Times each time, and if the original Tailor Musician
Shannon Day
Mi*s Santa Cluus
square triangle (Broadway and 47th to tho King was funny, William Witness
Luclen LitCefleld
street) is worth nearly as much. Kent failed to prove it in that role.
That is on the downtown side of the But they showed the care with
old building that may easily be seen which the cast was selected, with
Thij? Paramount, starring Thomas
from 42d street and below, as it George Nash hardly noticeable be- Meighan, features Leatrice Joy and
faces the entire square without ob- sides, while Flora Finch was there Lois Wilson. The story is from the
stacle intervening.
All summer it only for a bit and for a moment. novel by Alice Duer Miller and also
has held the Ziegfeld "Follies" in- About the single other mentionable ran in the "Saturday Evening Post."
candescents, with many conjectures is Gustav von Seyffertitz as Gram- The adaptation by Jeanie Macpherwhy Ziegfeld should have taken that mont.
son adheres closely to the original
Luther Reed did the scenario, a script.
costly space for his w. k. show.

.picture's
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tiime.

lavish.

BROADWAY ROSE

Miss Joy, the modern girl, who is
stifled by her environment,
a bewildering array of
gowns and dresses that was a solo
re- fashion show.
New
being

Dramatic feature starring Mae Murray,
produced and directed by Robert Z. LeonStory by Kdmund Goulding based on
ard.

flashed

the popular ballad of the same title,
tributed by Metro.
At the Capitol,
York, Sept. 17.
Mae Murray
Rosalie Lawrence
Monte nine
Tom Darcy
Ray B!ooni<r
Hugh Thompson
Ward Crane
Reggie Whitley

a

Norma Talmadt:*

adapted from
Balsac's novel, "Duchesse de fjangeala,"
by Francis Marlon.
Directed by Frank
Lloyd. Dlstr.butcd by Kirxt National. At
ff.iture,

tho New York St rami. Sept. 17.
Duchesss de Langeals. .. .Norma Talmadge
Lang-cni*
Adolphe Jean Menjoti
Marquis do llonqu- ii>;i<

one of her new productions
even given passing notice.
story has Miss Toting as a
(Jcneral de
Russian refugee who comes to this
Madame de
country and is sponsored bv a
Frinctsa de Vlmiiout-Ch.iurray .Kate I.
Thomas Ricketta wealthy widow who has the protege
Vldame de Famlcr
Irving Cunmilnga hobby, but the sham of tho n< ar
Count de alarsay
Otis Harlan
Abbe '"onrai.d
Bohemian social set get? on l.er
nerves and she seeks out a former
Tho picture, which deals with the friend of her father's who is a
locale of Paris in Napoleon's day, is fakyt* in the faith healing business.
done on a scale of magnificence ex- He sees great DOasibilitlea in the
ceptional even for this star. Its cos- magnetic personality of this young
tuming, settings ami massed people woman and immediately at arts her
In several scenes mark it as a costly on a career as a faith healer.
She
production. The picture has notable has a tremendous succss with her
beauty and pictorial force, but it is first patient, a waif of tho skur.s,
almost absolutely lacking in strong and from then on her VOgUO grows.
drama.
While flitting with the social set,
The nature of the story makes it however, she has met a young docof tor, whose father as well as himself
so.
It is mostly a succession
close-ups of Miss Talmadgo and are constantly showing up the fake
Conway Tearle as the centers of healers and driving them from the
emotional scenes marking the prog- city. Tho father, however, seeks the
ress of the distinctly sentimental girl out when all scientific medical
story.
It might better have been skill has failed and asks her to atcalled "The Conquest of a Coquette," tend his wife. She is successful to
for that is the real basis of the tale, a marked degree, but after the rethe gradual surrender to love of an turn of the son to the house and his
embittered woman, told in the keen- informing her that she is an out
ly analytical fashion of the great and out faker with no extraordinary
Frenchman.
powers, sho flees and returns to the
It's all interesting, but it hasn't
tenements whence she came, only to
the grip of drama, particularly as it be sought out later by the young
conies on the screen In pantomime. doctor for the usual happy ending.
That passage where Montriveau
Tho picture Is partly titled in
abducts the Duchesse and threatens color which is effective, but the conto brand her as his own has melo- trast is so great when the ordinary
dramatic values, hut that is the only titles appear that it takes from the
spot where the picture reaches dra- entire production. The direction is
matic force. Its final scenes have not particularly good and there are
power, times when the story is rather hard
emotional
extraordinary
however, and it probably will be on to follow. In the selection of the
the strength of the appeal here that cast it seems rather unfortunate
It is
the picture will create talk.
that Elliott Dexter should have been
here that the Duchesse, having been chosen as leading man to Miss
cast aside by Montriveau and hav- Young because of his physical ining sought asylum In a convent, sur- firmities, which, though the director
renders to the need of the spiritually tried to cover them, showed glarbroken man and returns to the world ingly through the picturo whenever
she had abandoned in order to re- full length shots were shown.
store him the* protective instinct of
The balance of the cast was not
the maternal triumphant.
out of the ordinary, although Myrtle'
These scenes in the convent with Steadman as a widow vamp with
their austere background and the an Oriental room for her male prostriking lighting effects give the pic- teges looked like a fast worker with
ture immense effect. Another smash all the appurtenances.
Fred.
in a pictorial sense is the passage of
the grand ball, a whale of a spectacle, with apparently hundreds of
dancers In the stunning costumes of
Allee* Brady Is starred In this Paramount
the period in graceful ballroom ma- picture, "presented" by Adolph Xukor.
liascd on two of Jack Boyle' a will known
neuvers.
The direction is always "Boston
I'.tockie" stories, adapted by Albert
effective in a well-balanced way. Phelby I^eVlno. Joseph Henabery directed.
Due de

dancing divinity of the stage
She is a little out of her element,
probably because the atory doesn't
ring true to the type this star has

to carry out his wife's suggestion he
follows Lydia, who is doing 60 in
She perceives the
her roadster.
motorcycle cop in her mirror and
skids into a crossroad.
The cop,
unable to stop, runs headon into the
car and is thrown over the machine,
mortally hurt. At the hospital he
dies and Lydia is arrested, charged

established for herself.
For one thing, it takes Itself too
Rosalie Lawrence hasn't
seriously.
a shade of that gay humor that belongs to the breezy stage type. She
has moments of comedy, but they with "manslaughter." Her powerAs the character ful friends irrfmediately move heaven
are dragged in.
was drawn Rosalie is a sort of femi- and earth to save her, but despite
She goes in them she has to stand trial.
nine Corse Payton.
heavily for emotional acting. "When
The district attorney prosecutes
she is serious she is gosh awful the girl he loves after a mental
serious, and when she is in lighter struggle between love and duty.
vein she reminds one of Eva Tan- Powerful influence and offers of poguay singing "I Don't Care." It's litical eminence fail to swerve him
just make believe fiction and doe«n't TW> expected fine develops into a
deliver the appeal of real character three-year sentence.
at any time.
In prison Lydia meets her former
The picture Is painstakingly put maid, who was sentenced for the
on and expenditures have been made theft of Jewelry from her mistress
Some of the in order to send her sick boy to
with a lavish hand.
settings are impressive In a flam- California. The maid and Lydia work
boyant way, and Miss Murray's out their own redemption.
She
costumes are a sartorial revel in six comes out with a determination to
The exhibition of stunning devote her life and money to hureels.
clothes and the display of Miss manity.
Murray's dancing, of course, are the
The district attorney, following the
real aim and purpose of fhe whole sentence, resigns and becomes a vicproduction, and, as always, they tim of drink to allay his mental torfurnish excuse for it.
tures.
He sinks to the breadline,
Besides which the locale of back where he encounters Lydia serving
stage seems to furnish its own ex- the unfortunates. Her love for him
artificiality.
sorts
of
all
cuse for
has increased, for she realizes that
Stilted acting that would be absurd he was the instrument responsible
In other surroundings somehow in for her redemption.
Her love and
the public mind is plausible in the assistance help him in the battle to
As the butterfly of regain his manhood, and he eventuatmosphere.
gets
Murray
Miss
the "Follies"
ally is a candidate for governor.
away with some posing* that would The night before the primaries Gov.
The Stephen Albee (John Miltern), his
be travesty in other settings.
picture has the virtue of freedom political opponent, points out that
from any sex or other suggestive an ex-convict cannot be mistress of
one picture of the governor's mansion. The candiHere's
aspect.
Broadway life that could be shown date by radio Informs his constituto the Ep worth League.
ents he will not be a candidate for
Monte Blue adds to his screen governor, with the story ending in
accomplishments by playing with the usual embrace.
tine, easy effectiveness the part of
The photography Is excellent. The
a dress suit country gentleman, a entire picture has been staged with
brand new departure for the fire- a liberal hand and a technical exrating hero. He displays a splendid pert ncss that makes the romantic
knack for polite characterization story a gripping series of events.
Meighan is at his best in it and
that has remained unsuspected till
now. He wears a dinner jacket and Miss Joy, barring one or two insinperforms in the drawing room with cere moments in a role that called
Mrs. Jennings ftt\- everything in the line of emothe best of them.
The
nlavs gracefully a sweet moth* r tional display, was splendid.
TPPt nf the cast are in keeping with
role, whil e Alma Tell fill-- the Bil
the pale part of a <i- :f :iing the high standard set.
In
It's a feature that can't miss and
ty girl.
q
Rosalie Lawrence Is a country prill make Meighan's future releases
oi
object! of intense interest to the
girl who has attaint emlnen
The trade. The value of plot and origithe musieal comedy stage.
is
n.ilitv
concretely illustrated in
guilded youth of the town are

next saw Henry in
London she was Mrs. Brandon.
The picture is in 12 reels, running
in two parts twice daily.
The second set of reels has more action
than the first part, making the ending lively. Throughout, the settings
by Urban are a delight, the handling of the mobs a perfe< t picture,
and the playing by most «>f the principals exactly what it should be;
for the dignity of the production,
not as massive or as in-nvy, m-fn
though magnificent us one mi,;ht
look for in English and Fn neh locales. And the photography!
Anything may be said for it
there's
not a word against it.
Miss Davi's as the sweet, Ir.ipuldvc and loving Mary, emoted when
She falls
that was called for. COqU( Ited BS her feet.
nicely with her sweetheart, and
Hugh Thompson, the

l

t<

i

:i t

love
polo-pla

in

•>

"Manslaughter."
Con.

that

Isn't

.«,

The

Wedge wood N*W<
Conway Tearle
Montrlveau
Serlsy
Hosemary Theby
||

—

MISSING MILLIONS

The story was Ideally suited to the The illusion ef real life is splendidly
Meighan personality and virile man- maintained in spite of the artificoncerned a modern ciality of the surroundings, a result
liness.
It
daughter of selfishness (Miss Joy), of both the directing intelligence and
Alma Tell who is going to the bowwows. the fine acting sense j|of the players.
Barbara R">re
Charles Lane Meighan as Daniel O'Bannon, asPeter Thompson
Miss Talmadge brings great judgMrs. Peter Thompson.. Mary Turner Cordon
Mrs. Jennings sistant district attorney, is in love ment to the aid of her special type
Mrs. Lawrence
Dempney with Lydia, and tries to dissuade of beauty and her eloquent face,
Pauline
Colored Maid
her from her useless wasting.
and Mr. Tearle, one of the least
The story is in the atmosphere of
Lydia Is arrested for speeding, but actor-like of screen actors, achieves
Broadway and the theatre with bribes the officer with a diamond a real creation as the moody, womwhich Miss Murray has always been bracelet. The latter's wlfo learns of an-hating general.
so happily identified. Its drama is the bribe and persuades him that
One thing the adapter has been
very forced, and Miss Murray is not the honorable thing is to rearrest especially successful in achieving is
as fortunate as of late in her role her and return the bracelet. Trying a deft concentration of interest in
of the

productions each year to keep her
before the public. It isn't more than
two years ago that a Clara Kimball
Young picture was nn event on
Broadway, but in that shore time
sho has slipped to such an extjut

the principal characters. Although
nine roles are of sufficient importance to require listing in tho cast,
the attention is never diffused.
It
centers upon the two vital personages, which stand out clean cut as
cameos. Miss Talmadge, as always,
exhibits a ravishing assortment ofc
frocks,
an Important production
feature where this star is concerned.
In other respects the production
achieves innumerable excellences.
The settings are an independent
feature of the picture. Astonishing
effects of space are secured in the

A

Current this week
"crook" meller.
(starting Sept. 17) at the Itlalto, New York.

Tho story carries this feature
rather than the east or star. It is a
crook meller which A. S. LeVIno
has eapably adapted from the Jack
Boylo originals, a combination of
two of the author's published fiction.
"Boston Hlaekie's" yegg exploits are
made subsidiary to Mary Dawson's
(Alice Jirady) motives, but nevertheless have a perverse way of
creeping up and abovo the almosthonorable purpose that has been
skilfully woven about the girl's personality, and at times even submerges everything. The breaking
into the steamship's stronghold and
rifling the rich gold bullion cargo
is a breath -taki ng enthralling situation that subjugates any and all
,

and her
romancing.
^lary is the vamp of the outfit.
•Sho has gulled Dan Regan (George
entrusting
the
L.o
Guere)
into
strong room's keys to her from
which Impressions were made. Mary
goes across to London on the vesinterest In Mary's motives

which have an atmosphere sel in the guise of a bibliophile inauthentic reproductions.
The tent on purchasing some valuable
ballroom seen" must have repre- first editions. The purser assures
sented a considerable investment. her of their safety on the return
But all this magnificence merges trip in the ship's hold and secures
into the ensemble unostentatiously, the keys from the captain to assure
not as a revel in picture cost, but as Mary thereof. The reason back of
an appropriate background for a the larceny is Mary's motive to reinteriors,

of

venge herself on Jim Franklin, a
figure In Wall Street, whose false
accusation and treason had caused
fans, lacking somewhat in what is the imprisonment of her father
popularly called action, but pretty which resulted in tho falling man's
death before the expiration of the
and "sweet."
Rush.

colorful story.

The

a

picture probably will be voted
"fine" by the generality of

little

20 years' term.

THE HANDS OF NARA
A Harry Onrs-n production starring Clara
Kimball Young, directed by Harry Carson.

A story t bat* is decidedly Christian Science
propaK.'iiida by Richard Washburn Child.
Released by Commonwealth,
shown at
l."
ir. |e,
v'u
New York City in double
<

featuic

bill.

count Boris Alexlcffs
Otto Orloff
Kara ktexleffi
Clara Kimball Younc
Connor t.<e
Rdwln Stevens
Adam l'Ine
Vernon Steele
Mrp.

Myrtle Sf^rolman
Elliott Dealer
Margaret Loomls

V;i tes

Dr Kmi«

ii

i

aveloux

Emma Qammel

Inhn Miltern
Bessercr

Dr. Haiti* Caveloux

Mrs. Cnveluux

This picture

J''«ie
is

frankly and purely

bit of propaganda for the Christlon Science fjilth. Bo much so that

a

title might better have been
"The Miracle Woman" than
"The Hands of Nara." The latter
title
means nothing, the former
would have at least been in keeping
with the story, and, further, it would
have linked the picture with that

the

that of

gn

at success of the past in filmdom,
"The Miracle Man." The picture is
a fair enough box office attraction
for the medium classed houses, but
it Is far from being strong enough
to fi it .1 he t< sf «.f
.1 full v.i
k
pre-release run anywhere.
It
Is
without a doubt one of ih#> most
significant lessons on how a
:

.i

i

.

i

that was one of the real fop dozen
in the point of box office strength
may be permitted to slip wit! out
the rltrht story materia] and proper
direction In sufficient number of

Franklin's creditors

have been clamoring and tho linanhas been compelled to send to

cier

London for the

bullion to satisfy
The delay of its
their demands.
safe arrival before the first of the

month would spell ruin for him and
this is Mary and Boston Hlaekie's
purpose. Blackie is Mary's sweetheart and a faithful Romeo who is
twice called upon to return his
spoils to satisfy the girl's whims.
Rather an idealistic Raffles only to
be found in fiction, but such inconsistencies are forgivable in the
tale's interest.
Surely, J! one can
obligingly forget how a man of
Franklin's
and
position
power
should find himself in financial
straits, so as to suit the story's
progress, this is overlookahle. The
flicker excuse for this Is not plausible enough, although it might have
been in the story.
When the innocent*purser Is accused of complication in the crime
Mary makes reparation in order to
release him. She does this despite
one of her In nehman's objections.
He Insists <>n his share of the spoils,
and Mary magnificently takes out
her checkbook and notes the 24 odd
thousand dullar balanc. Hie gives
him the 24 "grand* aid keeps the
]1>r marriage to Boston
chang(
Blackie H only climaxed by the
newspaper announcement, as they
are exiting from the '"Little Church
Around the Corner," of Jim Franklln's suicide through financial distress.

Jit
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MOHICAN'S DAUGHTER

seems to be .. great scenic;
do for the cheap houses, but

will

it

in the
better class of the daily change
At the finish
theatres It's a flop.
of the showing at the New York

length feature presented by 8. K. V.
Taylor and distributed by American Re<>i poratlon.
Adapted from Jack
leasing
London's "The Story of Jees Uck." Nancy
Deaver in lead. sui>ported by Saxon Kiln*.
At the Ttvotl, New York, Sept. 1ft.
Vu'.l

<

Tuesday

one got A horse laugh
from the audience, and during the
action there was many a laugh
this

Exceedingly interesting Indian handed the picture.
What tltere is of the story has
•tory with exceptional scenic shots
of the Northwest Canadian wilder- the hero starting out to trail a man
Especially well played and who lured his sweetheart away from
ness.
its direction commands attention. her prairie home with promises of a
The only point in which the story wonderful life in the big city. Uut
misses is its character of monoton- the girl never reaches there, for on
ous narrative, quite lacking in dra- the night of the elopement the buckboard that she is in tumbles over a
matic progress.
The tale seems to amble aimlessly. cliff and she is killed. The man,
an acceptable style in a novel but however, escapes and the hero starts
tiresome in a pantomimic presenta- after him. But when he meets him
tion. The drama has no pattern, no in a lumber camp later he fails to
There are none of recognize his man. so there has to
proportions.
those pauses and spurts, and the be another story altogether, with a
dramatic essential of progressive different net of characters surroundinterest is absent. It's all a dead ing the heavy and the hero, to take
Another girl is
level of even recital. There are no up the footage.
climaxes, no half-climaxes to mark brought into the story and the hero
falls for her. but not until he is althe climbing stages of interest.
The story is just as interesting in most hanged for having held up the
Its last 500 feet as in its first reel, pay-roll wagon, a Job that the viland no more. A dramatic story lian did t get him in dutch.
The author played the character
ought to grow and increase in tension. The introduction of high points of a 'boob" iu the story as preof interest are Introduced in rather sented on the screen. It would have
startling manner. There is no prep- been more lit ting had the producer
aration for the Indian woman's sim- played it, for that is what he was
ple statement that blood stains on ?6r having bought this story in the
the tent prove the villain committed hope that he could get it across.
There is no one in the cast that
the murder and not the heroine.
It comes out and is gone before one amounts to anything and the two
This is bad women playing ingenue leads are
realixes its import.
>

both lailo-r bad.
This ''picture is one of a series of
IV te, Morrison released by Arrow
for the state rights market, and if
it is a fair sample of what the state
rights market has to offer then It
is easy to tealize what is wrong
with the independent field.
Fred.

craftsmanship.
It

was

all

right for Jack London's

printed medium, but an ingenious
continuity writer might have devised some introductory chain of
events to lead up to the disclosure.
At another point the heroine Is In
the power of the villain and the hero

approaching his tepee.

is

The

the flower girl's fiery comeback pictures of the type that he turned
out when he was with Triangle, and
just as true and as amusing.
Batty Balfour, who ought to be they, by a long shot, were about the
known better In this country, plays best that Fairbanks ever did. As
the part for all It Is worth. Here Is a feature It is in the Class B League
an actress who can get delicate com- for the cheaper houses with a daily
edy across to a gpreen audience change policy.
without doing a neck fall. Where
It is the story of a stolen Jewel,
have thoy been hiding this gifted taken from the eye of a Chinese idol.
pantomimlst?
The heroine's father is a collector
The rest of the cast is notably of Oriental Jewels and he receives
good. The characters all have the the diamond in his home in San
stamp of authentic London types. Francisco. At the same time the
Even to one who takes his knowl- brothers of the tong in the city reedge of England from reading there ceive word that the Jewel from their
is no doubting the genuineness of temple is there and they start out
the portraiture.
on a hunt for It. At the same time
These English players are genuine one of the daily papers receives a
actors.
No more spontaneous and tip that the Jewel is in the town, and
sincere bit of film creation has been the cub Is sent out on the story.
shown in New York in a long time
The tong manages to locate the
than this unnoticed subject intro- Jewel, and when they can't obtain it
duced to New York via Eighth ave- they abduct the daughter of the
nue. Of course, It's not the kind of wealthy collector and hold her as
picture to support a whole bill, but a hostage for the stone. The cub.
as an Incidental it has a distinct manages to rescue her, and the usual
and attractive flavor.
happy ending results.
Rush.
In action the picture manages to
move along when Talmadge is in
front of the camera, but at other
Richard Talmadga production presented times it's about as slow as running
on Christmas morn in
by I'hil Ooldstone. directed by Jack Dillon. molasses
Kive reels. Shown at l.oew's New York on Alaska.
double feature bill.
Edward
Tilton
as the father gives
Harrison Rhodes
K ward B. Tilton
Mar lam Rhodes
lean Calhoun** a fairly good performance as the
Dick Harvey
Richard Talmudxc wealthy collector, but the daughter as played by Jean Calhoune is
Phil Ooldstone Is still trying to far from satisfying.
Ethel Hallor
make a Doug Fairbanks out of his is in the picture playing a bit. That
star, Richard Talmadge, and this is about all that she could have hanpicture is just another of the series dled, judging from the manner in
of productions in which he has been which she mishandled it.
trying. Talmadge is a rather athletic
Nobody Is going to hang any
youngster who registers on his acro- medals on Jack Dillon for the dibatic ability, but he is lacking in rection that he gave this picture.
personality of the sort that regis- There is only one stunt In it that
ters with the picture fans.
registers, and that is where Tal"The Cub Reporter" is a very poor madge does a leap from one autoimitation of one of those Fairbanks mobile to another, landing in about

CHAPLIN'S FOUR-REELER

And
is

THE CUB REPORTER
I

"The

Hss Comedian

Pilgrim"

in

Pulpit

Charles Chaplin's final First National release Is to be a four-it
entitled
"The Pilgrim,"
picture
the comedian has now finished on
coast.
the
i

In "The Pilgrim," Chaplin does an
escaped convict who turns up la
a small town in ministerial garb.
As they are expecting a new preacher, the towns-folk take it for granted he is the one. The business in
the church when the comedian does

sermon

his

is

touted as "a riot."

DANTO QUITS FAMOUS
Harry Danto, who

for eight years

was connected with the sales end of
Famous Players and Paramount in
the New York territory, has resigned,
to take effect October 1. Danto was

New York and New

Jersey dlssupervisor until a stvert time
was
detached
from the
ago, when he
the

rtict

New York

exchange and detailed to
the upper part of the State.

Educational will distribute Tony
Sarg's
Almanac, the single -reel
comic subject.
four moving cars and finally on a
trolley car in -his progress. If* one
was judging this picture from a
vaudeville standpoint the verdict
would be, "for the small, small time
Fred.
only."

situ-

ation ought to involve some susThe hero
pense, but it doesn't.
simply meets a couple of Indians in
the forest and they volunteer to introduce him into the tepee concealed
in a bundle of leaves destined to
make the marriage couch. This was
so Ineptly managed that It started a
giggle all over the theatre and
spoiled what had been up to then

MARRIED PEOPLE
A Huso

production released by
Mabel Itallln starred.
Marie Dace, adapted by
and Georg" H. Il/lman mid
directed by Bullitt.
About live feels, Bl.cwn
at I.oow'h Circle. New Yor«i City en a
'

Batlin

miMtt«iTMM*.iH>HM

with

H'likinsMii.

Btory

by

Hugo

l'.aliln

Nell

double feature
Dorothy Cluer
Robert Cluer
Ijord Cranston
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bill.

Mabel Pallln
r«rjy Mat mot
Brn*«t H'lltard

Tlmmy
interesting.
It was all mere awkMike
Mary
ward workmanship.
The picture lends itself to pic- Betty
Indian
turesque effects, what with

camp

Friday, September 22, 1922

liobb.'
.

.

Blt'ay

decil B.DeMilles

f!

('Set Ice

Dick
,

><

l.ee

.Bfrthft

K«nt

Pctfify

Itice

Did you ever ride in an automowas being driven by a fellow that was just learning: to drive
and almost have your head snapped
off about a half dozen times by the
fits and Jerks that the machine goes
through as he etarts it and shifts
the gears? Well, if you did. then
you have a fairly good idei of how
this picture runs.
It ^oes and it
6talls and it jerks and it almost
snaps your head off if you are trying to follow the story. It is. <n a
word, a combination of poor continuity, direction and boasts of a
collection of the tritest titles over
written.
As a feature it classes
with the second rate program material and that is about all.
Outside of the fact that it is a
Hugo P.nllln production and that

scenes with wierd campflre

bile that

lighting and a wealth of really lovely scenery. The mechanical effects
of light and shade have been skilfully managed, the errors have all
been committed In the editorial
work. Ordinarily white actors are
ridiculous In Indian garb, but the
principals In this picture create a
Perhaps the excepreal illusion.
tional beauty of Miss Deever. an
appealing wide-eyed type of dark,
petite loveliness, works chiefly to
The other players were
this end.
attractively natural and unaffected.
The him is something of a novelty. It gets away from the familiar
love story triangle, and is fresh in
Its settings in the
its romance.
open also recommend it and altogether its virtues vastly outweigh
It ought to appeal to
its demerits.

"

Hugo Ballin directed it, 'here seems
no reason in the world that Mabel
It is
neighborhood clientele.
Pallin should be the star of the probuilt on simple romance and adduction, or of any other. She can
venture and is proof against the obact
and nil that she does do is to
the
against
jections usually brought
the

wear a profusion of clothes. The
best thing that she does is to change

screen.

might have been written by
Fenimore Cooper for the younger
It

her costume and she seems to be
doing that the greater part of the

generation rather than designed for
a modern screen scenario. The incidental score has some excellent
but they are spoiled
passages,
toward the end by the introduction
of "Tammany." Who ever thought
to introduce a burlesque musical
strain Into a romantic Indian story?

time.
It is the story of a girl who has
been reared in the country and who
develops an extravagant b^e whin
she marries and arrives in a big

city.
The husband wants babies
and the wife wants a good ihn<\ so
to cheat the husband and indulge
her own whim she gets herself a

Rust*

HEADIN'

Finally, however, the lover
is dropped out of the picture /or no
good reason and the couple adopt
a couple of kids and all ends haplover.

NORTH

A Tete Morrison western r.'lfasod by Arrow. 8tory by Lkfnard Furey. directed by
Charles K. Rartlett. Shown at I.oew'a New
York on a double feature bill. Rek-aaed in

pily.

someone really had to bv»
If
Starred In this picture it should have
been the kid actor, Bobby Clarke.
Fred.

New York State by Commonwealth.
.Tark Walters
Arthur Stowell
(ilartys Co
Madiro MulUn
I'ete Morrison
Dorothea Dickinson
William Dills
Bernard Furey

Rob Ryan
Frances Wilson
Hank Wilson

The Boob

ME AND MY GAL
Of
Obviously an English importation.
ahort feature longth, but longer than a
Sponsored by -Welsh-IVaieon
two-reeler.
At
lifMty Italfour featured.
Production*.
tho New York Tivoli. Sept. 10. half double
feature.

of those pictures
which after seeing one wonders why
the producers turn them out, and
incidentally where the film bookers
who handle the circuits get the
nerve to play them. It is a real
cheap western that as a feature

Just

The Rivoli Broke
Records and the New
York Critics Said:

another

This

If

Rem

a

edy, dealing in a

pathetic

"TTF.RE

is a really great picture.
Not a dull
there was a crowd in line waiting to get in.

"Exceptionally Impressive film
wanted'. Well worth a trip."

comhumorous but sym-

of a character

way with

the

life of

a coster

and her romance with a London
bobby. As a pure character sketch

girl

100%
OF

"Cecil P. DeMille claims

excel!

Is

If

you

want
there

to
is

reach

no

this

a cook before she married the bobby's father, who also was a London
She taken the delightfully Ityatish lower class view that,
as a matter of course, her son Will
also (hone a cook for his wife.
"Cooks and policemen are made for
each other,' is the foundation of her
ocial code.
When learning in an unexpected
way that tho girl is a flower Feller
she explodes with righteous indignaShe
tion.
"She's not respectable.
never was in service at all," she
"flic's a low flower girl."
moaiii).

II
it

is?

'

"Director has excelled

his previous effort.*.

the elements of an unusual success."

all

;is

the

Roman

"Pace never
M

a

>ms

to slacken.

'Manslaughter' a sure

Neither fa

W.

nor Lubitsch has

Griffith

episode."

Thomas Meighan'n

'kilting' in

rformance powerful and human."
World

p«

popularity."

—Herald

,

scenario by J canie Macphcrzin
From the novel by Alice Ducr Miller

better policeman.

medium.
Rates very low

if
11

Time*

Exhibitors of Michigan
by imaginative sympathy and unThe scene between the
Read our ..magazine published derstanding*.
bobby's mother and the coster flower
Kirl Is an inspired bit of delicious
every Tuesday.
drollery. The older woman had been
clientele

—Evening Hun
he has ever done. And we guess
Evening Journal

slice of life illuminated

a

all

done anything quite as good

girls.

Here

"'Manslaughter possesses
1

The hand

Tin-:

the biggest picture

is

—

-^Evening World

in clean-cut portraiture.
of a real artist is discernSomebody conible in tho picture.
cerned in its production believes that
film comedy does not have to be
made up of buffoons and bathing
it

it

W

moment. The Rivoli was jammed and
Cannot be too highly recommended."
Morning Teiegntph
Lcatrice Joy excellent as 'girl who got everything nhe

.
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Own

File*

Petition
$90,000

GRIFFITH TO BOSTON

AT BOSTON'S CONFERENCE

New
in

"Surprised

and Disappointed''

—

—Sydney

Addressed Gathering Matter
erendum on Censorship

of

Picture Finished

Derby,

—Trvout

Conn.—Can't

Get

Broad way H ouse
S.

Mass.

Cohen
9

Ref-

Inability
ture,

now

Grange,"

secure

to

show

theatre to

a Broadway
new pic-

Griffith's

called

"The

probably

will

Haunted
force

the

showing of tho film at the
Tremont Temple, Boston, where
"Way Down East" had a long run.
officials of the national organiza- Douglas Fairbanks had not secured
tion for the work they havo per- a house for "Robin Hood" early this
formed on behalf of the exhibitors week.
The Griffith picture is finished
of the United States and pledging
and was shown late last week in
unqualified support.
Although no mention of it was Derby, Conn. It ran 13,600 feet and
made at the meeting it has been will be cut to 10,000 before it is
the source of general discussion shown again. It may be exhibited
among those interested in the cen- under the title "One Exciting
sorship bill that no real construc- Night'' although that has not been
tive step of any importance has decided.
first

Boston, Sept.

20.

Criticism of "Will Hays was expressed by William A. True, president of the Connecticut M. P. T. O.
A. when he spoke at the joint conference of the Massachusetts and
New Hampshire branches of thf
Motion Picture Theatre Owners held
at the Hotel Arlington in this city

week.
Mr. True said he and his assobeen taken locally so far to defeat
ciates had been "surprised and disappointed to ilnd, at the outset, that the bill through an appeal to the
electorate.
The bill comes before
Mr. Hays was not vested with the
authority that had been hoped for the public Nov. 6, but no advertising
campaign
against it; no use of
when the investigation (relative to
contracts between producers and the screens of the local picture
exhibitors) was taken up, and *hat theatres to fight it or any other
he had been obliged to submit mat- step that would bring the matter
ters to his principals for a yes or forcibly to the attention of the public has been taken.
As a result
no.
there is a very good chance of the
"We have been handicapped by voters going to the polls Nov. 6
this go-between policy," declared without being enlightened
by the
Mr. True, "which sometimes dis- arguments of picture interests.
agrees with us, but we feel that we
Although the screen of Loew's
will be able to get a standard form
State theatre is being used for the
last

of contract in

Sydney

S.

due season."

Cohen, president of the

was the
association,
speaker. In his address,

principal

which cov-

ered the work the national organization is doing for theatre owners
he country, was a
throughout
strong arraignment of the manner
In which the big producers seek to
tie up the theatres with inferior
pictures and play dates, and a plea*
for a better deal for the independent producers, most of whom, he
said, are playing square with the
exhibitors and giving them good,
wholesome pictures.
Cohen stressed the importance of
organization, told how the national
organization had aided in obtaining
many boons for the exhibitors, and
urged a greater association of exhibitor interests, for, said he, "you
are dealing in national problems
and you need a national organization fb protect you."

Other

speakers

were:

W.

J.

O'Toole, chairman of the department of public service; A. J. Moeller, general manager for the national organization; Senator G. A.
Dean, president of the New Hampshire M. P. T. O. A.; Edward M.
Pay, president of the Rhode Island
M. P. T. O. A., and Jacob Laurie,
president of the Massachusetts M.
P. T. O. A.
In his report of the meetings the
organization's committee on contracts had had with Hays, President
True said that the efforts to bring
about a contract between the producers and exhibitors that would be
fair to both sides and would simplify the bolting of films had progressed apace and that he was very
Already
hopeful of the outcome.
some things had been accomplished
and many points of material advantage had been gained. There were

some points, however, which were
Considered of great importance to
the committee which arc still under
negotiation.
Mr. Moeller reported on the work
his department has been able to do
to eliminate the music tax and told
of the aid that is being rendered
by the record people, the radio people,
the National Association of
Hotel Managers, other hotel associations and the National Association
of Dancing Masters.
Ho urged

exploitation of the sale of the preferred stock of the company and is
calling attention to the ballroom in
the theatre, nothing has been flashed
in the way of propaganda "against
the censorship bill to date.

A

•

the

curious
title.

mixup occurred over

George Sirroco, a Dem-

ocratic district leader living in Little
Italy, New York, sent a petition to
Mayor Hylan some days ago, asking that a night during tho fall be
set aside for a municipal carnival.

The document was signed by a
large number of Italian residents of
the city and a copy was given to
City Hall reporters.
All the
commented on the
proposition to set aside "One exciting night" for popular merry making.
Subsequently somebody sent
an anonymous letter to the newspaper editors declaring that the
petition was a fake and had been
presented to the Mayor as a press
stunt for the Griffith picture.
The editors dispatched a protest
to the Griffith office, which replied

the

newspapers

Andrew
and

New

J.

Cohe,

is

being used for the

Norma Talmadge

picture at

Harry Clay Blaney has fended off the lure of the camera lens for many
years, and his active interest heretofore was in the sale of tho rights
of numerous of the old melodramas in which he appeared years ago.
A couple of weeks ago he wandered into the studio where the Pyramid
Pictures Corporation was shooting the Eugene Walter story, "Flapper
Love," and he was rushed into the cast to play a small part after a
test was made.
The result is that H. C. B. is going to hit the films as
a regular thisryr. He is one of the bets of soreendom in character work,
according to those that saw the bit he played in the "Flapper" picture.

The Criterion, New York, is open with the Marion Davies starring
feature, "When Knighthood Was In Flower," with the wise ones trying
to figure just how the producer of the picture expects to get out on the
production, which at the time of opening is said to have represented an
outlay of approximately $1,300,000. The arrangement at the Criterion,
where two shows a day are given, with a scale of $1.60 top matinees and
$2 at night, calls for a rental of the houso at $5,500 weekly. In addition
there will be about $1,600 a week for musicians, about $4,000 advertising
and minor incidental charges. There will also be included a charge of
$10,000 spent in redecorating prior to the opening, which will be charged
off during tho first 10 weeks the picture plays there.
The houso will
havo to play to a gross of almost $14,000 a week to clear the overhead,
and at the Criterion this is looked upon as an impossibility.

Exhibitors have discovered a way of getting the best of the W. W.
Ilodkinson proposition, whereby a so-called Irene Castle Fashion Show is
being sold to the theatres in conjunction with the productipn of "Slim
Shoulders," in which Miss Castle is starred. The Hodkinson organization has three complete shows on the road playing the picture houses.
There are six models and a couple of dancers with each company, as well
as a singer. The price charged the exhibitor is whatever the tariff will
bear, according to one of the men that has been handling the attraction
stronger co-operation with the au- for them. They alBO carry a man back with the show as well as an adthors and publishers who are fur- vance man. At a gathering of New Jersey exhibitors in New York this
week one stated to the others that he did not believe that the Fashion
nishing their music tax free.
The conference adopted resolu- Show was worth the price asked, and he thought that he would have a
tions scoring state censorship as a fashion show, nevertheless, through the co-operation of his local departburden on production and an in- ment store which would furnish the gowns and the models and, in addivasion of popular rights, an unfair tion, utilize space in the local papers advertising the theatre and the show.
abridgement of the right of free
The reaction of the Buffalo street car strike upon picture theatres was
expression
and un-American in
principle; commending the efforts peculiarly illustrated in an instance which occurred while the Buffalo
delivery for a south side theatre having
of M. P. T O. A. in extending pub- strike was at its height. The
failed to call for a show on the floor of the local distributor, the distributlic work in the motion picture theacity
boy and sent the feature to the
called
in
messenger
ing
agency
a
tre,
progressive
thus promoting
public progress and making the theatre by special messenger. Tho b y boarded the street ear late in the
which is in the heart of the
front
of
afternoon
in
the
theatre,
and
alighted
theatre a real community centre;
favoring such distribution within factory section, shortly prior to tne beginning >of the evening performthe industry as Will guarantee to all ance. A crowd had collected outside of the theatre waiting for the d< ors
producers a fair and equitable dis- to open.
On seeing the boj leave the car with 'be nhns, the crowd sot up a yell
trlbutlon of their product to all exn.. ;.;.
The u:..uii operator at the
hibitors 'desiring it;
commending and made violent protest to (}>• ni^n
and approving the establishment of theatre refused to run the films <» n the ground that they had been transthe
result
situation was that the
of
street
scab
car.
The
the department of music hy the na- ported by a
tional
organization and pledging theatre was forced t<» close that evening and sought to cancel all further
support to it; emphasing lb'* right contracts with the distributors. The film company placed the matter in
of the theatre owner to make sw. li the hands of its attorney. Aft< r an injunction suit had been threatened
changes nndS elimination in films as the theatre management agreed to reinstate the contract and to run the
he deems for the best Interest! of pictures after a union representative had made a speech at the theatre
his community, and commending the- explaining that tho management was in no wa> responsible.
•

•

film

exhibitor,

married Jewell
Mack Sennett

St.

Denis, a form<

bathing

girl

r

at

eral District Court estimating liabilities at $90,490.50.
The petitioner cites hlfl occupation as that of a
"promoter" giving his address at
76 West 86th street.

Mr. Cohe
person and

filed

not

the

petition In
counsel.

through

Tho debts date from

1912.

They

are for merchandise, printing, advertising, film rentals (to Famous
Players and Realart) when he was
an exhibitor in Lawrence, Mass.,
notes and sundry other commercial

sent to Hollywood, Cab, last spring by till father
to get an insight on h«.w movies
He got as far as the
are made.
Mack Sennett lot where he becamo
smitten with Miss St. Denis, When
he came east Miss St. Denis followed and Joined the cast of a
musical show, "Sins of Hollywood,"
so as to be close to Handelsman.

FRANCHISE MODIFIED
New York

Strand Doesn't Pay for
Pictures Not Used

liabilities.

Seamon
ed

refer**

Miller has been appointby Judge Marion T.

"Rags

to Riches" at Capitol, N. Y.

The Warner Brothers havo

closed

for their production of "From Hugs
to Riches." with Wesley P.arry, to
go into the Capitol, New York, next

week.

that when the petition was being
circulated a member of one of the
Italian clubs called at the Griffith
office for signatures and, since the

phrase "One Exciting Night" fitted
into the 111m story, tho representative was informed that It might
be used as the film title, In which
event Mr. Griffith would contribute
$100 to tho club for its unintentional

It

the

Manton.

suggestion.

was reported

New York

this

Strand's

week that
first

Na-

tional Franchise had been modified
in order that the theatre should not
be compelled to pay its franchise
quota on all pictures to which it
has the rights but which it elects
not to play.

The Strand publishes a list of its
coming features on the screen this
week and in the number there are
several outside the First National
One of them is "Under
schedule.
Two Flags" from the Fox establishment, due next week.
Tho Strand, together with the
other first grade franchise houses,
has the option of continuing the
run of a picture beyond one week
providing the subsequent weeks
This option was
are consecutive.
exercised in the case of "The

Masquerader."

'Melodrama at it's Best'
rvhat

their

the

Minneapolis Journal $ay$

editorially.

comment.

"It equals the stage success. Such a film helps
The
the motion picture to a higher level.

the Strand this week, "The Eternal Flame." In a number of Broadway
shop windows appear mammoth red candles with real wicks lighted.
Below are placards which inform tho public that the candles will be
lighted every day from noon to midnight, and whoever makes the closest
estimate of the moment each will be burned out will be presented with
The candles are 18 inches high and about 2 Inches in
$10 in gold.
diameter. They are held by huge decorative candle holders.

Mm

Sept. 20.

Henry Handelsman, Jr., eon of
owner of a picture theatre in
South Bead, Ind., stole a march on
his parents when he eloped and
J.

tho

lift

Hobart Henley has arrived from the coast with a print of "The Flirt,"
a Booth Tarkington story, which has been six months in the making.
The picture was in 100,000 feet originally, but after six weeks of cutting
it is down to 15,000.
The picture was made at Universal City.
exploitation idea

Chicago,

Over

lease on it, has filed a voluntary Crown Point, Ind.
Handelsman was
petition In bankruptcy in the Fed-

Read

ON PICTURES

An

— Owes

last manager of tho Central,
York,- when Universal had tho

ThaCs

INSIDE STUFF

WENT WEST AND MAKETED

COBE BANKRUPT

THEATRE LACK DRIVES

CRITICISM OF Will HAYS

scenes are high-lighted with unusual skill, and you
watch the speedy changes with fascination. The
story is told with dignity and simplicity and rare
photography. The Masquerader9 is melodrama at
its best.!'

RICHARD WALTON TULLY
presents

PICTURES

44

c

PITTSBURGH'S HOLDOVERS

"KNIGHTHOOD" LEADS B 'WAY'S

Feature*

STRONGEST SCREEN OFFERINGS
feoom Comes to Break Long Period of Depression
Marion Davies' Big Exploitation Helps Revival
of Public Interest

Had Bad Busin

Last

Week

Pittsburgh. Sept.

Friday, September 22, 1928

PHIUTS FILM DISAPPOINTMENTS

20.
Its

HOLD BOX OFFICE SURPRISES

"Blood and Sand" lived up to

pretentious publicity In drawing
capacity at the Olympic and the
Liberty last week. It Is held over
at the former house this week. The
film was received none too well by
the critics but was neatly exploited,
and despite weather drew all week
Reports in other
to both theatres.
cases were encouraging, and most
of the larger houses had satisfactory returns.

Blood and Sand" Drops in Second Week, but
Leads "Monte Cristo"—"Three Must Get Theres"
Drew $2,000 at Aldine Last Week

•

The Grand's second week of
"Grandma's Boy" saw a slight deBroadway Woke up with a
this week from a slump week

—

(English Production F.
Seats 6,300; scnlo, mats.
O.).
that
30-50-$l; eves. 55-85-$1.10.
BusiThe
tended last Saturday night.
ness was not attracted by the picprincipal reason was the strong bills ture itself, but rather by the title
that were shown all around, with and the knowledge that it was a
the advent of "When Knighthood Conan Doyle story of the Sherlock
Holmes series. The picture was
Was in Flower** at the Criterion, rather
badly done from the producthe real interest of the film world. tion standpoint.
The gross, howThe coming of "Knighthood" foui.1 ever, went to $36,200
on the week.
of
three
aligned against It about
Criterion
"When
Knighthood
the strongest box office drawing Was
in
Flower"
(Cosmopolitan
cards that the picture field has had
Special).
Seats 886: scale, mats.
in some time, with "Manslaughter"
$1.50 top; eves. $2. The Hearst Inat the Rivoli, "The Eternal Flame" ternational
people have taken the
at the Strand, and "Broadway Rose" house under
a rental paying $5,500
at the Capitol. Still with an this a week.
They
have given BroadpicDavies'
opposition, the Marion
way
one
of
the strongest exploitature registered at the box office with
tion
campaigns
that it has ever
the demand strong at the window.
witnessed with the result that the
All of Broadway felt the reaction
picture
seemingly
is the biggest bet
of the Interest in films that was rethat has come along since "The
vived through the tremendous camBirth
of
a
Nation."
Turn away at
paign that waa waged for "Knightevery performance. The first four
hood" and all the picture* theatres
performances last week grossed
are reaping benefit of the smash the
about $3,300. The house doing capicture made.
pacity will play to about $11,000 on
Last week was one that appeared
the week with two performances
to be a lull before the revival. Busidaily.
the
all
in
off
decidedly
ness was
44th
8treet
"Monte Cristo"
houses, with receipts tumbling right
and left. None of the houses held (William Fox Special). Seats 1.323;
up to the figures of the previous scale, $1 top mats., $1.65 eves. Busiweek, with a slight heat wave held ness fell off somewhat last week,
the third of this picture In New
partially to blame for the dropping
York. Heat was given as the reaoff in grosses.
son
for the drop, with the gross
and
Strand
Rivoli,
Rialto,
The
going to $9,050.
Capitol, the weekly change of proLyric—
"A Little Child Shall Lead
of
effect
gram houses, all felt the
(William
Fox Special).
the slump. At the first named Them/'
Seats,
1,400;
scale, matinees, $1 top;
house "Burning Sands," playing its
second week on Broadway, having evenings, $1.65. The second week's
moved down from the Rivoli, man- business wasn't any beter than the
aged to better the figures of the first. The 42d Street houses seemprevious week, getting $22,760, while ingly are off the beaten path for the
at the latter house "The Ghost picture fans. Got around $2,200.
Rialto— "Burning Sands" (ParaBreaker" pulled $25,914. The Capimount). Seats, 1,960; scale, 60-85tol had a bad week with a weak
Moved down from the Rivoli
picture, 'The Hound of the Basker- 89.
for its second week on Broadway
villes," an English production of a
Sherlock Holmes story. The gross and managed to draw $22,750, which
there went to $36,200, gotten on the was better than it did the previous
strength of the Sir Conan Doyle week at the Rivoli by about $2,000.
Rivoli
"The
Ghost
Breaker"
reputation rather than the picture.
The Strand, with Harold L'oyd in (Paramount). Seats, 2,200; scale,
"Grandma's Boy," held over for a 50-85-99. Wallace Reld, star. The
second week, did a corking busi- personal popularity of the star
rather than the picture evidently
ness.
The
In the legitimate houses, where drew them here last week.
picture was far from being out of
for
being
run
special features are
exploitation purposes the business the ordinary run of program picAt the 44th tures. The gross, however, went to
likewise slumped.
start

kervilles"

B

—

—

—

Fox

"Monte
special,
Cristo," slumped to $9\000, while at
the Lyric, where "A Little Child
Street

the

Shall Lead Them" Is being shown,
the business was practically nothAt the Astor the Metro special,
"The Prisoner of Zenda," «ilso felt
the depression and got a little under
$8,000 on the week.
Thie week's business all along the
ing.

line has had somewhat of an upward lift during the first three days,
and the outlook is that the grosses
all going to be materially bettered for next week.
At the Criterion the opening performance of "When Knighthood

are

Was
an

in

Flower" on Thursday was

invitation

affair

so

that

the

pression in attendance, but the
hold over lived up to expectations.
"Just Tony/' the Tom Mix feature
at the Blackstone, drew perhaps the
warmest praise, while "Rich Men's
Wives" at the State and Regent
was called a poor story, and attendance was not overly good.
"The Fast Mail" at the Alhambra,
its second week in East Liberty,

continued to draw.
Estimates on last week:
Grand "Grandma's Boy."

—

2.500;

scale,

25.

40

and

capacity.

Estimate of tho gross business
Aone along Broadway last week:
Astor "Prisoner of Zenda"

—

(Metro) (Seats 1.131; scale, $1.65).
Felt the depression to an extent that
shaved about $1,500 from tho gross
Of the previous week, with the
statement registering somewhere
near $8,900.
Cemeo "The Young Diana" (Cos-

—

mopolitan-Paramount) (Seats 550;
Marlon Davies star.
scale, 55-75).
This was the third week for this
Broadway with tho
picture on
Rivoli, Rialto and the Cameo, all of
which are in the Times Square section, having been played In succesThe Cameo, with its limited
sion.
capacity, did a corking business
production, getting around
the
With
|4,T0O on the week.
OapltoW'The Hound of the Baa-

The

Harold Lloyd vehicle established dropping to a low figure. With "The
the comedian here as feature artist, Storm" as lta feature, thia elite
and proved a good opposition
against features regarded stronger. Chestnut street house perked up
Warm weather mid-week hurt busi- and on several nights had long
ness
some,
though
both
ends waiting queues, a sight not seen
there since its opening.
The picbrought receipts up. $13,200.
"Blood
Olympic
and
Sand." ture, while not thought exactly suitSeats, 1,100; scale, 26, 40 and 65 able to the Karlton'a clientele, was
The Valentino name drew the fans. booked in for two weeks with some
out in droves practically all week, trepidation by the Stanley company,
one of the best this house has noted but last week's businesa removed
in a couple of months. Advertising the qualms and it is now felt that
cost above normal but wuts more with a little exploiting "The Storm"
could have been held in a month.
than vindicated. About $10,000.
Liberty— "Blood and Sand." Seats, "The Masquerader" is booked-in be1,200; scale, 25 and 40.
Picture ginning Saturday for a fortnight.
The holdovers had good weeks,
strong enough to pull fana in this
section as in downtown district, and with "Blood and Sand" showing
afternoon attendance here, usually more holding power than "Monte
mediocre, decided improvement all Cristo" here, after the last-named
had taken the edge on the opening
week. About $9,300.
week. However, *'Blood and Sand's"

—

WARNED

IN FRISCO

MAKING OTHERS STEP
Loew's

First

—

ing in

business for its final week waa only
about average for the house, which
brought no records with this muchtouted Valentino film.
The Stanton, on the other hand, got a running start with, "Monte Cristo,"
which is figured to banish the jinx
and send the house 6ut to a good
In all probability the Dumas
will stop after three weeks,
with Manslaughter" coming in, but
so far no decision has been made,
pending a possible final spurt for
year.

Run House Dent- romance

Residential Houses

Are Complaining >
San Francisco, Sept. 20.
Business at the California, Granada and Imperial, regarded as the
"big three*' of the downtown first
run picture houses has fallen off
considerably due to the general excellence of attractions at rival
houses, such as the Loew's Warfield,

Fox

the

feature.

The Stanton passed a bad week
with "The Three Must Get Theres,"
which at no time showed any
strength. It was the general opinion here that together with some
other feature this burlesque would
have drawn, but by itself it meant
nothing to this trailing house. "Your
Best Friend,'' With Vera Gordon,
which had an invitational showing

where last week "Broadway Rose" here last spring, is at the Aldine
was the attraction, and the Tivoli this week and may help business,
with Constance Talmadge in "The but is not figured the best type
Eternal Flame."
of the film for tTie house.
"Rich
The Warfield is particularly cut- Men's Wives," next week's booking,
ting a wide swath in the fiist run is in the same class.
No attempt
picture field. The house is ideally has been made to boost the scale of
located, is new and the latest word this house back to 75 cents top
in picture palaces. Its brand of at- with fhe coming of fall.
tractions thus far is keeping the
other houses stepping.
At the Frolic business also fell

A

is

feature of this week's bookings
the placing of "What** Wrong

straight.)

Arcadia

—"Red

Hot

(First National).

Name

Romance' 1
attracted,

but picture did not have power to
build and suffered on hot Thursday
and Friday.

SHEA'S HIP, BUFFALO,

TALK OF THE TOWN
and Enterprising
Showmanship Sending House

Energetic

to

Lead
Buffalo, Sept. 20.

First real test-week of new season found business^ tide flowing
steady at local picture house. As
result of the intense competition,
takings at most theatres remained
the same or dropped slightly despite
most favorable weather conditions.
The opening Sunday was hottest of
entire summer but rest of week
turned sharply cold with draw reflected
In
the
ideal
theatrical
weather.
Shea's and the Hipp continue to be
the Aiine days' wonder of the town.
New York picture men all aaid to
be watching the situation.
For
character and magnitude of presentations, Hipp bills
this
month
surpass anything ever offered hereabouts.
Is showing first runs of
biggest features in market for one
week each at popular prices* Result la capacity businesa
at time
when competitors are hesitating.
To cap the climax, the Hip will offer
a new organ as a feature for next

month.

Among other houses the Olympic
slumped below its previous week's
gross and failed to get anything.
Loew's holding up well with strong
feature pictures and at least one
"name" act topping each week's
card.
Lafayette showing signs of
fall
off
from recent sensational

With the Women" in two houses, summer business. Appears
to be
Arcadia and Palace, with some speStrand— "Grandma's Boy" (Pathe- off last week.
There are many big and sump- cial advertising. The featuring of having difficulty in the matter of
Lloyd).
Seats, 2,900; scale, 30-60- tioua
C. Sharp
theatres in San Francisco's the cast is expected to pull rather vaudeville attractions.
'85.
This was the second week of residential districts and these are
Minor back at house this week after
big for this one
but four weeks' absence.
the Lloyd five-reeler.
The initial complaining of bad business because why it is placedat thethePalape,
exclusive
Last week's estimates:
week the picture copped $25,000 on of the competition of the downtown Arcadia is hard to In
determine.
Hipp—"Blood and Sand." Capthe first four days, which was the theatres, also because of the heavy
Tom Mix's "Just Tony" made the acity,
2,400; scale, mats., 15 -25c;
overhead
they
are
obliged
to
carry. usual good draw of all Mix features
contract requirement for it to be
nights, 25-50c.
Good week's busheld over with the gross on the two The musicians' union compels them at the Victoria last week; Charles iness but
prevented from reaching
to carry orchestras as large as the Ray hit on all
cylinders at the top mark by hot Sunday. Business
weeks going to about $72,000, of downtown
houses.
Palace, and "Red Hot Romance" at- dropped
which about $40,00 was secured the
off almost $1,300 for that
Estimates for last week:
tracted eome of its title at the
first week.
diiy alone. Did nicely, however, and
California "The Valley of Silent Arcadia.
in satisfactory week with
The booking of "The Prisoner of turned
Men" (Paramount). Seats, 2,700;
favorable comments.
Over $12,000
$25,914.

—

FEOM STOCK TO FILMS

The

Utlca, N. Y., Sept. 20.
Majestic, owned by the Rob-

Alma Rubens. Superior pictures at other first run
houses held attendance down here,
with gross around $15,000.
scale, 50-75-90.

—

Zenda"

is

still

causing perplexity.

Once booked at Aldine for
month,

now

this

said to be held up
until November, and what house it
will
play then is problematical,
though it is fairly certain not to

Granada "The Bonded Woman*'
Amusement Company, opened
(Paramount).
Seats, 3.100; scale,
a first run picture house Mon- 50-70-90. Betty Compson. Did not be

bins

it is

last

week.

—

Loew's State "North of the Bio
Grande" and vaudeville. Capacity,
2.400;

40c

scale, mats., 20c;

nights, 30-

Bettered previous week's bus-

iness by over $1,500.
Picture got
on early and played large part in
the draw.
Vaudeville ran strong.
Real strength last week in well over

the Aldine. Legit house bookhold up with competitors. |14,000 ings are full, but there is a possibility of the Academy for any
on week.
feature picture.
Imperial— "Manslaughter" (ParaNo specials are listed at the Stan- $10,000.
Lafayette Square
"Footfalls"
mount). Seats, 1,425; scale 35-50- ley to follow "Blood and
Sand," at and vaudeville.
Capacity, 3,400;
Thomas
75.
Meighan.
Business least for the time being. "Hurr'
scale, mats. 20-25c; nights, 30-50c.
only fair, although picture was canes Gal" is this
week's feature, Dropped off somewhat with bustouted as one of big productions of with "The Ghost Breaker"
in next iness
uncertain except Thursday
year. Gross went to $12,000.
week.
"Manslaughter" will prob- and Saturday which went to capmanaging three theatres for that
Strand— "Chasing
ably
stay at the Stanton for three acity.
the
Moon"
Picture
meant nothing.
firm in Allentown, Pa.
He takes (Fox). Seats 1,700; scale. 40-55. weeks or a month, with "Nero" on Leona LaMar, always
a strong vaucharge of houses managed by John Tom Mix. Average returns around the horizon for this house.
deville draw here, failed to attract
Estimates for last week:
J. Maloy, formerly of Utica, who $7,000.
more than ordinary attention. Show
Stanley—
"Blood
and
Sand"
(ParaTivoli—
"The
Eternal
Flame"
sized up well, but nothing in it to
has gone with Puli Films.
mount).
Second
business compel attention against
The Waterbury Theatre, Frank- (First National). Seats, 1,800; scale, good, but not muchweek's
competiabove ordinary tion. Whether or not
25-40. Norma Taimadge. This star
house is to
fort, N. Y., which was practically
always draws well, and in this pic- house figure. This week, with Gim- keep up. its previous record will
destroyed by fire two years ago, ture pulled a corking week's busi- bcl Fashion Show heavily adverdepend upon shrewd showmanship
tised as added feature to "Hurrihas just been purchased by C. E. ness, grossing $14,000.
and attractions.
Between $9,000
Taylor of Port Leyden, N. Y., who
Loew's
Warfield
"Broadway cane's Gal," another big gross is and $10,000 last week.
intends to erect a modern motion Rose" (Metro). Seats. 2,800; scale, expected. $24,000. (Capacity, 4,000;
Olympic— "The Storm." 2d week.
scale.
and
15
50
cents,
30-50-60-75.
matinees;
50
Mae
Murray.
Star
picture theatre.
Capacity. 1,500; scale, mats., 15and 75 cents, evenings.)
and picture found favor. $15,000.
20c; nights. 20-25e. Fell away to
Stanton— "Monte Cristo" (Fox). almost
Frolic
"The
Delicious
Little
nothing with lack of proper
This
Dumas
romance
has
Devil" (Universal).
drawn plugging probably primary cans.-.
Seats. 1.000;
KIRKW00D-LEE WEDDING ?
scale, 10-30.
Mae Murray. Fell be- well, but did not show quite the On strength of first fortnight's busholding power after big initial week.
Los Angeles, Sept. 20.
low last week, getting $2,400.
Ineas,
Slays this week, with "Manslaugh- to be present policy of house seems
Hollywood Is momentarily exmistaken. Goes into a double
ter*'
probably coming in. though
pecting to hear of tho marriage of
feature bill this week, with neither
"Cristo"
may
remain
a
fourth
week
Lila Lee to James Kirkwood. Jt has BEERY'S MARRIAGE REPORT
Him
calculated
to attract, extraor?S.000.
(Capacity. 1.700; scale 35
been rumored here that the two
Los Angeles, Sept. 20.
and 60 cents, days; 50 and .75 cents dinary attention from the flickerjaded local populace.
Lucky if
have been engaged for some weeks.
Wallace Beery, screen villain and night.)
When Mr. Kirkwood started east former husband of Gloria Swanson,
Aldine— "Three Mils' Got Theres" bUSinaes reached $1,500 last week.
and Miss Lee departed on tho same is reported as marrying again.
(United Artists). 'Did virtually no
Von Stroheim a Father
train It was a foregone conclusion
The bride-to-be Is Rita Oilman, business at all, and would have been
the pair would make the trip to the former artist's model and at present withdrawn in the middle of the
Los Angeles. Sept. 20.
Eric von Stroheim, the Unlvei
altar either In Chicago or New one of the colony of screen players week if anything else had been in
sight, "your Best Friend" this week director, became a daddy this week,
York before returning to the coast. in Hollywood.
is hoped to better things.
$2,000. a son.

as

house really got but four performday, after a long stock season. "The
ances, two matinee and two night,
last week, but the gross on them Storm" is the opening photoplay, to
waa about $3,300. The demand this be followed by "Prisoner of Zenda"
week for t«he picture has been the and "Count of Monte Cristo."
Julius Fogelman, former manager
talk of Broadway with a turn -away
being the rule at both the matinee of the Colonial Theatre here for
and night performances from Sun- Wilmer & Vincent, Inc., is now

day on. With the limited capacity
Of the house the gross will run
somewhere around $11,000 on the
current week, which is absolute

Seats,

65.

Philadelphia, Sept. 20.
(Capacity, 1,500; scale, 50 cent*
general betterment in the busi- straight.)
Karlton— "The Storm" (Unlver^
ness of the big downtown film sal).
Proved a big smash surprise
houses waa discernible last week. and second week, over which cornIf it had not been for some ter- pan yworried, is now cause of rerifically
hot nights, the grosses joicing. Except for two hot nights,
business was biggest house has had
would have soared even higher.
since last January.
Dailies were
The most notable sharer in this more than kind and business built
increase of business was the Karl- during week without aid of any kind,
$5,500.
ton, which all summer haa been of ballyhoolng whatsoever.
(Capacity, 1,100; scale, 50 cents
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TERRIFIC HEAT

PEOPLE" PULLED OUT

Washington

MORNING PERFORMANCE
Torrid

Experiences

FOR "BLOOD AND SAND"

Week

Spell Last

Washington. Sept.

20.

Two

ON INJUNCTION THREAT
BOB WAGNER MISSING;

Loew's State, Boston, Breaks Week's Stay in Center
—Sam H. Harris' Stage Play at Holl is—"Blood

and Sand" Returned to
T

ast

ACTORS INVESTED

Week

Week

extra 9 o'clock In the morning shows
About $8,000 Put in Film of No Scale: 20-35 mats., 35-50 nights).
Jack Holt in "When Satan Sleeps" added after the opening Sunday.
Value
Salaries Also
(Paramount). This picture received The Newman management has held
no end of favorable comment and the picture fo$ the second week, but
Covered

—

seems to have held up at the box will show It at their Twelfth Street,
Did not, however, reach the with the admission 35 cents, a tenprevious week's figures with Wal- cent advance from regular house
lace Reld. Musical features of this prices.
At the other downtown Tmtrses
house has created Interest and are
proving drawing card. About $8,000. business' was spotted last week. Tho
Crandall'm Metropolitan (Capacity. Liberty splurged strongly with "In
20-35 mats., 35-50 the Name of the Law," giving tho
Scale:
1,700.
"Silver picture a spectacular police prolog,
in
nights).— Mary
Carr
Wings" (William Fox). Looks as in which the local police force was
used and the recent attempt to hold
if this picture did not measure up
to expectations as far as business up the theatre enacted and filmed.
was concerned. In some quarter** Those who saw the feature were
the business done was referred to lukewarm In its praise, and the
"as a 'flop/" although this state- week's business was a disappointment may mean nothing. It was ment. At the Royal ''The Crossthe opinion prevailing and from the roads of New York" also failed to
general appearances of the house register according to the anticipations of the management, and busithe gross held to about $8,500.
Moore's Rialto (Capacity, 1,900. ness did not come up to the house
Scale: Mornings, 25; afternoons, 35; average.
The Doric, Hardings* second
evenings, 50; Saturdays. Sundays
"Rich Mens house, closed all summer, reopened
and holidays, 50).
Remembering the big
Wives (Preferred* Pictures Corp). Sunday.
Caught on and forced gross busi- business done early in the spring
Advertising matter with Miss Dennis, a young girl
ness upward.
all carried a tag line to the effect psychic, the Hardings are opening
that the Delaware, Maryland. Dis- for the season with Marjah as the
trict
of
Columbia and Virginia feature, and giving the picture, "Too
rights were owned by Preferred Much Business" secondary consid-

office.

—

VALENTINO RUNS INTO

CONTRACT JUMPER BAN

at

"Blood and_gand," which had played
the State the previous week to $15.-

and from no

The indications are that in the
event Rodolph "Valentino wins his
present court action in which the
Famous Players -Lasky Corporation
is seeking to enjoin him from appearing in pictures for any other
company for the period it alleges to
hold a contract for, the star is going to be left out in the cold, as far
as any of the bigger releasing organizations are concerned. Incidentally, the Motion Picture Theatre

t the Loew Orpheum to
500, and
123.000. was jumped in for the bal-

ance of the week, requiring about
$900 additional outlay in newspaper
advertising. The ads attributed the
change to the overwhelming demand for further showing of the
Valentino film. The balance of the
week showed a sad slump, less than
$4,000 being taken in during the re-

days despite the
proved conclusively that
a ho:d-over of "Blood and Sand"
would have been a flop.
.'ust how far the action over the
mistake will be carried is an open
splash.

City, Started

Last
at 9 A. M.

Exhibition

Estimates for last week:
Locw's Columbia (Capacity. 1,200.
Kansas City, S< pt. 20.
35 mats., 35-50 nights).—
They liked "Blood and Sand" and
Rodolph Valentino in "Blood and
Sand" (Paramount). Second week, the "Newman Entertainment of
and from indications could have Well Balanced Features," and proved
Did it by taxing the capacity of that
been held over for a third.
close to $12,000.
theatre all last week, in spite of the
Loew's Palace (Capacity, 2.500.

expected although a profitably takBoston, Sept. 20.
ing against operating cost and bill.
As the result of a tangle in the "Human Hearts" with House Peters
Paramount offices in New York, and "Married People" this week.
Bob Wagner, a film producer, Is
Loew's State found itself facing inBeacon (Attraction, scale and sought by some eight or nine amajunction proceedings on the part of seating
with
identical
capacity
teur screen actors and individual
the Sam H. Harris office because of modern.) Takings last week slightly
counsel to recover a total of some
the premature release for the Bos- ahead of modern.
$8,000 the octet invested in Mr.
ton territory of Rachel Crother's
Wagner's screen producing venture.
"Nice People." The contract with
the Paramount precluded any showexchange for financing
In
his
ing of the film version in any drapropositi n from week to week they
matic territory prior to the legitiwere promised long-term iirm conmate booking.
tracts and full reimbursement for
Despite that Francine Larrimore
troir Investment when the feature
in "Nice People" had been booked,
is sold and completed.
It is alleged
advertised and bill -posted for a late
ner, whose fathIs employed
season opening of the Hollis Street
theatre, the Paramount office re- No Takers of Offer to Play in the First National Exchange in
Pittsburgh,
mentioned something
leased it for Sept. 11 at Locw's
for $3,000 if Freed
It
State, a 4,000 capacity house.
about First National buying the
Tuesday
and
played
Monday,
picture for C ".0C0. No such proposiFrom Famous
WedneFday to over $5,000 before
t'on has been uncovered, however.
word came over from New York to
The "shooting" wa^ promiscuous
it
pull
Out
once, regardless.

maining

Newman, Kansas

Scale:

Draw

State, Failed to

loplcs were the principal
discussion last week, the terrific
heat and the remarkable manner In
which the Valentine picture, "Blood
and Sand," hold up on its second
week.

three

It

May, and the recent rumors
the house was going to be
taken over by a local stock com-

not even hav-

a

~>rs

eration in the billing.
The prices
at this house for the seaaon are announced as 35-55c, the same as their
leader, the Liberty.
For the current week much interest is being taken in the change of
policy at tho Royal, where "Orphans
of the Storm" is for tho first time in
Kansas City, and at 55-75c. It is
the Intention of the management to
play only features, for indefinite
runs, at these prices.
The regular
house prices have been 35 and 50
With tho Royal offering the
n -nts.
big Griffith "Storm" picture, the

WANTED $3,000,000

'

postmark,

le

Samrel (B h
one of the actorwas from Station

FOR "OLIVER TWIST"

berg, counsel for
investors, traced

H, an uptown sub-station.
Marguerite
professional
screen actress, claims 13 weeks
salary due her plus $400 she was
induced to loan Wagner when he
needed it for film printing charges.
Harry Marsh, an "assistant dlrector," invested $3,100 and has salary
due him.
Marsh and Miss Gale,
through her attorney, William D.
Bosler, made Wagner execute a bill
of sale and turn over the negative

Owners Chamber of Commerce, at
its
Tuesday meeting this week,
question, as it hit the Hollis Street again referred to its resolution
quite a wallop, and will require against contract
Jumpers.
newspaper copy explaining that
During the past week it is under"Nice People" at the Hollis is not
stood
that
the
services
of Valena picture, but the original play. The
tino have been offered to a numlate opening of the Hollis this season, which has been dark since late ber of producing firms, in the event
he could break the contract with

last

script,

title.
The an atcur s?reen
stated Wagner would write
the continuity for the following day's
"shooting on his cuff and then lose
i
Wagner has Pictures Corp., with Tom Moore,
In the laundry."
decu.nped, having noti*"el princi- owner of the Rialto. as its presipals he could be reached care of dent. Close to $7,000.
the general delivery, Kansas City,
stating he was milling the postcard from the Pennsylvania station.

ing

that

j

pj^f N a tJ nal ExeCUtJVCS Not
Frightened by Road
Show Threat

<

Liberty
film

•

The long drawn out

battle

is giving Carl Laemmle's
'The Storm." and featuring its

prices at 35 arid 50 cents. The similarity of tho titles will no doubt bs
somewhat confusing to some, and
the Liberty may profit by the tre-%
mendous publicity given the "Or*
phans of the Storm" at the opposl*
tion house.

be-

tween Sol Lesser and the executive
committee of the Associate* First

Famous, whereby the star will work
National over the exhibition value
for $3,000. No takers were reported.
The producers seem to have and prints. They hoped to sell the to be placed on the Jackie Coogan
Last week's estimates:
reached
some
understanding
on the finished product and, having first starring feature," "Oliver Twist,"
Newman. "Blood
and
Sand*
The situation generally as regards
was definitely settled the early part (Paramount) (seats 1.980; scale:
It is possible he might be
pictures, despite the crisp turn the matter.
lien on the proceeds, thus recover
of this week. Lesser originally was mats., 35c; nights, 50-76c\. Rodolph
weather took, did not bring any able to make an Independent picture their moneys due.
asking an exhibition valuation of Valentino. In addition to feature,
particular joy to the first release or two, but in that event the State
Ther efforts to do so have been $3,000,000 for the picture. This re- program consisted of Mile. OHivotti,
houses,
Tremont Temple, which right market would be his only outunsuccessful to date for the simple
Arthur Kureklcy and th*» T**n MarH
has been taken over on .a rental let.
quest sent the First National orfi- Kelly
Dancers in "A Spanish Garreason the whole works isn't worth
basis for an indefinite period by the
Monday, Supreme. Court Justice the negatives wasted. To the pro- cials in the air, and when they re- den"; Coon-Sanders novelty <»rFox interests as its New England
to
valuation
that
fused
make
the
chestra; CJraco Nelson," prima don
flopped Wasservogel reserved decision on fesslonals who bravely suffered a
has,
exploitation
house,
steadily, and its fourth week of "A the application of the Famous Play- double screening of the ruins, it was Lesser requested he threatened to na; local news, scenic and comedy
n 'In, and the regular Newman conroad show the picture.
Little Child Shall Lead Them" will ers for an injunction restraining a farce.
lnsde advice from the coast was cert orchestra. The show woh a big
close the house for probably a week. the star from breaking his contract,
The
cameraman,
denoted
as
The regulars fairly .swarmed to
The Fox interests will continue to which they allege has to run until
to the effect that the picture acsee this Valentino offering, and the
"Tony,*' after six weeks' struggling
use the house for exploitation, how- February, 1924.
tually cost $60,000 to produce.
critics proclaimed it ''wonderful,"
with re-editing it (since he was
ever.
First National, after hear'rf the giving equal praise to th*> star, Nlta
In the testimony submitted by Arthe only one who knew what the
Harold Lloyd's "Grandma's Boy."
demands of Lesser, 'i>M h!ii to it he Xaldi. and tho director, Fred Niblo.
which started like a house afire at thur Butler Graham, attorney for shooting was all about) elided seven
^o ah ad and Extra performances at
a. m. durthe Park, failed to hold up as strong Valentino, he stated his client had reels and had four reels to show might just as well
as had been expected, and will not been discriminated against in the for his efforts. Miss Gale immedi- road show, as they were certainly ing week. Cross right at $28,760.
Liberty. "In the Name of the
not going to give the plcM.ro the
The matter of dressing rooms and forced ately ordered that her name
be retained after this week.
be used exhibition value that he asked for. Law" (K-C) (seats 1,000; scale: 35double release policy being used by to dress in the building with the
Special police prolog. Grand
Loew at his State and Orpheum. extra people on the Lasky lot, and in no way whatsoever in conjunc- This, it is understood, brought about 50e.)
Oi>era Quartet, and Mack Sennett
tion with the picture.
which proved so successful with on location he was given
a reconsideration of the valuation of comedy.
tent
a
ricture, while pleasing,
Agues Done, Mr. Schwartzberg's the picture by Lesse*-, with the re"Blood and Sand," is being tried
again this week with Mac Murray's without a roof and forced to sit on client, says she invested $1,557.95 in sult that the settlement arrived at has no strong appeal and did not
come
up
to
expectations in financial
barrel
a
to
makeup.
He
was
also
press
"Broadway Bose," each bit of
the venttfre and was promised a
copy being a double-header. The denied the right to witness or in- year's starring career in Germany, was In the neighborhoed of $1,000,- way. Groan about $6,000.
Royal.— "The Crossroads of New
000.
Gordon houses are steadily plugging vite his friends to witness an ad- her dative heath.
The First National executive York" (Mack Sennett production)
ahead with stronger films to meet vance, showing of "Blood and Sand"
(seats 900; aeale: 35-50*-.; children
this opposition, this week seeing given on the coast, a courtesy that
board met last week and discussed
10c.) Mack Bennett's name only one
Scollay
at
his
"Blood and Sand"
the matter finally settling a figure featured ift local billing, but
is usually granted the stars of proCLAIRE
WINDSOR
IN
AGAIN
work of
Olympia and Jackie Coogan in ductions, he stated.
at .which they would accept the Cleorge O'llara and Kathryn McLos Angeles, Sept. 20.
"Trouble" at his Olympia.
Lesser people were Guire, juvenile leadn, stood out in
picture.
The
The
argument
Monday
was
conClaire Windsor again has broken
The State is expecting a $15,000
prominence. For some reason
week next week with the Para- cerned with comparing the Thomas into print. This time it was the informed that if they did not like equal
picture failed to meet the approval
mount, "Manslaughter," with Tom MeJghan-F. P. contract and that of alleged attempted kidnapping of her it they could leave it and "road of
and business failed to
regulars
Thus
Melghan, using it with only small Valentino's. Mr. Graham sought to five-year-old son that served as the show" if they wanted to.
hold up with that of other Newman
the bluff of sending out the attracstuff because of its long running convince the court that his client's
house?.
Neighborhood of $7,000.
medium
to get her name past the
time.
tion on tour was called with the
contract was inequitable and
in city desks.
Twelfth Street. "The Fighting
Estimates for last work:
what manner it had been breached.
A year ago Claire personally dis- result that the producer was will- •Streak" and "Adventure* of SherTremont Temple (Capacity. 2,000;
Will Hays has taken no Interest appeared in one of the canyons ing for a reconsideration of the loch Holmes." -(Heats 1,100; sea'.
2<">c;
children,
placing of exhibition value.
10c.)
Tom Mix.
25-50C.)— Last week of "A Little in the matter, although apprised while
horseback riding and for a
Merchants tickets also tf«ed during
Child Shall Lead Them." which has of the difference between actor and
couple of days she remained out of
week, and helped to increase atTakings producer. He is leaving
been a disappointment.
it to the
SCANDAL
ANOTHER
sight,
making
her reappearance one
tendance.
Patsy Ruth Miller, new
last week reported at around $4,000.
leading woman, is Mix's support;
night under rather peculiar ClrProbably dark next week, with an- courts to dec.de.
Mr. Graham states that Valen- cvmstoncet that were very press Di&tr ct Attorney May Investigate immediately found favor. The scene
other Fox exploitation to follow.
where the hero rescues the girl from
Rawlinson-Clark
Locw's State (Capacity, 4,000; tino has been negotiating for af- sgenty.
a runaway team on a dangerous
25-r»0cr.)
Takings Inst week under filiations with other producing units
The tears lines In the papers remountain road is one of the moat
$9,000.
"Hlood and Sand" on a but will do notlvng until this suit garding th<- alleped attempt to kidLos Ang'-les, Sept. 20.
sensational In picture* nnd Just
repeat booking for the last half
is adjudicated.
F. P. seeks to re- nap hi r i>oy are also looked upon
The Indications are that another what the Twelfth
Btrseters eat up.
The strain his acting until the actual here as .mother press agent plant
the week falling down badly.
to be aired. Gioss around $2,500.
y s andal Is sb
first hi If of the week used "Nice
trial, about ,threc months hence.
with the announcement on the part
opposition pictures si the poppure and simple.
People" mid "The Hands of Nara"
Decision on the tern;' ra y injuncularof the Pish. t
office
priced
Attorney's
vaudeville bouses: "Thn
and waa going strong until the bill
pany, made
doubly acute.
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Last week under $7,060, *' am ot the South Atlantic League.
a distinct second week disappoint- The purchase price is said to have
In view of the steady pl*S »H boon $*0.00O.
opening week.
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"A Fool There Was" and 'West ofj
He was
nbieago" last week pulled a little in « Purchased the pennant.
over $i.ooo. much less than had been formerly a baneballer himself.
,

eu< h wj l!
In
asi will be
E '> lie Taykn< vi film players a
]>.•
Claire
Bray,
lor,
Mae Bupcfi,
i

Wallace Beery, Tally
Mars.iall, James Morrison and Wallard Lewis
Richard
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nmount.

full

made
K.i

investigation Is goInto tne actions of
i

and

Referee," Mainstreet; •"! h<> Trap,"
Globe; "Divorce Capons," Pan tag*
.

Dorothy

the J ",- year -old girl who
;.
s<>me time ago Instituted an action
nst the f.!m star claiming that
!.<*
had ruined h r, r.
The announcement his caused a
sensation in film rir-les nere.
The action, it Is understood
being taken at ^li" Instigation "f
the mother of the girl.
The entire
affair has the earmarks <>f a n
scandal, with Rawlin.ion claiming
that he is the innocent v
m.
I

Schwalm

for M. P. T. O. Board

Hamilton,

O.. Sept. 20.
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"MILLION DOLLAR CAST'

COSTUME PLAY PRICES UP;

FOR ACTORS' FUND

"KNIGHTHOOD" STARTS IT

Bowl

"Costume Stuff"

Many

for

in Big

Demand

Protection

— International Buys

— Marion

Davies*

There Is a bull movement in the
book and play market at present.

Tho screen producers are on a wild
rampage fur costume play material

JAMES YOUNG'S SUIT
AGAINST FORMER WIFE

which up to three weeks ago would
be worth a cent as far as any of
Coast Awaits Testimony
DithepEdd'ueers were concerned. But
rector Wants Back Propwith the advent in New York at
the Criterion theatre of the Marion
erty and Money
Davies feature 'When Knighthood
"Was In Flower," and the attendant
that
success which fell to the lot of
I.os Angeles. Sept. 20.

—

those

production,

Felf

same

pro-

All Los Ant; ides and Hollywood
ducers who h"ref&forV havo stead-.
lastly maintained that there wasn't arc awaiting the testimony in the
any market for costume stuff have suit which James Young is bringcome to the fore and have sent ing against las former wife, Clara
their scouts into the field to secure Whipple, to recover property and
whatever they could in the way of moneys given to her In the^livorcc
period stories and plays with a settlement.
Young, it is believed,
view to screen production.
will cite several wild parties which
Consequently prices havo gone took place with Jack Pickford, Tom
Up by leaps and bounds. Stories MOore, Mrs. Gertrude Neilan, former
that could have been secured a wife of Marshall Neilan, the direcfew weeks ago for anywhere from tor, and Texas Gulnan, named as
$5,000 to $10,000 are now bringing as those present with his wife.
high as $40,000 and tho buyers are
A fist fight in which Moore was
grasping at almost any story that one of the principals that took place
regardless of at the St. Catherine Hotel at Catacalls for costume,
its value for the scre"en.
llna, with the night clerk of the
Several of the agents who have hotel the other principal, and in
foresight and knowledge of how which the others named were also
the general run of picture pro- involved, is one of the bits of racy
ducers operate have obtained op- testimony to be brought out accordtions from the authors and holders ing to the allegations made in the
of rights on a number of these affidavits.
stories and plays and are now reaping a harvest. The agents figured,

and rightly so, that If "When
Knighthood Was in Flower" went
over with a box office bang there
would be a general eheep-like following on the part of a number of
picture producers who always follow In the wake of success.
understood, however, that
the Hearst organization has been
combing
quietly
the field for the
"Knightlast six months, while
hood" was In the course of production and to a great extent
secured pretty much all the best of
the available costume story material wUb a view of preventing anything along lines similar to their
feature being cheaply produced and
placed on the market.
As an instance of the manner In
which the "wise" Broadway film
men regarded the chances of
"Knighthood" being a success;
there was a dress rehearsal of the
presentation given on "Wednesday
night of last week prior to the
opening at the Criterion and a
number of tho Astor lobby film experts slipped past the door and
After the
witnessed the picture.
show they returned to the lobby
and one offered five to one that the
picture would not go over and that
it would bo ono of the most colossal flops Broadway had ever seen.
It

is

Friday morning a newspaper man
connected with tho picture department of a theatrical paper collected
$50 from the "wise one."
Broadway never before has seen
of advertising for any
or picture attraction as
being given to
is

a campaign
theatrical

that

which

"Knighthood."

Marion

Davies

is

spelled out in letters fully six feet
high in an electric sign which was
specially built for the front of the
theatre at a cost approximating
The letters are tho largest
$9,000.
that have been given to any star
of the stage or screen In the history
of the big street.

"B0BIN HOOD" AT APOLLO?
The United Artists is trying to secure the Apollo, New York, from the
Selwyns for a time so as to have a
house in New York city to present
tho latest Douglas Fairbanks production, "Robin Hood" for an exploitation engagement. Early this
week It was stated that the deal for
had been virtually
tho theatre
closed.

rete Smith, who for several years
past has been publicity director for
Marshall Neilan, has been loaned to
the U. A. organization to handle the
organisation of a number of road
companies which are to present the
picture. Smith arrived in New York
thia week and has already engaged
a muni)' r of exploiters to go ahead
of the picture when the road tours
•pen, which will be tho latter part of
October.

in

Night's

Dream" with Film Stars

Record

Sign Talk of Broadway^

Oct 7
Hollywood
—"Midsummer

Benefit

Los Angeles, Sept.

20.
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haa never been a good picture that didn't make money; that every
distributor la keenly awaiting the arrival of any good picture; that
every exhibitor will clamor for It; that the man who produces it
will be forced to accept a contract for a series immediately; or if, by
any remote chance, the big distributors will not take the picture, it
• can bo sold In a few weeks on the open market at three or four times
All of which is bunk, pure and simple, as every Independent
Its cost.
producer can verify.
The facts simply are that tho distribution of pictures is very rapidly
into tho hands of the three largest organizations,- whero it
They do not want independent productions. Why,
likely will remain.
for instance, should Famous-Lasky handle independent product for 35
per cent., paying the producer all the profit aside from the profit contained in tho 35 per cent, distribution charges? Famous has demonstrated to its own satisfaction, at least, that it can produce as well
as distribute, and keep tho production profit at home.
Unless an

getting

The annual performance in aid of
the Actors' Fund by the screen independent comes along with another
"Miracle Man" it isn't worth
branch is to be given at the Holly- while to worry about getting Famous to distribute. First National \n
wood Bowl, Oct. 7. Rehearsals for getting all set for producing all they need, other than the few star
I have heard of no new contracts they
tho performance in which approxi- series they have* contracted.
mately 100 stars of the screen are have made with producers or directors and I am told we will hear of
no more. Out hero we understand that First National will soon have
to appear have been called.
Tho bill this year is to bo "A several units at work at tho United Studios. Which means good-

Mid-Summer Night's Dream." with
Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks,

bye meal ticket for several of our best-known lads.
United Artists
Is not taking any more outside product.
So the three big ones offer
and Charles Chaplin in the principal no hope to the independent. With these three gone, it Is silly to hopo
to interest banking interests In any other release.
roles.
Maurice Campbell is in charge of
Tho Independent Situation
the production, assisted by FrederFrom a superficial viewpoint it would teem that there Is plenty of
ick Sullivan and others.
room for a dozen distributors, handling the product of fifty indepenRichard W. MacFarland. who is dent producers. But, analyzed, the situation is wholly different. First,
handling the publicity, is referring the picture with a negative cost of fifty thousand has added to it. for
to the company as "The Million positive prints and advertising, another twenty-five thousand.
On the
Dollar Cast."
usual 65-35 basis it has' to gross only about one hundred thousand t;>
Daniel Frohman, who supervised break even for the producer.
This sounds easy; in fact, very few.
last year's affair for the fund, is if any, distributors will admit that any of their pictures do less than
coming to tho coast for the per- two hundred thousand. But the cold facts are that few distributors,
formance.
other than the thrco big ones, will average one hundred thousand 011
their yearly product.
Sounds small, and is small, but facts are facts.
and the fact remains that more features, after their first year cf disHIT BY BUS
tribution, have grossed less than fifty thousand than have gross* d
Crelghton Halo (pictures) and one hundred thousand.
v
Victoiro Hale (his wife) have filed
First runs are essential to a big gross.
This statement may sound*
two separate suits in the New York elemental, but many distributors, who cannot get first funs, argue
Supreme Court against the Fifth otherwise. First runs, through Famous or First National, gross from
Avenue Coach Company, asking *75,000 to $150,000; through United Artists several times as much. Th.$5,000 and $20,000 damages respec- average release on one of these programs is on velvet after tho first
Mrs. Hale's claim is for in- runs are played. The second run theatres do not want a picture that
tively.
sustained when she was has not had a first run; they book the pictures played by the first riin
juries
dragged about 100 feet by a bus houses without a screening. So, unless the independent producer gets
which started while she was board- a first run, he doesn't get many second runs. If he starts v.ilh tN>
smaller houses be cannot hope, even with a strong picture, to get Into
ing it.
Her husband's claim Is for ex- any kind of big money. Once in a while he does get a few first runs:
penses incurred since Nov. 22. 1021, but only enough to gratify some of his vanity never enough to make
any money.
the date for the alleged accident.
Unhcppy Producers
Any producer knows how long and tiresome is the wait for money
from the small exhibitors, and the utter futility of the hope for profits.
.

THE FINISH OF THE INDEPENDENT
Los Angeles. Sept. 20.
Qultp a number of years ago, when I was a very small boy, I heard
on rich men. He
subjects,
other
among
discourse,
evangelist
traveling
a
didn't seem to care much for them and assured his audience that the
camel
to pass through
for
easier
a
it
declaring
in
right
Bible was quite
the eye of a needle than for a rich man to enter the Kingdom of Heaven.
until recently,
never,
story,
and
the
of
I never forgot the camel part
figured out anything more difficult than to get that camel through
comparison
to
But, by
the eye of the. needle. I say, until recently.
securing finances for the independent motion picture producer, the
camel stunt is easy.
Let no ^n* gpt an impression that the entire bag of trieks has not
been used. Not only the old ones, but all the new ones that a large
group of capable promoters could figure out in tho course of many
years have been tried and discarded. You may know that our proThere are many
ducers are more or less experienced In promoting.
towns and villages that can so testify. If I am not mistaken, it's a
very humble burg that can't boast of its investments in negatives or
Seattle, San
I recall studio and production promotions in
studios.
Antonio, Fort Worth, Denver. Niles, Cheyenne, New Orleans, in many
eastern cities, and last, but far from least, San Francisco. Completely
equipped studios, some with laboratories, are slowly rotting in all those
It's no good to
cities, and the investors are still waiting for dividends.
thresh over old wheat, so this sort of promoting is in the discard. LikeWichita
wise promoting the new bank rolls is a thing of tho past.
Falls and other oil centers keep right on piling up millions for the
upright farmer, but not a thin dime of it is going Into picture promotions.

—

When the picture is playing at five to ten dollars there is little left
after paying for distribution and prints, especially if the prints have
been financed by the printer or the distributor at one to two cents*
above the open market price. But. unhappy as the producer is with
the smaller distributor, still unhappier Is the one who has his pictures
on the open market. Usually he has had to finance only the negative
the buyer pays for the prints, or, at least, agrees to pay for th m. If
he does "lift" the print the producer's trouble has only started.
If
he has sold 75 per cent, of the country he is lucky, and might as well
forget the rest.
But the seventy-five has usually been sold on th<«
basis of a small deposit, the total equal to about half the cost of the
negative.
The remainder is to be paid out on a percentage basis. If
any ono has devised a means of correctly checking sales by open
market buyers, I have not heard of it. In any event if the picture ever
pays out the fact is not recorded. The .few exceptions prove the rule.
"Ten Nights in a Bar Boom." "Why Girls Leave Home" and a fewothers are only shifting lights that, like the will o' tho wisp, lure the
unwary on and on.
It looks like the independent producer is about to bo put out of.
his agony, arfd that this will be his last year, or at least the last year
there will be enough independent productions to justify the existence
of tho so-called independent distributors.
are told out hero that
a combinatfbn, of tho half-dozen now remaining, is under way. Perhaps
there will be enough product to keep one distributor going.
That
depends on the amount of support the exhibitors will give, and it
doesn't seem that they can be depended on for much.
By the time
the average exhibitor has played th© Famous and First National
programs and pawned his theatre and wife's 'jewel* to pay for his
United Artists pictures, he is in no humor to pay any kind of money
for independent stuff. The strangest part of it is that he makes more
money, year in and year out, on the few independent pictures he does
manage to play.

—

We

Amateurs Only Bother Banks
Elimination of tho Independent
None, excepting the enthusiastic amateur, bothers with the banks.
It may bo that the elimination of tho independent producer, as a
"Wo might as well have no banks here as far as the picture financing real factor, will be of benefit to tho industry. Tho exhibitor is told
And the picture finan ing corporations seem to have by tho big distributors that his situation would be hopeless without
is concerned.
ceased to function. I am told tho reason for this is quite simple, it an assured program of standard merit.
Of course it would. Any
being that one of our best known producers absorbed all the funds for business man with an investment of a few thousands or millions in
his own business, which came such a cropper that it will bo many
theatres wants, first of a\T, an assurance of enough good pictures to
moons before the finance corporation will get back its investment. I keep his house open. At the moment he cannot fill in half his time ia
lay no claims to prophecy or second sight or anything akin, when I
the independent market. Also, the exhibitor is told that the eliminastate it as my belief that once back in the vaults of the finance cortion of most, of the independent exchanges will bring more economy
poration its money will not again associate with anything made of into the business, which
should mean cheaper rentals.
Sounds gen«
celluloid.
uino, but the elimination of the independent producer in lines other
San Francisco looked good for a few minutes, but the Arbuckle in- than the picture business has never proven a benefit.
On
the contrary,
cident seems to havo had a permanent effect there, and it is quite
is simply human naturo to boost prices when there is no compeNo it.
certain they do not want the picture business in the northern city.
tition, and we have the history of all big business to indicate that the
one seems to know what will become of the very large investment in dealer, in this instance
the exhibitor, pays through the nose \»hen
the new studio in San Mateo, but It is certain that San Francisco will
competition ceases.
not finance pictures Just to keep the studio busy. This is more serious
We
aro told that picture production is, after all. manufacturing,
to independent producers than may at first thought appear, as it closes
and that picture manufacturing can best be done with big capital ia
one of the few remaining avenues. It is useless to go back to Denver big studios
with tremendous organizations. Perhaps it is, in any event
or San Antonio or the other cities that financed studios. They are not
it will be on a manufacturing basis when it is controlled by three or
interested.
four units.
But some of us seem to remember that the biggest picIt may be that the Miami people will ccme through and be of some
tures have been produced "independently."
Until the current season
use to the independent, but no one seems to bo banking on it. The
eight of the ten "million dollar pictures" (so-called) were made by
I am told that the Florida
spirit may be willing but the flesh is weak.
independent producers. It teems reasonable to expect more big ones
bankers got quite a chill when they learned how much money could if the independents
arc allowed to continue.
be tied up In a few productions. It seems that they were sold on the
Where Hays Came In
idea that pictures could be made for ten to fifteen thousand dollars
Some of tho independent producers were sold on the Will Uays
and that the gross business on each picture should be around three
hundred thousand. When they got the real low down the chill occurred. idea. None knew what it was all about, but some hoped in a vngUS
way that Will's super-supervision might shed some light on the Ii deFewer Indepenedent Productions
pendent's problem. Bo they were all "het" Up when he came Into >ur
The timo for making fall releases has passed. Unless the independ- midst recently. But all they got seemed to be platitudes. We vert- old
ents get started in a few weeks they cannot hope to have product that we are one of
the nation's mightiest forces; that we have *re
for release before next lUtmncr, and no one, not even the i< xp» rienced
mendous power for good or evil; that we should realise the gieai
"one picture" producer, wants to release in the summer.
So, unless power WO are exerting on the youth of the land; that the nations
some one comes along with fluanc I, it looks like there will be fewer tifth industry would »>on reach even
greater proportions, etc.: tail
independent product ions this year than at any time r-in<*r* the old nothing we hud not alr« ad>
heard l-i-f .in» m- th^f W p had not aire, dv
General Film "trust" day*.
handed out to our bankers or elsewhere when w.^ thought u might uo
If, for the sake of argument, we admit that the day of
miracles has some good.
So the Independent ma) agree thai Will's conne Lion
not pasted, and that somehow or other money will be found for the with th<>
Industry, whatever it Is, may do some one Bom
u »od. but
independent producer, he still has another stunt ahead of him that that some one
»"
Isn't likely to be the Independent producer
not by
makes the camel trick as ca?y as sawing the lady In Half. That long shot.
consist! of getting a distribution contract.
But, as the poet remarked, "hope springs eternal In the human
If there is one bromide that is overworked it surely is the one
about breast." so if we consider the Independent producer human, maybe
the good picture always "finding a market."
We are told that there ho will keep on hoping until something comes his way.
i
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CHARGE FILM CONSPIRACY
COAL SUPPLY ASSURED;

ENGLISH PRODUCERS COMPETE

FOR

U. S.

THEATRES FOURTH

SCREEN STARS

American Players Give Pictures Valuable Distribution Rigbts for Tbis Country
Make New Try for
Showing Here

—

Picture People Represented at

N.

Y„

English produced pictures
have a better
chance in the American market, according to the British producers,
and with this in view they are
preparing to make offers to any
American motion picture stars that
may be available. The American
producers at this time are figuring
•n cutting overhead through the
in
will

although the American purchaser
had not been made public. Ideal is
said to have several other pictures
with American stars in the making.
It has five active directors on its
lists and three of them are Americans trained at home. It is said an
American promoter, not long ago,

made

Ideal the proposition of furnishing half of the finances for a
series of Ideal production's on the
understanding that he should have
the naming of an American star to
play the leading parts. Ideal is said
to have expressed its satisfaction
with the proposal, reserving only
«the right to final say on the story to

reduction of salaries of players, and
while they are not trying to cut any
of the stars whose name value is
proven at the box office, there are a
number of players of both sexes
th$T have been feduced from stardom during the last year and forced
"into the featured class through the be filmed.
producers deciding to cut their
Hepworth

completed

arrange-

ments for its own distributing sysThese players are featured with tem in America, making headquarall-star casts, but generally work ters in California, where a group of
fr<m picture to picture and not un- people who are financially interested
value.

Albany Conference-

Screens Tendered Co-operation by the
Administrator

*

State's

t

For
Applied
cf
Members
Against
the official body, was endorsed, and
Albany, Sept. 30.
Loew's, Inc., and Other
There was a session in the Ex- Charles L. O'Reilly, acting for the
Distribut- ecutive Chamber on the Hill at state organization, stated that hie
Defendants
would stand by the
ing Organizations Alleged which William H. Wootlin, coal Ad- organization
ministrator for New York State promises of co-operation that Mr.
to Have Repudiated Con- conferred with Governor Miller for Moross had made to the adminis*
assistant.
Peekskill several hours. With them were trator's
with
tracts
The readiness with which the ex*
first assistant George T. Baker and
Theatre
Samuel Moross, secretary of the hibitors came forward and volunteered their screens to the admin$250,000 Damage Suit Motion Picture Theatre Owners istration for the purpose of eduChamber of Commerce of New
i

Injunction
American stars

IN PRIORITY

PEEKSKILL,

III

-

—

'

"

Company

Also*

Started

Nathan Burkan

—

Through

York

City.
After the conference it was virtually certain the picture theatres of

for Peeks-

—

Theatre, Inc. Singer
Brothers Among Plaintiffs
kill

the state Would be placed on the
essential list, with practical assurance that they would come about
fourth in the priority list, with only
homes, hospitals and public utilities

FILM SERVICE REFUSED

ahead

of them.

The session with the, Governor
came about after a series of conference* had been held in the Will

'

cating the public so impressed Mr.
Woodin that his efforts were directed toward the Governor in their
behalf to have the theatres placed
on the essential list.
During the last week the exhibitors have been offered coal at
$10.50 a ton delivered in their bins
if they would purchase 100,000 tons
from the West Virginia mmes. Up
to mid-week there had been no
action taken on the matter, although the cool snap arriving the
first part or the week started several .of the exhibitors into action to
try to* lino up sufficient of their
members to enter a club plan to*
purchase the coal offered.

A suit for conspiracy against the
their homes.
It is said beAdvance Amusement Co., Inc., contween
15 and 20 completed pictures
arrived at
with George T.
trolling the Colonial, Peekskill, N. H. Hays offices
the angle of engaging Americans have already been supplied to the
Baker, first assistant to Fuel AdAmerican
branch.
The
plan
is to Y., of which David Bernstein, Josince the finishing of the production
week.
last
show them first in California and seph M. and Nick Schenck are the ministrator Woodin
of "A Bill of Divorcement," starring
Samuel Moross secretary of the
Constance Binney, who was taken later in the east.
took the initiative and
principal stockholders; Fred Mit- T. O. C.
abroad to make the picture. The
picture
chell, of the Loew executive staff, offered the screens of the
ready sale the production got in this
IS BACK
theatres to the administrator for a
HART SETTLEMENT
Loew, Inc., and the Associated First
country because cf the fact that
/
San Francisco, Sept. 20.
campaign of education to the pubNational Pictures, Inc., has been
Miss Binney was recognized as one
They
Sessue Hayakawa, the Japanese
lic
on the coal situation.
started
Peekskill
Theatre,
by
Wife
the
Starts
Divorce
Action
Against
of the American screen artists' of
were accepted by Mr. Baker in picture star, has returned from a
Inc.
The Singer Brothers, Louis behalf of Mr. Woodin.
Bill Hart
note, brought a realization this was
three-months' visit to Japan and
and Joseph R. and Samuel Werthone means of getting the American
The day following the regular announced that he was leaving fov
eim are the directors of the latter
market to open its doors.
Los Angeles, Sept. 20.
New York to appear under the
acthe
of the T. O. C. C.
They are seeking an meeting the secretary of the organi- management of the Shuberts in
Mrs. William S. Hart (nee Wini- corporation.
A film man returned from abroad
tion of
within the last week states there fred .Westover) last week sued her injunction through their attorney, zation, taken without consulting stage play called "The Leopard."
are a number of executives cf Eng- film idol husband for divorce. Re- Nathan Burkan, restraining the defrom preventing them
lish film companies already in this ports
to this effect have been fendants
country and several others are com- printed previously, but the first legal from securing picture service for of Peekskill, they were informed, the meetings in his offices in the
their
theatre,
and likewise allege was a six- point town, and that their Loew suite in the State theatre
ing over shortly w.ith a view of step has just been taken.
The
getting as many American star property settlement provides that that they have been damaged to the percentage under the franchise was building, New York, he is alleged
extent
of
$250,000,
by the actions of $15.40 per unit of $100,000 for each to have stated in the presence of
names to contracts as is possible at Hart will gtve his wife $100,600
this time.
cum of that amount placed as an witnesses that "he would put the
and place $100,000 in trust for their the defendants in the past.
Attached to the complaint are exhibition value on each picture, and Peekskill out of business" after he
% Heretofore the English have prin- child. There still is some quibbling
numerous
exhibits
and
several
afcipally depended on their own play- over money matters, Mrs. Hart, it
that they would have to play each had offered to sell the Colonial to
fidavits, in which the plaintiffs pro- picture released by the organizathe management of the Peekskill
ers for pictures and the type that is said, demanding more.
directing
fess
that
those
to
show
Their advance deposit under for $100,000, $25,000 of which was
appeals abroad is not what the
tion.
Hart saw his child for the first
American public wants, according to time the other day". He threw sev^* the opposition theatre have used the the franchise agreement was $460, for the theatre property and $75,000
the
distributing
companies that eral fits of joy. "He looks just like Loew Circuit, and the bookings which was paid and the contract for the good will.
According to the affidavits, Bernhave been offered English product. me," said the star. "Look at that which that circuit can give to pic- accepted, insomuch that they reture distributing organizations, to ceived
one of the productions, stein said, "I'll give you $1,000 if',
The Stoll Films, Ltd.. sought to in- chin and face. Whoopee!"
you
can pick up that telephone reand
prevent
distributors
prothe
under
booked
Gal,"
vade the American market several
"Hurricane's
Bill, Jr., received a beautiful birth
In addition, the ceiver and get any producer or disyears ago, but met with failure.
gift from his daddy. It was a ster- ducers from furnishing pictures to the agreement.
tributor
in New York to give you a
their
paint
theatre
the
of
under
^"Trouwere
There have been no picture stars ling silver baby eating outfit, costother features booked
having the productions excluded ble," "Fools First," "The Masque- tingle picture.
developed in England as far as the ing about $500.
A set of silver from
In
conversation
a
with Wertheim/
bookings
circuit.
on
the
United States is concerned; at least, military brushes accompanies it.
rader" and "One Clear Call." After
Wednesday Justice Martin Lynch, the initial picture was delivered in the presence of one of the Singer
nothing that even seemed stellar
A local paper published a story
brothers,
Bernstein
is
alleged to
material has shown In the importa- to the effect that "Hart, who had of the Supreme Court, signed an the First National refused to let the
have said: "Why d'd you mislead)
tions from England that have been delayed seeing his child several order calling on the defendants to theatre have the other pictures, it
made, with the possible exception days, presented the youngster with show cause why the Injunction is alleged, and to date has not re- the Singer boys? Why did you get
bf Lady Diana Manners.
turned the $460 deposit made, which them to put their money up when
but a silver initialed spoon." Hart should not be granted.
In the affidavits submitted, It is still holds the franchise agreement you knew I would prevent you from
If the English are successful in resented this statement
and the
getting pictures?"
obtaining under contract any num- Jeweler's bill shows its misrepre- set forth that Samuel Wertheim In force.
Bernstein
alleged to have also
originally started to build the house
ber of Americans to make pictures sentation.
On the day the first Intimation said
that his company had the only
in Peekskill in June, 1921, and cer- was received from First National
abroad they seemingly will find it
A truce has been declared in the tain
in
the
theatre
town and that they
their
of
the
defendants
used
booked,
picture
much easier to get into the Ameri- divorce tangle of the William Harts.
that the second
can market, providing, of course, Since the birth of the baby, the film Influence to stop the principals "Trouble," would not be delivered Intended to see (hat they were the
©jurat
ing there. Aconly
company
conholding
a
mortgage
the
property
on
they hold to a standard in produc- star says that he will make no furto the theatre, the Colonial,
tions and in the quality of 'the ma- ther comment regarding the status making further advances and also trolled by the Advance Company, is- cordi ng to him, he had prevented
Zukor
from
Adoiph
invading the
terial that they select for their of the case even though his wife tried to have them forclose. Through sued advertising to the effect thai
town and was also instrumental in
this action the Singer Brothers be- the picture would play that theatre
productions.
hurls more "dirt."
Milton Cohen,
Max
Spiegel from building
Betty Balfour, a young woman attorney for Mrs. Hart, states that came Interested in the property. and the rcekskill management was keeping
from the legitimate, has lately made he will take no further action until They took over the mortgage and to issue advertisement! statin*- the a theatre there.
In the complaint Mr. Burkan has
a good impression here in a short the matter comes up in court. The made further investments, becoming picture would not play their house
drawn oft th< affldavrti of the two
The as announrcd.
feature called "Squibbs" originally, attorney laughed off Hart's reported the principal stockholders.
but later changed to "Me and My threat to shoot him because he ques- house was completed in June, this
The contract with Universal was Singers and Wertheim, it is alleged
<Jal."
She is under contract to tioned the star's honor and gal- year, and arrangements were made for nine features. Jt was accepted the Loew Circuit's strength in beto open during August. A booking and received an O. K. from the ex- ing able to offer to a producer or
"Welsh and Pearson, who lately ex- lantry.
He chang( manager, but subsequently distributor anywhere from $1:0.000 to
representative was appointed.
ercised an .option on her services
visited the exchanges of the "vafor another year,
the acceptances were scratched out $fi0,000 on the looking of a picture
"Squibbs" wa«?
was utilized in th< form of a lever
rious releasing corporations jn New and the house refused service.
offered to almost every distributor
LEHRMAN
PINCHED
York city which control the Hudin America and turned down by
The United Artists refused serv- to present the bookingVnf any attractions with the Peeinwlll, under
Fox
also
the
made
arand
and
house
territory,
river
the
son
ice
to
First
National.
Vitagraph
and Arrested in Civil Suit at Los
Select the pain all Loew Circuit bookings
lanfcements with several for service. Corporation, it is charged.
Metro. Fred Warren finally took it
Angeles
would be f<rt< u d.
they
after
repufeatures
companies
two
various
These
cancelled
over and it has made a good imAlleging thnjt
?i *
it
conspiracy
diated their contraetw, according to had been conti acted for and booked
Los Angeles, Sept. 20.
pression after being on the shelf
of the raw*>vt f<tm, Burkan jpleads
Thenr
deto
signed
Henry Lehrman, of whom little the affidavits submitted.
and the Educational
for mere than a year.
<i<t« ;.<;. nts
th»
e
nJoin< <l
liver fifty-two single reel sccnics that
Ideal has been especially active bat been heard since his hero stand mentioned ae having refused <
Ai buckle
cane, has ice to the theatre, in addition to the and three comedies, which they also from
in the Fatty
the.r
furth' r
exercis<
Of
in the British-American film trade.
been arrested and thrown in jail First Nation^ which is named as refused to deliver to the house, the' threats, and that his clients have
It was this company that made "A
here on a beqeh warrant.
been damaged h th< extent of $260,
papers say.
Woman of No Importance," shown
The warrant was (titled in the a defendant, "re Famous Play«i
The Peeks*
Educational
Film
Prior to the theatre being opened ooo in their
Corp.;
the Strand, New Yqrk2 recently. suit of the Pacilic Coast Electrical Lasky
:« <; as pepresentThey also made "The Better 'Ole?' Co. which is trying to recover from Service, Inc. United Arti*t*, bVleet the tno interested in tbC Jna.ri.age- kiii tin ati« js
nt
lit
00 0. vl
*
investme
a
n
$1
Pictures Corp., Commonwealth Film merit were informed they had bettei
which was the attraction at the the director on a promissory note.
The court set a week from to- Corp., and Universal.
see David Bernstein, of the Lo< v, which then Is about $60, ooo held on
Strand five year* ago. Paul Cromos'.oekholdors
The three
In the ease of the Wrsf National office, regarding theli tbeatn Bern* rnorli kge
lyn handles the sale here of the morrow as the date of trial.
Lehrman explained that he mis- the plaintiffs state they made ap- stein' is said to have made Wert* hav< about $'j(i,000 Invested In the
former.
Ideal's latest melodramaunderstood the original summons, plication for service, but were in- hi Im offers of
bonus if he would house and lh< OffiCt building and
tic feature, "ejarry Owen," a race
but the constable that served him
Ion \\ 1th
toi es opera t«
In
iui
have to become discontinue with his tt.» itr» accordtrack story, has born sold fcr Amertestified that the director tore up the formed they would
The to v. p ing to the affidavits. At one of the theatre*
a sub franchise hollu.
ica and is due for release shortly,
subponea and threw it in his lace.
der steady contract.
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PASSED BY THE

COLUMBIA AMUSEMENT CO
BOARD OF CENSORS
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»

BIG FUN

SHOW

CAST INCLUDES
Inez de Verdier, Lillian Harvey, Ethel

Mallahan,

Edward

Loeffler,

De Veaux, Bennie Howard

Bud Palen and Whirlwind

3

Joe Manne, Frank
and Madeline; and Eighteen (year

old) of the snappiest steppers that ever stepped over the

We

wish to thank

many

Piatt;

Columbia

Trail.

our friends for their good wishes and the
telegrams that we received on our opening in Montreal
all

SLIDINGLY YOURS

TRAVERS
^^^l^^^^^^^ti^^^ $<$MgH$0<$H$ $ ^4>^^^>^<>^<>^^<>^|>^^><H>^^^4^^

>

PRICE

CENTS

20

'

.

I'ubltahftS Waefcly at 164 Wert 4«th St., N«w T«clc. N. T.. fcjr Vartetr. Inc. AnntMl aub«crJutlon f f. ««cto «*pi«« It cento.
Kntere* &* aecoad clasa matter December 81 !»•*. at tha Paat OHIce at New Yar*. If. T.. Sndar tha Act of March S. UTt.
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SPECIAL FILMS ARE RACING

-KNIGHTHOOD' AND H0BIN HOOD'

SKID

RAN HIGH AND LOW

TO BE FOR

Dkvies and Fairbanks' Big Productions After First
Showing in Big Cities Either May Hurt the

—

i

Considers Ending "Personal
Reviews '
Thoughtful
Comments Reserved for
*

battle royal

and a race

for re-

lease is about to be staged between
the Marlon Da vies starring produc-

Was

tion, 'When Knighthood
in
Flovrer," and the Douglas Fairbanks
'Kobln Hpod," with the
special,
biggeY cities of the* country as the
scene of action.

The

United Artists is laying
plans for an immediate showing of
the Fairbanks picture in all of the
big cities beating the "Knighthood"'
production into the centers wherever
possible. They figure that "Knighthood," if it is the finst picture in,
Will take the edge off of "Robin
Hood," figuring likewise that the
Fairbanks personality, if his picture
is the first in, will overshadow Miss
Davies and take the edge off of her
picture.

In

NEW STOCK SCHEME

those handling the

Fairbanks advance have admitted
(Continued on page 43)

ELTINGE'S $2 SCALE

FOR "ELUSIVE LADY"
New Show Opening

more— "Blushing

in

Balti-

Bride" as

Opposition at $2.50
Baltimore, Sept.

27.

The scale at Ford's next week for
"The Elusive Lady," the new Julian

Rochester Players Will Take 3
Days Weekly for Rehearsals

—1,000

Charles

McCljntoek

is

handling

the advance for the
Eltinge attraction. Ho formerly
managed a theatre here
,n,i
ia
locally extremely
popular.

$75,800 IN

TWO WEEKS

Chicago, Sept 2 7
Al Jolson is turning in phenomenal bu.sf.MW, at tnc
^ pono ^rt,
Bombo" and at a $3.60 top
Last week Jolson did
$47,800, his
opening week, and this,
the second
of
Bom bo's - run, the gross will
reach $38,000. the difference
having
been caused by the press ticketg of
the premiere.

The

COUTHOUI AGENCY'S

Queen of Specs Proposes Plac !
ing Stock on Market

—

Subscribers

theatrical experiment unique in this
r

country, except in one or two of the
largest cities. Oct. 12 the Rochester

Players will begin a stock season of
months at the Corinthian under
conditions that make It a community

DISPARAGE AMERICANS

enterprise.

The company

is

financed by a number of prominent
persons, including George Eastman.
It is hoped to secure 1.000 subscribers for season tickets.
Eight
plays will be presented, each to' be
given on the last three days of the
week and to continue for three
weeks. This will enable the players to spend three days a week~rehearsing the next play.
Another feature is that the man-

Broadway managers versus the
looms up as an impending

critics

contesL
Producers have closely
followed the criticisms of the season's first attractions and a number
have expressed themselves forcibly
against what they consider unnecessary caustic comment Whether it
be the fault of the shows or whether
the panning in the dailies which 'has
been a frequent occurrence, there is
no doubt that some of the new plays
(Continued on page S)

A new

Affiliated Theatres Corporaoperating the Shubert up if
wheel, declined to give out figures
on the grosses obtained by its attractions
last
week, the official
opening of the Shubert vaudeville
tion,

$2,000,000 VALUATION

Getting

Rochester. N. Y.. Sept. 27.
This city is to be the scene of a

Up Prospectus

Chicago, Sept. 27..
stock selling proposition is

be launched here shortly. It will
first of its kind attempted in
America. Mrs. Florence Couthoui,
"Queen of the' Ticket Seal pern," Intends incorporating her business
and Is having papers of incorporation drawn up to place $2,000,000
worth of stock on the market.
Mrs. Couthoui wilt bare a prospectus sent out shortly which will
show that she has a monopoly on
the ticket brokerage business in
(Continued on page 6)
to

circuit.

Unconfirmed, the following

did $10,5*0 last week at the Qarrick.
Chicago. It is the Gertrude Hon
unit The leader was Weber
and Fields at the Central, New York,

man

(Continued on page 4)

be the

OPPOSITION CUT RATES

STARTED THIS WEEK
FailorTs-Tyson

—

Low

THEATRICAL DELEGATES

It

Branch

Office

Securing
Priced Tickets

Difftcufty

SERIES CALL LIGHT
The call for world's series tickets
along Broadway is the weakest ever

esti-

mates are given:
"Hello Everybody" (Arthur Klein
•

in

looks like the cut rate ticket

war is on. The opening this week
known for the baseball classic. ^v*ith Burkan and Goldsmith Attending of Longacre Theatre Ticket Office
Democratic Convention
the games scheduled to start but one
in the Longacre building, which adager is a young woman, Sylvia week off. on Wednesday the call was
joins the Fitzgerald building on
Syracuse. Sept. 27.
Newton, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. virtually nil. One ticket broker deBroadway at 41 d street (where the
The only members of the theat- Joe Lelilang
A. J. Newton, of this city. She has clared he had not had a single order
office
is
situated)
had several years of experience on for tickets, and others verified that rical profession attending the Dem- seemed to say it. The new Lortgocratic convention here as regular
She

the legitimate stage.

(Continued on pago

will

de-

8)

condition.

Theatres

are

counting

worW's Series games

Eltinge show, will be $2 top.
Opposed to it at Ford's will be
"The Blushing Bride'' (Shuherts) it
$2.50 top.

—

Opinions

six

New York

—

Sunday Editions Charge
Writers Meet and Form

BEING TRIED UP-STATE

IN SPOTS

"Hello Everybody" Did $10,500 at Garrkk, Chicago
—Weber and Fields Led with $12300—Pear*
ton's "Zi* Zag" Second, $11300

f

Other
A

qRST WEEK'S RECEIPTS

TIMES PUBLISHER UNITS'

SCANT BOOKING
Indianapolis Legit Houses Delayed
in

Bookings

ster business in the next

AGITATION,

on

the

to greatly bol-

two wveks,

BLUE LAWS"

Indianapolis, Sept. 27.
Dearth of tirst class road attractions in this section is reflected in
the local legitimate theatre situa-

South Bend, Ind.. Sept. 27.
Legitimate theatres, movies, ronCert and dance halls of South Bend
are lined up against a firm which
rented the high school mditorium

tion.

for

a

»eries

of

Sunday afternoon

For years the Mur.it and English's lectures and band concerts, They
have opened Labor Pay. The date oppose on the grounu public build
was extended to Oct. by the Murat men should not be used in compeBoth tltlon with private >nterpri
and Oct. 2 by English's.
The other vide retaliated with
imuses have several vacant weeks
on their schedule. The Mural has threat to >lose ill foi ma >f >nterSunday. Injunction suits
v
tainment
Cabin"
Tom's
for
booked "Uncle
week in October. English's will have been mentioned >>y >»o»h paropen with "Bringing Up Father on ties until 'blue laws" hovel
C«

•

•

Uis Vacation."

the city.

delegates are Frederick E. Goldsmith, representing the Ninth New

acre office has William Fallon, of

Tyson Co., as its backer and sponsor, and although there were no
where he is chairman
seats offered there at out rates thu
of the delegation, and Nathan Burweek, the manager in charge stated
km. who is also the Tammany Hall Fallon
would undoubtedly make
leader of the 14th district in New
connection whereby he would get
York City.
seats to be offered on sale below
Messrs. Burkan and Goldsmith are
among the representative attorneys the regular box office rate.
Meantime the Longacre orn>.
of the theatrical profession.
(Continued on page 6)
York

district,

BENNY LEONARD

IN

"K00" THE KID WAS HOLDING OUT

Leonard, the lightweight
boxing
champion,
was engaged
r
~Bho;v
for the new" "HItchy
a special
through Arthur Klein
scene U) being written for Leonard.
Another novelty for th<- Eiitchy
-how Is Mix and Morltfc." the imported m »nkey turn whi<h uxived

Beany

KW

here

ic.ently.

Los Angeles, Sept. 27
Despite he was knocked flat wli
Mrs, Jacqueline McDowell refuse!
to become Mr*. 4ffhrrirhn arlby No
,

•

"Kid" McCoy
him* up singling an
announces that "Redhead," v.
letters the bride -that-vos-to-ne objected, to. is on her way b<M
f
Detroit and there will be a ceremony
when', she ax lives,
i

?

I:

c»

>
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LONDON OFFICE

C C
O
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8

St,
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PRINCE OF WALES SEEII

LONDON'S WEEKLY GROSSES

AT

"KMGHTHOOD" 2D

Be at Fie fst
Monday
Performance
It
Scala Commanded Sh<

—

—

—

+
London, Sept. 27.
"Foolish Wives," Oxford— Unino decided stability to versal film. Has caught on. Doing
the legitimate houses 300 pounds nightly. Big picture busFair daily matinees.
at present.
Its variation is about iness.
"Four Horsemen," Palace. Metro
the same as at other times, with the
same about the grosses played to by 'film. Capacity at night with matinee
draw Improving; 3,000 on week.
the better liked productions.
The estimate below is for last Metro has rented theatre until Dec.
the
Lon10.
week, ending Sept. 23, at
don houses, with the amounts EngColiseum, London's leading (Stoll)
lish pounds:
vaudeville theatre. Practical cap"Way of An Eagle," Adelphl.— acity twice daily.
Playing to capacity nights with
Alhambra, Vaudeville. Matinees
matinees off; 1,809.
bad.
First night attendance fair
"Double or Quit," Adwych. Has with third and final performance of
been doing very poorly and merely the day, capacity averaging two
hanging on until ''Way of An Eagle" capacity houses daily.

There

Is

business

in

—

—

—

—

moves

Aldwych

to

—

—

—

fairly.

of the Rose," Daly's.— Has
course and wiU shortly come

"Lady
its

SPECIAL FILMS

NOW

RUNNING IN LONDON
"Four Horsemen" Followed by

—Smaller

Others

off; 1,700.

"Decameron Nights/' Drury Lane.
American author
and long run; 4,000.
"Broken Wing," York's— 1,100; big

Exhibitor

business

with

lower

floor

London, Sept. 11.
There is an exceptionally bad time
ahead for the smaller renting concern and for the small exhibitor.

weak.
"Smith Family," Empire.— Started The public
is tired of the usual
first
week, but
to 2,000
"block booked'V feature and the
picked up and did 2,800 last week.
name of a big
one
firm
(stalls)

poorly,

reducing
on
Dress Clothes," Garrick. of these
The
has- little or no pull.
another week or two. man in the street has learned that
(Jood run but has dropped to 1,400.
one so-called big feature is more
"The Return," Globe.
Never often than not the prelude to an

"Man

in

— Closes

in

—

strongly
clicked
notices; 1,000.

good avalanche of machine-made storyless mediocrity and is demanding

despite

"Dover Road," Haymarket.

— Open-

the "super" film.
The big people
are answering the demand, while
the smaller renter will be left with
his "junk" in his cellars and the
exhibitor must do the best he can.
This arrival of the properly advertised, presented "super" may also
hit the legitimate houses who, having been badly hit but the advent
nightly receipts; 3,700.
of the cinema, have been gradually
"Old Bill," Lyceum— 3,300.
popularity,
struggling
back
to
"Whirled Into Happiness," Lyric. helped by the masses of rubbish
—1.800.
shown at most cinemas not only in
Doing fairly, the provinces but in the best Lon"8candal," NeV.
but doesn't seem able to survive and don houses.
The first of the
be termed a success.
"supers" is the metro's picture "The
"Second Mr«. Tangueray," Play- Four Horsemen" at the Palace; this
house. Revival with Gladys Cooper was promptly foljowed b ythe Grifand Dennis Eadie. Continues very fith picture revival "The Birth of a
•
strong; 2,000.
Nation" at the Scala, "Nero" went
"Bluebeard's Eighth Wife," Queens. into the Philharmonic
Sept.
9,
Playing to continual capacity; "Nanook" commences a month's run
2,100.
Three hundred seats will be at the New Galley Sept. 2, and "The
added when management (Sir Alfred Storm" opens on the same date at
Butt) annexes two rows of pit as the New Oxford, where it will be
addition to stalls.
preceded by the early Mary Pickford
"Lawful Larceny," Savoy. Has picture "Going Straight." Sept. 11
done v*ry poorly. Closes this week. also sees (he presentation of "Smil"The Bat," St. James. Long run ing Through" at several London
petering out.
Between 1,100 and houses and also in the provinces.

down to 1/600 last week.
"East of Suex," Majesty's.— Lately
opened and looks like long run;
8,200 last week.
Bad; house
"I 8erve," Kingsway.
seeking suceeding attraction. g
"Phi Phi," Pavilion.— Doing big
Ihough matinees but fair. Record

ed big, but

—

—

—

—

—

-

—

1,200.

"Loyalties," St.
Martin's— Considered best show in London, cur-

Holding up to

rent.

1,700

weekly

despite small capacity and lengthy

engagement.
"Tons of Money," Shaftesbury.
2,800;

Long

"Zozo," Strand.— 400.
"Cabaret Girl," Winter GardenBeating record made by "Sally**;
4,500.

"Dear
Brutus,"
Gerald DuMaurier.

"Round

in

Holding up

Remaining

50,"

better

Wyndhams.
Capacity;

—

2,100.

Hippodrome.
than expected.
and pan-

until holidays

tomine time;

3,600.

DeCOURVILLE'S REVUE
English Producer's Show Will
Staged by Jack Haskell

London, Sept.

run.

—

is exhibited a.'t the
Scala next Monday afternoon* for a
/
The picture was lately shoWn the
prince at a special perf ornofance at
York House, requested by hrim after
DIVIDEND
he had heard of the feature whileattending a house party, j
The London dailies Would? ##oi gly%
the command showing publicity o
Stoll Picture Co. Holds Meetthe ground it would be exploiting
This is the worst add I've ever picture.
ing
New Method of
passed, however,
It
written but I can write worse adds word of mouth advertising until
Distribution
than this. This week and next week,
understood all o
well
New York; Oct. 16. Chicago; Oct. 28, is pretty
St. Paul; Oct. 30, Minneapolis; Nov. England that the prince expres
for
unbounded admiration
London, Sept. 27.
•
6, Duluth; Nov. 13, Winnipeg.
Permanent address, Variety, New "Knighthood" production and f ill
Lack of confidence on the part of
York.
star, Marion Davies.
the British exhibitors in native productions was given as the reason for
Frankie Never Worriei
the passing of the dividend by the
BRIEUX' "AV0CAT"
Board of Directors of the Stoll Picture Productions, Limited, at the
Frank Van Hoven says: "If I sit
annual meeting of that corporation down to write an add it will take Deals With Triangle Leading
Wife's Murder of Husband
Monday.
an hour and 1 don't want to waste
Sir Oswald Stoll, presiding, as an hour, so I guess I won't write an
Paris, Sept. 27.
chairman of the meeting, made that add. 1 am busy as can be, I think.
Brleux'
new play "L'Avocat*
statement and expressed a hope that
("The Lawyer") attracted a great
in the future the English exhibitors
crowd to the Vaudeville Sept. 22, a
would show a greater confidence in
Brieux play being an event in the
the drawing powers of the homeFrench capital. The new work, de*
scribed as a melodramatic comedy
made film product.
in three acts, fared reasonably well.
In his speech Sir Oswald also
"I
The cast comprises Arvel, Louis
intimated the American franchise
Gautier, Armand Bour and Bcr*
melhod of booking will be inauguthier.
rated here in conjunction with a
The plot recites that a family
American
"Serve"
Larceny*'
under
new method of distribution
friend consents to defend a woman
which pictures are to be rented to
accused of the murder of her hus*
English
Both New Over
band, although he believes her
one exhibitor in a territory for a
There—"Charles I" Soon
guilty. After he has brought about
term of years, with the privilege of
her acquittal she confesses her guilt,
showing as long as he cares to run
declaring she committed the murder
the production. He would also obbecause her husband threatened to
London,
Sept. 27.
tain the right to sublet the film to
The A. H. Woods' American play, kill the attorney under the convict
other exhibitors for second and later
will close Sept. tion that the (the lawyer) was tjbj
Larceny,"
"Lawful
runs in his territory.
wife's
lover.
The couple ttttH
Savoy with '"Captain separate.
30 at the
Applejohn ("Applejack" in New
York) to be revived at the house
"TIGER" IN PARIS
DIVIDEND -PASSED #x
Oct. 2. "Larceny" but lately opened
Knoblock's Play Received Indiffer- over here. Its principal American
Drury
Lane Closed for 13 Months,
ently by French
player, Lowell Sherman, was reCause
strained from coming over. with the
Paris, Sept. 27.
Rod Darzens, manager of the remainder of the company through
London, Sept. 27.
Theatre des Arts, reopened his Sherman's marital affairs holding
The closing of the famous Drury,
Woods
house Sept. 19 with a French ver- him on the other side.
Lane
for
13
months',
during which
sion of Edward Knoblock's "Tiger, reached here last week and made
Tiger" (done in New York by an unsuccessful attempt to bolster the house was recoastructed, will be
the
the
reason
given
for
passing of
Belasco), under the title of "L'Eveil up the draw.
du Fauve" ('The Awakening of the
on the unmarried the dividend at the annual meeting
Serve,'*
"I
Stag").
Its reception was indifmother theme, is doing so poorly at of the directors of the corporation,
ferent and it promises little for this
the Kingsway the management of which takes place here Oct. 80.
out of the way theatre. .
After being reconstructed, old
The rolea were well played by the house is in quest of a succeed- Drury
reopened, several months age
Pierre Renoir, Mavisto, Maraval, ing attraction. "I Serve" has been
Julien Lacroix, Paulette Pax and open but a couple of Weeks. It was with "Decameron Nights," by Robert
MacLaughlin,
an American. This
Gladys Maxhence.
thought to have had a favorable
attraction is still holding forth a!
chance following Its premiere.

politan feature

T

1

run.

STOLL EXPLAINS

PASSING

—

.

The

'

"LAWFUL LARCENY" AND
SERVE" COMING OFF

Left With Junk

— Spectacular with
upstair

Be

27.

production venture undertaken by Albert de Courville
since returning to this side will be
a revue, now rn preparation, and to
be staged by Jack Haskell.
The de Courville production will
be in readiness. It is anticipated, by
the end ©f October.
first

LAVINE COLLAPSES ON STAGE

—

—

.

AMERICANS IN EUROPE

Another

Paris, Sept. 12.
Mme. Sophia Baptiste, now singing with the San Carlo company at
Naples, has given birth to a daughter.
Mme. Baptiste leaves later for
Australia and Japan for a concert

Germaine

Schmitzer,

pianist

.1

ftutlt
I'riKMlnr

Diamond fl»rl Scrnr in the
Hhow" now at Winter Cinnlen.
thr

Al»v the 8t«r Curtain in "Oranjre. Bloaftonrtft" no xv at
Fulton Theatre.
ANYTHING IN ItlllNF.STON r-.M

THE LITTLEJOHNS

Amorioan rights

ton tCythia").

pictures:

Boy

i

I

Knobloek (Berengaria).
Sept. 27 tfrom London), Yv« »t,
Rugel Majestic).
Sept. 27 tfrom Cherbough for Nt w
L>oll>

Sia'.taa (Majestic),

.

"TORCH" POSTS NOTICE

la-

Fairbanks and Mary Pickford.

Cathetine Calvert

English Films
London, Sept. 27.
Catherine Calvert has been e<»gaged to appear in English made
pictures h) th< Master Film Co.
Miss Calvert
has made some
American him appearances.

DEATHS ABROAD

i

"The Torch"
closing.

Paris.

•

Albert

Gorey,

\\

Sept 11

French

theatrical

journalist, died in a Paris hospital
aged 65, from angina pectoris.

in

portrait painter, died Sept.
Creil, Oise, France, age 89.

9,

at

Mme. Tylma

Derval, wife of Paal
Derval, manager of the Follies Bergere, in Paris.

Mme. Riquet Lemonnier, wkloW
of

Alphonse

Lemonnier,

form*'

Paris director, died at the actors*
home of Pont -aux- Dames, at tk#

age of 74 years.

RIGHTS FOR "WITHERS' 0PRY*
London.

Sept. 27.

The Continental rights, excepting
have been disposed of bt

for Paris,

Tom Barry, the author, for the rewritten version of "For Pity's SaKe."
now entitled "Withers' Opry," and
played by Charles Withers.
Mr. Withers made the sale to Mat
Mahiu.

AMERICANS IN EUROPE
In Paris last week* William
and family, after an extended

IW

U0

Hetff*

Harold
through
Europe;
musician:
Frances t.atti-Casa**
(Frances Alda); F eda Hempel. A*
for concert work in England mi<
Olcott *»'
of October: Chaunce>
many, *P*
wife after a tour of
A. H. Wood?;.
(

i

FOSTERS
AGENCY,
—ammmmmmmmmmmmm* n— !
«
GBOKCit. FONTKI

We

London

t

Yorah

of several German
.Martin
A>«)i.'UHi it

u Peyton BoswelL International
studio
Gerald Kelly, Wlld^nstein
art gallei y N< w Yoi K

Prt

i

men* ftHTAKT 1111

the house.

Leon Bonnat, a famous Frencl

York, is visiting Germany with
Paris, Sept. 27.
her husband, Dr. Leo Buerger. Mary
Sarah Bernhardt, after the presMunchoff, music teacher of Omaha,
ent run of "La Dame aux Camelias"
Neb., is sojourning In Berlin for a
at the house bearing her name, profew months.
poses to revive "La Gloire" by
Lucile Kellogg is singing WagnerMaurice Rostand, after which she
ian .roles in Germany at present, and
will produce a new version of "Paul
will appear in Italy during the winet Virginie" with music by Henri
ter.
Marguerite Namara, of the
Rabaud before presenting Saoha
Chicago opera, is listed to sing at
Guitry's "Adam et Eve" now being
the Albert Hall. London, Sept. 25.
written.
Lucien Guitry, father of
Mauriel Spring, after an extended
the author, is to play the lead. Anholiday tour, is resting at Biarritz
other new work by young Rostand,
CaThci ine Calvert has tal. n a house
"Le Sphinx'' will also be given durin London, where she has decided to
ing the season at the Theatre Sarah
st ttle for a few years.
Bernhardt.
Valerie Doob- Friedman, daughter
of Morris Doob. of New York, made
h( r operatic debut last week at the
KN0BL0CK WRITING
People's Opera. Berlin.
London, Sept. 27.
Ueorge Middleton and his wife.
Edward Knobloek is sailing Oct.
on the "Berengaria" for the
Fola Lafollette, are in London, prior 3
States, to write scenarios for Dougto sailing for New York Sept. 10

—

W«

was that of
revival
at the Ambassador,

New

SAILINGS

October 3 (from London fin New
York), Charles B. Cochran iBerehgana).
Oct. 3 tfrom London),
Bdward

I"

SARAHS PLANS

of

1

RHINESTONES

"Charles

It's a gloomy CromwelSept. 21.
lian play, originally presented In
stage form by Sir Henry Irving in
1872.
The revival Is considered an
unlikely success.

tour.

London, Sept. 21.
Palladium.
Poinc
Gencr.nl Ed La vine, the American
enormous business, playing twice
daily and netting weekly y rofit of performer, collapsed from a burstIn Paris last week
Owen Wister
Has run all season. ing blood vessel Monday on the
2,000 pounds.
stage of the Alhambra
theatre
author, of Philadelphia: H Devitt
In former vaudeville house.
where
he was playing.
Welsh, illustrator? Prof
Malcolm
"A to 2," Prince of Wales— 1,500
B, Little, of New York:
Must vacate Oct. 7 for
Edmond
to 1,600.
Bona venture: Prances Olda (Mr
"Co-Optimists" to come in. Looking
Gattl-Casassa); Alexander] Moore
for another thratre.
"Snap, Ltd."" Vaudeville. Doin^
Oct 17 tfrom Ban Francisco for (Pittsburgh publisher); Jack Morcapacity; i.ooo.
Sydney*, Hugh
Ward (Sonoma). ton, theatrical manager en route for
States from Berlin with
Oct. 12 (from London), Ruby Nor- United
"Rockets,"

SeptJk 27.

VON HOVEN

shortly.

"Charles First," Ambassadors.
Business very light.
With
"The Torch," Apollo.
Moscovitch; about 500.
"Secrets," Comedy. This Jiit doing
over capacity, reaching 2,100.
"The Dippers," Criterion.— Doing

run

London,

The Prince of Wales ~has Jprom*
ised to attend the first publia performance of "When Knighthood
Was in Flower," when the CTosmo-

—

'

of King Will

—

Show in Town— "Cabaret" Drawiqg Top Money, £4,500
Other Plays to Capacity in Small Houses "Decameron Nights" Among
Leaders "Lawful Larceny" Failure American Pictures Doing Well

"Loyalties" Best

^

Son

BOX OFFICES

LEGIT'S

TI]

Sept. 27.
has posted notice of
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ACTOR-MANAGER PARLEY

DALMORES ENGAGED

FAILS;

SIX BEST SELLERS FOR SEPT.

FOR KEITH'S VAUDE

TOURING PLAYERS MAY STRIKE

New

Tenor, Opening at Palace,

York, Oct.

1&—$2,500

•

Weekly Reported

Conference Over Revised Contract Deadlocks Association and Touring Managers
Managers Ignore
Association

—

4
London, Sept. 27.
All efforts to bring about a con«
ference between the Actors' Asso-

,

MARIE LLOYD OBLIGED

TO SELL HER HOME

and the Assaa^ation of
Touring Managers a few days ago
The managers de- England's Favorite Music Hall
broke down.
ciation

clined to recognize

the association

became impossible

atid it

to

the controversy over the revision of
the standard contract to a meeting

TV meeting is now
arranged for a dismission of

of both

bemg

sides.

between the Actors' Asand the National Assoof Theatrical Employes.

the Issues
»oii;it ion
ciation

organization elects
to give the players its support there
the trouble may
possibility
that
is a
If

the

latter

develop into u bitter struggle. As
it stands the Actors are in a rather
weak position as far as forcing
their v^ws on the managers.
The. rnanagefra have agreed to
moot a delegation from the theatrhal union* Friday. Sept. 29. The
actors are resisting all new proposal:-.

London, Sept. 23.
no sign of an amicable
settlement of the dispute between
the Actors' Association and the Association of Touring Managers.
Tho trouble is over a revised edition of the Strand contract which,
after a ballot had been taken, was
rejected by the actors. On the rejection being made known, the managers gave the A. A. three months'
notice of the termination of the
contract. This notice expires at the
end of September, after which the
managers propose to enforce the
amended contract. If this happens
and the actors stick with their so-

There

Is

ciety and their own balloted decision they wfll automatically cease
to play.
The great trouble from the actors'
point of view is that membership
of*the A. A. is by no means "universal and the managers, If they
wish it, can easily recruit new companies from the great number of
unemployed.
The A. A., despite
their good Intentions, can hardly

expect to carry non-members and
the T. M. A. could easily take ad-

vantage of the situation.
Of all the playets in Great Britain, and London absorbs a very
small percentage of them, It is very
doubtful that more than 25 per cent,
are members of the A. A. The enthusiasm was intense just after the
war; the players were gorhg to
bring the managers to their knees,

a brief trial proved the reverse.
Today one hears no "hot air'* in
actors* haunts, but only a prayer
There is, however, a
for work.
chance the aristocratic body will
become federated with tho three

•but

businesslike labor organizations of
the show world the "Variety Artists' Federation, whom the A. A.
must thank for any ginger it now
possesses; the Amalgamated Musicians' Union, and the National Association of Theatrical Employes.

—

this come about the managers will find themselves in an
awkward position, as the unions
carry very big labor influence.
The A. T. M. takes the viewpoint

Should

contract was
agreed to in abnormal times; anything and evorybody was prosperous, but now the change for the
worse has come they consider tho
actors shquld share the losses as
they did thr profits. Unfortunately
for that contention, the actor never
had a corresponding share In the
profits to that which the manager
wish s him to take up in the losses
Another point which neither party
peoni n to think worth consideration
is that a very big percentage of the
unemph d i' •: •s are ex-service
that

'

"

standard

the

Star

submit

Financially

Is

«

'

Ltd/TJJrt?

Instruction <it

flPHl

'

NfDWAYBURK

her London home at Golder's
When placed on the block
it drew a top bid
of 5,500 pounds and was withdrawn.
IflM Lloyd expected it would at
least bring G.000 pounds. The property is on a corner and has 10 or 11
rooms. There is a garden with a
tea lounge and a two-car brickbuilt garage.
Reports Marie Lloyd was financially
embarrassed
been
have
spreading for some time. She has
been a favorite Knglish music ball
star for many years, and during
Miss
her prime visited America.
Lloyd very recently reappeared hi a
West Knd hall and was kindly received, evidencing the super-loyalty
of the English to old favorites.
Some years ago Miss Lloyd married the jockey, Dillon, somewhat
younger than she. Her troubles in
connection with the marriage have
sell

appeared off and on in the press
over here.
Marie Lloyd i3 held in reverence
by the Knglish artists through her
many benefactions. She has been
generous to needful brother and

and time again.
Many instances have been related
of Miss Lloyd coming toJ.hc rescue
of some troubled player, and often
sister artists time

without

solicitation.

DODGING ATTACHMENT
Yvette Rugel Does Not Appear at

Nottingham

— Sailing

London, Sept 27.
Yvette Rugel. the American artiste, failed to appear at the Moss
house in Nottingham Monday. Yesterday Miss Rugel could not be
located by the circuit.
ported she will sail for
today.

229Vfest4St»!StJewYofk

& w-v,,

:<•/

tcyy 3r^nt-

It

re-

Is

New York

Miss Rugel had two more weeks
to fulfill on her Moss contract.
It

was previously reported she

did not
play in the province after completing the London time.

Her address has been concealed
by Miss Rugel, fearing threatened
attachments against her by the
Moss people. The Foster agency
also intends to sue for commission,
claimed to be due it on the broken

engagements.

POET REFUSES DECORATION
Paris, Sept. 12.

Francis
Jammes, the famous
French writer, has declined the
Legion of Honor which his govern-

ment, after years of hesitation finally condescended to bestow on him.
Jammes considers he has waited too
that too many less worthy
candidates have been decorated and
states he now believes "poet's work
can thrive without official consecralong,

tion."

Jammes'

frlenis have wondered
why the French governdid not bestow the red ribbon
and the discrepancy
on this poet
was recently criticised in literary
for years

ment

circles.

JOE COYNE IN "DEDE"
London, Sept. 27.
Joe Coyne will be featured In the
Andro Chariot-Paul Murray production of "Dcde" when it opens
Oct. 9 at Liverpool.
The piece is
due at the Garrick. London, Oct. 17.
in

Paris

Paris, Sept. 27.
Ermcte Zaceoi i, Italian actor, will
(Id a series of Shakespearian trng,,rii..a nt tin, ri. medlc- Champs Ely-

No*

cs

in

In

London

inlicr.

to

Melba's Marguerite.

ALAN BROOKS' STORY

.

Explains

Encounter

With London

Police

redress.

In the first place, I was not
"pinched," nor does tho article state
two important facts, viz.: That Mr.
Waller had made me a present of a
dressing gown, also that when thene
stupid or "ambitious" detect i\q*
seemed not to be convinced by my
first
explanation to them as to
where I had obtained same, it was
I who suggested to them to return
to Waller's house for proof of my
statement. To that time I had not

—

"Dancing Fool."
"Hot Lips."
"Say It While Dancing."
"Hot Lips."
"Who'll Take My Place."
"Nobody Lied" and
With sheet music sales booming all over tho country it is really
"Georgette,"
'Bluo
difficult to select any six particular best sellers.
"Homesick." "Mary, Dear," "Why Should I Cry Over You," "Kitten
on the Keys" "Who'll Take My Place." "Say It While Dancing" are
silling equally as big as are numbers like 'Tomorrow." "Swanet»
Bluebird* "Nobody Lied." "Sunshine Alley," "Wake Up Little Girl."
"Gee hut I Hate to Go Home Alone," "For tho Sake of Auld Lang
Syne." 'Dancing Fool,"-"In Maytime I Learned to Love," 'Cowbells''
and others.
*
Production music has its "Time Will Tell" (Sally, Irene and
Mary"). "You Are My Bain-Beau" from "Greenwich Village Follies." "Tell Her While the Waltz Is Playing" from "Gingham Girl,"
"Syncopal*!" from "Molly Darling," "Four Leaf Clover" from
"Scandals," "Two Little Buby Btngs" and "I'll Build a Bungalow"
from Daffy-Dill." "You Bemlnd Me of My Mother" from "Little

Jl

wmm

s«

i>f

.

made a charge against me for^'assault upon police," and it was merely the technicality of this charg*
(perforce admitted by me In view of
the discolored optic I had succeeded
in giving one of them) that forced
the magistrate to impose the minifine of 20 shillings (one pound)
which he was obliged to do, but
which he did, offering me at the
same time practically a public
apology of the court for the inconvenience and annoyance I had suf-

r

Nellie Kelly (big all over country although not yet in New York),
"Tale of a Fan" and "My Golden Dream Ship" from the Hippodrome
•how* "Gallagher and Shean" from "Follies" (spurted through
advance Victor release made by Gallagher and Shean), "Two Little
Wooden Shoes" from "Spice," and these four "Follies" hits,
•"Neath the South Sea Moon," "Llsfnlng on Some Badio," "My
Bambler Hose" and "Come Along."

MURIEL ON SCREEN?

Percy Moor ':'l Kllboum Gordon
here to produce "The Cat and

,v
tlwj

Canary" in London.

FIRM INSURES

Mrs. Talmadge Denies Jos. Schenck
Will Handle Heiress
rarls, Sept. 27.

A

Paris report has It that Muriel
will pl&y before the
camera/ under the sponsorship of

McCormick

was

Wing"

Broken

—

opening the very next night I was
due at the theatre for tho very important last rehearsals, and so, I
quite willingly paid the fine and did
not even bother to appeal. I have
since taken it up with the Hon.
Trevor Bigham of Scotland Yard,

and have had two communications
from the department advising me
the Inquiry was under way and the
last one invites me to come down
and state the exact circumstances of
the affair to Sir Wyndham Childs of
the criminal investigation depart-

ment. I am doing this within the
next day or so.
I most decidedly did not say "It
Is disgraceful, my being an American visitor to this country, etc.,"
though one paper erroneously quoted this. Waller stood up in my defense with these men* and during
his outburst I gaSd ahso hr.'-l;.
.

Paris,

Paris, Sept. 22.

-At the Folies Bergere, beauty
adorned is worth a trifle more than
veiled forms.
Derval and seminudity has a sliding scale according
to the degree of scanty costume"
worn. The famous resort has generously exploited this system for
some time past, but it seems the
show girls in Paris are now protesting and are claiming a higher
rate of pay. even if they are prop-

cost of living.

The Dolly

The
.

i-

th«.«
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Hi'OtUnCS
Berlin. Tl

London'
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London. Sept. 27.
Sisters are sailing to-

day on the "Majestic," catehipg the
boat at Cherbourg.
Flo Zlegfeld cabled lie wanted to
secure them. The girls replied they
would see him upon arriving In
New York, and Ziegfcld answered
he would have his press agent at
the dock to meet them.

IN

Her sister, Anita, had sailed
earlier the same day on the "Aqultania for
York. She was recalled by wireless and disembarked
at Cherbourg.

New

'

LOUIS

B0UWMEESTER
Amsterdam,

IS 80

Sept. 14.

Louis

Rouwrneester. the Dutch
actor, celebrated his 80th birthday
last week, and a special performance
was given at the Municipal Theatre
here,
on which occasion Bouwmeester played his famous role of
Shylock.

London, Sept.

The Arts League

is

Motor lorries
wilds of Scotland.
scenery,
players,
containing the
lighting apparatus, and theatre fitNo
tings leave London, Sept. 23.
member of the company will bo allowed to take more than a suit case
by way of personal luggage and
there will be no "stars." The tour
proper, ono of three months' duration,
will start outside Glasgow.
While "on the road" the productions
will be presented wherever convenient ami the players will be tho
guests of people In the locality. For
the very out -of -way places, whose
inhabitants are thought never to
have aeen a theatrical presentation

PARIS BOOKS

London, Oct.

10.

CABARET GIRLS' BEAT

'SALLY*

London, Sept.

the

same house*

any

sort,

the

program submitteo
amateur

will be calculated to let the

theatregoers down lightly
danres, a one -act tragedy,

— songs,

a farce

(Continued on page 39)

GERMAN

Paris.

Sept.

27.

Tl.o Great Welsenthal, lat^ of the

Three Bisters Weiscnthal, famous
German dancing art, has been en;»-\ for the Olympia, Paris.
Operetta Moves
S< pt,

27.

Tho Opereltn M. Dumolh t*' has
been transferred from tin- Vaudeville to the «:;iit.-. with Mmc Kdfriff

y at

In

replaces

h<

i

original
Ijjiboi r-

voir.
-.

Felix
.

i

27.

"The Cabaret Girl" at the Winter
Garden is doing .a bigger business
than "Sally" did in Its first week at

of

1$.

Service

of

London, Sept. 27.
The Knglish production of "Angel
Face," being made by Norman J.
Norman, will open at the Strand,

LONDON

about to send a company into the

•

•

London, SepL 27.
Cecelia Edelstcn, aged 22, younger,
daughter of Willie Edelsten, died
Sept. 22 after a hasty operation to
remove a clot upon her heart.

"ANGEL FACE" AT STRAND
w

ZIEGFELD WANTS DOLLYS

'

Sep!

Irving Berlin, Saul Bernstein and
the thrco partners of
Inc., music publishers,
have each taken out life insurance
to the amount of $100,000 for their
own and the firm's mutual protec-

Max Winslow,

Irving Berlin,

EDELSTEN'S DAUGHTER DIES

MORE FOR LESS
^

/ItU'ib*.

Duncan GttU' Travels

of Berlin, Inc., Take Out
$100,000 Each in Life Insurance

reported enterprise.

i

A I'M

Member*

Joseph »M. Schenck, husband of
Norma Talmadge. Mrs. Talmadge,
mother of Norma and Constance, tion
The annual premium on the |300,«
however, has entered a denial that
her son-in-law Is concerned In the 000 is around $20,000.

mum

27.

,,

,

—

Also, up to this point, by their
attitude, we still believe we were up
against some sort of a frame-up
with a couple of crooks for all the
quick flash they had given us at
what th>y claimed were police cards.
And It was after the exchange of
blows that Waller and I insisted on
their going to the police station with
us, believing we had them for a
couple of crooks,. or at least assault
without provocation. Instead, they

:

»ndi

Q. R. 8. ROLLS
"Georgette."
"Birmingham Blues."

resented, although I might Justifiably have done so, their accosting
me In the manner that they did.
Nor docs the account In Variety
carry that when Mr. Waller himself
had substantiated my statements
they refused to leave his doorstep and that one (probably annoyed at the upbraiding Mr. Waller
erly dressed.
did and quite rightly give them}
Ordinarily, show girls earn 300
made a pass at me. I dodged the francs a month, with an additional
blow, and then went after him, suc50 francs if the chest is well exceeding much better than he had
posed, but the maximum is only 400
done, by half closing one of his
francs for almost completo nudity.
eyes and laying open a part of his
The ladies consider themselves ennose.
titled to more in these days of high

in

in

Moon"

"Bamboo Bay" and
"Broken-Hearted Blues."

BRUNSWICK RECORDS

13.

Editor Variety:
Variety of Sept. 1 has just reached
hand, and I am amazed to seo
that your office here would send you
such a careless account of my
"affair with the police" over here.
They did not take it up with me, and
the article- as printed surely makes
me appear in a very ridiculous light
when, as a matter of fact, I was the
victim of one of the most stupid, if
not malicious, police errors I have
ever heard of. The final adjustment
from the inquiry on foot at Scotland
Yard, I believe, will glvo me some

"The

Castles

"State Street Blues" and

my

fered.

Building

the Air."
" 'Neath the South Sea
"It's Up to You."

*

London, Sept.

Produce "The Cat"
L< >ndon,

"Keep on

"Dancing Fool."
"Hot Lips" and
"fend Back My Honeyman."
"Sweet Indiana Home" and
"Why Should Cry Over You."
"The Sneak!" and
"Are You Playing Fair?"
"Oogia Oogie Wa Wa" and
"Deedle Deedle Dum."

Pari;-;.

SfACE DAHCItfe
i,/,y»

Home

for

"Oh! la She Dumb."
"Send Back My Honeyman" and
"Count the Days."
"Georgette" and

Place" and

"My Rambler Rose" and

for the first time,

<

STUDIOS OF

Madam

Greet),

Shakespeare
<

Charles Dalmores, tenor, formerly
of tho Manhattan Opera Company
and recently of the Chicago Opera,
sails today on the 'Finland" from
Antwerp. He is booked over Keith's
vaudeville circuit for 35 consecutive
weeks, opening at the Palace, New
York, Oct. 16.
Dalmores' last appearance at the
Lexington was in the title role of
'Faust," singing the character to
calls for
$2,500 weekly, according to report.

London, Sept. 27.
Marie Lloyd 'is being compelled to

My

I

Brussels, Sept. 2T.

'

The Keith engagement

Embarassed

men,
•

VICTOR RECORD8
"Who'll Take
"Georgette."

O

It's toasted. This
one extra process

gives a delightful
quality that can
not be duplicated

—

.
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FAMOUS PLAYERS REACTS TO

BIG TIME VAUDEVILLE LN

AS ORPHEUM JUMPS TO

TWO-MILLION-DOLLAR SUIT
Jenie Jacobs Suing Keith and Orpheum Circuit
Alleges Oppression and Discrimination Action

—

—

Littleton

j

'

While no information was obtainBILLING UNAUTHORIZED
able Wednesday, when the fact bceaino known, Jenio Jacobs, through Keith and Orpheum Circuits Re
Martin W. Littleton, her attorney,
pudiate Transcontinental Tour
lias started an action against the
Keith and Orpheum Circuit that
The transcontinental tour of
asks for damages to th* equivalent artists representing themselves as
Keith and Orpheum artists and
Of $2,000,000.
The action Is placed in the United using same in billing is not under
States Court for the Southern Dis- the auspices of either the Keith or
•

The complaint
trict of New York.
alleges oppression and discriminaprincipally
the B. F.
tion;
that

Orpheum
Both
false

Keith Vaudeville Exchange prevented Miss Jacobs from pursuing
her vocation as a vaudeville agent,
and that it also prevented her from
continuing with the Harry Weber
Agency, as an employe, after 6he
had left the Pat Casey Agency.
Among the other allegations is one
to the effect that following her dismissal from the Weber Agency,
which she alleges came about at the
instigation of the Keith otfice, she
was thereafter debarred by Keith's
from booking vaudeville acts in that

taining

morning. Miss Jacobs in her office
declined to comment, referring her
questioner to her counsel.
Report has had it for some time
Miss Jacobs intended to commence
a legal action. Her grievance extends back several years, some por-

more

lucrative

published

interviews

in

C

The

man-Review," Spokane.

fol-

lowing advertisement appears in the
"Coming the
dailies /of Spokane;
week of Sept. 10 Real vaudeville
presented from "The Big Circuits";
automobilo
tour
transcontinental
Orpheum vaudeville
Keith
and
artists; a distinctive attraction; a
rare treat; an exceptional opportunity to see big time vaudeville."
"The advertiser is making an unwarranted use of the Orpheum
name. The Orpheum Circuit is in
no way connected with this affair,
and it would appear the advertiser
is using the Orpheum and Keith
names to boost his enterprise. Or-

—

j
.

|

|

pheum

engagement

offered her by other agent*, also
operating through the Keith office.
When Miss Jacobs eventually left
Casey's
and joined the Weber
agency, also in the Keith office, it
was shortly thereafter reported that
upon the plea of Pat Casey to E. F.
Albee, the latter had instructed the
Weber agency that Miss Jacobs, as
representing it, would not bo permitted the privilege of the booking
floor of the Keith office.
At the time it was said in vaudeville circles this would oblige Miss
Jacobs .to rejoin the Casey agency,
but she did not. After receiving a
refusal for a franchise for herself
In the Keith office, Miss Jacobs became an independent theatrical
agent, placing all kinds of theatrical

of

LOLA

and SENIA

The Most Terfect Toe Dancer

Now

'

ager

Is apparently willing to let
prices drift for the time being, with
the expectation that a sharp break
will make a new basis for accumulating and bring out weak holdings
Meanwhile,
at attractive levels.
pool sales in the 90's represent good
profits on stock acquired from 80 up.

12,000 shares changed' hands in
3,000 more in BosAt 26 Orpheum was at a
higher price than at any time since
the passing' of last year's final

day

New York and
ton.

in

America.
Touring the Orpheum Circuit.
*

tion of which Miss Jacobs endeavored to leave her position with the
Casey agency, where she was print
clpal booking representative, to* ac-

cept a

MISS LOLA GIRLIE

Famous Players went with the switched to the short side. There
market, registering a new low for have been a few sallies at weak
spots f^feel out possibilities, but
the movement at 94, or 13 points
dullness and Indifference seems to
below its top, while Orpheum re- be the prevailing sentiment.
versed this performance by running
The recession of Famous Players
up to a new high for DM year at piobtiuiy id caused by a paus& in
the
pool operations. The pool man26 under record transactions. Mon-

quarterly dividend.

the show, claims permission to bill
the artists.
INJUNCTION OVER SUNDAY
The touring players left Chicago
Aug. 9, billing themselves ns KeithMax H. Saxe's injunction suit
Orpheum vaudeville acts on a against Oliver D. Bailey was argued
transcontinental tour.
The adverlast Friday before Justice Wassertisements for the artists were called
E. Bray, who vogel, who reserved decision. Saxe
to the attention of
wrote to the editor of the "Spokes- claims an agreement to play Sun-

one

of the best
known of New York attorneys, was
not at hie office Wednesday. In his
absence it was stated no information could be given out concerning
the action, but a Variety correspondent received the suggestion to
call
on Mr. Littleton Thursday
Littleton,

have branded as
the newspaper stories concircuits

which Armand Wright, manager of

office.

Mr.

circuits.

j

Circuit

of

by

Theatres',

Chas. E. Bray.''
The following day. Sept. 18,
Wright replied through the same
pai>er, "We have permission from
E. F. Albee, head of the Keith Circuit; C. S. Humphries, head of the
Chicago Keith offices, and Martin
Book, president of the Western
Vaudeville Managers' Association.
We left Chicago Aug. 9. We made
a similar trip in 1921. Our Spokane
booking was made with Klaw &
Brlangtr, through George Hood of
Seattle, their northwestern representative.
All our billing, advertising matter, cuts, priming, photos
and press matter were approved by
those vaudeville heads."

The new price may be justified
by conditions within the company
Status of Loew
and its current and prospective
business at the box office, but the
Loew went through its expected
immediate cause of the upward phase. Speculative purchases near
turn is reported to rest in the the top in the expectation of someformation of an aggressive pool thing definite on dividend action
which has the moral and perhaps have been treated to a few days of
financial support of bankers.
discouragement.
A little more of
day vaudeville at the Republic, conthe samo probably will luyng them
Gain of 2 Points
trolled by Bailey. The latter's conout. Then the procession can move
Orpheum had bette-^d less than forward. The rumored goal is near
tention is that the acts are of such
any of the other amusements rela- 30. The daily turnover of Loew has
inferior grade he refuses to contively in the long climb since early dropped rapidly.
So have transactinue
Sunday vaudevillo
there.
Saxe seeks to enforce the Sunday in the year, but when its partisans tions in Famous Players. Orpheum
finally did come into the market was the most active of the amusebookings at the' house.
The S. R. F. Company, the nomi- they went to work with a rush. In ments instead of the quieten.
Monday's single session the price
Goldwyn Puzzle
nal plaintiff, sets forth it is paying
was pushed up nearly 2 points from
$10,000 rental for the Sunday vaudeTraders with a knowledge of tho
the previous day.
The beginning
ville privilege from 1912 to 1924.
film industry are a little sour on the
of
Orpheum market operations listing of Goldwyn. They cannot
brings up the old question of where
how the Exchange, auANOTHER WOMAN PUBLICIST the big holdings of stock are lo- understand
thorities were prevailed upon to ac»
Helen Santoro was designated cated and what has been their cept a stock with a dividendless
publicity director for the Central, status for the past year and a half record since its inception and a deNew York, this week. Miss Santoro since tho listing on the Stock Ex- ficit of more than $700,000 oh its
makes the second press agent to be change. There is no way of figur- books. The important amusement
assigned to the Central, which is ing this out.
issues, of course, look forward to
playing the Shubert unit shows, in
as many weeks, Mrs. Pemberton
having been detailed to handle the
house last week.

change

The Park.

I'tlca,

X. Y.,

is off

the

Shubert vaudeville circuit, replaced
by the Central, Jersey City.

Extra Attraction

in

Cleveland

The

State, Cleveland, playing the
.Shubert 'units." will have an added

attraction weekly in the form of a
vaudeville "name" or novelty turn
In addition to the regular units.

Nan Halperin Leaving "Spice"
for

Vaudeville

Rogers Hornsby, home run elouter
for the St
Louis Nationals, is a
possibility for vaudeville in the fall.

Philadelphia. Sept. 27.

Kan Halperin is leaving '•Spice,"
now at the Forrest, and will go to
Ucimuda for a rest.

and still remains so,
with offices on West 44th street.
It is dependent on Hornsby leading
UNITS' WEEK'S TAKINGS
She has been active for two sea- tho
home run hitters of both
• (Continued from page 1)
sons booking with Shubert Vaudeleagues. Hornsby had 82 home runs
ville, and now is a partial holder
to his credit to Wednesday.
doing $12,300 on 14 shows out of a
of a Shubert unij;. f.anehlso under
His closest rivals are Ken Wil- possible gross of $15,000 at the scale.
which she and Jack Morris are
liams (St. Louis Americans) and'
"Zig Zag" (Arthur Pearson) in
operating an attraction on the
Clarence Mi'ler -(Philadelphia Ath- Detroit was second with $11,800.
Shubert circuit.
letics), with every likelihood that
"Stolen
Sweets" at the Bnglewodd,
Previous to her affiliation with the
Hornsby will top the list, likewise Chicago, and "Hello Miss Radio" at
Casey agency^ Miss Jacobs was
dethroning Babe Ruth as "the king the Crescent, Brooklyn,
touched
widely known as an international
of swat."
•
low marks, the former securing
agent, booking on both sides of the
Hornsby can play the piano and $5,000 and the "Rad'o" show getting
ocean, and was accounted one of
He will introduce the piano a bit over that amount.
singi
the most experienced in internaand his vocalizing abilities In his
'Hello, New York" (Jack Singer)
tional bookings.
While with the "act,"
'if
he cops tho home run on a split week (Astorio and F»oro
Casey agency Miss Jacobs erected
record.
Paric, Brooklyn) did $10,000 on the
an envious reputation for herself as
week, aided by the Jewish holiday
an enterprising vaudeville agent.
on the last half, when the gross
She was responsible for an untold
ELIDA MORRIS' SUIT
reached $6,^00.
quantity of "new names, faces and
Indianapolis, Sept. 27.
Jimmy liusscy's "Funmakers"
material"' being introduced into big
Blida Morris, vaudeville, has filed
(Barney Gerard) did 16,900 at the
time vaudeville.
suit
in
the district court here
Washington.
Be'ascOi
Among the defendants in the ac- against the Reman Hotel Company,
•Troubles of IKS" (Davldow &
tion are the nanus «»f individuals of Fort Wayne, for $50,000 damdid $8,100 In Minneapolis,
connected with big time circuit*, ages
She claims her health and LeMalre)
after a bad start, caused by the prebesides their affiliations.
reputation were injured in that sum
when Fred Keenan, one of the own- ceding show.
"As You Were" (Jenie Jacobs and
ers of the hotel, and a house detecJack Morris) did $7,000 at the MaMRS. ULLIE'S DIVORCE
tive broke into her room .it 1 a. m.
jestic,
Boston.
The final decree of divorce in the morning of January 19, 1121,
•The Main St. Follies" (Weber
Lorraine G. LUIic's suit against looking for a man.
w;is
reported to
William Barry Lillie was signed by
Miss Morris, in her brief, alleges it Friedlander)
the New York County Clerk Sept. Keenan told a house guest he and have taken In $3 500 at the Academy.
Baltimore. While the amount has
Mrs. Lillie (vaudeville) secured
20.
had
attractions,

An examination of the transfer the time when they will have estabbooks even might not disclose a lished their securities, on something
change of ownership. Some sort of like an investment basis.
They I
efficiency magic seems to make it
have had to face enormous handipossible

JERSEY CITY REPLACES UTICA

H0RNSBY SINGING
Home Run Season Champ Due

26

Pool Reported Behind Vaudeville Circuit Security
with Backing of Banks Flurry in Loew Calms
Down Technicolor's Odd Behavior

—

Under Sherman Act by Martin W.

94

for

stock

hands

certificates to
indefinitely always

somehow

this detail

and

spot.
right

always at-

is

tended to.
It could easily happen that some
big holder of Orpheum has liquidated large quantities of stock and
bought them back Without everJiaving glv< n up his original holdings.
sales all might have been accomplished through the short contract without disturbing the holdings to any great extent and the
contract been covered
by open
market purchases. The small floating supply in the street would be
sufficient for this operation. In any
event the bull campaign is on In
tho western circuit and it is freely
predicted in Times square that the
price will go to around 30 when the

The

advance

is

resumed

la

i

.

r

in

for

smiles among experiences market
observers. Here is a com pany about
which the public knows very little,
but 4t starts its trading career with
total daily transactions up to nearly
10,000 shares. And the price is established at a premium, assuming
that the over-tho#-countcr price is
In the happy days when the
$25.
Curb was an nl fresco affair it was
a favorite device to wash a new
issue up to a premium to create the
impression that the issue would be
over-subscribed and allotments reduced. Technicolor is being traded
in on a "when issued" basis, meaning that transactions are in script
calling
for a
certain number of
stocks which presently will be offered.
The stock itself is not yet
available and the trading apparently
is a preliminary campaign to create
On Monday the news was
interest.

Octo-

tail end of the climb, for the inside
view is that a drastic setback is In
immediate prospect, a setback likely
to carry the list from 10 to 15
points down from the top. (Jetting

In just before the drop, Orpheum's
pool would acquire a good block of
stock between 22 and 26 and the
drop of prices would automatically
break the price to reasonable lev« Is
without any pool selling, besides
shaking out a lot of trailers.

to be

(Continued on page

5}

MARTHA MANSFIELD'S ACT

good ground

the immediate bearish outlook.
Insiders say the market has "gone

for

An enormous number

When

About Technicolor

If Break Comes
was good policy market wise
Orpheum to get aboard on the

There neems

stock

The performance of Technicolor
on the Curb inspire only gentle

ber, as is expected.

It

The history

of film financing
exploitation is a sore
it hasn't been downdishonest, It has been unThe record of World
fortunate.
United Theatres. Triangle,
Film,
Griffith and a host of others 6n the
Curb have been discouraging to the
stable issues such as Famous FlayWhy the
ers, Orpheum and Loew.
biggest trading institution of the
to
countenance
should
lend
country
a weak sister, such as Goldwyn, at
this time is a puzzle.

caps.

oearing the same endorsement and
Without record on the books of the
transfer agent. It Is a mystery how
the dividends finally get to the
owner who Is entitled to them, but

St.

Louis, Sept. 27.
act that

The Martha Mansfield

of

opened "cold" Sunday 'at the Deloutside small speculators are car- monte suggested an amateur night.
rying accounts with brokers"* that Allowing for the late arrival or any
stale."

represent 10 to 15 points protit, but other conceivable excuse, there is
won't liquidate, always anxious to not one for its existence. The name,
add a few more points to their gains. given much publicity, failed to
These are virtually all margin ac- draw.
counts and In the mass represent
The house seats 2,800 persons, all
the detective
"listened in" at
The banks are OH one floor, and was less than half
not been verified, tho smallness of huge bank loans.
the keyhole and were sine she was
the gross is admitted.
Paltimore
the mounting total and full.
of
weary
Many were children, admitted
entertain ng a man. She was playhas been upset since the units the brokers are impatient at a sit- for 10 cents.
ing at the Palace at th
time, and
opened
there, by the opening show uation that ties up a lot Of funds
Miss
Mansfield came on In "on* "
was subjected to the various indigthat did not suit the tastes of the and brings in meagre commissions. and mumbled something about h«
nlties sh« huts in tier i».,nipbiltif
natives, through subject matter em- This situation is the basis of the picture**, then a recitation that ewdd
The Keenan a operate hot< In In Toployed, and later, it is raid, through prediction
that
accounts not be heard, and walked off. Full
"cold"
<i
and Milwaukee.
someone having notified the musical mUlt be shaken out before the mar- stage for the four girls *fcat '>"•
union of the town that the Shubert ket cau k" higher, and the extent supposed to be dancers. T> \
IN AND OUT
were burlesque, not of the decline 1* measured by tho not show as such at this p.jiorniUnit shows
Ban and Emerson booked for ihe vaudeville. The object of the notifi- average paper profits of old bulls. ance. Miss Mansfield can e
first half at Loew'a stat.
were lin- cation is said to have been to save The professional longs are .sold out, 'solo dance, which is the hcsi 'h:
about $»;o weekly In the cost of the
kable to appear because of llln<
cording to expert opinion, but In the act. She got smflll n n
J
The "La Masie Trio" hikd iu.
musicians.
professionals do not seem to have 1
The act was a real Sop,
;

i

her interlocutory decree last, spring
from the defendant, an expert acToronto.
countant,
domiciled
In
Lillie was served by publication and
<hd not def«n»l th o suit.
Kdward Burns, who testified he is
the theatrical profession, was
in
The
Mrs. Lillie's chief witness.
LUlles were married April 18, 1908,
but have lived apart the last eight
y ca ra.

'

.

'

It

)

>

•

An unknown woman,

differentiat-

ed merely as a "blonde," figured as
co . rejuiau

i

i

i i •
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ROW OVER

ORDERED REPAIRED;
that

"HOLLYWOOD FOLLIES" OFF

—

Release, Saying

to

A movement to curb the critics is
reported under way. It was understood the matter «sjay come up
before the Producing Managers'
Tho managers who
Association.
have been offended do not begetting a
lieve they have been
"run for their money" that tho
Injury through the reviews hard-

General Strengthening Along Shubert Vaudeville
Principals of "Mist Radio" Request
Circuit
.

(Continued from page 1)
looked "in," davo failed

draw.

—

They Were* Miscast

CRITICS

to bear fruit, by Instilling In tho
of audiences the particular
merit of the play as the critic views
In* proof of his contention the
it.
showman pointed out that not 50
per cent, of the foreign plays, particularly those imported from England, have been able to land here
and those attempted atfi particularly selected for American presenta-

minds

tion.

compensate their effort and
expenditure. That a "vicious circle"

ly

general strengthening of the
shows reported upon unfavorably
has been ordered by I. H. Herk,
following the reports of the first

EDDIE MACK'S RISE

A

Mack's Clothes Shop

Own

Now

in

Its

Building

week of Shubert vaudeville.
An announcement in the adver"Hollywood Follies," taken over tising columns of this week's issue
of
Variety calls the attention of the
Morganstcrn
from
and
O'Neil
1»y
profession to the opening of the
FInkelstein & Rubin, has been or
MacK
Building on West 45th street,
dered taken off the circuit. The
a fow feet east of Broadway, where
show received unfavorable reports Mack's Clothes
Shop will hereafter
from the Affiliated (Shubert) cen- headquarter, maintaining,
in addiA new unit will be produced tion, the Broadway location,
sors.
beto replace It, opening In two weeks
tween 48th and 47th streets.
Marx Bros, featured.
the

with
The opening
the Mack Building
Davidow and* Le Maire signed the marks a rather of
unique and InterestMarx Bros, early this week.
ing
epoch
in
the
professional
Vera
Hildebrand
and
Fred
clothier's history and records an
Michelena have retired as the fea- event

tured members of Eddie Dowling's
"Miss Radio." TJ»ey were replaced
by the Masters and Kraft revue,
Billy
Bliss.

McDermott and Callahan and
Tho new members Joined

Radio" Monday at Astoria,
Mr. Hildebrand and Miss
L. I.
Michelena requested their release
following the week's engagement at
the Crescent, Brooklyn. Patricia
O'Hearn will replace Vera Michelena.
Bert Hanlon will go into the cast
of E. Thomas Beatty's "Say It With
Laughs," joining the attraction at
Omaha this week.
"Miss

STOP BOSTON SUNDAYS
Boston, Sept.

Sunday shows

27.

.

for Shubert units

playing Boston have been abandoned
by order of the New York olMce.
The Keith camp is reportod as
having ordered their opposition
The
Sunday matinee given up.
Keith people have wanted to quit on
along,
but
the Sunday matinee right
kept going as long as the Shuberts
Keith Sunday eveInsisted on it.
They
ning shows will continue.
have been profitable.
Sunday "concerts" in Boston are
controlled by the State police, and
about the only thing that will pass
is dialog, instrumental, and vocal.
Dancing,
abbreviated
costumes,
scenic changes, acrobatics, animals,
legerdemain, and similar acts are
barred. Even pictures for Sunday
are hopelessly butchered.
The Shubert camp, with only one
or two out of the unit vaudeville
being ablo to be shown at all, were
Up against it. The local independent bookers could offer little and
bringing acts from New York was
Uncertain and expensive.

made

possible by sheer determination,
personality
a
that
jibed happily with the temperamental actor, sxnd a policy of square
dealing that Eddie Mack haa adhered to since his bcginnfng In
business.

Eddie Mack began

in

a modest

occupied by Variety.
Strangely enough, as Variety advanced so did Mack, andj Mack's
now building is located a few doors
below Variety's new headquarters
on 46th street.

BAD fALL

MONEY— QUIT

Chicago^ Sept.

27.

cognizance fjf Mack's goods, and
this, with his intimate knowledge
of theatricals, earned him favor
with the show managers, and shortly
the theatre programs began
carrying the notice of "Clothes by
Mack." This season Mack's Clothes
Shop outfitted 76 productions, In
addition to the regular individual

Eddie Mack was one of the early
commercial advertisers in Variety,
and has continued exploiting his
wares in the columns of this paper.
Through a dogged determination to
go ahead, strict attention to business and a desire to please, Eddie
Mack has moved upward from a
dingy little side street store to his
own three-story structure, with a
branch establishment, in the short

NO NAVAL ACTION
and

Fields

Harrington

Awaiting

Word From Washington
of Fields and Harrington, a vaudeville team, who were
ordered by naval recruiting officers
to

take off a ''yeoman

and gob"

As they could not get sufficient comedy routine, has not been acted
money as a double act in vaudeville, on by the office of the Secretary
Tommy Swift and Mary Kelly have of the Navy who was appealed to by
the actors last week. They received
dissolved partnership.
Kelly has arranged to be featured
an act to be put out by Mort II.
Singer for tho Orpheum circuit,
while Miss Kelly has placed herself
with Lewis & Gordon, who are to
"be featured in a new act they will
shortly produce.
in

"MISS AMERICA"

SHOWING

Cleveland, Sept. 27.
Next week at Keith's lOfith Street,
"Miss America," the Columbus. <>..
Khi who won the beauty contest at
Atlantic City, will appear In a
va udevi lle act.'
Floyd Garrett, t>Mior, will he in
the turn, also Lew Leonard as piano
accompanist.
The following week Mary Katherlne Campbell (her proper name) will
app .ir at Keith's in her homo city.

Harry Weber

is agSlttlng

the.

turn.

B. F. Keith's,

MOTHER PAT ROONEY

MAY RETURN TO STAGE
70- Year-Old Received Ovation
in

Rooney and Clinton's
Act

There

fs

Brooklyn

in

a bare possibility that
embrace one of its

vaudeville will
oldest and most

famous stars shortly

Ochs, its publisher.
Mr. Ochs is quoted as expressing himself In favor of a straight
newspaper comment on the morning following the premiere.
His
idea is said not to be for dispensing
with dramatic criticism, but for a
more leisurely considered opinion
than the present system insists
upon. The publisher's plan, as outlined, is to be for the publication
of criticisms in the Sunday edition,
when the plays of the week will be
considered at one time. That the
criticisms be written by men assigned from the editorial desk Instead of by a single critic is believed to be part of the plan, though
whether it will be attempted or not
or how soon has not been intimated.

inclusive ;—

8TOCK EXCHANGE
Bales Hiah.I.rw. Last.
Thursday—
Fam. lMay-L,... 8,000 l*% Ort^ 1>7
I>o.

1.100
10.700
2.800

I.oew

Orpheum
IloMon sold
1*>.

7%

7*4

—
—
—£

7»4

22* 21% 21* — »*
24* 28A 28* —1
000 Orpheum at 24&M*.

Friday—
Fant.

Chjf.
2'i
1«4

300 103V, 103V4 108 \4

pf

Ooldwyn

*

IMay-T,... 4.200
400
pf

Ooldwyn

07* 05** 97

«*

—%
— *
—*

000 07% 07% 07%
100 103
108
108
800
7
7
7

+ %
+%
+ %

000

10\'<,

102% 102*

6%

7

21
W 21%
9.400 22
21* 21fc.
-\
2,000 24% 2SV 24
Boston sold 000 Orpheum at 23;fc24V».

l.oew

Orpheum

Saturday—
Fam. Play-L...
1H>.

pf

GoMwyn
l^.-w

21% 21% 21%
500 24% 24
24% +
Orpheum at 24*©24*.

8.100

Orpheum
Boston sold '350

Monday
Fam. 1'Uj-L...

000 08
07% 07%
100 108% 103*4 103%
100
7
7
7

-f
-f

%

.

Do. pf

%

THE CURB

The case

NOT ENOUGH

Next Week (Oct. 2)
Boston

—

Syracuse, Sept. 27.
American Legionalres who packed
the B. F. Keith's special midnight
performance Friday, given as one of
the convention entertainment features, were given an added thrill
when, during the bicycle act of
Bill, Genevieve and Walter,
Bill,
riding a 12-foot wheel, lost his balance and fell on Miss Genevieve. space of 17 years.

An examination disclosed a broken
-shoulder. The accident means a five
weeks* layoff for the rider. Legionalres passed the hat and the fund
turned over to the young woman
totaled $225.

JOSEPH DISPAY

%
in Mrs. Pat Rooney, wife of the
Ooldwyn
—U
Loew
5.500 21% 20% 21
original Tat, and mother of Julia,
Orpheum
12.400
26
24%
26%
4-1%
The personal element Is charged
Mack, in big early days, went di- Katie, Pat, Jr., and the other
Boston sold 8,100 Orpheum at 24*026.
to have tempered the views of some
Tuesday—
rectly after a professional trade Rooneys in the profession.
Tlay-L... 8.900 07
00% 05% — 1%
Two weeks ago while playing the critics 4>y more than one manager. Fam.
from the outside and made it a
Do. pf
200103 102% 102% — %
800 7
6% 7
point to satisfy.
His clothes and Orpheum, Brooklyn, Julia Rooney When the producer has felt his of- Ooldwyn
I-'»-w
0.000 21% 20% 20% — %
methods soon brought now buyers (Rooney and Clinton), introduced fering has been subject to such Orpheum
0.800 28
13% 23% — %
70 -year oTO mother to
the treatment lie has resorted to proBoston fiold 1.870 Orpheum at 20fttf20 «.
to Mack's litUe shop on 45th street, her
Wednesday—
and business* gradually* increased audience visiting her daughter for a tective measures. /That has been Fam.
IMay-Lr-. 8,200 03% 03* 08% —2*
until he was forced
Do. Pf
to expand. week. The reception convinced the done mostly in "(Tie way of extra
200 102 r
101% 101% — 1%
1.000
6% 6% 0%
Moving to upper Broadf-ay, with bookers present Mrs. Rooney's ad- advertising. The manager, believ- Ooldwyn
%
J.n.w
4,800 21
2<V4 20% — %
more floor space, a larger stock and dition to the act would enhance its ing in his play and not in the Orpheum
— *
84 20% 24% 28
himself
critics,
considered
value
has
nnd
the
made
overtures
to
a bigger staff, Mack soon rolled up
forced to display his wares in big
an enviable clientele.
The other couple to induce her to Join it.
Thursday—
Pales Hleh.T.r.w. I.ant. Cha.
Mrs. Rooney, despite her age, re- newspaper announcements.
Longacre square ready-made clothes
Tochnlr<4or w.l. 1,100 28% 26% 26%
shops tried desperately to discard tains her charm and appearance and
Friday—
It Is known that one manager reTechnlco'.or,
w.l.
000 26% 20M 5«i
26% + %
Mack, several even combining to answered the reception with a rou- cently actually apologized to the
Saturday—
lower prices and discredit Mack tine of four or five dancing steps.
author for 'the reviews accorded his Technicolor w.l. 400 26% 26% 26% - %
Monday
Mrs. Rooney is the mother of 13 play. He declared he would spend
clothes. But Mack fought fire with
Technicolor w.l.
-%
400 26
28
28
children and resides in Baltimore. $25,000 in extra advertising to prove
fire and tried more than ever to
Tuesday—
Julia, the youngest, is to offer a new tho point that the critics had con- Technicolor w.l.
400 25% 25'i 2r.% — %
satisfy.
Triangle
2,400*30
80
37
-it
act
with
Walter
Clinton
and
it
is
Mack's business increasod In volsjdered personal feeling above true
Wednesday—
ume until he was able to undersell possible Mother Rooney will be one comment. -The campaign was en- Technicolor w.l. 100 25% 25% 23%
Triangle
1,000*84
.4
34
34
his strongest competitor and still of the cast.
tered into and the play already Is
•('cms a share.
give the best value. Producers took
listed as a hit, although it has run

trade.

BICYCLIST'S

(Continued from page* 4)
had
broadcasted
that
Prisma
brought suit against the new color
process, seeking to restrain its exthat the critics exchange opinions, ploitation as an infringement on
which, if not crystallized in the Prisma patent rights, and asking
criticism oC some plays, find prom- for an accounting. Ordinarily such
inence in Sunday comment.
a development would have been reThat tho system of dramatic flected in lower prices for TechniThe published quotations
in color.
revolutionized
criticism
would
be
The Hungarian Tenor
were only fractionally off and the
Touring Keith Circuit. Opened early New York was stated as a possiinfluence the news
apparent
only
folbility
The
report
week.
this
part of September and scored an
instantaneous success. Also signed lowed an announcement in the New had was to reduce the volume of
with Victor .and Columbia as a fea- York "Times," which follows a sales to 400 or 500 shares a day.
Summary of transactions Sept. 21 to 27.
ture record singer.
change long considered by Adolph

manner opening In a small shop on
West 45th street, in the same building formerly

FILM SHARES LOWER

exists among eight or nine dramatic critics, known to have held
gatherings of their own for months,
Is charged.
It is the assumption

word from Washington an investigation

was

ordered.

After appealing to the Keith ofthe latter sent a long communication to "Washington, reviewing
the arbitrary action on the part of

fice

IMPROMPTU DRESS

but a month.

The same manager

— NEW

same thing
STOCK SCHEME
season when a play he present{Continued from page 1)
ed was given luke warm treatment
Baltimore, Sept. 27.
vote her entire time to the business
in the dallies, yet it ran for 30
When the show at the Maryland weeks.
management.
opened this week the wardrobes for
The flrsjt play will be Gilda Vaprocess of an attraction with
The
four acts were missing.
Rasso, a
resi's •''Enter
Madame."
Puppet
merit fighting off the handicap of
Juggler, who was to open the bill,
plays
will be presented on Saturday
bad or mixed notices has been a
had not a sign of paraphernalia
mornings
for the children, and at
of fact before this and withwhen the curtain time came. So he matter
out the aid of an advertising cam- least two New York successes will
vvas switched to last. Adelaide and
paign. Tho general opinion among be given each season. In addition,
Hughes received a trunk containing
nothing can stop a novelty productions will be presentAdelaide's costumes.
Her partner showmen Is that
ed on open dates during the first
borrowed the dress suit of the hit. So frequent has been the ad- half of the week, being continued
verse comment from tho critics and
pianist and got away with it, and
a repetition of the views appeared for a month or two, according to
for the doll dance used a short red
their drawing power.
in follow-up discourses and Sunday
coat and,blue hat, found back stage.
Miss Patricola didn't have any of comment, that managers are begining to feel the critics are going too
FORUM
her wardrobe, but on the bill was
Alphonse Berg's act, "Creations," far. One is known to have written
San Francisco, Sept. 20.
and he draped a dress on her and a notice of the panning kind, only
Editor Variety:
pinned it together to last through to later comment In his column that
the first review was written at a
The story in last week's Variety
the act. Brown and Whittaker, In.
time
when
was
out
of sorts.
he
was
a surprise to me. Audgo Jacobs
a comedy sketch, came on in street
The gist of the feeling among in Chicago reserved his decision to
clothes.
practically mounts to a allow my attorney to file briefs. I
producers
The audience didn't seem to get
point where they believe the influ- went on tour and left the matter,
the fact that some of the costumes
reviews has more power entirely in his hands. Since then I
"wcien't," and, with the exception ence of the
than ever before. A showman con- have heard nothing.
of Hughes' get-up in the doll dance,
manI was an Innocent victim in this
nothing was noticeable, and his ap- cerned In the sale of plays to
agers declared the critics have been matter, all reports to the contrary
pearance was neat.
placing the American playwrights notwithstanding.
Please
publish
in unfair competition with foreign
this in order to set me right, as I
authors and their works. Tho man have been placed in an unjust situaPAULA EDWARDES' CO.
is an expert in his line and handles
tion because of my necessity to
" About Oct. 16 Paula Ed warden
both native and foreign plays to travel, and undue advantage was
will return to American vaudeville
equal profit. His observation is that taken of my absence.
at the Palace, New York, in a muabroad during
sical comedy production act, carry- dramatic critics, sent
Emma Varus.
ing an English company Miss Ed- the summer, arrive back in New
wards* is returning with from York enthused over the things
theatrical they have seen abroad.
London.
stated he had proven the
last

i

Away from New York for some The comparisons made either in
the recruiting ottlces in Indianapolis' seasons, Mis* ISdwardes has been a Sunday stories published in newsand Buffalo and asking lor im- London hit for some time, and tho papers they are connected with or
mediate action. The letter stated vaudeville bookers Induced her to in special magazine articles rarely,
back by virtue of it.
the actors were dependent on the come
if ever, gives the break to the Amerturn
for
their
livelihood and a
Ican authors;
PUBLICITY
UNITS
decision should be returned at once.
This play specialist explained that
The ease is the first known whew
Special exploitation in cities of Other th.ui the novelties introduced
either the aimy or navy his Inter
ii\o shubert circuit started Monday
abroad the comparisons were not
.strictly fair to writers on this side
fered with a theatrical performance of this week (Sept. 2f>).
the Affiliated pr<
of the ocean, Comment of the kind
on tlu ground that the service was
old Burg <
i.
!
urou
*Hi4-hft«
.:-ttr.'
left
on
tr
aj.p+*H'<.l not or.c«- hut a Mini
nt
ip
t
made tlu subjerl nf rouu- Ty.
the circuit to handle the publicity her of times about the same prowhich will Include addresses to the ductions
mado - oversea*
The
Pantages, Memphis, Reopens
Rotary Clubs, tie-ups with public charge Is that as soon as a foreiKn
Memphis, Sept. 27.
Pantages reopened \nkIi s*aude- utility concerns on the titles of such play Ik announced for presentation
th" units as "Hello >-: York," "Hello here, the critics start extolltoc It and
Singer's v
vlllo Sunday.
IS Kim.
that special preparation cannoi fall
card.
»

FOR

1

i'

!

i

JUDGMENTS

(First

name

Is

judgment debtor;

amount follow )
Joseph M. Davis (Triangle Music
Pub. Co.) Kuperman & Del Uuer-

creditor and
;

eio; $1,13111.

Lawrence Grsttan; Paterno Bros,
Inc.: $989.62.

Same; same; same.
Perry Plays. Inc.; Tlocbling Advertising Corp.; $3fit.S5.
Same; (ieorge W. Koebllng, Inc.;
$130.86.
J.

Ben

Ali

Credit Corp.;

Evelyn

Haggin; Cosmopolitan
$*i>6.20.

M. Stuart;

P.

W.

Cole-

man; 1**24.
Bankruptcy Petition
Independent Movie Supply Co.,
Inc., TMi* Seventh avenue.
W. K
<" ii

uon itjrlf receiver.
i

VAUDEVILLE
UNIT SUIT

ACTS PLAYING FOR SHUBERTS

P«rk, Utica,

Friday, September- 29, 10*22

PAN

Management May Sua

AND TOLEDO FOR YEAR

8hubert Vaudeville

LAST SEASON BACK WITH KEITH'S

Utica, N.

Yn

Sept.

27.

Sudden cancellation of the ShuBierbauer
Protected by
bert Vaudeville unit shows at the
Park here may precipitate a law
Olsen Contract
Keith

—

—

Chicago Keith's Office Only Accepting Them Oct.
15 Placed as Time Limit No Change in New

—

York

Several

Situation

BACK TO 2-A-DAY

Chicago, Sept. 27.
Keith acta that played

laat season for the Shubert vaudeville eircuit have been taken back
into the fold and given bookings by

Daily Policy
Successful

and Orpheum Chicago

Keith

the

Interttate'a Thrice

The

offices.

The
until

New

York, after a four weeks' experiment with a three-a-day small
time vaudeville performance, will
revert to its former two-a-day big
time po'ley, beginning Oct. 1.
At the beginning of the season,

bookings, according to reports from
the "Loop," where the deadline date
has been the subject of much dis-

among

The

situation

tirely

local

to

vaudeville artists.

seems to be enChicago, as no let-

down

of the bars has been ordered
in the east. Most of the arts playing Shubert vaudeville last season
are either back In the units or playing for Loew, Pantages or the independent vaudeville circuits. While

no

ofllciaj

statement has been given

aa regards the attitude of the
Keith's New York office toward acts
that played for the Shuberts last
season, it is generally understood
that for the present at least the
acta are not desired by the Keith
people.

ELKINS' BAND

when it was announced the Interstate would institute a three-a-day
policy, it was
predicted by the
Keith agents that difficulty would
be found in securing standard acts
The
to do the three shows daily.
For
agents' prediction came true.
been
has
last
couple
of
weeks
it
the

NEXT

Eddie Elkins and Orchestra from
the Pavilion Royal and Knickerbocker Grill opened at an out-oftown Keith house last week. Harry
Fitzgerald handled the bookings.
The band carries 10 men. White-

man

is

interested in the Elkins

mu-

alclans.

Elkins Orchestra

is

Interstate circuit In the south

and southwest, with nine houses
booked through the Keith offices in

acts In question were given
Oct. 15 to accept the Keith

cussion

la

slated to fol-

low the Ivom-z band into the PalNew York, meanwhile playing
the Keith local houses.

ace,

&

suit against the Affiliated Theatres'
Ban Modified
Corporation by Ooldstcin Brothers,
owners of the Park, and Fred Homan, general manager.
The recent declaration of the
The local franchises were with- Keith office that acts playing the
drawn Sunday, after extensive ad- former Gus Sun houses at Toledo
vertising had been done for "Spict
and Indianapolis will not receive
of Life," which was to have played
future Keith bookings has been
Monday, Tuesday and today. The modified as regards acts that were
eleventh hour announcement came playing a Pantages route before the
too late to book another attraction.
Keith ban was issued. The edict
Heavy expense in advertising and does not apply to such acts.
maintaining a force of stage hands
The Pan contracts contain a
and other employes la the reason clause that would allow the Pangiven for the legal steps to be taken. tages people
to shift towns so as
The Park management also claims to include the two houses. The act
violation of a contract, the terms of therefore would have
to play or lay
which provided that in case can- themselves open to a breach of
cellation was- desired by either party contract action.
at least six weeks* notice should be
Immediately after the houses
given. Only a few hours were given went over to Pantages, Keiths dethe Park. The owners and general clared them "opposition."
Recent
manager left Springfield. Mass., and rumors that the Pan booking agreeare In New York trying to deter- ment was for eight weeks only and
mine a future policy for the Park. that the houses would eventually
The Park has since ita opening come Into the Keith office have
about a dozen years ago been the proved unfounded.
"Jinx" theatre in Utica. It has tried
Pantages has a one -year agreealmost everything in the theatrical ment 'with Bierbauer & Olsen that
and motion picture line, with poorer would protect him for that length of
success at each venture. The house time financially.
is a large one, but is located
several
The houses are considered "oppoblocks away from the theatre dis- sition," however, and the Keith peotrict.
ple will take cognizance of any act
that plays the houses after the

impossible to secure enough standard acta willing to do three, to fill
out the bills.
«ir
Last season and previously, the
TALK" ADDITIONS
Interstate played three shows SunBarney Gerard's "Town Talk," the
days and Saturdays, with two tally Shubert unit headed
by Johnny
during the other five days of the Dooley, cancelled
the first three
week. That is the schedule that will days of this week
(Sept. 25) at the
obtain for the Interstate hereafter.
Hyperion, New Haven. The report
Arthur Denman books the Inter- the Gerard ahow did not
play Utica
state in Keith offices.
was incorrect, the show having
ing played Utica and Syracuse, as
a split, "the previous week. "Town
Treasurer la Now Agent
Talk" was forced to lay off last
Chicago, Sept. 27.
week aa the unit house in SpringStarr Kriel has been appointed field, Mass.,
not havings been set as
assistant treasurer of the Palace

TOWN

theatre, the Orpheum circuit house
here, to succeed Frank Berger, who
deserts the ticket selling field to
join the ranks of act sellers.

UNITS AND BURLESQUE

IN INDIANAPOLIS

decision was made public.
The deal that was originally to
place the houses in the Keith office
la responsible for the order.
The

houses were turned over to Pantages M#ien certain conditions imposed by B. & O. were objected to

by Keith's.

LOEWS TABS
Sending Four South to Play

i

Two

Weeks Each

yet.

When "Town

Talk" reopened at

the Bijou, Fall River, Thursday
(yesterday) a number of changes
were scheduled. Among the addi-

were Gertrude Hayes (Mrs.
Barney Gerard), and James B. Carson and a music publisher's act, in
which Carson had appeared heretofore in
the other Gerard unit.
Hussey's "Funmakers." Miss Hayes
retired from the stage two years
ago, her engagement with "Town
Talk" marking a return. Another
addition to the "Town Talk" show
will be Riano, Northlane and Ward.
tions

Beginning Oct. 16, the Loew Circuit will produce four musical comedy stock attractions to play the
four split week houses on the Loew
southern tour.
The musical comedies, or tabs,
will open at Atlanta, playing a half

week

In

Birmingham, Memphis and

New

Orleans. This will allow the
regular Loew southern shows to
continue intact and will absolve the
Loew office from sending a vaudeville bill south for two weeks only,

a

difficult

booking maneuver.

Musical Union's 8pecial Classification for 8hubert Vaudeville

Shubert vaudeville. It was stated
at tho headquarters of the Americ;.-;
Federation of Musicians this week,

had been given a separate

classifi-*

cation, that being "Shubert

Vaude-

unit shows." Traveling musical
directors
with tho Shubert
vaudeville units, according to the A.
F. of M. union scale, receive a minimum of $90 weekly for 14 performances a week or less. The A. F. of
M. scale for burlesque .calls for
traveling leaders
receive $78
to
ville

weekly a'so, with a maximum of 14
performances weekly.
An official of the A. F. of M. stated
the Shubert shows were not classed
as burlesque, calling attention to
the difference in the scale for musidirectors.

cal

At the beginning of the season It
was necessary to classify the Shubert units under a new head as regards traveling leaders, there being
no wage scale in the A. F. of M.
scale book to cover the units.
All of tho Shubert unit musical
directors, members of the A. F.
of M., were working under the reguclassification
lation
for
Shubert

units aa designated by the A. F.
of M., it waa stated at A. F. of M.
headquarters, and all leaders were
receiving a minimum of $90 weekly
with Shubert unit shows. If a manager cared to pay a traveling leader
more he could do so, but the $90
weekly was the minimum.

LOEWS, WINDSOR, OUT
Changing to Pictures— Three Days'
Lay -Off
Loew's, Windsor, Canada, will
discontinue
vaudeville
beginning
Oct. 1, and play a straight picture

•

policy. The house was a split week
on the Loew Canadian time, splitting with London.
*
Acts hereafter will lay off three
days after playing Dayton a full
week, opening at London, Ont., the
last half of the following week.

KEITH'S SUNDAYS AT COHAN'S
In
office

about two
will

weeks the Keith
to book Sun-

commence

day

vaudeville
shows into the
Coh-in theatre (playing legit during
the week).
Keith's is now booking the Amsterdam (legit) and Columbia (burlesque)
Times
on Sundays in
square; also the regular weekly
vaudeville at the Palace and Broad-

way.

The same experiment was used

successfully in the Loew Coast MARKUS AT SHUBERT-TELLER
houses, where two split weeks broke
The Shubert-Teller, Brooklyn, the
PRODLCERS
The Bushwick section legit house of that
Walter Brooks and Henry Bellit up the full week bookings.
have formed a producing partner- Loew southern shows will play the city, is to play Sunday vaudeville
ship with offices in Times square. full weeks at Baltimore. Washing- shows booked by Fally Mark us.
The Loew office has designated
Brooks did the staging of "Flo Flo " ton; splits, Atlanta, Birmingham,
Memphis, New Orleans; full weeks, the house as "opposition."
Last
"Shuffle Along," "Fifty -Fifty." "Yes
Chicago, Dayton. To- season Loew's booked the Sunday
My Dear" and other Broadway at- Milwaukee,
ronto, Montreal, Ottawa, Buffalo.
concerts there.
tractions.

BR00KS-BELLIT,

The new firm

will

Tho first of the tabs will be tried
out in New York City the last half
of the current week. If it reaches
the standard of the Loew people, it
will proceed southward.
Harry Rogers, the Chicago producer, is staging the first tab.
The tabs will repeat over the split
week circuit, changing the book
every two weeks.

produce vaudehaving sevBellit Is a

acts exclusively,
in preparation.
Keith producer.
ville

eral

UNIT NOTES
Joe Galtes* "Give Me a Thrill"
Shubert unit did not open at the
Majestic, Boston, Monday,, the show
laying off for repairs.
Girls" substituted.

Edward

MAUREEN ENGLIN
D. D. II.?
I told
hit in

him

Direction: CHARLES BIERBAUER
said: "You're great" and that's not bunk
flopped in Chicago. He said: "That's great you'll be a

—

saw me and
I

New York"— and

—

that's not bunk.

SHEA'S $1,000,000 CO.
Buffalo, Sept. 27.
Papers filed this week in the
county clerk's office here show the
organization of the new corporation called Shea's, Inc.. capitalized
at $1,000,000, with the purpose of

SPRINGFIELD
The

OUT—SPLIT NOW

Court

Square, Springfield,
not play the Shubert

Mass., will
vaudeville units. The units will fill
the open week on the route by playing the Worcester, Worcester, and
Park, Bridgeport, both split week
hnufles, instead

v

FOR C0UTH0UTS

(Continued from page 1)
Chicago and that her stands are

Bloom spent the
the week in Baltimore

"SCINTILLATING SONGSTRESS"

Haig will rejoin the "Musio
Box RefUe" after an absence of
four months, when the show opens
at the Colonial, Boston, next week.
Misa Haig was injured through
falling into the orchestra pit during
a performance during theif early

summer.
$2,000,000

"The Ritz

located in tho choicest spots and
part of
all the loop hotels.
ing over the "Oh, What
Having the inside track Into the
show, which opened" at the Academy box offices of Chicago Mrs. Couthoul
on Monday . This unit was to have desires to increase her prestige by
been the initial attraction at the starting a string of branch offices In
Chestnut Street, Phila., last week, all parts of the city and to make
but the house was not permitted to the proper leases for long terms
open by the municipal authorities.
feels that the disposal of stock in
her venture will bring in the necShop Camp, featured in tht essary cash for her to clinch the
"Rose Girl," Is also acting as the leases.
manager. Cortez and Peggy (speBesides the sale of tickets at the
cialty dancers) were added to the Couthoul stands, newspapers, cigars
cast when it opened at the Garrlck, and candles are also sold and these
Chicago, Sunday.
with the theatre tickets have shown
L.

EMMA HAIO RECOVERED
Emma

early
looka Girl"

UNITS' ONE-NIGHT

WEEK

A week of one-night stands between St. Paul and Chicago has
been arranged for the Shubert units,
breaking the jump between these
two points. The towns in the route
are Eau Claire, Winona, Rocheater,
La Crosse, Dubuque, Clinton and
Rock ford.
CUT-RATE

WAR

(Continued from page 1)
going along ostensibly as an advance agency, although it was understood months ago when Fallon
obtained the lease on the location,
formerly held by Tyson -& Co., that
M»s. Couthoul a handsome return he did so with the purpose of starton her investment. In 1919 it la ing an opposition cut rate office.
said her business showed a profit
His manager is the farmer in-

Palo and Palet are out of "ReWeber and Fields unit.

united," the

of $800,000 for tho year.
vest .gator for the Internal Revenuo
When "Tho Hollywood Follies"! The managers of the loop the- Department on admission taxes. He
The Park formerly played travel- returns to the Shubert unit time, it atres have been canvassed
on
the stated the organization was naturing attractions and burlesque. The will be following
"Troubles of 1922' proposition and a number signified ally meeting with opposition on the
units will play Worcester the fast (Jessel) instead of leading
it.
The their intention of investing in the question of obtaining seats for sale
three days of the week and the last "Troubles" unit goes
into the En- proposition.
They have promised at cut rates, but was In line to get
William H. Northrup and Harry M. four at Bridgeport.
glewood, Chicago next week. It is Chas. Cole, Mrs. Coutnoui'a general ail of the "dump"
from the advance
Zimmer. It is said that this is
tho "Follies" date and "Troubles" manager, that they will also in- agencies.
merely a reorganization of the Shea
was to have gone into the bouse terest their friends in the venture,
Several of the advance agencies
Amusement Co. for the purpose Of
C0RTELY0U AGENCY FAILS Oct. 9. "The Follies"
will get the which looks as "sure fire" to them. later denied that
they would five
the operation of the houses now
Chicago. Sept. 27.
Oct. 9 week upon returning with the
Ono of the bigger managers, it is their seats to tho Fallon establishnder the Shea imnn^r. Th»» presThe \:urt Cnrtelyon agency, which Knur Marx Brothers.
und« rstond, |q to be giv< n a sub- ment, stating they would prefer
ent* poUclM of the Shea enterprise booked acts through tho Western
stantial block of stock In the new continue with LeBlang, who had
Will be in no way affected.
Vaudeville Managers' Association
.Mile. Marion and Martinez Ran- corporation so as to have his name
been handling their overflow for
and B. F. Keith western vaudeville dell have withdrawn from Arthur On the board of directors, as
it Is
them.
Naturally
Longacre
the

acquiring, owning and operating
motion picture theatres, theatres
and opera houses.
The directors are Michael Shea,
James Franklin, Thomas D. Powell,

MARRIAGES

Garry Owen to Keginia Victoria
Alexander, non-professional, Sept.
16, at Oxford, N. XA
n<

I

exchanges, has failed in business
with a petition being filed in the
bankruptcy division of the United
St rites district

com*

Pearson's Shubert unit, "Zig Zag."
and Joined the cast of Ernie Young's
revue,

"Autumn

Frolics,"
Marigold Gardens, .Chicago.

at

the

figured his name Will be good "bait"
for prospective investors. An effort
Will be mad- to list the stock on

the Chicago Exchange,

would get the "dump'* from the
Fallon controlled Tyson office and*
at this particular time it won'
prove a good outlet for him.
1

September

Friday,

BURLESQUE

1922

29,

•

beautiful in coloring

COLUMBIA TO BOLSTER UP

The

scent was given to
the compair of talking dancing
who immediately establish, d
themselves as tavorltles. Their stuff
M<

—

and Shimmy Low Comedians
High Favor—Bid for "Battling Siki" Reported

in

—Special
Columbia

The

Publicity Brings Results

Amusement

Co.

extra attractions In every
house on the circuit this season in
the event that business should re-

may add

quire bolstering up.
The l!d haa. been off at the Col-

New

umbia,

York, since the open-

light-heavyweight champion to sail
immediately to join a Columbia
attraction for the balance of

!
i

Wheel

the season.
Prlre fighters have been frowned
upon for several seasons by the burlesque moguls, also bare legs and
the shlmmie. The success that followed the revival of these former

and special publicity his been gone after by the
management with the result that burlesque trade-marks has conbusiness lias improved considerably. vinced the burlesque people that
This has convinced the Columbia now
the time for burlesque to reing of the season,

i.s

people that they may be overlooking
some nets by not inserting stimi-

along the

Jators all

claim

individuality.

its

Low comedians

have been passed
An offer the word that clean hokum and low

line.

was cabled this week by a well- comedy Is preferable to the 1921
Columbia
producer
to model of comedy in dress suits and
known
SUcf*

Rattling

new

the

world's clean pans.

BURLESQUE REVIEWS
PLAYMATES
Mihm l.a Orange.
Prim**.* Krti
Miss Mslitnlrs.
Count Oaaton l*r Houtevard

number was one

Mlchu; Mdl
S«e»«a>

Baron

,

PtStr...
!*<•

>';iusc.

.Itunny I> i!
... Kttwe liona
Kva I.ewia
I>un Evans
•

.

.

.

.

.

.

Mickey HeCabc
...Marty rudig
.

1

.Sldnc>

Hotter*

does not bear the
name of the producer in the house
program at the Olympic, nor i.s its
sponsor displayed in the billing.
Roger* doing an indefinite In spite of all its building up was
Sid
•Dutch." and Mickey McCabe an permitted to fall flat at the finish.
Old-fashioned Tad, get. the type. AlIt's a typical second circuit show
though both appear to be experia fair sample for its grade, but
enced and conscientious bir iesque unmistakably inferior in many deperformers, handling the familiar tails.
Hush.
and
certainty
material with the
confidence that belong to the veterans, neither is a spontaneous fun''Playmates"

was new, fast and clean.
The radio meeting last week beClosing the first act was "The tween tho Ifmlo Publishers' ProSidewalks of New York" Introduc- tectlve Association and the Amering the "Mary Kyan" song by Mr. ican Society of Composers, Authors
Bennett. The setting was a massive and Puhlslhers, and representatives
affair
occupying the full stage of the various radio Broadcasting
This scene was made a production stations regarding the fixing of a
affair, using all the principals and
fee whereby the music men may he
the girls.
reimbursed for the broadcasting of
During intermission Jack Mr- their catalogs, was successful as
Namara. who is managing the com- viewed from the publishers and
pany, appeared before the curtain composers' angle. The radio comand In a mat little speech, called panies did not send minor subordiattention to the different sets of nates as their representatives, but
scenery and costumes, explaining the general mfsna^er or general
their cost, etc., when they were counsel of
each concern was present.
originally purchased for the Zieg- as was
a man from the Departfeld "Follies of 11*21."
ment of Commerce and Labor.
The second act opening. 'The
The radio people expressed themNapoleon Court Scene at Versailles," was another scenic show selves as not hostile to the authors
composers' claims, and. in fact,
and
one
display,
with
but
and costume
The
or t/vo words spoken at the finish. willing to recognize them.
It was a tine and strange stage pie- question whether broadcasting copyture in a burlesque house, but righted music was a public pershows what can be done, and the formance for profit did not figure.
regulars liked it. A comedy bit by K. C. Mills of the M. P. P. A., who
Robert Dalley was amusing and presided, proposed a minimum of
quickly over, to be followed by an- $f» a day (from the smallest broadother bit Cf genuine burlesque. casting station) for the broadcast"Home Brew," a satire on the living: ing privilege, with an outside maxiconditions among the poor and the mum of $50 a day, although none
methods of welfare doctors sup- has been definitely decided upon.
The radio people requested that
posed to look after them.
"Eight Little Clirls and the Stage printed minutes of the meeting be
Door Johnnies" (11 girls in full sent them and another conference
evening dress) was done before a 10 days after their receipt will be
costly chiffon drape, and one of the arranged, when the question will be
neatest bits of the show. A French linully decided as regards the rate
wharf setting was used by Miss per day.
Marvin for her "Old Pal" offering
which she made a dramatic hit. A
Adelaide Freitag Fischer, late
bit of comedy, that of the girl want- mother of Otto L. Fischer, Jr.. a
ing to throw herself In the river and professional pianist, of 400 North
being thrown in by the comedians, Lawrence avenue. Wichita, Kan.,
was quickly done and the scene and Adelaide Federlcin, a soprano
Splendor in-

DOORMAN

THE MARION SHOW

Instead they work swiftly and
make a good deal of noise, and that
often Is an acceptable substitute for
genuine burlesque comedy. At least
it inspires some degree of liveliness
among the auditors. That's true of
the show at the Olympic this week.
It is fast in its succession of number and bit, and the comedy interludes are handled with a vast
amount of energy. It's all noise and
bustle, hot .the r«ally clever moments are few. One of them is the
waiter stuff done by Dan Evans,
who is a semi-straight worker.
It is Evans who merits bold type,
for some of the best entertainment
of the evening were his contributions of specialty, mostly dancing.
He 'makes a first -rate feeder also,
and has the second best voice In the.
aggregation. Marty Pudig. juvenile
straight, was tho most agreeable
singer, but for some reason he had
only two numbers. One, a sort of
Apache dancing number with Ray
Wilder (from the chorus), was an
outstanding feature.

The pervading atmosphere of oldfashioned burlesque is emphasized
by the principal woman, Eva Lewis,
who Is the plump, good-fellow type
of worker familiar to burlesque regulars of ten years ago. Her style
belongs also to a by-gone day, although she is fairly young. Hut her
approach to the audience is aggressive and rather boisterous, and some
of her dance movements are in the
manner of >>t. Louis when it was
liberal in its ideas. Let it be said,
the 14th street clientele likes it this
way. Miss Lewis' first number had
to be repeated some seven times on
the strength of the wicked wriggle
with which she finished her dance at
the exit. Some of the girls in the
line also oblige with loose shoulders
and hips. All this probably is legitimate on 14th street, but as much
cannot be said for the business that
goes with fhe. wedding burlesque at
first act.
That sort
messy stuff is Inexcusable ^ any
son ot neighborhood.
Hesse liosa la more restrained in
her methods, and her agreeable
voice la
relief from Miss Lewis'
She is a neat, quiet
trying notes.

the finale of the
of

."

Worker, less startling In her steps.
bui more satisfying altogether. The
third principal woman is
liunny
Dale, Who wears long skirts and
sings several ballads with ul Impressing herself on the crowd one
way or the other. All three wdmen
dress attractively, and, Indeed, the
how is nh
dressed, the girls having frequent pretty changes, ill of
them designed <-> reyeal plenty.
There are ix girls, and th "chorus
'

•

-

nnmh'T"
hits,

up
ti»'-

is used fu'inunHy 'm
Imrt
although the elaborate wot king
I

of ir.dividuul girls
ext<

t\{

:

sometimes

.

u

n<
<

I

*t

•

!

r\

to
i

Columbia Burlesque
Kansas City, Sept.

27.

When Dave Marion started his
"Own Show" on the Columbia Burlesque

circuit

season

this

he

an-

Has

Buffslo Gayety
of
Record Back to 1875

Howard

—

maker.

a

of these, and anwith the girls all dieorated
with the covers of popular maga- changed to the City of
butterfly ballet and
zines, may have served elsewhere troducing the
airs from the
the
closing with
befo: e.
and "Mary Ryan"
"Arabia"
score.
But the comedy probably has been
devised from all
the
burlesque for the cuitain.
Careful attention has been given
shows that ever have been. It's all
speed and smooththe familiar hokum, sometimes han- to 'details and
feature of a truly redled snappily. as hi the cafe table ness are a
on the burperformance
markable
scenes, and sometimes raggedly, as
HuyhvH.
In the final scene, with Rogers and lesque stage.
McCabe doing the ghost scene. This
was overworked ipterminably. and
EX-ACTOR

other,

(MUTUAL BURLESQUE)

14 th

Ma n us and McNulty,

edians,
"nuts,"

BUSINESS WITH ATTRACTIONS
Lid Off on Bare Legs

WITH THE MUSIC MEN

and design.

Buffalo. Sept. 27.
Frank A. Howard. 68, doorman at
the Oayety theatre, broke Into print
with a four-column story in the
Buffalo News last week, when it
was found that he was an old grand
opera singer. and had some leads in
operatic repertoire at the California
theatre, San Francisco, in 1876.
Howard's career Includes playing
with John Ransome In "Across the
Ocean" in the early '70's at the Bela
Union theatre. Frisco. He sang at
the Volk Garden on the Bowery and

nounced it as "the most gorgeous
and elaborate" production of the
present day, and according to the
seasoned regulars of the Oayety
where It played last week, it lives played in "Pinafore" under Henderup to its advertising. It's early for son in 1878.
a guess but the Marlon show will
He was at one time with Macgo either to the Columbia or Boston intyre and Heatb^and later returned
for a number of weeks next summer. to grand opera to play in "The Sea
This production (it is not a bur- King." He was placed In his present
lesque show) is a series of 23 pic- position through the Actors' Fund
tures, tableaux, specialties, costume of America, which this season beand scenic displays, with a touch of gan to place oldtime actors In conburlesque here and there, and the genial Jobs and to care for them
catchy strain of a single song "Mary in time of need.
Ryan" running through It, along
musical comedy lines. The management claims, none of the principals MUTUAL WHEEL CHANGES
has ever been seen before in burlesque; at any rate they were new Three Weeks Added, Two Dropped
—Rush's 8how Starts
faces to Kansas City.

the ensembles look like
arranged affaire, and one

oi

gets tin idea that the pieces
carried
ver from some former first
Ing organization.
The alphabet
>

Tho "Trip to Hitland" act of a
sextet of songwriters will probably
reorganize in a month or two afflPt
Hobby Jones leaves fcjaranac Lake,
where he Is recuperating nicely.
Jones has been there now six weeks.
Gilbert Dodge also helped break up
the act by committing matrimony,
but now that the honeymoon is over
the

act

will

shortly

reorganize.

Meantime the songsmiths are confining themselves strictly to writing.

Spencer teamed up with Al
this week for a "vaudetour In the Interim.

Otis

Wohlmann
ville

Maxwell Greenberg. formerly dior the orchestra at the
Pastime. Union Hill, N. J., recovered $4,500 in a suit brought against
Irving Kose. proprietor of the thearector

for

tre,

$10,000

for

false

arrest.

Greenberg was arrested In 19
charged with breaking and entering
another
musician's
locker
and
1 1>.

taking his violin.

For the second time within a
the awnings In the Strand
building adjoining the Waterson.
Berlin & Snyder suite experienced

month

damage by

lire

Monday.

As

before,

the blaze was caused by a careless
cigarette.

concert singer, of 279 Henry street,
Brooklyn. N. Y.. left tin estate not
The District Attorney's office.
exceeding $15*000 in pc. on ally and
no will when she died May 9 last. Los Angeles, announced that Hoi
according to her husband. Otto L. lu-rt Kawlinson. picture star, would
not have to answer the complaint
Fischer, of 468a McOonough street
Hrooklyn, N. Y.. in his application made by Dorothy Clark and her
for letters of administration upon mother.
the property, which was granted to
The hearing of tho breach of
him by the I&ngfl County Surrogate's Court last week. Mrs. Fischer, promise suit brought by Evan Bursurvived only by her husband and rows Fontaine against Cornelius
two children, was C5 years old, for Vanderhilt Whitney has been ndmany years an active member of jouxned until Oct. 4 In the Schenecthe Brooklyn Diinun V'ereln. and of tady (N. Y.) Supreme Court.
thelhooklyn Arion Singing Society,
Jay Witmark, returning from tin
and. because of her failure to leave
a will, her property passes over extended western trip, reports optiequally between her husband and mistic business as regards the wit*
two children, ufter the deduction of mark catalog.
all expenses, such as the funeral,
Edith Althoff (AlthofT Sisters In
administration, creditors and ad'"Kose Girl" unit) has composed two
ministrator's commissions.
novelty piano solos, which Jack
Mills Is publishing.
.

By direction of Surrogate Cohalan
of New York, Anthony P. Ludden of
233 Hroadway was last week ap-

HOWARD AGREEMENT
Argument on the order

to

John Conard has Joined Ager, Ycl& Dornstein ns sales manager.

len

pointed transfer tax State appraiser
of the estate left by Amelia Hem- fc
merle, late mother of Kuth Hemmerle. harpist with Henry's Melodious Sextet, for the purpose of
assessing whatever taxes, if any,
may be due to the State under tho V^

BURLESQUE ROUTES

!

WILL BE FOUND ON PACE
Thirl u-six in This Insuc

•if

COLUMBIA'S ADVERTISING
The Columbia, New York,

show

started

cause why Tom Howard should not an advertising campaign last week
with the Saturday and SuncUy
be restrained In continuing at the
newspapers, carrying considerably
Minsky Brothers' Park music hall larger ad space for the Columbia
stock company on the ground Harry than heretofore.
Hastings alleges a prior contract,
Something affected the Columbia
was heard before Justice Callaghan business last week, opinion being
Mae Marvin, the prima donna, a
in
the Brooklyn Supreme Court divided among Columbia people as
Several changes will be made In
tall Spanish looking beauty, simply
Decision was reserved to whether the opening of Mlnsky's
ran away with her songs, stopping the Mutual wheel route within the Monday.
Park music hall with stock burthe show with her specialty and next two weeks. The Scenic. Paw- after submission of briefs.
Harry Hastings Attractions, the lesque, or the Central, diagonally
again in the second act with 'Old tucket, R. I., goes into the wheel as
a new week stand Oct. 2, with Pat plaintiff, claims a three years' conPal."
across the square on Broadway,
Opening with a prolog In which Whtle's "Daisies" the opening at- tract with Howard expiring 1924. starting with Shubert vaudeville.
The Majestic, Wilkes- The plaintiff's testimony consists
"Tho Plays tho Thing" was de- traction.
and with Webor and Fields, had
barre,
starts as a Mutual wheel
clared by a couple of actors who
know how to speak lines, the show stand, the following week. Oct. 9, chiefly of newspaper "notices" of caused a noticeable falling off at tho
Minsky
the
"Burlesques"
show,
with
the
"Pepper
Pots."
Columbia. The biggest drop noted
The
Fammoved rapidly with the smoothness
of a picture.
The cat ballet on a ily, Rochester, also starts Act. 2, wherein Howard Is acclaimed the was at the matinees.
leading comic of the production.
roof top. with a couple of living pic- with the "Hello Jake Girls."
The Columbia's extra advertising
The Duquesne, Pittsburgh, drops Hastings, through James A. Tlmony, is to be continued to combat the
ture tableaus (shown through a
special vision drop) was so dif- off the Mutual wheel at the end of states he developed Howard and "opposition."
The Ohio one nlghters, through being deprived of the
ferent from the usual burlesque the week.
opening the audience began to take Akron, Fremont. Elyria and San"TALK OF TOWN" REOPENS
notice.
"Neisy Neighbors." worked dusky, constituting a week, drop out actor's services his own burlesque
show must suffer through inferior
with an apartment house drop, with also this week.
The reconstructed "Talk of the
The Ed. Rush show "Georgia substitutes.
the
principals
in
the
windows,
The defense maintains in brief Town," formerly operated by Irons
started the laughs but was not Peaches," a new one for the Mutual
He
damages, and turned over by
overdone.
Quickly following came now rehearsing, beings at tho Plaza, that Hastings accepted Howard's
them by agreement with the Colum"Garden Of Hoses. " the nearest to a Hpringlleld, Oct. 9.
notice of a cancellation clause. This
bia
AmuHement Co. to Harry Strouse,
regular musical number in the show.
Hastings denies.
Large crinolines were worn by the
reopened on the Columbia wheel at
COLUMBIA DID $7,300
girls, and extremely large ones by
Ithaca,
N. Y., Monday.
irons
The reand
damage's
"Town
the four representing the different
Leaping to Omaha
vised cast Is tie follows:
Franz
Scandals'* did approximately $7, 300
colors. Mary Lee appeared here for
IV lc & Kolb'fl new Columbia Marie Texas, Patsy Oilson, Pep
at the Columbia. New York, last
the first time In a neat and well
show,
Bedford,
J.
Paul
West,
week.
"Hippity
Du
open
will
Ball
and
Hop,"
for
The "Sliding" Billy Watson
executed ckysslcal toe dance, and
McKenaie, Jamas Parker and Jack
d a bn il. -in at Reading next Monday
the number went over for a real en- show the week previous grotthree
Gibson.
with two or
other one nlghtRene and Florence about $h,ooo.
core. -Misses
were Tiext and put the crowd in a
Charles B. Murphy and Charles
Last week marked the start 61 ers, to he played en route to Omahn,
good humor with "Happy Moments." two forms of competition the Columre the show starts its Columbia Fagan remain with the show as
The Trolly Car stunt was the only bia has not had to rope with here- u heel route Oct. 9.
principal comics, Hurtig & Beamon
bit not new here but it was worked
hold an Interest with Strouse in the
tofore, Mlnsky's Bark playing its
with many new thoughts and pieces
sliow, which is played on one of
first full week of stock burlesque,
of business,
Maurice Cain Re«^vftred
Columbia leased franchises.
One ,r tie' brightest spots of the and the Weber and Fields unit
Maurice Cain (Cain & Davenport).
entertainment followed when Miss starting off Shuhert vaudeville oh
imbia producer and executive in
Marvin stepped out in front of the r.i oadway «t the Central.
REVISING "CHUCKLES"
the
Hurtig He Seamen office, repatent lea k> r di op
nd put over
Jean Bedlnl's "Chuckles of 192.
turned to his desk this week after a
four
lei
:n
for
j ing
'EURLFSQUE" AT A DIME
course of revision last
underwent
•hri' weeks absence, due to a nermore.
I'i't burgh, Sept.
\\ei
7
"A^Bjf'
of tho
in Montreal, with the re-mnk«
oils hrcik-down.
The Hiioiiesne where \fn tu.tl bur.-' di
nml—rwwtw i "—?{' "
fo lowed
It
ic-a:
on in F'.oston
'ii
in
wu
pat is,
Including n
been cxp< rTmehting «lnc<
this week, in accordance with orioi
Stone and Pillard at Park
go' m..:iprllgi Ima ge the .•'ait
the Reason, has dlscon
Columbia
ders
sued
the
by
Amu
y>
i.e.
and
The tit '•
• >rge Stone f>nd
linucd advertising <n the dailies, and
Etta Pillard go merit Co. censors.
w as wt 11 r< ndered b)
idon !'•••.remission
of
Minsky
fee
the
l*;itk
ri
music ii
Bedlnl personally supervised tie' DU
net t, a good
singIl ;
;ih que
Iocs nexi Monday.
making over of the show.
.u,.
jn it a littli
anoth( r re- dime Is counting on a. transient
The team was engaged fOT four
"Chuckles" corned into l\i- Cofummarkable dance given hy Miss I.ee. draw -and ao far his been g<
The costumes and settings v. n
with n i'o io
option
bin
New Sfork, next weak*
1
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Several
specially

Inherltan e tax laws.
Mrs. Ilcrnmerle, survived only by her daughter, residing at 3o Bolton road, died
without leaving a will on May 9. A
short tune after her daughter had
herself appointed administratrix of
the estate, which she saal amounted
to about |3.000 in realty and about
$500 In personalty. In her application for the adminst ration letters,
Miss llemmerle gave her age as U7.
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OUTDOOR AMUSEMENTS

Friday, September 20, 1922

awe

NYE TELLS CARNIVALS
TO CLEAN UP OR QUIT

B. H.

—

Must Stop
Outdoor Showman Speaks Plainly About Carnival Conditions
Passing Counterfeit Money, Assaulting Young Girls, Bribing Officials,
Bootlegging, Fixing and Arranging Assignations Nye Says It All

—

,

.

Charleston,

W.

and that state is to be pitied
next season when the little outfits
will be looking for out-of-the-way
spots to work. The Pittsburgh mill
districts were a great field for the
grafters, but those spots are "being
closed tight. Soon there w.ll be no
placo to go for the Junk outfits. The
car owners and the tent manufacturers holding mortgages will take

Vs., Sept. 25.

The
nival

efforts to clean

game

will

up the car-

bear fruit

in

the

and larger towns, but 1 predict that for a long time to come
the smaller spots and mining towns

cities

continue to be debauched by
'49 camps and strong joints.
I get
many a good laugh out Vf the situation, especially when I read the
printed communications of some of
the raw carnival managers.
All
bunk and camouflage.
For several seasons I handled the
advance of carnivals and my experience was varied. One company
that I represented came out of winter quarters short of money and
used a very unique method to get
will

railroad transportation.

The man-

ride the train to tho junction point,

being a two-road move, with ad-

ditional transportation to pay at the
junction. By the time the train arrived at the connecting road the
invited merchant had been filled

with Virginia moonshine and was
persuaded to write a check for the
necessary cash.
Another manager goes broke season after season, and in tho winter
season his wife reads palms, saving
her income to finance the spring
opening. This same manager owed

me

$271 and prevailed upon ml to
give him a receipt in full for $200,
saying he had to account to his wife
for the full amount and he wanted a
little personal cash in his pocket
and that he would remit the balan.ee.
I still hold the sack for $71.

Another manager for whom I
worked hired a thug to beat up one
of the independent show managers,
and he himself was accustomed to
beat up workingmen when they
asked for meal tickets.
One socalled Sunday school show carried
p. c. wheels, sold whiskey on the
privilege
car and short -changed
everybody in settlements.
It's a great big dirty racket and
!s killing itself yery rapidly, but, us
I said above, the smaller spots will

-

suffer for a long time to come.
One .by one they will go to the
wall.
A collector for a tent company told mo that he visited seven
or eight shows on a collecting tour
and did not get enough to finance
his trip.
It is going to be a big job to clean
them up. Personally I do not think
the majority will ever be cleaned
up. I think that they will quit the

of Clarence A. Worth has shaken the carnival field.
With his passing the outdoor show
world has lost its foremost pidheer.
He was aggressive, liberal and ever
active.
Modification, improvement
and progress were almost foremost
in the mind of this human dynamo,
who was rightly named by some
back their properties and one by "The Little Giant."
ways interested in sports and
one tho Bunko Greater and Grabit
amusoments, he became a baseball
United outfits will die and be forA
few of the executive heads of player and later manager of a travgotten.
From the
eling girl ball team.
the C. A. Wortham enterprises
Ono ride owner who candidly James C. Simpson, Fred Beekman, amusement park ho drifted into caracknowledged that his rides were Walter Stanley, Bevery White, Bill nivals and soon became a partner of
only used to camouflage his Joints Floto, Jack Haden, Al Tinsch, Harry Tom W. Allen, with a well equipped
stored his stuff this week. He is a Hoper, Dave Morris and H. B. "Doc" outfit known as the "Wortham and
grifter and doesn't know how to op- Danville every one of them expe- Allen Shows." He secured the coerate his rides to get money.
rienced, capable, tried and trusted operation of C. W. Parker, manuIf a man robbed a bank oC$100,- showmen.
facturer of amusement devices, and
000 and bought a circus, that would
soon launched the "Clarence A.
not mako him a shrewd showman,
The International Association of Wortham Shows." In 1916 he was
and I contend that tho organization Fairs and Expositions will hold its operating the C. A. Wortham Shows,
supported by graft is not an amuse- 1922 meeting at Toronto Nov. 29-30. the Great Wortham Shows and
ment enterprise, but a thieving Headquarters will be at tho King Greater Alamo Shows, all with winproposition. The man who operates Edwar 1 Hotel.
This is the first ter quarters at San Antonio, where
a cooch show is not as good us i tltwi the fair secretaries have ever ho had acquired many friends and
landlady of a disorderly house; the met outside of the United States, where he was held in high esteem.
man who let** his wife work in a the meetings heretofore having been
Events moved fast with C. A.
cooch show should bo hanged along held at Chicago. Fair secretaries Wortham. Soon he had corralled all
with other degenerates in the busi- from all over tho Union will attend, of the worth while fuirs and exposiness.
Jtogether with the owners, managers tions in the Southwest and on the
Now let's see it cleaned up by the and agents of all of the biggest and Pacific eoast. He gathered about
only men who can do it— the man- best carnival organizations in the him a staff of managers and agents
of the highest caliber and he paid
agers. Stop the graft, run away the country.
He employed execureal salaries.
prostitutes you have in your show,
ability and of
get rid of the unmarried couples
1,372,500 people paid admission to tives of real business
in your outfit, see that local TJlrls the grounds at the- Toronto Exposiand women are not insulted, cut tion this year, 100,000 over any past
out the hotel lobby chatter, be de- record.
DORIS SUES RAILROAD
cent even if it's an effort, set the
example yourself and make everyThe
city authorities closed all of Carnival Wants $8,200 Damage for
body live up to *it, give tho clean the
Locomotive Spark
games of chance, including mergame a chance to prove t.'sclf, and chandise wheels, at the Kentucky Fire Caused by
then if you can't make a thing
Kansas City, Sept. 27.
State Fair at Louisville. The fair
honestly, try going to work.
is operated by the state.
G. Carney
John F. Lazla, owner of the
It's up to the executives—act and
Cross, the fair secretary, made all "Mighty Doris Exposition Show?,"
act quickly— or good-bye.
efforts to fix things, but without filed suit here this week against the
D. Jl. Nye.
avail.
Cnlon Pacitlc Railroad Company for
$8,200 damages.
May
family
were
Wirth
and
The suit is the outcome of a fire
MONKEY FOR DEBT
:unong the attractions at the Ken- the shows suffered in winter quarParis, Sept. A.
tucky State Fair tbjs year.
ters last April, which the plaintiff
The chimpanzee Zizi Bamboula,
chums was caused by a spark from
seized by the authorities at the railHe
Johnny J. Jones' Exposition will a Union Pacific locomotive.
road depot here on the failure of her
owner to pay debts, was sold last again furnish the midway attrac- asks for $6,200 for the equipment
for the delay
and
$2,000
destroyed
week' by auction in the depot and tions at the State Fair of Alabama,
in getting the show started on the
realized 5,050 francs ($320).
at Birmingham. October 2-7. Jones
road.
The Caron circus, of Canada, is a strong favorite there, and has
bought the animal which will form playetj the fair many times.
part of the troupe during the presRINGLING-B. B. IN S0UTH
ent world tour.
It Is said that Will H. Weider has
The Ringling-Barnum-Bailey cirformed a partnership with M. L. cus is moving irregularly through
Mathews, of the M. L. Mathews, to the south next week and up to the
Main Closes Next Week
The Walter L. Main circus, which launch the Weider and Mathews middle of October. Instead of playopened in Havre de Grace, M<1. Fashion Plate shows for the sea- ing through Texas as usual it

am

|

game under pressure and many a
manager will be back peddling
badges and novelties when the next
season opens. You cannot possibly
reform dyed-in-the-wool crooks, and
that is what is the matter with the
carnival business.
The crimes, largo and small, of
tho carnival attaches Include almost
everything on the calendar— stealing towels, beating restaurant! and
girls,
hotel*.
assaulting
young
spreading counterfeit money, bribing
officials, bootlegging, "fixing" by arranging assignations of officials and
cooch dancers, and many other petty
offenses,
(liven

enough rope a calf will
hang Itself. The ''lucky boys" had
plenty of rope and now the end is
sight.
In
The average carnival

excursions
into
April 22, closes at Crisfteld. Md..
Louisiana and Arkansas before runOct. 7. The/ show, which has played
territory.
Gulf
ning
to
the
of
Deputy
sheriffs
closed
all
a whole season close to the Atlantic
The show is set for New Orleans
eaboard, is said to have enjoyed a strong joints and money games at
the
notably prosperous tour. Next sea- the annual fair at Wellston, Mo. Oct. 15-16, coming south on
Missouri Pacific lines from Misson it is announced it will open at last week.
involves
unusual
route
souri.
The
Havre de Grace (winter quarters)
long jumps, notably from
April 20.
Englewood, N. J., declares that no several
more carnival licenses will be Lake Charles, La., to San Antonio.
Tex., a distance of 354 miles, over
granted there without rigid invesSunday, Oct. 8. The coming SunACTS
tigation of the attractions.
day (Oct. 1) also is a 2C5-mlle
Mike Coakley and Lew Hanvey
movement from Shreveport, La., to
have reunited for vaudeville. Tin y
The World's Standard Shows will
were fornv rly members of the three close tho season at Glasgow, N. B., Fort Smith, Ark.
It is possible that the movement
act Coakley, Hanvey and Dunleavy. Canada, the second week in Octoa blackface .standard turn of a d< •<• ber, when the equipment will be of the John Robinson show through
its favorite territory in the South
ado ago.
shipped to Boston^ Mass.. where has had something
to do with this
Paul Cunningham ;.nd Flo Ben- winter quarters are being arrange
unusual Itinerary.
with a Paul Specht- booked
j ett,

I
j

'

J

Shows,
Cincinnati, Sept.

1

27.

Clarence A. Wortham, aged 41,
one of the best knqwn and wealthiest carnival and circus owners in
tho world, died here suddenly Sunday of appendicitis. He had been ill
only sinco last Thursday. An operation performed at the German Deaconess Hospital proved ineffectual.
Wortham was taken ill in his room
at the Hotel Havlin. One of his
shows was filling a five days' en-

gagement

|

j

|

:

,

in Cincinnati at the time.
Wortham prospered with almost
Aladdin-like suddenness. Ho was a
showman only 12 years, yet at his
death was rated the largest owner
of carnivals. He had nine shows and,
3.500 persons were in his employ.
Wortham had contracts to supply
amusements for many leading fairs.
The body was taken to the family
home, Danville, 111., by the widow,
Mrs. Bella Wortham. When he came
to Cincinnati, Wortham apparently
was in the best of health.

CIRCUSES CLASH AGAIN
and Sells-Floto Shows
Opposed in Arkansas

Ringling

The Ringling Bros.-Barnum Bailey
and

Sells-Floto

the

outfit,

which

played almost identical routes down
the Pacific coast, come together for
one stand next week. Sells plays
Little Rock, Ark., Monday and tho
Ringling tops show Tuesday. After
that the two routes separate, SellsFloto working south into Alabama
and Tennesseo and the Ringlings
moying back into Texas.
the
Hagenbeek
and
Wallace
smaller Sparks shows are working
through tho Carollnas. the routes
crossing at several points. Sparks
played Wilson, N. C, yesterday

and makes Wilmington
while the Hagenbeek
show plays these towns Oct. 4 and
28)

"TSept.

tomorrow,
9,

respectively.

COMPLAIN AGAINST MIDWAY
Detroit, Sept. 87.

Charges that the 19i'2 exposition
Michigan State Fair, held recently in Detroit, harbored lewd and
indecent shows in its midway concessions have been made by Esra
Levin, director of -tho bureau of
agriculture.
Georgo W. Dickinson,
of the

fair, denies the
charges and contends that the Detroit police commissioner, Governor
Groesbcck and other stat" and city

secretary of the state

Officials

wero on the grounds and

made no complaints of the manner
in which the midway was conducted.
Levin laid particular stress on the

ideshoW advertised as "Amy," or
tin- Hawaiian dancers, or the "Vampire,';

or

"The Mystic

from

Stuff

Paris."

for.

orchestra.

doomed.

office).

good picking for the grafting out-

several

NEW

The Musical Maids, a female j. v/.v.
band, organized by Specht.
Snyder's Orchestra, organized by
Paul Specht.
Grace Leigh In "Between the
Acts," with Josephine Fox. Grace
and they will survive; the others are Fox. Ralph Belmont (Jos. Hariri
bc,rn

makes

son of 1923.

is so short-sighted that he
cannot or will not sec his way out.
He wonders why his miserable llttte no good shows fail to get money
and says he must steal to live.
The few who put on worthwhile
shows are businessmen of brains,

manager

West Virginia had always

The death

—

ager invited a local merchant to
It

OUTDOOR ITEMS

fits

Kditor Variety:

Clarence A. Wortham died Sept. long show experience. In these rrieq
he put his faith.
a Cincinnati hospital following
A year or so ago he became inter,
an operation for appendicitis. Ills ested in summer parks and placed
death means a bitter loss to the car- riding and amusement devices in
nival world, which was staggered them all over the country. This season he had operated two shows,
when tho news became known.
World's Greatest and
It was well known Mr. Wortham Wortham's
had not been himself for some time, Wortham's World Best. That he was
interested
in other shows
financially
was
so
end
the
imagined
but few
is known, but there aro no details
near.
extent.
what
manager
to
His career as a carnival
He was aver a firm believer in
was brief but spectacular, and in the
span of a few brief years C. A. clean and high grade amusement
Wortham jumped from an obscure and was in full accord with the
^
equal ownership in one small show present clean up movement.
No information is obtainable as to
to the biggest owner of show property in the outdoor amusement field tho future policy of tho shows, althat the
t
it is understood
and into, a popularity among show- j though
Bros, of the SlVapp Bros.*
S
metn, fair secretaries and civic offl- Snapp
Shows and brothers-in-law of the
cials all over the United States.
Clarence Wortham was born in deceased, will become interested
Parls^ Texas, about 41 years ago, along with John T. Wortham. now
but later lived at Danville, III. Al- managing tho John T. Wortham
24 at

Walter Jamca and

Billy

Smythe.

two-act.

CIRCUS ROUTES

BUY BEN WALLACE ESTATE
Chicago, Sept.

27.

Muggivan, Ballard & Bowers lately purchased tho Ben Wallace estate
at Peru, Indiana.
The estate i3 being cleared and
work will be begun at once on a
row of buildings to cost $l.*j0,000.
which will bo used as the winter
quarters of all the M. B. and B.
enterprises.

Gollmar Bros.
& Bailey
Nacogoches, Tex.; 30,
Sept. 29, Woodward, Okla
30,
2, Fort Smith.
Anthony, Kan.; Oct. 2, Blaekwcll.
Ark.; 3, Littlo Rock; 4. Pine Bluff; Okla.; 3, Ponca Cltv; 4, Fredoma,
Monroe, La.; fi, Alexandria; 7. Kan.; 5, Nowata, Okla.; G. SaliaLake Charles.
saw; 7, Ozark, Ark.
Ringling Bros.-Barnum
Sept.

29,

;

Shreveport, La.; Oct.
."i,

Sells-Floto

CHICAGO CONCESSION
COMPANY
AND CATERING
JAMES

McGRATH, President
8 South Dearborn Street
Phone Randolph 1537

CHICAGO

ENGAGEMENTS
The Astalres are engaged fur the
new Dillingham production, "Hunch
.md Judy," and not the new Hitch-

Sept. ?9, Tulsa, Okla.; .",0, Independence, Kan.; G<H. 2, Little Rock,
Ark.; 3, Forest City
J^jkson,
4,
Tenn.; Ci, Nashville; C, Hunwsville,
Ala.; 7, Chattanooga.
;

Sparks
Sept. 20. Warsaw. N. C .; 30, Wilmington; Oct. 2, Maacon; 3, Banford;
4. Gree nsbor o:
5.
Mt. Marcv: 6.
Lexington; 7, Salisbury.

Walter

cock show, as reported.

John E. Walker and Leda Brrol,
for three years, by Chas. B. Maddock, Both of the players are now
in a Maddock vaudeville production.
Llppa Taft for "Demi -Virgin."
,

Hagenbeek -Wallace
llighpoint, N. C; 10,
Wellington; Oct. 2. Durham;
3,
Tlah inh: 4. Wilson; I, Greenville;
Sept.

6,

29,

Kingston;

7,

Ooldsboro.

L.

Main

3'\
Sept.
Coatesville.
I 'a.;
29,
Phoenlxville; Oct. t, DWer, Del.; 3,
r>,
B<
Saston, Md.; 4, Cambridge;
7,
,'ord, 1X1.;
Salisbury, Md.J
C,

Criivillt,

X

v
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OUTDOOR AMUSEMENTS

Friday, September 29, 1922

OBITUARY

"GUN MOBS" OR PICKPOCKETS,

CARL DENTON LOTHROP

—

—

—

Columbus"; with
Leonard Merrick, "The Elixir of
Life," and "My Innorcnt Roy." With
Louis Park,
1..
wrote the Drury
Lane drama, "Tii.» Qre&t Day."

the Neurological Institute,
New fork. Death followed an
operation for tumor on the brain.
He was 51 years o!d. born In Portland, Oregon, and began his theatrical career as manager of ths
Howard Atheneum, Boston, as a
young man. lie joined the Keith

OUTDOORS' STANDING EVIL
Dangerous Element When "Protected" Not Permitted on Lot by Honest Showmen Impossible to
Operate at Length Otherwise Bad Business for
Those Who "Stand In"

Little Christopher

Denton Lotlwop died Sept.

Carl

N

SOUTH AFRICA

at

Boston

staff in

•

»'

t!u>

i

ROWLAND BUCKSTONE
Rowland

of the

start

London, Sept. IS
Buckstons died here
home,
He was the son of the

Sept. \} in a private nursing

aged

flu.

Vaudeville business in that great J. R. Ruckstone. who was
for
some t8 years ago. He was many years the manager of the
By H.
manager of Keith's, Boston, the Haymarket. Since 1884 he had bean
original Keith house, for a number
Capetown, Aug.
seen but little on the English stage
The 1922 musical comedy com- of years,
and had practically made America
pany, under the direction of African
The flee eased became associated his home. Up to the end of April
Theatres, opened at the opera house
with
the Koore & Wiggins Inter ests In* was with Julia Marlowe and E.
Aug. 15 with "A Night Out," drawing a good house. The piece carries about 13 years ago, representing H. Sothern.
simply the well-known comedy, supReturning to England for a holiplemented by a few musical items.
day in May, he was seized with
IN l.OVINO MKMOKY OF OUR
Vocal numbers are poor in quality.
the illness which terminated fatally.
Dearly Beloved llruther and I nclr,
and dancea too few and of no great
Hlfl first appearance on the stage
merit. Coniflgsby Brlerley put over
was at the Royal, Edinburgh, in
the laughs and made all the run1877,
when he played Jack Slang in
ning for the fun. Dorothy O'Shann
"She Stoops to Conquer" to his
did well. The rest filled in satisfac.
father's
Tony Lumpkin. He then
torily.
"The Little Dutch Girt** is
Whs I\isse<l on October 2d, 1921
noted for next production.
Joined
the
Chippendale comedy
company and was principal comeVaudeville at Tivoli fills the bill
MATTIE
for light stuff.
Business is good.
dian for three years. At the Duke's
and
Week Aug. 16. — Julian Hose. Hehe played In the production of "Tinbrew comedla*h (3d week), draws
New Rabylon." At the Prince of
laughs.
PlntO, contortionist, clever
Wales' he created' the part of Basil
and neat. De Wilfred, xylophone,
Angel Brothers, acrobats. them in Now York, and supervising CJlorgiono in "The Colonel" in 1881.
fair..act.
Decina and the bookings for the Temple, De- Ho then^Joined the Sadler* Wells
of outstanding merit.
company under the management of
Eddie McLean, Australian dancers,
Mrs. Bateman. In 1882 he played
an act managers should grip, for troit, and Temple, Rochester.
He was a member of the Masonic Knickerbocker in the opera "Rip
these dancers have grace, novelty
and smartness* George lord, Aus- order and an Elk.
He also held Van Winkle." In 1883 he revived
tralian juggler, along Cihquevalll membership In the Lambs. New "She Stoops
to Conquer* at the
lines, and deserve* cr.edit.
York Athletic Club. Mount Vernon
Week Aug. 23.— Ethel Hook, con- Country Club and Dunwoodie Strand.
tralto, assisted by Arthur Argent,
Country Club. A widow, Leila V.
baritone, and Edith Page, pianist,
ALLAN KELLY

Keith
city

HANSON

'.'4.

Where
amoks.

crowds there arc knife or razor, with which he would,
most common type of with dexterity, cut out the entire

there are
Tin*

crook to be found operating in big
is the pickpocket, variously
known in the vernacular of the un"guns,"
"cannons,"
:<s
derworld
"dips," etc. The circus has for long
carried the reputation of having
"stood in" with these ruffians, and
•baring in the ill-gotten gain.; or

pocket with all of its contents, a
painless operation for the innocent
party being stung.
At the big fairs there are always
crowds and always p'.enty of spots
for the pickpockets to operate.
At
night time they put on a grand
finale.
With the illuminated balloon
who races, the aeroplane stunts, the high
unscrupulous footpad,
the-'work with impunity all over the dives and the spectacular firework
Show grounds, as well as inside of display, It's pie for the gun mobs.
hows. The rubes, entranced with
and side
the menagerie
the
where there are standing crowd* beauty of the pyrotechnic display,
which the "gun mobs," with the ntand immovable, their eyes glued to
help of their "tools" and "etaUs." the skies, anil while they enjoy the
|

crowds

:

are easily able to get at and roll wonders of the scene, the "dips"
with ease and impunity.
are quietly but surely relieving them
The circus has always been a of their bank rolls.
favorite rendezvous with the- pickIt may be said, in all fairness to
The shows remain but the show managers of both circuses
pockets.
one day In town, and the "dips" and carnivals, that it does happen,

*w>* able to make a cleaying, slip
and frequently, some fresh "gun
of town on a passenger train. mob" will stall on the lot and make
by automobile or by interurban car, "sneak pitches" (working without
and avoid arrest.
privilege or permit), but it is seldom
Tiio show's "Dick" (detective.) is
they get far and they soon get run
always in touch with the local off the lot.
police and is# on the inside as to
No showman will tolerate a gang
how the ground lays, so that, in
working right on his very
case of a bad squawk and a chance of thieves
taking away good money
of the show being followed up by lot and
his nose.
under
from
What the
the police, the "gun mobs" lie low
pickpockets are getting, the side
for a day or two, or* until the word
concessions
might
be getshows
or
la passed all is O. K.
The pickpocket, though not so ting, and any old time a gang of
a
work
around
allowed
to
often seen on the carnival lot, is "dips" is
circus or a carnevertheless no stranger to the mid- show, either with a
way. At the big state fairs he is nival, it's dollars to doughnuts the
show is in on it, and that someone
often very much in evidence.
is getting his.
It would be unfair to accuse the
Hard to Do Business With
carnival manager of any sort of an
thieves,
although
affiliation with the
The "dip" naturally is unreliable
it is known he has been here and
and unscrupulous to do business
there gui'.ty of direct partnership.
with, as many a circus and carnival
There are plenty of known cases man has cause to remember. Time
where the "cannons" were actually and time again, they have come on
connected with the shows, usually the lot with a strong letter of inN
as concessionnaires or concession- troduction from some well known
nalres' agents and helpers. Arrests grlfter and a hard luck story. With
have been made from time to time, tears In their eyes, they beg to be
where it has been conclusively allowed to go to work, making all
proven the "guns" were actually kinds of promises. With more good
connected with the show. Although heart than judgment, some mandifficult to connect the management agers will let them start. Let them
of the organization with the "dips." rip and tear, ruin the name of the
"gun mobs" have been often carried show and rob its patrons, more often
by carnivals, and although not on than not, inviting them to eat in
the job all of the time, they took the cook house.
the side shows and midways when
What's the answer? As soon as
the biggest crowds nre on hand, the crowds in the big top are seated
plying their work on the crowded for the night show, the "cannons"
street cars which bring the crowds sneak off the lot, take a rattler and
to the lot.
blow town, leaving the show manPickpockets in Groups
ager flat. It's an old story, and a
Show pickpockets, like most true one: "Play with fire and you'll
others, usually work in groups or get burned." It is doubtful If there
'mobs," one man doing the actual ever was a show, either circus or
work, while the others rustle and carnival, that had any dealings with
jostle the victim, skillfully holding pickpockets that didn't have both
him in. position while the "tool" or trouble, worry and grief through
"wire" (slang terms for operators) them.
grabs the "poke" or "leather."
A good "gun mob" on a big day
As
soon as the roll is clean from the can easily steal from $500 to $3,000
includes
This
even
more.
mark's "kick," it is swiftly switched or
considered
(diamonds^,
to another member of
the mob, "stones"
which at once "splits out" or legitimate loot.
"sloughs," to meet at some near-by
Do they come clean to the show?
and convenient point, where opera- Do they turn this money In to the
They always
tions are resumed.
office?
Not quite.
'Toke" after "poke" and "leather" have a hard luck story and every
Is
a rotten one for them.
after "leather" are grabbed during day
The show, which bears the real
the forenoon while the crowds are
making their way to the lot. By burden and jeopardizes its name,
(crowds) rarely gets half what Is coming to
this
"tips"
time,
the
around the ballyhoos are ripe. Soon It, and even then it Is dirty money.
The partnership of anyone conthe mobs can work the inside of the
Bide shows. All "pokes" and "leath- nected with an open air show with
ers" (poke is, a purse; a leather a a thief places the show in the same
pocket bonk or billfold) as well ns category as the thief; the crook
should be sent away and the man
all superfluous articles are sloughed
or made away with.
The "dips'* of the show or those standing in
make a practice of never stealing should go along.
If there Is ever an outdoor alliwatches or retaining ladies' bags or
ance of any significance and with
other identifiable articles.
oi^t

HART

HOWARD REDMOND

I

return

10.—-Madge Bilton and
Max. comedy. Inez and Dolly St.
Vincent, dancers. Weir and Poole,
burlerque act.
Colin and John
Campbell, musical. Zona and Mll-

Morvana, pianist.
comedy.
George Hurd.
Allen Doone. the Irish actor, assisted by Edna Keeley and Co.,
opens Sept. 6 at the TjvoII in an
Irish playlet. "Sweet Molly O."
Nathan Harrison, a Cape Town
produce dealer, was granted a di-

roy,

vorce against his wife, Uayna Harrison, who eloped with a must': hall
Enrico Palmetto, at the Tivoli
some time ago. Rayna wrote Nathan that the life she wished for
she is having, and if she was his
(Nathan's) own she could not have
it.
The eloping couple booked passage to India as Mr. and Mrs.
Palmetto,
information
but
was
handed to the captain, and he turned

artist.

days when

women wore

the seams of their
there was the single-handed
M
cann©n H r»r 'm.»H buzzer." Ail on
BS
In
worked with n sharp
in

<>r
Five hundred thoui and bi !••
cotton over
year's < i"i» is the
Ai.it..
report
government
for
ma
•"
Thi- should help
some,
'

them and

'

their

Allan Kelly, member of the Violet
Reason and Co. act, died Sept. 3 in
a dressing room at the Majestic.

Sept.

in

13.

IN MKMOKY Of
Oar Ileloved I'»l miuI Brother

WILLIAM

Central Valley, N. Y.

M«V»f

Death was due to a long continued
nervous break down that the de-

ALBERT

ceased was stricken with three years

He was

ago.

son of f.
magnate.
"Freddie"

known
l>orn

to

f.

Proctor,

Houston. Texas.
Mr. Kelly was
suddenly stricken with a heart at-

vaudev»«le

was tack and died within 15 minutes.
was He was burled in Houston, after a
and was funeral mass by the Rev. Father

Proctor, as he
theatrical people,

New York

In

and

years^ old,

41

off

the

city,

Identified with his father'H vaude- J. M. K Irwin, Vicar General of Galville interests for a number of years, veston, assisted by Father Crowe,
until Illness caused his retirement. of Sacred Heart Church, of lions
He was general manager of the toni
Proctor Interests about 10 years ago.
supervising theatres, booking matA.
Hi." father F. F. Proctor,
ters, etc.
Roston, Sept. 'J
survives. Although the death Of the
A. Hodge, president of th*
George
had been rumored
junior

GEORGE

proctor

for several days no announcement
of Mr. Proctor's death was made
by the Proctor office until this v. ek.

GEORGE
Johannesburg

R.

SIMS

London, Sept.

7.

Miller.

e started Paragon Park, made
the banner amusement park ot
the South Shore, and after opera)
ing it successful'y for several yearn,
sold It to a syndicate.

later

WILLIAM
William

ORPHEUM— Aug.

14,

Girls, acrobatic dancers:

Mllroy, comedy; pictures.

Aug.

21, Teddy Stream, comedian: Weir
and Poole, burlesque act; pictures.

Arrangements have been concludby the African theatres for a
South African tour early in the new
year of Percy Hutchinson, the English actor-manager.
Plays to be
produced Include "The Luck of the
Navy." "Nightie Night." "Brewster's Millions" and "Bulldog Drunied

raond."

A new

version of the revue, 'The
al the

Peep Show." will be produced
Empire eommencing Ant; 28.

-

-

MKMOKY Or

CARL JAEHNEL
Devoted fathor of

HENRY REGAL
and Moore)
ho departed this Ufa 8ept. IS. 1922
May he rt-ml in paac*.

E3TELLA CHURCHILL

(Keicftt

always found a strong enemy in his
pen; he It was who fought for and
obtained the release from penal
servitude of the Innocent eonvlet
Adolf Peck.
He was a man who
worked hard and played hard.
Among the ploys he wrote "on his
own" were: "Crutch and Toothpick,'' "The Member for Sloeum,"
'Mother-in-law,"
"Flats,"
'The

Half-Way
Duchess,"

Dandy

Durban

MILLER

i

IN l.itMM,

Pan and
Zona and

Week

C.

Miller

C.

died al the
Actors' Fund Home. Staten Island,
N. Y„ September 23. at the ng* of
79.
He made his first appearance
on the stage with F.dwln Booth, and
was last seen In "Just Out of Col
lege."
The last five years of h
career were spent in the films. He
has been living at the Actors' Fund
Home since 1014, with his witt, Jen
nle C. Miller.

23.

"Spangles," although excellent production, feels
effect of depression in trade.
Show
started on last week Aug. 21.

I

it

—

EMPIRE— Revue

DODGE

Eastern Talking M ehing Co., and
identified with several amusement
and hotel interests, died at Whit.
field, N. II., last week after an 111
ness of about a month.
He was
born in Ipswich, Mass., in 1866 and
in 1901 became Inter—ted in Steeple
Chase Park at Nantasket. A ye

I

.Famous as dramatist, novelist,
English, supported by Charles Carson and Co.. started Aug. 14 as last newspaper man, and Inventor of a
week of season, producing "The hair restorer, George U. Sirns passed
Edge o' Beyond," "Polly with a away on the night of Sept. 4. His
Past'' and "The Little
Damozel." last work had been his weekly colGertrude Elliott (Lady Forbes Rob- umn, " Mustard and Cress," for
ertson) and Co., paying return to "The Referee," an article which he
South Africa, opened Aug. 21 with had contributed under all sorts of
"The Sign on the Door." Reports
years, his last copy
received stato the production was a conditions for 45
being
written
on his birthday,
suecess.
Sept.
2.
No
man
was moro uniSTANDARD
Leonard Raync's
supporting
Co.,
Freda Godfrey, versally known than George R.
clever and versatile, staged "'Brown Sims.
He was the novelist and
Sugar" week Aug. 14. "Baby Mine" playwright of the people. Injustice
Aug.

n# Forgot ton by

to

BERT, JOHN, JIM and

•

baggage

MAJESTY'S— Ruby

HIS

Sstslla
Churchill-Norman died
Sept. 19, following an operation at
the Chelsea Hospital, Boston. Miss

Churchill was the drummer of the
Poston Fadettes. an all female musical organization
which toured
vaudeville for several seasons some

wr

WILLIAM

House,"
"The Merry
The Golden Ring." "The

Fifth," "Lights of

rONDKAT REMF.MBRAM
of my t.«>loved hu»band

IN

J.

fteptember

\

D00LEY

2*.

list

ZENA MORIN OOOLEV

London,"

CRITERION—Week Aug. 12, Her- 'The Romany Rye," "The Staircase
bert La Martin- and Partner, danc- of Life," and "The Last Chance."
ing; Arthur Pond, comedian; IVyn with Wilson Barrett he wrote The years ago. Later Miss Churchill did
and Ivy, comedy; Collll and .Toi'.'.i Last Chance"; with Clement Scott, a drumming act alone. Her hue'ampb<
musical,
'Jack In the Pox"; with Sydney band, Henry Norman, survives.
RMPIRH B. o Pi •;>.
Grundy, "The Glass of Fashion";
IMS MAJESTY'** Pi< tl r<
GUY 'SMITH
a partnership with Robert Buchanan
ALHAMRRA — li'tuio
Iffd
to 'The F.n yltHh Ho n e,'' 'The
<;<y Smith, former well knot
lb' at r'\
Trumpet Call," "The Lights of e«.fivi theatre manager, d'ed at I'asaHome," and "The White Rose " With den.i, caiir, September 14, word be
<

i!

i

.

BIRTHS

nd Mrs. Fred

:

t

Lothrop, survives.

boat.

i

•

receptiou.

Week Aug.

!•

'

big

21-24,

(return).

a real purpose, this pernicious practice that has endured for yean with
some open air attraction! should he
wiped out, through the association
if not Otherwise, and if the promotfor this purpose.
ers of the gun mobs have not come
Tin- eun mobs, when "protected," to their lenses by that t.tne.
It's
«"H with impunity and rapidity bad business, its dangerous, more
"VVitn
eVPr
iMtan
so
Inah
at
Id'l'KWiil
III
the show's management on"
r. 1
their side, there i- little chance <»f wise daj h
times.

fll

visit,

Funeral services were scheduled
sail
Aug. 25 for Australia
under engagement. Pinto, Dc Wil- for Friday morning (today) at 11
fred, Daimler and Eadie, comedy o'clock at the Frank Campbell Fu(return).
George Hurd. Zona and neral Church.
Mllroy. comedy (return). Morvana,
Anglo-Roumanian pianist, good reception.
Julian Rose (4th week).
FREDERICK F. PROCTOR, JR.
Pan and Girls, acrobatic dancers
Frederick F. Proctor, Jr., died

They

A favorite way of disposing of
these is by kicking them under the
pits or platforms In the side shows,
or slipping them to some rough
neck with the show, who is at hand

ection.
In the old
their pock

CHENEY
ROBERTA

)

S'al

Sept.
1

Hardiner, it
hospital, Philadi Iphfa,
tughter
Th f i1 hi r bas

tonal

!9,

'i

.,..

'

'

Arthur Shirh y he wrote 'Two Little
Vagabonds," 'The star or Iml
and "The Scarlet Sin"; with
Raleigh, "Th
Guardsmen," "The
M II--. "
I'ncle
John

ing
!

»••

cob

••!

I'.,

his neither in Oil

ind

•

The mother

'

i

'

'

'

U.

of Cornelius

Fellows
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Friday, September 2d, 1922

AT SARANAC

CABARET

By ROBT.

R.

BEDSIDE CHATS

HILL

Saranac Lake, N. T. Sept. 27.
This is the invitation extended to
every reader of Variety by the pro-

BY NELLIE REVELL

t

Ths Rendez-Vous nn West
with

street,

drawing

(illda

card,

Gray

reopened

its

Mm

and backs were their atMr. Smith made a bear
of one bit, where each
chorus girl had a tiny specialty,
and each executed her dance with
the assurance of a veteran. Smith
has done really a dandy bit of stag-

Bare legs
tractions.

number

ing in this

with

its

little

Mills, Inc.; Berlin, Inc ; E. II.
Fred Fisher, Inc.; Witmarks

45th
star

and

Monday Richmond -Bobbins.

night with a snappy little production, carrying Miss dray at its head
with Ave or six of the prettiest girls
any floor show could disclose. Not
the least attractive either was
Gray, who was costumed for each
number. Tho numbers were staged
by Jos. C. Smith. .He put sip and
pep Into them, besides designing
some of the darlingcst and daringest
costumes any revue has shown.

of a

who are now in the
Marks; mountains. Some are here for their
fessional people

The

Garden Re-

entire Marigold

vue, from Chicago, will be taken to
Cincinnati for the banquet at the
annual convention of the Direct
Mail Advertising Association at the
Hotel Gibson the night of Oct. 26.
The cost of the show will be $1,500.
The troupers will return to Chicago
the same night, the round trip being
made by special coach. This will be
the first time a complete show has
been brought to Cincinnati for a
convention. William H. Kaufmann,
chairman of the entertainment committee,

planning "A

is

Bohemia" smoker for Oct.
an "owl," he says.

Night in
25, which

will be

miniature revue

meagre scope and small

A

loosening up somewhat in the
late stringent police observation in
restaurants was slightly observable
this week in
York cabarets. In

floor.

The Rendez-Vous was packed

at

the opening, unquestionably with
the draw credited to Miss Gray. It
can't be attributed to Miss Gray's
current engagement in Zcigfeld's
•'Follies" at the New Amsterdam,
where she is appearing at each performance, for she packed ^he Gil
Boag restaurant to the same bulging proportions before joining the
Ziegfeld show.
But the "Follies"
association is not harming either
Miss Gray as a draw or the restaurant.
It rather bespeaks Miss
Gray's strength as a "Follies" principal, for she Is the first Flo Ziegfeld
has ever engaged with permission
to play an outside engagement. Only
recently Ziegfeld refused permission
for Gallagher and Shean to appear
at tho Knickerbocker Grille, while
they remained with "The Follies."
In the floor revue Miss Gray sings
and dances, mixing her numbers

New

some places where cops had heen
installed, they were no longer noticeable,

taurants

although a few of the resstill had them.
The police

officers detailed to watch for violations in restaurants became very

conscious

of

their

jobs

at times.
They annoyed so many people it
may have been that Anally someone
with sense appreciated the laymen
enemies the unwarranted procedure

was making.
Plantation

reopen

will

with

Newspapers frequently quote people as saying that their favorite
1 must confess I was more or less skeptical as to the
is work.
sincerity of such statements. I, who have had to work all my life, and
merely vacationing. But one and
was
of a family before I was 20, could hardly conceive
the
sole
support
all they are a happy and contented
lot.
And If you do accept their in- of anyone working who did not have to. But now I appreciate what a
vitation, prepare for a surprise. For life-saver work is. Next to health, there is no greater blessing. It cures
instead of the sorrow that you ills of every nature; it is a balm for every woe.
might expect you will And only a
Writing my weekly column has given mo something to think about,
laugh — a laugh that would shame to plan, to anticipate. It has taken my mind off of my funny back, and
many of their brothers and sisters I sincerely believe that my recovery began with the first Bed-Side Chats,
playing on the big time with the
which was a year ago. I used to wish for the time when I would not
whole world in front of them.
So take the Invitation at face have to work. Now that condition I would regard as a calamity.
that
you
value and come. Granted
are busy and can't, hero is what you
I have had more real pleasure out of my column than anything I ever
will find.
wrote. I feel as Jf every reader is a close friend. I try to make it sound
like a personal letter to each of you, and try to picture some of you
Dave Seymour, for the past six
years managing the Pontiac The- reading it to other of my friends who may be near.
It keeps me in communication with the theatrical profession in every
atre Beautiful, in good health and
apparently prosperous, lust elected part of the world, and brings many letters from old friends, some of
whom I feared had forgotten me. It has served to reunite many old
to the vice-pre9idency ot tho corporation controlling the theatre he friends, who have located each other through seeing their names in my
•
manages.
The last you probably •column.
heard of him he was managing the
I frequently receive letters signed
Dave Lewis farce comedy of "Don't have just read "Bed-Side Chats," by an entire company telling me that
and of some particular thing that
Lie to Your Wife." Then he disappeared. You probably thought he appealed to them. Sometimes some of tho chorus girls write betweeia
was dead. When you pay that visit scenes to tell mo they are rooting for me, and that my articles have,
just stand outside tho box-office and helped them realize their own lot could be worse.
watch Dave handle an Advance sale
I have been privileged to be of assistance to several persons whose
that grabs up every seat In the cases were brought to my attention by readers of Variety. And for that
house In about half an hour.
I am grateful.
,
health.
Others are here with sick
friends or relatives. Still others are

Pay a visit to the Grand Union
Hotel and on the porch, if you arc
you will see Charles Church,
formerly with the Concross Minlucky,

strels.

Then journey to a quiet little
tage and see Jimmy Fallon
Marjorie Shirley, both happy
contented even if vaudeville
an have to get along without them

all-colored show Wednesday night,
Oct. 4.
Heading tho company will
be Florence Mills and
Shelton
Brooks. Other principals are Jessica Zach, a soprano who has been

i

pastime

Do not be sorry you have to work for a living. It is a sweet privilege.
God bless tho man who first Invented work.
Some may say, "Where will I find work?" Surely when one has his
health he can And work. It may not be exactly the kind of work he
wants

to do, but

if

the elevator to success

is

not running

cot-

and
and
will
this

year.

Eat your lunch at the Riverside
Inn and meet Joe Weber, brother

— take the

stairs.

An

exhaustive search of every crevice In thevroom has failed to bring
forth the envelope containing 21 stories which was lost week before last.
Incidentally I am still in disgrace for the typically Revellcsque manner
in which I expressed my disapproval of someone's carelessness in not
examining more closely the bundles of papers or waste baskets taken
from patients' rooms, especially a patient who must depend upon others
to put her thrhgs away and is too blind to see what the nurse is throwing
oirt.
And tho more I sec of the nurses, the more. I like my old chorus
girls.
And I told tho head of this institution that I wished I could bring
in a fleet of chorus girls to humanize this place.
1

of Lawrence Weber, who is in town
for a short visit.
singing in concert; Francis Mores,
Drop in at the Saranac Lake Club
baritone, and a singing trio, Scott.
Ray and % Coslay. The Six Dixie and, bent over a billiard table, you
from straight to blues.
My eyes have improved, but* I can no longer rea<l In bed nor write
probably And "Pop" Barrett, of
will
Vamps from the former Plantation
After the opening and with the floor show have been retained and juggling fame. Talk to him and he while lying down, and must wear dark glasses. And, if I can't sit up
will probably Invite you home to long enough to get my column out you win.
reservations piling in, Gil Boag con- the choristers will be augmented by
see Charlie, his son, who assisted
cluded to abandon the Intention of the "Two Georgia Beauties," said in the act until the family came
The bird is all right, too, and If I am not sued for libel In the Audubon
placing Miss Gray at a Gilda Gray to have won a colored beauty con- to the mountains.
Court for what I said about him, I will never again criticise his vocal
Club, although he had leased a house test at Palm Beach last winter. One
propensities.
I thought for a while he was trying to give an imitation
Then drop In at the Berkeley
on East 58th street, near Park ave- is alleged to be the only blonde
of Bert Savoy, but he has developed into a regular John McCormack.
nue, for that purpose.
Miss Gray creole in the country.
Eddie Hotel for supper and meet Mr. and
will continue at the Rendez-Vous. Pidgeon is again handling the press Mrs. Bobby Jones. Bobby will probably stay here for the winter and
This nose-burning process is pretty. They run a wire attached to a
On her record there she appears to work for the restaurant.
Mrs. tiny electric needle up your throat into your nose, and burn it with
then return to vaudeville.
be the best restaurant card in the
Jones, formerly of the Winter Gar- caustic. It's the flrst time I knew I wasn't caustic enough.
country.
,
The Blue Birds opens Saturday, den, will return to the city in the
The Rendez-Vous has another at- October 7. It is the newest dance near future to accept an engageWith all my friends sending or bringing such discouraging reports on
ment.
traction, one worth while by Itself place on Broadway
conditions in Europe, I do not think I have missed much in not going
and claims to be
and also a business getter^ sc^ much the largest It also clalms 1o have
Visit a cor.y little cottage and you over. Alice Rohe, from a peasant village in Italy, writes that there is
so that Miss Gray and Trie Colleg
an unobstructed floor without pll- will And the Williams girls, Elsie. neither plumbing nor prohibition there, and that they are long on
ians, band, should not be on the
lars.
The decorations are in silver Betty and Bobby. John Deardourf scenery but short on soap and sanitation.
same program. It Is wasting one of and gray. Herman Karp, who will Is also another one of the vaudethe two attractions to hold them to- operate the Blue Bird, has engaged ville family in the mountains.
Constance Talmadge, who is touring abroad, writes she Is freezing
gether. As a jazzing, ragging dance Jack Figel as Its manager,
locate the equator. Connie sailed with a
and also
Take the time to visit Edna over there and would like to
band, The Collegians have it over
the Al Burt orchestra, Rochelle, formerly of Ziegfeld "Fol- Greek passport, as the Anal papers in her divorce had not been signed.
all of them.
There never has been which will be presented under the
Ailed
when
quota
she returns to this country, and Connie
Greek
Is
fame.
Doing very nicely, If the
lies"
any combination players like these Paul Whiteman name. Tho Burt^ thank you, and just as happy as Is detained at Ellis* Island, she probably will think she has found the
boys, claimed to be on the level col- band
equator or some warmer climate. I hope it doesn't happen to Connie, but
was in Atlantic City over the she ever was on Broadway.
legians, although if all of them are
It would make a great press story.
summer.
Hunt up Ignatius Neubauer,
it would be surprising.
Tho way
strong man of the navy and also of
the boys handle tho tempo is what
Engagement Extraordinaire! I have had a bath a shower bath.
Open hospitality is likely to be vaudeville fame. You will And him
does It. although each is a musician.
bathing cap would be going Jack Wilson
school, where he A friend thought that a rubber
They played at Castles, Long Beach, costly to the good Samaritan, ac- at the local high
better on the clay pipe and tobacco he brought. Iiut-I fooled him.
one
is the physical Instructor.
this summer, which Boag also op- cording to a story* related by a
After 1 got my brown locksI used it (the bathing cap, not the pipe).
erated. Mr. Boag appeared to know vaudeville actor lately back from
yes, they grew out brown all tucked under it, the nurse got me into a
If you hadn't waited for a formal
what ho had in them for he has the the road. While in a hotel at llazel- invitation you would have found a wheel chair and rolled me under the shower. I laughed a little, shivered
band under a contract for three ton, Pa., he bumped into a chap host of friends. Margaret Young, a little— and cried a little. It's a weird feeling for a moment to And
who craved a gill of liquor. The the Mosconl Brothers, Bert and yourself under a shower for the Arst time in three years.
years.
professional lifted a bottle from his Betty Wheeler. Walter Percival.
thirsty one to David Warfleld and a score of
The Chateau Laurier at City Isl- bag and Invited the
back to greet A fool there was, and he mode his breu\ even hs you and 1;
imbibe.
A few minutes later he others who have gone
and closed last Sunday.
8aid he, uith glee, "Ha, a new rceipe I'll surely have to try";
Despite
asked to tho proprietor's office, the start of the season.
was
the record bad summer of years for
So he yot some hops and the rest of the props, and he started in to e /vie.
'where the hotel man disclosed himThen, after you have visited But the stuff got thick, and it had no kick, but it made a yreat shampoo,
road houses around New York, the
self as a federal officer. The vaude- everybody, and probably you will be
Chateau, under Bill Werner's mansaid to have been fined able to And many moro than Vaagement, showed a substantial prof- villian is
A little boy whose father Is the comedian In one of our "most booked"
of the Volstead act. riety has been able to locate, call
it.
two-acts had been listening in on his mother's conversation. During the
That is said to be almost a sol- $23 for violation
a taxi. Look in the telephone book
course
of tho palaver one of the ladles used the expression "dc trop."
itary instance along the road refor Mike Egan and tell them that
sorts of this season.
Shep Waldman, Eddie Bourdone you want Egan himself. Then on The youngster rushed to his 'dad and Inquired:
Negotiations
and
(vaudeville)
have
"Dad. what is 'dc trop'?"
on for tho Flotilla, New York, by and Bob Baumann
the way to the station you will
However,
Werner, were abandoned when cer- Alex Weiner, manaser of Freeman's a chance to talk with tho former
It happened that his father had his beak buried in Variety
tain conditions imposed would not restaurant, were arrested last week handball champion of America, the and without. looking up or thinking, Dadr-rcpicd:
pod?*, the
bo met by the Werner group,, that on charges of violating the Mullan- man who trained Jim Jeffries and
"If you're drawing to four hearts, and you catch the ace of
who appeared* in vaudeville for a
trop'!"
included Julius Keller. It Is doubt- (Jago law. They were Immediately
number of years with a weight- ace is 'dc
ful if Deputy Police Commissioner discharged by Magistrate Frothing* lifting act.
And if there is anyone
Dr. John A. Harriss, who owns the ham in the West Side court, before here you want to locate just talk to
Neil McConlogue .says:
'cepl one; that's
Bour- If Ike.
Flotilla and operated it himself last whom they were arraigned.
"I believe that Man is the greatest thing God made
Woman.
winter, will personally reopen* tho done was charged with passing a
Adam.
Personally.
about
tempting
Eve
"We hear too much harping
restaurant.
DInty Moore, the or- hip flask around to his companions that liquor laws were being viobeen a gentleman,
chestra leajjer at the Chateau, who
la ted.
I think that if the lady wanted Adam, who murt have
Freeman's restaurant.

—

.

.

|

—

—

in

was

in a jam of worry over a spr-'rd
boat that had been presented to
him, received a bill of sale for the
boat from the owner be for* leaving
the island last week, for the original $75 agreed upon.

to

PASS

APPLES,

Till?

Adam

that

did

just

what

a

gentleman

ths Salvln group of res- should do."
of apple tha' Eve asked for, or got,
"I have never learned the mod*
taurants are reported about to place
time independent vaudeville Hg« r,t a girl floor show In. to be staged by but from the "meouwlng-' we bear about it, it bads oi<.- to think that
lure, was hurriedly summoned to Jos.
it might have been a- CRAB!
C, Smith, who produced the
Minneapolis last week to appear new show at the Rendez-Vous with
there under subpoena and explain Gilda Gray as Its head. Some of the
non-skid
Wanted to Exchange- A season tlekct to Palisade Purk \''>r
the disposition of $60,000 of the asA series of 21 damage suits were sets of a cafe, the business of which Salvln restaurants, like the Board- Invalid chair.
tho.ie
but
entertainment,
has
walk*
Alcd in the Federal District court had been thrown into the bankWhenever I liav fruit and candy to spare T divide with the children**
without it are to have the girl shows
late last week by the American Soruptcy courts. Kraemer is said to
is not changed.
wards and send flowers to three dear old wpmen who have b. tn on the
ciety of Composers, Authors and have been a factor in the operation if lbe plan
]itb
rreH side of the hospital for years, with no one to visit them: no
pubits
behalf
of
Publishers on
of the business (And also a large
La Vie on West 48th street, mar friends it relatives. While they are not dangerously or malignantly 111.
Various restaulisher-members.
si icttholder In the enterprise.
divide my parties
oft' Its smart
they
started
friendless, homeless and dying of old one.
ore
has
Broadway,
rants and a nuiwber of east sid»
Hour show, staged by Dan 1» dy. It with them. That's why I am telli ng you, for maybe It was some of you?
and Bronx picture theatres eredivided.
flowers
or
that
ai.dv
I
fruit,
\
later.
lewed
will
City
be
authorities
The Pittsburgh
named defendants in suits. Bach ll
alleged to have Infringed on the appear to be determined to close
I h.iv<
nnolher protege over in thnt side <f the house. A yotin
The Rainbow Dancing on Broadplaintiff's copyrights by perform- every questionable cabaret or hotel.
mine, nly much worse, Th<
21. and suffering with the name afflict m a
litest move way between Forty-eighth and Foring their copyrighted music without Director McCandlcss'
will be nbh ;<> dance like the Dolly sister* before he i:; abb
with a doctors ."-ay
Waterson, Berlin &. Sny- has been directed against Collins' ty-ninth streets, started off
license.
him
So.
lit.l
I
lot
fixing
basl H lo m
started
sit
have
fun
up
Bam
to
up.
of
likewise
coming
rush
that
was
to
which
rapidly
der Co. Is plaintiff in six suits each: Inn,
patronized Specter dying to secure the floor pul In &om< of .-ill the goodies. Internes tell me he is n very wo hj
Feist in four; Shapiro-Bernstein in tho fore as iho most
''
'
eiaMj
an
that
donati
h'tn,
f--i
and
little
na
much
his
addihave
meant
lo
license
abo\<>
place
my
present
The
ihree; Bemick in two, and one suit black.-and-tan resort.
always Include, it"
have any.
elgarcts which
tion
to be revoked on grounds
is Alod by the following Arms: Jack Is sought

Sam Kraemer,

a
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The Keith

IT 50-50

probably upon the request of Will H. Hays, asked the
co-operation of Keith managers a'nd acts to suppress
reference on the
stage to pictures, as represented in the minds
of the public by "Hollywood.
That request was In form, since the show business is the show
business all over the world wherever there is a box office.
There may be
different kinds and objects of the various show
businesses but there is
but one purpose of a box office.
.

office,

A manager In the legitimate here and there believes the Idea of keeping "Hollywood" and pointed references to pictures or Its people
off of
all

stages.

«

That may be quite

Mrs. Cornelius Suydam Whitney
who died Sept. 22, at the

all right, too, but why not make It reciprocal?
about pictures stopping its ridicule and deriding of the speaking
stage and its people? What has Mr. Hays said about that?

How

Fellowes,

age of 70, after a lingering illness
which reduced her to 96 pounds, was
of old New York and New England
One of her surviving
families.

A picture producer never halts at holding up stage people to scorn.
"The Queen of Musical Comedy." "The Chorus Girl/' "The Leading Man,"
"The Matinee Idol" they are and have been thought of by the picture
children is Cornelius Fellowes, hus- producers as legitimate scenario subjects. Pictures directly bearing upon
band of Mile. Dazie. The deceased the speaking stage, with plots emanating*, to and from the stage door,
was the widow of Col. Cornelius have been freely employed by picture makers when they fitted his
Fellowes, president of the National imagined needs. In the early days of pictures, some very vicious films
While toning down of late years
Hterse Show Association during the of this character were turned out.
years when the ' Horse Show at (because there was nothing new left) the picture men still "go after" the
Madison Square Garden was the theatre.
annual social event of both hemiFellowes
Co4.
was a
founder of the Horse Show and its
spheres.

1880, when it was
formed, until his death in 1909.

from

president

A

surviving daughter is Mrs. Richard
Morris. The family home is at
1049 Park avenue. New York.

—

Why

not ask Mr. Hays to make it 50-50? Let the several ventures that
employ a, box office keep far away from one another for their laughs or
their thrills, if either tends to harm the other in pride or the estimation
of the public. But the picture branch should not assume its injured air

without remembering.

Ii.

THE LITTLE THEATRE MOVEMENT
Bert Melrose is framing a new
not following hU controversy last
apring with the Shuberts over his
Melrose
20-in-24 weeks' contract.
at that time was cancelled in the
middle of the week in his Philadelphia stand because he- could not
comply with the manager's orders
to cut his running time to below
ten minutes. Last week he pi iced
the matter in the hands of Bloomberg & Bloomberg, attorneys, who
advised Melrose has a damage claim
for the balance of the week's salary.
Melrose says he has received an
offer from Shuberts to
"unit," but is undecided.

George

8. Frederick

vaudeville

go with a

who heads a

The

movement is spreading, without a doubt, throughout
the country, but where is it spreading to? That's not a mere question
for an insincere query. It's important, mostly because these amateurs are sincere.
Little theatre

mark

In their own home towns, where they form these community projects,
they talk and maybe they dream. What must Broadway seem like to
Wichita, Kan ? And those magazines! And those picture papers which
have lured the uninitiated into believing the screen ia the prospective

substitute for the stage.
•

The trend of the communists is to the uplift. They may have a business manager and^ may have to meet a deficit for hall rent, bet the stage
must be elevated. And who among their self-selected luminaries of the
asbestos is the great uplifter? Shakespeare? Naw!
Moliere? Naw!
Avery Hopwood? Nix! George M. Cohan? Nope! Well, who then?
Can't you guess?

Eugene

O'Neill!

Really!!

•

Ninety-five per cent of the uplifters will answer you O'Neill. He Is
their favorite, that dealer in stage blasphemy. And he is not only their

under the company name of Fred- favorite, ttere are others who should know better. For when O'Neill and
ericks Van Wait and Co., reviewed bis unsanitary play memory have gone forever, there will still be blasMr. phemy, but let us hope
at Loew's State. New York.
never another author like O'Neill for the AmeriFrederick explain* the error was can stage.
caused by the house management,
he having been billed for four years
under his own name until recently
And there Is the Little theatre movement wrong before it ssnrts. and
deciding to call it the George S. it might be better than that. Maybe it's Greenwich Village, after all, or,
Frederick -Peggy Van Wart Oo., after all, if there is anything before. And that takes in those New York
which the. management combined critics the managers are* just commencing to And .out about. There is
into Frederick Van Wart Co. for much more the managers don't know, and probably never wiU find out,
abbreviation.
but it's there, has been there, and the .nanagers had better stfft searching for the connecting thread. They may be astonished to find out where

—

In a recent story about Perry
Bradford. Lemuel Fowler and Spencer Williams being held in $5,000
bail each on charges of fraud and
conspiracy, the name of Clarence
Williams, also a colored songwriter,

prinfirA three-named
like the
cipals, was confused with that of

Spencer Williams. Clarence Williams had nothing to do with the
litigation over the song, "He May
Be .Your Man." in which Spencer
^Villlams, et al., were implicated.

The examination before trial of
James Terrence Duffy and Frederick
Chase Sweeny, otherwise Mr. Duffy
and Mr. Sweeny (vaudeville), has
been temporarily stayed in their suit
against Kd Gallagher and Al Shean
alleging trademark infringement in

Damages for
the "mister" song.
The de$25,000 are also asked.
fendants obtained an order to examine Duffy and Sweeny before
trial, but Kendler & Goldstein are
seeking to vacate the examination.
Qua id. manager of

Proctor's
Fifth Avenue, is sponsoring 'The
Fifth Avenue Follies" at that house
this week, selecting the cast through
Quaid will
a popularity contest.
play the "Follies" at Mt. Vernon
next week, and then return to the
23fd Street house, where they will
rechristened it "The Chelsea Follies."
Will J. Ward is producing
the show.
Bill

Howell

&.

Baud, theatrical agency

In Paris, not%s a correction on the
cabled statement in Variety that
"niuebeard's
was
Eighth Wife"
produced in London as an Knglish
adaptation of an American play.
"Bluebeard" was first written and
produced in Paris, says the firm,
with the English and American
rights disposed of direct hy it.

& Wolf have leased the
the former Mock's IrOtel on
avenue and 46th street.
wltich will be renovated into their
third hotel in as many years, to be
renamed the Fulton. It will eater
to the profession
and
exclusively
will have 100 rooms.
Fifty with
private hatha,
Portnof

Rite of

FiRhth

it

Shuberts had drooped the Vaudeville out of the billing, the units mir.'.t
have been classedas road attractions, with the Fquity assuming jurisdiction. -That the Vaudeville was retained may have been through tho persuasion of a certain interested member of the Vaudeville branch of tho
Equity, who wanted all the dues he might possibly command.

Moss and Fry, the colored vaudeville team, Is heading a colored show
that started playing New Kng'and and Is still reported out. The attrac"Dumb Luck," and was produced by Louis Rosen, a theatrical costumer.
He purchased tickets for 95 persons, sent to llolyoke,
Mass., where the show opened two weeks ago.
Tho next stand was
Worcester, hut there was no money in sight to defray transportation.
Moss and Fry dug up the required fares.
tion is called

The Shubert unit producers are not as familiar with "extras" In their
sharing statements as the legits are. These "statements" are said to be
terrible things as a rule, with the "extras" the work of a mind with an
imagination that should have been a playwright's. One show (not a
unlit) required a lump of Ice at each performance.
It is known as a
perishable prop, and chargeable by the theatre management. The statement at the end of the week for a chunk of Ice for eight performances
was $100. That Is but a minor item. The extras have run up as high as
$1,500 to $1,800 In largo productions, whether the expense was split by
the theatre or just "extras."
It is understood the units are having the extras slipped in on thorn for
aboii,t $500 a week now.
The unit producers have had trouble enough,
from reports at the opening of their first season, without having to stand
for this magnified Stair & Havlin practice that the present legit booking
offices have overworked so long with tjiose of their own legit producers
Who will stand for it.
And by the same token the legit offices might understand that even
the newer legit producers can't stand it and won't stand it; they will
be driven out of a field the'y possibly would be successful in, 41 n) ess that
thing and others go so far that a third legit circuit must necessarily
arrive.

Theatre management seems to be the most profitable end of the legit
show business, as against the attraction, without the gypping. There are
attractions now in New York, and have been in New York, produced
independently But booked by the legit offlcee, that have been and purely
are running for the theatre only. The production hasn't a chance to get
off the nut, so what chance will a unit have at $1 top. required to draw
an average of $10,000 weekly in SO cities to break, if they are overburdened with all the stuff that can be put over on them? And how are
they going to do $10,000 on the average for 30 weeks? It should be soft
enough for the theatres on this unit thing without going farther than
the unjust sharing terms.

The

Majestic, Boston, issued a

throwaway

on.

"Town

Talk," the Shu-

bert unit show at the house next week, that did not improve the opinion
of the local newspaper men about the character the house was attempting to build up.
One newspaper man described 1t as worthy of the
Mutual Wheel. It may have been gotfe"h out, however, by the show.
The screed goes into exclamations over the choristers doing a shimmy
at Dobbs Ferry with about eight paragraphs devoted to a suggestive
description.
"Town Talk" is a Barney Gerard show, with other units
following it on the Shubert time.

/

Honest, yes.

company presenting "The

Ctedlductor" skit asks this correction
of- a New Act notice in Variety

11

•<

will lead to.

The Shubert vaudeville unit producers are already talking for better
sharing terms. They say the present high average percentage given
producers only exists on paper, as the top percentages (70-80) are only
death trail houses where it doesn't make much difference what the
percentage is. In" the theatres where real business may be done," it's
55-43.
The producers want a straight 60-40 in. the good houses. The
producers wouldn't grieve cither if X>es Moines wore thrown off the
Shubert circuit.
in the

\

Some

feeling was created In Baltimore during the recent appearance of
a Shubert unit show, when a mass of postcards of the "Dear Boy" kind
and signed "May," or any girl's name, spread over the town by mail.
It never has been good press
In between were suggestions of a "date."
stuff.
An up-state smaller city was nearly disrupted maritally some
years ago when an expedient of this character was tried there. Over 100
irate wives went gunning foT the letter writer and their husbands.
It required a local paper to»square the affair.

A

vaudeville act of two people has Issued a pamphlet containing copies
of several letters in connection with their booking and managerial reports.
Tho pamphlet appears to allege the act Is being discriminated against,
with the statement made it will become necessary for the act to sell Its
home and go to Europe in April, 1923. "Meantime," the paper concludes,
"
"managers wishing to book this act can apply to
(at a Chicago address). The matter refers on'y to the big time.

INSIDE STUFF
ON VAUDEVILLE

1

There l&n't much doubt but that Loew's State, Cleveland, is now playing Shubert vaudeville units under an arrangement with Loew's which
gives the latter an interest in the house, elthough the Shuberts are most
likely guaranteeing Loew's a certain amount weekly as its share.
That
amount is mentioned as $4,000, arlso $5,000. The house opened last Sunday to $3,800 on the day with "Echoes of Broadway" unit. Loew's State's
usual business with pictures on a good Sunday was $5,000. Loew's
couldn't use the State for pictures this season without Interfering with
the Allen, another large theatre there Loew's recently acquired.
Not
wanting to play Loew vaudeville in the State, the natural consequence
was Loew's would be turned over to the Shuberts when the negotiations
first started some time ago.
That happened when the Shuberts found
they could not again operate their vaudeville in the Ohio, Cleveland, this
season. The State seats 4,000.' It has a possible gross at its scale and
two performances daily (14 weekly) of $4°,000. The Shuberts were looking around late last week for an extra attraction to top the State'* revue
sbow for this week, but could not locate one. although they are said to
have been agreeable to paying $2,500 for a name.

A story between vaudcvtllians that might form a musical comedy plot
recently occurred, from New York to the coast. The male end of the
married couple had secured an engagement in a production. Ills wlfo
started a Vaudeville act around New York while her husband continued
west with the show. The wife began- to notice an apparent absence of
memory concerning her on the part of the husband. Meantime her act
didn't look promising, so she started to devote more attention to what
her husband might be doing.
In looking for Information, she secure*, it, with a trip to the coast,
where the show was playing, following. As she wandered into her husband's room at tho hotel (when he was out), wifey noticed an open door
leading Into another 00m. The suspicion that that was "that woman,"
impelled her to further investigate. The first thing she noted was a.
receipted Jeweler's bill for $2,700 for a ring that wifey had nover before
heard of. Other signs of another little family settlement without the wife
came to view.
Then husband showed. He looked

declared In

startled, but retained his nerve long
expect you until tomorrow." "You didn't
wife. "Oh, yes, I did. sweetie,"
for. for you," showing her the
"Where's the ring?" said the wife. "I'll get it right
bill for $2,700.
away," he answered* as he rushed into the next room, which had remained
open meanwhile, with the young woman entering It having heard all of
the conversation. Taking the ring from her finger, the husband returned
and gave it to bis wife. Then, as he started to kiss her, wifey slammed
hubby all Over the <> »m and went looking for his companion, without
Wife took the rlnj, and tho next train for New York, where
success
she cleaied out a couple of safe deposit boxes, moved everything she and
her husband owned to another location and wired hubby that, as he was
now "clean." he could go as far as he liked, but always without her.
The husband is hack In New York." and admits it's the cleanest Clean-up
he was ever interested in.

enough

know

The deal between Keith's and Loew's for Loew's State, Indianapolis,
appears to have been the outgrowth of the booking contract made by
vaudeville houses In Indianapolis and Toledo with the Pantages circuit.
Loew's had been playing pictures at the Indianapolis house, with no
intention of resuming the Loew's vaudeville bills. Keith's took the house
to play its pop vaudeville against the Pantages-booked bills. The inside
of the Toledo-Indianapolis mudd'e, from accounts, was that the Toledo
people used the Keith name, and then suddenly switched to Pantages.
It's a question if the Toledo managers had not already signejl up with
Pantages before entering into the Keith details. It is said the Keith
name was momentarily wanted to influence certain Toledo people interested in some financial transaction in connection with the Toledo vaudeIts previous bookings had not been satisfactory, according
ville theatre.
to reports, and the locals demanded a change, urging the Keith brand.
By that time the Pantages deal had been made, but the Keith connection
being requested, it was sought, without the inside developing until later

to

remark:

"I didn't

was coming at all," answered the
he said. "I^ook what I bought and paid
I

The Lynn. White Plains, N. Y., playing Independent vaudeville, will
fitter the Keith office on a poqLing arrangement that win protect ths
Vaudeville acts on the Shubert unit circuit, or some of them allege Roosevelt, White Plains, now playing Keith pop vaudeville hooked by
they are actually doing four shows daily. They state that heir olio turn Billy Delaney. Negotiations for the Lynn, Which have fallen down sevei '1
iking
they count as one performance it each show, with their portion In the times, u«e ihout conrummated. Objections to the Keith people
revue the second performance, This holds the vaudevillians In the thea- over the Lynn in the face of a Keith franchise held by tho Rooeevi II
n
pooling
has
reported
by
overcome
tng
meiit,
the
which
ilse
tal
tre throughout each purTu nuance, something uts playin:; th<> ),:-; tun"
h u e ii m im ,,
ek N. V;
say they have not been k customed to. On the other hand/ it is claimed in
the Shubert vaudeville circuit is the only circuit in this country strictly
playing a policy of tv\o shows only d.iily.
While there ire twice duly
A dancer in Jes Gaites* unit vaudeville ihow was on the legitimate
vaudeville houses on other circuits, theatres playing three or more shows it ig'« ind his
personal represent itlve. The latter never could gel th«
a day are intertwined with the tWO-a-dayers. Some observers Say they girl t. t.-n him the name of ih<« unit. *he merely isking bei mail be .>'\\f
believe.it would have been of benefit .to the Shubert units If Shubert to ;ho theatre
nc
md fot mi the name of the
Ffe picked up
vaudeville had been discarded for this season, through the familiarity of show is "Gimme
Thrill,"
He then figured his d-lenl wis bashful Lboul
The reverse of this is that if the the title, tearing II might hi ng
fthe same towns last season with it.
frtrh remark*
t
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''O'BRIEN GIRL"

EQUITY PLAYERS* "MALVALOCA"

Cohans Shew

Didn't

CLOSES
Do

B'WAY PRODUCERS NOT

Business

SKILFUL IN "LIFTING"

West

»

IMS

The

WELL LIKED
r

BALTIMORE

IN

—More for
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Equity's Theatrical Venture Starts Career

Stage Student Than Man on the Street—An AllEquity Production, Even to Press Agent Local
Praise Effort

RaJtimore. Sept 27.
Equity Players, Inc.,
opened "Malvakxa," a theatrical
event of moon importance trass
piredt For It marked the lnauguraion •# a piayshep that augurs well
(or the lover of the literary play.
The play itself fs by the Quintero
Brothers, at Spain, who have a hundred or mere plays to their credit,
nil dealing .with the Andaluaian
life.
The translation was made by
John S. Fassett, Jr., while Augustin
Duncan staged the pteee. in which
Jane Cowl wis* fee herself new

When

the

t

acting honors;

"Maivaleca" is not a swift mewing
play. M is slew he action, and to
the hook form is not an intensely
interesting aa it might he. Its interest, therefore, is mostly psychologic and mental, rather than actual

.

,

cr physically dynamic.
In comparison with some very
heavy Spanish productions, which
have beenjeeen here before, with their
surging romances and hot tempers,
it is mild entertainment.
A genre
play is its proper classification, and
it is played with such n delicacy
it suggest* light poetry rather than
heavy, ponderous prose. As a play,
it is something that ewe interested
in the theatre cannot overlook as
being unimportant.
It concerns the spiritual progress

remote village and very Utile dynamic interest; Ms story being develops largely through a series of
duologs.
There are rarely more
than two people on the stage at a
time, and because of its translation,
it seema at t femes very wordy. There
are only three plot characters, a
few others coming and going to establish a background.
Salvador and Leonardo are partners and proprietors of a foundry.
They are about to recast "La Golan-

Itself.

two men.

Though the editorial is qualified by
with
stating the information was
play con- a note
[
Leonardo is loath to secured for a New York daily, the (

away and leaves him with the
Still he hesitates.
But when
bell is recast and rings forth

girl.

the

gloriously, he is convinced and the
lovers are united.
The play is finely cast, with Miss
Cowl in the title role. The supporting cast interpret the entire
work with a rather neat suavity,
and its first night performance Im-

intent of the article is believed to

Equity
members. It is correct that a misinformed daily did print a yarn to
the effect that a fund was to be
raised by collecting tax on passes to
pay The salary of Mr. Thomas. But
it was stated repeatedly a number
of times in the theatrical press that
the pass taxes were to be turned
over to the International Theatrical
be

willfully

misleading

No mention of the
M. A. was ever made nor has
the producers organisation any interest in the matter.
The two associations are in no way related.
The pass tax is being collected
in most theatres and treasurers are
Association.
P.

supposed to

RUSSIAN OPPOSISH

$1,500 BAIL

wm

&

MOROSCO'S COAST SHOWS

Kramer

is

implicated as

manager

of the Marguerite Bryant
Players.
Among the plays alleged
infringed upon are "The Brat," "The
House of Glass," "The Old Homestead," "Turn to the Right," "Tess
of the Storm Country," "Mrs. Wiggs
of Cabbage Patch," "Pollyanna."
"Nothing but the Truth." "Mile a
Minute Kendall" (under the title

"Greased Lightning ") and "Kick
J.

W.

ness at the Century Roof Is standing up so strongly that Gest was
'the show, but
the new bill was insisted on by
Balieff.
Abroad the Balieff crew
changed the bill each month. It Is
figured that the new "ChauveSouris" program will act as a counter to the latest imported Russian
novelty at the Booth.

opposed to changing

in."

Mercer, lessee of the Globe,

Washington, D. C, at which Kramer
was operating his stocl#cpmpany on
a 60-50 basis, has pledged his cooperation to the P. M. A. In their
erusade against the play pirates.
Mr. Mercer stated that he assumed
copyrighted plays were bring solely
presented under Kramer's direction
and accordingly appropriated an-

EDES0N QUITS "WARNING"
Robert Edeson has left the cast
of "The Last Warning," a mystery
piny which wns recently tried
and which is due in New York
In October.

The

piece

is

out,
late

lnying off

for three week*.
Edeson Insisted
on salary for the lay-off period,
although the company was given
other ten per cent for royalties so the usual two weeks' Jry-om conthat his Bhnre really was 40 per cent tracts. William Courtleigh is men-

tioned to replace him.

only.

Elmer Lasone, who was arrested

"The Last Warning"

tauk,

9n November.

house following.
.

.

is

a

mystery

play produced by Michael Mindlin
and Michael CJoldreycr. It is scheduled to reopen Oct. 16 nt the Mon-

in Nashville, Tenn., charged with
pirating "LlghtninV has been held
1n $1,000 bail for the grand jury. He
comes up before that -.body early

Brooklyn,

with

"Girl."

EQUITY LOSING

$50,000

ANNUALLY,

a

Hroadwny

SUNDAY MEETING INFORMATION

to

—

matter.

Better

AMEERS AGADT

affix' a stamp to each
free admission, the stamp calling
for the amount of the tax. Its collection is entirely discretionary on
the part of the house management,
with certain classes of free admissions excluded from the tax, such
!
'Revue Russe" Coming Into New as courtesies given for bill posting
and
window displays.
Ysrk
IN
An announcement sent out after
Equity's meeting last Sunday at the
Russian opposition crops ujp on
48th Street theatre, declaring that
Charles Kramer Arrested in Broadway next week when the Shu- the association would guarantee the
berts will offer the "Revue Russe" payment of two weeks' salary to
Washington, Pa.
With
at the Booth.
The attraction fea- managers where members violated
contracts, was regarded as doubleBryant Players
tures Mme, Kouznezoff, a Russian
barrelled in managerial quarters.
actress, said to have given her en- Some showmen saw in the resoluCharles Kramer was taken from tertainment in Paris for some tion an opening wedge to invite reWashington, Pa., to Pittsburgh, and months. The new Russian importa- ciprocal action on the part of the
tion
will
oppose Morris Cost's P. M. A. The managers' associaheld in $1,500 bail for the Grand
"Chauve-Souris," which continues tion does not guarantee the debts
Jury last Saturday on the charge of to flourish at the Century Roof.
of its members, but it is known that
having pirated a number of plays
The "Revue Russe" will charge in every case where" salaries were
controlled by the Producing Man- 45.50 top, with the lowest price at due from a member unable to pay
agers' Association.
Kramer
That will give Broadway the P. M. A. has loaned the money
$3.85.
arrested Saturday on the complaint three shows which will be scaled at for such purpose.
That any speof Edward C. Raferty of the New $5.50, as the same admission attains cific
guaranteeing
such
action
York law firm of O'Brien, Malevin- at "Chauve-Souris," and will be the claims be made Is therefore not
sky
Driscoll, which is acting for rate for the new "Music Box Revue'' considered necessary.
the Piracy committee of the P. M. 'due nest month. Julius Tannen was
a. In its war en gypsy troupers. named to do the announcing for the
Kramer's arrest in Washington, "Revue Russe," he having been sePa., was caused by his production lected for duties similar to that perthere of two of the dozen or more formed by Nikita Balieff, who-ls the Leo Carrillo Will Recast
'Mike
plays he is accused of not. only real feature of "Ch&uve-Sourfs."
Angelo"
pirating word for Word but -even
Oct, 10 Oest will present the thjrd
appropriating respective advertising program for "Chauve-Souris." BusiSnn Francisco, Sept. *7.

HELD

It

If your American producers would

It is

believe that there Is hone. Whenever ho sees bar friend he remembers the post. So the friend goes

PLAY PIRATE TAKER-

English Producer,

only do the" material they lift from
abroad better than they do, I don't
think the foreign producers would'
complain," said Julian Wylie, the
English producer, -now at the Hotel
Biltmore, New York, with Mrs.
Monthly
Wylie. on their first New York visit.
Pass
Mr. Wylie said his observation
was brought forth through having
ously Denied
to the Broadway and Boston rec- observed some of the musical shows
ords. Ada Mas Weeks headed tym along Broadway. One in particular
he referred to am having everything
Equity in its monthly pamphlet company.
hut the box office taken from foreign
:arries as its leading article an
productions. Another, he stated, had
itorial anen t
the collection of
"P
CHI
IH
so bungled a lift from a London
J
"taxes" en passes to theatres, statThe Selwyns had about decided musica\ show that the original pro*
early
duction
could come over here within
the
week
to send "Partners
ing that according to its InformaAgain" to Chicago, opening there out similarity being noticed.
tion the money so derived is to be
early in November. By that time it
Nothing particular in a business
devoted in paying the salary of Is thought "The Circle,"
which way brought him* to New York, said
Augustus Thomas, the new direct- opened the new Selwyn, Chicago, Mr, Wylie. He is merely looking
be here for a
ing chairman of the Producing will have had its run, with "Part- around. He will
Managers' Association. The jist of ners Again" succeeding if at the couple of more' weeks before return.,
new house.
"s
ing home.
the article seeks to show that while
The departure will end the "PartIn London Mr. Wylie Is In assoa season or so ago a more or less ners"' run in New York, It started ciation with Ernest Edehrten In the*
atricals.
general order was issued barring early In the summer.

.

cerns

Wy lie,

Says They Should Do

The withdrawal is the second
musical attraction brought in during September this season, "The
Blue Kitten" having been taken oft*
In Philadelphia las Saturday. FailPublication Carries
ore of "The O'Brien Girl" to draw
is a surprise as it ran over. 12 weeks
Tax Story Previin Chisago last spring, in addition

'

purified in the crucible?
this question that the

Julian

STORY FOR MEMBERS

drina," a famous convent bell that
for years has been cracked, but
which they propose to make over,,
promising the atstero of the poor
that its tone will ho as clear and
pure and ringing as before But free admission to profession ale,, the
Leonardo loves llalvaloca, who,
latter were now probably welcome
years before, was his partner's, misand the taxes collected foro actors
tress.
Can a human soul bo purified on passes .would go towards paying,
and tried by fire aa bell metal is the P. M. A. director's salary.

a girl through her relations with
The most striking thing
about the piny nf*tts extraordinary
simplicity. There is very little device in the piece, nor is there much pressed all the Baltimore critics
suggested "construction.'*
Indeed, favorably.
it is almost entirely devoid of acThe entire show le furfiished by
tion in the accepted sense of the Equity members, with the exception
term, nor are there either surprises of the authors.
The peoph) backor any theatric weaving of coinci- stage and the people on the stage*
dences.
The story has the quiet the scenic artists and the other
leisurely quality of actual life in a
(Continued on page 19)
of

EQUITY'S MISLEADING

O'Brien Girl* will
Saturday. George M. Cohan ordered
the show brought In from St. Louis
where It is playing this week. It
has been out five weeks, but business In the middle western stands
was about IS.000 weekly for the

-

—

—

"Equity has lost 150.000 within the tions and dues do not pay fon mainpast year" was the information taining Equity and nobody has disgiven the members of the Equity covered how to make the delinActors' Association assembled at a quents settle," the speaker stated.
closed meeting Sunday at the 48th
The Producing Managers' AssoStreet theatre. Admission was by ciation has a war chest full and
paid up Equity card only. About bulging, he said, and had appointed
250 were present in the orchestra Augustus Thomas at a salary of
and 100 in the balcony. Several of $85,000 a year. "Mr. Thomas most
the speakers commented upon the earn that money." stated Churchslim attendance.
Ill,
"and he will say anything;
The figures given out were that against Equity the managers tell
the gross income of Equity "normal him to."
on the books" could be estimated
"Listen,"
said
Churchill,
"you
at $130,000 while the expense of won't Like this but the members
operation had been $119,000. In ad- must have the truth.
Entertaindition there were other expenses, ments, benefits and balls don't meam
said Berton Churchill, who read the a thing, the expenses more than eat
figures, such as the loss on the New up the income from them.
What
York Motion Picture Branch, $11,- we can figure upon is what we can
095; Los Angeles Motion Picture depend upon to come im" following
Branch, $15,000; Equity's legal de- which he read off the figures.
partment, $13,000, and the cost to
Dues and Initiations Raised
date of attempting to put over
At the conclusion of his remarket
Equity Shop, $35,000.
Mr. Churchill was one of the Mr. Churchill moved two resoluwhich
were passed that
speakers who referred to the at- tions
tendance.
He said It was "dis- Equity dues be increased to $18 annually.
starting
Oct. 81, 1922 (the™
heartening." Equity, said Churchnext dues period of Equity starts
ilk had reached Its spot in the sun
Aug. ^7. 1919. but that If the mem- Nov. 1), and that the initiation be
bers of Equity do not stand solidly increased to $10 (from present $5)
behind their leaders, the spot might minimum and $25 maximum.
He suggested the members spread
fade away, he added. Possibly referring to "1924," often alluded to the information about the Increased
during the meeting, Mr. Churchill dues and initiation to let non-memsaid "the calamity of defeat might bers know they can get Into Equity
take the place of the glory of vic- by paying the present initiation betory, did the members fail to heed." fore Dec. 1, next (when the In"Napoleon said," continued Mr. creased initiation takes effect).
"But don't create the impression, 4
Churchill, "that an army travels
on its belly.' Equity needs money said Mr. Churchill, "that Equity 1*
.

—

to feed its

army

for 1924.

Leo Carrillo, who closes at the
u
S0IUYA" BAD
Shubert-Curran this week in "Mike
Angelp," is scheduled to play two
Rochester Disappointed st
weeks in Los Angeles, and will then
Play
take the show to New York, where
it is said he has secured the Van-

Initia-

"SPICE" AT

Oliver Morosco's "The Sporting
Thing to Do," underlined to follow
Leo Carrillo In the new ShubertCurran, Is not coming In, but will
be replaced by "Take It from Me."

played to very meagre attendance,
which for the most* part refused to

The report as to the cause of the
cancellation is that Morosco could
not ecu re a sufficiently satisfactory
cast here on the coast and abandoned hi.* plans to tour it.
"La La Lucille," Oliver Morosco's
production sent on a tour of the
coast, is not doing so well.
The
show, which played at the Casino
here for 75 cent* top, Is asking $1.50
on the road, and this Is belli ved the
cause of the poor business.

The small attendance may have
dampened the ardor Of the players,

take either the play or the cast seriously.

but they played* in amateurish form.
The play afforded no opportunities
for anything better.
It was of the
old stock stuff, the prlnce-wholoved- a- peasant -girl.

Many

(Continued on page 15)

B. 0. H.

K law's Musical Preduction Is to Try Four
Weeks at Boston's Big House

Rochester, Sept. 27.
derbilt theatre.
The presejit cast will be left at
Marc Klaw could hardly have
Los Angeles* and practically an en- imagined the reception which this
tire new one, with Carrillo still the
city gave to "Sonya^"
During its
star, will go into New Vork for a
three days' stay at the Lyceum it
run.

t

*

Figures and Facts Mentioned at Closed Meeting—
$130,000 'Annual Income Expenses Far in
Excess Free Pass to Equity Players Wrangle

persons bought tickets with

the idea of seeing something along
the lines of George Barr McCutcheon's "Grauetark," bof the
disappointment was decided.

"Spice of 1922" will start a four
weeks' stay Oct. 9 at (he Boston
op<-ra house, the largest theatre in
that city.

Some time was requited by Jack
Lait before he consented to accept
the engagement through the show
people's belief there is but a bare
chance for a production of the
"Spice" calibre to get over there.
The other Lalt show, "Life," now
preparing, with Allan K. Foster in
charge of *he production and "in"
with Lait on it, engaged Margaret
Young

tQis

week.

Miss Young

Is

the wife of Charlie Mosconl, of the
Mosconis, who also goes with that

show.
Mr. Foster will stage Life" as an
independent production, though retaining his affiliations with the flhubertb

—
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ETHEL BARRYMORE FDR 5 DRAMATIC CRITICS

HIGHLY TOUTED PLAYS
STEADILY FALLING DOWN
—

Stone

Show Lots

American-Australian Becomes
Naturalized Citizen for

Benefit of Son
number of highly touted dropped its top price to $3.50 ($3.85
fehows among the first flight of at- with tax) as against the $4.40 scale
tractions which have* Allen down is first ordered. At the Fulton "Orange
Hugh J. Ward, head of the Ward
one of the freak features of the new Bloisoms" has removed the tower- Theatres,
Ltd..
with more than
Five or six have already ing matinee admissions and Wednes•••season.

The

gone wrong in contradiction to adTwo were musical
vance "dope."
and the others of the comedy -dram
Ticket
brokers having been
type.
caught with "buys' for all of the
attractions 'knocked off" are now
assuming a show-me attitude. Toutlog |g partly builded on the opinions
of broke-s who often jump out of
town for a premiere. Advance box
office claims and managerial reports
on sure thfngs are the other elements in creating favorable atmosphere. But frequency with which
the public has dodged the touted
shows has led at least one management
to
withhold
extravagant
claims of a new piece due in, although the attraction was given unusual praise at opening stands.
A revision downward in high
denies and doubled premiere admission prices is the managerial response to fluctuating box office statements. Two of the incoming musical offerings will have the same
t»cale on the opening night as for
regular evening performances. They
are the "Revue Russe." an imported
show to open at the Booth next week

•

i

-:

*

-

day afternoons are now on a $2.50 twenty houses in the principal cities
basis, with $3 for Saturday mat- of Australia, sails October 17 on the
"Sonoma" for home, after a month
inees.
One upward change was affected in the United States in search of
at the '.'Greenwich Village Follies" plays, players and ideas.
On a- recent visit to London he
which started at the Shubert with
$2.75 for the balcony.
The gap was entertained by th? King of Engbetween the lower floor scale of land and by the King of Belgium,
$4.40 was considered too wide and the latter having presented him
the new balcony price Is $3.30 with the Order of St. Leopold, which
nightly except Saturday when the gives him the title of Chevalier, for
lir. t
four rows are $4.40 (on that the distinguished war work which

night the lower floor
This is the final

Mr.

is $5.50).

Ward

carried on in Australia.

In London he procured for Ausweek for the
"Music Box Revue" which leaves tralia the rights to the following
plays:
"The Last Waltz" (English
with one of the greatest records ever
piled
up by a musical show on version, "The Gypsy Princess, "CaBroadway. It has remained three brielle," 'Bulldog Drumraond," "The
days beyond 53 weeks and so great Wheel." "The Faithful Heart." "Th*
Safety Match," "Tons of Money."
is the demand from visitors that it
doubtless could have continued until "The Man in Dress Clothes" and
Of American
the first of the year. The total gross "Old Bill. M. P.'
chawn will 'exceed $1,360,000 by the scripts he Is carrying back the printime the first count is competed cipal items are "The O'Brien Cllrl."
Saturday. Us average business has "Tangerine." "Little Nelly Kelly."
been almost $26,000 weekly.
The "Six-cylinder Love." 'Its a Boy."
biggest
single
week gross was "The Hottentot." and an option on
$34,900, which was drawn between all the Sam H. Harris' American
Christmas to New Year's.
The productions.
A reciprocal relation with Mr.
"Music Box" for 1$ weeks sustained
a top admission of $5.50 top, that Harris was established, whereby the

•

the Russian show's scale to be $11
lor the premiere.
"The Passing
Show" at the Winter Garden has

.

JOLSON'S HEAD
Stamps

Chicago. Sept. 27.
Al Jolson proved himself a hero
Tuesday night of last week on the
stage of the Apollo where he is appearing In "Bombo." Jolson was in
the midst of a song when the odor

smoke came to his attention. He
glanced down and, saw some insulated wire which was in the basin of
of

the footlights bjazing. He noticed
some of the patrons becoming restless and uneasy. He dashed through
his song, having cued the musicians
to play at a forte gait, and when
he concluded the number, started to
clown by saying, "I'll just threw
away an old pair of rubbers gloves
and the odor is terrible." Meantime
he was stamping out the blase under
his feet, taking a chance of getting
an electric shock.
Having his feet functioning properly Jolson then told the leader to
play his 'Mammy" song, and as he
was singing, disposed of the rest of
the blaze with his feet, which
seemed as though they were keeping
time with the music. Several peothe audience who were
ple in
cognizant of what was goiruj on, at
the conclusion of the song started a
round of applause which ended in
The
cheering for the comedian.
damage done by the blaze was
trifling and It was not necessary to
call in the house fire fighting forces
or the city department.
John J. Ciaivity. general manager
of the Shubert interests, presented
Jolson with a new pair of heroic
shoes as a memento.
The largest floral horse shoe ever
presented to a theatrical player was
passed across the footlights of the
Apollo at the opening performance
of "Bombo."
The horse shoe, 10
feet in height and six feet in width,
was presented to Jolson by Colonel
Gimp, a ureal political leaden,
Upon receiving the floral piece.
Jolson Informed his audience that
while he was in Chicago he was «oing to take the stump for Samuel B.
Ptncus, who ia a candidate for Judge
'f Mio Muntripnl Court. «<>,» m >',,>
(speeches In til sections of the city,
lie said that
lie
would Join the
inks <.f c donel
limp 1 theatrl il
ntlngent of boosters for Wncua
mhI would in sdditlon to visiting

1

<

his friends In the
theatrical business
the intereel of
Colonel Gitan'a candidate.

meetings canvas

m

Heavy guns

drama

serious

in

(Continued on page 15)

WORK

Out

Small Blaze While
Singing on Chicago Stage

1

program.

ASCOUGH'S HIT
Invites Advice

—Passes

from Newspapermen
First fer

Them

Cincinnati. Sept.

W.

27.

Ascough. one of the few
managers who has been
a newspaperman, made a big hit
with local theatrical writers and
trade paper correspondents by asking their advice as to the future
policy of the Shubert. of which he
now has charge. At least five members of the Stage and Screen Scribes
of America have volunteered to submit his name for membership In
D.

theatrical

that body, which recently
ganized in Cincinnati.

Ascough.

differing-*

from

was
a

or-

ma-

jority of Cincinnati theatre managers, has Initiated thd» policy of inviting newspapermen instead of outsiders when passes are to be given
out.
Ascotfgh formerly was business manager of the Denver "Post"
and of Canadian newspapers and
later was with the Sullivan-Considine and Poll vaudeville circuits.

Charles

Zuber has

resigned

as

publicity director of the Chamber
of Commerce to give all his time to
press -agen ting the Shubert and Cox
theatres.
Ed Rowland will be the

dergo changes early in October, a
switch In critics applying In all
casea
Alexander Woollcott will
leave the "Times" to take the chair

AT GRAND

'*

$5.50
top.
and "The Lady in
Ermine" at the Ambassador Mon- being a record for revues and is Harris office will represent the
day. The regular scale of $3.30 top only exceeded by "Chauve-Souris," Ward interests in this country. Th s
will apply.
First plans called for a novelty which has changed its is of great Importance, as Mr. Ward.

at

The dramatic departments of at
New York dailies will un-

least five

for the "Herald." Lawrence Reamer
will remain with the Munsey organisation, but is to be critic for
the "Evening Sun." Stephen Rathbun, of the latter publication, will
season.
be assistant to Reamer. The switch
The limitation of the run is along of Burns Mantle from the 'Mall" to
the lines of a repertory idea to be the "Daily News" was announced
worked out by Hopkins for Miss last week.
Barrymore. The schedule calls for
The resignation of Woollcott octhree plays each season, with the casioned surprise In show circles
star going on tour with a program and a number of stories in exof six new plays during the season planation were current.
Increased
of 1924-26.
The plan as outlined salary from the "Herald" is undernow would have Miss Barrymore stood to be the only reason why the
playing 12. weeks in Boston, giving "Threes" man erected to change.
each play two weeks. In Chicago a Letters between Woollcott and the
season of 24 weeks would be prob- "Herald" first set a salary that the
able, with four weeks devoted to "Times" agreed to meet. The "Hereach of the six plays.
ald" thereupon Increased its bid
and the "Times" refused to meet
the second increase.
"FIND"
RAPIDS
Woollcott has been with the
"Times" for about eight years, sucDetroit, Sept. 27.
Representatives of Lee Shubert ceeding Adolph Klauber.
During
were in Grand Rapids last week to the war he was overseas and was
look over Gerald Hanchett's play, connected
with the "Stars and
No More Frettln'." produced for Stripes," the service paper printed
the benefit of the American Legion for the A. B. F. la Paris.
During
welfare fund.
They talked with his absence John Corbln acted as
Mrs. Katherine Toweley Brink, who dramatic critic. Corbln Is still on
played the leading role, and wired the "Times" staff and he may again
lack that they had made a "find." resume the assignment. Mo definite
Mr. Hanchett was also approached decision as to Woollcott's successor
to send a copy of the play and the will
be made until next week.
music to New York when he goes Many candidates are said to be
east to resume his study at Colum- seeking the post, applications from
bia University, where he is a stu- out of town reviewers putting in
dent.
bids along with Broadway scribes.

V'

'•

CHANGE JOBS

—

Arthur Hopkins plans to keep
Ethel Barrymore at the Longacre
for two years;
His first production
starring her opened Tuesday, "Hose
Bernd," an adaptation from the
German of Hauptmann. The play
is described as a "three handkerchief drama." It is expected to run
for about three months.
Hopkins
will produce two other Jplays for
Miss Barrymore to rourra out the

RETURNING HOME

IS

—

•

WARD DECORATED;

J.

IN N. Y.

Three Woollcott From "Times" to
Barrymore Plays This
"Herald"— Rftamer Shifts
Season
To "Sun"

Author Hopkins* Plans

1

H.
Ticket Speculators Skeptical Over Early "Buys"
Downward Revision of Price Scales "So This Is
London" Jumps to Lead One Nighters Give

AT LONGACRE

2 YEARS

1

a native American, is noted for having spread the American influence
through Australia until a New York
success is as readily accepted there
as a London one, though the population is v5 per cent British. Robert
Courtneidge similarly is associated
with the Ward string In London.
Since quitting the Williamson
syndicate, which he left because he
refused to be superintended by a
board of directors in stage selection
and presentation, h'.s alliance with
Sir Benjamin and John Puller has
resulted In the most spectacular
theatrical combine in
the great

MAUDE ADAMS' LIGHTING
READY FOR PRACTICAL USE
.

Ha» Invented New Type

Star

on Screen
Experimenting

ture*

for Illuminating Pic-

—Also for Theatre

and

Lighting;
.

history. Already twentytwo theatres are In operation, and
Rochester. N. Y\. Sept. 27.
the new St. James, Sidney, will
Maude Adams is about to assume
shortly open, with an investment of
more than a million dollars In a role in connection with the silent
drama.
Instead of appearing on
ground and building.
An American pantomime, "Moth- the screen, she will introduce a
er Goose," will be seen at Christ- type of lighting which will enable
mas, as well as the standard "Dick pictures to be shown under much
Whlttlngton." In October, twenty- greater illumination than is now
seven players will sail from Lon- possible.
don, for there.
The Princess and
It is announced here Miss Adams
Palace, Melbourne, are being redec- has been in almost constant touch
orated and modernized.
with George Eastman at his office
Mr. Ward recently adopted British here, as well as with Dr. C. B. Kencitizenship,
after
remaining for neth Mees, director of the research
twenty- Ave years of Australian resi- laboratories of the Eastman Kodak
dence a United States subject. This Co. Her invention will shortly be
was to make his son, who is now given a trial in this city.
21, and who was born In Australia,
It Is said that Miss Adams has
a citizen of his native country. perfected a type of light to be used
Throughout the entire war, during for theatre lighting in conjunction
which Mr. Ward's activities for with the arc of the projecting
maisland's

FONTAINE SUIT MOTION
Hearing Adjourned Until Oct."
Dancer Suing for Million

4

Albany. N. Y.„ Sept. 27.
A motion In the $1,000,000 action
brought by Evan Burrows Fontaine
against Cornelius Vanderbilt (Sonny) Whitney was adjourned Monday in the Supreme Court at
Schenectady, upon the application
of the defense, until Oct. 4. It was
moved for the purpose of determining the future progress of the case.

Besides the money. Miss Fontaine, who Is now appearing in the
musical show. "Be Careful Dearie"
In San Francisco, wants the parentage of a son passed upon. She alleges his father is

young Whitney

Shubert general representative in various patriotic movements at- chine. The light of the theatre In and that she was 18 years
old when
charge here and will manage the tracted the gratitude of several na- the past has been so strong that her affair with Whitney
occurred.
Cox. \
tions, he remained an American. He
pictures on the screen, composed of The boy has been called Cornelius
was one of the Australian commit- light rays of certain actinic value, Vanderbilt Whitney. Jr.. by its
tee to entertain the Prince of Wale3
been lost. In projection work mother.
FIFTH "BAT" CO. STARTS recently. And he still proudly pro- have
with Miss Adams' id<*a the bright
Charles Firestone, of New" York.
claims that he was an American light will be non-actinic to a great
attorney for Miss Fontaine, said hi*
Touring Companies Report Road stock actor and road-show manager,
extent, but will contain as much client expected to collect nearly' all
Business "Spotty"
that he was born in Pennsylvania, brilliancy.
of the million she is suing for. Haul
and that New York is the artistic
Miss Adams retire! from the Mr. Firestone:
"Young Whitney
The fifth and final company of metropolis of the world.
some
stage
years ago to study will be worth $60,000,000 by the time
"The Bat" will tie sent to the road
Sho
spent
this
effects.
time
lighting
has
action
comes
to trial.
l>y
Wagenhals & Kemper next
studying ami experimenting at sevFAY MARBE'S RECORD
J am os A. Leary. of Saratogas asweek. The show is routed through
ii
laboratories.
sociate counsel for Whitney, inCanadian territory. Thus far the
Philadelphia. Sept. L'7.
formed
the
court
the
For her second week as the star
defense
mystery play companies' hive found
wanted the delay to preeent i(Walton
attraction on
the road spotty.
the Hotel
HARLAN
ALIMONY
WRIT
lidavits
Roof, Fay Marhe is claimed hy tinAlleging that her husband. Kenroof's management to have broken

„ "RUBICON" LOSES $6,000
the record of th<- place for attendHenry Baron was examined be- ance.
trial last week in Thomas' J.
Mi*s
Mar be lefl "The Hotel
Shan ley's suit to recover 5 per cent Mouse" Sept. II in. opened h TS
of the profits of "The Rubicon." the !<>n«»v«. ing Monday.

Harlan, s^een and stage
within the jurisdiction of the
courts, Mrs. Florence C.
Harlan, through her attorney, Alexneth
\'<

I

hew

o st |6,uuo th a fir»l
two weeks of its Chicago run itid
th,en was forced oul of th< Olympic
t!' re to make v. »y f<>;
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reason
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they h
ilthough
ive,
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Concealing

MILLER'S "WEDDING MARCH"
Report aroued early this w*><ic
that Henry Miller win nhortiv
prepare to produce "The Wedding
March," an Imported play brought
over here i>y bis son, cilbert.
e/ae

that the new
Is
may be tahen hy Mr. Mill r
himself as 1 surressor to "I 1
Tcndresse," which opened at th»»
Empire, N<-w York, Monday.

The Inference

pii'ce
f'•>!•

Thf»
buy m.t'1^ i»v the ticket
agencies for "f#i TondreeeV w
but for four wcnkH, with the early
demand for lb* rimpire not reported
i

is

strong.
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SPORTS

INSIDE STUFF

The Actors' Kcjwity Association nan assumed no financial obligation
Whatsoever in connection with the Equity Players, Inc., which Is to
Mart a series <f production* at the 4Hth Street. Equity will, however,
receive one-third <t nny profit secured by the playing organization, this,
perhaps. In return for the use of the Equity name in connection. All of
the players arc Equity members, and even the working staff are of
At the Equity meeting Sunday
Equity, including the scene builder*.
at the 48th Street someone asked the chairman (John Emerson) why
musicians were not to be engaged at the actors' playhouse, giving the
usual reasons that the plays might require incidental music for effect;
also that musicians were allied in unionism with Equity. The chairman
rep'ied he presumed it was purely economical, as Equity Players did not
intend to spend a dollar more than requisite until such time as they had
firmly and successfully established themselves.

—

Stories to the effect that Julia Sanderson was being sued for divorce
by her husband, Bradford Barnctt, with the co-respondent named as a
of the "Tangerine'' cast, were denied last week. It is said that
several dailies printed the divorce story upon the receipt of a telegram
that service had been made, but without verification. Miss Sanderson is
reported having ordered her attorneys to institute action for libel. The
denials supplied front page press matter for "Tangerine," particularly
In Boston, where the show is running.
The facts are that Barnett has
hern on the coast for some time and the couple have been separated for
He has no intention of starting divorce action, however,
four years.
ace 01 ding to telegraphic messages following the original story-

Is

an Optional Notification Given' on Ms-

organization of bookmakers who
each fall hold a dinner to which are
Invited their clerks, race track atl
taches, trainers and "customers."
The lat\er bunch invited are the
better known sporting men, and
some may be classed- as suckers,
according to whether they beat the
books or not. This year's affair was
held last week at Ravenhall's, Coney
Island, and was described as a great
lay-out, with plenty of "everything."
There were 600 persons present and
the cost of the dinner was between
$20,000 and $25,000, the expense being borne by the association which
is made up of not more than ten
men. That ten displayed a sense
of humor, for the souvenirs were
seal leather pocket books.
They
cost about $8 each wholesale.

member

The knockout of Georges Carpenin Paris Sunday afternoon by
Battling Sikl, a Senegalese light
heavyweight, furnished a sensation
in fistic circles. Siki is a coal-black
tier

glovesman who has never been on
this side of the water.
Since the
disaster to the French Idol several

American promoters have been
week in the "Evening Globe," burning up the cables trying to induce
Siki to come over forthwith.
Soak,"
the
on "The Old
one of
One promoter has an idea of getting
new Broadway draws. That the show's hero, an old boy who loves his
the- new champion aboard a ship
liquor, should create merriment was in the doctor's opinion quite a bad
sign.
He wrote something about "America is at a pretty low ebb when that would bring him here by Oct.
That
Don Marquis, formerly a 26 for an open-air affair.
it laughs at the antics of a drunken man."
.sounds like a phoney, fe?r it would
columnist on the "Sun," and now with the "Tribune,'' which publication
be
too
cold
to
attempt
an
out-door
broadcast his acquisition by painted boards around town, is the author
show.
The Senegalese himself
of "The Old Soak." He answered Crane in his Saturday column, heaving
crabbed it by suggesting a purse of
a hint via a supposed Aunt Prudence, who was embroidering the senti1,100,000 francs.
Harry Wills was
ment, "The lips that touch liquor shall never touch mine," upon the
mentioned as the man for Siki to go
dressing gown to be given the doctor. The answer meant something to
against.
Such
a
match
would be out
those in the know. Marquis, by the way, pronounces his name the way
Dr. Frank Crane, In an editorial last
differentiated with the general comment

of the question, according to infor-

spel'ed.

is

mation about Siki.
The latter
weighs but 175 pounds, while Wills

of Broadway's smash attractions takes to the road next week totes at least
212 pounds. By deplaying a solid year.
The producer engaged a crack company feating Carpentier, Siki won
the
to guide it, but although Monday will be the first night out of light
heavyweight
championship
town, a substitute will be in charge for fhat day. Monday happens to be which the
Frenchman earned by
Yom Kippur, the Jewish day of atonement, and it is the one holy day in knocking out Battling Levinsky.
the year the company manager insists on observing. He has been given The logical
match for the Senegalese
some of the highest managerial assignments in theatricals, but has never would be Gene Tunney. who is the
deviated from the custom.
American champion in that division.
Harry. Orel) or Tom Gibbons, too,
George White is still switching his "ScandaV revue, at the Globe, would dqubtleas be glad to take him
and the show is reported rounding into good shape. A new feature on.
No matter how good or bad.
introduced this week Is an elaborate fan scene, calling for special cos- Siki is pretty sure to come over and
tumes. Daily rehearsals other than on matinee days have been the rule. grab real money* for at least one exTwo of the Choristers fainted Monday evening. That was because a hibition. Despite the alibis of
rehearsal slated fos» 5 o'clock did not begin until 6 and the girls were I>i: champs that Carpentier was out
worked until 7.30. They barely had time to snatch a bit of food and of condition and regarded the match
scampei back to the theatre.
as a matinee affair, Siki counts as
an iron man. Particularly so if the
There i* considerable comment about the advisability of having fol- reports of his training stunts are
"Six
lowed William Anthony McGuire's
Cylinder Love" into the Sam H. true. His idea of getting into conHarris theatre with McGuire's "It's a Boy," a comedy very similar in plot ditio n is said to he a hair cut and
Actually about half an
and treatment. The railbirds think that the new piece would have started a shove.
hour a day has been devoted to that
i'ff to better advantage in some other house after the solid year of "Six
purpose, according to inside reports.
Cylinder Love"
Siki himself said after the battle
The opening of the new Selwyn, Chicago, was the most pretentious and that he was through with absinthe,
and
was ready to get into real consuspicious event ever held in Chicago. With the audience composed of
Siki is the second darkChicago's elite, its judicial, political and city officials, as well as a repre- dition.
skinned
scrapper to recently crash
sentative theatrical contingent, the opening found its way to the news
section of the daily papers, as well as into the dramatic columns where into the title honors of the boxing
the p'ay, "The Circle," was reviewed. All of the papers had their society world. Recently Pancho Villa a flywriters on hand and none gave the opening less than three-fourths of a weight socker from the Philippines,
column Then all of the papers had a news story as well, and the criti- tumbled Johnny Buff from the
cism of the show by their critics.' In addition to this send-off, another throne. Buff was on the toboggan.
.thing that attracted wide attention was the appearance of a four-page He also held the bantam title and
special "Selwyn" supplement of the "Herald and Examiner" on the rftorn- lost that in the summer to Joe
Ing of the opening.
This supplement contained two pages of reading Lynch. At the time it looked like
matter and two pages of advertisement. This deal, it is said, was en- Buff was through. Villa must beat
gineered and put over by Robert B. Beck of the Longacre Construction some of the other little men to conCompany and American Bonding Company. It is said that Beck guar- vince the sports he Is there. But
anteed the cost of the supplement publication and that he apportioned if h^ Is matched with Jimmy Wilde,
the cost of this off by assessing the various sub-contractors on the Job a the little English walloper, it would
be a bout sure of drawing a world
proportionate fee for representation.
of dough, whether staged here or in
General Pershing has taken a house at Great Neck, L I close to the England.
actors' colony there. The house selected was used as a summer home by

One

after

manager

,

Arthur Hammerstein and Sam Goldwyn up to this week
The lawn
extends to the water's edge and a pier projects into Manhasset Bay.
Last Sunday the pier held a flock of newspaper camera men waiting for
the soldier, but the general did not take possession until later in the
week. He is to write his memoirs at Great Neck, and the book is expected
to be a history of America's participation in the World War. There are
two housed on the grounds. One fs to be occupied by General Pershing's
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— Emerys

Jestio

Dissatisfied

Players, beaded hj
Bonstelle, opened at the

Jessie

The Shuberts bave

the

notified

lessors of the Majestic, Providence,
R. I., of their (Shuberts) Intention

Providence opera house

last

week In

"The Enchanted Cottage," an English comedy by Arthur Wing Plnero,
Noel Tearle, English player, Is Miss

Bonstolle's leading man this season.
Assisting Miss Bonstelle in leading
roles is Katherlne Alexander. Others
are Harry Gilmore, Claude Kimball,
which expires in December.
Walter Sherwln. Walter Young,
According to a Providence daily,
Gilberta Faust, Shefton Faust, Edith
the Emery Brothers, Providence,
Messer, Ellen Crows, Chrol Maclessors of the Majestic (and allies of
Millan.
Adams T. Rice is stage
Marcus Loew in Loew's Providence)
director, and Edward Rose techniare dissatisfied with the Shuberts'
cal assistant.
operation of the house during the
past five years.
The People's Philadelphia, which
Under the terms it was agreed by
the parties the lessees would not has played a variety of policies Inpermit vaudeville productions to cluding both Columbia and Amerappear at the Shubert-Majestic. ican wheel ourlesque in the past
The Emery Bros, it was stated, con- few years, has been renovated
sider that Lew Fields' "Snap Shots throughout at an expenditure ot
of 1922," which the Shuberts pro- $20,000 and will reopen Oct. 9 with
duced at the Majestic last Feb. 6, a dramatic stock policy. The house
is to be renamed the Desmond, with,
was a vaudeville production.
Felix R. Wendeleschaefer, lessee of the Desmond players beginning an
indefinite
engagement Oct. 9. There
the Providence opera house, denied
the Shuberts have any Interest in will be a weekly change of bill. B.
A.
Levlne
controls
the
former
the opera house.
Mr. Wendelschaefer leased the house after his People's.
lease of the Shubert-Majestic was
jointly executed with the Shuberts.
Oliver Morosco is planning to put
a stock company in his new MorosAt the Shubert headquarters in co, San Francisco, as soon as the
New York it was stated the Shu- current road attractions are out. It
berts had given notice of their in- will make the second stock in the
tention to operate the Shubert- downtswn district.
Tom Wilkes
Majestic for the next 10 years and has his at the Alcazar.
that no papers in any legal proceedings had been served on any mem"Romeo and Juliet" proved no
ber of the Shubert organization.
more profitable fflY Maude FealyNs
stock in Newark. N. J., than "Getting Gertie's Garter."
Miss Fealy
COAST'S $1
began. Thursday to make personal
appeals to the audience for support
•
San Francisco. Sept. 27.
and announced that she would try
One-night stand managers are four weeks more. She followed this
banding together in a co-operative with a letter in her advertisements
asking what was the matter with
Mage production scheme and |iow Newark that it did not support an
have their first attraction on tour. enterprise universally acclaimed by
It is called
•'The Girl and the the press. Robert K. Irwin
has been
Tramp," for a time regarded as the succeeded by Lew English as manmystery shew because no one ager of the company.
seemed to know who was back*of it.
It has developed W. A. Rusco Is
Stuart Walker, after a successful
the promoter, with his associates, summer season at the Cox, CincinT. C. Reavis of Santa Rosa. Max nati, plans to use the Shubert for
Haase of San Jose and W. B. Mar- repertoire next summer.
Walker
tin of San Louis Obispo.
accomplished the seemingly Impos-

operation of the
years under their
optional right in the present lease
to

extend

theatre

their

for

10

SHOW

The show opened
Sunday at $1 top.

at

Reno

last

Los Angeles, Sept.
Minstrels at the

manage
on the week

to

play

weeks.

to

For* their farewell week at ProcNew theatre, Troy. N. Y., the

27.

tor's

if

sufficient

to get their railroad
fares to the next stand. If they do
get enough it will mean that the
next play date isn't in a far distant

and Marie Steffan in the cast. Several amateur actresses have bits.
Helen Aubrey reappears after an
absence of several weeks. The stock
season has been successful.
1.
|

town.

The Los Angeles

for 22

Mason Proctor Players have Louis Anker

opera house here will be lucky
they

when he played

Including the hot spell, to crowded

DEPENDS ON JUMP
Griffin's

sible

hourcs and even gave three matinees a week.

here.

EDDIE CANTOR'S CORPORATION
Eddie Cantor has incorporated as
the Eddie Cantor Theatrical Enterprises for $50,000 to engage in gen"

theatrical producing.
The Incorporators, in addition to the Shubert star, are his wife, Mrs. Ida
Cantor, and Dan Lipsky, his busi-

eral

LEGIT ITEMS

SHOWS

FRISCO

public seem to

be. off the ancient form of minstrel
entertainment, which, together with
the excessively hot weather, has
hurt business in all of the houses

ness manager. While no immediate
fall or winter production plans are
being considered, the idea back of
Marquente Lane, assistant to Ed- the incorporation is to have the
ward Bloom, Is ^Back at her desk company chartered and ready for
again after a. period of illness that actual business when the moment
started last April.

The Bonstelle

•

San Francisco. Sept. 27.
"Be Careful. Dearie." which is in
its second week at the Morosco and
doing a fair business, is to move to
the Curran next week. The attraction played to $8,000 for the opening week with the second somewhat

was

originally scheduled for

the Curran.

The Morosco, with the

off.

It

show

leaving, will be dark.
"Abie's Irish Hose" is playing Its
seventh week here in the third theatre it has been seen at. Opening
at the Casino the show got $3,000

the

first

three days.

"Nice People" opened fairly well
Columbia with the show and
the star, Mary Newcomb, praised

at the

by

local cvkics.

arrives.

Mr. Lipsky states that a musical

Frank Craven was

called on for a speech after the second act of "Spite
Corner,' tiven at the Little Sunday night, the performance being
scheduled as a dress rehearsal, but with all the critics asd a brilliant

audience on hand. Madge Kennedy signaled that Craven was behind
lh» scenes, but couldn't be induced to come forward.
Suddenly Craven
advanced down the aisle, hat in one hand, cigar in the other, and a
"1
just want to Hay, ladies and gentlemen," he said, "that Al's
package.
been here." The "AT he meant Is the comic bootlegger In "The Ole*
So short a speech neVei got as big a laugh.
Soak.'

company of "Her Tempo- show Is being considered, not Eddie
rary Husband" opens in Massachu- Cantor's production, although his

A

road

setts Oct. 16, preparatory to being

routed through Canada.

WMnthrop Ame s

will

start

on -"William .Shakespeare"
the next month.

work

contract with the Shuberts expires
in June.
The Jean Schwartz music
publishing venture will also be controlled by this corporation.

within

ARLISS OPENING SATURDAY

1

of "The Plot Thickens"
has started Brock Pemberton to
look tor a new book.
"If" may be
the selection.

Chicago. Sept.

Failure

Alice Brady did not attend the opening of her father's theatre,
I'layhOUSO when it inaugurated the n^isun with, "On the Stairs."

featured juvenile In that play

WitmarksVe

7'he
tin

musk

is

Jimmy

the

The

Crane, her divorced husband.

Gee

tired the publishing privilege from
M.
ol "Little Nelly Kelly." without competitive bidding,
<

Cohan

•

ifiMilil

musie
« li. ll

is
1

uu

effort for the
selling very big in Boston,

h.i\<

it

in

firm to recoup
where the show

it*
if

Arthur

for

according

The firm had previously published some of Cohan's music
report
nnd failed to make any profit of account from it, according t* the tale.
Win n Cohan completed In* latest musical piece, he decided that Witmarks
ii

The?
tn
having a phein rn-

formei

his

the

in

leifce

as

llammefstein will move
the Selwyn theatre
Greater conven1.

to
Oct.

offices

building

location

will

manager uses one

the

.attain

of

the

Selwyn houses for trying out voices
and ether candidates for his attrac-

27.

The opening of. George Arliss in
"The Green Goddess" at the Great
Northern, which was to have laken
place Monday, has been postponed
until Saturday, due to the fact that
the show was not in shape to go
on.
The reason for the Saturday
opening is said to be on account of
Arliss not appearing Sunday evenings.

tions.

1MB

I** Shubert >s learning to dance. The information says Mr Shubert
has a private tutor who is teaching him the steps amidst the density of
Just why Lee has
Ike dancing place in the Grand Central Palace.
at ejuiied the dancing bug at this date, alter having calmly watched other*
•hiine Je,i years In the Broadway restaurants, some of which he has been
.
Intel Cfttd in on and oil, lb* story doesn t relate,
.

A- professional

Dory"
Friday.

matinee of "Hunky

Klaw
The show and company

will

be given at

the

was brought over from England
tact.

.It

is

due for

other week or so.

th,e

in-

road in an-

Music Box Dsrk
The new "Music Box Revue"

will

not be opened until the latter part
of October.
The house will be dark
for about three weeks, the earliest
date mentlorvj for the new show
ieing Oct * nt

A WEST

SIDE

WONDER

The laughing infant Is William
Robert Henry, 3rd. Though not yet
known
of pull

he had a lot
with Grandpop Jake Flam,
Shubert property ware-

in theatricals,

>oss of the

house,

and Grandma Jennie*

—

-

•

Friday, September
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the 48th Street theatre. •'Wo need
EQUITY'S ANNUAL LOSSES
all the money we can
get," Sgid
(Continued from page l*->
on the rocks. We can raise $62,000 Mitchell, "and there are 25-cent
the
for
those
wantgallery
Seats in
within 24 hours if we want "to."
A member from the orchestra ing to get in cheap."
Nearly a riot of anger followed
asked how much the manager of
the
New York Motion Picture this remark. Mitchell succeeded in
"One quieting tin- throng whm he stated
Branch receivtd as salary.
hundred dollars a week," was the it had bctn proposed the> Equity
answer. This started a buzz of dis- Players give a special performance
approval and the same sp anker for applicants for passes amorg the
from the orchestra said that at one membership. The plan proposed, he
time when he knew of a picture en- said, was to place th»> applications
gagement awaiting him he called at in one box and the seat numbers
the New York Branch, but could re- in another, drawing one from each
thus avoiding a
ceive no action. Within three hours simultaneously,
I'nder that
afterward, he said, two outside charge of favoritism.
agents had called upon him, and mode, he stated, a chorus girl might
one rushed him into a taxi, s 'curing secure a box seat and a star havs *

CHICAGO'S BAD BUSINESS

BLAMED ON TICKET AGENCY
wont to capacity nightly; with the
gross $15,000. The show has steadily forged ahead since Its opening
week, held down only for a time
by several adverse notices. It now
equals the pace of "Klkl," the holdover smash of last season at the
Belasco, which still rates with the

Mrs. Couthoui Regulating Loop Theatres' Sale
"PlugSelling in Quantities to Outside Brokers
ging" Shows She Prefers Managers Protesting

—

—

best

Chicago, Sept. 27.
]*.u.sine.-s in the "loop" theatres Is
Managers
expectations.
to
up
not
of attractions playing at the houses
lark
of
patronblaming
the
here arc
age to the manner In which the
Couthoui -ticket agencies are hanThe manager* claim
dling tickets.
that the "Queen of the Scalpers"
acting
of
ai a middleman
Instead
for the theatre with the customer ta
now acting as a clearer for the independent brokers.
A canvass made recently by one
of the managers brought out it is
next to impossible t obtain tickets
>

Harris Cuts Buy for Agencies
Harris surprised the
II.
agency men Wednesday when he
called them into a meeting and offered to reduce the amount of their
advance buys on the production^ of
"It's a Boy" at the Harris theatre
50 per cent. The agency men were
caught long on the seats for this
I

A

TROUBLES—

BROADWAY

Farrar is living in her speolirl car
and is seldom seen in public.

FERRIS HABTMAN'S

0.

H.

San Francisco, Sept. 27.
When Ferris Hartman and Paul
Btelndorf take over the Bialto theatre here next month for a six
mcths' period of comic opera revivals, the house will blazon forth
under the new name of Bivoli opera
house. Hartman was a San Francisco favorite 25 years ago when he
reigned supreme at the old Tivoli
opera house.

$12,000 IN NEWARK
Newark, N. .L, Sept. 27.
Tho Broad did $12,000 last week
at $2.50 top with "The Lady in
Ermine."
it

was

Broad

the

first

had

has

good week the
the season

since

opened.

POP M0R0SC0
San Francisco. Sept. 27.
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Morosco had
a son here September 23. Mrs. Morosco was the former Selma Paley.
Restsging "Ermine" Numbers
the current week Jack

During

some of
the numbers in "The Lady in Ermine," opening next Monday at the

Mason has been

restaglng

New York.
Through Allan K. Foster having
been overworked of late with failing
health, the bulk of the Shubert production number staging of late has
Mr. Fosbeen falling upon Mason
Ambassador.

from page 13)
were brought onto Broadway this
last.
"Bose Bernd," at
tho Longacre; "La Tendresse," at
the Empire, and "Loyalties," at the

week and

Gaiety, are of this week's premieres,
while "East of Suez" was the important dramatic contribution of

week. This week had two
other openings in "Spite Corner,"
which looks like a comedy success,
at the Little, and "On the Stairs,"
listed as a weak Playhouse entry.
The swihg toward musical attractions continues to command
managerial attention.
There are
nine new musicals being readied to
come in, two listed for next week,
"The Yankee Princess" at
the
Knickerbocker, and "The Lady in
Ermine" at the Ambassador. The
others due are the new "Music Box
Bevue,"
"llitchy-Koo,''
"Springtime of Youth," "Old Heidelberg,"
late last

"Little Nellie Kelly." "The Bunch
and Judy" and "Paradise Alley."
While some of the list will replace

current musical attractions, indications are for a bigger musical group
than usual. There are 14 musicals
on Broadway now, normal for the
middle of the season.
"The Lady in Ermine," in taking
the Ambassador Monday, calls for
"Blossom Time," the current attrac-

move

tion, to

to Jolson's.

The

lat-

is already nominated to
"Tho Insect," a foreign novelty
to be produced by W. A. Brady late
Other arrivals next
in October.
week are "That Day" for the Bijou.
"Bevue Russe" at the Booth. "Dolly
Jardon" at Daly's (63d Street), and
"The Ever-Green Lady" at the
Punch and Judy.
"Thin Ice." a new drama, was a
sudden entrant this week and
marked to open at the Comedy.

house

ter

get

'

engagement

to sit in tlie gallery.

An audience speaker

loudly de-

cerning the one-eighth of tho week
salary request made on Equity
Thanksgiving
members
during
week. He said some paid and some
did not; it was unfair to those who
did and he believed the one-eighth
payment should be mado compulThe speaker wanted to put
sory.
It
that in the form of a motion.
started a hubbub throughout the
was
theatre and the resolution
finally lost to hearing when the
chair requested silence.

time.

Emerson
stopped
highly
the
colored controversy by suggesting
the pass matter bo put up to the
Equity Players' and the Council for
adjustment.

A motion to adjourn was made
and carried at 5:40.
On the platform when the meeting
was called to order at 2:55 wero
John
Stewart,
Emerson,
Grant
Frank Gillmoro, Paul Turner, Paul
Dulzell,
John
Berton Churchill.
Cope, Bruce McBae. Helen MacKel"Barbers Good Actors"
lar and one other woman.
Mr. Gillmore opened the meeting
Paul Dulzell, said Frank «Gillmore,
would inform the members regard- by stating It was too bad there were
Mr. so few present. He introduced Mr.
ing the $l0-$25 initiations.
Dulzell stated the $10 minimum ini- Emerson, who read the same speech
tiation was intended for players in he had read at the Equity meeting
the boat, tent and small repertoire
shows who worked only in the summer and earned small salaries.
These people, said Mr. DuUrell, when

in the

same

theatt

of the previous

Sunday.
Gillmore started another address,
calling upon all members to report
wrong, and they have been dumping their season closed, returned to to Equity when signing engagement
Equity wanted to keep
into the cut rates those seats in ex- their regular trades of shoemakers, contracts.

attraction through figuring the demand would be as great ae for "Six
Cylinder Love." In this they guessed

"

P^r cent returnable
° f tho
they were 8tUck with
The voluntary offer to cut the
amount of the buy by Harris canje
as a total surprise to the agency
men, and they were all up in the
air over the fact that a rdanager was
willing to permit them to get out
from under half way on a deal totally unprofitable to them.

J"
that
j

the

president
of clared he wanted no 25-cent seats
Emerson,
Equity, who had previously spoken, and no lottery seats; that "this
remarked that when they engaged theatre belongs to our union," and
him members should go to the house
the manager they deemed
necessary and as he had demanded manager in the usual course, applying for courtesies and that a paid
r 100 a week they had agreed to it.
Another speaker from tho audi- up card of Equity should serve as
enco wanted some Information con- a badge for free admission at any

John

Sam

BURKE

culties.

the contract for
within two hours.

"The Old Soak"

!

the Couthoui stands.
The employea there Inform prospective customers that the shows sre
a hit aTid that they have been sold
However, money fer their wares and would
out Cor several days.
when th's man went a bit further substantiate her statement by makho found that at a number of the ing a big buy. providing the man''independent agencies in the loop he ager Would abide by her terms.
She told them the was willing to
waive the commission of 2j cents
VEHICLE
which ^h<' get <n each ticket and
BILLIE
willing
to
pay them that
F. Zlegfeld will start rohearrals was
of "Ito.se BrlAT.*' in which Billic amount above tho regular scale
Burke will be starred, next week. they would charge if they would inBooth Talking ton, who wrote the crease the scale in accordance with
comedy, was in Now York early this her demands.
In th<» case of the Pauline Fredweek consulting with the manager
erick show, which was to have come
as tt> the supporting cast.
here
at $2.r,0 top, Mrs. Couthoui
Tl-.e play for Mis.: Burke Will be
the lirst of several productions kept a quarter on each ticket (or
herself,
had this tilted to $3, -gave
scheduled for this fail by Ziogfeld.
musical show headed by Fannie tho management an extra quarter
and then unloaded tho tickets on the
Brice is due in November.
independent brokers at the advanced
box office scale. This makes tho
DOMESTIC
OUT! other broker charge another
50
J-n.s Angeles, Sept. 27.
cents or $1 advance, which makes
Gerald ine Farrar is here for a far a tremendous price for Chicago
concert engagement, but she isn't theatn^oers
She did the same
discussing her husband, Lou Telle- thing with the Solwyns* on "The
gen.
Ticture people who were
(Continued on page 37)
friends of both while they were film
starring here diplomatically refrain
STORY
from mentioning the domestic diffi(Continued
at

hits

for

on Broadway.

obtain all the seats he de- continues to hold on to the excellent
sired, but that ho would have to business and looks in for a real
pay more than the box office prices, run. "The Awful Truth" and "East
for which tho tickets are supposed of Suez" lino up as the best of last
to be sold at the Couthoui stands, week's entries, with "Banco" indiThese tickets, he Bays, were the rated to be a first-floor draw.
It's
eaine tickets which had been given a Boy" proved a disappointment,
to the "Queen of the Scalpers" for though tipped as a sure winner.
sale, as they bore the stamp of her
The road season is generally reagency on the back.
ported bad, particularly the small
Then again the managers claim stands. A signal was furnished by
the fault Is in having the Couthoui "Tip Top," which, with Fred Stone,
high price scale on tickets.
The played ohe-nlghters in PennsylNew York producers who had in- vania last week to a loss. It wan
tentions of bringing their attra^r the first appearance of Stone in the
tions here at an attractive price territory in years, and the show's
wore visited by the "Queen" during reputation of a season on Broadway
the summer, it is said, and were J w ith another split between Chicago
told that they were foolish to do cn d Boston, appeared to have little
as she could pet them more weight."
SO,
"ould

-

Buy

List Climbs Steadily

tailors,

carpenters

and

barbers.

Stopping the laugh this* aroused
with a gesture. Dulzell added. "Yes,
and they are good actors. If they
secured an opportunity on Broadway they would become formidable
Actors who worked
opposition."
steadily and at a good #salary, said
Dulzell, could afford to pay $25.
Another audience speaker arose,
saying that in view of raising dues,
why were life members admitted tb
Equity at $100; that a life membership should at least cover dues
for 20 years. This brought another
speaker to his feet, who said: "Is
Equity a social or union organizaEmerson retion, Mr. Emerson?"
plied, "It Is a union." "Since when,"
said the first speaker, "did unions
permit life memberships?"
This latter question provoked a
whispered conference on the platform, with Emerson finally stating:
"We think your point Is well taken.
We had not thought of that. It
will be .placed before tho Council
and reported upon at the next

Wednesday -wrlth four of the new
attractions added to the buys the
total
was 2$ attractions.
The
agencies went In heavily for the
Ethel Barrymore show, taking seats
for eights with a 25 per cent, return.
There are*hbout 400 seats a night in
the agencies for this attraction.
"Tho Gingham Girl" finally built up
into the buy lists this week, when
starting with Monday night the
agencies took 250 a night for four
weeks with 26 per cent return. "La
Tendresse" at the Empire got a buy
for 450 a night for four weeks, with
the brokers screaming murder two
days after the show opened because
meeting."
the demand did not come up to what
they expected.
Members Wsnt Psssss
"Spite Corner" at
the Littffe also got a buy for 250
A warm discussion ensued during
seats for four weeks.
Grant Mitchell's talk on Equity
This is the final weeks for four Players. Mr. Mitchell said the office
buys now running, namely, "The of the players had been flooded with
Endless Chain," "Molly Darling," requests from Equity members for
"Shore Leave" and, naturally, the free tickets to* the performances at
"Music Box Bevue," which closes
tomorrow night.
The comp.ete list Includes "Daffy
Dill"
(Apollo), "Kiki"
(Belasco).
"The
Gingham Girl" (Carroll),
"Sally, Irene and Mary" (Casino),
"EnfTloss Chain" (Cohan), "East of
Suez" (Eltinge), "La Tendresse"
(Empire), "Whispering Wires" (49th
Street), "Orange Blossoms" (Fulton), "Scandals" (Globe), "It's a
Boy" (Harris), "So This Is London"
(Hudson), "Molly Darling" (Lib-

track of all plays and players. Gillmore said, so if a manager having
10 shows had trouble
with one.

Equity could immediately locate the
other nine. Equity, said Gillmore,
had decided to bond all of its members' contracts, with Equity agreeing to pay any uutnager two weeks'
salary for a forfeited contract by a
member, with the offending member
u-ing obliged to make restitution to
the organization or be expelled from
It.
Onc~mcmber when asking if this
money or refund would be paid out
of Equity funds was informed it

would

be.

Mr. Emerson again spoke at this
Juncture, saying this looked like a
good season but that 1924 is ap-

proaching and Equity must be prepared for k (tho Equity-P. M. A.

agreement expires In 1924). The
books had been gone over by an ex-

EmersOn

pert accountant,

and

said,

Mr. Churchhlll would read the report.

$9,000 IN

NEW ORLEANS

New Orleans, Sept. 27.
"The Man Who Came Back,"
opening tho
lane.

will

season at the Tu-

legit

do

around

this

$9,000

week.

The show

looks frayed and worn
and its cast is not especially meritorious.
The show is headed for
the coast.

"Bose
Bernd" (Longacre), "Shore Leave"
(Lyceum), "The Awful Truth" (Miller), "Why Men Leave Home" (Morosco), "Music Box Bevue" (Music
Box), "Zcigfcld Follies" (Amsterdam), 'The Old Soak" (Plymouth).
"Partners Again" (Selwyn), and
"Passing Show" (Winter Garden).

erty), "Spite Corner" (Little),

In the cut rates there are
attractions listed, with several

1$
of

numbers in
those posted come as direct from
the advance agencies, but with the
the Hitchcock show, taking some of
"Fas
sing
those held out of the new
cut rates so certain of an allotment
Saturday.
Sh.iw." after Mason had put on the
The withdrawal this week, in of tickets that they are posting
them as regulars. The .shows of"Hitchy Koo" own numbers.
addition to the Music Box, are "H
Mr. Mason kns done some restag- Who <;-•»-• Slapped* at tho Garrick. f-red ne "Daffy Dill" ' A polio).
lng also in "Th.
Springtime of and "Sue. Dear" at the BiJOU. Next "Bast Side. West Side" (I'.ayes),
H
(Behnont), "Sue. Dear"
Youth," that tT'M
irto the Broad
week will be the last in town !"i "Kcmpy
hur.^t Oetobvr
"Tho Rnd'.csn Chain." which leaves (Bijou), 'The Gingham Girl" (Car(Cohan).
Chain"
roll),
'End'ess
Mr. Fost er Is not confined to his the Cohan to n ike way for
mm", but rho.ved
HnM.3 Don," r*e- 'Tonl. lii'i'unt" (Elliot!) "Her T en
the eifects ol me
how
He.".
"He
l"r»z< <••,
-. will
Husband"
y
on tour
v
overwork white
igini; Iho numbers
Scot* It coi
i:'*
>
v.
Slapped" fOai r •
in four shows at <>:;•• time, while
with :he
not her wee]
"Hunky Dory"
B >•' iCohan
they were ivhertrtdnR at the
ion for th< Klnw n
tun'
ter finished staging the
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LEGITIMATE

IS

SHOWS

AND COMMENT

IN N. Y.

ON WEEK

Figures estimated unci comment point to some attractions being
successful, white the same gross accredited to others might suggest
mediocrity or loss. The variance is explained in the difference in
house capacities, with the varying overhead. Also the size of cast,
with coroequert difference in necessary gross for profit. Variance
in business necessary for musical attraction as against dramatic
play is also considered.
"Abie's Irish Rose," Republic (10th "La Tendrcsse," Empire (1st week).
Tried out on coast early in sumweek), business here after spanmer and created favorable menning summer is strong enough to
tion.
Henry Miller and Ruth
continuance until late
Indicate
Chatterton head cast. Triced at
Takings have been benefited
full.
$3.30 top; opened Monday.
by excellent cut rate trade. Between $8,000 and $9,000.
"Loyalties," Gaiety (1st week). English play coming with excellent
Opened
"Banco," Ritz (2d week).
reputation.
Produced hero by
Wednesday last week, winning
Charles Dillingham, with Wednesrather good notices. Business at
day premiere at remodeled (»aiety.
week end strong, indications
pointing to show being down- "Molly Darling," Liberty (5th week).
Musical comedy was greeted as
stairs draw.
one of best of kind. Business off
"Better Times,'* Hippodrome (4th
at
first,
but some Improvement
one
week). Hip undoubtedly has
through attraction's merit. Last
of best productions in its history.
week takings again jump -d, with
Business big for first weeks, but
gross above $14,000. Under $12,lately under expectations; should
000, 2 weeks' stop contract.
steady on arrival of cool weather.
"Blossom Time," Ambassador (48th "Music Box Revue," Music Box (53d
week).
Final week for musical
week). Operetta hit of last seasmash, which betters year's run.
son actually completed year last
Remarkablo money getter all the
Saturday, but is four weeks under
way. Fell under $20,000 but few
that record because of closing
of weeks during summer and closMonday moves to
during July.
ing at pace of $21,000. Opens at
Jolson's, with "Lady In Ermine"
Colonial, Boston, Monday.
New
succeeding here. Got $11,800 last
show in about three weeks.
week.
the
Stairs,"
Playhouse
"On
(1st
"Captain Applejack," Cort (40th
week).
Date
Opened. Monday.
week). Ability of this comedy to
differcalled
off
after
reported
against
during
September
climb
ences b££ween Arnold Daly, starnew arrivals gives it good chance
ring, and management, but matto continue another two or three
ter
patched up.
months, with accomplishment of
(2d
Blossoms,"
Fulton
year's run in sight. Got $10,200 "Orange
week).
First week's gross over
"Cat and Canary," National (84th
$18,000. Opened Tuesday but full
week counted, as first night top
week). More than held its pace
was $11. Smart draw, with suclast week, when business was well
cess indicated. Off Monday, capast $8,500. Profitable pace, and
pacity Tuesday thia week.
unless it drops mystery play can
(22d
Selwyn
run through fall.
"Partners
Again,"
'

"Chauve-Souris,"
Roof
Century
week). Still making money, but
(35th week).
Morris Gest will
expectation this great laugh show
keep present bill of the Russian
would climb during September did
players on for another week then
not prove true. Dipped under $11,producing third program since
500 last week, and will move to
novelty opened nine months ago.
Chicago by end of October unless
Wonderful money maker. Getting
pace quickens.
$5 against other high scale shows. "Passing Show of 1922," Winter
"Daffy Dill," ApoHo (6th week).
Garden (2d week). Latest edition
Went off about '$1,500 last week
of Garden revue series opened
when gross was little over $14,000.
Wednesday last week. Rates with
This attraction figured to run unother "Passing Shows," novelties
til
making it stand out. $10 premiere.
holidays, but draw is under
Heavy houses early in week.
expectations,
though
excellent
production.
"Rose Bernd," Longacre (1st week).
Ethel Harry more starred in latest
"East of Sue*," Eltinge (2d week).
r
Arthur Hopkins production which
oods brought his first
A. H.
opened Tuesday. "Rose" and ''La
production in Thursday last week.
Tendresse" are priced at $3.30,
It was picked on by some of the
critics, but even the hard boiled
other non-musicals established at
reviewers admitted it interesting.
$2.50 top.
Despite comment long line r\t box "Sally, Irene and Mary," Casino
office Friday night, and indica(4th week). Leader of the musitions are a hit.
cal shows priced at $2.50 top.
Slight variation probably due to
'East Side, West Side," Nora Rayes
Mystery how this
weather last week, when business
(7th week).
was $17,500. That figure considdrama has held on. Business beered excellent here.
tween $3,500 and $4,000, which
must mean even break in this San Carlo Opera, Century (2d
week).
Another two weeks for
house.
Amsterdam (17th
Fortune Gallo's operatic organi'Follies," New
zation, which was accorded faWill beat all "Follies**
week).
vorable comment by the "musical
records for playing in New York
sharps.
and has beaten all preceding
week).
(5th
Globe
Ziegfeld shows in money drawn. "Scandals,"
Skidded about $1,500 last week,
None of the new musicals affected
when business was $23,500. White
it, and will run until the holidays,
Last week over
revue is getting big money, but
if not longer.
draw in balcony has been off.
$37,000.
Figures to pick up in next two
'Fools Errant," Maxino Elliott (6th
weeks. Attraction has six weeks
week). Despite good impression
moro to go, booking having been
upon audiences business not able
for 11 weeks, then tours.
to better $5,000 after first week
or two. May be tried little longer. "Shore Leave," Lyceum (8th week).
Continues to hold to approximate
"Greenwich Village Follies," BhULast week's
week).
<3d
$12,000, which box office set soon
bert
after opening. Counts among the
business moved Upward over first
successes, due mostly to skill in
week, and gross was not much
production.
under $27,000. That. placed business second to Zlegfeld/s '"Fol- "So This Is London," Hudson (5th
week). Fought itself out of hanBiggest money yet drawn
lies."
dicap that may have resulted from
at Shubort.
unfavorable
several
reviews.
"He Who Gets Slapped," Garrick
Stands out now ahead of best sell<:?sth week). Final week for Rusers of new flock of attractions.
sian tragedy. (Joing on tour with
Fourth week's nightly takings
Richard Bennett heading cast.
Theatre Guild will produce "R.
$2,000, with $15,000 grossed on
week. Hit.
U. R.," another foreign work, here
"Spite Corner," Little (1st week).
Oct. 9.
Newest small-town comedy, writ"Her Temporary Husband," Frazee
Business reported
ten by Frank Craven and pro(5th week).
duced by John Golden. In same
having picked up last week. Cut
house as "The- First Year," given
rates doubtless figuring in pace.
fine chance to land.
Opened MonSecond company being formed for

W

Canadian time.

"Hunky Dory," Klaw

(4th

week).

day.
Dear," Times (12th week).
Final week for musical piece
which moved over from Times
Square two weeks ago. Business
Hopped several thousand, gross

"Sue

Imported Scotch piece has not
caught on. Business claimed about
$5,000, and attraction will go out
after another week.

Sam

6 SHOWS DO $100,000

week under

IN
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JOLSON JUMPS INTO LEAD

BOSTON

on Best Business
Since Wartime

OF ALL CHICAGO SHOWS

Profit for All

Boom
Boston,

Sept.

27.

^«

Two Openings Last Week—"Good Morning Dearie"
Victim of Circumstances— "Circle" Does $14,000

Judged on a dollar and cent basis
Boston Just now Is the "ace" city

First

Week

of Selwyn

of the country for legitimate attractions. With the exception of "Sally,"

which has developed a soft spot
after many weeks of big business,
the indications are that the record
will be kept up for several weeks
come.
Last week there were six attractions lodged in the legitimate houses

I

PHILLY LEGIT PATRONS

ARE SHOW SHOPPING

to

Cool

number four were musical shows. The total gross for the
six shows was over $100,000, and
and of

Weather

Encounters

—"Up

Apathetic Audiences

this

The Ladder Lands

coming year. The show is
on a percentage basis under30 above $20,000, and
65
35 below that, and it is a good
bet for both house and show owner.
Why any change should be even
contemplated Is beyond the comprehension of local theatrical men,
and it is believed the setting of a
in

stood to be 70

—

week, both on Sunday night, and
both of the attractions got a successful launching. The Jolson show,
which was one of them, got a flying
start at the Apollo on Sunday, and

when

week was completed it
up a total close to $38,000,
is the high water mark for
gross receipts of this and the past
season, and absolute capacity.

The lower floor for this house is
almost entirely in the hands of the
brokers, and it is almost a physical
impossibility for one to get seats
three to four weeks in advance without going to the brokers, who are
getting a nice premium for them.
"The Dover Road," the other attraction which got a Sunday night start,
found itself in favor and gives promise of an indeflnito sojourn here.
"The Rubicon," which was at the
Olympic, was compelled to vacate
there on Saturday night, after hit-

city's

ting its stride, to make way for Fritz
Leiber, who came in Monday to stay
for three weeks with Shakespearean
repertoire. The Leiber show was the
only opening of the week and got off
to a good start on its initial per-

three weeks, to be followed by "Captain Applejack" on Oct. 9, but
there's

no

telling

what may happen

business continues at
low level.
if

its

its

rolled

which

type, received splendid notices and
is getting about the limit of the
draw for this kind of show.
"Pomeroy's Past" is booked in for

—

—

it.

nearly all the Loop housVs those
evenings, which were expected to
have been good ones. Friday night
was overlooked by the managers on
account of being the eve of a Jewish
holiday, but it showed much better
on the ledger than did the other two
evenings.
Saturday matinee and
evening, however, were what is always expected for that day of the
week, with the result that the shows
pulled through in nice fashion.
There were two openings in tho

even in the height of the theatrical
season, which September cannot be
Philadelphia, Sept. 27.
called, this business would be considered remarkable.
In fact, it is
Business in the legitimate houses
the best business that the town has here last week proved that bad
seen since the war days and even weather breaks had not been solely
then it was seldom excelled.
Cool
responsible for low grosses.
A disquieting report gained cir- and rainless days found the theatreculation in town last week that the going public of Philly still apathetic,
"Little Nelly Kelly" show was to and determined to shop for their
leave the Tremont at the end of entertainment with a discerning eye.
three weeks, but announcement was It looks as if this is to be a bad fall
made today that the time has been for try-outs or Inferior productions
extended indefinitely. The exten- here, but plays of merit ought to
sion of "Nelly Kelly's" booking is reap a deserved harvest.
important to George M. Cohan, for
Tho most noticeable feature of
both his "Mary" and "Tho O'Brien last week was the flop of Clare
Girl" were forced out of th© Tre- Rummer's latest comedy, "Pommont In previous seasons when eroy's Past," which had its initial
they were going big, as is now true performance at the Garrick Monday.
of tho "Kelly" show.
There was. plenty of paper in the
TMs show, now on the ninth week house
at the opening, but later In
here, is a record breaker. Last week the week the bad business was apthe biggest business of the run was parent with only a fraction of downpiled up, the attraction doing $22,- stairs rows tilled and holes
in bal600.
This figure means capacity
cony and gallery. The notices for
every seat in the house sold, with a this new show were mixed, with one
plentiful sprinkling of standees. It (North American) giving the Kumis only bettered by Labor Day week,
mer effort a fine send-off. but- farce
when with an extra performance the hasn't seemed to hit public fancy.
show grossed $24,000. The advance One reason ascribed is the engagesale shows conclusively that the ment of "Dulcy" at the Broad, and
show can stay here until the first the fact that this show, of a similiar
of the

Chicago, Sept.

With weather conditions all in
their favor, the majority of the Loop
theatres were dealt a heavy body
blow as far as receipts were concerned last Wednesday and Thursday nights. There was no apparent
reason for this drop in business, but
the folks did not turn out, with tho
result that there were most noticeable gaps in the auditoriums of

present

»
formance.
"The Charlatan." at the Walnut,
It is being given at popular prices
"Sally" is sliding off rapidly. In has held its ground nicely, and de- and a play is being made for educathe failure of this show to repeat parted Saturday night with the tional business, with schools and
on its return the business that knowledge that its final week's gross dramatic societies responding with
marked it when it closed in August was bigger than the opening week. large parties.
The big surprise of the season
The only show closing and leavfor a month is a lesson.
"The Music Box Revue" is forcing thus far is W. A. Brady's "Up the ing |own was the "The Blushing
the "Sally" show Into U»e back- Ladder" which opened Monday at Bride," which withdrew from the
Though papered ca- Great Northern after weathering
ground, and the final two weeks will the Walnut.
in all probability result in a slight pacity was attained before the cur- two weeks of bad business.
This
tain rose.
Tuesday the gross was show took to the road, with Pittsloss.
The show that Is perhaps showing $1,200 and a strong advance sale burgh Its first stop. The opening of
It looks "The Green Goddess," which was to
tho greatest net profit is "The Bat," was evident Wednesday.
have replaced "The Blushing Bride,"
at the Wilbur.
The cost of this liko a hit among a flock of flops.
"Tho Blue Kitten" went on the was delayed from Monday night unshow is comparatively small when
compared with the running expenses shelf Saturday night after a third til next Saturday, as the company
of
discouraging
business, was not prepared to open. Grorge
of the musical shows, and yet it week
grossed close to $19,000 last week. which, however, did not drop any Arliss being adverse to Sunday apfurther than that of the second pearance will naturally make this
It is strong and has staying power.
Furthermore, it is absolutely with- week. The Shubert then took Carle show an eight-performance affair.
out serious opposition as the only Carleton's latest musical comedy,
The stellar feature last week was
time limit for the show
foundation.

is

without

—

"Paradise Alley," for

other dramatic effort in town. "Nice
People." at the Hollis, is a totally
different sort of show.
The seat
sale is eight weeks in advance. Jt
is being kept that far ahead. Every
performance is a turnaway.
"Tangerine" is not^runnlng as
strong as the other musical shows,
and yet it is playing on the safe
side by a good margin.
With the
football season close at hand and
with Julia Sanderson a favorite
among the hoys that attend the university across the Charles, there is

starting

Its

and

premiere

this

looks

Spice of 1922."
while never
touching capacity, has been a consistent money-maker at the Forrest and winds up a successful
three-week stay Saturday. "Sally"

opens Monday, and

is

town

this

fall.

It

is

expected to

entice those who shied suspiciously
at tho recent premiers aud try-outs,
and the only real opposition may
develop in Carleton's "Paradise Alley" across the street.'
"Dulcy." while not entirely justifying its four-week stay here, has
made money so far, and as the

Looks strongest attraction house
has had in several seasons.
"The Monster,* 39th St. (8th week)
Another business improvement

when cross ap-

'

expected to

give house a boost well Into November. This Dillingham-Ziegfcld show
is getting all the breaks, as it comes
in alone at a time when the vaca
tionlsts are back, and is the first of
the much -heralded shows to hit

(Continued on page 37)

noted last week,

Monday,

promising

proached $7,000 Show is thriller,
with management contending cool Broad street clientele continues to
weather will plant it.
get back to the city, this comedy is
"The Old Soak," Plymouth (6th expected to hold its own.
week). Set for run. First com"Marjolalne," which came into
edy hit of new flight of produc- the Lyric last Monday, is more 01
tions.
Business big at night, less of a question-mark. Because
variation mostly attaining to mat- it opened against the new Rummer
inees. Last week $14,600.
play, it did not get the regular crit"The Exciters," Times Square (1st ics, but it won splendid notices both
week).
Opened Friday night.
(Continued on page 38)
Comment by critics mixed, though
new comedy drama given good

i

the opening Monday of the new Selwyn theatre with John Drew and
Leslie Carter in "The Circle." The
occasion was a most auspicious one.
with the house sealed at $5 for the
opening. There was no lack of willingness on the part of the patrons
to pay this price, as the house was
filled to capacity and turned more
than 1,000 persons away. Thc» agencies managed to get their hands on
» few tickets for this show and realised most handsomely on their in«
vestment, as they got as high as $80
for a pair. The daily press spoke in
most glowing terms of the show and
the performers, with the result that
business was good throughout tho
week and the houso got a $14,000
start. The Selwyn's twin, the Harris theatre, has its opening date set
and will inaugurate its career on
Oct. 2 with "Six-Cylinder Love."
"Lightnin'," in its 65th week, was
the leader in the non-musical class.
People just do not seem to tire of
It, and each week there is a sufficiency on hand to keep the house
well filled at all performances. With
a good many of the shows dropping
off in gross totals "Lightnin* " increased its intake by about $2,000
over the previous week.
"The Cat and the Canary." at tho
Princess, was right on the trail of
the Bacon play. It was one of tho
foM_ rr exceptions and practically
did capacity at all performances,
increasing its Kross $2,500 over the

Takes to
$4,000.
Cleveland
next
chance.
opening
COAST'S "ABIE" DOING WELL
"That Ray*' succeeding at- "The Torch Bearers," Vandcrbilt
San Francisco. Sept. 27.
traction next week.
(5th
week).
Little
change in
Business pointed upoffering.
For its third showing in San week before. This show seems to b*business last week, when takings
ward late In opening w^k, but "The Endless Chain," Geo. M. Cohan
(4th week).
Last week takings
again went to around $8,000 Francisco "Abie's Irish Rose" is a "word-of-mouth" success, as not
agency call away off this week.
slid downward, gross being about
House satisfied and gross prob- coming back again next week to the much money is being spent on adDoubt about this comedy catching
Agency buy expires this
$6,500.
ably means profit. Satire very Casino theatre.
on.
This show played vertising or other publicity, but the
week. Will go out after one week
well regarded.
"Kempy," Belmont (20th week).
first
at the Moroseo, then at the satisfied customers are dispensing
mure.
'•Queen of Hearts" Will "Whispering Wires," 49th St.
Business picked up again last
their style of publicity, jvhi.'h is the
Kialto
and
now
the
Casino.
succeed.
week).
Doing satisfactory busiWeek and expectation is for fall
best propaganda from nie box -office
On Its tour through the state the point of view.
he Gingham Girl," Earl Carroll
ness right along, with takings
continuance. Takings better than
show
has been attracting exception(5th week).
Musical hit, attracturning profit from opening. Last
$6,000, profitable in this house.
Pauline Frederick in 'The Guilty
tion getting niu'h Word of mouth
week gross was $9,000. Mystery al patronage. It got $1.6.")0 in Santa One" is wearing her welconn
"Th;it Day," listed here, Will take
commendation,
and
business
play; house moderate capacity.
Bijou.
Kosa on one night's engagement; out here. The Couthoui ngency
standing up strongly.
PreTakings 'Why Men Leave Home," Moroseo $2,900 In Reno for three days; a full still in on a nightly buy, and it is
"Kiki," Pelasco (44th week).
last week again better than $1".,<3d week).
Picked up consider' week in
diction that Belaseo's last season
Sacramento. $8,060 gross; only through tin ir efforts that busi000; virtual sell out frohi Wedn< ably last week, when business was
dramatic hit would como close to
ness is in any way representative.
day on.
between $9.r>oo and $10,000. Extra San Jose, $1,400 one day, and $K00 The vehicle Is most unsuitable
two seasons on Broadway still
It
Is
Awful Thing," Henry Miller
advertising in evidence, with man- on a return engagement
I he
stands. Sure of over year. TakMIps Frederick, aj^l those who have
S gem en confident show will build hooked into Fresno for tour days si en her in the play have gone aw;*>
Ingjl last week stood up, around \UV<
uov $d week). Got line send off and
red to $11,000 for fin t week.
to subst iTitial proportions.
following the Casino engagement.
$15,000.
(Continue.
npagc "j
"It's

a Boy,"

Harris (2d week).

last

Critics were not agreed, several
mauling Sam Harris' new comedy

road,

week.
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"EAST OF SUEZ"

TWO CITIES

17

Wif- were the Fooshee Sisters, another of mild Henri ever In the background.
Alexandre is a fast worker of the
the sister pairs around, who dame
when they don't try singing har- boldest methods. The development
of his campaign and Its outcome
mony, and sometimes do both.
Tho "Camp's Dally Dozen" or the shall remain a secret here. It would
The best draw of the Shuberts
[Below are reviews of "East of Suez" as recently presented in London
Athletic number ran into about 40 be a pity to take tho edge off the
and kist xoeek in New York. Basil Dean staged the London production. new "Passing Show of 1922" seems girls all in gym suits, and what play. Suffice to say there Is not a
to
be
the
office
robox
display
as
York,
Juicing
New
staged
"Loyalties," another English
Mr. Dean is now in
The kind Bill Morris dull moment from the rise of the
vealed at "the Winter Oarden. It is gym suits!
piece and the reigning London theatrical hit, for Charles Dillingham. some display frankly revealed. It's had on his diving girls at the New curtain to its fall in this last act.
night at the Gaiety, Neto York. Mr. Dean looked
These are all refreshing people.
It opened Wednesday
the girls and what they don't wear. York theatre ages ago, and when
over the American "East of Suez" in rclu;arsal.\
But what they show when they the suits were wet. A radium num- Henri's wise and worldly mamma
delight.
Who but a Frenchdon't!
And when they do, as in ber with the girls easily flopped is a would
think up the novelty of,
the athletic number of 40 girls or alongside of others on Broadway, man
IN
IN
a charming mamma who could apmore, it's nearly worse for the eyes, in and out of vaudeville.
Florence Reed
T>»|»y
Eondon, Sept. 11.
Of the music, two pieces sounded preciate tho deficiencies of a sap.Geoffrey Kerr
Harold* Knox
On taking over His Majesty's, but just as fine for the box ottlce.
Nathaniel Sack
That will do the business at the good, a ballad and a swinging num- head son and be rathor fascinated
^
u
Leonard Mudle Grossmith and Malone had no small
ber. The book had little to it; the by his rival? The play Is filled with
Harry 'Anderson
Winter
Garden.
Again
It proves the
Proctor
task
Catherine
cut out for them as producing
all right in the such sprightly surprises. It has tho
Am ah Conway
John Halliday managers. They had to keep up a theory of the late Willie Hammer- production looked
ileorge"
Howard Lang pace set by Oscar Asche with "Chu stein, so often practiced by him at Winter Garden stylo when it came delightful quality of never being
l,ee Tut Cheng
O'Brien gT£
out In production, but there have trite, which is a load to say of a
Omr
Know
Hammerstein's,
H^via
was
decidedly
cor£>',—.
Silencer' V*iun Chow" and "Mecca," in offerJohn Spencer
been more expensively mounted, modern drawing-room comedy^.
Priest
It was Willie's custom to reMiss Koven ing for comparison another "East- rect.
Acolyte
The production is in the same
shows at the Garden. The Messrs.
ern" spectacular production, 'East mark when approached by a vaude- Huffman and Foster did their stag- vein as the play. Its settings
are
ville agent for a freaky attraction
of Suez," a» hectic melodrama by
to top the bill, "How far can we ing work well and the dance num- exquisitely dalnfy rooms in pastel
A. If. Woods' ears must nave tin- W. Somerset Maugham.
bers with the girls were continuous- shades of modulated* grays, yellowgo?"
It never struck Willie to ingled In London with the applause
As a production it is most artistic,
ish greens and hazy blues, a perfect
from ids London hit in Now York, though it Is not in the same clasps as quire how far the women or girls ly attractive.
"The Passing Show" will do the background for the witty trifle. For
when Florence Heed returned to the Its predecessors on that stage. Jt would go; he just wanted to keep
Garden's usual quota for the usual it is no more than a trifle. It hasn't
on
the
fringe
of
pinch.
a
speakinK stage in the city that has is in seven scenes.
The first cm-*
always heen at her feet.
The Howards Willie and Eugene time, perhaps beyond the quota and a vestige of drama; and, indeed, :ho
cuples probably a quarter of an
And il* all tfie managers— the sup- hour without a -word spoken other — are the stars of the performance. beyond the time, for this is a Bight beginnings are rather tiresome.
posedly artistic on. as well as this than the crying of wares by the Willie, that funny, versatile per- show if you have grown weary of There is scarcely material enough
one had natives in a Peking street, said by former, does a large quantity of seeing undraped pictures, now pre- for a play In the three acts, but
confessedly commercial
ferring them In tho flesh, for this the quarter-hour of the last act
scoured the seven seas for a vehicle alleged authorities to be the most performing
to
his
brother's,
have lifelike thing of its kind ever Eugene, always fine straight. It's "Passing Show" is strictly a flesh makes amends for the earlier dearth
could
none
Heed,
for Miss
dealer.
Otherwise, It's an average of action. The
more aptly cast her than in this shown upon any stage.
This is the material with the Howards; Garden entertainment, and with the to tho cloment play addresses itself
of the public desigringing melodrama hy W. Somerset probably correct and hence the some of their present is just right
dependable
Howards to hold it up. nated as the "smart crowd," and
Maugham.
audiences are not regaled with some of the other will be built up
Sime.
its success probably depends pretty
When an Englishman does a thing orgies of color and wealth of cos- with playing.
largely on whether that group can
well, he does it hetter than any one tuming. Instead some CO Chinamen
Fred Allen, a vaudeville singlo
be reached sufficiently to establish
Maugham is one of were recruited to create a genuine talker, is getting his first chance in
else on earth.
the atraction as a vague. Its appeal
jobs
their
who
do
Englishmen
would
the
atmosphere an effect that
a Winter Garden production, an opIs probably a bit fine for the genComedy
In three acts adapted hy Clare
rippingiy, and he did this one hetter not be possible to create via the portunity that he didn't even muff Kumnier from the French by Alfred Savior
erality.
Itusn.
presented
William
Harris,
than he had ever done before. medium of native supernumeraries. a littlo the very first night.
and
Jr.
by
Mr.
Staged
Robert
Milton,
with
scenic
proby
"East of Suez" is something the
The play itself \ is an unwhole- Allen appeared several times before
by Livingston Piatt. At the Kit*,
world will kowtow to. though ono some one. It is intended to show, the curtain, to fill a wait with talk, duction
Kept. 20.
must have known the Orient to as one of the characters remarks, the hardest thing to do at the Gar- Charlotte, wife of Alexandre de
Rose Bernd
Ethel Barrymore
Lussac
Lola Klt.be
truly understand how gloriously that Eurasians usually inherit the den.
Christopher Kin mm
But he did it, and once he
Dudley Dlgges
Hall Hlgley Arthur Htre.-kmann
McKay Morris
great it is.
Worst traits of both parents. Brietly, did not have to talk at all. That Porter
Louis, page at the Casino.
Marthi-I
Bernd
Anna ZwIllnufT
all
with
As a half-caste Jezebel
the daughter of an English father was when he appeared before his
Edward O. Robinson Bernd. tho Father
William
B. Mack
the lure, and all the sin and all .he and a Chinese mother is reared in own drop, titled "The Joke Ceme- Baron Henri Dellgnlerc. .a. .Frances Hyrne August Kiel
Charles Francis
Alio* Jrhn Mrs. Flamm
sentiment of both the white and the England. She returns home, meets tery." It Is known as a laughing Julie. Charlotte's maid
Doris Rankin
Georges
Dalou
Robert
Strange
Minna
Alice Ward
yellow in her. Miss Reed had that a young man who is attached to the drop. Tombstones In the cemetery Feydai, Commissioner of Police.
Halm
.....Edmund ltowm
chance which comes to an actress English embassy, lives with him as had many of the joemlllers painted
J. Mslcolm Dunn
Theresa
Virginia I^angton
so rarely the chance to "go the his mistress for several years and on them. It kept the house giggling Count Alexandre de Lussac (nickFrieda
Irene Shirley
named
"Hanco")
Alfred
There was nothing so vile when he abandons her, she is sold for quite a few moments, until they Baroness Dellgnleres, mother of Henri.Lunt IMnzel
limit."
Gregory Roblnsj
K lelnert
tOS ward Le Kay
or so benign that Daisy could not by her mother to a wealthy China- finished reading the old boys, when
Charlotte Granville Colisch
Wilson Day
She leaves him. nieets an Allen came on to explain.
have done it. Miss Reed rose to her man.
Mrs. Oot\pch
Anita Roth*
with a feminine fire that was roar- English merchant who knows nothThe Howards had scenes in "one" * A chucklesome rather than a Constable
John Durkell
ing, and descended to her with ten- ing of her part and marries her. other than Willie's impersonations, laughable comedy is this daintily
derness that was as soothing as a The husband's friend is the man and they were in an Oriental num- fabricated romantic satire of charThe advancing years seem only to
who first possessed her and with ber. That boy can personate. He acter and manners, not to say modes enhance the fiaire of Kthel Barrylullaby.
There have been in recent years whom she Is still in love. The gave an advance line on David War- and moods, splendidly acted. It Is more, our First Actress. It Jars a
on American boards thousands of Chinaman still covets her and in field in "The Merchant of Venice." built on a triangle, but a triangle reviewer, himself not yet senile, to
"vamps" and "angels." What bush- the absenco of her husband she His other impersonations were from of pointed angles and freshly de- count back some 20 years to "Capleague coarse workers they were lures the object of her affections the interior of a phonograph, where signed proportions. The daring high tain Jinks of the Horse Marines,"
compared to the intriguing Palsy, into another liaison. Realizing his Willie concealed himself in order light of the play is a bedroom and to see "Rose Uernd" with its
what coarse, rude, counterfeit divin- position the British ambassadorial that Eugene could sell the records scene; a bedroom scene, mind you, fulfillment of the promise of the
ities they were compared to the gentleman goes into another room he imitated.
where two men appear in the bride's Kthel in that frivolous masterpiece,
beatific Daisy.
and shoots himself, the curtain fallThe big scene sent the second part room on the wedding night, one of and yet holding forth pledges of
Here is a woman! She is a liar. ing on a scene with the woman racing away after
very
a
flat open- them her present husband and the greater things.
a harlot, a double-dealing deceiver, garbing herself in her native robes, ing section. Several who had been other her divorced mate; and the
Miss Barrymore has done greater
a half-breed mongrel, a tempera- the husband willing to forgive her, abroad this summer recognized the essence of the situation is the strug- things already than "Hose Bernd."
mental egotist, a murderous des- but the inference is she will return presentation as the same given at gle of the two husbands for pos- and she will again. And this is
perado, a fiaming mislres"s, a tender to the crafty Chinaman who is the
written in full respect for the work
Folies Bergere, Paris, with the session of the bride.
nurse, a lowdown Chink, a blas- waiting.
Off hand you'd say it was pretty of Gerhart Hauptmann, its author.
over there the central
phemous and blatant rotter; she
The dally local press went into exception
figure was a huge negro. The scene raw from the outline, but the thing This sordid drama can never bebreaks every one of the Ten Com- ecstasies over the performance of employed a wrestling troupe (un- is managed with such artless drol- come a classic. "Declasse," by a
mandments and she can be as Meggie Albanesi on the opening named) with the King's order that lery and such intriguing and sym- native playwright a woman, withal
crooning as a madonna she is vile night, but unfortunately she was insurvivor of an elimination pathetic romance that you are —has a far greater call on immorthe
and she is magnificent. But she is disposed on the evening the pre- wrestling
bout would be the only one tricked into a sentimental iaterest tality.
sentation was witnessed by one of.
a woman!
But "Hose Bernd" is exceedingly
to save his head, and have a choice that entirely submerges the risky
The story sets out the situation Variety's London reviewers and the of a slave girl.
kick.
Such is the magic of Gallic worth doing, and is exceedingly well
of a half-caste, who is scorned by role was played by her understudy,
done, not alone by the star, but by
It was also stated by the same naivete and tricky humor.
As
the
both races from the unwholesome Nora Robinson, who is inadequate people that the opening scene of the tangle unfolds before
the footlights Arthur Hopkins, who directed .and
fusion of which she sprang. This to the demands put upon her. Much show, "The International
presented it. Surely no dreamer of
it's rather a pretty romance, wtth
one fascinates a decent chap in the favorable comment was lavished was a replica in scheme of Circus,"
fleecy fancies or transcriber of bitdistinctly modern tone of smartn
one
the
Orient.
He introduces her to his upon Marie Ault, as the Chinese given at the Folies Marigny, Paris. .embellished by the play of cha
ter realisms could ask a more Infriend, who was her lover years mother, who seems possessed of no
It held representatives of various acter development and relations as telligent, sympathetic, understandbefore.
It develops that she has great art, but is cast for a "fat"
ing and resounding exposition of his
countries,
swift
with
clown.
and
a
delicate
A
sort
of
summer
as
lightbeen a wicked, conniving, cheating character part that would stand out revival of
theme than this given at the Longan effect scene was called ening, harmless but exhilarating.
trollop, hoodwinking the man who if played by almost any middle"J'en-Al-Marre," the effect being an
Alexandre and Charlotte have acre to a script which is drab and
loves her as she had done to all aged character actress, due prindepressing
as it is soul -wrenching
engine
been
coming
head
married
through a
two montha when
men white and Chinese alike all cipally to the make-up. C. V. Frartce. tunnel. The revival onwas
in the comes the first clash for the mas- and stunning.
except the one who hoodwinked her. one of England's good actors, is not
Again It is a tale of a peasant girl,
head
tery
on
portion,
between
husband
similar
effect
and
wife,
a
due
She marries the simple, sincere sufficiently sinister as the crafty having
lover,
the
Inevitable
consebeen used at the Garden at about this stage of the honey- a
The other is in honor bound Chinaman; Malcolm Keen well sus(one.
Alexandre, called "Banco" quences; again we have the stoic
to resist b/s friend's wife, whom tains the unsatisfactory role of the about 10 years ago, but in a differ- moon.
and
sanctlmonlus
father;
again
we
ent
for
setting.
his
In
addiction
this
scene
to
Janet
that game of
he had once before betrayed and husband; Basil Rathbone is excelappeared to very nice purpose chance, has directed Charlotte to have the intolerance of a rural comwhom he now no longer wants, but lent as the member of the Embassy, Adair
munity of sinners, the preachments
as
"the
girl"
go
from
of
the
a
French
Casino
to
apache.
hotel,
theher old passion is relighted and the and Henry Kendall makes an at- She
saved the train and scene.
where he will Join her In five of the doctrine of Christ and the ungame sho gives him to wind her- tractive juvenile.
The big scene for comedv ap- minutes. Charlotte says she will Chrlstly practises.
"East of Suez" Is undoubtedly a
self once again In his arms is deWe have all these things again—
peared
"In
wait.
a
Pullman
There is the issue. At the
Car"
and
production
expensive
Its
vious and indescribably dramatic. T very
have been conceived by some- rise of the curtain Alexandre has but we have them with Rthel BarShe plots to have her husband killed sponsors may consider themselves must
rymore as the girl, and with Arthur
one
after
a
depressing
been
playing
cards
experience
for
80
hours,
hurt
instead.
She
fortunate if they break even on this
and her lover is
with bum hootch. It was the men's while Charlotte has been napping Hopkins as the master-toucher over
nurses him back to life. She preys theatrical gamble.
Jolo.
washroom of a Pullman in the early In an ante-room armchair and wait- it all. Therefore it Is exceedingly
on his gratitude, his solicitude, his
morning, with the men dressing, ing. The domestic deadlock la on. worth the doing, for now wo underweak masculine flesh and she
shaving and doing other things.
Charlotte strikes up an acquain- stand not only Hauptmann's "Itose
takes him. Oh, how she takes him!
1922 George
Hassell had what low of tance with Henri, rich lounger Bernd," but a few of his others, and
It lifted an audience out of its
lowest
comedy
could be inserted around the Casino, a tame cat, tea- Ibsen's, and Lageolofs, and CheAnnual production by the Rhuberts for
chairs, it was so big, so uncomprokov's. What her brother, John, had
the Winter Oarden, New York, featuring into it.
He flanagananded warded drinking dawdler, and when her re- done
misingly and Britishly blunt, it was Willie
for the interpretation of Toland Eugene Howard.
Principals: the soap all over the room,
smashingly
of course. sistance against her card-playing
dramatic.
so
Francis Renault, Fred Allen. George liasstoi in this country, she has now
.There is a Chinaman who has sell, Nellie Breen, Janet Adair. Nat Na- Mr. Hassell has a ponderous way husband breaks down and she flees done for Hauptmann.
Bought her, but sho has cheated him. rarro, Jr.: Oeorge Anderson, Alma Adair, and you have to like that way to to her mother, Henri pursues to
The premiere audience was brilEmily Miles. Fred Walton. Alfred GUday. like Mr. Hassell.
furnish mild sympathy and play
He Is always in the background
Sam Ash. Jossle Lang. Ethel Shutta.
liant beyond any that has been seen
Closing tho first part was a ballet sentimental court.
slinking plotting waiting.
He Is J-'ooahee
Sisters.
Mary lAwlor. Gertrude
the grand opera. There was
A year later Charlotte has di- asince
not impulsive; he waits. Maugham I.anflr. Arthyr Market son and the Mackweye with Francis Renault in his female
hushed expectancy that was beauthe Lockfordn. .Show staged by J. C. impersonation leading/ It was well vorced the forceful Alexandre and
must have known Orientals very and
Huffman: dance numbers by Allan K. set.
Mr. Renault scored here, and is at Henri's country place, having tiful In the theatres which usually
well to make so strong a point of Foster; book by Huro'xi
Atteridjre: music by
are the scenes of ribaldry and the
a Chinaman's patience. He tells Alfred Goo.iman; lyrics by Mr. Attcridgo also In the "Diamond Girl" bit. when been married to him that day7 at crass wisdom of the first-night gathher that China is eternal— all civili- and Jack Stanley: orchestra directed by he surprised the house upon his the rural church. Who breaks In erings.
The attitude was almost
Goodman. Opened Sept. 21. 1022. at wig pulling disclosure. The "Dia- on this situation but Alexandre,
zations have whanged against its Mr.
reverent.
And it became almost
Winter Garden. New York.
massive walls, but it has always reChorus: Helen For, Louise Wavne. Elsie mond" scene was an excellent bit vowing that none but he shall have worshipful.
mained China and always will. This May. Phyllis Reynolds. Charlotte' SchUeite, of number staging. Another com- her for wife, and declaring his InSurely, Miss Barrymore has a
Bond.
TeRgy
edy
Beatrice
O'Brien.
E.hia
scene
and
also
tention
a
of
carrying
oft
influence comes,
but
her
that goes,
revival for
in spite hold on the lovers of the stage that
iUarrk, Ethel Walker. IWty Pitch, Edith the Garden
and elsewhere was the of herself the same night. Char- makes
China remains, as the majestic rPearee.
Monica Boulais. Phylli* Miller. Nan
one exult that the stage can
Yang-tse-Kiang Is fed by five hun- Henderson. Gladys Hall, Helen Christie. prop carriage and decrepit horse. lotte makes every preparation to develop such adoration. If there is
It
meant
nothing.
defeat this design, without, however, an artiste of native
dred streams but still remains the Mary Breau, Portland Hoff.i, Puullne
origin who has
Dakla, Beulah Reuben*. Virginia Wilson,
In numbers and specialties were disclosing Alexandre's Identity to
majestic Yang-tse-Kiang.
merited it. Miss Barrymore is she.
Florence Darllnir. Florence Humrmrville. The Lock
fords, those French acro- her new husband. The clash of wits
And, when violence and suicide, Helen O'Brien, Madeline Smith,
Dorothy
Her
fidelity and her energy, her
exposure and discovery that her Daniels, Dolores Bdwarda, Louise Ktarck. batic-classical dancers, who swept occupies the second act with bed- charm and her genius for expresSlina Sidney Nelson, Marion Monnev.
the stage in their first appearance; time of the wedding night approachman has fallen in love with a pale- Grace
sion, make her the goddess of AmerBelle McLaughlin, Otilla Smith, Roes Lee,
then Nut Nazarro, Jr., with his ing momentarily.
f iced blonde English girl come, with
ica's woefully limited sphere of art
Maxlne Sickle. Jean Thomas, Olive Brown,
Forewarned by the program we worth the name.
the nhot that has killed her lover Helen K<.g<>rw. Carol Mili-r. Beatrice Wil- dance bits of different style that
son. Bldaey Shear. Margie Hlmee, Mae Sut- scored,
wlUle Ethel Shutta. from come to the bedroom scene of the
still echoing In her earn, her husShe looked young and lovely. Miss
van.
Louise
K'jitherln*
CroeN,
Sate, Rose burlesque,
tried
real
band on the way to throw her into Gallagher, Helen
hard
but last act with a good deal of breath- I'.arrymore can sho can convey to
Uercndeen. Helen Wright. seemed too hard in the trying.
the garbage can Where half-castes
She lees anticipation. Charlotte in in- the eye whatever she wishes, for she
did
a
timate
number with Mr. Nazarro and
attire awaits her now hus- can intrigue any sense that she
belong, as her own sobs shake her
every fiber, shf tal-os up her glass should be blazoned in the theatrical also jazz»d danced in the final finale. band at the rise of the curtain. As- addresses. Her 'cello voice perhaps
meantime leading "The Hairy Ape" sured that she has defeated Alex- had never a more illustrious opporand her cosmetics and takes "down hall of fame.
the pitiful Caucasian hair-dress,
For sheer bravery, "i/xst of Sues" numbers, where the girl -stokers be- andre's schemes She draws the cur- tunity than lu this play. In which
takes off the sorry white woman's is memorable.
Not that »t tran- hind her fur a chorus continued to tains, and there, sitting in the win- sho js almost always In minor
rouge, and prepares herse
"Go to !/ 11."' That a ks a dow,
the cool and impudent Alox- strains.
At the curtain climax of
n imb< r very like tho one in the anoi'e.
And he proposes to stay the second act, where everything has
Chinaman's slave China has called much a« most of the tinkling
tl
her and Its own is coming.
shows. It Isn't that Kind of hrava i" defunct "Ginger J'<>\ Revue" that just there whatever happens unless burst around her, and she has bceo
Lester Lonergah staged the pro- It i.s a courage to do things as tho ejnevej did get started. The Mack* she will flee with him at once, A broken on the wheel in a courtroom
duction.
Martin Herman s-aperin- things should be done, in the face | weys did a French or Russian dance, lire alarm draws everybody from before the gadding, gaping peas
tended the offering in his brother's of theatrical r»?
and wl icacres' hut were overshadowed by the Lock- the bouse —Alexandre, of course, ants, she says, repeatedly, '1 was se
absence. Whoever is to be credited rules for "making idta."
fords.
Nellie Breen had one dane- having ftet the Incendiary blase for ashamed I was SO ashamed!" It
and tho Lord alone knows how
of Hues" laughs them all Ing chances d achieved a little with that purpose- and then and there may yet take the place of "There
: :.ist
these men can live on Broadway in shame and will
one of the hits it. She \.:.<t of the Breen Family In begins the battle between tht ex- Isn't any more" for her imitators.
and know and feel such things
bait.
vaudeville "Orphans of. the Storm"
of yea]
wit'c and her ex -husband, with the
The company was cast with aeluti
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Florence Wild*. Kill* Prank.
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ner.
Bobble Boles,
Christie, itert Be«t, Maybell
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McKay Morris, as n
dashing seducer, was terrific. William B. Mack, as the father, played
with fine color and effect, even as
he has always done in noisy crook
plays; no matter what his surroundings. Mack is always on the

was at the premiere as general
manager for Charles Frohman, Inc.,
under whose direction the Empire Isabr
now with Anne
is pursuing its career,
|

McKay

Freddie Eddie

as

Its

man-

ager.

The Empire's was a

real

first

SPITE
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CORNER
Marie L. Day
Percy Pollock
Jaroea Seeley

«

Cap'n Parker
Elizabeth Dean
Douthett

Madge Kennedy
Maftte Keene

Nathan Lattlmcr

Stephen Male?
George Gorman
Jason Bobanla

Mn.

Doris Rankin (Mrs. Lionel night, the opening of the season for Mr. Nelaon
Barrymore), strangely cast for the the house with a new play pre- John Lattimer
Beatrice Noyea
of an old woman, an invalid, sented by an eminent star of the Mme. Florence
John Keefe
Mr. Dana
was as admirably genuine.
theatre.
Sam Colt
Mr. Allen
pro"Rose Berod" will, undoubtedly,
manager,
Miller's
Mr.
score a llnanoial return commen- grammed, is Irving Frederic Deakin.
Frank Craven, actor and playElmer
surate with the merit of the offer- and
stage manager,
his
wright, is again to be credited with
For many weeks it should Rrown.
8imc.
ing.
being a master craftsman -author of
know no vacant chairs. It will never
the small town comedy. It was* he
become a groat public furore bewho delivered "Too Many Cooks"
cause it is not of comprehensive
soon to be presented in musical
Rut New York has
public appeal.
form), but he won famo with "The
to
souls
wiscriminating
enough
Enid Markey First' Year" in which he starred
Marllley
maintain iuch literature so illum- Ermintru.le
Ohestor Morris
I.*'xlnK!<»n Dalrymple
inated for a more than respectable Mrs. Hilary Band
Thais I,awton and which ran a year and a half on
Now he comes through
Tallulah Bankhead Broadway.
stay. As a matinee attraction it will "Rufus" Rand
rMarsh Allen with "Spite Corner," produced by
be in mighty demand, for women Hilary Band
Karr John Golden as was 'Tho First
Frederick
Mr. Rackham
will warm to the play most readily. fiumter Dalrymple
Robert Hyman
Florence Fllnn Year."
"Rose Bernd" is not entertainment: Vaughn
The new play was shown at a
Allan Dlnehart
Han Mac<;ee
It is most certainly not amusement
Albert Marsh private performance Sunday evebut is surely enjoyment. And that ChauftVur
Elchlln Gayor
Ra*»et-Hrown
before
word is bigger than the other two Joaeiyn
Wright Kramer ning (Sept. 24) at the Little,
Seymour Kats
Lait.
Aline MacMahon a brilliant gathering of stage cecombined.
Miss Files
*oy Gordon lebrities, authors and other notables.
Flash Fagan
#... Edwin Walter
St Joe
Tho Sunday showing permitted
J* rry Hart
First Man
Sidney Dudley attendance of the critics whose atSecond Man
key.

role

THE EXCITERS

i

—

LA TENDRfcSSE

;

tention

TUy from the French by Henry BaUllle,
rre«»nted at the Kmpire, New York. .Sept.
25. with Henry Miller (producer) and Ruth
Chatterton starred.
Elmer Brown
Monsetcneur de Cabrlac
Henry Miller
Barnac
Ruth Chatterton
Marthe Dellleree.
Madamolselle Louise. ..Marguerite St. John
Loula Le Bay
Aubln
J'aul

rolette

Jacqws
The Uovernew
Fernal
J.ec ardier
Mile. Tigraine

Carlos Gerard

Marchese Gtalliannl
Julian D'Abllncourt
Alain Sergyll

Ouerln
Mile. More!

Finn

Judith Vossclli

is

that

It all happens In three acts and
The set is the parlor of
set.
(Henry
Barnac's
elderly
Paul
Miller) home in Paris. The fiction
starts on the afternoon of a December day, leaps to the next day,
and then waits a couple of years,

one

with a few changes having been
in the drapings through the
absence of its youthful mistress,
who was also the mistress of Barnac, who was a writer, and wrote
plays for his mistress as well, as
she was an actress.

made

The mistress, Marthe Dellieres
(Ruth Chatterton), had two children a boy and a girl and a nurse

—

The

—

entire family
appeared in two of the three acts.
Barnac loved the children and loved
their mother. And the mother loved
Paul.
She said she adored him.
They had lived together for five
*
years.
In the first act on the afternoon
of that December day a couple of
Paul's men friends lold him Marthe
had been going on too loose. Paul
set a spy trap in the second act,
when he found, through transcribed
conversation, that a young picture
actor had attracted his mistress
since she had become his mistress.

The mistress had had two or three
callers the same day, and it did
look a little bit as though the picture actor might have been but one
of a group, but Paul, being a playwright, only suspected the youngest
one and he was right, at least
about that one, as Marthe admitted
it when accused.
The accusation came through
Paul reciting the exact conversation
of the young couple as though reading a newly written act of a play
for the mistress. With the confession, Paul, unable— and properly so
to restrain himself, commenced

—

—

choke Marthe, but desisted.
There was the grave error of Bahave
Paul
should
tallle's,
for
finished the girl and the play at the
same time, and properly so.
After that "La Tendresse" was all
dragged out to its
through.
It
weary finish, with the third* act
playing for a month or more. Yes,
Paul took her back. As he didn't
to

was nothing else
him to do, even though he did
wasto two years before finding an
strangle her. there
for

excuse Jo send for her. And as she
still adored him, she willingly returned. That may be the French
idea, but it failed to point a moral

American plan, unless one
could suspect the Bataille scheme
was to get away with it under any
circumstances, though a two-year
penalization followed.
This subject matter as laid out
Rnd played will not materially interest over here. There Isn't enough
vitality to the piece or the playing.
In the original it may have been
all-absorbing in Paris, where it was
a decided success, but at tho
Empire Monday evening quite the
most agreeable incident of tho performance was Mr. Miller's curtain
speech, when ho gently and reverently, without mentioning his name,
referred to the late Charles Frohman, who launched the Empire
for the

tho

given to the

flapper

wealthy parents

and that

is

she'll

third of the four acts is past.
terest is sustained until then.

In-

is

is

a mixture of comedy and crook,

play,

is entirely problematic
will accomplish such a record, but the new show
registered so strongly upon its initial
showing that Broadway will most
likely bow again to the humor and

plays."

It
The whether "Spite
Corner"

given a thrill in a crook
disclosure scene that comes as a
surprise. Martin Brown, who turned
aside a stage career as a crack
dancer, is the author. His product

audience

for the children.

Monday was

Empire premiere ("La Tendresse")
and it afforded an opportunity for
There is an idea in "The Exciters." Craven to be present at .the first
which the Selwyns brought to their metropolitan showing, as he is on
Times Square theatre Sept. 22. It tour with "The First Year." The
of

offspring
regular opening of "Spite Corner"
a thrill huntress was Monday.
do most anything
Broadway
the past five years
which has had a for
"smash" small town
William Pearce that is away from routine,
Norma Havoy specifically is a change of pace, even comedy with "Lightnin 1 " staying
H. Cooper-Clifi> to marrying a burglar and thinking
creating
Edward Mackay herself in love with him. It is the around for three years and
a run record that may never be
Mary Fowler
something equaled. That show was a product
Sidney Biggs idea of a snap marriage
Jean de la Crux like in "Her Temporary Husband," of tho Golden office, too. Craven's
William Hanley but unlike the farce, "The Exciters" "The First Year" figured in every
Ronald Colman is not transparent until after the
list compiled of "great American
A. O. Andrews
Elfin

and looks the hot of his play-

the types of the small town illuminated by Craven and if the signs
are not wrong it should play a
season. *
The jealousies of the folk in a
little town of Dean concern almost
all the townspeople.
Betsy Dean is
the last of her family who were the
town's pioneers.
She conducts a

writing efforts.
The play was first put on in AtCity the middle of August
and another week of trial convinced
the managers they had something
to work on. Since then a production of three set changes has been little dress-making shop on a corner
supplied, the book has been co- that is the town's center and the
ordinated and expressions of a new spot is much desired by Nathan Latbut punchy kind have been Inserted. timer, a money power in the place,
The cast remains virtually intact. but a man gnarled with paralysis.
There are 14 speaking parts, all ex- The Lattimers and the Deans have
been ancient enemies and when the
pertly assigned.
agree to build a brick
Tho story is laid in a Long Island selectmen
block
with Lattimer's
home, excepting the surprise crook business
to ac"Rufus" Rand, the backing, all that is needed
bit in an office.
complish
the
plan
is the acquiring
daughter of the household, is inJohn
and
Betsy
home.
of
the
Dean
jured in an anto accident and, it is
grandson of Nathan, were
Yet she Lattimer,
feared, may not survive.
sweethearts. He had gone to tho
demands she be married at once city to make his fortune and within
and save a two million inheritance the five years that elapsed she has
which would otherwise go to a been faithful against his returning.
"damned political party.''
"Five
has he but the girl in a temper
Minute" Dan MacGee, supposed So
not discover that until the end.
cracksman, is trapped within the does
She
refuses to sell her property and
house. He offers to be groom in exbecause of that the Dean homestead
change for his freedom and that of is called the "Spite Corner."
a housemaid known in tho underInto Betsy's shop at various times
world as "Diamond Delia." Rufus como the village gossips. Most are
recovers, but doesn't forget MacGee. old timers and nearly all have an
She says she is in love with him
Inning at laughter making. Ernest
that it is a new thing to love a real Gros did an excellent bit of designlive burglar.
It develops that Macing of the shop, giving It an indelible
Gee Is of the Stafford MacGees of air of age. It's a. one-story affair,
Philadelphia and that the couple with heavy beams supporting the
really love each other. But the girl roof.
The beams are solid, tlmepretends hating Dan, whom she be- blackencd. Pegs to lock them are
lieved a real yegg.
He proves to In plain evidence and tho simplebe a gentleman detective who appearing set is most convincing.
rounds up a band of international
Madge Kennedy is the star of
thieves.
"Spite Corner." Given the role of
The idea has been used before, Betsy, she created a faithful charthough the actual combination in acterization of a maid who has
"Tho Exciters" gives It a twist in waited long for "the'' man and who
the crook scene.
That
feels sho has waited In vain.
Tallulah Bankhead and Allan she avoids him and says mean things
Dinehart are tho leads. This is the to him was but her way of showblonde and beautiful Miss Bank- ing how much she still cared and
head's most important role.
She wanted him. Old Ebcn Gooch said
gave a fine performance. Dinehart to the village's old maid that he
counts among the most finished "had found out one thing about your
Broadway actors. He etood out sex. I never knew until tonight how
every minute, and made a distinct near a woman who has caught a
man will go to chasing him away."
impression as a real burglar.
Percy Pollock as Mr. Gooch has
The play was carried over with the best chance
of his career and his
a tempo that smoothed over im- performance was the scoring role of
probable points and the comedy the play, with the honors next to
points counted without exception. Miss Kennedy's. To him has been
That two girls sported cute little given the weight of tho comedy
automatic "cannons," encased In comment and more could hardly
garter holsters strapped Just below have been got out of the mathe knees, was explained by the fact terial. Laughter came with nearly
they were "exciters" and were ready all of his utterances, with a good
lantic

.

J

maybe. When bit of credit duo Pollock's old man
father expostulated, "Rufus" won a style, besides the lines themselves.
ready laugh by replying, "What can An easy, leisurely old boy who canyou expect from a burglar's bride?" not help winning curtain honors
Enid Markey was excellent as a with the star.
cousin of "Rufus." Delicate, quite
One of the best bits was the tellflapperish, and pointed, her comedy ing of Betsy's fortune' by the cards.
clicked brightly; in fact, running Marie L. Day as the old maid had
the leads a good race for honors. most of the women present giggling
Florence Fllnn, first as an unobtru- by her card forecasting. "What you
sive maid and later as "Diamond most expect" and "what you will
Delia," possesses considerable fire get" and all the lingo that goes with
and is promising. Eichlin Gayer it. supplied the humor that was
played naturally as the English heightened by Betsy's earnestness
fiance of Rufus. He became "posi- in learning what was in store for
upon its historical theatrical career. tively frayed'' and wished himself her. Miss Day's work counted with
This run will have to depend upon out of the marriage idea, getting the leads. With her embroidering
•tewed, which was tough since "the and her ready tongue always in
the Miller-Chatterton following.
The Miller company played in a bootlegger, doesn't cuipe until Fri- action, she .was one of the most
nihducd tone, so subdued those in day.'* Robert Hyman was amusing amusing of the characters.
Mat tie Keene, too, was happily
the rear often had to guess what as an observing cousin from Louiswas being said upon tho stage. In ville. Roy .Gordon In the crook role cast as Mrs. Douthett who was never
the subduedne.ss and with charac- of "Flash Fagan'' was excellent, as afraid to say what she thought
All the
ters facing away from the audience was Wright Kramer in the suave about things and persons.
town knew about Betsy's long disoften, the guesses were frequent. master thief part.
It is tho thrill idea that gives tance courtship and when the girl
Mr. Miller was tho most indistinIt
pretended sho was "off" John, Mrs.
guishable to tho rearites. Each of "The Exciters" Individuality.
the finales was intensely quiet, ought to attract the younger let. Douthett told her she was wrong.
Her explanation was "1 vo been
If it succeeds in doing that tl>«- show
maybe artistic.
hooked up for 30 years. Married
ibec
Gilbert Miller, Mr. Miller's son, will land for a run.
to start something,
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favorites, but none of them stood
out particularly. Lnea Courtney, remembered from "Irene," was cast in

PARADISE ALLEY
Philadelphia, Sept. 27.
"Paradise Alley," Carle Carlton's
successor to "Irene" and "Tangerine/ 'had its premiere at the Shubert and appeared to be in good
running order at its debut, going

a straight part, with one grotesque
dance in the final act to show her
off to real advantage. Bert Gardner
used rapid-fire diction to gain comedy for the part of Jerry Coogan,
through with no waits and bringing tho promoter. Ben Hendricks had
Reginald Pasch, who
little to do.
the final curtain down at 10.50.
It was the pretty definite con- sang the role of the Prince in the
sensus that "Paradise Alley" is by recent Savage revival of "The Merry
no means up to "Irene" or "Tanger- Widow," was wasted in the part of
Ho
ine," but, as was wisely remarked, tho South American villain.
fall short of Uheir level seemed terribly out of place, but his
it could
pretty far and still satisfy a lot of fine voice won him a nice hand. Outunintentionally
of the one
people. The main trouble seems to side
be ar? over-abundance of sentiment thrilling dance by Granville and the
which crowds out comedy. It's a chorus girl, the dancing of Frunklyn
Farnum was the hit of the show.
csuA of "too much book."
"Paradise Alley" is pretty much He has a couple of numbers in the
"Irene" written over again, with last act, and helped things a lot.
some minor changes. It is in two Perhaps if he had been allowed to
acts and six scenes, which Include dance instead of sing in the first act
a subway restaurant, a back-stage that wouldn't have seemed so
rehearsal of a musical comedy, and draggy. Dorothy Walters was hana tenement on the East Side, to- dicapped by a lack of funny lines as
gether with two rather shoddy drops "Mrs. O'Grady."
The music by Carlcton and Harry
in one supposed to represent a subway entrance and a dress-making Archer was almost entirely lacking
in catchlness. A much-touted numestablishment's window.
The story is all about a girl ber, "Always Look for the Rainbow,"
named Bonnie of ''Paradise Alley" proved insipid, and "Your Way and
on the East Side, who deserts her My Way," the "motif" song, was
prize-fighting sweetheart, Billy, to only fairly effective. "Paradise Alseek her fortunes on the stage, and ley," coming at the very end, was
then is inveigled by an unprincipled one of the best melodies of the
promoter into a publicity stunt show. There wasn't a single comic
which would Involve the auctioning or patter song worth encoring,
of her clothes, piece by piece, off, which meant that the love ditties
Howard
her back, in a shop window. She is palled on the audience.
rescued from this predicament by Johnson's lyrics were sometimes
The costumes were
Billy and by Mrs. O'Grady, "Mother'' quite clever.
of the "Alley," and the finale shows never especially attractive.
Waters.
a "block party" In her honor, with
Billy again in favor.
|

The episode of the auction of the
clothes off the lady's back was a
rather futile example of an evident
desire to create a sensation. This
was the only place where the play
left its level of sweet and sticky
sentiment. If it was intended to put
"pep" into the performance, it failed.
After a number of lines on the part
of the villain of the piece, who declared he was going to bid high on
every garment, until he had the
honor of removing the final pleco
himself, the auction commenced,
screened by a curtain from the audience. Then, when the villain stepped
forward to claim his reward, he dis-

SPRINGTIME OF YOUTH
Atlantic City, Sept. 27.
The logical successor to "Maytime" and "Blossom Time" is the
obvious intention of the latest of the
pretty melody, romantic story productions of the Shuberts. That the
offering of "Springtime of Youth"
achieves all of this is. the record at
the Apollo this week.
It is a melodious ensemblage of
songs that has been gathered by

Sigmund Romberg and Walter
a series of separate numbers

Rollo,

each one labeled accord, ng to tho
composer. Each has written in his
and comic "Mrs. own mood but carrying the charm
O'Grady" (as played by Dorothy of the story.
Walters) who had substituted for
The story has been set in PortsThe audience seemed mouth, N. H., in tho early days of
the heroine.
as much chagrined as he was.
the hlneteenth century, and is a
Bernard Granville and Mabel costume operetta.
Withee were- the featured players,
The piece has been cast, with one
and both did well in spots. Miss exception, for voice where that is
Olga
finds
It
Withee made a charming Bonnie, the requirement.
but she had altogether too many Steck in tho leading role, with her
solos and duets, all of a strongly always effective soprano, and it has
sentimental character. Tho saving as the sister, she who always fasgrace of humor, which was part of cinates and wields a spell by her
"Irene's" make-up, was lacking here. youthful, winning grace of manner
Miss Withee's dancing was distinct- and merry spell of Up and eye, little
ly not up to scratch, and though she Eleanor Griffith. Perhaps we should
wore some stunning gowns, some of call her "little" no more, but though
them did not become her.
she cannot sing with any great efGranville seemed to lack much of feet she has the ability to carry her
his old dancing ability, and his sing- audience to applause with each
ing also left something to tTe de- encore.
sired, but he had one recitation that
Miss Steck finds for her foils
was vigorously applauded, and late George MacFarlane, with his full
In the show he did some of his baritone, and J. Harold Murray in
covered

It

was

fat

familiar stepping that pleased great- the tenor role. Comedy is plentiful,
ly.
Then, in the same number, he not because of the script, but beteamed up with one of the girls of cause Harry K. Morton knows how
tho chorus and succeeded, almost to play the drunken salfor just right
accidentally, in bringing down the and knows how to dance when real
The
house. It was probably the crudest pep Is needed In dull spots.
and most dangerous dance seen here piece is witty with the presence of
in years.
A half dozen times the Harry Kelly. He is the same whitegirl came within an ineff of landing faced Deacon we have known for
on the floor. The audience actually years, and his unctuous humor reheld its breath, and at the end mains unchanged.
greeted the dance with a storm of
It is a tale of a guardian who reapplause, not for the excellence of turns to his young ward, being in
the performance, but for the fact love with her, but his death having
that the two came through safely.
been heralded in advance of his arIn the cast were a number of rival, he passes himself off as a
There are rivals for hts
friend.
money, and the disheartening knowlliis ward loves a youth inlife ia like a three ring circus and edge that
there's a lot of things you've got to stead of her elderly guardian.
The play has the elements of apoverlook, but It's worth while doing."
Jason Robards, whose name Is not peal necessary for immediate sucachieve.
familiar
in
Broadway
juvenile cess, which it ia sUro to
ranks, looked very good as the Tho songs which gain highest favor
of
younger Lattimer, who admitted to are "Pretty Polly," "Starlight
"Youth
Mr. Gooch that while he had been Hope." "Si Si Senorltn,"
Youth," and the final**,
in the city he was Just a yap and Calls to
a Rose for Me."
he liked the old town better than "There Will Bloom
Mr. Romberg is credited
any place he had seen. Robards is In the main
number of composia good looking chap and made a with the larger
Srhcxier.

handsome lover. Stephen Maley as tions.
the palsied elder Lattimer was convincing in a small part. Sam Colt
was on but a few minutes, playing
Buffalo, Sept. 27.
an auctioneer in the last act and
To say that "Dolly Jordan" Is a
performing very capably. He Is the
" romantic drama of the late 18th
actor who quit Bacon's "Lightnin'
company this summer bocause he Century costume type, that is brilliantly mounted and splendidly actsame role
was tired playing •
ed, that it is more frequently litfour years.
A tire bit near the finish worked erary than dramatic, that it posout as one of the funniest incidents sesses passages of engaging beauty,
"Spite Corner" was and that it belongs to the episodic
of the play.
partly destroyed hy lire anyhow. rather than the cumulative school
That was because tho lire horses of dramatic construction is to sum
were hitched up to the delivery up briefly this new vehicle of B.
wagon. The hre led to a funny Men Payne's in which John Cort Is
is
It
curtain line.
The lovers standing starring Josephine Victor.
in tho gloom were approached hy pre-eminently an actor's play, with
Mr. GoOCh, boss of the firemen, lie all of the mouth-filling, soul-satismistook them for some of "his men" fying rant so dearly beloved by
and he remarked "it's all right, thesplana of the older school, u
hoys; the lire is out.'*
bulges with high-sounding passages
"Spite Corner' is parked in the culled from the dramas of two censame house that berthed 'The First turies to a point where, to paraYear" and a limited capacity the- phrase a line of one of its char-

DOLLY JORDAN

one of the tricks that make acters, it almost "confounds itself
success of small
town by its own quotations." Not only
plajs.
(Continued on page :;sj
Ibcc.
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WESLEY BARRY

and CO.

6PECHTS LADY 8ERENADER8 MARGARETE HE88LER

(8)

••Welcome Horn*"
Orpheum, 8an Francleoo

Ban Francisco,

(»)

Jazz Band and 8ongs
24 Mini.; Pull (Special Baokings)

Sept. 2T.

an act

Broadway

Wesley Barry
Paul Specht, one of the local jazz
•Welcome Home" (no resemblance
the sketch of the same title band leaders, tried out an act sevB.
Raymond
Lizzie
several
months ago at the Fifth Aveby
played
eral years ago) Is assisted by eight nue and later played the Loew time.
players,
Including
That was a men's jazs band. The
other juvenile
Betty Byron. They were very well offering at the Broadway this week
received at the Orpheum. Next to is a ladies' band that Isn't so jazzy
the young screen star Miss Byron except for a few numbers; the rest
is the strength of the aggregation. Is song and Individual soloing on
She has finished style and capti- the part of one or two of the playIn

entitled

to

vating assurance In spite of her extreme youth.
The proceedings are in the nature
of a surprise party. The principals
put over specialties to occupy the
major portion of the running time.
Theso bits were at times ragged,
but the youngsters pleased the

audience mightily. Wesley breezed
through one song and handled his
talk neatly. It was the specialty of
Miss Byron and George Pellitler's
blackface episode that really put
the turn across.

RAFFAYETTE

f

8

DOG8

15 Mms.; Full (Special)
Colonial.
-

While

llaffayette's
clocked in IS minutes

Dogs

running time

when reviewed Monday
routine

probably

Is

five

were

night,

the

minutes

less

was cruelly
jazzed up through a wrong dr^p^ being lowered and cues being disre-

The

ordinarily.

act

ers in the combination.

On

the stage there are eight

The eighth member Is a
Just what she is doing in
the act is a mystery.
She tried
several without doing anything. In
addition to the girls, there Is an
orchestra leader, who graces the pit
with the regular house musicians.
What he is for is also a mystery,
unless to make the act try to look
more Important.
What this combination needs is
more jazz, less soloing and the
elimination of the leader and the
singer.
A couple of more girls on
the stage in the orchestra Itself
would be far better than either of
the two that are suggested as being
taken out of the act. That would
be a real jazz combination, and
then turn the girls loose on the
popular dance stuff of the day with
This
the little violinist leading.
girls seems to be a musician and
has personality. The solo that she
does neither adds nor detraets from
the act. but classical stuff doesn't
with a jazz orzanization and
fit
that Is seemingly what this is inFred.
tended to be.
a clarinet
singer.

garded to the utter disgust of the
temperamental llaftayette.
The dogs are clever and llaff ayette
has obviously taken considerable
pains in training, them. They run
mostly to fox terriers, opening with
two of the pups in a swing, some
doing bead balancing and leg balancing formations ot their own acAdjusting the swing into a FOSTER and
cord.
canines Trained Dog
the
two
trapeze.
of
"shinnied

'

i^jj

the

side

poles,

did

girls,

seven of whom play the Instruments, consisting of piano, drums,
violin, cornet, trombone, a sax and

15 Mins.;

"PEGGY"

One

chinning.** leg and ankle hanging American Roof
and somersaults that are as funny

as they are novel.

went wrong nnd
Raft'ayettc lost his composure somewhat. He shouted from the wings,
being visible throughout anyway, as

Then things

a
idea
is

girl assistant backstage. If the
fa to impress the feats through

performance

their

minus

human

guidance, it misses its purpose in
all oases because of their visibility.
The closer is a miniature dog bedroom showing a female dog getting into bed, appropriately nightgarbed, and the entrance of her
husband, inebriated. Including the
mechanical mishaps that evening,
the stunt scored.

Foster is the trainer and '"Peggy"
a highly intelligent dog. A bell apparatus is utilized, the dog striking

the bell to register numbers, etc.
For instance, when Foster goes into
the audience and asks Peggy to
indicate how many people in a
given row, or how many rows from
the stage is a given seat, etc., the
dog unfailingly rings the exact
number on the bell.
After assisting Foster to play a
tune on a set of bells, Foster playing the hand bells and Peggy getting in the melody every time the

note occurred,* Peggy plarys "Swanee

River" unassisted on a special bell
pruning and contrivance.
smoothing the act has possibilities
This is unusually well done, the
as one of the best of its kind. It trainer standing back and practithe rough, somewhat; cally lending no aid whatsoever.
still is in
perhaps through Raffayette having
Foster should speak a bit louder
recently come over from the o^her when making announcements, as
side, his second visit to the States.
most of his talk was lost by the
Abel.
time it reached the last row on the
Turn would fit snugly into
Roof.

With

intelligent

^

KEENE

and

the best of the intermediate bills,
with enough to easily carry it over
Bell.
No. 2 in the big timers.

FREDERICKS

Singing and Dancing
10 Mins.; One

American Roof

ANNETTE

Two men

(mulattos) in singing, Songs
piano playing. The 19 Mins. One. Special Drop
team presents a neat appearance In Royal
grand piano used by
Baby
tuxedos.
Annette Is a soubrct type in kidone of the men for dance while
dle frock, with bare legs, etc. She
playing for himself to step; also as
possesses a strong, clear, adult somusic for partner's dance.
prano voice, although her appearThe team does not need a piano. ance Is in keeping with the costume.
Both are good dancers, and ordiShe makes an entrance through
nary singers. One song would be
after singing briefly
enough for an opener. After that a divided drop
off stage.
Her repertoire of songs
It should be dancing the rest of the
of popular numbers, mostly
consists
way. One of the team is an acroof the jazz and ballad type, with
bat as well as a corking eccentric
one medley of old songs Included.
stepper. At the finish he does some
The fault with the act lies In the
Arabian stuff that is unusual. Resong routine and tho production.
vised as a dancing turn the team
Wardrobe
might helT>, but wardrobe
bills.
best
the
into
should easily fit
will call for a pianist to plug up
the waits between changes.
Annette has prima pipes but needs
special numbers and an experienced
VINCENT BROS. (2)
producer before she will begin to
Triple Bar
She was liked at
discount them.
9 Mins.; Three
this house, opening after intermisColonial
Con.
sion.
Vincent Brothers are hilled as
"European triple bar performers,"
and STANLEY
although a snatch or two of their DOMAN
Contortionists and Acrobats
incidental
English sounds
thorMins.;
Full Stage
8
oughly American. They arc dressed
as "gobs." the comedian only af- Broadway
fecting tortoi.se rim goggles for disA fairly pleasing little opening act
tinction.
A marked contrast Is consisting of contortion 1st lc and
maintained through the comedian acrobatic work, It is a man and

dancing

.

and

performing all the intricate feats
on the triple bars up to the getaway. The straight does conventional though none the less interosttng won:, but PSChews Ml flash
or fancy stuff until the conclusion.

The contrast

all the more strikwith that closer of
hopping from bar to bar standing
erect and whirling oft in a double
somersault.
,
A corking opener for the best of

ing,

hills.

is

therefore,

a bcl.

Violin
10 Mine.;
Colonial.

"INDIAN REVERIES'

Ons

Talk and Songs

15 Mins.; Full (Special Sets)
State.

15 Mini.;
State.

"Indian Reveries" is a five -people
production flash (four women and
Chief Oskomon, whote name tops
the acts in the exterior billing),
It
presented by Harry Rogers.
opens in a striking woodland exterior with the Chief perched on a
Ho
rock in typical redskin pose.
doubles with a girl In a pretty

mild bends. Spotted No. 2.
Miss Hessler displays her expert
ness In some of the bowing numbers, but the two numbers are more
concert and lyceum than vaudeville.

ed,

Ons

(Special)

A

mixed trio with a novel opening
and a good idea that deteriorates
into mediocrity through haphazard
treatment. A striking drop representing a country exterior backs up
tho act and is the keystone about
which the Introduction Is built. The
Kirl enters and has just missed the
last car. (The drop also represents
car tracks in the foreground.) Tho
other two.men rush in at second
Intervals and are similarly disapEach then starts solilopointed.
quizing aloud, viz., the girl: "You'd
think I was a scarecrow the way
those men don't even smile at me,"
and each of the men in turn: "dee,
I wonder if she'd smack me in the
Jaw if I dared go cer to her," etc.
It's a novel variation on the flirtation opening and struck the cus-

"Moon Maid" song that is the theme
of the skit. It has something to do
with his going away which the Indian girl does not prefer, obviously.
Through the bark of the tree,
which suddenly becomes Illuminatanother woman appears, saying
something about "civilisation" and
"education." This all hazy, but the
idea is obtained when an allegorical
character hops on (that's about all

she does throughout) and Intro- tomers that way.
duces herself as "Education." Via
But after this the routine degena number of drops she takes the erates into straight harmonizing,
NELL O'CONNELL
chief to Spain (for a fandango Including a "blues" (well done) and
Song*
Musio and
dance number). Prance (where a the sure-fire ("Sleep, Baby.^Sleep")
14 Mins.; One (8pecial Drop)
woman does a "rose" song with a yodel for the faretheewell. An al125th 8t.
striking electrical trellis back-up), leged comedy song with "town hall"
Good looking, dark haired girl and then back to the original ex- verses could stand eliding.
The chief here gets in a
steps through divided gold drapes terior.
The men are prepossessing and
for short recitation of the get ac- sort of Indian dance number that personable and the woman is comeintermittent eerie shriek- ly, although not strong on lines, as
consists
of
quainted variety.
Shedding wrap
and bonnet, she is revealed In a ing and swaying of his (probably her male partners. She reads them
pretty low neck dress for a pop natural) long hair. Oskomon then in a shrill voice which doesn't listen
song with a bit of jazs interpolated. ascends his original perch and when so well In the mammoth State, alA near classical medley next the girl enters he again warbles though doubtlessly strong enough
nicely handled In clear soprano "Moon Maid," but says he is NOT in more moderate-sized houses.
tones, followed by a quick change going away.
The second part of the act could
There's an idea, but it is not stand building up.
to stunning green and white Irish
Ah,
knickers cape and top hat for an properly developed. The girls romp
Irish song and excellent playing of on and off, each indistinguishable
EQUITY FLAY LIKED
for their efforts and none strikingly
the harp.
excepting the "rose" singer,
(Continued from page 12)
Another pop song was demanded capable,
nicely with her ballad. workers, all are Equity members,
who
managed
following the harp. Miss O'Connell
sings well, but not enough, even down to Barney Shaughnessy.
has personality, appearance and a Oskomon
although he Is the fulcrum of the w". j is doing the press work. And
singing voice that will eventually
action. His dance Alls in, but is not they furnish a good production,
lift her to two-a-day circles.
The
years ago did a which, scenically, is quite impres*
present act is a step in the right striking. Oskomon
well. sive.
direction.
The opening recitation singing single and managed
should do more of It here.
The latest scenery, which is get
idea has been done to death. 'She He
State show to represent a massive Hpnnish
Loew's
topped
act
The.
should shy away from songs of the
Abel.
the last half.
building,
with its heavy curved
jazz type also, which do not fit her
arches and doorways, is arranged so
personality.
that it may be shifted between the
The turn as constituted Is a cinch MUSICAL ALVINOS (2)
aets, getting a different setting wit^h
for the pop bills. It should develop 12 Mins.; One
the same scenery.
fnto a big time early spotter.
State.
There Is a suggestion of solidity
Con.
A straight mixed musical team, in Woodman Thompson's sets that is
unusual
on the stage. The costumes
man handling banjo and woman the
HARRY BURN8 and Co. (2)
violin.. A pop medley opens, each alsp are very beautiful, and comItalian Comedians
soloing.
The man is exceedingly bined with the finesse with which
20 Mins. Ons
proficient on the banjo tickling, the entire production seems to have
Special Drop
mixing it up witii plucking a tune much of make for dignity and a
Royal
with the left (key) hand only. Their simple richness which lend to it
extraordinary distinction.
Harry Burns was of Burns and lighting runs all to the soft rose
The production, however, will
Frabito and later of Burns and foots and amber spot.
The getaway is a jazz medley, but make its appeal, not to the man in
Freda.
In his present act he is
the
street, but rather to the stuthey
with
In
the
top
it
off
"Turkey
assisted by Charles Sena and CarStraw," which lends the routine a dent of books and the stage, who is
lena Diamond.
not
averse
to seeing productions on
The
According to the program, Claude very small -tlmey conclusion.
the stage that do not have to smack
Bostock is the author of the present team is good Indefinitely for early of maudlin sentimentality or
of
turn, which differs from the former spo.tting on the pop bills, but they
utter filth for success.
acts in the addition of the girl, who suggest there Is more In them
Supporting Miss Cowl is Angela
shows two changes of wardrobe through proper showmanship and
McCahlll, Lillian Albertson (who, inA bcl.
and plays a solo on the harp, and arrangement.
cidentally, does mighty fine work),
in the special drop, which depicts
Leonore Novell, Margaret Far<-the exterior of a fair grounds, givJACK and MARIE GRAY
lelgh,
Grace
Hampton,
Lallvo
ing atmosphere to the "I think you
Singing, Dancing and Piano
Brownell, Edith Van Cleve, Claude
touch" comedy routine, with Burns
12 Mins.; One
Cooper,
John
Edward
Cullen
and
selling balloons.
American Roof
Parriah. The more cynical traits of
The crossfire has several new
Salvador's
character
admirably
are
Man and woman, with man play- portrayed
gags, but Is reminiscent of the forby Frederic Burt, and cermer routines In construction. At ing baby grand and pianologing tain character bits in the producWoman makes several tion, the Martin of Marshall Vinthe finish the musical Instruments numbers.
played by all three are sure -Are costume changes and does a couple
cent, the Barrabas of Frank I.
of brief dancing Interludes. "Dancapplause getters.
Frayne, the Dona Enrlquetta of
Burns has strengthened his act ing dolls 'it manipulated by the team, Louise Closser Hale, the Tcresona
muchly by the addition of Miss Dia- placing little dolls on their hands, of Jessie Ralph, and the Marqulta
mond, who Is a good-looking, with the fingers going through the of Marietta Hyde, are the outstandshapely brunette. Sena is a com- motions of manikins dancing for ing acting high lights.
The "old
petent opposite, handling the Italian the finish.
tuners" in the cast do good work
The dancing doll stuff entertains. and dispel any impression that Hie
character cleverly and. In addition,
is a good musician. The act stopped The rest of the turn is rather lU<ht.
Equity will serve as a sympathetic
the show next to closing.
Bell.
Con.
clearing house.
Abel.

I.

,

John Oldmixon Larnbdin,

HARRY VOLTAIRE and CO.
"Yachting" (Musical Act)
15 Mins.; Three (Special)
American Roof
Two men
yachting

In
attire,

R08S GIRLS

(5)

10 Mins.;

Two

white face in neat
another in black

set carries good suggestion of yacht
deck, with railing and water background. Phonograph plays at opening with couples dancing.
Turn
wastes no time in dialog, but proceeds immediately, two men playing trombones, the corfilc cornft,
one of the women cornet and the
other French horn. IJ: t of talk follows concerted numbers on brasses

-

ture

for

:->ma!i

time.

•

Dell.

girls,

opening with Hawaiian

double, with grass skirts, and ukeS.
Bit of stepping by one of the girls
in soubrct costume next, sister following with ballad; also change of
costume. Double number next, wiib
both girls Retting Into ti«hts for
finish

and doing number

and extremely earnest portrayal of
the beautiful Malvaloea, while Holla
Peters plays the role of th<- \m-

happy obsessed Leonardo with wondistinutiwn g$d marvelous

derful

sincerity."

illustrat-

John I). Barry, in "The Bun": "A
very beautiful play, sound In theme
admirably developed
The
Bqulty has reaapn to feel j»i »u.i «>i
its first venture
They h.i\<- given
to our stage a drama far supei or
tO BtOSt Successful plays produced
during the course of a season M
cowl low stands among the
dozen leading actresses of our stage.
This performance should lo v
h
heighten her pre Ige."
Robe
Oarland, In tin*
Knv
ean"
"i » H p i s n a nnt onai bana lIty, the work is worth your while.
Cowl, her Smile, her voif
ni it
Ik r
Sing pei tonality do cv<

ing different types of danelng. The
turn passed No. 2, on the Hoof. It
h
enough value for thut spot in
i

and

i

tin*

•

small time shows.

It'll.

RUTH HOWARD, BRUCE
WINIFRED

and

Flying Rings
12 Mins.; Full Stage

Royal

;

A man nnd two women. The latter arc seated when the curtain
r s e s w ith th e ma n— n th e Hnw *
f«>r Some excellent gymnastics.
The

1

change to whlto one-p
for similar .stunts.
The Mash of tbe turn is a somor
sault by the man off the rings to
perch on a rope that hangs from
It's

a

good

neat
bills.

opener
Con.

—

(

thing io dispel tin- heroin*
omnifarious artificiality—- whutevei thai
oe.
'Malvolora' Is a .«. t
i

•

flies.

i

i

.•

•suits

los«r for the

1

t

girls

the

•

•

i

(

the

—

One

American Roof

in*

in

"Evening Sun." said: "An event of
potential historic moment, remarkable for Its Latin flavor the work
Is symbolic and elevated in tone.
Jane Cowl gives a particularly beautiful and tender, quietly humorous

(2)

8inging

comedy sailor garb, and
two women, also costumed. Special
face

•

I'red.

BARDWELL, MACY & KINGSTON

(*)

Song and Dance

^Margarets Hessler, simply programed "violin virtuoso," enters
just as simply garbed in a plain
short frock, with hair hanging loose.
She does two classical selections,
both conventionally and politely received. The second is only distinguished by what may or may not
have been Intended to fool the audience- into thinking the bow was
flung from her hands by accident.
At any rate, she completes the selection plucking the notes pizzicato.
It was probably Intended for a flash
getaway, but let her off to three

Five saxophones next, ranging
from bass to highest range soprano
woman combination who offer all Several concerted numbera on
the old contortion stunts, but man- saxoes. black face playing leads
age to dross them up to that they and lntrodueiner some neat execuappear different. Beth members of tion.
Tho woman playing French
the T-.-.m work equally hard and horn has voertl number earlier in
Woman corhetlst also does
act.
their efforts brought a small ni
plause return on Monday night. some high class triple tongue soloThe man does a split between two in-. Brass stuff Is muted for conchairs that is effective from an trast for one ensemble number.
The music la well played and
audience viewpoint, especially as
he manages to stall Impressively, yacht setting takes act out of comlittle
more
a
which makes It appear
monplace musical turn. Good feadifficult.
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NEW SHOWS
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Friday, September £2, 1Z22

OH WHAT A GIRL

some young Lothario to help heg
Chas. Howard's act being Jovuble through the unexpectedness
spend her money.
of it
it a big time
Bobert Haliday played the part of
Little criticism adversely will bo
Sept.
27.
Baltimore,
Sbubert vm»!evill« unit, pro ftassg by Max
the Lothario, desiring to win tho
it travas
attraction
this
at
leveled
prinThe revue started at 9.45, with
featured
fol.tmiiur
with
lD«erel.
Business In Baltimore seems to heart of one of ber proteges mora
rooogeight poniea on for a fast tapping els, for the lay reviewer will
cipals: Emrf <J.»»*> Caip«r. Cha«. Howard.
the
he be gaining for tho Shuberts. as
than he did of the Madame herself,
Othtr prln- bit.
Dolly UJ.mp-.es) Worrli.-ey
This was a scene in one, a nize that, notwithstanding what he night houses are not nearly as bad
lone Wllber, as ''Tho Bopo Girl,*
elpnls: Kar'.e Dewey and Matvl <Ulllle) ticket
may personally think of it or how
office, with Kmil Casper as a
while the mati- played her part daintily, talking her
•Rouen, J&mcK Oraham. Alberta Fowler.
it to his own fancy, the as they might be,
may
Judgo
Hager
done
KUa
song
pop
Frank*.
porter.
A
black-face
John QuIk*. Myrtle
lines in exquisite fashion and doing
Timberg show is built exactly right nees aro not quite so good. The
Vaudeville olio turoa: Sid Townes and earlier in the show by Sid Townes
new entertainment hasn't gotten a
o.
and
vocal and terpslchorcan chores
Sydney Franklin, t'haa. Howard
was again sung by woman princi- for the circuit and the price it Is really fair trial iiure, having three her
'\ happ> a Hot
manner.
in
meritorious
Hattle
playing
for.
Chapi.olle and Nttnette. and
Anhero.
along
about
pal,
U
bi
1
X>ofa," Jaza Band.
Althoff as the Jealous farm hand
In the trade way it could be
First
other unnecessary conflict.
SSS:
J2L^™i^5Vi
What
lt
h
1
h
n
^his
most
*
believed her lover was not givwho
"J" ;.*}
comedy bit in revue was a lemon tioned that the performance is un- ' a
d
ing ber all the attention she dewhich evenly divided through the first part erable #tinkering
fiJSS5 baftWJ tt OUA
SJJ go
"Plenty of Pep" had a week of and money changing gag,
served, proved a revelation.
Sho
of satchels. running from 8.30 until 10.15 and
playing behind it, when it opened brought in the exchange
^r. As it opened Monday at went through her lines with ease
part
extending
with
the
second
from
in
years
I JJHT
for
inoverdone
been
It
has
predominating
its
Academy
the
at the Crescent, Monday bavinsago.
and
too
showed that she was no mean
Scene 10.30 to 11.05, or that there is
burlesque and vaudeville.
rethe
vaudeville,
its
feature
was
itialed at Hartford two Weeks
hand at the dramatic end of tho
last two had Dewey and Rogers on the much of the Nazarro vaudeville act,
vue portion being lamentably weak game. She had several good scenes
with n natural lay off occurring
Observation platform of a train, with that takes in Buck and Bubbles; also
The show opens with the Man- with the comedians and camo
week. Several «• >Ht and olio changes
effect of motion obtained through that the new turn (probably coman
oit pel u
lay
the
during
Wilson
the
were made
hattan Trio, assisted by
through tUem all handily. Jerome
motion .pictures. Good idea and well piled by Timberg) of his sister, HatWeston and Eline and Barns ant
who are two blondes with Bruner and Ainswort^i Arnold, also
and worked effect. Third scene in one tie Darling, and brother, Sammy Sisters,
Borneo left the cast and Townes and
needs liveUey material a million-dollar appearance. They were competent in their work.
silk drape, with Etta Hager and Timberg
»t»nette
and
Chuppelle
and do some
Franklin,
The 16 ladles of the ensemble
added chorus on for lingerie number. This after its opening, to follow that are thin, but graceful,
trio
Band, and Etta Hager were
had opening, but even at that there dancing which has class. The the were always alert and willing. They
beginning Monday. The cast changes was* the fourth time the gals
trifle weak on
could^bo Aised a little oftenor In enis no surety but the ordinary audi- is good, but a
switchand
the
the
show,
appeared
during
some
caused
had evidently
ences it will appear before will not baritone end. The act is short and semble numbers which should be
section.
fourth costume.
was not encored heavily, but llorton Inserted in the place of draggy and
ing around in the revue
The lingerie number didn't cause be perfectly content with everything
La Trlska, who follow, really lengthy dialog. The costuming of
Taking* the Monday night per- much excitement. They seldom do in the performance just as it la and
have
an act. Tho woman does a the girls was not of the best, as
BrtMMjpi.
Crescent,
here
and
However,
is
sag
there
a
formance at the
"Plenty since the advent of bare legs. The there, but the sag or drag Is through doll stunt that Is marvelous.
of the wardrobe was a bit
»s a standard for criticism.
the
in
Buddy Doyle gets pretty solid ap- most
fair show. gals just can't take enough
a
but
session
ahead.
it
following
a
fast
as
shaped
reminiscent and could be easily
Pep"
of
which shou 1 be underwear display things to make That is so right at the opening, a plause on his blackface song stuff, done away with In favor of fresh
It has possibilities,
and
besides
it takes
interesting
'em
novelty one in full stage, with a the- and later on in the show gives the looking garments.
developed with playing.
notice- a lot to follow all of the uncovering atrical manager phoning to various usual imitations. And Marie StodPeggy and Cortez In the vaudeSeveral faults loom up so
but be that has been done on the stage people he requires, with this running dard has an act In which she imi- ville section found a place In tho
ably that they can not help^stance generally the last few years.
into what is known as a pick-out tates. \nono too successfully, the first scene to lend that class and
For
quickly.
corrected
Incidentally this Spiegel show has number for chorus girls (out of budding prima donna, the Ingenue, tone which they did through the
in the
there are two vocal numbers °
w *": tho chorus in tights or stockings Tlmberg's former vaudeville act); the jazz singer, etc. But she gets rendition of a novelty whirlwind
revue in 'one" by « in
ocThere are no bare legs The 14 choristers are so bright in over.
throughout.
This
other.
dance.
each following the
Morrisseys shown by the gals^at any time.
their work and looks that they make
But the next act Al Klein and
The revue section of "The Bose
curred through Dolly
Etta
pick-out number stand up, Brother
following
over
treA5 full stage set, showing the in- this
Harry
goes
Girl"
is a meaty one, has plenty of
specialty
singing
terior rf a Mexican saloon, with helped greatly by its dialog that car- mendously.
One must thank Al comedy, Its musical augmentation is
IlageA leading of a lingerie num- Chas.
Howard as the bartender and ries the thing along to a logical mo- Klein and William Moran. who fol- all that could be asked for and no
bcr.
conflict occurred Einil Casper as a married man ment of each girl attempting an im- lows in a later act, for providing doubt when whipped into yhane will
Another bad
socking a drink held several laughs. personation, which must have re- what comedy there is Jn the show. easily find welcome on the circuit*
through John Quigg, in blackface,
Tho vaudeville section got a slow
Braill Casper Howard refuses to give Casper the quired much and hard work by the Klein works like a Trojan, and gets
after
appearing directly
because the latter Is married, stager.
As Timberg is the lone results.
drink
blackstart with a lot of European nonand Myrtle Franks, both in
and Casper essays to get rid of his comedian at times, it seems another
Tw
by Hojc and
dispensed
sense,
eclalt
B
their
yand
Wiser,
with
Moran
a
,°
done
P
had
face
There's a Spanish number one could be useful, and, again, the familiar
an- wife.
Tho
get Pauley, a recent importation.
hat-throwing
act,
blackface turns in a row. Still
here, led by Etta Hager, and an- girls are absent from the stage for
finish a vaude- man and woman indulge In meanThey
something.
Morrissey quke a while.
Chas. V
ingless low comedy and did rot prowhole,
ville
as
portion
that,
a
B^eVs
Both pretty, but neither starting
The chorus girls are very good frames up nicely.
voke laughter. The turn might havo
Howard, in "How Things Havo anything.
looking as a rule. They display an
a knockout on the other side
Changed."
The best that one can say for the been
oddity
selection
Is
of
that
quite
evibut here the audience could not
A
specialty
by
Casper
and
double
overrevue is that it may be the nucleus
The spotlight is greatly
Myrtle Franks entertained.
John dent in the "Gloom and Joy" num- fro something better. Irma Ber- respond. Hattie Althoff and Sister
worked. The misuse of the spot not
ol Quigg with piano accordion, In one ber. The "Glooms" are girls of nor- trand Is the leading woman of it. put the show on Its less with synonly slows up the show because
most of for a specialty next. Phil Baker did mal proportions, while the "Joys" and she falls down. Li. tie of the copated melody. Hattie is at homo
the house being in darkness
here, found her audience true to her
practically the same type of turn are six of the chorus marked for book
it serves to
but
performance,
of the original show has been and had no difficulty in upholding
tho
a two weeks ago at the Crescent, and their very thin legs.
retained, and the age-old story of
keep the costume scheme under
•
their faith In her.
the house seemed to remember it.
A regular Broadway production Jhe
deacon who preaches temperblanket of dusk.
Next wns Louis Simon and Co. In
Neither Baker nor Quigg have a number 1b "The Medal Scene," emMonday night the show started patent on this particular style of ploying a song that suggests a plug ance and boozes on the sldo Is given a travesty sketch of a henpecked
Everybody works In this husband whose spouse tries to get
about 8.20 and ran until 11. Earle act, with requests for selections in the manner it Is first handled, again.
in
part of it, and with rather economic
Dewey started it with a prolog, set
asked and a singling plant in a but this develops Instead Into Irttle settings and a chorus that is none rid of him. She takes him to a
•one," a silk drape. Full stage
playing
box,
but
the
fact
of
Baker
seenas with the song, "Pin a Medal too well costumed and hasn't any quack hospital, where 'a quack
trellis
next, a rose garden set. with
and attendants promise to
The hero- so recently caused the house on You," in each one. Some of ff looks to spare, it is a pretty sad. doctor
work, and pleasing lighting.
send him on tho death passage.
notice
similarity
to
without
disa
la from Tlmberg's other writings.
proposition. But the Wilson Sisters Their efforts go for nought when tho
chorus is on for a number here, with secting the why and wherefore.
A production also has been giveh stand out here.
Etta Hager leading. Miss Hager is
new anaesthetic gas overcomes all
Quigg is a good accordionist and to the Else and Paulsen skating
a
Frank McCune. who Is managing
a good looking blonde type with
tho
Townes and his turn went over nicely. Final re- turn that brings it well out for these the Academy this year, has been of them Including the wife, and ailfair singing voice.
two dandy ice skaters, although
patient is cured of his so-called
vue
scene
was
a
full
stage
•affair,
and
piano
a
with
working hard to put his theatre on ment. There is a load of comedy in
Franklin, next,
here
the
flash
of
clipping
steel
and
with
Casper
as
Zulu and Chas.
This went over as
the map. It Is not getting a great the vehicle which produces laughs
singing turn.
Howard as wild man. This held of ice are missed through the arti- deal
of recognition from the papers
moat piano and singing turns do in some
comedy, but it was too late in ficial flooring. There is an uncon- on account of the impression in aplenty. Assisting Simon in the skit
vaudeville. Townes does the singscious
laugh
in
the
snow
scene
with
are Leila Bomer, Gladys Hart,
the evening to expect much in the
Baltimore
the shows being pre- Jeromo
ing and Franklin the accompanying. way
Ainsworth
Bruner and
of laughs.
Previously, Quigg its supposedly Ice pond in the val- sented there are burlesque.
Mc- Arnold.
Good song deliverer, Townes but showed
ley.
The
chorus
girls
serenely
are
he
is
versatile
a
performer
footlight
has pulled some good stuff,
lacks ease, standing in
Then came Harry Kranz and Al
by doing straight for Casper in ensconced around the setting with Cune
his
bosses
shoot
some
trough for most of his numbers, white-face,
but
unless
B. White, Injected Into the proceedin a bull fight conversa- fur trimmings to their dresses worn
giving Impression he is too anxious
better shows down this way it Is ings due Nathal's non-arrival and.
tional bit.
The show will tighten over bare legs and thighs.
to please. The gag about "rememto be too late. The Academy their show "Hollywood Follies" was
A dressy scene is the sports
lis iiuiiinum- going
.
.
%.« y.
,,
ber she's still your mother, no mat- up as It goes along. There are too ber. though Timberg will likely be
£ldn l do any to ° ™ eU last yea_r laying off. The boys had things all
has many slow spots now. The revue
ter how short she bobs her hair'
stand more comedy. The vaude- commended at 4he end of the sea- There are some Baltlmoreans who their own way and stopped the probeen done many, many times here- can
have never quite forgiven the ceedings twice.
ville section needs entire revision. son for sending over the show notpermanthe
for
due
It's
abouts.
Messrs. Shubert for converting the
With the placing of an opening
It's small time- and very ordinary withstanding there Is no extravaently released class.
gant
outlay
for production to be Academy into a vaudeville house.
now.
turn in the vaudeville section x>f
Dewey and Bogers, in "No Torecovered.
It Is not missed and
this
bill, a much more substantial
The
numbers are nicely costumed,
morrow' a fanciful skit by Jack
impression would be made by this
but there is no novelty to speak of what the show has is sufficient for
Lait. next. The skit Is based on a
the necessities.
Loop.
portion of the show.
In
but
the
staging.
provides
They're
just
dance
Idea, but
first rate
The Nat Nazarr<rVompany closed
The scenic the first part with its acrobatics
passable entertainment. Best thing numbers, that's all.
equipment
stepChicago,
is
Sept.
27.
good.
double
"Plenty
of
of
Pep"
bit
simple
a
is
in act
and the comedy of the colored boys.
IT
The Shubert unit "The Bose Girl,"
The interpolation of songs has the basis of a good, entertain- Buck and Bubbles, two real finds
ping.
appears out of order. There is a bed- ment, but it's going to take some for dancing and comicalities. Bub- a condensed version of the original
Kansas City, Sept. 23.
house
hard
work
to
tho
make
that
it
that.
skit,
musieal
comedy
of that title, merged
room. In the
bles dances and sings; Bubbles does
The "Say It with Laughs" unit,
Monday night business looked a little of everything, including into a single act with three scenes playing
looks forward to expectantly, as a
Shubert vaudeville, got
and
augmented
by
five
vaudeville
likely laugh producer, but somehow good at the Crescent, with about piano playing.
It is tho invitation
away to a bad start at the Sam' S.
the skit is one of those things that four-fifths capacity. A considerable piano playing with melodies called l^^'.fjve 8 Proniisc °f passing mus- Shubert theatre this week (Sunday,
always seems on the threshold of part of this was paper however.
for from the audience that stretches ter over the circuit.
The company opened
Sept. 17).
The
piece
still
itj
has
rough
edges
becoming funny, but always just
Bc'.l.
out the turn too long. There has
cold and was handicapped by lack
Dewey and Bogers mismisses.
been a\o better matched colored In spots duo to the pruning pro- of rehearsal.
cess
and
the
endeavor
to
align
It
judged their applause at the finish.
comedy team than this couple, not
The people arrived here Saturday
They went satisfactorily, but most
excepting "Williams and Walker, so that the continuity be main- morning (Sept. 16).
An all-night
f&22
of the bows could have been elimwhere George Walker was strictly tained. This process will no doubt rehearsal took most of the pep out
inated.
be
kept
up
.'or
time
so
a
as to elim- of them, and it Is a wonder that tho
Herman Tlmlwrg producer ami starred. the straight. Buck is the straight
Chas. Howard and Co. with a pro- Also writer of book, 3 lyrW.-a and music, with here also, but with comedy mo- inate a few draggy scenes.
premiere performance went over as
As in the original production, well as it did.
I.
H. ments, while Bubbles Is a natural
hibition travesty called 'How Things other music by Sammy Timber*.
Hi'rk Interested In production.
Principals: little
Ethiopian
performer with "The Bose Girl" still has the
Have Changed," with Howards
Aluch pruning and some building
Herman
Timberg,
Rattle
Darllnr.
Sammy
souse, coming right on top of the Timbers;, Hay Kinp. Eddie Heffernan, comedy all over his work. He did dimunitive Loiiis Simons and the will be necessary to put the show
souse character in the Dewey and Charles Maiistl>>UI. N'.it Nazarro. Special- a burlesque on Hattle Darling's portly and rotund Shop Camp in In order.
The Sunday night perHerman TitnWrK, Darling and Tim- pajama song that was the only the cast. They get into action early
Bogers act, made the house laugh tiesformance was not over unitl 11:50,
berg (Sammy), Nat N i/.arro and Co.. K'.sthroughout its running. Howard's and Panlsen. Chorj.«tcrj', as programmed: thing that saved it. also the terrible in the proceedings and keep things and the tag, line on tho program,
and
Rose Shelby, Lorraine Hansen, Irene Hay- lyric It contained.
Miss Darling at fever heat throughout.
While "The End— We Can't Stay Hero All
drunk is funny in conception
execution, and the support offered den. Ora Llghtner. Peggy Mitchell, Vivian might turn this song over to a they grace tho stage there is al- Night," was most appropriate.
It
liirmihgham, Anita (Sarvln, Jessie It«>bln- chorus girl;
ways something doing whether it would not be surprising if at least
It Is not at all becomby James Graham and Alberta son,
Virginia 0'8tUMvan. Teddle Tremayno,
is repartee and scenes.
Harry Cole- two of the scenes in tho revue, or
Fowler, is excellent.
Florence Mouclalr. Rene Manning. Kath- ing to her in any way.
A number with Herman and man is the ligl\l eccentric comedian, afterpiece, would be deleted, as they
section arine Halm. Audrey McVay, Gladys Hums,
tho vaudeville
Closirfg
Mac Maiming.
Sammy Timberg wag preceded by Leila Boomer, character comedienne. slow down the action and would
were Chapelle and Stln;?tte, and
The story is that of a roue who never be missed.
a scene. Herman Timberg alone in
"Chappy's Hot Dogs'* band. The
"one"' got his laughs, not with the has taken over the heritage of a
The vandevillo was given as the
small time has had many a crude
"Frolics of 1922." with Herman Timgirl.
He tells her that her parent- opener, and was run off in the foljumbling together of sounds eman- berg doing a George Al. Cohan with brightest of matter, though.
The music runs along In a con- age Is unknown and that sho Is lowing order: Hayatake Brothers,
ating from musical instruments from it, should he ranked among the lead
ventional
way,
suitable
simply
living
to the show.
on his benevolence. Jap act: Bobby Barry and Dick
the numerous jazz bands that play
of the Shubert units.
That is
He This is the nucleus on which "The Lancaster In "I Don't Want to
id around curing he firs in rush. conditionally, of course, since but Sammy Timberg Is young.
Boso Girl" stands and on which tho Dance": Barr Twins, singing and
of the Jazz thing, but none of the few so far have played New York shows it in his stage work.
Bay King is the straight of tho comedians and their aids work for dancing; Lawrence Sullivan, Irish
on
anything
had
ever
worst
or Brooklyn. But for entertainment entire performance, of good appear- two and one half hours to entertain. songs:
It's comImhof. Corenne and Co.
"Chappy's Hot Dogs."
and diversity of it this Timberg perTho Sunday night audience at the (Mark Linder) in "In a Pest House";
posed of six colored men, fou.- blow- formance should hugely please. The ance but somewhat over made-up, a
ing on bass instruments, cornet, farther away from Broadway it is fault that extends to tho chorus Garrick seemed to enjoy the en- Buth Budd, singing, dancing and
tertainment hugely. At tlmo*. dur- aerial. All of the acts ran overtime
trombone, tuba and sax, and two the better it should be liked. It's girls in several instances.
Herman Timberg has done a lot ing lengthy and burdensome dialog, except the opener and slowed up
others playing piaao and drums.
fresh, with nothing stale, created by of work in framing this show, sin- they woro a bit restless, but this
things
Barry and Lancaster
colthe
The sounds produced by
Timberg and staged by him. While gle handed, and playing so much was quickly relieved when tho talk used 20badly.
minutes, Imhof and comored aggregation are not music for to quite some extent it is a family in it besides, and, over all, putting was Interrupted by song. The song pany took 35 and
Buth Budd 18. As
it
sounds
times
At
part.
affair on the stage, that docs not out a good show. It's a Job for any numbers used were all special, from
the better
a consequence it was ten o'clock
gs if most, of the band are playing lessen its value. And also, while it producer, author or actor, some- tho original show and most pleasing. when the first part
finished.
bad.
plain
Just
keys.
different
has
class,
no
it's
first-rate
evening
a
In
Simon and Camp gave a superb
thing reports about many unit
The second act Opened '.ith 'It
doesn't describe the band it's awful. for $1.
performance of the two American Might Have Happened/' introducing
shows have brought out.
Chappelle and Stinettc, colored, sing
Its construction is peculiar, runThe Central held about 70 per bunco men that were willing to ex- the 16 girls as follows:
several numbers, with the hand ac- ning mostly in full-stage scenes, even cent, downstairs Tuesday night with change
inundated
property
and
Sailors —Irene
CharRroderick,
companying. Miss Stinettc has a to its acts, excepting when Timberg a very light balcony. It's a counter worthless checks for French coin of
lotte Lewis, Mui.vl Barker. Mary
really beautiful soprano and Chap- or the girls are nut in "one." (When house, window selling only and that the realm regard lc a
^
of
the
ex- I Layaiaks
quality,
but
pelle a tenor of food
Timberg is mentioned, Herman is at theatre time with no advance change value.
French Girls
Clara
Master*
neither appear to understand the referred to.) Timberg may be said sale, but It's a great drop in, facing
Harry
worked most zeal- Adrfenne Wally, Betty Wilhart, May,
Through to have Jazzed up this performance Broadway on one of the best blocks ously andColeman
first principle of singing.
consistently to establish Johnson.
improper breath control, both stick in a most likable way. It runs ac- in Times square.
the fact that tho performance was
The
is
house
Spanish
Barry.
Girls
KJfl
added syllables on the end of words. cording to his ideas only. Those bound to catch any overflow in the not complete without his little mite
and Air. Chappelle uses head and who may have t*ocn Timberg in his square. If the show Is good or bad, of comedy. Leila Rotnar did well Frank ie DcFoc, Claire Duval, Marie
The act. in- revue at the Princess some seasons the Central will quickly bring it as tho altruistic gambling house Chalm< rs.
nasal tones mostly.
American Girls- B«v.< Ie Lew!",
cluding tho band, shapes as a small ago will recognize that. That jazz- out. It's a fine little compact theatre keeper who wns always willing to
Vera Caceron, Veda Gordon, Kathtime arrangement.
ing gives it a variety, nnd a wide for a vaudeville performance, with take another protege under her wins
:ine Moffett.
was
.dio
section
variety that makes it the more en. a cauaclty of around 1.000.
Tb« vaudeville
and at the .same time striving to get
Hlnie
The. scene was a steanv.hip dock.
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NEW SHOWS

Friday, September 29, 1022
ehip.
the people entering from the
The old customs' examination stuff
was there. Imhof and Barry did the
comedy of searching the women
passengers. The bit ran 25 minutes

WEEK

THIS

21

a

thrill,
the thrill coming at the hard for him to keep track of his temporaneous speech should worry wealthy, but I'm careless with it.
finale, when she finds love. The epi|.Juat as the legitimate stage like)
wardrobe as well as the different about conditions.
sodes Include almost any sort of sort of dialog.
But Callahan Just
Venlta Gould's "Impressions" of its old-men characters, so floe*
thing that was available, showing does it, and does it
vaudeville when they are as right as
Mary
Tmex,
Tubby Julian Eltinge, Ernest
well
Chinatown, a Hawaiian bathing Garron, Phil Dolan. Buddy Leo, all Nash. Gallagher and Shean. Fran- Barrett's.
The turn Is good for
Miss Cunne. in
and could be cut to 10, if retained at beach, a sheik's tent, a courtroom, of the Three Chums act, also have cine Rarrimore. Grace Da Hue and seasons to come.
Wall Street, a hotel corridor, etc.
all
bits to perform, and get by the rail. Al Jolson occupied the next 20 min- looked very nice, displaying two
The one outstanding howl of the Ethel Bose, with a perpetual smile utes. For an encore Miss Gould frocks.
•'Jawing the Alphabet" followed.
number led by May unit as It stands consists of six men and a restless pair of legs, does a does Gilda Gray in the "Follies"
Donald Kerr and Erne Weston
It is a musical
Myers and Daisy Harris as school in the cast (Oluck. Dodge, Barnes. lot of novelty and toe dancing which number "Inky." making a complete furnished a classy danco interlude,
Tho new routine has
kids, with the girls also as kiddles, Chase, Baggett and Byron) in the is most entertaining.
jazz band change for a reproduction of Mission seventh.
A
singing four numbers, two
It Kerr
in front of a huge slate, pleasing, Hawaiian beach scene, when they of five are also used for several of Gray's white Tanguay costume.
but with music not of the lilting emerge from the surf as six nonde- the scenes and aid also In an octet was a corking finish to a sterling alone and two duelled with Miss
The first double number
None of the music was of script tramps in tattered clothes and ensemble and do a quartet bit.
order.
routine of mimicry, but much too Weston.
led io a nov «^y dance, with both
the kind to whistle as you went out. comedy makeups, one being the old
Preceding the vaudeville portion ate for an encore
canes.
Miss Weston
Many a Sllpj etc., burlesque Jewish type. They work is a rather pretty flash showing the
•There's
Ford Revue, minus the manipulating much
Ma
The
neater than exshowed a spiritualist's parlor with in pantomime in a travesty on in- exterior of the Central theatre. New two Stanley boys and Barton. did that bit
Her
a cellar underneath. Barry was en- terpretive and esthetic dancing, do- York, with a sign announcing a closed, holding what was left. Ford peeled and missed but once.
gaged to rap on the floor when he ing it gracefully enough to avoid midnight show. On stage come the is of the Four Fords and one of high-kicking specialty was a graceeffort
Kerr's. 'Get Your panegot the signals from a red or green crudeness. They do the stuff about entire company including Dixon
he best all-around dancers In the ful
A trick staircase was used as well as the average chorus sup- himself. They look around. Dixon show business. His triple time buck ing Shoes" was the prelude to his
light.
Ch 8h ° Uld
and strenuous attempts made for porting a soloist, and the Pipes of comes to their aid by announcing and soft shoe dancing with "wing- »«~ b »» c «*™° t8f
laughs, but the thing dragged along Pan, the Spring Song and all the It Is a great show and a thousand ing" that recalled the real dancers hay© got more than It tilt.
Jhjuny Lucas, with Francene. on
for 16 minutes and is one of the rest of the stuff just knocked the is awaiting anyone who don't like of a decade ago caught on strongly.
was the first of a trio of
scenes that probably was left here. house cold. It was well that the it. It is just a two-minute scene tmI
T 1 U!,ru,,nTuH .Lwhpro would fourth,
» acts. He got started with a
?„n trirls
i.LJh? The four
eon- ™medy
"Isle of You," an Egyptian musi- house howled hilariously, because but an impressive one, and when have
«»« con
cleaned
"You Tell Her." ReBilly Purcella and Evelyn Bamsey tribute "Pralaltlea that are avwag*.
cal, by Florence Talbott and Law- when it quieted down it was done
taxation bit some one called
stepped out to do a bit of singing A jazz so o. a toe solo and a doub e ,«•
rence Sullivan and the girls, 'failed howling for the evening.
Barber."
It may have
The vaudeville acts do not fit at and dancing they found the audi- kicking duet helped. The act la
to make much of an impression.
_
Luc J a
Imhof. Coreene and Lancaster ap- all well into the tab. The Gardiner ence warmed up and in a most re- unique in being minus a piano solo, come from
The
be
out."
peared in the old travesty, "Rail- Trio is doing a tough job well and ceptive mood.
The Three Chums although a pianist Is carried.
M bit Is still
••fairy oucen
the best of
road Crossing, Look Out for the apparently is about the only factor have been supplied with a new set.
Thelhst half of the show ludd lots
*?£ had Julius
Train." billed as the "World's Worst in the casting of .the production that which sets off their turn in good of mea » Claude
In it ln RddItlon to a
Melodrama." Imhof got a number Gaites seems satisfied with, together fashion. After were Whipple and lowing SchichtlsMatmiki^
purpose
b
p
of laughs with his quips on union with Sorel and Gluck on the dancing Huston in one of their products, a is class as a card man pulator.
He
j
ma and Taylorf one Vith a
labor and railroad affairs, but it was end, who are doing a whale of a Job travesty skit, "The Union Burglar." is assisted by a straight man wno is
Haw and the other with a brick,
past 11 and the bunch were getting and^nay later dominate the show.
This skit is a masterpiece. It has a gem. This chap though unpro- assisted,
too. The dancing team was
If Gaites can get laughs and muuneasy. The act ran 20 minutes
an anticlimax which puzzles the gramedon account of Golden's audisecond and were ready for the
A number led sic into "Gimme a Thrill" he will audience and sets them thinking ence entrance needs no further on
L'O minutes too long.
street.
by Miss Budd. with the girls as have something to be proud of. As while the house is dark.
Htntement
printed
the
boost than
Tnornton
Thornton FIynili
Flynn, assisted by Dona
was introduced and it stands, it is a big but unbalanced
firmercttes.
Miss De Vine is on fourth with that he succeeded In making the c
.
tn nuino turned In an endollar's worth that is not worthy of songs. As in the revue she is most
could be retained.
•interruption" realistic until Ci olden
dumber "h
three card. On apThe big costume flash of the eve- Gaites. There la a lot to be done becomingly clad and stunning in mounted the stage.
pearance Flynn Is there. His voice
ning was nest, Florence Talbott in- and the probability is that Gaites appearance. George Mayo is in the
Mitty and Tilllo. from Paris, are
hou d Rml h ,
among the faIned
l.ibbcy.
troducing seven models in the most will do It. >next to shut spot with comedy talk in their second P^ace week and j,n nn if} a wonder tenor ln Bome
gorgeous creation*, mostly feathers,
osneer* way88 Monday
and song. Mayo gets right at his could stay ^ore.^They
more. ™ey are dancers
evening
eve
nlng he was at a
seen here f.»r,a long time. It was a
audience from the start and keeps par excrtlence. The act curries an dl8a(lvantaRe ''because of a cold,
treat for the women :ind will cause
them with him throughout his turn. object lesson to every bow stealer That gtlvo hl8 note8 a nasal ring at
talk.
A short bit by Barry, LanClosing the show are Balph Biggs in vaudeville. For 11 mnulej this u
hi
registers
though the high
caster and the Barr Twins based
Chicago, bvpt. 27.
and Katherlne Witchie with their pair of dancers hold their audience were c]ear
M aoushla" drew a
on ili*- remarkable likeness of the
Hush" Dixon has arrived dance offering. "Idylls," in five enthralled with the adagio duet hand; so dld a duot with Ml8 „ Caryl.
Henry
girls, the men mistaking one for the
scenes.
The act is the same that and then the curtain. The act as Flynn fr ered an i r i R h song seldom
his
one neard and ln totaI u ia a pretty
other, can bo made a scream when as a Bhuberi unit producer with
the Orpheum arranged has two climaxes,
this couple toured
the twins become accustomed to 'Midnite Revels," the current attrac- Circuit with last season, but is most wnen the lover departs, seemingly
ff Gr i„ g
speaking lines and can hold up their tion at the Englcwood.
When substantial, as the team are ar- the end of the dance, only to return Tho colored
steppers. Williams and
part of the rapid lire stuff.
tists in their field and have a fac- to find his mistress in the arms or Tay i OI% Hashed exceptional danchig.
offers
to bet "a thou'" he
•Hush"
The interior of a cabaret was the
ulty of selling their offerings in a a rival.
tios the other up in Tne d0UD i e soft-shoe number at the
He
.using, and after a little comedy has a whale of a show, he must have manner that it will add tone and cords,
him by atart typifying the old minstrel
humlli Ues
then
by it (the show), for '"The Midnite rlass to any bill. Mack Ponch serves dancing 'La Dapse Jalouse before dayw wft8 mucn a0 ove attempts of
«tufl\ ordering a dinner, etc..
Barry and the Bans, the principals Bevels" will be one of the right during the interludes with violin his stricken eyes. His handling of the kind The 8ma u er
p, onr
of the company entered and were
bolos and during the rest of the per- Mitty is masterly.
She is nearly of tne f as test dancers seen around,
introduced by Mr. Imhof. the girls bowers of the Shubert unit attrac- formance acts as musical director nude and is of the figure that He hfta ft combination step that
appearing for the finale in dazzling tions. It is a solid two and one-half for the show, which he does in effi- artists rave about.
They could looks hard to copy.
white short dresses and patent hours of entertainmept. consisting cient style.
have manipulated their stay to
The Tan Arakis, a Jap ladder turn.
leather hats.
In this May Myers
minutes more, but didn't.
Very few people Walked
closed.
many
of a revue and vaudeville section.
appeared in a yodeling number and
Ren Welch next received a recep- '.and all others remained. The deliBoth are all that could be asked for
Edna Covey an acrobatic dance.
tion that must have warmed his ca j e manner of the girl who per
Imhof in trying to give the and will prove over the Shubert time
No greater forms on the very odd contrivance
heart.
courageous
patrons their money's worth of en- that a consistent, classy and wellMinneapolis, Sept. :<.
tribute to the artistry and character made the work look the more daring.
tertainment has too much show, and
"The Whirl of New York." Shubert work of Welch could be imagined Billing states the ladder weighs 26f»
material,
collection
of
assembled
much cutting must be done, at least
unit show, which opened at (Jarrick than his comedy rewards In the face pounds, but from the way it w.-ih
an hour must be gained. This can different from the regular run of Sunday to a sell-out, Is a cohesive of his known affliction.
In one handled that appeared exaggerated,
easily be done and will be, which unit entertainment, are relishable vaudeville entertainment compound-'
minute after ho was supported onto Harry Moore, with a girl assistant.
will
leave
the
entertainment a
the made the opening spot Interesting
created
piano
had
as
Welch
diverse
elements
of
such
cd
the stage
much better one than when first for the digestion of the most dis- Lumbers, hand balancing, snake necessary
illusion with his Hebrew with paper manipulation.
Several
cerning audience.
offered.
The blind man
f his designs looked original, as la
dancing, song shouts, and the gen- characterization.
The program gives Ceorge H.
Dixon, a dyed-in-the-wool Lur- tleman who tangles himself up in
Jbcc
disappeared to make way for the style of working.
Stoddard credit for the scenes, lesque producer, is entitled to un- the scenery. It's the Winter Gar- had laugh provoker. The faces full
the
Frederick O. Uerendoen, the lyrics, limited credit for this offering. It den In miniature.
of commiseration a moment ago
and Dan Dody, the production of would have been expected Dixon in
then
Roy Cummings, with the non- crinkled up into laughter and
the numbers.
Hughe*.
his revue portion would have re- chalant Irene Shaw, never appeared unfolded to explode full tribute to
A fair sized audience Monday
sorted to burlesque tactica and more humorous than he does here. one of the sure-fire monolbglsts of
given a revue along those lines. But He has plenty of opportunity to do the two-a-day. Welch's time-tried night, the cool weather accounting
for the last minute box office rush
he proved to be a gambler and did his stuff.
ancient material never went The house was slow filling up acand
otherwise by taking something subBoston, Sept. 27.
Principals and chorus appear at bett.r.
Frank P. Murphy as the cordingly but once seated It reThe Joseph M. Gaites unit has stantial and original and serving it the rise of the curtain. Florence Irishman, was a necessary and sponded
nobly. The first two act>-.
That is Schubert sings at the piano a valuable assistant.
been a long time in the making and out in appetizing style.
Con.
Vincent Rros. and Margarete lies:
last Saturday it was in such ragged what the revue portion of "The melange of numbers, Including "In
ler,
as
as the closer, Rafayette's
well
shape that orders from New York Midnite Bevels" is, not a hodge the Usual Way."
Holdfejds do
Dogs, are irnder New Acts.
reached Gaites In Fall Biver not to podge of low comedy bits, but a well acrobatic interlude which gets over
X.
Francis
Donegan and Julia
though
which,
even
idea,
play the Majestic, Boston, until connected
good; Frank and Ray Purcella stop
Monday evening's coolness made Steger scored neatly No. 3 with then
whipped into shape. The Boston not carrying the continuity of a the proceedings with remarkable
there "Playmates'* song and dance skit,
but
weather,
theatre
excellent
billing, including newspaper copy, story, throughout gives a semblance dancing;
of
Kyra does a series
of patrons in program credited to Cliff Hess for
subway posters, location cards, had of solldness.
dancing, featuring' a snake dance. was no special bustle
the upper Broadway Keith house. authorship. Hess also wrote the
The tevue is in one act and nine Her act is well set.
all gone out. Gaites flatly refused
more than Rlossom Seeley turn which is top
no
was
floor
lower
supThe
which
was
scenes,
book
of
the
to cancel Boston In favor of the
The second part of the show is a
Possibly that was ping the show this week. Rut Hess
"Bitz Girls." "I've got a reputation plied by Bayone Whipple and Walter condensation
"Belle
of New half capacity.
of
names was not the only person or thing re
at stake, too." said Gaites, "and I'm Huston from their former Bhuberi York," which has taken on a bur- because no big vaudeville
peated on the bill. There wore two
willing to play Boston billed as a vaudeville vehicle, "Time Will Tell." lesque flavor, although names of Were on tiie bill. Ressie Rarriscale.
midgets in the show in as many dif
Joseph M. Gaites show." And he The best part of "Time Will Tell" characters remain ^the same. Joe the former picture star, headlined ferent acts not to mention couplet
show, which, while minus n
is shown here, with its juicy spots McCormick and Rillie Regay fill in the
did!
gags
that were repeated at vanoua
entertainment
good
was
in
punch,
assembled
a
The Monday matinee was rather being blended and
a stage wait with their act, transstages of the show's progress.
ragged, but Monday night went fashion that they hit and hit right. posed from the first part of the There was no actual hit recorded.
Donegan-Sturgis offering was
The
limbeeause
of
been
have
on
may
duties
fall
That
course,
the
stellar
Of
along without a break, the performshow.
which figured to programed as Donegan and Steger
ance being raced through at high Whipple and Huston, who a^ssumo
"The Whirl of New York" should ited attendance, week.
although carded and billed outside
build during the
tension to a well filled house that various characterizations and acquit Win approval on the circuit,
the house as formerly. The man Is
becoming
most
in
It was Miss Harriscale's first ap
seemed satisfied but not enthusi- themselves
Burke.
pe arance at the Riverside in How r a sincere and conscientious workei
astic.
Tuesday afternoon, when fashion.
foot
although
his
accentuated
Peaches.
"Picking
the
Hickman's
years
in
Vine,
for
ard
Claire
De
York
left
for
Gaites
for New
two
audible
This turn has plenty of stuff. There stamping to precipitate
days, his frame of mind was in fa- Dixon burlesque shows and also in
daring
is novelty in the manner of staging, recognition reminds one of
vor of a lay-off after this week and the smaller vaudeville houses, is a
with the scenes changing and play- the audience not to respond. That
some recasting, even if it required revelation in appearance and acThe Palace was very close to a ers exiting during the time lights could be toned down. Miss Sturgis
buying off at least one of his vaude- complishment. Miss De Vine, a tall,
toward the audience is "cute" In rompers and shows bare
ville team contracts. He is emphatic statuesque blonde of charming car- sell-out Monday night with a ten- are flashed
There knees and thighs scoring prettily
in his attitude of not wanting to go riage, has an incomparable ward- act vaudeville bill that ran from 8 from'thTs slde'of the "foots.
The Spanish
with her stepping.
into New York under his own name robe. It seems from her initial ap- until 11: ft p. m. The Topics film, is some very clever acting by Miss
dance double for the ge'iway is u
unless the unit is at least above pearance to the finale she just makes due after Intermission, was dropped, Rarriscale and there is romance,
evolution
and execucorker
in
terp
despite
dialects
overboard
was
The
show
tipi>ed with comedy.
changes of costume, one more gor- but the
average.
tion which, coupled with the teams
The Gaites show as it stands rep- geous than the other. Miss De Vine the pruning. This was due to the displayed by Miss Rarriscale may showmanly„bow-taktng
studied
and
deliVincent
was
Atwlll.
She
Lionel
the
surprised
some.
length
of
also
This
was
can
sing
and
act,
too.
have
resents enough investment in scenThe cate as a southern damsel of ante- stalling succeeded irt stopping the
ery,
costumes, orchestration and demonstrated in a scene. "Say It Lopez and Joe Cook turns.
show. Donegan makes as if to stay
salary contracts to guarantee him With Wild Flowers," in which she At will sketch, "The White Faced helium days, her words being honAs a Spanish .i"d continue his efforts but the girl
no profit for the season, even if the worked with George Mayo. Away Fool." ran 27 minutes, closing the eyed in the drawl
yanks him off forcibly.
girl she had the fire and the lingo,
unit draws well.
He apparently from the low burlesque comedian first half.
Hawthorne and Cook with their
Lopez and Rand, opening after too, while tho apartment-house
started off to do a real job, with no and with an entire different type of
low comedy, hoke and 'nutting"
amusing
begwas
an
minutes,
bit
phone operator
storehouse stuff, an original score character Miss De Vine has found intermission, ran 18
were a decided wow No. 4. Their
and a pretentious production, and herself, and demonstrates that in no ging off in a speech with the house change of pace. The cast Is tho combined
efforts were rewarded b>
when he found the proposition get- too uncertain terms through the vociferously demanding more. Then- .same as when the acl opened early the w.k. "Colonial
clap,- tho con
ting away from him as regards rea- manner in which she "feeds" Mayo have been bigger bands in the Pal- in the year, with one exception—
certed applause rhythm that is a
sonable financial limitations along a along, and finally concludes the ace and one at least with a larger Josephine Randall now playing the
gallery
trade-mark
of proletarian
Kddie
Tallman
Hickman.
ample
reputamother.
dollar circuit, he just said, "I'm go- scene with a little dramatic piece following and more
acclamation.
iug through regardless."
of business. This scene is the hand- tion than the Lopez musicians, but ;md Jark Marvin are the other prolosed
William
Halllgan and Co.
players.
showgramed
keener
no
safe
wager
Is
will
get
it
a
iwork
Sam
Morris
of
and
As it stands it lacks melodies and
Rurt Oordon and (bne Ford took with their "If Ighlowbrow" skit. The
Mayo, besides the man than this same Lopez has led
real comedy. There is hardly a real, laughs aplenty.
is now developing Into a snappy
up-from-the-depths belly laugh in scene with Miss De Vine in the re- any musical gathering at the Keith good care of the honor spot next ta act
Cordon's dead white pan dialog between tho telephone conthe entire 90 minutes. Kverything view, has a scene with Evelyn Rim- headquarters since its creation. •Ills (losing.
versationalists, the three skit flashes
else he has. A 16 chorus that not scy. a refreshing, dark-haired sou- effects and special lighting tricks was set off by the eccentric but neat
Miss Ford was dolled up now being really subsidiary to Hal
dressing.
"nly can work but will, a book of bret who is most adaptable to the are GO per cent, of the act.
ligan's wise-cracking. Of the Dunwith
an
glittering
frock
enorJoe Cook did 29 minutes of hi; in a
unlimited possibilities, a wild splash Mayo style of working and goes
Maupassant-O. Henry trio.
some character singing, one-man vaudeville show. then mous collar that concealed \\-r neck, sany-do
in snappy costumes, a kaleidoscopic through
ihe Americans plot-let Is the snap
been
has
changed
routine
not
and
The
Alexanders
song
the
into
She stepped
with him.
scenic Investiture that seemingly dancing and
crossfire at the phono
The
plest.
In any Way. but the laughs fell In
never stops, perpetual action the finds plenty of work and executes it John Smith turn for another
sounds ever new somehow, the
in pleasing style
Then Ralph Rlgga minutes of yells. In the latter turn the right spots all the way.
J)ity of it is that the music is so
injecting new
Halllgan
»»thor
or
Barrett
-•»
and
Nora
Pal
Cunnecn
eompl-i
doleful and the eomed\ so hopeless. does a little surprising, too, in The Cook docs another
From tho
Bent the second section of the show K«g» each time heard.
His <.iMt comprises the Tip Top character of Dr. Watson In scenes of versatile revelations, running tlr
moment Halllgan opens with the
Four, Gene Karnes and Co., Byron with Huston and others.
One is gamut from juggling, perch net, off to laughing start. A snapping of query.
did
you
say R
"How
much
house
"id Langdon, Harbert and Baggett rather surprised to see a hoofer buck and wing dancing and hoke fingers was heard all over the
Th.
quart r the act Is In.
Conk has become u when Barrett tossed the dice and *raa
and Borel and Gluck, all .showing as ha\e
conception of character value, low
omedy.
straight to the star is a
man
doing
to
"aged
get
digits
his
lba
speouldn't
i<
vaudeville acts, and the Gardiner hut us Hherlork Holmes aid Klgg* vaudeville institution,
and
line
reader
feeder
and
orking
Trio.
The vaudeville closes the comes dii' with flying colors in a cialist Of many talent.-,. Any artist work, fun- of the ,,ew hms mav be does considerable to fet tho plot
acceptable
show, the opening W) minutes being most
performance. who can stay continually l>efore a the old boy's claim thai if *l had
Mea
o*
been
a
have
straight musical comedy tab.
Packey Callahan, the straight man. vaudeville audience for three-quar- been born an Arab I'd
-,n peuod was mln
The plot involves episodes show- has a mo,st difficult task. He has so ter* of an hour and then p«ie up shell." The best scon -r line froml The 4Contiuue«l on page "<*!>>
I'm not what you
him was
ing vhe quest of Beauty In "search of many character! it mu°t he rather fresh comedy triumphs with an ev|
i
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NEXT
WEEK (OCT.
VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

Harry J Conley

Uwtry A Prince
JACKSONVILLE

2)

IN

(AD hoiiM open
Indicated

The

week with Monday ma(Jr%i« vhio

the

for

otherwise

aot

below arc grouped

according to booking

to divisions,

offices supplied

from.

Tba manner tn which these btlla are printed does not denote the relative
Importance of aits nor their program positions.
* before name denote* act la doing new turn, or reappearing after abaenee
from vaudeville, or appearing in city where listed for tb* first time.

KEITH CIRCUIT
YORK

CITY

Kelth'e Palace
Sophie Tucker

Lopes Band

A Whs'rn

JajIS

*Burns A Wilson
"The Headllncra"'

Home A Gaut
1-'

A D

Harry Burns
Hedi'gui Sis

Barnscale Co

Keith's Riverside

Van Horn & Inex

A Edw'ds
Brady
Moss A Fry*
Bronson

(Two

to

fill)

(Three to

A

(One

Van Cello A Mary
Andrew Mack

DePcron

8

McKay A Ardine
Jessie Bisley

Powers A Walls ce
Boyle A? Bennett

A A O

Falls

Bert Levey
Trance* Arms
Leedom A Gardner

Keith's Royal
Wal.-h A Bent ley

Howard A Clark

Bryant A Stewart
Lewis A Rogers
Nakae Japs
Von Kcvacs A •
II Herbert Co
('rawford A Brod'k
Lydell A Macey
Keith's Alhambra

Ford Dancers
Blossom Seeley Co
Jimmy Lucas

A Gay
A Clifton

Markell

Hanlon

William Ebs
Halligan Oe

Wm

Jack Wilson
(One to fill)

Broadway

Moss'

Burns A Lorraine
McLaughlin A
Oreen A Parker
Strickland Band
Zuhn A Drels

TAB

Sybil

2d half

Seed

(Three to
2d half
(Others to

Proctor's »8d St.
2d half (28 J)
seal

ERNIE
YOUNG
AGENCY

The Oellis
Kamplain A Bell
(One to All)
half (I-*)
Garcineltl Broa

Andrew Mack
(Others to

nil)

(Three to

Suite 1313, Maeonic

fill)

A Lewis
Cdbgan A Casey
6th Ave Follies
(Others to

L

"Modem

(2-4)

Brant
Pierpont Co

(Others to fill)
2d half (6-8)

Cocktail"

Martha Pryor

(Others to

Colombia

fill)

ATLANTA

Schenck
Doyle A Cavana'gh
Florence Brady
The Sharrocks

Lyric

(Birmingham

split)

A H

Keith's Fordham
A II Shields

•China

(Two

Button
Blue. Plate

to

fill)

2d half

nark A O'Neill
Watts A Hawley

C A F Usher
Margaret Young
<Two to fill)

Moss' Franklin
Clark A O'Neil

Van Hoven
"Smile*"

Walters
Hartley
(One to

Family
A T'wnea

A

Williams
Traverji

A

Taylor
Douglas

Eddie Foy Co
Kerr A Weston
Ten Akaris Japs
Gordon A Ford

Hayea
Harry Mooro
latlumli

I

Jewell's Manikins
"Show Off"

Johnson A Hayes
Clay Crouch Co

Keith's C.reenpoint
2d half (28-1)
Wright A Douglas'
Alexander A Fields

(Two

"Flashes Songland"

to

fill)

(Others to fill)
2d half

Caupolican

•''hicf

Ona Munson Co
Wilfred Clark Co
(Two to fill)
Keith's Jefferson
Florence Brady

A O'Donnell
•Chief Caupolican
Nash

•Lane A Bryant
Ted Lorraine
Worsley A Hiliier

(Two

to

(Two

to fill)
1st half (2-4)

fill)

2d half

•Vrsco

Weber A Rldnor

Maxon A Brown

1st half (2-4)
Eric Zardo
Morris A Flynn

fill)

•Vasco

C A F Uaher

A

11. ill

•Sherer

(Two

to

Dexter
H'millon

A

fill)

2d half

Worsley

Kim

A

Hiliier

City 4

Hartley A Peterson
(Three to fill)
Keith's 81st St.

Early

A

Early

Handera & Mlllls
Rhone A Squires *
••Creations"

Lorraine Co
Keith's If. O.
-I

half

l«t

to

II.

Co

fill)

half

Hcnd-^k-s

fl-O

A

Margaret Young
(Three to Bll)

Duetor

(One

Sheer

Orpheuin
Wlnto* Broa
Anneti o
Fashion Phew
.'-'ami -.on

^

l*

(Two

to fill)
1st balf (2 4)

Tony George Co

to nil)

2d half (5-ti
Eric Zardo

Coogan A Casey
Mt Vernon Follies
(Three

Ilaney

to

fill)

Cunningham A B
14 half

iris

Mabel Hurke Co
Henry A Moore
C eV 9 Usher

till)

INDIANAPOLIS

M. ha \- Bruin
Helen Morattl
Stephens A Hol'at'T
Lyons & Yopeo
The. Speeders

B. F. Keith's
Diaa Monk*

The Stanleys
Mel Klee
B C Hilliam

HEMMEND1NGER,
J

Fern A Mario
Syncopated Seven

E

W

R L

IS ITest ICth Street

"ArtlBtlc

Treat"

M Chad wick
Kd Janis Rev
Harvard Holt A

Ida

CHAS.

F.

Inc.

R B

New York

Tslepbeue Rryent IBit

J.

In

Lyric

Hazel Moran

Palnce

A Mann

Hilton Sis
Clifford A

Pcrrone A Oliver
Quixcy 4

A Lamont
SYRACUSE

2d half

B. F. Keith's
Autumn 1

A B Barlow
Lo^kett A Hope
Marks A Wilson
Mack A Stanton

Profiteering

Jones

A Jones

Poll's
(Wili-.es-B're

FREEMAN

OFFICE8

n

INDEPENDENT CIRCUITS
SUITE 307, ROMAX BLDG.
245 West 47th Street

NEW YORK
Phone: BRYANT

S917

(Two

to

4Jd
B

fill)

half

The Hart wells
Hall

Dreyer

CeeeBa Wenton Co
Joa Dsrcey
to nil)

NEWARK,

N. J.
Praetor's

B

Casino A Bro
(Others to fill)

Lyrie
(Mobile split)
1st half
The Levolos

Margaret Ford
Maker A Bedford
Blackface R Ross
M'Cartone A Mar'ne

A Shapiro
Proctor's

Ruth Goodwin
Arthur Sullivan r„

Home Town

Fotlh

^

2d half

Paly A Berlew

Two

A

|

Poll's

half

A Oz

EVNSVILLE, IND.
Victory
Musical Hunters
Kimball 1 Ooman
Burk'; Larry &. O

& Bc.cord
2d half
Patrice & .Sullivan
J A B PaJge

W

Kouollas

Casey A Warren
Hank Brown Co
Home Town Foll>s
(One to fill)

em"
FLINT. MICH.

WAYNE.

A Hope
Lang

R

"Rinp Tangle"
Lnne A Freeman
2d half

Valdare

May McKay A Sis
BogeT Willis me
of

19iI2-'

trield* a Sheldon
Vlasta Masiova Co

RIJou
Y'n Dyke A Vincent
Princeton Five
James H Cullen
The Tatricks
2d half
Pollard
Janettt A VIoI< t
Alexand'r A HarJ.c
Kd Blondell Co
Pinard A Hall

Hsrry Jolson
A Barrye

Nelaon

OARL MacBOYLE
ON HAND OR TO ORDER.
lie

W.

49th

Si.,

N. Y. City; K.yaat 5t«4

mi)

to

2d half

A

J

1.ANMNG. MICH.

Sawyer A Eddy
Beymore A J»-anette
T'wnn'ud Wilbur Co
(One to nil)

TERRE HAL IE
Liberty

Lane

Harper

.«;

A Zermalne

Vallul

Regent

2d half

Nelaon** Patience

Muslral Hunters

Sawyer A

Barber

Girls

A

J a el. urn

ORPHEUM CIBCUIT
CHICAGO

Edith Clifford

Kcno Kcyes A

Palace

(Sunday opening)

Lew

Tellegen

Trlxlc Friganza

Conroy A- LeMefr*
"At Dentist"
Alan Rogers
B Anderson A Tony
Hampton A Blake
Corvo A Moro
Slnle-liil -.e

'

(Sunday opening)
Norworth

.lack

Dugan & Raymond

"When Lovo Vng"
Lawt9n

Seattle

Baclu ive Material of Every De«erlptlon.

JelTras-Strnnd

A C Nathah
.1

Barton A Itoll
Burke I*rry A C
(Two to mi)

Saytgns

Now Car

SAGINAW. MICH.

(Oae

2d half

Victory

Johnny's

A Kva

Singing
"t Ch-or-Ups'*

Co

Johnson Bros
Bell A Carron

Trio

May A Ed Tennv
Dewitt A Robinson

Mills

Bell

J

A Eva

fill)

BANGOR. ME.

Broa

Lettrel Lee
Johnson Bros A J
Vnllal A Zermaino

half

Glanville

TAMrA. FIA.
Ths Rlckards
Oreen A Myra

INI).

nil)

Hughie (Mark
Bell a Carroa

Bell

IND.

Murray
Csntwell A Walker
Donna Darling Co
2d halt

Farrell

Palace
Pi nt boon Singers

Lockctt

Howard
Morgan

»

Kings A Dad

Goman

to nil)

RICHMOND.
Bob

A E

4

AVililo

Bealey

Haskell
Phlna A Picks

(Two

Doe.Tfts

J

(Others to

half

:<1

Kimball A

half

Cabby Bros
Sawyer Girls

FT.

Orpheuin
Deayle Don A E
Harry Van Fossen
Coaaoly A Frances
a Ine to nil)

The llalklngs

Strand

Here

l.oney

Df<

Rewyer & Eddy
Hcymore A Jeanetle
Harry l^ussey
T'wns'nd Wilbur C.
2C\

'

"Oh My Goodness"
PADKAH, KY.

half

'Si-uiptor's

McFair & I'ulse©
"Canary Opera
-

Kelly

Riton

Mason A Owynne

(Washington hi
Biglow A Clinton
Becd A Selman

M

KOROMO, IND

Boston
Boudini A Bermrd

"Welcome Inn"
Morgan A Binder
(Two to nil)
Gordon's Olympla

f:

Star

Donna Darling Co

to

(Scollay Ho,.)
Parisian Trio

Manthey Co

Swift

Brahn Co
Jk

•

L.ighton A Duball
Warren /: B-rry
Anger A Packer

2-1

Yarmark

to nil)

Princess
Louis
A Mitchell

split)

Mae Miller Co
Cooper A Laccy
Thoa p Jackson Co

2d half
A Mitchell
A Dukall

NASHVILLE

Palace

WILKKS-RARKK

Polly

(One

nil)

Bob Mills
"Dancing Shoes"
Lnne Harper

(Scran toe

KePh's Bashwick.

Leighton

Lloyd

& O'Connor

(One

RAJ

Three AYnims

Harry llolman Co

Van A Corbett
Dane' a McUonalds

Fisk

BOSTON

Marshall M'ntg'm'y
Crelghton
Barnold's Dogs
Gordon's Olympla

Sullivan

Emmy's Pets
The Halktnga
"Oh My U-.-odnoss"

Leatee

McRae A Clegg
Fr:in"e.« A Scott

BOSTON KEITH CIRCUIT

^ft

A

Warren A Berry
"Stars of BeooreW

1

I j*. -.'

half

I'd

"Follies

Anthony A Freda
Bowers W'tera A C

F. Keith's

Lovely

DETROIT

(Three to

split)

Rl Cle.ve
Click
ek

fill)

Brooklyn. N. Y.

5

Poll's

Ut half
Welton A MarshaH

to

2d half

<S«pt. 25),

Royal Venetian

Sylvia
Ruloff

Indian Reverlo

A M Rogers

Mowatt A Mullen
Connolly & France*
Small's Revun
(Three to fill)

2d half

WORCESTER

II

Burke A*Bitty

Week

Th'.

Pantheon Singers
Renard A West

1st

O'Connor

Bushman A Bayno
Rome A Dunn
Bedford A W'ch'ter

Rialto

Pervjcal Co

Co

of York's Theatre. London, Rng.

A W'ch'tcr
HatW HAVEN

Co

Perclval

(Two

Pag*
MeFatr A Palace

A Ring Tangle
I-ano &• Freeman

2d half
Sylvia Brann
Hilton Sis

Veterans of Variety

Bedford

W
W

It.

Me Garden*
Billy Gerber Rev
Billy Doss
(Three to nil)

EDDIE VOGT

2d half

St Clair

A.

JAB

A M Rccrrs

Iaju'so

MR. GEORGE CHOOS
PRESENTS
Duke

Sonla

SHREVEPORT.LA.

Lee

W
W

•

A Wats'

A

C

IXH1SV1LLE. KY.

Frances Dougherty

1622
Fields & Sheldon
Vlasta Maslova Co

Clifford

BIJon

Mlddleton A S
Marshall A

to hll)

Willie La lis?

(Jacksonville split)
1st half

I.

A Shaw

Morris

Wyoming Duo
Herman Berrens

Rome & Dunn

L.

Ecko A Kyo
Clinton A Rooney

The Diamonds

2d half

Krayona Radio Co
Chung Wha 4
Cook A Oatman
Princeton
Samarofr

Spain"

Morley Slatera

Chief B Cloud Co
ROCKVILLE CEN-

Patrice

rill)

F A A Smith

fill)

O'Brien A Jos'phine
J R Johnson Co

Bushman A Bayne

K

SAVANNAH

BOOKING WITH ALL

NEW ORLEANS
*

"Night

Bruch A Thurston
Dameral Vail Co

West

.<r

to

2d half

2d half

WATERBI'HY

WylM A Hartman

Herman

(Two

Raymond Wilbert

Palace
Dublin Trio
O'Brien A Jos'ihlne
J R Johnson Co
Alexcnder A Elnore
Indian Reverie

SCR ANTON, FA.

(Two

Sam Barton

C1IKSTLR. PA.
Adgement

E.

BRI NSW'CK
Slate

A Morgan

HOIIOKKN. N. J.
Strand
Flying Henrys
Nash A O'Donnell
Innls Bros

split)

(J

I

"Stars of Record"

NEW

Little Yosl Co
(Two to fill)

Bylver*

a.-

A Duball
Walman A Berry
Anger A Packer
Leighton

'Son Dodgers"

Lonnle Nace
Silver Duvall Co
McGreth A Deeds
Babb Carroll A S

Al

Leavltt A Lockw'd
The Comebacks

Princess

2d half

2d half
Trrnn" II Trio

Great Blackstone

R. I»

Colonial
2d half

'

Virginia

Riqard

Capitol

l»

fill)

NEWPORT.

Small's Rev

Zemotta A Smith
Jerome A Albr'.ght
Royal Venetian
Marks A Wilson

Temple

Schichtl'a M'nottes

HARRISRUBG
Kane A Grant

Ham me

A N

ROCHESTER

(Three to

Frances Doua'norty

B. F. Kali's
Louise Lovely

fill)

Follies or

HARTFORD

Wilson Bros
Sig Franz Troupe
(One to fill)

Edna Aug Co
Rulon A Rlton

LEXINGTON. KY.

DAYTON

Roger Williams

Alexander A Elnbre
"Night In Spain"

Ann Gray
Edmunds Co
Bryant A Brodrick
(One to fill)

Wm

Ren AU
F i A Smith

Walraaley A K'tlns
Chic Suj>reme

Cd half (8-J»7
Lcdell Kln^' A II
'JMfoyle ^ I^inge

Wyoming Duo

2d half

Olympic
Redd'gton A Grant

Tyler

Davis A Bardncr
John Ccig?r

Ja'-k Inglia
(Tiiree te fill)

to

&

Lyle

Ooff

Palace

Zemotta A Smith
Jerome A Albright

G Aycr A Bro
Cook A Rose v ore

A

SPK'GF'LD, MASS.

Veterans of Variety

Morton Jewell Co

Frit zl S chert"
(Two to fill)

(One to

PA.

Proctor's
2d half (28-1)

Majestic
Raymond Wilbert

'

Ben Smith
(Two lo till)

S:a

Herbert Ashley Co

I

Oitls

ALLENTOWN.

R

Rudell ti- Dunigan
Rlktna Fay. A

Mi

4

l*t half (2-4)

Pierce

Foil's

Roanoke

Ben Welch

Willie Solar

Sankua

to nil)

Dixie

Maxon A Brown

&

Lovenberg

1st half

A La Tour
Danny Dugan Co

(i'RM'NTOWN. PA.
Orpheom
Craig
Donovan A Lee

Victoria
(Same 1st half bill
plays Columbia 2d

(Ron noise

Elliott

Co

Gordon A Rica
Texas Four

Lyric

N. Y.
Proctor's
Dillon A Milton
1!

II

CHARLOTTE

ALBANY,

•Thank

M Diamond

CHARLESTON

2d half

•Margaret Hauler
Van A Schenck
Rafayelte'a Dogs
(Three to fill)

Adam* & T
A

Valentine Bros
Al Raymond
•Metre A Frie*

(Two

Lee

Caatletoa

(2S-1>

•Miti-H.iverein

4

A

2d half

Mmiro Co

H

City

Kelso

Ahearn
Lewis A Dody

Peggy Carhart

Elm

to

Moss' Regent

DeGarmo

Alice

Dalton

half)

(Two

Walters

Sharpe Rvv

(Louisville split)
1st half
Louise A Mitchell

Empress
Kltaros
WAG

Ryan Weber A

Wilfred Clsrke Co
(Three to fill)

CHICAGO

3

Collins

Allman A Howard
Bryan A Broderick
Flore nap Brady
(Two to fill)

Billy

fill)

BRIDGEPORT

ROANOKE

Noll

Monka
N. B'DF'D. MASS,

Savoy A Capps
4 Cheer-Up*
Knight A Knave

Hippodrome
Yokohama Boys

CIKCUIT

May McKay A Sis
Berrens
A B Herman
Fisk A Lloyd
Ma<.k A Stanton

O'Donnell

Foiiett's

2d half

Paites

The Lelghtons
"Shadowland"

Johnson A Hays

(Two

fill)

POU

(Charlotte spill)
1st half

to

(Two

fill)

(Three to

Goold

U'vard Winif d
(One to fill)

Frlneeeo
(Sunday opening)

GRAND RAPIDS

Tillio

Meyers A Ilana'ord
Kaeso Co

Madeline
Dunbar
CAM

•Sherer A H'milton

A

•«'hlna Blue Plate
Alexander A Fields

A

Mltty

Carlton A Bellow
Mrs Sidney Drewy

(28-1)

St..

(Three to

A Farnum

J A E Farrell
4 Kings A Dad
(

Crane May A C
Ten F Murphy

Opera House

A Rauu

Briscoe

split)
1st half

KASMVILLE

Snow Col'mbuK A

(Others to fill)
Keith's Prospect

2d half (5-8)
Morris A Flynn
Schichii's Ma'nettei
Moss' RUIera

Walters

W. Randolph

6

Willie Hale A Bro
Millard A Marlin

2d half (f.-l)
Gsrrlnetti Bros

2d' half

Entrance

Shea's

till)

Ste.

Second floor over Drug Store

BUFFALO

VanCello A Mary
George Morton
(Others to

A Dutton

Rape

A Wjlson

Burns

and Randolph

Cor. State

Grew A

Morrisey » Youn~
Nat Shop"
Ccop. r A Ricardo

2d hair
Paggott^A Sheldon
Hunting A Freed*
Hawthorne A Cook

Cardo

W

CINCINNATI

YORK. PA.

Diane A Rubini

fill)

A

Cloud Co

Palace
Paul Sydell

(Others to

Colonial

(Richmond
Walters

Co.

UTTC A. N. Y.

Academy

Jack Onldie
Le« Kids

(Two

Danny Dugan

Rhodes A Wats-on

NORFOLK

Jennings A Howl'd
Mt Vernon Follies

CARY

to

McKinley
"Modern Cocktail"

Nell

till)

Lyric
(Norfolk split)

(Two

(One

Thrco Arnima
Boyce Comb^ Co
"Taaak V Doctor"
Elliot* A La Tour

Grant

•RICHMOND

A Leddy

Anthony Ponsclle

Dr. M. G.

N W.

J.

Kane A Grnnt
"Awkward Age"

A
A

Nash

Strand

Morley Sisters
Sandy Shaw
,

IFOJtKfJVCl

2d half

W

Faber A Burnett
Bciazlan A... White
Demarest A Coll'te

Trices within reason to the profession.

"

A Shaw

(Three to

B

Barrett

TER,

CLEVELAND

Majestic
"Spoofing"

Qulnn Bros A Sm'h
Sharkey Roth A
E Gtlmorc A Girls

.lack Little

Colonial
Clown Seal

ALWAYS

1st half

Clifford

Van A Schenck
George Morton
Dancg McDonalds
Jessie Busley Co

ERIE. PA.

James H Cullen
The Patricks
LYNN, MASS.
Olympla
Chief

2d half

Great Johnson

CHICAGO—KEITH CIBCUIT

THE FROG,

BAB Wheeler
The Wager

2d half
Gray Co
Downey A Ctarldge Roger
Listen Lestrr

Brown's Melody L'd
(One to fill?

DENTIST

Bore*

Kelth'o Hamilton
Margaret Hassler
Rafayettc's Doge

Johnson

lljp Co

A narrla
A Walters Cartme.ilSchenck
A
A Peterson Van
Moody & Duncan
fill)

2d half
Elm City 4
Tod Lorraine

A

BOSTON

c.rac.^

Moss'

Maakin

Dewltt A Robinson
V'n Dyke A Vincent

have accommore for me m
than any other repre-

Owen McGivney

Eileen

Leo Donnelly Co
The Birds
Lynn A Rowland
Wintnn Bros
Forrla A West
Annette
Sampson A Do'gls* MT. VERNON, N.Y.

Inez ILinley
Sully A Tiiomas

Pollard
Janett A Violet
E<r Blondell Co
Plnard'A Hall
Alexand'r A Mardle
2d half

WILTON

T.

MAN-KIN

Kane A

2d half

B. F. Keith's
Shorwln Kelly
joa DIskay
The Briants
•
Bva Shirley
Duffy & Sweeney

Mahoney

Will

Oscar Lorraine
(One to fill)

1st halt

Olsen

Krid ce

Wohlman

A J Mandell
Margio Coates

MONTREAL

cjrc'msft'l

Lyric
(Atlanta split)

Patricola

Hall Ermlnle A B
Barrett A Cunnecn
Keith's Orphenm

If.

Al

past 16 years"

Morrisey A Young
Thank You Doctor

Aileen Stanley

Kennedy A Daviea

Mnslc Hall

Lewis A Rogers
"Earth to Moon"

Palace
Toyland Follies
Randall A Marstoa
Leona Hall's Rev
J S Blondy Co

2d half

LEWISTON, ME.

sentative has in the

2d half

Mabel Burke Co
Billy Dale Co
Henry A Moore

Sultan

BIRMINGHAM

Co

FA.

Able O.

A Boyle
(Others to fill)

l'lnto

Ann Sutor

The Shattucks

K ASTON,

J S Blondy Co

A Mary

"You

W

MeatcJalr

Glass
"Little Cottage"
Craig Campbell

Llbonatl

plished

K. F. Albee
Yost A Clady

Valdare A Cook
Rule A O'Brien

l/eddy

N. Y.
Proctor's
Sd half (28-1)

v

Winona

Little Yoei ("o
(Two to fill)

K Watson

N.

ALF

Miller A Bradford
PROVIDENCE. R.l.

Parados

MONTCLAJR.

Leona Hall's Revue

YONKERS.

May A Ed Tenny

Yvel

Caaeva

Pietro

A

Conlln

Maryland
Smith A Barker
»'.eo Choos Rev

Bashwick

Valerie Bergerc
Fillla

Berleu

Rosalias

CAsey A Warren
Six Lunatic Chinks

A

Morris

(Mara Howard
*

TROY. N. T.

Haney A Morgan
The Son Dodgtrs

Sis

Lyrie
Orleans split)
1st half

Kellam A O'Dare
Mary Haynee
Sc'nlon Dennos A S

BALTIMORE

A Werner
John Steel

Van Hoven
(Two to fill)

A

Keith's

A

Daly

Two

B. F. Keith's

Mluy

PAS

Evans A Pearl

Proctor'e

Lewis A Norton

Voland Gamble
Flfer Bros A 81a
Lady Tsen Mel
Anderson A Graves

Temple
Dreams
Bmllin Lea Co
I'lerce A Ryan

N. Y.

Jefferson

fill)

BROOKLYN
Rice

Kerry Larke
Kelso A Lee

Maps

(Others to

Pes)* Rctter

Shield*

*

J

^£2X8?

AUBURN,

LOWELL. MASS.

La Polerlca Trio

DETROIT

VanCello

fill)

Noll

Halllday
Follett'iTMonks
2d half

BEADING. PA

MOBILE

A Peggy

Anna Francis
O Handsworth Co

(Othore to

Redmond A Wens
Moran A Mack
Anderson

A
A

Toyland Follies
Kendall A Marston

J.

Marguerite Taylor

Doteon
Vadi A Gygl

B. F. Keith'*
Miss loleen

Holmes A LaVcr*

1st half

Arthur

Page
Bond Wilson Co
Mc Fa Hand A P
Canary Opera

<N.

(Others to fill)
2d halt
Mclla A Bruin

Maxon A Brown

Haney A Morgan

JAB

.

Palace
Great Johnson
Rarrett A Farnum

La Var Co

Billy

Kelton
Stephens A Hol'st'r
Cooper A Kicardo
The Speeders *

B. F. Keith's
Marlon Murray Co

Princess

Lyrie
(Nashville split)
1st half
Patrice A Sullivan

Jos

COLUMBUS

2d half

FAR ROCK AWAY

A Rhoda

Frldkln

Bredbury A Scollay

N.J.

A Williams A A F Stcdman

Rllnore

R

Rcdlngton A Grant
(One to fill)

Meehan A Newman L'WRENCE, MASS.

Dreyer
"Thank IT Doctor"
Eddie Miller Co
Four Bellhops
(One to fill)
Sd half
Jeannette Childa
Lyons A Yosco

PORTLAND. ME.

(Othera to fill)
2d half

Beaumont

Rumple

Harriet

harlf

Pollock

Cardo
North

Iback's Entert'ners

Broadway
Bradbury A Scolley

Balrd

Al Striker

Lucky A Harris
Fred Bowers Co

fill)

A

Bensee

A Oodfrey

Arnold

Burns A Wilson >
Jans A Whalen

A Capman

Miller

ASBl'BY, P'K, NJ.
Main Street.
Uyeda Japs

A

(Others to

McKinley

Nell

fill)

half

1st

Walton

Temps* Bldg.

Chicago

N.

A

Kelly

Burns A Lynn
Driftwood
Alice Hamilton

LOUISVILLE

WILLIE BERGER, Book g Mgr.

M
O'Connell

2d

Four Bellhops
Reilly Feeney A
Fern A Marie
Lew Cooper
Billy La-Var Co

WILM'GTN, DEL.

TRENTON,

Jones

Bohemian Trio

Aldlne
Mattlye Llppard Co

LABCapitol

Kelt on
Holland A Odon
White Black A U

Davis

Arnold A Godfrey
Lncky A Harris
Fred Rowers Co
(One to fill)

I'd half (5 8)
Tierce A Goft*
O'Neil A Plunkett
Jack Inglls

rrortor'a 5th Ave.
half (28-1)

BRANCH.

L'O

I

A

Hlghtower

Barbette

Grace Huff Co
Healy A Cross
"Rings of Smoke"
Davis A Pelle

Win. Venn
Class Manning A C
Cecelia Weston Co

2d half

Helen Keller
Joe Browning
Billy Arlington

Van A Tyson

PITTSBURGH

Giers Musical 1*
Collins A Hart

Orpfceum, B. F. Keith (Wettern) W. V. M. A.
and Affiliated Circuit*

•Straaeel'a

Griffin

Peplta Granadao

George Morton
Belle Baker

WITH

A Dorman

Nlelan A Bailey
"Doctor Shop"

Henry A Moore

C A F Usher
Ona Munson Co

100th St.

fill)

Stanley

M A

Carrol Sle

Shea's

Keystone

Krumer A
The Sirens

(loss

A Grill
TORONTO

fill)

Bruch

Robbie Gordons

Blnne

Patricola
to

•d half

Empire

Ross A Mayne
A Thurston North
A Halllday
B Marlow
Dunbar A Turner
Raymond Bond Co MacCart A Bradf'd Dameral Vail Co
Bryant
A Brodrlck
Breen Family
Brown A Whittaker Dunbar A Turner
Ross A Mayne
Shaw A Lee
MANCHESTER
Margo Waldroa

A

Paull

MacSovereign
"Are You Married"
Joe Cook Co
Alexandeca A Sm'h

Miller Girls

CLEVELAND

Booking Exclusively

Thank You Doctor
•Jack Martin Band

238W.40thSt.,H.Y.C.

(Three to fill)
2d half

State

•Sam Barton

Austin

(6 8)

RELIABLE THEATRICAL TRAW*?Ell :—

Watts A Hawle?
•Willie Schenck

A

fill)

Willie

Moos' Colleeaaa
Hi Kins A Batea

Cunningham A B

Vane
Thoa R Shea

Evelyn Phillips

•J

10*2

?.0 %

Edna Aug Co

11. RIVER. MASS.

B. F. Keiths

B. F. Kelth'e

Laura Devlne

Vaughan Comfort

(Two

WASHINGTON

TOLEDO

PHILADELPHIA
B. F. Kelth'e
Kitty Doner Co

PAS

Rogers Bennett A T
Jas Fat Thompson
Billy Dale Co
Innie Bros

2d half
Aerial Valentines

Morris Express Co.
--:

W

Genev've A
Joe Roberts
8 Blue Demons
Healy

Hawthorne A Cook
(Two to fill)

Fields

2d half

Bill

Rialto

A

Leddy A Leddy

R. F. Keith's

Adams A I Girls
Nan Fravellne

2d half

Chas Ahearn O*
•M Golden Ce
(One te fill)

fill)

CINCINNATI

on

1st

Johnny Burke

(Others to

Evld'ce

Show
AMST'KDAJt, N.Y.
l'.i.-i..

Plunkett

O'Neil

fill)

Alexander

"Awkward Age"

HAM Dean
Cahlll A Romaine
Keith's Colonial

Syncopated Seven

Meehan A Newman Tracey A MeBride

Marguerite Taylor
Kane A Grant

(2-4)

Bits
Aerial Valentines
Miller Girls

fill)

half

1st

The Uellls
Coogan A Casey

JERSEY CITY

Mattlye Llppard Co

Clrc'mst't'l

Cook Smith A C
Marks A Wilson
H Harnett's Co

Mureen Knglin
Keeno A Wllliama
Al Shayne
7 Honey Boya

2d half

Oscar Lorraine

Proctor's ltfith St.
2d half (28-1)

A Bogard

2d half

Kennedy A Daviea

Jennings A Dorney
(Others to fill)

Alice

Josle Rooney
Gilbert Weill

to

split)
let half

Wolford

Brown's Melody L'd
Sullan

2d half <:. 8)
Will J Ward Co

Merelan's Dogs

"Wayburn's
•Mehlinger

B

(gavsnnah

)

bills

Friday, Scptsir-ber

a:

BILLS

V

•

(Ono

ITarm'v

Lu Vail A Sis
Theo Roberts Co
Cook Mortimer A

Orp heuni
(Sunday
Sewell

oi

Sisters

H

DLS MOINES
Orphenm
(Sunday openlngl
Foley A Leture
Paul Decker
Ro8co» Alls
K a ne A H e nnsu
'

W

A H Brown

Hurl

.

Brown

si.t. r«

DILI Tn
Orpheum

C,

(Sunday

to nil)

DENVER

M

A O'Donnell

Hurst

H

<

nrr

'>i"

nlnf)

Clark

Minnr.
Tlire,

l

M

inarcha

While KUhr/s

McDevItt Kelly J
Wllliar.". • W 00

'

VARIETY

Friday, September 29, 1922
Olrl

^Wonder

Weaver A Wearer

Phil

Vincent O'Donnelt

Helen Eley
Betty Fuller
Peterson Broa

Habcock A Dolly

A Crovinl
KANSAS CITY

falblnl
j

ILeetor

Mme, Herrmann

Mala Street
'{Sunday opening)
Lloyd Nevada

Frank Brown

•ternard* Midgets

Orphenan

Sablnl
••Rainbow's End"

(1-4)

»AT

(Sam*

Plam'nd A Brenn'n

A rod amy
"Rltx Girts"
Fred Blondell Co

plays

bill

Fresno *-7).
Hobart Boaworth
Anderson A Burt
Swarts A Clifford
Dave Roth

Orphenm
(Sunday opening)
Sandy
Morton A Glaa*
O'Noll A Plunket
Ou* Edward* Co

A

Franklin

Harry Cooper
Melody Charmer*

A

Leigh ton

Empire City

Baby Josephine*

Charlea

Mellette Sisters

Bert Shadow

Reiner*

JOE MICHAELS
New Tork.
Loew Annex

402.

Suite

Ride;..

160 Went 46th

hone 04 46J<rvant.

St.

BOOKING LOEW AND
AM- INDEPENDENT CIRCCITS

To Good

Tom

etcts — Immediate

Smith

I

Andrieff Trio

Tuscano Bros

LINCOLN, NEB.
Orpheum
Taliaferro
Sisters

8

A Chain
& Chaplow

Barrier

'

Murray Klaaen

A Willis
LOS ANGKLES

"Tango Shoea"
Emm* Carus
Devoe A I.loyd
Max Sennett Co

K

Al

Singer's Midgets
Wilton Sisters

Family Ford
Mantell Co

P Brennan A Bro
Wesley Barry Co
H Mann Co

A Phelps
.MEMPHIS

Armstr'g

Orphenm
Margaret Severn
Ohio Sale
.Norton A Melnotte
Gibson- A Connelli.
Little Billie

A Garry

The Leroys

MILWAI KRE

Murphy

J Singer Girls
Skatelles
Cook M'rtlmer A
Alexandria
De Marco's Band

(Sunday opening)*
Harry Carroll Co

Jimmy Savo
Rig Friscoe

.Runaways
Sheila Terry
T>rmsbe A Remig

El Rey Slaters

Garrick

MINNEAPOLIS

[HD

Orpheum

"Show Off"
A Seymour

(Sunday opening)
Cressy
liailt'y

*

A Dayne
A Cowan

It.-

van

A

Shubert
"Hello Everybody"
Gertrdde Hoffman

Lander

SIOUX CITY
Orpheum
Kay
Osborne 3
Oliver A Olp
Jada Trio
Ten Eyck A Welly Thompson
Paisley Noon
2d half

OAKLAND
Beth Heri

Kennedy A Berle
Jessie Reed
Leon Co
A Houghton

Bully

A J Gibson
OMAHA. NEB.
Orpheum
Sisters

Co

P

Thompson
(Two to All)

De Kerekjarto

Fred

Carey Bannon A
Bonner A Mario
Leon Batea

M

B.C.

Orphenm
Morgan Dancers

/

Shubert
"Carnival of Fan"
Alfred Latell
Clark A Verdi

Billy Olason
Glen A Jenkins
Faber A McGowan
Wilson Aubrey S

DeWolf Sla
Clemon Belllnga Co

Roxy

Jamison
Jack Reld

Romaa Troupe

Orphenm
(Sunday opening)
dlarry Watson

A Rose

White Trio
Bolla

"Laughs A Ladies"
Burns A Foran
"Who'e My Wife"
Elis

Jack Gregory Oe
Rush Ling Toy Ce
Earl A Bernard

SHUBERT CIRCUIT

OMAHA

Shubert unit shows are
printed herewith in the order of

shows move over

Three Pals
Paaquall Broa
Elbe A St Leo

Covey

JERSEY CITI
Central
(Lincoln, Union
Hill, split)
lat half

Trollea of lMt«

Herman Tlmberg

Nat Nazarro
Buck A Hubblea
Darling A Tlmberg
Bl*» A Paulson
It Dancing Fools

BROOKLYN
Crescent

"Reunited"
Fields

Chaa T Aldrlch
Lynn Cantor

LOEW

ASTORIA,

L.

I.

Astoria
(Boro Park, Brooklyn,

split)

1st half

"Plenty of Pep"
Charlea Howard

John Qulgg
Chappcll A Stln'te
Dolly Morrlaey

Dewey A Rogers
Emll Caaper

Townea A Franklin

NEWARK,

N. J.
Keeney'S
"Hello Miss Radio"
Jules Haranoff Go
Jerome A Cameron
Lynn A Ojrmsby

Entertainers
Masters A Kraft
4

Callahan
Billy

A

M Blondell Rev
HOBO KEN. N.

2d half

NEW YORK

PHILADELPHIA

McCormack A I
Sablnl A Band

V

All)

Johnny Dooley
Ethel Gray
Bacon A Fontaine
Bert Walton

HARTFORD
Shubert -Grand

"Gimme a

A

Sorel

CIRCUIT

Frances Dentin rest

Ruth Thomae

Lon HascaU

A O'Connor
Gladys Dalmar Ce
Lee Mason Ce
Calvin

Mysterious Will

Hughea A Pam
Bender A Herr

A Dean

Kelly A Brower I
A Wilson
Tom McRae Co

Norton

Primrose Mlnstrela
Hanlejr

A Howard
Hall

Jimmy Lyons

A

Wake Up-

City

A Adams
Heckman Bros Co
Schramm A Clark

2d half

Baaeett

A A L

Wilson
Dobbs Clark A D
Gladya Delmar Co
to

All)

Cliff

Id half
Vincent Broa

4

Roobor

Toupees Make- Up
Send for Price List
Yt

Gold

MONTREAL

M assart A

Loew
Russell A Hayes
A A L Barlow
Phil Adama Co

81a
Correlli Co'

Glade
Race A Edge

Frod Gray Co
La I loon A Dupr'ce

Rosa Olrla
Bddle Clark Co
Klaae A Brilliant
Qenevleve May Co

NEWARK,

N. J.

Loew

Van A Km era on
Helena Davis
Archer A Bel ford
Wilson A Kelly
Jazs Jubilee

2d half
Frabel

A Lambert
A Fink

.

NEW ORLEANS
Crescent
Nelson A Leonard
Nlta Johnson

"Oddities of 1122"
Fields A Fink

Washington I
Rose A Barton
Beaux A Belles

(Three to All)
2d half

Warden A LaCoste

2d half

Fid Gordon

A Wma

A

Dance Hits"

"Bita

Hd

Josle Flynn Ce>

Ryan A Ryan

Bailey f

Merdo A Rome
Armstrong A G'b'ts

J Artier A Girls
(Three to fill)
2d half
Turner Bros

CAR
Challls

Bailer

MII.WAITRKR
Loew

Palnee

L

A

nil!

Dodd A Nelson

Maley A Singer
Blum Bros

Cupid's Cloao-ups

Gates
You'd Be Surprised
2d half
Williams A Delay
Stevens A Lanrall
Little Lord Roberts

Jos Fanton Oe

wyatt's Lads

A

Helm A Lockwoods

a,

For

It

ROMM

2d half
A Mo'rell

(Three to

fill)

CHICAGO

BATAmerica*
Payne

GREEN RAY,

WIS.

Nalo A Rlaae
Leo Haley

Braro M'h'llnl

Lnvett'e Con't'los)

A

BMvla

Raokoa
Heednr
|

A Armstr'g

TU/ou A Rogers

Co

.eater

I

I

ROOK FORD,

ILL.

Palnee
Grant A Wallace
Chae Keating Co
Jack Benny
fill)

Margaret

A

IT

Morrell

John Naff
Dava Harris
(One to fill)

ICthel Parker Ce
Frank Wilcox Co

A

Maxfleld

(One

to

Oolaoa

fill)

TOPEKA, KAN.
Novelty
Joe William*
Lighten* A Cfm'n
Anderson A Golne*
Pickford'* Ronl*
2d half
A Qulnell

Hill

K reamer A Johnson
Worth A Willing
Melnotte Duo

WTERT'WN.

S. I>,

Royal Sldnaya
Al Lester Co

t

A Gene
Anderson Rer

2d half

Jerry

Bros)

INTERSTATE CLBCUIT

A T

DALLAS.

Ernie A Brule
Florence Walton

Msjastle
Herberts

A O The

Os>

Hughe* A Debrow

2d half

]

A Wood
KANSAS CITY

Bob ferns Co

Don Laning
McQuay A H*aelton
Levy A Crowell Sis

2d half

BATHmmy
Payne

A Dogs

(Three to fill)
Mnjeatle

2d half

(Two

A Cfm'n
A Oolnes

to

fill)

KENOSHA, WIS.

Mack A Brantley

Orphenm

Dave Manley

Schepp's Cirrus
i

OKLAHOMA CITY

Duster Bros)

2d half

Anderson

A Klem
A Mae

Go"

Harry Kahne

Frisco
Blliabeth Brio*

Kingston A Ebnsr
Les Aradoa
Llghtalle

Hayden G'dwln A
Nancy Boyer Co

Grand
Kennedy A Nelson
Cornell Sis A Faye

A Hudson
A Walters
Creadon A Davis
Larimer

Daniels

Billy Heard
I
Lewis On
FT. WORTH, TBS.

Majeetle
Pros A Marguerite
Duror Boy*
Dainty Marie

R

Lightens
Anderson

IA.

A Cfm'n
A Golnes

HOUSTON, TEX.
» Majestie

liberty

W

.

Ilaxley

A

Quinclle

HUGH HERBERT
RICHMOND HILL

M83

A Da^lS
A Walter*

Heard
t'l

rgnoa

half
'Tirion

*

(Cnraii

Scott

Majestie
City split)
1st hall

WICHTTA. KAN.

A Hudson

Fred I.indsey
>

A

Harry Hayden On
Johnny Coulon
Colay A Jason
Tha Tamaroes
TULSA. OK LA.

,

MaJeNtlo

i

MaJeeUe
Blssett

Betty Waahiagtoa

Soli Bros
Wright A Dietrich
Mma Benson Co
Jaok Clifford.
Dewttt Burns A T

LITTLE ROOK

lolly

'

All)

SAN ANTONIO

7

mcose Kadjah

r.arlmor
Cr.-edon
Daniels

(One to

,

Rita Oould
I'i

Lamoni Trie

Porter

Dave Ferguson

Madle DeLong
J Worth Co
Bayes A Fields
Jack Moore I
Hill

A

\

Mabel Ford Oe
Havcrly A Mack

(Okie.

Jaok Hanlay

LINCOLN, NRII

2d half
The Leltaya
Flshter Oo

Norworth

Henry's Sextet

Orphenm
Joe Williams

Colombia

(Tul*a*pllt)
1st half

Bnrnam

Bravo M'h'llnl A T
L'YENWTH, KAK. Ned

CR'KSTON, MINN.

I

Frank Ward

FT. SMITR, TEX.

Too Williams

LeFevre

Don Zeleya
Angol A Fuller

T. A.

r

Globe

Alfonso Zeleya
Echoes of Scotland
(Thres to fill)

Frank Wnstphal
(One to mi)

if.

Bell

D C

DAVENPORT,

te (he

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL
1498 B'WAY (Pot nan* Bl*«.) 9. Y.

Walker A Brown

Lincoln

"Cotton Plckera*
(Three to fill)

DenlUt

OOlelnl

'

Gonna Ce
Roy LeParl
Wagner

Phone:

D.

A Gene

Humberto

OTTAWA, CAN.
SteAe

A

Klectrio

Sol

"Lot's

8.

Lyrle
Jerry

Mary Blllsbury
Mumford A Stanley

Lillian

Monroe

Hardy Broa
Driacoll Long A

,

Singing 2
Bob Ferns Co
Smiling B Mason
Carl Roelnl Co

JOPLIN. MO.

Norman A Landee
Milton A Lehman

Casson

2d half

Mary •Blllsbury
Mumford A Stanley

I

fill)

2d half

O A M

A Brown

A Wood

Bell

W

Id half
Wlleon

Harvey Honey
4 rotten

Rleeirle

Walker

Maxon A Morris
Hayden G'dwin A R
2d half
Flshter Co
Sealo
(One to fill)
£eoh A Randolph

Gonne

Roy LaPearl

.

lllppoerroan*

Co
RACINE, WIS.

(One to

Orphenan

fill)

SPR'GPIBLD. MO.

TERRE HAUTE

Natlle Harrison

JOLIRT. ILL.
Lillian

fill)

2d half
Santora

Shlroen
Jarvls A Harrlaon

Sterling Roee t

Frlae

Carl

A

Royal Sid nays

AD

Orphenm

A Randolph
Flahter Co
Bobby Henshaw
A

to

REDFIELD,

McNally
Ja Da Trio
Graham Reede

W

Wellington

(One

Olrla

frTwo to

Chas Olcott

Madle DeLong

Bayes A Fields
Josephine Worth Co
2d half

Dave Harris
Jack Osterman

Hubert Dyer Co

Croaa

Majeetle

Margaret

T

2d half

2d half

G'D ISLAND, NEB.

ILL.

Orpheum

Brown

to oil!

Rial to

PUTNAM BUILDINO. NEW YORK CITY

CHAMPAIGN,

2d half

A Harrlgan
John Naff

Arthur DeVoy Co
Jonta's Hawaiian*
(Three^to All)
,
Q1IINCY, ILL.
Orphenm,

KRAFT

Zeck

COHAN
Now York

LaRose

Fox A Brltt
"Money Is Money"

Warwick

A Lambert

109 YY.*Otrt B.t, N.

M.

Ralph Whitehead

Kimberley A Page
Jimmy Lyona
Stanley Hughea Co

Demareet

GEORGE

"Little Cinderella"

A Helmar

Chaile

HARRY

312

A.

(Three to fill)
Kedsle
Schepp'a Circus

VICTOR HERBERT
JOHN PHTT.TP SOUSA
Playhouae Theatre,

Have Deae

.

LAKE

A Daisy

er Thres Dayi.
I

Independent Agent in N. Y.

Strictly

Helm A Lockwoods Jack Lipton

M. E.
(Composer) Arranges for

(Two

and

0556

fill)

Jason

Lyle A Virginia
Doree'a Celebritiea

'Watch Neat Week's Name"
Caa Get Yea a Itewte
Or

Carney A Roee
Murdock A Powell
Echoes of Scotland

Fields

Nicholas

Vletorin

Reo

American
Pescl Duo
Mossman A Vance

i

Loew
Ed Hill
Dodd A Nelson

Seat Holtaworth Co
Fulton
Franchlnl Bros

Id hair

FAR

MASTERS

"Stranded"
(Three to fill)
2d half

Amer Comedy

Gluctc

Gene Barnes Co
Herbert A Baggett
Byron A Langdon
Nanlne A DeFay
Gardner Trio

Olga

I
Caa Fill Your Opsa Week
That Is What I Depend Upon.

Cupid's Close-upa

Thrill"

Tip Top Four

2d half
You'd Be Surprised

ORTH

MEMPHIS

Co

nRYANT

Joe Fanton Co
2d half
Fitzgerald A L

"Batty

"Town Talk*

r

Maeel Harper Co

Sit

(One to

Mnjeatle

G'D FORKS, N. D.
Orphenm
Maude Bllett Co
Douglas Gravea Co

T DoOnso Co

1IKOORLYN
Williams

(Two

to

Olrl*

Follla Olrl*

to nil)

2d halt

Metropolitans

epltt)
1st half

CITY

Shaw's Hounds
Brennan A Wynnle
Demareet A Wma
Lester Bernard

IGS

2d half
Ward A Belief
Fletcher A Pasq'ale
Popularity Queena

A Edge

Wm Dick

Around"
Jae C Morton Co
Dan Healey Co
Harry Roye
Jean Gibson Oo
Vlntour Broa

Co

Lillian Steele

2d half

"Steppin'

Evalena

(Ona to

Correlli

(One

(One

O

Hawahans

Jonla's

Wilson

Brown

Polly

Venwlck Oiri*
Harvey Heney A
Arthur Devoy Co

Rretvoa

4

I

Loew

A

Fries

MnJeaMe

H

C A

PEORIA, ILL*
Orphenm

Doree'a Celebrities

nil)

The Biggest

Theodore Trio
Barton A Sparling

Sla

Harry Rogers Rer

SUITE

LONDON, CAN.

B

Glade
Race

to

Mossman A Vance
Sheftell's Rer
(Three to till)

Turner Bros

Kramer A Boyle
Frank Gabby

(One

2d half

2d half
Ergottl A Herman

"Spice of Life"
Sylvia Clark

NEW HAVEN

Co
A Weston Co

Wm

Brennan A Wynnle
Lambert A Fish
Phllbrick A DeVoe

Julia Corettl
Bell A Walker

H Ward

WJI1

Olga A Nlcholae
A A L Wilson
Otto Bros
Primrose Minstrels
(One to nil)

Avenue

J.

i

SPR'GFIELD. ILL.

Swor Bro*

I«oew

Arnold A Florence
Fid Gordon
Josle Flynn Co

i

t

2d half
J Worth Co

7

Harrison Co
2d half
Lyte A Virginia

Dunjay

Senna A Stevens

Otcptt

N

.

2d half
A Merrill
•'Volunteers"
Brown G'rdn'r A

Carl

to nil)

(.'has

Westphal Orchestra

NAGA Verge
Ines

A Ward

i

Mnjeatle
A Fuller

no no*
Ce

fill)

2d half

Madle DeLong
Jack Moore 2

GALRSB'RG, ILL.
Orpheum
Cross A Santora

Nancy Boyer Co
Larry COmer

Aerial Butters

Irving A El wood
Chaa Mack Co
Lambert A Fish
Wyatt's Lads A L

(One

I

Swor Bros
"Miniature Rer"
C'D'R RAPIDS, LA.
Angel

Dayton

Orpheum

L M assart A

Bliss

McDermott

Chestnut St.
"nello New York"
Hobby Higgina Co

Ladellaa

(Derchel, Dos
Moines, split)

Sid Gold

Central

DAYTON

"At the Party"

Worcester
(Park, Bridgeport,

A Taylor

Will Phillips

The

"A* Yon Were"
Ring A Wlnnlnger
Bert Baker Co

WORCESTER

to nil)

"Dummies"

F

Boulevard

BOSTON

Shubert

Circuits.

YORK CITY

Browning A Davis

Vlncpnt Bros
Qotdie

MaujfC BJIett Co

Id half

CAM
Huber
Great Howard

2d half
A' Allen

Edwards

Helen Vincent
Eddie Clark Co
Frank Mullens
Freer Baggott A

(One

State

to

.

2d half

Douglas Gravea Co

Follla Girls

A Biondy

Will

(Two

Hardy Bro*
'\
\
Four of U*
J%
Orphenan
Grand
Geo Lovett Co
Kennedy A Nelson The Stanleys
Bobby Hensha#
Murray A Lane
Villanl A V
(Two to fill)
Cornell A Feye Sla Cleveland A Dowry

ILL.

Werner- A moroa

BUFFALO

*

Hughes A Pam
T Musical Splllera

Ketch,

Lightnings

RANSAS CITY

MAX RICHARD
1413 Capitol Rldg. (Masonic Temple)
Phone Central 0246.
CHICAGO
Boohing with W. V. M. A.-D. F. Keith
(Western) Orpheum and all Affiliated

Weber A

2d half
"Facts A Figures"
Burt A Roscdale

Shubert

Margaret Merle
Arthur Brown

Progressive Agent for Progressive Acts

their travel. The
the circuit intact.

Cameo Rev

Jordan Co

Maxflold A
Carl Roeint

The Stanley*

Jerry A Gene
A Meyers Anderaon Rer
OMAHA
FARGO, N. D.

.

(Bijou, Fall River,

Joe Towls

Jack Norton
Adolphua
Novelty Clintons

I

A

SYRACUSE

Bell

WINNIPEG
ST. LOUIS
Orpheum
Empress
Hyama A Mclntyre
Mulligans Fellies
V A E StantojR
PORTLAND, ORE. ^Leo Beera
DeHaven A Nice

DuTlel

"Making- a Movie"

split)
1st half

Mildred Harris
Shattuck A O'Neil
Juggleland
Dooley A Salea

.

Harry Welch
Happy Hadley Co

CINCINNATI

Olms
JANLaRocca

Ben Nee One

When We Grow Up IIL'MINGT'N.
Hart Wagner A K
Majestic

fill)

2d half

Frank Wilcox Ca

2d half

Rev

to

Sealo

Band

A Rule

Melville
Sullivan

(Two

Werner-Amoroa 2
Driacoll Long A H
Waldron A Winalw
Gene Green Band
*
(Two to fill)
SO. REND. IND.

Orphenm

Barr

Village

fill)

Hubert Dyer Co
Jason A Harngan
Gone Green Band
Jack Osterman

Hill

He

S:»v/t-

Skelty-Heit

Foa
The Volunteera
(Two to nil)

Monte A Lyons

Johnson Co
National

the only
man singing in two voices at one
time WITHOUT the aid of a concealed assistant

D D Hv

VANCOUVER,

W

Cliff

"Vocal Variety"
Featuring

Martin A Moore
Hayes A Fields
Pearson N'port A

Orphenm
Rae Samuels

A

C

KETCH AND WBLMA

Folsom A D Band

Knight A

ILL.

Skelly-IIelt Rer
(Two to mi)

Wm

Dolly

Flo Lewis

WILTON
MACK

Ryan A Ryan

A

Orp&eum

7th St.
Jackie A Billie
Broslue A Brown
Francis A Marsell
Sherlock* A Clint'n

NORFOLK. NER.
Now Grand
A Qulnell
A LaMarr

I A.
Majeatlc
"Act Beautiful"

to

Rialto

Walser A Dyer
"Manicure Shop"
Herbert Brook*
(One to fill)

DIII1QIK.

D.

8.

Kennedy A Nelson
Murray A Lane
Cornell A Kaye Sis

AURORA,

B.

Arnold A Florence
Dick
"Betty Wake Up"

Bessy* Clifford

Klnxo

York.

Otto Bros

Trio

Twlnette

COLONIAL,]

4

Georgia Howard
Robert Hodge Co
Daley A Durch
Farroll A Florence
"Rltte Bird Rev"
Wille Broa

(Two

MINNEAPOLIS

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE
ABERDEEN,

2d half

Alice Lawlor

Villanl

Keith

O'Neil
Brasil

Six Stellas

McCoy A Walton.

Palace
(Sunday opening)

Danolae

FRED

Wletlng

A Peggy
LOUISVILLE

New

McCoy Davis Gordon Girlie A O
Ames A Wlnthrop •Tom McRke Co
King A Rose
"At the Party"

Cortea

in B. F.

(Oct. 2),

Kings 8yneopation

Nathal

'

Caites Bros
Shriner A F'zsribb'n

Week

ALF. T.

"Princes*
"Stolen Sweet*"

Bessie

Park
"The Rose GlrT*
Hooc A Pauly
Hattle Althoff Co
Louis Simon Co

Appearing

DIRECTION:

"Zlg law"

Janslys

Flint

Koroll Bros

Now

N.Y.

Chas Gerard Co
LaVere A Tlvoll
Rose Revue

Bicknell

Ireland

Follies
to fill)

(Oho

2d half
N.Y.

IM.II.

A

N orris

Avon

to All)..

A Goode

Lloyd

Monarch Comedy
Sunbeam Foiliee

ARhoa Lucas Co
'

Bros

Bernevlcl
4

A Y«rm

Sadie

Academy Music

IN

TORONTO

Simpson A Dean

"urn >!.» na

(Two

NEWBl

Theatres.

Criterion

George Stremel

WAT'RT'WN.

A Yam

Grand

'

Whitfield

Monarch Comedy
Ala Axiom

Jack Sidney
Gunther A Rom'lne

Miehaels A Paul!
Ploner'a Singer*
Worth A Willing

Majeetle

2d half

ltowen A Baldwin
Sing Ling Koo Co

H EN N EMMY

S.

MILWAUKEE

Chaa Gerard Co

Blcknell

Orpheum
Maurice A Girlie

I'Wenders and Surprises'!

Bankoff Co

NEW ORLEANS

J

•

A Ramsey J |Next
George Mayo

A

F'LS, N.Y,

Empire

W.

Mlchon Bros
Dougal A Deary
Duval A Symonds

NJf.

Victoria

GLENS

BOSTON

BE PERON TRIG

Purcell

A

ROCHESTER.

2d half

Wltchie
Claire Devln* Co

Steppe
Berkes

Mcnnelo Broa

Csiganee Troupe
(One to All)

LOUIS

ST.

Columbia
Heagy A Claus

Jarvla A Harrlaon
Lola A Senla

Bowen A Raldwan

A Lewis

.

in "Profiteering"

A DuRoaa A Boys

Elmer m

A V

Villanl

Cleveland A Dowry
Levy A Crowell Hie
Les Arados

li.it

Direction

Happy Days

Sndio

BUFFALO

Sis

HAW

Elliott

"Old Timers"

A

Riggs

DcKock

Irving O'Hay
Ethel Davis
Nip A Fletcher

Walthall

SEATTLE

Firing Mnyos

H A

Kddle Nelson

INDIANAPOLIS

,

Hennepin
(Sundav opening)

<

CHICAGO
"Eehors of B'way"

York A King
Herbert A Dare
Smith A Strong
Senator Ford
Creole Fash Plate

Rice A
Carletta

Smith A Revere
A DuRoaa & Boys

Watson Sis
L A J Conroy

Golden Gate
(Sunday opening)
I«ew Dockatader
Hekefl Dancers
Newhoff & Thelps
George Yeoman
Nagyfya

Orphenm

Lafayette

I

2d half

WALTER NEWMAN

Sing Ling Koo Co
Smith A Revere

BUFFALO

2d half

Weber A

2d

GUS SUN CIRCUIT

Walter Gilbert
Gordon A htelmar
Nevins A Gordon

A F

Grant A Wallace
hi* Renting Co
Jack Benny
Mrs Eva Fay

4

Loew
Jeanette A Norm'ns
M Komatne Co
Eddie Heron Co
Fraxer A Bunce
St Clair Twins Co

Hawkins A Mack

Heckman Bros Co
Schramm A Clark
Bassett A Bailey

,

Whipple A Huston

SAN FRANCISCO

5

BIRMINGHAM

CHICAGO

"Mldnlte Revel"

"Sucre**"
Abe Reynolds
Nonette
Flossie Everett
Warren A O'Brien
Bernard A Scarth
Royal Pekinese Tr

Murray

Ubert Carlton
Freer Baggott
(One to AID
2d half
Reo A Ilnlmar

Criterion

Mme DuHarry Co
WASHINGTON

Dennis Bros
Barry A White
Frey A Rogers

•

Bijou
Fitzgerald A L
La Rose A Adams

Irving A Elwood
Edwarda A Em'n'el Mclntyre A H'lc'mb
Gertrude Hayes
Chas Mack Co

Detroit O. H.

H Reno

(Sunday opening)
"Flashes"
Fisher A Gilmore

Harry Bewley Co

DETROIT

State

Princess Wahletka

F A O Walters
Codee A Orth

Adele Jason

Carson

CLEVELAND

(Sunday opening)
Crane Wilbur
Itob

B

Propp A Stone
White A Beck

Orpheum

Duo
Homer Lind Co

Bits of Pieces
-tOne to All)

Rogers

Hawkins A Mack
"Stepping Around"
SPR'GF'LD, MASS.
Broadway

Bellla

.

A

Frey

lllppodroma

•

Harry Hines

Choug A Moey

Palnee-

Four

Aldlne
" Fun maker*"

Jimmy Husaey

SALT LAKE

A Gibson

Rantrey Band
Nlobe
Jean Oranrae

PITTSBURGH

Jas

A Mack

Il'inlon

Stan Stanley Co
(One to All)

"Troubles of It**"
Cfmrtney Sis

Kngelwood
Hollywood Frolics
Olga Mishka
Joe Whitehead
Krang A Whl*e
*
Julia Edwards
Harper A- Blanks

Band

„

Orpheum

Hall

Bernard

FAB Ruasell
Commodore

(Sunday opening)
Royal Gascoignes
Rubin A Hall

Orphenm

Lydell

PAUL

ST.

Herrla

Mill Street
Oftkes A De Lour
Dorothy Sadlier

-

Alex Patty Co

"Bird Cabaret"

Follies"

Jed Dooley Co
Fred Ardath Co
3 Dolce Sisters
Morris A Campbell

A Tucker

Reed

BALTIMORE

2d half

Geo Jesael

(4-5)

Neilaon
liallen A Russell

Greeley Sq.

Miller Packer A S
Gordon A Healy

MO.

Bddls Hill
(Throa to mi)

Bros

lo

fill)

Electric

Mrs Eva Fay
Fenton A Fields
Corrldlni'S Animals
(Two to fill)

2d half

Dennis Bros

RUBlbei

to

ST. JOE.

Loew
LaBelge Duo

Sis

Barry A White
Johnny Burns

Santiago Trio

Bender A Herr
Lee Mason Co
Manhattan Trio
New Palace
Horton A LaTriska "Whirl of N. Y.". Calvin A O'Connor
Kimberley A Page
Buddy Doyle
M'Corm'ck A Regay Klass A Brilliant
Marl* Stoddard
Roy Cummings
Shaw's Hounds
Moran A Wiser
Florence Schubert
Delancey St.
Purcella Bros »
ALTOONA. PA.
Roth Bros
Kyra
Mlsher
Dobbs Clark A D
OPEN WEEK
Little Lord Robert
(Same bill playa
Klein Bros

"Main St

N Band

I

A G

Girlie

Blum Bros

PAUL

ST.

ing, 1-9)

Langdona

U

Olrl"

Weller, Zanesville,
6-7; Court, Wheel-

Alma

Marmeln
Janls

Hanako Jape
ST. LOUIS
Orphenm
(Sunday opening)
Eddie Leonard Co

(Sunday opening)

D

Action.

McCormack A

Wm
W

WASHINGTON
"Oh Whnt a

Wm

Gordon

Gordon

(Two

nrry

Orpheum

TORONTO

A Shelly
A Wr'bt

I'ermaine

A Dailey
Sherman A Kit
LaCoste A Bonawe
Jack Symonds
Swift

Ubert Carlton
Saxton Co

1.

John .less Co
Permalee * Shelly
Gordo Km A VVr'ht

John Jesa A Co

2d half

Duo

Poscl

Emery
Bros
Delbrldge A Grm'r
Dotty Rosa Co

Elliott

Van Foaacn Ce
Comer
(Two to fill)
MADISON, WIS.

It

Equlllo Broa
Delbrldge & ilr'mer

E<iulllo

Shlroen
Kenton A Fields
Carradim's Animals

Id half
A Fallon

Fi*ko

Mil

-.1

PROVIDENCE

"wld Timers"

Ruth Budd
Stevens A Laurel
Bert Hanlon
Mclntyre A H'lc'mb
Barr Twins
Saxton Co
Harry A Lancaster R Whitehead Co
Hayataka Jape
Johnson Co
C

McNeil

Lillian

Webor A

Cinderella"
2d half

"Little

Around"

"Stepping

Camla'a Dancers

Grand
Walter Gilbert
Gordon A Delmar
Nevins A Gordon

Philbrlck A DeVoe
Frank Mull mo

Say It with Ijuighs
Roger Imhoff Co

Wood

Nell

ATLANTA

Money"

Helen Vincent

MINNEAPOLIS
New Gnrrlck

Petltt
4

Is

Lincoln Sq.
Ergottl A Herman

Green' A Blyler
Jack Strouse
Cleveland Br'n'r Co
Lola Chalfonte
Jean Carroll
Frank J Corbett

BALTIMORE

SACRAMENTO

"Money

1st half

Midnight Rounders
A Dale

Smith

English Daisies

16

A Hlmbor

Corine

Baker

Z3

M

l

'•

T

Orpheum
A Aubrey

1'ici

lack Lavier
Dofos's Oporaloifuo
Hob Hall
ii Sherwa ><\ *
Brs
>ii

'N-y 3»s

.

—
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WE'VE
FRIENDS

SONGS
TT

A

1

.

I

I

THEY WERE

A

I

i

BERT KALMER, HARRY RUBY

Bv

.*,

—

ALBERTS

E.

Gave You Up Just Before You Threw

I

w

FRED

and

Me Down

XrV

••"'lain".

-» -^JtW^.A

KALMAH
HARRY RUBY and
FRID B. AHLERT

By BERT

g^ggS

_j2F:'

*"js,"

/

Moderate

w

i

*

i.

*

.

.

Vn «#*

>•

.

"

^

-

.

V"
I ".. I v

- gggg

H

/

Voice

knew,

flow

1

eared

I,

Sit

and

won

.

lot

yow.

dcr

why;

WBlfiPl

j

I

felt

look bade sad
to

j

HBjVK^U£S2SI

\ v,

-

H

too.

bye?

r\>r

,

Bow yoa Hod,

see;

You're

fled;

bow yon

bloc,
Ml

'

WAS BOt
a while

tried,

'twas your aim,

blams,

t<j

i

i

'

[ihWh

A HIT
-

^fm i'
V'

That vou loved
Wliea* 1
laid "good

he-jlevcd

Chr.ir you,

I'm sat

ggga

deceived,
ceived,

Tho'

»«'

Now

I

I

Ifl

Ev . ry- bod . y
thcro are times when

l

•

RBsflHStralS

•

1

±^^^
X..j

1

!
gHtH'
I

BHB^B^B^B^BIhS9

„

tO

bO,

I

crted,

1

B^^^H
lb get

rid

of

TO east me

s

me.
bide.

.

Ch.oru^

Put

I

gave yon up

^—

nn
_ where you thought

—

mo

yoa threw mo down_

before

just

Yoa il see

a

smtie

—

hmbem
p>sotsjmsm.

^AiWW
broke each vow, and

You

from the start,

19
gggggggfl

a frown—

you'd see

v

Know now you meant

to break

Ifl

my heart*.

BE3JIK9
BmFuSH

I

gggggggggggggl

A HIT

HEMS

"•..*

hbM
gfl

V3JKJ
I

'»'"'

8

x

-

HHf^mt

gggBtgf

Sjj

Hm9BslB*n
nmmfiS

laugh

at

mo

its

But

true,.

iVe

the laugh

gal

oa

Hi

r r

*£

-

*l

Cause

yoa;

jg|
1

^^ggggS

ggggggggT

7.

1

just
bc-Wre
up
gave you
Copyright MCMXXJJ by *mtfT*Ci, teW*»

*

_

you threw
irew me down
put
down.
But
Snydtr Ca, Strand Theatre Bldg., N. Y-
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—
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EXTRA DOUBLE VERSIONS OF ALL KINDS,

-

ALSl

w**

BROADWAY AT

Waterson-Berlin &

STREET

47th

FRANK CLARK,

MAURICE ABRAHAMS, General Professional Manager
T

torit

Sir

HODGES, v

MURRAY WHITEMAN,

POM RAMSAY. M

Mgr.
I

n

b

.

Stn
N. Y,

3608 San

u

>

int

HARRIS FRIEDMAN
S^

Wgr.
St

D

ill

;

.,

Q

•

Mgr., SI v

HARRY LORtNZ.
C

I

THea.

Mgr,
Bidg

••

^^

Loui

M

.

yrffry.
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»,
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iVARIKTY

iHlmii BACK
T

i

RESULT
'

p

Ewfs

THEY

•

ill

—

^* —J'

Jr.-*.*

.

v.

.

-L.

HI

jIK

•'

j

I
i

ROV TURK

By

and

J.

RUSSELL ROBINSON

You Don't Think So You're Crazy

If

]

sm

By ROT TURK and
J. RUSSEL ROBINSON,

II

|H
a

Voice

g

f

1

1

1

am-

met

iVe

lioni of

mm
Man wants

m—

1

i

low

-

f

f

about,

-wild

So-called peach • es and pear la
Ivo got pleat - y
I
know.

fcirla

bo

tje

1

awl

blind you, mind you;
schcm-ing.drcam-ing-,

will
,

All the time

am

I

Bui there's one that I'm
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PALACE—Not

even the most
downhearted person in the loop
Sunday afternoon could have walked
into the Palace, and not have for*

when they laugh, they laugh out
loud, and when the women patrons
want to scream with glee, not even
the ushers can stop them, and when

gotten their troubles after the flrafc
acts.
The bill was saturated
with comedy, the side splitting kind
and the Palace mob fw famed for
letting everyone know they are enjoying themselves.
At the Palace

they applaud no performer can mistake their intentions. The matinee
had Jimmy Savo proceeding Harry
Langdon who was fifth, and Al
Moore and his U. S. Jazz Bnnd were
switched from number six to eight,
pushing William Hallen and Mabel
Russell into No. 6. lOcklie Leonard
was scheduled
next
to
shut.
Meehan's Canines did not show up

.

:
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little less wot*
showmanship in a special drama anything over the footlights that
and more panto- enacted by the birds. The act is was, too fly for the audience. "Flirtafaces.
Keed and a top notdher.
tion." the remnants of a girl act
Loop.
Tucker judged the amount of enwhtch has been around the junior
core*, for though the applause was
The Randolph Hotel, a theatrical time of this circuit, jingled with
insistent, they stood back and let hostelry, switched its" name to the three lively fellows and three girls.
the show go its merry way.
The "Bismarck" (before the war thi3 One chap stands out with a routine
boys are clever musicians even was the hotel's, name) and a big of acrobatic dancing, as does the
though they pass up the chance of electric sign heralds th? change.- leading. woman. Larry Comer, next
doing a legitimate selection, and The Masonic Temple, a building in to shut, was an ideal choice. Comer
certainly
have worked their face the* loop housing a crcp of agents, looks as fresh and clean, and his
muscles into wonderful control. Alma has alsd been re-christened th? songs are appetising.
BroWnleo's
Neilson in "Bohemia" assisted T>y Capitol Building.
"Hicksville Follies" closed and did
D. B. Ely and Harry Howe, two ecnot loose a customer.
centric dancers, and K. Peniague at
Loop.
The Star, a loop picture house,
the piano, almost stole the honors operated by Jones. Linick & SchaeOf the show in the trey spot. Miss fer. has been sold to the Harding
Comedy
was
the
predominating
Neilson twists her feet with ease. Co.. which operates a strmg of
in the running of the show at
Such limbreness. classy, lively and men's coffee shops In th? loop. The factor
the Rialto. Stunlcy and Evd, man
deft toe dancing has* not beerr seen theatre goes into the hands of the
women, used up valuable time
for a long tirne.
And that is say- construction men. who will make and
in their act for pantomime which'
ing a lot for many toe dancers have another coffee shop of it.
did not help it any. Oetie and Myrtle
stopped for a week in Chicago. Her
Moore, both with voices but u poor
dancing assistants keep up the
MAJESTIC An all around good act. deuced it. They* use,.n special
tempo. Peniague at the piano be- bill.
Naio and Rizzo. two men.
but need material, special ocomes somewhat mechanical during opened with a fast routine of enter- drop,
publishcd
songs.
Delmcre
and
his specialty, and seems to discard tainment. The duo are familiar to
Moore came through with a comedv
his skill which he displays accom- this class of audience and struck a
singing
and talking act which
panying. He might choose with soft spot. Hamlin and Mack, man started
with a faster pace than it
greater care. Jimmy Savo. abetted and woman, with their phonographs, finished with.
Kublick mi«h:
by Joan Franza. picked up the are following the outline of the act bill himself as Henri
the '"One Man Orcomedy vein and proved a sure bet. Rartp and Clark presented at one
chestra." Kublick also does a little
Harry Langdon. with Rose and Cecil time. The duo dances and sings in singing. He gets under
the akin of,
and
another * unbilled.
annually a showmanlike way. Their person...
rr-rrr-r
s
chooses to present an act with which alities got over and served. Jarvis
he has been identified for a long and Harrison started with
a zippy
time. Once in a while Langdon gets line
of crossfire. The woman dreseea
[Coats Remodeled in One Week
a notion and changes scenes, drops, gorgeously, while the man temls
to
nto dotaMM nnti wraps of latest ntjr'e.
We|
or bits, but that is only once in a the comedy.
l-o clean, e .ve and reiine w'tli s Ik for 120.
The speech at the finwhile.
He contents himself with ish could, remain
"Eihoes of
out,
ORDER YCUR FURS NOW
seeing the audience repeat his lines,

on their

NEW ORLEAN8

30
36
26

you order now from

INC.

Nowhere" and do a

CORRESPONDENCE
BALTIMORE
BUFFALO ,
CHICAGO

FIRST WITH

UNIVERSAL SCENIC ARTIST STUDIOS,
CHICAGO

626 State-Lake Bldg.

I

etc., if

at the matinee
Cockatoos got

show, so Merle's
the S. O. S. and
responded.
The matinee started
with Alex Patty and a woman assistant.
Patty seems to be more
comfortable on his bald head than
,he does on his feet, and shows his

their

—

—

'

I

.

.

!

Scotland." carry. ag live women, one
time after time, but like a piece of a prima
donna of fair voice, and a
Langdons act Ivas been young fellow,
started by sticking
stretched so far it is losing •*• use- close
to the billing, of the act. but
fulness. The hospital drop which he
before they
used when last here has been re- sextette was finished it seemed the
presenting "Echoes of
placed by a cafe scene, with the Every
inclinations through bouncing his
Land." Bits of Irish dances
talk being the same as originally.
and songs, a double sailor dance,
dome on a flight of srteps. in a man- William
Hallen and* Mabel Russell and
ner which even the feet would not
special jazz dance by the
were down too far to follow up this man one
stand. Patty is more than a genuls
were interpolated. The dancMng
fast comedy bill and„keep the pace.
is quite acceptable but the singing
in having mastered equilibrim on
his head instead df his feet.
Lou They did not do so well even though could stand stronger talent. The
Reed and Al Tucker stick to their Hallen worked hard. A large part act looks much like the Kinkaid
of the time of the act is occupied
Kilties, the finale being a woman
billing of "Two Gentlemen from
with Hallen getting much out of who
handles a bass drum for a
stuttering and facial expressions,
!•»=
knockout.
while Miss Russell appears little.
Billy and Eddie Gorman, in tuxes,
Early in the bill they will mean before
a quiet special drop In "one."
NAN HALPERIN
more.
Eddie Leonard, as he has introduced
their act with songs.
PHOT<K.K\ I'll K.I) THIS SEASON BY
been doing in the past few seasons, They
clicked with topical songs.
placed, the load of his act on the The
lyrics ran all the way from
shoulders of Stewart and Olive, two
strikes to married people's troubles.
finds of his. This boy and girl comSpecial Discount to Performers
These Gorman boys did not send
bination, bm»kle down to hard work,
WHEN IN CHICAGO
and get away with a good share of
CHICAOO
State-Lake Theatre Bids;.,
the applause. Carrol, Levan musical
£TKAKH
CTetophoM fcan JoipH 3S3S
qWfaftoov
CHOPS
Ground Floor
director, did more
than singing.
Leonard introduced a lot of songs,
new. and was actually forced to sing
"THE BKKillT SPOT IN THE LOOP"
"Roly Boly Eyes," which may be
considered good showmanship, but
*57 No. Dearborn St.
is not to audiences' liking to have
to demand what they paid to see.
Al Moore and his U. S. Jazz Band
WILL SURPRISE YOU
were a pleasant twelve minute inNORTHEA8T CORNER VAN BUREN AND WABASH AVENUE
terlude.
The band is good and the Cooking full capacity for good food
comedy piano player is a show in
HIGH (LASS ENTERTAINMENT AND DANCING
Theatrical Parties.
himself. Merle's Cockatoos was reCalstae and Service Unexcelled.
Wah.iHh G815 markable
•Phone Reservation
I'MtlTZKI., Proprietor
M
demonstration of bird
training.
Merle has a trick bit of
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THE RECENT CO-STAR

OF,

'THE HALL

ROOM BOYS" SCREEN COMEDIES

•

"A GENTLEMAN FROM MISSISSIPPI"
OPENING KEITH'S RIVERSIDE, NEW YORK, NEXT WEEK
Eastern Representative:

Just a P. S.

— A" great

HARRY FITZGERALD

unit

show would be

Western Representative:

— Olson

and Johnson, Frank Van Hoven, Mr.

Larry Comer, Charlie Olcott, Jack Osterman, Miller and Mack and Gilbert Wells.
Mile Limit.

the crowd ami stays there. Jiennett
and Lee, man and woman, were a

faster after
ten minutes,

it

was on

and

its

way

for

in the first part

it

a funny fellow, every could stand speeding up. Miss Bloninch of him. Morgan and Wooley dell formerly worked as a single.
company, of three men and two Hums and Larkin and Gardner and,
women, was a laugh that lasted Revere not seen at this show.
eighteen minutes. These people have
a sketch which docs not let up on
The supper show Monday at the
its comedy for a second. Dixley and
State-Lake was not given to full
Lerner stepped into the hoke box capacity at any time. Business has
and extracted an act from it. Mabel been tip -top regardless of the sort
Blondell Revue has as its shining of acts presented.
Usually a big
light the lively, fast moving, per- time bill runs off, but this week the
sonality plus girl, Miss Wondell her- show was ideal for this sort of paself.
The rest of the time of her tronage, but not much variety in it.
revue was occupied by two dancing Norris' "Springtime Follies" startboys, who come on twice; another
the show. It is a spectacle of
woman who chooses to do a prima ed
beautiful scenery and well trained
donna number, and a man who tries dogs and other animals. It* is a
hard to be a tenor, but doc* not beautiful act in every sense, but
come within that class. The act ran .seemed to lose much value in open-

Lee

riot.

is

THEATRICAL CUTS
THE

STANDAPD ENGRAVING CO
J2J V/.it' )9 Jf MEW VO»K

ing.
Laura Ormsbeo and Howard
Remig sang an operatic routine of
numbers, interpreting them In pure
concert style. Remig docs his share
of work with his voice, a most highly cultivated one.

Inc

"Young

America,''

with

THE AMERICAN ECCENTRIC

I

Week

Used to

(Sept.

24)—Majestic, Chicago

Direction JOHN BILLSBURY
Bo 100% Proof— But Now Am Only

SASCHA

Route: Montreal, Havana, Tia Juana, the "Three-

M

Sweeney, has had more chances to the walk In front of the other house
play to tins class of clientele than was clear.

any other hereabouts. Sweeney for
this crowd was an idol, and his cast
of two men, a woman and another
fellow, gave a fine performance of
this condensed version of the play.
More recently the film of the same
name had a run in houses in ChiDiamond and Hrennan folcago.
lowed lip this sketch with a punchiness that goaled the entire 3,000
people in the house. Lady Teen Mei,

•'Chinese Nightingale," was a
bit of genuine vaudeville and sent
over her dainty routine admirably.
Adelaide Hell and Co. of a piano
player finished the show. Miss Bell
danced superbly, gracefully and
Her piano player was 50 per
airily.
cent, of the act with his catchy technique at the piano. The Stanleys
and Blinora and "Williams not seen
at this .show.
Loop.

the

addition to the regular program of
the house, with the result it had a
telling effect on the State-Lake thcalre, the Orpheum, Jr., house directly across the street on State
street. The effect was not financial,
as the business at the State-Lake
was normal, but the "hold-out" line,
which is a daily feature at the
State- Luke, was missing, having
been transferred to the other side
of the street in front of the Chicago.
Practically every night last week
at 7 o'clock one could see the holdout line In front of the Chicago
stretched out four abreast for a
distance of one-half a block, while

•

RADIUM LUMINOUS PAINT

Hyam

a

in

sentative in it. s.
Radium, Limited.

Our Return Opening

PRINCESS,

and Canada of the

DU WICO,

208 W. 41st St.. N. Y. City
Western Representative:
I.KHTKK. 8Ute-Lake Bids.. CHICAGO

and CO.
ASSISTED BY

IN

JLE THOMPSON
A NEW VERSION OF THE DANCE
LOIS

MONTREAL
Sept.

EUROPE AND MEXICO

work to the art of the dance
of this- they give us a notable exposition
as light as the
thistledown, "and in "all their numbers they
reveal a passion for rhythm that makes th< lr
the

well

THROUGHOUT

many wavs. They seem
all

and Evans did

MYRON PEARL

2:,

AXE,

1922

To my mind the item which stands out
on the PrlncttM program is that of
.a
I'latov & Lois Natalie, Russian Dangers. They do not dopend on scenic effect
alone
I

but rely solely on Individual artistry.

Their
Death" was a work of art.
Tin lr lighter numbers were beautiful and
stamfe them as front rank exponents of the

at

"Dope re Dance

confine their

work

of the applause hits of the show.
Miss Melville la wearing a* sunflower dross that got a laugh, on
entrance.
They cut their skating
dance for a finish. Oil Wells next

KKDZIK— The show was not as
the last half, but stopped the show. Dance O'Mania
business was big and the show went closed.
This is Perloffs gypsies,
over fairly good, (illbert Wells, as- with Meyer Perloff featured. Perloff
sisted by Jerry Benson at the piano, is a good-looking chap, and can
scored the hit next to closing. Wells stop any show with his floor work.
is big time material in every way
and is a possibility for production.
The Veterans of Variety were
Ho can sing and is a real dancer
and is musical comedy stuff. Har- given the freedom of the city of
vard, Holt and Kendrick opened Lynn, Mass., Monday by the mayor
with -their basket ball on bicycles, in person when they called at the
a nice flash for this house. Al and city
hall.
Mable Joy, second, didn't belong.
It is a fair little act, the woman
doing nut stuff and man straight,
with a fidgety laugh that makes
people nervous. For the finish the
In beautiful colors. Purple, blue, green,
man sings and the woman does yellow,
red and orange. For Costumes,
acrobatic and contortion dancing. Scenery,
Stage Effects, etc. Sole repre-

good as usual

and

Direction

and Mr. Sweeney, Boyce Combe,

JUST RETURNED FROM AN EXTENDED TOUR

Another feature of distinction, and one
which, in its artistic qualities, may well be
given a prominent place on any vaudeville
bill,
is the dancing of Sasha Piatov ami
Louis Natalie. These two are dancers-born.
and artists to their finger-tips. Miss Natalie
is as slim and graceful as a fawn, with a
fawn's lightness of foot and graeilo motion.
She and her partner do nothing in the nature
of frrak dance steps. They are content t«>
In

Dufi'y

PIATOV and NATALIE

MONTREAL DAILY STAH,
Sept. 19, 1922
By 8. MORGAN -POWELL

•

Chaser.

I

HALPER1N-SHAPIRO AGENCY

tough spot.
Their material is
Syncopation proved a bonanza for bright and singing is good. Melthe Chicago theatre last week, with ville and Rule in their well-known
Benny the house grossing clo.^e to $40,000 act got many laughs and were one
on the week. There were four firstclass vaudeville acts used here In

JOHN NEFF
This

(October 2)

MONTREAL

» •

ip«

i
.

hoi

can

<<r

art,

more Impressive.

PAUL DURANT

For Production Engagements, Address Friars' Club
•

.

-
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WILL BE AT
PALACE, CHICAGO, NEXT WEEK (OCT.
Kenny and Paul

SAN FRANCISCO
VARIETY'S LAN FRANCISCO
OFFICE
PANTAGE8 THEATRE BUILDING
The

Orphoum

containing

bill,

numerous novelties and several distinctive features, gave more than
Karyl Norman, "The
usual value.
Creole Fashion Plate," Is the headliner, and scored an artistic success
Important next-to-closing
in the

Norman

spot,

lives

up

to his bill-

fo rhis offering Is "different."
The gowns worn by the female impersonator are gorgeous.
The act
In its production Incidentals is a
big flash with gold drapes.
Wesley Barry and Co. (New Acts)
attracted special attention because
of the youngster's prominence on
the screen, and to his presence must
be credited much of the draw. Rae
Samuels, held for the second week,
presented an entirely fresh routine
of numbers and flashed another
gown creation besides. She was
unquestionably the hit of the show.
ing,

Her number was tumultuously applauded and she was forced to add
one of her

last

week numbers,

in-

O'Neill, made a Leopold,
headline at the Golden
combination that stood out strongly Gate, featuring a bill that held up
for honors. Miss JJerri is a person
from start to finish. The Sunday
able younsr woman, vivacious in performances
were capacity, almanner and na excellent dancer. though the Sunday shows do not
Her two aides fill in with songs depend upon the headliner at this
and dances during her absence for house. Miss Carus went ov»t big
costume changes. Senator Ford is with fhis Clientele, garnering better
another
monologist
talking
on returns than when seen at the
timely current topics in an amusing senior theatre.
Jesse Keed. prevein.
He gets a world of fun out ceding the Carus act. proved one
of droll comments on national af- of the high spots.
Miss Keed has
fairs, and he scored a high percent- a wealth of personality and image of solid laughs.
mense skill in the delivery of songs.
William Sully and Genevieve She needs only the direction of an
Houghton earned an enthusiastic expert showman to land her at the
Sully's top.
reception on their merits.
As a singing comedienne she
dancing landed squarely, while Miss was a tremendous success.
Houghton Is a refreshing picture
De Voe and Ai Lloyd are
Frank
and sings sweetly. They handle a working together
better than when
bright line of talk cleverly, particuThey were a strong
viewed.
last
larly their catch * line that takes
next to closing, winning a
them off with a capital bit of sur- feature
Jack
of laughs.
prise.
"La Petite Cabaret" (Man- high percentage
Gibson made a corking
Manikins) made a pleasing and Jessie
tell's
Jack Oakes
and
number,
opening
with
and
Co.,
opener, and Leon
and Pamela Delour closed to fine
illusions, held them In at the .close
returns. Dancing Davey caught the
to a man. The fire and water feat
house with his splendid dancing.
at the finish is great.
Some good talk injected keeps the
audience laughing.
The Pantages bill has an abundance of speed despite its lamentLouis Alsace and Mari Cole n arable shortage of comedy in the
Australia last week.
early portion. Harry Downing and rived from
of Alsace and
Alsace
is formerly
Co., In the closing position, prohas been away from
vided the bulk of laughs for the Lorraine and
Miss TiOryears.
eight
states
the
whole show, a position in which
raine remained in Australia where
comedy strength counted for the she
Is following commercial pursuits
has
little
revue
a
maximum. This
man at the piano introducing the in which Mr. Alsace, her husband,
.

I

volving a change to the "radium"
frock, which caused so much comment before. They wouldn't let her
go without putting this sartorial
novelty on view again.
Beth IJerrl, assisted by Talbot people of the turn in their various
specialties. There are two men and

The comedy interlude
two Kirls.
depends upon the man with a clear
doing a satirical
voice
falsetto
female impersonation, introducing
Karyl Norman and other wellknown performers of the type.
There is a wealth of first-class
darning in the layout and some enjoyable singing.
"Valentine

Vox with

and pretentious stage

his dummy
setting at-

Granada had a "Women
matinee last Friday when
a
Wallace Hopper gave
demonstration of her youth restoring
act for the fair sex only. The house
was entirely in feminine hands. A
woman machine operator turned
the crank. Miss Hopper is creating
considerable interest and the dallies

The

Only"

Kilna

played up her personal appearance.

Damage suits aggregating $112,000
tracted lively interest. His comedy
does nicely, and the stunt of what were filed here last week by FlorL. Welsh against James A.
ence
double
voice
singhas the sound of
ing is neatly worked up and ex- Donahue, Loew's. Inc.. and AckerThis bit, by man & Harris. Miss Welsh was inploited for applause.
the way, was done by Ketch and jured on New Year's Eve, 1920. when
Wiltna. who preceded Vox here sev- a wooden sidewalk cotibUueU'd in
front of the Loew's Warfleld theatre
eral weeks ago.
Marion Claire, next to closing, then in the course of construction
lias a fine, big voice.
She has a collapsed, throwing a score or more
knack for handling popular num- of persons into the deep excavation.
bers, and her pyrotechnic perform"Be Careful, Dearie," the new
ance with operatic selections (with
a vocal imitation of flute obbligato) musical show current at the Momade her a contender for the show's rosco, was organized by Dana.
honors.
Wilfred l)u Bois, juggler, Hayes, who has since left it. "Be

I

made

a

distinct

impression,

al-

though he was spotted to open. He
presents a striking appearance and
handles a novel routine in a show-

manly way

that places

him

in

the

van among his type of specialists.
Johnny Marvin found favor with

ALMA NEILSON
AND COMPANY

in

"BOHEMIA"

This

Week

Next Week

(Hept. S3). Palaoe. Chicago
(Oct. £). On>hcum, St. 1 4ml*

Direction:

LEW GOLDER

manner of singing
his
expert
"blues" numbers. The performance
with a musical saw is a mire-fire.
Fein and Tennyson, mixed couple
with operatic singin?.. went over
They derive some genuine
safely.
fun out of their impression ot comic
opera

bits.

Careful, Dearie,"

man and

is

by Aaron Hoff-

Cams,

with

J.

Walter

liant

numbers.

Brazil."

"In

Netta Sunderland was engaged by
Wilkes Alcazar last week for a special part in

"The Unknown Purple."
to

Harry Davis' latest stunt to draw
the Grand is a side feature to

"Slim Shoulders." the Irene Castle
"The Rear Car," which ended its picture, in the shape of living models
two weeks at the Columbia with who display Mrs. Castle's latest
Richard Bennett, is going to be sent Paris gowns.
out on tour by Thomas Wilkes, up

and down the coast. The play was
"Blushing Bride" at the Alvin
In Los Angeles at the same time it
played here. From the two com- and "Yankee Princess" at the Nixon,
panies a cast for the road produc- two musical shows, and 'The Bar

(return) at the Pitt comprises the
legitimate program this week. The
underlines are: Alvin, "Greenwich
Village Follies";
Nixon. "French
Doll"; with the Pitt unbooked as
yet.
Two cancellations have been
recorded so far, "Hltchy-Koo" having been scheduled for the Alvin
this week, and "Sue Dear" shifting
its booking ;it the Nixon two weeks
ago.

be chosen, with Franklin
Pangborn, of the San Francisco organizatlpnvplaying the Bennett role
on the road. It will be presented on
tour at $1.50 prices.
Bennett is
returning to New York to fulfill
contracts in connection with "He
Who Gets Slapped."
tion will

Ackerman & Harris have moved
into their new offices in the Phelan
building, facing on Market street,
here.
They are occupying nine

rooms
up in

in

all

and have

fitted

palatial style.

Vivienne Segal

is

the outstanding

them star of "The Yankee Princess"
which looms the most promising

play that has appeared here since
Hugh Knox, stage director at the "Good Morning, Dearie." Tho KalWilkes Alcazar, Is to be transferred man score, a well-trained and goodto the Wilkes Majestic. Los Angeles. looking cast, plus a chaice opporWPamena Wilkes, sister of Tom tunity for Miss Segal to get across
Wilkes, will succeed Knox at the sly wit in her own f unctuous manner, stamp this as one of the new
Alcazar.
season successes.

PITTSBURGH
By

Billy Lichter is the latest addition to the Fox Film road force.
Edward J. Kelsky, also identified
with film industry locally, is to join

COLEMAN HARRISON

PICTURES —

Grand, "SHm
Shoulders"; Liberty and Olympic. the
"Manslaughter"; Cameraphone and
Garden. "Grandma's Boy"; Cameo,
•'Human Hearts" (2d week); State,
"Prisoner
of
Zenda";
Regent,
"Heroes and Husbands"; Blackstone,

staff.

"Moonshine Valley."

"Springtime of Youth." the newest Shubert play which opened here
last week, enjoyed fairly good attendance Being the sole musical
attraction, It might have done much
better, considering tho names connected with it, and tho class of the
production. George MacFarlane and
Olga Steck are starred, while J.
Harold Murray plays opposite the
latter, and Harry K. Morton captures comedy honors with Harry
Kelly a close second. It is a play
of 1812, in which the thread of plot
Is never lost.
Olga Steck, a slip of
a miss, will win glory through bril-

"ORIGINATOR OF EXCLUSIVE STYLES.
NEVER EQUALED BY IMITATORS."
i* A ni7I 17"
LEADS WMII.K

AULLL

OTUEttS FOLLOW

10", discount to N. V. A'i. from

WANTED-DANCERS

based upon an Idea apparently suggested by hit vaude- OIRr.g AND BOYS with ballet training.
ville act, "George Washington Co- Some toe work for girla.
Opportunity
travel at Rood salary. Call
hen."
As it now stands it lacks, for
Mr. Htelndler, Bryant Hall, 10 to 1 dally.
sufficient
punch from a comedy
standpoint, but is pleasing entertainment mostly, and all because of
is

an N. V. I.

ALSO TO PROFESSIONALS

WEST

160
2

45th ST.. N. T. CITY
Doora Bast of Broadway

the comedy efforts of Billy KrawHis vaudeville partner, Louise,
ley.
also Is in the show. Evan Burrows
Fontaine is featured.

NOW IN OUR ENLARGED QUARTERS

Virginia Lee Corbin has si>?ned a
contract with Fisher Production!
will come to San Francisco to
make a scries of films.

PROFESSIONAL TRUNKS

and

Emma

singing of several Romberg
"Starlight of Hope" and
slightly
reminiscent.
should become popular tunes.

in "Mike Angelo" and also "La* La
Lucille," both Morosco productions.

interested.

is

1)

Back

The

Tivoli first run picture theatre
the downtown district, following
the lead of several other of the
downtown houses, has changed Its
opening day from Sunday to Saturday. Tho Warfleld is the only theatre downtown that continues with
Sunday opening.

to

Pre-War Prices
*

in

vj

ALEXANDRE PATTY
by MLLE. JOSE
GREATEST UPSIDE DOWN JUGGLER
Assisted

WORLDS
This

Week

(Sept. 24), Palace, Chicago
Direction ROSE

&

CURTIS

Peggy Penn and

Co.,

with

E. J. Kelly

is

ahead of

Lu
'ft

GEORGE LIPSCHUTZ,

J«M

Mendelson, Is a new vaudeville act
on the coast, billed as written by
Corlnne Tllton (Mrs. Bert I.^vey)
and produced by Catherine Terry
with the Sheila Terry °i^»

C

Mail Orders Filled F. O. B„ N. Y. City.
Send for Catalogue.
Used trunks and shopworn samples ot all standard makes always on hand.

NATHANS
529-531 Seventh Ave.,
Phone: Fit* Roy 0620

OLD TRUNKS TAKEN

SOI.K AGENT FOR HAM
THINKS IN THE FAST

New York

City

Between 38th snd 39th Streets
IN

EXCHANGE OR REPAIRED

NO CONNECTION WITH ANY OTHER STORE

Sensational Violinist

and Conductor

!

<

VARIETY

Sep tember £9, 19 28

tilCtxy.

Sk$><S>4-<S>^*0

#<X*^
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BECAUSE OF THE ABUNDANCE

.

CONGRATULATORY WIRES A
LETTERS ON THE OPENING
OUR LATEST SUCCESS
*

7

L

•

y

SHOW
OF

•

•

•

WE TAKE THIS MEANS OF THANKING OUR LEGION OF FRIENDS, ONE
AND ALL, FOR THEIR MANY KIND
WISHES AND SINCERE SENTIMENTS

v

.

*

«$;

WILLIE and EUGENE
»

Direction

MESSRS. SHUBERT

WINTER GARDEN, NEW YORK

t
I
T

tfk

VARIETY

30

NERY

FABRICS
WHBiUB

1215 Loew Bldg.,

J

1 1

K

INTERIOR DECORATION 8 FOR THE BEAUTIFUL

MOST ELITE AND ARTISTIC EVENTS OP CHICAGO'S SOCIAL SEASON WILL

TAKE

PLACfl

177 North State Street,

Inc.

OUR NEW YORK OFFICE NOW OPEN
45th and Broadway
SIDNEY SMITH, Eastern Manager

acters in the play were plaeed inside
ROBERT F. SISK
windows. And now that the
AUDITORIUM •"Malvaloca," with cell
show
has been held for its second
Jane Cowl.
the float is still working and
FORD'S—"TheyFrench Doll.' with week,
men
are still working. This has
the
BordonL
/
Irene
been effective, for the men have
LYi'KUM- '/anc Clegg." stock.
MARYLAND— Keith Vaudevlllo. made a very neat appearance.
ACADEMY OF MUSIC— Shubert
'

What

NEW CLUBHOUSE AND BALLROOM OF

in

CHICAGO

Charge

was built on an automobile truck as It proceeded. The present hit and the Baker company, In which
and facsimile r« productions of char- and miss book!" ; method Is tend-, Keating & Flood hold a half Intering to smother shows that might est, will stay dead for this year at
stand up. Too much golf, too much least.
talk, not enough rehearsing, egotistical self-satisfaction, Instead of
Louie Christ, assistant manager
a striving all of these, and many of Pant ages' local house, but just
more, responsible for sending people now acting manager at Spokane. Is

BALTIMORE
By

Vaudeville, "Oh!

AINTEO

F»

ANOTHER SCORE FOR QUAUTY AND SERVICE

WE HAVE BEEN AWARDED THE CONTRACT FOR THE

THE FABRIC STUDIOS,

Pridav. September 88, 1922
Friday,

Charles McCTintoek.

a Girl."

who

Is

press

was
CENTURY ROOF— "Fall Revue ngenting Julian Eltinge's show, was
and Fashion Show"; midnight show. in town this week. McClintock
formerly manager of the Academy,
CENTURY— "Manslaughter."
and made a host of friends during
RIVOLI "The Eternal Flame*'; his
stay heiv. He has received more
personal spare from tho critics than
WIZARD and STRAND— "Name the
show he represents.
of the Law."
PARKWAY— "They Liko Em The Century Roof, after having
Rough"
done the remarkable thing by stayGARDEN— Pop vaudeville.
open all summer, began its winHIPPODROME— Pop vaudeville. ing
ter reason with the "Fall 'Fashion
Zenda";
of
NEW "The Prisoner
Show and Revue. " Among the feaTheodora Loper.
players
PALACE— "Columbia Burlesqur." tured
who won third prize in a recent
••Flashlights of 1923."
beauty contest. The show
FOLLY Mutual Burlesque, city-wide
was staged by Lily Lewis and is
"Heads Up."
said to be quite elaborate.
In the
Baltimore seems to have gone ,,ads which the dailies are carryinK

—

ownership, Garry McGarry, orbj>
inally brought down to do juveniles,
ended up by owning the company
and producing a number of plays
that met approval at the box office.
The final week, with "Clarence,"
brought such good results that an
extra performance was given Sunslated for the Job of publicity direc- day night.
of*
circuit,
with
tor for the Pan.
Keith's has John Gluran and Mile.
fices in Minneapolis. It is reported Marguerite headlining.
here. It is expected that Christ will
Fred J. Ardath, with "The Main
go on East from Spokane. He is a Street Follies," is the attraction unveteran Northwest showman.
der the Shubert vaudeville banner

—

out of the theatres Instead of into
them. If the show this week attracts business it will be lucky.
Frank Wilson opened it smartly.
He found hearty welcome for his
cycling fare. Edd and May Ernie
were favored for the fame reason.
The pair are trying all the time
getting their turn into high and

at the Belasco.

\

Vic Gantlett, manager of John
The Strand, with Loew vaudeville,
Hamrlck's Blue Mouse theatre in has "The Oldtlmers"; Walter Gilkeeping it there. Miss Ernie made Seattle, has been restored to his bert; Nevins and Gordon; Gordon
four changes while Ed, who is a place as publicity manager and a and Delmar; Weber and Elliott.
monopede, kept pace in a sartorial new man will be sent to Seattle.
The Cosmos bill consists of "The
way.
The. change was made necessary by
Harry Kahane slowed the running the addition of two theatres at As- Cockoo Nest"; Barahan-Grohs Co.;
work. toria to HamrlckH* chain, necessi- Lnzar and McBanns; Quinn Brothof
method
his
through
Kahane's routine becomes weighty tating more effort on exploitation. ers and Smith.
Films: Loew's Palace. Dorothy
through repetition.
Hamrick now owns six houses in the
Dnlton in "The Siren Call"; Loew's
MeWatters and Tyson strove Northwest.
Columbia. "The Prisoner of Zenda" \
tenaciously to display their versa(second week): Crandall's Metro-/
In the
J. A. Lacey, ahead of "Tuke It
tility,
but without avail.
Moore's/
present offering they appear to have From Me." the first road show p<.| it an, "Monte Cristo";
v.
been badly advised. Some of the booked into Portland since early Rialto. "The Storm."
attention is called to scantiness of matter has merit, but it is discon- spring, was In the city last week.
Dunn appears at the OarEmma
some of the gown* The Roof has nected and disconcerting.
These "Take It From Me" is coming from rick the week of Oct. 2 in a new_,
always carried a good class of trade. capable farceurs need a vehicle with the North and will play California play. "Her Happiness."
last winter getting quite a play from a reason for being instead of a stands after the Portland dates, Oct.
the elite of the town.
5 to 7.
hurdy-gurdy of bits.
Miss Walton disclosed a eye. two
ballroom diners and as many pretty

'

—

i

—

mad

ballyhoo

recently.

It all

started

when "Blood and Sand" opened

at

That theatre bad a
the Century.
Spanish front put on it. had a Spanorchestra

ish

sitting

the

inside

main door and had very ugly Valen-

NEW ORLEANS

tino Imitations walking around outside. And the really admirable display was a large sign held up above
the theatre by balloons. The next
one was the ballyhoo put on for
"Main Street Follies." which played
The
at the Academy last week.
whole company took part in a straw
wagon parade over the town, ami
serenaded the newspaper olllccs and
the people with the Commodore
Band, a part of the show. Then
came "The Prisoner of Zenda." A

By O. M. SAMUEL
TULANE—"The Man .Who Came
Back."

Dermott and Eddie Cox, and Max
Fink's orchestra comprise the entertainment at the Oriental cafe
this week.
The jazz dancer is getting $1,250 for seven nights at the
restaurant. He opens for <ix weeks
of Interstate time Sunday.

The Old-Fashioned
Furriers

ADVANCED

M4MfTl

seen

|

s

Stoles, Srarf* and Novcltj1'lecea that are the very latest

faahtona. All are offered at the price
fou would have to pay whole.salo. W«>
manufacture our own modi-ln ami
ovbotish the wholesale and retail profit.

FURS STORED, REPAIRED

AND REMODELED

4

that

a

of

house

tional release.

"PASSING SHOW OF
Direction

S.

PORTLAND, ORE.
PICTURES— Liberty.

Bruce

STARRING IN
MESSRS. SHUBERT

Winter Garden.

1922"
Now

York, Indefinite

The Boudoir
j

STEINS MAKE

UP.
p\ &ooktetUponReqvest)
<

STEIN COSMETIC CO.
4-30

BROOME

I

in

stealing bit that has not had a finish
since they first conceived it.

reel

WILLIE

many months

change their moment.

|

IN

feature
is

Fred Stone

is in

Cook

—of

losing bis laurels.

26

Joe

And

paralysis is the result. No, Fred Stone is not paralyzed.
But the audience who saw Joe Cook is. Thus we
venture the opinion that Joe Cook will supplant Fred
Stone if Fred Stone is not a very careful clown. Not
only a singer, a dancer, a monologist, a Juggler, an
acrobat, a musician, etc.* ad lib., but the man is a
"nut" comedian who knows travesty as few know it.
The things which be does are often confusing. Confusing because the audience often Is uncertain.
can an audience be certain about a "nut" comedian who
can really do things? They seem to be saying. "Oh,
that must be a trick," and they roar even when he does
the intricate things. But aside from his versatility and
all that, the man Cook is the height of
hokum. But he
admits it is hokum. And that makes Joe Cook an

How

artist.

mum.

Probability that the Lyric Musical
after all will be
revived this winter is indicated by
the fact that L. A. Keating, one of
ihe owners, Is now In California for
the ostensible purpose of gathering
a company. The Lyric, if it opens,
will be housed in the Baker theatre.

„ Joe

danger

Toes,, Sept.

Cook arrived at tho Palace yesterday afternoon.

In the lot is a fivescenic about which

keeping very

JAY KAUFMAN

THE NEW YORK EVENING GLOBE,

evening, which
Florence Walton, the
flash, was not prodding

EUGENE HOWARD

in

downs, with numerous changes

the

at

city

acquisitions* being Haroldde Becker.
Looks as If the play will have a
good week here.
The closing of tbe'Garrick stock
company took place in what might
be termed a ''blaze of glory." After
twenty-three weeks of ups and

Robert C. Bruce, maker of the
famous picture. "Wilderness Tales"
and other film scenlcs, will leave
bill's name
Portland in a few weeks for New
the box office early. The show be- York after making 10 reels in and
gan entertainingly, but did notbuikl near here this summer for Educa-

meant

.legitimate attraction to

l

Orpheum Monday

Profession

»nd

to

this

negro, a
type passing Into the limbo of
things forgotten, with a chicken -

"Kindred of
the Dust"; Columbia, "Manslaughter"; Blue Mouse, "A Tailor Made
Man"; Rivoli, "Loves of Pharaoh";
Tho Sacngers have delayed the Heilig, "The Isle of Doubt."
opening of the St. Charles to Oct. 7,
when the "Monte Cristo" film opens
Premium Picture Productions,
for a run. They are reported dick- Inc., is concluding its third liveering with Walter S. Baldwin with reel picture at the Beaverton Studios
a view to bringing the Baldwin- here. The three star George Larkln
Melville stock into the theatre.
and feature Ruth Stonehouse. A
longer and more elaborate feature
Bee Palmer had been booked into will be the fourth picture. The comthe Oriental currently, but wired pany claims to have the largest
she sprained her ankle and would single unit motion picture studio
delay her appearance one week.
stage in the world.

Two-thirds

Special Discount to the

fit

first

They portray the stage

Legit managers are skimping in
the matter of publicity in the south,
An attraction
a foolish practice.
that is not worth booming to the
last ounce is not worth sending out.

INC.

Coateoj,

The
reach

opened Monday ni»ht at the Shuett-Onrriek. the piece being Walker
Whiteside in "The Hindu."
The
drama has had a number of changes
In cast since last season, one of the

STRAND—

Street

D. C.
MEAKIN

By HARDIE

droned

LOEWS CRESCENT—

t

Fur

that

—

-^

FURS

merely

along.
solos
LYRIC— Clarence Bennett's, Col- Miss Walton and her Interlude beored Carnival.
got only perfunctory consideration.
P.ALACE Vaudeville and picHarry Breen deluged the auditors
tures.
with hokum, all of it set stuff, readVaudeville ily recognizable. At times he l»eand pictures.
came tedious. Junk Ilk6- being "14
Norma Talmadge in years old before knowing a chicken
"The Eternal Flame" (film).
anything but a neck" and
LIBERTY—"The Loves of Pha- had
"taking a bath in the sink on Saturraoh'' (film).
day night" was enough, but closing
with extemporaneous verses unEarly attractions at the Tnlane changed since Harry Hastings, and
are "The Merry Widow" and De even his predecessors used to spill
Wolf Hopper in repertoire.
them In burlesque ages ago, caused
an unfavorable impression.
Frisco, assisted by Lorctta Mi Hughes and Debrow hive not

week In advance, uniformed men
went walking over the streets of the
city, with the single word "Zenda"
on their breasts. Then a large float

On 34th

WASHINGTON,

Her two-piece orchestra
teemed skimpy, each making the
more pronounced through
waits

dresses.

i

Read

Comedy company

Gilbert Seldes'

Review on Joe Cook

Issue of Vanity Fair

Now

AND

in

October

on Newsstands

HiS

STRA
BACK HOME AT THE PANTHEON THEATRE, CHICAGO

BROWNLEE'S HICKVILLE FOLLIES
THE OLD TOWN HALL"
"FUN

This WeeW (Sept. 24)

MAJESTIC CHICAGO:

Next Week (Oct.

2)

IN

GRAND,

ST. LOUIS.

Eastern Representative:

R08E A CURTIS; Western

Representative:

ERNIE YOUNG.

I

grfday,

September

VARIETY

39, 1922
=~—»
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R0SE8 COME AND ROSES GO,
THO* RED OR WHITE OR YELLOW)
BUT THERE'S ONE YOU 800N WILL KNOWSO 8WEET AND RICH AND MELLOW.
IT CAN'T GO WRONG,
'TWILL LINGER LONG
WHEN EVERY OTHER GOE8.
AND YOU'LL ADMIT THE BIGGE8T*HIT
18 CALLED "NOVEMBER ROSE."
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NOVEMBER ROSE WENT OVER JOR A SMASHIHG HIT IT Cj?BTINLY IS OKB OF THE

7

BEST BAIXAD8

'
,

I

HAVE EVER 8UH0

I

PREDICT THAT NOVEMBER ROSE WILL BE
'

~

THE SEASONS STANDARD NUMBER

.

IRANK J CORBETT WITH. SMITH. AND DALE MIDNIGHT R0UNDEP8..C0L.;

DON'T OVERLOOK OUR OTHER BIG HITS

"IN

MAYTIME
CHICAGO

119 No. Clark

St..

DETROIT

Cohan Cirand O. H. Bide.

BOB EVANS,

"MEET ME NEXT SUNDAY"

LEARN TOXOVE"
"OUR BANBOOZLE

I

M»r.

C

ISLE"
BOSTON

PHILADELPHIA

•

1M West Larn*d Street
IIKHTKR < ARIMCNTKK. M«T.

1700 North

2»tli

1SI Trewtoat Htreet

Streot

BOB WINN1NGBAM

JACK HARRIS

SAN FRANCISCO and TORONTO
EDDIE ROSS, Professional Manager

Alto

C K S N Y" D E R

A.

JF

"The House of Master Compositions"

KANSAS CITY
R. HUGHES
SHU BERT. — "The Midnight

PHILADELPHIA

as a vaudeville house the opposition is going in heavily for out-door

By WILL

publishing
1658

SYRACUSE,

N. Y.

cards,
using
tack
By ARTHUR B. WATER8
By CHE8TER B. BAHN
streamers and one-sheets in abundA special feature all last week at
Rounders."
WIETING— First half. Nora Bayes
ance, in addition to posted stands the Stanley was the Fashion ReEMPRESS—"Three Wise Fools;" all over the city.
in
"Queen
Premiere,
Hearts."
o'
auspices
view, presented under the
Drama Players Stock.
Frank H. scheduled lor Monday night, was
of
Gimbel Brothers.
GAYETY "Broadway Brevities," The Drama Players Stock, at the Buhler, managing director of the postponed until Tuesday. Explained
Columbia burlesque.
Empress, got far away from their Stanley company, personally super- it was mechanical impossibility to
Vaudeville.
straight
comedy and vised the arrangement of settings. wnlp production into shape between
regulation
MAINSTREET—Vaudeville.
drama offerings this week and aro The fashion show was staged in midnight Sunday, when "Stefipln*
PANTAGES—Vaudeville.
comedy, three episodes the first a wedding, Around" moved out, and Monday
presenting the musical
GLOBE—Vatedeville.
The play is be- the second at the Casino in Deau- evening: Last half, "The Spice of
in Love."
PHOTOPLAYS "Manslaughter," "You're
ing put over in regular fashion,. with ville and the third a reproduction of Life."
Newman; "The Fast Mail," Liberty; all of the music and dancing num- the gardens of Paul Poiret. PicB. F. KEITH'S—Vaudeville.
TEMPLE—Vaudeville.
"Orphans of the Storm," Royal.
bers and a chorus of ten singers and tures showing Deauville beach and
BASTABLE— Dark.
dancers from the Cranson School Polret's garden were cleverly interSTRAND— All this week, "ManWith ideal weather for indoor of Music. Theodora Warfield in the polated. Twenty-five or more modamusements business picked up 'In role of Georgianna surprised her els appeared in all episodes, and at slaughter"; next week, "Orphans of
a most satisfactory manner at all many friends with the ease in which the end promenaded through tho au- the Storm."
Capacity she appeared in a number of the dience. The press praised the show
ROBBINS-ECKEL— "The Dictaof the downtown houses.
business prevailed at practically all musical selections.
"Three Wise highly, and good houses testified to tor."
Orpheum, Fools" will be the next bill.
the
EMPIRE— "Pink Gods."
performances
at
the public's interest.
Mainstreet and Gayety, with good
SAVOY— "Always the Woman."
returns coming from the Empress,
Hobart Henley, Universal director,
Lillian Burkhart, appearing at the
Pantages, and Globe. The Shubert,
Murray (Mr*. George Zett),
Irene
of
to
city
Monday
night
guest
was
was in this
with its Initial offering of Shubert Pantages last week,
"The
several clubs during the attend the opening performance here who wrote film reviews for
vaudeville, opened nicely Sunday, honor at
Herald" until her marriage some
Club
"Up
comedy-drama,
Co-operative
Owen
Davis'
of
the
At
week.
but the show was panned by the
months
and
the'
dramatic
ago,
is
the
the Walnut. The
Business fell off but she said: "If people who go to the tho Ladder," atplay
local critics.
have been ob- motion picture editor of "The Telerights to this
to applaud
commenced to build a little Jater in theatre would refuse
the
starring
of
Universal
as
acts
by
a
tained
sordid
and
low
cheap,
the week.
stage, the art would improve. The- vehicle for Virginia Valll, and HenWith the opening of the Shubert atre managers from Shakespeare ley is to direct.
Chas. Desjardins
Co.

advertising,

—

ORPHEUM—

—

—

down

been commercial

SMARTEST FRENCH SHOES
For

f

'

-

<»n<i

Off Stage.

46th St

JL

West
Opp. Lyvjc

am

a..

1.

"E. B.

and all
what

G." dramatic

critic for the

At

Kansas City Star, used the greater
part of his Sunday page bemoaning
the fact that, with the exception of
tho offerings of the Drama Players
Stock, Kansas City's sole amusement was vaudeville.

Broadway

net.

Vamp

last

No. 154
nnd 4th Ave.

Kponaora of Short

first,

the time. They have furnished
the people pay most for."

Shoee

—BILLY

LOUISE—

Week

of Oct.

1,

Orpheum,

St.

Week of Oct.
BILLSBURY.

Paul;

JOHN

H.

Eastern Representative:

8,

Orpheum, Duluth.

HARRY FITZGERALD

AL MOORE
Week

(Sept. 24)

PALACE, CHICAGO; Next Week

(Oct. 2)

for the Hearst papers. The
building, which fronts on Fayette
park, is renamed Hearst Building.

Tho departmental

staffs, with very
few exceptions, are composed of
Syracuse newspapermen long asso-

ciated with the other local papers.
Nearly all of the leading; local theatres wore represented in the first
issue of "The Telegram," a full page
being given over to the theatre and
music. The first Issue of the Sunday edition is scheduled for Sunday.

Skort V&mp Shoe/
. ...«

».>-.. i

-

urennrtl

women In the pro*
fe«ftIon wear •hortvump ahoea.
Mo<M
b*

lietf

•r »iak

lllattrated
III

ftlaek.

May
whit*

tatlft.

Special tfitcaaat to to*
Theatrical Prefaaalaa.

Our n -«k'*t T

at to* Lateat

blylei— Fr*a.

130 St. Denis Street

MONTREAL
CANADA'S LEADINO

—

FUR HOUSE —
Special

DkMuM

to

Proftailoaal

Adiati

!17

42»
West
- f

Street.

Tfea lyvi*

N.Y.

Thaatr*.

Stanley company.

"The Prisoner of Zendn," the big
Metro special, concerning whose
booking here there has been mum
discussion and many rumors, is now

will be

attempted.

According to present plans work
on the new theatre which Is to be
huilt by the Stanley company at
Broad and Rockland streets. Logan,
will
he started within the next
month. The lot on which the house
is to be blliit is 132 by 177 feet, :ind
the structure win seat between MOO
and 2,700 j>< ople.

AND
HIS

.

SYNCOPATED MELODY

This

home

LIMITED

the-

atre at 11th and Market streets has
been named the Elrae. In their copy
to the newspapers no explanation
of this title was given. The name
is evidently in honor of George H.
Earle. local banker and financier and
one of the big stockholders in the

extended run

"TWO RECORDS"
Western Representative:

The Stanley company's new

definitely slated for the Aldine theaIt was nrst
tre, beginning Oct. 23.
mentioned for this house about the
middle of the present month. An

AND

gram" and Syracuse "Sunday American," the new Hearst papers in this
city. "The Telegram" made Its first
appearance Monday, just 14 days
from the time that the Firestone
Tire Co. plant was purchased as a

&

modern manager have

to the

co., inc.

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

ORPHEUM,

ST. LOUIS.

J

Cafe Marquard
GEARY AND MASON STREETS, SAN FRANCISCO
THESPIANS' FAVORITE RENDEZVOUS FOR LUNCHEON, DINNER

AND AFTER THE SHOW

DANCING AND CABARET
SPECIAL NIGHTS
THEATRICAL NIGHT EVERY WEDNESDAY
FETE

FUN

FROLIC

BAND
JAZZ
MAKERS 5UPREME
S.

Direction:

HARRY WEBER

—

.

"

-

variety:

Me

Let
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PAN

Put You On The

Time

ARTHUR
(FORMERLY SILBER AND NORTH)
#
•

BOOKING EXCLUSIVELY WITH

OF VAUDEVILLE
PANTAGES CIRCUIT THEATRES
606 Fitzgerald Bldg., 1482 Broadway,

NEW YORK

Phone Bryant 7976
CHI SHOWS

"Just Married"
here,

new

is

on

ness, but

manages

to

It

the hit class. With most of
the shows getting a slap on the
week, this attraction manages to
creep up a few hundred dollars over
the previous week.
"Strut Miss Lizzie," which is at
the Auditorium for a four-week
stretch, seems to be coming to the
end of its rope as far as patronage
Most of the business
Is concerned.
last week was derived from the
colored population, who outnumbered the white peqple on the lower
floor almost two to one. The show

its last leg

draw

wave

Itself in

and even though there is much
material to be seen hereabouts

it still

This show started

off during
to rather poor busisoon hit its stride with
the change of weather and landed

ner.

the heat

(Continued from page 16)
with an unfavorable Impression resulting?
in the business receding
close to $2,000 in a week.
"To the Ladies" is finding naviThere
gation a bit difficult also.
seems to be just a bit too much of
opposition for this Kaufman -Connelly piece, with the result that it
suffered considerably In intake.

in sufficient

patronage to show a profit This
will be its last week, and it will be
one of the few shows to leave here seems to be a sad disappointment to
after an extended run tl\at can those who have seen it, as they beboast of having new red ink figures lieved they were getting something
chalked up against it. Leo Dltrlch- better than what "Shuffle Along" is
stein will come to the La Salle on said to be, with the result that the
Monday in a new play which Ben show has not been getting the inHecht, a feature writer on the Daily dorsement of those who have seen
News here, has written for him. The it, resulting in t^e gross dropping
name of the play is "Under False a couple of "grand" below that of
Pretenses" and was tried out by the previous week.
Dltrlchstein last season on the coast
"Good Morning Dearie," which is
under a different title.
the class musical show in town,
"Bull Dog Drummond," at the seems to have the odds against it.
Powers, is proving to be a real win- The opening of Jolson, it seems, affected the show somewhat, and the
high tariff also seems to act against
Guerrini & Co this show. There is a 400-seat buy
Th« LM«la» IM
each night by the Couthoui agency,
l»r»«i|
with these tickets finding their way
ACCORDION
Into the hands of the independent
FACTORY
in rh. Ualtstf SUtM.
brokers, who put a premium on the
Tta»
only
that crake*
of Reed?

—

factory

an?

made

hand

seats that make them rather expensive. The show was badly hit

set

H

t77-27» Col um »«•

Avtnua

San

Fra actio*

on Wednesday and Thursday evenand having no Wednesday
matinee fell a bit below in intake

Ilngs,
Cal

CITY

'__

on the previous week, getting Just creased $2,000 over previous week,
with show grossing $17,000.
a shade over $20,000.
"Thank-U." at the Cort, is going
"Strut Miss Lizzie" (Auditorium,
along at a fair gait, but is not 3d week.) Seems to be wearing
creating the stir that was expected out welcome, and despite exploitaof it, with the gross tumbling a bit tion and heavy advertising does not
on the week.
seem to draw as expected. Gross
•The Perfect Pool," the Ed Wynn dropped to $16,000.
show, despite the increase of oppo"The Blushing Bride" (Great
sition, manages to hold its head
Honeymoon
above waten It is acclaimad as the Northern, 2d week).
rather short here, as folks seem to
best of the musical laughing shows
Great Northern rather hard
The mid -Week slump hit find
in town.
house to locate when other thethis house a little over a $1,000 in
atres are housing musical entertainintake.
ment. Left Saturday for road after
Marjorie Rambeau finds quite a getting around $6,000. George Arliss
turbulent sea for "The Goldfish" at opens here Saturday in "The Green
•
the Studebaker. Miss Kambeau her- Goddess"
self is the box office magnet here
^Ths Perfect Fool* (Illinois, 4th
and will probably be able to draw
them here for another two weeks, week).— Bd Wynn is able 4o wear
then will probably* take to the road, broad smile, for business holding up
as the play does not look as though in magplflcent style. Even though
it could weather much of a receding few off days were encountered, gross
totaled Saturday night. $24,800.
financial gale.
Kstimates for last week:
•'Thank- IT (Cort. ,3d week).—
"To the Ladies" (Cohan's Grand, Everything seems to be going satis5th week).
Edge seems off, even factorily, "Thank-U." with Golden
though critics paying much atten- piece getting around $8,300.
tion to Helen Hayes.
Box office
"Good Morning, Dearie" (Colonial.
figures
do not show fattening. 4th week).
Victim of circumstances
Dropped to $7,500.
and conditions causes this healthy
"The Circle" (Selwyn, 1st week). musical play to be sufferer when it
combination
Drew-Carter
"ten should not. as box office scale disstrike" for this house, and from in- ease, which is its ailment, is hard
dications show should remain here one to overcome.
Got close to
for unlimited period. House opened $21,000.
to $5 top, with regular scale at $3
"The Rubicon* (Olympic, 4th
top on other nights, with house on week).
Looks as though this soits initial week doing around $14,000. phisticating French farce has caught
"The Cat snd Canary" (Princess,
3d week). Sure fire hit and avalanche of commendation, with result
business steadily climbing.
Got
$16,500, good profit for show and
house both.
"The Dover Road" (Playhouse, 1st
week). Charles Cherry's masterful
acting in new type of role seemed to
impress immensely and show caught
on from start, getting $8,700 on initial week, causing Lester Bryant to
expend money on added lobby deco-

—

—

on strong, for business here was
most healthy, show getting over

Moved to Central Sunday,
it will remain as long as business warrants, Henri Baron having
leased house at rental of $2,000 week.
Fritz Leiber opened to good business at Olympic Monday with
Shakespearean repertolse at popular
$9,000.

where

prices.

#

"The Guilty One" (Woods, 5th
week). Just hanging on here and*
being held up by agency buy, which
helps it to weather gale. Business
fell to $10,500— almost $2,000 drop
on previous week.
"Bombo" (Apollo, 1st week). Al
Jolson started off with a "hop, skip
and Jump" and continued that way
throughout the week, getting $37,800,
or top intake of all shows for week
and largest gross here for two seasons. Looks as though Jolson can
write his own ticket as to length of
stay, as seats' are in big demand five
and six r weeks in advance, with
agencies having' greater portion of
them packed away.
George C. Davis, who recently was
from a Staten Island
hospital after several weeks' treatment opens at .Keith's Jersey City
next week with a ten -week route
of Keith time to follow.
discharged

Arthur

Silber,

formerly of Silber

and North, has opened

offices

in

New

York, booking acts exclusively over the Pantages time.

—

OEL'S

rations.

The Render™** of the T.eadinr* LlftiM of Literature and the Rtaye.
The Beet i ood and Entertainment in New York. Music
and Dancing-.

"The Goldfish" (Studebaker, 2d
week). Miss Ram beau Is magnet
and

NOW OPEN-POPULAR

PRICES

NO CHARGE FOR DANCING

grand.
"Bull Doo Drummond" (Powers,
3d week). Over strong and should
do Justifiable business. Getting lots

—

of

publicity

HOTEL PENNSYLVANIA)

BROADWAY AND 48TH

ST.,

NEW YORK

CITY

through

exploitation
stunts with criminal institutions and
police officials. Garnered close to

lEUO
HJI.vJS

156-8

WEST 48TH STREET
East of Broadway

A CHOP HOUSE

Light

nin ,,r (Blackstone, 55th
week). Newspapers still look with
favor on George Kingsbury and give
him plenty of space to espouse Bacon cause, and theatre patrons seem
likewise Inclined, for business in-

of Exceptional Merit

—

i

Under

-the

Former Management of

DANNIE

and
IN

A NEW VERSATILE VAUDEVILLE ACT

PLAYING KEITH AND ORPHEUM CIRCUITS
OPENING (LAST HALF) THURSDAY, SEPT. 28-29-30-31, Coliseum, New
Monday, Oct.

2-3-4, Franklin,

Direction

N. Y.; Thursday, Oct.

CHARLEY MORRISON

and

the

STRAND CHOP HOUSE

ATTENTION, MANAGERS AND BOOKERS!

FRANK

——

!

$12,000.
•'

(Formerly st

:

—

of opposition, getting $8,500, increase
over preceding week of almost a

MUSIC BT ERDODY AND HIS FAMOUS ORCHESTRA

$1 Our Special A Sirloin Steak and Potatoes (Any Style) $1
In the GRILL with 8PECIAL RESERVATIONS for LADIES

will be so for

about four weeks.
Exploitation does not seem to do
much for this show, as gross reached
only $10,000, a drop from opening
week.
"Just Married" (La Salle, 22d
week). Holding own despite plenty

BROADWAY'S NEWEST SENSATION

One Moment West
of Broadway at
41st Street

5-6-7-8, Keith's,

RAY HODGDON

York

Fordham

J
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JEROME H. REMICK
The Season's Best Bet

Is

You can't beat

The most
and

by two

By

CUS KAHN and

Writers:

SWEET

MY

LIED

BUDDY

cried

I

over you)

-

Hit

.

I

said that

Fox Trot Ballad

this

beautiful story ballad ever written,

WALTER DONALDSON

NOBODY
(When they

CO.

KARYL NORMAN, EDWIN J. WEBER and
HYATT BERRY

L

Read

—

this chorus

etc.,

ready

Marvellous harmony arrangements for
binations of voices or instruments

want a copy by

you'll

all

com-

return

i

mail-

I

WALTER DONALDSON—-and a sure fire hit.
Plenty of special versions, patters, catch lines,

By

Nights are long since you went away,
think about you all thru the day;
My Buddy, My Buddy, No
I

i

Everybody Longs for

Buddy

quite so true.
voice,. the touch of your hand,
know that you understand, My Buddy,
Buddy, Tour Buddy misses you.

Miss your

Just long to

My

SONG

•

Copyright,

CHILDHOOD

1822

PERSIA

DAYS
High
and loves to sing about them.

This

is

DOWN OLD

"Blues" song on the market today.

For the singers of high-class ballads;

class

by WHITING

baiiari

and ECAN,

the best

we

writer of Japanese

Sandman, Tea Leaves,

VIRGINIA

offer

etc.

•
.

And Don't Forget

WAY

OUT OF THE

SHADOWS

CALIFORNIA
A "801*116™"

lyric

combined with an

irresistible

as sure

,

rhythmic waltz melody

make

this

one of the best

fire

a hit as

was ever

written

songs of the season
by the writers of
•

YOUR EYES HAVE TOLD ME SO
ir.,

,L
BOSTON, 203 Mass. Ave.
BOSTON, 228 Tremont St.
PHILADELPHIA, 31 S. 9th

WASHINGTON,
and 11th

You Will Find a "Remick"
Everything Ready for You

G

St.

CLEVELAND, Hippodrome
SEATTLE, 321 Dike

St.

NEW

St.

Palais Royal

Bldg.

Office in

Nearly Every

CHICAGO, 634 State Lake Bldg.
PHILADELPHIA, 125 S. Broad St.
BALTIMORE, Stewart's Music
Dept.

Town You Play—No Waiting

— Orchestrations, Prof. Copies, Special Arrangements
YORK, 219 W. 46th STREET

DETROIT, 457 Fort Street, W.
CINCINNATI, 515 West 6th St.
MINNEAPOLIS, 218 Pantage
Bldg.

TORONTO, 127 Yonge St.
PORTLAND, ORE, 322 Washington

St.

SAN FRANCISCO, 908 Market St.
ST. LOUIS, The Grand Leader
LOS ANGELES, 417 W. 5th St.
AKRN, OHIO, M. O'Neill Co.

-
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THE GREAT /NEW FOX TROT SUCCESS

BV THE WRITERS

^f/VC#/:l-

benny DAVIS

*^W*MM-JLM

A\. WIT/HARK 6 SO/N S- Publis hers

?

.

OF

-

SILVER abner

Wrtmark Building

/NEW

-

YORK

.

_j

DETROIT

went to the theatres and picture I.os Angeles. That was
shows instead. The Broadway's sea- one years ago.

By JACOB 8MITH

*

MAJESTIC—"Lion

son does not open until Oct.

2,

just twenty

a

circus

and Mouse."
"Abraham Lincoln." In the meanFranklyn Unucivvood has left
Mouse." time the two vaudeville houses and the cast.
Sunday. the Denham stock company are
Splendid reception.
reaping the benefit. There are still
Alex Pantages has moved
DETROIT— "Bad Man." with JIol- a few fall tourists in Denver on family to the. beach for the
brook Blinn. Poor house.
their way home. They help to swell mainder 'of the summer and

—

SHUBERT-DETHOIT

Watson the attendance,
Capacity both picture houses.

especially

at

the

Sunday performances.
PICTURES— "The Storm." Adams:
"Silver Wlngs.r Pox-Washington;

"The Five Million/' played by the
Wilkes players at the Denham, did
Wives,"
Madison; an excellent week's business. Most
"Rich
Men's
"Man performances drew capacity houses.
"Eternal Flame," Capitol;
Who Played God," Broadway Ivan Miller proved himself a popular
Strand.
Douglas Adams in the comedy. It
was the sort of play to appeal to

IH.,

It is said he had it when
he entered this country tw<

berculosis.

ago.

for

his
refall

months.

<

Carl Walker, manager of tho local
Pantages house, came back from
Spokane with a tale of catching the
biggest fish on record.
It measured well, let Carl toll you and
then do your own discounting.

H. A. Ross has been promoted to will

be launched

in

Los Angeles

sales manager for Famous shortly after the first of the year,
Players, with Detroit, Pittsburgh. according to an announcement by
Cincinnati, Cleveland, Indianapolis <Jus Edwards in Denver. Only Caliand C«lumbus under his jurisdiction. fornia girls are to be used in the
chorus, Edwards states with emH. W. Given- has been appointed phasis. He declares theso girls to
Detroit manager for Famous Flay- be the most beautiful In America.
ers, succeeding J. B. Dugger. who
has been transferred to the Colum-

LOS ANGELES

By

N. Y.
SKEFFINGTON

L. B.

LYCEUM— Fred
Top,"

Stone

EASTMAN—Dorothy

HARRY HASTINGS' "KNICK KNACKS"

With

KENNETH CHRISTY
BLACK FACE
HARRY HASTINGS? "KNICK KNACKS

I>ewis,

Dalton

MADLYN WORTH
SOUBRETTE

in

By ALBERT W. 8TONE
Thomas Wilkes is dividing his "The Woman Who Walked Alone."
was not at all a bad week for time
of late between San Francisco film feature; Dan Mason in "Pop
local houses. With the weather Just
and
Los Angeles. He's kept on the Tuttle's Movie Queen"; "A Winter's
cool and snappy enough, especially jump watching
his theatres In the Tale," from the Post nature series;
at night, to discourage motoring on

(The Girl with the Shuffle)

It

the scale that has prevailed throughout the summer, hundred* of people

JAMES MADISON'S

COMEDY SERVICE
Q

and contains]
my very latest monologues, gags and double routines]
all absolutely new and strictly
is

Just out

—

Single copies $2. Or the|
numbers thus far Issued $10;
or any 4 for $5. Yearly subserlp-l

original.

two

cities and his road produtlon
of "Nice People."

Susanne Clough,* contralto;

man Symphony

tion (12 issues) $15.

has for

East-

Orchestra.

PICTURES— "Manslaughter.''

gent, is not advertising in the local

Frank Epran is planning to send Hearst papers, the "Sunday Amer"The Humming Bird," with Maude ican" and the daily "Evening Journal." However, these papers cannot
Fulton, on tour.
ignore the Eastman as they do the
Oliver Moroseo this week Is cele- other picture houses.
brating the anniversary of his entry into the play producing field in

A

season of grand opera

will

open

Eastman Oct. 16 with the
San Carld Grand Opera Company
and the most distinguished array of
at the

guest
rtists assembled outside of
the largest Cities. This will he the
Eastman's premiere with a distinctly musical program.

COUPON

subscribers
the world's highest paid come-|

HARRY HASTINGS' "KNICK KNACKS"

its

iBOOK'sTRIP

JEAN

BOB

The Eastman, as well as the Eastman-controlled Piccadilly and Re-

did stock.

My COMEDY

With

Re-

gent, all week.

Dalton's Broadway again has gone
hack to the abbreviated girl show.
Pictures didn't last any longer than

9

SERVICE

*9

in

"Make
FAY'S — Henodee Troupe. Payton
and Ward, Florence White and Co.,

Senna and Stevens; "My Old KenThe Patio Players have outgrown tucky Home," film feature.
GAYETY— "Temptations of 1922."
their Hollywood theatre and are to
FAMILY — Musical comedv stock.
have a new playhouse.

DENVER

.

"Tip

in

first half;
Eddie Cantor
It Snappy," last half.

Timely Revue, Carletta and

WAR
LEADS

With

ROCHESTER,

field

bus branch.

KITTY

—

Business with the main street
When the Bonstelle Players return Denham audiences, apparently, the "pop" houses is better than for sevfor their permanent engagement at obviously sincere efforts of the play- eral seasons, one of the "magnates"
the Michigan -Shubert Oct. 2 Frank ers meeting with adequate response. told Variety's correspondent.
The
Morgan will be succeeded as leading
dearth of girl shows at the other
man by Calvin Thomas. Morgan
Bufdness at the Empress and the theatres is said to be responsible,
has accepted a star role with John Orpheum might oe classed as fair but probably only in a measure.
Golden's new production, "Heaven," only. There was no falling off from
first produced by the Bonstelle Flay- the previous week, however, and the
The Mason opera house, oldest
ers last season.
lulls in both houses took well.
Los Angeles theatre now In operation. Is on the market. It is underMrs. L. S. Billman continues as
"Blood and Sand." with Rodolph stood. The house la owned by the
local manager of the Powers theatre. Valentino in the title role, did so Erlanger
Interests,
who.
it
is
Grand Rapids, which has opened for well at the Rialto week before last said, are offering It for sale with
the season.
Harry Zomera books that it was held over for another the idea that once their proposed
the house out of New York, playing week.
new playhouse, farther downtown,
legitimate attractions and the bigger
is completed the house will be good
of the feature pictures.
"The Pacific Follies." the first big only for stock or films. No takers
rovue to have Its birth in the. west, are announced yet.

rt

Springfield.
authorities

tremendously

Sisters Shubert Unit.

W

in

arrested him, sunpectcd as having tu-

with

OAKRIC K—"Hotel

Opened

with

when immigration

CARNEY and CARR
>

A Dancing Act That Bears Watching
With

HARRY HASTINGS* "KNICK KNACKS

dlans.

JAMES MADISON
1493

Nfw York

Broadway

FORT

LAST WEEK WAS

WEEK

THIS

ST. LOUIS
JOHN ROSS

WELDON.WILLUMS&LICK

IS

By

SMITH. ARK.

Because the B. & O. took off 11.35
train from Cincinnati '.'The O'Brien
Girl."
that
opened
American,
"Laughs and Ladies," billed for
Empress, chartered special. They
wont 50-50 on cost

WARM
COOL

Business
at
Empress.
which
opened last week with "Midnight
Rounders," was very good, evenings
especially. Matinees didn't hold up.
For this reason Manager Art Smith
will offer tho last eight rows parquet
at 25 cents.
Picture houses in
neighborhood have 30-cent matinee.
Jimmle Martin, formerly manager of
Garrick, has charge of box office.

NEXT WEEK WILL BE COLD
I'M

ARE YOU?

READY!

Telephone

CIRCLE

theatre opening Oct.
performances will be
Gus-

given, one each Sunday night.
tav Hilmer will direct.

With

HARRY HASTINGS' "KNICK KNACKS"
mm

3

SYNCOPATORS

MAMOLI, LANG VETRANO

A

dramatic stock sponsored by
O. D. Woodward reopened the f Jarrick last week, "Polly With a Past"

Flashes

first.

BriOADWAy

AT FIPTIBTM 3T •

NEW VOrtK, CITY
3307

Thirty

1.

Specialty Designed
Readt/ to Wear Clothes
.

THE FUNNY FAT MAN

The German

BEN ROCKJE
1652

DICK HULSE

•

Albert Kramer, a Hollander. 8 feet
3 inches in height and weighing L'*it»
pounds, is held at tho City Hospital
and may be doportod if hll Illness is
of the nature suspected.
lie was

With

From Ragtime

to

Opera

HARRY HASTINGS' "KNICK KNACKS a
HP

PAUL ASH Synco Symphonists GRANADA THEATRE, SAN FRANCISCO

September

Friday,
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MACK'S CLOTHES SHOP
The
As

Curtain's Rise

the curtain

new

the

ANNOUNCES

on

is lifted

presentations of

slippers each season the

The Formal Opening

unanimous

critics are
.

Miller justly earns the

I.

of Its

New

«

HEADQUARTERS

leading part on the stage
of fashion in footwear.

•

.

.

in

L MILLER

the

...

Feminine Footwear

Broadway

Open

until

q

p.

m.

In Chicago — State Street

at

,

Mack Building

Forty-Sixth Street

at

•

Monroe

.•

t

Continued from Page 23)
Young America
Flanagan A M'ris'n

2d nair

I

Kay Hamlin A Kay
Knrl Karey

I

(One

|

MINNEAPOLIS

Bellingham

Tollman Revue
Great Maurice
Bensee A Paird
Little

Pantagea

Hanson A H

Sis

Kajiyama

Joe Bernard Co
I

Sidney 8 Styne

LeOrohs

SEATTLE
Pantagea
Burt Shephard
Fargo A Richards
Billy Kelly Co
Yokes A Don
The Lameys

Pantagea
(2-4)

(Same

bill plays
Saskatoon 6-7)
Daly Mack A D

Tuck A Claire
Kennedy A Rooney

VANCOUVER.

Klrkstnith Sis
Rlgoletto Bros

EVERETT. WASH.
Pantagea
(2-3)

(Same

bill

Animals

Kluting's

DeMlchelle Bros
4 Ortons
BEGIN A, CAN.

plays

B.C.

Pantagea
Kltamura Japs
Maybe)]© Phillips
Pardo A Archer
Abbott A White
Earl Fuller

TRAVEL

Pantagea
(5-7)

St.,

Victoria

Nancy Fair
Springtime Frlvs
Ferry Conway Co

SAN FRANCISCO
Pantagea
(Sunday opening)
Four Roses
Hudson A Jonea
Davis A McCoy
"In Chinatown"
Robyn Adair Co

DENVER
Homer

Irving PI.

Bet.

A

SrecU! attention

OAKLAND

Dans des

4th Ave.

gP'GS
Pantagea
(2-4)

(Same

blood diseases, Liver, Kidney/ Stomach, Lung, Nervous and Chronic Diseases
Nt
of M. it and Women.
Chaw for CoaiulUtion.

Coscla

Blood and Urinalysis made.
X-Ray Examinations.
25 Years of Experience.
Hour*: 9 a. m. to 8 p. m.
Sundays, 9 a. m. ts 4 p. m.

Mile Rhea Co
Brltt Wood

c

Bouncer's Circus

Marion Glbney

SUR8E0N
^ •e,l0 " ,

a Single to a Circus

Carl

B

:.^

Can Clothe Any Order From

KANSAS CITY
Pantagea
Bryan A Haig
McCullough

•

Jennings

FACfc

Verdi

Pantagea
Judson Cole
"Love Nest"

PRATT

DR.

Face Lifting

Jro

A

Mack Quality Clothes

OMAHA, NEIL

Gallarini sf*

K

(-7)

Bob Pender Tr
Jim Thornton
Pettlt Family

SAN DIEGO, CAL.

Al

plays

bill

Pueblo

Bonnessettis

Savoy
Page A Green
Fulton A Burt

Artistlojue

COLORADO

Pantagea
Conn A Hart
Green A Dunbar
Samnted A Marlon
Brower Trio
Monroe Salisbury

to chronic

Sia

Fred Berens
Parish A Peru

Pantagaa
(Sunday opening)
Wilfrid Duboia

4

THREE FLOORS STOCKED WITH

Pantagea
"Last Rehearsal"

Downing Rer
Valentine Vox
Johnny Marvin

New York

A Emerson
A Dupree

Lyle

LOS ANGELES

110 E. 16th

Cordial Relations With the Profession

OGDEN, UTAH

H

Dr. ZINS
SPECIALIST

Be Pleased to Continue

Staff Will

Willard Jarvis Rev
Willard Mack Co

BellangerSis
Marion Claire

Band

Our

Pantagea
3 Belmonts
Crane Sis
Caledonian 4

M

Goetz A Duffy
George Lashay *

Juggling Nelson
Fein A Tennyson
Tyler A Crolius
Ross Wyse Co
"Stepping Some"

Plerrl A King
Clifford Wayne 3

Avolloa

Where Our

SALT LAKE

(Open week)

Pantagea
Selma Braatz

"Indoor Sports''
Lorner Sis
Artists in Mlni'ture

Carson A Kane
Robinson A Pierce

SPOKANE

Piplfax

WINNIPEG
I

Tu nt a are*
Page Hack A

46th Street at Broadway
:

Hob Wills

PORTLAND, ORE.

Sussman A Sloan
Prospet A Merrltt
Rising Generation

* Hatch

Farrell

Itiv.s

4-5)
,

Dogs

Lillian'*
'

A JofTrie
A Arnold

Florette

Larry Harkins Co

-

J A E MHchcll
Miller A Miller
Casley A Beasley 2

Pantaajea

Pantagea
Jean Valjean
Ross A Edwards
"•Fate"

to nil)

PANTAGES CIRCUIT
(Sunday opening)

Walter Wecms
Delmore A Lee
L'G REACH. CAL.
Pantagea
Gordon Wilde
Ward A King

TAC'OMA

NEXT WEEK

BILLS

BROADWAY STORE:

(40 West 34th St.)
iPhooe SA Penn)

Eyelldi Yeuthlflea

I

1582-1584

.

BROADWAY

PRE-PUBLICATION ANNOUNCEMENT

TO ALL SINGING ACTS
We

offer

you an opportunity

to

secure some absolutely

NEW UNPUBLISHED SONG MATERIAL
and identify yourself with the introduction -sf one of tne many good,
r e
song numbers *c
m a position to offer you. I' you have room >fit
your act for one o r more good numoers, v sit ou- professional depar-t*
ment at ence. as ^.e are prepared to supply songs that will fit most
»hy occasion
Out-of-town acts ^ly either wite or phone their r#«
copies of
a M n- a
VjUiramtntl
e
«uf d -3* ession a manager jrJ
.J

*
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Friday, September 39, 19:2
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COLLEGE

CYCLING

GIRLS

•

TOMBOYS ON WHEELS
HAVE JUST ARRIVED FROM AUSTRALIA AND WERE IMMEDIATELY BOOKED

AT THE GRPHEUM, SAN FRANCISCO

(Sept 18) THIS

WEEK (Sept. 25), ORfHEUM, LOS ANGELES

WE ARE GLAD TO INFORM OUR FRIENDS ON BOTH SIDES OF THE WATER THAT OUR OPENING WAS A
TREMENDOUS SUCCESS

.

BURLESQUE ROUTES

]

v-

Oct. 2— Oct. 9)
COLUMBIA CIRCUIT

9 L O.
"American Girl' 2 Gayety Mil
"Monte Carlo Girls" 2 Garden
waukeo 9 Columbia Chicago.
Buffalo 9 Family Rochester.
Toledo
Empire
2
Revue"
'beauty
"Pace Makers" 2 Majesti Albany
9 Lyric Dayton.
"Big Jamboree" 2 Lyric Dayton t 9 Bijou Philadelphia
"Pepper Pot" 2 Lyric Newark 9
Olympic Cincinnati.
"Bon Tons" 2 Miner's Bronx New Majestic Wilkes-Barre.
"Playmates" 2 Star Brooklyn 9
York 9 Empire Providence.
"Broadway Brevities" 2 Gayety Empire Hoboken.
"Pell Mell" 2 Gayety Brooklyn
Omaha 9 Gayety Minneapolis.
"Broadway Flappers" 2 Columbia 9 L O.
"Smiles and Kisses'* 2 Empire
Chicago 9 Star ar.rl Garter Chicago.
"Bubble Bubble" 2 Hurtig & Sal- Hoboken 9 Gayety Brooklyn.
"Runaway Girls" 2 Auditorium
mon's New York 9-11 Cohen's Newburgh 12-14, Cohen's Poughkeepsie. Dayton 9 Lyceum Columbus.
White Pat 2 Scenic Pawtucket 9
"Chuckles of 199J*' 2 Columbia
Olympic New York.
New York 9 Casino Brooklyn.
Finney Frank 2 Colonial Cleveland 9 Empire Toledo.
"Flashlights of 1923" T Gayety
,
Washington 9 Gayety Pittsburgh.
Whrn •eaSlBB lor mall
"Follies of Day" 2 Gayety Kansas
VARIKTY addreo Mall Clerk
City 9 Gayety Omaha.
POSTCARDS. ADVERTISING or
"Folly Town" 2 Gayety Rochester
CIRCULAR LKTTKIlll WILL

f

LETTERS

9-11 Colonial Utica.
Gayety
"Giggles" 2

Boston

NOT UK ADVKRTISBD.
L.HTTI3R8 ADVKRT1SBD
OWU ISSUE ONLY.

9

Grand Worcester.
Revue" 2
Village
"Greenwich
Casino Philadelphia 9 Palace Balti-

'

'

llrown

PocST

Burton Richard

Howe Sam 2 Star and Garter ChiCasnady Ward
cago 9 Englewood Chicago.
Dorothy
"Keep Smiling" 2 Majestic Jersey (Mare
flute
City 9 Hurtig &. Seamon's New "..tinsJerry
Mable
York.
Cornell Francla
"Knick Knacks'" 2 Englewood Chi- Crawford Nellie
Detroit.
cago • Gayety
"Let's Go" 2 Gayety St Louis 9 Dale Jack

"Radio Girls"

Casino Brooklyn

2

II

Brooklyn.
"Seclal Maids
9 Miner's

Empire Brooklyn

2

'

Newark.

"Step on

It"

Gayety Pittsburgh

2

Cleveland.

9 Colonial

"Talk of Town"

2

Gayety Mon-

treal 9 Gayety. Boston.
"Temptations of 1922" 2-4 Colonial
Utica 9 Gayety Montreal.

"Town Scandats" 2 Miner's Newark 9 Orpheurn Paterson.
Watson
dence

Billy

Empire

2

Provi-

Casino Co. -ton.

9

Watson

ituiah

.lonea

Jones

in

i

rv

I

.a

I.
I

"

at

Volta

Tyrol!

Johnson Corrlao
Johnson Babe

A Mack

Killan Billy

By

Hugh

I

,

I

pulling them
Running special
amatuer nights.

In

dan"

Adolphua

V'arney Joseph

W

Wachtel
Watta Anna

more Dolly

F.

E.

F«c«

D.

9

i'.illy

N. T. City

Opp.

Women

Lyceum Scranton

9

and Song" 2
Casino Phila-

2

Casino Roston

delphia.

"Wonder Show
9

'

Umm any day when the aim's shining bright.
we'll play Umra when
moon beams at
Umm when you please, onlythesweetheart
don't
For in your eyes is the love-light;
Umm ts the password and Umm is a alffn.
Umm tells ma. honey, that you're feeling fine;
You are my nil. and I'm ready to fall.
When you Umm for mo JA/.z-O-MlNK.

—

FULL OKCIIKNTKATIOV AND PBOFE88IONAL COPIF.S

Gayety

W

i

for the title of Strongest Woman of America. Contest
be staged in Madison Square Garden at The Physical Culture
Exhibition, October 23d-October 28th. A valuable championship
trophy to the winner. It costs nothing to enter the contest except
the time spent by the contestant. If you know of a remarkably
strong woman, amateur or professional, bring this ad to her
attention. Full particulars of lifts will be furnished free upon appli-

To compete

311

177 N. State Street,

ihlngton.

L O

2

Majea

9

Albany.

•

"Band Box Revue" 2 How, ird Boston 9 Scenic Paw tucket.
"Broadway Belles" 2 Olympic
New York I Btor Brooklyn.

"Heads Up"

-

L

9

Bro

id

<

Indianapolis.

"Hello

cation to

Manager,

West Fortieth

PHYSICAL CULTURE EXHIBITION,

Street,

New

York.

2
.lake
Girls"
9 Lyric Newark.

Family

Rochester
"Jam Babies" 2 Bijou Philadelphia » Folly Baltimore.
"Jass Time Revue" 2 1, O 9 New

Empire Clevel md

lOO-v.

H.

for

-*

CHICAGO

PROFESSIONAL TRUNKS

A M. Trunk*

lum Increased our production overl
feature* emrt to reduce all

many Improvements, new

enabling us to add

trunk* to

PRE-WAR PRICES
Hold
at Factory Trlcea

BY THE FOLLOWING AGKNTS:
SAMUEL NATHANS
529-531

I.

7th A»«..*N. V.

BARNES TRUNK
73

W. Randolph

A»«..

PltUburci'

BOOKS TRUNK CO

Chicata
16

119

M* 8CHWFIC

Fifth

12

CO.

St.,

901

BOYLSTON LUGGAGE SHOP.
BoyUton

St..

Main

St..

Kansas C

t>

Inc.

Boston

HERKERT & MEISEL TRUNK

DIO Washington

and

Scandals*' 2 Folly
Baltimore 9 L O.
"Gayety Girls" 2 Broadway Indianapolis 9 Auditorium Day tor
"Follies

H. «e 1YL

The popular demand

to

MUTUAL CIRCUIT
"Baby Bears'"

NOW RKADV

ATLAS MUSIC PUBLISHING CO.

Waldo* Suite

WANTED STRONG WOMEN

New York.
"Youthful Follies" 2 Palace Bait!*
9

night;
tease.

REDUCED PRICES on All

Columbia

more

Inc.

2

Empire Toronto.
"Wine,

Henry C. Miner.

-O-MINE

Orpheuoi
Paterson 9 Majestic Jersey City.
Williams MoJlie 2 Gayety Detroit
Sliding

Est.

And

look

SMITH, M

I

MAKE UP

("UMM" FOR ME)

347 Fifth Avon us

Well* AnnabeMo
Weaton Helen

Btiifty

Your

too* to makt
Many ot ttto "Profea.
food
•ion" navo obtained and retained aettor tarts b> ftavlm
no correct their featural im•orfoetloat and remove blemFoot
ishes. Consultation tree
reasonable

Vavara Leon

unore Harry

NUMBER.

CHOaUfl:Beautify

^,

M

INERS

THE GREATEST DANCE TUNE EVER WRITTEN. SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT BY DAVE PEYTON: COUNTER MELODY NOVELTY
CH0RU8 WITH THE PAUL WHITEMAN STOPS SUREFIRE ACT

legitimate houses. "Dolly Jorfailed to get much with press

You mult

N

FOWLER

B.

Anti-Blue
of America. Inc.. was
came the
is
?**?** at »«0 Consolidated Buiidinff named in the"Palace" Monday,
qualifying papers as
in Indianapolis last week. Mark B.
Indiana
the
New
York
agent
of
Archer is state secretary, and Karl
W. Hoffman, Indianapolis, secretary. {" Corporation
The league will publish a periodical
to be known as "Anti-Blue Law
Freedom."
office of the

cellent break.

Smith Hi lie
Smythe Mrs L

T.>rre» J
Trilling

VOLNEY

An Indiana
Law League

signs

Gayety doing well, last week's show
"Temptations of 1923" getting ex-

Pejrsry

poration, incorporated in New, York,
qualified late last week .to do -business in Indianapolis, where $10,000
of its capital is represented. The
move was part of the transfer of
interest in Loew's State theatre to
the Keith interests.
C. Claude
Miller, who with Herbert Jennings
is managing the theatre, which be-

INDIANAPOLIS

•

still

a business.
features including

The Indianapolis Operating Cor-

at

BAP

Ward A Dooley
_______

son. Ind.. to collect $1,423.43 it alleges is due from C. John Predary,
proprietor, fpr admission tax and
penalty.

Films this week: "Masquerader,"
Des Moines; 'Bonded Woman." at
Strand:
"Five Dollar Baby," at
Garden.

Taylor Jackson Co
Valentine

The Indiana internal revenue office announced it would sell furniture and mechanical equipment of
the Meridian movie theatre. Ander-

W

W

Sob^lson Guasie
Spencer Herbert

Ininan #

T I'nr* A

A

in for

Strugis

for me to run the city to please
everybody," the mayor said.

Ryan Hazel

Reno Frank
"The Broken Wing" in stock at
Roth A Slater
Princess. Next week "Rollo's Wild
Rand Meta
Oats.",
Roye Sylvester
Gibson Hardy
Rowland A Meehan
As Des Moines is being host to
Griffey Delta Mra
Grey Fred 1
the national encampment of the G.
Sels Emil
Still wen Frank
A. R. this week, the Orpheurn is feaHerron A Arnsrhan Stanley Geo
turing Col. J. A. Pattee, the old
Haller A Ooaa
Silvers Kdw F
soldier fiddler, who is playing at
Harris Bobble
Sherman Dorothy
that house this week.
Horndon Coy
Francis

Garden (Mutual)

SoatHUrjr WilliamShaw Lillian

Kelly Ben
Keaaler Carl

Knox

A

Bellhops

Babel Josephine

Schabert

A Crumbley
Tom

King Frank
Kovac Mra

I

O'Shca Timothy

Sauth

Thomai

J in in le

Poole Patricia

Freehand Bros
Fields Billy Mra

EInnlce

Henderson Norma
HlHH ,l(>.HP|lh
nil?

4

O'Dea

Co

Julia

Fernandez Jose

,

0*N«4I Nance

li.mdly Miss A
Harms Otto
Harrison Dun Mlaa
Karl Hazel

li

"Step Lively Girls'* 2 Gayety
Louisville 9 Gayety St Louis.

illo

Hammer

Nolan Mildred

-Johnson R<-v

Edwards

be lifted, and a dry beer saloonBy DON'CLARK
The Iowa opens Sept. 29 with a keeper who thought the police were
two-dny engagement of "Eve." "laying on" hira too hard, were
"Bluebeard's Eighth Wife" will fol- waiting in other rooms at the city
low for a three -day run. The house hall.
"I wish I had thought to lock
was formerly the Orpheurn. but is
now owned by Elbert and Getchell. them alt In the same room together
It will
be used exclusively for and come back in an hour and ask
them if they had figured out a way
legitimate.

picked up materially with nights
going to capacity although matinees still somewhat off. "Spice of
Life" drew favorable notice and
turned in overflow at end of week.
Shea's Court Street keeping up pace
Representatives of the Marion
with no signs of fall -off despite
competition. Showing bills of high County W. C. T. U. have no? carquality with big business apparent ried out their threat to close theatres Sunday by injunction if Mayor
continuously.
Shank does not shut them up by
Burlesque continued steady with

Hill

NorvellCB The

\

j

Elliott

of real strength in many directions.
Criterion with Shubert Vaudeville

Navarre Dorothy
Ncwnwn Cordon

Gordon

Bcranion.

Beeves Al 2 ura/id Worcester 9
Miner's Bronx New York.
"Rockets" 2-4 C men's Newburgh
5-7 Cohen's Poughl^x pale 9 Emplr

Dorothy

By SIDNEY BURTON
Business last week showed

Mooro 3
Morey Senna A D
Morris Johnny
Morton-Jewell Co
Murphy Kathaloea
Murray Laura
Murray J J

,

Lyceum

D

•!

Betty
Minefield Richard

May A

A Anthony
Moore A Fields
Stanley
Morrison Tom

DeVoo Frank

The same day the W. C. T. U.
to him. a delegation
of poolroom owners desiring the
police prohibition of card playing

women came

DES MOINES

Mack

(Jeorge*

Dobbin

reiterated his stand against blue
htws before leaving for Detroit this
wt*ek.

MttHer

CAM

Day

of Bronze** started slowly
but turned in good week by reason
of mouth to mouth advertising of
the women who liked the vehicle.

BUFFALO

Mack

I

9

Mainard Edythe

Woman

Murrolt Mary
Murphy A Lachm'r

Coulton Helen
Cleveland

Leonard Albert Mra

(

.

\

i

Piilard

•

Delice Julietta
Gayety Kansas City.
Verne Daily
"Maids of Amcrioi" 2 Empire De
Dcvol Cal
Toronto 9 Gayety ltuffalo.
Marion Dave I Gayety Minneapo- Follette A Wioka
Folsoni Bobby
lis 9 Gayety Milwaukee.
"Mimic World' 2 Olympic Cin- l'i aiklyn Wilson
cinnati 9 Gayety Louisville.
Urara

i

Lyons Catherine
La France Bros

Walter Trio

£11

LaRoaa Ned
I.aSalle Oea
I.a Vardy M
Levi no Chaa
Leo* A Laafar

Oriaa Mrs Donald
Urooka Moot a Mlaa

more.'
"Hello Good Times'* 2 Gayety
Buffalo 9 Gayety Rochester.

j

f

A

Cotllna

and public divided as to merftn of police order, although the threat
nhow.
Margaret Anglin in 'The was made a week ago. The mayor

La Rue Harry A

,

Cleveland

,

OF PICK

CHICAGO
"Kandy Kids" 2 Lyceum Colum9 Band Box Cleveland.
^
Allen E.l.lie
1922"
"Laffin
Thru
2
Plaza Andrae Josephine
Springfield 9 Howard Boston.
Bothwell Lyda
"Lid Lifters"
2
New Empire Barry
1*1 xey
Cleveland 9 Garden Buffalo,
Bell Florence
"Mischief Makers" 2 Band Box
bus

.street

CO.
ST. LOUIS.

MO.

f-

Cyd ° r

s,

X

DROP CURTAINS FOR SALE AND RENT
S,s SSMa "ST"
BUMPUS & LEWIS SCENIC STUDIOS
245

WEST

46th STREET,

NEW YORK

CITY

Phone

BRYANT

2695

SPECIAL SONGS WRITTEN FOR ACTS BY

and
Doing Their Own
MAJE8T1C, CHICAGO, This Week (8spt 24),
•

With Tramandous Success

at

'TOPICS OS THE DAY" IN SONG
Permanent Address;

H. Bart McHugh, Philadelphia— Harry Sptngold, Chicag*.

a

.

Friday.

September »,

WW

VARIETY
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RICE SAKE READ THIS:
RICE PRODUCTIONS U

the

PRODUL 1 IONiS w *"

RICE

aim
RICE PRODUCTIONS

RICE PRODUCTIONS

name of

RICE

RICE
RICE
RICE

new Producing concern.

P r °d uce *h e vehicles most desired for present-day vaudeville:

COMEDY and LAUGHS.
of ANDY RICE and other well-known AUTHORS.

to specialize in

have the services
invite all

PRODUCTIONS
PRODUCTIONS
PRODUCTIONS
PRODUCTIONS

our

who

write to submit manuscripts, and if they are worthy,

we

produce

them*
invite.

ARTISTS

invite

MANAGERS

a vehicle that will fit them,
to encourage us by booking what is good and te

to let us try

and

fit

them

in

baa*

us what

announce

their initial efforts:

&

•

NELLIE KING,

TOMMY GORDON &

JAMES

CO.

"MR.

By

"TOOT YOUR HORN"—By ANDY RICE

G.

R.

WATERS

Van Slyke

with Vivian

NOBODY FROM EVERYWHERE"

"FROM DRESSES TO MOVIES"

IN

DAVE)

ANDY RICE

By

SAM MANN

RICE

ANDY RICE

MAC GORDON

.-.

Production Manager

Directing

Manager

Casting Director

LOEWS STATE BUILDING
1540

BROADWAY, SUITE

CHI BLAMES AGENCIES
(Continued from page 15)
Circle" and with a number of other
attractions.
The producers all
'thought her a "savior" and gladly
listened
to
her proposition and
garnered the extra amount.
When their attractions opened
here there was another side. The
started to yelp. The new
scale, if their attraction was a bit,
was of no benefit to the house direct, and if not a hit, the Couthoui

manager

was always prepared to dump
back the deadwood prior to the peroffice

formance.
Explanations were asked for in
the latter case and the "queen" told
the managers there was no demand.
On the other hand the public, anxious to buy for anything at all, but
desiring their tickets a bit in advance, could not get anything. They
went to the theatres and were informed choice seats were out and
that thev might get some at the
Oouthoul\gencies. There the sales-
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(Continued from page 10)
considerable money 'yet In circulation for this attraction.
The story on "Shuffle Along" Is a
repetition. It did capacity last week,
as it has done every week since it
hit in here.
No serious opposition
is looked for from "Oh, Joyf" due
into the Arlington.
This last colored show is playing at a $1 top, is
housed well uptown and should take

what money

Bhubert manager
has adopted a policy of "two for
one" for one of their houses for
mid-week performances. This is in
the case of Thurston, the magician
playing the Plymo uth.
For this
week the show was sold on a two
for one basis for Wednesday and
Thursday. Last week this show got
about $«»00# in money and this sum
satisfied everybody concerned, small
as the figure was when compared
with the other groses in town.
Hstmlates for last week:
"Sally" (Colonial, llth week. Doe
to pull out a week from Saturday.
Grossed $28,000 last week, off f 1,000
from the previous week and far below the figure the show baa played

.recalled the local

to.

•

"Shuffle

Along"

(Selwyn.

tth

FOR SALE OR LEASE

it does get from a
Dog Act, Bird Act, Cat and Monkey
Francine Larrimore In "Nice Peo- Act. Canary Bird Act Also fine reple/' opened the Hollis for the sea- fihirs Monkeys and Baboons ready
son last Monday night. The house for training.
was plentifully sprinkled with legitimate paper at the opening
E.
move necessary under the condi-

totally different clientele.

—

tions.
The show registered at the
local premiere.

For the

time as far as

first

is
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VAUDEVILLE ATTRACTIONS
Booking with the

want irem Couthoui and

regulate my prices, «o I don't think
you are doing me any favors."
The manager Investigated and
disclosed that theatre patrons were
getting all the choice seats from the
independent agencies and* that the

AND

This

The broker

tickets placed on direct sale at the
box office, with precaution taken
there that the larger part of them
do not fall into the bands of the
speculator*.

the manager that if he wtre allotted equal tickets with the Couthoui
agency he would post a bond guarOUTFITTEKS
anteeing that he woald not charge
more than 50 cents premium on the
City
York
New
ticket.
The manager refused the
proposal. As the broker was leav—FREDDIE
ing he said: "I can get the pick of

What

IN

price.

tractions here are calling on their
employers in New York to permit
them to break away from the Couthoui agreement and
have the

belled, saying he would not play
second fiddle to MYs. Couthoui and
that he could not afford to do business with a profit of 25 cents a
ticket on a 60- ticket buy.
lie told

JUST* 2 PRICES
BMwfrn 46th and 47th Streets
Catering to the Theatrical Profession.
Factory at BROCKTON, MASS.

Telephone 3993' Bryant

people said, "No, nothing today."
and told the people the Ram beau
With all of this the Couthoui show was not one they would
agency was functioning in perfect care for, but they would like
style, for Mrs. Couthoui did not Pauline
Frederick's much better,
thlnjc about the stand patron for and the people bought for Frederthey only wanted to pay toon office ick's. The story was heard by a
prices.
She was figuring on what friend of a loop 'theatre manager,
she could compel the outsidejarqkers who immediately took the "Queen"
These outsiders, hungry to task in no uncertain terms and
to buy.
for stuff on a hit or. near hit, were informed her that if she would not
willing to come to any terms they give all shows equal representation
could with the queen.
this manager would use his influHer average on a hit is 400 ence with other nfahagers to have
tickets a night. Of this amount one them* withdraw their /Jckete from
broker takes 200, and through tak- her stands.
ing these. seats he Is compelled to
Recently a manager of a chain of
take a like amount for other attrac- theatres invited one of the larger
tion* which are not so much in fa- independent
combinations to do
vor on which the queen had to make business with his houses.
This
an outright buy. Then there is an- combination, known as Waterfall A
other agency which takes 50 seats Horwits, have strong city hall backand another 25 under similar terms. ing, and it is said that they were
The balance of the seats, or 120, is called in by this manager as a redivided among the 10 Couthoui sult of pressure brought to bear
stands, to be distributed among the from city BM1.
The manager InCouthoui preferred list of custom- formed the brokers he would allow
ers.
This list is made up of a lot them 50 tickets a night for all of
of wealthy people who pay the his houses and pay a commission
agency $100 a month for service and of 25 cents on each ticket, the same
get their tickets at box office prjees.. as he was paying Mrs. Couthoui.
In one instance a couple at the The broker was told his seats would
Drake hotel aeked for tickets for be second choice after the Couthoui
"The Goldfish." Mrs. Couthoui was seats and that he must sell them at
standing at the counter at the time
office

«

•

NEW YORK CITY

box

$5

is

•

Couthoui mark was on ell of them,
but instead of paying the box office price at the Couthoui stand
they had to pay from $1 to $3 premium on a ticket.
It is said that as a result of this
investigation

-

and

all

MARCUS LOEW

Independent Circuits

NEW YORK

160 West 46th Street
0I7ITE SOS

PHONE: BRYANT f4M

CAN PLACE* STANDARD ATTRACTIONS
WITH VAUDEVILLE UNITS AND
PRODUCTIONS

the managers of* at-

THE ORIGINAL

MARLETTFS MARIONETTES
NOW
Playing Proctor's Fifth Avenue, New York,
Direction MORRIS & FELL

(Sept. 28-Oct. I)

NOTICE TO MANAGERS AND AGENTS
act is alleged to have applied for bookings, the
notice will serve as a warning to such misrepresentation and

Another vaudeville

manager

or

some member

of the act representing hints ell as Mr. Marlette.
will be prosecuted by legal action.

infnngment, and any further violations

Thit
,i

VARIETY
"THE CIRCUIT OF OPPORTUNITY"

38
mBM

Friday, September 29, 1822
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VAUDEVILLE
ALL APPLICATIONS FOF ENGAGEMENTS AND TIME FOR SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE SHOULD BE

MADE TO

SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE EXCHANGE
ARTHUR

KLEIN, General Manager

Capacity business for the
•week).
entire week, about $14,500.
"Little Nelly Kelly" (Tremont. 9th

week).

Had

the

week of the present

biggest normal
run. Did $22,600

which

for eight performances,
capacity and standees.

Good

is

for

many weeks to come if only left
alone.
Big turnaway every night,
with heavy advance Bale.
•'The Bet" (Wilbur. 4th week).
Gross for last week close
Big money maker. Seat
weeks In advance.

BOOKING AGENCY

AGENCY

General Executive Offices

1441

ly satisfactory.
"Oh Joy" (Arlington. 1st week).
Opened Tuesday at $1 top.
"Vaudeville" (Keith's). Big pull

Broadway,
PklOflE

York,

LOEW BUILDING ANNEX

BRYANT SMS

BOOKING
New

New York

Philadelphia,

12

160 West 46th Street
*

WEEKS

Washington,

.

New Ybrk
Baltimore

and intermediate towns

Grossed about $12,000 last week
with "As You Were," and started off
strong this week with "Gimme a

PHILA.

(Continued from page 16)
on Tuesday and again on Saturday
and Sunday. However, business was
decidedly off at the beginning of the
week, with, nevertheless, a healthy
pick-up towards the end. As a matter of fact this dainty musical show

LU

H.

J.

THE STANDARD INDEPENDENT

SHOWS

NEW YORK CITY

VAUDEVILLE

"Tangerine" (Shubert. 4th week).
Business of about $1,000 from the
previous week, witii a total of $19.000.
Strong enough for safety yet.
"Thurston" (Plymouth, 2d week)
Did about $8,100 last week; perfect-

Thrill."

Street,

AMALGAMATED Marcus Loew's

to $19,000.
sale .eight

at box office Monday afternoon and
evening.
Sophie Tutfker evidently
furnishing the draw. Show of high
standard, aa it runs without any
noticeable soft spot. It is said house
did about $17,00,0 last week, although figure not official for local
Keith people guard secret of weekly
business.
"Vaudeville" (Majestlc-Shubert).

233 West 45th

General Manager
•

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

CHICAGO OFFICE
.

Masonic Temple Building

SIDNEY M. WEISMAN

drew the first signs of the winter's
"full dress" draw, and the Shuberta
here, as well as the show management, confidently predict a comeback during the two remaining
weeks of the show's stay.
The first congestion of openings
will occur on Oct. 9 when live openings occur. The most recent addition was the booking of "Captain
Applejack" at the Garrlck, and it
looks a toss-up whether this or
"The Czarina" at the Broad gets
the critics and the cream of the
draw. "The Kuae of Stamboul will
head the musi?al contingent, opening at the Shubert, while Clco Mayfield and Cecil Lean come to the

in

Charge

BERT LEVEY CIRCUITS
VAUDEVILLE
THEATRES
ALCAZAR THEATRE BUILDING,
SAN FRANCISCO
PAUL GOUORON
EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE WOODS THEA.

BI.DO..

CHICAQO

'

Lyric in "The Blushing Bride.' The
Adelphi, which is opening much
later than usual this year, starts its
season with "The Demi. Virgin" on
the same date.
Kstimates of the week:
week).
"Dulcy"
(Broad,
third
Lasting power of this comedy depends on return of theatre's regular
society draw.
So far it has done
nice but not extraordinary business.

BEN

1

Bryant

ARTISTS: —The

best

way

to

know what we have

to offer is to

and talk thingj over with our

right to our offices and look us over
Mr. Markus or Mr. Fisher.

SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

(formerly ond w«ek).
New Clare Kummer
Box Revue"
"Music
comedy a flop here, and its ability
booked for this date) is coming.
to stick three weeks is doubted.
Bejond
(Lyric.
"Marjolaine"
'Up the Ladder" (Walnut).
Opinion is that it will need entire
Brady play, fortunate in opening, week). Accorded bully notices, and overhauling. $7,500.
and being only play at all serious in liked by those who see it. but bust*
expectato
ncs.s
been
has
up
not
town, looks like real business. "The
Charlatan" did about $7,000 for final tion!), though improvement vv is
D0IXY JARD0N
week, showing no drop and while no noted at end of week. Ilaj another
week to go and will be succeeded by
(Continued from page 18)
money-maker, encouraging.
Less than is it an actor's play in method but
"Spice of 1922" (Forrest, th^rd "The Blushing Bride."
week). Final week for this revue, $8,000.
it deals as well with the lives of
"Paradise Alley" (Shubert, first the thespians of tTT© late 18th Cenwhich has lead the business of the
Business about week). New Carle Carlefon h1u>w, tury, when Drury Bane was in Its
syndicate houses.
l'hilly
to
"Sally" coming in Monday with premier here, gets
$15,000.
hey-day. It contains much of the
due in about illusive, fascinating atmosphere
and looked to clean up. No an- ahead of "Tangerine,"
of
nouncement made aa to when six weeks. Looks promising. "Blue
the theatre of bygone days. Payne
Kitten" did about $0,000 during its has devoted time and study to his
final week.
subject and the costumes and set"Pomeroy's Past" (CSarrick. sec- tings by Bollo" Peters go far toward
making the play i convincing speciCROPPER, Inc.

ACKERMAN & HARRIS
EXECUTIVE OFFICES:

This

THIRD FLOOR, PHELAN BLDG.

MARKET, GRANT

and

O'FARRELL STREETS

SEVEN TO TEN WEEK CONTRACTS NOW
a pedantic air to the piece, but

it

adds at the same time a certain
touch of literary distinction which
is frequently lacking in most of our

modern plays.
The story is

told'in episodes covering the "period flrom 1778 to 1816,
and deals with a tale current for
over a century. It is In effect the
men of the period drama The over- life history of Dolly Dland, known
Ninety per cent, of the tlfeatrlrwl profesto the English theatre as Dolly Jorquoted
lines
times
at
lends
of
weight
our
for
Write
ttion u*e Taylor Trunk*.
dan, with particular emphasis upon
theatrical catalogue.
the 20 -year romance of Dolly and
LATEST SHOW BUSINESS SENSATION' the Duke of Clarence, whereby she
\olt >l \ IMIHI- UI-IX...
IMHI-.I
Taylor
PT8IDI DOWN COSTUME
became the morganatic wife of this
B IC enr .'181 1» * R'wiiy. * If
A78 N. HAI.STKAD STRKKT. CHIC AGO
nioNKt riTSROl :iH4H
The? name as contracted for and used l»y
g;»y son of George III. The first act
ihe iJfffnwirh Vill.ipe Pol PI ind IlinKshows Dolly as a madcap girl, and
Tins Is the first Mid
linij Ilros. Cirrus.
the story traces her career through
inly successful devlco which can he worn
mi) operated l>y anyone, Kivititf an exact
stages of leading woman of a band
Imtl ition of a person walking on his of provincial
players to the time
is,
while m reality using feet only.
vvlun .Jordan was the toast of Lonwalk
the
wire
You
can
ruii,
or
dance,
*tenm»hlp nreommodnflon* arranKod on all Mnea, at Main Office Slolio. Excellent attraction for any kind don, ending with her exile to France
Money
Ford
early.
aw
nrrnnne
Price ,i:, on
if show.
Fully protected
to escape a debtor's prist n and her
llont» nro roIiik very full
Frlcea.
Mivie to measure of beat material. (Per*
Mberly Honda bonsbt und *old.
boii uli i ami aoltl
death, abandoned and alone, of a
r
miMlon to u-ie Included ) Write for
broken heart.
'|i ul:irs
Yorlt.
14!h
New
St..
F.nut
104
HON
A
TAUSIG
PAUL
121th S4
Most of the action has. to do with
O.AKCO. «301
N. Y City.
<t 130.(11.17

EDWARD
THEATRICAL

Trunk Works

C
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BEAUMONT
NEW YORK
CHICAGO

LOS ANGELES

STUDIOS

i

NOW

THE TIME TO GET THE
MOST VALUE FOR YOUR MONEY IN STAGE
RIGHT

-

W
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SETTINGS. ATTRACTIVE SETS AT ATTRACTIVE PRICE. SETS TO RENT AS USUAL.

225 W. 46th ST.

^U NEW YORK

SAN FRANCISCO

ELLA HERBERT WESTON, Booking Manager

,

WARDROBE TRUNKS

#

ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS
GRAND OPERA HOUSE

come

$8,000.

Phone

AUSTRALIAN

FULLER

and

1547 Broadway, NEW YORK
JOHN
CIRCUIT
6060-6061
GAIETY THEATRE BLDG. VAUDEVILLE, MELODRAMA AND PANTOMIME

BEAUMONT
NEW YORK
CHICAGO

LOS ANGELES
3PF.«a:ir*

.y^.

*^

W T^

liUINO ISSUED.

Dolly's
adventures with sundry
gentlemen. Three times she sucto
male
blandishments
though not without elaborately contrived reasons. In fact, our heroine
appears never to want Cor a reason
before taking a misstep. Twice it is

cumbs

the debtor's prison which

is

held

up

as a sort of bogie

that'll get you
you don't watch out. The mere
mention of it is sufficient to induce
if

the virtuous Dolly to become less
virtuous.
The third time it is the
desire of her scheming paramour for
social position at Dolly's expense
which casts the die. The motivitlon is obviously carpentered. There
are incidents and characters in the
stage story which have no reason
for being.

Josephine Victor plays DoHy with

moments

of distinction.

She made

the most of the part which is conceived and written uncoftvincingty
in ihe early scenes of the play, but
her characterisation attains strength
and clarity as the play progresses
AH the roles were <>flY*<>i ivHy en
»

ed,

which went

f;ir

<

-

toward rounding

out a fine performance.
Alphon'
Bthier played a theatrical manager
of the period in splendid style, his
characterisation being one of the
brightest spots ot the performance

Amelia Gardner, Whltford Kane m
Langhorne Durton added Intellll
performances to the ensemble Kven
the mmoc roie* were weil clayed
<

^^

.
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THE BEST PLACES TO STOP AT

Leonard Hicks, Operating

Hotels

WILL OPEN
ON OR ABOUT OCTOBER
Tho New

GRANT-^Nf£-LORRAINE
OFFER SPECIAL SUMMER RATES

SSft

««&.&»•

HOUSEKEEPING APARTMENTS

300

Kind— Within Mean*

(Of the Better

Under the direct *oprrvlslen of the owners.

of

Economical Folks)

Located

In

•IT Broadway, t\o*+ to all booking office*, principal
traction line*. "I." road and subway.

the heart of the

J ant
etoree,

elty,

theatres, department

are the largest malntalner* of hoosekeepins; furnished apartments specialisWe are on the ground dally. This alone Insures prompt
ing to theatrical folks.

«« g =2

and cleanliness.

service

ALL BUILDINGS EQUIPPED WITH STEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIC LIGHTS

HILDONA COURT
I'hone

St.
S5flO

ongacre

I

YANDI8 COURT

West 45th

Sll to 347

211-247

Finest type elevator, fireproof build-

One, two and three rooms: built shower*. Tiled kitchen-

in*;.

la baths with
Three
ettes.

kitchen.
911.00 up

rooms

have

Weekly. SGo.90 up Monthly.

THE DUPLEX

One. three and four room apartments

330 West 43d Street
Phone Ilryant C131

with kitchenette*, private bnths and

323325 West 43rd

tele-

One. three and four apartments
with kitchenettes, private bath and
telephone. Unusual furnishing*, room
arrangement* affords the utmost privacy. All night hall attendant.
Rates 916.00 up Weekly.

EIGHTH AVENUE

MRS GEORGE

I1IEGEL. Mgr.

Phone* : Bryant 8959-1

JUST OFF BROADWAY

"ALL THAT THE NAME IMPLIES'
Persssal Dlrsstisa i. M. KENNY
THE HOME OF THE PROFESSION—WITH A HOME-LIKE ATMOSPHERE!
THE
AMERICA
YOU Will. BE CONTENTED AT
IT 18 WHERE YOUR FRIENDS STOP

REISENWEBER' I

formerly

COLUMBUS CIRCLE

The Beat Rate Value

CIRCLE
York

Phone:

and 58th ST..

New

in

E.

OILMAN, Manager

entire production was excel- atre in this city and will again
when the building has been reconlently directed.
The settings and costumes did structed and made ready for them,
much to enhance the beauty of the opened the Fine Arts theatre, located
play, and no small part of. the credit in the interior of Lcew's State the<or the production belongs to Hollo atre. This house is able to seat 650
Peters. The production is done in persons and was placed Inside the
practically one set, the flats being big picture house with the idea of
capable of being shifted in such a leasing it for tho presentation of
manner as to create almost any attractions that would not be able
The opening per- to take over one of the downtown
setting desired.
formance ran well, though with legitimate houses but at the same
somewhat more hitches than some time would be such a standard that
of the premieres recently seen here. tho complete equipment of a theDolly Jordon is a good but not a atre would be necessary. It is the
Its chief weaknesses local belief that such a theatre will
great play.
go here, but the tenancy of the
lie in undeveloped characterization
and mechanical construction. With Henry Jewett Players is understood

The

to be but temporary.

present artistic production and

its

uniform good acting, it will have a
certain attraction for the better
t lass
of draw.
e

The vehicle chosen by the Jewett
Players for the premiere of their
1922 season and the opening of the
house is a show that had never before been acted in this country. It
was written by Henry Arthur Jones,
and while first produced at the Hay-

BurtofC

DOLLY REFORMING HERSELF

W.
LONGACRE

P
DOUGLAS
BEN DWORETT,

Fl

Vacancies

Now

Open.

W.

40th St.—Off LVway
rhone: BRYANT 1471-9

ARLINGTON HOTEL
TORONTO, CAN.
Special Rates to the Profession
Pl>.

Ad* 7600

ordinary theatregoing public.
Jones has built his comedy around
the belief on the part of one- of the
characters that certain portions of
the brain control an Individual and
that there is no ouch thing as a
free wlil.
His daughter starts out
to prove there is such a thing, and
with this in mind starts the work
of reforming herself and everybody
in her immediate circle.
•The story is long on conversation, and has few registering points.

»

ire.

W. tftk
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BARBEAU STUDIO
OSWEGO, N. Y.

V.

Phone
Send

St.. N.

?

Pita Rojr 0344
for

Catalogue
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EALLCTS ANO FLATS
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Mall Crfltri C. 0. D.

**tin
Itlsck.
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White.

h.

Add
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99c
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Wrap rumn

Part of the audience alio

seemed

STAGE
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Catalot V »T«Mai» Order Oept.

plea «u re Is ours
stslD Invite your inspection.
§01101100.

Columbus rr,S-4

BRYANT

NEW YORK

PHONE, MAJDISON

RQ.

1.183

HOTEL ROO8EVELT
EUROPEAN PLAN

Sept.

N. E. Corner 24th Street and

Third Avenue

PORTNOF

1479

NEW YORK

WOLF. Manager*

and

33 vVeit 65th
9

9,

and

New York

St.,

place

Sept.

was therefore un-

14

City avoidably delayed.

rooms.
Complete bousekcep
I'hone in every apart menL
MRS. RILEY. Prep.

9

"Castles In Spain," the new musiplay by Arthur Wimperis and
will have a preliminary
provincial
tour
before
ing acts. Charlie Adams does male coming to the West End. When it
straight and Adclo Ardsley is a does arrive Wimperis will have
sweet 'n' pretty charmer. The plece- three shows running in London, tho
de-resistance was the introduction others being "Bluebeard's Eighth
of wee Willie Ward, the blackfaced Wife" at tho Queens, and "The Remidget whose stuff started where turn" af the Globe.
the preceding pigmy left off.
He
strutted and '"blued" and stepped
It is said that "Tons of Money"
like a veteran and the combination Will have played to over £50,000
of seeming youth and sophistication when It transfers from the Shaftswas irresistible. That made tho bury to the Aldwych at tho end of
third stop-the-show act.
October.
Raffayette'8 Hogs
(New Acts)
closed a bright breesy comedy show
A revue Is under consideration for
which, however, did not elide such the Little. Should this plan materKeith -banned references as Prohibi- ialize the entertainment is guarantion, the Deity and Hades.
Abel
teed to bo on novel lines with an
exceptionally well-known cast.
ing.

cal

Harry M. Vernon,

T

IN LONDON
(Continued from page

The forthcoming concert season
3)

ballet. The repertoire will Include J. M. Syngas "Riders to the
Sea," Matetciiinck's "The Intruder,"
Cialswnrthy's
"Tho Sun," Anton
Tchkov's "The Bear." Clifford Hax's
'Square Pegs," and Koland Pertwee's "Postal Orders."
From this
list it will be seen that the League

at the Royal Albert Hall will be tho
greatest in the building's history.
Tltto Ruffo will open the season,
Sept. 24 and will be followed by
Chaliapinc, Sept. 28;
Tetraxzini,
Oct. 1; Clara Butt, Oct. 7; Frieda
Hempel, Nov. 2, ami Mclba will clone
the season. Nov. 12.

COVERS
ORCHESTRATIONS

to remember Fields for th<
"blues" doggerels he once did and
wherever he came down in the apron
for a solo there was an exp«'< tant
smattering of applause.
Jack Wilson, black-faced, opened

proceedings

by dragging on

\\l»

RAYMOND MATTHEWS
OOMPOSER
4K.O.

New Tork

City

CALLAN'S
EST. I»00

KATHER BRIEF

ORIGINAL

3ERVU8
EXPRES8

WHEN WE TAKE VOIR ORDER WE NEVER

WEST 4Sth 8TREET, 8. E.
Phones BRYANT 2795—6667.

260

H.

Miss

Beeley for a snatch kiss bit, lneRIen tally corking her face in the
process. Th" familiar .lack Wilson
nonsense was Indulged in to his
content,
heart's
ad libbing ami
travestying the lines of tho prcced

ma»aMBaM« m i esswEwawn
PROP nl<T.MN>. (V(I.')HAMAS;
M-TTIM.K OF K> ERY |»EMKttTION l> ANILINE DYE> AM>

ARRANGER

and

J65H Hroadwsy.

1

rV*E*l

ART BOOKBINDING CO.
119 WEST 42d STREET
NEW YORK CITY

MIHH

Corner Eighth Avenue,

THEATRICAL
TRANSFER
YOUR TRAIV

NEW YORK

HICKS

& SON

675 Fifth Avenue, at 53d Street
Have a

little

your friends

fruit delivered to your
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The cast for "Mary Stuart" is now
has hopes of "uplift" and will have complete and John Drinkwater has
commenced
Laura
little
time
for
frivolity.
Rut what Cowie will be rehearsals.
chiefly to the surprise introduction
in the titlo role, Harof the midget who has been camou- about that "ballet" for the 'very court Williams will play
Darnley,
Ignorant?
flaged in the prop table. Although
and Randle Ayrton, Bothwell. The
Ebs' ventriloquism sounded too
Leslie Henson lias thrown in his ilrst act ends with the murder of
clear and natural, ho dispelled any
Rizzio and tho Hecond with the
part
in
the
forthcoming
(Jrossmlthsuggestion of suspicion by removing
murder of Darnley. Sept. 25 has
the dummy's head, etc., so that the Malone production of "The Cabaret been fixed for the
production.
His
final disclosure of the midget came Girl" at the Winter Garden.
as a real surprise. The house was place will be taken by Norman
Speaking at the Trades Union
pleasantly fooled and took It good Grilllths who followed him in "Yes
naturedly bringing tho Lilliputian Fnclo" when Henson went soldiering.
This was announced during
out for a solo in "one."t
FOcJ
Blossom Seeley assisted by I3en- the rehearsal Sept. 9. Tho pronie Fields and Co. showed the duction which should have taken
natives how to properly sell a pop

tively.

AND STREET

1

HOTEL HUD30N

and a

COLONIAL
(Continuod from page 21)
imized through the long running
time with the orchestra solo played
as accompaniment to the "Topics"
reel.
William Ebs reopening the
second half was the second that
evening to stop procedings due

singer— that's all.
Tho pictures
would be the more effective through
dual work between the star and
Fields.
The latter has an nir and
a dash about him that chimes in
with Miss Seeley'fi efforts effec-

KENNARD'S
SUPPORTERS

l<

SOL RAFTS.

ROOM8 NEWLY RENOVATED.

—

$12.50, 60«>; Rrlu Standard Lobby Pholof*.
Prompt ler«
II f«r 19.50, 91 4.013 pt-r 100.

h.

Squ»r*i

Telephone: 7«2S-72t9

(

lxiuhle weight paper. Quality guaranteed.
Send any i.hotn and 92.00 for 00 postals;

NSW FULTON HOTEL?

NOW

ftT

Boston, Sept. 27.
The Henry Jewett Players, which market theatre, in London, in 1908,
formerly tenanted the Copley the- was never considered important
enough to import. As it ran off
Monday night there was nothing to
indicate that tho producers had number and some snappy stepping.
overlooked a bet in passing it up Harry Stover and Warner "Gault are
for the regular stage. It is a com- in the support, the former probably'
edy of the satirical type one that the singer and Mr. Gault the pianist.
The singer also essays a snatch of
is well adapted to the company that
but one that would be dancing ever and anon In company
it,
For Lobby or Advertising played
without great attraction for the with Miss Sooloy and Fields but his
terp work betrays him for a good
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THE LINCOLN

Phone:

KING an* JOHN 9T9.
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Special Summer Rates from June to
Private Bath and Phone in llach Apartment

207

Sun
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FURNISHED APARTMENTS

Convenience*.

A

nartli

airy.

8830

2882

considering the Quality and service
Room wth Private Hath: Also Suite* of Parlor, Bedroom and Uatli.
OVERLOOKING CENTRAL PARK; NEWLY FURNISHED; OAY AND NIGHT 8ERVICE

CHARLES

ISN'T

wU

All

Urge

THK rate*
VERY moderns.

Fireproof buildings of the oewest type, having every device and conve aence.
Apartments are beautifully arranged, and consist of 2. $ and 4 rooms,
kitchen
and kitchenette, tiled bath and phone.
917.00 Up Weekly.
Address all communications to Charles Tenenbaom, Irvlngton Hall.

-

CIRCLE HOTEL

AIRY.

48th Street

312

ELEVATOR

Manager

One Block West of Broadway
Three, Four and Five-Room High-Class Furnished Apartment*— 910 Up

Bel ween 46th and 47th Street*

*

rooms.
PBIVATK bstlu. ahowrr*.
HOT and eold water.
MTKAM heat, telephone/,
KANS in efery room.

HENRI COURT

II

51st Street

Ilrus..

AI-SO—

CITY

Catering Exclusively to the lTofesalon.

THE ADELAIDE
Professional.

BY

CImU'l

A l.l, utiMMn

776-78-80 Eighth Avenue
306-10 West 51st Street
llrr.nl 334-JS3-T83S
Circle 0040-0041
NEW YORK CITY
MRS. GEORGE DANIEL. Proprletres*

Rate*. 910.00 up weekly.

betel

fiimlKlilitat

THK

....

THE EDMONDS

Address All Communications to M. CJ.AMAN,
Onic- - Yandta Court. 241 West 43d Street, New Tork.
Aoarttnents Can lie So n Evenings.
Office in Each Building.

Ftrlctly

FURNISHED
CLEAN AND

4610 CIRCLE*

fords every privacy.

Principal

754-756

THE

APARTMENTS

NEW YORK

Street

M

Directly off

lii»lto.l

K«e for fSUf SSl fl
fine I'UlMlug an.l eqiil|>uii;.t.

Private Bath. 3-4 Room*. Catering to the comfort nnd convenience of
the profession.
K \.M HE A J AND ELECTRIC LIGHT
Sl.VUO IP

W.

cordially
In** art thta

N. V. A.

A XI)

COMPLETE FOB HOUSEKEEPING.

Times Square. Unusual furnishings, room arrangement afphone.

AUK

/

New York

St..

OPPOSITE
YOU—
to

THE BERTHA
355

MRS. BLACK, formerly of Henri Court.
Is New in Charge of Yandla Court.

fall-tiled

266 West 46th

Geo, P. Schneider, Prop.

IRVINGTON HALL

WEST 4Sd STREET
BRYANT 7913

HOTEL FULTON

Double mHIi hnth. 917.SO and $»1.00 per «rrk
Double without hath,
$14.00 prr wrrk

rhone: Longacre 9141— Bryant 42*3
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VARIETY

40
Congren* Monte Bayiey, organizer Wall,

"The Portrait" by Dudley
a new
Welsh comedy,
of the Variety Artists' Federation, Clarke
described whut ho called tho foul- "Prunella" by Laurence Housman,
est case of white Klavo traffic (hat "Little Women," the famous Amercould be found. He referred to the
made by a Maltese music-hall
woman artist. Tho salary was
two pounds a week and commission.
The letter to the wom;in expl lining
that the commission was to bs paid
as follows: The artist was required
to sing on the stage and after each
song w.is to go round the house and
for each free drink aho was stood
she was to receive half the coat.
The letter explained that the drinks
supplied would
bo "faked" and
added? "The more you move from
offer
to a

|

'

KENNELS

DODD

"The Man in Dress Clothes" will
celebrate 200 performances Sept. 16.

is

M

Produced Aug. 19, "The Last
Waltz" has had a successful run in
Manchester and lias now been

During the forthcoming Compton
Comedy Company's season at the moved to Liverpool.
Birmingham Repertory the followThe noisy farce "Double
ing plays will be produced: "Cau-

\

1

1)

WOODSIDE
i«'\fcrutil« Ofifhuliriai*

LI.

vaudeville

in

being advertised by a
Mexican band playing on the balcony over the main entrance just
before each performance.
Of York's

NOW PLAYING FOR PANTAGES

MARY

A

LINDSAY
A Comedy

-

or Quit,"

Personal Direction:

NEW YORK THEATRES

{/

CHARLES

years ago under the title of "Teddy's
Although only in for a
Wives."
short run It seems likely to have
outlived Its welcome before the
time for its natural disappearance

"CRY BABY"
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NKW COMKDY

West 44th

Weat 48th St
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Kn*..

A Sat

Mata. Wed.

NEWS OF THE DAILIES
Lawrence Weber, Jr.. has a
In John Delahunty,
York attorney, who was appointed temporary custodian of the
boy by Supreme Court Justice Burr.
Delahunty succeeds Supreme Court
Justice Louis W. Marcus of Buffalo,
L.

W«ht

LYCEUM

St

«r»th

Era.

and

EDDINGER

NASH

FRANCES STARR
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Street.
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of Bvray.
at 8.30.
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Mata. Wednesday and Saturday.

ANNE NICHOLS' New Comedy

"ScrwimlnRly Funny."

f—8KLWYN THEATRE

— Post.

W. 42d St.—

a new comedy

"PARTNERS AGAIN"

"ABIE'S IRISH ROSE"

I'rlcra:

Eva. $2

A

Ooodman.

Julea Eckert

Mala Wed. A

SO.

LITTLELDHN
W.

Mat*

Wed A

8.30.

— W.

New Amsterdam Theatre

8:16.
POPULAR MATINEE
WBDNB8DAY. l\*>g. Matinee SAT.
A National Institution

Evea.

1:30.

Sat.

42d Street
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EARL CARROLL
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GIRL
GINGHAM
DAINTY MUSICAL COMEDY

A SMART.

in

CP.AVKN

Theatre-, 7th Ave.
nt I ilt. nli Street

with a

CAST OF UNUSUAL EXCELLENCE,
CIIABM1NO OROUF OF
InctuilinK

WILLIE and EUGENE H0WABD

TIMES SQUARE
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CANDALS

.ma

COHAN

Theatre. Sway A 43,1 St.
Ev.8:-u. Mto. Weil. .Sat. 2:30.

play .Tame* Forhea haa writAa Amy, Miaa l.awn-nre
xtepa Into the front rank of American
actre»»»ea."- Clirlatian Bctenca Mimitor

"The
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MYSTERY PLAY
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AM FOX
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LEAD THEM"
Vivid and Dramatic Photoplay—
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PARK MUSIC HALL
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MONTE CRISTO
"The World
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Twico Dally, Z:30 and 8.30
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"A LTTTLE CHILD SHALL
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uti. Si
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WILLIAM FOX

»t 4T St.

Joseph Plunkett

'The Man Who Played God"
STRAND SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
CARL KDOUA RDK. Conductor

Matinees Wad. and Sat., 2:30.

44th ST. THEA.
Mi. W'j A Ha

FLOWER

B'way A 47th ST.

Direction
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Eddie Bowling and a Great Cast
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WAS

"A National Inatllutloa"— B'vray
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The annual award of the Harvard
prize play was announced this wepk
at
Harvard University.
Phillip
Barry, of Roe heater, N. Y., is the
successful contestant, with a threeact comedy. 'The Jilts," which will
later be produced In New York by
the Belmont Theatre Co. under tho
direction of Richard O. Herndon.
The author, a Yale graduate, is a
student in Trof. Rakers 47 Workshop at Harvard. The second and
third prizes went to Norman C.
Linden of Baltimore, author of
"Jennie," and Henry Fis*k Carleton
of Cambridge for "Slug."

From

Matlneaa Wed. and Sat..

Comedy

ANARY RAYFQ

E,

STRERT
,

the chorus.

—A

t h.«E A T R

Mats. Wed. A Sat
WOODS Prrsent^

8:^0.

Alexander Kaahnets, Russian composer, will conduct the music for

Mata. Tuea. a nd Sat., 2:30.

^^^L-T CASINO
vn^iiiv/

Thea.. 41at,

Present

*08C0W_0lreet

.'Lr. .

Wedneailay and Saturday.

EVAN SniPMAN

From

CENTURY ROOF
Kvca. 8:30.

Special Cast Indue"*!:

CYRIL KEIGHTLEY
LUC1LE WATSON
WILLIAM ROSELLE

arrived in, this country the early
part of the wock. They will tour
the United States and Canada.

Balieff's

(FORMERLY "MANHATTAN")

FLORENCE REED
OF SUEZ"
The Awful Truth "EAST
W BUMKRSKT MAL'OHAM
Con

Hwwv. Kva.
and Sat. at

«:30.
2:30.

—NOW AT—

CLAIRE
INA
AM»
ARTHUR UK'UMANJa New

MatB >y e d.

By LOUIS

Darn-

Sat

of

4

Monday

59th ST. Theatre

W.

Then..

WATTftNAT
HflliUHfll

EUR K

T H

Mata. Thura

Sat.

HIPPODROME TOOLS ERRANT

World.

JJENRY MILLER'S

«JK.

A

OLSON'S

MAXINE ELLIOTT'S

MOLLY DARLING
'harlea

<\#

J

Thoatre. nr. Bw.
Eva.
39th* ,bSt.
'* ,
**"*
Mata. Wed. and Sat. at
JOS. M. QAITES Presenta

The Ukrainian National Chorus.
composed of 60 young men and
women whi have been singing In
European capitals for three years,

Py CRANE WILRUR

I

play by KATE L. MoLATJRIN
(baaed on the Saturday Evening Poat
atory by HENRY LEVERAGE).

,

"A REAL CHARMER."

the

A new

tTB,

Weat 4!Mh St
>•*
I
Mata. Wed. and Sat
The Smaahinc Mualeal Comedy Hit
I

dQfh
iJiii

GREAT COMEDY

MAT. DAILY, 2:15; EVES., 8:15

With Margaret Lawrence

IDCDTV
LlDCn

to

ORIGINAL
CAST

YOU WERE"

BERT BAKER

WHISPERING Chauve

LEAVE
s

Mevei

SI I'KK

MANAOEMKNT-CHAIll.RS DILLINGHAM
GREATEST SPECTACLE EVER
STAGED AT THE HIPPODROME

THE ENDLESS CHAIN
I

PER

AVERY

Kva. 8:30

MEN

>

Present

MilLWHITBUallSc^ra^^
(WlKTKHJOFNfW BEAUTIES

" FO

St.

W*d A

WHY
wa<trniials
A

The*.,
St.. ar.
Eva. 8:30. Mtt. Wed.

"AS
With

Mata. 55c to SI (except. Sat. & Holldaya)
Eva. 60c to SL 50 (ex. Sat. Sun. & Holldaya)

™£ MONSTER

E"
Second Triumphant Year

AMBASSADOR
B way.
49th

TIIKATRK
Weat 45th
Wnft.

A(iKS-

II

ALLAN DINEHART and
TALLULAH BANKHEAD

DANCING IIKADTIKS
POPl/LAR MATlMff

-GKKATKST Ml'SICAL HIT OF

"THE EXCITERS"

i

r*" 4*1 ABE

*2~g*

MATS THURS. A SAT. 2:30.
THR RIO COMEDY SUCCESS

—ANDY

NAIO and RIZZO

AMERICA'S FOREMOST THEATRES AND HITS. DIRECTION OF LEE ANO

Kvi.

44th St.

LOOK!
deolared that court duties made
impossible to continue his duties
as guardian.
L. Lawrence Weber
was given exclusive custody of the Powell and Mohr pleaded not guilty MIKE
child, but Mrs. Dillon (Rdtth Hallor when arraigned and were remanded
and formerly Mrs. Weber) has been for trial Oct. 3. Powell, who was
legally fighting in the courts to arrested late in April, the police say,
confessed to firing the shots that
share the child's companionship.
Presents
He also Is alleged
killed Brunen.
Grace George has started re to have said that Mohr promised
hearsals of Paul Geraldy's" "Aimer," t him $1,000 for the job.
which will be produced here under
Direction JESS
Norman
the title of "To Love'."
Ethel Dane has started divorce
»=•
Trevor and Robert Warwick will be rroceedlngs against Cyril Keightley,
associated. The show opens at the
tar in "Fools Errant," now at the twB years.
While In Europe heGarrick, Washington. Oct. 9.
Maxine Elliott. New York, in the trnnslated a number of French plays
Paris courts. She left for Paris six and adapted Sacha CJuitry's "Uno
Joseph Redmond, an electrician months ago and started action. Petite Main Qui So Place" and :t
attached to the staff of the Or- charging incompatibility.
comedy, both of which will be propheum, Yonkers, N. Y., was killed
duced by David Pelasco. He also
by a shock on the stage of the
Hale Hamilton has started re- completed an original play, "Tho
adjustwas
Sunday.
He
theatre on
hearsals on "Swifty." a play written Road Together," and arranged for
ing a transformer, through which by John Peter Toohey eand Walter the production of several of his
enters
the
current
the electric
plays abroad.
C. Percival.
building from the street.

Sat.

All-Star Cast

With an

LOOK!

REPEAT:

FOR A
NOVELTY

QUILT"

Lenore Ulric has denied a report
Mrs. Doris Brunen, her brother,
Harry C. Mohr, and Charles Powell, she secretly married Jascha Heifetz.
a concessionaire, wero indicted by the violinist, several months ago.
the Grand Jury at Mount Holly,
George Middlcton. accompanied by
N. J., for the murder of John
Brunen, circus man at his home at his wife, Fola La Follette, returned
Riverside, N. J., March 10 last. to this country after an absence of

BARNEY BERNARD and
ALEXANDER CARR in
S> Montague Olaaa

COMEDY

I

—

! Jo.

Presents
J

WALLACE

"UNDER A CRAZY

FOR A

it

at 8:30.

Mat«. Tliura. and Sat..

DAVID BELASCO

at 1:1*.

REPEAT:

who

ANDRE PICARD

t>»

I

New

KIKI

A New Cbarartrr Study

The Black Caruso.

PANTOMIMIC FI8HIXG WOYRLT*
HARRY J. FITZGERALD
Direction:

new guardian

LEN0RE ULRIC

8AM FORREST

Staffed by

Eva. 8:10.

St.

& Sat. 2:30.
Pr»»Mti

Mat*. Thura.

OAVIO BELASCO

**

A BOY

IT'S

BELASCO

Even., 8:15.

Godfrey

and

Formerly Johnson end Dean.

arrives.

H.

MASON

..<

Variety Act of the Superior Kind.

SE5

KAGLJB * GOLDSMITH
I

—HAZEL

CEORIC—

FIRMIN and OLSMITH
TOURING THE WEST

tious Campbell" by llrenda Olrvin which Donald C Ithrop produced at
and Monica Cozens, "Irene Wycher- the Aldwych, Sept. 4, was originally
ley." "Caste." "nioggs" by Harry O. done In the provinces some two

8AM

WOODSIDE

DOROTHY

Duke

at the

CORNER"

"SPITE

In 1897.

'The Broken Wing"

Plaji

Tabloid Concert" Management JOHN GOLDEN

"A

The Cafe Royal, the most famous
Bohemian haunt in London is to

to table tho more money in
pocket.
The Congress resolved to support the V. A. P. in
Its bill for the registration of theatrical employes.

FRANK CRAVEN'S New

With

"The Popular America n Singing Duo"

table

your

John Keefe

Warriner

disappear and will be replaced by
a modern restaurant and dmcing
hall.
Its late owner Daniel Nicholas du Nil ol left over a million

when he died

OSWALD

Henrietta and

ican
version of Louisa Alcott's
novel. Among other attractions will
be the appearance of Viola Tree in
a new play, a visit from Phyllis
Neilson Terry, and a pantomime
production at Christmas.

sterling

Friday, September 29, 1922

Mine"

Is
.1

I

I.Y\\

A

59th

St.,

N. Y. 411/

COLUMBUS IIH

BURLESQUES
MATINKK F.VKRY DAY
SlfoW KVKRY MDNMAi'

NBW

BeiriniilnK

ThU Monday

<»ct©l»er ^

m
September

Friday,

Com«dy-drt«* of feature J^ncUi put
k. Warner Brother*, starring Weiley Barry
with Jtf»r»baJl Nellan.
ly .rrangement
William Nl»h ami Walter Do
Btory by
(

.

Designated a Harry Rapf producAt
by Wallace Woraley.

Directed

Capitol, Sept.
ike Clarke

New York

Pumbeii

*t'»^
Wife

w~

..Mrs.

Sheriff"

Rlackwell Cia rke.
Black

Clarke
Carinailuke'a Qoverneas
S*rV"*Bla"ckwell

•rtM

Wod

iJJl]

..

Louis'Purist's

Wesley Barry
N "*» welch
|

Mary Warde

i^SX,

'

1

»£!Si2!!

\iJ~fJ
oSiL^U
Mina D. Redman
...Richard Tucker
Bulalle Jensen
Jane Kockley

Ham Kaufman

Dick Sutherland
Jimmy Qulnn

League Members.
Kdwards and Elaine Manning

"9nltz"

"Rags to Riches" g^ves promise
of being another "School Days,"
coming out under practically the
Identical auspices* and having much
the same merits and virtues. Young
Barry is an absolutely natural kid
actor with a distinct flavor of atIt's a great film
tractive comedy.
for the youngsters and an amusing
one for their elders.
it's Just a piece of artless fooling
free from any/ serious intent, refreshing in its characterizations and
It hasn't even a moral
incidents.
and is devoid of sensational appeal.
A wholesome picture of this kind
deserves support, and this one is
llkey to earn it on merit.
Wesley, the freckled, is the son of
a fabulously rich father, spoiled and
coddlied by a society woman mother
and yearning "to have some fun"
with the other kids outside the high

garden gale. He breaks bonds and
has a glorious rough and tumble
with neighboring urchins, but
is promptly captured and returned

fight

to his prison

round

of butlers

and

music lessons.
looks pretty gloomy for Marina duke, when a fascinating burglar,
member of the Zollani gang, breaks
xt

on robbery intent.

in

Marmadukc

volunteers to help him burglarise
the house, but the burglar is frightened off. Marmadukc goes in pursuit of the fleeing gang iu his own

miniature motor car and comes up
with them in their rendezvous. The
gang grabs him. their idea being to
hold him for ransom, his scheme
being to stick to the gan^ to escape
from home.
The burglarizing member of the

known as Dumbell,

gang,

takes the

kid away, apparently unwilling to
Join the others in the desperate plan
of kiting him if the ransom doesn't
come through, and 'they ko to the
country, where work is offered on a
farm. A love affair develops be-

who

also the local sheriff.

is

I

picture he manages to Introduce a
number of types in short shots that
are most interesting.
Later his
action stuff with the battle in the
desert stronghold, the ride to the
rescue are all well handled.
No exhibitor can go wrong in
Paying this one, for It has all the
action that any picture houne audience could want, and the story is a
real one. At the Strand Joe Plunkett prefaced the feature with a
corking prolog thut was a real production.
Fred.

Marmadukc, newly freed.* makes a
carnival of farm life, and In intervals' helps on
the
romance of
Dumbell and the girl. Tho hypocritical villagers get to knocking
Dumbell, and when a. detective appears and arrests him for kidnapping Marmadukc, they are accordingly delighted.
Dumbell escapes
for the moment, Just as Marinaduke's papa and mamma arrive on
the scene, but presently returns to

Anna Moore
Moore
Squire Simpson
John Slmpeon
Bob Crandall
Nell Reed
Marshal

Boteler

William Scott
Barbara Tenant
Lea Bates

This looks like one of those pictures that has been made at a price
but which will have an appeal in
certain communities and get money
for the exhibitor.
There is a good
cast, including Bessie Love, Tully
Marshall',

Barbara

Tennant

the

role.

Tod Browning who

screen.

The feature

is

any way one looks at
time it
run of

is

a
it.

special

At this

keeping with the general

of the desert sands' picmatter of story this
Old talc shows that a lot i.f the
present day writers must
have
delved Into the past for their material.
"Under Two Flags" looks
like it will compete with any of the
more recent desert pictures aifa
mors than hold its own.
In tho matter of cast the T\
spread itself on this production.
James Kirkwood plays tin- hero opposite
Miss Dean, while 8tuai*t
Holmes and John Davidson are the
heavies.
Davidson tries hard with
the eyes to make his Sheik a Valentino, and to some slight degroe
he succeeds in putting if over in the
tures

all

and

in the

harem scene with Miss Dean. Kthel
Terry plays the Princess Ca-

<;»•>
I'a.t

in

a lircless, dftach'-d rot

manner that does not
After

register.

t

of

left

"underground palace,"
wherein stories have it,

bartered for diamonds.
Lorraine is seen being vulgarly bedecked with strings and brooches of
diamonds and on the verge of capitulating in exchange, when Quelch
shakes an emphatic "nay" and explains he did this merely to show
her where her lust for diamonds
was leading her. At that moment,
a vengeful ex-foreman dynamites
the works, Lorraine's husband arrives on the scene as does Lady
Cork with the fade-out showing
Lorraine, blinded and deaf, monologing in a state of coma that

Marshall

and

arc

Fred Kelso. The story is simply- "Quelch is a man and tell my hustold with fair action. A distinctive band I was true to him to the very
Quelch survives, howfeature is the uniformly excellent end," etc.

Lady Cork.
There's a lot of picturesque stuff
production which guarantees
interest despite the Incongruities.
There is no doubting film fans will
find this a compelling hour's entertainment, but on actual mental recounting it does sum up as someever, {or the clinch with

photography.

The titlo of "Deserted at the
Altar" looks to bo one that, is going
to have a certain amoiint of draw
at the box office. In the old days it
was one of the standard attractions
on the tcn-twent-thirt circuits presenting popular mellcrs.
Jn film
form it should have exactly the
same appeal to the same class of
audiences as the original play did.
The story is that of the orphaned
sister and brother who are in charge
of a rather hard shelled guardian.
Through an automobile accident to
the little boy, the girl meets the
''city
feller"
with
whom she
eventually goes to the altar, only to
have the ceremony interrupted by
the arrival of the "woman with the
baby." It is all a plant on the part
of the heavy who wants to win the
girl, and when this complication is
cleared
there is the usual
happy
ending.
Miss Love is altogether charming as Anna Moore the girl that is
deserted, while Frankio Lee as bet
brother is one of the real stars of
the performance together with the
little dog, Queenic.
Tully Marshall
plays the old guardian, while the
heavy his son is Wade Boteler
William Scott plays the hero and
manages to give a rather satisfactory performance. Barbara Tennant as Nell Heed the woman who
was wronged presented the usual
weepy type that has survived for
so many years of melodrama.
There is a lot of action in the picture and a corking mob scene is
staged just before the finish. Fred.

Winjrate

Raymond Hatton

Barney

....Adolphe Menjuu

Guy

Oliver

George Cowl

•

ii>

sumptuous
his retreat,

Bessie I.ovc

Wade

whose husband has

town on governmental business.
There's a lot of talk about Quelch's

Frank ie Lee
Tully

Mark Kschcr
Col. Pat Templo

UNDER TWO FLAGS

handled the direction has'addc<l little
touches «>f color and atmosphere
here and there Unit go a long way
to enhancing the value
on the

Lorraine

souls

A Unl*»r»wl- Jewel presented by Carl
If there is nothing else in "Pink
Laemmle, with Trlscilla Dean .<* the star.
T>lrected by Tod Browning, who al.*<o as- Ciods" as orthodox flicker entertainsisted in making the adaptation. Shown at ment to commend it, there are at
tli a Strand, New
York, week ol K<pt. ^'».
least two things that will reimClrftrttU
Prisell la Dean
'orporal Victor
James Ktrkwood burse the observer for his hour's
Sh..,k Hen All Haitimmt
John Davidson attention. One is Kebe Daniels' unMarquis de Chateauroy
8tu;ut Holmes suspected attainments in rising to
rrincoss Corona
Ktbel c.rry Terry the dramatic heights and the other,
1^
Rob«rt .Mark
i**
Til.- Sheik's Aide
Bun-m T,.-.\v the artistic Penrhyn Stanlaws' sense
Captain Tollalrc
Albert P«!let of artistry in the fancy production
touches. However, it would take a

The present production, however, is
a world beater for action and Priseilla Dean as Cigarette is wonderful

fields, displays his mastery
the Kaffirs, has some of the
thieving laborers taken up to his
specially prepared surgery, X-rayed,
and the diamonds which they swallowed cut out of them. In Lady
Cork's eyes, this stamps him a brute
and the engagement is off.
Quelch turns his attentions to

W

Tommy

I,oul*

a remade picture. Originally it was done by William Fox
with Thcda P.ara as the star in 1*U6*.

diamond

among

DESERTED AT ALTAR

hurrah finale, with
Marmadukc
emancipated/ from the apron strings
and the parents cured from making
him a "sissy,*' all of which isn't ruch
a bad moral when you conic to think
of it.
Jim
Hush.

Js

'in

the diamond owner.

in the

what far-fetched.
The excellent casting does much
to convince and carry the tale. The
Abel.
photography is corking.

JUNE MADNESS
"Juno Madness" Involves a good

|

I.

A PRANK STATEMENT

deal of production magnificence. It
has two sets that measure up to the
biggest in proportions. One is an
elaborate staging of a church wedding and the other is a cabaret
scene, both done with a lavish hand.
But the story does not justify the
cost ofl the picture. It greatly overdoes the cutic-cutie style of Miss
Dana to the point where she alienates sympathy as the head-strong
daughter of wealth.
There comes a point in the behavior of even a screen girl tom-

per

subject to burlesque. The attitude,
by the way. is quite familiar to ob-,
servers of the screen art. Does this
sort of thing awaken a sympathetic
response in the minds of the fans?

We

$rlADOY/$
persons at Los Anodes vho have
pronounce "Shadows" the most

The fev
it

unusual picture

ever

made,a

in

•

So totally different that it Just doesn't
permit comparison vith any other

V

picture

Their comments tempt us to refer to if
M
as"the(t3reatest / 'the Most Vonderful"

motion picture ever made.
But
that

one reads so many such claims
these adjectives have

lost their true

lontf since

meaning/

Oo vc merely wish to convey
D.PSchulbero'

ttat

presents

A.Tom forman Production

DO

c*> r.

Adapted from the famous

S
prize story,

Portrayed

it

by

cel

Lon Chaney
Valter Longf
Priscilla

Pord
Moffe
John Sain poll's
Harrison

De

Marguerite

|

all it is Prise 11 la Dean as
the Daughter of the Regiment who
is the center of tln> action.
KirkWood's performance qualifies but
does not stand out.
Tod Urowning did himself proud
in tho matter of direction.
In the
cafe scene at the opening of tUo ject

revelation

every way

"Chine; Chingf, Chinaman",
by Wilbur Daniel Steele.

mamma

La

Buddy Messenger
Bonner
Frances Raymond

'

—

—

pronoun

italicized

for

cm-

thH

sort.

—

—

Jl*sn.

Directed by

Tom

Forman.

look at d And judqe
as wonderful ana
as great as lhe$ say.

Uc/e asL

tfou lo

for yourself if il

Prints
9r%4»t*4

a!

toy
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announcing^.

arc-in just this position in

The mother has arranged a match
between Clytie and a simpleton, of
wealth, but Clytie resists right up
to the altar.
The best man drops
the ring, and whilo everybody li
stooping under the pews to look for

Clytie dodges through the chanand escapes. This is after she
has fallen as she marches up the
aisle and blackened her cyo (the
greater jjirector than Mr. Stanlaws optic turns a fine grease-paint
black in three seconds). This wedto inject a sense of breathing real
ism into a theme that leaves one ding party is broken up, but anplaces a
doubting from the lirst planting of other is set and
husky housemaid at Cly tie's bedthe plot seed.
John Quelch, diamond mine own- room door to prevent another escape.
and adjacent So she goes out the window on a
er
Of Kimberley
(South African) territory (despite rope made of her bed clothes.
She whizzes to Pennetti's roadMr. Kirk ood's reservedly sincere
personation) cannot hear out the house where Len Pauling, her roscenario's title that the lust for mantic sweetfleart, is leader of the
diamonds is more pitiful than the jazz dance orchestra. The dancing
inebriate's for alcohol or the drug star of the roadhouse cabaret has
addict's for "snow'' and that ho has failed to make an appearance, and
yet to meet one woman whoso very Pennetti (played by Snitz EkI wards)
soul cannot be purchased for a few is In despair. The society spy, who
Of course, the has followed Clytie and is anxious
baubles of **ice."
plot development is quite obvious to create a scandal, suggests to
flashes Mrs. Pennetti that society's champion
moment
one
from the
Lorraine Temple's (Ilcbo Daniels) amateur dancer is in the place.
fascination for the diamonds Quelch Clytie is invited to take the absent
dancer's plare.
She rips her eveis displaying to her and Lady Margot Cork (Anna Q. Nilsson). Quelch ning dress apart until she has go1
down to the costume of daring "Folis a playful sort of codger (but a
gentleman at heart, mind you) whose lies" proportions and gives the perLen. meanwhile, has
formance.
little idiosyncrasies lun to leaving
souvenirs in .all his lady callers' coached his musicians to turn all
gloves and thus gauge their varying the lights out and make a noise in
a
"It's
raid," shouts
Lady Cork the dark.
states of temptation.
very promptly returns the diamond somebody and the crowd gorambli
for the doors. Len seises Clytie and
thus placed
in her glove and sees
x
Lor- hurries her to a ne-irhy motor boat
through the diamond king.
'To escape the police," be says,
raine do* 8 ditto, but only aft' r some
strenuous iu^-rvals of writhing on He takes her to his bungalow, where
th<- door.
That was bur histrionic the ('.in<ing star is being marrjed,
ak e ainstructions to "get over'' how tho and ttlcTl ttn? run away s
To double wedding of it.
precious "ice" reacts on her.
few
laughs
in
a
There
the
this
are
her credit, one will not assume
interpretation was self -inspired b it picture, but Clytie's temperamental
outbursts earn few of them, Miss
more likely director-perspired.
Tho story continues with Lady i»..na is a capital comedienne of s
Cork's boy repeating ever and anon certain style, but you couldn't expect iu r to do much with a female
to his mother. "I like him" (the ob-

I

n announcing a new picture for release,
the conscientious producer and distributor finds it most difficult to convey
the excellence of his production
for fear he will over-rate or sometimes
under-rate its real value.

seen

PINK GODS

straighten things out.
It appears that he was a federal
secret service man all the time and
was operating to run down the Zol*ini gang. So it all ends in a whoop-

This

refera
to John
This is Lady Cork's guidher affair of the heart with
A formal engagement is finally arrived at. but
broken after Quelch takes her to the

ance

A Ave reel melodrama presented by Phil
Ooldatone. adapted from the old popular
priced meller that played the combination
houses years ago. Directed by
ilium K.
Howard.

41

which

phasis)
Quclch.

boy where bad manners and ill temarouse Impatience and Miss
Dana reaches it in the tale of Clytic
"Whitmore. the spoiled daughter of
riches.
She throws things at her
maid, treats her mother rudely, not
to say violently.
In general, this
admirable heroine of Mr. Beaumont's story should have been put
In a correction school instead of
being coaxed and coddled. This idea
ocours to one about the middle of
reel one and from then on one's
resentment grows.
The whole picture is flash and
vulgar. Everybody who belongs in
A Tenryhn 8tanlaws production (Para- the environment of wealth and
mount), featuring Bebc Daniels and James breeding, from
the mother to the
Kirk wood in bo'.d program type and Anna
Nilason and Raymond Hatton in lever suitor for the girl, is made ridicu<J.
consplcuouanefa.
A tale of tlio Kimberlcy lous, and the hero is a jazz orchestra
diamond fields adapted from Cynthia Stock- leader Jn a roadhouse.
Another
ley's novel. "Pink Gods and Blue Demons,"
by Sony a Levlen and J. H5. Nash; scenario character who wears evening clothes
by Kwart Adamson. Current at the Rlulto. is a eociety spy who secretly conNew York, week of 8ept. 24.
tributes to a society scandal newslyorralne Temple
Bebe Daniel*
Whoever wrote the story
John Quelch
Jamea Kirkwood paper.
Lady Mat-got Cork
Anna Q. Ntlsson seems to feel that clean linen is a

tween Dumbell and an orphan girl
on the farm, adopted by the kindly
farmer,

!
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THE FIGHTING GUIDE
A Vi:igr.»|'li.
E<mh Johnson
Imuran

Wiil'.iirn

i>tre<
co-starred.
fronf the K'-rlpt by

Shown

.smollen.

J.

William I>unmn ant

v.tli

on doable U iture

at

Ww

lit

New

h

i>>

t« <i

York

bill.

Ned L.lKiitnlr:jr
William Duncan
Kthel MaqDonald
/.Hdtth Join/on
I^oril C'iiumXch Winston. .flarry Loniyiitle
\\ ,iU!am MCCall
Tubba.
Grant Kn ..*•••ShTnry l>All.rx>U
John MarlK.n:t.l
Chirles Dudley
'Indian Kill'
Kred De Hilv.i
Mm. Canu'Jii>
Mn! Harry Hum*
.

Here

Is a Vitaffraph western t lia
decidedly different.
Because of
it is strong enough to ride
by itself instead of being played on
double feature bills as jt i* being
by the Loew Circuit. A western
without a dressed tip cowboy, or
near cowboy, and still with Just as
much action and better riding stuff
th'*n the usual type of western has.
William Duncan and Edith Johnson
the the Vita's serial stars. They
both qualify as feature stars and
they should be kept so, providing
they will continue to turn out pictures of the calibre of this one is.
It is a picture that gets over the
plate with a wallop.
William Duncan has the role of a
guide In the northwest. The head
of an English Syndicate engages
him to guide him to the holdings
of the company. Duncan decides to

Is

this fact

compel

the

titled

one

change

to

places with him and he walks into
a mystery crime, clears it up and

wins the girl, who is the daughter
of his dad's former partner and who
Is accused of the crime.
It

a simple

la

tale

directly

and

but with a lot of action.
Duncan handles himself wonderfully

simply

told,

well, rides like a Comanche and pulls
one trick In the riding stuff that is
enough to make the picture. Miss

Johnson shows a wealth of screen
and
personality in this picture
handles her role exceeding well.
The production wasn't a costly
one, but the picture is there with
the action punch from beginning to
end.

A

GIRL
A

Fred.

WHO RAN

WILD

isn't.
Thoso that would be attracted by that particular title are going
to be disappointed when they see
the picture, and thoso who would
04 me to see "M'liss*' stay away from
the theatre because they could not
by the widest stretch of their imagination figure that "The Girl" title
would be remotely connected with
the Urct Ilarte story. It is barely
possible, however, that V did not
want this production confused with
the Artcraft production of "M'liss''
which Mickey Nellan directed with
Mary Pirkford as the star, released
That version of "M'liss"
In 11MK.
was a real picture; this version is
just so much iilm. The Harte story
was adapted and directed by Rupert
Julian, who was far from getting
either the spirit or the atmosphere
of the story on the screen.
Gladys Walton, one of the younger

Friday, September 20, 1022

although strong it Is never sordid
and the change of locale from the
squalid east end to the fashionable
west Is well done.

Queenie has been kidnapped when
a child and Is "keeping house" for
a good-for-nothing scoundrel named
Dan Creedon. She has one friend,
a flower seller, Toby Willis, and
while chatting with him one night
meets Frank Hepburn, a society
man who is having a look around
the slums. Returning home, she is
assaulted by Creedon, who is arrested. The fellow, however, is only
bound over and on his return home
again assaults the girl. This time
it is Toby who comes to the rescue.
In the subsequent fight he receives
injuries from which he dies. Creedon
is arrested for murder and Queenie

is homeless.
She Is befriended by a
by comparison with charitable woman, who obtains a
by those position for her as a mannequin.
who remember the performance of She soon becomes a success. She
the latter in the picture, but she Is a meets Frank again and he is once
pleasing enough little harum scarum more attracted by her innocence
She falls ill and he
of the gold camp, with perhaps a and beauty.
slight tendency to over-act the tom- has her sent into the country to his
boy stuff. The cast supporting the own home, but Queenie thinks it is
star is a fairly good one as Univer- the house of the doctor who has
sal standards of casts go, and the been called in.. Creedon escapes and
production is about all that could be coincidence takes him to the house
He forces her to
asked for In a picture of this sort where she is.
that was evidently made inside of write a letter exonerating him from
guilt In the death of Toby.
Later
a low production overhead limit.
he calls on Lady Hepburn and tells
It. however, Is a fairly entertaining picture that moves along rather her Frank has ruined Queenie. Ladyslowly as to action except for th? Hepburn goes to the house and finddance hall barroom tight between ing them together and with a baby
the hero and the heavy.
That is Queenie is mothering believes the
She disowns Frank at the
rather well handled by the princi- story.
pals involved.
Otherwise there Is same time, telling him he is only her
The tangle is ultinothing about this picture that adopted son.
takes it out of the U regulation pro- mately straightened out when Dan
gram class, even though it might Creedon, who has been mortally
have been developed into a real spe- wounded while resisting re-arrest,
confesses his guilt and
cial.
proves
From a box office standpoint there Queenie Is really Lady Hepburn's
is naught about the picture that one
missing daughter. Explanations rewould bank on. except In the reg- garding the true relationship beular daily change of policy houses, tween Frank and Queenie fo'low
where there la a steady grind and and the pair are happily united.
no one cares what is on the screen The production work is excellent
and the picture house Just serves throughout and the settings are

U

stars, suffers

Miss I'ickford

in the role

as a limekiller.

first

picture

Raymond
15.

Is

as

Dan

made by from

This latest greatly boomed and
long anticipated Stoll film is a disappointment. Beyond the fact that
it is historical, the central character
Is called "Dlok Turpin,"
and the
famous ride to York is featured, it
might be anything. Tho story is
merely the usual historical mixture
of ladies in distress

gives

a

Creedon,

Toby

Willis

and Semen

the

bottom knocked out of

biggest attraction of the

{
I

Frank Kirby.

HERE'S SOME BIG

ELLIS

new

NEWS FOR YOU

PARKER BUTLER

ons of America's foremost authors, whose book,
"Pigs Is Pigs,"
is known to practically every family,
will writs a ssriss of
six story advertisements in the Saturday
Evening Post on
"East Is West."
First National considered this picturs so
unusual it invited
Mr. Butlsr to see it. Hs was so enthused over its
bigness

and

its fine sntsrtainmsnt value that he
agreed to write a message
to the American public on its merits. It was
then arranged to
use theee heart-to-heart talks in the most widely
distributed

Telegram From a

Surprised Exhibitor

medium known, The Saturday Evening

**$*'

WESTERN UNION TELEGRAM
Wichita, Kansas. Sept. 23. 1922

**N>

Fred Warreo,
American Releasing Corp.,
IS West 44th Street. New York. N. Y.

standing as a man of letters will carry additional
weight.
Besides, the American people love the personal
touch in adver-

and especially when a
talks directly to them, telling

Booked Beban and company in conjunction with The Sicn of
Played to regular admission prices figurine lucky to
break even for advertising it would give the house. Delighted
to advise you that it played to a profit beyond my wildest ex*
pectations. Congratulations and many thanks for the attraction
Stanley Chambers,

F*ost.

Think of the tremendous asset in having Mr. Butler write
these
messages under his own signature. No more capable
writer
could be engaged to undertake such a campaign.
And his high
tising,

the Rose.

N

their

A NEW IDEA IN
NATIONAL ADVERTISING
OF MOTION PICTURES

6w Offend to&chibitors

season that is
offered exclusively to motion picture theatres is
George Beban and his theatrical company appearing
in conjunction with Mr. Beban's tremendous motion
picture The Sign of the Rose.** We can play only a
30-week route this season and only a few weeks* time
remain open. Wire us at once for play dates and prices:

Hjr«>

and much bettor act-

ing than we are In the habit of
seeing in native productions.
The story is one of village life and
has for its theme the social battle
between the vicarage and the big
house of the aristocracy. Because
the vicar's daughter dresses well she
is looked upon by the village gossips as being "no better than she
should be." The vicar calls on a
widow, a stranger to the village, and
immediately becomes the center of
sea dal.
He is Innocent, but appears so guilty that the bishop demands an explanation, which is considered quite satisfactory. Finding

and a
comes

R

A

cavaliers,

lent production

very

Geoffrey Benstead, with the "B. &
good dramatic entertainment. The story is an original some capitally stage-managed crowd
one, written by Lilian and Edward work. The British, French and some
Gordon, the latter having di- other continental rights In this film
rected the production.
have already been disposed of.
The story is of humble life, but
Gore.

k£3N.

and

wicked and otherwise, with the
usual happy ending. The "doubling"
in the ride Is very apparent, not
only on the part of Turpln but on
the part of the Bow Street runners.
Matheson Lang's name (no worse
choice from a physical point of view
cou!d have been cast for the part)
will probably bring some measure
of success to the film in England,
but that is its only chance.
The story tells how, on his way to
Weston, near York. Ferret Bevis,
who has Jeered at highwaymen and
wagered nobody could rob him, is
held up by Dick Turpin. The braggart has his daughter Esther with
him. the object of his visit being
to
marry her to the Earl of Weston

London, Sept.* 11.
This la yet another picture put
forward under the auspices of the
British National Film League. It is
an ordinary story marked by excel*

Wm

Geoffrey Benstead. Many other
small parts are well played and the
east end scenes give scope for

Z." brand, is

The

13.

capital, if a little highly

capital study of

Greatest Combination Stage

rxuikm

London, Sept.

Gore.

colored

London, Sept.
the

.

good performance as Queenie. Ray

REPENTANCE
This,

FIRES OF INNOCENCE

DICK TURPIN

scandal -loving ideas the gossips
turn to the realities around them.
The vicar's son has stolen Jewelry
from the local representative of
aristocracy and his daughter has
dared to fall in lovev with the son of
the house.
Eventually tho gossips
are
hoist by their own petard and
and with her Turpin promptly falls
the vicarage family arrives at the
In love.
As a side line, he assists Luke conventional happy ending.
Joan Morgan is exceptionally good
Sopors to recover his inheritance,
ferret Bevis now decides Esther as the daughter, and the same can
be said of Marie I'Mngton as the
shall marry Luke and in her
terror aristocratic lady. The
the girl sends a message to
cosTurpin sips are ably played by leading
Madge Tie?
who is hiding in London. She
imGore,
plores
to come to her assist- and Nell Emerald.
ance. Turpin has been in the
meanlime captured, but Rack Bess
reA vol B. Silverman, of House.
sponds nobly to his call.
Then Grossman & Vorhaus, and Louis
comes the ride, with the
pursuit
Weiss,
Weiss Bros. Clarion
of
lose behind.
Black Bess dies
broken heart and Turpin arrivesof a Photoplays, Inc.. have been appointtoo ed receivers of the profits of the
late to prevent the
marriage, but "Sawing a Woman In Half film
In time to kill her husband
and re- expose produced and distributed by
store her to the arms of
her lover. Clarion and the Alexander Film Co.
The picture closes on Turpin
who until restrained by court order. A
has acquired another horse,
a white motion will be argued this week to
iS tlr
drln! <inK a sad (oast include as
£?'
co-defendants John E.
?r®o
to Bonny Black Bess."
The acting Coutts. Ike Weber. Walter Hall and
is good.

good.

Fred,

Peggie Hathaway

Universal production of Hrct Harte'a
"M'llaa," adapted and directed by Rupert
Julian, with Gladys Walton starred. Shown
at Loew'M New York on a double feature
bill with Buster Keaton'a "Cops."

Bret Harte's Immortal "M'liss" is
presented here under the title of
-The Girl Who Ran Wild." which
undoubtedly is the Idea of the Universal executives as to a title that
is sure fire for the box office.
Maybe it is and then again maybe it

-

man

of so unusual attainments
HE thinks.

them what

These

six story advertisements will also be reproduced
on eix
half-sheet posters for your lobby, so that a single
glance will
connect the advertisement with the picture, even
if any one
should not have taken time to read them through,
though
they'll be so interesting every one will read
them.

Managing Director, Miller Theatre.

Joseph M. Schenofc present-
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CONSTANCE TALMADGE

Harry Carson, presents

in

8

and

\jeorge Bebati
With

and a superlative cast
Written

and superoi. A

by George Bebari
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to

ever

Bs

fun

screened

West"

Samuel

Shi, .man and John B. Hymer, (mm
the play produced
by Wm. Harris, Jr. Adapted by rrancea Marion.
Photographed
by Antonio CJoudio. Art direction by Stephen Ooosaon.

Directed by

___^

——

Helene Sullivan

thrills

u East
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JheSIGNof the ROSE

reels of the best

director of

Sidney

"Smilin'

A First National
Attraction

Franklin,

Through"
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FILM FEATURE RACE

WEEKLY MEET

(Continued from page

HAS INTERNAL CLASH

they fear what the effect

"TWIST" PLACED

1)

At Strand,
of

the

opening of "Knighthood" will have
j
!— Motive
as „;.,« diAMAAiAfi on "Robin Hood" when It comes
Suspected
mto New York. a 8 yet no New
Underlying
York house has been definitely set,
in Proposed Brooklyn Exbut the Apollo has been spoken of,
hibitors' Body
with negotiations also on with Wili

liam Fox for the Lyric. The disastrous showing that pictures have
in the legitimate houses on
42d street tiius far this season has
the United Artists trying for a
Broadway house with a hope that
it might be able to get into the
Astor if a deal can be effected with
Metro which has the house under
leaso for the time being.
The Hearst people, meantime, are
trying to shape up a campaign in
Chicago and Boston, making inquiry for
house in the latter city.
The United seemingly at this time
is directing its full strength on Chicago as the first point of attack outside of New York, with the feeling
that that city would about even it
up if they should manage to beat

between those
Another clash
among tho New York exhibitors who
less
friendly
disposed
or
are more
toward Sydney S. Cohen and those

•

made

responsible for the breaking away
with the entire organized body of
New York State exhibitors from the
organization,
which is
national
Cohen -controlled, came to light at
meeting
of
Theatre
the
weekly
the

Owners* Chamber of Commerce.
Following the discussion held in
regard to biblical Alms at the Hotel
Astor Tuesday, there was almost a
pitched battle in the closed session
for members only of the T. O. C. C.
During the last few weeks there
has been in the process of formation a Brooklyn organization of exhibitors in which those most active
were known supporters of the Cohen
regime in the national organizaOne of these was mentioned
tion.
as the Cohen candidate to head the
Chamber of Commerce at the last
election of that organization, but he
was forced to withdraw because of
the advance uncovering of the plan
to place him in nomination. One of
the staunchest workers for the electlon of a subsequently nominated
Cohen candidate is at the head of
the new Brooklyn exhibitor body.
The organization was formed ostensibly for the purpose of combating the operator situation In the
Brooklyn borough, but underlying
there is believed to be a move on

"Knighthood"

that

into

point.

be available for the "Knighthood"

picture Is a question.
After the showing that the production has made at the box office
at the Criterion, it is quite possible
tnat either the Shuberts or A. L.
Erlanger will be more than willing
to open up time for the production
in the bigger cities at this time.
The other big towns in which the
battle is to be waged are San Francisco, Los Angeles. Philadelphia, St
Louis, CleveU^d, New Orleans and
Pittsburgh.
Wednesday it was settled tho
foot where this organization, if suf- Fairbanks picture would come into
Lyric, New York, opening there
the
ficient strength can be "developed, is
to bring about an open rupture in Oct. 30, for an indefinite run. The

organization,

and promise

it

I

,

moral

B.

New York—First NatTe

& K/s SYNCOPATION WEEK' EASTMAN DIRECTOR QUITS

When

Distribution

Chicago, Sept. 27.
& Katz presented

Balaban

"Syncopation Week" at the Chicago
last week they stole a march on the
"Oliver Twist," the Jackie Coogan
McVlcker's opening plans.
It is
starring feature, is to play
the understood it was tho intention of
Strand, New York, opening there on
S. Barrett McCormick, McVicker's
Oct. 22 for two weeks, providing the
director, to use tho "Syncopation
picture hits a gross of $25,000 on
Week" stunt for tho premiere week.
the first days of the opening week.
He successfully put over the idea at
The Lesser people tried to get their tho Allen, Cleveland, from where
opening set for the^following week,
Jones, Linick & Schaefer brought
with an arrangement that in tho
him. Somehow, McCormlck'a plans
event the second week went to a like
leaked out, with the result that
gross, the picture would be he d
lial a ha n & Katk took advantage of
over for a third week. They were
tho advance news and beat Mcfiguring on getting election day on
Cormick to it.
the second week, but the Strand
management Insisted on the opening being set for the week earlier,
release presentation Is planned for
so that tho second week would not
London.
get the advantage of the holiday.

"Robin Hood" is to have the Cofran
Grand opera house as its theatre
in Chicago.
Just what house will

the T. O. C. C. At Tuesday's meeting the principal worker for the
Brooklyn organization asked that
the T. O. C. C. countenance the new

43

C. H. Goulding,

Who Opened New

Rochester House, Resigns

~^1
Rochester, N. Y., Sept. 27.*
Charles H. Goulding, managing
director of the new Eastman thcatro since Its Inception, has resigned.
That statement is issued
from the office of tho theatre, but
no further' Information was given.
There has been a rumor here for
about ten days to tho effect .that
Gould. ng was leaving, in trying to
obtain verification at tho Kastman
it was admitted that his resignation had boen accepted and that

Arthur Amm, his assistant, would
take charge of tl.
house until a
new managing director was named.
his
Goulding was named as the man-

Sol Lrss.-r and Abe Gore,
deal which Lesser closed
the First National provides partner, leave for the coast tomorrow (Saturday). Gore still infor the release of the picture in the
open market through First National sists that he is in earnest about
with the producer retaining the trying to secure legitimate attractions for the West Coast Theatre,
right to o. k. contracts and also
with the proviso that no exhibitor Inc., the chain which he and Lesser
are jointly Interested in. It is exwho did not play the previously receedingly doubtful If he will be able
leased three Jackie Coogan pictures
would be unable to secure "Oliver to negotiate a hook-up with the
legitimate powers that be in New
Twist" until hq did play the attracYork, whereby they would be willtions.
ing to break from their present
In taking over "Oliver Twist" the
coast affiliations and permit the
First National took the world rights
picture house people to get the
to the production, this being the
shows going to the coast.
first picture that they have taken
under the new plan whereby they
will release in foreign countries. An
The new Branwell at Branwell,
early release with a de luxe pre- W. Va., opened last week.

The

with

ager of the Eastman early In 1921
and for a year before coming to
Rochester he devoted himself to
a study of motion picture houses all
over the country. He arrived here
early in the summer and started
tie organization of the house per.«

nnel.

The

opened on
than a month

theatre

Labor Day and

less

after the opening he tendered his
resignation.
The general opinion is that the

new Eastman is going to be something more or less of a white elephant on the hands of the sponsors, much as the Century, New
York, was on the hands of the
founders of that institution.

Bebe Daniels
James Kirkwood

Shuberts -made an arrangement
with Wtlliam Fox whereby he will
permit them to swing him and his
future film attractions which were
to have played the Lyric, into the

Anna Q.Nilsson
Raymond Hatton
PR11IH110 IV JCMll.LASkV

Astor.
and financial support.
Seemingly Fairbanks Insisted on
At the meeting it was decided a
commltteo of five be appointed to the Lyric through sentimental reago into the matter of the Brooklyn sons. It was at that house that*he
organization.
In the interests of first scored a hit in "Fantana" and
those exhibitors in the Brooklyn there that he presented "The Three
territory not members of the T. O.
C. C, because they are unable to
afford the annual dues of $100, the
organization voted to assist them
financially as well as morally in the
fight with the operators that seems
to bo brewing over there. O'Reilly
was appointed chairman of the
committee, to insure the impossibility of any moves that might be
in the Interests, of the Cohen faction getting past in the meetings.

Musketeers."
is

singularly

In addition, the house
appropriate for the

showing of "Robin Hood," for the
theatre was originally built from
royalties that the operetta "Robin
Hood" earned for its composer,
Reginald de Koven.
The first sale that was consummated for "Robin Hood* was with
Sid Grauman for his Hollywood
theatre in Hollywood. Grauman is
guaranteeing $30,000 for an inrun of the production there.
The United Artists in New York
to be considering dealing
is* said
with the independents among the
exhibitors for booking following the
Lyric engagement instead of booking through the two big circuits,
Loew and the Keith-Proctor-Moss
On previous Faircombination.
banks and Plckford pictures the independent exhibitors protested over
the playing of them with the circuits which cleaned up and left
nothing for the smaller exhibitors
and a general readjustment was
brought about on several of the
productions. With the formation of
the new Associated Booking Corporation, which is a combination
of Independent exhbiitors, there is
a chance that they might get the

definite

N. 7.

EXHIBITORS ELECT
Buffalo,

At a meeting held

Sept.

27.

week

late last

the Majestic Theatre the New
York State Motion Picture Theatre
Owners' Association elected the fol-

at

lowing officers:
President, George E. Williams;
Vice-president, James Wallingford;
secretary, Bruce Fowler; treasurer,
Al Beckerlch; members of the advisory board,
Barney Vowlnkle,
George Keating, Charles Higgins,
Jules Michaels, Henry Carr, George

Haney, Frank Nowak.
Griffith in

Hays' Group

An

D. W. Griffith has finally joined
the Hays organization, or at least
signified his intention of doing so
the circuit.
by making application to join this picture before
Before leaving Los Angeles for
Week. He was named as one of the
New York, Fairbanks is said to have
original incorporators of the Prothe question of his next producers' and Distributors' Associa- settled
duction, which is to be a screen
tion, but at the formation of the
version of "Monsieur Beaucaire"
organization came the row between
"The Virginian," as he
William Fox and Griffith over "Or- Instead of
planned.
phans of the Storm," with the re- had
sult the latter failed to go along
Los Angeles, Sept. 27.
with the Hays*outflt as it progressed.
Douglas Fairbanks, Mary Plckford
and her mother, Mrs. Charlotte
Smith, as well as Mr. and Mrs. John
Fairbanks, are en route to New York
via the Canadian Rockies. They are
due to arrive on Wednesday of next

100°/(
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Exhibitors of Michigan
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tings.

New York won't know Mary, as
she has donned long skirts, which
reach within six inches of the
ground, and Doug is hiding behind
a beard btmh. The party will stop
over in Chicago for a few days.
Doug's "Robin Hood" is neheduled
to open there at Cohan's Grand, Oc-

high

among the

*

week.

a

"Deserves

place

Paramount

absorbingly

in-

beautiful setCast excellent."
—N, Y. Telegraph
story,

"Poignant drama.
reality.

Intense
Splendidly done and

highly interesting."

—N.
vincibly

Y. Mail

human drama,

"Strong

15.

stirring,

engrossing,

better

medium.
Rates very low

DETROIT, MICH.

Absolute

in-

unusually
dramatically

The Syracuse M. P. Co. has ready
for release a now rom««dy drama

dynamic."

(Arthur S. Kane). This l* Hamilton Smith's second production by

"Exciting melodrama. Bebe
Daniels gives striking per-

!.
iture entitled "The Jolly Fish."
for r«li. isc through the Piaygoeri

the

Upstate

company

financed

»•>

A third is in courst
local capital.
In 'The Jelly Fish"
of production.
<;im are Wyndham Standing, now
making

pictures

abroad:

Dorothy

Mackaill, and J. Harney Bhscri.

formance."

—

Ar.

A PENRHYN 8TANLAWS
PRODUCTION
(This
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and electro*
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y. Herald

By Cynthia 8tockley
Adaptation by
8onya Levien and J. E. Nash
8cenario by Ewart Adamion
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B'WAY'S BIG FIVE GET

$125,0(10

randolph benefits by
b.

WITH ONE FEATURE FLOPPING

&

WEATHER AND CHANGE OF TIME

k:s dark house

BOOSTS BOSTON'S BUSINESS

Monday Closed Through Family

Strand, Capitol and Rivoli Attract Greater Part of
Big Grots Rialto Housed Weak Sister in "Missing Millions"— Strength of "Knighthood"

Friday, September 29, 1922

Death

—

U's Profession

Midnight

—

Show
\

The

-Chicago, Sept. 27.
Randolph gave a special

Loew's State Strong Draw Amazing Wise Theatre
Men Fox to Continue at Tremont Temple Despite Flop of "A Little Child Shall, Lead Them"

—

midnight pre-release showing on
Thursday for professionals and exBoston, Sept. 27.
hibitors and In doing so Prlscilla
AITKENS ACTIVE AGAIN
Although the Aim field is sharing
With one single exception, Broad- to remain, however, until "When
Flags," which
Two
Dean's
"Under
In the general theatrical prosperity
way motion picture theatres last Winter Comes" is ready.
Lyric— "A Little Child Shall Lead was the special shown, drew more Boost "Waukesha Idea" in Middle throughout Greater Boston its share
week held attractions of unusual
West Revive Old Promotion
Seats 1,400. attention than any other event on
strength. Their advance importance Them" (Fox Special).
is
relatively low.
The daylightwas borne out by the box office Scale, mats., $1 top; eves., $1.65. the rialto for the week. InvitaThe Altken Bros, come to bat saving period expired Sunday, and
The Despite terrific efforts to attract the
showing of three of these.
the first of tho week showed such a
tions
had
been
broadcasted
literato
the
dissemination
of
again
in
the
Strand held the Norma Talmadge public, this picture does not seem
A legit and vaudeville shows In town, ture in Chicago boosting "The Wau- marked increase in takings, comfeature, "The Eternal Flame"; the to be making any headway.
Oapitol the Mae Murray starring $1,000 offer for a new title to the and the stars appearing with them, kesha Idea," which is a scheme for bined with* the cold weather, that the
the development of waterways in gloom group along Celluloid alley
while
picture
issued
this
was
week
Rose."
In
the
production, "Broadway
and a gala crowd turned out which the Great Lakes and nearby terri- began to take heart
a little.
at the Rivoli, Thomas Meighan in hope that it would attract further
They want canal developtory.
filled
the
house
to
the
walls.
"Manslaughter" was the attraction. patronage.
Loew's New State, a 4,000-capacity
Rialto— "Missing Millions" (Parhouse with a 50-cent top evenings,
All threw of these pictures held a
Outside of that the closing of the ments, particularly In Wisconsin.
The Aitkens, who were promoters continues incrcdiby strong. This
tremendous drawing strength. The amount). -^Soats 1.960. Scale, 50- Chicago and Roosevelt theatres on
of the Triangle Film Co., own a big $4,000,000 building houses in addition
This Monday-(owing to death in
one weak sister of the street was 85-99). Alice Brady, star.
the B. dairy farm in Waukesha, to which to offices a 600-capaclty intimate
the Alice Brady picture, "Missing picture proved to be the weak sis- &
K- family), left only the Ran- they have retired, following litiga- theatre which is a miniature replica
at the ter of the attraction offered at
Millions," which showed
dolph open of the big three houses, tion growing out of
the Triangle of the main theatre, and in addition
It failed to
Rialto and caused that house to Broadway's big five.
and so the week showed a spurt in collapse. The publicity campaign a dance hall, which in the short time
drop almost $5,000 below the aver- stand up under the fire of strong gross at the Randolph. It finished
it has been opened looks like another
age business it has been doing play- opposition and the gross on the to $6,000, the highest this house has for waterways and public education Loew gold mine as regards future
ing second runs on the street to the week was $14,000, which is about* done since Its U tenancy, playing to that project via moving picture rental returns.
productions emphasizes the part
Tremont Temple is filling in this
"Missing Millions" was a $5,000 under the average business the U picture,
Rivoli.
"The Long Chance." played by the Aitkens in the ex- week with a five-day showing of the
pre-release premier run for the that the house has been doing.
At the Chicago the week was listed ploitation of Douglas Fairbanks, Eustace African travel pictures,
with
week
the
finished
it
house and
Rivoli
"Manslaughter"
(Para- to be a top-notcher through the
which started off surprisingly strong.
• gross of only $14,000.
mount). (Seats 2,200. Scale; 50- vaudeville bill, which was being Mary Pickford and other stars, al- The Fox Interests are a trifle dis85-99.)
Thomas Meighan star. This run In conjunction with "The Val- though the name of Triangle is not heartened over the exploitation flop
"Knighthood" Turnaway
of "A Little Child Shall Lead Them,"
was hailed as one of the big pictures ley of Silent Men." The film was mentioned.
The "Waukesha Idttt" apparently but are to continue with tho house
The turnaway business, both mat- of the year In the Paramount lay- given second consideration
in tho Is a revival of the Amcen campaign indefinitely as
New England's exinee and night, the Marion Davies out, and It pulled a corking week's
press and exploitation work, but in behalf of waterway
development ploitation house for Fox releases.
picture, "When Knighthood Was in business at the Rivoli, getting a
just the same was treated with a carried
oh some time ago. The Alt- Thore is no question but what this
Flower," Is doing at the Criterion little_above $29,000 on the week.
lot of grace by the critics. Had the
kens were pushing a screen educa- house, which has a long-run reputaIs the wonderment of the street.
Strand— "The
Eternal
Flame" house remained open Monday it is
tion, con be*put across aa a downtional campaign
with promotion town first-release theatre,
There was many predictions that (First National).
despite
(Seats
2.900. likely that it could have easily run
features at that time.
the business of the first days of the Scale: 30-50-85.) Norrrfa Talmadge
th£ fact that it Is of the auditorium
up
a
score
of
but
$42,000,
as
it was
type, with a large section of Its balpicture was forced by the heavy star. A costume play that was exit climbed much higher than any
cony unfit for pictures.
advertising campaign, and that the pected to remain over for a second
previous one for the past few
The smaller first-run houses havo
second week would ace a marked week on Broadway, but it finished
PULLS
months; witfi/the gross overlapping
been hit the hardest, despite clever
In- with a
falling off at the box office.
slogle week, although the the $38,000 mark.
advertising
and an occasional nigh
stead of this being the case, the gross on the week was $31,000. The
Suburban houses are showing
The Roosevelt was the real sufIN DETROIT spot.
opposite seems to be true, with the picture, however, failed to hit the
strength.
Second runs of "Blood
ferer
of
the
week.
"Blood
and
turnaway assuming greater propor- mark set by Wednesday which
and Sand" were issued for a number
The picture topped $H.500 would have assured it of an extra Sand" was a gamble In its fifthof Boston pop and larger ^picture
tions.
week, and with the drawing power
houses
this week, with much Interest
last week, which with the Strand week on the main stem.
Publicity
Gets Star displayed
of the Chicago to the loop, it was Heavy
by smaller exhibitors who
doing $31,000, the Capitol $39,000 and
figured this final week of the picare contending that this feature,
Picture
Otfer
and
the Rivoli's $29,000, brought the
which
broke
would
aU Boston picture recture
back
come
for
some
of
gross of the big five on Broadway
ords Labor Day week at tho State
the bad breaks It has been receivStrongly
"BLOOD
to almost $125,000 on the week.
and all pop records at Loew's Oring.
However,
Monday
the
closing
The Cameo also managed to get a
pheum, will not draw heavy in the
contributed
toward making the
first run with "What's Wrong With
second-run houses, but will clean up
Detroit. Sept. 27.
FLOPS IN PITTSBURGH showing worse, and it Is not likely
for
the smaller suburban houses
the Women," but the picture failed
Business was off the first part of
"Blood and Sand" drd $10,000.
later when it reaches them.
At the
to create any great stir.
last week on account of the continTlrere was no real competition for
Estimates for last week:
Broadway "More to Bo Pitied Than
ued hot spell, l>ut as it became
this week on the street, because the
Loew's State (capacity, 4,000; 25cooler toward the end business
Scorned," played with a vaudeville Good Weather Helped All the
"Broadway Rose" and the
Chicago was the bigger drawing picked up at all of the motion pic- 50c).
bill presented in conjunction, while
Semon
"Golf" reached nearly $12,000,
Houses
New
Cameo
house,
and
helped
along
the
others
ture houses.
the Astor continued with "The PrisWith a
prize
package
for business far ahead of expectations.
with
turnaway.
This
The
a
was
unhad
still
44th
the
Opens
oner of Zenda";
normal bill and with a full winterwas at the Capitol, where Hope season
usual and out of the ordinary.
"Monte Carlo" and the Lyric preorchestra
this
shows
house
a
Hampton's latest, "The Light in the
Estimates for the week:
sented "A Little Child Shall Lead
personal profit at about $8,500, according to
Pittsburgh, Sept. 27.
"Valley of Silent Men" (Para- Dark," was shown with a
The latter attraction is
Them."
appearance by the star. Miss Hamp- those who profess to know. "ManStart of cool weather last week mount), Chicago. Seats 4,200; mats.,
slaughter" this week opened strong
being made the object o'f an extra
ton's manager put over more pubhad u tendency to bolster receipts 55; nights, 65. The Monday closing, licity stunts than have ever been Monday night and looks like a $13,advertising campaign with the hope in most of the local picture
C00
or $14,000 week. Next week "The
houses,
due
to
death
a
family,
the
efin
achieved by any film star that has
of arousing the interest, and a spe- though the Olympic, with its secfected the gross on the week almost appeared here In the past year. She Old Homestead" is announced, with
cial offer of $1,000 for a new title for ond week of "Blood and Sand," was
Theodore Roberts (Paramount).
many
was
personally
involved
in
The vaudeville portion of
the picture is being made by the far away from its earlier returns. $4,000.
Tremont Temple (capacity, 2,000:
of them, such as giving a free matFox people as part of the scheme The Valentino vehicle, having been the show was the big thing, and inee for all red -headed girls and a 25-SOc). "With Eustace in African
There may shown also at the Liberty the week was worked up to a terrific busi- banquet for 50 of them at one of the Jungles" jumped in for flvo days unto attract patronage.
expectedly after it looked aa If the
be a short engagement at the house before, had about drawn the bulk ness; close to $3S,000.
hotels. No doubt the charming perof Valentino fans. "Human Hearts,"
"The Long Chance" (Universal), sonality of the star herself, meeting Fox people would have the house
of "My Friend the Devil" prior to which
opened
dark
the
new
Cameo,
for the week.
Mr. and Mrs.
Randolph.
Had
its
biggest
Sunday,
thousands of people during the
the advent of the Douglas Fairbanks which rivals any of the mediumHarry K. Eustace are appearing
picture, "Robin Hood," here on Oct. sized houses on the Rialto for gen- Monday and Wednesday since the- week, had a lot to do toward in- with the pictures dally.
creasing
The
the
box-office
receipts.
atre was under U management, fin80, although It Is possible that Fox eral beauty of construction, record*
Park (capacity, 2,400; 28-40c).
picture
Is the best thing she
Third week of- Harold Lloyd'*
may hold that offering for his ad- ed good returns and has been held ishing the week to $6,000. House has yet itself
done,
it was lauded by
The Milton Sills feature, Is being made a success and run- all the Detroit and
"Grandma's
Boy" fell off sharply,
vent at the Astor, which the Shu- over.
nowspapers. Particberts have promised to let him have "Skin Deep," nt the Grand and Lib- ning high score in grosses, but will ular etress was made of the 1,100 being reported at around $5,000.
erty, started out mildly and im- show its real value when It has a
This
feet of colored photography by a Picture started like a wow.
for making way for "Robin Hood" at
proved gradually into a strong fang run feature. Seats, 686; mats., new process which
week' "Silver Wings," the newest.
wo understand Fox
the Lyric.
week-end at both places.
mother-love series, opened
The 35; nights, 50.
cost
per
foot
$2
per
print.
John
H.
An estimate of the gross takingR American Legion angle didn't mean
quietly.
Mary Carr, the mother, is
"Blood and Sand" (Paramount). Kunsky, who owns tho Capitol, said being
advertised to appear at every
at the Broadway picture houses last much here, where interest is at low
Roosevelt, fifth week. Seats 1,275; ho did nearly a record business performance, her personal drawing
ebb.
week follow:
during
tho
week,
which
means
the
"Silver Wings" received perhaps mats., 39; nights, 50; holidays, 60. rocelpts must
Astor— "Prisoner of Zenda" (Mehave been somewhere power being still an open issue
the
best
commendation of the Film had a bad run at this house, in the neighborhood of $25,000.
Tuesday night, when business was
tro). Seats, 1.131; scale, $1.65. Has
critics, and the State benefited. The with the final week being a flop;
"Blood
past
and
Sand" did a corking neither weak nor strong.
the
been dropping steadily for
most advertised picture here in $10,000.
Modern (capacity, 800; 28-40c).
good third -week business at the
two weeks, with last week's gross many months, "in the Name of the
Adams, where it closed the first -run "Human Hearts" and "Married Peogoing almost to the $7,000 mark. Law," which was shown by Rowple"
last week reported at around
engagement. Business throughout
CLAIMS -SANS GENE"
I«oew readying new picture for the land and Clark at their Blackstone.
"What's Wrong With the
the 21 days was very profitable. It $4,000.
did no wonders, but, withal, was an
house for next week.
will bo January 1 before it will be Women" and "Queen of the Moulin
effective
boosted
Rouge"
draw
and
receipts
this
week.
Katharine
the
Kidder
Would
With
Prevent
Wrong
Cameo— "What's
released to the neighborhood thethat house. Estimates:
Beacon (attraction, scale and seatPicture Release of Story
atres.
It Is the only picture which
Women" (All Star). Seats, 550; at Grand—
ing capacity identical with Modern).
"Skin
Deep"
(Seats
2,500.
Paramount
has
sold first-run with a
Failed to cause any
scale, 55-75.
Takings last week under the Modern
Scale: 25-40-55). Milton Sills was
Injunction proceedings to prevent four-months' protection.
particular^ stir, although title was credited with unusually fine work,
"Nanook of the North" had a sat- slightly.
expected To be a draw. Got about and his support also was praised. the release of a picture version of
isfactory business at the Broad way
Southern Exchange's Partnership
$4,000 on the week. House returned Business latter part of week was "Mme. Sans Gene" by Albert Ken- Strand. It did not
break any recmanagement, and nedy are threatened by Katharine ord, but the picture did cause conto
to following the Rlalto-Rivoli with gratifying
E. V. Richards of the Saengcr
more
than
mado
up
for
weak
a
who
achieved
fame
Kidder,
the
as
pre-release third run policy this
siderable comment, and no picture Amusement Co. and AI Lichtman
opening. About $12,500.
historic washerwoman in the Sar- released this year received such have concluded a partnership agreeweek.
'Skin -'Deep" (Seats dou play.
Liberty
*
praiseworthy newspaper notices.
Capitol— "Broadway Rose" (Mement under which three subsidiary
1,200.
The Sills
Scale: 25-40-55).
"Tho Prisoner of Zenda." at the companies
Kennedy, who, was genera! proSeats. 5,300; scale, mats.. 30- vehicle outdrew its stiff opposition
tro).
are to be formed for tho
Madison, was held for a second
60-$l; eves.. 55-85-$1.10. Mao Mur- in Fast Liberty, and starting with duction director for CJoIdwyn and
operation
of a like number of 6Xweek, having reached a figure of
ray star. Pulled a corking week's Wednesday night, attendance was Universal before he entered' the In- $9,000 tho first three days of the changei in tho southern territory.
dependent producing field, has been previous week. While the second The exchanges are to bo located in
business, with other strong features, up to par. About $7,500.
Olympic "Blood and Sand" (2d instructed by the dramatic star that week did not hit as high a mark as Atlanta, Dallas and New Orleans.
getting a little above $39,000.
Seats 1.100.
Scale 25-40). steps will be taken to restrain the the first, tho receipts were very The
Criterion— "When Knighthood Was week.
first will have the territory inclose, so that tho two weeks' en- cluding
It
is
Scats, The favors given all female patrons exhibition of the picture.
In Flower" (Cosmopolitan).
Carolina. Tennessee. Alawas not a big en -ugh factor to keep
886; scale, mats., $1.50 top; eves., $2. attendance up to the mark set the scheduled for release Oct. 1 through gagement reached expectation* of bama, Georgia and Florida;
the
both the producers :md the manIt is
Interest In the picture unabated first week, and. but for a spurt at Producers' Securities Corp.
second,
Texas,
Arkansas and Oklaagement.
after the first ten days of Its run, tho finish, it would have been a s:id alleged the screen version is an In"Silver Wings" at tho Fox- Wash- homa, while the third will havo
fringement of the play, which she ington held up very nicely,
although Broadway wise ones pre- total. About $S,500~
and Louisiana and Mississippi.
controls.
dicted a flop after the first week.
Rich uds and Lichtman will each
Maaager Shafer la continuing the
Kennedy has replied he went to engagement for another week. No hold 5(i per cent interest In the exPicture is doing a turnaway at two Drop Girl's Charges Against"^3tar
historic sources for his play ma- doubt the run was forced somewhat change*.
Los Angeles, Sept. 27.
performances daily and played to a
A fourth exchange is to
District Attorney Thomos Wool- terial, which Is public property. Ho In order to create a favorable im- be opemd at a latter date In Oklalittle bettor than $11,500 last week.
44th 8treet— "Monte Cristo" (Fox wind refused to accept seriously tho denies the Sardou play furnished pression for the rest of the city. homa Cit}.
E. C. Leeves, former
Business the first Sunday of the
Scale, $1 charges of misconduct against Her- his inspiration.
Special).
Seats 1,323.
week was just as big a* the southwest sales manner for AssoThe play has been done by Bern- second
Business bert Rawlinson, brought t<> his atmats.; top, eves., $1.65.
ciated producers, has been made
first, so that indications point
and another version was good attendance the remainder to genera! manager of the Dallas exCell a little last week with the gross tsntion by the mother of Dorothy hardt
of
Clark.
played
by
Amelia
Bingham.
Picture
Is
Solas to around $8,000.
the current week.
change.
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BUSINESS-) POLITICIANS LEAVING,
BUSINESS CONSISTENTLY HOLDOVERS J)0

"ORPHANS" AT POPULAR SCALE

"Broadway

GOOD

CLEANS UP FOR NEWMAN'S ROYAL

ENFORCE

cused

Harrishurg, Pa., Sept. 27.
The collapse ofthe floor of a motion picture theatre in Pittsburgh,
according to Clifford B. Connelley,
Commissioner of Labor and Industry, emphasizes the need for careful inspection to prevent similar
disasters.

cir-

advertising the
were the lowest the
ever been shown for at

n-75,
^

-.ad

CODE

Warning from Authorities

strongly,

it

uric
picti.

and the management

run in any city.
The fans who keep posted on pichad waited long for the Griffith
"The Pennsylvania Department of
masterpiece and were ready with
their money in their hands. As a Labor and Industry," said Commisconsequence the theatre was jammed sioner Connelley, "is enforcing the
from morning till night, with crowds terms of the revised motion picture
blockading the sidewalks for almost code for schools, churches and auevery performance. It will be held ditoriums most rigorously, especially
for another week.
As an opener for the new policy the provision requiring permits for
at this house, that of showing only the use of buildings in which the
first

blocks away, continue to do profitable business with "Monte Cristo"
(In its third week)", but it showed
a distinct gain over the preceding
This big Fox special has
week.
been held over for a fourth week,
with "Manslaughter" already announced as coming in. An added
week at the Stanton is something
of a cause for joy, as this houso
has been cutting down its runs
steadily ever since the end of the
long stay of "Over the Hill" a year
ago.
A third house to continue In the
run was the Karlton, which held
over "The Storm," with fine results
until Saturday, when "The Masquerader" began a two weeks' stay.
"The Storm" haj been the surprise
Playing at a fashhit of the fall.
ionable house that has been dropping steadily, thlu melodrama succeeded in catching a drop-in trade

tures

exhibitions are to take place.
"It is the danger of such catastrophes that has brought about the
adoption of safety standards in
Pennsylvania governing the exhibition of motion pictures in the education field. Although the department has no jurisdiction over theatrical exhibitions or theatres such
as the one in Pittsburgh, the lesson
of this disaster will have its effect
in the enforcement of the educational 'movie' code, which became

features for indefinite runs at 50-75,
the Newman forces could not have

chosen better.
"The Masquerader," with a numentertainment
ber of additional
units, was also heavily featured at
the
the

Newman, and

the

bill

held up

high standard of the house.
Like tho Royal, capacity business

was the rule at many of the performances, although the steady play
was not as evident as during the
preceding week, with "Blood and
Band." The latter picture, which
was sent to the Newmans' third
house, the Twelfth Street, proved a
good draw at 10 cents above the reg-

the Commissioner that, where pictures are
to be shown in schools or auditoriums throughout the State, building permits must be secured before
the exhibition can take place.
It

ular house price.

At the Liberty the Harding Bros,
"The Storm" and gave it all

offered

kinds of pubjjeity, but it failed to
prove a strong competitor against
the Guy Bates Post picture on one
*ide and the Griffith feature on the
other. The picture was shown at the
regular nouse prices, 35-50, which
were specially featured in the billing, but the heavy play went to the
other houses at higher prices, which

TWO FOXES
Disclaims Any Connection with Fox Institute

only goes to show that the people
will pay for what they want to see.
The Apollo, a big south side house,
has broken into the first run class
and offered "Missing Husbands" for
the first Kansas City showing. On
the Twelfth street "White Way,"
the Wonderland, a drop-In house,
had Fairbanks' "Three Musketeers"
for 18 cents, and the Victory, next
door,
was showing a Chic Sale
comedy, "His Nibs," and "The Soul
Herder," both first runs here, for 15

For the current week the big noise
1

picture.

would lead

(Seats 1,980; scale, mat-

Mas-

that

Guy

production. Critics divided as to
relative merits. Fog scene especially
clever.
Other units on bill were
song hits from "Mary," by Ollivotti

and Burckley; the Coon- Sanders
Novelty Orchestra, Grace Nelson,
from vaudeville; Pollard comedy,
News Events and Newman concert
orchestra. Gross close to $24,000.

shown

in

scale .55-75)—

greatest

picture

Under new

The fourth

to the natural inference

at

ever

(Seats

(Fox).

2,700; scalo
Drew fairly well. The
90).
receipts went to $15,500.

50-76-

week's

Granada — "Borderland"

of the big

sudden

shift

column "add."

downtown

A

four-

in all the dailies

Washington. Sept

27.

The surprise feature was the
business done by "The Prisoner of
Zenda." The receipts at the boxoffice undoubtedly equaled those of
Valentino In "Blood and Sand.'
which when it is considered that
the Valentino plcturo had Labor
Day during its showing shows just
what tho "Zenda" picture has accomplished. Considerable additional
advertising was utilized for the
showing.
Tho weather remained about the
same with the temperature rising
toward the end of tho week, but evidently not affecting the picture
houses.
Kstimates for the week:
Loew's Columbia (capacity 1,200;
scale. 35 mats., 35-50 nights). "Tho
Prisoner of Zenda" (Metro). Looks
to have reached $15,000. Being held
for a second week.
Crandall's Metropolitan (capacity
35-50
20-36 mats.,
scalo,
1,700;
nights), "Alias Julius Caesar' (First
National). This house with what
has been termed one of the best
Charles
Ray pictures, and an
equally effective Larry Semon comedy, "Golf" (Vltagraph), nosed into
second place with a gross close

—

—

—

—

—

Tivoli— "The

Eternal

—

'Broadway
Warfield
Loew's
Rose" (Metro). Seats 2.800; scale
Took a big flop tho
30-50-C0-75).
second week, getting under $8,000.
Frolic— "The storm" (Universal).
(Seats 1,000;
Peter.

.

scale

Drew

NEWARK

10-30.)

House

$4,300.

BUSINESS BRACED

'

Newark, N. J., Sept. 27.
"Blood and Sand almost equalled
the record at the Branford the first
week doing about $17,000. It fell
'

off some
well.

last

week,

but

petition

Flame"

(Seats
National).
(First
1,800;
scale 25-40). Norma Talmadge, dowell
second
week.
This
feating
for
ture pulled around $10,000.

still

did

taken a brace.

was

Saturday on tho Barrymore
and tho picture editors
picture,
a great send-off. It looks
gave
as if it should send the house's
t

gross soarings
Wis.' ones look to see "Sherlock
HolnruH" and "The Masquerader"
at the Karlton divide the high class
draw, with "Monte Cristo" showing

27.

—

Buffalo, Sept. 27.

Business at local picture houses
continued strong lant week, all theatres Ketting a break despite keenest competition.
Hippodrome, with
"Prif*oner of Zenda," tho outstanding feature of week, although business fell off somo from preceding
seven days. Klmwood entered the
field this week with a real bid for
This
patronage In its new organ.
feature being played up and gives
indications of bringing draw. Frank
Leon is the featured player.
Last week's estimates:
Hipp "Prisoner of Zenda." Ca-

—

pacity, 2,400 r scale, mats., 13-2.V.
nights, 25-60.
Did Well but should

week becauso
scale, 35 and 60 cents
ity, 4,000;
matinees; 60 and 75 cents, evenings.
Cristo"
(Fox,
Stanton "Monte
Businens which had
third week).
been good from the start boomed in
such a manner as to lead Stanley
people to hold attraction over for
fourth week, putting off "Manslaughter." Great Joy felt at breaking of house's hoodoo; $x,500. Ca-

—

y\

—
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—

—

•

i

<

•

.

I

.

i

.

|i

knew much about the
Picked up well toward end of

pictures

of

film.

j

j

Washington

Advertising

90).

On<> girl was killed and over sixty
were injured when" the foyer of, the
Strand theatre, a picture house Jn a slight let down, and "Rich Men's
special). Although this was second the Lincoln avenue district, col- Wives" nailing at tho Aldine. The
week for picture, having done big lapsed Friday afternoon.
The engagement of "Blood and Sand" at pacity, ,,1,700; scale, 3j and 60
business at Newman first week, owner of tho theatre and building the Palace this week may dent cents, matinees; 60 and 75 cents,
enough had not seen it to give
Selznick, brother of Louis J. other grosses, too, and a big play is evenings.
Twelfth Street good week's business is Sol
Aldine— "Your Best Friend" (WarSelznick, New York film magnate, being made by the Stanley comfor house. Gross near $3,000.
among those hurt. All pany with "In the Name of the ner). Didn't share in business boom
who
was
Liberty (Seats 1.000; scale 35-50).
heavily as some other houses,
as
Victoria.
'The Storm (Un versa]). House the others injured wero children not Law'' at the
"Rich
The double engagement of "What's but showed improvement.
Peters. Strongly advertised and well over 15, and all are expected
Wives" in this week, and
Men's
Wrong with the Womrnr^at the
received by critics and patrons as recov' r.
Who
Played
one of Universalis best. For some
"The
Man
God"
moderate
the
a
was
Palace
and
Arcadia
the
to
They had been attracted
unaccountable reason business did
$3,000; capacity, 1,500;
It was not the kind of following;
free tickets which success.
not come up to expectations. House theatre through
e( rits straight.
60
tiny
scale,
the
for
suitable
most
picture
The
Sandwiched between Newman and had been distributed in school.
Karlton
The Storm" (Universal,
intimate Arcadia, but pulled in
Koya], but failed to get break. Busi- entrance was crowded with thefil and
Some business at the Palace, and second week). Maintained its fine
waiting to gain admission.
ness in neighhorhood of $6,000.
business of first week, and when
.tiding
the
twin
showing
of
adv<
the
conbeing
Is
opposition
A rigid investigation
at
pop
vaudeville
taken off on Friday to make room
houses: "Midnight," Main Street; ducted by eity authorities, and the
attention.
"The Masquerader*' it had
week's business: for
'Sherlock Brown," Pantagcs; 'Top blame has not as yet been estabI;.- Limates of last
o the Morning," Globe.
Stanley "Hurricane's Gal!!! (Fl.rsj passed tho $5,000 mark. Guy Bates
llshed. though the owner of
Post
story
Him also In for two weeks.
is
<sw
a
mi'luTh
Nati"nulji
fault.
building is not believed
scale,
STANLEY'S
ipaclty,
1.100;
50
splendid notices and * is
cents
A. C. HOUSE
The building inspection department dr im
of
><),
a
gross
straight
turning
in
shake-up well
Atlantic City, Sept. 27.
is expected to undergo
it
would
if
It's doubtful
I24.S
The Stanley Co. has completed as a resalf. /
Nils Bouveng of Stockholm, ofi.
iched anywhere near this
negotiations for a picture theatre
Selznick >fad owned the building
s "" at
however, without the aid of ficial of ihe Swedish Biograph, has
the corner of Kentucky ave- about a > car. and the theatre abo
Show, which located In New STorkiai uu Importer
hue and the Boardwalk. The trans- four months.
In a statement to Gimbel Bros Fashion
with particular reference t«'
cially elaborate this year.
'"
i"M Is said to be the biggest in police he said ho had be n informed was
)io arrived Sept. K> oa the
Holmes'' was suddenly tnr«s.
resort history,
.,
by thi ln*p< tor* that the building
Cap
Swedish-Arm rican ..nc.
o» this week.
iwi
Work is to be begun immediately, requirements were satlafai lory.
,,

in

mount).

run

scale

r

— Strong

put John Barry-

as previously announced.

grossed around $15.Q00.
Twelfth Street (goats 1,100; scale
35).
"Blood and Sand" (Paramount

NEW

Draw

prise

have gone several thousand more
At the Rialto "Grandma's Boy" than it did. Had very little exmore In "Sherlock Holmes" into the drew so strongly that it was held ploitation, which probably accounts
being doubtful
Situation,
for
Stanley this week instead of Wal- over until this week.
it
Business at the picture bouses has whether anyone outside of followers
lace Reld in "The Ghost Breaker,"

A

and Harold Harvey.

Pittsburgh, Sept.

Granada, however, started off rathor
slowly, but built up on the week,
with Edna Wallace Hopper being
given credit as the draw with a personal appearance.
California— "A Fool There Was"

the

red letter weeks in the Aldine's calendar. Accordingly, It Is hoped that
a turn for the better will bo made
with the new Arliss feature.

being the

organization,

THEATRE COLLAPSES

Storm" (Griffith
Critics unanimous In

city.

their

pary, a critic,

"Orphans of the
production).
declaring it

is

Palace next week.

only picture producer of prominence
bearing the name of Fox, were the
ones advertising for stories.
On the C. D. Fox letterhead are
named as members of his advisory
committee J. E. D. Meade, of Metro
Pictures; Watterson Rothacker of
Chicago, a laboratory man; Hope
Hampton, the star; Luther Reed,
an eminent author; Vera Allen Cas-

Bates Post feature advertised weeks
in advance and draw heavy. Many
going to compare picture with stage

Royal (Seats 890;

and "Hurricane's Gal"

houres did not share so noticeably
in the Improved business, but the
Aldine did show a gain with "Your
Fox executives, the Charles Donald Best Friend" over the previous
Fox who is at the head of tho week, with "The Three-Must-G* tscenario school was formerly em- Theres." This house, first and last,
ployed by them as a house attache fo rsocJety draw, will get its first
in their Newark theatre.
booking compatible with that draw
Charles Donald Fox has been next week, with George Arliss in
operating a scenario school for some "The Man Who Played God." Last
time in Chicago and been adver- winter "Disraeli," with the same
tising, utilizing a scarehead, "Fox star, did a neat two weeks' busiWants Screen Stories," which the ness, and his "Ruling Passion" later
William Fox organization allege in the winter was one of the few

being made at the Newman for
Two-page, news"Manslaughter.
paper size, photogravure heralds
were mailed all over the city, and
Friday the papers tarried screaming
quarter page ads with a photograph
of Frank L. Newman and a personally signed letter guaranteeing the

"Prisoner of Zenda" a Sur-

<

William Fox has instructed the

Is

Newman

Fox

legal department of his organization to take the necessary steps to
prevent the impression going forth
that tho William Fox. Mot ion Picture Corp. has any association with
the Fox Photoplay Institute, recently opened in New York City.
According to one. ef the William

cents.

inees 35, nights 60-75).— "The
querader" (First National).

was emphasized by

William

three holdovers in tho
plcturo houues only two

(Para- to $9,000.
(Seats 3,100; scale 60-75Loew's Palace (capacity 2,500;
Milton Sills and Agnes Ayrcs. scale, 20-25 mats., 20-30-40, boxes
evenings).,
"The $5 liaby"
This feature did not make much of 65.
an impression, but personal appear- (Metro). A good picture but with
ance of Edna Wallace Hopper nothing above the ordinary to atBusiness wasn't
helped the box office. Good public- tract business.
quite up to the past week, Looks
ity stunts wherein the local press
to have done about $8,500.
devoted much space on her youthMoore's Riaito (capacity 1.900;
ful appearance built business as the scale, mornings 25, afternoons 15,
week went along, the gross being evenings 60, Saturdays, Sundays
holidays 60), "How Women
$17,000, with Mies Hopper given and
Love." Picture ca.sed no particucredit for the draw.
(Par- lar interest; did, however, pull the
Imperial "Manslaughter"
the house with a
amount). (Seats 1,425; scale 35-50- regular patrons of
from the Chestnut street shopping 75). Thomas Meighan. The second gross on the week of approximately
$5,000.
crowd, and word of mouth adver- week held up In great shape with
Congress having adjourned may
tising brought people who seldom $11,500 and the third week, which affect business somewhat, as most
patronize either this house or the tho picture is now playing, finds it of the members of the House and
Arcadia and the Aldlne on the same as strong a draw as it was in Its Senate have left or are leaving in
In other words, it held on second.
street
Looks good enough for a the immediate future for their
homes to attend the forthcoming
to the classy draw, and took some couple of additional weeks.
What effect this will
of the Market streeters away from
Strand— "A Tailor-Made Man" elections.
have on business is being closely
the Palace and the Victoria.
Artists).
Seats
(United
1.700; watched.
Fur; er bookings of both "Hur- scale 40-55). Charles Ray. Credit
ricane's
Gal" and "The Storm" for the big business is given to the
BIG FILMS IN BUFFALO
downtown were results of their fine picture, which is creating more inbusiness.
"The Storm" plays the terest than the starT Got $12,500
Good Break Despite Keen ComCapitol on Market street this week last week.

month."

effective this

Of tho

Prevalent— Stanley downtown
stood the
Goes to $24,500 With
0.

R.

LUSINESS DROPS

27.

up
These wero Norma Ta'madge in
"The Eternal Flame," at the Tivoli,
which Is doing very well on its secPhiladelphia, Sept. 27.
ond week, and "Manslaughter," at
For the first time in many months the Imperial.
Mae Murray in
the downtown picture houses re- "Broadway Rose," at Loew's Warported improved and encouraging field, took a sudden drop at the
opening of the second week and did
busIncsH all along the line. Waiting
not recover.
lines and crowded houses became
At the Strand "A Tailor-Made
the rule at the big-time houses,
Man," with Charles Ray, is proving
though only the touted specials a smash. It started off with a bang,
were playing.
and the week kept*ip its lively boxFor example, the Stanley, ex- office pace to tho last The picture
pected to slump woefully after is proving highly popular.
The
"Blood and Sand," kept right up critics have hailed tho picture aa
with -the band, and with the aid of one of the beet that Ray has made.
the Gimbel Bros. Fashion Revue as
Many devotees of other houses aro
added attraction to "Hurricane's being lured to the' Strand this week
Gal," business at this house stuck because of the word-of-mouth talk
around close to $24,500.
the film is causing. At the CaliforNot only did the Stanton, two nia conditions are but fair. The

Pittsburgh Theatre Collapse Brings

gtonn" was offered last week at the
Boyal. It was the premier showing
Jn this city

PA.

Rose" Falls Down on
Second Week

"Hurricane's Gal"

Playing First Runs
City, Sept. 27.

PHILLY

gaff last week and kept
their records at the box office.

pid $15,000 at 5575— "Masquer ader" Got $24,000
Also Last Week—Apollo, Kansas City, Now

Kansas

IN

San Francisco, Sept
S.

The biggest smash in the picture
show business put over in many a
day was engineered by the Newman
management when "Orphans of the

45

'

of favorable

comment

Could have been
on every side.
plugged for a house reooid.
Got
between $10,000 and $11,000.
Loew's 8tate—-"Fighting Streak"
and vaudeville.
Capacity, 2.400;
nights, 30-40. Had
big Opening but fell away after first
three days.
Vaudeville very much

scale, mats., 20;

off;

$10,000.

Lafayette

Square— "Siren

Call'
3,400;
30-50.
Business ran along about as usual.
Minor, organist, returned to house
this week with the fact apparent in
the draw.
Has his own following
and plays big part In the gross. Between $9,000 and $10,000.

and

scale,

vaudeville.Capacity,
mats., 20-25; nights,

Olympic— "What's

Wrong

wi«h

the Women" and "Voices of the
City." Capacity, 1,600; s-ale.
16-20; nights, 20-35.
Double feature program billed as biggest show
ever put on in Buffalo failed to atHous^ did
tract much attention.
scarcely
than
preceding
hotter
week. It does not seem to ue an'"
Will n>
to attract the crowds.
hardest sort of plugging td pti! \l
over.
Probably about $2,ooo.

m

i

Henry King

is working on "The
Wall Street" for InspiraWhen that production
i* completed it is understood be win
uiroct a feature fpr the oojftjpanv,
starring one of the CHsh sisters.

Shark

<»f

tion Pictures.
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KANSAS CENSOR BANS

ANTI-CENSORING PLANK

-

SCREEN COMEDY COP

FIRST NATIONAL FRAMES PLAN

Adopted
Also Puts Damper on
Booze Joke

Formal

Friday, September 29, 1022

Resolution

.

ASKED OF PARTIES

FOR FOUR PRODUCING UNITS

Committee Attending Convention at Syracuse Hope
for Democrats

CLASH OVER

A delegation of the New York
State M. P. Theatre Owners, headed
by Charles O'Reilly, president of the
organization, and S. Ii. Berman, sec*
retary, is in attendance at the
Democratic State convention in
Syracuse today. Wednosday they
wero In Albany to appear before the
Resolutions committeo of tho Republican convention.
The purpose^ of tho lobbying in tho
conventions is to have both parties
if posBiblo,
placo an anti-censorship plank in the platforms for the

.

Kansas City, Sept. 27.
resolution passed by the
Kansas State Board of Motion Picture Censors, the motion picture
comedy cop is doomed in that State.
The resolution:
"Any burlesque of an officer of
the law, or any scene which would
tend to create disrespect for any
law, Federal or State, or mitigate

By

a

proper
against
its
ahall be eliminated."

Under

this

ruling,

enforcement,

according

to

the members of the board, exhibitors are forbidden not only from
.showing pictures making fun of policemen, but are barred from presenting any film which makes light
of the prohibitory laws.
Mrs. J. M. Miller, senior member
the board, speaking of the
of
board's action, pointed out as an
example of the influence of the
screen the respect in which the
Canadian Mounted Police are ,held
by Juvenile patrons of the movies.
"Their appearance on the screen
invariably is greeted by applause
from the children," Mrs. Miller said,
"and the reason is that they have
always been pictured in a way
tending to create respect for them.
This is far from the case in the
There Is
matter of - policemen.
really no difference in showing disrespect to the uniform of a policeman and that of a soldier or sailor.
Of late there have been numerous
scenes,
particularly In comedies,
making a joke of prohibition. These
will bo cut from now on."

FOX AND

Richard Rowland Has Worked Out Details Which
Will Be Acted on at Chicago Meeting Next Week
Protecting Against Desertions

U.

"UNDER TWO FLAGS"

—

Reported Trying
The

indications arc that the As-

sociated First National is going to
enter the producing field. Heretoorganization has been
fore, the
solely an exhibitor organization for
the distributing of pictures. Recent
development with certain of the

producers insisting on tremendous
exhibition values being placed on
their product have started the executive committee figuring on protectionary
methods whereby the
entrenched
bo
organization
Will
•gainst hold-ups or the deseition of
any of the producers now releasing
through the First National exchanges.
I
Monday there is to be a meeting
of the executivo committee of First
National held in Chicago. At this
meeting one of the principal topics
will be the existing franchise and
sub-franchises, and at the same
meeting the advisability of entering
the production field will be gone

On

that First National might, decide to

develop and maintain.
There has developed

tion

of late a
certain amount of feeling between
the First National organization and
Joseph M. Schenck over the productions of Norma and Constance Tal-

Tactics

as With

Griffith

William Fox and the Universal
are said to be battling regarding the
production of "Under Two Flags,"
which the latter company has just
released with Priscilla Dean as the
star. The U. picture*^ playing the
Strand, New York, this week. About
six year 8 ago Fox made the same
story with Theda Kara.
It is on the question of foreign
rights that the two companies have
split.
Fox with his productions
holds the copyright for English distribution and is trying to compel the
U to pay a price for the rights to
release abroad.
The situation is
simlliar as the one existing between
Fox and D. W. Griffith over tho"
foreign
rights
"Che
Two
to

The contract under which
the Talmadgo productions are now
being delivered fall for four additional productions from
each of

madge.

these stars to the First National.
originally was for six productions
each, and two of each have been
It

delivered,

Under the present conditions, it
believed that after the contract

Same

U. in Regard to Produc-

is

is

completed Schick will throw his
lot with the Metro people, which is
becoming considerable of a factor
In the field through the acquiring
of a number of important outside
producers and directors.
With First National, Sehonck's Orphans."
The Universalis appealing to Will
contract calls for an advance of
$350,000 on delivery of negative on' 11 Hays to havtf him act as the
the Norma Talmadgo productions,' head of an arbitration committee to
he receiving the shore end of a P<> OV€,r lho question and to render
76-75 split until the First National * decision
gets back tho amount advanced. On
his 25 per cent the amount he reMIDNIGHT SHOW
ceives applies to the $250,000 that he
Philadelphia, Sept. 27.
is to get on tho long end of a 75-25
Tho Stanley Co., of late weeks,
split on the gross obtained after the
$350,000 is repaid.
After Schenck has been starting its week's bill at
gets his second $250,000, both he the Savoy at midnight Sunday,
and the organization split 50-50. opening at 12:01 a. m.
While it has not attracted any
With a distribution cost amounting
to 27 per cent, this means that the especial business or attention, it is
attractions will have to gross $850,- said the Stanley Co. thought if
Q00 each before the First National might be a good try and at the
gets a chance to break even. On the same time give a little box ofllec
Constanco Talmadge productions pressure to the Savoy, which has
the same arrangement applies ex- needed it.
I

into.

-

few weeks an exhaustive plan of ^production has
been prepared by Richard A. Rowland, which is to be submitted to the
meeting. It is understood the plan
advises the immediate organization
of a producing unit which is to
start work in the east. This is to be
followed by the formation of at
JOHN B. ROBINSON'S UNIT
least
three additional producing
John It. Robinson, the director units to operate on the coast. Rowwho completed the Mary Pickford land's insight into producing was
production of "Tess of the Storm gained through his association with
Country" is In New York.
Metro as the president of that cor>He is organizing a production poration, which was in both the
unit of his own and completing the producing and the distributing field
arrangements for the financing of would place him logically at the
the company.
head of any producing department

Within the

last

coming elections. There was little
hope expressed in regard to a possibility of obtaining this concession
from the Republican party, but it
was felt the Democrats might include such a plank in the platform,
adopted at tho Syracuse convention
either today or tomorrow (Saturday).
Attending the conventions with
Messrs. O'Reilly and Berman are
•

Bou

Blumenthal

and

Will'am

Brandt, of the T. O. C. C. of
.

York

City.

It is

possible that

New
tome

might be made hetween the oxhibitnrs and tho State
committee heads for cooperation in
the coming campaign in return for
consideration of an antl-consonhp
8ort of a trade

plank.

|

]

'

LINDER RETURNING
Tar in. Sept. 23.
Revue •Suisse du Cinema, a
Swiss trade organ, publishes an interview with Max Under while so-»
journing at Lausanne.
"I wanted to executo a big cos-

PHULyS

Tja

tumo

film

in

France,"

explained

Max, "but the French studios are
so badly equipped, .compared with
the American studios, so I am returning to tho United States to put
my plans into execution there, and
I don't want to
I feel quite sorry.
do any more ultra-comic reels."

cept that the initial advance on
negative is $300,000, with the second

payment $200,000.
These two stars are about the

SCREEN ACTRESS WOULD END
(•YEAR APPRENTICE CONTRACT
"Mary Astor's" Father Asks Court to Annul IndenLatter Agrees to Make
ture to Harry Durant
Girl Star

—-Shared

—

Salary

strongest attractions In the way of
box office attractions that First National has on its list at this time. If
Schenck should dccldo to withdraw
after his contract is completed It
would leave the organization short
on star names.

Another producer who, seemingly,
is ready to step away from First
National after he delivers two additional pictures that
his contract
calls for. Is Louis B. Mayer. There
are two additional John Stahl spe-

FILM PRODUCERS RUSH BIDS

FOR B'W AY STAGE SUCCESSES
Belasco Disposes of Rights to One Play for $75,000
Urgency of Demand Brings Tenders for Current Hits with String On Release Date

—

come from his studio to the
After that thero is no
further connection. In the light of
tho contract which Mayer has al-

cials to

company.
Justice Philip J. McCook has reserved decision on an application
Cor a temporary injunction restraining Harry .Durant, theatrical producer, from interfering with the
employment bymoving picture concerns of Lucille Langhanko, 17ycar-9ld "Mary Astor" a*s she It
known in the movie world, who was
indentured for six years to Durant,
a friend of the family by tho girl's
'

from other concerns, but as Durant
had advanced large sums of money
father, he should bo
made to livo up to his part of the
contract.
to

the girl's

AMERICANS IGNORE
ENGLAND'S OFFERS

lather in November, 1920.
According to the statements made
to the court by Edward G. Marks,
Screen Players Themselves
counsel for the girl's father, in tho
letter's capacity as her guardian,
Solve Problem of the
Durant was to give her instruction
Producers
in histronic art, and to prepare her
to become a film star. The terms of
the indenture were that she was to
The new problem facing film proget $100 per week when she became an adept, and any excess over ducers of competing salary offers to
that salary should go 25 per cent, American screen stars by British
to Durant and the balance to her- producers appears to be solved by
Work was secured for her the actors themselves. Frank Zeitself.
with the Famous riayers. and the
task of instruction begun. How- lin, former F.nglish legitimate agent,
ever, other offers for the girl's ser- snd now representative of London
vices were made one by the Dis- film Interests, sailed Sept. 23 for
tinctive Productions, Inc. but they home after several months on this
were confronted by tho Indenture side, where he made attractive offers to a score of leading American
contract with Durant.
The father of the girl contends screen players.
He went bark without signing a
Durant misrepresented matters to
him, and that he never secured any .single "name." It is reported he
failed
fact,
even to secure a favorable
daughter;
in
his
positions for
the only work procured for her, it Interview looking to a future enwas claimed, was through the in- gagement In English pictures. The
fluence of the father, and that American Stan took (he attitude
Durant was building upon the fu- that their future in the A
young Held was assured now, and they
of
the
possibilities
ture
were making headway at home.
woman's becoming a success,
Philip Wittenberg, counsel for They did nor cars to talk or* ai
nee that Might dim their promDurant, stated that the picture
stars of today "are not actors Or inence with the home Cans,
•'
Keit' u d< pai
rh.it
i.
I,
acfresse.i. ),nt are plastic luuti
urn in a U vv moi
moulded in" ihape by ihe ideas of he would
ly,n
orj
up
to
continue
his
the director." He said Durant, was
willing she should receive work Am< r;

—

—

A rush on the part of screen pro- tho Louis B. Mayer organization by
ready made with Metro to delivers ducers for the film rights to plays Maurice Revcnes who'acted as agent
to them the productions directed by within tlie last two weeks Indicates for Sam Harris. When the sale was
Fred Nlblo. It seems quite possible that thero must be a great lack of announced the American Play Co.
that he is preparing to cut away good screen material. In addition to stated that it, as agents for the
from the organization with which ho the plays that were produced last author, had not been consulted and
first started as a producer with the season producers are trading right they offered It to the Warner Bros.
Anita Stewart productions. In ad- in on the new productions of the An arbitration meeting was held on
dition to Stahl and Niblo, Mayer has current season and making offers.
the question with the agents finally
Reginald Barker under contract, and
agreoing and the Mayer sale was
In tho matter of new productions,
that director has just completed
producer's representative in confirmed. The price was in excess
"Hearts Aflame," for which no re- as one
of $50,000.
have been New York put it this week, It is
leasing arrangements
$75,000 for Belasco Play
better
step right in after the
to
made. First National and two other
opening of a play, if one can figure
Because of the hitch which tied
releasing organizations are reported
picture values and make a bid for It up 'Captain -Applejack" and the
as in the field for the picture on
tho strength of the reports on it before it establishes itself. Through fact that the show started a new
this a price can be obtained lowei business spurt at tho Cort theatre
from the coast.
Niblo is now on his first produc- than the screen producer would while the adjustment of the Contion to be released through Metro. have to pay after the play is a hit. troversy was pending, the release
date on the picture was altered so
Time Limit Fixed
Instead of it being "Captain Applejack," as first announced, it is to be
The bidding has been so spirited that it cannot be shown generally
"The Famous Mrs. Fair." with on picture rights that tho Hcrcen about the country until after March
"ApprejAck to follow as the second producers, are taking the rights to 1, 1923. Originally it was to have
feature to be released under the productions with the understanding been released in New York by Oct.
and generally throughout the
1,
new contract.
that they are not to release until
country by Jan. 1. Therefore, inAt the Chicago meeting at which certain dates in the future. Such
was the case with the Famous Play- stead of this being tho first product*ie new proposition of First Nation directed by Fred Niblo that
tional joining the ranks of produc- ers and Sam H. Harris In the matter
Mayer is to releaso through Metro,
ers is to be dlscus.scd, Ilow'and will of "Nice reople," the film of which

•

;

|

i

•«

'

:

,i

not attend. The advisability of this was shown in Boston in violation
is seen through the fact that the 'of the release date agreement and
question will K e argued out before was withdrawn when the theatrical
an unbiased gathering. While if producer threatened action.
Rowland was present It might he
Tho rights to "Captain Appleconstrued that he was urging the jack" were sold by Sam Harris last
venture.
week wlUl the understanding that it
Just what the trend of tho dis- was not (o be released in New York
cussion on franchises is to be is not untu next year. There was a hitch
in tli..; sale that for ;i liim
-.I. hut the distribution pJlOSJ
! •'•
of the First
National la to be .•is though it would wind Up in the
thoroughly gone into \\.-'.< the pos- courts. Several weelts ago FjouIs U.
dbility of a new methcif <>f dis- Mnyer announced thai he had the
tribution worked out befov<
end rights to film the play. 8ev ral du;
later it was stated tl^.it he had not
of the meeting.
secured the rights and there was n
Phil Abrahams in now purVhaalng possibility that the Warner Urota.
nt w ith ihe New \
would
the
acquire
Property.
"First National.
Originally the deal was made' with
•

.

i

|

tho pleturization of "Tho Famous
Mis. Fair." which ho also secured,
will be substituted.

This week the Belasco office is reported as having disposed of on" of
the plays held by tlyun at a price

around 176,000. The title of the play
and the purchaser Were hot disclosed on Tuesday when the deal M
;.aid to have been consumated.

.i

,

Am
with
I

.1

Independent stag" producer
production that he opened

:

one house under one name tin.
son and Which after meeting with
very mediocre success, was moved
another house under nno-thcr
to
title, is said to have turned down
; <

throe

offers

Immediately

for
aftel

tho

screen

i' s

ji

Ihe*0p4hmg.

'
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SILVERMAN ADVISES

KEEP RELIGION OUT

Address

Made Before

"

EXHIBITORS' RLACKLIST

BODY

EXHIBITORS' BOOKING

Picture

LONG RUN FEATURES

FRIGHTENING DISTRIBUTORS

Owners— No

Conclusion
Arrived At

Paramount, Newark, Opens
-Keep religion out of the the- Association
The Paramount (Fabian house)
Appoints Committee with Marcus
atres" was the keynote sounded by
opened Saturday with little prepabbl Joseph Silverman in an adFear Other Local Exhibitor Bodies
liminary announcement. It will use
dress that he made to the Motion
second run pictures with changes
Follow
picture Theatre Owners' Chamber
York's Example
twice a week.
at Commerce at a luncheon at the
when
Tuesday,
memAstor
Hotel
bers of the cloth representing all
The question of the formation of
The
denominations were present.
an independent booking organizatheatre owners stated that they
11
tion
of exhibitors to combat the
bad come to a realization of their
booking deals of the larger circuits
responsibility to the public, and that
is
matter
a
of
concern
to
producers
they were ready to open up their
and distributors. So great has the
tcreens to educational and instrucalarm over thiS step of the indetive subjects.
pendents become, through the forobjection
rabbi's
the
to
The
acreenlng of religious subjects In mation of the Associated Booking
the theatres was based on the fact Corporation, that several of the
that no matter what the subject members of the M. P. Producers' and Boston and
York Betting 2 to 1 Bay State Popelected from the Bible was, there Distributors' Association have apwould* of necessity have to be some pealed to Will H. Hays to appoint
and
ular Referendum Will Vote
theology of one sect or another fa- a committee within their own ranks
to
take
up
the
matter
and
bring
Active
Church
picturization.
and
the
that
vored in
this of necessity would offend oth- about some arrangement if possible
«r« who were not of the same belief. which will enable the distributors
He warned the exhibitors they were in this territory to combat the sitThe picture interests are seem- and Hector Fuller. The campaign
treading on dangerous ground, al- uation arising through the formaingly lined up for a whirlwind cam- will include the formation of "A
though he complimented them on tion of the A. B. C.
paign
during the final four weeks committee of 100," under the guidThe committee that has been apthe thought that they had come of a
prior to election in their effort to ance of Judge Brackett, the % local
realization of the responsibility to- pointed comprises Marcus Loew,
the censorship of motion pic- theatrical managers'- counsel, the
defeat
Sidney R. Kent (general sales manward their fellowman.
which is to be placed before membership of this committee to
The rabbi's attitude set forth in ager of Famous Players) and E. J. turespublic
for referendum on Nov. 7. comprise the strongest names availthe
his speech came as a bombshell, Bowes (of the Goldwyn organizaLocally the feeling is that the pic- ably in Massachusetts.
after the meeting had progressed tion).
Picture screens will be utilized,
certain to suffer
If the movement among the ex- ture people are
about halfway, and after two minlabor and women's organizations
defeat at the coming election.
isters and a priest had spoken re- hibitors is permitted to gain a footenlisted,
and the general line of
The "Will Hays organization which
garding the subject.
One oT the hold in New York it is feared that
propaganda will be that of "highis handling the campaign here has
ministers dodged the issue, the oth- the exhibitor bodies in other pajrts
interference,"
"social
and
Charles Pettijohn, Jack Connolly, brow
er, together with the priest came of the country will foilow and the
Joseph O'Neill and one other of its settlement workers" and "restriction
out strongly in favor of Jt, both set- producers and distributors will be
staff here from time to time, with of free press, pulpit and pictures."
condition
where
the
up
against
a
ting forth in unmistakable terms
the Copley Plaza The lobby at the State House is
that their endorsement would be house owners will be enabled to dic- headquarters at
This quartet, acting with already beginning to sense the
given providing that they were as- tate to them insfead of laying down Hotel.
awakening of. the issue, which, uncured that the exhibitors did not the law to the exhibitors, as has the* local picture people, have lined
up a campaign on the screen and in til now, has been apparently dead.
propose to use the religious pictures been the case heretofore.
"Whether Hays, in bis first fea'iy
The appointment of Marcus Loew the papers which they will break
as a cloak and an excuse for putting
on other .pictures that would do more on the committee is significant, as on Monday. A number of special big political assignment, will be opharm than the good effected by the Mr. Loew is at the head of a circuit short pictures have been made ad- posed by old-time war-horses of the
type of Senator Henry Cabot Lodge
Biblical screen matter, and that a of theatfes that would be vitally dressing the public from the screen
program be arranged around the affected by the exhibitor combina- with arguments against censorship and some of the younger congressmen
who are still harboring Washand a plea to the people to vote
Bible pictures that would be in tion.
"No" on Referendum No. 3 on the ington feuds, remains to be seen. At
keeping and with due reverence to
the present time theso camps have
ballot.
the subject.
The Hays people seemingly have a adopted the attitude that there was
The meeting was brought about
no need of trying to take a sock -atlot of confidence that their efforts
through Fred B. Warren, of the
are going to bear fruit, for they are Hays because he wasn't even tfferAmerican Releasing Corpora'tion,
FIGHT FILM willing to bet even money that they lng a semblance of a battle against
which is to release the fifty-two
tnr referendum bill.
will beat the censorship proposition
single reel pictures of Bible Land,
The history of the Massachusetts
here. There is no lack of takers.
made under the direction of the
referendum, which is apparently the
Church Element Busy
Rev. Dr. J. E. Russell, who has Dr. Defeated Frenchman Said to
first state-wide ballot ever taken on
E. V. Russell associated with him
They are placing a great amount censorship,
Have Enjoined Its
dates back over a year.
In the venture. The pictures, it was
of faith in the American Legion and
The bill was jammed through the
stated, were not staged scenes of
Exhibition the labor union heads, who, they
House of Repiesentatives b./ a reBiblical
facts,
but were simply
say, have lined up on their side of
form group and was scheduled to die
travelogue subjects of the Holy
the fence.
In the meantime the
London, Sept. 27.
in peace in the Senate.' Some India,
Land, depleting scenes of historThe fight film of the Siki-Carpen- opposition element is still going creetly expended slush-money spent
ical interest as set forth in the
tier fight in Paris Sunday has not ahead with all the assurance in the
by the wrong lobbyists prevented
Bible.
yet arrived in London, although due world that they are going to have certain senators from killing
the
Dr. Frank Crane was the first of Monday,
with another 48 hours' a censor board in this state. The bill as an honest favor to Judge
the gentlemen of the cloth present lapse until today failing
to see it church element is solidly behind the Brackett, according to the
State
to speak after the chairman had arrive.
censorship bill, and it carries treHouse gossip, the rumors about the
opened the meeting. Charles O'ReilIt is reported here that Carpen- mendous weight in this section.
"grease" forcing them in self-dely president of the State organiza- tier, following
"Women's organizations are also
his defeat by the
fense ,/to prove their non-participation had set forth the intentions of Senegalese colored
champion, took lined up with the censorship forces, tion by* voting in favor
of censorthe
organization
regarding
his
steps to enjoin the exhibition of the and apparently they are the power
matter,
and Bernard Edlehertz, picture. Pereonal reasons are pre- that the picture people fear most. ship.
Judge
Brackett
then
rais%d
the
chairman of the board of the M. P. sumed to have actuated the former One of the foasons for holding back
15,000 signatures necessary to seT. O. C. C, did likewise. Following
their campaign until the last four
French Idol.
cure
stay
a
on the law until H could
Dr. Crane came Dr. Reisner, who
Carpentier was given a severe weeks before election on the part
lauded the project, and he in turn beating during a poor showing by of the film folk was that they want- go before the voters of the State
was followed by the Rev. Father him. When Siki knocked him out ed to take the women by surprise on the ballot, this holding up the
Fahey, of the Catholic Actors' Guild. in the sixth round the Frenchman and put over their broadside before law until next November.
Chances are still exceedingly slim
Then came Rabbi Silverman with was a sorry sight.
the women could get underway to
for the defeat of the bill, the imhis bombshell, he in turn being
combat it before election time. The
portance of the issue being thnt if
again followed by Dr. Reisner and
women, however, are now back in
Massachusetts, by popular vote,
VALENTINO'S
then Dr. Kirkwood, of the Broadthe state from the summer places
adopts a censorship commission afway Tabernacle.
and are active in the campaign
Not
Grievances—
-Sheik'of
Tells
fecting burlesque, vaudeville, legitiAfter the controversy over the
ahead of the picture people
Going to Run Wild
mate attractions and pictures, there
speech of Rabbi Silverman had died
is apt to be a landslide during the
out, William Brandt, former presiIn New York this week a number next few years
Syracuse, N. Y., Sept. 27.
that will affect most
dent of the T. O. C. C, stated that as
to of those in the film industry were of the other States. The Hays camintends
Valentino
Rodolph
far as he was concerned he intendoffering 2"to 1 that the censorship pniKn bus
picture
commotion
own
start
his
ed playing the pictures in his thebeen to lay low until Just
bill In Massachusetts would carry
before election and then let loose
atres, but that he intended to take pany as soon as his litigation with
Valentino, despite the efforts of the Hays or- a barrage of propaganda that will
great care in the subjects that he Famous Players ends.
ganization to defeat it.
sweep the reform factions off tnelr
selected for his screen, and that he moviedom's representative at the
feet, and it was not until this week
felt that it was entirely a matter American Legion State Convention
that his leaden had to show tla/r
Boston, Sept. 27.
for the exhibitor individually to athletic games last Friday, amplified
There will be at least a semblance hand under pressure.
settle for himself instead of taking his complaint against the Players
of a fight in Massachusetts by the
Th< Transcript comment on th<
-the matter as one for the organiza- while in the city.
feel that they have tried to picture people in an effort to defeat situation last Saturday read in part:
'"I
tion to pass on.
In
the referendum of movie censorship
"if the advocates of censorship
In the closed meeting which fol- make me as srnnll as possible
lowed the open session the question my own eyes so--I wouldn't make when it comes up on the ballot early are bestirring themselves in behalf
upon them," said tn< in November. The legitimate the- of 'the cause/ their voices are as
was discussed >>y the members with* demands
"Sheik." "For Instance I've actual- atrical managers and many picture \<t sparse and small.
out any -definite step being taken.
No louder
house owners have been Open!) sound tb« objcftjoriH of opponents.
ly had to sleep on iii« concrete floor
of my dressing room Then managi
criticising Win Hays for inactivity I've jt the screens
easy means for
rortland, Ore.. Sept. 27.
and he on th< Massachusetts censorship iv- Ihe movie-makers to play upon a
The Episcopal Church of Amer- is a former prize fi^-titT
trie* to treat his players as if they mm for the past month, but it wa g
sympathetic public
i<nmo urging*
in triennial general convention
°ere this month, la.-t week threw were prize fightei
hot iifil.il the Boat on Evening Trans- njriiii"-: censorship.
As the signs of
"It's my ambition to give the pub«?o\vn the gauntlet
cript took a crack at (he situation September go, rhert
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of last
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Counsel

to

Joseph Byron Totten and his wife,
Bingham Totten (J. B.
& Oo., vaudeville sketch
artists) nre named defendants in
a New York Supreme Court suit
by Max Schaumer on a $2,400 note.
The note's history dates back two
years ago when Totten, with Joseph
W. Smiley, were engaged in the
film producing business as the TriStar Pictures Corporation at that
time to the fore as the possible
promoter of Ethel Barrymore as a
screen star. They had an option on
Mlsa Ba.rrymore'8 screen services.
The note, ind a mortgage on
Totten'B property in Volluntown,
Conn.,
were given to Samuel
Schwartzberg, then the corporaMrs. Leslie

Totten

tion's counsel,

as security for fees

due fo/ professional services.

Ths

note was for a year, not! paid excepting $75 and protested.
The
property, it was decided. Was not
worth
while
foreclosing.
Max
Schaumer was assigned the nots
and, through Henry Herzbrun, Is
now proceeding to recover on It.
Smiley is named a nominal co-defendant with* the Tottens because
he endorsed it.
Totten's defense when the nots
was not satisfied was to the effect
Schwartzberg had violated
hia
agreement by refusing to file a personal voluntary bankrupt petition
for him.
The attorney contended
he was only to handle the corpora-

and no

tion's legal affairs

officers'.

NEGRI ON COAST
Feted

by

A.

L.

Picture

Colony-

Work Immediately

Start*

OWN

,

138 Detroit exhibitors

passed a resolution in which they
agreed not to book pictures from
tfny producer who gives tho firstrun houses longer than SO days'
protection. This action was the result of a four months' protection
clause contained in the booking of
"Blood and Sand" to John H. Kun*
sky for his Adams theatre.
Ordinarily 30 days Is the limit of
the protection and then the picture
goes to the second run, and so on
right downlhe line. In the case of
"Blood and Sand" it Was decided to
try an innovation to see what effect it would have in business for
the first-run.
It remained three
wceke at Kunsky's Adams to very
good business and immediately the
second-run houses clamored for
dates, whereupon it was learned
that no dates could be given until
after Jan. 1, in accordance with the
four months' protection.
This is
the only picture on which such a
long protection has been given.
The exhibitors are up in arms, as
hey demand dates immediately after
30 days of the close of the engagement.

Los Angeles, Sept. 27.
FoJa Negri won't forget her entry
into Ix>s Angeles, no

matter whether

she likes film making In America or
not.
Since her arrival Monday she
has been dined and wined, or maybe
only near-beered, by a hundred or
more celebrities. She got off the
train at Pasadena to avoid the
crowds that were waiting at the
stat ion here to greet her.
To the press Negri made the usual
comment, which, when translated,
means "California is wonderful.'*
She starts work immediately at the
La.sk y lot.

W. PICTURES BANKRUPT

P.

The

P.

W.

Cinemaplays,
ers, bath of

Picture-, Inc., and the
Inc
picture produc,

Bridge

8

New

street,

York, had jnvtolunt ary petitions In
bankruptcy Bled against th^m. Th«
creditors are commercial claims for
furniture rentals, printing, etc.
it
IS alleged bath compan es consented
to be adjudged bankrupts.
In the pn"t months a num b er ef
';>..!<«. hav<
died Judgments in the
Pity Court and elsewhere against
Lester Park and the P. W. PicInc f. r moneys due on loans.
stated r
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OLDEN
POPULARITY
Make

- PERSONALITY — PROJECTION

Gilda Gray's Song,

"COME ALONG/'

Of the Ziegfeld

the Outstanding Hit

"Follie$-

1922

NEW AMSTERDAM THEATRE, NEW YORK

PROJECTION,

PERSONALITY
If popularity

be not

Popularity and person-

for-

ality
tified

may

fail

if

the pro-

with personality even
jection be not perfect

a. good song: will fail.

Miss Gray
as

Miss Gray's personality
is

song
quickly

attentive

the projection

is

recognized
in

putting

over the lyrics of such a

so dynamic the audience

i

is

is

an expert

and

When

not han-

as

"Come

Along.**

she sings the au-

dience understands every

dicapped.

wonL
i;

GILDA GRAY
..

\

y's big song hit "Come Along" of the Ziegfeld Follies was written for her by Creamer
Gilda Gray's
and Lay ton and is published by Irving Berlin, Inc., I607 Broadway.
•
•

^^^

BECAUSE GILDA GRAY MAKES YOU

DANCE WITH HER SONGS-AND-SING
WITH HER FEET
•

Ifer tremendous reception the opening night of the Ziegfeld Follies

CAUSED THE CRITICS TO'CALL HER
The

Stop -the -Show Girl
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